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ABSTRACT 

THE MULTIPLE DIMENSIONS OF PUNISHMENT: 
'INTERMEDIATE' SANCTIONS AND INTERCHANGEABILITY WITH 

iMPRISONMENT 

By Voula Marinos 

Doctor of Philosophy, Centre of Criminology, 
University of Toronto, 2000 

Reform strategies, and sentencing legislation for both adults and youth in Canada 

and elsewhere have attempted to create 'intermediate' sanctions that can be made 

equivalent and interchangeable with sentences of imprisonment. These sanctions may 

have the potential to reduce the use of impnsonrnent through interchangeability. so long 

as sanctions can be equivalent to imprisonment in severity. implicit in these theories of 

punishment, however, is the assumption of the acceptability of interchangeable. 

'intermediate' sanctions. It is assurned that the most critical dimension to punishment is 

severity. This thesis challenges these simplistic conceptualizations of punishment, and 

presents an analysis of the perceived appropnateness of punishment. 

1 argue it is critical to examine the fimctions that punishments are seen (by judges 

and the public) as serving. Authon writing about interchangeability. and sentencing 

legislation for adults and youth, however, have given insuficient attention to the offence 

being punished and the offender who is the recipient of the punishment. It is suggested 

that these approaches to sentencing and punishment will be inadequate until a 

combination of factors are addressed that are part of the sentencing process. 



The findings dernonstrate that fines, community service orders, and conditional 

sentences cannot be assumed to be generdly accepted as equally interchangeable with 

imprisonment across al1 purposes, offences, or offenders - adults and youth. Different 

punishments were seen as appropriate in different contexts. The four studies presented in 

Chapters two through five demonstrate that denunciation is viewed as an important 

purpose by members of the public and judges for offences involving violence. In these 

cases, 'intermediate' sanctions were seen as Iacking the denunciatory power that the 

prison achieves, and were less likely to be viewed as appropnate than imprisonment for 

violent and sexual offences. 

It may be possible to create punishments that are seen as equivalent to 

imprisonment in severity. This thesis reveals, however, that there are multiple dimensions 

to punishment -- beyond severity -- that are considered by the public and judges when 

assessing the appropriateness of punishment. Punishrnents must be understood as being 

complex and varying dong qualitative as well as quantitative dimensions. 
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PREFACE 

The present thesis is organized into 6 chapters: an introduction, conclusion. 

two published papers, and two unpublished substantive chapterd Chapter 3, entitled 

"Public Sensibilities about Conditional Sentences of Imprisonment" draws on a paper 

by Voula Marinos and Anthony N. Doob. (1999). "Understanding PubIic Attitudes 

Toward Conditional Sentences of Imprisonrnent." 21 Criminal Reports. (5th) 3 141. 

Chapter 4 is entitled "What's Intermediate About 'Intermediate' Sanctions?: The 

Combination of 'intemediate' Sanctions and Denunciatory Sentences in the Courts." 

This Chapter is derïved fiom a paper by Voula Marinos. (1 998). "What's Intermediate 

About 'Intermediate' Sanctions?: The Case cf Young Offender Dispositions in 

Canada." Canadian Journal of CriminoZogy, 4O(4) : 3 5 5 -3 75. 

I The University of Toronto School of Graduate Studies 1999-2000 Regulations now provide for the 
possibility chat a thesis 'May contain a selection of several papen". See 1999-2000 Calendar, at p. 50. 
Degree Regulations, Doctor of Philosophy. 
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Chapter 1 

Neglected Features of Sentencing and Punishment: 
Multidimensionaiity and the Role of the Offence 

Attempts to reduce the use of imprisonment for both adult and young offenders 

have occupied reformers in a nurnber of countries. The approaches to this perceived 

problem have varied. For exarnple in (previously West) Germany, legislation was 

introduced in the 1970s to substitute fines for sentences of imprisonment of less than six 

months, as well as create a &y-fine system that allowed offenders to pay a fine in 

exchange for dismissed charges by prosecutors (Weigend 1997). In England and Wales, a 

successfùl extension of community service orders and the opening of day reporting 

centers apparently contributed to a decrease in the use of imprisonment (Tonry 1995; 

175). Finally, some approaches appear to have successfÙ1 results in some countries and 

be less effective in others. For example, "truth in sentencing" legislation was introduced 

in Victoria without increasing prison populations, while an increase in prisoners occwred 

in New South Wales, Australia (Freiberg 1997; Tonry 1995: 175). 

In Canada, similar concems have been expressed for over twenty-five years. In 

fact in 1969, the federally appointed Canadian Cornmittee on Corrections recommended 

an increased use of alternatives to imprisonment in order to decrease Canada's prison 

population (1969: 309). In a comprehensive review of Canada's sentencing system, The 

Canadian Sentencing Commission concluded that "[wlhat is now needed is not M e r  

theoretical development of this concept but a policy which transfomis the principle of 

restraint into reality" (1987: 46). One of the main thnists (pnnciple 9) of the "Daubney" 

Report in 1988 was that "carceml sentences should be used with restraint; there must be a 



greater use of comrnunity alternatives to incarceration.. ." (Standing Cornmittee on 

Justice and Solicitor General, 1988: 5, h e d e r  "Daubney"). 

One cornmon approach to reducing the use of irnprisonment is to focus on non- 

prison sanctions. These are traditionally, or commonly, referred to as 'comunity-based 

sanctions' (Canadian Sentencing Commission 1987), and 'alternatives to imprisonment' 

(McMahon 1992). Instead of these te=, authors Morris and Tonry (1 990) refer to these 

as "intermediate punishments" - punishrnents that lie between probation (seen as little or 

no punishment) and imprisonment (with the exception of capital punishment, seen as the 

most severe punishment available) (see also Daubney 1988). The two ends of the 

continuum -- probation and prison - are seem by the authors as overused punishments 

(Moms and Tonry 1990: 3-8). The term 'intermediate' sanctions attempts to move away 

from a focus on either the prison or probation, and move towards highlighting the range 

of sanctions in between. 

Morris and Tonry (1990) have encouraged the substitution or interchangeability 

of 'intermediate' sanctions that are equivalent to irnprisonment. Equivafency, they 

suggest, could be devised for most short or intermediate Iength prison sentences. Indeed, 

they suggest that 'intermediate' punishments - b e s  or community service orders for 

example -- could act as "roughly equivalent" substitutes for sentences of up to two years 

in prison (1990: 79). Offenders in the U.S. are sentenced to prison of two years or less for 

a range of property and relatively minor violent offences (Morris and Tonry 1990: 79). 

In Canada, legislation currently exists which appears to have as its intent the 

reduction in the use of imprisonment. Two specific provisions of the Criminal Code state 

that imprisonment should not be used if less restrictive sanctions are appropriate (section 



718.2(d)), and that imprisonment should not be used unless al1 other available sanctions 

have been considered (section 718.2(e)). The overall "fiuidarnental" principle of 

sentencing for adults, under section 718.1, is proportionality: "[A] sentence must be 

proportionate to the gravity of the offnice and the degree of responsibility of the 

offender". 

The Young Offenders Act includes similar restrictions on the use of Unprisonment. 

In deciding whether custody is to be imposai, the court is directed to consider non- 

custodial dispositions when appropriate for young people who commit an offence that 

"does not involve serious personal injury" (section 24 (l.l)(b)). The courts are also to 

impose custody only "when al1 available alternatives to custody that are reasonable in the 

circumstances have been considered" (section 24 (1.1 )(c)). In addition, proportionality in 

sentencing young persons is also an important principle. One difference between the 

principle of proportionality for young people, compared to adults, is that in the context of 

imposing a custodial sentence the youth court should consider the "senousness of the 

offence and the circumstances in which it was committed and having regard to the needs 

and circurnstances of the youog person" (section 24 (1.1). Young Oflenders ~ c t ) . '  

Clearly sentencing legislation in Canada has been constmcted, in recent years, 

with the underlying purpose of limithg the use of imprisonment and encouraging the use 

of non-custodial sanctions available by the courts for both adult and young offenders 

(Campbell 1999: l38).' Although the principles in the two pieces of legislation (Criniinal 

' R. v. M.(JJ.), [1993] 2 S.C.R 421.81 C.C.C. (3d) 487,20C.R (4th) 295. 
in the Canadian context, both policy documents and legai changes reinforce intmncdiacy in punishment 

as a strategy to reduce tbe use of imprisonmmt. In 1991, the Sentcncing Refonn Tcam, Department of 
Justice Canada, providai a background papcr and proposal for changes to provisions rclathg to probation, 
conditional discharge, suspendecl sentences, and others. Within this document, tbe changes proposeci were 
described in the context of "intermediate" scntencing, and the need to dccrcase the use of imprisonmmt 
(199 1 : 4-5). Bill C-90 (1992) rccommcnded the i n c d  use of "intcrmdate" sanctions, but the proposcd 



Code and the YOA) differ to some extent, the overall intent is the same. It is suggested, in 

effect, that judges should substitute an 'intemediate' sanction for sentences of 

impnsonrnen t that might otherwise be imposed. 

The difficulty is that these implicit theories of punishment assume notions of the 

general acceptability of interchangeability. Moms and Tonry (1990) assume that a range 

of different punishments will be seen as appropriate by mernbers of the public and judges 

in accomplishing a range of different purposes for adults and youth. These two key 

pieces of sentencing legistation for adults and youth also do not consider the offence that 

is the basis of the punishment, charactenstics of the accused, or the purpose that the 

sentence is supposed to accomplish in a comprehensive way. 

This thesis suggests that these approaches to understanding punishment in the 

context of sentencing in the criminal justice system will be inadequate until other parts of 

the punishment process are addressed and incorporated. It is possible, for instance, that a 

sentence of imprisonment might be seen as a necessary response in a particular case even 

though a sentence of "equivalent" severity - perhaps a fine or a cornmunity service order 

- could be devised. in this thesis, both mernbers of the public and judges are asked about 

their views and attitudes towards the interchangeability of fines, community service 

orders, and conditional sentences for sentences of imprisonrnent. This thesis will present 

data that suggest that the perceived appropriateness of a punishment is determined by 

more than the relationship of the seriousness of the offence and the severity of the 

sanction. Rather 1 suggest that in order to understand whether a particular sentence is 

legislation did not pas .  in 1994, the Smtcncùig Team proposed cbangcs to sentencing rcflecting thcir 
concerns with probation, suspendeci sentences, and fines, and ovet-inmeration in Catrada These 
documents provided the groundworir for Bill-C41 in 1996, whkh r ~ ~ ~ l t e d  in changes to the sentmcing 
landscape in Canada Sec Sentcncing Reform Team. 1994. ''htcrmediak Sanctions Consolidation." 



perceived as appropriate, it is necessary to examine the fùnctions that sentences are seen 

as serving - by judges and members of the public - as well as the charactenstics and 

qualities of the offence and the offender. 

The 6Functions9 of 'Punishment' 

Writings on punishment can be summarized under at leest four separate headings. 

The first might be described as attempting to understand the broad fiuictions of state 

imposed punishment. These functions may or may not be explicit and intended.) In the 

criminal justice context, the views of Cesare Beccaria (1 76711 97 1) and lmmanuel Kant 

(1785/1972) are oAen contrasted as representing the huo opposing yet dominant 

justifications for punishment today. 

Beccaria is typically associated with a classical view, where punishments are 

imposed for a very specific purpose: to deter crime. The focus is on the future -- 

preventing crimes that have not yet occurred. At the same time, however, Beccaria 

endorsed a form of proportionality in punishment. The severity of the punishment should 

not exceed that which is necessary in order to deter. Its purpose is to improve society. 

But for Beccaria, al1 punishments were not interchangeable. Given its purpose, the ideal 

punishment was one that would remind potential offenders of the offence and deter them 

fiom committing such offences (Beccaria 1767497 1). 

'My intention in this discussion is not to ~ggest  that punishmcnt should only bc examincd in terms of 
intended purposcs. Unintendeci conseQuences also should not be intcrpnted as serving intendcd purposes 
On a broad b e l ,  Hudson (1996) explains that "sociological fùnctionalism" assumes that al1 sociai 
institutions must have a fimction in order to survive (1996: 133). 1 would likc to borrow Duffs and 
Garland's (1994) conception of 'latent' ftnctions of punishrnmt. They mean "...identiwg the ways in 
which penal practice rnay corne to serve ends other than those that are officially dcclarcd as its objectives" 
@uff and Garland 1994: 32). 



The other dominant approach in today's penal culture is derived frotn Kant. His 

perspective was that punishrnent must not be imposed on people for the good of others. 

Rather punishment should be imposed on an offender simply because that person has 

offended (jus telionis) - as an end in itself, The choice of the exact punishrnent and the 

quantity of it, in general, was to be detennined by the wrong that was actually 

comrnitted. The principle of equality - that punishment should reflect the crime in 

quality and quantity - was the starting point. Kant realized, however, that sometimes the 

impact of the punishment would not be appropriate if this strict equivalence were 

followed (1972: 103-4). He States that social statu of the offender, for example, has an 

impact on the pain of punishrnent: 

It may appear, however, that difference of social statu would not admit the 
application of the principle of retaliation, which is that of 'like with like'. But 
although the application may not in al1 cases be possible according to the letter, 
yet as regards the effect it may aIways be attained in practice, by due regard being 
given to the disposition and sentiment of the parties in the higher social sphere. 
Thus a pecuniary penalty on account of a verbal injury, may have no direct 
proportion to the injustice of slander; for one who is wealthy may be able to 
indulge himself in this offence for his own gratification. Yet the attack comrnitted 
on the honour of the party aggrieved may have its equivalent in the pain inflicted 
upon the pride of the aggmsor, especially if he is condemned by the judgment of 
the court, not only to retract and apologize, but to submit to some meaner ordeal, 
as kissing the hand of the injured person. In like manner, if a man of the highest 
rank as violently assaulted an innocent citizen of the lower orders, he may be 
condemned not only to apologize but to undergo a solitary and painhl 
imprisonment, whereby, in addition to the discomfort endured, the vanity of the 
offender would be psinfully affected, and the very shame of bis position would 
constitute an adequate retaliation aAer the pnnciple of like with like (1972: 105). 

Kant would appear to have a notion of interchangeability where "substitute" punishrnents 

would be imposed largely because the pain infiicted on society by the offender would not 

have the sarne impact if inflictecl on the offender by society. 



More broadly, Durkheim's Moral Educatîon (1961) demonstrated that 

institutional punishment operates beyond the criminal justice s ystem. For Durkheim, 

discipline is socially usefiil and necessary in the classrwm, for instance, in order to 

reinforce proper behaviour, relationships and moral communication (1 96 1 : 37). He States 

that 

Thus the essential fiinetion of punishment is not to make the guilty expiate his 
crime through suffering or to intirnidate possible imitators through threats, but to 
buttress those consciences which violations of a rule can and must necessarily 
disturb in their faith - even though they themselves aren't aware of it;. . ..and, to 
speak more particularly of the school situation, that it is always felt by the teacher 
from whom the children receive it. Thus, discipline plays an important part in the 
hct ioning of the morality of the school.. .. 

Pain, however, is only an incidental repercussion of punishment; it is not its 
essential element. It is an external index of the feeling that must assert itself in the 
face of a violation. It is the feeling expressed, and the sign by which it is 
expressed, that neutralizes the morally disruptive effect of the violation. Thus, 
severity of treatment is justified only to the extent that it is necessary to make 
disapproval of the act utterly unequivocal. 

In contrast to Kant, then, Durkheim would suggest that interchangeable sanctions are 

permissible only in so far as the severity of punishments are not onIy equivalent in 

severity, but more importantly, that the nature of punishments are equivalent in the 

messages that are communicated. 

More recently, the focus of discussions about the h c t i o n s  of punishment has shifted 

in two ways. First, other fiinctions of punishrnent have been discussed within broad 

social and economic terms. For example, in Punishment and Social Stmcture, Rusche 

and Kirscheimer (1 939) argued that in addition to penal objectives, punishment should be 

understood within the context of social relations at the tirne.' Drawing on Marxist theory, 

Rusche and Kirscheimer demonstrated that punishment and the labour market are 



interrelated. Different punishments were stmctured primarily, although not exclusively, 

by economic and social forces. Punishment is understood as functioning to support 

dominant class economic interests and relations, and " ... was not the result of 

humanitarian considerations" ( 1939: 24). 

Second, state punishment in a criminal justice context bas been linked, more 

generally, to state control. For example, Stanley Cohen (1985) suggested that alternatives 

to imprisonment were ineffective in decarceration, extended state social control to newer 

groups of deviants, and intensified controls directed at former deviants (at 40; see 

Chapter 2; see also Cohen and Scull 1983). Whether this is generally the case with 

alternatives to impnsonment is questioned by McMahon (1990). She found that in the 

context of Ontario, prison admissions declined within an approximate thirty-year period 

(1950s and 1980s). The development and expanded use of probation, and changing 

perspectives and responses to those charged with public intoxication led to reduction in 

the use of imprisonment. She concluded that decarceration is possible, but the issue must 

be assessed by exarnining 'alternatives' within the community and their impact on 

incarceration (McMahon 1992: 207-8). 

Foucault (1977) saw criminal justice punishments as part of a much larger fom 

of control, suggesting that 'punishment', 'correction', and 'discipline' are instnimental 

and operate everywhere, fiom the state, to the penitentiary, schoot, charitable societies, 

social agencies and so on (1977: 297-99). He analyzed, histoncaHy, the techniques of 

power within dinerent institutions to understand how power dominates and subordinates. 

For Foucault, punishment ii power. The prison is one institution that is linked to other 

' Their analysis is cmtered on pend dcvelopmcnts in Europe fiom the Middle Agcs to the industrial 
revolution to fascisrn. 



institutions - a carceral network "The 'carceral' with its many diffiise or compact forms, 

its institutions of supervision or constraint, of discreet surveillance and insistent 

coercion", Foucault argued, "assured the communication of punishments according to 

quality and quantity; it comected in series or disposed according to subtle divisions the 

minor and the senous penalties, the inild and the strict fonns of treatrnent, bad marks and 

light sentences" (1 977: 299). In this sense, power and coercion can be differentiated in 

gradations, to some extent, according to the severity and type of punishment, but along a 

continuum of punishments within the criminal justice system and extending beyond to 

other institutions. 

Although I have only toucbed the surface of this body of literature, it would 

appear to be largely silent on the issue of how specific punishments are linked to 

purposes and to the acts that arr king  punished. Rather why people are, or should be 

punished, and how punishment is Iinked with other forms of state control has been the 

central issue within this literature. 

The Purposes of Sentencing 

The second set of Literature - the purposes of sentencing - naturally flows from 

the first, the pwposes of punishment. Within a criminal justice context, the "purposes" of 

sentencing are ofien Iisted as including those purposes that are consistent with earlier 

theorists along with a few others that have recently gained popularity. Thus, for exarnple, 

Sections 718(a) througb (f) of the Crirninal Code provide a clear Iist of the purposes of 

sentencing, including denunciation, deterrence (general and individual), incapacitation, 

assis ting in rehabilitation, victirn reparation, and promoting accountability . Sections 730 



(Absolute and Conditional Discharges) to section 752 (Declaring Dangerous and Long- 

Term Offenders) provide a wide range of sanctions including fines, probation, 

conditional sentences, restitution and so on. According to the structure of the legislation, 

the judge chooses the appropriate purpose or purposes to accomplish, and then chooses 

one or more of a range of different sanctions with which to accomplish the goal(s). 

It is assumeci, then, that any sanction can accomplish almost any sentencing goal. 

There is no explicit connection between the two within the legislation in terms of the 

ability of any one sanction, compared to another, to accomplish one or more purposes. 

Furthemore, there is no mention of the offence in this context. It is possible that the 

perceived ability of a sanction to accomplish a particular purpose will Vary according to 

the nature of the offence. More broadly, the legislation is structured so that the various 

sanctions are not directly associated with the list of purposes and principles of sentencing 

that are contained in the legislation. 

Other sentencing regimes that have not wanted to make difficult decisions have 

referred to a sirnilar list of purposes. For example, the U.S. Sentencing Commission, 

created by the Sentencing Refonn Act, was responsible for the development of Federal 

Sentencing Guidelines (1994; see Doob 1995). Wanting severity and inflexibility in 

sentencing (Doob 1995: 2 12), the Commission developed a two-dimensional grid based 

upon the nature of the offence (offence level) and cnminal history (cnminal history 

points) (see Miller 1999; Doob 1995). Yet many have critiqued the guidelines because of 

its lack of coherence in sentencing purposes (Doob 1995; Tonry 1995). The overall 

purpose of the sentencing process, according to the Commission, is to reduce crime, and 

the pnnciples with which to guide sentencing include just punishment, detemnce, 



incapacitation and rehabilitation (28 U.S.C. 991 @) (2)). However as Doob (1995) 

argues, there is no mention of how these goals can be achieved most effectively with 

particular sanctions and according to the nature of the act, such as whether long prison 

sentences deter burglars more than intermediate punishments (1 995: 2 13). 

The literature on sentencing purposes stems h m  two opposing theories. First of 

all, there are arguments on whether the appmach should be largely based on the offence 

(an approach consistent with Kant) or on preventing cnme through deterrence, 

incapacitation, or rehabilitation. Consistent with the Classical School (Beccaria 1764; 

Bentham l789), general deterrence remains as a popular purpose of sentencing. This 

Iiterature is interesting, particularly h m  the standpoint of this thesis, because the focus 

is largely on the smeriry of the punishment rather than on the nature of the punisûment 

itself. On occasion certain offences are discussed as king more susceptible to control 

through deterrence than others (Varma and Doob 1998), or that certain populations are 

more readily deterred than others (R. v. J.J.M. (S.C.C.)). What is not discussed within 

this literature generally, however, is whether there are particular punishments that might 

be more effective with particular offences in accomplishing each specific goal of 

punishment. 

Similarly, the literature on incapacitation focuses largely on whether it is an 

efficient and cost-effective strategy to reduce crime. Advocates of incapacitation such as 

Greenwood and Abraharnse (1982) and Wilson (1998) argue for the crime-contro1 

benefi ts of incarcerathg high-risk, serious offenders. However others such as Brown 

(1998), for example, found that selective incapacitation in New Zealand has been 

ineffective in reducing cnme after release, unduly contains some offenders who might 



not otherwise reoffend, and wastes resources (1998: 714; see also Auerhahn 1999). These 

studies are consistent with other literature on three strikes legislation in States such as 

California (e-g., Vitiello, 1997). Von Hirsch argues that selective incapacitation is "both 

on empirical and ethical grounds a device of limited potential, at best" (von Hirsch 1998: 

126). 

Incapacitation is to be achieved, then, through severe and lengthy sentences of 

imprisonment. What is notable about the literature on incapacitation is that the focus is 

aimost exclusively on the prison as a means to incapacitate offenders. Seldom is the 

possibility that other sanctions could make it difficult for a person to re-offend and 

restrict his or ber liberty through house arrest, attendance orders, comrnunity service 

orders where a person is expected to be supervised during "vulnerable" periods of the 

day. In fact Zimring and Hawkins (1995) suggest that while electronic monitoring and 

house arrest restrain offenders to sorne extent, they fiinction as different forms of 

monitoring systems rather than systems of control such as imprisonment (1995: 157- 

161). 

While rehabititation in prison iost its appeal in the 1970s (Canadian Sentencing 

Commission 1987: 36; Cullen and Gilbert 1982), more recently many researchers focus 

broadly on the effectiveness of rehabilitation, within prison or through non-custodial 

programs. Researchers in Canada (Andrews, Zinger, Hoge, Bonta, Gendreau and Cullen 

1990) undertook a meta-analysis of research on rehabilitation programs. They concluded 

that "[alppropriate correctional service appears to work better than criminal sanctions not 

involving rehabilitative service and better than services less consistent with our a priori 

principles of effective rehabilitation" (1990: 384). They suggest that there is solid 



research on the effectiveness of rehabilitation (see also Whitehead and Lab 1989; Izzo 

and Ross I W O ;  Gendreau and Ross 1987). Palmer (1 994) in the U.S., for exarnple, has 

written extensively about research on more specific programs and interventions for youth 

such as group counseling/therapy, individual counseIing/therapy, life skills, educationai 

training and others, and has highlighted the outcornes of such programs in general(1994: 

22-63). To date, however, research on programs is limited because there appears to be a 

lack of discussion of the specific character of these pmgrams, including issues about 

intrusiveness, responsibility, and stigma to the offender. 

The relatively men t  literature on rehabilitation in the context of sentencing 

focuses large1 y on whether court-imposed rehabilitative programs con be effective. 

Hence, although the research has, to some extent, focused on the matching of oflenders 

to programs, little attention has been given to the principles of punishment. In particular, 

the research on rehabilitative purposes of sentencing has generally ignored issues of 

proportionality. Achieving "just penalties" and "just deserts" (von Hirsch 1976) through 

proportionality, as rnentioned earlier, is a fundamental principle in Canadian sentencing 

law (section 7 18.1 Code), and elsewhere. Literature by Andrew von Hirsch ( 1976) and 

others (Ashworth 1995; Moms 1998; Duff 1998) focus on the importance and process by 

which punishment wili be seen as fair and appropriate. 

For example, von Hirsch (1998) argues that what is relevant is not how an 

offender's punishment might affect his or her future behaviour or that of others, but the 

apparent fairness of the sentence to the offender relative to others with the same 

blameworthiness (1998: 168-73). An ordinal scale of sanctions is effective in achieving 

proportionality according to the severity of the offence and the hann caused. However 



the appropriate sanction - whether probation, a fuie, or prison - to achieve 

proportionality - rarely is addressecl. 

More recently the role of the victim has become a salient feature of the criminal 

justice process through the development of restorative principles of sentencing (Daubney 

1 988; Roach 1999). Two sentencing purposes in Canada address the needs of victims - 
"provide reparations for harm done to the victims or to the cornmunity" and "promote a 

sense of ... acknowledgment of the harm done to victims and to the cornmunity" (sections 

7 18(e) & (f)). Second, recent arnendments to the sentencing process in Canada include a 

verbal "victirn impact" sbtement within court proceedings (section 722, Code). The third 

and related shift in sentencing, related to the inclusion of victims, is family group 

conferencing for young offenders (section 18, proposeci Y U A ) .  However the Criminal 

Code does not address how particular sanctions may be more capable of achieving these 

purposes than others. It is possible, for instance, that probation might serve as a more 

effective way, compared to a victim-fme surcharge, to promote a sense of harm done to 

the victim and comrnunity. 

The literature in this area provides a rationale for shifting paradigms fiom 

retributive to restorative sentencing aims and results. Braithwaite (1989), Zehr (1990), 

and more recently Cayley (1998) argue for the merits of restorative justice approaches to 

sentencing and punishment (see also R. v. Glodue [1999]). Family group conferencing 

(LaPraine 1995; Ontario Ministry of Attorney General 1999), sentencing circles (Roberts 

and LaPrairie 1996), and victim-offender mediation programs (Rudin 1999) have k e n  

developed consistently with the principles of restorative justice. 



However, some critiques have suggested that the traditional justice system is not 

the appropriate setting to accornplish these goals for victims (Goddu 1993), and that 

victims' rights reinforce crime control (Roach 1999: 279). Others have addressed the 

dificulties in achieving restorative justice in the criminal justice process for female and 

aboriginal victirns in particular (see Roberts and LaPrairie 1996; Roacb 1999), as well as 

possible effects of sentencing disparity among offenders. Apart fiom discussions about 

the victim-fine surcharge and restitution (i.e., Ashworth 1986; Roach, 1999: Chapter 9), 

there is less literature about how to accomplish victim-related purposes through 

traditional justice punishments. Sentences of imprisonrnent, fines, and probation, for 

instance, remain focused largely upon the offender. 

As mentioned earlier, the Criminul Code presents a list of pwposes of sentencing 

fiom which the sentencing judge is to choose one or more appropriate purposes. in 

addition, the Code contains a staternent that sentences must be proportionate to the h m  

done (Section 718.2). Sections 730 to 752 present a list of punishments, most of which 

cm be imposed on almost any offender. The major exceptions are absolute and 

conditional discharges (section 730), in which the 'offender" cannot have been convicted 

of a serious offence (punishable by fourieen years or more). What is implied by this 

stmcture - separate lists of offences, purposes of sentencing, and sanctions or 

punishments - is that sentences cm be crafted for any offence to accomplish more or less 

any purpose with almost any sanction. There is, therefore, an implication that sanctions 

are largely interchangeable and cm be imposed to accomplish a wide range of purposes 

across various offences. 



Shz$s in the Justricotion of PunLsAiment 

Another set of literature outlines how shifts in punishment have taken place. Over 

time, it is possible to point to a number of underlying reasons or justifications for the 

imposition of punishment. For exarnple, in the past fie years one can point to changes in 

the importance of rehabilitation, as well as the development of a fairly recent justification 

of punishment - identifjhg and managing high-risk offenders. These justifications of 

punishrnent focus largely on how both the prison and sanctions within the community 

accomplish these goals of sentencing. These literatures are less likely to address, 

however, a discussion about the possibility that some punishments, compared to others, 

might be seen as necessary and justified for reasons related to the nature of the offence 

being addressed, and characteristics of the offender (youth or adult). 

From the tum of the nineteenth century until the 1970s, rehabilitating offenders 

was a major aim and justification of punishment within the United States and Canada. 

Underlying the justification of rehabilitation were positivist conceptions about crime: that 

there are biological and psychological causes of crime that can be addressed, and each 

person engages in crime for diEerent rasons (Cullen and Gilbert 1982: 10- 1 1). Before 

the late 1 8 0 0 ~ ~  punistunent was imposed predominately for the sake of reinbution and 

deterrence and sentencing was largely a detenninate and futed system (Canadian 

Sentencing Commission 1987: 36-37; Cressey 1982: xvii). 

With the shift to rehabilitation, offenders remained in prison until they were 

"cured". The difficulty in predicting recovery or rehabilitation of offenders required the 

courts to impose indeterminate sentences (Cullen and Gilbert 1982: 1 1). It was assurned 

that rehabilitation could "work" effectively within prisons just as it did within hospitals. 



The apparent interchangeability of curing offenders within the hospital and prison 

settings, however, raised some dificulties. in some instances, "milieu therapy" was 

required, where attempts w m  made to make "guards" and "treatrnent staff' 

indistinguishable within prisons (Martinson 1974). This appears to be a way of 'taking 

out' the prison fiom correctional rehabilitation, and create a more supportive and 

therapeutic environment. Over time, however, rehabilitation becarne to be viewed as a 

" failure". 

In 1974, Martinson set out to review the literature and research studies on 

rehabilitation within prisons to answer the question "What works?". He conciuded in a 

published paper that rehabilitation was not effeaive in reducing recidivism. While 

Martinson was not highly optimistic about the firture of rehabilitation, he provided 

numerous possible rasons for this conclusion as well as the need for M e r  studies. One 

quote within the paper, however, was interpreted by many to mean that "nothhg works": 

"With few and isolated exceptions, the rehabilitative efforts that have been reported so 

far have had no appreciable effect on recidivism" (1974: 25). in conclusion, Martinson 

suggested that while rehabilitation is based upon the notion that crime is a "disease" to be 

cured, a perspective that focuses on deterring and preventing crime through punishment 

might be more effective (Martinson 1974: 50). It is likely that rather than the single 

purpose of rehabilitation, the prison was also seen as k ing  required for punishment and 

restraint for persons convicted of serious violent and sexual offences. 

Largely as a nsponse to the dissatisfaction with =habilitation (see Allen 1998; 

Cullen and Gilbert 1982; von Hirsch 1976), desext in sentencing developed prominence 

in discussions of sentencing in works such as von Hirsch's Doing Jtcstice (1976). 'Just 



deserts* has been characterized by a focus on 'just' penalties. The second major shifi in 

justifications of punishment addresseci within the literature has been nom a logic of 

'criminal justice' in modern society, to a logic of 'risk' in postmodern society (Shearing 

1997: 5-7). The focus within this literature appears to be how the justification of risk has 

determined the ways in which a range of sanctions fiinction and are seen as appropriate. 

At a broad level, Urlich Beck (1992) provided one of the earliest accounts of the 

rationale of 'risk' within contemporary societies in the early 1990s. He argued that 

postmodern society is a risk-oriented society. He stated that there has been a shift fiom 

problems relating to the distribution of wealth in modem society, to a p e n d  of advanced 

modemization in postmodem society that is characterized by the distribution of risk. "We 

are living in the period of transition," Beck States, "in which the problems of distribution 

of wealth and of risks overlap" (1992: 200). He presents evidence of this shift within the 

labour market, traditional institutions such as the family and mariage, science, and 

dangers within the environment such as dying forests. Lowering probabihties of harm to 

these institutions and systems of ecology - implying a negative standpoint - becomes a 

way to decrease uncertainty and risk (1992: 208). 

A number of authors have identifieci how the logic of 'risk' plays out or how 

populations are governed through risk within criminal justice (O'Malley 1996; Shearing 

1997; Ericson and Haggerty 1997). Feeley and Simon (1 992) in particular, analyze how 

the shifts in the mentalities, institutions and practices of punishment fiom the 'old' to the 

'new penology' have ken  explained largely by a single justification of punishment.' 

They argue that whereas the "old penology" was concemed with rehabilitating and 



reforming offenders, the new penology is l a s  concemed "with responsibility, 

faul &...intervention and treatment" (1992: 455). This 'new penology' is a framework for 

anaiyzing the logic of risk, and understanding various techniques for identimng and 

managing 'populations' within criminal justice. This approach, they argue, is considered 

to be cost-effective, rational, and directed towards the future rather than the past (see also 

Feeley and Simon 1995). 

Feeley and Simon maintain that the logic of risk has resulted in imprisonrnent 

being imposed primarily for the purposes of incapacitation - largely an instrumental 

function. The development and increase in the use of 'intermediate' sanctions in the 

1990s, they argue, is an extension of the continuum of control. The most 'risky' and 

dangerous offenders are held in prison, and controls are extended beyond the prison, such 

as through the development of 'intermediate' sanctions like intensive probation, parole, 

cornmunity service, boot camps and others. 'intermediate' sanctions provide low-cost 

surveillance for low-risk offenders (1 992: 459: see also Feeley and Simon 1995). 

In providing an analysis of the discourse of risk in the contemporary scene, they 

suggest that al1 punishments stem fiom this justification. However Feeley and Simon 

(1992, 1995) do not acknowledge that a particular sanction, such as the prison, might be 

seen as appropriate becaw it is perceived to effectively accomplish expressive or 

syrnbolic fhctions of punishment in addition to k i n g  instrumental for a minor violent 

offence, rather than king seen to accomplish the management of 'high-risk' offenders 

(see Shearing 1997; Hannah-Moffat 1999). As Garland (1990) and others (Shearing 

It is important to highiight that Feeley and Simon (1992) suggest the concept of 'the new penology' as a 
fiamework or anatytical tool - cornparcd to a program - through which to undmtand dcvclopments in 
criminal justice (sec page 460). 



1997) have noted, punishment c m  symbolize condemnation of behaviour for 

instrumental ends. 

Joel Feinberg (1970), for exarnple, maintains that punishment involves pain, but 

also has an expressive function. He States that "punishment is a conventionai device for 

the expression of attitudes of resentmmt and indignation, and of judgrnents of 

disapproval and reprobation, on the part either of the punishing authonty himself or of 

those 'in whose name' the punishment is inflicteci" (Feinberg 1970: 74). In fact Canadian 

case law suggests that imprisonment in particular is relied upon in order to accomplish 

the expressive purposes of sentencing - denunciation and general determice (R. v. G.M. 

(1992)). More rccently in the context of conditional sentences, the courts have grappled 

with the question of whether sanctions within the comrnunity can accomplish the purpose 

of denunciation as effectively as imprisonment (in the traditional prison setting) (R. v. 

ProuLr (S.C.C.) (2000); R. v. Wisrnayer (Ont. C.A.) (1 997)). 

It appears that the literanire on these two paradigm shifts focus on broad 

developments within and in varying degrees beyond the criminal justice system. In the 

context of the criminal justice system, there is little discussion about other purposes - in 

addition to the single focus of either rehabilitation or managing nsk - that are achieved 

by particular sanctions and how these connections might Vary according to the nature of 

the behaviour being punished. 

Variation in PunisAirnent Across Time and Place 

Most authors representing this fourth set of literature bave focused on 

understanding the acceptability of certain punishrnents historically and across cultures. 



While analysts have addressed the fact that different punishments have different 

fùnctions over time, it appears that what is lacking is a framework for analyzing how a 

specific punishment (e.g., imprisonment or the fine) is seen as accomplishing specific 

purposes only with respect to certain offences. This set of literature cornes closest to 

incorporating various dimensions of punishment - including the sanction, purpose, and 

offence - into analyses. 

Some anthropological literature on punishment has revealed that traditional 

cultural values about community, interdependency, and social identity have been 

foundations that sustain infoxmai social controls and restorative approaches to dealing 

with disputes in places such as Japan (Braithwaite 1989), Kilimanjaro (Moore 1986)' and 

Morocco (Rosen 1989). For example, Rosen's analysis of justice in Islarnic society 

reveals that culturai values of negotiation and interdependency arnong people are 

reinforced within the court process and system of 'punishment' in Morocco (1989). Ln 

the Western context, literature such as David Garland's Pmishment and Modem Society 

(1990) suggests that by examining sensibilities about violence, civility and punishment, it 

possibIe to understand how different criminal justice punishments are seen as serving 

different purposes over time and place: 

The ways in which we punish depend not just on political forces, economic 
interests, or even penological considerations but also on our conceptions of what 
is or is not culturally and emotionally acceptable. Penal policy decisions are 
always taken against a background of mores and sensibilities that, nonnally at 
least, will set limits to what will be tolerated by the public or implemented by the 
penal system's personnel. Such sensibilities force issues of 'propriety' on even 
the most immoral of goveniments, dictating what is and is not too sharneful or 
offensive for serious consideration. 

There is thus a whole range of possible punishments (tortures, maimings, 
stonings, public whippings, etc.) that are simply ruled out as 'unthinkable' 



because they strike us as impossibly cruel and 'barbaric' - as wholly out of 
keeping with the sensibilities of modern, civilized human beings. Such 
judgments, based on prevailing sensibili ties, define the outer contours of 
possibility in the area of penal policy. Usually this bounâary line has the 
unspoken, barely visible character of something that everyone takes for granted. It 
becomes visible, and obvious, only when an outrageous proposal crosses the line, 
or else when evidence h m  other times or other places shows how differently that 
line has been drawn elsewhere. It is therefore stating the obvious - but also 
reminding us of something we can easily forget - to say that punishments are, in 
part, determined by the specific structure of our sensibilities, and that these 
sensibilities are themselves subject to change and development (Garland 
199 1 : 142-43). 

According to Garland, then, what rnight be considered as an acceptable intemediate 

sanction in one histoncal context, might bc thought of as inappropriate at another point in 

tirne because of shifts in sensibilities about punishment. Beattie (1986) demonstrated 

how changing sensibilities about violence and public foms of punisbment had an impact 

on the development and expansion of transportation as a 'secondary' punishment in 

1718. in addition, Beattie highlights the emergence of transportation as a needed 

secondary punishment to fil1 the gap for less senous felonies but not serious enough for 

hanging. More broadly he States: 

Explaining hem, or rather explaining why alternatives [io hanging] were sought 
(by whom and for what purpose) and the success of some over others, is much 
more dificult because changes in punishment are almost certain not to arise fiom 
a simple, one-dimensional effect. The forms of punishment employed by a society 
at any moment are shaped by a variety of interests and intentions .... Why one 
method of punishment loses favor over t h e  and gives way to another is a 
cornplex question because penal methods evolve within a larger social and 
cultural context that in imperceptible ways alters the limits of what is acceptable 
in that society and what is not (Beattie 1986: 470). 

Both Beattie and Garland argue that the acceptability of punishment should be 

understood within a broad social context, and beyond a perspective which focuses 

exclusively on instrumental criminal justice purposes (denunciation, detemnce, 



rehabilitation, etc.), or solely on the severity of sanctions. Rather they suggest that 

punishment is mu1 tidimensional. Garland ( 1 990) addresses the mulhdimensionali ty of 

punishment by using the example of the role of imprisonment in the twentieth cenhiry: 

[crime] control - in the sense of reforming offenders and reducing crime rates - 
is certainly one of [the] objectives of [imprisonment], but by no meam the only 
one .... Most important, the prison provides a way of punishing people - of 
subjecting them to hard treatment, infiicting pain, doing them harm -- that is 
largely compatibfe with modem sensibilities and conventional restraints on open, 
physical violence. In an era wheu corpotrai punishment has become uncivilized, 
and open violence unconscionable, the prison supplies a subtle, situational fom 
of vioience against the person that enables tetribution to be inflicted in a way that 
is sufficiently discreet and 'deniabIe' to be culturally acceptable to most of the 
population. Despite occasional suggestions that imprisonment is becoming too 
lenient - a view that is rarely shared by informed sources - it is widely accepted 
that the prison succeeds very well in imposing real hardship, serious deprivation 
and personal suffering on most offenders who are sent there. 

in tenns of penological objectives then, the prison supports a range of hem, 
and is "functional" or "successfiil" with respect to some, less so with respect to 
others.. . , 

Consequently ... if one wishes to understand the prison as an institution - and 
the same arguments apply to the fine, probation, the death penalty, and the rest - 
it does M e  good to do so on a single plane or in relation to a single value. 
h tead ,  one must think of it as a complex institution and evaluate it accordingly, 
recognizing the range of its penal and social huictions and the nature of its 
support (Garland 1990: 289-90). 

More recently, Duff and Garland (1994) discuss sensibilities about 'intemediate' 

sanctions in particular, alluding to the importance of addressing the integration of 

purposes, sanctions, and offences. They sbte: 

On both sides of the Atlantic govements have sought to persuade sentencers to 
reduce their use of imprisonment as a sanction. in the USA, this has k e n  done by 
the use of statutory sentencing guide-lines ... These reductionist efforts are 
fiequently undercut by the law and order rhetoric which ministers deploy in 
public: but they also pose new kinds of problem for penal philosophy. What role 
should such sanctions play (and correctively, what role should impnsonment 
pfay) in the penal armoury? What goals or principles should guide their use? In 
what kinds of cases should they be used? Can we, or should we, try ta apply them 
in accordance with the principle of proportionality - which would require us to 
rank these very different kinds of sanctions on a single sale of severity, in order 



to ensure the severity of punishment is proportionate to the seriousness of the 
crime? (Duff and Garland 1994: 20). 

Building on the perspectives of Garland, Beattie, and Duff, this thesis argues that the 

perceived appropriateness of interchangeable sanctions rnight be more challenging than 

first assurned and suggests that mode1 m u t  include a neglected feature of the literature 

on sentencing and punishment - the nature of the offence. In order to understand the 

acceptability of punishments, one has to look not only at the particular punishmmt and 

purpose it is supposed to serve, but the offence that the pain is being irnposed for. Further 

dimensions of punishment need to be addressed- such as characteristics of the offence 

and the offender - in addition to the purposes and functions of individual punishments. 

Data h m  one research study acts a springboard for this argument and attempts to 

build on past literature and approaches to understanding the perceived appropriateness of 

punishment. A relatively small sample of members of the public in Toronto6 was asked 

about the appropriatwess of substituting a fine for a sentence of imprisonment across 

various offences (Marinos 1997; see also Doob and Marinos 1995). For a minor theft, 

members of the public saw Unprisonment as significantly more effective as a form of 

denunciation, compared to fuies. in fact while different sizes of fines and lengths of 

sentences of imprisonment were pmented to nspondents, the type of the penalty - fine 

or prison, independent of size - had a significant impact on public perceptions of the 

denunciatory value (Tables 1 & 2, Marinos 1997). These findings provided a context for 

One hundred and twenty m e m k  of the public agned to respond to the questionnaire about their views 
on interchangeability of fines with sentences of Unprisonmcnt. The sample was camposcd of a relativciy 
equal number of aduit males (46.7%) and fernales (53.3%). ranging h m  ages 18 to over 60 years old. A 
question pertaining to family income indicatcd that the sample was made up of people form a varicty of 
economic backgrounds. 



understanding public acceptability of interchangeability of fines and sentences of 

impnsonment acmss various offences. 

Respondents were also provideci with a range of twelve different offences (five 

property, four violent, and three other offences7), and asked to comment on the 

appropriateness of the use of a fine - of any size - instead of a sentence of impnsonment 

for each offence. The data revealed that the acceptability of fines varied according the 

nature of the offence. Presurnably offences which were considered to be violent, sexual, 

or dangerous were not widely seen as k ing  suitable for a fine of any size. In contrast, 

respondents supported the use of fines as substitutes for a sentence of impnsonrnent for 

offences involving thefi or damage of property, and possession of marijuana. 

What is significant about this study is the finding of the perception that fines do 

not denounce crime as effectively as impnsonment for particular violent offences. 

Therefore this is one piece of evidence to suggest that different punishments are seen to 

have different functions according to the nature of the offence. This prevents the public 

Erom seeing them as k i n g  equivalent to imprisonment, and may have the result that fines 

are not as appropriate whenever denunciatory statements are needed. It appears that for 

offences involving violence and hami to the body, compared to property crimes, 

mernben of the public believe that the expression of condemnation or denunciation is an 

important purpose, and is viewed as most effectively accomplished through 

imprisonrnent. Finally it suggests that there are qualitative in addition to quantitative 

dimensions to punishment. 



Moving Beyond the Dimension of Severity: 

Multidimensionaiity and the Role of the Nature of the Offence 

Past research evidence on the public's perceived appropriateness of fines as 

interchangeable sanctions with imprisonrnent suggests that we must develop more 

complex models of sentencing than a focus on the seriousness of the offence and the 

severity of sanctions to accomplish a range of purposes of sentencing. One example is the 

U.S. sentencing guidelines in some states such as Minnesota, Washington state, and 

others (see Moms and Tomy 1990; Tonry and Hatlestad 1997; Miller 1999). In the case 

of sentencing guidelines in some states, it is rather comrnon that offences are put on a 

single scale of seriousness, and that the decision is on ''prison" or not, rather than on 

which penalty is appropriate. Proportionality in sentencing is another example of a 

sentencing model that focuses primarily on severity. As mentioned earlier, while 

Canadian sentencing legislation includes the principle of proportionality in the context of 

the purposes of sentencing, there is no explicit link made between the ability of a 

punishment to accomplish a particular purpose and to be proportional to the offence and 

harrn done. 

The past research findings, and the literature by Garland (1990) and others 

(Beattie 1986; Duff and Garland 1994), however, suggest that sentencing models should 

include some consideration of the nature of the offence in addition to its seriousness to 

determine the appropriate purpose to be achieved by a particular punishment. Thus fa it 

appears that Canada's cumnt model to reduce the use of irnpnsonment through 

- - -  

The twelve offences includcd: "steal VCR", "stcsl ringn, '-~ion of  stolen goods", break windows", 
"fiaud, stoIen crcdit carci", %sault, brokm bottle", ïobb«y", "rninor sexual assault", "scxual assault", 
"possession marijuanaw, "selling cocaine", and "impaircd driving" (sec Table 3, Marinos 1997 at 39). 



'intemediate' sanctions has not addressed the possible connections among sanctions, 

purposes, and the quantity and qualities of the offence and offender. 

Sanctions such as fines, community service orders, electronic monitoring, 

intensive supervision and othm have generally been refemed to as 'alternatives ro 

imprisonment' or 'community conections'. Implicit in these ternis is the categorization 

of non-prison punishments as the 'other' of imprisonment. Since the late 1980s, however, 

these punishments are more likely to be referred to as 'intermediate' within both the 

academic literature and policy documents (Daubney 1988; Sentencing Refocm Tearn 

199 1 ; Moms and Tonry IWO). 

The change in terminology is significant. The underlying assumption is that in 

order to shift attention away fiam imprisonrnent and build a focus on other sanctions, it is 

important to constitute individual 'intermediate' punishments as being important in and 

of themselves. The concept of 'intemediate' sanctions, then, attempts to accomplish this 

shift nom conceptualizing the prison and the 'other', to emphasizing individual attention 

to a range of individual sanctions between prison and probation (see Morris and Tonry 

1990). Thus interrnediacy in punishrnent is not an issue of semantics, but rather 

represents a signifiant shift in conceptualizing punishrnent. 

in 1996, changes were made to the Canadian Criminal Code with respect to fines 

and community service orders, and a new sanction, the conditional sentence of 

imprisonment, was intduced in the package of reforms. In total, the changes made to 

these punishments were part of a larger shiA towards creating and increasing the use of 

'intermediate' sanctions in Canada, with the hope of replacing and therefore decreasing 

the use of imprisonrnent. In tenns of fines, judges must inquire into the offender's means 



to pay a fine before it is imposed (section 734(2)). The option of imposing up to 240 

hours of community sewice orders over 18 months as a condition of probation is 

explicitly listed (section 732.1(3)(f)). In the ps t ,  community service orders were handed 

down as part of probation, but community service was not legislated as a specific 

optional condition within the Code. Lastly the conditional sentence of imprisonment - to 

be served within the community - was developed to replace, or be interchangeable with 

traditional sentences of imprisonment of up to two years (section 742). It is assurned, 

then, that punishments can be made equivalent and therefore interchangeable by 

adjusting the severity of the punishment. 

It may be possible to m a t e  equivalencies among different punishments in ternis 

of severity, but it appean h m  p s t  research that mernbers of the public see different 

qualities among sanctions (Marinas 1997; Doob and Marinos 1995). While the changes 

have been made to fines, cornmunity service orders, and conditional sentences, the 

problem remains that there is no specific guidance for judges or members of the public 

on how particular 'intermediate' sanctions rnight be more capable than others in 

accomplishing a particular purpose of sentencing for a particular offence and offender 

(youth or adult) - beyond an assumption about the severity of sanctions. 

Most recently, the proposed Youth Criminal Justice Act (Bill C-3, Second 

Session, Thirty-sixth Parliament) addresses the complexîties of punishment one tiny step 

M e r .  There is an explicit differentiation among violent and non-violent cases in section 

38. One of the conditions that allow for a prison sentence is violence. Second, there is an 

acknowledgement that "within a level of seventy" different sanctions can accomplish 

different goals (e.g., rehabilitation and reintegration). Thus in this most recently proposed 



Iegislation, purposes are associated with punishment to some extent, and the type of 

offence is associated to some extent. 

This thesis examines public and judicial sensibilities about the appropnateness of 

interchangeable sanctions with sentences of imprisonment. 1 address some of the 

perceived connections made among the iùnctions of punishment, the purposes of 

sentencing, and various sanctions in the context of the offence king  punished. This 1 s t  

dimension of punishment - the nature of the offence - has not been highlighted as an 

important featwe when attempting to understand the perceived appropriateness of 

punishment. This thesis serves zo address the following question: What are some of the 

functions that punishments are seen as accomplishing by members of the public and 

judges in the context of the purposes of sentencing, the nature of offence. and the 

characteristics of the &knder? 

The next four Chapters address public and judicial sensibilities about 

interchangeability. These two 'groups' were selected because they are both essential to 

understanding the culture of punishment. While members of the public believe that some 

punishments are inappropriate compared to others in different contexts, judges are part of 

the public and at the same tirne are responding to concerns fiom public and judicial 

cultures. The thesis question is addressed by focusing on public sensibilities towards 

fines and community service orders (Chapter 2), as well as conditional sentences of 

imprisonment (Chapter 3). Sentencing practices are examined in Chapter 4, using youth 

court dispositions as a site. Lastly Chapter 5 examines judicial sensibilities - at both the 

trial and appeal court levels - towards conditional sentences of imprisonment. An 

examination of public and judicial sensibilities towards interchangeability will not only 



build on past work about understanding the perceived appropriateness of punishment, but 

also add to multidimensional perspectives on punishment . 



Chrpter 2 

Public SensibUities About Interchangeabüity: 
Fines and Community Services Orders 

Introduction 

The underlying assumption of interchangeability is that sanctions can be placed 

along a continuum of punishments, with probation on one end and prison on the other end 

(Moms and Tonry 1990: 40).' Authors Moms and Tonry (1990) argue that 

'intermediate' sanctions -- such as fines and comrnunity service orders - can be made 

equivalent to imprisonment and thus interchangeable across a range of offences. They 

suggest, however, that 'intermediate' sanctions could be substituted for imprisonment 

only for sentences of up to two years. In the United States, up to two years imprisonment 

is justi fied for "nonviolent or not-very-vio lent stranger crime" (1 990: 79). 

Morris and Tonry (1990) devoted special attention to two sanctions in particular - 
- fines and community service orders - as the most promising 'intexmediate' sanctions 

for interc hangeability with sentences of imprisonment (see similar discussions b y B yrne, 

Lurigio, and Peterselia 1992; Smykla and Seike 1995; Tonry and Hamilton 1995)~' AS 

mentioned in Chapter 1, there have been legal changes made to fines and community 

service orders in the Code which make it easier for the courts to impose punishments 

other than, or as substitutes to imprisonment. However, sentencing legislation for adults 

and youth do not make explicit links among sanctions, purposes of sentencing, and 

offences. 

Morris and Tonry (1990) explain probation as king the l e s t  sevm sanction in this way: "Nor shall we 
deal at any length with normal or orduiary probation. which for statc and local crime in many citics has 
degenerated into ineffectivmcss under the pressure of excessive caseloads and inadcquate rrsourccs. To be 
sure, there may well be many tirnes when nominal probation, giving the appearance but not the rrality of 
punishment, is exactly what's wanted" (Morris and Tonry 1990: 6). 



While finding alternatives to imprisonment are essential, there are limitations to 

how interchangeability has been conceptualized. First, there are a number of assumptions 

about the qualities and characteristics of sanctions and what they entail. It is assumed that 

sanctions should be assessed solely in terms of their size or severity. In fact research on 

perceptions of 'intermediate' sanctions has generally focused on comparing and ranking 

sanctions by their seventy (Tremblay 1988; Peterselia and Deschenes 1994; Harlow, 

Darley and Robinson 1995). Since the size or severity is the only factor to consider, it is 

assumed that sanctions are flexible enough to be made equivalent and substituted. 

Second, it is assumed that interchangeability can be accomplished across a wide range of 

offences (property and violent), and for a range of sentencing purposes. 

It is precisely the focus on conceptualizing 'intennediate' sanctions and 

interchangeability as solely quantitative issues - and as a single dimension of severity -- 
which is most problematic. As mentioned in Chapter 1, a research study on public 

perceptions of interchangeability of fines for sentences of imprisonment (Doob and 

Marinos 1995; Marinos 1997) revealed that imprisonment was relied upon by members 

of the public in order to accomplish denunciation for violent offences (within the limits 

of this experirnent). This puipose appeared to be seen as an important objective of 

sentencing in offences involving violence. Garland (1990), for instance, argues that there 

are various dimensions to punishment - moral, political, economic, and cultural -- and to 

evaluate punishment in merely instrumental ternis is both misguided and unproductive. 

Understanding that there are qualitative as well as quantitative dimensions to 

punishment raises the question of acceptability. Thinking about interchangeability on a 

- - -~ - 

In fact, Michacl Tonry suggests, in his hpon on intennediate sanctions for the National Institutc of 
Justice, that intemiediate sanctions k includtd into sentmcing guidelines (1997: 29). 



single continuum - that only severity of sanctions is important - would lead one to 

believe that the public would be very understanding of substituting a nurnber of different 

'intermediate' sanctions for sentences of imprisonment. But if one assumes that 

sanctions, and indeed punishment include dimensions other than severity, then it is 

possible to think about various qualitative factors which might be thought of as 

inappropriate by the public. For instance, are sanctions perceived to be equally 

interchangeable for different offences? Are sanctions equally interchangeable for adutt 

and youth? When people are willing to substitute a fine or community service order for a 

sentence of irnprisanmcnt, dots the size of the penalty Vary across different offences? 

What other beliefs about sentencing offénden - such as the purposes of different 

punishments - are relatcd to the public's support for interchangeability? 

In this Chapter, 1 challenge the simplistic notion that perceptions of punishment 

can be understood as a single dimension of severity. This is examined through public 

sensibilities toward substituting fines and comrnunity service orders for sentences of 

imprisonment. I argue that it is inaccurate to assume that sanctions are easily 

interchangeable. They cannot be placed along a single continuum where a certain amount 

of one 'intermediate' sanction can be substituted for a sentence of imprisonment by 

simply focusing on severity. One also cannot assume that if a sanction can be substituted 

for one offence, it can be substituted for others. In exploring qualitative in addition to the 

quantitative dimensions, this Chapter wil! demonstrate that members of the public have 

Iimits about the acceptability of interchangeability based upon the nature of the offence, 

the nature of the 'intermediate' sanction, and the purposes of punishment. 

The findings presented in this Chapter were denved h m  a s w e y  of 1,006 



households in Ontario. Respondents were randomly sampled adults Living in Ontario who 

were interviewed by telephone. They were chosen by a siirvey Company using a random 

digit dialing technique.' Five hundred (500) people responded to the questionnaire on 

adult offenders, and a separate sample of five hundred and six (506) Ontario residents 

responded to questions on young offenders. On the whole, the questionnaire attempted to 

undentand the public's seasibilities' about a range of 'intermediate' sanctions, such as 

fines, cornrnunity seMce orders, and conditional sentences of imprisonment (presented 

in Chapter 3), in cornparison to sentences of imprisonrnent. Since the 

multidimensionaiity of punishment is the focus of these analyses, it was important to 

explore pubtic sensibilities relating to both adult and young offenders when possible. 

-- - -- 

' Goldfarb and Associates carricd out the telephone surveys. 
' The term "sensibilities" =fers to the feelings, values, and ways of thinking which are associatcd with, and 
support attitudes- Exploring "smsibiIitics" is usefiil in the context of attitudes toward inurchangcability 
because it exposes ways of thinking, facling, and emotions about differcnt sanctions and what it means to 
punish. See David Garlanci, 1990, for a broadct discussion of smsibilities and its rclationship to "culture". 



Findings 

Are sancîions viewed as equally interchngeaùfe for different offences? 

The first way in which the issue of interchangeability was explored was to see 

whether there was variation in respondents' willingness to substitute a fine and a 

community service order for a sentence of imprisonrnent. A question in the s w e y  asked 

respondents: "A judge is thinking of putting an adulVyoung person) in prison for 30 days 

for [stealing CDS worth about S200/assault/sexual assault]. hstead of a prison sentence, 

do you think that a fine of some size could be appropriate? Respondents were asked 

about only one of three offences, and therefore approxirnately one-third of the 

respondents were asked about each offence. If they supported the substitution of a fine 

a d o r  a community service order for the thirty day prison sentence, then they were asked 

about the amount of a fine and the number of hours which could be appropnate. Tables 

2.1 and 2.2 present fndings of public support for substituting a fine or community 

service order for a thirty &y prison sentence for three dinerent offences for an adult 

offender. 



Table 2.1 

Percent of Respondents Willing to Substitute 8 Fine or 8 Community Service Order 
For a Thirty Day Prison Sentence For Three Different Offences 

For an Adult Offender 

Table 2.1 demonstrates (in the adult survey) that rcspondents are much more 

likely to support interchangeability of a fine or community service order for a 30 day 

prison sentence for the property offence of thefi of CDS (described as "worth about 

$200'7, than for an assault (described as "assault") or a sexual assault (described as a 

"relatively minor sexual assault for example, where a man touched a woman's breasts 

without her consent"). Thus the findings presented in Table 2.1 reveal that support for 

substituting fines or community service ordea for sentences of imprisonment varies 

according to the nature of the offence - a qualitative dimension of punishment. In this 

way, sanctions are not equally interchangeable for different offences, even though the 

starting points in al1 cases was a thirty &y prison sentence. 

Offence 
Significance of 

Difference 
Across 

Omences 
x2 = 25.89, 

df = 2, p<.ûûl 

x2 = 6.68, 
df = 2, r.035 

Support For 
Interchangea- 
bility 

Substitution of 
Fine for Prison 

Substitution of 
C S 0  for 
Prison 

Sted CDS 

68.5% 

80.0Y0 

Assault 

40.9% 

7 1.5% 

Serual Assault 

46.3% 

67.2% 



Are sanctions vièwed as qualitativeiy different from each other? 

What can also be seen h m  these findings (Table 2.1) is that there is greater 

support for community service orders compared to fines for each of the three offences. If 

sanctions were viewed as differing ody on a single dimension of severity, however, then 

one would expect that respondents would not be making distinctions arnong the 

acceptabili ty of different 'intermediate' sanctions as alternatives to prison. While there 

were significant correlations between the probability of both 'intemediate' sanctions 

being seen as interchangeable with a 30 day sentence of imprisonrnent across the three 

offences, cornmunity service was significantly more likely to be supported as a substitute 

for prison than were fines (thefi: x2 = 4.89; df- 1; pc.05; assault: x2 = 33.35; di+ 1; 

F.05; sexual assault: x2 = 62.02; dfL1; pc.05). This finding suggests that members of the 

public perceive there to be differences between the two sanctions in terms of 

characteristics and qualities, and this affects the nature and extent of support for 

substitution for a sentence of imprisonrnent. in this way, sanctions are not seen as 

equally interchangeable because of their very nature, characteristics, and qualities. 



Are sanctions seen as equalïy i~~terchangeeble for d u i t  andyouth offenders? 

The findings presented thus far have related solely to the adult survey. As 

mentioned earlier, respondents were asked to answer either a set of questions focusing 

largely on adult offending or on youth offending. One might expect that if membea of 

the public focus only on the severity of a sanction to evaluate its appropriateness, then it 

is possible that perceptions about adult sentencing and youth sentencing would not be 

different, regardless of the nature of the offence. On the other hand, if a different pattern 

of acceptability of interchangeability resulted - for adults compared to youth - then it 

would support the view that the offending population (within the limits of this 

experiment) is an important dimension. Thus Table 2.2 presents results of the public's 

willingness to substitute a fine or community service order for a thirty day prison 

sentence for the offences of theft of CD's, assault, and sexual assault involving a young 

offender. 



Table 2.2 

Percent of Respondents WUling to Substitate a Fine or Community Service Order 
For Tbree DlZfcrent Offences for a Young Offender 

Offence 

Substitution of 

Prison 

Support For 
Interchangea- 
bili ty 

Substitution of 
Fine for Prison 

x2 = 4.56, 
df = 2, 

Not si gnificant 

Table 2.2 demonstrates that respondents were significantly more likely to support 

the substitution of a fine and community service order for a 30 day prison sentence for 

the offence of the& compared to assault or sexual assault, for a young offender.' This 

finding is consistent with mults presented in Table 2.1 where the nature of the offence - 
property compared to violence - was an important factor in respondents' acceptability of 

interchangeability for an adult offender. The next question to address is whether 

interchangeability is seen as equally acceptable for different offender populations 

-- adult or youth. The findings are presented in 2.3 and 2.4. 

61.1% 

' This finding was similar for a community SerYice order but was not statistically significant (x2 = 4.56, 
df-2; not signifiant). 

Steal CDS Assaul t Sexual AssauIt 

25.1% 

Significance of 
DUference 

Across 

43.8% 

Offences 
x2 = 43.1 1, 

df = 2, F.00 1 



Table 2.3 

Percent of Respondents WIlling to Substitute a Fine for the Offenca of Sterling 
Cds, Assault, Sexual Assault, and Pooled Across Three Offences, 

for Adult and Young Offenders 

Willingaess to Steal CDS 
Substitute 
Fines For.. . 1 Assault Sexual ~ s sau l t  

Table 2.4 

- - 

signurcance of 
Difference 

Across 

Adult 
Offender 
Young 
Offender 
Significance of 
Difference 

Percent of Respondents WUüng to Substitute a Community Service Order for the 
Offences of SteaUng Cds, Assault, Sexual Assault, and fwled Across Tbree 

Offences, for Adult and Young Offenders 

68.5% 
(98) 

61.1% 
(1 10) 

x2 = 1 .m, 
df=1, 

not significant 

Willingness to 
Substitute 
CSOs For.. . 
Adult 
Offender 
Young 

40.9% 
(67) 

25.1% 
(43) 

w2 = 8.665, 
df = 1, 
pc.0 1 

Offender 
Signifieance of 
Difference 

Steal CDS 

80.OYo 
(1 16) 
84.6% 

- - 

46.3% 
(82) 

43.8% 
(64) 

x2 = -1 13, 
df=  1, 

not signïficant 

(1 54) 
x2 = 0.895, 

df=l, 
not significant 

- 

5 1.0% 
(247) 
43.7% 
(2 1 7) 

w2 = 5.345, 
d e l ,  
F.05 

Assault 

71.5% 
(1 18) 
77.5% 
(134) 

x2 = 1.273, 
df = 1, 

not significant 

Sexual Assault 

67.2% 
(121) 
75 9% 

Significance of 
Difference 

Across 
Offences 

72.4% 
(3 5 5) 
79.6% 

(1 10) 
2' = 2.5 10, 

df = 1, 
not siplnificant 

(398) 
x2 = 6.562, 

d61,  
pC.0 1 



Table 2.3 reveals that in examining the tbree offences, respondents are 

significantly less supportive of the substitution of fines for assault for youth, compared to 

adults. Overall (across pooled offences) fines are viewed as significantly less acceptable 

substitutes for prison for young offmders (43.7%), compared to adults (51.0%). Table 

2.4, on the other han4 exhibits a reverse pattern: respondents view cornmunity service 

orders, across the three offences, as significantly less acceptable and substitutable for 

adult offenders (72.4%) compared to young offenders (79.6%). While the magnitude of 

these percentages for fines and community services are not large, they are nonetheless 

(statistically) significant. Looking at Tables 2.3 and 2.4 together, it is evident that 

respondents are sijpificantly more likely to support the substitution of fines for adult 

offenders, and cornmunity service orders for young offenders. Thus consistent with the 

hypothesis, 'intennediate' sanctions such as fines and communïty service orders are not 

viewed as equally interchangeable across different offender populations - as an adult or 

youth - in addition to different offences. C ledy  these fmdings also reinforce earlier 

results that the public perceive there to be qualitative differences between the two 

sanctions. 

The Quantitative Dimension of Punkhment: 

When people a n  wlllng to sub-te, do the si- of the /ne and Lours of community 

service order Vary according to the n m r e  ofthe offence? 

It also was necessary to explore the quantitative dimension of punishment, in 

addition to qualitative factors. Not only were respondents asked about substituting a fine 

or cornrnunity senice order for a thirty day prison sentence, but the question included a 



second part: if the respondent believed that a fine or community service order was 

"substitutable", then they were asked to suggest the appropriate sizdamount of fine and 

hours of community senice. Tables 2.5 through 2.8 present the findings of the 

quantitative dimension of interchangeability? 

Table 2.5 

Amount of Fine Chosen as Substitute for a 30 Day Sentence of Imprisonment for 
Thefh Assault, and Sexual Assault Committed by Adult Offender 

(by Those Wüiing to Substitute) 

h .. Amount of Fine Substiruted for 30 Day Prison Sentence 
v 

Offence 1 uLow" Fine 1 "Meôium" 1 YHigh"Fine 1 Total 
(Adult 

Offender) 
Steal CDS 

Assault 

- -- - 

The amount of the fine and the hours of the CS0 proposcd by those respondents wiiling to substinite werc 
bmken down into thta catcgorics according to the median. n i e  mcan scores weft not the best measuns 
because the nurnbcr of CS0 hours were specificd as 240. Thus the average would most Iikely cluster 
around this arnount. 

Sexual Assault 

$1-$450 

44.8% 
(43) 

13.1% 
(8) 

32.1% 

Fine 
SsooIS900 

35 -4% 
(34) 

19.7% 
(12) 

25.6% 

S1oOO-S30,OOO 

19.8% 
(19) 
67.2% 

100% 
(96) 
100% 

(4 1) 
42.3% 

(6 1) 
100% 



Table 2.6 

Number of Hours of Community Service Order Chosen as Substitute 
for a 30 Day Sentence for Thefb Assrult, and Sexual Assault 

Committed by Adult Offender (by Those Wiliing to Substitute) 

...Nuniber of WOUH of CS0 Substituted fur 30 Dai 
1 1 I 

Offence 
(Adult 

Offender) 
- 

Prison Sentence 

Total %own Hours 
C S 0  
5-175 

Steal CDS 

Assault 

Sexual Assault 

Table 2.7 

Amount of Fine Chosen as Substitute for a 30 Day Prison Sentence 
for Theft, Assault, and Sexual Assault 

Committed by Young Offender @y Tbose Wüliag to Substitute) 

uMediumn 
Hours C S 0  

180-200 

(3 2) 
39.2% - 
(47) 

"Higb" Hours 
CS0 

24OISOOO 

46.1% 
(53) 

62.8% 

- 

32.2% 
(3 7) 
28.3% 

21.7% 
(25) 
8.8% 
(1 O) 
16.7% 
(20) 

.. Amount of Fùre Substitutcd for 30 Duy Prison Sentence 

(7 1) 
44.2% 

(53) 

Assault 

Total 

100% 

I 

Sexuai Assault 

Offence 
(Young 
Offender) 
Steal CDS 

(30) 
27.00/0 

X" 2 1.63, d P 4 ,  pc.01 

(10) 
56.9% 
(33) 

(5 1) 
29.7% 

%ighn Fine 
saOeS2S,OOO 

24.3% 

"Law" Fine 
S2SIS200 

28.0% 

(1 1) 
22.4% 
(13) 

uMeâium" 
Fine 

S22SSSOo 
47.7% 

(26) 
43.2% 

( 107) 
100% 

(16) 
20.7% 
(12) 

(3 7 )  
100% 
(5 8) 



Table 2.8 

Number of Hours of Community Service Chosen as Substitute for a 30 Day Prison 
Sentence for Theft, Assrult, rad Sexual Assault 

Committed by Young Offender 
(by Those WWng to Substitute) 

- -- ... Number of H O U ~  of CS0 Substinrted for 30 Prison sentence 
Offence 
(Young 
Offender) 
Steal CDS 

Assault 

The findings presented in Table 2.5 demonstrate that when people are willing to 

substitute a fine for prison in the case of an adult offender, the amount of the fine is 

detemined by the nature or apparent seriousness of the offence. On the whole the four 

tables presented above (Tables 2.5 through 2.8) reveal consistent findings related to the 

offence of assault. In examining these fincüngs, it is clear that of those willing to 

substitute, there is a higher proportion of respondents who suggest a "high" amount or 

hours for assault compared to the other two offences. It is likely that respondents 

perceived this offence to be the most senous offence compared to the theft and the 

(minor) sexual assault. In addition, this conclusion is reinforced in Tables 2.1 and 2.2 by 

the lower level of support for the substitution of a fine for assault, compared to the other 

two offences. 

2-1 25 
26.7% 

Sexual Assault 

%own Hours 
CS0 

(40) 
22.7% 

'HighH Hours 
C S 0  

'Medium" 
Hours 

C S 0  15û-220 
28.0% 

(29) 
45.8% 

Total 

(42) 
22.7% 

24û-2,000 
45.3% 

(29) 
16.8% 

100% 
(68) 

54.7% 
(1 50) 
1 00Y0 

(70) 
37.4% 

(128) 
100% 



1s willingness to s u p p o ~  intemhangeubiïi3,, then, rclatd to other qualitative 

dimensions of punishment? 

The following section presents fmdings of those willing to substitute fines or 

community service orders - compared to non-supporters - for a thirty day prison 

sentence across the three offences (offences pooled). The purpose is to understand 

whether supporters of interchangeability might have other beliefs about punishment in 

Canada which might relate to their preference for substitution. These broader 

relationships provide an understanding of who and why interchangeability is supported or 

opposed, as well as reveal other dimensions of punishment. 

The fia t relationship explored was whether support for interchangeability was 

related to confidence that sanctions in the community - in particular a community 

service order - are carried out and completed. If respondents have confidence in 

community service orders, then they are likely to respond positively to 

interchangeability. Therefore respondents were asked whether they think that "such 

orden [community service orders - where the offmder is ordered to do a certain number 

of hours of unpaid work in the co~nmunity such as working for a church, animal shelter, 

or food bank or removing graffiti in public places] are fully completed ""always", "most 

of the time", "about half of the time", "rarely", or "almost never"." It is expected that 

those willing tu support substitution of fines and community service orders would be 

more likely to believe that cornmunity service orders are camied out or completed always 

or most of the time, compared to non-supporters of interchangeability. The fmdings are 

presented in Tables 2.9 and 2.10. 



Table 2.9 

Respondents' Wüliagness to Support Interchangeability of a Community S e ~ c e  
Order for a Sentence of Imprisonment and Their Perceptions of Completion Rates 

for Community Service Orders for Adult Offenders (Pwled Onences) 

... Cornpictrion of Community Service Ordets for Adulr Offenders 
I 

Opposition to 33.6% 29.8% 36.6% 100% 
Substitution of l CS0 

(39) (48) (13 1) 

Support & 
Opposition 
Toward 
Interchangea- 
bility 
Support for 
Substitution of 
CS0 

Table 2.10 

Respondents' WüUngness to Support Interchangeability of a Community Semce 
Order for a Sentence of ImpriPonment and Their Perceptions of Completion Rates 

for Community Service Orders for Young Offenders (Pooled Offences) 

36.3% 
( 124) 

AlwaysfMost 
of the Time 

About Half the 
Time 

RarelyIAlmost 
Never 

38.9% 
(133) 

... Conrpletiun of Cornmuniry Service Orden for Young Offenders 

x2 = 12.55, df= 2, p<0.01 

As expected, the tindings presented in Tabks 2.9 and 2.10 demonstrate that 

Total 

C S 0  
Opposition to 
Substitution of 

24.9% 
(85) 

Total 

100% 
(373) 

100% 
(342) 

RnreiylAlmost 
Never 

2 1.2% 
(79 

r 

Support & 
Opposition 
Toward 
Interchangea- 
b ili ty 
Support for 
Substitution of 

38.1% 
(37) 

AlwaysIMost 
of the Time 

36.5% 
(136) 

25.8% 
(25) 

About Half the 
Time 

42.4% 
(1 58) 

36.1% 
(35) 

100% 
(131) 



support for substituting cornmunity seMce ordea for both adult and young offenders 

across the three offences is related to perceptions of a relatively high level of community 

service completion. Those willing to support commuaity service orders were 

significantly more likely to believe that the orders are completed "always" or "most of 

the time" compared to non-supporters. However, the same pattern did not emerge for 

support for interchangeability of fines.' Since the question addressed completion of 

cornmunity service orders specifically, it is not surprising that the same relationship was 

not found for supporters of fuies for substitution. 

It is also possible that those who oppose interchangeability of fines and 

community service orders have a belief in the effectiveness of prisons to accomplish 

something, which impede them h m  supporting non-prison sanctions. One way to 

understand whether respondents have a belief in prisons is to ask questions about how 

they would like the govemrnent to invest money in criminal justice. This issue was 

measured by two indicators. For both the adult and youth surveys, respondents were 

asked two questions: 

"Ontario's prison are overcrowded. Two solutions that have been proposed are 
the following: (a) build more prisons and (b) sentence more offenders to 
alternatives to imprisonment such as probation, restitution, fines and community 
service orders (where the person does a specified number hours of work for an 
organization like a church or food bank). How do you think the govemrnent 
should spend its money? Build more prisons or sentence more offenders to 
alternatives to imprisonment (probation, restitution, fuies, cornrnunity service 
orders) ." 

"As 1 just pointed out, Ontario's prisons arc full. If the govemrnent were to have a 
s w n  of money to spend on crime, would you suggest that they spend it on more 
prisons or that they spend it on programs to prevent crime? More prisons or crime 
prevention." 

' adult survey: fine by cso or& completed chi-square, 1,164, df- 2. not significant; 
youth survey: fine by cso orders completed, chi-square, 1 -2 1 ; d e  2, not significant. 



The hypothesis is that those who support interchangeability of fines and 

community service orders are more likely to support the govemment spmding public 

money on sentencing to alternatives to impnsonrnent as well as crime prevention 

strategies, instead of building more prisons. If there is a relationship between 

interchangeability and these broader views about spending money for criminal justice, 

then it will explain why some respondents support and oppose substitution. Each 

question is explored separately, for adult and young offenders (offences pooled), 

presented in Tables 2.1 1 through 2.14. 

Table 2.11 

WWngness to Support Interchangeabüity of a Community Service Order for a 
Sentence of Imprisonment and Perceptions of Government Investing in Building 

More Prisons or Alternatives to Impnlsonment for Adult Offenders 
(across pooled Offences) 

... Government Investing I n  
Support & 1 Building More 1 Sen tencing to 1 To ta1 

I Opposition I Prisons Alternatives to 
Toward 1 ~mpriroameat 1 
Interchangeability 
Support for 
Substitution of 
C S 0  
Opposition to 
Substitution of 

30.1% 
(101) 

46.9% 
(60) 

69.9% 
(235) 

53.1% 
(68) 

100% 
(336) 

1 00Y0 
(128) 



Table 2.12 

Wîingness to Support Interchiogeabiiity of a Community Service Order for a 
Sentence of Imprisonment and Perceptions of Government Investing in 

Building More Prisons or Alternatives to Imprisonment for Young Offenders 
(Pwled Offences) 

- - - -  - -  -- ... Govemment ~ n v e s & n ~  l n  

Table 2.13 

C S 0  
Opposition to 
Substitution of 

Wiiiingness to Support Interchangeabiiity of a Community Service Order for a 
Sentence of Imprisonment and Perceptions of Government Investing in Building 

More Prisons or Crime Prevention for Adult Offenders (Pooled Offences) 

Support & 
1 Opposition 
1 Toward 
Interchangeabüity 
Support for 
Substitution of 

- ... Government Investing I n  
Support & 1 Building Mon 1 Crime Prevention 1 Total 

Building More 
Prisons 

16.1% 
(61) 

Sentenciag to 
Alternatives to 
Imprisonment 

83.9% 
(3 18) 

43.2% 
(41) 

Opposition 
Toward 
Interchangeabüity 
Support for 
Substitution of 
C S 0  

Total 

100% 
(379) 

Opposition to 
Substitution of 
CS0 I 
x2 = 15.04, df= 1. pc.0001 

56.8% 
(54) 

100% 
(95) 

Prisons 

10.3% 
(36) 

24.8% 
(32) 

89.7% 
(3 13) 

75.2% 
(97) 

100% 
(349) 

100% 
( 129) 



Table 2.14 

Willingness to Support lnterchrngeabiiity of a Community Service Order for a 
Sentence of Imprisonment and Perceptions on Governament Investing in Buiïding 

More Prisons or Crime Prevention for Young Offenders (Pooled Offences) 

.,. Govemment lnvesting I n  

Consistent with expected results about the contrast between cornrnunity service 

orders and fuies, Tables 2.1 1 to 2.14 reveal that support for substitution of comrnunity 

service orders (only) was significantly related to investing in alternatives (Tables 2.11 

and 2.12) and crime prevention strategies (Tables 2.13 and 2.14) for both adult and 

young offenders. Despite the fact that a range of individual sanctions (probation, 

restitution, fines, cornmunity seNice orders), including fines, were descnbed to the 

respondent as part of "alternatives to impnsonment", this pattern of results did not 

emerge for those willing to substitute a fine.' Clearly respondents view cornmunity 

service orders and fines as qualitatively different. 

Another factor that was explored was whether support for interchangeability of 

1 

Support & 
Opposition 
Toward 
Interchangeability 
Support for 
Substitution of 
C S 0  
Opposition to 
Substitution of 
C S 0  

rdults:fine by prisons or altemurives - chi-square, 0.6 19, & 1, not significant; y0utb:fine by prisons or 
alternatives - chi-square, 0.680, df= 1, not significant; idalb: fine by prisons or crime prevention - chi- 
square, 0.56, df- 1, not significant; youth:/ine byprirons or c h e  prewntion - chi-square, 0.097, df= 1, 

Building More 
Prisons 

7.4% 
(29) 

26.6% 
(25) 

Crime Prevention 

92.6% 
(363) 

73.4% 
(69) 

Total 

100% 
(392) 

100% 
(94) 



either a fme or community service order rnight be related to a belief that sentencing in 

general in Canada is too lenient. If those who oppose interchangeability also believe that 

sentencing is too lenient, then it would explain their unwillingness to substitute. This 

explanation would also be consistent with the theory that sanctions are understood as 

only differiag by their seventy. In order to explore this possibility, respondents were 

asked: "thinking about adult courts (or courts that deal with young offenders) in general, 

would you Say that sentences handed down by the courts are t w  severe, about right, or 

not severe enougli?"?' 

For both adult and young offenders and across the three offences, support for 

interchangeability of fines or community service orders did not relate to views on the 

severity of sentencing. There was a tendency for supporters of interchangeability of both 

fines and community service to believe that sentences are too severe or about right, 

compared to non-supporters. However these findinp were nof statistically ~ignificant,~ 

and there fore cannot account for explaining support. Thus a quantitative assumption 

about the severity or leniency of sentencing in Canada does not help explain support or 

opposition to interchangeability. 

Thus far, opposition to interchangeability is aot explained by perceptions about 

the leniency of sentencing, yet is related to support for building more prisons. However it 

is essential to understand what arpect of prisons makes it an attractive choice for the 

public. It is possible that those who oppose interchangeability - and thus support prisons 

not signi ficant. 
The only statistically significant finding i s  for youtb: cso by youth coun sentences - chi-square, 4.1 1, 

d e l ;  v.05. 
Adult survey: fine 6y d i t  court sentences - chi-square, 2.9 1, &l ; not significant, 0.08; cso by addf 
cour? sentences - chi-square, 2.43, d e l ,  not significant, 0.1 18. 
Youth survey: fine by youth couri sentences - chi-quart, 0.44, @ 1 ; not significant, 0.505. 



- see denunciation as an important purpose of sentencing. 1 argue that part of 

understanding the perceiveci appropriateness of punishment is that different sanctions are 

appropriate for different purposes, as weli as for different ofiences and offenders. As 

mentioned in Chapter 1, prison is o h  connected with the purpose of denunciation - an 

expressive function of punishrnent. Since prison symbolizes what it means to punish in 

our culture @oob and Marinos 1995; Marinos 1995; Garland 1990). it is Likely that some 

people will not view other 'intermediate' sanctions as effective and appropriate to 

accomplish this expressive purpose. ïkerefore one would expect that those who see 

denunciation as a highly important purpose of sentencing would be more likely to oppose 

interchangeability and support imprisonment. 

Respondents were asked to rate the importance of a number of different purposes 

of sentencing, including denunciation (described as "expressing the cornrnunity ' s 

disapproval of the crime"), deterrence ("detedg the offender and other persons from 

committing offences"), incapacitation ("separating offenders fiom society"), 

rehabilitation ("assisting in the rehabilitation of offenders"), and compensation 

("compensating victims or the cornrnunity"). They were asked to rate the importance of 

these sentencing purposes on a scale where 1= not at al1 important, and 10= it is a very 

important purpose. Tables 2.13 and 2.14 present the findings on respondents ratings of 

denunciation and their willingness to support interchangeability of fines and community 

service orders for adult offendedo 

' O  There were no similar findings on dcnunciation involving young offendm. Shce denunciation is the 
focus of the analyses, the fuidings on 0 t h  purposes of sentencing (including dctemnce, incapacitation, 
refiabilitation, and compensation) are prcsentcd in an appendix to this Chaptn . 



Table 2.15 

Respondents' Views on the Importance of Denunciation as a Sentencing Purpose 
and Their Willingness to Support Interchangeabiiity of a Fine for Adult Offenders 

...Support and Opposirion Toward Interchungeubiliîy 1 

Table 2.16 

Importance of 
Denunciation.. . 
"Lown 

"Mediumn 

"High" 
_I 

Respondents' Views on the Importaace of Denunciation as a Sentencing Purpose 
and Their Willingness to Support Interchangeabiiity of a Community Service Order 

for Adult Offenders 

x2 = 6.93, d f 2 ,  ~ . 0 5  

Support for 
Substitution of 
Fine for Prison 

58.1% 
(86) 

5 1.8% 
(85) 

43.3% 
(7 1) 

1 ... Suppmî and 0 6 o s i b n  Toward Interchangeabili~ 

Opposition to 
Substitution of 
Fine for Prison 

4 1.9% 
(62) 

48.2% 
(79) 

56.7% 
(93) 

Total 

100% 
( 148) 
1W/o 
( 1 64) 
100% 
( 1 64) 

h 

Importance of 
Denunciation . . . 
"Low" 

Support for 
Substitution of 
CS0  for Prison 

71.3% 

Opposition to 
Substitution of 
C S 0  for Prison 

28.7% 

Total 

100% 



The tables presented above (2.15 and 2.16) demonstrate that those who see denunciation 

as a highly important purpose of sentencing - for adult offenders only - are 

significantly more likely to oppose interchangeability, compared to those who do not see 

this huiction as important " There was no comparable effect for young offenders. While 

the overall pattern is demonstrated h m  "Iow" to "high" importance of denunciation, 

there is no apparent explanation for the peculiar pattern in the "medium" category of the 

importance of denunciation. 

Thus it is evident fiom Tables 2.9 to 2.16 that support for interchangeability is not 

related to perceptions about the seventy of sentencing practices in Canada for adult or 

young offenders. Rather, supporters of interchangeability - compared to those opposed 

-- have broader related perceptions about punishment. Support and opposition to 

substitution of 'intermediate' sanctions is related to respondents perceptions about 

accountability of sanctions in the community, and beliefs in how the govermnent should 

invest money in criminal justice matters. The fndings reveal that respondents' 

perceptions about sanctions in the community, and their belief in the prison - that it 

denounces cnminal behaviour, and that the government should build more - are 

qualitative dimensions related to opposition of interchangeability. 

'' A less surprising finding is the relationship baween support for interchangcability and views about the 
importance of incapacitation. For both adult md young o f f d m ,  those nspondents who vicw 
incapacitation as a highly unportant purpose of sentcncing wcre significantly more likely to oppose 
interchangeability of a community service orda, cornparrd to those who sec this purpose as having fow 
importance. This relationship did not cmergc for intcrchgtability of fines. These findirigs are p m t e d  in 
the appendix to this Chapter . 



Conclusions 

David Garland's work (1990), as well as the work of others (Beattie 1986; Duff 

and Garland 1994), highlight a multidimensional approach to understanding the limits of 

people's acceptance of different sanctions. Gariand (1990) argues that we must 

understand punishrnent in a larger social context, d e r  than a focus on its criminal 

justice fünctions (e.g. the iraditional goals of sentencing) (1990: 281-83). It is evident 

fiom this Chapter, however, that part of the social context is the act for which the 

offender is being punished, the nature of the 'intermediate' sanction that is to be imposed 

as an alternative to imprisonrnent, and who the offender is in terms of being an "adult" or 

"youth". 

The finding bat  sanctions are not equally substitutable for different offences 

(irrespective of the offender - "adult" or "youth") stands in contrast to Morris and 

Tonry's (1990) conceptualization of interchangeability, and sentencing legislation for 

adults and youth. These authors do not suggest that there are limits to the appropriateness 

of interchangeabi1it-y in terms of the nature of the offence, except for some offences that 

might be punishable by mon than two years impnsonment. For example, they exclude 

some offences from interchangeability of fines and imprisonrnent: "[slo perhaps. treason, 

murder, incest, rape. and bank robbery apart, it is not too diffkult to invent cases of 

conviction of al1 other crimes appropriately punished by a fine, and cextainly by a fine 

combined wi th another intemediate punishrnent" (Moms and Tonry 1990: 1 20). While 

they point to these inappropriate offences, their concems are focused around issues of 

severity, rather than the qualities associated with the act k ing punished. Consistent with 

past research on interchangeability @oob and Marinos 1995; Marinos 1997)' this 



Chapter revealed that memben of the public were less supportive of the use of a fine or 

cornmunity service order for offences involving violence, compared to property offences. 

The findings also illustrate some qualities about different sanctions that pose 

lirnits to public acceptance of interchangeability. Members of the public view the two 

'in termediate' sanctions tested here as qualitatively di fferent from eac h other, making 

one sanction more attractive for interchangeability than the other. In contrast, Moms and 

Tonry (1990) oversimplib the role of the ''nature" of sanctions by conceptualizing 

community service orders in much the same way as fines. They state that 

The prison is a punishment exacted against fieedom of movement and 
association; the fine is a punishment exacted against money and what money can 
buy; the community service order is a punishment exacted against tirne and 
energy. Some see the community service order as a fine on time (1990: 150). 

In this way, Moms and T o ~ y  see these 'intemediate' sanctions as highly flexible and 

equally interchangeable with imprisonrnent - along a single continuum - so long as they 

are roughly equivalent in severity. 

Sentencing legisiation for adults and youth also does not provide guidance about 

whether one sanction might be more appropriate in one context more than another. 

However, it is likely that respondents in the present study associate more productive 

qualities to comrnunity senrice orders in terms of assisting both the offender and the 

community, compared to the use of fines. In fact some past research on public 

perceptions of community service orders reveals that members of the general public see 

community service orders in very favourable tenns, and highly beneficial to both the 

offender and the community (Doob and Macfarlane 1984: 58-59). 

Supporters of interchangeability, on the other band, did not suggest the amount of 



a fine or hours of cornmunity service in any consistent way, and thus the quantum of a 

punishment played a small role in their decision. One way that the quantitative aspects of 

interchangeability are addressed in practice is through the development of sentencing 

grids, found in a few Amencan states. As mentioned in Chapter 1, sentencing grids 

outline the suggested penalty with the number of hours of community service or arnount 

of a fine as substitutes for impnsonment when marked as appropriate, by focusing on the 

Ievel of senousness of the offence and the offender's record.'* According to the results in 

this Chapter , however, it would be difficult to create a genenc table where equivalence is 

accomplished without a consideration of the purposes of different punishments for 

different offences and offenders. Some who are willing to substitute might disagree with 

the severity of the 'intermediate' sanction, while those opposed altogether clearly view 

some sanctions as appropnate for some offences and not others -- a multidimensional 

perspective. 

The nature of the offending population - as an adult or youth - was also 

considered by respondents when asked about their willingness to substitute a fine. What 

emerged was a difference in public support between fines and community service orders 

according to the nature of the offence. Fines were viewed as less appropriate for youth 

compared to adults, and cornmunity service orders were seen as more appropnate for 

youth compared to adults. It is likely that members of the public perceive youth as more 

capable of being accountable, and Ieaming something positive fiom a comrnunity service 

order compared to paying a fine. A cornmunity service order is likely understood as 

involving hard work fiom which young offenders will Iearn about responsibility, while 

- -- 

'' For example, Moms and Tonry (1990) provide evidcncc of sentencing gri& used in Minnesota and 
Washington state. in botb grids, thcre arc various lcvcls of offences by criminal history of the offender 



also symbolically "payiag back" the community through semice. A fme, on the other 

hand, might "hurt" an adult more than a youth because of their greater need for 

employrnent. 

Exploring the two groups finthet - supporters and opposers to interchangeability 

- revealed that their preferences relate to broader beliefs about sentencing. Support for 

substituting a community service order for adult and young offenders was related to their 

views about investing in alternatives and crime prevention, perceptions about high 

cornpletion rates of community service orders, and a relatively low importance placed 

upon denunciation as a sentencing principle. Those who support prisons instead of 

interchangeability, c o r n e t  prison with what it means to punish. They prefer that more 

prisons are built and see prison as expressing denunciation of criminal behaviour. They 

also have negative views about a community sanction such as a community service order 

being cornpleted. On the other han& perceptions about the severity of sentences play a 

very small part in understanding support or opposition to interchangeability - consistent 

with the other fmdings in this Chapter. 

Overall, then, exploring public sensibilities about interchangeability reveals that 

punishment needs to be understood in more nuanced ways within the context of how 

sanctions are seen as accomplishing di fferent purposes for di fferent offences and 

offenden. These findings set the context for the following Chapter - public sensibilities 

about the use of conditional sentences. Chapter 3 explores substitution of a conditionaI 

sentence of impnsonment for a term of imprisonrnent and the public's reactions. 

which are el igi ble for intcrchangeability. Sec Chapter 3. "fnterchangeability of Punishrnmts in ~ractice." 



Chapter 2: Appendix A 

Respondents' Views on the Importance of Each Sentencing Purpose 
(Deterrence, Incapacitation, RehabWtatlon, and Compensation) 

and Their Wüiingness to Support Iiiterchangeabiiity 
of a Fine or C S 0  for Adult Offenders 

Count 
Row Pct 

2.00 
high 

Column 
Total 

Dl8 
I 
1 Y e s  No 
I 
1 l.OOi 2.001 

-+- - - - - - - -+- - - - - - - -  + 
1 126 1 115 1 
1 52.3 ( 47.7 ( 
+ - - - - - - - -+ - - - - - - - -  + 
1 117 1 111 1 
1 5 1 3  1 48.7 1 
+ - - - - - - - -+ - - - - - - - -+  

24 3 226 
51.8 48.2 

Row 
Total 

Chi-Square Value DF 

Pearson .O4382 
Continuity Correction .O1366 
Minimum Expected F r e q u e n c y  - 109.868 
Number of Missing Observations: 31 

Dl9 
Count j 

Row Pct IYes No 
i 
1 1.001 2.001 

DBBNEW --------+a-------+-------- + 
1.00 1 182 ( 62 1 

low 1 7 4 . 6  1 2 5 . 4  1 

Column 349 126 
Total 73.5 26.5 

Row 
Total 

Chi -Square Value 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  - - - - - - - - - - -  
Pearson .32090 
Continuity Correction .21391 
Minimum Expected F r e q u e n c y  - 61 -276 
Number of Missing Observations: 25 

Significance 



Incapaci ta t ion  

Dl8 
Count 1 

Row Pct  es No 
1 
1 1 . 0 0 (  2 .001  

DBCNEW 
1 . 0 0  1 129 1 115 1 

low 1 5 2 . 9  1 4 7 . 1  1 
+ - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - +  

2 . 0 0  1 112 1 117 1 
high 1 4 8 . 9  1 51.1 1 

Column 241 232 
Total 5 1 . 0  4 9 . 0  

Row 
Total 

Chi-Square Value . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - - - - - - - - - - -  
Pearson ,74147 
Continuity Correction .59146 
Minimum Expected Frequulcy - 112.321 
Number of Miseing Observations: 27 

Dl9 
Count 1 

Row Pct (Yes No 
1 Row 
1 1.001 2 .001  Total 

DBCNEW - - - - - - - -+- - - - - - * -+- - - - - - - -+  
1 - 0 0  1 195 1 53 1 248 

l o w  1 7 8 .6  ( 2 1 - 4  1 5 1 . 7  

Chi-Square Value DF 
..------------------- --- - - - - - - - -  - - - -  
~earson 10.28783 1 
Continuity Correction 9.64366 1 
Minimum Expected Frequency - 64.283 
Nurnber of Missing Observations: 20 

Significance 
- - - - - - - - - - -  

-00134 
. O0190 



D8DNEW 

low 

high 

Dl8 
Count 1 

Row P c t  fYes No 
1 Row 
( 1.001 2-001 Total 

- - - - - - - *+ - - - - - - - -+ - - - - - - - -  + 
1.00 1 136 1 131 1 267 

1 50.9 1 49.1 1 55.9 

+- - - - - - - -+ - - - - - - - -  + 
Column 246 232 478 
Total 51.5 48.5 100.0 

Chi-Square Value 
--de---------------- -----------  
Pearson -06754 
Continuity Correction .O2813 
Minimum Expected Frequency - 102.410 
Number of Missing Observations: 22 

DBDWJW IWPORT ?OR 8- TO RIHAb by D l 9  Cao inrtaad of priaon 

Count 
Row Pct 

2.00 
high 

Column 
Total 

Row 
Total 

Chi -Square Value DF . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - - - - - - - - - - -  - - - *  

Pearson 5 -31039 1 
Continuity Correction 4.84651 1 
Minimum Fxpected Frequency - 58.192 
Number of Missing Observations: 16 

Significance 
- - - - - - - - - - -  

.79496 
-86680 

Significance - - - - - - - - - - -  
-02120 
,02770 



Compensa tîoa 

Count 
Row Pct 

2.00 
high 

Column 
Total 

Dl0 Page 1 of 1 
I 

Row 
Total 

255 
53 -1 

225 
46.9 

480 
100.0 

Chi -Square Value . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - - - - - - - - - - -  
Pearson 2.31373 
Continuity Correction 2.04376 
Minimum Expected Frequency - 109.688 
Number of Missing Observations: 20 

Significance 

D81LNICW IUPORT ?OR S m  TO COYPmSATS W C  by 019 Cmo inatmrd o f  primon 

D8 ENEW 

low 

high 

D l 9  
Count 1 

Row Pct lYee No 
1 Row 
1 1.001 2.001 Total 

Value 
- - - - - - - -+ - -  

Pearson 4.80888 
Continuity Correction 4.37197 
Minimum Expected Frequency - 62.249 
Number of Missing Observations: 15 

Significance 



Chapter 2: Appendh B 

Respondenb' Views on the Importance of Eaeh Sentenehg Purpose 
(Deterreace, hcnpncitation, Rehabilitation, and Compensation) 

and Tbeir WMngness to Support Interchangeabüity 
of r Fine or C S 0  for Young Offenders 

Chi -Square Value DF 

Pearson 2.59928 
Continuity Correction 2.31202 
Minimum Expected Frequency - 95.791 
Number of Missing Observations: 17 

Dl9 
Count 1 

Row Pct 1 Yes No 

1 Row 
1 1.00( 2.001 Total 

DBBNEW - - - - - - - -+- - - - - - - -+- - - - - - - -  + 
1.00 1 177 1 47 1 224 

low 1 79.0 ( 21.0 1 45.5 

Chi -Square Value DF . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  -----------  ----  
Pearson .OS188 1 
Continuity Correction .O1339 1 
Minimum Expected Frequency - 45.984 
Number of Missin9 Observations: 14 

Significance - - - - - - - - - - -  
.81982 
-90788 



DBCNEW 

low 

high 

Chi -Square Value 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  -----------  
Pearson .67862 
Continuity Correction .53 53 9 
Minimum Expected Frequency - 95.473 
Number of Miasing Observations: 22 

Significance 

~ 1 9  Page 1 of 1 
Count 1 

Row Pct lYea NO 
1 Row 
1 1.001 2.001Total 

D8 CNEW - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - -  + 
1-00 1 226 1 41 f 267 

low 1 84.6 1 15.4 1 54.9 

2.00 1 159 1 60 1 219 
high 1 72.6 1 27.4 1 45.1 

+-- - - - - - -+- - - - - - - -  + 
Column 385 101 486 
Total 79.2 20.8 100.0 

Chi -Square Value Di? 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ----------- - - - -  
Pearson 10 -59662 1 
Continuity Correction 9.87782 1 
Minimum Expected Frequency - 45.512 
Number of Miseing Observations: 20 

Significance 



D8DNEW 

low 

high 

Dl8 
Count 1 

Row Pct lYes No 
1 Row 
( 1 . 0 0 (  2 . 0 0 1 T o t a l  

- - - - - - - -+ - - - - - - - -+ - - - - - - - -+  

1 . 0 0  1 104 1 1 4 s  1 249 
1 4 1 . 8  1 5 8 . 2  1 5 0 - 5  
+--------+a------- + 

2 . 0 0  1 111 1 133 1 244 
1 4 5 . 5  1 5 4 . 5  1 4 9 . 5  
+ - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - -  + 

Column 215 278 4  93 
Total 4 3 . 6  5 6 . 4  1 0 0 . 0  

Chi - Square Value 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - - - - - - - - - + -  

Pearson -69525 
Continuity Correction -55204 
Minimum Expected Frequency - 1 0 6 . 4 1 0  
Number of Missing Observations: 13 

Chi -Square Value 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  -----------  
Pearson .577 60 
Continuity Correction -42001  
Minimum Expected Frequency - 4  9.3 95 
Number of Missing Observations: 10  

Significance - - - - - - - - - - -  
-40438 
-45749  



Compensation 

Dl 8 
Count 1 

Row Pct 1 Yes No 
1 Row 
1 1.001 2 . 0 0 1  Total 

DBENEW - - - - - - - -+ - - - - - - - -+ - - - - - - - -  + 
1.00 1 117 1 150 1 267 

low 1 43.8 1 5 6 . 2  1 54.5 

Chi-Square Value 
--- - - - A - - - - - - - - - - - - -  -----------  
Pearson .O2939 
Continuity Correction .O0639 
Minimum Expected Frequency - 96.937 
Number of Missing Observations: 16  

08- IWPORT FûR SBPT TO C016P0SATS VfC by 019 Cso in8ta.d o f  primon 

Dl9 
Count 1 

ROW Pct 1 Yes No 
Row 
Total 

Chi-Square Value - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  -----------  
Pearson 2.28629 
Continuity Correction 1.96097 
Minimum Expected Frequency - 46.232 
Number of Missing Observatione: 14 



Chapter 3 

Public Sensibiiities about ConditionaI Sentences of Imprisonment 

Chapter 2 exarnined public sensibilities about the interchangeability of fines and 

community service orders for prison sentences. The fuidings revealed that substituting 

these sanctions for sentences of imprisonmmt are seen by members of the public as 

limited in some circumstaoces involving violence, and for some offenders (such as 

community service orders for adult offenders). Opposers of interchangeability, compared 

to supporters, saw denunciation as a significantly more important purpose of sentencing, 

and advocated investing in prisons. Chapter 3 addresses public sensibilities about the 

conditional sentence of imprisonrnent.' In this Chapter, questions focus on the range of 

their support and opposition towards this sanction for different offences, and the possible 

reasons for their views. Consistent with the findings in the previous Chapter, it is likely 

that pubIic perceptions of the appropriateness of conditional sentences is more complex 

than assurned. 

Within the criminal law community, the conditional sentence is a controversial 

sanction. Courts of Appeal have given it a fair arnount of attention and the Supreme 

Court of Canada has heard a package of appeals on various issues conceming whether it 

is being used appropriately? On the other band, when the conditional sentence was 

introduced, as part of the package of amendrnents to the Criminal Code dealing with 

sentencing matters, it received very M e  public attention during its passage through 

- - 

This Chapter is based on a papcr by V. Marinos and A. N. Doob. 1999. "Understanding hiblic Attitudes 
Toward Conditional Sentences of hprisonment" 2 1 Criminal Reports (5th) 3 1 4  1. 
R. v. ProuLr (1 997) 12 1 C.C.C. (3d) 68 (Man. C.A.); R. v. Bunn ( 1997) M.J- No. 543 (Man. C.A.); R. v, 

R.A.R. (1997) MJ.  No. 539 (Man. C.A.); R. v- LF. W. (1997) 19 C.C.C. (3d) 97 (Nfld. C.A.); R. v. R N S .  
(1  997) 12 1 C.C.C. (3d) 426 (B.C.C.A.). Sec the S u p m e  Court of Canada's decision in R. v. Pruuk (2000) 



Parliament. This was largely due to the fact that Pariiament focused, in its wisdom, on 

the implications of inctuding two words - sexual orientation - in a list of "hate 

motivated" crimes. Thus, for the public, the bill known to the legal community as Bill 

C-41 and seen as addressing a long list of sentencing issues, was often described in the 

mass media as the "gay rights" biH. 

The result of this is that when conditional sentences started being banded d o m  in 

courts -- and Courts of Appeal began addressing the complexities of this new sanction -- 

the public was faced with the task of interpreting sentences which contained apparentIy 

contradictory sounding ternis.' Although Courts of Appeal have different views of what 

the proper process is by which a conditional sentence should be imposed: conditional 

sentences are typically described as "sentences of imprisonment" where the judge "then" 

aIlows the offender to serve the sentence in the community. If the public might find the 

conditional sentence difficult to understand, they are not alone. Though the conditional 

sentence might have had an easy birth, Parliament appears not to have had enormous 

confidence in the details of its new sanction. The sanction has already received two 

corrective operations.' 

We were interested in how this new sanction was being perceived by the public in 

its early days. However, because at the time that the present study was being carried out 

(Sumrner 1997) the conditional sentence was relatively unknown, we decided it was 

-- - -. - - -- . . - - - - 

S.C.C. 5. 
' See Makin, K. "New Wrinkle in Justice Systmr Brings Conhion, Inconsistcncy." GIobe and Mail, 
Monday May 18, 1998: A l  & A2. 
' The Alberta Court of A p p d  in Brady appcars to t%kt the position that the judge should not go through the 
"two sep" process describecl h m ,  but instcad should consider the conditional sentence to bc, in effect, just 
another intermediate sanction. In ProuLr, the Suprrme Court of Canada did not agrte with the Alberta Court 
of Appeal. 
'Section 742.1(b) of the Code addcd the requiremmt that conditional sentences of imprisonment must be 
consistent with the purposes and principlcs of scntmcing. Sec section 742.4(6) of the Code modified some 



inappropriate simply to ask questions about it. Rather we described the conditional 

sentence6 in a suMnary f o m  and examined the patterns of support and opposition to the 

sanction. One advantage of lwking at the public's response to conditional sentences 

early in the process is that it should be possible to see the reaction of members of the 

public relatively uncontarninated by inadequate information and inflammatos. statements 

by its cntics conveyed in mass media.' The result was that during the summer of 1997, 

500 adult residents of Ontario8, representative of adults in the province, were contacted 

by telephone and were asked a senes of questions having to do with crime and the 

of the conditions rclated to breaches of conditional sentence orclers. 
'A condifional sentence of impnsonmcnt was d-bai throughout the m e y  as follows: "A conditional 
sentence is one wherc the o f f d e r  is scntcnccd to prison for a period of up to two years, but instead of 
prison he is able to serve it in the cornmunity, if it is btlieved he is not a danger to the community. Various 
specific conditions can be placcd on the offmda such as not bcing able to lcave his home except to go to 
work, abstaining fiom aicohol, attmding a dru& alcohol or psychiatrie trcatment program, doing a specificd 
number of hours of comrnunity work, etc. If the offender is found to have violated any of these conditions, 
he then has to serve the mainder of tbe scntence in prison." Any defmition of a complex sanction such as 
this is arbitrary. in a survey a compromise bas to be amiveci at bctwtcn king "legally comct" on the one 
hand, and understandable on the other. For example, the conscqucnces of a findïng that the offknder 
breached are not as simple as describecl h a .  By indicating that a breach would result in imprisonment we 
may have described the sanction in more favourable tenns for those who favour imprisonment. [t is very 
unlikely, howevcr, that minor details such as this would affect the pattern of rtsults rtported here. 
7 In one case, whcft a police oficcr found guilty of criminal ncgligencc causing death was given a 
conditionai sentence it was d c s c n i  in one news article as a sentence of ï w o  years l e s  a day to bc servtd 
in the community. He mut  pcrforrn 180 hours of unspecificd community service and can't possess a 
weapon until his sentence has ken servcd" (Freed, D. A. "Officcr Could be Charged Under Police Act" 
The Toronto Star. Saturday July 5, 1997, Ag). In a column apwng t h  days later in the same 
newspaper, the writer says tbat the offinder was "sentcnced to community service" (Urquhart, 1. "Legal 
Smoke Screen Fogs lppcrwash Anair." 7Re Toronto Sdar, July 8, 1997, A15). in a differmt case, a stov 
indicates that an offcnder hceivcd "a one-year conditional sentence" but the hcadline rcad "Man Who Shot 
Dead Best Friend Escapes Furtber Timc in lail" (The Toronto Star, Saturday, April 19, 1997). 

Any survey rrsult is obviously an estimate of what the "tnit" population value (in this case adult Ontario 
residents) would be. Assuming that WC do, in fact, have a "rcprescntative" sample of Ontario rcsidmts, we 
can estimate how likely it is that the m e  population value is within a certain range of possible scores (the 
"confidence lirnits*?. in  the case of the fïndings prescnted h e h  with a sample of 500 people, we would 
expect that the truc population pcrcentage would be within about 4.4% of the obtained percentage in 95% 
of the estimates that arc phsentcd Note, however, that for many of our figures, our sarnple is considcrably 
smaller. Thus for the f m  mw of data in Table 3.1, the 95% confidence lirnits (the Iimits within which one 
would reasonably expect the tme proportion to lie, 95% of the tirne) are 7.5%. Largcly, howevcr, 
confidence limits arc imlcvant for most of the cornparisons we make since we arc, in fact, talking about 
comparisons betwecn groups (e-g., groups assessing diffemt cases). in these cases, we arc more intercsted 
in whether the dlgerence bctwecn two groups is reliable ("statistically significant*') not in estimating the 
exact percentagc of people favouring a particular outcorne. 



cnminal justice ~ystern.~ 

S u p p o ~  for the condikionai sentence 

Because the s w e y  that we &ed out was not designed to "map" the full breadth 

of support or opposition to the use of conditional sentences, we cannot give a definitive 

answer to the question, "When are conditional sentences seen as k ing appropriate?" 

What we can say, however, is that there are clearly circumstances where many people see 

conditional sentences as k i n g  entirely appropriate sanctions for certain offences 

involving violence. 

One question in the survey asked respondents to indicate their views of whether a 

person should be given an ordinary prison sentence or a conditional sentence for one of 

the following cases: 

A 23 year old man who had been found guilty in four separate incidents where he and 

his fkiends broke into houses and stole various items. 

A 23 year old man who had been found guilty of the sexual assault of a 22 year old 

woman he had known for a couple of years. 

A 23 year old man who had ôeen found guilty of assault causing bodily hann after he 

hit and broke the nose of a man he had a disagreement with at a local bar. 

Al1 respondents were told that "A judge decides that the appropriate sentence 

OThe survey was carricd out by Goldfarb Consultants using standard commercial telephone survey 
methodology. Residmts were contactcd using a random digit diating technique such that the numbm 
chosen were rcprescntativc of Ontario households. One adult living in cach household that was contacteci 
was asked to rcspond to the survcy. Detailcd findings of the fIndings mlated to conditional sentences arc 
contained in V. Marinos and A. N. h b  A Prelimincvy Examination of Public Views of Conditional 
Sentences o/lmprisonment (A rcpori to the Deparrmcnt of Justice, Canada, 1997). Findings h m  the full 
survey (including a parailel survey dealing with youth crime and tûe youth justice s y s m )  are contained in 
A. Doob, J. Sprott, V. Marinos, and K. N. Varma. An Erploration of Onrurio Residenrr ' k s  of Crime 
and the Criminal Jurtice System (Toronto: Cmire of Crirninology, 1998). 



should be imprisonment for 18 months. The judge is satisfied, however, that if the 

offender were to serve his sentence in the cornrnunity, he would not endanger the safety of 

the community. The judge has not yet decided whether the sentence should be served in a 

prison, or as a conditional sentence of imprisonment." The description of release rules for 

prison as well as the meaning of a conditional sentence were then read to respondents and 

they were asked to indicate their cfioice. The results are s h o w  in Table 3.1. 

Table 3.1 

Preference for Prison or Conditional Sentence 
as a Function of Offence 

x2 = 38.72, d+2, v.001 

There are two points that should be made conceming the results described in 

Table 3.1. First of all, it is clear that a substantial nwnber of people for al1 offences 

preferred a conditional sentence to a sentence served in a prison. Second, while in ail 

cases we were starting h m  a "standard" eighteen month sentence where the offender 

was described as not king a threat to the community, the preference for a conditional 

sentence varied considerably across the tbree offences. In particular, it is interesting to 

note that it was in the case of the assault that the conditional sentence was most attractive 

as an alternative to prison. And, givm the controversy as to whether conditional 

Offence: 

Break & Enter 

Sexual Assault 

Assault Bodily 
Harrn 

Total 

1 00Y0 
(n= 1 69) 
100% 
(n=141) 
100% 
(n= 1 801 

Respondent's preference for this case: 
Normd Prison 

55.6% 

60.3% 

28.9% 

Conditional 
Sentence 
44.4% 

39.7% 

71.1% 



sentences should be given in cases of sexual assaultl* it is interesting to note that the 

willingness to substitute a conditional sentence for a normal prison sentence was not 

significantly less in the case of the sexual assault compared to the break and enter case. 

Part of the appeal of a conditional sentence - to an offender as well as to the 

public when contemplating a sentence of a particular length - is that it may be seen as 

reducing the harshness of a sentence of imprisonment. The question ttiat arises, then, is 

whether it is seen as king any different fkom a terrn of probation.. 

Respondents were told that a 23 year old was found gui@ of breaking into a 

hardware store and taking goods worth about $800. They were told he had a record of 

similar types of offences. The sentence that the judge imposed was described as being 

one of the following: 

A prison sentence (release provisions were described) 

A conditional sentence of imprisonment (described as in the earlier case) 

A 12 month term of probation (the meaning of which was described to the 

responden ts) 

Survey respondents were asked to indicate" how appropnate they found the 

sentence that was described to them. As can be seen in Table 3.2, there was a good deal 

of variation in the ratings of the appropriateness of the sentence across cases. In 

particular, it would appear that a prison sentence was seen as being inappropriate 

probably because it was seen to be t w  harsh. in this particular instance, then, a 

'O See, for example, R. v. Scidmore (1996) 122 C.C.C. (3d) 28 (Ontario C.A.). R. v. Defoe (January 22, 
1998) C27878 (Ontario C.A., unreporteci). 
'' The respondents wcrc asked to answcr on a tcn point scale running h m  "completely inappropriate" ro 
"completely appropriate." The results can be prcscnted in a numbcr of diffctcnt ways, but the overall 
pattern is the samc as in Table 3.2- In Table 3.2, we divided the scalc into two, calling scale points 1-5 
"inappropriate" and 5-10 Lbappropriatc." 



conditional sentence was clearly seen as king diffment h m  (and more appropriate than) 

a prison sentence. However, it is noteworthy that respondents did not see it as different 

fkom a term of probation. 

Table 3.2 

Appropriateness of a Sentence of Prison, Coaditioaal Sentence, or Probation 
for a Break and Enter into a Commercial Establlrhment by 8 Man witb a Criminal 

Record 

1 Evaluation of the sentence: 1 
1 Sentence: 1 Inappropriate 1 Appropriate 1 Total I 

Clearly the overall concept of a conditional sentence - that convicted offenders 

prison 
Conditionai 
sentence 
Probation 

have prison sentences hanging over their heads which can result in a shift fiom the 

community to a %al" prison if they do not follow certain conditions - is not only 

58.9% 
35.8% 

44.6% 

acceptable to many people but it is also preferred in some moderately serious cases. 

However, the results described in Table 3.2 suggest that what may be important about a 

41.1% 
64.2% 

55.4% 

conditional sentence is simply ba t  the onender does not immediately go to prison. The 

100% (n=151) 
100% (n= 1 76) 

1 00Y0 (n= 1 68) 

result is that a conditional sentence is not viewed as being different fiom probation. 



1s opposin'on to conditr'onaî sentences rrssoctatsd ruah the vîew that sentences are too 

lenient? 

Although it is argued by some that the conditional sentence of imprisonment is 

little more than a "sott option" instead of imprisonment, l2 it is clearly meant to be - and 

rneant to be seen to be - a "type" of prison sentence rather than just another 

'intermediate' sanction. Opposition to it, then, may corne primarily h m  those who view 

sentences generally as k ing  too lenient. In this sarnple, as in most sweys  carried out in 

Canada and the US over the p s t  thirty years,'3 most people thought that sentences were 

not severe enougb (in this survey about 77% expressed this belief). If opposition to 

imposing conditional sentences stems fiom a view that these sentences are too lenient, 

then those who hold the belief that al1 adult sentences are too lenient should be much 

more likely to oppose the use of conditional sentences compared to those who believe 

that adult sentences are about right or too severe. 

As shown in Table 3.3, those who think that sentences are too lenient are slightly 

less favourable toward conditional sentences. However, this effect is not statistically 

significant and, therefore, should best be considered to be random variation. In other 

words, those respondents who indicated that they believed that sentences, generally, were 

too lenient, were no more likely than those who indicated that they were content with 

current sentencing severity to favour a normal prison sentence over a conditional 

sentence. 

l 2  R. v. Brady (1998) 12 1 C.C.C. (3d) 504 (Alberta C.A.). Sec also, Roberts, J.V. (1997). "Conditional 
sentencing: Sword of Damocles or Pandora's Box?" Canudïan Criminai Law Review, 2, 183-206. 
IJDoob, A. N. and Roberts, J. V. "Public Punitiveness and Public Knowledge of the Facts: Sorne Canadian 
Surveys". In WaUcer, Nigel and Hough, Mike (cds.) Pubiic A~~inrdes to Séntencing: Surveys Fmm Five 
Cuuntries. Cambridge Studics in Criminology, LE. (Gower: 1988) Roberis, J. V. "Public opinion, crime, 
and criminal justice". In Tonry, Michacl (cd). Crime ond Jmtice: A Review of Rcsearch. Volume 16. 
Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1992. Robercs, I.V. and Staians, LJ. Public Opinion. Ctime. and 



Table 3.3 

Preference for a Normal Prison Sentence or a Conditional Sentence 
as a Function of Respondents' Views of the Severity of Adult Sentences 

( Respondent's preference for this case: 1 
I - 

Support for p&ms 

We asked two questions that addressed directly the support respondents had for 

the use of prisons. Both questions were prefaced by a statement that the province's 

prisons are fùll. The fvst question asked respondents to choose between two solutions: 

build more pnsons or sentence more people to alternatives to custody (some examples of 

these were included). The second question reminded respondents that the province's 

prisons were fidl and asked them whether they would favour building more prisons or 

investing in prograrns to prevent crime. 

Building more prisons was not seen, by most Ontario residents as an attractive 

policy option either when pitted against increased use of alternatives (More pnsons: 

34.5%; More use of alternatives: 65.5%) or crime prevention (More prisons: 14%; More 

crime prevention: 86%). In the context of this paper, however, what is important is that 

those who favoured prison - rather than alternatives to prison (Table 3.4) or crime 

Adult sentences 
are: 
About right" 
Not severe enougb 

1 

Criminal Justice. Boulder, Colorado: Wcstvicw Press, 1997. 
"The very small nurnbcr of people who ïndicattd that they thought that sentences wcrc '-00 severe" are 
pooled with those who indicatcd that adult sentences wcnc "about right" 

X' (corrected) = 2.71, df=l, p = -10, not significant. Note: These results are pooled across 
the three offences. 

Normal Prison 

39.0% 
48.9% 

Conditional 
Sentence 

6 1 .OYO 
51.1% 

Total 
1 

100% (n=lûû) 
100% (n=366) 



prevention (Table 3.5) - were much less likely to favour the 18 month conditional 

sentence over the 18 rnonth conventional prison sentence. 

Table 3.4 

Preference for r Normal Prisoa Sentence or a Coaâitional Sentence 
as a Function of Respondents' Preference for More Prisons or More Use 

of Aiternatives to Custody 

( Rapondent's preference for this case: 1 - 
Respondent Normal Prison Conditional Total 
prefers: Sentence 
More Prisons 61.5% 38.5% 100% 

(n=16 1) 
More Alternatives 38.9% 61.1% 100% 

x2 (corrected) = 21 .56; df=l, ~ . 0 0 1 .  Note: These results are pooled across the three 
offences.. 

Table 3.5 

Preference for a Normal Prison Sentence or a Conditional Sentence 
as a Function of Respondents' Preference for More Prisons or 

Investment in Crime Prevention 

x2 (corrected) = 13.35; d+l, pc.00. Note: These results are pooled across the three 
offences.. 

Respondent 
prefers: 
More Prisons 
Crime Prevention 

Clearly, opposition to the use of conditional sentences is based, in part, on support 

for prisons - presumably a belief in the ability of prisons to achieve something. 

Opposition to conditionai sentences does not, however, appear to relate to beliefs about 

Total 
I 

100% (n=68) , 

100% 

Respondent's preference for this case: 

sentence seven'fy per se. That is, it is not simply that imprisonrnent is seen as the most 

Normal Prison 

67.6% 
42.9% 

Conditional 
Sentence 

32.4% 
57.1% 



severe sanction and is, therefore, supported. Hence we must look M e r  for an 

explanation. We asked al1 respondents to indicate" the importance of each of five 

purposes of sentencing: expressing the cornrnunity's disapproval of the crime, detemng 

the offender and others from committing offences, separating offenders fkorn society, 

assisting in the rehabilitation of offenders, and compensating victims or the community. 

Only one of these purposes related to the choice of a conditional sentence over 

impri sonment: those respondents who rated "separating offenders from society" higher 

were less Iikely (than those who saw incapacitation as being less important) to favour a 

conditional sentence over a normal prison sentence. Of those who saw incapacitation as 

being very important, 47% favoured a conditional sentence. Of those who rated 

incapacitation as being somewhat less important, 58.1% favoured a conditional 

sentence? 

In addition, Courts of ~ppea l "  and public attitude surveys" suggest that where 

denunciation is seen as king important in a case, "intemediate" sanctions such as fines 

and community service orders are seen as being inferior to prison in accomplishing this 

goal of punishment. Thus it is likely that prison is viewed as symbolic of what it means 

to punish and to express condernnation of the behavioud9 

I5Respondents used a 10 point scaie going h m  I= Not at al1 important to IO= very important to rate the 
importance of a nurnbcr of traditional smtencing goals. Because rrspondcnts tcnded to rate all purposes as 
being at least reasonably important, (Le., most werc near to top of the 10 point scale) we divided the sample 
into two groups (high and low) at the median on each dimension. It should be remembered that "low" in 
this case is only relative. 
16 Chi-square, corrected = 5.47, e l ,  p <.O2 

" e-g. Wisrnayer (1997) 1 15 C.C.C. (3d) 18 (Ont. C.A.) 
"Sec Doob, Sproti, Marinos, and Vanna An Exploration of Ontario Resident ' Yiews of Crinie und rhe 
Criminal Justice System (Toronto: C a m  of Crimùiology, 1998) Marinos, V. "Equivalency and 
Interchangeability: The Unexamincd Complexities of Reforming the Fine." Canadian Journal of 
Criminology, 1997, 39, 27-50. Doob, A N. and Marinos, V. "Reconceptualizing Punishment: 
Understanding the Limitation on the Use of Intemediate Sanctions." University of Chicago Law School 
Roundtable, 2 (2). 1995,413433. 
l 9  See Manson, A. 'The A p p d  of Conditional Sentences." (1 997) 5 C.R (5th) 279. 



Conclusion 

In general, it is clear that a conditional sentence of impnsonment is seen by many 

people as a viable alternative to a normal sentence of irnpnsonment. To the extent that 

its purpose is largely to provide another sentencing option between doing essentially 

nothing and sending the offender to prison, it fits the description of an "intennediate 

sanction" described, and advocated, by Moms and TO+ and others. The dificulty as 

revealed in Table 3.2, is that this "new" sanction may not be seen as any different tiom a 

probation sentence. If this is the case, its usefûlness is somewhat limited except as a way 

of giving sentencing judges some choices when faced with firm guidance fiom their 

Courts of Appeal." 

However, as suggested by other research on other sanctions" it may be that the 

conditional sentence of impnsonment is not viewed by the public as king  equally 

acceptable for d l  offences. ~ l s e w h e r e ~  we have noted that conditional sentences may be 

seen as being an appropnate way of accomplishing certain sentencing purposes for some 

offences, but not for others. Fines, cornrnunity service orders, and conditional sentences 

of imprisonment al1 varied in their perceived appropriateness as a means to accomplish 

'OMorris, N. and M. Tonry. Between Prison and Probation: Intemediare Pirnishments in a Rational 
Senrencing Sysfem. New Y o k  Oxford University ncsS, 1990. 
" See Manson, A. "The Rcfom o f  Sentcncing in Canada" Papcr pmparcd for conference on "Making 
Criminai Law Clear and Just" (Novmiber 1998, Queen's University; Kingston, Ontario) who argues (p. 
29) that conditional sentences may serve the h c t i o n  of allowing trial judges to have th& cake and cat it, 
tw, by irnposing "prison" sentences wherc their court of appeal has said that one is nccessary but at the 
same time not sending a person to prison wheh a prison sentence makes no sensc. Sec also Manson, A. 
"Finding a Place for Condi tional Sentences." (1 997) 3 Cnininal Reports (5th) 1 83. 
22 Marinos, V. Equivalcncy and Interchangeability: The Unexamincd Complcxities o f  Reforming the Fine." 
Canadian Journal of Cnminology. 1997, 39, 2730. Doob, A. N. and Marinos, V. Rcconceptualizing 
Punishment: Understanding the Limitation on the Use of intermediate Sanctions. Universis, of Chicago 
Law School Roundtable, 2 (2), 1995,4 13433. 
23Marinos, V. and A.N. Doob. "A Prciiminary Examination of Public Vicws of Conditional Sentences of 
Imprisonrnent A Rcpon to the Department of Justice, Canada." Centre of Criminology, University of 



certain purposes at sentencing depending on the offence. 

It has been argued2' that the public will see a conditional sentence as an instance 

of the offender king "let off' easily. Obviously this is only the case if the sentence is 

meant to be interpreted as king equivalent, in severity, to a normal prison sentence. If, 

on the other hand, it is seen simply as one more intermediate sanction, then a different set 

of concerns arise. What is clear fiom our data, however, is that a conditional sentence is 

not seen, by those in opposition to it, as accomplishing the same purposes as 

imprisonment. Hence attempts to create more onerous conditions for the conditional 

sentence will not solve the problem for those who appear to "like" prisons unless, of 

cowse, conditions are imposed which are seen to be not only as onerous, but also as 

effective in sepacating the offender h m  society. 

Courts of Appeal, like members of the public and legal cornmentators, are divided 

on the usefùlness of conditional sentences of imprisonment. Those who seem to be less 

in favour of the heavy use of imprisonment may be more inclined to try to find a place 

for the conditional sentence in the sentencing structure than are those who, for various 

reasons, believe in the efficacy of impnsonment. 

Toronto, 1997, p. 26. 
'' Roberts, J.V. "Conditional Scntencing: Sword of Damocles or Pandora's Box". Canadiun Criminal Lmu 
Review, 1997, 2, 183-206 at p. 195 ; Gemell, J. 'The New Conditional Scntencing Rcgimc." Criminal Low 
eanetiy, 1997,39,334-36 1 at p. 339. 



Chrpter 4 

What's Intermediate about CIntermediate' Sanctions? The Combination of 
%ttermediate9 Sanctions and Denunciatory Sentences in the Courts 

Chapters 2 and 3 have examined public sensibilities about interchangeability 

within the context of perceived comectioas made among the purposes of sentencing, 

sanctions, and the nature of the offence and the offender. The purpose of denunciation 

has been found to be a significant factor in people's perceptions about the 

appropriateness of substituting sanctions for prison sentences for some violent offences. 

The present Chapter focuses on the combination of 'intemediate' sanctions and lengths 

of prison sentences handed out by the courts. Using youth court dispositions for 1994-95, 

this analysis presents hdings on the combinations of sanctions imposed, and in 

particular, the reasons for the combination of 'intermediate' sanctions along with short 

periods of custody for particular offences. ' This study challenges sirnpl istic 

conceptualizations of pdshment - that sanctions differ solely on a dimension of 

severity, and that sanctions are highly fluid and flexible entities which can easily be 

calibrated into equivalencies at sentencing. 

The concept of 'intermediate' sanctions'* has become increasingly popular in the 

literature on punishment. intermediacy in punishment has been defined as a range of 

sanctions between the two extreme poles of probation and imprisonrnent. Recent 

strategies of penal reform in the United States and Canada have cailed for an increased 

use of 'intemediate' sanctions (Morris and Tomy 1990; Byme et al. 1992; Smykta and 

This Chapter is derived h m  a papcr by V. Marinos. 1998. "What's 'intermediate' about intcnnediate 
Sanctions?: The Case of Young Offender Dispositions in Canada " Canadian Journal of Criminology. 
40(4): 355-375. 
'The research and pteparation of this papa wert supportcd by a Social Sciences and i-iurnanities Rescarch 



Selke 1995; Tonry and Hamilton 1995). For example, Morris and Tonry (1990) argue 

that in the United States, probation and prison have become overused sanctions in the 

1980s and 1990s, and that the fiscal and prison crowding crises require attention. Thus 

what is needed, they argue, is a range of meaningfiil sanctions between probation and 

prison (Morris and Tonry 1990: 3). 

Intermediacy in punishment has become an important penal strategy in Canada. 

First, sentencing legislation requires that judges use imprisonrnent only when necessary 

for both adults and young offenders. For adults, amenciments to the Criminal Code which 

came into effect in September 1996 speciQ that sanctions other than imprisonment 

should be considered for al1 offenders (sections 718.2 (c) & (d)). In sentencing young 

offenders, the fiindamental p ~ c i p l e s  of the Young m n d e r s  Act provide that judges 

should impose the least restrictive means possible in the circumstances. Thus judges are 

to consider numerous ways of dealing with the youth other than imprisonrnent (see 

section 24 (1.1) (b) and (c)). Second, we have also seen the development of new 

sanctions such as conditional sentences of imprisonment for adult offenders (section 724 

of the Criminal Code) which are consistent with the rationale of 'intemediacy7. This 

analysis explores the imposition of 'intermediate' sanctions for young offenders in 

Canadian youth courts for 1994-5, and suggests the purpose of combining an 

' intermediate' sanction and custody. 

The Imprisonment-Dcnuncian'on Ncxvs 

While decreasing the use of imprisoment and increasing the use of 

'intermediate' sanctions are important goals in sentencing, it is critical to inquire into the 

Counci1 of Canada grant to AN.  W b .  



sensibilities3 and purposes of different sanctions. Analyses of penal changes over time 

suggest that the values and rneanings underlying sanctions have led to the development 

and demise of particular penal practices (Beattie 1986; Braithwaite 1989). Doob and 

Marinos (1995) argue that different sanctions have different meanings across time and 

place and seme a variety of purposes. Thus they suggest that certain 'intemediate' 

sanctions, though punitive, rnay not be seen as capable of serving particular purposes for 

some offences. 

Proposals to replace imprisonment with 'intermediate' sanctions have not 

considered adequately the broader purposes of different sanctions in different contexts. It 

is assurned that fines and community service orders, for instance, are highly flexible and 

can be made equivalent to irnprisonrnent for a variety of offences by increasing the size 

of these sanctions (Morris and Tonry 1990; Smykla and Selke 1995). in fact there is 

sorne evidence to suggest that the meanings and purposes of sanctions may pose limits on 

interc hangeability . A study of the public's sensibilities about fines and imprisonment in 

Canada revealed that regardless of severity, fines were not seen as accomplishing the 

traditional sentencing goal of denunciation as effectively as imprisonment. For some 

circurnstances, narnely violent or sexual offences, members of the public saw the need to 

denounce the crime, and believed that this could be accomplished most effectively 

through imprisonment (Marinos 1997). 

Over time, imprisonment has been constituted and coupled with the expressive 

purposes of punishment - the goals of denunciation and general deterrence. The courts, 

media, criminal justice agencies and othen are active paiticipants in constituting 

'The t e m  "sensibilities" rcfcrs to the fulings, values, and sentiments which ah associated with, and 
support attitudes about d i f fmt  sanctions, and what it means to punish. 



"sanctions" and reproducing meanings and sensibilities about their usehilness. In 

examining a range of special commission and cornmittee reports in Canada, for instance, 

it is apparent that there has been an increasing reliance on conceptualizing and 

interpreting imprisonment as k i n g  effective in expressing condemnation of criminal 

behaviour. Beginning with the Ouimet Cornmittee Report in 1969, to the Federal 

Government Task Force Report in 1977, we see how imprisonment has been actively 

linked with denunciation and general deterrence to symbolize the condemnation of 

'criminals', while non-institutional sanctions have been linked to providing opportunities 

for the 'socially responsible' offender (see Ekstedt and Gnffiths 1988: 56; Ouimet 

Cornmittee 1969; Law Refoxm Commission 1975; MacGuigan Subcommittee 1977; 

FederaI Task Force 1977). However, as the rationale of rehabilitation lost its credence 

and academic doubt increased about acbieving general deterrence through sentencing 

(Canadian Sentencing Commission Report 1987: 138; Doob, Marinos and Varma 1995: 

65-83), decisions to impose imprisonment are likely predominately linked with the 

purpose of conveying a denunciatory message (Manson 1997b: 290-3). 

Short sentences of custody, in particular, may be relied upon by the courts in 

comrnunicating messages about crime and punishment. Manson (1997b) argues that the 

only purpose for imposing a short sentence of imprisonment is to express denunciation. 

Using mandatory 14-&y custodial sentences for impaired dnving as an example, he 

argues that "[tlhe rationale for the short mandatory sentence is its expressive 

denunciatory message: "Impaired driving is a crime." As with al1 short sentences, any 

presumption of incarceration is not based on general deterrence" (Manson 199%: 292). 

In a recent sentencing decision in Ontario, Judge David Cole argued that in a case of 



robbery, and in the particular ckumstances of three kt- t ime,  youthfil adult offenders, 

a minimum short period of custody (90 days) was required in order to express 

denunciation. Afkr this denunciatory component was accomplished, the judge sentenced 

the offenders to substantial hours of community service (R. v. Visanjz). 

The study on public perceptions of fines and imprisonment (Marinos 1997), and 

the link between imprisonment and denunciation suggests that sanctions are 

multidimensional. The present anatysis suggests that it is wrong to assume that sanctions 

are highly fluid, flexible 'things' which c m  easily be calibrated into equivalencies at 

sentencing (Tremblay 1988). David Garland (1990, 1991)' for instance, argues that there 

are various dimensions to punishment - moral, political, economic and cultural - and 

to evaluate punishment in merely instrumental terms is both misguided and unproductive. 

In order to understand the various dimensions of punishment, it is critical that the broader 

social and cultural contexts are examined. In particular, the nature of the offence for 

which the offender is being punished seems to be a critical aspect of understanding the 

sensibilities about different sanctions. Thus there are limits to the fluidity and flexibility 

of sanctions and the extent to which they can be "equivalent" on al1 dimensions. 

'Intemediate' sanctions may not be 'intermediate' on certain dimensions. 

Understanding the use of 'intermedicite' sanctions in youth courts 

Understanding that there are both qualitative and quantitative dimensions to 

punishment has important implications for examining the use of 'intermediate' sanctions 

in Canadian youth courts. The concept of "intemediacy" suggests that sanctions can be 

placed along a single continuum of severity - h m  most to least severe. The mode1 of 



the continuum is usefil in highlighting a range of individual sanctions, as well as shifting 

our attention away fiom imprisonrnent - away fiom notions such as "alternatives" or 

"non-custodial" sanctions.' However, the continuum mode1 is problematic in reinforcing 

the view that sanctions oniy differ on a dimension of severity (Dwb and Marinos 1995; 

Marinos 1997). In fact research on perceptions of 'intennediate' sanctions has generally 

focused on comparing sanctions by their severity (Tremblay 1988; Peteailia and 

Deschenes 1994; Harlow et al. 1995). 

The limitations of conceptualizing punishment as a single continuum of severity 

have important implications for our understanding of young offender dispositions. 

Statistics published by the Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics (hereafter CCJS) 

demonstrate that as the "most significant disposition", 'intermediate' sanctions are 

infkequently imposed by youth courts across Canada (see, for example, CCJS, 1994-5, 

Table 8; see also CCJS, 1998-1999). in examining statistics for 1994-5 (CCJS, Table 8), 

it is apparent that custody (secure and open combined) and probation are heavily used: 

they are the "most significant dispositions" in 32.7% and 48.2% of cases respectively. 

AI1 other sanctions - those which may be considered 'intermediate' - are imposed as 

the "most significant disposition" in only 19.2% of al1 cases given dispositions in youth 

courts across Canadian provinces (n= 73,969 cases). Hence fiom published statistics of 

the "most significant disposition", we would conclude that custody and probation are 

both frequently irnposed c o m p d  to 'intennediate' sanctions. 

' While ternis Iike "alternatives to imprisonment" or "non-custodial punishmcntsn arc uscfiil in shi fting 
attention away h m  Unprisonment, they reinforcc it as the refercnce point of punishment. It is also 
noteworthy to point out that it is quite common to hear people we the ttnn "sentenceci" as the way to 
describe imprisonmcnt: if an offendet is not "scntenccd" then he or she did not rcceive imprisonment. The 
association between sentcncing and imprisonmrnt is another exampIc of the prison-punishment nexus - 
the ways in which "punishmcntn is conncctcd to impris~ment. 



But it is cntical to point out that the conclusion of the apparent low use of 

'intemediate' sanctions relates to the way in which youth court dispositions are 

presented. On the one hand, the published statistics on youth court dispositions are 

informative in outlining in an easily understandable manner the varying use of sentencing 

options by youth court judges. On the other hand, the published statistics obscure the 

extent to which 'intermediate' sanctions are irnposed. In the published statistics by CCJS, 

the dispositions handed d o m  in a "case" are typically categorized by the single "most 

significant" disposition. The range of sanctions available is ranked along a single 

continuum - from most severe to least severe in a specified invariant order. Thus if a 

young offender was sentenced to open custody, probation and a fine, a count would 

appear under open custody as it is defined by CCJS as the "most severe" of these three. 

In this sarne example, the result is that the published statistics underestimate the use of 

'intermediate' sanctions such as a fine. Al1 'intennediate' sanctions that are combined 

with probation are counted under the rubric of the punishment deemed "most significant" 

- "probation". Thus the published statistics on youth court dispositions underrepresents 

the imposition of 'intermediate' sanctions as 19.2%. 

A number of important questions &se, then, from the discussion of the multiple 

dimensions of punishment and the limitations of published statistics of young offender 

dispositions in Canada. How fkequently are 'intermediate' sanctions imposed? For which 

offences are 'intermediate' sanctions used alone and in combination with Unprisonment? 

What do 'intermediate' sanctions accomplish? What is the purpose of combining an 

'intermediate' sanction with custody? Moyer's m e n t  analysis (1996) of youth court 

dispositions addressed combinations; however, the findings were not linked to the 



broader purposes or sensibilities about punishment As past literature suggests, 

'intermediate' sanctions, in general, may be seen by members of the public, and 

presumably by judges, as Iacking the symbolic and expressive qualities that 

imprisonment possesses. This likely affects how often and in which cùcumstances an 

'intermediate' sanction is combined with custody (Doob and Marinos 1995; Marinos 

1997). 

By examining combinations of dispositions, it is possible to assess the purposes 

of the use of custody and ' i n t e d i a t e '  sanctions. Research on young offender 

dispositions reveals concems about the increasing use of short sentences of custody since 

the introduction of the Young Offenders Act @oob 1992). In a study of six provinces, 

Doob revealed that youth courts increased the proportion of cases getting short sentences 

of three months or less and youth couris are apparently handing down fewer very long 

sentences (1992: 81-82). Unfortunately, the published statistics on young offender 

dispositions do not provide information on the offences for which these short sentences 

are imposed, nor whether short custodial sentences are handed down alone or in 

combination with other sanctions. In fact statistics for 1994-5 demonstrate that sentences 

of imprisonment of thirty days or less make up over one-quarter of custodial sentences 

imposed in youth courts (CCJS, Table 6, 1994-5; see also Markwart 1992). Doob (1992) 

concludes his analysis by suggesting that "[a] more detailed analysis and a clearer 

statement of purpose of dispositions under the present legislation are necessary in order 

to evaluate these trends" (emphasis added) (1992: 83). An examination of the use of 

'intermediate' sanctions is not only important in and of itself, but it wiI1 likely shed light 

on the purpose of imposing them along with short custodial sentences. 



Mahod 

Since the focus of the present analysis was to understand the use of 'intermediate' 

sanctions for young offenders in Canada, it was critical to explore the combinations of 

dispositions handed down in youth courts. As mentioned earlier, Canadian Centre for 

Justice Statistics presently publishes statistics on the "most significant disposition" 

handed down for each case disposed of in youth courts. Each case is associated with a 

single disposition ordered from the most to the least serious disposition, starting with 

custody (secure fotlowed by open), probation, fine, compensation, pay purchaser, 

compensation in kind, community swvice order, absolute discharge, and "other" (CCJS, 

1 994-5: Table 8). While this is usehl for many purposes, it has the unfortunate effect of 

burying combinations of dispositions. 

Data on young offender dispositions were obtained fiom CCJS in a form in which 

cases were aggregated according to whether they included each of the possible 

dispositions listed in section 20(1) of the Young offenders Act. In addition, because of 

the importance of custody and the bigh frequency of short custodial sentences (Doob 

1992; Markwart 1992), CCJS provided a special code on whether or not the case 

included a total (open and secure) custodial sentence of 1-30 &YS, 3 1 - 180 days, and 18 1 

days and more.' 11 t a s  important to h o w  the total length of custody because it related to 

the theory that the lack of denunciatory power of 'intermediate' sanctions couid be 

compensated by k ing  attached to a short terni of imprisonment. Thus cases involving 

' ~ o t e  that total (open and sccun) custodial sentences wnc  acnially codai as t to 29 days, and 30 &y, but 
then were pooled as total length of custody h m  1 to 30 days. We wish to thank Dcnyse Carriert and Glen 
Doheny for their work in providing the data on youth cowt dispositions for Cariada, 1994-5, in a fonn 
which showed multiple dispositions and total lmgtb of custody. 



custodial sentences were descnbed as having a total custody length of 1 to 30 days, 3 1 to 

180 days and 18 1 days and over - described as "short", "medium" and "Iong" total 

custodial t e m .  

As noted earlier, the current literature on intermediacy in punishment defines 

'intermediate' sanctions as those lying between prison and probation (Morris and Tonry 

1990). For the purposes of this analysis, 'intexmediate' sanctions were considered to be a 

fine, restitution, compensation, pay purchaser, compensation in End, cornrnunity 

services, and "other". Thus custody, probation, detain for treatrnent, 

prohibition/seime/fot.feiture, absolute discharge, and suspend driver's license were not 

included in the measure of an 'intermediate' sanction. The data also included the type of 

offence as described in Tables 3 and 8 in CCJS statistics (1994-5). 

Findings 

The use of 'infermeàïaîe' sanctrins 

In exarnining the use (alone and in combination) of al1 dispositions (n= 73,969 

cases), probation is imposed most fkquently, in 65.4% (48,381) of al1 cases and custody 

is imposed in 34.1% (25,214) of al1 cases! 'intermediate' sanctions were imposed in 

42.9% (3 1,7 14) of al1 convicted cases. The finding that some 'intermediate' sanction is 

imposed in over 40% of al1 dispositions is noteworthy. The published "most significant 

disposition" statistics by CCJS, in contrast, revealed that 'intemediate' sanctions were 

the "most severe" sentmcing options imposed in only 15.8% of the cases (CCJS, 1994-5, 

Table 8). Thus an examination of combinations of dispositions is important in 

- 

61n al1 analyses that follow, 1 examincd the 73,%9 cases in Canada in 1994-5 whem the= was a finding of 
guilt. 



understanding the actual overall use of 'intermediate' sanctions. 

For a selected number of relatively hi@ fiequency violent, property, dmg and 

administration of justice offences, Table 4.1 reveals that 'intermediate' sanctions are 

imposed predominately between 30% to 45% of cases. For example, the range of 

offences receiving 'intennediate' sanctions includes violent offences such as robbery 

(34.3%) and break and enter (45.4%) as well as theft under/possession stolen property 

(47.8%) and mischief to property (56.0%). In looking at offences against the 

administration of justice, it is noteworthy to point out the relatively low use of 

'intermediate' sanctions for "escape custody/unlawhilly at large" (7.5%) compared to 

"other administration justice offences" (largely "failure to comply with disposition" and 

"failure to appearT') (34.4%). In examining the range of 'intermediate' sanctions, it 

becomes clear that cornmunity service is the most popular, imposed in over two-thirds of 

cases in which at least one 'intermediate' sanction is used (67.23%). Fines, on the other 

hand, are imposed in only 19% of a11 cases receiving at least one 'intennediate' sanction. 



Table 4.1 

The Use of bIntermediate' Sanctions, Alone and In Combination with Other 
Sanctions, for Selected Offences 

Most 
Significant 

Charge 
Aggr. AssauW 
Assault with 
weapon 
Assault 
Sexual Assault 
Robbery 
Possession 
Weapon 
Break & Enter 
Theft Over 
Vehicle Theft 
Theft Underl 

Property 
Mischief to 
Propertv 
Possession 

(N) 

2180 

7311 
879 
1332 
1303 

10196 
2524 
1065 
15894 

56.û% 

Drug marcotic 
Trafficking 
Drug/Narcotic 
Escape 
Custody 
& Unlawful at 

-- 

' This category of offences - "othcr administration of justice offénces" - is largely made up of the 
offences of "failurt to comply with disposition" and "failwe to appear". It also includcs "bmach of 
recognizance", "failurc to comply with probation order", "offencc against the administration of justice", 
"failure to comply with undertaking", and "contmipt against youth court". 

Total 

100% 

100% 
100% 
100% 
100% 

100% 
100% 
1 00Y0 
100% 

Received 
Vntermediate' 

Sanction 
41.8% 

4 1.7% 
22.6% 
34.3% 
36.8% 

45 -4% 
42.3% 
44.1% 
47.8% 

5 1.2% 

Other Admin. 
Justice 
Offences7 
AU other cases 
Total 

No 
'Intermediate' 

Sanction 
58.2% 

58.2% 
77.4% 
65.7% 
63.2% 

54.6% 
57.7% 
55.9% 
52.2% 

44.0% 

63.9% 

7.5% 

48.8% 

34.4% 

49.2% 
42.9% 

100% 

36.1% 

92.5% 

4055 

100% 

65.6% 

50.8% 
57.1% 

2047 

100% 

100% 

1 098 

1899 

100% 

100% 
100% 

14992 

7194 
73969 



Table 4.2 

The Use of '1ntermrcdi.te' Sanctions Alone 
and In Combination with Prison and Probation 

Disposition 
'Intermediate' only 
'Intermediate' sanction & 
probation only 
61nterrnediate' sanction & 

custody and probation 
on1v l 
custody Only 
'Intermediate' sanction & 

Percentage 
14.2% 
25.8% 

0.6% 

N 
10 485 
19 105 

432 

2.3% 

Table 4.2 presents the extent to which custody and probation are used in 

- - - 

31 714 

42 255 

Wtotal:  'Intermediate' 
alone or combination with 
other sanction 
No 'intermediate' 
sanction 
Total 

cornparison to 'intermediate' sanctions. The findings demonstrate that when 

1 692 

42.9% 

57.1% 

'intermediate' sanctions are imposed, they are typically attached to probation. The 

d 

100% 

findings reveal that, standing on their own, there is a relatively low use of 'intermediate' 

I 

73 969 

sanctions as 'intermediate' - imposed without prison or probation in only 14.2% of the 

cases. It is also interesting to note that while various authors have pointed to the high use 

of custody imposed for young offenders (Leschicd and Jaffe 1987: 425)' it is relatively 

rare that an 'intermediate' sanction is attached to custody (0.6%). 



Table 4 3  

The Proportion of those Cases that Received a Short, Medium or Long 
Custodial Sentence That Also Received an 'Intermediate' Sanction 

h 

"Medium Serious" Offences 

Offences 

Aggr. AssaultWith W e a p o n  
Assault 
Sexual Assault 
Robbexy 
Break & Enter 
Possession Weapon 
Trafficking Drup: or Narcotic 

L 

"Serious" Offences 

Short 
Prison 

% 

17.2 
9.9 
17.9 
20.0 
20.5 
7.0 
17.0 

Theft Over 
Vehicle The fi 

1 Offences Against Admin. Justice 

Theft UnderPossession Stolen 
Prop. 
Mischief 
Possession Drug or Narcotic 

Medi- 
um 

Prison 
% 

233 
825 
56 
135 
987 . 

129 
106 

13.4 
10.1 

Escape Custody/Unlawfiil at Large 
Other Administration Justice 
Offencesa 

'See Note 5 regarding Table 4.1. 

N 

9.8 429 

284 
109 

8.8 

14.5 
6.5 

6.9 
3 -8 
12.6 
12.1 
5.5 
11.5 

8.0 

11.4 
9.0 

- 

1760 

35 1 
169 

2.4 
5.6 

- - -  
I 

Long 
Prison 

?% 

9.8 
8.0 

*N's refer to the numbcr of people fiom which each pcrccntagc is based. 

1 

Ail Other Offences 
Total 

N 

728 
157 
34 1 

2373 
20 1 
183 

1861 

315 
67 

1078 
45 15 

855 
10888 

634 
100 

10.2 
8.8 

4.5 
9.9 
10.8 
10.0 
3 -7 
4.9 
- 

9.2 

12.5 
5.6 

3.9 
3.8 

4.3 
8.2 

89 
131 
369 
912 
54 
41 

8.0 
0.00 

314 

40 
18 

282 
2899 

689 
11426 

200 
10 

559 
2085 

7.3 
8.1 

4.8 
6.3 

62 
223 



Short "denuncirilory sentences" and 'intermedioie' sanctioas 

For certain types of offences - violent, sexual, or serious property - 

denunciation is likely to be an important purpose in sentencing a young ~ffender.~ 

However, for the Iess serious instances of these offences (e.g., where the role of the 

particular offender was rninor or where the particular offence was relatively minor), 

denunciation may still be seen as k ing  important, but a custodial sentence may be seen 

as inappropriately harsh. One way to resolve this conflict is to impose a very short 

custodial sentence (e.g., a total sentence of 30 days or less) and combine it with the 

"appropnate" punishment (e.g., a cornmunity service order). If this logic is correct, then 

in instances where denunciation is important, one would expect 'intermediate' sanctions 

to be more Iikely combined with short custodial sentences than with longer ones where, 

presurnabfy, the custodial sentence is seen as king the appropriate punishment. 

Table 4.3 demonstrates that for offences requiring expressions of condemation 

- violent, sexual and senous property - one or more 'intermediate' sanctions are more 

likely to be cornbined with short custodial sentences rather than long. This finding is 

consistent with the theory of the lack of denunciatory power of 'intermediate' sanctions. 

In looking at the offence of aggravated assault/assault with a weapon in Table 4.3, we see 

that of those who received a short custodial sentence, the proportion that received an 

'intermediate' sanction with "short" custody was 17.2%. This is greater than the 

proportion bat  received an 'intermediate' sanction along with a medium (9.8%) or long 

- -- - - 

R. v. H. (S.R.), for cxamplc, statcd that secure custody may be imposed for hasons o t k  than protection 
of the public, including factors such as grnerat detcmnce and "the expression o f  socicty's abhorrcncc of 
certain crimes". The Ontario Court of Appcal hcld that "...the abhomnct o f  society of certain crimes must 
be taken into account by the youth court both when deciding whcther th- should be a period of  custody 
and when deciding whether that custody should be open or s e c m  or a combination of  both" (at 50-5 1). A 
number of adult cases also bave linkcd denunciation as an important purpose of sentencing violent and 
sexual offences, R. v. M. (C.A.) and R. v. M. (G.). 



(3.9%) custodial sentence. In contrast, the effect is not the same for rninor offences such 

as theft under/possession of stolen property: for each custody length, the proportion 

receiving 'intermediate' sanctions with a short (8.8%), medium (8.0%), or long (9.2%) 

custodial sentence did not vary substantially. 

Thus the findings shown in Table 4.3 reveal that for "serious" and "medium 

serious" offences receiving different custody lengths - aggravated assaultl assault with a 

weapon, assault, sexual assault, robbery, break and enter, possession of a weapon, thefi 

over $1,000, trafficking of drugs or narcotics, and vehicle thefi - ' intermediate' 

sanctions were more likely to be attached to a shon period of custody than long. In 

contrast, for less serious offences receiving custody such as possession of stolen 

property, thefi under S1,000, mischief to property, and possession of dmgs or narcotics, 

the likelihood of receiving an 'intemediate' sanction did not Vary substantially with 

custody length. Admiaisiration of justice offences not oniy had a low overall use of 

'intermediate' sanctions, but they also were equally likely to be attached to each length of 

a custodial sentence. It is important to point out that the range of selected offences 

accounts for 90.3% of the total sentenced cases in 1994/5 (n = 73969 cases, total) and 

93% (n = 242 14 cases, total) of those who received custody. 

Discussion and Conclusions 

The use of 'intermediiotr ' san~n'ons for young offenders 

The assumption that sanctions serve multiple purposes, and that they are not 

highly fluid, flexible entities appropriate for a variety of offences and offenders led to the 

present inquiq of combinations of dispositions in youth courts across Canada. Recent 



literature (Department of Justice 1992: Annex 1; Moms and Tonry 1990; Petersilia and 

Deschenes 1994) and legislacion to increase the use of 'intermediate' sanctions assumes 

that sanctions can be made equivalent across a range of offences as long as they are 

roughly similar in severity or punitiveness. In contrast, poststructuralist writings on 

penality and penal reform conceptualue 'punishment' as dispersed, fluid and 

multidimensional (Foucault 1977; Garland 1985, 1990; McMahon 1993), suggesting that 

penal reform is far more complex than simply focusing on the severity of sanctions. The 

very term penality, in fact, acknowledges that 'punishrnent' refers to the "whole of the 

penal complex, including its sanctions, discourses and representations, rather than sirnply 

stressing institutional practices" (Garland 1985: x). Thus while one might expect that 

sanctions are easily interchangeable across a range of offences and offenders, the present 

analysis suggests that there are some limits to the fluidity and flexibility of (criminal 

justice) sanctions. 

In order to understand these limits, the social and cultural contexts of crime and 

punishment must be addressed. The nature of the offence for which the offender is being 

punished, as well as modem sensibilities about what is 'appropriate' and 'civilized' are 

important elements of these contexts. David Garland highlights the role of modem 

sensibili ties in structuring the prac tices of contemporary penal s ystems: 

But penal measures will only be considered at al1 if they conform to our 
conceptions of what is emotionally tolerable. The matter-of-fact administration of 
most penal policy is possible because it relies upon measures which have already 
been deemed tolerable and the morality of which can be taken for granted. . . . 1 
do not mean by this that govemments and penal authonties always take care to 
search their consciences, or put morality before expediency in their use of 
punishrnents - clearly they do not. But political decisions are always taken 
against a background of mores and sensibilities which, normally at least, will set 



limits to wbat will be tolerated by the public or implemented by the penal 
system's personnel (1 990: 2 14). 

The analysis of dispositions reveals that youth courts across Canada seem to be 

using 'intermediate' sanctions quite differently for different kinds of offences. in generai, 

the findings of the present analysis demonstrate that the nature of the offence and 

purposes of punishment are important considerations in understanding the use of 

' intemediate' sanctions and imprisonment. The analysis of combinations of dispositions 

reveals that they are imposed across a range of high fiequency violent, property, h g  and 

administration of justice offences - between 22% to 63% of these cases (Table 4.1). 

However, it was expected that 'intemediate' sanctions would more likely be imposed for 

property offences than violent and sexual offences. Consistent with this expectation, 

there were differences found in the use of 'intermediate' sanctions among offences such 

as mischief to property (56.0%) and theA under/possession of stolen property (47.8%), 

compared to possession of a weapon (36.8%)' robbery (34.3%) and sexual assault 

(22.6%) (see Table 4.1). 

But some authors have suggested that part of the importance of the 

conceptualization of "intemediate sanctions" - and moving away fiom notions like 

"alternatives to impnsonment" or "non-custodial sanctions" - is that individual 

sanctions are imposed alone, as importance sanctions on their own. For example, Morris 

and Tonry argue that both fines and cornmunity service orders should be taken senously 

as credible sanctions and used more fkequently, "standing alone or as part of a 

punishment package" (1990: 1 1). m i l e  'intermediate' sanctions- community service in 

particular - are imposed fairly fiequently, they may not be seen by youth court judges 



as being capable of accomplishing what they want to accomplish on their own. Rather, 

when 'intermediate' sanctions are imposed, they are predominately attached to probation 

(Table 4.2). In light of the fmding that comrnunity service is the most commonly 

imposed 'intermediate' sanction, it is likely that, at least in part, probation provides a 

mechanism for supervising these young offenders. 

The lack of denrrncCorory power of 'intermediate' sanctions 

Thus far, the analysis has focused on the use of 'intermediate' sanctions across 

various offences. For some offences, 'intermediate' sanctions are not seen by youth court 

judges as appropriate, and in otâer circumstances, only if tied to a custodial sentence. As 

mentioned earlier, an examination of combinations of dispositions is particularly 

important in trying to understand the purpose of short periods of custody for young 

offenders. Some authors have highlighted the denunciatory and expressive fhctions of 

short periods of custody, while attributing incapacitative and'or rehabilitative purposes to 

long penods of incarceration for young offenders.1° Thus it becomes particularly 

interesting to inquire into those cases that received a short period of custody that also 

received an 'intemediate' sanction. Examining those cases of short custody, compared to 

long custody, reveal a variation in the fiequency and circumstances in which 

'intermediate' sanctions are attached to custodial sentences. 

The findings in Table 4.3 are consistent with the theory that 'intermediate' 

sanctions lack denunciatory power and therefore rnust be tied to a short custodia1 

sentence when denunciation is important. These results are also consistent with a broader 

'O While thete is a relaaonssp between the instrumental and expressive functions of punisiment, the 
purpose here is to highlight how fiuictions arc wnceptualized within the litcrame. 



assurnption that sanctions serve various purposes according to the nature of the offence 

and ofTender, and that 'intermediate' sanctions may not be as effective in accomplishing 

denunciation as imprisonment (Doob and Marinos 1995; Marinos 1997). in the present 

context, there has been concem expressed by members of the public that sentences for 

violent offences are not severe enough and that there is a need for increased 

accountability of young offenders under the Young Offenders Act (Sprott 1996). One 

way to accomplish denunciation and accountability when custody, per se, is not seen as 

being justified is to impose an 'intermediate' sanction along with a short custodial 

sentence. 

This finding is consistent with some literature on the denunciatory fùnction of 

short periods of custody. Manson's analysis of conditional sentences of imprisonment - 

an 'intermediate' sanction for adult offenders - highligtits the denunciatory purpose of 

imprisonment. As mentioned earlier, he argues that the oaly reason for imposing 

imprisonment, and short periods in particular, is to denounce crime (Manson 1997b). 

Attaching an ' intermediate' sanction to a short term of custody, then, would allow judges 

to fulfill the denunciatory component tequired for some offences and therefore justiQ or 

enable the use of the 'intemediate' sanction. 

There is evidence to suggest that since the introduction of the Young O e d e r s  

Act, there has been a trend towards short custodial sentences, and has been explained as 

the "short sharp shock" mode1 of sentencing @oob 1992: 24; Markart 1992: 267; Dwb 

et al. 1995: 139). This observation might be used to explain the pattern of results 

presented in Table 4.3. In the present analysis, "short sharp shock" does not adequately 

explain custodial sentences combined with other sanctions. It might be possible to 



explain the variation in the fkquency of custodial sentences and 'intermediate' sanctions 

by "just proportionality". The present frndings would suggest that in fulfilling the 

minimum denunciatory component of the sentence through short custody, judges are then 

able to impose 'intermediate' sanctions. However, both theories would not have Ied to 

the present inquiry into combinations of dispositions, and in particular, different custody 

lengtfis combined with an 'intemediate' sanction across some offences and not for 

others. "Short sharp shock" and proportionality would not lead one to predict the finding 

that for "senous" and "medium serious" offences receiving different custody lengths - 

compared to "less serious" offences - 'intemediate' sanctions were more likely to be 

attached to a short period of custody than long. 

The finding of the lack of denunciatory power of 'intermediate' sanctions 

combined with the high use of short sentences of custody suggests that we need to find 

new ways to accomplish this goal and more broadly, assert community values. It may be 

instructive in the context of sentencing young offenders to learn hom some of the present 

problems in the adult sentencing process - the development of the conditional sentence 

of imprisonment. It may be that conditional sentences of imprisonment will be less 

frequently imposed in circurnstances that require denunciatory sentences by the court - 

namely for violent and sexual offences. In fact, courts across Canada have been grappiing 

with how to accomplish denunciation through conditional sentences of imprisonrnent. 

As stated earlier, it seems that imprisonment has been coupled with the expressive 

hinctions of punishrnent, making it difficult for other sanctions to be seen as capable of 

accomplishing these goals. Recmtly, the Ontario Court of Appeal in Wbmoyer (1997) 

attempted to uncouple the link between impnsonment and denunciation through the 



imposition of a conditional sentence of imprisonment for a sexual assault. Justice 

Rosenberg argued that "1 cannot accept that a conditional sentence of imprisonment is 

unavaiiable where the paramount consideration is denunciation of the offender's 

conduct" (1 997: 33). In this case for the Ontario Court of Appeal, denunciation was 

accomplished through the imposition of strict conditions of house arrest, monitored by 

the offender's parents. It may be possible, then, to decrease the use of sorne sentences of 

short custody for young offenders through more creative conditions of community 

supervision (such as house arrest). While efforts must be made in the courts to uncouple 

the nexus between imprisonment and denunciation, it is also necessary to acknowledge 

the limits of our sensibilities. It seerns that we value autonorny and security of the person 

to the extent that only imprisonment, in some circumstances, meets this expectation of 

punishing offenders. 

The findings may explain the increased use of short sentences of custody since 

the introduction of the Young Wenders Act (Doob 1992). It is possible that judges are 

reacting to public disapproval about youth crime and young offenders' sentences, and this 

might explain the increase in short sentences of custody for young offenders. As the 

public demanded "denunciation" and strong statements about crime through sentencing, 

this was being accomplished increasingly by combining a short custodial sentence with 

an 'intermediate' sanction. 

In the (adult) case referred to earlier (Visanji (1997)), ludge Cole explained the 

purpose of short custody - ninety days - combined with an 'intemediate' sanction for 

three first-time youthful adult offenders convicted of robbery: 



. . . 1 have decided that it would be consistent with Parliament's direction that 
judges are to d u c e  the use of incarceration, expressed in ss. 718.2(d) and (e) of 
the Code, to impose communïty service as a substirure for additional 
imprisonment, once the minimum denunciatory period of 90 &y s incarceration 
has been satis fied (emphasis added) (at 4 1 7). 

In the case noted above, the judge found that a conditional sentence of impnsonment - 

even with the mandatory and optional conditions which could be irnposed - would be 

"insufficient to meet the principles of denunciation" (23). The "appropriate minimum" 

term of custody was required to fulfill the denunciatory portion of the sentence for 

robbery, which then allowed the judge to impose community service as a substitute for 

additional incarceration as well as restitution to the victim. It is also interesting to note 

that the judge saw this particular robbery - comrnitted by first-time youthful adult 

offenders causing some physical and psychological harm to the victim - as k i n g  

appropriate for an 'intermediate' sanction, but also requiring a short denunciatory 

sentence of custody. 

Understanding the combination of custody and 'intermediate' sanctions is 

important because it may help explain the relatively fiequent use of custody for relatively 

minor offences. As provisions under the Young Oflenders Act specifically relate to 

imposing custody only when necessary, it is critical to inquire into the variations in the 

use of 'intermediate' sanctions and the purposes of different sanctions. A focus on the 

combination of custody and 'intemediate' sanctions is usehl in exposing the qualities 

and complexities of punishment Furthemore, when one considers that 15.4% of al1 

dispositions handed down in 199415 invoived a p e n d  of custody of 30 days or less, and 

that short dispositions constituted 45.3% of a11 custodial dispositions handed down to 

young offendm in 199415. it is important to consider whether there might be a more 



sensible way of accomplishing the relevant goals of sentencing. 

Whether an 'intermediate' sanction is seen as appropriate varies according to the 

nature of the offence and offender. In the present context of young offenders in Canadian 

courts, the use of 'intermediate' sanctions does not seem to be related to what is seen as 

an 'intermediate' crime. The nature of the offence and what is seen as important to be 

accomplished at, and through the sentencing process are likely important considerations 

for youth court judges. 



Chapter 5 

Judicial Sensibilitics Toward Conditionai Sentences of Imprisoiiment 
and the Denunciatory Function of Punishment 

Introduction 

Canada's most explicit form of interchangeability is the conditional sentence of 

imprisonment. Developed as a replacement for and alternative to imprisonment of less 

than two years (section 742.1 Criminal Code), the conditional sentence is intended to be 

equivalent to prison. Like Morris's and Tonry's (1990) proposal for interchangeability, 

however. Parliament included few guidelines on the use of conditional sentences, and 

assurned that the sanction would be appropriate for a wide range of offences and 

sentencing purposes. Thus trial court judges enjoy wide discretion in the imposition of 

conditional sentences. 

However the conditional sentence has posed various problems for courts at both 

the trial and appeai court levels across the provinces. One area of concem relates to the 

role of the public. Cases such as Brady, Parker, KGF.) ,  and Collins' have highlighted 

the role of public attitudes towards the use of conditional sentences. Justice Rosenberg 

has argued that in light of pronouncements by the courts -- using Parker as an exarnple -- 

it is important that the public do not perceive the courts as using conditional sentencing 

for inappropriate cases because support for this sanction and the administration of j ustice 

will be undermined (Rosenberg 1999: 61). More broadly, these cases follow the spirit of 

the Supreme Court of Canada's decision in C.A.M. where it was stated that sentencing 

R .  v. Braày (1998) at para.48, 12 1 C.C.C. (3d) 504.209 A.R. 321, 160 W.A.C. 321, 15 C.R. (5th) 1 10-59 
Alta. L.R. (3d) 133, [1998] 7 W.W.R. 262 (Alta. C.A.); R. v. Parker at p. 252F; R. v. W. CF-) (1997) at 
para. 46-47. II9 C.C.C. (3d) 97, 155 Nfld. & P.E.I.R. 115, 481 A.P.R. I I 5  (Nfld. C.A.); and R. v. Colfins 



reinforces community values.2 Thus decisions about the appropnate use of conditional 

sentences not only are seen by the courts as havhg an impact on the offender, but also on 

the wider community in which sentencing takes place. 

Second, a nurnber of courts have pointed to the perceived and operational lack of 

equivalence between the conditional sentence and imprisonment. There has k e n  

considerable debate in the media, the courts, and among researchers about the extent to 

which the conditional sentence is different fiom a suspended sentence with probation 

(Rosborough l998;j Gemell 1 997; Brady; RobertsT Antonowicz and Sanders 2000), and 

whether the conditional sentence lacks restrictive conditions compared to the traditional 

prison. As a result, the courts have grappled with whether the conditional sentence is 

qualitatively different fiom probation and whether it is sufficiently equivalent to the 

traditional prison (see Brady; Smirh5). For exarnple, in Smith the Ontario Court of Appeal 

described the need for strict conditions as part of a conditional sentence: 

It [the conditional sentence] is intended to achieve the purposes of a custodial 
sentence without institutionai incarceration. In order to achieve those purposes 
there should generally be some restrictions on the liberty of the person during the 
period of the sentence. This usually takes the form of some variation of house 
anest ... (at paragraph 11, 1999). 

Tlie third area relates to the appropriate use of conditional sentences compared to 

imprisonment for violent and sexual offences (see Manson 1 997a). Sexual assault cases 

( 1987). 33  C.C.C. (3d) 1. 
R. v. M. (C.A.) (1996) 105 C.C.C. (3d) 374 (S.C.C.). 
The headline States: "Are conditional sentences just disguised probation orders?" Bart Rosborough. The 

Lmvyers IVeekl-v. Novernber 6, 1998. 
4Seeaboveatnote 1.  R . v .  Brady, 121 C.C.C.(3d)504,209A.R.321, 160 W.A.C.321, 15C.R.(5th) 110. 
59 Alta. L.R. (3d) 133, [1998] 7 W.W.R 262 (Alta. C.A.). 



have created considerable difficulties and controversy for courts, particularly those 

involving breach of trust (Le. B. (SJ6; Ma~heson~: Nikkane*. Intimately related to the 

nature of the offence is whether the conditionai sentence can be seen as accomplishing 

the purposes of denunciation and general detenence as effectively as prison in cases 

involving violence (Le., Wismuyer9). In fact, questions about the appropriateness of 

condirional sentences for sexual offences and the ability of this punishment to accomplish 

denunciation as effectively as impnsonrnent were recently heard by the Supreme Court of 

Canada in a series of appeal~ . '~  The Supreme Court's decision of Prouix stated that a 

conditional sentence con achieve denunciation and general deterrence - the expressive 

function of punishrnent - as effectively as imprisonment with the help of restrictive 

conditions such as house arrest and electronic monitoring. Clearly judges c m  face 

difficult issues when deciding to impose a conditional sentence of imprisonrnent. 

The sentencing purpose of denunciation is of critical importance in the discussion 

of conditionai sentences and is therefore central to this Chapter. Chapter 3 provided 

evidence that members of the public do not fuily support conditional sentences for violent 

offences because of its perceived inability to accomplish denunciation. Chapter 4 revealed 

that in examining dispositions, youth courts are less likely to impose an 'intermediate' 

sanction alone for violence. Rather. the courts combine of a short period of custody with 

R. v. Srnirh, ( 1999) 0 . J .  No. 2694 
R. v. B. (S.). (1999) O.J. No. 3671 (Q.L.) (C.A.). 
R. v. Matheson (1999), 110 O. A. C. 1, 134 C.C.C. (3d) 284 (C.A.). 

8 R. v. Nikkonen ( l999), 0.1. No. 3827 (Q. L.) (C.A.). 
R. v. FYismayer (1997) 33 O.R. (3d) 225.5 C.R. (5th) 248. 

I o  See R. v. Protrlx (2000) S.C.C. 5 ;  R. V. P. (J.K.D.) (1997) 121 C.C.C. (3d) 68, 123 Man. R. (2d) 107. 
159 W.A.C. 107.(1998)5 W.W.R. I (Man.C.A.);R.v.Bunn(1997),M.J.No.543(Man.C.A.); R - V .  R. 
(R.A.)  (1997) M.J. No. 539 (Man. C.A.); R. v. W .  (L.F.) (1997), 119 C.C.C. (3d) 97, 155 Nfid. & P.E.I.R. 
115. 481 A.P.R. 115 Wfld. C.A.); R. v. S. (RN.) (1997), 121 C.C.C. (3d) 426, 100 B.C.A.C. 120. 163 



an 'intermediate' sanction1I in order to fulfill the denunciatory component of the 

sentence. 

In both of these research sites. non-prison sanctions were viewed as relatively 

inadequate to accomplish denunciation as effectively for violence compared to prison. 

The present Chapter examines judges' views about achieving denunciation with a 

conditional sentence of  imprisonment. It then considers whether this factor might help 

explain other attitudes they have about this relatively new sanction. Examining the role of 

denunciation in the context of conditional sentences becomes an interesting way to 

undentand judges' sensibilities about the notion of substituting sanctions for 

imprisonrnent and the multiple dimensions of punishment. 

There has been limited research conducted on judges' attitudes and values towards 

sentencing in Canada. Doob has argued for the importance of sentencing principles in 

guiding judicial decision-making and reducing disparity in the context of the Young 

Oflenders Act and adult offenders (Doob 1989: 203; Doob 1990). Second. John Hogarth3 

Senrencing as a Human Process (1971) found that judges' penal philosophies directly 

related to their decision-making. Unfomately, denunciation was not included in 

Hogarth's study as a purpose in sentencing offenders in this study.I2 

The Canadian Sentencing Commission (1987) produced a study of judges' views 

of sentencing. The anaiysis included judicial attitudes towards the purpose of sentencing, 

W.A.C. 120 (B.C.C.A.). 
' ' The term 'intermediate' sanctions is found within italics in order to signifj. that it is socially consuucted 
(see Peterson. R. D. and D. J. Paiumbo. 1997. "The Social Construction of Intermediate Punishments." The 
Prison Journal. 77(1): 77-91). 1 use the tem this way in order to question the very notion that what is 
"intermediate" between probation and probation varies according to the quantitative and qualitative 
dimensions of punistirnent - the nature of the sanction, the offence, the purpose of the sanction, and the age 
of the offender. 



appropriate responses to unwarranted dispmity, and different rnodels of guidance in 

sentencing decisions. The majority of respondents (88%) supported protection of the 

public as the overall pwpose. However the purpose of denunciation was not considered in 

the questions posed to judges. Finally a study of shenffs' views about the imposition of 

fines in Scotland foçuses upon the objectives of sentencing (Young 1989). Young 

revealed that the fine, compared to other sentencing options, was seen by sheriffsl3 to be 

the most "straightforwardly justifiable in retributivist/punishment tems" (1989: 47-49). 

Thus there has k e n  relatively little inquiry into judges' sensibilities -- their attitudes, 

values, and meanings - about the purposes of sentencing and the imposition of sanctions. 

and in particular substituting a sanction for a sentence of imprisonment. 

At the institutional level, there has k e n  s c a t  public discussion about the 

conditional sentence! In fact Judge David Cole has remarked that "the legislation was 

passed without proper debate and judges were inadequately prepared to begin interpreting 

it." (Makin 2000).15 CIearly an examination of judges' attitudes towards the conditional 

sentence is criticai if it will be a true substitute for traditional prison sentences of less 

than nvo years. 

More specifically, it is important to inquire, to what extent are judges viewing the 

conditional sentence as interchangeable with imprisonment across different purposes and 

I f  Hogarth's analysis induded the "classical purposes" of reformation, general deterrence, individual 
deterrence, incapacitation, and punishment (Hoganh 197 1 : 70). 
l 3  The sheriff is described by Young as: "...[S]heriffs are not lay judges; rather they are members of the 
legal profession who have at least ten years' experience as solicitors or advocates. Sheriffs sit alone in their 
courts" (1989: 37). 
14~owever a preliminary inquiry into judges' views about conditional sentences involved interviews with 
eleven judges in three local courthouses in the Toronto area. See LaPrairie, C. and C. Koegl. 1998. 
"Conditional Sentencing: Exploratory research into opinions and perceptions of judges in select urban 
courts." Department of Justice Canada. 
l 5  K. Makin. 2000. "Conditional sentences have failed to reduce rate of jail tenns, judge says." The Globe 



offences? To what extent to do judges see denunciation as being accomplished through 

the use of conditional sentences? Do these views about the ability to achieve denunciation 

through the conditional sentence explain other attitudes that judges have about this 

sanction. compared to imprisonrnent? In particular. do their views about denunciation 

relate to their attitudes about the public's support and understanding of the sanction? 

Does denunciation relate to their views about the differences between probation. a 

conditional sentence, and prison? Finally, does this purpose explain judges' sensibilities 

about the suitability of violent offences for the conditional sentence compared to prison? 

The purpose of the present analysis is to identie and present patterns of responses. 

in the present Chapter, 1 argue that denunciation plays an important role in judges' 

sensibi lities about the conditional sentence compared to the traditional prison. 1 suggest 

that judges will see this purpose as k ing  dificult to achieve through the use of 

conditional sentences. It is likely that their views about the ability of the conditional 

sentence to achieve this goal will relate to their attitudes about the lack of public 

understanding and support for the sanction, judges' perceptions about the similarity 

between probation and a conditional sentence, and perceptions about the unsuitability of a 

conditional sentence for violent and sexual offences. Denunciation likely will explain 

why some judges believe that the sanction should further restrict an offenders' liberty. 1 

argue that on the whole, judges wiil see the conditional sentence as less easily 

interchangeable than the legislation assumes. It will not be viewed as interchangeable 

across a11 purposes and offences, and will be viewed more like a sanction within the 

community than a sentence of imprisonrnent. 



Methods 

In May 1998, provincial court judges across the country were asked to fil1 out a 

survey about their views on conditional sentences of imprisonment. Four hundred and 

sixty-one trial court judges responded, representing 36% of the total population. This is a 

respectable response rate for a busy professional sample.16 The survey was carried out by 

the Department of Justice, and a final report was produced in the Spring 1999." 

In addition to trial court judges' views, some interviews were conducted with 

Coun of Appeal judges fiom two  province^.^^ The interviews are also focused upon the 

relationship between denunciation and other views held by judges on conditional 

sentences. To what extent do Court of Appeal judges' attitudes about the denunciatory 

aspects of conditional sentences relate to their other views about this sanction? Like the 

survey of trial court judges. interviews with Court of Appeal judges also focused upon 

issues about their perceptions of achieving denunciation through a conditional sentence. 

public understanding and support of the sanction, conceptualizations of the conditional 

sentence compared to probation and traditional prison, and judges' views about the 

l 6  "...[ T]he response rate compares favourably with other criminal justice surveys. The last systematic 
survey of sentencing judges across Canada was conducted in 1986. and generated a response rate of 32% 
(see Research Staff of the Canadian Sentencing Commission, 1988)" in Robem, Doob and Marinos. 1999. 
Judicial Attitudes to Conditional T e m s  of Irnprisonment: Results of a National Survey. Report to the 
Deparmient of Justice Canada. 
l 7  A final report was produced by Robtris, J.V., Doob. A.N., and V. Marinos (with the assistance of Carol 
LaPrairie, Judge David Cole, and Tracy Perry). 1999. "Judicial Attitudes to Conditional Terrns of 
tmprisonment: Results of a National Survey." Repon to the Department of Justice Canada. The following 
Chapter is based upon the survey data, but the guiding research questions and analyses differ fiom the 
report. 
l a  One Justice in a third province (which would make a total of 8) was asked about k i n g  interviewed on 
hisl'her views about conditional sentences of imprisonrnent. The Justice responded that there was "no point" 
in an interview about views because hdshe sirnply applies the law and thus responded that "my views don't 
matter." 



appropriateness of the conditional sentence for violent and sexual offences. 

While an examination of a large sample of interviews with Appeal Court judges 

on conditional sentences would have been ideal. it was difficult to gain access to them. 

However some interviews were conducted in person and over the telephone. For two 

provincial Courts of Appeal, a letter was sent to the Chief Justices. and then to various 

judges explaining the purpose of the interview. Al1 judges then were contacted by 

telephone on a particular date in order to gain consent. 

FINDINGS 

Judicial Sensibilities Toward Interchangeability of Conditional Sentences for 
Sentences of lmprisonment 

Are conditional sentences viewed as interchangeable with imprisonment across 
senten cing purposes? 

Since the conditional sentence essentially replaces a custodial term served in a 

traditional prison, it is important to understand whether judges view the sanction as 

accomplishing denunciation as effectively as impr is~nment .~~ If conditionai sentences 

and traditional prison sentences of less than two years are viewed as being sirnilar and. 

therefore, interchangeable across sentencing purposes, then one would expect that judges 

would see the two as accornplishing denunciation equally. 

AI1 respondents (461) were asked whether they were "able to set conditions for a 

conditional sentence that are as effective as a normal sentence of imprisonment in 

accomplishing each of the following pnnciples or purposes of sentencing". This included 

- - 

l 9  For example, see Wismrryer (1997) 1 15 C.C.C. 3d 18 (0nt.C.A.). 



"ensuring that the sentence is proportionate to the gravity of the offence and the degree of 

responsibility of the offender @roportionality); denouncing unlawful conduct 

(denunciation); deterring the offender and other persons from committing offences 

(deterrence); assisting in the rehabilitation of offenders (rehabilitation); and providing 

reparations for harm done to the victim or to the community (victim reparation)". 

Respondents answered whether a conditional sentence can accomplish each purpose on a 

five-point scale, including "always", "usudly", "sometimes", "almost never''. or "never". 

Table 5.1 presents results of aial court judges' responses about the ability of the 

conditional sentence to accomplish each sentencing purpose as effectively as 

imprisonment. 

Table 5.1 

Respondents' Views About a Conditional Sentence Accomplishing 
the Purposes of Sentencing as Effectively as Imprisonment 

I ..A Conditional Sentence is as Effective as Priion in Accomplishing 

It can be as 
effective. . . 

*Low numbers indicate more effectiveness in accomplishing the goal. 

Always/ 
Usually 
Sometimes 
Alrnos t 
Never/Never 
Total 
Mean* 

Almost three-quarters (72%) of trial court judges who were surveyed believed that 

Reparation Proportiondity 

51.1% 

33.6% 
15.3% 

1 00% (450) 
2.80 

Innuncirtion 

35.3% 

33 .O% 
3 1.7% 

1 00% (448) 
3.28 

Deterrence 

34.7% 

40.9% 
24.4% 

100% (450) 
3.14 

Rehabilitation 

71 -7% 

23.8% 
4.4% 

100% (449) 
2.37 

59.2% 

30.7% 
10.1% 

1 00% (443) 
2.6 1 



the conditional sentence was "aiways" or b'usually" as effective as prison in achieving 

rehabilitation. More than half of the respondents also viewed the conditional sentence as 

effective in accomplishing victim reparation (59.2%) and proportionality (51.1%). In 

contrat to the results found for rehabilitation, however, just over one-third (35.3%) 

believed that this was true for denunciation. A cornparison of the mean differences on the 

original five-point scale was conducted to understand the variability between judges' 

ratings of rehabilitation and denunciation. The mean differences are significantly 

different. confinning that judges made distinctions between the two purposes.1° Since 

rehabilitation is most ofien associated with sanctions in the community, the results might 

suggest that judges view the conditional sentence more like a sanction within the 

community, rather than equivalent to impnsonment. 

Like trial court judges, Court of Appeal judges also suggested that they see the 

conditional sentence of imprisonment as lacking denunciatory power, compared to 

imprisonment, and that they believe it has strong rehabilitative value. The denunciation- 

rehabilitation dichotomy is apparent in their responses to three questions: "What do you 

think is accomplished through the development of a conditional sentence in ternis of the 

goals of sentencing (denunciation; general deterrence; individual deterrence; assist 

rehabil i tation; victim reparation; accountability of offenders)?" "Do you think that a 

conditional sentence of irnpnsonment can accomplish denunciation and general 

deterrence as effectively in prison? Why or why not?" and "Do you think that 

imprisonment has traditionally been seen by judges as the way to accomplish 



denunciation or generai detemence?'"' 

For the first question, some respondents (3 out of 7) pointed to the benefits of 

pursuing rehabilitation through the use of the conditional sentence. For example, Judge 

#4 stated that 'The biggest goal is the rehabilitative part -- working more on the offender 

rather than the offence." Another judge responded: " ... With the conditional sentence we 

can bener achieve rehabilitation, better integration in society. There are better smictured 

dnig prograrns, prograrns for repeat offenders etc." (Judge #3). 

Five out of seven respondents specificaily mentioned denunciation as a specific 

goal that. to some extent, poses a challenge to accomplish with the use of a conditional 

sentence. For instance, Judge #2 noted the link between the inability to achieve 

denunciation with this sanction and the role of the public: 

... The conditionai sentence does not accomplish general deterrence or 
denunciation; any factors to do with public perception of the role of sentencing is 
completely undermined by the conditional sentence. 

One judge ($7) illustrates the denunciation-rehabiiitation dichotomy in ternis of achieving 

rehabilitation predominately through the cornmunity, and ensuring the 'other' is done -- 

-'justice" or denunciation -- through imprisonment: 

Perhaps in some cases, we can accomplish d l  of these goals with a conditional 
sentence. If you have a relatively young offender, he or she couId be reeducated, 
turn them around, their thoughts and attitudes. Where the public get cynical is 
where you have one with a lengthy record or violent offence and they are out in 
the cornmunity. Then the sanction is viewed as a joke, and the administration of 
justice is viewed as a joke. An important element which is often overlooked is 
public confidence in the administration of justice. There must be a balance. 

l The interview questions are included in an appendix to this Chapter. 



Judge #1 stated that the conditional sentence 

... keeps offenders in the community and keeps their roots in the community. The 
problem wiih prison is that we yank them out of the community. The conditional 
sentence ailows them to stay in the community and keep them employed and out 
of crime. Many offenders have psychiatrie problems or addictions. We know that 
treatment programs are less effective in prison and better in the community. 

One judge responded critically when asked "Do you think that a conditional 

sentence of imprisonment can accomplish denunciation and general deterrence as 

effective& as imprisonment? Why or why not?" (original emphasis). Judge #2 stated: 

Denunciation is an exaggerated feature of sentencing. It plays into our 
assumption that judges are above everyone. We forget how denunciatory 
sentencing is, how embarrassing the very process is to your employer. 
fnends. fmily.  So to ask the question is to answer it. It is an attempt at 
euphemism. We're dreaming. You cannot expect the public to think that 
being in the comfort of your home, reading, and watching t.v. is like jail. It 
is a joke; not the sarne loss of liberty. Conditional sentences wiIl cause the 
public to lose integrity in the system. and integrity in the system is 
important. 

Finally, when asked about whether imprisonment has traditionally been seen as 

the way to accomplish denunciation and general deterrence -- the expressive goals of 

sentencing -- al1 judges agreed. They responded that these goals have been most often 

associated with impnsonment. Al1 seven Court of Appeal judges who were interviewed 

saw the comection between imprisonrnent on the one hand. and denunciation and general 

deterrence on the other hand as problematic. They described the implications of this 

connection as posing Iimits on their ability to find creative alternatives to imprisonment. 

and creating a cultural preoccupation with prison. Three examples are provided: 

Yes. That's what's wrong with our system. They [the courts and the public] 
assume that prison is the only rneans. That's why we rely too much on prison and 



are not very imaginative. Scandinavian countries use other ways other than prison 
to accornplish these goais (Judge #1). 

Yes. Prison is depended upon and it stems fiom the very structure of the Canadian 
Criminal Code. The Code is structured in a way that makes prison the focal point. 
You see the maximum penalties for offences. It drives people to thinking of 
penalties as jail ... The way the Code is structured is really a factor. It easily 
accommodates the thinking (Judge #6). 

1 think so. But judges are reflecting society's values; judges are also part of 
society and are trying to exercise society's psyche -- the same thing. The best way 
to denounce is to send to jail (Judge #4). 

The responses by Court of Appeal judges reinforce trial court judges' views of the 

abi lity of the conditional sentence to accornplish denunciation and rehabilitation. It is 

c1ear that trial court and Appeal Court judges identi@ the conditional sentence as being 

more effective as a sanction to achieve rehabilitation than denunciation. The prison is 

seen as a means of expressing condemnation of criminal behaviour, and acceptability of 

the sanction to the public seems important in this process. Clearly judges do not see the 

conditional sentence and imprisonment as interchangeable or equivalent when thinking 

about the purposes of sentencing. 

Are Judges' Eews About the Ability to Achieve Denunciution With the Conditional 
Sentence Refated to Other Beliefs They Hold About this Sanction ? 

Judiciaf Perceptions About Public Attitudes Towards Condifional Sentences 

Public acceptability is critical with the development of a new sanction that has as 

its aims to replace and reduce the use of imprisonment. In fact the Supreme Court of 

Canada in C.A. M. -- a sentencing appeal not involving a conditional sentence - expressed 



the importance of  public attitudes toward the administration of justice (R. v. M.(C.A.)). 

The case acknowledged that denunciation is a legitimate and important objective of 

sentencing. sending a message both about the abhorrence of  the offender's conduct and 

reinforcing cornmunity values. 

Some cornrnents by Court of Appeal judges also stressed the role of the public as 

the receiver of denunciatory messages through sentencing practices. If judges 

conceptualize interchangeability of a conditional sentence and imprisonment falling dong 

a single dimension - that only the seventy of the offence and sanction are important -- 

then they would likely perceive that the public fülly understands and supports the 

substitution of these sanctions. But if judges believe that punishrnent involves multiple 

dimensions beyond severity -- interchangeability might not be appropriate across a11 

purposes -- then their perceptions about the public might be more cornplex. It is likely 

that judges who are critical about the ability to achieve denunciation through the 

conditional sentence -- and thus are not interchangeable across sentencing purposes -- 

would be skeptical about the extent to which the public fülly understands and supports 

this sanction compared to imprisonment. 

A number of questions about the public's perceptions of conditional sentences 

were asked in the survey of trial court judges. For example. one question asked, "Do you 

feel the general public understands the nature of conditional sentences?" Another 

question followed: "Do you feel the memben of the general public who are aware of the 

nature of the conditional sentences support their use?" (original emphasis). The answers 

were given on a 6-point scale and pooled to 4 responses as "es, all and most of the 

public". "yes. some of the public", "only few and none of the public". and "don't know? 



Tables 5.2 and 5.3 present the results of the two questions. 

Table 5.2 

Judges' Views About the Effmtiveness of a Conditional Sentence in Achieving 
Denunciation and Tbeir Views About Public Undentaading of the Sanction 

L ... General public understands the nature of the conditional sentence 

Denunciation 
, is Achieved by 
I a Conditional 
Sentence ... 
Alwaysl 
UsuaIIy 
Sometimes 

Table 5.2 illustrates that few judges (9.2%) who do not believe that a conditional 

Almost 
NeverNever 

sentence is effectively denunciatory ("almost never" and "never") perceive that the public 

Most & Some 
of the Public* 

25.9% 
(4 1) 

15.1% 

understands the nature of the sanction *'most" or "some of the time". In contrast. 25.9% of 

*No judge responded that the public understands the nature of the conditional sentence of imprisonrnent "all 
of the time". 
Y,Z = 49.0 16. df -  4, p<.000 1 

(22) 
9.2% 
(1  3) 

those judges who see the sanction as effectively denunciatory ("always" and "usually") 

Few & Noae of 
the public 

59.5% 
(94) 

71 -9% 

have confidence that the public understands the nature of the conditional sentence. 

( 105) 
50.4% 
(71) 

Looking at Table 5.3 below, a similar relationship was found when judges were asked 

Don't know 

14.6% 
(23) 

1 3 .O% 

about public assent of the sanction (by those who are aware of its nature). Those judges 

Total 

100% 
0 5 8 )  
100% 

(19) 
40.4% 
(57) 

who *'alrnost never or never" believed that denunciation could be achieved with a 

( 146) 
100% 
(141) 

conditional sentence were significantly less likely to believe that members of the public 

(who understand its nature) support its use. 



Table 5.3 

Judges' Views About the Effectiveness of a Conditional Sentence in Achieving 
Denunciation and Tbeir Views About Public Support for Use of Sanction 

-- -- - ... Pubiic who are aware of the nature of conditional sentences 

Continuing with the theme of judges' considerations about the public. the survey 

asked respondents "Do you ever consider the impact that a conditional sentence order 

might have on public opinion?" It is not surprising that judges do not feel they need to 

consider public opinion in light of the finding in Table 5.3. Judges who perceived that 

denunciation can be achieved also believed that most 'aware' members of the public 

support the use of the conditional sentence. The relationship between judges' views of 

denunciation and their consideration of the impact of a conditional sentence on public 

opinion is presented in Table 5.4 below. 

support their use 
Denunciation 
is Achieved by 
a Conditional 
Sentence ... 
Alwaysf 
Usually 
Sometimes 

AImost 
Nevermever 
X Z  = 77.52. dF- 4, p<.000 1 

AU, Most & 
Some of the 

public who are 
aware 
75.8% 
(1 19) 
57.8% 
(85) 

26.3% 
(36) 

Few & None of 
the public who 

are aware 

12.7% 
(20) 

29.9% 
(44) 

54.0% 
(74) 

Don't know 

1 1.5% 
(18) 

1 2.2% 
(18) 

19.7% 
(27) 

Total 

1 00% 
(157) 
100% 
( 147) 
1 00% 
(137) 



Table 5.4 

Judges' Views About the Ability of a Conditional Sentence to Accomplish 
Denunciation and Their Consideration of the Impact 

of a Conditional Sentence on Public Opinion 

1 

i ... ludge considers the impact that a conditional sentence order 

Seri tence I I I I 

l mkbt have on public opinion 

Denunciation 
in Achieved by 
a Conditional 

In order to test the importance of denunciation in explaining judicial views about 

public acceptability of the conditional sentence, it was necessary to explore the sarne 

relationships wiîh their beliefs about rehabilitation. Since the hypothesis is focused on the 

purpose of denunciation exclusively, one would expect that judges' views about 

rehabilitation would result in a different pattern. Tables 5.5, 5.6, and 5.7 present results of 

judges' views on achieving rehabilitation through a conditionai sentence and its 

relationship to their perceptions about the public's understanding and support of this 

sanction. and considerations of the impact of the sanction on the public. 

Usually 
Sometimes 

All of the Time 

(25) 
16.0% 

Most/Some of 
the Time 

No9 
Never 

Total 

(90) 
68.1% 

(40) 
16.0% 

(1 5 5 )  
100% 



Table 5.5 

Judges' Views About the Effectiveness of a Conditional Sentence in Achieving 
Reha bilitation and Their Views About Public Understanding of The Sanction 

- - -  - -  ... General public understands the nature of the condilionai sentence 

Rehabilitation 
is Achieved by 
a Conditional 
Sentence... 
Alwaysl 

Most & Some 
of the Public* 

Usually 
Sometimes 

NevedNever 1 (3 1 (6) 1 (1 1) 1 (20) 
*No judge responded that the public understands the nature of the conditional sentence of 

19.9% 

Almost 

imprisonment "al1 of the time". 
X 2  = 34.553, df= 4. p<.OOI 

Few & None of 
the public 

(64) 
8 -6% 

Table 5.6 

I 
64.5% 1 5 -6% 

(9)  
15.0% 

Judges' Views About the Effectiveness of a Conditional Sentence in Achieving 
Rehabilitatioa and Their Views About Public Support for Use of Sanction 

Don't know 

1 00% 
(20 7) 
56.2% 

r -- -- ... Public who are aware of the nature of condifionof sentence 

TotaI 

(59) 
30.0% 

(50) 
35.2% 

(321) 
100% 

(3 7) 
55 .O% 

support fheir use 1 Rehabilitation All, Mort & Few & None of Don't h o w  Total 

( 105) 
100% 

is Achieved by 
a Conditional 
Sentence ... 
Alwaysl 
Usually 
Sometimes 

100% 
(3 17) 
100% 

Some of the 
public who are 

aware 
63 -4% 
(20 1 ) 
34.0% 

the public who 
are aware 

23 .O% 
(73 

50.0% 

13.6% 
(43 ) 

16.0% 



Tables 5.5 & 5.6 show similar fmdings to those relating to denunciation. Judges 

who thought that rehabilitation could be accomplished were more likely to believe that 

the public understand the nature of the conditional sentence and support its use. 

Table 5.7 

Judges' Views About the Ability of a Conditional Sentence to Aecomplish 
Rehabilitation and Their Consideration of The Impact of a 

Conditional Sentence on Public Opinion 

I ... Judge considers the impact that a conditional sentence order 
might have on public opinion 

Table 5.7 is consistent with the findings on denunciation in Table 5.4. Judges who 

Rehabilitation 
in Achieved by 
a Conditional 
Sentence 
Always/ 
Usually 
Sometimes 

believe that rehabilitation can "almost neverhever" be achieved through a conditional 

sentence were significantly more likely to consider the impact that the sanction will have 

Al1 of the Time 

15.3% 
(48) 

20.6% 

on public opinion, than those who perceive rehabilitation to be accomplished "always and 

usually". Clearly the pattern of results found in Tables 5.2. 5.3, and 5.4 which focus on 

Most/Some of 
the Time 

64.3% 
(202) 
59.8% 

denwiciation are similar to those found in Tables 5.5, 5.6, and 5.7 on rehabilitation. This 

finding has implications for understanding judgeso perceived role of denunciation and 

No, 
Never 

20.4% 
(64) 

19.6% 

conditional sentences. 

Total 

1 00% 
(3 14) 
100% 



Revising the Question: To what extent can a conditional sentence be as effecîive as 

impri~anment? 

It is possible that the similar pattern of relationships found for rehabilitation and 

denunciation are for different reasons. For instance. judges' views about rehabilitation 

and its association with their perceptions about the public's understanding of the 

conditional sentence can be explained by another factor -- the ability to achieve 

rehabilitation in the community. This explanation was explored by looking at four 

questions in the survey of trial court judges that address issues of the adequacy of 

comrnunity resources and supervision relating to treatment programs, presurnably in order 

to achieve rehabilitation effectively.22 It is likely that judges who believe that 

rehabilitation can be achieved through the conditional sentence "always and usually" wi 11 

respond that there are adequate resources, and supervision available. However if judges' 

views about rehabilitation and denunciation are both significantly related to these factors 

in the same pattern, then one must conclude that judges are not answering the questions 

on achieving the purposes of sentencing in the manner in which they were intended. 

Indeed the analyses demonstrate that across al1 four questions, the same pattern of results 

was found for both denunciation and rehabilitation.23 

7 7  -- The following questions were included in the survey, see appendix to this Chapter. Q9: "If you are 
considering a conditional sentence, are you abIe to find out what community resources are available and 
which might be appropriate for the case before you?QlO: '"Do you believe that conditional sentence orders 
are being adequately supervised in your area?" QI 1: "Would you be inclined to use conditional sentences 
more fiequently if there were more comunity and supervisory resowces?" 413: "1s the number of 
available treatment and other programs in your area adequate to support the use of conditional sentences?" 
'3 Denunciation by community resources: x.2 =16.83, d e  4, pc.001; denunciation by supervision: x2= 
54.63. df- 4, p<.000 1: denunciation by more resources: x2= 9.57, df5 2; p<.01; denunciation by progmns: 
~ 2 =  37.43. d+ 4, p<-001. Rehabilitation by community resources: xZ= 21 -644. d F  4, pc.001: 
rehabilitation by supervision: x2= 33.03, df- 4, p c  .O01 ; rehabilitation by more resources: x2= 14.02. df= 2, 



Judges certainly make distinctions between the 

rehabilitation -- as shown in Table 5.1 and confirmed 

purposes of denunciation and 

by the analysis of difierences 

benveen means. However the results found in Tables 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7 also suggest that 

judges are answering the question on the purposes achieved by the conditional sentence 

as whether or not they "like" the sanction and believe it can generally accomplish the 

various goals of sentencing. If this is the case, then one would expect that all purposes are 

highly correlated. Indeed. Table 5.8 reveals that judges' views on the ability of the 

sanction to accomplish ail jlve purposes are relatively highly correlated. This suggests. 

then, that those who "like" conditional sentences will be more likely to respond that this 

sanction can accomplish any goal, compared to those who do not "like" the sanction. 

Table 5.8 

Correlation Matrix of Judges' Perceptions of the Ability of the Conditional Sentence 
of Imprisonment to Achieve the Purposes of Sentencing 

* Al1 n's are behveen 44 1 and 449. 
.*AI1 p'sC.0 1 

P u r p s e ~  of 
Sentencing 
Proportionality 

Denuncia tion 
Deterrence 
Rehabilitation 
Victim 

Thus it is possible that when relationships are explored between judges' views of 

accomplishing different purposes of sentencing by a conditional sentence and their other 

beliefs about this sanction. explanations can be determined by how judges generally rate 

- -- - 

pc.001: rehabititation by programs: x2= 9.81. df= 4, p<,OS. 

Proportiondi'y 

I .OO* 
.6502** 
S365 
S250 
-3593 

knunciation 

.6502 
. 1 .O0 i 

Dtterrence 

S365 
-6499 

Rehabititation 

S250 
.48 12 

.6499 
-48 12 
-3392 

Victim 
Repa m tion 

-3 593 
.3392 

.5349 
1 .O0 

-4247 

1 .O0 
-5349 
.3941 

.394 1 

.4247 
1 .O0 



the sanction. The original question was "Do you think that you are able to set conditions 

for a conditional sentence that are as effective as a normal sentence of imprisonrnent in 

accompiishing each of the following principles or purposes of sentencing?" Judges appear 

to be answering the question as "Do you think that a conditionai sentence can be as 

effective (with the appropriate conditions) as imprisonment?" Therefore a new variable 

was created to represent a single rating by judges -- incorporating all the purposes of 

sentencing -- as "low", "medium", and %.igh" support for the question? Tables 5.9, 5-10? 

and 5.1 1 below present these relationships with the revised variable. 

2J A new variable on support was created by recoding answers to each sentencing purpose as "low". 
"medium" and "high". Across al1 sentencing purposcs, low ratings were added together, followed by al1 
medium. and high ratings. This new variable represented low, medium or high support for the statement that 
the conditional sentence can be as effective as prison. 



Table 5.9 

Judges' Views About the Ability of a Conditional Sentence To be 
as Effective (With Conditions) as Imprisonment and 

Their Views on the Public's Understanding of the Sanction 

... Genercrl Public Understands the Nature of the Condifional Sentence 
Conditional 1 Most & Some 1 Few & Noneof 1 Don't know 1 Total 
Sentence can 
be as Effective 
as Prison.,. 

imprisonrnent "al1 of the time". 
X' = 3 8.9 19, d e  4, pe.00 1 

Low Support 

Medium 
Support 
High 
Support 

Table 5.10 

of the Public* 

Judges' Views About the Ability of a Conditional Sentence To be 
as Effective (With Conditions) as Imprisonment and Their 

Views on Public Support of the Use of the Sanction 

the public 

*No judge responded that the public understands the nature of the conditional sentence of 

9.1% 
(1 3) 

18.5% 
(3 2) 

24.8% 
(29) 

--- ... Public who are aware of the nature of condifionai sentences 

53.1% 
(76) 

66.5% 
(1 15) 
64.1% 
(75) 

support their use 

37.8% 
(54) 

t 5.0% 
(26) 

11.1% 
(1 3) 

Conditional 
Sentence can 
be as effective 
as prison 
Low Support 

Medium 
Support 
High Support 

1 00% 
(143) 
1 00% 
(173) 
100% 
(1 17) 

( 104) 1 (43) 
80.2% 10.3% 

All, Most & 
Some of the 

public who are 
aware 
26.2% 
(3 7) 

60.1% 

Few & None of 
the public who 

are aware 

58.2% 
(82) 

24.9% 

Don't know 

15.6% 
(22) 

15.0% 
(26) 
9.5% 

Total 

100% 
(141) 
100% 
(173) 
100% 



Table S. 1 1 

Judges' Views About the Ability of a Conditional Sentence To be 
as Effective (With Conditions) as Imprisonment and Their 
Consideration of the Impact of the Sanction on the Public 

The results from Tables 5.9, 5.10, and 5.1 1 reveal that across al1 three questions. 

judges who hold low support-- compared to high support -- for the statement that 

conditional sentences can be as effective as imprisonment are significantly less likely to 

believe that the public understands and supports the use of conditional sentences. Judges 

who have low support atso are significantly more likely to consider the impact that a 

conditional sentence has on the public. More broadly, these findings confirm that judges 

are answering the questions on purposes largely in tems of whether or not the sanction is 

viewed as effective as imprisonment. 

A fuaher analysis suppons this interpretation of the question. The extent to which 

judges have imposed conditional sentences (at the tirne the survey was carried out) also 

related significantly to judges' ratings of the effectiveness of the conditional sentence to 

b ... Judge considers the i'mpoct thaf a conditionaf sentence 
mighf have on public opinion 

Conditional 
Sentence can 
be as effective 
as prison 
Low Support 

Medium 
Support 
High Support 

X 2  = 23.974, df= 4, pC.00 1 

AI1 of the Time 

21.0% 
(29) 

18.6% 
(32) 

14.0% 
(1 6)  

Most/Some of 
the Time 

59.4% 
(82) 

70.9% 
(122) 
52.6% 
(W 

Unknown 

19.6% 
(27) 

10.5% 
(1  8) 

33.3% 
(38) 

Total 

100% 
(138) 
100% 
( 1 72) 
100% 
(1 14) 



accomplish each of the five purposes. It was found that judges' use of the conditional 

sentence -- as 'none'. 'low', and 'rnediumlhigh'25 - is related to their ratings of the 

conditional sentence effectively accomplishing each purpose of sentencing. Those who 

impose the sanction more fiequently are significantly more likely to see the conditional 

sentence accomplishing each goal as effectively as imprisonment, cornpared to low users. 

ïhus the more judges ''use" the sanction, the more they believe it c m  generally 

accomplish the various goals of sentencing. Table 5.12 below illustrates this finding. 

Each ce11 percentage represents the proportion of respondents who believe that each 

purpose of sentencing can be achieved as effectively as impnsonrnent ("'aiways and 

usually") "Medium/high" users were more likely than other users to believe that each 

purpose of sentencing could be achieved with conditions as effectively as irnprisonment 

"al ways and usually". 

Table 5.12 

Judges' Use of Conditional Sentences and Their Views Tbat Each Purpose of 
Sentencing Can be Achieved (With Conditions) as Effectively 

as Prison "AIways and Usually" 

... Proporîion indicuting that the purpose of sentencing can be achieved 
Use of Proportionrlity Dcnunciation Deterrence Rchabilitation Victim 

Conditional Reparation 
Sentence 

None 17.4% 21.7% 17.4% 47.8% 30.4% 
LOW (1-10) 43.4% 27.2% 31.1% 66.1% 54.7% 
Medium1 62.6% 45.1% 39.8% 80.1 % 66.5% 

5 'Low' use of conditional sentences included 1-10 tirnes, and "medium" and "high" were combined to 
include 1 1 times or more. 



Couri of Appeai Judges ' Views and the Denunciution-RehabiIitation Dichotomy 

While findings fiom the suwey of trial court judges have not resulted in a 

consistent pattern for the purpose of denunciation, interviews with Appeal Court judges 

provide some M e r  evidence that judges' views on denunciation play a signifiant role 

in their thinking about conditional sentences. One interview question -- with two 

subsections -- captures the essence of the relationship between judges' views on 

denunciation and their perceptions about public understanding and support of conditional 

sentences, and the role of the public in judicial sentencing decisions. 

Ali Court of Appeal judges were told that "[olne of the issues that I'm interested 

in is public attitudes towards different punishment .... Do you think that members of the 

public will see a conditional sentence as k i n g  effective in denouncing crime? Or do you 

think that they will see imprisonrnent as more appropriate in accomplishing 

denunciation?" Secondly, "how do you think that the public will react towards this new 

punishment? Do you think that they will see it as a 'let off? Do you think that it depends 

upon the nature of the offence?" As Court of Appeal judges answered these questions. 

they also revealed their perceptions about public understanding and support of the 

conditional sentence. and its impact on public opinion. 

Al1 seven Court of Appeal judges responded that members of the public see 

a d o r  will see the conditional sentence as k i n g  ineffective in accompiishing 

denunciation compared to imprisonment, and that the public wilI see the sanction as a 'let 

off. Four out of seven judges specifically mentioned the nature of the offence as a factor 

affecting the public's perception of a conditional sentence as being a 'let off .  The two 

questions are related and were asked in sequence. Thus the responses of each question 



will be merged and presented below. One judge (#l) remarked 

No. They [the public] don't have enough knowledge; most aren't even aware what 
it is. Everyone understands prison. It gets the job done .... Yes [they see it as a 'let 
off]. Even the name is a bit of a h u d .  It is misleading and a h u d  to the public. 
They [Parliament] did not think about it too much. This is a problem. We should 
be more open about what we are trying to do. This is one of my concems .... 

Iudge #4 responded by emphasizing public undemanding and support: 

Yes. Prison will be seen as more denunciatory. 1 think that the public doesn't 
think about these things with a lot of precision. Prison is punishment and 
everything else is letting off. With break and enter, they may see it [a conditionai 
sentence] as appropriate but see it as aiways bad, and prison is the most 
appropriate if they had the choice. 

Finally, another Court of Appeai judge (#5)  reinforced these views: 

The prison [will be seen by the public] as more severe and more denunciatory. 
1 don't mean to say that the conditional sentence is not effective, but not as 
effective [as imprisonment]. I'm skeptical of public acceptance. but as the 
public learns more, they see it as more acceptable, but not at the same level as 
imprisonrnent. They see it as a bit of both [a 'let off and it depends upon the 
nature of the offence]. I'm sure that for the most minor offences they will see a 
conditional sentence as acceptable. But as you go up the scale of seriousness 
of the offence, they view it as a let off. 

Thus the interviews with Court of Appeal judges presented above demonstrate that their 

views about denunciation are associated with their perceptions about the public's 

understanding and acceptance of the sanction for various offences. Two Court of Appeal 

judges who were interviewed aIso consider public attitudes towards conditional 

sentences. For exarnple, one judge stated (#7), 



... They [the public] would not see a conditional sentence as denunciatory. For 
exarnple. in impaired driving causing bodily harm or death, they would see it as a 
slap on the wrist .... They see it is as a let off. For first time or second or even a 
young person. there is not a problem with it. so long as there are adequate terms. 
The public don? like to pick up the tab though. like having to pay a $500 
deductible. 

In examining the data on trial court judges as a whole, it is apparent that those 

judges who have low support -- compared to high supporters -- for the view that the 

conditional sentence c m  be as effective as prison are less likely to believe that the public 

understands and supports the sanction. Not surprisingly, low supporters are more likely to 

consider the impact of the sanction on the public. Clearly the interview data and results 

found in Table 5.1 suggest that one reason for low support is their belief in the lack of 

denunciatory power of a conditional sentence. The findings also demonstrate that Court 

of Appeal judges who see the lack of denunciatory power of a conditional sentence has an 

impact. to some extent, on their views about public acceptability of the sanction. 

Conceptualizing the Conditional Sentence: Perceptions of the Public's Understunding 

of the Dvference Beîween a Conditional Sentence und Probation 

As mentioned earlier, an important issue is the extent to which the conditional 

sentence is viewed diffetent fiom other sanctions within the community, such as 

probation. Cases such as Brady (Alta. C.A.) s ip i@ the concern by some courts that the 

conditional sentence is not different from probation (see also Roberts et. ai 2000). 

Chapter 3 has also shown that members of the public do not make a distinction between 

the conditional sentence and probation. Since the sanction is to be understood as a 

replacement for imprisonment. it is supposed to be distinct fiom other 'intemediate' or 



'community' sanctions. But if judges beiieve that it can be as effective as prison -- and 

thus equivalent and interchangeable -- then it is Iikely that they will have confidence in 

the public's views. In contrast, it is expected that low supporters of the belief that the 

conditional sentence can be as effective as prison will likely relate to their skepticisrn 

about the public's understanding of the sanction. 

Therefore in the present survey of trial court judges, respondents were asked, "Do 

you think the general public can be made to understand the difference between a 

conditionaI sentence and a probation order?" and "Do you think that a conditional 

sentence has a different impact on an offender than a probation order with the same 

conditions?" These results are presented in Tables 5.13 and 5.14. 



Table 5.13 

JudgesT Views About the Ability of a Conditional Sentence to be as Effective (With 
Conditions) as Prison and Their Perceptions That the Public Can be Made to 
Understand the DüTerence Beîween the Conditional Sentence and Probation 

... Public Understanth Dwrence Between Conditionai sentene4 
amd Probation 

Conditional 1 Al1 and Most 1 Some of the 1 Few and None 1 Total 
Sentence can l Of the be as effective 

Public 1 Of the 

as prison 
Low Support 

Table 5-14 

Medium 
Support 
iiigh Support 

Judges' Views About the Ability of the Conditional Sentence to be as Effective (with 
Conditions) as Prison and their Perceptions That the Public Believe That a 

Conditional Sentence Has a Different Impact on Offenders Tban 
a Probation Order With Same Conditions 

7.2% 
(10) 

36.3% 
(62) 

63 -2% 

29.7% 

b ... Conditional Sentence Hes Different Impact Thon 
a Probation Order 

(41) 
3 1 .O% 
(53) 

23.1% 

Medium Support 

63 .O% 

Conditional 
Sentence can be as 
effective as prison 
Low Support 

High Support 

100% 
(87) 

32.7% 
(56) 

13.7% 

i 

Definitely and 
Probably "No" 

68.9% 

Definitely and 
Probably "Yesn 

31.1% 
(4 1) 

75.6% 

(138) 
100% 
(171) 
100% 

To ta1 

100% 

X' = 100.562, df= 2, pC.00 1 

(121) 
88.3% 
(98) 

(91) 
24.4% 

(1 32) 
100% 

(39) 
1 1.7% 
(1 3) 

(1 60) 
1 00% 
(111) 



As expected, low supporters - judges who believe that a conditional sentence cannot be 

as effective as imprisonment - are significantly less likely to believe that the public 

understands the difference between probation and the sanction than high supporters. Most 

supporters indicate that they believe that the public believes that a conditional sentence 

does not have a differentid impact on an offender than probation. compared to high 

supporters. 

Similarl y, Court of Appeal judges were asked whether they think "the public sees 

a difference between a conditional sentence and probation". Al1 seven judges who were 

interviewed responded that they did not think members of the public see the difference -- 

both conceptually and practically. For exarnple, Judge #3 stated 

I don? know, I don? think that they [the public] understand a conditional 
sentence. It is even an odd word. 1 have no sense of how they feel- Some Iawyers 
don't know [the difference between a conditional sentence and probation] and a 
lot of Crowns don't see a difference, as presently given. 

Court of Appeal judge #6 reinforced the same sentiment: "They [the public] don't. 1 think 

that they don't see a difference. In fact, there is even confusion among lawyers." Another 

responded stated that "No, they [the public] don't see the difference. 1 think that the 

public Iumps them into one category -- letting off." Findly, another judge (#1) 

articulated the role of Courts of Appeal in ensuring the distinction between a conditional 

sentence and probation: 

No. they [the public] don't understand it. We've been lucky, we haven't seen any 
public outrage p t .  Judges may be doing a good job here. If a conditional sentence 
is imposed in inappropriate cases and the Court of Appeal does nothing, then there 
*-il1 be a problem. The Court of Appeal must make sure of this [the appropriate 
use of conditional sentences by trial court judges]. 



Clearly when examining trial court judges' responses. low support for the view 

that a conditional sentence can be as effective as imprisonrnent is significantly associated 

with their beliefs about the difference between probation and a conditional sentence. But 

accomplishing the purpose of denunciation likely plays some role in judges' beliefs about 

the lack of difference between probation and conditionai sentences. To some extent. 

judges' perceived lack of equivalence between achieving denunciation through the 

conditional sentence compared to prison explains why some judges are less likely to 

believe that the public understands the difference between probation and conditional 

sentences. It is likely that the sanction is thought of less as 'imprisonment' and more iike 

a community sanction. 

In addition. attaching the conditions to a conditional sentence that are similar to 

terms of probation (Roberts et al. 2000) reinforces the propensity to see the conditional 

sentence as a community sanction like probation. Achieving denunciation through the 

prison. and rehabilitation in the community, make up some part of judges' views about 

conditional sentences compared to probation. Thus at a conceptual level, it is apparent 

that the conditional sentence is not perceived to be seen by the public as equivalent. and 

therefore universally interchangeable with prison sentences. 

Conceptualizing the Conditionail Sentence: Perceptions of Restricting An Offender's 

Liberty After Breach of a Conditional Sentence 

Some questions were included in the survey about judges' views about breaches 

of conditional sentences of imprisonment. While the survey was conducted before legal 
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changes were made to the administration of breach of a conditional sentence (section 

742.6( 1 )(a)), respondents were asked about the appropriateness of denying bail, and 

sending the offender automatically to jail for a breach. More specifically, the questions 

posed to judges included: "Do you think an offender who breaches a conditional sentence 

should be denied bail?" and "Do you think an offender who breaches a conditionaI 

sentence should be automatically sent to prison to serve the balance of the sentence?" 

Tables 5.1 5 and 5.16 present the results of the relationship between judges' views about 

the ability of the conditional sentence to be as effective as imprisonment and their 

attitudes towards denial of bail and automatic prison for breach of a conditional sentence. 

Table 5.15 

Judges' Views About the Ability of a Conditional Sentence to be as Effective (With 
Conditions) as Prison and Tbeir Views on Denying Bail for Breaching 

... An offender who breaches a conditional sentence should be denied bail 
Conditional 1 Yes, 1 Yes, 1 Yes, in Some, 1 Total 
Sentence can 
be as effective 
as prison 
Low Support 

Medium 

in All cases 

23.3% 

Support 
High Support 

(31) 
14.2% 

in Most cases 

48.9% 

(24) 
10.4% 

(65) 
45.0% 

and a Few 
cases 
& No 
27.8% 

(76) 
45.2% 

100% 
(3 7) 

40.8% 
(133) 
100% 

(69) 
44.3% 

( 169) 
100% 



Table 5.1 6 

Judges' Views About the Ability of a Conditional Sentence to be as Effective (With 
Conditions) as Prison and Thtir Views on Automatic Prison for Breacbes 

.. .An offender who breacks a condifionaî sentence should be sent ta jail - 
Conditional 

I Sentence caa be as 
effective as prison 

y-, 1 y=, 1 Yes, in Some, 1 No 1 Total 
in All cases 

Low Support 

Medium Support 

Low supporters were significantly more likely to prefer denial of bail compared to 

hieh supporters. It is not surprising, therefore, that low supporters are less likely to prefer 

that breachers be sent back to jail automatically -- it results in the same consequence as 

automatic jail. One might argue that judges' preferences for prison afler a breach has 

occurred rnay be for the purpose of incapacitation. However, it is unlikely that an 

offender who requires separation from society fiom the outset would be sentenced by a 

judge to a conditional sentence because of the provision relating to "danger to the 

community" (section 742.1 (b)). 

Appeal Court judges were asked, "Do you think that conditions such as house 

arrest and electronic monitoring would make conditional sentences more acceptable to 

you in cases of serious violence or sexual offences? Why or why not? Does it relate to a 

particular goal of sentencing like incapacitation? Denunciation? Deterrence? 

1 1 .O% 

Higb Support 

(17) 
12.7% 

39.0% 

(18) 
26.5% 

(60) 
45.1% 

29.2% 

(64) 
45.6% 

(45) 
28.2% 

20.8% 

(40) 
20.6% 

100% 
(32) 

14.1% 
( 154) 
100% 

(8) 
7.4% 

(142) 
100% 



Rehabilitation? Victim reparation?" Immediately following this question- they were asked 

"If incapacitation is a consideration in a case, do you think that a conditional sentence is 

an appropriate punishrnent?" 

Four out of seven judges (Judges #1, 3,5, and 7) replied that restrictive conditions 

such as house arrest and electronic monitoring are appropriate conditions to be attached to 

conditional sentences in order to accomplish denunciation more effectively. The other 

three judges were fûndamentaily opposed to these restrictive conditions. prefemng to 

provide offenders with additional treatment through probation (Judge #2) or a conditional 

sentence. Finally, ail seven Court of Appeal judges responded that if incapacitation is a 

consideration in a case, then prison is required rather a conditional sentence of 

imprisonment. Some examples are provided below. 

Judge fi3 stated that 

Electronic monitoring, 1 don't know about ... House arrest. yes, to me. and probably 
to the community [would be more acceptable in cases of serious violence or 
sexual offences]. Denunciation is the issue .... It [the conditional sentence] has 
some teeth. and the "teeth" is not incapacitation but denunciation -- it makes it 
more acceptable to the public .... 

Following this response, the same judge continued to talk about the goal of incapacitation 

and the conditional sentence, while also providing insight on appellate decision-making: 

As a practical point, we try to reach a consensus. If dangerous, then should be 
imprisoned .... House arrest might be a tough term to get a third judge to agree with 
the other two. Here is something about appellate decision-making. It is give and 
take. you need to compromise. 1 rnight not agree with every terrn of the sentence. 
but it is give and take, so 1 sign off. 1 have to really disagree and feel strongly 
about it to dissent. Now house arrest is one way of getting a dissenter to agree [to 
a conditional sentence]. 

The quote above most likely refers to achieving denunciation -- by a conditional sentence 



or imprisonrnent -- and the condition of house arrest is one means by which judges can 

agree to a conditional sentence. Clearly the importance of the role of denunciation and 

other expressive purposes are reinforced when Court of Appeal judges are thinking about 

restrictive conditions. Judge # 1 explains 

[Conditions such as house arrest and electronic monitoring] gives us another 
alternative, and we can dernonstrate that there was a significant element of 
denunciation and general deterrence .... The conditions relate to the three principles 
of general deterrence, denunciation, and reinforcing accountability in offenden, 
not incapacitation. The conditions attached relate to general deterrence by 
showing there are real consequences, and denunciation by showing the community 
as a whole that values are reinforced. They also reinforce accountability in 
offenders .... 

It is apparent that Court of Appeal judges' views about accomplishing 

denunciation through a conditionai sentence of imprisonment are related to their other 

attitudes about the need for restrictive conditions. House arrest and electronic monitoring 

provide Court of Appeal judges with ways to achieve denunciation. which to some extent. 

meet the levels of restrictiveness - in both instrumentai and expressive ways -- found 

through the use of the imprisonment. While the interview data do not directly address the 

issue of an offender who breaches a conditional sentence, they do serve as illustrations of 

judicial views about the lack of equivalence in achieving denunciation with the sanction 

compared to imprisonment. 

On the whole, the findings demonstrate that those judges who do not believe that 

a conditional sentence is as effective as impnsonrnent prefer that offenders who breach 

should be denied bail and therefore brought to jail. This suggests that judges do not view 

the conditional sentence and imprisonment as equally restrictive. The interviews imply 

that one reason that judges desire M e r  restrictions of liberty through jail is to send a 



denunciatory message about foliowing required conditions. 

Interch angeability Across AI1 One~ces?: Den unciution and Judges ' Views About the 
Suitabifity und Unsuitabiii@ of Offences for a Condifionai Sentence 

The last relationship explored is one of the most controvenial issues surrounding 

conditional sentences -- the imposition of conditiond sentences for violent offences. It 

was clear fiom the last Chapter that denunciation is one of the main purposes for 

sentencing violent offenders to prison. But to what extent do judges see the conditional 

sentence as an appropriate response for violent offences? The present analysis on the 

suitability and unsuitability of offences is based upon a cornparison of judges who believe 

that denunciation can be achieved by a conditional sentence "always/usually". 

"sometimes" or "aimost never/never".26 

Trial court judges were told, "Parliament has laid down certain criteria to be 

fulfilled before a conditional sentence may be imposed. For example, offenders must 

have been sentenced to a term of imprisonment of less than two years. Having taken these 

criteria into account, is there any kind of offence that you believe is particularly suited to 

a conditional sentence?" "1s there any kind of offence that you believe is particularly 

unsuited to a conditional sentence?" Judges were fiee to mention any offence, including 

both specific and whole categones. If a conditional sentence and imprisonment are 

viewed by judges as equivalent and interchangeable, then one would expect that they will 

not mention vioIence as k i n g  unsuitable. However it is possible. on the other hand, that 

judges might mention violence as both suitable and unsuitable, depending upon the nature 

26 The variable on judges' views about denunciation is the original one. Recall that judges' responses to al1 
sentencing purposes (that each purpose can be achieved by a conditional sentence "always/usually", 



or type of violence. For instance. a respondent might mention that "violence" is 

unsuitable for a conditional sentence and assault is suitable. Violent and property offences 

are not mutually exclusive. in general, violence was drarnaticdly more likely to be seen 

as unsuitable than property for al1 groups. 

Table 5.17 

Judges' Views About Denunciation and Their Attitudes Towards the Unsuitability 
of Violent OîTences for Conditional Sentences 

... Violence is Unsuitetifor a Conditional Sentence 

-'sometimes". and "almost never") were subsequently pooled to create a single rating. See note 24. 

Denunciation can 
be achieved by a 
conditional 
sentence... 

100% 
(158) 
100% 
(148) 
100% 
( 1 42) 

Violence 
meationed as 

unsuitable 

x2 = 6.712. df =2, pC.035 

40.5% 
(64) 

29.7% 
(44) 

27.5% 
(39) 

Alwaysl 
UsuaIIy 
Sometimes 

Aimost never/ 
Never 

59.5% 
(94) 

70.3% 
(1 04) 
72.5% 
(103) 

Violence not 
mentioned as 

unsuitable 

Total 



Table 5.18 

Judges' Views About Denunciation and Their Attitudes Towards the Unsuitability 
of Property Offences for Conditional Sentences 

1 conditional 1 unsuitable 1 unsuitable 1 

- -- ... Property is Unsuited for a Conditional Sentence 
Denunciation can 
be ocbieved by a 

, sentence... I 
Always/ 3 -2% 

Property Offences 
mentioned as 

Property Offences 
not mentioned as 

Usualiy 
Sometimes 

Tables 5-17 and 5.18 reinforce the hypothesis that judicial attitudes about the 

Total 

96.8% 

Almost never/ 
Never 

difficulty of achieving denunciation with a conditional sentence is related to their views 

100% 
(5) 

6.8% 

about the appropriateness of property and violent offences for a conditional sentence. As 

(10) 
9.2% 
(13) 

expected. those judges who were Iess confident in the ability of a conditional sentence to 

(153) 
93 -2% 

achieve denunciation were more likely to mention property offences as unsuitable, 

(1 58)  
100% 

(138) 
90.8% 
(1 29) 

compared to those who see the conditional sentence as "always" and "usually" 

(1 48) 
100% 
(142) 

denunciatory. Unsuitabie offences were descnbed as "violent", "sexual assault", "famiiy 

violence", "where injury occurs", '%Md sexual assault", "hun women/children". 

"weapons offences", "threat of violence", and "robbery". 

Looking at judges' views about the suitability of offences, it was expected that 

those who believe that the conditional sentence lacks denunciatory power will be less 

likely to respond that violent offences are suitable and more likely to Say that property 



offences are suitable. When the same relationship was explored. however, significant 

results were not f~und . '~  Some suitable offences -- of a violent nature -- were mentioned 

including "historic sexual assault", "rninor violence", "minor sexual assautt". "minor 

spousal assault". and "robbery". Clearly judges make distinctions among individual 

offences, even within the "violent" category. 

In order to confirrn whether these findings are related to denunciation and not to 

other purposes, the relationship between judges' views about rehabilitation and the 

unsuitability and suitability of violent and property offences were explored. Non- 

significant results were found across al1 four questions.28 Thus the data demonstrate that 

denunciation is an important dimension in their views about the kinds of offences that are 

inappropriate for conditional sentences. 

Courr ofAppeal Judges' News about the Suitubiliry and Unsuitability of Offences 

Two questions on denunciation and the suitability of offences were asked of 

Appeal Court judges. First, they were asked, "When you see denunciation as an 

important sentencing goal in a case, do you think that a conditional sentence is 

appropriate. and why? If no, why? In which cases might it not be?" Following this 

question and intimately related, they were asked, "When you see denunciation as an 

important sentencing goai in a case, do you think that irnprisonment is appropnate. and 

why? If no, why? In which cases might it not be?" 

- -- - -- 

27~enuncilrfion by suitobili~ of violence: X' = 0.63, df= 2. not significant; Denunciation: K' = 1.59. de?. 
not significant- 
~S~ehabi I i i~ t ion  by uusuitabilhy of violence: X' = 4.404, df= 2. not signiticant; Rehabilitation by 
unsuitability of violence: 2 = 1.148: ci+ 2, not significant; Rehabilitation by suitability of violence: X' = 

0.305. df= 1. not signiticant. Rehabilitation by suitability of property: r' = 3.673. dF= 2. not significant. 



Al1 seven judges who were interviewed stated that when denunciation is important 

in a case, a conditionai sentence can be appropriate, depending upon the nature of the 

offence. In particular, the extent to which there is violence will dictate whether a 

conditional sentence or imprisonment is appropriate. Six out of the seven judges stated 

that they do not exclude whole categories of offences fkom eligibility of a conditional 

sentence. However they conceptuaiize the relationship between denunciation and violence 

as interacting at various levels. For instance, Judge #1 explained: 

Let's take sexual assault of chiidren for example. The courts have said that 
denunciation is important in these cases, and denunciation is important in al1 
sexual assaults, but more so if it is a case of breach of trust. In a recent case of 
sexual assault (not as severe as rape) in a breach of trust, denunciation was 
important. The defence argued for house arrest. and I said that a conditional 
sentence was not appropriate. There are different degrees of sexual assault. 
Denunciation is important and a conditional sentence is a hard sell. 

Judge #2 stated, 

... 1 don3 exclude whoie categories. 1 do acknowledge that there are different 
levels of violence and sexuai assault. Minor sexual assault, i.e. touching, it is 
appropriate. But sexud assauit with breach of trust, I disagree, likely not. So I 
look at whether violence causes senous harm vs. less serious harm. 

Judge #7 reinforced notions of different degrees of violence and denunciation, 

For exarnple, in a serious sexual assauh., a conditionai sentence is not appropriate. 
It does not emphasize denunciation. A robbery with violence, it is difficult to 
persuade people that a conditional sentence is warranted. In a regutar robbery 
even. there is that threat of violence. 1 personaiiy would think that the public 
would disagree unless there was a lot of monitoring and reeducating of the 
offender .... 

Equivalency and the Nature of the Offence 

The next set of questions asked Court of Appeal judges "Do you think that a 



conditional sentence of imprisonment is equivdent. or can it be made equivalent to a 

sentence of imprisonment? Why or why not? Does it depend upon the nature of the 

offence?" Six out of the seven judges stated that they do not believe that the conditional 

sentence is or can be made equivalent to a sentence of imprisonment. as well as that the 

nature of the offence is an important consideration. Judge # 2 articulated the relationship 

between denunciation and the nature of the sanction in taiking about the appropriateness 

of a conditional sentence or imprisonment: 

No, unequivocally [the two are not equivaient]. There is no loss of liberty in a 
conditiond sentence. The only difference with probation is that breach 
immediately kicks in. You m u t  be in jail to know the experience. It is not like 
being in your home. No guards. no inmates in your house to eat and live with. It is 
qualitatively difierent. Yes. it depends upon the nature of the offence and the 
offender whether jail is appropriate .... If the crime is serious, or if nsk or need for 
general deterrence, then jail. If crime involves money. then 1 try to give a break 
depending upon the circumstances. 

Judge $7 reinforces the lack of equivalence of a conditional sentence and 

imprisonment: 

For my part. a conditional sentence is not equivalent to prison. or fiom the 
standpoint of the public. and that's what counts. The credibility of the system rests 
on public perception. If more serious, then they are not equivalent. For a first time 
offence, or even second. a conditional sentence is similar tu a suspended sentence. 
The person deserves a break; but not prison to begin with. 

Thus far the two quotes illustrate that the sanctions are perceived by judges to lack 

equivalence. to be qualitatively diffèrent, and in fact closer to other cornrnunity sanctions 

like probation than prison. In conjunction with other quotes presented in this Chapter, it is 

clear that a fundamental factor for Court of Appeal judges in deciding on the conditiond 

sentence depends upon the nature of the offence. Implicit in their responses is that the 



'nature' of the offence is made up of qualities of differing levels of seriousness and 

violence. This corresponds to the need to accompiish an expressive goal like denunciation 

or general deterrence. Thus the conditional sentence is not assumed to be appropriate 

across al1 purposes and offences. 

The MultidimensionaMy of Punishmenf amd the M e  of the Oflence 

The final set of questions reinforces the data presented in this Chapter that judges 

see sanctions as muItidimensiona1. Court of Appeal judges were asked whether other 

sanctions such as community service orders and fines codd be made equivalent and 

substituted for some tenn of imprisonment. Judges were told, "The Crirninal Code now 

suggests that judges should consider non-prison sanctions as much as possible and when 

appropriate. One way of using prison less is to try to make non-prison sanctions 

somewhat equivalent. Do you think that a community senice orderlfine could be made 

equivalent and substituted for some term of imprisonment? Why or why not? Does the 

offence matter?" 

Like the conditional sentence, all seven judges stated that the extent to which 

community service orders and fines are interchangeable with sentences of imprisonment 

depends. to some extent, upon the nature of the offence. However, al1 seven judges 

responded that in some instances, the community service is more easily substitutable for a 

sentence of imprisonment than the fine. These findings are consistent with the results in 

Chapter 2 relating to public sensibilities about their preference towards substituting a 

community service order, compared to fines, for sentences of irnprisonment. Judge #4 

articulated the qualities of di fferent sanctions, and the multiple dimensions of punishrnent 



-- the purpose, sanction and the nature of the offence. 

It [the community service order] can be substituted for, but 1 don't see it as 
equivalent. You can punish effectively without sending them to jail always. yes. 
Sexual assault. no. It is a case of degrees, and it depends upon the offence and the 
circumstances. A fine gets tricky. The means of the offender is important. When it 
is a regdatory offence, then yes, a fine is okay. But criminal offences, fines are 
less appropriate. It is different with fines and CSOs (community service orders). 

This response is a clear illustration that judges conceptualize punishment as 

multidimensional. It reinforces judiciai perceptions about the connections and 

intersections they see among the sanction. nature of the offence. and sentencing purpose. 

Clearly some sexual assaults are viewed as k ing  more serious than others, and thus 

require different purposes such as denunciation. These Courts of Appeal judges make 

distinctions between the qualities of a community service order and a fine within a 

broader context of the prison. the qualities of the offence, and presunably the underlying 

purpose of sentencing that is seen as required for different offenders. 

The next response presented is by Judge #2 who answered the questions on 

interchangeability of community service orders and fines for sentences of imprisonment. 

However. the issue about interchangeability was viewed and discussed within the same 

context as conditional sentences. In this way, it appears that Judge #2 sees the conditional 

sentence as a 'community sanction' like a community service order or a fine -- not as a 

'sentence of imprisonment'. Again, the sanctions are viewed as qualitatively different 

from each other, and al1 different fiom prison -- the dichotomy of the 'community' and 

'the prison'. The Court of Appeal judge states that 

I am open to any form of an exaggerated form of probation, like a community 
senice order attached to probation. It is far more honest [than a conditional 
sentence]. A conditional sentence is a political judgment in light of victims needs 



and the expense of imprisonment. A conditional sentence is a political tool to 
divert people from reality. A CSO, it depends upon the offender and the service. I 
think that it should be used more, but we need more support sewices and 
probation ofXcers. It is an effective alternative to prison in some cases. But 1 
would need Parliament to give me some guidelines, and judges might do it more. 
I'm nervous about the fine because of default problems. 1 would really make sure 
that people can afford it. We don't spend enough time thinking about its impact 
on offenders. The fine is not right for al1 offences, especially an offence dealing 
with money. 1 could f iord to pay more than someone else. At the same time. a 
middle manager paying a big fine might really hurt. But a fine and a C S 0  are 
different, both in ternis of severity and quaiitatively. A CS0 is based upon you 
being punished in terms of time; with a fine, time won't make a difference in 
trying to find money to pay. 

Finally, Court of Appeal judges were told that "some have argued that a range of 

comunity punishments are easily interchangeable with imprisonrnent as long as they are 

severe enough. Would you agree that punishments are easily interchangeable? Why or 

why not?" This set of responses confimi that Court of Appeal judges do not see sanctions 

as easily interchangeable, and do not assume that severity of the sanction is the focal 

point of sentencing as one might expect. Rather punishment is viewed as 

multidimensional. 

Judge #5, for instance, responded in simple terms: "No, prison is not equivalent to 

these sanctions. You can't compare." On the other hand Judge #3 appears to be the only 

respondent to favour interchangeability by focusing exclusively on the severity of the 

sanction. However it is interesting that hisher comrnents incorporate the quality of 

denunciation is explaining different sanctions. The respondent stated: 

I'm not sure that interchangeability is the right word. But sanctions would be seen 
to be more interchangeable if they were more severe and onerous. For exampie, 
CSOs. If heavy, it does send a message, or a conditional sentence coupled with 
CSOs. It sends the right message. 



Finally Judge # 1  suggests a shifi away h m  prison as the central focal point in 

sentencing: 

1 would be willing to be persuaded through data [that interchangeability of 
community punishments with prison is possible so long as severe enough] if it 
accomplishes the same goals, but you may have a tough time proving that. There 
is so little data on the effectiveness of prison, we know that first offenders are 
likely to reoffend if you put them in jail. We know that it is bad. The public is 
conditioned that the only meaningfùl punishrnent is prison. We don't explore 
anything else. Scandinavian counmes are good at this. Community punishments 
are appropriate and prison is inappropriate. 

In this way, Court of Appeal judges do not view interchangeability and 

'intermediate' sanctions as appropriate across different sanctions, offences, and purposes 

-- sanctions are assurned to be multidimensionai. Comrnunity service orden and fines 

were seen. for the most part, as lacking equivalence to imprisonrnent and qualitatively 

different from each other.29 

Conclusion 

An exploration of judicial sensibilities about conditional sentences and 

irnpnsonrnent is one way to understand issues about interchangeability, the multiple 

dimensions of sanctions, and the connections between prison and the expressive functions 

of punishrnent. The present analysis began with the hypothesis that the purpose of 

denunciation plays an important role in judges' sensibilities about the conditional 

sentence compared to imprisonment. It was argued that judges see the conditionai 

29 Another question asked Court o f  Appeal judges "As I have mentioned, some have argued that a range of  
community punishments are easily interchangeable with imprisonment as long as they are severe enough. 
Would you agree that punishments are easily interchangeable? Why or why na?" (QIZ). Five out o f  seven 
Court o f  Appeal judges responded that sanctions are not easily interchangeable with imprisonment because 
it depends upon the nature of the offence - violent and sexual offences in particular. Some judges also 



sentence as lacking denunciatory power when compared to prison. It was proposed that 

their perceptions about denunciation would be related to some other views about 

conditional sentences. Other attitudes include the public's lack of understanding and 

support of the sanction, as well whether individuai judges themselves consider the impact 

that a conditional sentence has on the public. The issue of denunciation was also 

hypothesized to relate to judges' conceptualizations of the conditional sentence -- the 

sanction is seen as similar to probation and lacking equivalence to pnson. Finaily. it was 

argued that their views about the lack of denunciatory power of denunciation would be 

relared to their attitudes towards the inappropriateness of violence for conditionat 

sentences. 

The findings presented in this Chapter point to the importance of both trial and 

appeal court views about denunciation and its explanatory power for understanding other 

attitudes they hold about interchangeability and the equivalence of the conditional 

sentence and prison. However when explonng trial court judges views about the public's 

understanding and support of conditional sentences, and judges' perceptions about the 

difference between a conditional sentence and probation and prison, it was difficult to 

make conclusions about the role of denunciation per se. As it was demonstrated earlier in 

Tables 5.2 through 5.7, trial court judges had a tendency to answer the question about 

purposes as whether the conditional sentence was as effective as pnson. 

Nevertheless trial and Court of Appeal judges saw a lack of denunciatory power in 

the conditional sentence of imprisonment (Table 5.1). Court of Appeal judges in 

particular, responded to ail questions by relating their views about denunciation to their 

stated that it depends upon the nature or class of the offender. 



beliefs that the public do not understand and support the use of conditional sentences. do 

not see a conditional sentence as similar to probation or equivalent to imprisonrnent. and 

finally that some violent offences are seen as unsuitable by judges for conditional 

sentences. Thus it can be concluded that on the whole, denunciation is a substantial -- but 

not universal -- explanation for understanding judges' sensibilities about the lack of 

equivalence between a conditional sentence of imprisonment and prison. as well as their 

expenences with various challenges surrounding the concept of interchangeabilil. 

It is apparent that understanding punishment as multidimensional -- rather than a 

simple belief that sanctions are oniy different on a single dimension of severity - 

provides an effective context for examining judicial sensibilities towards conditional 

sentences. First it is clear that judges saw the conditional sentence as significantly more 

capable to meet rehabilitative ends than to denounce, when compared to prison (Table 

5.1). Clearly this finding stands in contrast to Morris and Tonry's (1 990) 

conceptualization of interchangeability. The authors do not address that there might be 

limits to interchangeability in terms of the purposes and functions that sanctions are seen 

as s e ~ i n g . 3 ~  The present findings reveal that judges do not view the conditionai sentence 

as equivalent and easily interchangeable with a sentence of imprisonrnent across al1 

purposes. 

As mentioned throughout this thesis, there are a number of studies and 

30ft is important to note that while Moms and Tonry (1990) initially do not address the purposes of 
sentencing within their proposais for interchangeable sanctions, Tonry's later work (1998) addresses the 
functions of punishment within an interchangeability model. Tonry argues that "Instead, the focus wouid be 
on interchangeability offunction. One penalty would be substituted for another if they both serve the same 
or alternately appropriate penological purposes in the circumstances" (original emphasis) (Tonry 1998: 
293-3). However, he does not discuss the perceived connections arnong purposes, functions, and qualities of 
the offence and offender. See Tonry, M. "lnterchangeabilty, Desert Limits and Equivalence of Function." 
in von Hirsch. A. and A. Ashworth. 1 998. Princbled Senrencing: Readings on Theor), & Poky. 2nd ed. 



cornmentaries that have highlightcd the severity of sanctions in order to create 

equivalencies and therefore substitute one penalty for a sentence of imprisonment. 

Writings on proportionality and desert in sentencing also underline the importance of 

severity of the sanction in order to achieve 'faimess' among offenders (von Hirsch 1976. 

1998). But the findings in this Chapter demonstrate that judges see the conditional 

sentence as multidimensional - having different qualities in addition to quantity. 

To some extent, judges' views about the difficulty of achieving denunciation 

through a conditional sentence and its relationship to their perceptions about the lack of 

public understanding and support of this sanction suggests that judges see another 

dimension to 'punishment' -- public sensibilities. While Chapter 2 examined public 

sensibilities about interchangeable sanctions, the present analysis of judges reveais the 

public's views about what is acceptable. or penal culture, is considered by judges when 

they think about conditional sentences. As mentioned earlier in this Chapter, a variety of 

cases mention the importance of the public3 perceptions and acceptance of the 

imposition of punishrnents (Brady, Parker, W. (L. F.)). In addition, Garland (1 990) 

underlines the salient role of the public in sentencing, compared to the operation of penal 

institutions: 

By and large the institutions of punishment escape close scmtiny by the public. 
When new institutions are developed, or major reforms undertaken, it is 
politically requisite that these be represented in such a way as to gain the tacit 
support of the public -- or at l e s t  they must avoid incumng the opposition of 
those parts of the public which are politically active. However, once the 
institutional structure is established its repertoire of sanctions becomes the 
conventional one and it quickiy becomes a routinized, technical matter. So long as 

Oxford: Hart. 
JiSee note 1. 



the existing sanctions appear to convey a punitive effect in a manner which is 
broadly in keeping with current sensibilities, there tends to be limited moral 
interest in the details of how punishments are actually carried out. The whole 
focus of public interest and emotional intensity falls upon the court ritual and the 
deciaration of sentence (Garland 1 !BO: 73). 

The findings also revealed that judges do not view a conditional sentence and 

imprisonment as equivalent on another two Ievels: when measured against probation. and 

when measured against the restrictive qualities of the prison. The denunciatory aspect of 

the prison -- mentioned dong with the need for more restrictive conditions on the 

offender -- stands out as the distinguishing factor between the conditional sentence and 

probation on the one hand, and the prison on the other hand. The C o u  of Appeal of 

Alberta in Brady provided the first statement by the courts that the conditional sentence 

was similar to probation.3' Roberts et al. (2000) recently found in their study that public 

knowledge of the conditions attached to a conditional sentence had an impact on the level 

of public acceptability of the sanction. Furthemore, an analysis of the number and nature 

of conditions attached to probation orders compared to conditional sentences were similar 

(2000: 122). Indeed Manson (1997a) argues that whether the conditional sentence 

replaces probation or imprisonment will be affected by the dificulty of imposing 

conditional sentences when denunciatory statements of the courts are desired (1997a: 

252). 

More recent attention has been given to the nature of the conditions attached to 

conditional sentences in order to improve the ability to achieve a level of denunciation 

that is perceived as equivalent to prison. Therefore it is here that the quantitative and 

3f See also J. Roberts. 1999. "The Hunt for the Paper Tiger: Conditional Sentencing Afier the Judgment in 
R. v. Bra*.  Criminal Law Quarterly. 42: 38-66. 



qualitative dimensions of sanctions appear to interact. The case of Wismayer was one of 

the first pronouncements by the Ontario Court of Appeal in stating that "the objective of 

denunciation can be fulty satisfied including strict conditions."33 More recently cases such 

as Smith (1999) reinforce the sentiments of the courts to distinguish the conditionai 

sentence from probation. and make it equivalent to pnson by imposing restrictive 

conditions such as curfews, house arrest, and electronic monitoring. However the 

defendant Smith served the sentence in custody in order to "adequately reflect the 

denunciation which must be accorded to this behaviour within our community" (Smirh at 

3. LI9993 O.J. No. 2694).J4 

The final statement about denunciation, conditional sentences, and restrictive 

conditions has been made by the Supreme Court of Canada in responding to five 

conditional sentence appeals. in the lead case of Proulx, Chief Justice Lamer discussed 

the ability to achieve denunciation and general detenence through the imposition of 

conditions such as house arrest.35 Two cimg trafficking cases fiom the Saskatchewan 

Coun of Appeal -- post-Proulx -- have carried through the imposition of restrictive 

conditions such as house arrest as a condition of the conditional sentence in order to 

achieve denunciation and general deterren~e.)~ Clearly denunciation underpins decisions 

by courts to impose restrictive conditions with a conditional sentence. Restrictive 

j; R. v. FVismq~er. (1997). 115 C.C.C. (3d) 18 (Ont. C.A.). 
3 4 ~ e e  also R. v. Gagnon. (1998). 130 C.C.C. (3d) 194, when the Quebec Court of Appeal argued "... that a 
conditional one-year sentence of imprisonrnent adequateiy denounces appellant's unlawfirl conduct ... if she 
is thereby deprived of her liberty in a significant manner for a suficient period of time" at page 477. On the 
other hand. provinces such as Saskatchewan have been imposing conditions such as house arrest and 
electronic monitoring relatively fiequently when compared to other provinces. For an anaIysis of case law 
relating to conditions attached to conditional sentences, see Renaud, G. "Conditions? Conditions! 
Conditions...'. Paper presented to the Continuing Education Conference of the Ontario Court of Justice. 
June 1 7, 1999. London, Ontario. 
35at 127. Proufx (2000) S.C.C. 5. 



conditions attached to a conditional sentence not only represent a dimension of the 

severity of punishrnent but also a qualitative aspect about the expression of condemnation 

of the behaviour. 

Finally this Chapter demonstrated that judicial sensibilities toward achieving 

denunciation through a conditional sentence are based on the nature of the offence. The 

purpose of the sanction and the nature of offence appear to interact in these findings. The 

data showed that judges' views about denunciation -- at both trial and appeal court levels 

-- were significantly related to their attitudes toward the unsuitability of violent and 

sexual offences. Nurnerous cases relating to the ability of achieving denunciation for 

violent and sexuai offences through a conditional sentence were highlighted much earlier 

in this Chapter. It appears that while the Supreme Court of Canada did not restrict any 

particular offences or categones fiom the eiigibility of conditional sentences, the Court 

suggests restrictions based upon the ability of achieving denunciation and general 

deterrence for some offences where incarceration is the only way to express society's 

condemnation or deter in the fUture.3' 

Thus at al1 levels, judges see the complexities involved in substituting sanctions 

for sentences of imprisonment, rather than a sirnplistic view of  creating equivalencies by 

focusing on the severity of sanctions. They see the sanction as multidimensional, having 

different qualities compared to impnsonment -- across different offences and purposes of 

sentencing. Not only does this examination tell us about judges' views a b u t  

denunciation, the conditional sentence, and prison, but it provides a tool for 

j6 see R. v.  Keepness (2000) Sask. C.A. SKCA28,7765; R. v. LaLiberte (2000) Sask. C.A. SKCA27,7748. 
37 Melnitzer, Julius. 2000. "A punitive Supreme Court dccides on tough interpretation for conditional 
sentences." in Law Times. 7.2.2000. 



understanding their broader values and perceptions about what sanctions entait - bath 

about quantity and quality. 



Chapter 5: Appendix A 

Interview with Court of Appeal Judges on Conditional Sentences 

1.  What do you look at when receiving a conditional sentencing appeal? 

a) for instance, is the nature of the offence an important consideration? if it is property? 

if it is violent? sexual? If Yes, what is relevant about the offence? 

b) How do you assess dangerousness of the offender to the cornmunity? 

C) h l a t  do you think is accomplished through the deveiopment of a conditional sentence 

in Canada? What do you think is its purpose? 

d) What do you think is accomplished through a conditional sentence in t e m s  of the 

goals of sentencing (denunciation; general deterrence; individual deterrence; assist 

rehabilitation; victim reparation; accountability)? 

2. When you see denunciation as an important sentencing goal in a case, do you think that 

a conditional sentence is appropriate, and why? If no, why? In which cases might it not 

be? 

3. When you see denunciation as an important sentencing goal in a case. do you think that 

imprisonrnent is appropnate, and why? If no, why? in which cases rnight it not be? 

4. Are there any offender characteristics relevant in making your decision about a 

conditional sentence of imprisonment? Gender? Age? Past convictions? 

5. Do you think that imprisonrnent has traditionally been seen by judges as the way to 

accomplish denunciation or general deterrence? -- the expressive goals of sentencing? 

Why or why not? 

6. A number of Court of Appeal cases across the country have attempted to link 



conditional sentences with accomplishing denunciation and general deterrence. Do you 

think that a conditional sentence of imprisonment can accomplish denunciation and 

general deterrence as effectively as impnsonrnent? Why or why not? 

7. Do you think that there is much disagreement among the judiciary about this link 

between conditional sentences and denunciation and general deterrence? Why or why 

no t? 

8. There seems to be a lot of discretion for judges when it cornes to the conditions 

attached to conditional sentences. 

a) Do you think that conditions such as house anest and electronic monitoring would 

make conditional sentences more acceptable to you in cases of senous violence or sexuai 

offences? Why or why not? Does it relate to a particular goal of sentencing like 

incapacitation? denunciation? deterrence? rehabilitation? victim reparation? 

b) If incapacitation is a consideration in a case, do you think that a conditional sentence s 

an appropnate punishment? 

9. What do you think it is about conditional sentences that makes them different than 

other community punishments, like probation or community service orders? (1s it an issue 

of severity -- is it that a conditional sentence is more severe than let's Say probation; or is 

it that they different in terms of quality -- that they accomplish different goals etc.)? 

10. Section 742, the conditional sentence provision, assumes that a conditionai sentence 

of imprisonment is equivaient to prison. 

a) Do you think that a conditional sentence of imprisonment is equivalent, or can be made 

equivalent to a sentence of imprisonrnent? Why or why not? 

b) Does it depend upon the nature of the offence (property; violence; sexual)? 



C)  The conditional sentence provision ais0 says that it should be consistent with the 

proportionality pnnciple. 1s proportionality relevant when considering a conditional 

sentence appeal? And if so, when is it relevant? 

1 1. The Criminal Code now suggests that judges shouid consider non-prison sanctions as 

much as possible and when appropriate. One way of using prison less is to try to make 

non-prison sanctions somewhat equivalent. 

a) Do you think that a community service order could be made equivalent and substituted 

for some term of imprisonment? Why or why not? 

b) Do you think that a fine could be made equivalent and substituted for some term of 

imprisonment? why or why not? Does the offence matter? 

13. As a mentioned, corne have argued that a range of community punishments are easily 

interchangeable with imprisonment as long as they are severe enough. Would you agree 

that punishments are easiIy interchangeable? Why or why not? 

13. One of the issues that I'm interested in is public attitudes towards different 

punishment. 

a) Do you think that the public sees a difference between a conditional sentence and 

pro bat ion? 

b) Do you think that members of the public will see a conditional sentence as k i n g  

effective in denouncing crime? Or do you think that they will see imprisonment as more 

appropriate in accomplishing denunciation? 

C) How do you think that the public will react towards this new punishment? Do you 

think that they will see it as a 'let off'? Do you think that it depends on the nature of the 

offence (property; violence; sexual)? 



14. 1 find it interesting to read and Iisten to how the media describes sentencing- Thus far. 

do you think that the media is doing a good job, in general, in reprting the use of 

conditional sentences in sentencing cases? Do you think that they have been accurate? 

15.  When you think about general problems with conditional sentences. do you think they 

relate most to instnimental fûnctions of punishment (like incapacitation, or rehabilitation. 

or individual deterrence), or symbolic characteristics of punishments (denunciation. 

~eneral deterrence)? 
C 



Chapter 6 

Multiple Dimensions of Punishment and the Role of the Offence: 
Implications for Sentencing and Punisbment 

This thesis has attempted to understand the h c t i o n s  that punishrnents are seen by 

members of the public and judges as accornplishing in the context of the purposes of 

sentencing. the nature of the offence, and the characteristics of the offender. In order to 

understand the perceived appropriateness of punishment. it is useful to examine 

dimensions in addition to severity. The results presented in the previous four Chapters 

have implications for understanding public and judicial sensibilities about punishment, as 

well as contributing to the literature on punishment and sentencing poiicy. 

The idea that 'intermediate' sanctions are generally accepted as substitutes for 

sentences of imprisonment across al1 purposes, offences, and offenders is assumed within 

sentencing legislation for adult and young offenders, as weH as by sentencing reformers. 

The findings presented in the previous four Chapters demonstrate that al1 'intermediate' 

sanctions are not equally interchangeable. There are perceived qualitative and quantitative 

differences among 'intermediate' sanctions. Members of the public saw community 

service orders as more appropriate as substitutes for sentences of imprisonment than fines 

(Chapter 2). Similarly in Chapters three and five, members of the public and judges did 

not al ways view condi tional sentences as equivalent and interchangeable with traditional 

imprisonrnent. The cornmunity service order was also more likely to be seen by members 

of the public as appropriate for youth than for adults. Fines were viewed as more suitabie 

for adults than for youth (see Chapter two). 



The substitution of fines, community service orders, and conditional sentences for 

sentences of imprisonment was generally more acceptable for property offences as 

opposed to violent offences. Members of the public were shown in Chapter two to be 

likely to believe that it was inappropriate to impose a fine or community service order for 

violent offences. In Chapter four. youth court judges were shown to be more likely to 

impose an 'intermediate' sanction dong with a short penod of custody for a violent, 

sexual or senous property offence than in other types of cases. In the case of conditional 

sentences. both members of the public (Chapter three) and judges (Chapter five) were 

willing to impose a conditionai sentence for some violence, but not d l .  Thus 

interchangeability is not viewed as appropriate across al1 offences. 

One reason why 'intemediate' sanctions are not believed to be appropriate for 

violent offences relates to the perceived functions of punishrnent and the purposes of 

sentencing. Opposition to interchangeability was not related to the perceived severity of 

punishrnents. Al1 four Chapters demonstrated that. in varying degrees, denunciation is 

viewed as an important sentencing purpose to be accomplished through sentencing for 

offences involving violence. 

In Chapter two, it was s h o w  that rnembers of the public did not view fines and 

community service orders as appropriate for violence because these punishments were 

seen as lacking the denunciatory power that imprisonment achieves. Those who opposed 

substitution of these punishments had a belief in the prison - that it denounces crime and 

more prisons shouid be built. In Chapter three, opposition to conditional sentences for 

some violence was shown to be related to a belief that the prison incapacitates and sends 

a denunciatory message. As demonstrated in Chapter four, youth court judges impose 



short penods of custody in order to accomplish denunciation for violent. sexual and 

serious property offences. 'Intermediate' sanctions aione are viewed as lacking the 

denunciatory power that a pend of custody achieves. Chapter five revealed that judicial 

perceptions of the unsuitability of a conditional sentence for violence were also related to 

denunciation. Those judges who believed that denunciation cm be achieved by a 

conditional sentence "almost never and never" - compared to "always and usually" -- 

were more likely to mention violence as unsuitable for the punishment. 

As an expressive fùnction of punishment, denunciation appears to be important to 

members of the public and judges. The prison is viewed as punishrnent - it is symbolic of 

what it means to punish. This quality makes it difficult for members of the public and 

judges to see 'intermediate' sanctions as appropriate substitutes in some circurnstances. 

More broadly. punishrnent is understood beyond the dimension of severity of the offence 

or the sanction. The nature of the offence and offender are considered to be important in 

public and judicial assessments of the appropriateness of punishrnent. Chapters two to 

five have demonstrated that it is usefiil to understand the perceived connections made 

among functions. purposes, sanctions and offenders. 

Implications for Sentencing Theory und PoIicy 

Chapter one revealed that on a broad level, an integration of the role of the nature 

of the offence and offender is a neglected feature of the literature on sentencing and 

punishrnent. An examination of some literature on the broad functions of punishrnent 

suggested that there is a lack of discussion about how specific punishments are linked to 

purposes and to the acts that are k ing  punished. More specific analyses about the various 



purposes of sentencing also have not focused on how particular sanctions might be more 

capable than others in accomplishing a purpose of sentencing for a particular offence. 

Writers on the justifications of punishment have failed to discuss the possibility that some 

punishments might be seen as necessary and justified for reasons related to the nature of 

the offence being addressed, and characteristics of the offender (youth or adult). 

Authors such as Beattie (1986), Garland (1990), and Garland and Duff (1 994) 

have highlighted the connections among fimctions. purposes, sanctions, and to a lesser 

extent. the nature of the offence. These analyses have provided more thorough accounts 

of how punishment changes over time and place. The present thesis builds on this 

literature by analyzing the relationships and nuances of the multiple dimensions of 

punishment in the context of sensibilities toward 'intermediate' sanctions and 

interchangeability. 

When conceptualizing interchangeability as a method of reducing the use of 

imprisonment, it is necessary to consider the purposes that various sanctions are seen as 

accompfishing for diflerent offences and offenders. As mentioned in Chapter one, 

approaches to sentencing plicy will be inadequate until these dimensions of punishment 

are addressed and incorporated. The findings presented in Chapters two to five make a 

contribution to the development of three areas of sentencing policy. 

The most obvious issue that arises fiom this thesis is the challenge to 

'intermediate' sanctions and interchangeability policies. Clearly it is simplistic to assume 

that interchangeability will be acceptable across al1 sanctions, purposes, and offences. 

Interchangeability guidelines typicaily offer judges the choice between the "prison" or 

"non-custodiai" punishment, and a range of the length or quantum of the sentence. There 



is a lack of oppomtnity on the part of judges to consider. however, which pend. (other 

than imprisonrnent) is appropriate in accomplishing a particular goal of sentencing 

according to the nature of the offence. 

m e  Minnesota sentencing guideline grid, for example, provides judges with the 

possibility (at the discretion of the judge) of substituting "non-jail" sanctions along with. 

or as a substitute for. up to one year in jail (see Morris and Tonry 1990: Figure 2 at 50). 

Al1 'intermediate' punishments. then, are assurned to be similar and therefore any 

punishment can be made equivalent to a sentence impnsonment of up to one year. Morris 

and Tonry (1990) critique the Minnesota guideline grid as an exarnple of the comrnon 

assumption that " . . .the only important choice of punishrnents is between prison and non- 

prison'' (1990: 54). Some authon have attempted to expand the range of possible 

'intermediate' sanctions in sentencing guidelines. For example, von Hirsch, Wasik and 

Greene (1992) suggest that different models of paying fines could act as substitutes for 

sentences of imprisonrnent (1 992: 377). 

The research evidence presented here supports these approaches to some extent. In 

developing a guideline system for interchangeable sanctions it is important to include a 

specific punishment or range of punishrnents as possible substitutes for imprisonment. 

However it also is evident that 'intermediate' sanctions are not viewed by the public or 

judges as operating solely dong a dimension of severity, or are seen as ail similar. 

Punishments are perceived to differ both quantitatively and qualitatively. A more 

effective approach to the development of interchangeability guidelines would be to 

specify which 'intermediate' sanctions are capable of achieving particular purposes of 

sentencing more than others for different offences. 



Another approach to encouraging the use of 'intermediate' sanctions and reducing 

the use of imprisonrnent is to provide more specific guidance within present sentencing 

1egisIation. Both sentencing legislation for adults and youth include the principle of 

proportionality without providing more specific guidance for judges on effective ways to 

accomplish this goal. While the qualitative aspects of the offence have k e n  s h o w  to be 

important in perceptions of the appropriateness of punishment, the legislation suggests 

that proportionality in sentencing is determined solely by focusing on severity of the 

offence and offence history (von Hirsch 1976, 1998). It is likely, however, that the public 

and judges will m e s s  the proportionality of punishment by considenng the 

appropriateness of the qualities of the punishment, offence, ~ q d  purposes to be 

accomplished through sentencing in addition to severity. 

One additionai way to reinforce the range of 'intermediate' sanctions available to 

the courts through legislation - and shift attention away fiom the prison -- is to create a 

list of principles that judges m u t  review before detemining that the last possible resort is 

a sentence of imprisonrnent. In fact Doob (1 990) argues that 

a statement of purpose and principles is not enough. It may tell judges 
what principles to follow and may give judges a fairly good idea for a 
particular case of the appropriate levels of sanction in relation to other 
cases. But on its own, such a statement does not tell judges explicitly what 
kinds of sanctions should be irnposed for particular kinds of 
cases .... Pnnciples are necessary, but they do not provide suficient 
guidance for the sentencing judge (1990: 423). 

The incorporation of a list of appropriate purposes that are accomplished by punishments 

for different offences would create a more effective way of reducing the use of 

imprisonment and increasing the use of 'intermediate' sanctions. 



The second area of policy that may require m e r  consideration relates to the role 

of the expressive and denunciatory aspects of punishrnent. It is evident fiom the findings 

in this thesis that denunciation is an important feature of public and judicial sensibilities 

about punishment. However this purpose is not viewed as easily accomplished by al1 

punishments for al1 offences, and not easily accomplished by focusing solely on severity 

of the punishment or offence.' This finding may be useful when attempting to develop 

sentencing legislation. 

For example. the proposed Youth Criminal Justice Acr (Bill C-3, Second Session. 

Thirty-sixth Parliament) States that part of the purpose of sentencing young people is to 

"contribute to the protection of society by holding a young person accountable for an 

offence.. ." (section 37 (1)). "Accountability" through sentencing implies responsibility 

and condernnation of behaviour or denunciation. One principle of sentencing is to achieve 

proportionality based upon "...the seriousness of the offence and the degree of 

responsibility of the young person for that offence" (section 37 (2)(c)). There is also a 

separate list of sanctions available to the courts. This structure implies, to some extent, 

that any punishment cm be c d e d  to be proportionate to the severity of the offence and 

also accomplish "accountability" or symbolic goals. Based upon the findings, however, 

judges will likely require fùrther guidance on which specific penalties are more effective 

than others in achieving these purposes of sentencing for différent offences. 

1 Lacey ( 1  988) reveals the importance o f  the symbolic and denunciatory aspects of punishment. However. 
she constructs an argument based upon severity. She maintains that because o f  the need, in some cases. to 
fulfill denunciation and disapproval of an offence, it witl be necessary to increase the severity o f  
punishments. This discussion does not include an acknowledgment o f  the qualitative differences arnong 
punishments. See pages 193-5. 



Related to this discussion is the perception of the denunciatory component of the 

prison in particular. Chapters two to five demonstrated that it was dificult to accomplish 

denunciation with fines. community service orders, and conditional sentences for some 

violent and sexual offences. The fmding of the perceived expressive and symbolic quality 

of prison has been a neglected feature of Feeley and Simon's (1992) analysis of 

contemporary risk-based approaches to sentencing and punishment (the 'new' penology'). 

They argue that incapacitating offenders is the main goal of contemporary criminal 

justice. Clearly the findings presented in this thesis reveal that it is also important to 

consider in analyses of punishment the denunciatory aspects of sentences of 

imprisonrnent. such as the imposition of short periods of custody (see Chapter 3). 

Recent discussions of the role of shaming in contemporary punishment relate to a 

consideration of the expressive functions of punishment. in the United States, for 

instance. a number of courts are handing out shame-based punishments. For example, 

those convicted of drunk-driving have been seen wearing derogatory signs -- "1 am a 

convicted drunk driver. And as a result 1 took a life" - outside county courthouses 

(Deardorff 2000). Others have been ordered to place bumper stickers on the back of the 

car to advertise solicitation of a prostitute. In Canada, there has been a recent newspaper 

article about the value of shame-based punishments in the United  tat tes.' The general 

tone of experts interviewed for the article was negative. 

A recent cornmentary in the United States has considered the positive impact that 

shaming would have on sentencing practices. Kahan (1 999) suggests that 

'perry, AM. "Body & Souk Crime and Punishment." The Toronto Star. F 1. 



The expressive dimension of punishment creates an objective constraint on 
the opportunities for reforming sentencing practices. This means that 
substitutes for imprisonment must express comparable condemnation in 
order to be politically acceptable. If we desire to lessen the severity of the 
[Federal Sentencing] Guidelines, then we must find alternatives to prison 
that meaningfully condernn (1 999: 52). 

The alternative that Kahan (1999) provides is a sharning penalty for white-collar 

offenders specifically. He argues that members of the public are not offended by the 

substitution of sharne for impnsonment, such as the use of bumper stickers. signs, and 

pictures of offenders on billboards and public access television. These sharning penalties 

are successful, according to Kahan, because they fulfill the expressive dimension of 

punishrnent where sanctions such as fines and comrnunity service orders fail (1 999: 52). 

According to Kahan, the use of shaming for white-collar offenders would meet the 

expressive component of imprisonment and thus an 'intermediate' sanction such as a 

large fine could be attached. Consistent with Federal Sentencing Guidelines. shaming 

would include ordering the Company or individual offender to advertise through the 

media the nature of the offence committed, the conviction and punishment, and outline 

steps so that this same offence is not repeated. He argues that the requirement to impose a 

fine. according to the Guidelines, would be set according to the severity of the offence. In 

short. this hybrid sentence would decrease the use of imprisonment as well as reinforce 

shared values in the comrnunity. 

Kahan's suggestion of paying attention to the expressive component of 

punishments when creating substitutes for imprisonment is valuable. It is possible that the 

use of restrictive conditions for conditional sentences of imprisonment, for instance, may 

have a positive impact on the perceived denunciatory value of this punishrnent. However 



Kahan does not consider the isolating or disintegrative effects of this method of shaming. 

First. members of the public will likely believe that the use of shaming penalties only for 

white-collar offenders is unfair. 

Second. as noted in a reply to Kahan by Abramson (1999), a cntical factor to be 

considered is the content of shaming and its implications. Abramson maintains that 

shaming represents the expression of vindictiveness and exclusion (Abramson 1999: 56). 

Braithwaite's Crime. Shame, and Reintegrarion (1989) argues that shaming ought to be 

reintregrative rather than disintegrative and repressive. He suggests that farnily group 

conferences would be an ideal way of punishing through shaming with the main purpose 

of reintegrating offenders into the community. His analysis is usehl to the extent that he 

examines issues such as shame and denunciation in more more productive ways than 

Kahan. Braithwaite's perspective can have some impact on creating equivalent 

denunciatory punishments and encourage substitution with sentences of imprisonment. 

The findings presented here suggest, then, that punishments express a range of 

qualities such as punitiveness, loss of liberty, pain, shame, and moral condernnation. Each 

quality might require individual attention when attempting to create sanctions that are as 

expressive as the prison and thus be viewed as appropriate and substitutable. Clearly 

punishment is cornplex, and sensibilities about punishment should be understood as a 

number of interacting quantitative and qualitative dimensions. 
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Abstract 

This thesis examines exclusionary Canadian immigration law. policy and 

practices as a distinct penality: an immigration penaiity which polices non-citizens and 

which administers coercive sovereign sanctions under the authority of the Canadian 

Immigration Act. It traces the discursive shifts in the governance of this penality and it 

attends to the specific practices which these discursive developments have entailed. 

The first part of this thesis maps the shifis in the governance of immigration 

penality starting with the broadly discretionary, racist and othenvise discriminatory 1952 

Immigration Act. The exclusions whic h it sanctioned were moral1 y-c harged, status- 

oriented exclusions which were govemed largely through national punty discourses. It 

also expressed the continuing influence of Cold War anxieties relating to national 

security. 

Over the 1960s. these guiding rationales were increasingly challenged by liberal 

legal and humanitarian discourses. The 1976 Immigration Act arguably represents a key 

point in the extension of Iiberal legal and humanitarian govemance to non-citizens. It 'de- 

raced ' national admission policies, it curbed (some) discretionary powers and it 

entrenched a permanent on-shore rehgee determination system. It legally constructed and 

confirmed the deservedness of genuine victims of state sanctioned persecution in their 

countries of origin. However, this triumph of liberal legality and humanitarianism was 

short-lived. In the 1980s and I990s, the deservedness of the rights-bearing refugee was 

increasingly eclipsed by the undeservedness of the fiee-loading, fraudulent and criminal 

immigrant and/or rehgee claimant. This thesis details the discursive reconstruction of 

refugees from deserving 'victim' to threatening 'offender', and considers the legal and 

policy consequences which this reconstruction entailed. 



This analysis considers the steady erosion of the political currency of 

humanitarian liberal discourses and the rising influence of risk/danger. criminality and 

victim-focussed discourses in the govemance of most areas of public policy. Most 

relevant here is the way in which anvieties about the threats posed by refugees merged 

with the discourse on welfare fraud and with broader preoccupations with system 

integrity which constmct the state as victim. 

The second part of this thesis examines the implementation of these policy 

developments. It offers a case study of the processes through which Somali refùgees 

living in Toronto in the mid- 1990s were reconstructed as fiaudulent. free-loading 

crirninals are examined as are the coercive consequences of this reconstruction. The 

contemporary preoccupation with criminality that today governs immigration penality and 

the proliferation of enforcement-oriented practices and techniques is documented in the 

second part of this thesis. In the year 2000, Canadian immigration penality is governed 

primarily through the rationale of risk/danger, rnobilized through criminality, fraud and 

state-as-victim discourses and operationalised through the interaction of law and 

discretion. The form of power which is operationalised through this process is sovereign. 

This dissertation closes with a detailed description of the carceral conditions and penal 

practices of immigration detention at the Celebrity Budget Inn Immigration Holding 

Centre in Mississauga, Ontario and with some reflections on the future of detention in 

Canada. 
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Chapter One 

Introduction 

. . . The Ira veller glanced casually at the man, who, when 
pointed at by the officer, had kept his head lowered and now 
seerned to be al1 ears, trying to catch something. But the 
movements of his pressed, pouting Iips made it obvious the he 
could understand nothing. The traveller had wanted to put vanous 
questions to the otficer, but at the sight of the condemned man, 
asked only: "Does he know his judgement?" 

"No, " said the offcer, about to continue his explanations; bot 
the traveller broke in: He ôoesn 't know his own judgernent?" 

"No, " the officer repeated, pausing for an instant as if 
dernanding a more detailed explanation of the quesfion. The offïcer 
then said: =/t would be no use infoming him. He's going to 
experience it on his body anyway. 

1) Detention and Deportation as Punishment 

Michel Foucault observed that in systems of punishment. the body is always at 

issue; "...the body and its forces. their utility and their docility. their distribution and their 

submission."' He urged that systems of punishment. penality. cease to be considered as  a 

straightfoward rneans o f  reducing crime but rather should be analysed as concrete. social 

phenornena: "... we must situate them in their field of operation. in which the punistunent 

of the crime is not the sole element."' The body is therefore enmeshed in a political field: 

"power relations have an immediate hold upon it: they invest it. mark it. train it. torture it. 

I Franz Kafka. "In the Penal Colony" in The Great Short Stories of Frunz K a - C I .  A new 
translation by Joachim Neugroschel. New York: Scribner Paperback. 1995: 197-1 98 

' ~ i c h e l  Foucault. Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison. Translation by AIan 
Sheridan) New York: Vintage Books. l979/1977:25 



force it to c a r y  out tasks. to perform ceremonies. to emit ~ i g n s . ' ~  

Foucault called on scholars of punishment to consider its "political anatorny". He 

meant by this that they should attend to the concrete and material political dimensions of 

the subjugation of human bodies which is accomplished through the discursive processes 

which tum these bodies into objects of  knowledge. As he explained in Discipline a n d  

Prrnish: 

It is a question of situating the techniques of punishment - whether they 
seize the body in the ritual o f  public torture and execution or whether they 
are addressed to the sou1 - in the history of this body politic: of  considering 
penal practices less as a consequence o f  legal theories than as a chapter of  
political anatorny.' 

This study rests centrally upon the proposition that the detention and deportation 

of non-citizens which is 'adrninistered' by Immigration authorities is. despite repeated 

Iegai and politicaI denials. punishment. The conventional legal definition of punishment 

is "the infliction of some pain. suffering. loss. disability. or other disadvantage on a 

person by another having legal authority to impose punishment. ..ln modem societies. 

punishment is penerally confined to the criminal law.'" It is the latter part of this 

definition that this thesis challenges. The argument that detention and deportation are 

forrns of punishment is not a novel one. Writing in 1959. Victor Navasky argued 

forcefully that "It is totally unrealistic to deny deportation's penal charactei' and that "As 

long as the courts adhere to the fiction that deportation is not punishrnent. it wilt be 

impossible to isolate the breadth and implications o f  the sovereign power in this area."7 

In support of  this argument. the mention o f  banishment (and of  transportation) is 

6David M. Walker. The Oxford Cornpunion ro Law. Oxford: Clarendon Press. 1980 

7 Victor S. Navasky. "Deportation as Punishment" Universify of Kunsas Law Review. 
Vo1.27. 1 %9:2 13 



common. Banishment is a form of punishment. deportation is a form o f  banishment. erg0 

deportation is punishrnent. In 1 836. the pain and sufferïng associated with banishment 

was eloquently summarised by a critic of  the 1798 Alien and Sedition Laws in the United 

States: 

If the banishment of an alien from a country into which he has k e n  
invited as the asylum most auspicious to his happiness. - a country where 
he may have formed the most tender connections; where he may have 
invested his entire property. and acquired p r o p e v  of the real and 
permanent. as  well as the moveable and temporary kind: where he enjoys. 
under the laws. a greater share of  the blessings of persona1 security. and 
personal liberty. than he can elsewhere hope for .... if a banishrnent of this 
sort be not punishrnent. and arnong the most severest of punistunents. it 
will be difficult to imagine a doom to which the name c m  be applied.' 

II) The Political Anatomy of  Detention and Deportation: An Ovewiew 

This thesis identifies detention and deportation as coercive sanctions. as 

contemporary manifestations of sovereign power which continue to dominate in the 

exclusion of  undesirable and/or undeserving non-citizens in the 2 1 st century. In the spirit 

of Foucault. in this thesis  exclusion^ Canadian immigration law. policy and practices 

are analysed as forming a distinct penality: an 'immigration penality' which polices non- 

citizens and which administers coercive sovereign sanctions undet the authority of  the 

Canadian Immigration Act. It traces the broad outlines of the discursive shifis in the 

governance of this penality and it attends to the specific practices which these discursive 

developments have entailed. It is for these reasons that this study is entitled " A Political 

Anatomy of Detention and Deportation in Canada". 

In the year 2000. Canadian immigration penality is governed primarily through the 

rationale of risk/danger. mobilized through criminality. fraud and state-as-victim 

discourses and operationalised through the interaction of law and discretion. The first pan 

of this thesis traces the discursive shifis in the oficial govemance of national exclusions 

from the post-second World War penod to the mid-1990s in Canada. While. in the most 

- -- 

'quoted in Navesky l9S9:22 1 



general of terms. the changes in this governance are described in this thesis as broad 

'shifis'. i t  should be emphasized that the developments examined in this thesis point to 

much overlap and hybndity in the goveming logics and practices of immigration pendit).. 

In this examination of law and policy. particular attention is paid to the shifting roles of 

law and discretion in effecting these exclusions. The second part of this thesis focuses 

more upon the contemporary practices of national exclusions under the current regime of 

governancs. and their impact on those subject to their operations. 
C 

As described in Chapter Three. the 1952 Immigration Act was a broadly 

discretionary. distinctly racist and an otherwise discriminatory piece of legislation. The 

exclusions which it sanctioned were morally charged. status-oriented exclusions which 

were governed largely through national purity discourses. It also expressed the emerging 

influence of Cold War anxieties relating to national security. Over the 1960s. both the 

national purity rationaie as well as the delegation of broad discretionary powers were 

increasingly contested through the deployment of liberal legal and humanitarian 

discourses. The 1976 Immigration Act arguably represents a key point in the extension of 

liberal legal and humanitarian govemance to non-citizens. It -de-raced' national 

admission policies. it curbed (sorne) discretionary powers and it entrenched a permanent 

on-shore refügee determination system. It legally constructed and confinned the 

deservedness of genuine victims of state sanctioned persecution in their countries of 

origin. Less wideIy known though important nonetheless. is the fact that the 1976 Act 

continued to preserve broad tracts of discretionary power to exclude for reasons of 

national security and it extended the exclusionary grounds for reasons of criminality. 

This triumph of liberal legality and humanitarianism was short-lived. No sooner 

had the govemment established a permanent on-shore refugee determination system. than 

it proceeded to limit access to both the shore and the system. The restrictive and 

en forcement oriented policies of the 1980s and early 1 990s were justified by reference to 

the new and potent threats perceived posed by fraudulent. 'bogus' refugees and foreign 

criminals. The deservedness of the rights-bearing refuge was increasingly eclipsed by the 

undeservedness of the free-loading. fraudulent and criminal immigrant and/or refugee 



claimant. This discursive reconstruction from deservine 'victim' to threatening 

'offender'. and the legal and policy consequences which this reconstruction entailed. were 

effected in part by the steady erosion of the political currency of humanitarian liberal 

discourses and the rising influence of risudanger. criminality and victim-focussed in the 

governance of most areas of public policy. Most relevant here is the way in which 

ansieties about the threats posed by refugees rnerged with the discourse on welfare fraud 

and with broader preoccupations with 'systern integnty'. In this reconstruction. the state. 

ironically. emerges as the -victim'. 

In the second part of this thesis. these policy deveIopments are examined in their 

practical application. The processes through which Somali refugees living in Toronto in 

the mid-1990s were reconstructed as fraudulent, free-loading criminals are examined. as 

are the coercive consequences of this reconstruction. While the particular situation of 

Somalis living in Canada is the oniy mini-case study provided. it would be most 

interesting to examine the ways in which these developments are experienced by other 

groups of new immigrants and rehgees in Canada. 

The contemporary preoccupation with cnminality that today governs immigration 

penality to a degree unprecedented in Canadian history. and the myriad enforcement- 

onented practices and techniques which have proliferated under this rationale. are 

documented and detai1ed in the second part of this thesis. This dissertation closes with a 

detailed description of the carceral conditions and penal practices of immigration 

detention: of the operation of sovereign power in Canada's own 'Kafka motel': the 

-Celebrity Budget Im'in Mississauga Ontario which is also an Immigration Holding 

Centre." 

'Airport motels in the United States which are used for immigration detention are 
commonly. and indeed appropriately. referred to as 'Kafka motels'. 



I I  1) The Relative Obscurity of Sovereign Power in the Contemporary Context of 

Immigration Penality 

. . . . How different the executions used to be! The entire valley was mobbed 
a whole day in advance; they al1 came just to watch. Early in the moming, 
the commander showed up with his ladies; fanfares awoke the entire 
camp;. . . The machine was freshly polished and glistening; I used new 
replacement parts for almost every execution. In front of a hundred eyes - 
al1 the spectators stood on tjptoes as far as the hills - the commander 
himself placed the condemned man under the hamw.. . Everyone knew: 
Justice was being done. ln the hush, al1 we heard was the condemned 
man 's sighs, mumed by the gag.. . lt was impossible to al10 w everyone who 
requested it to watch from up close. The commander, wise as he was, 
ordered that preference be given to the children. 1, however, because of 
my profession, was always permitted to stand close by; 1 would o#en 
squat there with a small child in each am, right and lett How profoundly 
we took in the transfigured expression from the toitured face, how 
intensely our cheeks basked in the glow of that justice. attained long last 
and already fading! What wonderful times, my fnend!"O 

Executions and the range of other bodil y mutilations c haracteristic of pre-modern 

and early modem penality no longer take place in the public square. That sovereign power 

continues to reign supreme over the exclusion of undesirable and undeserving non- 

citizens in the 21st century and that it does so in relative obscurity and secrecy is of 

significant analytical interest. In addition to the necessary corporeality of sovereign 

punishrnents. as described by Foucault. the eflectiveness of sovereign penality weIl into 

the early Modem period relied upon the visibility and public nature of its bodily 

sanctions: the 'spectacie' and 'ceremony' of punishment. Foucault documented how the 

emergence of a 'higher aim' of punishment. that of correction. senred to displace the body 

"...as the major target of p a l  repression."' ' The disappearance of torture and public 

square executions marked "...the decline of the spectacle ... (and) a slackening of the hold 

"' Kafia. "In the Penal Colony" 1995209-2 1 1 

' ' Foucault. Discipline and Punish. 1979:8 



on the body."" Foucault conceded that a '-traceq* of torture persists in the modem 

mechanisms of criminal justice; --... a trace that has not been entirely overcome. but which 

is enveloped. increasingly. by the non-corporal nature of the penal system."" 

The operation of sovereign power in the exclusion and expulsion of undesirable 

and undeserving non-citizens in the current context of immigration penality is thus 

markedly different from the days in which offenders were ceremonious!y tortured in the 

public square. However, in contrast to modem criminal justice penality. the 'body' of the 

undesirable non-citizen remains the primary target of the sanctions imposed. Unfike 

criminal justice penality. there is no "higher aim" at work in the detention and deportation 

of non-citizens: there is no discipline. Detention and deportation and the various 

techniques of bodily subjection which they entail. are not merely 'traces' of the bodily 

preoccupations of the sovereign power of days long gone by. but rather represent the 

continuing centrality of the operation of sovereign p w e r  in the exclusion and expulsion 

of undesirable and undeserving non-citizens. Just as the public execution of the past was 

--...much more than an act ofjustice: it was a manifestation of force: or rather. it  was 

justice as the physica1. material and awesome force of the sovereign deployed there ..."". 

the sarne may be said of detention and deportation. 

That today this power operates behind closed doors instead of in the public square 

is indicative of the degree to which it has been reconfigured by the influences and 

preoccupations of Iiberal legality. However. in the context of immigration penality. it is 

'traces' of liberal legality that inflect the administration of the bodily sovereign sanctions 

of detention and deportation rather than the reverse. While the painful and public 

excesses of the administration of  sovereign power have been circumscribed. the inherent 

liolence of these fundarnentally bodily sanctions continues to be their defining feature. 

The essential k~iolence of detention and deportation is not a -barbarie hangover'. but. as 



Foucault observed in the context of criminal punishment. "... is actually inscribed in the 

political functioning of the penal system."'* Nevenheless. the spectacle of  these 

sovereign sanctions is clearly much diminished in the present day. Immigration penality 

is even more secret and mysterious than criminal justice penality: it is more withdrawn 

from the public eye and receives far less critical scrutiny than do prisons. Moreover. those 

subject to detention and deportation proceedings have fewer rights than prison inmates. 

not only legal rights but also everyday nghts such as fresh air. exercise and direct contact 

with friends and family members. 

In addition to the fact that liberal legality has dulled the sharp edge of the 

sovereipn's sword in this area it is perhaps also true that unlike public executions. the 

sanctions of detention and deportation need not strike terror into the hearts and minds of 

al1 people: their spectacular deterrent effect is particular to non-citizens. Nevenheless. 

there is still a degree. albeit limited. of spectacle involved. Word of  mouth. occasional 

sensational media accounts of detentions and deportations. and political rhetoric al1 

contribute to their continuing s p b o l i c  power. The lives and activities of  non-citizens in 

Canada are indeed governed. in a very real way. by the -terror0 inspired by detention and 

deportat ion. 

. . . / know its impossible to make those times comprehensible today. 
Anyway, the machine is still mnning and it still works on its own. If works 
even when it's alone in this valley. And, ultimately, the corpse, in an 
incomprehensibly genfle flight, still drops into the pif even if hundreds of 
people no longer gather around the pit like nies, as they used to do. Back 
then, we had to install a sturdy Ming around the pif, but it was tom down 
long ago. l 6  

IV) Liberal Legality and the Law/Discretion Dichotomy 

I5Ibid..49 

"Kafka "In the Penal Colony" 1 9952 1 1 



National exclusions are accomplished through the interaction of law and 

discretion. This interaction facilitates the operation of sovereign power against 

undesirable and undeserving non-citizens. The conventional view of law and discretion. 

as an oppositional binary. serves to firther obscure and distract attention away from the 

violence and coercion of detention and deportation. by setting and limiting the parameters 

of interrogation. That is to say. liberal legality abstracts and redefines real problems in 

legal terms." Coercion. discrimination and other abuses associated with national 

exclusions are reconceptualized as exceptional problems of 'discretion'. usually framed in 

terms of 'arbitrariness'. The largely taken-for-granted solution to these perceived 

problems of discretion is more law or law-like niles. Nicola Lacey offers the following 

definition of the legal paradigm; 

... the subjection of areas of human conduct and practice to regulation 
according to clear. prospective. public1 y announced general rules or rule- 
like standards. Problems are typically seen as arising from arnbiguities or 
'gaps' in the rules. calling for clearer interpretations or further legislation 
or quasi-legal action. Disputes are seen as calling for resolution on the 
basis of given rules and according to standards of due process. This 
approach is closely associated with the ideal of the -rule of law' and hsnce 
with liberalism as a doctrine of political rn~rality. '~ 

In Chapter Two. 1 provide a critical overview of the discursive parameters of the 

scholarly debates on lawldiscretion and consider the policy implications of the dominant 

discourse on discretion in the specific context of Canadian Immigration detention and 

deportation decision-making. In this analysis, 1 propose that the Iimits imposed by the 

conventional dichotomous view of law/discretion may be avoided by considenng 

discretion as an activity. a technology employed in the governance of national exclusions 

and of 'undesirable' anaor .undeserving0 non-citizens. Chapter Three considers the 

historically shifiing roles of law and discretion and the different political rationales and 

17 See Nicola Lacey. "The Jurisprudence of Discretion: Escaping the Legal Paradigm" in 

Keith Hawkins (ed.) The Uses of Discretion. t 992 



discursive contests that have govemed their operation and inflected their use in Canada. 

V) Rights Versus Risks 

In Chapten Four and Five of this thesis. 1 seek to establish that the liberal legal 

conception of  refugees as 'rights bearing' individuals and the related liberal humanitanan 

conception of refugees as 'deserving victims' have been steadily unsettled and 

increasingly supplanted by a view of refugee claimants (and indeed new immigrants in 

general) as posing various risks to the nation and public. This reconstruction of refugees. 

from being 'at risk' to k i n g  inherently -risky'. evidences the increased prevalence of 

'risk' as a rationale of governance. This development is consistent with the pneral 

observations made in the emerging criminological literature on risk ('new penolo&). 

about the emergence of a kisk-based' Society in which individuals and populations are 

increasingly governed through techniques of  nsk management." 

While it is cenainly true chat risk discourses have indeed become more prevalent 

in the govemance of national exclusions. the degree to which this development has 

entailed the real changes in either the actual technologies of governing or in the political 

19 See for example.Robert Castel. "From Dangerousness to Risk" in G. Burchell. C. 
Gordon and P. Miller (eds.) The Foucault Eflecr: Srudies »i Governmentulity Chicago: 
University of Chicageo Press. 199 1 : Daniel Defert "Popular Life and Insurance 
Technology." in G. Burchell. C. Gordon and P. Miller (eds.) The Foucuttlr Eflect: 

Studies in Governmenfality Chicago: University of Chicago Press. 199 1 : R-Ericson and 
K-Haggerty. Policing the Risk Society Toronto: University of Toronto Press. 1997: F. 
Ewald. "Risk and Insurance" in G. Burchell. C. Gordon and P. Miller (eds.) The 

Foc/cuzdl Eflect : Studies in Governntenraiity Chicago: University of Chicago Press. 
199 1 : J. Simon. "The ldeological Effects of Actuarial Practices" Lmv and Sociefy 

Review. 22(4). 1 %8: 771 -800: J. Simon "The Emergence of a Risk Society: Insurance. 
Law and the State" Socialist Review. 95. 1987: J .  Simon and M. Feeley. "True Crime: 
The New Penology and Public Discourse on Crime" in T. Blomberg and S-Cohen (eds.) 
Pttnishrnenr und Social COntrol New York:Aldine de Gruyter.1995; Pat O'Malley "Risk. 
Power and Crime Prevention" in Economy and Society 2 1 (3). 1992: 252-275: M. Feeley 
and JSimon. "The New Penology: Notes on the Emerging Strategy for Corrections and 
Its Implications" Crirninology. 30.1 992: 49-74; and M. Feeley and J. Simon "Actuarial 
Justice: The Emerging New Criminal Law*' in David Nelken (ed.) The Furzrres of 
Ci- imir toh~~.  New Delhi: Sage Publications. 1 994. 



and moral underpinnings of the categories of risk is far less certain. Further. as pointed 

out by Kelly Hannah-Moffat in the context of women's irnprisonment in Canada. --...the 

presumption that risk governance acts uniformly across whole populations rather than 

differently according to gender. race and other variables ..." (to which 1 would add 

citizenship status). must be critically examined." 

Mary Douglas theorises the vast discrepancy between. on the one hand. the 

'neutral and objective' origins of risk theory and probability calculations and. on the 

other. the political and public currency and deployrnent of the concept of nsk. Her 

irisights are particularly resonant in the context of national exclusions. Douglas attends to 

the politicization of the concept of nsk. She observes that while the view of risk 

assessrnent as a scientific. "... purely neutral. objective tool of analysis". vests the 

language of risk with its political power. in reality. the concept of risk and its persuasive 

power has very little to do with science: "..the risk that is a centra1 concept for our policy 

debates has not got much to do with probability calculations. The original comection is 

ont? indicated by am-waving in the direction of science. The word ris& now means 

danger: high risk means a lot of danger." " She explains, 

The language of risk is r e s e ~ e d  as a specialized lexical register for 
political talk about undesirabie outcornes. The charge of causing risk is a 
stick to beat authority. to make lazy bureaucrats sit up. to exact restitution 
for victims. For those purposes danger would once have k e n  the right 
word. but plain danger does not have the aura of science or afford the 
pretension of a possible precise calculation." 

Douglas observes that despite its modemist origins. the political work of the 

concept of risfidanger resembles "antique" preoccupations with sin and taboo. Both 

constmct a -moral comrnunity' in need of protection. RisWdanger. like sin. is used to 

"Kelly Hannah-Moffat, "Moral Agent or  Actuarial Subject: Risk and Canadian Women's 
Imprisonment". (Draft) January 27. 1998 

" Mary Douglas Risk and Blome: Essays in Cultural Theop. London: Rout Iedge. 1 99224 



"...protect individuals from predatoi). institutions or to protect institutions from predatop 

individuals."' In a manner reminiscent of Durkheim on social soiidarity. Douglas 

observes that "It may be a general trait of society that fear of danger tends to strengthen 

lines of division in a community."" In the context o f  national exclusions. Douglas' 

analysis of riskldanger is most appropriate. While it is indeed true that risiddanger 

occupies an increasingly prominent piace in the governance of national exclusions and 

while it has underpimed a wide range of enforcement oriented initiatives. there is little 

evidence that this development has entailed the use of  new or  différent 'rïsk-assessment' 

tschniques or that it has resulted in any significant changes in the populations being 

escluded on the basis of  riskldanger. 

When viewed in this light. riskldanger ernerges as a powerful rhetorical 

exclusionary technique and a central mechanism for the related processes of constructing 

col lectivities including. of course. that of the nation. In the context of immigration 

sscfusions and the development of  law and policy in this field. risk means danger. and 

conceptions of danger continue to be constituted along the lines of race. morality and 

increasingly 'nationality'. As such. the concept of 'risk' is easily deployed as --... a slogan 

for mustering xenoph~bia."'~ 

VI) Governing Crime Through Immigration and Governing CitizenshipThrough 

Crime 

In the current context o f  immigration exclusions. the rationale of risiddanger is 

constituted through and mobilized by crime and criminaIity discourses to an extent 

unprecedented in Canadian history. As 1 examine in Chapters Four and Five- dominant 

conceptions of criminality have corne to include (certain kinds of) fraud: the 'foreign 

criminal'. the 'welfare cheat' and the 'bogus refùgee' have been increasingly linked and 



constructed and acted upon as risky 'predators' who pose a serious threat to the Canadian 

nation and public. Over the last two decades. exclusionary. restrictive and enforcement- 

oriented law. policy and practices have proliferated in the officia1 effort to crack down on 

(reduce the 'risks' posed by) criminal immigrants and refugees. Chapters Six and Seven 

document the existence of an expansive and coercive immigration penality which is 

justified primarily through reference to the nsks/dangers posed by foreign criminals. On 

the level of public policy. exclusionary immigration penality has emerged alongside. and 

intertwined with. law enforcement agencies as a central and largely taken for granted 

mechanism for the policing and punishment of non-citizens in Canada. It is in this sense 

that crime is today govemed. in part. through immigration. 

However. this oEcial preoccupation with governing crime through immigration. 

and the range of crime control initiatives and practices which this preoccupation has 

entailed. serves to govern much more than crime. Indeed. the relative absence of any 

compelling evidence regarding the size o f  the crime problem posed by foreign-bom 

criminals in Canada. as well as the relatively srnaIl numbers of people who are directly 

subject to coercive national exclusions on this basis. as rcdi us the parriL.rriur rucicri, 

erhnic and nurional charmerisrics of those being subjecred. suggest that some other 

work is being done: something orher than c i m e  is k i n g  'governed rhrough cr ime? '  

Jonathan Simon examines the emergence of this new mode of govemance in the 

United States. Drawing on Foucault. he explains that --... We govem through crime to the . 
extent to which crime and punishment become the occasions and the institutional 

contexts in which we undenake to guide the conduct of others (or even o f  ourselves)."" 

Simon observes that the actual nature of the quantitative increase in crime in the United 

States cannot alone explain the trend toward goveming through crime. And while the 

influence of the "..resurgence of conservative political forces ....[ which] favour the 

"This concept was first developed by Jonathan Simon in "Goveming Throogh Crime" in 
The Crime Conundrum: Essoys on Crimiml Justice Lawrence M .  Friedman and George 

Fisher (eds) New York: Westview Press, 1997: 17 1 - 189 



criminal law as a tool of state governance" has been considerable. Simon notes that 

conservatives are not alone in their quick recourse to law and punishrnent based 

govemance: liberals too "...are drawn toward punishrnent as the locus for governance." '' 
C 

Simon argues that the trend toward goveming through crime is part of a more 

aeneral crisis in governance ushered in by the decline of welfarist liberal modes of * 

govemance; that the contempotary govermnentd preoccupation with crime and 

punishment is consistent with new neo-liberal technologies o f  goveming which 

emphasise the importance o f  individual (as opposed to collective. socialised) nsk 

management. Simon observes that goveming through crime "is ... a way of  imposing this 

mode1 of governance on the p~pulation."'~ While this may be the case for citizens. in the 

context of national exclusions. non-citizens deemed undesirable andior undesenring 

through the operation of  these criminality discourses are not incited to better govem their 

risks: they are sirnply detained and deported. 

Simon suggests that this trend toward governing through crime is particularly 

heightened in the United States because there. crime and punishment have been long been 

intertwined with the problem of  race: 

... the real and imaginary links of  violence..with young African American 
men are heiping to drive the imperative of governing through crime. 
Whether or not voters acknowledge such motives to pollsters. it is hard to 
ignore the continuities between the present situation and a traditional 
preference for goveming predorninantly African-American populations in 
distinct and distinctly less respectable ~ a ~ s . ~ '  

While the racist and discriminatory treatment of  aboriginals in Canada by state 

authori t iss. including criminal justice authorities. has a long and entrenched legacy in 

Canada. arguably. the development of Canadian criminal justice penality has not k e n  as 

severely inflected by race as in the United States. However. the developrnent of Canadian 



immigration penality certainly has. Race has always been a key variable in the governance 

of exclusionary Canadian immigration policy and new immigrants and refugees. The 

rnobilization of crime and criminality in the governance of national exclusions produces 

and reproduces dominant constructions of the (un)desirable Canadian citizen. Historical ly 

specific constructions of the threatening outsider. the undesirable non-citizen. the -otherq. 

are constituted. in varying degrees. along the lines of race. ethnicity and more recently 

nationality. For those non-citizens constmcted and acted upon as undesirable. the 

dominant mode of power to which they are subjected to is coercive and repressive 

sovereign power. 

The historical legacy of explicitly racist and otherwise discriminaton. Canadian 

law and policy and the less explicit forms of racism which persist today (including. for 

example. the dearth of Canadian immigration visa offices in non-white. poor countnes 

and the systemic discrimination which continues to inflect admissions criteria). speaks to 

the existence and persistence of race as a constitutive element of dominant conceptions of 

the (un)desirable non-citizen. The fact that the vast majority of non-citizens who are 

arrested. detained and deported are non-white. that the majority of those deemed to be a 

'danger to the public' are non-white. and that the official criminal profiles used in the 

policing of non-citizens are explicitly organized according to race (ethnicity andor 

-nationaIity') are indeed. in Simon's careful words. "hard to ignore". 

VII) Power and Law 

The violent exclusion of 'undesirable' and 'undeserving' non-citizens through 

detention and deportation. and the discursive processes and material practices which 

inflect and accomplish this subjection. necessarily raise provocative and inteIlectually 

productive questions about the nature of goveming power and the role of law under a 

liberal regirne of governance. Two characteristics make this field of governance 

distinctive: the fact that those king coercively governed are not citizens and that the 

mode of power to which they are subject is distinctly sovereign. 

The detention and deportation of undesirable and/or undeserving non-citizens 



raises the issue of the persistence of 'illiberal' modes of power into the 2 I st ceniury." 

Also evident in this study is the continuing primary place of territorial sovereign law. and 

coercive sovereign penality in the govemance of national exclusions. These exclusion- 

modes of governance are 'state-centred'; they continue to depend upon the legitimacy and 

coercive force derived fiom the sovereign state. as it is conventionally understood. 

The national border continues to be grandly and practically defended through the 

deployment of sovereign rationales which underpin the actual practices of gcontrolling 

borders'. Entering Canada is a 'privilege' and not a 'right' and as such the infi-ingement 

of liberal liberties at the nation's borders is legitimised. The practices employed in the 

work of controlling the borders by customs and immigration officiais continues to be 

j usti fied expl ici tl y and unapologetically by reference to sovereignty. Customs officers and 

front-line immigration officers cany out moment to moment infringements of liberal 

liberties in the name and interest of sovereignty. It should be emphasized that sovereign 

power at the nations's borders governs citizens as well. although the effects of the 

operation of sovereign power are more severe for non-citizens. 

Of course. sovereignty is not the only way that non-citizens (or indeed citizens) 

are govemed. Indeed, Canada is arguably one of the most t horoughly li beral of western 

liberal democracies in respect to non-citizens. Indeed. the extension of the legal 

protections afforded under the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms to ull people on 

Canadian soi13'. citizens and non-citizens alike. evidences the breadth of this liberal legal , 

cornmitment as does the legal status afforded to permanent residents living in Canada. 

C'unada is nor a police state. Indeed the degree to which govemance has been legalized. 

including most notably for the present purposes. the govemance of exclusionary 

immigration law and policy. is breath-taking. It is nonetheless true that in the 'defence' of 

"For an interesting discussion of this issue see: Mitchell Dean Governmenru(ity: Power 
and Rule in Modern Society. London: Sage Publications. 1999. In particular Chapter 7. 

"Authori tarian Governrnental ity". See also Manana Valverde " ' Despotism' and Ethical 
Legal Govemance" (drafi) 1997. 

"AS confirmed in the famous 1985 Singh decision. 



the nation's borders. sovereign rationales and sovereign power tmmp al1 other 

considerations. 

However. territorial sovereign law (understood as a straightforward expression of 

the will of the sovereign) certainly camot explain the particular and speci fic policies and 

practices which are generated and applied in the field of national exclusions. Even the 

application of coercive sovereign power in the exclusion of undesirable and undesewing 

non-citizens must. under a li beral regime of government. be rationalised and legitimised 

by something other than sovereignty. In response b Alan Hunt's cal1 for scholars to '-re- 

open the problem of sovereignty" and re-acknowledge the discursive power of juridical 
- - 

law." Marianne Constable has evidenced the coexistence of different modes of power in 

the governance of immigration in the United States through a detailed analpis of two 

legal texts. Constable pays pariicular attention to the rise of governmental preoccupations 

in the justitication and legitimization of American immigration law. She argues that while 

sovereignty continues to inflect the justifications for immigration legislation. what 

Foucault calls governrnental preoccupations should not be ignored. Drawing attention to 

the interplay between different modes of governance evident in the texts of American 

immigration legislation, she argues that the non-sovereign rationales deployed are largely 

'governmental'; i.e. pertaining to the national interests of the population: 

Even as the modem state carries out its 'sovereign' powers and even as 
sovereignty is extended to and appropriated by the collectivity. the 
exercise and articulation of such power reveals the presence of a 
"governmental rationality". which justities policies ... by appealing to the 
complex interests of the population. Instead of grounding law in divine 
law or nature. modem policies - both state and non-state - for the 
distribution of goods ground themselves in knowledges of populations 
produced by social sciences.'' 

. . 
"An effort exemplified by the work of Alan Hunt. See in particular "Foucault's 
Expulsion of Law: Toward a Retrieval" Law and Social lnytriry. 17(2). 1992: 1-38. 

"Marianne Constable. "Sovereignty and Governmentality in Modem American 
Immigration Law" Siudies in Lmc: Poiitics and Society. Vol. 1 3. 1 993 :2S4 



Constable argues that the governmental rationale of 'managing resources' is a 

central feature of Amencan immigration law and p ~ l i c y . ~ ~  Following Foucault. Constable 

aims to reveal the interpenetration of different goveming rationales in the context of 

American immigration law (the 'sovereignty-discipline-government triangle') as well as 

to dari@ and reassert Foucault's argument regarding the analytical limits of a juridical 

conception of sovereignty which treats sovereignty and law "...as absolutely one and the 

same thing."j6 In response to Hunt's concems about Foucault's -expulsion' of law. 

Constable counters that: "Foucault does not "repulse" or .-expel" law or the state from 

modem analyses of power: rather. he denies the capacity of sovereignty - as power and as 

theory - and of law conceived of as sovereign to account for the rationality of the modem 

state.'-j7 

There is little question that immigration law articuIates and employs different 

modes of governance. and that sovereignty is but one of these rationales. Nor is there any 

doubt that governmental concems with the national interest are central justifications for 

specific immigration policies. Nonetheless. the relative importance and centrality of 

sovereign power cannot be discerned by looking at legd texts alone. As the present study 

documents. the actual practices of controlling borders and effecting national exclusions 

rernain expansively and unapologetically sovereign. Moreover. from the perspective of 

those subjected by and excluded through the practical operations of sovereign power 

governmental rationales are of little importance. 

It is suggested here that while it is certainly true that different forms of power 

certainly CO-exist in the governance of individuals and populations. it is a distinctly 

coercive and sovereign mode of governance which operates on those who faIl outside of 

the definitional boundaries of the juridical citizen-subject. in the case of non-citizens. 

these boundaries are explicit. The violent exclusion of undesirable and undeserving non- 



citizens powerfully exempli fies the illiberal treatment of those who both literally and 

symbolically fa11 outside of these legal and territorial boundaries. While govemmental 

justifications are certainly deployed in support of national exclusions. no governmental 

efforts are actually needed to transfonn these 'deficient' outsiders into desirable citizens: 

when non-citizens are deemed undesirable, they are excluded and/or expelled. 

VIII) Crime as Sign 

Foimded upon the iIZtrsion of the social contract. [the nation s] inclrisionury 'we ' 
... trrrns out to be excitrsionar): 

The 'we ' con only exisr throtrgh the expdsion of the Others:?" 

This study points to the ways in which the coercive national exclusions work. not 

only to repress and exclude. but to produce dominant constructions of the desirable and 

deserving citizen and to define and enforce national boundarîes - boundaries which are 

not merely sovereign and territorial. but which rest centrally upon moral conceptions of 

desirablity and deservedness. Not ail non-citizens are excluded: some possess attri butes 

which facilitate their inclusion. An analytical preoccupation with identi@ing different 

rationales of govemance in the abstract does little to illuminate their moral dimensions or 

the ways in which their applications are differently distributed along the lines of race. 

ethnicity. nationality. citizenship. gender, class. etc. 

The moral dimension of national exclusions hinges upon the distinction between 

'deserving' and 'undeserving'. 'desirable' and 'undesirable'. As with the distinction 

between the deserving and undeserving poor in the context of social welfare provision. 

the distinct ions between the deserving and undeserving rehgee. and the desirable and 

undesirable immigrant have the dual consequence of rnoralising the categories and 

legitimising differential treatment according to these moralised categories.j9 The moral 

- 
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element of these categories "...involves any normative judgement that some conduct is 

intrinsically bad. wong or immoral. It is an important supplement that moralising 

discourses frequently invoke some utilitarian consideration linking the immoral practice 

to some form of h a m ~ . ' ~ ~  As such. this "dividing practiceo4' plays a key rofe in the 

production and reproduction of borders and boundaries. including national ones. 

A central technology in the operationalisation of this exclusionary 'dividing 

practice' is -crime'. The operation of 'crime as sign' in the construction and enforcement 

of. in this case. national borders and boundaries provides a valuable insight into the 

productive power of crime and victim discourses and the ways in which the construction 

of crime and criminality is inflected by such catagories as race. gender and class. 

As explained by Alison Young. the processes of criminalization and victimization 

are retated in dichotomous opposition and work together to produce -the community' and 

different representations thereof. In this view. this production of communities requires 

the continuous and repeated -sacrifice' o f  the threatening outsider. the -outlawo. Young's 

observations regarding this process in the particular context of the nation are particularly 

relevant to this study; 

The construction of a community founded upon the expulsion of textual 
outlaws ... requires the establishment of borders and boundaries. Beyond 
the boundary can be identified the outlaw. within the community exist the 
members of the community atternpting to 'lead their lives fiee from fear 
and in relative security' ... The localism of crime necessitates the nomadism 
of the law's response. ... Prediction becomes a major bulwark of the 
community's fight against crime; for prediction can suggest future 
locations of the boundary ... Locating crime. piming it down. becomes a 
major preoccupation of the cnmino-legal cornplex. Where crime is 
located. the border can be strengthened. As crime is deemed continually to 
take new fonns, new borders corne into crisis. requiring rei nforcement and 
vigilance ... 

Sorne borders are easily identified: immigration law establishes the nation 



as a discrete community which is wlnerable to flooding by individuals 
from other countries. The recent development of a specific f o m  of 
[immigration] policing ... testifies to the increasing investment in and 
anxiety about the (in)vulnerability of the nation. Recent years have seen 
the intersection of  cnrninal law. immigration policy and the criminal 
justice systern in dealing with immigrants through detention and 
deponation." 

Governing through crime is accompanied by its corollary. governing through 

~ictimization. and victimhood has increasing become a new basis for inclusionary claims 

to citizenship; 

Crime control becomes a matter of minimizing the risk of victimization. 
... Passivity. for the victim. is initially unavoidable in that crime. like illness. 
happens to the individual. with ail the force and randomness of circumstance. 
Agency can be regained. ... if the individual rejects such passivity and takes up a 
rofe in the prevention of crime. In this way. citizenship is acquired. As an active 
social agent. the citizen will fit locks and bolts to doors and windows. avoid dark 
streets and purchase alarm systems. If everyone is a victim. than everyone has a 
part to play in the struggle against crime."' 

In the context of the formation. defence and reproduction of national borders and 

boundaries. it is the nation-state (and by extension the nation's 'public') that is 

constructed as the pnrnary victim of the foreign crime problem and it  is the state. as 

victim. that must be vigilant and proactive in the struggle against crime and criminals. 

A stark example of the deployment of criminality and victim discourses. and the 

' dividing practice' which pits the .deserving0 against the 'undeserving '. in the 

construction and fortification of national boundaries through restrictive immigration law 

and policy is provided by a 1997 issue of the International Journal, published by the 

Canadian Institute of International Affairs. The cover of this issue promised two articles 

on "The New Slave Trade". The first. written by joumalist Daniel StofTman. bears the 

title '-Making Room for Real Refugees'' and the second. written by former immigration 

"Young. lmagining Crime. 1 99620 



and Refugee Board Member and Canadian diplomat William Bauer is entitled "Refugees. 

Victims or ~ i l l e r s " . ~  

Historically specific constructions of crime and criminalis are. to varying 

degrees. necessarily inflected by race. as they are by gender. class. nationality. and 

morality: "[Tjhe body of crime is k i n g  continually reconfigured as ferninine. black. 

Young. homosexual. matemal and on and on. Such a process does not and cannot end."" 

It is through these never-ending productive processes of exclusion that these variables are 

translated into national policies and practices of exciusion. 

IX) The Foundational Exclusions of Liberal Law 

In the continuing eflorts to theorize race and racisrn without resort to conventional 

structural analyses. some scholars have located a foundational exclusionary dynarnic 

within Iiberal law itself. Peter Fitzpatrick has considered the dynamics of negation in the 

context of liberal law. However. unlike scholars Iike Young who concentrate on 

'exclusion'. Fitzpatrick seeks to understand both the inclusions and exclusions of law. In 

his view. the constituent force of liberal law is the constant effort to borh negate and 

include: the outsider is called on to be the same yet at the same time is constructed as 

different and excluded. This dynamic issues out of. what Fitzpatrick terms. the 

'mythology' of modem law. 

Liberal law. while appealing to transcendence and universality. is necessarily 

historically specific and particular. Fitzpatrick proposes that this central contradiction 

(between the universal and the particular) can only be reconciled by considering the 

transcendence of law as myth and the ways in which the mythology of modem law is 

continuously constituted through negations; 

Thus modem law emerges. in a negative exaltation. as universal in 
opposition to the particular. as unified in opposition to the diverse. as 
omnicornpetent in contrast to the incompetent. and as controlling of what 

"41nrernurional Joztrnal. Vol. 52. No.4. Autumn 1 997 
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has to be controlled ... Law is imbued with this negative transcendence in its 
own myth of ongins where it is imperiously set against certain 'others' 
who concentrate the qualities it  oppose^.“^ 

While law claims universality. it simultaneously effects closure; it is a 'fixed 

pointThe %xed point' of law is constituted in part through the opposition of savagery 

and civility. Fitzpatnck argues that the inciusionary liberal legal principles of equality and 

universality. which stand in opposition to racism. actually work "irnport racism into 

 la^".'^ As observed by Fitzpatrick. the western liberal subject and liberal legality are 

constituted through the negation of the 'other', the myth-ridden and uncivilized savage. In 

this view. savagery is an ever present feature of  liberal law: it is outside of law. but 

always proximate to law. ln this way racism is necessarily a key term in the operations of 

liberal law?' 

One final insight drawn from Fitzpatrick's analysis of liberal law is important to 

this thesis. Discretion is a key component in the reconciliation of the universality and 

particuiarity of liberal law. In this view. discretion is erected as an oppositional bamer to 

fixity: if fixity doesn't exist. then either does discretion. The discretion/law dichotomy is 

Abpeler Fitzpatrick. The Mythology of Modern Law. London: Routledge. 1992: 1 O 

4 7 Peter Fitzpatrick, "Racism and the Innocence of Law" Journal of Law and Society. 
Vol. 1 4.  No. 1. Spring 1 987: 1 19 
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a thus a central constitutive feature of the mythology of modem law. Fitzpatrick framss 

this issue in tenns of what he refers to as the mythic mutuality of law and administration: 

*'[I]t is because of the particularist and pervasive powers of administration that the mle of 

law can be maintained in al1 its aspects of universality and equality and seen as marking 

out fields for free action ... Administration is the necessary 'dark side' of  la^.'^^ This 

thesis incorporates this insight by contributine to the deconstruction of the law/discretion 

dichotomy and by considering the practical role of discretionary power in accomplishing 

national e.uclusions. 

X) Chapter Outline 

Chapter Two provides an overview of the contemporary literature relating to 

law/discretion and considers the limitations imposed by the dichotomous opposition of 

law and discretion in the context of Canadian Immigration detention decision-making 

policy and practices. It proposes that the analytical limits imposed by this dichotomy can 

be avoided by considering discretion as a form of power. Chapter Three provides an 

overview of the shifts in the governance of exclusionary Immigration law and policy tiorn 

the 1952 Immigration Act up to. and including, the 1976 Immigration Act. I t  pays 

particular attention the role of discretion and the rise of criminality concems in national 

exclusions. Chapter Four examines the nse of 'risk-thinking' in the particular context of 

refugee law and policy in the 1980s and details the reconstruction of the -desen;ing 

refugee' to the 'undeserving' and inherently 'risky' refugee claimant. Chapter Five 

documents the emergence of the rationale of risiddanger as the dominant mode of 

governing immigration penality. This rationale. constituted primarily through crime and 

criminality discourses, is seen to merge with broader neo-liberai concems with 'system 

integrity' and welfare fraud. The concrete effects of these developments are examined 

through a case study of the reconstruction and regulation of Somali refugees living in 

Toronto in the mid-1990s. 

"Fi tzpatrick. The Myrhology of Modern Lmv 1 992: 1 54 



Chapter Six examines the 

permanent residents deemed to be 

legislation is held to represent the 

1995 extension of ministerial discretion to esclude 

a -danger to the public' under Bill C a .  This piece of 

political and legal manifestation of a powerful shi ft in 

the govemance of Immigration penality in which 'criminality' concems have merged \vith 

-security' concerns and have emerged as the dominant rationale of govemance in this 

field. Chapter Seven documents the emergence of exclusionary Immigration la%. policl- 

and practices as a central and largely taken-for-granted mechanism of national crime 

control. It details the range of enforcement-orisnted developments and initiatives which 

have proliferated in the off'icial efforts to crack down on the 'problem' of the criminal 

immigrant. Chapter Eight describes and examines the carceral conditions and penal 

practices of Immigration detention at Celebrity Inn. the Immigration Holding Centre in 

Mississauga. This study closes with an epilogue which reflects upon the future of 

immigration detention in Canada. 



Chapter Two 

Dunking the Doughnut: 

Law, Discretion and Sovereign Power 

Discrrrion. like the hoie in ri doiïghnlct. does not rxist except as  an urea le$ opet? @ +  u 
sicrroicnding beit of restriction' 

1) Introduction 

This ofien cited 'doughnut analogy' of Ronald Dworkin neatly encapsulates the 

conventional view of discretion. Three main assumptions are embedded in this vie~v - 
that law is the primary instrument of social regulation. that discretion is a residual 

category of law' and that this discretion is exercised by individuals who. though 

influenced in a wide variety of ways. are essentially autonomous. While recent scho lady 

analjeses of discretion have begun to unsettle this conventional view. its core assumptions 

nonetheless continue to underpin political discussions and policy debates to such an 

extent that it sets the parameters of imagined policy and legislative reforms related to its 

use. This is the case despite contemporary and historical experiences which cast some 

doubt on the potential of law to effectively address the 'problem' of  discretion. 

This chapter aims to contribute to the unsettling of this conventional view of 

discretion and introduces an alternative understanding of discretionary power. the 

understanding which informs the this thesis as a whole. It begins with a critical review of 

the academic literature on discretion. paying particular attention to the liberal 

assumptions identified above. Reflecting a belief in the importance of conrexruul analysis. 

i t  then discusses the uses of discretion in the context of the administration of a body of 

law in which discretion is particularly important but has not been rnuch examined - the 

enforcement provisions of the Canadian Immigration Act (forthwith referred to as the 

Act). particularly with respect to the detention. release and removal provisions. Current 

legal. activist and political debates around discretion and detention are then discussed in 

' Ronald Dworkin "Judicial Discretion" 60 J. Philosophy 1 963:624 



the light of the 1997-1998 legislative review on Canadian immigration law and policp in 

general and of the subsequent parliamentary hearings on the specific issues of 

immigration detention and removai. The chapter ends with some reflections on how one 

might avoid. conceptually and methodologically. the conventional view of discretion and 

the Iimited legislative and policy reforms which an acceptance of this view entail. 

Discretion has long been the focus of scholarly and policy related discussion and 

analysis in the field of criminal justice. Much attention has been paid to the uses of the 

discretionary powers of judges. prosecutors and the police. Surprisingly. despite the 

obvious cornparisons between the enforcement powers related to the Act and those related 

to the Criminal Code. little analytical attention has k e n  paid to the wide scope of 

discretionary powers accorded to immigration offlcials. particularty with respect to their 

broad powers of arrest. detention and deportation. 

This is due. in significant part. to the analytical preoccupation with judicial 

settings that issues out of the dominant liberal legal paradigm and to the acceptance that 

the rights normally central to that paradigm are not applicable to non-citizens seeking 

admission to Canada. Clearly. whenever the law delegates discretionq powers which 

permit the abrogation of fundamental liberal rights and freedoms the issue is of particular 

concem. When this abrogation entails the application of extrerne and coercive bodily 

sovereign sanctions. as is the case with immigration detention and deportation decision- 

making. the issue of discretion becomes that much more compelling. 

This chapter hopes to demonstrate the analytical value of shedding the 

conventional view of the relation of discretion and law in favour of the alternative 

approach taken in this thesis. Rather than considering discretion as the absence of 

gotpemance. discretion is considered here as a powerful f o m  ofgovernance. one which 

facilitates the translation of certain social concerns into exclusionas, immigration law and 

policy and sovereign and coercive practices. 

Discretion has always been a key component of the administration of Canadian 

immigration law and policy. exempt to a startling degree from the eyes of the courts and 

the public. The esercise of this discretion has been inflected by shifiing. historically 



specific discourses. In the past. discretionary powers facilitated the exclusion of Iarge 

numbers of people on a variety of different discriminatory grounds that today are no 

longer judged to be socially or legally legitirnate. As is argued in this thesis. in the present 

day. social concerns about criminality. inflected and constituted in varying degrees b>- 

racism and nationalisrn. provide the basis and justification for exclusionan immigration 

policies to a degree unprecedented in Canadian history. 

This chapter begins by unsettling the conventional view of discretion and thereb'. 

sets the srage for the empirical and analytical exploration that follows. 

II) The Conventional Legal View o f  Discretion and the Emergence o f  Alternative 

Approaches 

IF'hen hi. ends. discretion begins. and ihe exercise of discretion m q  mmn eirher 
heneficence or tyranny, eitherjlrsiice or injustice. eilher reusonuhfcnc.ss or 

trnreasonablenes~ 

For the most part. contemporary legal theorking on discretion continues to reflect 

the liberal preoccupation with the rule of law. The conventional view of discretion 

expresses the liberal legal conceit that discretion is the unruly shadow of law: a space 

which is to varying degrees unconstrained by legal or legalistic d e s .  In this space. 

essentially autonomous individuals 'freely' make decisions that ideally reflect rational. 

reasonable and objective calculations and aim to apply general legal rules to individual , 

cases. A standard dictionary defines discretion as -rhe power or right to decide or act, 

according to one's own judpment or choice.'" In the context of the administration of 

public law and policy. the ' freedom to choose' of autonomous decision-makers is detïned 

in natural opposition to the constraints irnposed by legal rules. Indeed the same dictionan 

defines 'arbitrariness'. the most prevalent concern associated with discretionan. decision- 

'~nizman. Phi 1 i p. ed.. A Catalogue of Discretionary Powers in the Reviscd Stutrc/es oj' 
Canada. 1970. Ottawa'. Law Reforrn Commission of Canada. 1975: preface 
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making. as: '-subject only to individual will or judgement. without restriction: contingent 

only on one's discretion: an arbitrary decision ... having unlimited power: uncontrolled or 

unrestricted by law: despotic: tyrannical ...".' The idea of discretion is thus heavily 

inflected with liberal assumptions and ideals reiating to the power of law. autonomy and 

freedom of choice. Whether discretion is regarded benevolently or critically. its essential 

and inextricable binary relationship to law is largely taken for granted. 

Ronald Dworkin theorized judicial discretion. As already noted. his -doughnut 

analogy' expresses a view of discretion which rests upon the opposition of law and 

discretion.' This view assumes. in its most extreme forrn. that law and discretion are 

discrete and distinct entities that are negatively correlated: more law means Iess discretion 

and less discretion means more law. Discretion is regarded and treated as a residual 

category. existing only in the absence of law. It also implies that discretion is itself a 

rather uninteresting space. a -hole in the doughnut'. and that the only meaningful 

constraint on discretion is law. 

In her work on discretion. Nicola Lacey challenges and seeks to unsettle the 

dominance of the legal paradigm which she defines as fotlows: 

... the subjection of areas of human conduct and practice to regulation 
according to clear. prospective. publicly announced general rules or rule- 
like standards. Problems are typically seen as arising fiom ambiguities or 
'gaps' in the d e s .  calling for clearer interpretations or further legislation 

' Random House 1987: 107 
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For fear of misrepresenting Dworkin's conception of discretion. it should be mentioned 
that in fact. Dworkin's conceptualization of discretion aimed to complicate and challenge 
this viea. by proposing that even where there is no explicit laws or rules which govem a 
decision. the constraining reach of the legal pnnciples of the nile of law extends well 
beyond the written laws. Dworkin's account of discretion actually explains a\*-m 
discretion by arguing ultimately that discretion by its very nature is subject to its own 
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discretion. Judicial decision-making is always constrained by legal principles. Despite 
this positivistic departure, Dworkin's conception of discretion still rests upon its binary 
opposition to law: the only difference is the expansive way in which he defines -law'. 



or quasi-legal action. Disputes are seen as calling for resolution on the 
basis of given rules and according to standards of due process. This 
approach is closely associated with the ideal of the 'rule of law' and hence 
with liberalism as a doctrine of political morality.' 

In the current political debates on discretionary decision-making in the 

administration of detentions and removals . critics repeatedly voice their concems about 

the prevalence of arbitrary and inconsistent decision-making occasioned by broad 

aliocations of discretionary powers. Cntics charge that arbitrary decision-making. that is 

decision-making that is not guided by law or  rules. allows for the influence of racism. 

sexism. hornophobia and other discriminatory and irrelevant considerations in the making 

of a decision. For many. the solution seems logically to lie in the creation and application 

of more rules. Indeed. this is the approach given strong expression in a major recent 

report discussed below. Arguably. current political thinking on these matters hasn't 

rnoved much past the 1960s. when discretion re-emerged as a 'problem'. 

In the 1960s. discretion was increasingly regarded by legal scholars as a serious 

real and potential threat to individual justice. Discretion becarne increasingly understood 

as synonyrnous with tyranny and caprice - until that time. discretion had been generally 

regarded benevolently. as a 'humanizing' device to permit the generat rules of law to be 

adapted to the separate circumstances of  individual cases. One of the first major critiques 

of discretionary administrative decision-making was written by an American layer .  

Kenneth Culp Davis. His major and influential work Discretionar), Justice: A 

Preliminuq~ Inquiry '. published in 1969. issued out of his important insight that justice 

for individuals is adrninistered more outside the courts than in them. Ratner than as a 

cIear cut binary. Davis conceptualised the relationship between discretion and law in 

terrns of a scale or continuum - with absolute discretion at one end and absolute law on 

6N icola L a c q  "The Jurisprudence of  Discretion: Escaping the Legal Paradigm" in Kei t h 
Hawkins (ed.) The Uses of Discreîion. 1992:362 
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the other. Davis was concerned with the potential for injustice associated witli 

discretionan; administrative decision-making. While he acknowiedged the need for 

discretion in order to achieve individualised justice. he argued that the extent of discretion 

wielded by public officiais was too vast. His proposais aimed to eliminate 'unnecessq' 

discretion and limit. constrain and structure 'necessary' discretion. He advocated the use 

of precise rules to 'confine' discretion thereby "eliminating and limiting discretionan 

power ... fixing the boundaries and keeping discretion within them."g Discretion is a 

problem for Davis only when it is inadequately regulated by mies. 

In many respects. Davis' work echoed though modified the arguments made by 

A.V. Dicey in 191 5 regarding the choice facing democratic societies between 'ordinac' 

law and couns and 'arbitrary' and discretionary powers of public servants.' Dicey 

associated discretion with a rb i t rq  might and coercion: discretion in his view \vas the 

'antithesis of law'. It stands in direct opposition to the conventionaf view of the mie of 

law which dictates that people should be governed by laws not by arbitra? individual 

decisions. 

Dicey's was the dominant traditional view of discretion in the Iate 19th and early 

30th centuq. With the rise of the welfare state, this view was replaced by the more 

benevolent view until the 1960s when Davis and many others began to return to these 

preoccupations. Discretion was then again viewed as the antimony of the rule of law. 

Discretion was associated with tyranny. arbitrariness and caprice whereas the rule of law , 

assures certainty. faimess and consistency. As such, discretion has tended to be 

constructed as a problern to be acted upon: to be eradicated. constrained. Iimited or 

structured. From the conventional liberal legal perspective. discretion poses particular 

problems when it threatens individual rights and individual justice. Accordingly. as put 

by Lacey. "..the issue of control is often represented in terms of the protection of the 

X Davis. Discrerionup Jlisrice, 1 969: 55 
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individual from state or bureaucratic abuse."" While most acknowledge that its presence 

is necessary, indeed inevitable. given the complexity and diversity of the administration 

of the modem liberal state - nonetheless. its use (or abuse) has. since the 1960s. been a 

rnatter of growing concem. 

Not only are laws and rules considered to be the only meaningful check on 

discretion but where there is a 'gap' in them. i t  is assumed that the individual decision- 

maker is afforded the opportunity to flex their essential autonomy and to be. to varying 

degrees. 'free to chooss' between possible alternatives. Davis' definition of discretion is 

still widely cited. despite its generality: "A public official has discretion whenever the 

effective limits on his [sic] power leave him [sic] free to make a choice arnong possible 

courses of action or inaction." " Generally speaking. most definitions of discretion rest 

upon the liberal assumption that the decision-making subject is fundamentally and 

inherently autonomous and that discretionary decision-making is thus a matter of (free) 

choice - even if it is a choice which is guided by extemal influences. 

A succinct esample of this traditional view is provided by H.C. Black. who 

asserted in 1968 that agents who exercise their discretion. do so "according to the dictates 

of their own judgement and conscience. uncontrolled by the judgement and conscience of 

others." " As put by Bell: 

(A)lmost any definition of discretion starts with the notion of choice ... 
.The central aspect of this notion of choice is ... the degree of self- 
determination which the actor possesses as a consequence of the 
responsibility which he [sic] has for achieving the success of a 
particular enterprise. Tied closely with this aspect is the freedom the actor 

"Ibid ... 4 
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has from external constraints. '' 

While the debates around the issue of discretion in the context of administrative 

decision-makinq reveal that these three assumptions (the primacy of law: law/discretion: 

and autonomy and choice) are still firmly undertie public and political debates and policl. 

recommendations. recent scholarship on the issue of discretion reveals that these 

assumptions are b e g i ~ i n g  to be scmtinized and challenged. This study aspires to 

contribute to this more recent literature by developing and applying an historicaily 

sensitive. discursively oriented. social and political analysis of the exclusionary uses 

discret ionary power in the development and en forcement of Canadian immigration lau 

and policy. 

In Davis' acceptance of  the discretiodiaw dichotomy. Davis' solution to the 

'problem' of discretion was to make administrative decision-making more rule bound and 

legalistic. assuming not only that rules and laws entai1 no element of discretion but also 

that the imposition of d e s  will necessarily result in increased individual justice. These 

assurnptions reflect the more general and pervasive liberal legal conceit concerninf the 

importance of the mle of law to the anainment of individual justice. It is assumed that 

procedural justice necessarily translates into substantive justice. Further. Davis' work 

continues the longstanding preoccupation of liberal legal thinkers with indirid~rcrl justice. 

D.J. Galligan. in his substantial study of legal discretion takes issue with a number of 

Davis- arguments. Central among these is his important observation that Davis escludes 

any consideration of policy-making in his definition of discretion. As put by Galligan. 

polit).-making is "..the very heart of  the discretionary process"" This view is shared by 

Peter Manning who observes that policy, like legal rules. acts "...as one of  the constraints 

"John Bell "Discretionary Decision-Making a Jurisprudential View" in Hawkins (cd.) 
The D'ses of Discretion. 1 992 :93 
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in the context or field within which individual decisions have to be made."" 

The law/discretion dichotomy expressed in Dicey's work and reasserted by Davis 

has also been increasingly subjected to critical scrutiny. Contemporq critical scholars 

now increasingly acknowledge that there is indeed no clear distinction between discretion 

and law. The law-discretion dichotomy has been increasingly unsettled though not totally 

undermined. Legal scholars concede that Iaws and their application are suffused with 

discretion and that administrative discretion is in fact extensively curbed by rules. As put 

by Madame Justice Beverly McLachlin: "Things are not as simple as Dicey perceived 

them. The law is not as certain as he would have it. nor are administrators as arbitrary."'6 

Lacey summarises the limitations of studies of discretion which derive from the 

legal paradigm. She argues that the legai scholarship on discretion tends to emphasise 

legal views and legal solutions over administrative ones. It is preoccupied with studying 

discretion in adjudicative settings and rests on a firm belief in the courts and adjudicative 

procedures. Emphasis tends to be placed on the importance of judicial review which in 

turn leads to an overemphasis on procedural justice at the expense of substantive justice. 

As Lacey points out, injustice can occur ( as indeed can substantive justice) despite 

procedural controis. Ultimately. Lacey objects to the tradition of  analytical jurisprudence. 

such as that engaged in by Dworkin. which tends to "...reinterpet the nature of the world 

by essentially imposing legal or quasi-legal categories of thought."" It is in light of these 

criticisms that Lacey calls for an interdisciplinary. pluralist approach to the study of 

discretion: an approach which views discretion in the context of  legal. economic. political 

and social power. 

K-Hawkins "Using Legal Discretion" in Keith Hawkins (ed) The C'ses of Discretion. 
Oxford: Clarendon Press. 1992: 28 
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Joel Handler is a legal scholar who. hke Davis. is concerned about the potential 

for injustice which discretionary decision-making brings in tow. However. Handler does 

not share Davis' optimism regarding the effectiveness of legal or 'law-like' rules to 

govem discretion and thus maximize individual justice. Neither does Handler share 

Davis' view of the inherent threat of discretion. Rather. Handler analyses how 

--discretionary authority can be hamessed to advance social policy by serving the needs of 

powerless groups." '' Handler is particularly attentive to the question of unequal pouer 

relations and unequal resources in the context of discretionary decision-making. He 

makes the obvious. but surprisingly rare. observation that solutions which cal1 for more 

rule of la\\-. more legality. more due process are of limited application "... especially since 

procedural due process protections are such a problematic remedy for the vast majority of 

dependent persons." '" Handler argues that discretion is inevitable and that "..as long as 

large social agencies are serving and regulating the disadvantaged. then the problems of 

unfair power in the exercise of discretion must be addre~sed."'~. 

Discretion is ultimately a political issue. not simply a legai one. Lome Sossin's 

work on discretion. administration and the welfare state shares Handler's concem with 

identifjing ways of making the use of discretion in administrative contexts more 

responsive to the needs of the disadvantaged. Sossin. like Handler. is concemed to 

identi- ways in which discretion can be employed to advance the interests of the 

disadvantaged. As put by Sossin: 

Discretion represents an important and long undervalued means of 
integrating human relations into the administration of public authority.The 
question is not whether to allow discretion (because it is both endemic and 
indispensable to the fitnctioning of the welfare state), but rather what kind 
of discretion should be fostered. and whose participation should be 

"Keith Hawkins (ed.) The Uses of Discretion. 1992: 292 
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sought." 

Sossin is dismayed with the -depoliticization' of the public sphere. He calls for the 

increased democratisation of administration by engaging the public in its processes. The 

problem with public administration. in Sossin's judgement. is that it is "closed off to [the 

public] as a conduit of political participation"." Sossin finds Dworkin's -hole in the 

doughnut' analogy unsatisfactory. in its place he oflers up a 'sponge'. He States: 

I find the emptiness in the centre of the doughnut an uncompelling 
representation for discretion's porous potential. Discretion is shaped by tàr 
more than the formal legal structures which surround and legitimate it .... ln 
a sponge. there are a vanety of holes and substance in between. and the 
two are impossible to detangle. The sponge. however. can absorb and 
retain the fluids with which it cornes into contact. This is how I believe the 
relationship between discretion and law ought to be viewed - not simply as 
a particular form of authonty - but as a potential forum for politics.'" 

Sossin advocates the pursuit of a 'communicative comrnunity' in the Habermasian 

sense However. he. like Handler. is cognizant of the effects of unequal resources and 

positions of dependency on the attainment. or at least the approximation of the ideal of an 

inclusive. communicative public sphere. As he puts it, "[Wlhile Habermas was surely 

right when he asserted that '[mloney and power can neither buy nor compel solidarity and 

meaning'. they certainly can and do skew the communicative potential of a contemporap. 

public ~phere."'~ Sossin's attention to material inequalities is important. It should 

houever be noted that there is in Sossin an enormous assumption that greater popular 

involvement equals greater justice. 

The legal conceit expressed by Dworkin's doughnut analogy has resulted in rnost 

" Lome Sossin. "Redistributing Democracy: n Inquiry into Authority. Discretion and the 
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attention being focused on the 'surrounding belt of restriction' rather than the -hole' of 

discretion. Sossin argues that only by revealing the artificiality of the legal and politicai 

isolation of discretion can its 'transfomative' potential be realised. In recent years there 

has been a growing interest in discretion-centred studies (as opposed to 'law-/rule- 

centred' ). This is a positive development. Lace? argues that tradi tional legal approaches 

to law. and their tendency to treat discretion as a residuaI category. has meant that 

relatively little attention has been paid to how decisions are actually made and \vhen 

attention has k e n  paid to actual decision-making it has tended to focus on judicial 

discretion and judicial review. 

Studies of 'how decisions are actually made' in other than judiciat settings. have 

tended to corne from the social sciences. Where legal scholarship has tended to privilege 

the law side of the dichotomy. social scientists have tended to focus on the discretion side 

privileging. in the process. social forces. In this. social science studies contribute to the 

gradua1 'de-centring' of law by denying its essential primacy and by focussing analjtical 

attention on 'extra-legal' or 'non-legal' influences on discretionary decision-making in 

particular contexts. The dividing line between law and discretion has been rendered less 

definite and the primacy of law less certain. however. the fundamental binary remains 

intact. 

Social scientific approaches to discretion tend to emphasize that discretion is 

shaped by a myriad of so-called -extra-legal' or 'non-legal' forces: that mles/law are but 

one of many possible constraints or influences on discretionary decision-making. While 

not really escaping the dichotomy. these studies do contribute to the gradua1 de-centring 

of lau in the public. political and academic spheres. They seek to shifi attention away 

from law and focus on the 'extra-legat' influences on discretionary decision-making. 

They acknowledge and take seriously the proposition that. contrary to the impression 

conveyed by Dworkin. legal rules are not the only important or effective constraints on 

discretion. As put by Bell. 

(F)ar from king the uninteresting 'hole' in legal regulation. discretion is 
the centrepiece of the institutional edifice to which legal niles play a 
subservient role of setting the boundaries ... the importance of legal controls 



must be viewed in relation to other social controls which operate in a 
panicular area."" 

N'hile social scientists might be faulted for underestimating the influence of 

la\v/niies in discretionary decision-making. the contributions which they have made 

regarding the uctlrul uses of discret ion are iliuminating. Further. where legal scholars 

have attended to actual uses of discretion. they have tended to focus on adjudication and. 

as noted by Galanter. this focus on adjudication is '- ... vastly disproportionate to its 

prominence as a source of ru le^."'^ Traditionally. social scientists had been more 

interested in law and justice olrtside the courts. AIthough. as observed by Hawkins. over 

the last 25 years sociologists. cnminologists and political scientists have k e n  

increasingly interested in discretion in legal decision-making." For example. an 

important contribution was provided by D. McBamett who observed that discretion is not 

only present in legal decision-making. but it is in actuality,fi~nc~iou for the legal system 

in that it allows for the management of the lack of fit between legal rhetoric and reality." 

Lacey also observes that social scientists have shed light on other uses of discretion. for 

example: obscuring the lack of consensus or arnbiguity about oflicial policy: pre-empting 

the use of formal legal controls; or bestowing political and administrative power such as 

that wielded by immigration decision-makers." 

Some social scientists have approached discretionary decision making as a form 

-+S --John Bell. "Discretionary Decision-Making: A Jurisprudential View'. in Hawkins 
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of administrative behaviour. One strain of analysis from this functionalist perspective is 

called the 'rational actor model' or 'classical rational model' of decision-making. This 

perspective assumes a fundamentally rational. free-thinking and autonomous conception 

of the individual decision-making agent. In this view. decisions are made in order to 

achieve the goals of an organization usine the k s t  availabie information. As described by 

Hawkins. in this view a decision '* A s  treated as a choice made by an individual based on 

unproblematic 'factors' or 'criteria' which may be deduced from the creation of a putative 

relationship between observed input (information) to a decision-maker and obssnred 

output."" The usual criticisms of this approach are that: it assumes a congnirnce 

betw-een the interests of the decision-maker and those of the organization: it assumes a 

clear and unproblematic and singular organizational goal or set of goals: and it assumes 

that decisions are made by autonornous individuals who are unconstnined by any other 

factors or influences. The h l 1  implications of this 1 s t  criticism are rarely explored. 

namely that the fundamental premise of 'choice' and 'autonomy' belies an uncritical and 

taken-for granted understanding of individual subjectivity: a criticism which. as we have 

seen. bedevils liberal legal analyses as well. 

Additionally. the rational actor model thus fails to consider other 'non- 

organizational' factors which guide and shape discretionary decision-making. Influenced 

by this criticism. many social scientists have become increasingly interested in the 

importance of the broader context of decision-making and the various social, economic. 

political and legal factors which may guide (or shape or limit or determine - depending on 

your perspective) discretion. An expression of an extremely deterministic analyses of 

discretionary decision-making is provided by M. P. Baumgartner who asserts 

provocatively that discretion is a myth." 

Baumgartner proposes that the legal view that laws are the only meaningful 

"'Keith Hawkins. "The Use of Legal Discretion: Perspectives from Law and Social 
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constraint on discretion has obscured the role of s~cial  forces in constraining or shaping 

discretion. Baumgartner speaks of 'social laws' which she argues determine 

administrative discretionary decision-making in an extremely predictable and consistent 

fashion. She even asserts that social 'laws' result in more certainty that legal d e s  

because social laws are general and transcend time and jurisdiction. In Baumgartner's 

view. due to the hnctioning of social laws. discretion is synonymous with discrimination. 

Baumgartner. like Dworkin. presents an extreme anaiysis of discretion. however where 

Dworkin assumes the expansive and deterministic nature of legal laws. Baumgartner 

substitutes social iaws. 

There is notv as well a substantial social science literature that has focused 

specifically on police discretion. Most of these studies are preoccupied with identifiing 

the -factors' that affect the uses made of the discretionary decision-making of the police 

and with measuring their relative statistical importance. Unlike the more 'naturalistic' 

approaches mentioned above. these studies do little in the way of critically esamining the 

fundamental assumption of the autonomous decision-maker. Discretion is understood to 

mean -freedom to make choices' or p w e r  to choose'. For example. the policing 

literature on discretion subscribes for the most part to a 'rule-based' conception of and 

framework for. actionJ2: just as we have seen with the legal analyses. the world of 

decision-making becomes divided into 'legal' and 'extra-legal' criteria which influence 

police decisions. in particular the decision whether or not to lay a charge. As summarised 

in a recent text on Canadian policing: 

Ultirnately the police must have the discretion to decide whether or not to 
lay a charge. The question is which critena the police will use when 
enforcing the law. not whether they will use discretion. Very simply. the 
criteria police use can be ciassified into four groups: criteria relating to the 
offence. criteria reiating to the offender. criteria relating to the offker and 
criteria relating to the setting in which the ofyence was committed. A few 
of these criteria. such as the sexiousness of the offence and the avaiiability 
of evidence are appropriate critena as demonstrated by the fact that the? 

" ~ h e  term 'rule-based conception of action' is borrowed from C. Shearing and R. Ericson 
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are authot-ised by law: however. many other criteria police use. such as the 
sex. race and sexual orientation of the offender. are prohibited by law and 
therefore should not be used by police. j3 

Clearly. the rule-based conception of decision-making is penrasive in the pol king 

literature and with it. the uncritical acceptance of the very notion of -freedorn to make 

choices' and the underlying assumption about the inherent autonomy of individual 

subjectivity ~vhich such notions presuppose. Also endemic is the zero sum concept of 

rules and discretion: more niles means less discretion and vice versa. The following 

obsen-ation made in a recent text on policing is typical: "The fewer the rules about 

handling incidents and situations. the more discretion officers have"" Furthemore. most 

of the research in this area is quantitative. preoccupied with identifj4ng and measuring the 

relative statistical importance of different 'legaial' and 'extra-legal'criteria on police 

officers' discretionary decision-making. The inherently autonomous decision-making 

agent is taken for granted. 

A provocative departure from the conventional preoccupations of this particular 

field of study is provided by Shearing and Ericson. They. like Manning. make use of 

ethnomethodological insights and semiotics in their analysis of police action and culture. 

Shearing and Ericson bring to the discussion an attention to the construction of 

subjectivities and the role of cultural narratives in this construction thereby challenging 

what they term the 'hegemony of the rule-based paradigm'. As put by the authors: 

In studying policing. sociologists have exarnined the fit between legal 
d e s .  viewed as instructions, and police decisions. Typically they report 
that police oGcers deviate from these legal instructions Jnstead of using 
these findings to question the rule-based paradigm. however. they have 
accepted as axiomatic the belief that al1 action is rule generated and 
concl uded that there must be some other set of rules that is generating 

"R. Stansfield. issues in Policing: A Canadian Perspecrive Toronto: Thompson 
Educational Publishing. Inc.. 1996: 129 
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police action." 

This observation is generally applicable to a large number of  sociological studies 

of administrative decision-making and indeed of  sociological studies in general. Attempts 

to identi S. ' law-li ke- or  ' mie-based' explanations of  decision-making are uidespread. 

Baumgartner's study discussed above provides a typical. albeit extreme- example of this. 

Shearing and Ericson attempt to provide a theoretically more sophisticated analysis of  

police agency - one that does not simply explain action bu reference to individual choics 

or (assurned) rules. In so doing. they bring the diffïcult questions of the constitution of 

subjectivities and the artful construction of realities to the fore. In this. their approach is 

similar to Manning's analyses of  administrative decision-making.'" 

Manning approaches the uses of discretion from a 'naturalistic' perspective. The 

naturalist approach attends to the importance of context in understanding the nature of  

discretion. It is concerned to study how decisions are actually made: the basis of these 

decisions and their meaning and significance to the agents who undenake them. 

Ho~vever. In this approach. decisions are not considered to be the product of individual 

choice or rational. autonomous judgement and planning. Rather. these social scientists 

have focused on the importance of  structures of rneaning ('frames') and contexts of 

decision-making (-horizons'). including organizational. social. political and economic. 

Manning. like Shearing and Ericson. is similarly opposed to rationalistic and 
\ 

individualistic views o f  discretion. Emerson and Paley's work on administrative decision- 

making" also shares ihis orientation. They observe that a case cannot be analysed 

independent11 of context: 'facts' and 'files' are 'artfully' assembIed and this involves 
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"...net only the construction. but the selective reconstniction of reality."" The 'naturalist' 

approach is strongly influenced by the insights of ethnomethodology and semiotics. It 

begins to esplore how decisions are tonstructed' as opposed to 'made' by decision- 

making agents. I t  complicates the generally taken-for-granted understanding of 

subjectivity and rationality. Moreover. it does not seek to identifir new .universals' to 

esplain decision-making but rather sees decision-making as an activity constructed by a 

rnyriad of shifting and d4mamic influences - influences which do not merely shape 

decisions but which actually constitute them. - 

III) Administration and Judicial Review 

In any policy discussion of discretionary administrative decision-making. the 

question ofjudicial review is frequently raised. Again. this preoccupation with judicial 

review is a further indication of the continuing dominance of the law/discretion 

opposition and its prevalence in public and political discourse. This is particularly 

relevant to the issue of  detention under the Canadian Immigration Act which pro\.ides the 

p r i m q  focus and example for this discussion of discretion. The debates around the 

question of immigration detention always include consideration of the extent of judicial 

revie\\. availabie as a potential check on the abuses of discretionary decision-making in 

this area. 

With respect to the question of judicial review. it has been observed that judicial 

self restraint is evident in al1 issues respecting immigration. national security and/or 

defence. The most extreme historical examples of this kind of restraint include the 

deference by the courts to the broad tracts of administrative discretion used by the state 

during \vanime: measures which were extreme, coercive and discriminatory This 

judicial deference subsided somewhat afier the war. however. it has been obsewed that 

the courts continue to be reluctant to intervene in administrative decision -making when 

the decisions rendered are related to questions of national security and public order: as 



put by Cowan. "...considerations of national security and public order still influence 

judicial review."'q Cowan goes on to note that while the courts maintain a 'residual' 

jurisdiction to ensure procedural fairness. they have held that 'rhe resolution of the 

conflict between national security and individual freedom was a non-justiciable issue. one 

for the Minister. who was responsible to Parliament alone. to decide?" 

An alternative approach to thinking about the relations between law. 

administration and discretion is developed by Peter Fitzpatrick- In contrast to treating the 

lirnited availability o f  the remedy of  judicial review for immigration decision-rnaking 

specificall>.. and indeed of administrative decision-making more generally. as a residual 

problem sternming from the inherent opposition and conflict between law and 

administration. Fitzpatrick examines this tension as a productive and positive one: one 

that resufts in the 'mythical mutuality' of law and administration. 

In his  work entitled The M.vhofogy of Modern ~mc'". Peter Fitzpatrick provides 

an account of the relation between law and administration that is panicularly compellin~. 

Fitzpatrick develops intriguing and persuasive analyses of the historical development of 

the relations between Iaw and administration and the apparent binary which they 

represent. Fitzpatrick argues that instead of an antinomy existing between law and 

administration. there is '-..an operative compatibility between them"." Fitzpatrick is 

responding here to the claims made by scholars. in particular by Unger. of 'the death of 

l a c .  Fitzpatrick observes that the standard story is that the rise of bureaucncies and 

espanded administration has led to increased inconsistency. increased discretion and 

reduced generality: in this tale "..[t]he rule of law - zs general in application. predictabie 

"J. G.Cowan. -'Recent Developments in Judiciai Review" Charter qf'dight-hrs ~ i n d  
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and autonomous - is thus ~ndennined. '~ '  

Fitzpatrick approaches the law as myth. Approached in this way. law and 

administration may be regarded as having a 'mythic rnutuality'. Fitzpatrick's argument is 

that administration and law are mutually. mythically. coherent. That is. the limits of each 

are supplemented by the reach of the other and. in the process. the mythical esistence of 

each is reaffirmed. In his words: 

... [the] pervasive and tentacular penetration [of administration] inevitably 
displaces or at least rnarginalizes taw Yet t h i s i s  on1y part of the story. If 
we consider the nature of modem administration itself. we find that it is 
bound by certain operative limits. It is in those very limits that the rule of 
law assumes a dynamic existence. one distinct from and opposing an 
administration to which it f o m s  a necessary supplement. Moreover. in this 
relation to administration. law itself is limited by and dependent on 
administration. A contradiction involved in which law and administration 
are integral and yet necessarily opposed. Law and administration in their 
mythic mutuality limit each other yet sustain the daim of each to be 
unlimited. ''' 

Fitzpatrick is taking issue with the widely held view that the demise of law 

originated in the late nineteenth centuy with the growth of extensive state administration. 

He rejects the view that administration has undermined law frorn the outside so to speak. 

arguing instead that the allegedly 'corrosive' effects of administration were in fact 

'integral' to modem law. 

Fitzpatrick explores Foucault's proposition that modemity entailed a shifi from ' 

sovereign legal power to disciplinary nile. Fitzpatrick argues that the conventional tale 

which holds that the rule of law. in al1 its certainty. predictability and generality. was 

'undermined' by an ever expanding administration characterised by discretion. 

particularity and variance. rather than evidencing the death or imminent demise of la\\.. 

actually speaks to its continued power and influence. His argument is that the rule of l au  

derives its very existence in contradistinction to the puticularistic and pervasive powers- 



of administration. Thus. it is not simply that law has been displaced to the rnargins or the 

periphery '- ... confined to some largely symbolic or procedural oversight of  the operation 

of administration" but in fact. it is precisely because of these particularistic and penasive 

Towers of administration -'...that the rule of law can be maintained in its aspects of 

universality and equality and seen as marking out fields for free action?" Accordingly. in 

Fitzpatrick's analysis. if law were substantially to counteract administration. it would in 

fact be undermining the conditions of its own existence: "administration is the necessac- 

-dark side' of  la^"^' 

Fitzpatrick supports this proposition by exarnining judicial review of 

administrative action. He aims to show that despite the fact that judicial review is held to 

be --..operatively the ultimate expression of the rule of law and its dominance over 

administration" it actually has -'heightened the limits of law"" He provides eïidence 

which speaks to both the inherent limitations of the rule of law vis ci ris administration 

and the converse. He outlines many of the mechanisms and requirements that preclude 

l a ~ v ' s  interference with administration. including for example the requirement that 

judicial review limit itself to questions of procedural faimess or 'improper' uses of 

discretion and the vague. discretionary and and watered dowm application of the 

réquirements of -natural justice'''. He atso describes those checks that are present in the 

field of administration which prevent or 'obviate: recourse to the law. Fitzpatrick 
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concludrs that the relation between law and administration is one of interdependence and 

mutual affirmation. Fitzpatrick argues that Y.. law. in short. provides a guarantee t hat 

evemhing is really s 0 . 0 ~ ~  He explains: 

The scope remaining for law consists only in dealing with aberrations. 
Law is thence responsibly self-limiting. As an institution. it constitutes 
itself and its interventions as occasional and discontinuous. Law is not. 
however. simply responsive to the nature of things. It evokes. affirms. 
even creates the normal and authority as normal. Through law's shaping 
and dealing with the exceptional and the aberrant. with what is outside the 
properly administered world. administration is rendered normal and 
right."' 

In this way. Fitzpatnck demonstrates the dynarnic processes by which we become 

'reassured about bureaucratic organization'.*' This view can be read as an elabontion of 

G.E. Frug's more conventional critical analysis of public administration. Frug was 

concemed to 'undermine the ideology o f .  and 'expose the false consciousness' induced 

bl- bureaucracy. Wnting in 1984. Frug also made the shrewd observation that the 

scholarl>.. legal and political preoccupation with the judicial review of bureaucratic 

decisionmaking is precisely what "defines. perpetuates. explains. justifies and reassures 

us about bureaucratic organization."" 
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Fitzpatrick-s analysis is provocative and intriguing. If there is a criticism to be made. it 
is that his analysis leaves little room for alternative processes or explanations. That is to 
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anal flical framework t hat approximates a 'grand theory ' . Whi le Fi tzpatric k doesn' t 
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analysis is founded upon an understanding of liberalism which. while persuasive. 
provides the foundation of al1 that follows; his conception of the originating properties of 
liberalism ultimatety underlie and shape his analyses of al1 that follows. 
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In his provocative work entitled "Welfare. Rights and Discretion" Robert Goodin 

makes a persuasive case for abandoning the longstanding preoccupation with the 

problems of discretion and legal avenues of addressing them. Goodin argues that the 

iogical opposite of enjoying discretion is k i n g  bound by a r ~ l e . ~ '  He observes that this 

binar). leads to the unjustified conclusion that the problems of discretion can be resolved 

by the application of a rule. In his words: 

...( L)ogically. the natural response to finding that certain problems are 
inherent in discretion is to impose rules in the place of those discretions. 
The assumption that that will automatically solve the problem of 
discretion. however. entails the unwarranted presumption that eveq  
problem necessarify has a solution. Saying that the problems ... are inherent 
in discretion means that those problems can be resolved. if at all. only b>. 
curtailing that discretion through d e s .  But it is perfectly possible that 
those problems c m o t  be solved in that way either." 

Goodin argues that ultimately the problems associated with discretion as they 

have been conventionally understood (arbitrariness. inconsistency and discrimination). 

are largeiy 'insurmountable' and 'ineliminable'. He malces the important observation 

that these problems conventionally associated with discretion may also be associated with 

rules. While Goodin's analysis of discretion does not ultimately disrupt the law/discretion 

dichotomy. he does argue that the logical assumption that issues from this dichotomy- 

that the problems associated with discretion can be remedied through the application of 

rules - is misguided. Goodin argues that the only problem associated with discretion that 

can be addressed through rules is the problem of manipulation or exploitation by 

decision-makers. Apart from this possible remedy. Goodin points out that al1 the other 

problerns commonly associated with discretion are also in evidence with rules and taws. 

He States that rules. "... cannot (necessarily. or without substantial costs in other respects) 

prevent intrusiveness. arbitrariness or insecurity. For much the same reasons that 

"Robert Goodin. "Welfare. Rights and Discretion" Ox-rd  Journal of legril Sttidies. 
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discretionary decisions mzrsf display those attributes. nile-based decisions c m .  and 

pro bah- will. *A' 

Goodin's work is an important contribution to the study of discretion and is 

particularly germane to the analysis developed in this thesis. He meticulousfy makes his 

case against rule-based problems to discretion through a persuasive critique o f  the 

recourse to law that the law/discretion dichotomy implies. Goodin's work is important for 

another reason as well. Afier making his case for circumventing the problem of  discretion 

and the priviloging of rules in the resolution of  such problems. Goodin draws attention to 

the link between discretion and the particularpurposes which underlie both rules and 

discretion in a given context. Goodin's empirical site for his discussion of discretion is 

the provision of welfae assistance. He argues that the problems which appear to arise in 

relation to discretion. actually arise because of  the underlying purpose of  welfare 

decision-making to distinguish between needy and deserving claimants and the needy 

and undesenring. it  is this purpose. rather than discretion pet. se. that underlies the 

problems associated with discretionary decision-making. Goodin concludes by proposing 

that rather than dispensing with. or seeking to dispense with discretion. it is this purpose 

that should be dispensed with. More specifically. Goodin proposes that: 

Imagine. in contrast. a world in which officials were guided only be the 
first half of that twin obsession: suppose officials are anxious to ensure 
that everyone who needddeserves benefits gels them. but that they are 
utterly unconcemed to ensure that only they receive them."56 

For the purposes o f  this study. Goodin's work is valuable not only because it 

whittles away at the lawldiscretion dichotomy, but perhaps even more irnportantly 

because it makes the Iink between discretion and discretionary conrexf; the underlying 

purpose of decision-making, In the context o f  immigration detention decision-making. the 

problems associated with discretion are similarly derived from the underlying practical 



purpose of the decision-making in question: to distinguish between desirabiiity and 

undesirability in the context of prospective immigrants and between deservedness and 

undeservedness in the context of refugee clairnants. Discretionary power in the context of 

immigration decision-making is. by definition. discriminating and preferential: what is of 

particular importance then. is the bases for and the effects of these preferences. 

This study of discretion and immigration detention decision-making takes 

seriously the specific context of discretionary decision-making. It assumes that 

discretionary power cannot be studied in isolation or in the abstract. The nature. uses and 

effects of discretionary power must be considered in relation to the political rationales 

\vhich govem and justifii it. the specific institutional and organizational dimensions of its 

existence. the local and dispersed nature of its workings and the cornplex. overlapping 

and dynamic processes which it traverses. 

The limitations of the discussion and debates around discretion. administration 

and law suggest the need for the development of new ways of thinking about discretion . 

This study of discretion in immigration detention-making attempts to contribute to this 

development. It seeks to avoid the problems that issue from the core assumptions which 

underlie the contemporary debates. narnely the primacy of law. the law/discretion 

dichotomy and the notion of autonorny and -free choice'. 

Understanding how exclusionary immigration decision-making takes place 

requires a different way of thinking about discretion. Rather than thinking of it  as a 

relative1 y uncomplicated expression of individual agency unchecked. to vary ing degrees. 

by lefa1 constraints. discretion can be thought of as a particular form of power 

characteristic of liberal foms  of governance. The conventional view of discretion 

reproduces and reinforces the liberal idea of the autonomous individual agent: it serves to 

maintain and reproduce the distinction between law and administration; and it insulates 

many areas of governmental decision-making fiom serious critical scrutin'. 

In this work. discretionary immigration detention decision-making is regarded not 

onIy as a negative and coercive power. but also and necessarily as a positive and 

productive power. Discretionary power is positive in the sense that it may be employed. 



al beit in v-ing degrees. in the advancement of different objectives. Discretionan- pou-er 

is productive in the sense that it produces subjectivities and identities which are then 

regulated accordingly. Discretionary power is local and dispersed. both within 

eo\-emmental and non-governmental spheres. M i l e  it is true that those discretionary 
C 

powers that are associated most closeiy to the state are likely more powertùl 

deteminative of outcome. discretionary powers are also notewonhy at non-state Ievels. 

For example. while the discretionary powers of legal aid to gant  or deny funding for legal 

counsel for a detention review may not be equal to those of adjudicators who detemine 

the outcome of individual detention cases. they are none the less still extremely important 

and operate in conjunction with other discretionary powers in the resolution of individual 

cases. Discretionary powers are thus local and dispersed in the sense that they exist both 

inside and outside the state and are dispersed along different networks. processes and 

agencies. Additionally. discretionary powers are local and dispersed in the sense that even 

within the sphere of governrnent. different agents and agencies al 1 engage in discretionar?? 

decision-making that is not. and arguably could not possibly be. comprehensively 

regulated by legal rules or departmental policies. Understanding discretion in this way 

allows for the exploration of the complex and dynamic relations and processes that 

together al1 impact upon the administration of state law and policy in the context of 

immigration detention . 

In this view. discretionary power produces the figure of the autonomous. free- 

thinking decision-maker. in this context. the immigration oficer or the adjudicator. 

Discretionary power is part of. and indeed constitutes their subjectivities. In the context of 

Canadian immigration detention and deportation policy. this productive discretionary 

power is then employed in repressive sovereign ways against 'undesirable' (criminal. 

in fec ted. destitute. uncooperative) andlor undesenring (for exarnple the ' bogus re fugee' ) 

non-citizens. However. these negative and coercive uses of offcial discretionary power 

are al so productive. The application of coercive and repressive sovereign sanctions 

against undesirable and/or undeserving non-citizens (detention. use of body restraints. 

deportation) serves to reproduce the power and 'rightness' of sovereign penality. Further. 



the coercive and negative sovereign sanctions applied against non-citizens are also 

productive of a desirable and deserving citizenry (law-abiding. healthy. acquisitive and 

cooperative). 

The discretionary power which governs botb desirable and undesirable non- 

citizens in coercive and productive ways is inflected by dominant. historically specific 

discourses. In the present day. the dominant discourses which inflect the uses of 

discretionary power in the administration of the exclusionary provisions of the Act. in 

particular those provisions which sanction the detention and deportation of non-citizens. 

are the discourses of dangedrisk and criminality. Certainly alternative discourses 

complicate decision-making in this area most influential of these issue out of a human 

rights perspective and out of the li beral legal paradigm. 

This proposition will be explored and developed throughout this thesis. For now. 

suffice it to say that in the present day undesirability is increasingly associated with 

criminality and danger/risk such that the detention and deportation of non-citizens is 

primarily justified on those grounds. Today. the archetypal undesirable citizen is the 

-criminal immigrant' who represents a risk to the -safety and good order' of Canadian 

societ~.. The coercive regulation of the -criminal immigrant' also senres to constitute and 

govem ail non-citizens. not only those subject to its applications. More specifically. the 

negative and coercive sovereign powers of detention and deportation also represent the 

etrer present looming spectre which contributes to the constitution and reguiation of the 

figure of the law-abiding desirable immigrant. In this way it can be seen that negative and 

coercive uses of sovereign power. detention and deportation. interacts and coexists with 

Iess visibIe forms of regulation. It also can be seen how the particular use of discretionary 

pov..er cannot be divorced from its specific context and the dominant discourses ~vhich 

inflect its uses." 

" Discourses do not simply refer to w y s  of speaking or thinking about an issue. but also 
to ways of acting upon an issue; laws and policies. institutional and oqanizational 
arrangements. net works. strategies and processes. 



IV) The Law and Policy Governing the Detention of Non-Citizens Under the 

Immigration Act 

Discretion is today and has always ken  a central feature of the Canadian 

Immigration Act. Discretionq decision-making. political and bureaucratic. is integral to 

the political and legal determination of desirable and undesirable immigrants and 

deserving and undeserving refugees. The conventional Iegal definition of discretion is 

--the power to choose between two or more courses of action each of which is thought of 

as pemissible." '' ~dministrative law has long been characterised by the degree of 

discretion afforded to its administrators. This discretion has been justified on primarily 

two grounds: a) discretion allows for the tailored application of general laws to individual 

cases facilitating the attainment of individualised justice and b) discretionary powers of 

decision-making are essential to the efficient and effective administration of legislation 

that affects huge numbers of people in complex and varying ways. Canadian Immigration 

legislation is suggestive. allowing for considerable scope for discretionary decision- 

making at each stage of the process. While the discretionary powers of criminal justice 

officiais have k e n  widely studied. monitored. debated and cntiqued: not so the 

discretionary powen of Immigration oficials. " 

"Hart and Sacks. The Legal Process. 1958. quoted in Lloyd s lnrroduciion ro 
Jtrrisprudence. 5th Edition, London: Stevens and Sons. 1985 fn.56. p. 1 120 

A review of the scholariy literature on immigration detention in Canada is not included 
here largely because it doesn't exist.A recent American exception to this general lacuna is 
provided by Janet A. Gilboy ( 1 99 1. 1996). Despite the proliferation of scholarly works. 
both historical and contemporary . on the subject of Canadian immigration policy and 
practises. very few engage in any analysis of discretion andlor detention as objects of 
study. If mention is made of detention. it is usually Iirnited to a bnef description of the 
law and policy which govems its uses. Where discretion is regarded as a 'problem'. the 
focus tends to be on the need to tighten up judicial review and due process. This lacuna is 
not insigniticant for my thesis. The absence of such studies indicates that for the most 
part. schoIars too continue to be preoccupied with legal remedies and have not moved 
beyond the Limits of the law/discretion dichotorny and the liberal legal paradigm. 
Moreover. the absence of any theoretical or empirical research on Canadian immigration 
detention certainly represents a 'gap' which this thesis addresses. 



The debates around the uses of discretion in the administration of governmental 

law and policy have understandably been particularly pointed when the decisions that are 

taken on individual cases entai1 serious consequences for the life and liberty of the person 

in question. The administration of the legislative provisions of the Cunudiun Immigrution 

Acr (forthwith referred to as the Act). and in particular those provisions dealing with the 

detention and removal of non-citizens entails just such dire consequences. The k t  

sanctions the use of coercive sovereign power against non-citizens who. as a result of a 

series of broadly discretionary decisions and a complex web of interactions between 

governmental and non-governmental discretionary powers. have been determined to 

require detention. 

Immigration officers (who are civil servants employed by CIC) and adjudicators 

(who are order in council appointees to the independent adjudicative tribunal. the 

Immigration and Refugee Board) have broad statutory powers to detain non-citizens. In 

the field of immigration, parliament has established two main grounds that justi- 

detention: 1 ) the person is likely to pose a danger to the public: and 2) the person is not 

likely to appear for an examination. an inquiry or removal. (Sections 80.1 and 103 of the 

Acr)"'. Immigration officers make the initial decision to arrest andior detain. Al1 detention 

cases must then be reviewed by a Senior Immigration Oficer (SIO) within 48 hours of 

the initial detention. The SI0 reviews the case to detennine whether release is 

appropriate. In esercising their power. the S I0  has considerable discretion in imposing 

terms or conditions of release on a person who has been detained. If the person is not 

released wi thin 48 hours of their initial detention. seven days Iater. the decision to detain 

Although 'fail to appear' and 'danger to the public' are the most common grounds for 
detention. other grounds exist under S. 103.1. According CO both the [RB G'uiddir7e.s or7 
Derenfion and the draft copy of the yet to be released CIC Guidelines on Dcirenfiun. these 
grounds are however rarely applied. They relate to port of entry cases where a) a person is 
unable to satisQ an immigration officer with respect to that person's identity. or b) in the 
opinion of the Deputy Minister or a person designated by the Deputy Minister. there is 
reason to suspect that the person may be a member of an inadmissible class described in 
paragaph 1 9 ( 1 ) (el. (f), (g). (i). (k). or (1). 



is again reviewed. however from this time onwards. the review is carried out by an 

independent immigration adjudicator who is a member of the Immigration and Refugee 

Board. a quasi-judicial independent tribunal. Adjudicatorç have the power to order the 

detention or continued detention of a person. They may also order that a person be 

released subject to terms and conditions which the adjudicator deems appropriate. 

including for exarnple the payment of a secunty deposit or the posting of a performance 

bond."' If. at the 7 day interval. the detention is continued. subsequent reviews take place 

at 30 day intervals until the case is resolved. 

The courts ruled in Suhin (1  994) that in addition to making a determination as to 

~vhether one or both of the two acceptable grounds for detention exist. the decision- 

maker. either the immigration oflïcer or the adjudicator. must also consider whether 

continued detention accords with the principles of fundamental justice under section 7 of 

the Charm-. This judgment should perhaps be quoted at length: 

Although the power which is given to the Secretary of State in para.? to 
detain individuals is not subject to any express limitation of time. 1 am 
quite satisfied that it is subject to limitations. First of all. it can only 
authorize detention if the individual is k ing  detained in one case pending 
the making of a deportation order and. in the other case. pending his 
removal. It cannot be used for any other purpose. Second. as the power is 
given in order to enable the machinery of deportation to be carried out. 1 
regard the power of detention as k i n g  impliedly limited to a penod which 
is reasonably necessary for that purpose. The period which is reasonable 
will depend on the circumstances of the particular case. What is more. if 
there is a situation where it is apparent to the Secretary of State that he is 
not going to be able to operate the machines. provided in the Act for 
removing persons who are intended to be deported withiri a reasonable 
period. it seems to me that it would be wrong for the Secretary of State to 
seek to exercise his power of detenti~n.~' 

This rneans that while the Acr does not limit the total length of detention. there are 

implicit restrictions. namely that the length of detention must be -reasonable' 

6'IRB Grridelines on Detention. March 12. 1998 

"Sohin 1.. Ccinuda (Minister of Citkenship and Immigration). [1995] 1 F.C . 2 1 

As stated 

4 (T.D.) 



in the IRB Guidelines: 

..if a detention appears unduly lengthy. the reasonableness of the delay 
should be considered in order to ensure that the detention is not in fact an 
-indefinite detention'. Such detentions constitute deprivations of liberty 
that corne into conflict with the principles of fündamentalj~stice.**~' 

In addition to these powers of detention. immigration officers also have broad 

pou.ers relating to arrest without warrant. It has been frequentiy argued that these coercive 

powers of immigration officee actually exceed those of police officers. For esample, 

immigration officers may detain someone if they are of  the opinion that the person in 

question is not likely to appear for future immigration related proceedings. As put by 

Rivka Augen feld. President of Table de Concertation de Monrreul pour l e s  R<filgic.s 

during the 1 997-98 Standing Cornmittee hearings on detention: 

... lmrnigration Officers have powers beyond the range of any 
policeman(sic) or soldier in this country. There is no policeman uho can 
arrest somebody because he thinks the guy won't show up for a hearing 
next week. If the person doesn't show up. you issue an arrest warrant. but 
you can't decide Joe Blow isn't going to corne next week. then go to his or 
her house. arrest them in their pyjamas and take them to d e t e n t i ~ n . ~  

Despite these broad powers of arrest and detention . the decision to detain under 

the .4cr has not elicited anywhere near the sarne degree of  critical pub1 ic. political or 

academic attention as has the detention of an individual charged andior convicted with a 

criminal offence. Both forms of detention represent extreme examples of the continuing 
' 

coercive and -bodilya powers of the sovereign. In a liberal regime. the deprivation of an 

individual's liberty by the state is considered to be a very serious matter and in the 

context of criminal justice administration the state takes great pains to check this use 

coercive state power against individuals. The crïminally accused is protected by a myriad 

"IRB Guidelines. March 1998:3 (emphasis in the original text) 

%tanding Cornmittee Hearing on Detention. Wednesday March 18. 1998:.E 



of legal safeguards and protections: the principles of fundamental justice. the mle of la\\-. 

due process. State sanctioned depnvation of liberty is generally thought of in relation to 

the administration of criminal justice where the potential loss of liberty is justified on 

punitive grounds. 

In contrast. according to official law and policy. the detention of non-citizens 

under the Immigration Act is preventative nor punitive. This legal difierentiation 

between preventative administrative detention and punitive detention is not likely to be 

readily apparent to those who are detainede6' On a general and somewhat abstract level. 

the designation of immigration detention as preventative means that it must be regarded 

as an exceptional measure. This principle emerges from statute and case law. and is 

encoded in. for example. the Canadian Chaner of Rights and Freedoms. and the 

/nrc.rnufional Covenanr on Civil and Polirical Righ fs- 

This discursive distinction between punitive and preventative detention moves 

immigration detention from the arnbit of criminal law into that of civil law and as such 

the merely -quasi-judicial' nature of detention decision-making does not cam; with it the 

same obligation to provide and apply the legal protections and safeguards which are 

required under criminal law. For those who are detained. the matenal consequence of this 

distinction is that while they may experience their detention as punishment. the. are not 

accorded the degree of rights and protections as they wouId were they actually fu~-i~,g 

punishment. For example. legal rules of evidence do not apply. access to legal counsel is 

limited (there is no du@ counsel available and until the late 1990s legal aid did not issue 

certificates for detention reviews) . and the onus of proof is a reverse onus. that is to say it 

is the detained person who must bring forward evidence to prove that she should be 

released. The longstanding official legal distinction between punitive and non-puni tive 

foms of state-sanctioned detention which underpins the reluctance of the courts to 

interfere with detention decision-making is an ideological distinction which contributes 

in a central way to the general lack of critical acadernic and political attention paid to 

"This is particularly likely to be tme for those people who are k ing  detained in 
correctional facilities dong side convicted criminals who are k ing  punished. 



immigration detention. 

The legal status of immigration administrative decision-making and the 

longstanding tradition ofjudicial restraint in this area of public Iaw and policy is centrallj. 

supported and reproduced by the ideological concept of state sovereignty. The broad 

powers to arrest and detain under the Immigration Act are officially related to national 

social. economic and political aims and objectives. The historical legacy of state 

sot-ereignty and the conceptions of sovereign rights and duties which derive from this 

legacy continue to underpin and justify even these most coercive of the activities of the 

Department. The evidence is ovenwhelming. from Canada's early treatment of Chinese 

labourers. to the detention of the Japanese and Canadians of Japanese origin. that the 

people and the Canadian govemment have easily and comfortably accepted that the rights 

of non-citizens can be abridged with vastly more ease than those of citizens. evidencing 

the continuing hegemony of liberal conceptions of sovereignty and national security 

which justi@ the uses of coercive state power against non-citizens. 

The coercive powers of the state to detain and deport non-citizens are largely 

justified by reference to the sovereign right control national borders and populations and 

the sovereign duty to protect its citizens from danger. to maintain public order and 

economic wetl-being. The objectives which guide the Immigration Act are laid out in s.3 

of the Acr. The subsections that are of particular relevance here are the following: 

3. It is hereby declared that Canadian immigration policy and the 
rules and regulations made under this Act shall be designed and 
administered in such a rnanner as to promote the domestic and 
international interests of Canada recognizing the need .... 

f) to ensure that any person who seeks admission to Canada on 
either a permanent or temporary basis is subject to standards of admission 
that do not discriminate in a manner consistent with the Canadiun 
Churter of Rights and Freedoms: 

g) to fulfill Canada's international legal obligations with respect to 
refugees and to uphold its humanitarian tradition with respect to the 
dispIaced and the persecuted: 

h) to foster the development of a strong and viable economy and 
the prosperity of al1 regions; 

1) to maintain and protect the health. safety and good order of 
Canadian society: and 



j) to promote international order by denying the use of Canadian 
tenitory to persons who are likely to engage in criminal activity. 

The tension between. on the one hand. ensuring that the requirernents imposed by 

the Cirnudiun Charter of Rights and Freedoms and the obligations regarding human 

rights derived from international legal obligations are fulfilled and. on the other hand. the 

sovereign obligation to protecting the 'heaith. safety and good order of  Canadian societg' 

pervades the administration of the ..ici. Those who are vested with the responsibility of 

enforcing the .4cr tend to regard the obligations relating to the lepl and hurnan rights of  

non-citizens as a constant frustration in their ability to do their job. This is reflected in the 

officia1 designation of these legal rights as 'impediments to removal'". The detention of 

non-citizens under the Acr is justified as an administrative prerogative of the state issuing 

out of  its right to control its national borders and the nature of  its population. As put bg 

political philosopher Joseph Carens in making his persuasive case for open borders: 

Borders have guards and the guards have guns. This is an obvious fact of 
political life but one that is easily hidden from view - at least from those of 
us who are citizens of amuent Western democracies ... most of those trying 
to get in are ... ordinary. peaceful people. seeking only the opportunity to 
build decent. secure lives for themselves and their families ... What gives 
anybody the right to point guns at rhem? 

To most people the answer to this question will seem obvious. The power 
to admit or exciude aliens is inherent in sovereignty and essential for any 
poiitical community. Every state has the legal and moral right to exercise \ 

that power in pursuit of  its own national interest. even if that means 
denying entry to peaceful needy foreigners. States may choose to be 
generous in admitiing immigrants. but they are under no obligation to do 
~ 0 . ~ '  

The underlying principle o f  national sovereignty and its association with 

questions o f  national interest and the state's obligation to protect national citizens is a 

66 I R B  Guidelines on Detention 19982 

67Joseph H. Carens. "Aliens and Citizens: The Case for Open Borders" in The Righrs of 
~Winori~y C'dtures. ed.. Will Kymlicka. Oxford: Oxford University Press. 1 995 :33 1 
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powerful one. so powerful that it is ofien seem to 'trump' the hurnan rights relatrd Iegal 

principles which are also included in s.3 of the Act. 

V) Judicial Review of Immigration Decision-Making 

Any study of discretionary powers in the context o f  the administration of public 

law and policy must consider the relationship of  administrative decision-making with the 

ni le of l a~v  and the principles of fundamental justice as manifested in the principles and 

processes which govem the judicial review of administrative decision-making. it is a 

rienerail? accepted view that judicial review provides an important check on discretionap 
L 

administratitre decision-making powers. The longstanding association of discretion with 

 arbitra^. decision-making has been conventionally linked in dichotomous opposition with 

the rule of law. That is to say. it is generally accepted that judicial review functions as a 

necessary top-down check on the potential for injustices in administrative decision- 

making. Within this conventional approach. judicial review operates in accordance with 

universal principles of  fundamental justice whereas administration depends upon the 

legislated granting of discretion for its effective management. 

In part, the Iack o f  critical attention given to discretionary decision-making in the 

field of immigration c m  be attributed to the fact that the administration of the 

immigration act. including those provisions which sanction the use of coercive measures 

such as detention. is govemed by Administrative law. Administrative law and policy has 

always enjoyed a significant degree of protection from judicial oversight. This stems in 

part from the historical understanding that administration relies for its effectiveness on 

the  highly specialized expertise of its administrators. expenise which is not possessed by 

the judiciary. Judicial non-interference is particularly pronounced in the area of 

immigration decision-making. As observed by legal scholar, P. Bryden: 

Immigration law. like the law surrounding parole and prison discipline. 
has had a reputation among people interested in administrative law as a 
sort of waste land in which judges have been loathe to apply the legal 
principles we nomalty associate with a sense ofjustice in Canadian public 



administration? 

Administrative law experts confirrn this impression. J.G. Cowan. for esample. observed: 

Cases involving immigrants. prisoners. and parolees are exarnples of other 
areas of discretionary power in which the courts are reluctant to interfere. 
Statutory powers exercised by immigration and prison oficials are quite 
wide. and considerable scope has been given to the purposes for kvhich 
they may be exercised and the factors that may be considered in reaching a 
decision. al1 of which are reflected in decisions in which the principles of 
natural justice have been modified significantly or ignored.'"' 

While the judiciary maintains a residual jurisdiction to review the procedural 

fairness and propriety to ensure that administrative decision-making operates within the 

general parameters of due process (that it is not arbitrary or capricious) and a rather 

w-atered down version of natural law and the principles of fundamental justice. the 

substance of administrative immigration decisions is rarely interfered with by the courts. 

Under administrative law. discretionary decisions which are deemed to be 'purely 

administrative' in nature are not subject to judicial review. However. broad areas of 

decision-making under the Act are explicitly 'quasi-judicial' and as such are subject to 

judicial oversight. In practice. however. the availability of the remedy ofjudicial review 

is quite limited; the courts have long k e n  loathe to interfere with the discret ion^^ 
decisions made under the Act. In the 1997-98 Standing Cornmittee hearings on detention. 

Paul Thibault, Executive Director. Adjudication Division. Immigration and Refugee 

Board (IRB). offered the following numbers: 16,000 decisions are made by adjudicators 

on an annual basis. The Federal Court sets aside about .05% of these. This works out to 

68 P. Bryden. "Fundamental Justice and Famil y C l a s  Immigration" Universitj~ of Turu~to 
Lmt. Journal. 1 99 1 :484 

"9J.G. Cowan -'Recent Developments in Judicial Review" Charter ofRights und 
Aclmii~istr-ative Lmv 1983- 1984. Toronto, 1 983:33 



about 8 cases annually which are set aside by the Federal  COU^.'" 

VI) Departmental Policy Checks on Discretionai). Powers 

In addition to the checks on administrative discretion . albeit Iimited. pro\ided by 

the courts. the uses of discretionary decision-making may also be constrained and shaped 

through the development and application of 'non-binding' departmentai poiicies and 

guidelines such as those recently issued by the Chairperson of Adjudication on the subjsct 

of detention. Departmental guidelines such as these are not binding for that woutd 

represent an undue interference with the independence and discretion of the decision- 

makers. Rather. they articulate a 'recommended approach' with the aim of ' promoting 

consistency. coherence and fairness' in the making of decisions. However. even non- 

binding departmental guidelines elicit s i p i  ficant controversy and debate. revealing again 

the estent to which discretion continues to be a divisive and difficult issue in the contest 

of the administration of the Act. 

For example. in the fall of 1996, the Department of Citizenship and Immigration 

Canada (C IC) issued a new policy on the detention of non-citizens. Due in large part to 

growing concems regarding the costs associated with detention. the new policy sought to 
C 

limit the numbers of people in detention, and hence the costs entailed by detention. by 

focusing the attention and energies of immigration officials on criminality as the primary 

reason for detention. Detention was to be regarded as a Iast resort. justified only when 

there was a real possibility that release would endanger the Canadian public. The policy 

also sought to facilitate the release of people already in detention by setting dollar figure 

amounts on the suretieshonds sufficient to obtain a release. The strongest opposition to 

this policy emanated from immigration officials who reacted with considerable hostility 

to the proposals. They felt that the policy fettered the discretion which they argue is 

essential for them to be able to effectively and eficiently cary out their duties. Due in 

large part to the ardent opposition from immigration officials which this policy elicited. 

70 Transcript of the Standing Cornmittee on Citizenship and Immigration. Tuesday March 
3 1. 1 W8:3 



CIC has since been engaged in drafting yet another new detention policy which is yet to 

be released. A senior CIC policy officia1 indicated that the issuing of the revised 

guidelines was an extremely sensitive matter, due in large part to the sensitivity of 

immigration officers surrounding the question of discretion. The draft copy of the policy 

which 1 had acquired was still largely unchanged. with the interesting exception that the 

Depanment had taken out the final section of the policy which was entitled -Expected 

Results'. The official confirmed that this section was deIeted due to the likely 

apprehension that it represented an unjustified lirnit on the officer's discretion. '' 
Clearly. discretion represents an integral part of both the professional identity and 

responsibilities of immigration offlcers (similar in many respects to the importance of 

discretion to police officers). In official policy. discretion is commonly represented as the 

making of -good' or ' professional' j udgements based on the 'objective' evaluation of 

cornplex issues of law. fact and relevant jurisprudence." The primary justification for the 

issuing of departmental guidelines regarding discretionary decision making is the need for 

greater gconsistency' of decisions in accordance with liberal notions of due process and 
C 

the principles of fundamental justice. In the view of critics. this lack of consistencj. 

amounts at best to 'arbitrariness' and at worst to racism and other forms of 

discrimination. 

Interestingly. different agents involved in detention and removal decision-making 

also have differing understandings of discretionary power. Policy officiais tend to adhere 

to a strictly legal Dworkinian view of discretion. tn this view. discretion does not exist 

unless there are 'options' laid out in the relevant legislation and the o f k e r  has a 

iegislated 'choice' as to whether or not to exercise her authority, In this legalistic vie%. 

neither customs oficials (who make the first referral to immigration) nor immigration 

officers carrying out the secondary inspection and who may recommend detention. have 

7 1 Interview with Neil Cochrane. Director. Case Presentation and Detention. Citizenship 
and Immigration. April 23. 1998. 

'' CIC Drafi Detention Guidelines. 1996 



a-. discretion: in this view. if ceriain 'facts' exist. both customs and primary inspection 

immigration officers must exercise their legislated authority. It is only the Senior 

Immigration Officer (SIO) who reviews the initiai decision to detain who is viewed as 

having a broad scope of discretion because their decision is not legally tied to the two 

legislated grounds for detention and because several options with repsect to release are 

built into the legislation. The SI0 rnay detain or release and may impose whatever terms 

and/or conditions on release that she deems warranted. Curiously. in this vieu-. 

adjudicators who review the detention decision afier 7 days and every 30 days afier that. 

are not regarded as having much discretion: as put by one senior immigration official. "At 

a detention review there really isn't discretion .... the adjudicator can only release when 

they are satisfied the grounds [for detention] d o i t  exist. Or. there really is a third 

element. they [the grounds for detention] can be superseded by the Iegality of 

j ~risprudence."'~ 

This offkial legalistic view of discretion as created and bound by lau-. differs 

from a more interpretive view held by advocates and even some decision-makers. This 

latter view regards discretion. rather than the law. expansively. Discretion here is 

regarded in relation to the interpretive dimensions of applying general legai rules to 

individual cases. For example. a former adjudicator with CIC explained that adjudicators 

have very broad discretionary powers; in making their decision they must interprcr both 

law and policy and the individual 'facts'. situations. circumstances. characters. etc.. which 

together al1 contribute to the assessrnent of nsk (of danger and of flight) which ultimately 

grounds their decision in law." Advocates and non-govemmental commentators tend to 

share this more expansive. interpretive view of discretion. 

Moreover. while policy oficials maintain that frontline immigration ofticials do 

not have any discretion in making their initial detention recommendation. i i  would seem 

"Inteniew with Neil Cochrane. Director Case Presentation and Detention. CIC. April 13. 
1998 

7 J Interview with Kathryn Clout, Senior CIC Policy Official and former CIC Adjudicator. 
Apri 1 24. 1 998 



that the immigration offkers themselves disagree. The nature. extent and force of the 

opposition of Immigration Oficers to the proposed 1996 CIC guidelines on detention 

speaks iû their own perception of their discretionary power. As reported in the Globe und 

.\.fui! at the time. Immigration Officers felt the proposed guidelines were a -'... blatant 

attempt by management to fetter the actions of immigration oficers."" More recently. 

representatives of the Canada Employment and Immigration Union (CEIU) made a 

submission to the House of Commons Standing Committee on Citizenship and 

Immigration which. arnong other things. took serious issue with the 'fettering' of the 

discretion of immigration officers by management. As put in their submission. "Off?cers' 

decisions are fettered by management whose decision to over-rule and release detainees is 

based on cost factors rather than health. safety and security of the Canadian public. There 

are periodic blitzes of releasing people from at [sic] the Immigration Holding Centre (the 

Celebnty Inn near Pearson Airport) because the Inn has too many people there."" 

Thus. there is a stark contrast between the impression provided by the 

conventional liberal legal view that discretion has clearly demarcated definitional content 

and parameters. and the presence of differing and ofien conflicting meanings and 

perceptions of discretion which vary depending. in this case. on one's professional 

location and preoccupations.77 

VII) Conternporary Policy Discussions and Debates on Detention 

In 1997-98. a Parliamentary Standing Cornmittee heard submissions from a wide 

range of governmental and non-governrnental representati ves on the issue of immigration 

"Quoted in Lome Foster. Turnstile lmmigration: Social Order und Socid Jirsrice in 
Canada Toronto:Thompson Educational Publishing. 1998:M 

76 Canadian Employment and Immigration Union, Public Service Alliance of Canada. 
Presentation to the House of Commons Standing Committee on Citizenship and 
Immigration. March 25. 1998:2 

 hile not discussed here. the uses of discretion are also influenced by more mundane 
organizational dynarnics and imperatives. 



detention and removal policy and practises as recommended by the Immigration 

Legisiative Review Advisos. Group (LRAG) in their report entitled Nor Just :Vumher.s: .4 

Cunudian Framework for Future Immigration Both the Report and Recommendations 

and the representations and submissions in the hearings attest to the degree to which 

discretion continues to be a critical and politically contentious issue in the administration 

of the detention and removal related provisions of the Immigration Act. 

LRAG's Report and the recommendations made in it are guided by the 

understanding that greater consistency and accountability of  immigration decision- 

making is necessary both in the interest of fairness and in order to restore public 

confidence in the legitimacy of the system. This understanding underpins the reports' 

recommendations that the laws. policies and criteria which guide decision-making in this 

area be clear and transparent. LRAG's recommendations are designed to remedy what the 

authors terrn a crisis of public confidence in the Department's ability to enforce the Act. 

As put by the authors: 

... immigration and protection laws (should) be implemented in such a way 
that the criteria used to make decisions are denved directly from the Acts 
and Regulations, and are readily available to the public in a language they 
can understand. Transparency is a necessary condition for the effectiveness 
and efficiency of the immigration and protection programs and the 
maintenance or public contidence in their administration7' 

The discretionary nature of detention and release decision-making is of particular 

concem. The report observes that: 

The Act currently provides two bases for detention: unlikely to appear for 
immigration proceedings and danger to the public. The power to detain is 
vested in immigration officers and adjudicators. With such broad powers 
given to officers to deprive persons o f  their liberty. concern has been 
expressed by many that in the absence o f  specificity in the Act. and with 

- - -- 
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virtually no policy guidelines issued by the department. the standards for 
detention are not transparent and Vary greatly from office to office and 
oficer to o f i ~ e r . ~ ~  

The report's recommendations are designed in large part to limit and constrain the 

discretion of decision-makers through the development of specific. clear and coherent ia\v 

and policy. Decisions must not be. or appear to be, arbitrary. The perception of arbitran 

decision-making undemines public confidence in the system and thus undermines the 

legitimacy of the system. The soIution. as proposed by the authors of this report. is to 

develop and implement more rules and clear criteria to guide decision-makers. 

The report also recommends that the current Immigration and Refugee Board 

(IRB). an independent adjudicative tribunal. be replaced by a 'Protection Agency' 

composed of civil servants who will take over the decision-making responsibilities of the 

IRB. The creation of a single protection agency . the authors of the report argue. will 

facilitate: the streamlining of procedures; the coordination and integration of the system: 

the sharing of information: and the development of a common information database. The 

report acknowledges that the creation of a protection agency staffed by civil servants is 

likeiy to raise concerns regarding the legal requirement to ensure the independence of 

decision-makers. The authors acknowledge that the elimination of order in council 

appointments and of the quasi-judicial setting of the IRE3 'might be perceived' as 

threatening the independence of decision-makers. The authors response to this concem is 

to state simply that: 

...[ W]e believe that it is possible to design a protection agency that can be 
independent as well as sensitive to broader national imperatives. Our 
vision of the protection agency is that of a structure designed to ensure that 
its decision makers are fiee from bias and improper influence as they deal 
with individual requests placed before them.8' 

This proposai represents a radical shi fi away from the thinking which underpinned 

"Ibid.. 1997: 1 O4 

"Ibid.. 199734 



the creation of the IRB in 1989 under Bill C-55. The IRB was created largely in response 

to the major. precedent-setting Singh decision by the Supreme Coun in 1 985. '' This 

decision asserted that where issues of  credibility are k i n g  detennined. fundamental 

justice requires that this determination be made on the basis of an oral hearing. At the 

time of  S w h .  the determination of refugee claims was. for the most part. a 'paper' 

determination. There were provisions for hearings but these were not mandatory. and 

hearings were in fact quite rare. The Canadian governrnent responded to Singh with Bill 

C-55. It created a refùgee determination process with mandatory hearings in every case to 

Se carried out by an independent adjudicative tribunal. the IRB. Bill C-55 also estended 

and applied due process and procedural rights to claimants. This creation of an 

independent quasi-judicial adjudicative tribunal was regarded as necessary to ensure and 

protect the procedural rights o f  claimants. Essentially. Singh sought to curb administrative 

discret ion in deciding refugee cases. Oral hearings represent a check against -arbitra* 

decision-making which was found to be contrary to the Charter. for citizens and non- 

citizens alike. 

A further important dimension of the Singh decision was the care taken by the 

Supreme Court to ensure that the human rights entrenched in the 1982 Canadian Charter 

applied to refugee clairnants. It mled that the 'evevone' in s.7 of the Charter included 

not only everjPonr 'physically present in Canada' but also anyone 'seeking admission at a 

port of entry'. " In effect. this decision extended Charter rights to non-citizens on 

Canadian soil. 

Detractors of the current refugee determination system. such as the authors of  the 

LRAG report. are quick to point out that the Singh decision did not mandate the creation 

of the IRB and the current determination process, but rather. mandated more narrowly the 

opportunity for people to state their case and know the case against them: as stated in the 

LRAG report: 

" ~ i n g h  et al. K Canada (Minister of Employrnent and Immigration) [1985] 1 S.C.R. I 77 

"Re Shgh C'Canada. 1985: 456-463 



The Court recognized that although the absence of a hearing was not necessarily 
inconsistent with the principles of hndamental justice in every case. the concern 
with any procedural scheme was not over the absence of a hearing in and of itself. 
but over the adequacy of  the opportunity the scheme provided for persons to state 
t heir case and know the case they had to meet." 

It is remarkable that while the creation of the IRE3 and the convention refugee 

determination process injected due process and procedural rights into the process. these 

initiatives was almost simultaneously accompanied by substantive measures which sought 

to restrict access to the process (such as visa requirements and fresh obligations on 

airlines) that restricted the numkrs  o f  non-citizens who could reach Canadian soil. '' 
Mandel suggests that the governments's intention was clearly to Iimit the practical 

consequences of Singh: 

The problem with Singh is nor that it required hearings for refugee 
applicants. but the fact that this requirement existed, not "in the air. " but 
in the concrete context of a political determination to keep aII forms of  
immigration subordinated to local and international power relations. In this 
social context. the purely formal right to a hearing could only fegitimare a 
refugee policy that is the farthest thing fiom humanitarianism. In this 
respect Si@ is exactly like the decisions on cnminal procedure. It looks 
fine when it is detached from its context. The problem is that it cannot be 
detached tiom context .... And the governrnent has understood that if only it 
dresses things up in the formal requirements of due process and 
fundamental justice, it can get away with whatever it wants in the way of  
refugee p o l i ~ y . ~ ~  

It is also significant that more recently the Supreme Court of Canada has 

effectively undermined the guiding principles of Singh. Ieading some legal critics to 

charge that "...the alien's rights at common law were better than they are now under the 

"For a more detailed discussion of this issue see Michael Mandel. The C'harrer cfRighis 
und the Legafization of Politics in Canada Toronto: Wall and Thompson. 1989: 172- 1 83 



Charter." As these authors describe. in the case of Dehghrrni r.Canudu ". the Suprerne 

Court ruled that --... a person "held" at the port of entry and forced to answer questions 

under the threat of criminal charge if he refused. was not "detained" for the purposes of 

right to counsel under S. 10(b) of the Charter."89 

\h7hat then was the intention of the LRAG's proposal that the IRB be abolished 

and a new protective agency be created? What do these proposals say about the current 

social and political climate relating to immigration and refugee determination? And ~vhat 

do LRAG ' s  proposals imply with regard to the relation between law and discretion? It is 

surely reasonable to suggest that LRAG's proposals reflect a heightened social and 

political hostility towards immigrants and refùgees which now allows for lau and policy 

proposals which no longer need to be -dressed up' by due process in order to be 

acceptable to the public. While arguably there has never k e n  overwhelming support for 

nekv immigrants and refùgees. recent studies report a general "hardening" of public 

attitudes towards immigrants and refùgees over the last few decades. As put in a recent 

comparative review of public opinion and public opinion polls on immigrants and 

refugees in Canada and Australia "The overall conclusion frorn this scan of attitudes 

toward immigrants and refugees is that a deterioration has taken place in levels of public 

a c ~ e ~ t a b i l i t ~ . ' ~ ~  Moreover. the 'strearnlining' of the processes through the creation of a 

central protection agency is consistent with current political and economic preoccupations 

with cost and efficiency. % 

"7"Weinreb. Arthur and Rocco Gaiati. The Criminai Lmtyrs ' Guide ro /mrnigrufion und 
Cirizen~ship Law. AurorxCanada Law Book. 1996:3 

8'&finisfer u/ Empioymenf and immigration) ( 1 993). ?O C.R.(4th) 3 4 ( S .C.C. ) 

R' Weinreb and Galati. 1996:3 

'%olton. Roben and Michael Lanphier, "Public Opinion. Immigration and Refugees" in 
Howard Adelman. Ailan Borowski. Meyer Burstein and Lois Fosrer (eds) Immigru~ion 

und Rqfiqiye P o l i c j ~  Canada and A usiralia Cornpared Toronto : Uni versi t y of Toronto 
Press. 1993: 134 



One can't help but wonder just whose 'protection' is being sought. LRAG's 

proposals focus less on the primary importance of due process and procedural rights and 

more o n  the need to deter unwarranted or 'fraudulent' cIaims. The contemporary 

discursive conflation of new immigrants and refugees with criminality. docurnented and 

discussed in the remaining chapters of this thesis, has arguably undermined the efforts of 

those who work on behalf of new immigrants and refugees and who seek to protect their 

human rights. 

Not surprisingl y. the debates surrounding the issue of discretion are reminiscent of 

ihose heard in the context of any criminal justice policy which has sought to lirnit the 

discretion of criminal justice officiais. Immigration oficials are vigorously protective of 

their discretionary powers. while non-govermental representatives and advocates argue 

for the need to lirnit. regulate and monitor discretion. relying very largely on recourse to 

law and legal rules. In this contemporary debate. the state's obligation to respect the 

C'harrer rights of al1 people on Canadian soil. citizens and non-citizens alike. is 

discursively pitted against the State's obligation to protect its citizens from danger. The 

broad powers of detention accorded to immigration oficers and adjudicators are largely 

justified on this latter ground. Indeed. heightened fears about crime and criminality. a 

growing preoccupation with 'risiddanger' and the contemporary discursive conflation of 

'criminal' and 'immigrant'. al1 contribute to an immigration department that increasingly 

is governed by. and govems through. 'crime'. As put rather explicitly by Lucienne 

Robillard. Minister of Immigration in 1998: 

1 have spoken about finding ways to facilitate the rnovement and the 
integration of people.That is an important part of what we do. but ... i t  is 
only part of what we do. and at CIC we also have a clear responsibility to 
protect the safety. security and well-being of Canadians. There are 
criminals and other undesirables who would like to corne to a prosperous 
country Iike canada." 

Robillard continued to note that the CIC endeavours to balance Canada's '.humanitarian 

O I Transcript of the Standing Cornmittee on Citizenship and Immigration. Wednesday 

April 29. 199823 



approach with the integrity of the system and the protection of cana di an^.'^'' 

VIII) Discretion as Arbitrary and Discriminator~, 

In contrast to officiai justifications of discretionary decision-making and the uses 

of coercive state power to detain and deport non-citizens. critics of the system tend to 

allege that the broad scope for discretionary decision-making under the k r  allows for the 

widespread making of 'arbitrary' decision-making. The dominant discourses accept 

without question the binary that pits 'arbitrary' decision-making against liberal ideals of 

the rule of law. This focus leads almost inevitably to the view that the solution is a 

legalistic one. achieved through the adoption and application of clear rules and an 

enforced commitment to the rule of law and due process. 

The Oxford Dictionary defines arbitrariness as: "derived from mere opinion: not 

based on iaw: discretionq: capricious; despotic." The conventional understanding of 

arbitrariness is one that pits it in dichotomous opposition to law revealing again the 

dominance of the Iiberal l e p l  paradigm. As indicated in the above definition. it is simply 

taken for granted that law is not arbitrary by definition. Arbitra7 decision-making is 

contrary to the liberal ideal of the rule of law: it undermines the premise that different 

judges hearing the same case would amive at the same decision. Most of the critics of 

discretionary immigration decision-making centre on this problem of arbitrariness. This 

focus leads almost inevitably to the view that the solution is a legalistic one: the problem 

of arbitrariness must be addressed through the adoption and application of clear rules and 

an enforced commitment to the mle of law and due process. 

Many critics also emphasise the need for an extemal review mechanism of 

detention decision-making. in addition to adequate judicial appeal. As put by the Toronto 

Refugee Affairs Council (TRAC). "Because of the high level of discemment and 

decision-making required in this very difficult area of Immigration work. transparent‘. 



and accountability to an outside body is essential." " David Matas. a prominent 

immigration lawyer and advocate. echoed this recommendation in his brief to the 

Committee: 

Generally. in Canada police enforcement systems have some form of 
civilian oversight and civilian-run complaints redress or  ombudsman. 
immigration enforcement is unique amongst enforcement systems in 
Canada as a system without any civilian supervision of the policing 
authorities. The courts with jurisdiction over immigration enforcement 
officials can correct errors of law. but they can do nothing about bad 
pol icies or inappropriate exercise of  discret ion? 

The submission by Mary JO Leddy. Director of Romero House. a Toronto based 

volunta l  community group which assists refugees. puts the sarne point in the following 

way: --...the enforcement section o f  Immigration Canada operates as a state within a state. 

It is the only police-like force with the powers of  amest and detention. with the life and 

death power of deportation. which has no oversight or review c~mrnittee."~' 

Amnesty International's brief to the Parliarnentary Standing Committee on 

Citizenship and Immigration expresses a similar concern. It is in favour of  preserving and 

expanding legal protections and safeguards for people facing detention in order to guard 

against arbitrariness. They submitted that "[EJach case for detention should be tested by a 

prompt. fair, individual hearing before a judicial or similar authority. This hearing should 

be automatic and there should be a further review from time to time if detention 

continues."" In their submission to the Standing Committee. the Metro Chinese and 

Southeast Asian Legal Clinic advocated the rejection of the entire protection agency 

" --Brief to the Government o f  Canada about Recommendations by the Legislation 
Review Committee" Toronto Refùgee Affairs Council. March 1998 

" David Matas. "Immigration Removals: A Submission to the House of Commons 
Standing Committee on Citizenship and Immigration" David Matas. March. 1998 

9SComments on Detentions and Removals" Brief to the Standing Committee on 
Citizenship and Removals, Mary JO Leddy, Romero House. April 1 9983 

96 Brief to the Parliarnentary Standing Cornmittee on Citizenship and Immigration. 
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model. The Clinic agrees with the submissions made by the Canadian Council of 

Refügees relating to the threat posed by the proposed protection agency to the indecence 

of decision-makers in this field. the unreasonable time lines proposed for the making of a 

daim and the lack of a true appeal process. 

In the view of many advocates and community representatives who work on 

behalf of new immigrants and refbgees. this 'arbitrariness' not only leads to inconsistent 

dec ision-making. but also al lows for the continuing influence of racist and otherwise 

discriminatory views. It is not insignificant. according to many critics. that the vast 

inajoritj. of people k i n g  detained by Immigration are non-white. Allegations of racism in 

the context of the administration o f  Canadian immigration law and policy are not new-. 

The historical legacy of an explicitly racist and discriminatory immigration system. it is 

argued. continues to inflect immigration policy and decision-making despite offkial 

declarations to the contrary, despite the removal of expiicit discriminatory provisions 

from the Act and despite the legal requirements of equality and non-discrimination \vhich 

have been included in the Act  and which are enshrined in the Charfer. Allegations of 

racism are notoriously diffrcult to .prove' and are o f  en presented in rather indirect and 

suggestive ways. Specific references to 'racism' are fairly infrequent in official settings 

like that of the Standing Committee hearings. The Metro Toronto Chinese and Southeast 

Asian Legal Clinic has been more explicit than most on this question. In commenting on 

the 1997 hunger strike by people in detention at the Metro West Detention Centre. the 

clinic's brief observes "..The detainees were striking in protest of arbitrary and inde fini te 

detention as well as inhumane detention conditions. Almost al1 of the detainees are 

immigrants and refugees of colour." The bnef goes in to some detail on the links 

between the detention of people of colour "..and rising anti-immigrant and anti-refugee 

sentiment in recent years."" 

The discriminatory historical development and application of Canadian 

immigration law and policy has k e n  widely studied. There is no question that the degree 

97 "Submission to the Standing Committee on Citizenship and Immigration ..." Metro 
Toronto Chinese and Southeast Asian Legal Clinic, April. 1998: 1 



of discretionary powers granted to immigration officers up to and including the 1 952 

legislation far exceeds the degree of discretionary powers under the current Act. The 1970 

Gana deci~ion.~'  provides an interesting discussion of the evolution of Canadian 

immigration Law and policy. With respect to discretion. the Ganu case observes that the 

1952 Acr (and those which preceded it) provided that the only people entitled to enter 

Canada as of right were Canadian citizens and persons having a Canadian domicile. -411 

others required the permission of the Minister acting through his departmental officiais. 

An? decision made by immigration officers regarding admission to Canada &as an 

administrative discretionary decision. not subject to review by anyone other than the 

Minister. The broad discretion of early immigration administrators kvas ofien used in 

explicitly arbitrary and was employed in explicitly discriminatory ways to exclude 

-offensive' or 'undesirable' groups of people (blacks. Chinese. communists. immoral 

wornen etc.). '' 
Despite the considerable changes to the law and policy goveming Canadian 

immigration since the AC? since the early 1900s. the nature of the concems and criticisms 

regarding immigration law and policy in Canada do not appear to have changed much. In 

her study of deportation from Canada between 1 900- 1 93 5.  Barbara Roberts obsenres that 

in the early part of this century the administration of Immigration law and policy uas  

characterised by arbitrariness; by wide and unchecked discretionary p o w e r ~ ' ~  : b!. the 

VaGano c Min. Of Manpower and immigraiion. ( 1  9701 S.C.R.699. 1 3 D.L.R. (3rd) 699 
(S.C.C.) cited in Marrocco and Goslett, The 1996 Annùtared Immigration Ac1 of Cancrdu. 
Toronto: CarswelI, 1 995 :6O 

QV The historical discriminatoi). exclusions carried out under Canadian immigration law 
and policy will be explored in more detail in a later chapter. 

'("'A communication frorn Minister Calder in 1919 to the Canadian Jewish Congress 
could easily be mistaken for a present day communication. It read: " The 

Act. ..undoubtedly places large discretionary powers in the hands of the ercecutive and 
its administrative officers ... 1 need scarcely to assure you that every eflort will be made to 
see that these powers are exercised sanely and reasonably."quoted in Barbara Roberts 
Ft'hence T h  CamerDeportation From Canada 1900-1 935. Ottawa: University of 
Ottawa Press. 1988: 198 



relative absence of judicial review: and by a startlinp degree of public and political 

ignorance about the system. Decision-making relating to detention and deportation u-ere 

then considered to be 'purely administrative proceedings' which had nothing n-hatsoever 

to do with punishment. Even though detention and release proceedings are now 'quasi- 

judicial' rather than 'purely administrative' the adherence to the principle that 

immigration detention is 'non-punitive' remains in force. Because detention and 

deportation were not considered to be criminal proceedings, people subject to these 

proceedings were not entitled to the same legal protections as an alleged criminal. The 

same objections are frequently made in the present day. For example. the Canadian 

Council for Refugees submined in 1990. again in 1994 and again in 1998 that: 

The wide area of discretion lefi to immigration officers will inevitably lead 
to some rather arbitrary decisions. Furthermore ... while the legal standard 
of proof to justi@ detention on the statutory criteria requires that the 
decision-maker be satisfied on the balance of probabilities that detention is 
warranted. there are innumerable problems in practice. The degree of 
evidence required to meet this standard and the nature of evidence 
presented pose continual problems, leading to detentions based on hearsay 
and unsubstantiated allegations which are not susceptible to proof or to 
cross examination. While in criminal proceedings where liberty is in 
jeopardy the tribunal is bound by the legal rules of evidence. immigration 
decision makers may act on any evidence considered credible or 
tmstworthy by them."' 

The persistence of the 'problern' of discretion in the present day. despite the 

proliferation of laws and niles which were designed to rationalise. legalise and check the 

abuses of discretion. suggests that legalistic solutions do not actuall y represent a real or 

potential remedy for the problems conventionally associated with discretion in this field. 

Nevertheless. concerns about 'arbitrariness' issuing out of discretionary decision-making 

powers issue corne tiom across the whole range of the political spectrum. On one side. 

arbitrary decision-making (seen as an expression of misplaced humanitarian compassion) 

is faulted for undennining the necessary 'toughness' of the system which must protect the 

- - 
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Canadian public from dangerous non-citizens. On the other side. arbitrary decision- 

making (seen as discriminatory) is regarded as a vehicle for unjust. inconsistent and 

capricious decision-making which penalizes one of the most vulnerable and powerless 

groups in society. non-citizens. Despite these competing perspectives. the recommended 

solution to the 'problem' of discretion and its relationship to so-called arbitrary decision- 

making is the formulation and application of further rigid. specific and clear rules to 

guide and check its operation. 

While the debate is now well known in the context of Canadian criminal justice 

administration. the debate is less well known. though none the Iess pointed. in the context 

of the administration of the Canadian Immigration Act. The underlying assumption 

guiding policy proposais in both these areas is that discretion exists in the absence of 

legal rules. therefore the problems associated with arbitrary discretionary decision- 

rnaking c m  be ameliorated by developing more legal rules to guide. constrain and check 

the uses of discretionary decision-making powers. This is the case despite historical and 

contemporary experiences which seem to suggest otherwise. A persuasive contemporary 

esample of the limitations associated with the liberal legal presumption of the 

effectiveness of 'more rules' to regulate the inappropriate uses of discretion is evident in 

the adoption of pro-arrest policies in cases of wife assault. The very same assumptions 

underpimed the arguments made in favour of these pro-arrest policies. Police discretion 

was regarded as the vehicle for sexist and outdated views about gender roles and 

male/female relations. the solution, it was argued, was to curtail their discretion through 

the adoption of more rules. Unfortunately, the pro-arrest policies have arguably had many 

negative 'unintended consequences' , not the teast of which includes the reality that pro- 

arrest policies may actually deter certain marginalized groups of women from calling the 

police rather than deterring the abusers from abusing.lO' 

'O' For a recent critical collection of articles dealing with this criminal justice policy 
di lemma see M. Valverde et al (eds) Wife Assault and the Criminal Jusfice S~?s+vfem. 
Toronto: Centre of Criminology. University of Toronto. 1995. 



IX) Conclusion 

It can thus be seen how the degree of discretionary power which characterises 

administrative regulatory frarneworks is generally set against the application of and 

cornmitment to the rule of law under liberalism. From a conventional liberal perspective, 

discretion in administrative decision-making has k e n  defended as a crucial feature of 

individualised justice: that is. discretion allows for the tailored application of general 

mies and Iaws to individual cases. It thus provides the flexibility necessary for the 

humane consideration of the specific circumstances of individual cases. The critical. but 

still conventional view regards discretion as a vehicle for arbitrariness. tyranny. caprice 

and discrimination. As such. many have argued for the need to eliminate. or at least 

constrain and structure. discretion through the application of rules. 

The debate has thus been polarized: discretion is good. discretion is bad: 

discretion is arbitrary. discretion is individualized justice; discretion is needs to be 

presenred and defended. discretion needs to be curtailed and controtled. The limited 

framework and circular nature of the debate is the result of the false discretiordlaw b i n e  

on which it rests. This binary impiies a clear distinction between the two and that the? are 

inversely related; -where law ends, discretion begins'. The dominance of the liberal legal 

paradigm is further evident in the primary place accorded to -la+ as the most important 

regdatoc instrument in society. leading. in this context. to the assumption that the 

problems of discretion c m  only be effectively addressed through the constraints and 

checks offered by law. 

This discussion has sought to highlight the problems associated with the 

conventional understanding of discretion and to support and reinforce a new u.ay of 

thinking about discretion. It suggests that the iargely taken for granted laddiscretion 

binary must be undemined and the primacy of the liberal legal paradigm out of which the 

binary issues must be displaced. Also necessary is critical scrutiny of the assumption of 

individual autonomous subjectivity which the conventional understanding of discretion 

presupposes. This is. admittedly. no small challenge. Discretion has long been associated 

with the idea of the individual fieedom of those to whom discretion has been delegated to 



choose. unconstrained by the certainty of legal rules. To begin to think of it different1:- 

necessitates the shedding of longstanding liberal assumptions about law and 

administration and about choice and autonomy. A radical shifi in analytical approach is 

required. In the first instance. this requires that the assumptions that discretion is a 

residual legal category and procedura1 checks on discretion necessarily result in greater 

substantive fairness. It also requires that: the political. economic and social conrexr of 

discretionary decision-making be taken absolutely seriously: that particular attention be 

paid to the policies. processes. practices and effects of discretion in a givsn field of 

administrative decision-making; and that attention be paid to the diverse locations and 

junctures at which discretion is employed. both at and within governmental and non- 

govenunental levels. 

To view discretion as a form of power promises to provide a way out of the 

dichotomous impasse imposed by the law/discretion binas. This view requires that we 

ask different questions about discretion. Rather than asking how can it be elirninated. 

curtailed or expanded. made more fair or just, the güiding question becomes how does 

this power work ? What are the practical purposes of its use? What are the historically 

specific discursive processes which inflect this use? What are the organizational and 

institutional networks and relationships that facilitate the uses of discretion in a particular 

governmental conrext? What are the dominant discursive influences on. and the eftects of: 

the uses of discretionary power in the governance of both Immigration and of new 

immigrants and refugees? 

It is these questions that must guide contemporary studies of administrative 

discretion. and indeed it is these questions that, in part. motivate and guide the 

esaminat ion of the historical development of exclusionary Canadian immigration law and 

policy in the next chapter. 



Cbapter Three 

Discretionary Power and Discursive Contests: Transitions in the Governance of 

Exclusionary Canadian Immigration Policy (1947-1976) 

1) Introduction 

Exclusionary Canadian immigration law and policy has always been underpinned 

by shifiing. historically-specific constmctions of who or what poses. or is t i k 4 .  to pose. a 

threat to the nation and its citizens: who or what the collective Canadian 'we' need to be 

protected from. These constructions are constituted by and mobilized through historically 

specific. dynamic and analytically distinct discursive rationales which express dominant 

national insecurities vis  a vis perceived and conceived external 'threats'. Different eras 

have been dominated by different perceptions of what has constituted the dominant threat. 

While there is much overlap and intermingiing of these rationales. there is discernible the 

broad outlines of a general shift over the 1s t  forty years from a primary preoccupation 

with goveming the percieved threats to the nation's racial and moral 'purity'. to a guiding 

preoccupation with goveming threats to national security: first to its ideological 

'security'. and then to the 'safety' of the nation's 'public'. Taken together with the 

material edifices which they entail. these preoccupations can be understood as goveming 

iogics: sets of discursive rationales that underpin, guide and legitirnate. in this case the 

use of coercive sovereign power against undesirable andior undeseming non-citizens. As 

will be demonstrated in this chapter, discretionary power is. and has always been. a 

central mechanism in the operationaiization of these goveming rationales. 

In this thesis. exclusionary immigration law and policy refers specifically to those 

provisions of the Canadian Immigration Act which define categories of people who are to 

be excluded from Canada. either through the enforcement of the 'inadrnissibility' 

provisions of the Act. which prohibit the entry of certain categories of people into 

Canada. or the 'removal' provisions which sanction the detention and deportation of 



individuals who are already in Canada. Exclusionary immigration law and policy is most 

obviously an example of the continuing prominence and influence of the ideological and 

hisrorically enduring conception of state sovereignty. While sovereignty has always 

provided the foundational rationale for (coercive) exclusions, the conventional 

understanding of sovereignty cannot encompass the hl1 range of legd ami non-iegcd. 

historically specific factors which contribute to the mode and manner of goveming 

exclusionary immigration law and policy and new immigrants and refugees. 

The esistence and exercise of discretion, and in particular of Ministerial 

discretion. introduces a complicating factor into the view of immigration exclusions as a 

straightforward example of the application and enforcement of national sovereignty. This 

Chapter provides an historical map of the transitions in the govemance of exclusionan- 

immigration law and policy from the post-second world war period up to and including 

the adoption of the 1976 Immigration Act. It has two main objectives: first. to 

demonstrate that the discursive construction of the undesirable and thus excludable non- 

citizen is histoncally specific, shifiing and dynamic and that the exclusion of these 

-undesirables' is facilitated by the mobilization and employrnent of analytically and 

historically distinct logics: and second. to demonstrate the central place of (exclusionary) 

discretionary power which facilitates and gives coercive effect to these logics under a 

liberal regime of governance. 

As explicitly discriminatory grounds for exclusion (race. morality. political 

ideology and various combinations thereof) were legally. politically and socially 

delegitimized in a process which began in the mid- 1950s and took hold through the 

1960s. 'security' emerged as the dominant guiding Iogic of exclusionary Canadian 

immigration law and policy. supplemented by increasingly influential concerns about 

crirninality. The guiding currency of ideologically-based security discourses was at first 

complicated and ultimately diminished by a variety of national and international factors 

and by histo~ically specific discursive contests. For exarnple. the dissipation of the threat 

of international communist revoIution over the 1980s and the end of the Cold War 

entailed an increased preoccupation with the threat to national security posed by 



international terrorism. as opposed to domestic forms of poli tical subversion which had 

previously been the dominant concern. 

It  was during the 1960s that the concepts of 'criminality' and 'dangerousness' 

began to gain prominence in the officiai definition of undesirability. They were mobilized 

and employed in association with increasingly modified conceptions of 'security' in the 

governance of exclusionary immigration law and policy . This development began to 

displace the guiding official preoccupation with the threats posed first. by communist 

revolution and later. by international terronsm as criminality and dangerousness emerged 

as the governing rationale for exclusionary Canadian immigration law and policy and for 

a nide range of en forcement-oriented legal and poli tical re forms. 

This shifi was facilitated by a variety of national and international tàctors which 

eroded the force and guiding influence of liberal humanitarian discourses and Iiberal 

lepl  discourses which had raised a potent and sustained challenge to 'illiberal' 

exclusionary practices over the 50s and 60s. Liberal legal and humanitarian discourses 

had contributed in a significant way to the implementation of the 'non-discriminaton.' 

point system and the creation of the Immigration Appeal Board in 1967. Their discursive 

influence can be seen to have peaked in the 1970s. culminating in the passage of the 1976 

.-îcr and its creation of an independent administrative and legalised system of refugee 

determination. These legislative and policy developments have been conventionally 

represented as the triumph of liberal and progressive values and interests over illiberal 

ones. And in a sense they were, but it was a short-lived triumph. As will be argued in 

Chapters 4 and 5. the intrusion of other preoccupations. primarily those related to 'fraud' 

and -cnminality'. soon eroded the dominance of inclusionary liberal discourses. 

This chapter maps and detaiis the discursive shifts and contests which shaped the 

development and application of exclusionary Canadian immigration law and policy. from 

the extremely discretionary and explicitly discriminatory 1952 Act to the distinctly liberal 

1976 Act. Dunng this period. moral and racial national purity discourses and the 

*il 1 i beral ' procedures of Ministerial discretion were increasingly contested by and through 

the mobil izat ion of legal and humanitanan liberal discourses. However. signi ficantly. the 



use of suzeping Ministerial discretionary powers to exciude on the basis of 'security' was 

nor. in any serious way. challenged during this tirne. Indeed it can be seen to intensi@.' 

I I )  Shifts in the Covernance of Exclusionary Canadian Immigration Law, Policy 

and Practice (1947-1976): Liberal Challenges and Legal Triumphs 

What follows is a review of the shifis in the governance of exclusionary Canadian 

Immigration law and policy beginning with Mackenzie King's famous 1947 Statement on 

Immigration and ending with the crowning achievement of iiberalism in this field of 

public policy: the 1976 Immigration Act. In this review. particular attention is paid to the 

discursh~e rationales and contests which have inflected and justified the uses of 

exciusionary ministerial discretion over the years. Ministerial discretion has both 

exclusionary and inclusionary preoccupations. However. the exclusionary work of 

Ministerial discretion has a much longer. and more entrenched discursive history than the 

inclusionary work of Ministerial discretion. This analysis seeks to demonstrate that 

during the period under review. exclusionary Canadian immigration law and policy was 

guided and justified by two dominant analytically distinct governing rationales: (racial 

and moral) national 'purityànd 'security'. 

There was during this period a shifi away fiom the identity based exclusions 

entaiied by national purity discourses towards 'risk' based exclusions (assessing and 

goveming (future) 'threats' to national security and public safety). The extent to which 

this shifi has entailed a change in the composition of the actual subjects deemed 

undesirable andor undeserving of exclusionary immigration governance is. however. less 

certain. There is reason to believe from the historical evidence that in this important area. 

As argued in Chapter Two. while discretionary power is not necessarily exclusively 
located in what is conventionally understood as 'the state'. and while discretiona~ power 
is not necessarily created by law. nor does it exist only in relation to law. the examination 
of the development and application of legally sanctioned discretionary powers of the state 
to 'exclude' does nonetheless provide an important window thmugh which dominant 
historically specific social concems and goveming rationales in relation to the govemance 
of exclusionary immigration iaw and policy rnay be examined. 



discursive shi fis in the construction and mobilization of undesirabiiity does not 

necessarily entai1 any real change in the people k i n g  govemed and excluded. 

While it is beyond the scope of this study to consider in any detaiI the earlier 

period of Canadian immigration history. the logic of (racial and moral) purity had long 

interacted with cnminality concems in the govemance of exclusionary immigration law 

and policf . And indeed. the influence of the Iogic of security had already become 

increasingly dominant with the emergence of war time insecurities leading to the frequent 

use of discretionary powers to exclude against 'subversives'. 'enemy aliens'. communists. 

anarchists and the like. It should also be suessed that this analysis does not imply that 

criminality issues had never before played a part in exclusionary Canadian immigration 

law and policy. The point k ing  made here. and to be substantiated in the following 

chapters. is that while criminality has always ken. in varying degrees. a key ground for 

the exclusion of *undesirables'. the dominance which it now enjoys in the govemance of 

contemporary law and policy is unprecedented. 

The p s t  world war two ebb and flow of the cold war heightened national 

insecurities and helped to fort@ the logic of security and the Canadian secunty apparatus. 

However. the argument k i n g  made here is that as the logic of (racial and moral) purity 

was increasingly undermined in the 1 WOs, 1960s and early 70s, the logic of 'security' 

emerged. increasingly supplemented by criminality discourses. as the guiding rationale 

for coercive sovereign exclusions. despite periodic ebbs in the Cold War and despite 

liberal legal challenges to the uses of ministerial exclusionary discretion. 

a) Mackenzie King's 1947 Statement to Parliament on Immigration 

In his speech in 1947. Prime Minister Mackenzie King gave expression to the 

underlying principles of Canadian immigration law and policy of the day. narnely: 

admission to Canada was a privilege and not a right; immigration law and policy should 

See for example: Lisa Marie Jakubowski. Immigrafion and the Legalization ofRucism 
Halifax: Femwood Publishing. 1997 



not exceed the nation's economic 'absorptive capacity'; and that immigration law and 

pol icy should not interfere with the demographic 'character' of the nation. The relevant 

and ofien quoted section of this speech reads as follows: 

The policy of the Government is to foster the growth of the population of 
Canada by the encouragement of immigration. The Govemment will seek 
... to ensure the careful selection and permanent settlement of such 
numbers of immigrants as can advantageously be absorbed in Our national 
economy ... 1 wish to make it quite clear that Canada is perfectly within her 
rights in selecting persons whom we regard as desirabie future citizens. It 
is not a 'fundamental human right' of any alien to enter Canada. It is a 
privilege. It is a matter of domestic policy ... The people of Canada do not 
wish. as a result of mass immigration, to make any fundamental alteration 
in the c haracter of our population .... Any considerable Oriental 
immigration would ... be certain to give rise to social and econornic 
problems.' 

Many have read this excerpt as evidence of 'how much has changed' since 1947. 

Arguably as well. it speaks to 'how much remains the sarne'. With the exception of the 

explicit expression of the racist dimensions of Canadian Immigration law and policy of 

the day. concerns about Canada's economic 'absorptive capacity' and the sovereign 

declaration that 'entering Canada is a privilege and not a right' continue to be dom in an^.^ 

The assertion of Canada's sovereign right to be selective with respect to whom it  allows 

to enter the country has always underpimed the goveniment's control of immigration law 

and policy and has always provided the guiding rationale for broad Ministenal 

exclusionary discretion within this context. This was true then as it is today. 

The fact that King's 1947 statement made explicit and racist reference to the 

potential threat to the 'character of our population' posed by 'mass' immigration. speaks 

Prime Minister Mackenzie King. in House of Commons Debaies. 1 May. 1947. quoted 
Kelley and Trebilcock: 1 998:3 12 

4 While the phrase 'absorptive capacity' continues to be bandied about. immigration law 
and policy is being increasingly reonented to a 'long-tem' plan rather than the 'tap on. 
tap off approach entailed by the notion of 'absorptive capacity'. 



to the degree to which racist beliefs. articulated and applied in part through the 

mobil izat ion and application of national ' purity' discourses. had k e n  social1 y. legal 1 y and 

politically dominant prior to the 1960s. Until the 1960s. racism had intermingled with 

morality and class in the constitution of the -(un)desirable' citizen: and -(un)desirability' 

\\-as linked discursively with the need to protect national 'purity'.' 

b) The 1952 Immigration Act 

The 1952 Act was the first Immigration Act since 19 10. The 1952 Act codified 

esisting racial and moral bases for exclusion and sanctioned sweeping Ministerial 

discretionarq. powrers to exclude. either through inadrnissibility or through deportation. 

The 1952 Acr gave the federal Cabinet sweeping discretion which. "...in practice 

devolved to the minister responsible and his oficials'" over (in)admissibiIity and 

deportation. 

i ) Discretionary Power and Exclusionary Provisions 

Section 61 of the Act gave the Cabinet the power to exclude people from Canada. 

on the following grounds: 

(1) nationality. citizenship. ethnic group. occupation. class or geographical area of 
origin: 
(ii)  pecuIiar customs. habits. modes of life or methods of holding property; 
(iii) Unsuitability having regard to the climatic, economic. social. industrial. 
educationat, labour. health, or other conditions or requirements existing 
temporarily or otherwise, in Canada or in the area or country from or through 
which such persons corne to Canada; or (iv) Probable inability to become readily 

'The racist dimensions of the historical development Canadian Immigration law and 
policy are now well documented. However. the logic of national 'purity' was not only 
about 'racial purity'. For an interesting analysis of h e  shilling and dynamic relations 
between race. morality and class in the historical discursive construction of 'purity' in 
English Canada see Mariana Valverde The Age of Light. Soap and It'ater: Mord Rcjorm 
ir7 E~gi ish Cunudn. 1885-1 925, Toronto: McClelland and Stewart Inc.. 1 99 1 

"Kelley and Trebilcock l998:324 



assimilated or  to assume the duties and responsibilities of Canadian citizenship 
wi thi n a reasonable time after admission.' 

This section is virtually unchanged fiom Section 38 c)  o f  the 1910 Act with the 

one exception that the 1952 provision substituted 'ethnic groupa for -race'. There is little 

doubt that these provisions were designed to exclude non-whites. Particulariy noteworthy 

is the inclusion of  'unsuitability' having regard to 'climatic' conditions. A 1952 letter 

from Walter Harris. then Immigration Minister. makes the following tel ling cizims: 

In the light o f  experience it would be unrealistic to say that immigrants 
who have spent the greater part o f  their Iife in tropical o r  sub-tropical 
countries become readily adapted to the Canadian mode o f  l i  fe which. to 
no smaIl extent. is determined by climatic conditions. It is a matter o f  
record ... that natives of such countries are more apt to break down in heal th 
than immigrants from countries where the clirnate is more &in to that o f  
Canada. It is equally true that. generally speaking. persons from tropical 
o r  sub-tropical countries find it more difficult to succeed in the highly 
competitive Canadian economy.' 

As observed by Jakubowski. " From the Immigration Act o f  1910 up to and including the 

Acr of  1952. Section 38 c )  was the principle instrument through which the irnplicit 

-White Canada' policy on Canada was implemented."' 

This view of the racist history of Canadian Immigration law and policy is today 

widely admitted and well-established. In a recent comparative analysis of Canadian and 

Australian immigration and refugee law and policy. this history is succinctly and directly 

summed up as follows: 

Freda Hawkins. Canada and /mmigrafion: Public Policy and Plrblic Concern 
Montrea1:McGill Queen's University Press, 1972: 102 

8 Noteworthy (CCF member) reading letter from Harris. in House o f  Commons Debarci\. 
195343 5 1 -2. quoted in Kelley and Trebilcock 1998:325 

9 Jakubowski. lntmigration and the Legalization of Racism, 1997: 1 7 



The history of immigration in Australia and Canada is indelibly linked to 
racism. prejudice and xenopho bia. Attitudes of racial prejudice shaped 
immigration policy in both countries. leading to the *'White Australia" and 
"White Canada" policies which detemined immigration selection 
procedures until the 1 960s.I0 

The list of 'Prohibited Classes' was also virtually unchanged from the 1 9 1 0 Act. It 

included "..idiots. imbeciles, morons, epileptics, beggars. as well as the insane. the 

diseased. and the physically defective ... individuals convicted of crimes of moral 

turpitude. and those advocating the subversion of democracy." " Also among the 

pro hi bi ted were "...persans seeking entry for immoral purposes ...p ersons who were public 

charges or judged likely to become such. aicoholics. drue addicts and persons who had 

trafficked in drugs."" 

It is analytically significant that the 1952 Act included the new categories of 

homosexuals. drug addicts and traffickers. The exclusion of homosexuals was officiall~ 

justified by. and discursively linked to. cold war 'national security' concems: 'sesual 

deviants' represented a nationaI 'security risk'. As argued by Philip Girard. this discursive 

linkage was in large part the result of pressure from the RCMP and the American security 

establishment "..,which had decisively linked Communisrn and homosexuality in its 

collective mind as part of a complex of cold war subversion."" Arguably the exclusion of 

homosexuals under the 1952 Act , and the ease with which this exclusion was accepted." 

speaks. at least in part. to the growing primacy of the logic of securi ty evident in the 1 952 

I o  Adelman el al (eds) I994:547(Vol.î) 

"Kelley and Trebilcock 1998: 325 

" ~ o m e  Foster Turnsrile Immigration: Muliicultural ism. Social Order and Socid Jim icu 
in Cunuda. Toronto: Thompson Educational PubIishing. 1998: 89 

'' Cited in Whitaker 1987:37 

I4Whitaker describes the absence of any oficial opposition to the clause prohi biting 
homosexuals and how it "..was rushed through parliament with no discussion 
whatsoever ..." Whitaker 1987:37 



Act. Although the exclusion of homosexuctls under the logic of security may appear as a 

new. disguised version of moral exclusions. in this analysis it indicates the intemingling 

or 'hybridity' of Iogics of govemance in this field. Moreover. the addition of e?rclusion on 

the grounds of 'dmg addiction' and 'dmg traficking' sipals the emergence of an 

increasing preoccupation with 'true crimes' central to the logic of cnminal ity. 

With respect to discretion. section 39 of the 1952 Acr preserved the very wide 

scope of discretionary power which had characterised the 19 10 legislation. Section 39 

ensured that the government, acting through the Minister and his offtcials. continued to 

have the ultimate and final authority over exclusionary decisions. It decreed that there 

was to be no recourse in law for those deemed undesirable and excludable: 

No court and no judge or oEcer thereof has the junsdiction to revieu-. 
quash. reverse. restrain or othenvise interfere with any proceeding. 
decision or order of the Minister, Deputy Minister. Director. Immigration 
Appeal Board. Special Inquiry Officer or immigration oficer had. made or 
given under the authority and in accordance with the provisions of this Act 
relating to the detention. deportation of any persan. upon any ground 
whatsoever. unless such person is a Canadian citizen or has Canadian 
domicile? 

While the 1952 A a  had provided for Immigration Appeal Boards. they couid only 

decide on a limited category of deportation decisions and even then only on matters of 

law. and due to the wide degree of discretion accorded to immigration officiais. errors of 

law were quite rare. Moreover any of their decisions could be overturned by the 

Minister.I6 The 1952 Act "gave the Minister powers of discretion such as to give him 

"Quoted in Hawkins. 1987: 103 
The 1952 Acr had defined and entrenched the legal concept of 'domicile' for the 
purposes of immigration policy. Domicile, defined as a 5 year penod of residency in 
Canada. effèctively served as a protection against deportation for non-citizens. 
interestingly this 'protection' was eliminated fiom the 1976 legislation. 

l6 Frank N. Marmco and Henry M. Goslett, The 1996 Annotcried Immigration Acr uf 
Cirnuh. Toronto: Carswell, 1995:2 13 (in their comments on Chiarelli la. Can. (Mini-s~er 



potentially the last word on every individual case."" It was indeed a 'discouraging 

document'. characterised by a 'negative tone' and a 'heavy emphasis on e~clusion'.'~ 

ii) 'Securiîy' Concems and the 1952 Act 

It is analytically significant that during the late 1950s and throughout the 1960s. 

the 1952 Act was increasingly seriously scrutinized and criticized for its sanctioning of 

exceedingly wide discretionary power to exclude and its explicit racism. Yet the use of 

similarly broad ministerial discretion for the exclusion of 'securitf threats (rather than 

- purit!.' threats) attracted next to no critical attention. Moreover. not only were 

discret ionan; powers to exclude on the basis of 'security' immune to any serious 

cri t icism. the continued preservation and en forcement of this exclusionary discret ion. in 

the context of the growing challenge posed by Iiberal legal and humanitarian discourses 

during the Iate 1950s and 1960s. was a matter of particular concem. Similarly. while the 

explicitly racist dimensions of the 1952 Act and the racist parameters of the 'desirable 

citizen' enforced through the application of ministerial discretion has been a rnatter of 

considerable recent critical scholarly attention. the ideologically and politically mo~ivated 

exclusions affected through the security provisions of the Act have elicited far less critical 

attention. 

The notable exception to this is provided by Reg Whitaker in his carefutly 

researched and detailed study of Canadian immigration poficy. Whitaker-s work raises a . 
potent challenge to the conventional liberal view of the 1960s as a period of 

liberalization. legalization and progress in the field of immigration. He highlights the fact 

that although racist and othenvise discriminatory uses of exceedingly wide -unchecked' 

Ministerial discretion to exclude were fiercely attacked on 'legal' grounds. sirnilarly 

broad tracts of exclusionary discretionary power to exclude on political and ideological 

qf Employment a n d  immigration), 1 6 1mm.L. R. (26) 1 .[1992] 1 S.C.R.7 1 1 ). 

" Hawkins 1987: 102 

''Ibid..~. 105 



grounds in the name of 'security' did not elicit parallel legal concerns. During the late 

1950s and earIy 1960s, as increasing public. political and legal attention was k i n g  paid 

to immigration policy and in particular to the racist and discretionary dimensions thereof. 

"P]one of these developments appears to have had any impact on the thinking of the 

security establishment as reflected in the practice of immigration regulation and 

control."" The logic of 'security'. already well entrenched during war-time and over the 

postwar period. can be seen to expand and intensiG. fiee from scmtiny. at the same time 

as the logic of (racia1)'purity' was increasingly contested. The 1952 Acr radically 

extended the security related exclusionary provisions: 

... when the act was passed. broader legislative authority was given to 
prevent the entry into Canada of persons associated "at any time" with an. 
group about which there were --reasonable grounds for believing" that they 
advocated or promoted "subversion by force or other means of democratic 
government. institutions or processes, as they are understood in Canada." 
or were "likely to engage in or advocate" subversion. Moreover. persons 
"1 i kely to engage in espionage, sabotage or any other subversive activity" 
were also to be barred." 

The critique of the 1952 'security' provisions bars a striking resemblance to 

conternporary criticisms of the contemporary 'criminality' provisions ushered in with 

Bill. C-44'' This should not be surprising given that the 'security' provisions of the 1957 

.4cr largely parallel the gcriminality' provisions contained in the Bill C-44 's recent 

amendment- Both employ discretion in the work of determining the risk of future -threats' 

posed: both lack any clear. full right to judicial review; both refuse the right of rejected 

applicants to be given the reasons for the decision made: and. both rernove the right of 

permanent residents to appeal. As with the 1995 'danger opinion', under the 1952 Act, 

with regard to landed immigrants "...the state's invocation of "national security" 

l 9  Whitaker 1987204 

'O~bid.. p.35 

"See Chapter 6 for a discussion of this. 



consideration could effectively ovemde any appeal process"? Moreover. the definitional 

corlrenr of b t h  the 1952 'security' provisions and of the 1995 'criminality' provisions are 

vague and unspeci fied." 'Subversion' and - likelihood to engage in subversion' were as 

difficult to define then as 'dangerousness' and 'likelihood of posing a danger' are today. 

And finally. both provisions are particularly serious in that they operate within the ever 

present looming sovereign spectre of the threat of deportation. 

As with the slippage which is evident in the context of 'purity' discourses with 

respect to their racist. mordistic and class dimensions. 'security' discourses which 

facilitated exclusions on ideological and political grounds can also not be separatecf off 

from other. then familiar. prejudices. This difficulty in reducing exclusionary logics to a 

single explanatory axis is acknowledged by Whitaker. He notes that while his primary 

focus is on the "...political and ideological bias, the illiberality. and the duplicity 

that .... characterised the implementation of Cold War security policies". at the same time. 

--... some more familiar biases, such as racism, appear anew. cloaked under the rubric of 

-'national ~ecurity".'~ Similarly. while the contemporary govemmental preoccupation with 

'criminality"' cannot be reduced exclusively to racism. there is no question that 

constmctions of criminality are raced. 

While Whitaker considers the exclusionary uses of discretion in the context of the 

Cold War to be 'illiberal' and thus offensive. 1 argue that the discretionary power to 

exclude on the bais  of deservedness and/or desirability, whether governed by the logic of 

purity. security or criminality is distinctly liberal. White legal checks on discretionan 

decision-making are regarded as practically desirable. they do not represent a substantive 

'' As put by Whitaker with respect to the 1952 security provisions. "...specific criteria for 
applying these very general ternis ... were not part of the legislation ... but were lefi 

entirely to administrative discretion." (Ibid.,p.36) 

7 < -- This too is discussed in a later chapter. 



challenge to the fundamentally exclusionary preoccupations of discretionq power in the 

construction and reproduction of dominant conceptions of (un)desirability which guides 

exclusionary immigration law and pof icy. Liberalism. as a mode of governing. imposes 

restrictions on the state's power to govem individuals through coercion and force. 

Esclusionary discretionary power. in the context of immigration. is the central 

mechanism which facilitates and justifies the continued sovereign control of non-citizens 

under a liberal regime of govemance. One might even suggest that legal protections 

actual 1 y facil itate this state sanctioned coercion by setting out how excl usions. uhich in 

the case of deportation is extremely coercive. c m  be carried out - I e g u ~ . .  

C) Rising Opposition to the 1952 Act 

The two problerns of 'unfenered' or 'absolute' discretionary power (unless it was 

linked with secunty security issues). and of racial discrimination were the primary focus 

of increasingly widespread and vocal Iegal. social and political opposition throughout the 

1960s. Most prominent amongst the critics of the 1952 Act were la~yers  and members of 

parliament. The former were predominantly concemed about the absence of legal 

protecrions afforded to non-citizens in the context of (non-security related) discretionq 

excIusions and the 'arbitrariness' that this absence entailed. and the latter were 

particularly troubled by the discriminatory nature of the existing legislation. a concem 

largeIy explained by pressure from increasingly ethnically diverse constituencies. 

During this period, li beral legal discourses relating to notions of due process. 

individual rights and equality gained currency and converged with humanitarian and 

compassionate discounes relating to notions of social responsibility. social citizenship 

and international human rights that had emerged and had gained social. political and legal 

influence afier the Second World War; "...even if admission to Canada was still 

considered a privilege and not a right. basic due process protections were coming to be 



seen as properly extended to aliens ... the values and the interests that were driving 

immigration policy had taken on ... a much more liberal c~mplexion."'~ 

Opposition to the 1952 Act also emanated frorn economic sectors but for quite 

different reasons. The Econornic Council of Canada sensitive to the rising ~nemplo~ment  

and recession in the late 1950s. was particularly concerned by what it viewed was an 

excessively large and unwieldy sponsorship program which was issuing in a veritable 

' flood' of unskil led, dependent immigrants. This concem was fuelled and heightensd by 

"...the increasing need for skilled manpower in Canada and the very real di fficulties 

experienced by the unskilled in the Canadian labour market."". In 1964. the Council went 

on record with the assertion that 'rhe future prosperity of a nation will depend upon an 

adequate supply of professional. technical, managerial and other highly skilled 

manpo~er."'~ Indeed. it was these two related issues. the impact of the sponsorship 

program and the argued need for more highly skilied workers that underpinned the 

government's 1 966 Whire Paper. to be discussed in more detail below. 

Finally. the wide scope of Ministerial discretion under the existing legislation had 

created an unmanageable workload for the Minister. From an organizational and 

pragmatic perspective. there was simpiy 'TOO much discretionary power for the 

Minister." '" 
Of particular interest in this analysis are the debates. discussions and reforms 

which addressed the issues of rninisterial discretion and exclusion. As with Bill C-44 in 

1995. it  was the liberal legal paradigm (individual rights. due process. procedural justice). 

coupled with related egalitarian (nondiscrimination) and humanitarian (protection. 

asylum) discourses which guided and set the parameters of the sustained critique of the 
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exclusionary discretionary powers. Indeed, there were as well serious and contentious 

questions relating to more inclusionary policies such as the need for skilled over unskilled 

labour. the nature and impact o f  the sponsorship program and the need for long-terrn 

immigration planning v. the 'tap-on. tap-off approach. However. the most severe 

criticism, lvhich began in the mid-fifiies and gained momentum through the 1960s. 

emanated from lawyers and MPs and focussed on individual rights and non- 

discrimination in the context o f   exclusion^.^^ 

Tw-O of the first and most effective critics of the 1952 legislation were E. Davie 

Fulton. a member of the conservative opposition and John Diefenbaker. leader of the 

Consewative party in 1956. both lawyers. In 1955. Fulton. on behalf of the Consen-ative 

Party, initiated a critical debate in the House of Commons on immigration law and policy. 

Fulton submitted various legal reports and resolutions of the Canadian Bar Association 

and made numerous critical representations focussing primarily on the issue of individual 

rights. or the lack thereof, in the context of discretionary ministerial exclusions. The 

substance of the legal critique of  Ministerîal discretion under the 1952 legislation 

parallels that which was levelled at Bill C-44 in 1995. Fulton charged the government 

with 'administrative lawlessness' that denied ..." simple justice to Canadians and non- 

Canadians alike."" Echoing the political and legal defence raised today with respect to 

broad ministerial discretionq powers to exclude, the g o v e r n e n t  of the day responded 

repeatedly that '* ... there were no rights attached to immigration. It was a matter of 

discretion only and could not be made a matter of law."" Fulton expressed the dominant 

liberal legal view which has remained remarkably consistent over the years. The 

following quote from the House of Commons Debates in 1955 could be mistaken for a 

current objection to the 1995 'danger opinion' legislation. Fulton argued. 



When reasons for decisions do not have to be given .... as the governent 
maintains that they do not. and when ministerial discretion. which means 
in the nature of things. departmental discretion. is the sole arbiter. then 
error. corruption. favouritism. and injustice are invited and rights and 
liberties are denied in principle as well as in fact. '' 

i ) The 1962 Immigration Regulations 

The 1962 regulations mark the b e g i ~ i n g  of the government's dismantling of the 

discriminatory dimensions of the Act and the growing recognition of the need to protect 

the individual rights of non-citizens. The 1962 Regulations bepan to respond to the 

challenges raised by liberal legal discourses. They removed the 'preferred classes' 

provision (P.C. 1956-785) which had proclaimed a hierarchy of desirability based on 

country of netionality. " The 1962 Regulations removed airnosi al1 traces of' racial 

discrimination with the principle of 'skill over ethnicity'(s.3 1 (a)).The notable exception 

was that racial discrimination was presemed in sponsorship provisions which continued 

to favour Europeans. While al1 immigrants could sponsor close relatives. s.3 1 (d)  

stipulated which countries could sponsor more distant relatives. "this clause ruled out 

Asia and al1 of Afi-ica except Egy~t.**~* 

The regulations also began to respond to the growing concems regarding the 

protection of the individual rights of non-citizens facing deportation. They enlarged the 

jurisdiction of the existing IAB to allow al1 people facing deportation the right to appeal. 

not just the previously selected categories. The Immigration Department claimed in its 

annual report that under the new regulations. "...the responsibility for the hearing of al1 

appeals rests with the IAB which is completely independent of the Immigration 
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Bran~h."'~ This overstated the case. Because the Regulations had been effected through 

esecutive order, rather than through an amendment to the Acf. the Minister could still 

reverse any decision rendered by the Board." In addition. the IAB could still not hear 

sponsorship appeals and the Minister continued to be 'swarnped' with individual cases." 

It was not until the Immigration Appeal Board Act was passed in 1967 that a more 

independent and effective Board was ~reated. '~ 

i i  ) The Sedgewick Report of 1965 

In 1964 lawyer Joseph Sedgewick was asked by the Minister of Justice to 

investigate 23 allegations of unlawfbl detention (20 of these were Greek sailors who had 

jumped ship in Canada). Sedgewick was also asked more generally to report on the 

-'...procedure now k i n g  followed in relation to the arrest. deportation and prosecution of 

persons who enter Canada or remain there illegally.'4~edgewick was subsequently asked 

by Prime Minister Pearson to expand his terms of reference to include consideration of 

rninisterial discretion. 

Accordingly. Part One of the Sedgewick Reporr addresses the particular issue of 

detention and Part Two examines the question of rninisterial discretion. Sedgewick's 

investigations led him to defend the detention and deportation decisions made by the 

Immigration Branch in the cases at hand. He concluded that there had k e n  no unlawful 

detention or unlawfbl denial of rights in these cases. He added that the problem of % 

deserting seamen "...bas developed into a whofesale ... and deliberately planned method of 
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circumventing Canada's immigration laws."" Sedgewick was disturbed by what he 

perceived as un fair criticism levelled at the Immigration Branch in this matter. stating that 

-'many of the attacks which have been made in this affair have k e n  ill-founded or 

e ~ a ~ ~ e r a t e d . ' ~ '  

At the sanie time as Sedgewick was preparing his report. the Department of 

Citizenship and Immigration was preparing its own report on the deponation process as 

part of a series of background papers in preparation for a Departmental White Paper on 

immigration. The Department repeated the view that cnticisms of the Department with 

respect to arrests. detention and deportation were largely unfair and groundless. 

Nevertheless, this report reluctantly conceded that although the cri ticisms had been 

-un fair', 

... it is felt that so long as the Immigration Act provides such broad and 
uncontrolled power to detain individuals. the legal profession, the public 
and the press will tend to be very critical of anything which appears to be 
an excessive and improper use of this power-Although current immigration 
policy and procedures have established safeguards against abuses. the 
public will not be satisfied that these safeguards are genuine unless they 
are reflected in the legislation itself? 

Justice must not only be done, it must be seen to be done. Thus in al1 contests. 

including detention. the guiding preoccupation during this pet-iod was the lega1 

implications of -uncheckedm ministenal discretion to exclude - not with 'exclusion- pet- 

se. 

The Sedgewick Report is most commonly regarded as a prescription for the 

cunailment and 'checking' of Ministerial discretion and uttimately as a prescription for 

the revision of the Act. Sedgewick recommended. among other things. that the IAB 

-- - 
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should be completely independent and authoritative. subject to a right to appeal to the 

courts. He also recommended that s.39. which preserved the final discretionat). authority 

of the Minister. should be eliminated and that "...express provision should be made from 

the IAB to the Eschequer Coun of Canada on questions of law with a fùrther appeal to 

the Supreme Court of Canada with leave of that Sedpwick repeated once again 

the dictum that entering Canada is a privilege and not a right. a principle uhich he 

recommended should be clearly stated in the Act. He firmly believed that due process 

provisions and the respect of the individual rights of non-citizens should not unsettle or 

disturb the state's sovereign and absolute right to select desirable citizens and esclude 

others. 

The Sedgewick Repori is most often remembered for its liberal legal 

recommendations relating to the curtailment of ministerial discretion. However for the 

purpose of this review. Sedgewick's unwavering support for the 'state's right to esclude' 

is of particular interest. The preservation and justification of this sovereign right rests in 

his view upon the logic of security: that it was 'both necessary and proper that eveq 

effort be made to exclude aliens who are undesirable for security reasons.' The inherent ly 

imprecise meaning of 'security reasons' is highlighted by Sedgewick himself. He 

acknowledges that "... while the word secwity imrnediatel y brings to mind the struggle 

uith communism" it also covered other *rotalitarian causes" and criminals as well. '' The 

mention of 'criminals' in the context of national 'security' is significant. providing an 

early signal of the expansion and shifts which the definitional categorïes of both 'security 

threats' and 'cnrninality' would undergo in the years to corne. Sedgewick also included 

severaI enforcement related recommendations, including a system of 'alien' registration 

and fingerprinting. Thus, while most have focussed on Sedgewick's recommendations 

relating to the legalization of Ministerial discretion. it can also be read quite differently: 

"..[TJhe Sedgewick Report c m  be viewed as a strong restatement of the traditional 
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consemative view on national security and the rights of  the state as overriding the rights 

of individuals especially if they are not c i t i ~ e n s . ' ~ ~  Arguably. the lack of  attention to this 

aspect of the report speaks at ieast in part to the taken-for pn tedness  o f  the guiding logic 

of security which increasingly stood alone as  the logic of (racial) purity was contested and 

dismantled." 

i i i)  The White Paper o f  1966 

At the same tirne that Sedgewick was carrying out his inquin. the Immigration 

Department \vas preparing its own policy paper on immigration which appeared in 

1966? Most commentators regard this document as a fairly predictable document nhich 

addressed the dominant concerns of  the day; '-..an exercise in persuasion for a particular 

pol i ~ y . ' ~ '  As noted. this report centred most obviously on the need to better manage and 

control the sponsorship program. the need for increasingly skilled labour (as argued by 

the Economic Co~nci l ) '~ .  the need to substitute 'skill' for 'ethnicity- in immigration 

selection procedures. and the need to create a more independent Immigration Appeal 

Board. The new Board would take over the Minister's discretionary power to exclude and 

would be limited in its jurisdiction only "...by the nght to appeaI its decisions on 

questions of law to the Supreme Court of Canada with leave of that court."". and to 

 or a detailed discussion of the Sedgewick Report and its recommendations see 
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accede finally to the 195 1 Inremational Convention on rhc Siutus of Refirgees and create a 

domestic system to detennine whether individual claimants had a well-founded basis for 

(were .desenring* of) Canadian protection in the form of refugee status. 

However. and more significantly for the purposes at hand. this document reflected 

the ongoing and increasing desire on the part of the government to exclude undesirables 

from Canada. It provides an early expression of the shift in rationality away from that 

which justified immigration exclusions on the ba is  of status and towards e.uclusions 

based on goveming associated riskddangers. 

The priorities and practices of exclusionary Canadian immigration law and policy 

had been increasingly complicated by the emergent challenges of li beral legal discourses 

and by humani tarian discourses. The Whire Paper can be read as a contri bution to the 

redefinition (reconstruction) of  the dominant conception of undesirability. which could no 

longer be lefi timatel y constituted through the mobilization of moral and racial purity 

discourses and which had to accord to the parameters set by the liberal legal paradigm. 

The ÇI/hife Puper addressed the exclusionary preoccupations of the day. The 

'\*ened' question of 'security'. as it was descnbed by Sedgewick5': the elimination of 

moralistic grounds for exclusion: the need to penalize transportation companies which 

brought inadmissible (undesirable) people to Canadian shores: and finally the M'hirc. 

Pupet- addressed the need to develop new measures to deal with certain prohibited 

classes. most notably 'organized' criminals and subversives. 

While the Whire Puper did recommend the elimination of certain moralistic 

status-based grounds for exclusion. the manner in which this recornmendation was 

justified is revealing and speaks to the flexibility of official exclusionary rationales and to 

the emergence of 'risk-thinking' in government policy. Significantly. the CVhite Puper did 

not justify its recommendation to revise the definitionai content of the prohibited classes 

by reference to any humanitarian or otherwise 'liberal' or 'progressive' rationales. but 

rather it argued that while the exclusion of these categories of prohibited classes was 



indeed understandable and desirable, given Canada's legitimate desire to keep out 

-misfitsm. the explicit inclusion of moral and social exclusionary categories was 

unnecessary. These sume people CO& be excluded for the same unkrfying reusons hrrt 

r hrorrgh rhe application of other grounds. The relevant section reads: 

Persons who are undesirable on moral or social grounds ought to be excluded as 
immigrants but not necessarily as non-immigrants. although any such flexibilit?? 
must be balanced by a compensating provision for their prompt removal should 
they attempt to remain permanently or give other cause. The homosexual. the 
beggar or vagant and the chronic alcoholic are at present speci fical 1 y prohi bi ted. 
Though not particularly desirable as immigrants or non-immigrants. such people 
are not true dangers to the national interest by virtue simply of their personal 
failings. To the extent that they represent an unacceptable risk because of factors 
associated with their weakness. they will be excludable on health. criminal or 
subversive grounds. or, as public charges. They therefore could safely be deleted 
fiom the specific Iist of prohibited clas~es.~' 

This is indeed a telling justification. Sedgwick makes no effort to disguise his 

support for the continued exclusion of these 'misfits' and 'undesirables'. Official 

construction(s) of desirability as defined in legislation do not necessarily coincide with 

underlying exclusionary preoccupations, moreover. official definitions of undesirability 

may be specifically designed and employed in surreptitious ways which belie the official 

definitions. Additionalty. the categories of 'security' and 'criminality' are revealed to be 

far less definitive and straightfonvard than official discourses would suggest. 

Ministerial discretion to exclude on 'security grounds' was largely immune from 

sustained substantive criticism. However liberal legai discourses had begun to draw at 

least some critical attention to the procedural 'secrecy' of these exclusions . and in 

particular to the powers of the RCMP with respect to security screening. In 1957. the 

RCMP's involvement in this national service was raised in the House of Commons in 

defence of its 'illiberal' security screening and decision-making procedures and 

processes. In response to the suggestion that non-citizens who were subject to security 

proceedings should be accorded more individual rights. the response was. "[I]n the nature 



of things. unfortunately. we cannot prove these things [security reports provided by the 

RCMP. milita. intelligence. and the civiI service] ... There has to be an assumption that 

the people who do it. like our RCMP ... are reliable."Y 

The question of security and security screening in particular was indeed "a vesed 

problem". and was clearly not easiIy amenable to the challenges raised by liberal lepal 

discourses: in the contest between liberai legal and humanitarian discourses and 'security' 

concems. national security wins. Thus. while there was an internai departmental review in 

the late 1950s and a Royal Commission on Security (The 'Mackenzie Commission-of 

1969) which coincided generally with a 'thawing' of the Cold War. "Neither of  these did 

more than scratch the surface of  the immigration security process: some never even 

scratched [the surface]. despite the growing disillusionment of Canadians with the old 

Cold War mould and despite some severe extemal shocks to the old thinking." 5 5  These 

-extemal shocks' included: 

... the collapse of the international Communist monolith of years past. the 
Sino-Soviet split and its divisive ramifications throughout the lefi world- 
\ride. the influx of  American political refuges during the Vietnam War. 
and the challenge of lefi wing refùgees from right wing totalitarian 

Nonetheless. evidence of  the mounting challenge posed by liberal legalism is 

found in the Whire Poper in its important concession that the current legal definition of 

subversion was unlawfully broad; "[Ilt is important that recognition be given to the fact 

that the holding or expression of  unpopular opinions, or sympathy with such opinion. is 

not in itself indicative of subversive activity."" However. beyond this. the question of the 
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processes and practices retating to security screening was lefi largely alone in the IClhire 

Paper . '" 
Fol lowing the appearance of the Sedgewick Reporr and the It/hife Pupm a Special 

Joint Committee of the Senate and the House of Commons on Immigration was appointed 

in 1966 to review. conduct hearings and report on both documents. Even more extensive 

hearings were carried out in 1975 following the government's release of a Green Paper o n  

Immigration in the previous year as background preparation for the long-awaited new 

Immigration Act in 1976. in the 1960s and the first half of the 1970s. Canadian 

immigration law and policy received historicall y unprecedented cri tical public and 

political attention and debate. leading some to describe this period as one which 

witnessed not only the de-racialization and legalization of immigration processes. but also 

the democratisation of the immigration policy-rnaking process." However. it is surely 

also significant that as the challenges posed by liberal legal and humanitarian discourses 

were gaining political and social currency. the number of deportations jumped to a record 

high. In the 1 967- 1 97 1 period. deportations jumped to 1 1.766 (compared to "about 3.500 

for each of the preceding five year peri~ds").~ Unlike the figures for the depression 

period, very few deportations fell under the 'public charge' classification. The primary 

causes were 'stealth or misrepresentation (57%) and criminality (32%).6' 870 or 7% were 

classified as 'othei. which "presumably covered deportation for security reasons." While 

it  is assuredly tme that the officiai classifications of causes for deportation reveal vcry 

58 The processes and procedures relating to security screening were the focus of 
increasing political and public attention over the 1 960s. however li beral legal 

discourses did little to affect existing procedures until the mid-1980s. For more detailed 
discussion of the specifics of these debates and developments see Whitaker 1987. 
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littie about the 'actual' reasons for deportation and that they "...conceal more than they 

disclose...'"'. i t is nonetheless anal yticall y interesting. The period currently under review 

saw the numbers of people forcibly removed hom Canadian soi1 more than triple. 

Moreover. of the 3.242 people who were deported between 1947/48 and 1953/54. more 

than half ( 1.956) were deported for 'other civil causes' (security reasons). while the 

remaining 1286 people were deported for medical, criminal or economic g r o ~ n d s . ~  Thus 

-criminality' deportations are seen to jump dramatically over the 1 960s. while 'other civil 

causes' ('security') deportations dropped alrnost equally drarnatically. 

d) The 'Peak' of Liberalism: The Legislative and Procedural Entrenchment of  Legal 

and Humanitarian Liberal Discourses (1967-1976) 

During these years, three important pieces of legislation were passed which 

responded to the challenges raised by liberal legal and humanitarian discourses in the 

intervening years since Mackenzie King's 1947 statement on immigration. This section 

examines these legislative reforms in light of their 'exclusiona~' dimensions. Together. 

these legislative reforms conventionally represent the 'triumph' of liberalism in the 

context of Canadian immigration law and policy. However. they also speak to the 

continuing priority of exclusions and to the guiding influence of the rationale of security 

which not only continued to justify and underpin discretionary exciusions but which was 

entrenc hed and intensi fied. 

Thus liberal legal and humanitarian discourses successfully challenged and 

ultimately displaced. the guiding logic of moral and racial national purity in national 

exclusions. They also successfulIy challenged the 'illiberal' discretionary procrhres of 

exclusion. Nevertheless. the nature, subsfance and social construction of national 

-exclusions' emerged unscathed; neither discretion. nor exclusion per se was at issue in 

the liberal challenge: the sovereign right to exclude was taken-for granted as was the idea 
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that exclusions c m  be legitimately and -objectively' justified and enforced - with the 

appropriate Iegal protections. Thus unlike the explicitty discriminatory and illiberal logic 

of national pu*. which could not possibly be sustained in the face of the liberal Iegal or 

humanitarian discursive challenge (and indeed in the face of changing economic and 

labour market needs and changing international migration patterns). 'security' of  the 

nation or public became largely regarded as a reasonably uncomplicated. objective and 

legitimate justification for the continued preservation. enuenchment and application of 

wide tracts o f  exclusionary discretionary power in cwrcive national exclusions. 

i) The Adoption of the 'Point System' (1967) 

In 1967. the governrnent introduced new immigration regulirtions which 

irnplemented the p i n t  system'. The point system is conventionally understood as 

representing the official adoption of the principle of non-discrimination in the selection of 

immigrants.The introduction of the point system in 1967 "..officially ended racial and 

ethnic discrimination in the processing o f  independent immigrants" by rnaking -skilis' the 

main selection criterion'*' thereby ending the implicit 'White Canada' policy that had 

shaped the historical development of Canadian Immigration law and Policy from its 

inception. Howver .  it should be remembered that the guiding statute was still the racist 

and exceedingly d iscr iminato~ 1952 Act and indeed there is good reason to believe that 

the introduction of the point system had more to do with pragmatic international and 

dornestic political and economic considerations than principled ones. Canada needed 

more immigrants and immigration fiom traditional (white) source countries was 

declining. Also. as pointed out by Hawkins, there was "...an increasing recognition that 

Canada could not operate effectively with the United Nations. or in a multi-racial 

Commonwealth. with the millstone o f  a racially discriminatory immigration policy 
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around her neckbd7 Moreover. critics have persuasively argued that less obvious non-legal 

discriminatory mechanisms persist: the 'skill' cnteria continue to discriminate against 

immigrants from developing countries; most of the resources committed to the 

recruitment of migrants continued to reflect a -preference for British imrnigrant~ '~~:  as did 

the governrnent's placement of  foreign visa offices. 69 

ii)The Immigration Appeal Board Act (1967) 

As had k e n  recomrnended in the Sedgewick Report. 1967 also saw the passage of 

the Imrnigruiion Appeul Board Act. It created an independent appeal tribunal which had 

final authority over ail deportation decisions subject to judicial review (with leave) to the 

superior courts on questions o f  law and jurisdiction. The creation of the new Immigration 

Appeal Board (IAB) responded directly to the sustained liberal legal critique of 

(unchecked) ministerial discretion to exclude which had k e n  gathering momentum since 

the mid-fifties. The Immigration Appeal Board Act devolved the final discretionary 

authority over exclusionary decisions fiom the Minister to the [AB. Unlike the previous 

and largely ineffective Board. the new IAB could hear appeaIs on both deportation and 

sponsorship decisions. Significantly. the jurisdiction of  the new Board was expanded. It 

couId now consider not only legal and factual questions but also humanitarian and 

compassionate factors (known as the Board's 'equitable jurisdiction'). After amendments. 

the IAB Act provided that the Board could take into account *-...the existence of 

compassionate or humanitarian considerations that in the opinion of the Board warrant 

the granting of special relief,"'* The liberal legal critique with respect to the issuance of 

reasons as a requirement of natural justice (the right to know the case made against .ou) 

was also satisfied through this legislation which, in its final form. provided that the Board 
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--... may. and at the request to the parties of the appeal. shall give reasons for its 

disposition of the appeal.'"' 

Under the IAB Act. the cabinet retained the discretion to speci6 the classes of 

relatives that could appeal a negative sponsorship decision - indicating the continued 

efforts of the government to 'control' the sponsorship program and thus reduce the 

numbers of predorninantly unskilfed. dependent applicants. Even more significantly for 

the purposes at hand was the manner in which the Act dealt with the issue of securit). 

exclusions. Opposition members tried unsuccessfùlly to provide for some measure of 

j udicial review for "...prospective immigrants rejected on securi ty grounds. or on the 

grounds of an adverse criminal intelligence report. whose cases would not. under the Act. 

corne before the Board if the Minister and the Solicitor General jointly decided that this 

would be against the national interest."" The challenges raised by liberal legality with 

respect to the impact of unchecked discretion on the principles of natural justice lacked 

the discursive power to unsenle the guiding influence of the logic of security in 

discretionary immigration exclusions. 

Despite these major legal amendments and liberal triumphs in the second half of 

the 1 960s. the 1 952 Act was still the guiding immigration statute. While the 1 967 

Regulations and the Immigration AppeaI Board Act were important refonns. 

... the flawed 1952 Immigration Act remained the guiding statute and it still contained 

many of the racist and ethnocentric biases of the early twentieth century. including 

prohibitions against the entry of a wide range of mental and mon1 defectives. Clearly. if 

Canada was serious about immigration reform a new Immigration Act was necessaiy." 

As further indication of Canada's newIy entrenched 'liberal' approach to 

immigration and settlement issues the government passed the Multiculturalisrn Act in 

197 1 which marked a significant shifi in official policy long characterised by explicitly 
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racist and assimilationist objectives. Thus as the 1970s began. liberalism had al1 but 

tnumphed in the context of Canadian immigration law and policy. Al1 that remained kvas 

to develop and implement a new Immigration Act. 

iii) The 1976 immigration Act and the 1978 Regulrrrions 

In 1973. the govemment announced its intention to cany out a major revieu- of 

immigration law and policy and to pubiish its findings in a Green Paper prepared by 

departmental officiais and academic consultants. In Febmary of 1975. the Green Paper 

was tabled in the House of Commons. 2 1 public hearings were subsequently held across 

the countrj- by the Joint Cornmittee of  the Senate and House of Commons. and in July of 

the same year the Cornmittee submitted its report and recommendations. most of which 

were incorporated into the Immigration Act of 1976 (passed in 1 977).74 

The 1 976 Act is conventionally viewed as representing the culmination of a 

substantive historical shifi in the nature and orientation of Canadian Immigration law and 

policy: from -illiberality' to -liberality'. Consider the following glowing summations 

made by contemporary political scientists: 

The Immigrarion .4cr, 1976. as it is known. constituted the most liberal 
piece of immigration legislation ever to become law in Canada. The Act 
showed a positive emphasis and set as immigration priorities. the 
reunification of families. humanitarian and compassionate treatment of 

While a full discussion and examination of  the political and public debates which 
followed the publication of the Green Paper is beyond the scope of this Chopter. it is 
worth noting that considerable attention was given by the RCMP and of the Ottawa 
secunty establishment to the issue of security exclusions. Others raised the now familiar 
challenges of liberal legality in the specific context of security: challenges which. as we 
have seen. do not question the underlying logic of security. but rather which focus on 
procedural justice and the need to fhther protect the individual rights of  those subject to 
security related exclusionary processes. These developments are discussed in detail in 
Whitaker Dotrbk Standard. 1987 



refugees. and the promotion of programs satisGing Canada's 
economic. social. demographic and cultural goals."75 

Or. 

The coming into force of the Immigration Act. 1976 on 10 April 1978 
ushered in a new era in the history of Canadian immigration law ... the new 
ac t was a signi ficant depanure from i ts predeces~ors.~~ 

Or finally. 

... the 1976 Act marked the begiming of a new. more liberal and more 
cooperative era in Canadian i r n m i p t i ~ n . ~  

There is no question that the 1976 Act responded favourably to the then dominant 

discursive challenges raised by liberal legalityand humanitarianism. It also and no less 

centraII). entrenched and intensified the guiding exclusionary logic of security to an 

unprecedented degree.78 As observed by Whitaker. one of the few immigration scholars 

who highlights the continued 'illiberaIity' of the 1976 Act: 

.... the drafiers of the new Act outdid themselves in offering the 
governent the most sweeping statutory authority to exercise 
administrative discretion in national security rna t t e r~ .~~  

75Gerald Di r ks Conlroversy and Compexity: Canadian Imrnigrat ion Polie}. During ~ h c  
1980s. Montreal: McGill-Queens' University Press, 1995: 14 

"Kelley and Trebilcock. l998:WO 

"Hawkins 1988:xv. as quoted in Jakubowski 1997: 19 

711 While this study is primarily concemed with 'exclusions'. it is certainly analytically 
significant that the vast majority of scholarly work which examines the development of 

Canadian Immigration law and policy focuses on the inclusionary. liberal legal and 
humanitarian dimensions of the 1976 trnmigration Act. 

79 Whitaker 1987269 



Whiie 1 share Whitaker's criticai concern with discretionary exclusions. I do not 

regard them as 'illiberai'(except in a strictly legal sense). Rather. the continued and 

increased centrality of the logic of security (and more recently of criminality) in relation 

to immigration exclusions and the continued preservation of broad tracts of discretionary 

power to exclude are regarded as practical and effective technologies of liberal 

governance. Li beralism as a practical mode of government requires that the use of 

coercive state powers against private individuals be carefùlly socially. politically and 

legally legitimated and checked. From a lepl  perspective. -punishment' discourses 

provide the guiding rationale in the context of the coercive powers of the criminal justice 

system and 'sovereignty' discourses underpin coercive excl usionary immigration 

practices. From a social and political perspective. the mobi lization of national 'security ' 

discourses and criminality and 'danger' discourses further contribute to the continued 

effectiveness and legitimacy of the sanctioning of extreme coercive powers in the 

enforcement of immigration legislation under a liberal regime of government. Under this 

regime. coercive exclusions in the context of immigration are effected through the 

operation of discretionary powers. The -inclusionary'. -humanitarian and -egalitarianS 

dimensions of the 1976 Act are indeed liberal changes and certainly do speak to the 

relatively newly achieved dominance of liberal discourses as reviewed above. However. 

the preservation of widely discretionary. exclusionary powers in the Ac?. is no Z ~ S S  liberal. 

in the sense of liberalism as an active form of government. rather than as a relatively 

straightforward political doctrine or ideology". 

The new inadmissibility provisions of the 1976 A&. removed al1 explicit traces 

of the moral (and racial) grounds for exclusion; gone were the long existing prohibitions 

against 'physically defective persans'. 'homosexuals'. 'the insane'. -idiots. imbeciles and 

Nikolas Rose and P. Miller. "Political Power Beyond the State: Problematics of 
Government" British Journal of Sociology, 43(2) 1 992: 1 73 -205 

XI This discussion speaks to the provisions as they were set out in the original 1976 Acf. 
There have been numerous and analytically significant amendments to these provisions 
but these wil1 be taken up in the next chapter. 



morons' and the like. and gone was the prohibition against individuals convicted of 

'crimes of moral turpitude'.The 1976 Act replaced the 1952 prohi bition against persons 

who were convicted of crimes of moral turpitude with a prohibition against persons 

convicted of crimes prohibited by Canadian Criminal Law. In their place. S. 19 organized 

and itemized no less than 17 specified grounds of inadmissibility. The breakdoun of 

these 17 specified grounds speaks volumes: one deals with medical inadmissibility of 

persons due either to the danger posed to public health or safety or the likelihood (on 

'reasonable grounds') of causing excessive demands on health or social services (S. 19 ( 1 ) 

(a) ); another deals with economic inadmissibility due to the existence of 'reasonabie 

mounds' for believing persons to be 'unable or unwilling to support themselves" ( S .  19 ( 1 ) 
C 

(b): yet another deals with people who are not. in the opinion of an adjudicator. "genuine 

visitors or immigrants" (S. 19 (1) (h): and one deals with those entering Canada without 

the express consent of the Minister when they were required under the Acr (s.55) to have 

this consent (S. 19 (1 ) (1). The remaining 13 grounds are entirely devoted to matters 

relating to criminality and securityg'. 

Significantly. the inadmissibility provisions are concemed to esclude not only the 

-threatsm posed to the nation by subversion. terronsrn ancilor espionage. threats 

conventionally linked with the guiding logic of 'security'. but also exciude 'threats' posed 

by 'organized' criminals. S. 19 (1 ) (g) prohibits the entry into Canada of those persons, 

... who there are reasonable grounds to believe will engage in acts of 
violence that would or might endanger the lives or safety of persons in 
Canada or are members of or are likely to participate in the unlaufil 
activities of an organization that is likety to engage in such acts of 
violence.83 

"The 1976 Acr replaced the 1952 prohibition against persons who were convicted of 
crimes of moral turpitude with a prohibition against persons convicted of crimes 
prohibited by Canadian Criminal Law.(Kelley and Trebilcock 1998:395 

" Whitaker 1987269 



As is evident from the above. the inadmissibility provisions of the 1976 Act are 

both backward and forward looking: concemed with deeds done. deeds 'likely' to have 

been done in the past. and deeds 'likely' to be done in the future. The -forward looking' 

dimension of the provisions "...g ives extraordinary leeway to the state since it deals \vith 

perceptions of intentions in the future mther than with actual acts in the present or past? 

Similarly. with respect to national security. S. i9(l) (d) refers to: 

persons who have engaged in or who rhere are reasonable grottnds ro 
beliwe are likely to engage in acts of espionage or subversion against 
democratic governrnent. nsti tut ions or processes. as they are understood in 
Canada. except persons who. having engaged in such acts have satisfied 
the Minister that their admission would not be detrimental to the national 
interest." 8'. 

S. 1 9 ( 1 ) ( f )  of the 1 976 Acf deais with "persons who there are reasonable grounds to 

believe will. wtiile in Canada. engage in or instigate the subversion by force of any 

g~vemment."'~ The breadth of the discretionary powen king employed. is funher 

increased by the fact that neither .gsubversion" nor '"reasonable grounds" nor .'democratic 

government, institutions or processes" are defined in the Act. 

An additional extension of discretionary powers in relation to exclusions is 

provided by the removal of the concept of domicile in the 1976 Act. In the 1952 Act non- 

citizens who had been living in Canada for five years were deemed to have acquired 

domicile and could not be deported. with some exceptions. 87 This deletion "...effectively 

"Ibid..quoted on p.269 

851bid..quoted on p.269 

'61bid..p.169 

"Kelley and Trebilcock 1 W8:43O 



extended the threat of removal from Canada to al1 non-citizens. no matter how long the!, 

had resided in Canada."8g 

Of particular interest is the manner in which the 1976 Act dealt with permanent 

residents who were deemed to represent a 'secunty risk'. This is specifical1~- relevant 

given the obvious parallels k i n g  drawn between the use of Ministerial discretion to 

esclude based on 'security' and that used in the t 990s to exclude on the basis of 

'dangerousness' and 'criminality'. The 191 0 Act had provided for no appeals against a 

deportation order vesting final discretionary authority over admissions and removais in 

the Minister. The 1952 Act had created a very limited and largely ineffective Appeal 

Board which could only review certain deportation decisions and whose decisions could 

be reversed by the Minister. The 1967 Appeal Board Act had for the first time conferred 

upon the IAB the authority to stay or quash a deportation order made against a permanent 

resident on the basis of 'al1 the circumstances of the case'. However. this new power \vas 

subject to the discretion of the Minister and the Solicitor GeneraI if they apreed to issue a 

certificate indicating that based on security and cnminal intelligence reports it would be 

against the national interest to provide discretionary relief. Thus. in accordance with the 

guiding principle of state sovereignty at cornmon law. discretion was. and indeed still is. 

presemed for the Crown to decide whether the continued presence of a non-citizen in 

Canada was (not) in accordance with the 'public good'. 

The 1976 Act left unchanged the powers of the IAB to hem appeals. Appeal 

decisions would consider questions of taw. fact. mixed law and fact and compassionate or 

'equitable' grounds. However. the Act did limit access to appeal on humanitarian and 

compassionate grounds; if the Minister and the Solicitor GeneraI issued a jointly signed 

certificate that it would be contrary to the national interest to grant such an appeal ('on ail 

the circurnstances of the case'). This certificate is considered -conclusive proof: no 

evidence whatsoever need be filed other than the simple assertion. stated in a 



certificate. that the minister has "reasonable grounds to believe" that the person is .*liliely 

to engage in" certain ac t i~ i t i e s .~~  

The original act provided for a hearing before a Special Advisory Board in 

addition to the filing of a certificate. This was a very odd little board indeed. The Royal 

Commission on Security had recornmended in its 1969 report that a secunty review board 

should be introduced as a 'check' on this particular use of exclusionary discretionan- 

power. However the Special Advisory Board which was created under the Ac! was a 

caricature of the liberal legal discoune that had underpi~ed its creation. *' Afier 

recei~ing security and/or criminal intelligence reports from the RCMP. the Minister and 

the Solicitor General could, if they so chose, make a report to the Board and the Board 

ivould give the person in question the 'opportunity to be heard'. However. even more 

oddl),, the Act also indicated that the person in question could not know the evidence 

against him and could not cross examine potentially hostile sources of information. This 

Board only heard one case before it was eventually replaced by the Security Intelligence 

Review Cornmittee (SIRC) under the Canadian Securis, Inrelligence Service Ac/ of 

1984." 

A conventional reading of the significance of the 1976 Act is that it marks the 

beginning of a new. liberal era in Canadian Immigration law and policy. Such a reading 

focuses on its inclusionary dimensions and considers. if at all. the exclusionary 

dimensions as a relatively straightforward and legitimate liberal attempt to -balance' the 

Whitaker l987:W 1 

""Past recommendations by the 1969 Royal Commission to create a Security Review 
Board to take over responsibility for security and criminal intelligence screening from 
the RCMP had. not surprisingly, k e n  met with fierce opposition from the RCMP. For a 
full discussion of this issue and the debates surrounding it see Whitaker 1987. 

9' Whitaker 198727 1 



civil rights of non-citizens with (legitimate) national security and cnminality related 

exclusionary objectives. The forgoing review and analysis of the historical development 

of exclusionary immigration law and policy suggests a somewhat different interpretation. 

lt is suggested here that the 1976 Act represents the peak of the legislative. political and 

social discursive dominance of liberal legal and humanitarian discourses in the historical 

development of Canadian immigration law and policy. Liberal legal principles of due 

process. individual rights. natural justice and formal legal equality (non-discrimination) 

were legislatively and procedurally entrenched to an unprecedented degree as was 

belatedly the humanitarian obligation under international human rights law to protect 

('genuine') refugeesg2. Additionally. and for the present analysis more significantly. the 

1976 . k r  represents the legalization. forma1 entrenchrnent and expansion of the guiding 

exclusionary logic of security. supplemented by emerging concerns with criminality. 

facilitated and enforced by the operation of discretionary power. and justified by reference 

to traditional notions of national sovereignty. 

I I  1) Conclusion 

The conswucrion of a comrnuniry founded upon the expulsion of tmual  ourla MY... reqrrires 
rhc es~ühlishmen~ of borders and boundaries. Beyond the borrnduq? can he iclenfijied the 

ourlrBc9. wirhin the boundary exist the members of the communiry, artempting IO 'lead ' 

rheir livrs free from fear and in relative securiry '... Some borders are eusiiy idenrified: 
irnrnigration Zaw esiablishes the nation as a discrere community which is vrd~~eruble 10 

flooding by individuals fiom or her ca untries." 

It would be misleading to give the impression that Canada had taken no humanitarian 
action with respect to refugees prior to 1976. It certainly had. However its actions were 
large1 y reactive and ad hoc. Canada had resisted the creation of a permanent refugee 
determination system for 'on-shore' claimants until 1976. having previously preferred 
to maintain some control over which 'humanitarian' refbgee needs should get priority. 

" Alison Young lmagining Crime London: Sage Publications. 1996: 12- 13 



What is interesting, as well as somewhat surprising. is the degree to which many 

scholars of Canadian immigration law and policy either ignore the entire question of 

ministerial discretion for security and criminality exclusions when discussing the 

development of Canadian immigration law and policy during the period under review. or 

treat these issues as a relatively straightfonvard and necessary way to ensure the 'public 

good'. They sometimes advocate more individual rights so as to make the process more 

fair. more just. more legitimate. however the excIusions for certain historically specific 

reasons are accepted as necessary and right. They do not probe the wider significance of 

this always and already sovereign and absolute right of the state to use its coercive 

esclusionary powers against individuals who are not 'legal' citizens. Under a liberal 

regime of government. such coercive powers must be legitimised. and in the context of 

immigration. legal notions of 'sovereignty' and political and social notions of the 'public 

good' have provided longstanding legitimating rationales. While racially. morally or 

ideologically motivated exclusions are clearly antithetical to liberal legal principles of 

formal equality and therefore obviously offensive under a liberal regime of governance. 

esclusions which aim to protect the nation and the nation's public. those govemed by the 

logics of criminality or secwity. are far easier to justifL and are conventionally received 

as relatively unproblematic and legitirnate. Unlike racial. moral or ideological exclusions. 

criminality and secunty exclusions are not explicitly discriminatory They are 

continuously constituted as neutral, objective and, therefore. legitimate bases for 

necessq exclusions. 

Borders define national boundaries and immigration law and policy govems lvho 

will be excluded and how. The powers which are applied are coercive sovereign powers: 

searching and seizing. arresting. detaining. restraining and forcibly expelling. Under a 

liberal regime of govemance. such extreme uses of coercive state power must be legally 

justified and socially and politically legitimated; the notions of 'sovereignty' and States as 

national 'communities' constitute foundational legitimating rationale. Illiberal and 



coercive exclusionary state activities are 'liberalised' by legal checks and protections. 

individual rights. appeals. reasons. hearings and such; this makes them Iess offensive to 

the humanitarian liberal conscience and more congruent with abstract notions of natunl 

justice and forma1 legal equality. However, despite al1 the legal gymnastics which 

li beralism inci tes with respect to j ustifjing and legalizing exclusions. the basic processes 

of exclusion continue regardless. And these processes are not legal. They are social and 

political processes. inflected by a variety of discourses and guided by distinctive 

governing preoccupations. Dominant constructions of dnig dealers. war criminals, 

terrorists and organized criminals are historically specific social constructions; they are 

raced. gendered. moralised. ideological and classed. less obviously but no less 

significantly than other 'threatening' figures in the past. The "body of crime". or perhaps 

here more appropriately. 'the threatening outsidero. "...is king continuallg reconfigured 

as ferninine. black. young. homosexual. materna1 and on and on. Such a process does not 

and cannot end.*-* 

In its exclusionary work. immigration law and policy produces and coercively 

en  forces dominant conceptions of the 'undesirable' Canadian citizen: the ' threatening 

outsider-. This work is not merely repressive and negative. As the undesirable citizen is 

negated through expulsion. the 'desirable' citizen is produced: as the border is policed 

and enforced. the national community is produced; "Founded upon the illusion of a social 

contract. its inclusionary 'we' ... can only exist through the eltpulsion of the others.'"' 

Li beralism both complicates and legitimates national exclusions enforced through 

the policing of national buundaries. It requires that exclusions be legal and fair: that 

discretion be checked and constrained. It requires that the state bend over backwards to 

justi@ and legitimate any use of coercive force against its citizens. While non-citizens are 



easier to exclude. the state still cannot be seen to be acting arbitrarily: in this sense liberal 

legality legitimates exclusions. In the context of immigration exclusions the liberal 

challenge sparked more than a decade of legal and political attempts to justifi and 

legalize the use of discretion in the coercive exclusion of non-citizens. The ideological 

concept of state sovereignty and its constituent consideration of the 'national interest' or 

-leritirnate social objectives' provides the foundational legai rationaie for -illiberal' state 

processes and practices of national exclusion. However. as argued here. national 

exclusions have to more to do with the social and political processes of constructing and 

reproducing collectivities than with legal concepts of sovereignty or the 'public good'. 



Chapter Four 

Floods, Frauds, and Refugees: 

The Emergence of the 'Bogus Refugee' in the 1980s 

1) Introduction 

The Immigration Act of 1976 (the Act) has been held to represent a triumph of 

iibenl legal and humanitarian values.' Cextainly much in the Act justifies this judgment. 

I t  curtailed ministerial discretion in sponsorship and deportation appeals. It very 

substantially removed al1 explicitly racist provisions in the immigration selection process. 

It  'de-raced' and 'de-moralized' exclusionary categories. Most significant for the present 

analysis. the Acr entrenched a permanent, on-shore refugee determination system which 

embodied in Canadian law Canada's obligations under the 195 1 International Convention 

Reluring IO the Statzcs of Refugees and the 1967 Protocal Relating to fhe Stattcs of 

R&gees. 

Canada has always preferred to select its own refugees. It wants to rninimize the 

numbers of refugees-claimants who succeed in presenting themselves on Canadian soil. 

The governrnent is much more at ease in the business of selective refugee resettlement. 

sending teams of immigration officers to refugee camps around the world and hand- 

picking those they judge most desirable, that is those in good health. able to speak 

English or French . with the most marketable skills and high 'establishment potentiat'. 

Indeed it wasn't until 1973 that Canada established an administrative procedure for 

processing on-shore refùgee claims. 

Canada had previously admitted large numbers of refugees on a reactive basis 

through special programs set up to respond to particular international crises. For example. 

in 1968. one year before Canada finally acceded to the 195 1 Convention (a delay 

attnbuted to Canada's feus that it would constrain Canada's ability to deport on security 

grounds). Canada responded to the Prague uprising and its tragic consequences by 

relaxing admission standards and providing transportation grants for Czechoslovakian 

'See for exarnple Kelley and Trebiicock, 1998; Dirks, 1995. and Dirks 1977 



refugees. By 1969. 12.000 refugees had arrived. In 1972 when Ugandan dictator Idi 

Amin Dada espelled 50.000 East Indians. Canada responded with a special program 

which sent an immigration team to Kampala to process applications. By 1973 more than 

7.000 of these refugees had arrived. The political dimension of this approach to refùgee 

protection became clear in 1973 when Chilean General Augusto Pinochet seized power 

from the democratically elected Marxist government of Salvador Allende. Despite a 

brutal crackdown by Pinochet which produced thousands of refugees. Canada did not 

relax admission pot icies under a special program: indeed it stepped up securit>r screening 

for Chilean applicants. Only 780 visas were issued to Chileans by Canada over the six 

month period following the coup.' 

In marked contrat to Canada's comparative readiness to receive refugees whom it 

has chosen either individually or as specially designated catagories of immigrants. 

respond ing to the needs of 'spontaneous' sel f-selected refugees who arrive at Canada's 

borders had not been part of Canada's history. That the Act introduced an admirable 

adjudication system for such claimants marks a hi@ point of the impact of liberal 

ideotogy on Canadian rehgee practices. However. the inclusionary and humanitarian 

dimensions of this major Act were short-lived. N o  sooner had the new system been 

implemented than it was subjected to a variety of potent national and international 

All of the above figures relating to Canada's special prograrns are provided in Ninette 
Kel ley and Michael Trebilcock The Making of the Mosaic: A Hisrory of Cunudiun 
Immigration PoiZcy, Toronto: University of Toronto Press. 1998:363-367. Most of the 
major texts on the development of Canadian Immigration and Refùgee Policy make 
re ference to this penod and this approach to refbgee protection. see for exarnple. Gerald 
Di rks. Controversy and Complexiiy: Canadian Immigration Policy D~tring the / 980s. 
Montreal. McGill Univrsity Press. 1995; Gerald Dirks Canudu S Rejirgee Policy. 
Montreal: Mcgill-Queen's University Press, 1977; Freda Hawkins Cùnula und 
Imrnigru/ion: Public Policy and Public Concern. Montreal: McGill-Queen's University 
Press. 1972: Donald Avery, Reluctant Hosts:Cunadu S Responsc io Immigrant 
It0rkers.Toronto: McClelland and Stewart. 1995; Reg Whitaker. Double Stundurd: The 
Secrer Hïstogj of Canadian Immigration, Toronto: Lester and Orpen Dennys. 1987: 
Howard Adelman (ed..) Refuge Policy: Canada and the United. Toronto: York Lanes 
Press. 199 1 : Refuge or Asylum: A Choicefir Canada, Toronto: York Lanes Press. 1990 



challenges which. over the course of the 1 98Os, effectively underrnined the -inciusiona~' 

and .humanitarian' dimensions of the legislation and re-asserted exclusionary ones. 

It will be argued in this chapter that the guiding inclusionary objective - to identi fi. 
and protect genuine. and therefore deserving, refugees 'at risk0- was soon re-frarned in 

exclusionary terms. The guiding legislative and policy preoccupation with assessing the 

risk of persecution that individual refbgees would face were they to be retumed to their 

country of origin (and therefore the genuineness of their 'need' for protection) has been 

increasingly supplanted by a preoccupation to detemine. assess and minimize the risks to 

the Canadian state and society posed by putative -bogus' refugee claimants.' 

During the 1980s. the threatening figure of the undeserving. fraudulent. 'bogus' 

refugee claimant was bom. with the state as the 'victim' of their abuse of the system. The 

*fraudulent claimant' became increasingly criminalized as the perpetrator of offences 

against the state. While the deservedness of genuine refugees continued to be generally 

accepted. refugee claima~s. particularly of 'on-shore' self-selected claimants were 

increasingly regarded as 'undeserving' and 'undesirable' due to the risk they were seen to 

pose to the state and to the public through fraudulence and criminality. The convergence 

and increasing currency of 'fraud' and 'criminality' discourses in the context of refugee 

determinations. and as will be discussed later in the context also of social welfare. were 

both guided and strengthened by a more general growing preoccupation with -victimsm 

evident in most areas of public law and policy. Significantly. while this preoccupation 

with victims could theoretically have lead to an expansion of sympathy for refugees. it 

translated into citizens at large regarding themselves as potential victims of criminal 

immigrants. 

The liberal humanitarian 'triumph' of the 1976 Act. and in particular the creation 

of a national refugee determination system, was not undermined exclusively ' from the 

outside'. Li beralism i tself rests upon very particular notions of deservedness. ln the 

The categories of ' fraudulence' and 'criminality' have also becorne increasingl y 1 inked in 
social and political discourses with respect to welfare recipients. This development will 
be examined in considerable detail in Chapter Five. 



context of social welfare for example. the desenring recipient of the state's 'compassion' 

and 'generosity' is an acquisitive. independent. law-abiding citizen who has becorne 

needy and dependent 'through no fault of their own': they are a genuine -victim' of 

circumstances beyond their control and as such they desenw the state's help 'to get back 

on their feet' again. Their claim to state assistance is well-founded on the basis of their 

genuine 'victim' status. 

Thrse same parameters of deservedness apply in the contest of refugee 

determination. I t  is only the genuine refugee who. by virtue of their genuine. legally 

defined, victim status deserves Canada's protection and access to the benefits of 

Canadian citizenship. In both contexts. the 'fraudulent' ciaimant is the discursive epitome 

of undeservedness. Add to each of them a suspicion of criminality and an archetypal neo- 

liberal threat is complete: the 'criminal immigrant' who victimizes the state through 

fraudulent claims of deservedness in the context of welfare or refugee claims and who 

poses a risiddanger to the public. 'Inclusionary' welfare liberalisrn has not therefore been 

hijacked from the outside. Rather its foundational guiding binaries contain the conditions 

for its own demise. 'Inclusionary' welfare liberalisrn is necessarily exclusionary - not 

everyone deserves to be included. not everyone is equally desired for inclusion. The 

sor-ting out of who is (un)deserving and who is (un)desirable is a fundamentaliy liberal 

project. just as it is a fundamentally moral one. In this light. the discursive shifi in 

Canadian immigration law and policy over the 1980s and early 1990s. is not accurately . 
represented as a shift from 'liberal' to 'non-liberal' preoccupations. but rather as a shifi 

from welfare liberal to neo-liberal rationales. Thus, it is not simply a question of a shifi 

from liberal to conservative political platfonns and agendas. -Dessert' discourses are hoth 

inciusionary and exclusionary. While welfare Iiberalism highlights inclusion. compassion 

and 'deservedness' and neo-IiberaIism highlights exclusion. risk and -undesewedness' 

Each represents one pole of the same guiding discourse. 

'Estemal' factors do of course corne into play. The 'on-shore' refugee 

determination system was put to the test swiftly after it had been created by the 1976 Act. 

Refugees started arriving 'on shore' in greater numbers and frorn a wider range of 'non- 



traditional'. (non-white. poor and non-comrnunist) source countries than ever before. The 

significant increase in numbers threatened to ovenvhelm the new refùgee detennination 

system. a threat which has continued to govem its operation through the 1980s and up to 

the present day. Equally important. the Canadian government. though ready to admit 

more refugees than most other developed countries. remained determined to contro 1 t heir 

selection and therefore sought to ensure that the number of landed refugee claimants was 

as low as possible. 

Many of the legislative and regulatory developments over this period which were 

designed to respond to these threats have a distinctly neo-liberal flavour. To manage the 

threat to the refugee determination process posed by the greater numbers of landed 

claimants the government sought to strearnline and improve case processing time and 

efficiency (without infringing upon the individual nghts of those being processed). In 

response to a series of severe. poorly managed backlogs. a central preoccupation of  al1 

these reforms was to find faster and more efficient ways to weed out blatantly un- 

founded. fraudulent or othenvise excludable claims at an earlier stage in the process. 

However. the threat as it was perceived was not merely numerical. The numbers 

did indeed impose a significant challenge to the existing system and its staff. However 

mere numbers in and of themselves were not the subject of the public and political moral 

outrage and panic to which they gave nse. Rather. people were. people arriving in boats 

on our shores from 'non-traditional', non-white places with unfamiliar faces mating 

claims to 'ouf country's largesse. 

During the penod under review. legal and policy reforms were justified by 

reference to the need to contain this threat in order to preserve the 'integrity' of the 

system and the safety of the public. Less well k n o w  but perhaps even more significant 

was the guiding policy objective to retain control of Canada's borders and of the selection 

of immigrants. On-shore refügees complicate this govenunental objective. No sooner had 

the Canadian government irnplemented an on-shore refugee detennination system did it 

proceed to limit access both to the shore and to the system. 

This Chapter traces these developments. It begins with a discussion of the nature 



and context of the major relevant iegislative developments of the 1980s and early 1990s. 

Particular attention is paid to the changing discursive parameters of exclusion in the 

context of refugee determination and of immigration law and policy more generally. The 

increasing influence of the logic of crirninality and the mobilization and criminalization 

of fraud in the governance of exclusionary immigration law policy and practice will 

explored in relation to the emergence of the regulatory figure of the 'bogus refugee'. 

II) Reframing Risk in Canadian Immigration and Refugee Law and Policy in the 

1980s 

Two different conceptions of nsk underpin and guide the development and 

application of Canadian immigration and refbgee law and policy. The notion of risk. and 

the governmental objective to identifi, assess and control risk in the contest of 

immigration and rehgee law and policy, is largely understood and operational ised in 

terms of threats or dangers posed by non-citizens seeking access to Canada. They threaten 

the liberal democratic state. the safety of members of the public. the integrity and 

efficiency of the state's administrative systems and the national economy. However. 

Canada's obligation under international law to provide protection to refugees means that 

risk must be assessed in two directions. Canadian authorities must assess as well the risks 

and dangers which would be faced by individual refugee claimants were they to be 

returned to their country of origin. 

These two contrasting and ofien conflicting preoccupations wi th rislddanger have 

charactenzed and complicated the development of Canadian immigration and refugee law 

and policy over the last two decades. It is argued here that during this period. the 

discursive power of the humanitarian concem to protect those 'al risk'. has been 

increasingiy supplcmented with and ultimately superseded by the governmental 

preoccupation with excluding those who are thought Iikely to pose a risk. Changing 

global conditions. domestic economic insecurity and rising xenophobia and racism 

account in part for this discursive shift. 



i) The Changing International and National Contexts 

Afier the implementation of the 1976 Immigration Act. unprecedented numbers of 

asy h m  seekers sought to avail themselves of Canada's protection. Between 1 979 and 

1990. some 154.000 refùgee daims were made in Canada. peaking at more than 37.000 in 

1991 and falling sharply to 22.000 in 1 993.4 This increase is dramatic. Between 1963 and 

1976 for esample. the number of refùgees accepted by Canada had averaged about 3.600 

per year (including lows of 600 in 1971 and 1.400 in 1970 and highs of 10.000 in 1968 

and 1 1 .O00 in 1976)? This reflects the increasing numben of people around the world 

who have been forced to flee the horrors of famine. civil unrest and oppression. In 1970. 

the number of refugees worldwide utas estimated at 2.5 million. In 1980. this figure had 

increased to 8 million and by 1993 it was estimated at 18 rni l l i~n.~ 

The numbers of governrnent and privately sponsored retùgees has also increased 

dramaticaliy since 1976. In 1977. 7.300 rehgees (govemment and privately sponsored) 

were admitted to Canada. Two years later this number jumped to 27.900 and by 1980 it 

had grown to a 40.300. Between 198 1 and 1986. a period characterked by a major 

recession. the num bers of sponsored refbgee admissions dropped si @ni ficantl y to averages 

between 15.000 - 20.000 per year. In 1991. this nwnber peaked at 52.300 and has fallen 

significantly since then.' 

Since 1976. Canada has experienced two major recessions. The first spanned the 

late 1970s and the early 1980s and the second took hold in the early 1990s. Immigration 

numbers reflect this economic picture. For exarnple. in 1974 the total number of 

immigrants admitted to Canada totalled 21 8,000; by 1985 this number had fallen to 

84.000 (the lowest since 1962). In the late 1980s this number had risen again. reaching 

' Kelley and Trebilcock l998:383 
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250.000 in 1992.' Also noteworthy is the change in the *complexion' of Canadian 

immigration during this period. Prior to 196 1.90% of al1 immigrants to Canada had k e n  

born in Europe and only 3% in Asia and the Middle East. Between 198 1 and 199 1. 38% 

of al1 immigrants were from Asia and the Middle East. Between 1987 and 1990. the 

numbers of western European immigrants had dropped to 18% of the total. The 1970s 

and 80s thus witnessed an unprecedented surge in non-white immigrants and refupees 

admi tted to Canadae9 

Canadians. along with the rest of the western world. responded to these changes 

with a certain hostility. The growing admission of  non-white new immigrants and 

refugees was not paralleled by growing social acceptance. Over the 1980s. refugees and 

new immigrants in general were increasingly regarded as a multifacited 'threata- a 

numerical threat to be limited in the narne of administrative efficiency. fiscal restraint and 

economic growth: a threat to the 'integrity' of the system due to so-called 'bogus' claims 

made by unscrupulous claimants: a threat to national security posed by organized 

crirninals and terrorists: and a criminal threat to the safety of of the public. 

Racism and xenophobia inflected much of  the public and political discussions in 

this field finding expression and legitimation (of sorts) in the anti-immigration political 

platforms of. for example. the Reform Party of Canada. One survey after another reportrd 

the unsettling findings that Canadians were increasingly hostile towards new immigrants 

and refugees. and in particular to visible minonties. New immigrants and refugees 

became the lightening rod and the scapegoat for the lack of jobs in Canada. perceptions 

of rising crime and the general decline of social order and cohe~ion . '~  

10 For a comprensive and grounded examination o f  Canadian public opinion in this area 
see: Holton, Robert and Michael Lanphier, "Public Opinion, Immigration and Refugees" 

in Howard Adelman, Allan Borowski, Meyer Burstein and Lois Foster (eds) Immigrufion 
und Refugee Policy: Canada and Australia Compared Toronto: University of Toronto 
Press. 1994 



ii) Spontaneous Landings, Public Panics and the Fraudulent Clairnant 

Throughout the 1980s. the dominant preoccupation of the Immigration 

Depanment was not with the plight of the soaring numbers of refugees worldwide. Rather 

what secured their attention was the growing backiog of in-land refugee claims. In 

popular and political discourse this backlog was then and continues to be primariiy 

attributed to 'fraudulent' refùgee claims made by 'bogus' refugees. For the most part. the 

'bogus' refùgee was seen to be an 'economic' migrant who. although not covered by the 

195 1 Geneva Convention which defined the term refugee. had "... leamed that claiming 

iefugee status increased the chance of admission to a more afflueni country"". 

Su bsequent to and in part flowing from the Singh decision in 1 985.12 many refugee 

claimants. were economic migrants. However. given the global conditions noted above. 

it is unlikely that economic pressures done were responsible for the huge increase in 

refugee claims. Indeed a 1986 study conducted by the United Nations High 

Cornmissioner for Refùgees found that the level of public and political panic centring on 

abuses of western refugee determination systems by so cafled bogus refugees was vastly 

disproportionate to the actua1 seriousness of the problem. I t  reported the number of 

-manifestiy unfounded claims' made in westem countnes was no more than 10 - 15% of 

the total claims made.'; Nonetheless. the objective of finding better and more efficient 

ways to dispose of 'manifestly unfounded' claims in order to better control. manage and 

ultirnately eliminate the refugee backlog was to be the central focus of and justification 

for the political and legal actions of the govemment during this period. In a real sense. the 

Singh decision provided the government with the political opportunity and legal 

imperative to resirict access to the system by refugee claimants be they legitimate or 

'bogus': an objective they pursued with vigilance and determination. 

"Kelley and Trebilcock. 1998:4 12 
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Interestingly, the restrictive. enforcement-oriented exclusionary measures 

introduced in the late 1 980s were usually justified, as will be descri bed. by reference to 

the sti I l  influential humanitarian liberal inclusionary ideals which had underpinned the 

1976 Act and its creation o f  a permanent on-shore refügee determination system. While 

on the face of it, this increasingly hard-line. exclusionary shift might appear to be 

inconsistent with inclusionary humanitarian objectives. in actuality it is enrirc.4. 

consistent with liberal humanitarian discourses which privilege and reward 

' deservedness' and -desirability0 . Particular conceptions of deservedness and desirabi 1 i ty 

are necessarily. always and already. constituted by their discursive opposition: the figure 

of the desewing genuine victim exists only in constant and continuous opposition to the 

figure of the undeserving 'abusive' and/or criminaj migrant. 

In the 1980s. the primary contemporary association o f  undesirability and 

undeservedness with criminality and h u d  was forged in the public. political and legal 

real ms. Thus. the importance of Ii beral and humanitarian concems with deserving 

victims. in this case the - b n a  fide'. ~genuine' Convention refiigee. was not in the least 

inconsistent with or contrary to this emergent discursive shifi. Moreover. the rising 

influence of 'victim' discourses which has underpimed -law and order' reforrns in the 

context of the criminal justice system '' have bolstered calls for stricter immigration and 

refugee measures. The argument thus becomes that the undeserving and the undesirable 

rnust be more rigorously and effectively excluded preciseh in ortlrr to ensure that 

genuine and therefore deserving victims may be appropriatel y protected. This discursive 

twist is clearly captured in the cornments made in 1987 by then Minister of State for 

Immigration Gerry Weiner. who defended the hard-line measures taken by the 

government in the following terrns: 

We will not tolerate abuse. either within the system of  without. because to 
do so is CO deny protection to those who need it and to undemine this 
country's long-standing immigration policy itself. We are only too aware 
of pub1 ic attitudes and opinions. We will nor jeopardize Canada's 

14 See for example Allison Young's discussion of the 'universal victim' in h u g i n i ~ g  
Crime 1 996: 5 1 -79 



openness through complacency or inefficiency .... the perception that both 
our refugee and immigration policies are open to widespread abuse will 
fuel those [racist and xenophobic] fears.This. we simply will not allow. 
Refugee policy is for refugees. And within the policy. the person who 
daims refugee status from Canada. must merit it. This must be clearly 
understood. Canada S determination system has but one purpose. To 
distinguish the genuine refugee in need of Canada's helpfrom al1 oîher 
cluimants. " 

In addition to the increasing hostility toward new immigrants and refugees and to 

the large and increasingl y unmanageable refugee backlog. the adoption of hard-line 

enforcement-oriented exclusionary legislative reforms in the late 1980s was further 

facilitated by the emption of public and political panics around illegal immigrants and 

refugees. The initial trigger for this panic was squeezed in the spring of 1986 when 155 

Tamils from Sri Lanka were found in a boat off the coast of Newfoundland. While the 

Tamils were relatively compassionately received and quickly granted Ianding. subsequent 

news that they had lied about their origins elicited a backlash about 'queue-jumpers' and 

the adequacy of Canada's control of its borders. In the face of this nasty backlash. Prime 

Minister Bnan Mulroney declared sanctimoniously that "...if we err. we wiIl atways err 

on the side of justice and on the side of cornpa~sion."'~ 

tndeed the initia1 public reaction to the Tamil landing was positively cordia1 when 

corn pared wi th the veritable explosion of panic, xenophobia. racisrn and moral outrage 

which took hold fifteen months later following the 'spontaneous landing' of a boat 
0 

carrying 1 73 Sikhs and one Turkish woman on the east coast of Canada. As has been 

well-described by several authors. the so-called 'Sikh landing' and the public and 

l 5  "Canada's Refùgee Policy" The Honourable Gerry Weiner. P.C.. M.P.. Minister of 
State for Immigration Canada, in Human Rlghts and the Protection of Refigees U~inder. 
Inf ernationd Lm*: Proceedings of a conference held in Montreal. November 29- 

Dccernher 2, 1987, Alan E. Nash (ed.) and John P.Humphrey (Rapporteur). Halifa: 
The Institute for Research on Public Policy, 1988:237-238 (my emphasis). 

l 6  Victor Malarek. Haven's Gate: Canada 3 Immigration Fiasco. Toronto: MacMillan of 
Canada. 1987: 120 



poli ticaI reaction to it provided the govemment with the justification for enforcement- 

oriented exciusionary reforms. The rhetoric blossomed exponentially. The government 

was called upon to respond to this newly constructed 'refiigee crisis' which had been 

propelled by unscrupulous -queue jumpers', %gus refùgees' (including primarily the 

economic migrant but also organized and disorganized. past and modem-day war 

criminals) and so called -waves' of naive and witless migrants taken advantage of by 

international s r n ~ ~ ~ l e r s . ' ~  A tnckle of 1 74 refugees was quickly likened to a -wave' - a 

cornparison that inevitably raised fears about the irnpending 'flood'. 

Liberals have an underlying respect for rules - their fairness. their equality of 

application. their objectivity. Those who respect and obey the rules are commonly 

morally outraged when others break them. Think of the imtation which is generated 

during rush hour on a Friday afiernoon towards those who shamelessly flout respect for 

the longstanding practise of taking one's proper place at the end of the line of people 

waiting for their tum to board a bus. The analogy of 'queue jumping' was quickly 

deployed in the public discussion of the landed refugee claimant. Moving to the head of a 

queue before one's turn. whether one is in line for the bus. the cinema or an immigration 

visa is quickly and easily portrayed as a strong indication of moral undesirability and 

undeservedness in a liberal society. 

The il1 will towards the refugee claimant who is seen as a queue jumper is 

compounded by those who both queue-jump and lie in their efforts to gain admission to 

Canada. They are seen as showing a complete disregard for the rules. for the liberal sense 

of fair play. The threatening figure of the immigration 'queue jumper'. the 'bogus 

refugee' the economic migrant (and, to a lesser degree. the criminal - in this case the 

criminal smuggler) was constructed by and through this public panic. These threatening 

and undesenring figures were quickly abstracted and generalized and elicited a nation- 

wide panic that was riddled with racism and xenophobia. As put by Julius Grey: 

1987 was not a good year for refugees. The arriva1 of a shipload of illegal 

I7See for example the discussions in Kelley and Trebilcock 1998: Avery 1995: Mandel 
1 989: Foster 1998; and Nash (ed) 1988 



Sikh claimants. foilowing groups of improbable pretenders fiom Turkey 
and Portugal. set off a panic. both in the Canadian governrnent and in the 
public. Groups of several hundred were likened to 'waves* of applicants. 
Elements of racism. which had never died down. came to the fore ..." 

Grey refers to the Sikhs as 'illegal Sikh claimants'. It is an open question as to 

whether this is an accurate designation. The Singh decision in 1984 had confirmed that al1 

people on Canadian soi1 enjoy the Rghts and protections of the Charter and have the rïght 

to malce a refugee claim and to have that claim heard in accordance with the Charter, The 

1 74 Sikhs who arrived in 1987 sought refùgee status. They arrived by boat rather than b~ 

plane. and like many refugees were lacking travel documents. It is not clear why the!. are 

being deemed 'illegal'. Presumably it is because it is contrary to the Immigration Act to 

enter Canada without travel documents - a provision which has been hotly contested in its 

various applications to refugees who. given that they are fleeing governmental 

persecution. commonly and understandably do not have the requisite govenunent issued 

documents. 

The labetling of those who land on Canada's shores and who claim refugee status 

as -queue jumpers' caught on fast. This was the case despite the reality that there is for 

those hoping to ciaim refbee status in Canada, very ofien no 'queue- to job let alone 

jump. In many cases. the use of this designation which is both defamatorq. and 

inflarnmatory. reveals a lack of knowledge and understanding about the differences 

between immigrants and refugees: 

The "queue-jumping" is explained by the fact that most immigrants have 
to apply for visas outside the country. but most refugee status claimants 
amve here and then make the claim. The argument against '-queue- 
jumping would be somewhat stronger if a queue in fact existed. But most 
immigration applicants are accepted or rehsed within a relative1 y short 
time. There is no list of people waiting for a "place " to become vacant. I t  
is therefore difficult to see over whom refugee claimants are *jumping*"'9 

"Julius Grey "Refùgee Status in Canada" in Nash (ed) 1988:306 
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III) Stemming the 'Flood': The Administrative Crackdown on 'Bogus' Refugees 

i) Administrative Measures 

After the Singh decision but prior to the Sikh panic. the government had already 

been seeking ways to counteract the impact of the Singh decision both by trying to deal 

with the existing refugee backlog and by lirniting access to Canada's refugee system. The 

government felt it necessq  to resolve the administrative problern of the backlog without 

being seen to gant a general amnesty. fearing that such an amnesty would 'open the flood 

gates' to thousands more 'bogus' claims by economic migrants hoping to be granted 

another amnesty by a sofi govement.  In fact a partial amnesty was granted in Ma). 1986 

which in one feil swoop had reduced the 2 1,500 refûgee applicant backlog figure by 

1 5.000.20 However it was not long before a second backlog developed and tough talk by 

Immigration offkials about cracking down on abusers became Iouder. 

In February 1987 the govement  announced several -administrative measures' 

purportedly intended to help genuine refugees by cracking down on and detemng abusers. 

Changes in American immigration law the previous November had made the situation 

difficult for Central American refugees. in particular those from Guatemala and El 

Salvador. two countries acknowledged by Canada to be ~refugee producing countries' . 

The tightening of the U.S. refugee legislation resulted in an increasing number of Central 

American refugees seeking protection in Canada. Canada responded by sending claimants 

from the U.S. back across the border to wait for their hearings." This clearly was very 

threatening to any Guatemala and El Salvadorian claimants for they might well then be 

returned by American authorities to their home countries. It can only be interpreted as 

indicating that the Canadian govermnent was determined deter from making on-shore 

claims not j ust 'bogus' refugees but rather the great bulk of potential Latin American 

claimants. 

'OMic hael Mandel The Chuter of Rights and the Legakaf ion of Politics in Canada. 
Toronto: Wall and Thornpson 1989: 176 
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As well. Canada had already slapped a visa requirernent on traveIlers from boih 

countries (El Salvador in 1978 and Guatemala in 1984) in spite of (or more cynically on 

account of ) the well-docurnented and widely observed political persecution and terror 

which characterised them. Malarek reports that at that tirne. a secret cabinet document 

revealed that Canada's response was underpinned by a desire to reduce and deter refugee 
17 

claims. -- The government also irnposed transit visas on 98 countries to prevent potential 

claimants from booking flights that include a transit stopover at a Canadian airpon with 

the intention of disembarking in Canada and claiminp refugee status. 

Visa requirements have long k e n  employed as an immigration control 

mechanism and their effectiveness is bolstered by the enlisting of airlines in this control 

function. Visas serve to place a liability on airlines for the retum of any passenger who 

does not have the required docurnents.The same cabinet document revealed that this 

measure was airned primarily at reducing the number of Chileans from disembarking at 

stopovers in Toronto and Montreal and rnaking rehigee claims." 

A further initiative. also intended to reduce the number of landed claimants. 

eliminated the 'B-1' list which had provided for the issuance of Minister's permits which 

would give people frorn 18 recognized refugee producing countries automatic admission 

and the right to stay in Canada and work for up to a year. Those clairnants already in 

Canada under these permits were streamed back into the existing refugee determination 

systern despite the growing backlog. 

These restrictive administrative measures implemented in February of 1 987 shed 

sorne light on the way in which the 'problem' of the bogus refugee was politically 

constructed and rnanipulated. In the narne of the controlling 'abuse' and deterring bogus 

refugees. the government justified the adoption of rneasures to control and reduce the 

number of al1 on-shore refbgee clairns. However, the measures implemented clearly had 

"Malarek 1987: 1 18 
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the undeniable consequence of restricting the access of many deserving and legitirnate 

refugees to Canada's shores and to its refugee detemination system. Many critics 

attacked the govemment for its 'draconian administrative measures' and charged that the 

Immigration department had fùelled and then taken advantage of exaggerated pub1 ic and 

political concem about 'abuse' in its efforts to maintain control over which refugees 

Canada accepts. As put by the Chair of the Refugee Status Advisory Cornmittee in 1987: 

There has been an effort [by senior immigration oficials] A n c e  1980. to 
delegitimize the whole process of rehgee determination in Our country. to 
characterize this movement as abusive ... Their view is that anyone who 
cornes to Canada without prior permission of the Canadian govemment 
has abused our process.'' 

He went on to observe that Immigration oficials had deliberately created -'a sense of 

crisis. a sense of k ing  inundated by unscmpulous people who see us as patsies"" 

Winnipeg lawyer David Matas echoed this concem. observing that: 

The department isn't against refugees. What it is opposed to is the notion 
that somebody can choose Canada rather than Canada choosing the person. 
So it is trying to set up a system where it decides who enters. and in effect. 
it is taking advantage of public concem about abuse to get its way.'" 

ii) Legal Reforms: The Role of Bills C-55 and C-84 (1987) 

in May 1987 the govemment introduced Bill C-55. followed swifily. two months 

later. by the 'Deterrents and Detention Actt, Bill C-84. Together these marked a major 

mobi l ization of additional legal mechanisms to augment the additional adminisrati ve 

controls just discussed. 

Bill C-55. which was discussed briefly in Chapter One. created the immigration 

and Refugee Board, a new two-tiered refugee determination system This Act. though 

respect inf. to an unprecedented degree, the procedural nghts of re fugee claimants. 
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simui taneously lirnited access by claimants to the system itself. The central justification 

which was offered for this limitation was that it would reform the determination system 

so as to preserve its integrity "...by ensuring the protection of legitimate refugees. while 

detemnp the 'shameful manipulation' of false or abusive claims"". 

Bill C-55 acfed upon the constructed and exaggerated problem of the 'bogus' 

refugee in several ways. It required a person to make a claim at the outset of their 

immigration inquiry or they would forever be denied eligibility to make a claim iater: it 

significantly expanded the gounds for denying eligibility: it permitted the exclusion of 

claimants deemed to have corne fiom a 'safe third country'. the governrnent intending 

soon to produce a list of such countries: it excluded from making a refugee clairn those 

with a criminal record who had k e n  certified by the Minister as a "danger to the public in 

Canada"; and it denied a retùgee hearing to any who had been granted refugee status in 

another country or who had already had a refügee claim rejected in Canada. In addition. 

those found to be eligible still had to receive a decision from the immigration adjudicator 

and the Refugee Board member that their claim has a 'credible basis' (as opposed to the 

previous standard that excluded only ' manifestly unfounded' claims): and. final l y i t 

placed contentious lirnits on access to judicial review of negative determinations of a 

claimants' 'credible basis' and/or their refugee status. Under Bill C-55 claimants do not 

have the right to appeal to the Federal Court, rather they are conceded the much more 

limited right to apply for leave to appeal to the Federal Court of Appeal. 

Bill C-84 marks the serious intrusion of the language of deterrence into 

exclusionary immigration and refugee law and policy. While Bill C-55 aimed mainly to 

screen out 'system abusers' through the tightening up of eligibility and credibility criteria. 

Bill C-84 which was tabled just over a month afier the June 1987 *spontaneous Sikh 

landing'. sought to enhmce control of Canada's borden by providing for tough 

deterrence oriented penalties for smugglen and othen who assist in the 'transportation' 

of illcgal immigrants. Bill C-84 increased the government's power to deal with so-called 

"Weiner. House of Commons Debates, 18 June 1987. 7329 quoted in Keliey and 
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spontaneous landings. It increased powers of search and seizure for immigration offkials: 

it imposed fines and jail terms for smugglers and transportation companies: and it even 

provided authorities with the legal right to tum away b a t s  suspected of carcying refugees 

before they land." Both bills were widely attacked by immigrant and refûgee advocates as 

anti-humanitarian. draconian and dangerous. A representative of Amnesty International. 

for exampte. commented that "these measures are designed to keep refugee clairnants out 

of the country as opposed to ensuring that genuine refugee claimants are given 

protection."" 

Public and political opinion had k e n  well-prirned for an extreme and hard-line 

reaction befbre the July landing of the Sikh claimants. The increasing numbers of refugee 

claimants coupled with the frequently heard representation of these claimants as 'queue- 

jumpers' and 'bogus' refugees by politicians and immigration officiais had already 

sparked a widely covered national backlash against al1 new immigrants and refugees. 

Opinion polls. radio talk shows. letters to newspapers and MPs and a -rising chorus of so- 

called ordinary Canadians' expressed increasingly racist and xenophobic sentiments. A 

banner front page story in the Globe and Mail on March 6. 1987. reprted that 80-90% of 

callers to open-line radio talk shows were strongly against accepting more immigrants 

and refugees'' 

One of the most unsettling aspects of this backlash was its racist nature-The then 

Minister of Employment and Immigration, Benoit Bouchard. as good as acknowledged , 

this when he identified the increasing hostility to immigrants and refugees as an 

expression -'of a sort of fear" because the new arrivals were .'are from such places Iike 

A provision which was later dropped in light of the Prime Minister's daim at the time 
of the Sikhs' arriva1 that Canada was not "in the business of tuming away refugees and 
we never wi 11 under this government." quoted in Kelley and Trebilcock 1 998: 1 1 7 



Asia. whereas in the old days they came from Europe."" The Conservaiive government 

even called an emergency session of Parliament to "deal with an issue of grave national 

importance"" and quickly tabled the tough, enforcement and exclusion oriented Bill C- 

84. 

Some have argued that the Immigration Department through willful neglect or 

intentional misrnanagement. contributed to the generat panic about system abuse and 

bogus refugees in order thereby to clear the way for the development of the measures 

alrrady discussed which Iimit the numbers of refiigees who are able in the first instance CO 

reach Canada and which restricts their access to the determination system once they are 

here. They point to the Canadian govemment's failure to impose a visa requirement in a 

timely fashion on. for example. Portuguese and Turkish travellers to Canada in 1985 

\\.hich then led to a 'crisis' that could have k e n  easily prevented. When the governrnent 

did finally require a visa of travellers from Turkey and Portugal. the so-called 'flow' of 

refugee claimants 'abruptly ceased'.j3 Prominent lawyer Barbara Jackman argues 

persuasively that "[Tlhe Immigration Commission, by becoming incapable of managing 

the refugee determination system ... had used its very mismanagement to justi@ its wish to 

close the doors to refugees". With respect to the increased numbers of Portuguese and 

Turkish claimants. Jackman shrewdly observes that: 

In one year. 400 Guatemalans made refûgee claims in Canada and 75% of 
them were recognized as retugees. As a result. visas were introduced to 
control the flow of refugees into Canada from Guatemala. The government 
did not hide its purpose. in the case of the Portuguese. the government did 
not respond until there were 3,000 claimants. until it was publicly known 
across the country that Portuguese claimants were abusing the process. 
Only then did they impose visa controls. They used the Portuguese case to 
justifi closing the door to people who abuse the process. yet it was the 

" ~ u o t e d  in Malarek l987:75 
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governrnent that let the situation develop? 

As noted in the opening parapphs of this chapter. Canada had never been keen 

to become a country of first asylurn and has k e n  detennined to remain to as full an estent 

as possible a country of resettlement for refugees it chooses. This continues to be a major 

influence on govenunent policy and practice. In 1983. senior Immigration official 

Raphael Girard. who would later be the principal drafter of Bills C-55 and C-84. spelled 

out this position in a departmental discussion paper: "At is not desirable to have a 

resettlement program straddling two main themes. active off shore selection and the use 

of asylum as a pro-active program" He argued that the main emphasis of Canada's 

refugee program should continue to be off-shore selection. His arguments were that off- 

shore selection favoured those who could %est benefit' as opposed to the self-selectrd. 

was responsive to domestic concems and priorities. could be easier 'managed and 

controlled'. was arnenable to foreign policy objectives. and did not entail the problems 

associated with removing unsuccessfül clairnant~.'~ 

The public reaction which developed in the late 1980s around the threat posed by 

the so-called 'bogus' refugees, provided the official justification for the restrictive and 

exclusionary dimensions of Bill C-55 and Bill C-84. However. as described above these 

rneasures were not designed to facilitate access for genuine refugees. nor to exclude only 

those who could not credibly clairn to be refùgees as defined in the International 

Convention. They sought to limit the numben of all on shore refugee claimants. 

This analysis can now be advanced a further stage. It is true that these measures 

Lvere usually justified as a protection for genuine refugees and that this illustrates the 

cont i nued discursive importance of humanitarian liberal ideals. Nevertheless. and more 

significantly. this discursive power of the deserving 'genuine' refugee was maintained 

"Nash (ed.)I 988:323 
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and fortified only in contradistinction to the increasing influence of the socially. 

politically and legally constructed figure of the undeserving and unscrupulous figure of 

the fraudulent claimant - the economic migrant. the 'queue-j urnper'. the ' bogus' refugee. 

Weiner. the Minister of Immigration illustrated this important observation when he 

declared: 

The thrust of Bill C-55 was to strearnline Canada's refugee-determination 
system so as to maintain 'the integrity of our refugee determination 
system' by ensuring the protection of legitimate refugees while detening 
the 'sharneful manipulation' of false or abusive daims.*- '' 

indeed. while this legislation was explicitly defended in rhe nume of genuine 

refugees. absolutely nothing in the legislation sought to actually facilitate the admission 

of genuine refugees. Rather it was simply assumed that humanitarian ends would be 

furthered by cracking down on fraudulent claimants. Ali this parallels and is bolstered by 

the rising influence of victim discourses which have underpi~ed calls for hard-line law 

and order refonns to the criminal justice system. In each arena the undesenhg and 

undesirable must be effectively excluded precisely in order to ensure that the genuinely 

deseming victims may be adequately protected. be they law abiding citizens of our omn 

society or the victims of state sanctioned persecution in other countries. 

IV) Expanding the Threat in the 1990s: 'Bogus' Refugee Meets the Terrorist and 

the Serious Criminal 

Thus far. this chapter has traced the emergence of the 'bogus refugee' as a 

discursive regulatory figure. Once narned and identified. a problem may be acted upon; it 

becomes an object of regulation. The bogus refugee elicited a backlash against 

immigrants and refugees that was widespread, self- righteous. and racist. This bac klash 

was further heightened by a discursive link which was made between 'bogus refugees' 

and terrorists and/or cnminals. During the 1980s, a major threat to national security was 

'" Weiner. House of Commons Debates 18 June 1987. 7329. quoted in Kelley and 
Trebi lcock. l998:4 16 



presented and represented by the figure of the international terrorist. Whittaker identifies 

this development well: 

International terrorism is the greatfiisson of the decade. not unlike the 
great fear of international Communisrn that gnpped the Western world. 
and especially the United States. in the late 1940s and early 1950s. 
Terrorism presents, of course, a real threat to security and public safety. 
But as in the earlier case. there is also much exaggeration about it. much 
panic. and much talk of extreme measures. There is no shortage of self- 
proclaimed 'experts' on terrorism prepared to sel1 their nostrums to a 
karful public. And there is no shortage of voices counselling the 
abandonment of liberal freedoms and the need for stem repressive 
measures. " 

During 1986. the perceived threat of terrorism provided the focus for several 

governmental initiatives including the striking of a special governmental committee on 

terrorism and the holding of a conference on terrorism in Quebec attended by military. 

securis and police officiais. In both arenas terrorism was regarded as a senous and 

growing threat to Canada and in both arenas the rehgee determination system was 

identified as a 'security' problem. The special committee gave particular attention to 

-terrorist prone' ethnic groups and the conference attended to sirnilar preoccupations. Not 

surprisingly. Sikhs were identified in both contexts as a particular terrorist threat." 

The threat posed by international terrorists which had emerged over the 1970s and 

1980s became the discursive replacement of the threat previously posed by domestic 

subversives during the height of the Cold War. Thus, while the numencal threat posed by 

'bogus' refugees provided the pnmary and immediate justification for increasingly 

eltclusionary and enforcement onented measures. the fears sparked by the image of 

'waves'. ' floods' or 'tides' of bogus or hudulent claimants were heightened by a 

discursive linkage made with thethreatening figures of the terrorist and the 'serious' 

criminal immigrant or rehgee. posing a fresh and additional nsk to the state and the 



nation's public. 

Immediately upon the arriva1 of the Sikhs in June 1987. an 'orchestrated hysteria' 

was created by the Minister of Immigration. the Immigration department and the Prime 

Minister to incite public ~pinion.'~ They made many inflammatory statements about the 

Sikhs inciuding comrnents implying that they were serious security threats and 

terr~rists.'~ As observed by Jackman: 

They took advantage of these events by not reacting in a responsible 
manner. particularly with the Sikhs. Instead. they lead people to betieve 
the Sikhs were dangerous security threats and tenorists. Thus they 
pandered to public xenophobic reaction and produced a nse of racism." 

Less explicitly but no less significantly. the Tamil landing of 1986 was aIso 

linked wi th international criminal and subversive ~r~anizations." This linkage of the 

'bogus' refugee and the criminal or terrorist threat is clearly made in the following 

defence of Bill C-55 and Bill C-84 by Jim Hawkes. then MP for Calgary West;: 

... We need quick decisions if we are going to have a system of law in 
which protection is offered to legitimate Convention refugees and abusers 
can be removed quickly and efficiently. In a world of increasing 
international terrorism their has to be a means of determining and 
detaining people." 

Bill C-84. as already explained, sought to deal with so-called 'spontaneous 

iandings' by acting primarily upon smugglers and transportation companies. However. it 

also provided some fairly senous 'secwity-relatedo changes. First. Bill C-83 excluded 

anyone certified by the Minister and the Solicitor General as a danger to the public due to 

criminal convictions. this certification not k ing reviewable. Secondly Bill C-84 

- . -  ~ -- - 
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sanctioned the detention of undocurnented petsons upon their arriva1 in Canada until such 

a time as their identities could be confirmed. a measure approximating indefinite and. 

therefore unconstitutionai. detention. This arbitrary detention. defended on security 

grounds. was likely to affect most negatively refugee claimants who ofien do not have 

the required documentation. U 

The Bill also provides for the detention at the border of anyone thought by the 

authorities to pose a security threat. Both groups may be detained for up to 28 days 

without review. Persons thought to be a security threat are likely to be detained for even 

longer for they become the subject of a security review procedure entailing that they 

appear before a federal court judge. While anyone who is the subject of such a review 

may respond to the judge's surnmary of the case. they have no right either to hear or 

confront the witnesses or to challenge the evidence presented against them. If the security 

threat is judged to be real. the Bi11 provided for the exclusion and irnmediate deportation 

of the person in question. These provisions constitute an application of article 32 of the 

lnier-naiionul Convention Relating ta the S~atus ofRe3rgees which allows for the 

r<fiufernenr of refùgees (the retum of people to a place where they woutd face 

persecution under the Convention definition)only in those cases where they are duly 

found to represent either a 'security' or a 'senous criminality' threat to the nation ancilor 

public. 

What is remarkable about the two Acts of 1987 and centrally important for the 

argument of this chapter is that they act upon, and arguably thereby link, three distinct 

discursive categories of undeserving and undesirable non-citizens: frauds. terrorists and 

criminals. Each represents a significant threat to the integrity of the state's administrative 

systems. to commerce. to govemrnent and to the safety of the public respectively. This 

linkage becarne increasingly dominant in the early 1990s. 



V) In the Name of the 'Truly' Deserving: Bill C-86, The "Deterrence and Detention 

Act" (1992) 

The discursive linkage of criminality and hudulent abuse became front and 

centre with the next major piece of immigration legislation, Bill C-86. the Dererrence a n d  

Defrntian Act in 1 992. Danger and criminality discourses. already well-estabiished in the 

context of domestic criminal justice law and policy were mobilized with a vengeance in 

the context of immigration and refugee law and policy. Thus in addition to ernphasizing 

the need to to protect Canadians against those outsiders who ..abuse the system" through 

fraudulent claims. Bill C-86 'responded' in a major way to the growing 'probiem' of the 

criminal immigrant and/or refugee. 

Refugees had already k e n  increasingly criminalized through the mobilization of 

fraud discourses. Since the 1976 Act. the regulatory figure of the criminal immigrant 

encompassed an ever-widening range of threatening criminal 'types'. These have 

included: international terrorists seeking to found new bases for terrorist organizations: 

war criminals. either the 'modem day' or the traditional (Nazi) variety: 'serious- 

criminals with 'serious' criminal histories; and the relatively new category of organized 

cri min al^.^' The exclusionary conception of 'cnminality' as grounds for denying 

immigration or refugee applicants has expanded. It is now understood and acted upon as a 

threat to the security of Canada and of Canadians. thus justifying increasingly repressive 

political and legal responses. Similarly, the notions of 'system abuse' and the lack of . 
-control' over the system which allows such abuse to flourish. which were previously 

pnmarily Iinked with the numencd and moral threat posed by the 'bogus' refugee. has 

been discursive] y extended and linked with the threat posed by terrorists and other 

dangerous criminals: 

An immigration program that is not properly controlled is vulnerable to 
abuses by criminals, terrorists and others who might jeopardize the safety 
and well-king of Canadians. In recent years we have seen the 
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It is analytically relevant that the mandate of CSIS was later expanded to encompass 
organized crime and criminals as a threat to national security. 



development of more organized, hi@y professiona1 criminai networks 
intent on circumventing international and national laws .... As the volumes 
of people seeking to enter Canada increase, vigilance is needed to ensure 
that Canadian society is protected fiom those who are not welcome in our 
country and who are intent on breaking its laws. 

Bill C-86 was represented as a new 'managerial' approach to immigration 

necessary in the face of a global context characterized by "...growing. unpredictable. and 

large scale movements of people fiom one country to an~ the r '~? .  The policy paper just 

quoted set the stage for the Bill's restrictive and enforcement-onented provisions by 

painting a global picture which would likely evoke fear and insecurity in Canadians-The 

image of 'volumes' of intemationally displaced. dispossessed and needy foreigners 

clamouring at 'our' borders is conjured up as a potential threat to the Canadian state. its 

administrative systems and its public. Sheer numbers of global migrants are emphasized 

in dramatic and ominous fashion: "[Slome estimates suggest that today. as many as eighty 

mi 1 lion people-more than three times the entire population of  Canada-are moving from 

one country to another at any given time.Oq 

Specific reference is also made to the fact that although the numbers of refugee 

claimants has increased exponentially. 'rhe proportion of claimants who are found to be 

convention refugees is f a l l i ~ ~ ~ . ' ~ ~  An observation made in the context of  a hard-line piece 

of British refugee legislation in 1993. may be applied to the Canadian scene. A -culture of 

disbelief about the legitimacy o f  claims to asylurn has been effectively created and 

-'... that is the reason for the dramatic d e c h e  in the proportion of asylum seekers granted 

refugee starus or exceptiona1 leave to maintain. Those figures are then used to justifi the 

46 Immigration Canada. Managing Immigration: A Frumervork for the 1990s. Ottawa: 
S upply and Services Canada 1992:7-8 



betief that most asylum seekers are ' b o g u ~ ~ . " ~ ~  

As documented by Jakubowski, nurnerous poils and surveys carried out at this 

tirne of recession. provide evidence that Canadians were "...feeling far more vulnerable 

economically. [were] ... deveioping a growing sense of mistrust and intolerance touards 

outsiders. and ...[ were] increasingly disiliusioned and discontented with the 

govemment."" Moreover. it was cornrnonly reported that many Canadians were 

concemed about the increase in immigration during a penod of economic recession and in 

particular about the increase in non-white immigration and refùgee admissions." 

In this less welcoming environment. the Canadian government. rather than 

attempting to diffuse some of these hostilities and fears. mobilized and exploited them for 

their own purposes. For example, the Minister of Immigration, Bernard Valcourt. 

publicized the tindings of two 1992 government sponsored studies which highlighted the 

senophobia felt by many Canadians towards immigrants and refugees. One of these 

studies reported that one third of its respondents had agreed that it was important to 

--... keep out people who are different fiom most Canadians" and that nearly half were 

"really womed that they might become a minority if immigration is unchecked."" 

Valcourt's tactics are swnmed up nicely in the following journalistic observation: 

Valcourt has used some strong language in cornrnents defending the bill. 
He's evoked images of millions of refbgees from Third World countries 
fleeing poverty and turmoil. implying that they may soon be clamouring at 
Our door. He's warned that the government needs more power to keep 
crirninals and terrorists out of the country. He's told the story - several 
times - of a Montreal refùgee claimant who filed 14 fake daims in order to 
cheat ~elfare.~ '  

'-Asylum for Torture Victims" The Guardian Monday April29. 1996 
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Immigrants and refugees were generally represented as a threat which needed to 

be contained and controlled; "[lin trying to sel1 Bill C-86 to Canadians. Valcoun play[rd] 

on their insecurities by socially constnicting the immigrant or refugee as a potential 

system abuser of whom we should be ~ary.' '~'  In Valcourt's own words. Tanadians are 

compassionate and humane. but we don? want to be taken for a ride?' 

Bill C-86 thus promised to reduce significantly the opportunities for 'system- 

abusers' and 'criminals'; by introducing this new, tighter and more efficient managerial 

immigration regime. The predominant policy objective was to protect society. And once 

again. one of the main justifications for this 'toughening up' of the system was putatively 

humanitarian: it was necessary to crack down on the undeserving and undesirable i l1 the 

nume of the genuinely deserving bonajide, convention refugee: "The proposed 

changes ...p rovide for a more streamlined refugee determination systern. ensuring that we 

can help those who truiy need refuge..."" 

Bill C-86 radically extended the criminality-based exclusionary grounds for 

inadmi~sibility.'~ With this Bill. immigration law, policy and practices are represented 

and justified as the thin blue line protecting Canadians from the wide ranging criminal 

threats which lurk just outside of our borders. Canadian immigration Law and policy have 

emerged in the 1 990s as a critical and necessary instrument of crime control to an esteni 

S6*'Legislation Would Tell Immigrants Where to Live" Toronto Star. June 1 7. 1992 

57 Immigration Canada, "Explaining the New Immigration Bill" 1992:preface (my 

emphasis) 
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Bill C-86 also extended the grounds for medical inadmissibility. again under the general 
rubt-ic of 'protecting' Canadians fiom potential sources of danger. While not directly 
relevant to the current analysis, it is noteworthy that the image of the 'diseased' 
immigrant (in the 1 990s tuberculosis is the dominant looming threat carried by the 
-volumes' of the poor and needy masses seeking access to Canada) is once again paining 
discursive prominence in exclusionary immigration law and policy. It is foreséeable that 
this developing -problem' will increasingly provide the justification for more restrictive 
exclusionary measures. 



unprecedented in Canadian history? 

Bill C-86 sought to fiIl perceived gaps in the existing legislation with respect to 

the inadmissi bility of criminals 'and others who threaten the security of Canada' (sections 

19 and 27 of the Act). Specifically it aimed to exclude 'organized criminals' previously 

unaddressed in the Act. As explained in a govemmental guide to the new legislation. 

esisting legislation was inadequate because it did "...net directly enable immigration 

offkials to refuse admission to persons who may have no criminal convictions. but who 

are nevertheless involved in organized crime or other criminal activity. according to 

foreign police reports or intelligence sources." 

In response. Bill C-86 expanded the definition of criminal inadmissibility to 

inchde where there are 'reasonable grounds to believe' the person was or is a member of 

an organization 'that there are reasonable grounds to believe' is or was engaged in 

activity -'that is part of a pattern of criminal activity planned and organized by a number 

of persons acting in concert in firrtherance of the commission of any offence that rnay be 

punishable ... by way of indictment."(s. 1 9 (c.2) of the Act) Moreover. it also allowed for 

the exclusion of persons where there are 'reasonable grounds to believe' that they have 

committed an *act or omission' outside Canada that would constitute an offence inside 

Canada. (S. 1 9 (c. l )(ii)) No conviction is required by this provision. 

Bill C-86 also addressed the perceived weakness of the existing legislation to 

exclude terrorists. As observed in the guide to the legislation. 
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With respect to its inclusionary preoccupations, Bill C-86 was primarily supported by 
economic arguments. It sought to enhance the responsiveness of immigration law and 
policy to the 'economic and labour force needs of Canada'. For example. as put by the 
governrnent. investors must be accepted "without limits" for their contributions to the 
economy. Bill C-86 also made much of the govemment's humanitarian objective of 
farnily unification. arguably hoping to tap into the increased influence of fundamentally 
conservat ive and traditional ' farnily values' evident in the broader social and political 
context. 
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Current provisions do not explicitly refer to terrorists. although reference 
is made to espionage, subversion. and goup activity involving violence 
against persons. Amendments would define terronsm as activities directed 
at. or in support of, acts of serious violence against persons or propeny for 
political ends? 

Bill C-86 authorized immigration officials to bar entry and/or deport individuals who 

have engaged in or who. upon 'reasonable grounds' are believed rnay engage in 

espionage. subversion and/or terrorism as well as those who are mernbers of an 

organization which has. or is reasonably believed. may engage in espionage. subversion. 

terrorism and/or "other acts of violence that would or might endanger the lives or safet?. 

of persons in Canada"(ss. 199(e)(f)(g)) The bill also included a new 'catch-all' ground for 

esclusion on security grounds. S. 19 (k) sanctions the exclusion of persons "who 

constitute a danger to the security of Canada" but who are not covered by existing 

erounds. Even permanent residents may be deported under these provisions?' 
C 

The Bill also introduced S. 19(1) of the Act to facilitate the exclusion of people 

who are or were "senior members of or senior oficials in the service of a govemment that 

is or was engaged in terrorism. systematic or gross human rights violations or war crimes 

or crimes against humani ty..." The section goes on to provide a 'general' guide to the 

definition of -senior members' or -senior officials'. but makes clear that the list of 

positions and/or fûnctions is not exhaustive. This list includes: a) heads of state or 

govertment: b) members of the cabinet or goveming council; c) senior advisors to either 

heads of state. cabinet or governing council members; d) senior members of the public 

service: e) senior members of the military, intelligence and/or interna1 security apparatus: 

f) ambassadors and senior diplomatic oficials; and g) members of the judiciaq. 
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A comment made in the Parliamentary Cornmittee hearings on the Bi11 nicely sums up 
one of the central criticisms made about these amendments. Alan Borovoy of the 
Canadian Civil Liberties Association described them as sanctioning "deponation by 
clairvoyance" (quoted in Kelley and Trebilcock. 1998:43 1 ) 



In addition to extending the criminality provisions of the Acr. Bill C-86 

toughened up the provisions and penalties relating to the transportation of illegal migrants 

to Canada (ss. 85.86.89.1. 91.1.92.92.1.93.97.1 ) and the smuggling of illegal 

immigrants into Canada (ss.94.1.94.2. 102.0 l(1)). For the present purposes. one final set 

of amendments needs to be mentioned. those pertaining to border 'controls'(s. 1 10). These 

provisions gave immigration officers the discretion to fingerprint and photograph refugee 

claimants and expanded their search and seinire powers-The latter amendment sanctioned 

the search of person. luggage andlor vehicle when there are 'reasonable grounds to 

believe' the person has hidden their identity documents. The same authorization is given 

to officers to search "...persans seeking to corne to Canada who are believed on 

reasonable grounds to be smugglers. document couriers. and others involved in the i l  legal 

entry of pers on^..."^' 

Bill C-86 thus ushered in a new discursive era in the govemance of immigration 

and refugee iaw and policy. It broadly defined and acted upon the emergent threat of the 

criminal immigrant to a degree unparalleled in foregoing immigration legislation and it 

similarly enhanced the coercive policing powers of immigration offkers to enforce the 

Act. 

As was true for Bills C-55 and C-84, Bill C-86 was greeted with extensive and 

well-organized criticism from a wide range of legal and non-governmental groups 

Much of that criticism focussed on the 'draconian' securie and criminality provisions of 

the Act. However. many of the changes made to the existing refugee determination 

system were also sharply criticised. Of particular concexn to non-governmental 

representatives was the revival of the de-third country provision which had been 

included in Bill C-55 but which had never been acted upon by the govemment. This 

provision disallowed refugee claims made by individuals if they had travelled to Canada 

b3'-Explaining the New Immigration Bill" Section 2,' Protecting Society'. subsection 3. 
'Controls at the Border' 1992: 12 
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either directly or indirectly from a country prexribed by the governor in council as -safe'. 

A -safeS third country is one which complies with article 33 of the Refugee Convention 

which prohibits refoulement. Objections to this provision were extensive and have been 

discussed in sorne detail else~here.~'  For the present purposes it is significant that this 

provision. if and when it is operationalised, "would systematically exclude those refugee 

populations from the developing world (most of who are visibly different) who cannot get 

direct flights out of unsafe countries." fi 

The racist impact of this Bill was widely criticized; "Critics have called it mean- 

spirited. sinfùl and raci~t. '~' One third of al1 refugee daims are made along the border 

nith the U.S.. Were the U.S. to be prescribed (despite its poor and highly politically 

partisan record of refugee determination), the number of refugees who could make their 

claim in Canada would be dramatically reduced. As reported in an Ottawa daily 

newspaper. "[Tlhat could mean Canada would tum away up to 75% of the 30.0000 

refugee claimants who arrive at our border each year because they travel via the United 

States or Europe." 68 The safe third country provision. along with most of the other 

exclusionan, amendments of Bill C-86. evidences once again the Canadian govemment's 

determination to limit as fùlly as possible the numbers of refugees (genuine or othewise) 

who arrive on the shores of Canada and seek acceptance as a Convention refugee. 

Canada's 'humanitarian' cornmitment is thus at best highly selective and 

inconsistent. As evidenced by Bill C-86 and as expressed by many critics. the govemment. 

was more concerned to keep refugees out of Canada than it was with protecting them. To 

quote Canadian immigraion lawyer David Matas: 

... the bill itself does not appreciate the refugee issue from the angle of 
refugee protection ... Really. immigration management and refugee 

6' see for example Jakubowski l997:8 1-89 
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protection are two different things and require two different approaches. 
Immigrants are people who are coming to Canada to senle permanently. 
Refugees are people k i n g  forced to flee a situation of danger. often on a 
moment's notice. Management suggests that Canada is choosing its 
immigrants in a planned way. Yet refûgees in fact, in iaw and by the tenns 
of Canada's international obligations are self-seiected. Managing 
immigration really means. in a refbgee protection context. denying 
protection to people who otherwise might be allowed and entitled to corne 
as refugees. That is indeed the effect of many of the provisions in the bill. 
They make it more difficult for refugees to seek protection or even to 
arrive in Canada to make a claim for protectionP9 

Finally. the new legisiation eliminated the first stage credibility and eligibility 

hearing introduced by Bill C-55 to weed out 'system abusers' at an early stage in the 

process." Bill C-86 instead gave Senior Immigration Oficers the power to nile on 

refugee eligibility. again an administrative decision replacing a quasi-judicial one. The 

covemment sought to minimize the significance of this expansion of the discretionary - 
power of SIOs. It asserted that the eligibility decisions to be made by SIOs will made on 

the basis of a checklist of 'facts' (rather than on 'matters ofjudgernent') and will 

therefore be entirely non-di~cretionary.'~ 

Thus i t  can be seen that the governrnental logic of national security (encompassing 

more and more varieties of criminal activity) and the corollary notion of protection of the 

Interestingly. the number of clearly unfounded 'bogus' ciaims was not readily apparent 
to Immigration officers who had referred a substantial 94% of claims to the CRDD for 

a full hearing Ibid.,81 

This checklist denies claimants access to the refügee determination system on one of 
five grounds: a) pnor recognition of refugee status in another country: b) coming to 
Canada directly from or through a prescribed 'safe third country': c) repeat claims: d) 
have already been determined in Canada or by a visa oflïcer abroad to be a Convention 
refugee: or e) "undesirable persons- criminal and security risks" (Immigration Canada. 
-'Explainin& the New Immigration Bill" Section 3: The New Refugee Determination 
System. subsection 1 : Access to the Refugee Determination System. 19922) 



public provided the dominant rationale for the exclusionary provisions of Bitf c-86. The 

-problem' of the %gus refùgee' had been legally constmcted by and acted upon through 

Bills C-55 and C-84. It re-emerged with Bill C-86 as the more general problern of 'system 

abuse' which was attributed in large part to a lack of adequate control over the 

immigration system. This lack of control was in tuni linked with the more dominant 

threat of the 1 990s. that posed by the criminal refugee or immigrant broadl y defined. Bill 

C-86 legally constructs and acts upon these two 'problems'. system abuse and criminality. 

b!. sanctioning ever more repressive and exclusionary means: --With Bill C-86 we 

introduced a wide range of tools to deal with those who try to abuse Our immigration 

propram or violate out l a w ~ . " ~  

VI) The Creation of the Canadian 'Public Security Portfolio' in 1993 

In one of the more honest and transparent political decisions of this period. in 

1993 the Conservative governrnent. on the heels of Bill C-86. created a new Public 

Security Portfolio. This brought together Immigration the RCMP. CSIS and the Canada 

Parole Board into a newly created governrnent department. the Department of Public 

Security. The first Minister of Public Security. Doug Lewis, explained the logic behind 

move by reference to the "..global community [which] is awash with people seeking new 

homes" (again the water metaphor conjuring up a disastrous flood) and the consequent 

the need to "reinforce and defend the integrity of our generous and valuable immigration 

policy": to "give extra weight to the issue of enforcement"; to have --more eficient 

control over the security of our borders"; and to better protect Canadians. 

By consolidating management of our border activities and Our immigration 
enforcement activities. 1 am convinced that we can exercise more effective 
control over entry ta Canada; ensure that we better protect all Canadians: 
and reduce abuse of Canada's generous immigration and refugee 
programs'"j 

"Doug Lewis. "Notes for an Address by the Honourable Doug Lewis. P.C.. M.P.. 
Minister of Public Security. Solicitor General of Canada August 9. 1 993 
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While the discourses of h u d  and criminality are employed in this political 

justification. primary emphasis is given to populist reasons for the switch. Lewis quite 

freely admitted that of the 220.000 newcomers who arrived in 199 1, "only a very tiny 

percentage of those amvals were mired in controversy". He even lamented that man? 

Canadians don't share this view and acknowledged the powerful and deleterious effect of 

esaggerated. sensational and inflarnmatory coverage of  "..the isolated case of people who 

abuse our generosity". What is cunous and indeed telling. is the determinative value 

placed by Lewis on public support with respect to the changes at hand. It is the need to 

restore .public confidence and support' that seems to underpin this move. rather than any 

real or substantiated threat posed to either the system or the public: the choice. according 

to Lewis is straightfonvard: "We can either reinforce and defend the integrity of our 

generous and valuabfe immigration policy or we can watch public confidence and support 

for the policy ~ollapse."'~ 

This move was not a subtle one. Critics charged that conservative Prime Minister 

Kim Campbell was fanning the populist flames against new immigrants and refugees by 

"baiting Canadians fear that immigrants commit a disproportionate arnount of crime. and 

by ... linking the solution to the perceived crime problem with cleaning up the immigration 

and refugee  stem."'^ As succinctly stated by Shyla Dutt o f  the Asian Canadian Caucus. 

the governrnent had succeeded in "re-focussing public debate away from immigration as 

an economic and social issue. and [toward immigration] as a security and public safety 

issue." 76 

Responding to these complaints, Lewis Iikened this administrative and 

organizational decision to that which gave police oficers the authority to enforce 
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highway trafic regulations: 

There are those who claim that, by placing elements of the immigration 
program in the Public Security Portfolio, we are 'tarring' al1 immigrants 
and refugees as criminals or as 'threats' to public security. 1 am honestly 
puzzled by the logic of this argument. Police officers are responsible for 
enforcing highway trafic regulations. Does this imply that al1 divers are 
criminals? Of course not. And it doesn't rnean that the police cannot 
protect the vulnerable of our society and promote the good of society.-.lt is 
surely just as important [as enforcing trmc laws] to maintain the integnty 
of our borders and to enforce Canada's Immigration Act in the most 
effective way p~ssible."~ 

VI 1) Conclusion 

Just as Bills C-55 and C-84 acted upon (and reproduced) the 'bogus refugee' as 

the archetype of moral and legal 'undeservedness', Bill C-86 acted upon the 'criminal 

immigrant or refugee' as the archetype of moral and legal undesirability. The victim of 

the fraudulent character of so-called bogus rehgees has k e n  constructed as the state. 

specifically state administrative systems and 'Canadian generosity'. It is sirnilady the 

case that different foms of criminality have k e n  incrementally but steadily redefined as 

posing a risbdanger to the security of the Canadian state and of the public. Once so 

viewed. criminal and security risks may then be 'legitimately' acted upon through 

increasingfy repressive and enforcement oriented sovereign power. 

By 1992. the criminal immigrant or refugee was produced as the archetype of 

undesirability. It now stands alongside the archetype of undeservedness. the %gus 

refugee' . By 1 992. the figure of the 'bogus refugee' was mobilized more as evidence of a 

poorly managed system open to abuse by criminal and security risks rather than as a 

dominant problern in and of itself. In the following chapter. the discursive redefinition of 

refugees (from deserving victims to undeserving frauds/criminals) will be examined in 

more detail as will the material impact of these developments on the lives of particular 

groups of new immigrants and refugees in Canada. 

77 Lewis. Notes for an Address" 1993 



Chapter Five 

From Desewing Victims to Undeserving Criminals: 

Redefining and Regulating Refugees in the 1990s 

Secirrity is the great cornmodiry of our tirne ... Governmenr is rirruallj. define J bj. 
the problern of managing the security of the population.. . For those ourside the 

limired access environments in which these new security mechanisrns 
proliferate, the hard edge of traditional social conrrol rernains rhe 

predorninanrly experienced means of securiiy. But this appurarus of seccrcrig is 
decidcdly ambiguous. Ils aim is 60th IO secure the underc-lass und ru secure 

others againsr ir. ' 

I ) Introduction 

On the heels of yet another recession in 1993, and in the face of  the massive 

displacement of people globally, it is not surprising that the issues of  welfare and 

immigration would be considered in relation to each other. But what is perhaps less 

straightfonvard is the way in which the discursive figures o f  the -welfare cheat' and the 

' bogus refugee'. constructed by and through panics and crackdowns in both the 

immigration and social services contexts, merged and were mobilized in distinctly 

punitive and coercive ways. ways which. moreover, partiuclarly and advenely affected 

visible rninorities. Alongside the increasingly powerfùl construction o f  the 'criminal 

immigrant andor refugee' (in spite of consistent statistical evidence that immigrants 

and/or refugees are not over represented in the prison system. and despite a steady decline 

in national crime rates2). over the late 1980s and early 1 WOs, the regulatory figures of the 

I Jonathan Simon Poor Discipline Chicago: University of Chicago Press. 1 993 :258 

As observed by sociologist Morton Weinfield in dialogue with Daniel Stoffman. "Many 
people do make the linkages between immigrants and crime. In fact. if we look at the 
evidence ...y ou find. for example. in the federal prisons that the foreign bom are under 
represented as a proportion o f  the inmate population. So the whole notion that immigrants 
are heavily involved in crime just doesn't withstand scrutiny."("How Many Immigrants 
Should Canada Admit" Globe and Mail, March 4, 1994) For a comprehensive look at the 
relationship between immigrants and crime see "Immigration and Crime" Allan Borowski 
and Demc k Thomas in Adelman et al (eds.) Immigrarion and Rejicgee Policy: -4 zrsrruliu 
und Canudcl C'ompared, Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1994: "Race. Ethnicity 



welfare cheat and bogus refugee emerged. both within and without -Our gates'. Social and 

political anxieties about the threat posed by criminal immigrants and refugees merged 

with the public and political panic about the 'welfare cheat' and the 'bogus refugee' to 

produce a powerful backlash against certain visible groups of new immigrants and 

refùgees in the 1990s. On one level. these discursive developments can be understood as 

the incremental but steady redefinition of the 'claimant' of the benefits of administrative 

justice. from that of a deserving victim 'at nsk' to an undeserving. risky 'offender' 

(whether represented in terms of *fraud' or 'criminality' or a rather explosive blend of 

both). 

This shift in tum reflects the broader shifi in govemental  rule. from 

humanitarian welfarist liberal to neo-liberal. This more general shift in the rationality of 

governrnental rule has entailed the emergence of different governing logics. In the contest 

of exclusionary Canadian immigration law and policy. in the 1 960s and early 70s. the 

inclusionary logics of human rights and liberal legalism challenged and supplanted the 

previously dominant logics of irnmorality and national 'purity'. Since then. the logic of 

national security has been incrementally expanded to include more and more forms of 

-criminalityq which were themselves redefined as posing a threat to national security 

and/or protection of the public. 

While the logic of national security was certainly firmIy in place when the 1976 

Act was adopted. it encompassed the more traditional Cold War concerns with threats to 

the Canadian political state posed by political subversives. tenorists and those engaging 

in espionage. The 1976 Act articulated the new 'security' concern of organized crime: 

houever this concem was still in its early stages. Since 1976. the logic of 'security' has 

underpinned and justified the steady intensification. specification and in some cases 

redefinition of a wide range of new threats, those posed by organized criminals. 

international terrorists. domestic political terrorists. war criminals (traditional and modern 

and Criminal Justice in Canada" Julian Roberts and Anthony Doob in Elhnicity. Crinte 
and immigration: Comparative and Cross-National Perspectives in Crime undhstice. 
Vol2 I . Chicago: University of Chicago Press. 



d q ) .  persons comected with regimes who have perpetrated wide scale human rights 

abuses. and dangerous criminal offenders. Moreover. the logic of 'protecting the public' 

has also become increasingly dominant and has been discursively linked with the notion 

of 'national security'. Protecting national security and protecting the public have emerged 

over the Iast three decades as the guiding rationales of exclusionary Canadian 

immigration law and policy. The rise in dominance of these rationales has entailed the 

increased mobilization of the constitutive discourses of criminality. victimhood and 

risk/danger. As discussed above, the logic of 'system integrity' and its coroflary. the 

constitutive discourses of abuse and hud. also emerged d u h g  this period in a mannrr 

most consistent with the general decline of welfarist humanitarian liberalisrn and the rise 

of a more punitive neo-liberal mode of govemance. 

This chapter begins with a brief discussion of the rise of neo-liberalisrn as a 

rationality of rule and the criminalization of certain kinds of fraud. It traces the emergence 

of the problem of the 'welfare cheat' in Ontario in the early 1990s. It then examines the 

ways in which the discourses of h u d  and abuse converged with criminality discourses in 

the construction and regdation of the fiaudulent criminal immigrant. This discursive 

redefinition of deserving refugee 'victims' to undeserving abusers. frauds and/or 

criminals will then be considered in tenns of the direct and indirect racist and coercive 

consequences that this shift entailed and indeed facilitated for Somali refugees living in 

Toronto who becarne the specific subjects of this redefinition in public and political \ 

realms and who consequently were the objects of increased coercive control and legal 

regulation. 



I1)The Rise of Neo-Liberalism as a Rritionaliîy of Rule 

Look upm fraud as u crime greater thon thefi .. for they allege. thar cure and rigil~~nce. 
wirh a iwy common undersranding. may preserve a man S goods fiom thieres but 

honesp hath no fince against superior cunning. .. where fraud is permitred or connived al. 
or harh no law to punish if .  the honest dealer is aiways undone. und rhe knave gels rhe 

advantage .' 

The Iinkage and increasing dominance of fraud and cnminality discourses over 

the late 1980s and early 1990s is not limited to the field of immigation and refugee 

governance. Indeed. in the early 1990s. provincial govemments were increasingly 

preoccupied with fraudulence in the context of social welfare provision. Alongside the 

construction of the %gus refugee' ernerged the regulatory figure of the 'welfare cheat'. 

In the 1990s. the figures of the 'bogus refugee'. the 'welfare cheat' and the 'criminal 

immigrant or refugee' came to be closely linked in popular and political discourse. 

Like the figure of the fraudulent refugee claimant, the fraudulent welfare claimant 

evokes considerable moral indignation and condemnation. Taking advantage of Canadian 

generosity. cheating the system, getting something for nothing. both the bogus refugee 

and the welfare cheat easily offend many of the essential qudities of the desirable liberal 

citizen: autonomy. (economic) independence, acquisitiveness. merit. dessert. 

accountability and rule-govemed. The spectre of fraud is mobilized as a technology of 

liberal govemance: it is employed in the continuous and varied project of producing and 

reproducing govemable - self-regulating - citizens. 

The logic of fiaud enjoys a heightened discursive influence in most areas of public 

policy under a rationality of rule that has shifted fiom a humanitarian welfarist orientation 

to a neo-Iiberal one. Neo-liberalism grew in influence as the p s t  war boom came to a 

close in the 1970s and high inflation. unemployment and recession marked the next few 

decades. Since the I970s, both the economy and public discourse have changed 

'~ t r l l i i r r  S Truveis, Swift. 1726 quoted on the 1999 Web Page of the Toronto Police 
Service Fraud Squad 



dramatically. Nso-liberalism seeks to reassert pre-Keynesian classical economic theory. 

The classical liberal cornmiunent to a minimal state has been revived. neo-li beralism 

seeks to shrink the size o f  the state and restore the primacy o f  market forces. The 'welfare 

state' must be retrenched if not completely dismantled as it is wasteful. excessive. a 

hindrance to wealth creation and to the state's ability to c o m p t e  economicalIy in 

international marketd  

This neo-liberal rationality rests on a blend of  economic. political and morat 

arguments. The claim is that the welfare state has reduced fieedom by enforcing financial 

redistribution from taxpayers to welfare recipients. It has eroded the work ethic and made 

recipients dependent. tt has created a huge public sector which has a vested interest in its 

perpetuation.' That situation is viewed as untenable in face o f  massive economic global 

restructuring: "market forces must be liberated, by downsizing the state and by 

emasculating social welfare policies, so that the state c m  meet the challenges posed by 

global restr~cturing."~ Neo-liberalism holds that economies must adjust to the changing 

opportunities that are available to them in the global economy. These adjustments 

certainly unsettle labour markets. rendering employrnent more uncertain and insecure. 

However. these features o f  the labour market are legitimized as 'unavoidable'. 'normal' 

even 'desirable'.' A belief in the supenority of  the market as a mechanism for organizing 

society underlies the economic propositions of  neo-liberal doctrine. State intervention is 

an impediment to the smooth functioning o f  the market: 

The logic of  the doctrine of  market superiority requires the state to remove 

'' Andrew Johnson. Stephen McBride, Patrick Smith (eds.) Conrinuiries and 
Disconrinrrirics: The Political Economy of Social Weffare and Luborrr Markel Poiicy hl 

Cirnadu. Toronto. University of  Toronto Press, 1994:3-4 

' Ibid. See in particular: Philip Resnick 44Neo-conservatism and Beyond": Robert Mullaly 
"Social Welfare and the New Right: A Class Mobilization Perspective"; and Leon 

Muszynski "Defending the Welfare State and Labour Market Policy" 



impediments through suc h measures as reduced expendi tures. 
deregulation. privatization. contracting out. and tightening the rules for 
unemployrnent insurance and other social wel fare programs." 

Neo-liberalism. when understood as a political rationality. a mode of goveming. 

requires the constitution of  a new subjecttitizen. As argued by Burchell. liberalism taken 

as a broad formula of rule. "..requires of the govemed that they freely conduct themselves 

in a certain rational ~ a ~ . ' ' ~  The 'certain rational way' is accomplished through 

govemmental strategies which seek to constitute the subject in ways that are compatible 

with govemmental objectives. Liberal doctrines of freedom and limits o f  power are thus 

accompanied by strategies to foster the self-regulating or self-organizing capacities of 

markets. ci tizens and civil society in desired directions. 'O  

The integral elements of neo-liberal rationality include: a belief in the efficiency 

of markets. the importance of accountability, individual liberty. enterprise. responsibility 

and independence and the virtues of the non-interventionkt state. Neo-liberal political 

rationality does not accept as legitimate any avoidable adult dependency. Unlike liberal 

welfarism. which tempered the liberal cornmitment to 'independence' through the 

empIoyment of notions o f  collective social responsibility. neo-liberalism brings 

'independence' back to the fore. And in contrast to liberal welfarism which tempered the 

devaluation of  dependency by its acknowledgement of its social causes. neo-Iiberalism 

individualises and stigmatizes dependency through its reassertion of  notions of individual 

responsibility and enterprise. 'Independence' is still fundamentally associated with waged 

labour and is valorized as a desirable personal quality. and dependency signifies not only 

lack of paid employment but "has been inflated into a behavioural syndrome and made to 

' Gordon Burchell "Liberal Govenunent and Techniques of the Self' in Economy und 
Society Vol. 22, No. 3. August 1993:271 

1 O Nikolas Rose " Govemment Authority and Expertise in Advanced Liberalism" " in 
Econon~y and Socieiy Vol. 22, No. 3, August 1993 



seem more contemptible."" People who receive welfare are thus increasingly stigmatized 

under neo-liberalism; they are not independent. enterprising or responsible. Rather the? 

are deviant. 

Moreover. whereas the equation of waged labour with independence was 

gendered in the industrial period. and anxieties about economic dependency were by in 
C 

large anxieties about the dependency of adult males. in the pst-industrial period 

independence has been discursively 'de-gendered' as the industrial hegemonic acceptance 

of female dependency has k e n  increasingly challenged and underrnined. As stated by 

Fraser and Gordon. " Whereas industrial usage had cast some foms  of dependency as 

natural and proper. postindustrial usage figures al1 forms as avoidable and 

blameworthy."" Individual responsibility is a central tenet of liberdism. In the content of 

social senrice provision this translates into policies which have historically been based on 

some measure of 'deservedness': "...a person's inability to eam a living must clearly be 

established before public assistance is granted. The poor must always quai i l  as a 

desening poor."" 

The early 1990s witnessed a distinctly neo-liberal campaign to stigmatize al1 

recipients of state social benefits as possible criminals through the linking and 

mobilization of fraud and criminality discourses in the public panic around and the 

govemmental crackdowns on 'welfare chesters'. A provincial govemment report on social 

welfare provision in Ontario released in 1992 in the early days of the lefi-leaning New 

Democratic Party government. drew particular attention to the problem associated with 

the mon1 determination of desewedness. It observed that the system had '-...becorne 

infused with value judgements about people, about whether they are considered to be 

desenring or undeserving of assistance, the authon or the victims of their own 

" Nancy Fraser and Linda Gordon " A  Genealogy of Dependency : Tracing a 
Keyword of the U.S. Welfare State" Signs, Winter 1994:328 

' 'Ronald Manzer Public Policies and Political Developmenr in Cunada Toronto: 
University of Toronto Press. 198550 



impoverished ci~umstances." '~ Interestingly. at the time of this report the NDP 

government played down concerns about h u d  and abuse of the system. While it 

recommended a comprehensive audit system for the welfare system. it was careful to note 

that this was not because "we believe there is widespread fraud in the system. We believe 

that it is the hallmark of  any efficient system to monitor itself"" 

Evidencing the force of the rise in neo-liberalisrn as a rationality of rule. one year 

later the same NDP governrnent issued yet another policy paper on social service 

provision. entitled Turning Poini. The neo-Keynesian discourse of collective 

responsibili~. entitlement. social justice and equity. so prominent in the earlier report is 

completely absent in Turning Point. In contrast, this later report gave expression to a 

distinctly neo-liberai discourse of competitiveness. independence. individual 'talents' (a 

specifically economic -value-added' term), long-term economic strength. training. 

incentives and disincentives the changing globaf economy and sound fiscal management. 

This discursive shi f i  certainly reflects the increasing influence of ne04 beral ism in 

political and economic policy-making. No longer do notions such as collective 

responsibility. human dignity and respect underpin the proposed changes. Rather the 

changes are justified by reference to the increasing cornpetitiveness of global 

econornic~. '~ Whereas the earlier policy orientation directly countered the growing 

assumption that social assistance is a preferred lifestyle. that welfare recipients simply 

don-t want to work and are abusing the system, the govenunent in its subsequent report 

expresses the widely held concern that welfare recipients are "locked in a lifestyle of 

dependencyb." The notion of a *lifestyle of dependence' reflects the neo-liberal 

preoccupation with rational choice and cost-benefit analysis as the basis for individual 

decision-making about the distribution of their labour and leisure time. The implication of 

"Govemment of Ontario. Time for Action, 1992:47 

"Ibid.. 1 7 1 
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this orientation for the social construction of welfare recipients is clearly that they 'frttel~ 

choose' to be on welfare and therefore they are, already and always. system abusers. 

III)  The Emergence of the Problem of the 'Welfare Cheat' in Ontario in the Earlp 

Fraud: " deceit, ~rickery, sharp practice. or breach of confidence. perpe(ru(eJfor- 
profit or to gain some unfair or dishonest advantage " 
Fair: "legitimately sou@ ..proper under the rules *"" 

'C heaters' offend our sense of faimess, our valorization of  merit and indi vidual 

accountability. In the context of humanitarian sociaI welfare systems which are premised 

upon liberal notions of merit and dessert. cheaters are a threat to the system. By cracking 

d o ~ n  on cheaters. the liberal moral universe is maintained and discursively reproduced. 

Over the 1990's. fraudulent claims to the state's 'generosity'. whether in the 

context of claims for refugee status or claims for social assistance have been increasingly 

constructed as serious social probIems occasioning tough govemmental action. 

Fraudulent claimants. %gus refugees' and 'welfare cheats' are the epitome of 

undeservedness; not only are they not deserving victims who have corne to their needy 

situation 'through no fault of their own' but they dishonestly misrepresent themselves us 

~icrims. Moreover. in the increasingly neo-liberal context of policy-making. even the 

-genuinem - welfare claimant is, to a certain degree, always and already conceptualized as 

receiving undeserved (freely-chosen) govemmental assistance. 

It is telling. that in Ontario, the cutting of  social assistance benefits and the 

crackdown on welfare h u d  in 1994 was spearheaded by the New Democratic Party. The 

incongruity of  these initiatives with the traditional politics of the NDP was not lost on 

political commentators. Michael Valpy, journalist for the Globe and Muil. observed w l l y  

at the tirne. "Think of this: For the first time in Ontario's history. a provincial 

18 Rundom Hoiise Dictionary of the English Language. Second Edition. Unabridged. New 
York: Random House 1987 



govemment. encouraged by its premier. is talking about cutting social assistance benstits. 

That government is so~ial is t . '~  Vaipy went on to observe that Ontarians saw the NDP 

government as -abandoning its promises and its socialist philosophy' "They hear the 

Premier speak publicly about Ontario's benefits k i n g  the most generous in the country. 

They hear him speak about the dangers of welfare dependency. On both subjects. he 

panders to those eager to betieve that welfare recipients are l a q  frauds living off the 

sweat of others' labour."'0 

it is particularly interesting that Mike Harris. the cunent consenrative premier of 

Ontario and author of the neo-liberal ' Comrnon Sense Revolution' in the province. 

articulated just this mean spirited and punitive view in his reaction to the NDP's proposed 

wel fare refom as then leader of the Ontario Progressive Consemative Party: 

If it tmly deals with welfare refom, with removing from the rolls those 
who are ripping us off. those who are staying home and doing nothing 
because they want to do nothing then that will be good enough for me . A s  
al1 those people who can get out of the house. who c m  do something and 
are choosing to stay home and do nothing." 

Since the early 1 WOs, the categories of 'f'raudulence' and 'criminality' have 

become increasingly linked in social and political discourses. However, not surprisingly 

this is most pronounced not with corporate or white collar crime. but with respect to 

govemance of the poor, the pov~erless and the marginalized. In 1995 Premier Hams 

stated that wealthy citizens who evade taxes, while 'regrettable'. are reacting in % 

accordance with 'human nature' against 'wastefiil government spending' (presumably he 

had in mind the nature o f  the archetypal desirable, acquisitive. independeni liberal 

subject). At the time of this provocative pronouncement. his govemment had just 

launched a massive 'crackdown' on welfare .cheats' which included a toll-free provincial 

fraud hotline and a 20% cut of welfare rates. Opposition members were quick to point out 

'9"GZobe und hluil. "Where's the Compassion of the NDP?" March 11. 1994 

'O Ibid. 

" Toronro Star '' Welfare Cuts May Corne SwifilyVMarch 22. 1994 



that in Harris' Ontario. poor people who make fraudulent welfare ciaims are crirninaiized. 

they are ponrayed and acted upon as crooks, whereas rich people who defiaud the 

government are nonnalized, they are merely acting in accordance with their inherently 

acquisitive and independent (and. needless to say, essentially desirable) human nature." 

In March 1994, Tony Silipo. the Ontario NDP Minister of Community and Social 

Senices. announced a major crackdown on welfare fiaud. The govemment hired 270 

inspectors to review almost 690.000 welfare cases. They did this despite the 

acknowledged absence of any concrete evidence of the extent of the -problem': "Mr. 

Silipo said he does not know just how senous a problem welfare fraud is ...[ He] said the 

eovernrnent is responding in part to a widely held belief that welfare fraud is increasing. 
C 

even though there is no evidence to back up that belief? Indeed. what evidence does 

exist places the level of welfare fraud at less han 3% of al1 claims. '' 
This 'crackdown' and the admittedly unsubstantiated 'problem' of welfare fraud 

that it  targeted received massive media covemge. A brief survey of the headlines in The 

Toronio Sun. a conservative daily tabloid newspaper illustrates the tone and mood of the 

public panic. Headlines screamed: "Living High off the Hogo*": "Chesters BewareW? 

'-Wel fare -Graw Train' Derailedo'"; "Welfare Fraud Deluge'? The extent to which the 

'problern' of welfare h u d  was constructed and manipulated is fùrther revealed in 

confidential documents obtained under the Freedom of Information Act which were 

"Globe und Mail "Tories Accused of Double Standard on Fraud: Welfare Cheats Face 
C O U ~ S  as Trooks' While Tax Evaden get Syrnpathy for k ing  -human' Liberals 
Charge" Nov. 1 6. 1995 

" Globe a n d  Muil "Ontario Takes Tough Stand on Welfare CheatsWMarch 29. 1994 

'%ronio Star "Welfare Bashing" April3, 1994 

'' Toronro Sun. March 1 8, 1994 

"Toronro Sun. March 28, 1994 

"~oronto Sun. April 14, 1994 

- " ~ o i z r r d ~ ~  Sun February 1 9. 1 994 



presented in the legislature in ApriI 1994. but which did little to diffuse the panic. These 

documents attri buted the 'skyrocketing ' costs of provincial social assistance to 

government error in the f o m  of massive overpayments. As put by Liberal leader Lyn 

McLeod. "lnstead of hiring 270 inspectors to search for welfare cheats the govemment 

should get its own house in order and stop sending excess money out to people ... The 

problem is really govemment mi~management."'~ 

As part of the 1994 crackdown. the NDP also investigated the idea of issuing 

welfare ID cards to social assistance recipients as a means of combatting fraud. As well it 

even looked into fingerprinting as an anti-fraud rnea~ure.~' There is perhaps no greater 

illustration of the criminalization of welfare recipients undenvay at the time than that 

provided by the idea of taking their fingerprints. entailing as it does "...the physical Iaying 

on of hands that fingerprinting requires, the taint of criminality that has always 

surrounded it. the sense of k i n g  psychologically violated ..." Lamy Hannant warns. 

"Goverment officiais who want to impose it had better face up to history: Barring a 

national emergency - and the supposed epidemic of welfare fraud hardly qualifies - 
Canadians won't leave their mark with the govemment or police."" 

IV) The Merging of Fears about Immigration and Welfare 

1994 was also a big year for controversy and debate about Canadian immigration 

and refugee law and policy. The federal governrnent's announcement in February that it 

was going to maintain immigration levels at 250,000 sparked much criticism. Summing 

up the basic objection. the Reform Party of Canada said "...immigration is still twice what 

it should be ... demanded an explanation for continued high levels while unemployment 

"~oronro Star "247 Million Was Overpaid on Welfare. Liberals Charge" April 14. 1994 

'OToronro Sirn -'Double Duty for Photo ID Cards". April11. 1994: 16: Globe und Muil 
"No Fingerprints. Please. We're Canadian" March 7, 1994 

" Globe utzd Mai/ Larry Hannant "No Fingerprints, Please, We' re Canad ian" (op-ed. ) 
Marc h 7. 1 994 



continues to soar and Canada's social welfare system is under strain.'-j' In its anti- 

immigration platform. the Reform Party routinely alluded to "rising crime rates. bulging 

welfare rolls. unemployment and underfinanced social services."" 

Support for the arguments of Reformers and other anti-immigration advocates is 

provided by fieelance Toronto joumalist, Daniel Stoffman and author of a report on 

immigration for the independent conservative think tank. the C.D. Howe Instit~te.'~ 

Stoffman refûtes the argument that immigrants are an economic asset to the Canadian 

economy. arguing that their effect on the incomes of the 'host' country is 'neutrat'. For 

this reason. he suggests that economic justifications for existing immigration pol ic). are 

not well-founded. Instead. Stoffman draws attention to such non-economic deleterious 

e ffects of immigration as increasing racial tensions and the overburdening of social 

services. For these social reasons, Stoffman concludes that immigration should be 

reduced and that the priori@ should be ptaced on taking more ski lied and highfy trained 

and eduçated independent applicants and fewer humanitarian ones:" Stoffman's position 

"~oronto Star. "Liberals Open Canada's Door to 250.000 immigrants in 1994" February 
3. 1994 

'' Toronto Siar. '-Nose to Nose on Immigration" Februq  5. 1994 

" ~ l o h e  und Mail. " Puning a Price on Immigration'' February 1 1. 1994 

The February 1994 announcement that the govemment was not going to reduce 
immigration levels was met with dismay fiom anti-immigration groups who had hoped. 
in line with Stoffman. that they would be. However, the changes that the govemment did 
make to the intake levels of the different classes of immigrants reveats a certain 
agreement with the view articulated by S t o h a n  and others. These changes do indeed 
reflect certain changes in pnonty with respect to the admission of different classes of 
immigrants. Within the overall number of 250,000, there were to be more independent 
immigrants chosen for their skills and potential economic contribution to the econorny. 
more family class immigrants and significantly fewer refbgee admissions. In this last 
respect. off-shore refugee selection was preferred. This reflects another interesting 
analytical shifi in contemporary inclusionary notions of governmental humanitarianism 
which have been increasingly associated with -families' and 'children. ' and decreasingl y 
with refugees. In 1994. approximately 45% of those immigrants were to be accepted 
under the family class category. 44% were to be selected on the b a i s  of the point system 



opens the door for positions on immigration which emphasize the alleged deleterious 

effects of immigration. and in particular of 'uncontrolled' on-shore refugee admissions. 

including as social decay. racial tensions. cultural difference. safety and security issues. 

Such arguments easily provide discursive cover for underlying racist and xenophobic 

sentiments. 

Over the late 1980s and early 1990s. the 'problems' posed by immigration were 

the subject of many polls and surveys which sought to uncover Canadians' opinions about 

immigration. The findings consistently revealed a Canadian public that was increasingly 

intolerant of immigrants and critical of immigration policy. Many of these studies found 

Canadian opinions on these matters to be inflected with xenophobic and racist fsars and 

beliefs.j6 

So it was that by the early 1990s. the regulatory figures of the 'bogus refugee' and 

the 'welfare cheat' were well-established in Canadian public and political discourse and 

efforts were undenvay to crack down on both. Over this period. fraudulent claims for 

social benefits were increasingly criminalized. However. as already suggested. this 

criminalization was not felt equally by all Canadians. Corponte fraud. white collar fraud. 

tas fraud were not the subject of political and public panics over this period. Rather. it 

was the least powerfûl members of society who were taqeted: new immigrants and 

refugees and u-el fare recipients. 

for skills and business credentials and 11% were to be accepted as refugees fleeing 
persecution.(The Toronto Star, "Nose to Nose on Immigration" February 5. 1994) The 
decline in refugee admissions is telling, particularly at a time when the worid refugee 
population was increasing dramatically indicating a shifi in priority within the 
humanitarian class of immigration admissions fiom refügee admissions to family class 
admissions. 

jb  See Holton. Robert and Michael Lanphier, "Public Opinion. Immigration and 
Refugees" in Howard Adelman, Allan Borowski. Meyer Burstein and Lois Foster (eds) 
Immigration and Re fugee Policy: Canada und A US fralia Compared Toronto : 
University of Toronto Press. 1994 



V) Extending and Acting Upon the Threat: Cracking Down on the 'Fraudulent 

Criminal Claimant' 

The increased preoccupation with and criminaiization of (certain kinds of ) fraud 

under neo-liberalism facilitated the relatively easy link forged between fraud and 

criminality mobilized against new immigrants and refugees. Neo-liberdism. premised as 

it  is upon notions of individual responsibility, autonomy and rational choice. has a 

dist inctl y punitive edge. Thus while crirninalization is not necessady consistent with 

neo-liberal strategies of goveming. impiying as it does increased costs of criminal justice 

administration and state administered carceral institutions. the language of deterrence 

central to criminal justice processes is nevertheless consistent with the neo-liberal 

preoccupation with utilitarian notions of rational choice and cost-benefit decision- 

making. The logic of deterrence, in the context of immigration just as in the contest of 

criminal justice or social welfare. justifies an enforcement oriented. get tough. law and 

order response to whatever 'threat' is k i n g  posed. By increasing the 'costs' of coming to 

Canada through punitive crackdowns, ever tougher legislation. more rigorous 

enforcement. interdiction initiatives and increased sanctions. the rational decision-maker 

will be dissuaded from choosing to come to Canada to abuse the system and endanger the 

public. 

One of the troubling aspects of the increasingly deterrence-oriented Canadian 

immigration law and policy is that it tends to constnict ail new immigrants and refugees 

as system abusers and criminal threats, who in tum are acted upon as such. Thus it 

fosters a -culture of disbelief . M i l e  'genuine' refùgees. by legal definition. are still 

widel y considered and are acted upon socially, legall y and poli tical l y as deserving 

victims. the vast rnajority of refùgee c l a i ~ s  are represented as criminals or system 

abusers or both. While it is generally conceded that genuine refugees are deserving of 

protection and that genuinefy needy welfare recipients are desenying of assistance. the 

discursive emphasis has shifted to the undeserving and undesirable side of the liberal 

equation. 

However. Canada's relatively high rate of accepting rehgee claimants as genuine 



refugees reflects a judgment that most claimants are not frauds or criminals despite thrir 

current construction. Under the current govemmental regime. the legally and 

administratively confirmed status o f  the refûgee claimant as a genuine and therefore 

deserving refugees is fragile and arguably always suspect. In one moment. and in a wide 

range of social. political and legal contexts. the claimant is constituted as. in ail 

probability. an undeserving. opportunistic criminai. fraud or  both. who 'freely chooses' to 

come to Canada for illegitimate reasons. and who poses a threat to national security. 

protection of the public andlor system integrity. In the next moment. legally and 

rhetorically the successfûl claimant is confirmed to be a deserving victim who had no 

choice but to flee to Canada and who therefore has a right. under national and 

international law. to be here. 

VI) The Provincial and Municipal Dimensions of the Panic Surrounding the 

'Fraudulent Criminal' Immigrant or Refugee 

Federal developments attest to the heightened preoccupation with and discursive 

links between immigrants and/or refugees. criminality and system abuse at this time. 

Provinces and municipalities were no less animated by the same issues. j7 The level of 

fear-mongering and hyperbole which sirnilady charactensed the more local panic in 

Ontario is nicely captured in the following dire picture of the state of Canadian 

immigration painted by a Toronto Sun columnist in 1994: 

Worst of al1 the word has gone out to foreign violent criminals that Canada 
is easy to enter and has a loosely run system that can be 'worked' to 
frustrate deportation even when caught. Many of these criminals- 
murderers. drug trafickers, terrorists, pimps, etc., - apply for "refugee" 
status and stay on for years. And when they run out o f  time they simply 

Indeed. arguably provinces and municipalities were motivated by a further issue not 
shared at the federal level, that is the rising costs borne by provinces and municipalities 
for social service provision due to cuts in transfer payments. In addition. Metropolitan 
Toronto has always been extremely vocal on immigration issues due to the huge numbers 
of  new immigrants and refûgees who choose to live there and the particular issues that 
that raises as well as due to the potent dictates of electoral politics. 



'-di sap pear". . . . 

When you see the amount of chronic, large scale unemployment in Canada 
- with 3 million on the welfare rolls - you have to wonder about the 
insanity of these new immigration increases. '' 
The above quotation provides a compact compendium of the dominant discourses 

mobilized in the govemance of immigration at this time: criminality. rislddanger. fraud. 

system abuse. and their association with econornic insecurities and welfare. It is through 

the opention of these discourses that the figure of the desewing refuge is transfomed 

and undermined. Panics tend to focus on simplistic identities and here. the deserving 

victim. the genuine refugee. is consistently eclipsed by the fraudulent criminal. '' 
In April 1993. restricted police and immigration documents were leaked to a 

municipal politician in Toronto. John Papadakis. Soon after. Papadakis released them at a 

public forum on crime which he had organized afier seeing a report issued by the East 

York Council on the impact of refugee claimants on local municipal govemments. In 

attendance at the forum were other municipal politicians. representatives of the 

Immigration department and of the police. Its stated purpose was to "focus attention on 

bogus refugee claimants and illegal immigrantso*'. The fact that they were coniidential 

leaked documents only bolstered Papadakis' resolve. As he explained. the fact that 

individuals would leak this information is proof that 'law-abiding' citizens are "fed up 

with governent  inaction, with having their country abused. with being afraid to walk 
< 

around at night. with k i n g  robbed in their stores, and with being accused of being racist 

every time they open their mouths to say there's something wrong?' Another reading is 

possible of the bureaucratic leak which Papadakis acted upon. As observed by Lome 

-- 

j8 Toronto Szrn."Immigrant Boost is Insanity" Feb.4. 1994 

"Globe und Muii. January 2 1,1993 

"Globe und Mail "Probe into Leak on Refugees Sought". Apri 1 29.1993 

'' Ibid. 



Waldman. Member of the Refugee Lawyers' Association. 

A broader question has to be asked: Who's leaking this and why? Some 
people inside the Immigration Department have an agenda .... This agenda a 
lot o f  times. is an agenda to try to create an anti-immigrant. anti-refugee 
backlash. There are refùgees who collect welfare ... There are visitors who 
come to Canada who commit crimes. But as a proportion of the total 
number of  people who come to this country it's very insignificant." 

Papadakis, and his allies in Immigration, used this information to further forge the 

link between illegal immigrants and refiigee claimants and the 'crime problem'. This link. 

as already described. had been evidenced by the creation of the new 'Public Security' 

portfolio in the same year thus reproducing the discursive message that immigrants and 

refugees are a threat which needs to be contained and controlled; .' ... a menace that 

society has to be protected fr~rn.'' '~ 

Papadakis emphasised that national security and public safety supersede any 

privacy laws: -every Canadian has a right to safety'. The easy slippage between 

criminality and fraudsystem abuse. as well as the general view that any govemment 

assistance is. in a sense, 'criminal', is evidenced in his remark that -.Crime is Crime. 

When my folks came to Canada in the 1950s they had no help. no handouts.'" 

The leaking of these documents by civil servants. their release at a public forum 

and the media reports on this event al1 contributed to the continued production and 

reproduction of the panic around immigrants and refùgees. fraud/system abuse and 

criminalil. The information contained in them was presented by Papadakis as "proof' 

that "Canada has a senous problem with foreigners coming into the country and 

"Globe and Mail *'Use of Leaked Data Called Irresponsible". April 30. 1993 

"Globe and Mail. "Shifiing New Ministry seen as Fanning Flames of Racism July 13. 
1993 

'' Ibid. 



committing violent He concluded that any and al1 refùgee claimants or 

immigrants who are convicted of a criminal offence should be automatically deported. 

with no right of appeal? 

The linkage between immigrants and refugees. fraudkystem abuse and criminality 

discursively constituted al1 new immigrants and refbgees as potential threats to national 

security. public safety and system integrity. However. it was also mobilized in local. 

-eihnically-specificg directions. In Toronto in the 1990s. Somalis were one group which 

bore the coercive brunt of this development. Their experience illuminates the nature of 

these discursive processes and their coercive impact on people. 

VII) From 'Deserving Victims' to 'Fraudulent Criminals': The Case o f  Somali 

Refugees in Toronto in the 1990s 

The historically specific conceptions of (un)desirability and (un)deservedness 

which underpin and guide the development of excIusionary immigration law and policy 

and the dominant rationales that explain and justifi their enforcement are constituted. 

mobilized and reproduced by and through the discursive 'production' of particular social 

problems (dangers . threats. risks) and by and through efforts to regulate and control the 

-problern'. In the production of these threats, discourses are mobilized and employed: 

criminality, riskldanger, fraud. abuse. system integrity, Canadian generosity and 

sovereignty are but a few which have been highiighted here. 

In what follows. the concrete and coercive impact of these discursive 

developments will be explored in the particular context of Somali refugees residing in 

Toronto in the 1990s. The processes by and through which 'genuinely deserving' Somali 

refugees were incrementally and steadily reconstituted and acted upon as undesenhg and 

undesirable will be examined. It is argued that this redefinition was effected primarily 

through the mobilization of h u d  and criminality discourses against particular groups of 

'Globe and Mail."Use of Leaked Data Called Irresponsible" April 30. 1993 

J6 Globe and Mail. "Probe into Leak on Refugees Sought" Apd 29. 1993 



new immigrants and refugees who were (re)presented as -threats' to Canadians and 

Canada. What follows makes clear that these discursive developments entai1 concrete and 

coercive consequences for those subject to their operation. In the case of the Somalis. 

these consequences reached quite literally into their very homes." 

This discussion is not intended as a comprehensive micro-study of the production 

and consequences of the anti-Somali panic and backlash in Toronto in the mid-1990s. 

although that would most certainly be a valuable and interesting project to pursue. Rather. 

what follows provides an overview of that situation as illustrative of the convergence. 

employment and racist and coercive dimensions of h u d  and criminality discourses in a 

local and human context. Key ptayers in the multi-contextual production of the panic and 

the coercive crackdown that ensued included: 'Dixon' condominium owners. securi t'; 

personnel and residentdowners; the city of Etobicoke Social Services 'Dixon Task force': 

the print and broadcast media (in particular the Toronio Sm. and an article entitled 

--Dispatch From Dixon" by Toronto freetance joumalist Daniel Stoffman which appeared 

in the Toronto Li/e Magazine in August of 1995). municipal and provincial politicians. 

Immigration 'intelligence' bureaucrats, the RCMP. and the municipal police. Each 

'player' could easily be subjected to much more detailed and thorough description and 

anal ysis. 

We begin with a quotation fiom an Afnca Watch report on the distressing 

situation in Somalia by the beginning of the 1990s: 

In the final section of this chapter, this linkage will be examined in the context of the 
Somali community in Toronto. It should however be emphasised that other groups were 
and continue to be similarly governed by these discursive developments. for esample the 
Sri Lankan cornmunity felt the effects of a widefy covered emergent concern with 
criminal ethnically based gangs as well as with tùndraising activities in support of 
'terrorist' activities in their homeland; the Chinese community was effected by a 
sustained and widely covered panic about 'Tnads'(the 'threats' posed by organized crime 
groups and measures taken to respond to this threat will be examined in Chapter 6): Sikhs 
were the subjects of considerable enforcement-oriented fall-out afier the Air India crash 
in 1985: and people fiom the Middle East felt the effects of the sustained enforcement 
preoccupation with (fundamentalist) terrorists. 



It is di fficult to overstate the Somalia govement's brutality towards its 
own people. or to measure the impact of its rnurderous policies. Two 
decades of the Presidency of President Siad Barre have resulted in human 
rights violations on an unprecedented scale which have devastated the 
country. Even before the current wars the human rights of Somalis were 
violated systematically. violently and with absolute impunity." 

Over the 1980s and 1990s. hundreds of thousands of Somalis were forced to tlee state 

sanctioned persecution in their country. Most ended up in neighbouring countries in 

refugee camps. However. many who had the resources to travel fùrther afar. were granted 

refugee status in Canada and the United States. The Somali community in Toronto began 

to fonn in the mid 1 970s soon afier refugees had begun to flee the Ethiopian - Somal ian 

war. Thousands more followed over the 1980s and 1990s as conditions within Somalia 

steadily deteriorated. According to the Somali Immigrant Aid Association. over the 1990s 

the  size of the Somali cornmunity in Canada grew from 65.000 to over 90.000: "Next to 

the Sri Lankan Cornmunity. ours has one of the largest influxes of desperate refugees 

seeking refùge ... in Canada."lg 

Afier amving in Canada through the major airports in Toronto. Montreal. 

Vancouver and through the CanaddUS border. many Somalis moved to Toronto. draw-n 

by the large Somali comrnunity. Thousands of Somalis live in six high rises on Dixon 

Road in Etobicoke. a suburb of   or ont o.'^ In the general panic that had k e n  created 

about the character and fraudulent and criminal activities (identities) of Somali refugees. 

conditions faced by the Somalis living at 'Dixon' steadily worsened as the more general 

panic most certainly fuelled and propelled a racist and coercive backlash which was 

played out where they lived. 

' *~fnca  Watch Somalio: A Government at War with its own People. New York: 1 990: 1 

'9Somali Immigrant Aid Association Website, Background Information. October 1999 

50 Hereafier referred to as 'Dixon' 



i )  Somali Refugees: 'Cbeaters', 'Criminals' and 'Unscrupulous Masters of 

Confusion' 

This -ethnically-specific' tale of the mobilization of the merged threat posed by 

fraudulent criminal claimants begins with yet another le& of 'secret federal reports'. this 

time to provincial liberal leader Lyn McLeod in October. 1993. These reports. one of 

which bore the racist and inflammatory title "Desen G y p ~ y " ~  '. were written by a 

bureaucrat in the Immigration Department's Intelligence Unit. They alleged that Somalis 

were engaged in widespread and organized welfare abuse and that the Canadian 

govemment was k i n g  dehuded of millions of dollars as a result of this abuse." 

McLeod's interest in the reports was not in the evidence they supplied of the prejudicrs 

within the Immigration Department. Rather she used them as part of her campaign against 

welfare fraud. In the reports. Somali refugees were described as "masters of confusion" 

who -'were importing refugees to systematicaIly pillage our wlnerable and esposed social 

welfare systems." The report also contained allegations that the money was being used to 

buy weapons for use by Somali 'war lords' in the continuing civil war in  ornal lia." The 

report. according to another source. went on to describe Somalis as -the greatest threats to 

Canada's intemal s e c ~ n t y . " ~  Somalis were described as -opportunists' whose *'...use of 

confusion and misrepresentation is unparalleled except by the Gypsies of Eastern and 

Western Europe." As descnbed in a Toronto Sfar article. the author of the report claimed 

that '-....Our western and pnmarily Christian-based way of Iife has little meaning or 

relevance to these people ... one Somali interpreter has k e n  quoted as saying you can 

- -- 

5 l 

This title gives blatant expression to the increasing prejudice against traditionally 
nomadic people over this period. This prejudicial theme. as will be seen. resurfaces in the 
context of the Somalis. but which clearly peaked in reaction to the arriva1 of 'Gypsy'. 
refugees in Canada in the mid- 1 990s. 

" Toronto Stor.*'Minister Unveils Steps to Curb Welfare Abuse" March 10. 1994 

" Globe and Mail,*'Refbgees Accused of Fraud" October 28. 1 993 

'" This Magazine, "They Believed the Hype" Dec-Jan. 1 995 :30 



believe only 50 per cent of what a Somali tells you. My experience tells me that 50 per 

cent is extremely gener~us."~' 

The substance of these allegations were also reported in a Vancozn~er Sun article 

in October 1993. This story relied in large part on comments made by an anon-mous 

former immigration investigator whose allegations were reportedly confirmed by 

similarly anonymous 'law-abiding' Somalis. It reported that tens of millions of dollars in 

wel fare money was k i n g  fiaudulently collected by Somali refugees across Canada and 

that the practice of 'tithing' resulted in a huge percentage of this money king  sent back 

to Somalia to buy weapons for 'warlords'. The article quotes the words of this former 

investigator who. when asked why Somali refugees corne to Canada when manp of them 

arrive in the US first. responded that 'You can't buy m s  in Mogadishu with food 

slamps'. 56 

This report was leaked and publicized at the time of Silipo's crackdown on 

welfare fraud in Ontario. While distancing hirnself fiom the specifically racist dimensions 

of the allegations. Silipo did Iittle to calm the fears about refugees and welfare fraud. He 

responded that the government was currently investigating allegations that '-some 

refugees are receiving multiple welfare cheques by using false identitication."" While hr 

observed that some of the statements in the report could incite racism. he nonetheless did 

not challenge the validity of its content: "I don3 know if the particular report is authentic. 

1 can't tell. but certainfy the issue that's raised is an authentic issue."" 

Just as the more general 'welfare cheat' panic was not grounded in any statistical 

evidence of the actual extent of the problem. this refugee-specific panic was also not 

substantiated by any numbers. Nurnbers are indeed irrelevant in these panics. As admitted 

by SiIipo. the governrnent of the day had no estimate on the size of this 'problem': "1 

"Toronto Slar. October 29, 1993 

56 C.uncotrver Sun. October 1 993. 

"Globe and Mail;œRefugees Accused of Fraud" October 28. 1993 

'' Ibid. 



don't think that one can say there is fraud in the millions. 1 don't think we know that quite 

honestl y . . I  think that what we have to do is to make sure we p t  at whatever level of 

fraud there is in the system." In fact. according to Silipo. the report in question provided 

--ver). few" cases of fraud. "something li ke t ~ e n t y . " ~ ~  Moreover. according to a 

subsequent news story. "...the reports make specific reference to only a handful of cases 

and provide no proof - other than assurances fiom Somali community 'sources' - that 

money being biked from welfare is k i n g  sent to warlords in ~ o g a d i s h u . ~  Thus whilc 

the focus of the allegations was on Somali welfare fraud. this report raised the added 

dimension of criminality evoked by the reference to welfare payments for weapon 

purchases in S ~ m a l i a . ~ ~  The confirmed legal status of Somali refuges as deserving 

vict ims was t hus unsenled. Somali refugees were reconst i tuted as undeseni ng and 

undesirable threats. Indeed. their engagement in 'systematic ' wel fare fraud. already 

socially and politically crirninalized, was said to be directly in aid of further 'criminal' 

activities abroad. 

The leaked document and the allegations it contained received very wide coverage 

in the press. The very identity of Somalis was k i n g  recast. Instead of deserving victims 

of persecution. Somalis were re-presented as unxrupulous and cunning 'masters of 

confusion': they were moreover seen not as not novices or newcomers to this kind of 

activity - but rather they were prosflmasters'. While the report itself was subsequently 

discredited in the media and even the Minister of Immigration. Sergio Marchi. explicitly . 
distanced himself from it, the dye had already k e n  set. 

The darnage. which was severe, had k e n  done. Shonly afier the report became 

public. 500 Somalis met in Ottawa to discuss their situation and many reported 

'' Ibid. 

60Toronfo SfaCMinister Unveils Steps to Curb Welfare Abuse" March 10. 1994 

"Bill C-86. it will be recalled, had 'criminalized' (through its inadmissi bility and removal 
provisions) any activities of individuals which could be linked with terrorism. 
organized crime or support of groups, governments or organizations that use violence 
and/or engage in human rights violations. 



esperiencing the coercive edge of this development; according to one report. -- man'. told 

stories of harassment by neighbours and strangers, of k i n g  denied jobs and of their 

chi ldren being taunted at school.'"' 

Over 1993 and 1994 this ' fraudulent criminal' identity of Somalis was the 

particular object of media attention. In 1994. the Toronto Sun tracked a number of 

welfare fraud allegations, taking care to specifi both the alleged offender's ethnicity 

(Somali) and immigration status (refugees or refugee claimants). Headlines were 

sensational. Even mere 'suspicions' of welfare h u d  by Somalis were reported at this 

time: "A Somali refugee claimant is k ing  sought on suspicion that he defrauded an 

immigration welfare program of $4000 while his claim was k i n g  heard.'"' Another 

article entitled "Somali Woman Shopping for a Counwa  included a 6" by 8" 

photograph of the woman in question and her two children. identifj4ng her in upper case 

letters as "COLLECTOR. Whiie in the text the woman is later identified as having 

claimed refugee status. she is introduced as "Somali expatriate". By avoiding the 

designation "Somali refiigee". her national origin is emphasised while her status as 

refugee claimant is not acknowledged; even the merest possibility of evoking her 'iictirn' 

status (and hence identity) is completely avoided. On March 16th- 1994 the Toroim Sun 

ran another story on the sarne woman entitled "On the Move on the Dole'"'. Once again. 

the woman is identified without mention of her refugee status. this time she is a 'Somalia- 

born globetrotter'. 

The latter designation speaks to the 'problem' of 'asylum-shopping' which had 

also been the subject of increasing attention during this period. Indeed a major officia! 

justification for the restrictive and discriminatory safe third country provision of Bill C- 

'' This ~bluguzine."They Bel ieved the H ype" Dec-Jan 1 995 : 3 0 

'' Toronto Sun "4Gs Welfare Payout Probed February 2 1, 1994 
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86 was the need to stop 'asylum shopping'. Asylum shoppers is the derisive term used for 

those suspected of "freely choosing" to corne to Canada rather than k i n g  compelled by 

virtue of state sanctioned persecution. People who 'asylum shop' have ken .  or coulcl 

have been granted asylum in a so-called 'safe' third country in which they had been 

present before arriving in Canada. Oddly. justifications like the need for western 

-developed'countries to "share the burden" of the world's ills were mobilized in defence 

of this restrictive measure at a time when most other western European countries were 

doin9 the same thing: closing their doors and thereby shifiing. not sharing the burden. 

While asylum shoppers may once have k e n  recognized as 'genuinefy desewing 

victims'. this status is negated as soon as they 'fieely choose' to leave the safe place 

which had 'generously' and 'compassionately' allowed them to stay. and 

opportunistically and undeservedly claim refùgee status in Canada. Asylum shopping. 

like the 'bogus refugee'. offends liberal sensibilities. And while not to the sarne degree 

perhaps as the 'bogus refugee'. during this same period 'asylurn shopping' was similarly 

constructed and acted upon as an emergent and serious 'problem' requiring restrictive and 

enforcement oriented attention. 

Despite the absence of any reliable statistical evidence of the extent of the 

'problem' of welfare fiaud (nor indeed of any reliable ethnically-specific data on this 

issue) and despite officiai pronouncements on the exaggerated reaction to this so-called 

problem. Immigration Minister Sergio Marchi announced in March. 1994 that 

'information sharing' measures were k ing  implemented with municipal govements  in 

order to assist in the crackdown already in progress. Once again. Marchi announced these 

initiatives while k i n g  at the same time cautious about exaggerated reports of the 

problem: "...the problem of welfare abuse by refugee claimants - while worthy of 

attention and action - should not be exaggerated." He also took the opportunity to again 

distance himself, as did in November of 1993, fiom reports about Somali welfare abuse; '- 

1 just don3 buy it when there's references in the report that go from individual guilt to a 



collective community blanket guilt." 

The extent to which the identity of  Somalis became indelibly tainted by 

unsubstantiated welfare abuse and criminality related ailegations was evidenced by the 

-cornmon-place' association made between welfare fraud and Somaiis. In an April 1994 

Toronro Star piece critical of the 'scapegoating' of welfare recipients that was occumng 

in Ontario over this period. the association between welfare fraud and Somalis which is 

increasingty taken for granted is highlighted: "You hear everpvhere a little iitany that 

goes something like this: ... A friend of mine toid me about this Somali guy who came 

nght from the airport to the welfare office.'*' As Don Richmond. the Comrnissioner of 

Metropolitan Toronto's Social Services noted. "[Wlelfare clients are becoming the other. 

the stranger. the J e ~ s . ' ~ ~  

ln 1 994. similarly unsubstantiated allegations about the fraudulence and 

crirninality of Somalis surfaced in the local community in Etobicoke. According to Ali 

Mohamud. at the time a member of the Somali Community in Etobicoke and presently 

(2000) Executive Director of Dejinta Beesha, a Somali senlement services community 

organization. rnembers of the Somali cornmunity were accused of misappropriating 

government funds that had k e n  allocated to Dejinta Beesha. As with the Somali wel fare 

fraud allegations. these local ailegations also linked h u d  and criminality. Somalis were 

accused of redirecting the hudulently obtained fûnds to Somalia to support the ongoing 

criminal activities of warlords. 

This allegation triggered an RCMP investigation. In 1994. members of the RCMP 

came to Dej inta Beesha to investigate the charges. According to Mohamud. the RCMP 

was satisfied with the legality of the organization's operations and produced a report 

66 Toronto Star. "Minister Unveils Steps to Curb Abuse" March 1 0. 1 994 
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which indicated that there was "no substance to the allegations." 69 This was however. not 

the end of the matter. As will be shown. less than two years later the very same 

allegations sparked a second RCMP investigation. Its findings were the same as those in 

1994. 

The panic which developed around the 'problem' of cheaters and criminals in the 

early 1990s in the context of the administration of Canadian social welfare and 

immigration policy converged upon the Somalis in a particularly powerful and explici t 

way. The panic that grew around the Somalis was facilitated by a national social and 

poli tical climate of rising fear of and hostility toward outsiders. econornic insecurity and a 

certain lack of confidence in govemment. It was also fuelled by. and in turn helped to 

fuel. racist and xenophobic sentiments. For Somalis living in Toronto. it most certainly 

contributed to an increasingly dificuIt situation in which they struggled in various ways 

to be heard in the face of increasingly oppressive preconceptions and repressive practices. 

ii) Conflict and Coercion at Dixon 

Thousands of Somali refùgees live in six high rises located on Dixon Road in 

Etobicoke (Dixon). The population o f  Somalis is so great here that these buildings are 

sornetimes refened to as Little Mogadishu. Many fmily  members still in war-tom 

Somalia will know about Dixon fiom their correspondence with those who managed to 

leave. Many of those lefi behind continue to wait to be reunited with their families here. 

foiled by the twin administrative requirements that permanent residency not be granted 

without 'satisfactory' proof of identity and that refugees cannot sponsor family memben 

until they are permanent residents. 

In the early 1990s the numbers of  Somalis living at Dixon increased. 

commensurate with the growing exodus of refùgees fiom Somalia. In July 1993. hundreds 

of Somali residents demonstrated on Dixon Road in protest of what they described as 

racist and discnminatory treatment by building management and security. Accordinp to 

691nterview with Ali Moharnud. Executive Director, Dejinta Beesha (Somali Multi- 
Service Centre) January 13,2000 



press reports and subsequent interviews with Somali and non-Somali residents. this 

demonstration was triggered by an altercation over a parking infraction between a security 

guard and a Somali visitor to the building. As the altercation developed. a crowd grew 

and the security guard called for reinforcements. A security dog was brought ont0 the 

scene by the reinforcements. It was let loose by the guards and soon afier bit a Somali 

woman who had to be taken to hospital for medical attention. 

Interviews carried out with resident Somalis and non-Somalis in 1 994 by Kelly 

Grover reveal a history of tensions and conflict among some Somalis and non-Somaiis 

and between some Somalis and securïty personnel dating back to 1990.'" The intemieus 

clearly point to overcrowding as a central variable in the hostilities. However once again. 

it is not just about numbers. The interviews reveal that for many non-Somali residents. 

the problem of overcrowding was inextncably comected to and heightened by the 

perceived 'problem' p s e d  by Somalis in particular. Building security personnei were 

frequentIy called u p n  by disgruntled non-Somali residents to take action against Somali 

residents or visitors whom they regarded as ill-behaved and building security frequentl y 

dealt with Somali residents in particularly hostile and coercive ways." 

Much of the tension that had been brewing before the demonstration of july 1993. 

can be explained by a lack of communication and understanding between residents. 

However. the nature and degree of the hostilities was certainly heightened by distinctly 

racist sentiments. no doubt fùelled to varying degrees by the more general denigration of 

the character of Somalis that was taking place around them- It is suggested here that these 

hostilities, and the conflict and coercion which they entailed, were facilitated bjr the 

1 am grateful to Kelly Grover for sharing her data with me. The interviews she carried 
out with the residents of Dixon were used in her Masters' thesis: T h e  Social 
Organization of a High-Rise Neighbourhood: The Influence of Race. Culture. Economic 
Class and Tenure on the Community Sentiments of Kingsview Park." Grover's thesis 
was for the School of Urban and Regional Planning, Queen's University. June 1995. 

7 1 Ibid.. AI1 subsequent quotations of and observations about the residents of Dixon and 
are drawn frorn the transcripts of the interviews carried out by Kelly Grover. 



already familiar and well-entrenched social and political construction of the undeserving 

and undesirable hudulent criminal refugee. in a sense. this broader discursive 

development provided a certain moral legitimacy and justification for the hosti Iity of non- 

Somali residents towards the Somali residents and for the coercive and discriminatory 

treatment of Somali residents by security personnel. It is therefore reasonable to suggest 

that the reactions of Somali residents to such hostilities and coercion were also likely 

heightened by their awareness of the distorted and offensive picture that was being 

painted of them in political and public discourse and their desire to challenge and resist it. 

Non-Somali residents at Dixon describe Somalis refugees as -animais' who have 

no respect for mies or for non-Somali residents. They talk too loud. gather in the 

courtyard in large groups. they don't control their children. they walk on the grass. the? 

don't hold the door open for non-Somali residents, they monopolize the elevators. Totally 

unsubstantiated rumours fiounsh about Somalis defecating and urinating in the elevators- 

They routinely flaunt parking regulations and other rules of the apartment complex. They 

leave garbage in the hallways. They don? talk to anyone but themselves. They are rude. 

agressive and impolite. They are unclean and uncivilized. Because they are -transient' 

renters and not owners. they have no respect for the upkeep of the building and residential 

units. They sit around al1 day and collect welfare. They own cars. 

Evidently. the problem is not merely overcrowding. While there is certainly no 

question that many of the complaints of non-Somali residents were not racially specific 

and referred to problems that clearly stem fiom overcrowding: rising utility costs. 

increased noise. increased usage of the elevator and few parking spots. more ofien than 

not. the identification of these more practical issues was infused with denigrating moral 

and racial stereotyping. For exarnple. one non-Somali resident commented that the major 

problem at Dixon was the problem of overcrowding. and that management needed to 

limit the numbers of residents. The moral underpimings of her position were quickly 

clear when she stated that only single farnilies should live in the units. "...no opposite ses 

kids in the same bedroom. Two of each sex in a bedroom that's a normal family. A 

normal family is not a clan." 



Another respondent who was also dismayed by the problem of overcrowding 

referred to increased elevator usage as a negative consequence. However the manner in 

which she articulates this issue is heaviiy loaded. The elevator is more crowded. she 

observes. because "..if they have to go up two floors they will take the elevator." The 

implicit character judgment here is that Somalis are lazy. The same respondent observed 

that overcrowding has entailed more people trafic in the courtyards. As she put it. "there 

are more kids under ten. running al1 over". The problem. she suggested. is with the poor 

parenting skills of Somalis who do not supervise their children adequately. Thus the 

-problem' which elicits the most moral outrage and hostility is not overcrowding p u  .W. 

but rather with the imputed (im)moral character of the Somalis. 

Some of the non-Somali residents were remarkably candid in their remarks about 

Somalis. One resident commented that -rhese people were as low as animals could go'-. 

The same respondent observed that while there had always been a racial and ethnic mis at 

Dixon. pior to the Somali "invasion" everyone had gotten along well. Another 

respondent observed. "..this is a country for humans and when you bring animais in from 

other parts of the world. it takes animals time to adjust ... these people are not working. are 

on fixed incomes. and are sitting at home." 

Doubts were raised about the credibility of the Somalis refùgee status. There is 

Iittle question that in the eyes of many of the non-Somali residents. the Somali residents 

of Dixon did not fit the dominant construction of the genuine and desewing refugee. They 

did not appear to be grateful to Canada and Canadians for their generous protection. They 

were "aggressive" and '-dificult", rather than cornpliant. They were wealthier than 

refugees should be and, to make matters worse. they "milk the system" by collecting 

welfare. One respondent observed that "...al1 of a sudden the fad is when refugees corne 

they can afford cars - when 1 was an immigrant we had to work for many years to afford a 

car. As a matter of fact since my husband died I don? have a car. Refugees are getting 

free rent and free homes, we're not ... what do we do with Our lives. we can't start over." 

And most frequently it was reported that they were flagrant 'rule-breakers'. They were. in 

essence. undeserving and morally deficient. 



A few of the non-Somali residents who were interviewed expressed dismay at the 

way in which Somalis were k i n g  represented and treated by nonSornali residents and by 

securit).. One respondent noted that in her opinion, "...management. security and racist 

o m e r s  have caused a lot of the problems in this community." Another observed that he 

didn't think that secunty was '- ... very good with Somalis in the courtyard ..A have watched 

and they pick on them. Somalis just want to sit out there." Another respondent stated 

bluntly that she had "..no respect for this administration or the in-house secunty." In her 

view the security persorne1 were racist. 

Non-Somali residents offered a variety of  similarly 'get tough' recommendations 

to ease the 'problem' at Dixon. These included: tighter immigration screening 

procedures: increased removals ("people should be kicked out of Canada if they 

misbehave"): limits on the numbers of  people allowed to live in the units: stronger 

enforcement of the d e s ;  a prohibition on renting to welfare recipients ("get rid of welfare 

recipients"): facilitate management's access to the units (to "get proof of what's going 

on"). distribute the Somali residents more thinly (" ... even out the population. spread the 

one dominant culture around so that you donTt have a concentration of one group.") 

While a few non-Somali respondents focussed on the lack of understanding and 

communication between Somalis and non-Somalis. Somali respondents invariably 

ernphasized the importance of  encouraging communication and cross-cultural 

understanding between the two groups. Many advocated holding workshops and 

seminars to facilitate communication and understanding. Many felt misunderstood. their 

identity and experiences as refugees unknown, forgotten or  ignored. The vastly different 

conceptions held by refugees. and Somalis in particular, of  what constitutes a 'problem' is 

emphasized here: 

Some other residents might say there is noise such as the aeroplanes which 
are a problem but when you have stresses like you have. like the problems 
in Somalia - you don't notice these things as much. People from Somalia 
had other pressures when they were living in Somalia - people dying. 
trying to stay alive. 

People don3 understand how hard some of these people have it. A lot of 



Somali women..now have no husband, they don't speak much English. 
they have five or six children. They are in a dream. a trauma. People don't 
understand. There is a lack of communication. Neighbours don't 
understand. They think that al1 of us  want government help and want it 
easy. Many of us want to work and can't find daycare. These women are 
not having it easy and people don't understand because of language 
bamers and lack of communication. Not al! of us are on welfare." 

For Somalis. one of the rnost valuable of the results they hope for from improving 

contact and communication with non-Somalis is that increased understanding on the part 

of non-Somalis about the experiences and culture of Somalis would foster bener. more 

IivabIe relations. Many also concede that Somalis do need a bit of extra encouragement 

and explanation when it cornes to rules; "... to some degree Somalis don3 know about 

niles. Back home there was corruption ... now we are newcomers here. Rules at home were 

dictatorial. now. here they know about the rules but they don3 take them as seriously.'- 

Mani Somalis desirous of changing the attitudes and coercive practices of 

security. also recommended hiring a Somali securîty guard. One respondent wished that 

security would "cooperate with people " rather than always k ing  "mean to the children 

and visitors. telling them to move and giving them a hard tirne. If they hired a Somali 

person maybe people could understand everyone. Sometimes when someone doesn't 

understand the language they c m  seem rude. The Somali person could help by 

translating." 

Non-Somali residents were particularly adamant about the Somalis apparent 

disregard for the rules of the buildings. Some interpreted it as indicative of an inherent 

lack of consideration and were morally appalled. A particularly extreme position is 

provided by one resident who observed: 

Nothing can be done. Even if you had SomaIis involved and were talking 
to them, they don't care. They don? listen or care about anything except 
themselves. They will stand and taik in the elevator doorway while people 
are trying to l e t  on. They don't care. They have no sense of anyone but 
themselves. 

Another more insightful but no less pessimistic view voiced by another resident is 



that attempts to bridge the gap between the Somalis and other residents were unlikel to 

succeed due to the power of the moral denigration and character defamation of Somali 

refugees that had taken place ail around them. As he put it. it wouldn't even matter if 

Somalis were 'ovmers' rather than renters of the units. "... they would still be seen as the 

sarne - people see them as milking the system." 

Finally in July 1993 when Somalis took to the streets to protest their treatment at 

Dixon. The events which took place and the sentiments which underpinned them cannot 

in any simple way be exptained by *overcrowding'. Nor can it be reduced to mere 

-cultural di fference* . The broader context of this very preliminary 'micro' study of Dixon 

must be considered - a context of rising intolerance to outsiders, increased economic 

insecurity. distrust of governrnent: a context of increased punitiveness and decreased 

compassion: a context in which the morally despicable figure of the undeserving 

fraudulent refugee was already well-familiar as was its companion figure of the 

despicable welfare cheat. 

These events at Dixon. which developed over the first few years of the 1990s. 

provide a local window into the negative and coercive impact of exclusionary discourses 

at a particular place and time on a particular group. Somalis living at Dixon were 

constmcted and acted upon as a problem. That some Somalis admit that they do tend to 

speak loudly. or that they don't take some rules as seriousty as others neither explains nor 

justifies the resort to coercive and confrontational tactics by the security personnel. The 

fact that overcrowding and the 'transient' nature of the many of the residents' stays has 

resulted in circumstances and situations that pose. at the very l e s t  relatively minor 

inconveniences and irritations (such as increased people traffic resulting in slow and 

crowded elevator service, increased noise) and at worse increased financial costs of 

residency (hydro. water) neither explains nor justifies the racist and morally denigrating 

assumptions and stereotypes that fuelled the fire. 

Somalis at Dixon were constmcted and acted upon as a 'problem'; by 

management. by owners, by residents and by security. Shortly after the demonstration in 

1993. the City of Etobicoke held an ernergency meeting and set up the "City of 



Etobicoke/Dixon Task force" to deal with the 'problem' posed by Somalis. with a 

primary but not exclusive focus on the situation at Dixon. The Task force organized 

monthly -community meetings' over a period of two years. lnterestingly the 'comrnunity' 

was comprised of non-Somali residents and owners. security guards. parks and recreation. 

public health. political representatives and social services. At any given meeting there 

were only one or two Somalis in attendance. According to Maggie Redmonds. a 

community development officer for Metro Social Services who attended several of the 

meetings. the underlying point of view which was fiequently made explicit was that the 

' problem' inhered in Somalis." 

Several speakers sought to diffuse the panic about Somalis by addressing certain 

misconceptions and fears a b u t  the community. For exarnple. the rnyth of widespread 

Somali welfare fraud was debunked by then commissioner of Metro Social Services Don 

Richmond and a representative fiom the department of Public Health sought to tone down 

fears about tuberculosis in the community." Nonetheless. the very fact that this Task 

Force was set up and these issues were addressed speaks to the degree to which the 

'problem' of Somali refugees had become the focus and object of public and political 

concem. 

In the very attempts to d i f i se  hostilities by addressing and dispensing with the 

various 'problems' thought to be posed by Somalis, the forum itself served to legitirnize 

and reproduce the idea that Somalis were a 'problem'. This rather cynical view of the 

work of the Task Force is unfortunately supported by the fact that Somalis were not an 

active part of these 'cornmunity' meetings in which they were assumed to be a 'problem' 

and which sought to address the 'problem' (either through deconstmcting it or through 

reproducing it) as well as the fact that the end result of the work of the Task Force was an 

"...unsubstantive report with no real recommendations despite its apparent pro-Somai i 

"~nterview with Maggie Redmonds, former Community Development Officer. Metro 
Social Services. A p d  1999. 



orientation." Redmonds describes the entire process as a public relations --smokescreen 

for not doing anything.'"' 

Arguably, while the Task force did not succeed in producing any semblance of a 

coherent and proactive plan to address the issues raised. it did effectively reproduce the 

idea of the 'problem' of Somalis. supplemented by and exemplary of the broader 

poblem'  posed by undesewing and undesirable refugees and new immigrants in general. 

iii) Fanning the Flames in the Popular Print Media and the Enforcement Response 

At the same time as the 1993 Federal Immigration 'intelligence' reports on Somali 

fraud and criminality were leaked. a similar allegation had k e n  made in Toronto. As 

mentioned above. information had been received by the RCMP alleging that Somali 

employees of an Etobicoke Somali settlement services agency had misappropriated 

government funds allocated to the agency and that the funds were k i n g  sent back to 

Somalia to support the criminal activities of warlords in Somalia. 

Two years later. in 1995. the very same allegations resurfaced in a letter witten by 

a well-hown Somali comrnunity mernbt~. '~ This time, this allegation and others. made it 

into the popular press. In August. 1995 the widely distributed magazine Toronto L* 

pub1 ished a seven page article on the 'problem' of  Somalis and what this problem should 

In the p a r  2000. the same problems persist in one part of Dixon. According to Ali 
Mohamud. management of  3 of the 6 buildings has changed its security regime. They hired 
a new private security company whose officers more accurately represent the community. 
including Pakistani and Somali o a c e n .  In this part o f  Dixon. the problems o f  conflict and 
coercion have been largely taken care of. In the other part of Dixon. however. the sarne 
security company is in place. there is no minority representation amongst its officers. and 
conflict and coercion continues to be a serious problem. In Decernber 1999. a complaint 
was lodged with the Ontario Human Rights Commission by a Somali resident of Dixon 
regarding the "racial insults, intimidation and the targeting of their children". of  Somali 
residents by the Property Management company, including security. "Home Hassles" 
NOM'. Decem ber 9- 1 5. 1 999 

" ~ l i  Mohamud. Interview January 1 3,2000; Maggie Redmonds. Interview. May 6. 1999 



teach Canadians about their too generous, inefficient immigration sy~tern. '~ The piece was 

written by Daniel S t o h a n ,  already well-known in anti-immigration circles. Stoffman 

argues that the deleterious effects of  an open and unselective immigration system must be 

considered. These effects, in his opinion, jus t ie  a more restrictive and selective 

immigration policy. In the August 1995 Toronto Li/e article. Stoffman is clearly intent on 

substant iating his position by providing a concrete example of the pro blems associated 

with an open immigration system. Once again. the 'problem' is posed by Somalis. 

The impact of this article was significant. In addition to reinforcing and 

reproducing now familiar negative stereotypes of Somalis and adding to the shadow of 

suspicion that was already cast over the Somali community. the allegations contained in 

Stoffman's article triggered another RCMP investigation into the very s m e  allegations 

that had been made. and disposed of. two years earlier. It also precipitated at least one 

series of RCMP raids on the homes of suspected Somali -war cnminals' and several 

subsequent arrests and deportations. While Stoffman's article outraged many. it  clearly 

fanned the anti-immigranthefbgee flarnes and provided fûel for the enforcement fire 

already well undeway. 

a) "Dispatch From Dixon" and the (re)Construction o f  Somalis 

In his artic1e:'Dispatch from Dixon", Stoffman begins by restating what had by 

then become rather cornmonplace and inflarnmatory allegations level led at the Somali 

community living in Toronto. In bold type-face, Stoffman states that "rnanf0 Somalis "are 

cheating the welfare system" and that "some are probabiy war criminals"(my emphasis). 

These sweepingly general allegations which introduce the article provide the impetus and 

basis for what follows. Stoffman sets out to explain 'how we created this mess'?' 

That there is 'this mess' and that it is evidenced by Somali welfare cheating and by 

the presence of Somali war criminals in Canada is uncritically accepted by Stoffman. 

Welfare fiaud is but one of the allegations pursued by Stoffman in this article. He also 

'' Daniel Stoffman. '* Dispatch fiom Dixon" Toronto Li/e August 1995 



attends to the criminality/fraud related allegations of corruption and cronyism amongst 

goventment oficials in Toronto. of shady clan-based practices of ripping off the welfare - 
system in order to send money back to Somali warlords. and of the presence of Somali \var 

criminals in Canada. Stofian 's  article is based in large part on interviews with a handful 

of sources without any evidence that they are either credible or reliable. Stoffman treats 

rnost of the allegations as 'fact'. These 'facts', made up largely of rumour and inflected with 

innuendo. are then treated as the supporting 'evidence' for Stoffman's own reflections on 

the more general issues of international migration. Canadian immigration and retùgee 

policy. social welfare policy and administration. 

Stoffman offers that ' O . . .  anyone with dark skin who amves at the border or an 

airpon without documents and claims to be fleeing Somalia is allowed to apply for the 

status of a Geneva Convention Refugee." In fact individuals fleeing persecution are not 

'allowed' to daim refiigee status, they have the 'right' to do so under international 

Conventions and domestic legisiation. The colour of their skin is not relevant to this right. 

Moreover. the fact that many do not have govemment issued travel documents is hardlj. 

surprising given the circurnstances of their departure and. particularly in the case of 

Somalis. given the absence of a fùnctioning civil authority in Somalia. 

Further forging the link between Somali refugees and criminality. Stoffman 

ruminates provocatively about the husband of one of the Somalis whom he interviewed. 

He asks a senes of provocative questions which lead the reader to think of her husband as . 
complicit in the atrocities of the Barre govemment. He concludes this line of questioning 

by asking "Isn't this the sort of abuse that has brought our refugee determination system 

Bob Swain. a 'sympathetic outsider', is another source for Stoffman. He is a biologist 
affiliated with the Canadian Baptist Ministries who worked with Somalis in Kenya and 
who is now actively invoived in assisting in the resettlement of Somalis in Toronto. 
According to Stoffman, it is Swain who recounts stories of the misuse of public funds and 
the lack of accountability of public oficials. Despite Stoffman's own admission that the 
tale is constructed out of rurnours, they are each mentioned in turn. Significantly. a 
subsequent issue of Toronto Life canied an angry letter from Swain cnticizing the 
irresponsible and misleading use by S t o f f m  of his interview. Toronto L*. October 
1995 



into disrepute?" Stoffman here transfomis what is pure speculation on his part into a 

fabricated allegation of bonajide abuse. Even the layout of the article makes its own 

contribution. It carries bright red enlarged quotations which run across the top and bottom 

of each page: "The real beneficiaries of the world's most open refugee detemination 

systern are the Somali criminals of war"; "Sorne Somalis think of al1 governments as the 

enemy. They cal1 weffare "shab" - meaning something for nothing". 

At the close of the article. Stoffman makes reference to the stated wish of one of 

his Somali sources that the Somali's would "disappeaf, assimilate. adapt to the "Canadian 

way of life". Canadians are imagined as a homogeneous grGup. bound by common 

practices and sensibilities. Somalis are constructed as the problematic dark skinned alien 

'other' whose practices and sensibilities are, by in large. criminal. 

Bq' 1995 it was begiming to feel like a campaign. Somali welfare cheats and 

warlords were routinely in the press. racism and coercion had tainted their home life: 

*'[W]hen the Stoffman article hit the press, the Somali comrnunity was o ~ t r a ~ e d . " ' ~  

Members of the Somali community organized, held many meetings and strategized on how 

to respond to the unsubstantiated and discriminatory allegations contained in the article. 

Representatives of the comrnunity went to Metro Council and delivered a 'protest speech' 

to Councillors. Ali Mohamud remembers that this "...was a very dificult time for Somalis 

in Toronto". that Stoffman's article had been " ... very. very darnaging to the Somali 

community"; "The article was the starting point for al1 that followed. It triggered 

everything. Even some people, some anti-immigrant groups. duplicated and distributed the 

article. free of charge in front of the University Avenue Immigration oftices." 

b) Enforcing the 'Problem' 

Shortly afier the publication of Stoffman's article. the RCMP were back on the 

case again: the very same case based on the very same substantive allegations as in 1993. 

However. according to Moharnud, they readily conceded that their retum was politically 

78 Ali Mohamud. Interview January 13,2000 



rnotivated: 

[A] fier one and a half years, they came back. The same RCMP officers as 
in 1 993. They said that they were there because they needed to be able to 
Say that they had ta1 ked to the manager of Dejinta Beesha but that this was 
because of political pressure and that they knew that there was nothing. So 
they came. had a coffee. we taiked about some other things and that was it. 
They wrote the same report that there was nothing wrong and that the 
allegations were false and ~nsubstantiated.'~ 

Afier Stoffman's article, the RCMP aiso contacted Peter Crosbie of the Family 

Services Association. one of Dejinta Beesha's trustees. Acording to Crosbie. there was no 

question that Stoffman's article was a central factor in their renewed interest in the 

Somali agency's financial operations. Indeed, they specifically referred to it. as wsll as to 

another 'community-source' in their explanation for their visit. Crosbie was first 

contacted by the RCMP by phone in early September 1995. was visited by an RCMP 

officer in late September and. "just when Che] thought it was al1 over". the officer came 

back to visit Crosbie in November. 1995. According to Crosbie. a member of the Somali 

community who was the primary source of the 'cornmunity-based' information attained 

by the RCMP. had written many letters to politicians and Iaw enforcement authorities 

restating the allegations." The publication of these allegations in Stoffman's article in 

August 1995 tweaked the RCMP into action again. However. just as in 1993. no evidence 

was ever found of any wrong-doing. 

Stoffman's article claimed legitirnacy by giving prominent place to 'community- 

denved' information. It relied extensively on the comments and allegations of a member 

of the Somali community, indeed many of  Stofhan's arguments and observations are 

initially raised by one of several Somali voices. Just as 'conununity-based' information 

had been the primary source of information for Stoffinan's article so it was for the 1993 

RCMP investigation. and, so it was for the 1995 RCMP investigation that followed the 

80Peter Crosbie. Director, Client Senlce Division, Family Service Association of 
Metropolitan Toronto. Interview, January 14, 2000 



publication of Stoffman's article. However. it appears that in al1 three cases. the 

information derived fiom the 'communityt and upon which enforcement activity was 

justified . was not only the same substantive information but it was also likely denved 

from the same community memkr ;  one Somali, many allegations. one article. two 

RCMP investigations. and the criminalization and denigration of  an entire community. 

These events highlight several important critical issues- the nature and use of 

community-derived information by authorities. particularly when that information has the 

potential of provoking an enforcement oriented response: the social construction of 

-problems' (in this case 'the fiaudulent Somali war criminal'): the political dimension of  

en forcement responses; and the selective use of community-based information by 

authorities. 

The enforcernent fall-out against Somalis living in Toronto did not end there. 

Corruption and fraud were only two of the allegations given expression in Stoffman's 

piece. The other particularly darnning allegation made about Somalis was that 'many 

were probably war criminals'. While this was not a new issueg'. it had been somewhat 

displaced by the increased attention k i n g  paid to the hudulent  character of Somalis. 

However. allegations of war criminality within the Somali community were indeed acted 

upon. One holiday weekend in 1995. the RCMP conducted several raids on the homes of 

Somalis in Etobicoke. who were suspected of k i n g  'senior members of a government 

which has committed war crimes or crimes against h~manity. '~'  

It will be recalled that this provision was included in the enforcement oriented Bill 

C-86 of 1 992. According to Ali Mohamud. several people were arrested. includi ng bot h 

former diplomats at Somali embassies and former military officers. It was also known in 

the community that a former chauffeur of a governrnent oficial had been arrested. as was 

''Indeed. the problem had already k e n  the topic of considerable contention and debate 
having received considerable public attention after CBC's Fifih Estate aired a program 
on the subject several years prior. 

''interview with Maggie Redmonds May 6, 1999 



a former Minister of Education and an anti-female genital mutilation activist. " Some of 

those arrested were subsequently deported, and some lefi voluntarily." 

As was reviewed bnefly in the last Chapter. the 1992 changes to the Immigration 

Act under Bill C-86 included a new provision to exclude individuds by virtue of the fact 

that they had occupied a 'senior' government position or had a senior govement  title in 

a government that had committed war crimes or crimes against humanity (S. 19( 1 )). The 

provision is given effect by Order in Council which specifies the nations to which this 

provision wilt be applied. Somalia has ken  narned and there is certainly no question that 

the prolonged and brutal dictatorship of Said Barre in Somalia qualifies. 

However. the provision casts the exclusiona.ry net wideIy. in large part as a result 

of systemic bias. It is the mere fact that a Somali was a -seniorm member of the Barre 

government that renders them inadmissible. It is assurned. through the application of 

Canadian standards. that the occupation of a 'senior' government position or the holding 

of a 'senior' government title necessarily reflects the degree of decision-making power 

and influence wielded by the person in question; their cornplicity is legally infened and 

need not be proven. Moreover, the guidelines on the definition of 'senior members' and 

'senior oficials' are vague and explicitly open-ended. '' 
Even where specified. the provision does not allow for the possibility that those in 

senior positions may have had no power over government policy at al1 and therefore no 

cornplicity. Moreover. while the provision is written to apply to -senior' members of 

govement .  the fact of working for the government in any capacity has ofien been 

enough to raise suspicion and trigger an enforcement response. This heightens the impact 

of this provision on those Somalis who did not end up in refbgee camps but managed to 

flee to Canada. Only Somali refbgees with substantial resources could do this. They are 

"Interview with Ali Mohamud January 13,2000 

"For the list of positions which inherently qualify as 'senior' see discussion of Bill C-86 
in Chapter Four 



generally weil-educated and have considerable work experience. They are also thereforc 

those refuges most likely to have occupied at least one. probably many. government 

positions under Barre's 23 year rule. Afier d l ,  in Somalia the govemment was the main 

employer. This provision has effectively criminalized most of the Somali refugees in 

Canada. 

From chauffeurs to activists to military oficers. al1 manner of government 

workers have been recast as being potentially complicit in the crimes of their employer. 

This range of positions formerly occupied by the Somalis who were arrested in the 1995 

RC MP night-time raids illustrates the systemic bias of this provision in its 

implementation: 

That piece of legislation was and stiIl is unfair to the Somali community in 
Canada. It is well known that Said Barre ruled the country for 23 years. 
The government was the main employer, it was a socialist form of 
govenunent, no private ownership ... so. most people. when you finish 
university. you were placed in one of the government departments. You go 
from there. you work here, you work there. you become the head of the 
section. And since the salaries were so low. people were given some titles 
in order to l e t  some extra benefit. So, to become a director was nothing. 
People compare it to k i n g  a director or a manager in Canada but you 
can't compare it. The practice was: you are a Minister and probably you 
don't have any power. Or you could have been a secretary and you could 
have had lots and lots of power. it al1 depended on you relationship with 
govemment, with the ruling elite. 

When people came here as reîùgees they told [the authorities] 1 was the 
director of that department, 1 was the member of the govemment. I did 
these jobs. And that was held against them. People said if you were in a 
decision-making position you are a war criminal. Not necessarily that you 
have committed any crimes against hurnanity, but the mere fact that you 
held that position excludes you; makes you a member of an inadmissible 
group. 

Afier the Stoffman enhanced p d c  died d o m .  so did RCMP enforcernent activity 

in the Somali community. As observed by Mohamud, "...since that sweep and the 
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subsequent deportations. the RCMP and political interest has died down and we haven't 

seen a lot of other deportations under that legislation". Presumably this does not reflect a 

change in the seriousness with which the problem of war criminais is treated by 

enforcement authorities. nor does it indicate any change in the size of the problem or the 

success of enforcement efforts. It does. however. illustrate how. in an already hostile 

social and political context, the 'problem' of Somali war criminals was constructed and 

mobilized. in part by and through the popular media. And how the existence of this 

'problem' triggered an enforcement onented coercive response against a particular group 

of new immigrants and refugees. 

iv) Proof of Identity: Prudence or Prejudice 

In 1992. Bill C-86 effectively assured that the vast majority of Somali refugees in 

Canada would not be able to become permanent residents. The Immigration Act now 

requires that refbgees (those determined to be 'genuine' by the Immigration and Refugee 

Board) provide -satisfactoryT (governrnent-issued) identity documents in order to be 

granted landed status (permanent residency). The legislation also sanctioned the detention 

of refugee claimants without official papers. Two large groups of refugees already in 

Canada bore the brunt of the former requirement, Somaiis and Afghanis. Although as 

noted by Ali Mohamud, grouping Afghanis and Somalis together has the effect of 

disguising the iegislation's particular impact on Somalis. Mohamud points out that the 

Somali community in Canada is much larger than the Afghani community and moreover 

'- ... sometimes Afghanis can get documents. There is a govemment there. It's ea~ier."'~ In 

contrast. there is no functioning govemment in Somalia; "... there is no civil authority. 

Everybody knows that there is no govemment in Somalia. There is a civil war. You can't 

get any documents. You can't get a passport, you can't get anything."" 

The denial of permanent residency status is indeed a severe biow to those already 



displaced and disernpowered. Without it. refugees who have been found to be 'genuine'. 

cannot travel outside Canada, sponsor relatives or attend univenity. They are ineligible 

for many jobs and training progams and cannot obtain a bank l ~ a n . ' ~  The inability to 

sponsor farnily members is a particularly painhl consequence for many Somalis who had 

to leave behind close farnily members when they fled their country. As put by the 

Canadian Council for Refugees. "Lack of identity documents for these refugees means 

that they cannot get on with their lives- It means they cannot heaI. I t  means the 

persecutors have in a way 'won'. 

The anger felt by Somalis lefi in legal limbo by this legislation was further 

heightened by the fact that just as Bill C-86 took effect. the federal govemment had taken 

measures to facilitate the acceptance of 26,000 refugees from the former YugosIavia. 

Critics. while supportive of helping these refugees. were quick to point out that no such 

rneasures had been initiated to help Somali refugees and that funhermore. the newly 

adopted safe third country provision would have precisely the opposite effect." As put by 

one refugee lawyer during the Legislative Cornmittee hearings on Bill C-86. while 

advocates supported the move to help refügees fiom the former Yugoslavia. 

... we do not understand why it is in the Hom of Africa in situations like 
this. where frankly, many. many more people are k i n g  killed. many more 

89 Canadian Council for Refugees "Kosovar Refugees - Losing ID" Jetty Chakkalakal. . 
April 14 1999. mimeo 

The Refugee Lawyers Association strongly condemned the Safe Third Country provisions 
on the ground that -'... this provision discriminated against black, brown and yellow 
people. against people fiom the developing world. The bottom line is that most people 
who can get to Canada on c o ~ e c t i n g  flights are people who are coming from European 
countries. If you corne fiom Asia or fiom AFrica or from South Amenca or Central 
America. you simply cannot do that ... We're very concerned for many reasons ... when you 
look at the statistics of the IRB, you'll see that since 1989 the majority of people who 
have received protection have k e n  fiom developing countries. mainly from Somalia and 
Sri Lanka .... This bill is k ing  considered precisely at a time when the situation for these 
people is most desperate."(Quoted in Jakubowski 1997:86-87) 



civilians. the possibitity of some sort of solution is. quite frankly. 
impossible. completely remote. We do not understand why people in those 
situations are not k ing  helped." 

Mohamud observed simply. "..if we had been from the former Yugoslavia. we would 

have been landed a long time a g ~ . ' ~ ~  

The official response to criticisms of the unequal treatment of different groups of 

refugees by the government served to M e r  malign and anger Somalis. Bernard 

Valcourt. then Minister of Immigration, explained that the Somalis situation was less 

compelling owing to the fact that they were 'nomads' who didn't want to corne to Canada 

a n p a y .  This remark sparked a protest at Queen's Park in Toronto by Somalis angry at 

this dismissive and offensive officiai response to their very desperate circumstances.w 

Ostensibly. the difficult and differential impact of this requirement on Somali 

refugees was officially acknowledged in 1997. when the government announced measures 

to deal with undocumented refugees.. The Minister stated that many refugees from 

Somalia and Afghanistan "have been unable to obtain proper documentation due to 

sustained civil war and lack of an effective government authority to issue identity 

documents."' In response to this situation the govemment introduced new regdations 

Lvhich would allow Convention refugees, from specified countries. to become permanent 

residents five years afier a positive refûgee board decision. 

Many then argued that the waiting period was unfair. given that many of the 

refugees had already waited up to three years to have their daim heard. the govemment 

was. in the end. not persuaded. The persuasiveness of the humanitarian argument was 

"' Quoted in Jakubowski l997:86 
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eclipsed by law and order concerns and by corollary notions of deservedness. The 

Minister's justification for imposing the five year waiting period is quoted here at length: 

1 have carefully reviewed al1 the comments received during te pre- 
publication period. 1 understand and share the humanitarian concems 
expressed by certain organizations, which argued that we should find a 
more generous solution to the dificult situation that Somali and Afghan 
refugees are experiencing in Canada. 1 certainly would respond differently 
if my only concern was the specific circurnstances of the affected 
communities. As the Minister responsible for immigration to Canada. 1 
must ensure that every effort is made to discem the background and 
character of applicants for pemanent residence. At the same time. the 
asylurn system must not be abused by those who may choose to conceal 
their identity as Canada continues to be generous to those who really 
deserve protection.% 

The Minister a year later made the same point even more explicitly. "Because they have 

no ID. we will not gant these people permanent resident status until they have had time 

to demonstrate respect for the laws of Canada and for us to detect those who may be 

cuiIty of crimes against humanity or acts of terrorism ... The message is clear -- fraud will 
C 

not be t~lerated."~' 

As mentioned earlie- the method of 'detection' employed by authorities relies in a 

central way upon the gathenng community-based information. As explained by Bnan 

Grant. Acting Director General of the Department of Citizenship and Immigration in 

1 998. this is an important dimension of Immigration enforcement practices particularl y 

when identity is an issue; 

... we have tned to build flexibility into the system. precisely because you 
ofien don3 know who they are. They don't have a document. They've 
come from outside North Arnenca so you don't have linkages. The police 
system may not be reputable in the country they've come from. They will 

96'iLucie~e Robillard Announces the Introduction of the Undocumented Convention 
Refugees in Canada Class" News Release, Ottawa: January, 1995 
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gravitate towards their community and often that happens is that people in 
the community mi& recognize them and come forward. You'll ofien get 
tip-offs like oh. so-and-so. we know him and he was involved in this. That 
wilt ofien give us the lead we need to follow up on securïty threats or 
perhaps criminality." 

In response to this statement made in 1998, another member of the Standing Cornmittee 

pointed out that this method of gathering information "creates its own problems too. 

particularly in the Somali community where one group doesn't like the other group" to 

which Grant responded 'yes. you have to son through al1 that? 

While community-based information is treated seriously enough by authorities in 

the contest of exclusionary enforcement activities. to the degree that it may justify 

extreme. state sanctioned coercive responses. it appears that when community-based 

information is offered as a way of confirming identity for the purpose of inclmion. 

authorities are less willing to act on it. In 1996. pnor to the announcement of the 5 year 

waiting period. representatives of the Somali community announced a legal challenge of 

the identity document requirement on the gromds that it discriminates against their 

community. Representatives of the Somali comrnunity suggested that in the absence of 

documents. and given the relative irnpossibility of acquinng them. that the community's 

"elders and clergy would ver@ the authenticity of the claims." They stressed that they 

share "...the federal govemment's concern that sworn affidavits could be abused to allow 

criminals and imposters enter the country" and that clearly Somalis "...have no desire to 

[ive alongside law-breakers." As evidence of their status of good 'deserving' citizens and 

of their credibility, they observed that "..the comrnunity has already identified 6 members 

of the former Said Barre regime to the RCMP and CSIS.o"M 

The di fficulty of having inclusionary identity related community-based 

"%rian Grant. Standing Cornmittee Minutes, Thursday Febmary 19. 1998: 10- 1 1 
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information acted upon by authorities stands in stark contrat  to the willingness of 

authorities to act upon similarly identity-related community-based information when that 

information is negative and exclusionary. It also highlights the different uses of dominant 

discourses. Crirninality and fraud discourses produce borh the undeserving and the 

desewing new immigrant and refbgee. In the contempofary discursive climate. ne\v 

immigrants and refugees frequently seek to (re)present themselves as law-abiding. and 

othemise deserving: arguably this is one of the reasons that enforcernent oriented efforts 

have been effective in soliciting 'tips' fiom the community. 

In this instance, fraud and criminality concerns converged and were mobilized in 

direct opposition to humanitarian ones in the oficial justification for the five year waiting 

period. Moreover. resort to cnminality/danger and security discourses legitirnized the use 

of various coercive and invasive means to 'contain the threat'. So. for example. in 

addition to the rather punitive consequences facing Somalis without identity documents 

who must wait years for family reunification, they are often "... forced to undergo 

espensive. time consuming and invasive DNA testing to prove their farnily t i e~ . " ' ~ '  

viii) The Criminalization of Kbat 

There is 1 i ttle question that the impact of the convergence of fraud and criminal ity 

discourses over the enforcernent oriented decade of  the 1990s was feit particularly sharpiy 

by Somalis in Canada. They have been the subject of sustained identity 'reconstruction' 

since they arrived in Canada as refugees. This reconstruction from that of legally- 

confirmed) genuine victims of persecution deserving of  protection to that of (socially. 
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politically and publicly constituted) undeserving fiaudulent criminals- entailed concrete 

and coercive consequences for Somalis. 

There is one final enûy in this (re)constitutional tale. The fact that rnany Somali 

refugees in Canada are living in legal limbo with no affirmeci or protected citizenship 

status makes them particularly wlnerable to deportation for reasons of criminality. This 

fact. coupled ~ 4 t h  the fact that Somalis have k e n  increasingly criminalized in Canada 

over the 1990s. means that the spectre of deportation looms particularly large for the 

community. 

This reality was fùrther entrenched in 1997 when the Canadian govemment 

cri minal ized the plant Khat under the new C o n t d e d  Dndg and Substances Act 

(CDSA).'"' The C D S A  was an enforcernent oriented and prohibitionist piece of 

legi~lation.'~' It consolidated Canadian dnig policy in accordance wiîh international 

obligations. It repealed the Narcotic Control Act, and Parts 3 and 4 of the Food und 

D>-i/gs AC!." The chemical properties that justify the inclusion of Khat under Schedules 

3 and 4 of the CDSA is that it contains cathinone, a 'psychoactive ingredient' and 

sometimes d-amphetamine'Os. However, illegal drup. li ke illegal activities. are not 

simply objective unchanging facts; they do not exist in nature. 

Khat is a plant with stimulant properties that is grown in East Africa and the 

Arabian peninsula and which is known to be popular with some members of the Somali 

cornmunity. Chewing Khat has long occupied a central place in the cultural tradition of 

male Somalis (a fact. which was duly noted in Stoffman's 1995 article). As explained by 

'''The Controlled Drug and Substances Act . Ch. 19. Canadian Statutes of Canada. 1996 

""Diane Ri ley -'Drugs and Dnig Policy in Canada: A Bief Review and Commentary" 
Canadian Foundation for Drug Policy, November 1998 

'0.1 Diane Riley. "Drugs and Drug Policy in Canadao', (A study prepared for Senator Pierre 
Claude Nolin as a background document for his June 1999 motion CO have Canada's 
Senate conduct a thorough review of Canadian dmg law and policy). Canadian 
Foundation for Drug Policy, 1999 



Farah Khayre: "Khat in the Somali culture has traditionally k e n  used socially. much like 

coffee in the western culture. It has no criminality associated with it...?" While Ali 

Moharnud concedes that it may be the cause of some "family conflict" due to its gendered 

consumption. he notes that the degree of conflict associated with Khat does not compare 

with that of alcohol. for example: "...if you eat some. you might want to eat some 

more ... but it doesn't make you want to kill or fight; it's a harmless pastime."lu7 

The United States criminalized Khat not long before Canada did. The American 

inclusion of Khat as a Schedule I narcotic (the most resuicted category). alongside heroin 

and cocaine. derives from the exposure to the plant which US marines had when they 

urere posted in Somalia as a peace keeping force in the early 1990s and which was 

subsequently brought to the attention of the drug enforcement authorities.lu8 The United 

States subsequently placed Khat on its list of prescribed substances and urged other 

governrnents to do the same. 'O9 

Canada followed the Arnerican lead. Prior to 1997. the use of Khat was legal in 

Canada while bringing it into the country was not. It was regulated as an 'alien plant' bj. 

the Canadian Food and Drug Inspection Agency and could be seized by Canada Customs 

at the border. However, Khat had become the focus of officia1 attention before 1997. In 

the midst of the panic surrounding Somali refugees in Canada Canada Customs had 

stepped up their enforcement of Khat related impon  violation^."^ 

The CDSA creates six major offences. possession. trafficking. cultivation. impon. 

'uh"Khat: What the Hell's That" The Shore Journal from DRC Net. 
w n v .  S horejournal.com 
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esport and prescription shopping. Since 1997, the possession of Khat is a hybrid offence. 

that is it may be processed summariiy or by indictment. For example. if possession is 

dealt with as a surnmary offence, the punishment is up to 6 months in prison and a 6 1 .O00 

fine for the f int  offence. 12 months in prison and a 2.000 fine for subsequent offences. If 

it is proceeded with by way of indictment. the maximum punishment is 7 years in 

prison."' 

The consequences of a conviction for possession of  Khat for an individual who 

does not have permanent residency status in Canada are extrerneiy serious. Under s.4(2.1) 

of the Acr. a person found to be a Convention refigee loses their "right to remain in 

Canada" if they have been convicted of an offence under any Act of Parliament for which 

a term of imprisonment o f :  a) more than 6 months has k e n  imposed: or b)fiw purs or 

more mu). be imposed. For the majority of  Somaiis in Canada. therefore. a conviction for 

the possession of  Khat has the real potential to trigger deportation; because of the 

administratively imposed delays on their access to Canadian pennanent residency. they 

have no secure status to protect h e m  fiom removal. 

Another significant dimension of the CDSA is its strongly "prohibitionist' 

orientation and resultant emphasis on empowering enforcement activity. The CDSA 

sanct ioned increased en forcement powers for those engaged in the -war against drugs-' 

Among other provisions, the Act extended the powers of search and seizure. In the 1995 

Legal and Constitutional Affairs Standing Cornmittee Hearings on the Bill which created . 
the CDSA f Bill C-8). Robert Kellerrnan, a rnember of the Law Union of Ontario. 

forcefully crïticized the enforcement orientation of  the Bill from a legal. rights-based 

perspective. Kellerman argued that the enforcement of  drug laws has resulted in the coun 

sanctioned '- ... erosion of  many of our civil liberties." despite the protection of privacy 

rights afforded by the Chorrer. He noted that "...an ovenvhelming nurnber of searches 

- 
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take place under our dmg laws."'" 

The c l a w s  dealing with seinire or forfeiture of property under the Act are broad. 

As observed by Kellerman: "...This clause has the danger [that] ...p roperty could be taken 

away from people who are totally innocent." He explained that: "The idea is that the 

property of drug dealers c m  be seized. Yet it is so broadly defined that it includes even 

the seizing of property for the simple offence of possession of marijuana.""' 

Since Somalis make up the vast majority of Khat consumers in Canada the 

consequences of criminalization were for the most part limited to them. And the 

consequences were severe; involving the mobilization and application of both criminal 

justice and immigration enforcement systems and sanctions. Soon after the 

crirninalization of Khat, in the spring of 1998, York region police carried out numerous 

raids on  Scmali residences at Dixon on the grounds of suspected Khat related offences. 

Armed with the increased powers of search and seinire described above. officers did 

both. They confiscated substantial amounts of gold and jewellery without providing 

receipts and according to reports they also damaged other items of Somalis' property in 

the course of canying out the raids; 

Police fiom York region came to Dixon Road. invaded people's homes. 
confiscated jeweilery and money without expiaining anything. in the name 
of drues. in the narne of Khat. Khat is a tradition that Somalis chew and 
they made it one of the controlled substances. They know that Somalis 
chew Khat. And you cannot equate Khat with other narcotics. So it was 
one way of criminalizing Somalis. ' '' 

According to members of the Somali cornmunity. the police engaged in 

unprofessional and downright nasty conduct during these raids:'' [Tlhey wore trench coats 

and they had their pistols and they would corne into our homes and destroy everything: 

I l 2  Robert Kellerrnan. Law Union of Ontario, Submission to Standing Cornmittee on 
Legal and Consrirurional Aflairs ", transcripts, Decem ber 1 3, 1 995 
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break persona1 property and destroy computen, break everything. .."' " 
What is both particularly troubling and revealing is there had been no prior effort 

to communicate the changes in the law and in enforcement priorities to the Somali 

community. In a background paper prepared for Senator Pierre Claude Nolin's June 1999 

motion to have Canada's Senate conduct a thorough review of Canadian drue law and 

policy. Diane Riley of the Canadian Foundation for Drug Policy made specific mention of 

this rather shocking fact. Riley observes that the inclusion of new drug offences under the 

CDSA ensures "...that more Canadians than ever ... would be burdened with a criminal 

record for simple possession (rhis is already occurring wirh respect ru Khat. especiu&[v 

amow rhe Somali communiiy who were nof even informed of rhe crirninulizution of 

ucri\*ities related tu a previously legal subsrance ..." (my emphasis). According to Farah 

Khayre of Midyanta. 

The law was passed quietly, not even fully debated in Parliament. no 
community information was sought. and [there was] no outreach to the 
cornmunity for information about this law. We just started getting calls 
from people who had been arrested or their homes had been broken into."' 

Kellerman's dire predictions about the abuses associated with the strict 

enforcement of drug laws were indeed accurate. According to reports, homes were 

searched and property seized of Somalis who had never even used Khat, let alone sold 

it."' 

Outraged once again, the Somali community organized a large community 

meeting to decide how ro respond to the criminalization of Khat and the severe 

enforcement response that had been executed in the Somali community; "[Mlembers of 

the Somali community are in shock over a sudden police crackdown against the substance 

Khat. with attendant civil rights abuses, and are seeking to have police searches of their 

"6Farah Khayre. Midaynfa. Association of Somali Service Agencies. interview quoted in 
"Khat: What the Hell's That" 
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homes reigned in. and the legislation that banned the substance last year repealed."' lx 

The number of  people convicted under the CDSA for Khat retated offences is in 

the hundreds. and the number of  arrests much higher. For Somalis living in limbo in 

Canada a conviction for Khat means '* ... that's the end of  it. you are gone...": "Hundreds 

and hundreds of Somalis have k e n  wrongfully convicted of drug charges and other 

minor things and they were refused to be landed for the reason of criminality."' l 9  Indeed. 

even in the absence of actual criminal convictions, the prohibition of Khat has served to 

further criminalize Somali refugees in the public eye. And unquestionably it has 

contributed in a powerfùl and blatant way to b t h  the entrenchment and reproduction of 

the undeservedness of Somalis and the coercive crime control response which that 

undesenredness elicits today. 

These consequences had been anticipated; the govemment had been kvarned. 

During the course of the Standing Cornmittee on Legal and Constitutional .4ffuin- 

hearings on Bill C-8 (CDSA). the consequences of criminalizing Khat were raised as a 

particular concem. Perry Kendall. President and C E 0  of the Addiction Research 

Foundation (ARF). warned strenuously of  the dangers of criminalizing drugs and 

i ntensibing en forcement. From a public health h m  reduction perspective. Kendall 

observed that criminalization and tough enforcement has k e n  associated with the 

magnification of the potential health harms posed by certain substances. and that this was 

a pattern that the criminalization of Khat could provoke: 

Aggressive enforcement has been associated with public health harms. 
including the phenornenon of  illicit substances becoming purer. more 
potent and cheaper in recent years. Some suggest that the prohibitionist 
policies south of the border have increased the size of illicit markets. the 
potency of  drugs and the profit fiom the trade. 

We are concemed that, in a tiny way. the sarne pattern could happen to 
Khat. a drug which in plant form is popular in East Africa and the Arabian 
peninsula and is used by a considerable percentage of some immigrant 

' '"Khat: What the Hell's That" 
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groups in Canada. 

Criminalizing this drug as this bill would - and the drug is currently only 
available in the form of a vegetable - could have the unintentional 
consequence of  encouraging sellers and markets to refine it into a more 
potent power whose effects would be potentiaily more severe than the 
current use of the ~egetable."~ 

Arguably. this -public h m '  argument against criminalization held out the most 

promise to be persuasive in the enforcement oriented, prohibitionist context of the bill. 

However. Kendall also raised concerns relating to the discriminatory and inequitable 

enforcement of drug laws in general and of  the criminalization of Khat in particular: "We 

are concemed that prohibiting Khat would create a new form of a dangerous drug und 

crirninalize a idtole community in this counfry.'"' 

The warnings were not heeded. The concerns raised regarding the consequsnces 

of the criminalization of  Khat were well-founded. It did criminalize an entire community. 

it did faciiitate the inequitable application of  dmg laws. it did facilitate abuses of  the civil 

rights of Somalis. and it did bring in tow extremely severe and coercive consequences for 

Somalis. including. police raids. searches, çeizures, arrests and removals. 11 also had 

wider implications. as observed by Eugene Oscapella of the Ontario Bar Association: 

The war on dmgs allows us to dress our racism and xenophobia in less 
obvious trappings. In North America, our early dmg laws were to a 
significant degree premised on the vilification of immigrants and people 
whose skin colour or ethnic culture did not make the grade ... This [stifl 
happens]. In Canada for exarnple, in 1996, cnminalized a stimulant called 
'Khat.' Khat is a substance used by some people of Afncan origin. I t  is not 
used by white Canadians of European descent to any appreciable extent. if 
at al1 ... Why prohibit these recent immigrants to Canada, these people of 
another culture, another skin colour and another continent - from using a 

"'Dr. Perry Kendall. President and CE0 of  the Addiction Research Foundation. 
su  bm ission to the Standing Cornmittee on Legal and Constitutional A flairs heari ngs on 
Bill C-8 (CDSA), evidence, Dec.13, 1995 

"'lbid.. emphasis added. 



substance that has long been part of their lives."' 

viii) Conclusion 

Genuine refiigees who are found to be 'tnily desewing' are still for the most part 

rhetorically and legally welcomed by Canada. However the presumption has taken hold in 

the 1990s that most refuge claimants are not genuine victims. but rather are fraudulent 

unscrupulous and dangerous opportunists and crirninals. Whereas the undesirable and 

undeserving 'other' of the past were variously excluded through the mobilization of 

moralistic and racist discourses of national purity or tbrough the pditical justification of 

national S ~ C U ~ Q  defined more narrowly as a political threat. the contemporary 

construction of the undesirable and undeserving other is excluded through the 

mobiiization of a more expanded version of national security which now encornpasses not 

only the traditional ' political' threats posed by subversion and espionage and national 

terrorism but also international terronsm, organized crime and serious crirninals who pose 

a threat to public safety. 

Relatedly. as has been argued here, immigration exclusions in the 1990s have 

been increasingly govemed by fraud and cnminality/danger discourses. a development 

which has also taken place in the context of domestic social welfare provision. Moreover. 

as this chapter has demonstrated these developments are not merely abstract shifis but 

entail concrete and coercive consequences those subject to their operations. These 

dimensions are not readily apparent in official law and policy. They become more 

apparent when certain groups become the focus of national and local political and public 

panics. "' 

"'~ugene Oscapella L1.M. the Ontario Bar Association. "The War on Drugs and the 
Crime Control Industry: 'Profiteers and Prohibition' ". Notes for an Address to the 
International Society for the Reform of Criminal Law Conference.. "Drugs. Criminal 
Justice and Social Policy" St. Michael, Barbados. August 1 1, 1998 

Certainly other groups have been variously constructed and acted upon at different times. 
and in di fferent locations, inc1uding:Eastem European 'gypsies' . C hinese triads. Jamaican 
drug dealers. Middle-Eastern terrorists, Nigerian frauds, Eastern European stnppers. 



Chapter Six 

Discretion, 'Danger to the Public'and 'Just Desserts': 

The Legal Exclusion of Permanent Residents in the 1990s 

1) introduction 

Chapter 5 mapped the emergence. mobilization and conflation of 

criminalitjddanger and fraud discourses in the governance of Canadian exclusionq 

immigration law and policy in the late 1980s and early 1990s. These developments were 

then examined in terms of their impact on the construction and regulation of the Somali 

community . In this period. criminality, as an exclusionary definitional category. was 

steadily redefined and expanded as representing a tlireat to 'national security'. Parellei to 

this. over the decade of the 1990s. the dominant understanding of national security has 

been extended and modified to encompass various forms of criminality. Evidence of this 

discursive development is provided by the expansion in the 1990s of the officiai mandate 

of the Canadian Security Intelligence Service (CSIS). CSIS' concerns over 'threats to 

national security' had previously focused on threats posed by terrorism ('. ... the planning 

or use of poli tically-rnotivated serious violence") and espionage. (" ... undeclared foreign 

intel 1 igence activity in Canada and detrimental to the interests of Canada"). ' In the 1 990s. 

organized 'transnational' crimindity was incorporated into the CSIS mandate. This was 

no small development. 

Crirninality has always ken,  to varying degrees, an effective and adaptable 

supplementary definitional category for the construction and exclusion of 'undesirable' 

immigrants and refugees. In the 1990s it has emerged as the dominant discursive rationale 

for exclusionary immigration policy operating in and indeed forti fied by the de finitional 

shadow of the spectre of 'security'. 

This chapter focuses upon the legal construction and regulation of the problem of 

the 'criminal immigrant' and the nature and use of ministerial discretionary power in this 

'The Canadian Security Intelligence Service Website, 'The CSIS Mandate' 



regulation. It begins with a discussion of discretion and immigration exclusions. followed 

by a more detailed discussion of the legal construction and regulation of the 'criminal 

immigrant' through a tough and major piece of legislation. Bill C-44 in 1995.' The social 

and political context. the Iegal content and the implications of this reform are examined in 

some detail with particular attention king paid to the place and use of discretionary 

power preserved by and through the Bill. The specific question of discretion is front and 

centre in this legal reform which sanctioned the deportation without appeal of even 

permanent residents who are deemed by the Minister to represent a 'danger to the public-. 

I t  will be argued here that this radical extension of Ministerial discretion to exclude 

-serious' criminals deemed likely to pose a 'danger to the public' under Bill C-44 in 1995 

can be read as the political and legal manifestation of the powerful shifi in the govemance 

of exclusionary Canadian immigration law and policy: a shift which has redefined. 

expanded and merged 'criminality' and 'security' concerns and which has brought both to 

the fore of exclusionary Canadian immigration policy. 

II)  Discretionary Power and Exclusion 

As emphasized in Chapter Two, the context of discretionary power must be taken 

seriously. Within Canadian immigration law and policy. discretionary power has always 

has been preserved and employed in the histoiically-specific work of identifiing and 

excluding undesirable non-citizens and producing and reproducing the desirable Canadiari 

citizen. As such. discretion is better regarded as a productive activity rather than a 

residual and latent 'space': discretion picks and chooses. assesses and evaluates. judges 

and weighs. denies and gants. bestows and withdraws, includes and excludes. produces 

and negates; in short, it govems. Discretionary power affirms and enforces historically 

specific constructions of desirability. 

'An Act to Amend the Immigration Act and the Citizenship Act and to make ri 
conse y tcenriul amendmeni to the Customs Act, S.C .1995. c. 1 5 [herea fier Bill C'-441. 

Royal Assent received 15 June 1995; came into force 10 July 1995. 



Discretion is clearly a central mechanism in the normative and hndamentally 

moral project of constituting 'desirability' and negating 'undesirability'. Yet under a 

liberal regime of govemance discretion is oficially constructed and regulated as 

disinterested. objective and professional evaluation and calculation. If it is employed 

unjustly or unfiirly this is attnbuted to inadequate legal or legalistic regulation leading to 

' arbitranness' and the undennining of procedural faimess and objectivity. Chapter 3 

demonstrated that in the context of immigration exclusions. discretionary power has 

histoncally always been employed in a particular kind of exclusionq 'national service'. 

Facilitated and inflected by and through the operation of dominant discourses. 

discretionary p u e r  is a central technology in the production and enforcement of 

histoncally specific conceptions of the desirable and undesirable. the deserving and 

undeserving' It is as well a central mechanism which both facilitates and justifies the 

application of coercive 'sovereign' state power against 'undesirable' non-citizens. 

Exclusionary discretionary power thus facilitates the enforcernent of different. 

historically specific discursive constructions of desirability and undesirability. In the 

present day these are framed primarily through criminaiity and danger discourses. This 

view of discretion stands in contrast to the conventional welfarist liberal view of 

discretion as a compassionate provision for the exercise of mercy. It challenges the liberal 

legal view of discretion as the unnily corollary of law which facilitates the attainment of 

individual justice as long as it is adequately regulated to protect against 'arbitrariness' and 

tyranny . 

Whi le i t is true that exclusionary discretionary powers are and have always been 

to varying degrees inflected by racist discourses and have ofien been applied in racist and 

ot herwise discriminatory ways, the anal ytical approach followed here resists the anal ytical 

temptation to explain either discretion (or social constructions o f  'undesirability') by 

reference to any single, universal mis  of oppression or to any single govemmental 

"Dessert' discounes are predominant in the context of inclusionary. humanitarian 
regimes of immigration decision-making. Discourses related to exclusions revolve 

around dominant notions of (un)desirability. 



preoccupation. While not disputing the central influence that racist discourses have had in 

the development and application of exclusionary Canadian immigration law and policy. it 

is important to preserve analytical space for the consideration of the myriad of different 

and ofien conflicting discourses which inflect discretionary power in this field. Dominant 

constructions of criminality which underpin and justiw contemporary allocations and uses 

of discretionq power in the exclusion of undesirables are not in any simple or 

straightfonvard way necessarily or exchsively reducible to race. 

I I I )  Exclusion, Discretionary Power and Bi// C a :  A Detailed Interrogation 

In July 1995, Bill C-44 became law in Canada. Among other changes. it amended 

the deportation appeal provisions of the Act in the f o m  of s.TO(5) and in so doing this 

reform represents the most radical extension of wide-ranging Ministerial discretionq 

power to exclude since the 1952 Act. In this present case. Ministerial discretion is 

specifically aimed at 'criminals'. in particular those who are deemed likely to represent a 

'danger to the publico. This amendment provides a powerful exarnple of the contemporary 

dominance of criminality and danger discourses in immigration exclusions and of the way 

in which discretionary power works to facilitate the translation of dominant social 

concerns into concrete and coercive exclusionary immigration Iaw and policy. it also 

represents a clear exarnple of the ways in which systemic f o m s  of discrimination in the 

context of criminal justice enforcement intersect with and influence exclusionary 

immigration law and policy. 

This arnendment has elicited much controversy. The new provision. s.70(5). 

permits the deportation without appeai of landed immigrants (permanent residents) 

deemed by the Minister to represent a 'danger to the public' regardless of how long they 

have resided in Canada. It provides for the deportation of people who rnay have lived in 

Canada for many years but who, for one reason or another, did not acquire Canadian 

ci tizenship. Also contentious and analytically significant is the possibility preserved by 

the arnendment of the forced removal even of refùgees. 



This chapter begins with in a brief discussion of the contemporary context. 

content and debates surrounding s.70(5) as contained in Bi// C-44. It then examines the 

different ways in which scholars have sought to make sense of this recent legislative 

development. 

i )  The 'Just Desserts' Bill: Context 

In April. 1 994 Georgina Leimonis, a 22 year old white woman was shot and ki l led 

by three black men in 'Just Desserts'. a small cafe in an affluent neighbourhood in 

downtown Toronto. In July of the same year, Police Constable Todd Baylis (also white) 

was shot and killed by black. Jarnaican-boni CIinton Gayle. The massive and 

sensationalist media coverape of these two events tended to gloss over the facts that: a )  

only one of the btack men. Oneil Grant. involved in the Just Desserts killing was in fact 

Jamaican born. the other two men involved were Trinidadian and Canadian: and b) both 

Grant and Gayle had come to Canada as ~ h i l d r e n . ~  

These murders. coupled with already heightened tensions between the black 

community and the police. triggered a massive pubIic panic around the issues of race. 

crime and immigration. a panic which the govemment seized upon and responded to 

swifily. decisively and on several different fionts. In brief. Bill C-44 was first tabled on 

June 15. 1994 and was passed into law in July, 1995. The 'danger to the public' 

provision( s.70(5)) was not the only refonn contained in Bi// C-44; it was one of several 

which aimed to streamline enforcement through, for example. the expansion of the 

circumstances under which deportation orders are issued. the extension of powers of 

arrest and seizure o f  documents and increased powers to deal with multiple or fraudulent 

refugee c l a i m ~ . ~  

"J ul ian Falconer and Carrnen Ellis "Colour Profiling: The Ultimate Just Desserts" ( Drafi) 
1998: 16 

Department of Citizenship and Immigration CIC Updare. Ottawa. No.8. April 1997: 1-2: 
see also Canadian Bar Association, National Immigration Law Section. Sirhmission on 
Bill C-44. November 1994: 1-2 



On July 7. 1993. Sergio Marchi. Minister of Citizenship and Immigration. 

announced the reorientation of Canada's removal policies; a reorientation termed the 

-criminals first' detention and deportation pnority. Soon afier. the Minister of 

Immigration and Citizenship also announced the creation of the Joint Immigration RCMP 

Taskforce to assist. arnong other responsibilities, in the tracking down and arrest of non- 

citizens with criminai records and who are wanted for removal. Also in 1994. the 

Department of Citizenship and Immigration announced the creation of an Organized 

Crime Section. Certainly. the expansion of the mandate of CSIS to encompass certain 

varieties of 'organized' criminality also in the mid-1990s is of central analytical 

importance as well. These developments will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 7. 

For now. the important point is that Bill C--14 was the first of a flurry of government 

initiatives following the 'Just Desserts' murder that aimed to 'get tough' on criminal 

immigrants - hence its informal reference: the 'Just Desserts Bill? 

The current l inkage between immigration and criminal ity evidenced by Bi I l  C a 4  

must be understood in its historical context; a context that long predates 'Just Desserts'. 

Todd Baylis and Bill C-44. As argued in this thesis, the historical development of 

Canadian immigration law and policy consistently reveals a central and guiding 

preoccupation with the exclusion of undesirables and moreover. that broad tracts of 

discretionary powrer have always been preserved in order to facilitate the exclusion andor  

expulsion of those deemed undesirable. It is also the case. as described in Chapter Three. 

that the seeds of the contemporary goveming rationaie of protecting the security of the 

state and the public fiom criminats were sown long before 1995. 

Moreover. the force of the current political preoccupation with gening tough on 

-criminal immigrants' reflects a more general contemporary concern with crime and 

criminality evident in most areas of public policy. The current social and political clirnate 

6More recently as the trial o f  the accused has slowly and painîully moved throuph the 
criminal justice system, slowed by allegations of racism and illegalities by the defence. 
the case has been referred to as the 'justice deserted' case. "Just Deserts Case a Mess. 

Judge Reveals" The Globe and Mail, Nov. 1 1, 1998 



is in large part fuelled by populist concems about criminal ity. danger and victims 

resulting in the adoption of increasingly punitive measures in a wide range of 

governmental spheres. 

In the 1 9 9 0 ~ ~  'get tougtr' politics have become everyday politics as cnme and 
justice receive unprecedented levels of media coverage. Popular calls for 
draconian measures against criminals fuel a climate of punitiveness that 
politicians find irresistible for fear of appearing soi3 on cnme. ' 

Immigration law and policy has not ken immune to this. Indeed. as documented 

in Chapters 4 and 5 ,  the conceptual slippage between criminals and immigrants is more 

pronounced today than it has ever ken .  'Criminal immigrants' have become Canada's 

public enemy number one. Exclusionary Canadian immigration law and policy has 

become an instrument of crime control engaged in the work of minimizing the risk of the 

victimization of 'the state', 'the nationg and 'the public'. The association between 

criminality and immigration exclusions is not. in and of itself. a new development. 

However. the emergence of criminality and danger discourses as the guiding rationale in 

the governance of exclusionary immigration law, policy and practices is indeed 

historically unprecedented. 

Understood in this wider context, Bill C-44, while extreme and troubling. is not 

surprising. And Bill C-34 has indeed troubled a lot of people. Criticism has been largely 

focussed on the radical extension of Ministerial discretion sanctioned by s.70(5). namely 

the Minister's power to exclude permanent residents on 'criminal' grounds. without 

appeal. regardless of how long they have resided in Canada- As put by lawyer David 

Matas. '-...if somebody came here at the age of S...they didn't come here as a criminal. 

They came here as a child."* 

'Carol yn S trange. QuaIi~ies of Mercy 1 996: 1 4 

' ~ l l a n  Thompson, "Falling Through the Cracks", The Gazette. July 2. 1994 



ii) Legislative Content of Bill C-44 

This then. was the context of the presentation of Bill-C-44 to the House in June 

1994 by then Immigration Minister Sergio Marchi. As mentioned, the effect of sJO(5) is 

to remove the right of a permanent resident to appeal a deportation order to the 

Immigration Appeai Division (IAD) under s.70 in cases where the individual in question 

a) has been convicted of a crime for which the maximum available penalty is ten years or 

more and b) has been deemed by the Minister or her delegate to represent a -'danger to the 

public". There are now two categones of non-citizen 'criminals' who are excluded from 

the normal deportation appeals process: those deemed a 'security' threat to the nation and 

those deemed a 'danger to the p~bl ic ' .~  The former deals with what are conventionally 

understood as -political' crimes and the latter with so-called 'tme crimes' - although the 

distinction between the two has been increasingly blurred. The text of the provision 

relating to the latter category reads as follows: 

No appeal may be made to the Appeai Division by a person described in 
subsection ( 1 ) or paragraph 2(a) or (b) against whom a deportation order 
or conditional deportation order is made where the Minister is of the 
opinion that the person constitutes a danger to the public in Canada and 
the person has been determined by an adjudicator to be c) a person 
described in paragraph 27 (1  Md) who has been convicted of an offence 
under any Act of Parliament for which a term of imprisonment of ten years 
or more mgv be imposed. Io  (emphasis added) 

iii) Administrative Guideliaes, Appeais and the Question of Discretion 

The Department of Citizenship and Immigration issued very sparse guidelines to 

assist in the forming of a 'danger opinion' by the Minister's delegates. These guidelines 

echo those which guide adjudicators in carrying out their regular 30 day review of 

'However. as will be discussed. those deemed to be 'security threats' are afforded 
significantly more legal protections than those deemed to constitute a 'danger to the 

public'. The substantive significance of this difference will be taken up in Chapter 7. 

'OImnipration Act 1976-77, c.52, S. 1 ,  s.70(5) 



detention decisions. With respect to the 'danger opinion' the Minister (and her delegates) 

are counselled to consider the following factors in making a determination": 

1 ) the nature of the offence: did the offence in question involve vioIence. 
weapons. drugs; was it a 'sexual' offence; 
2) the circumstances of the offence: its severity. what Ied to its commission: 
3 )  the sentence given: as a measure of its severity: 
4) recidivism; 
5) humanitarian and compassionate considerations." 

Similarly. adjudicators making a 'detention release' decision in the context of the 

detention review. are guided by the following factors which '- ... should be weighed when 

considering whether a person is likely to be a danger to the public": 

1 . The seriousness of the offences: 
- their nature (offences against the person vs. offences against propeny): 
- the circumstances in which they were commined: and 
- the number of offences, their fiequency and the pattern of criminal activity. 

2. The likelihood of re-offending: 
- the person's criminal record; 
- association with or membership in a criminal organization 
- willingness to be rehabilitated and possibility of rehabilitation: and 
- family and community s u p p o d 3  

Under the Act '. a crime that carries a maximum sentence of ten years or more is 

officially designated a 'serious' crime. It should be emphasised that under this piece of 

- - -- - 

I I  

Legally. the decision taken is not considered to be a 'determination' which would have 
certain constitutional implications with respect to due process requirements. Instead. 
legally speaking. Ministenal delegates are merely 'foming an opinion'. The status of 
s.70(5) vis a vis judicial review will be explored in more detail a little later in this 
Chapter. 

"Cited in Faiconer and EIlis . l998:2O 

' j  Guidelines of the Chairperson of the Immigration and Refbgee Board. Powers of 
A~r~dicuiors tu Order Detention: Chairperson 's Guidelines issuedpurslranr to Seclion 
65(4) of The Immigration Act Ottawa: 1 W8:7 



legislation. the mere possibility of a 10 year sentence is a deteminative factor: a non- 

citizen may meet the -danger' critena for expedited deportation even if they had received 

a fine or a suspended sentence. 'Lesser' criminals may receive a deportation order on the 

bais  of cnminality if they a) are not a Canadian citizen and b) if the offence committed 

faIls under a Federal statute for which the maximum available sentence is 5 years or more 

or if a sentence of at least 6 months has been imposed. This category of 'criminals' 

continues to have the right to appeal their deportation to the Immigration Appeal Division 

(IAD) on legal (on questions of law, fact or mixed 1aw and fact) or equitable 

(humanitanan) grounds. 

For the moment it is important to know that while the IAD must consider each 

case independently and according to its own facts, general guidelines were laid out in the 

Ribic decisionI4 which continue to be cited today and which summarise the factors to be 

considered with respect to the Division's equitable jurisdiction (consideration of 

humanitarian and cornpassionate grounds). These are summarized as follows: 

1 ) seriousness of the offence 
2) possibility of rehabilitation 
3) length of time spent in Canada and degree of 'establishment' 
4) consideration of  dislocation^ effects of deportation on family 
5) farnily and cornrnunity support 
6) the degree of hardship that would be caused by deportation to country of 
nationality. l 5  

While adjudicators reviewing detentions regularly form 'danger opinions' in 

deciding whether or not to advise the release of sorneone tiom detention. an adjudicators' 

decision that a person should not be released because he or she is likely to pose a danger 

to the public does not mean that the person will also be found to pose a danger to the 

public in the opinion of the Minister or her delegates. Conversely. and more 

'' Rihic v. Canada (Minister of Employmenr and Immigration) (unreported. A ugus t 
20.1985. I.A.B., docket no.84-9623) 

" Reproduced in Arthur Weinreb and Rocco Galati, The Criminul Lmyer 's Gttide to 
/nmtigration and Citizenship Law, Aurora: Canada Law Book Inc.. 1 996:54 



provocatively. a person released fiom detention because they are found no( to represent a 

danger to the public may still be deported without appeal because they are found by r h ~  

Minisret- to represent a danger to the public. While the latter scenario is rather unlikely. it 

nonetheless highlights not only the subjective, interpretive and discretionary nature of the 

'danger' decision itself but also the rather odd and inconsistent effect of the division of 

powersI6 between government and administrative tribunals with respect to the making of 

danger opinions and the consequences which they entail. As observed in the Guidelines 

on Detenfion. 

[Ili should be noted that the Minister's opinion to the effect that a person 
constitutes a danger to the public is not binding on an adjudicator. The latter-s 
decision must be based on the adjudicator's own [discretionary] analysis and 
assessrnent of facts of the case. Therefore, it is possible that an adjudicator orders 
a person's release fiom detention although the Minister has issued a "danger to the 
public" opinion. " 

Writing in 1996, Weinreb and Galati observe that the Minister was applying a 

very wide definition of dangerousness. In their words. "Persons who have k e n  convicted 

of traficking in small quantities of crack have been found to constitute a danger where 

there has been no evidence of violence or weapons. Presumably the rationale is that since 

crack is a dangerous drug, persons who seIl it are dangerous."" Section 70(5) is impl icitly 

premised upon the dubious assumption that 'dangerousness' can be assessed and 

predicted with at least a modicum of consistency and reliability based on the 

consideration of ceratin 'factors'; ironically, this is the very sarne assumption often 

criticized by enforcement onented observers in relation to the release decisions of the 

National Parole Board. 

16 Adjudicators are cabinet-appointed members of the Immigration and Refugee Board 

(IRB) an independent administrative tribunal. Immigration officers with the delegated 
discret ion to form danger opinions are Ministenal representatives, civil servants of the 

government. 

" IRB Guidelines, 1998: 16, h.33 

'' Weinreb and Galati, 199657 



The racist dimensions of s.70(5) have been the subject of considerable attention 

and contention. The 'danger opinion' is intirnately linked. both definitionally and in its 

application and enforcement. with criminal justice definitions and enforcement activities. 

The generally accepted research finding that whites are less likely to be stopped and 

caught than non-whites. as docurnented by the Commission on Systemic Racism" and 

reassened by cnminolopists. " rneans that this provision. resting as it does on the 

policing and enforcement practices of the criminal justice systern. applies and enforces 

the systernic racism which traverses througb the CJS. 

iv) Judicial Review and the Question of Discretion 

The nature and status of these guidelines have k e n  the subject of much legal 

attention as lawyers have attempted to draw constitutional attention to the excessive 

-vagueness' of the legal provision and the guidelines. However. the courts position on the 

legal status of Departmental guidelines has been consistent; as affirmed by Judge Strayer 

in NïIliums Y The Minister of Citizenship und Immigration: 

1 shosld mention briefly the guidelines issued by the department for the 
guidance of ofTicers in recornmending that a minister's opinions should be 
issued under subsection 7q5). It was argued that the guidelines do not 
adequately define and limit the grounds for a finding that a person 
constitutes a public danger. 1 would first observe ... that the guidelines are 
not law. are not binding, and they do not purport to be exhaustive. Indeed 
if they did purport to be exhaustive the Minister could not so fetter her 
discretion. 1 see nothing in the guidelines that is irrelevant to the proper 
formation of an opinion under subsection(5) (other than perhaps. 
humanitarian considerations to which the respondent cannot take 
exception) but they can in no way be seen as a definition of the totafity of 

19 Report of the Commission on Systernic Racism in the Ontario Criminal Jusrice 
Sysiem. 1 995 

'' See for example Scot Wortley, "Justice for Ail? Race and Perceptions of Bias in 
the Ontario Criminal Justice System - a Toronto Survey" Canadian Journal of 

Criminology, October 1 996 



the considerations of which the Minister could properly take into 
account." 

While many have challenged and continue to challenge the constitutionality of 

s.70(5). in the Williams case. the FederaI Court of Canada upheld the overall fairness of 

the public dangerousness scheme. This decision nicely encapsulates. in the particular 

context of the danger opinion. some of the central issues raised in the Chapter Two 

regarding the conventional view of the relations between law and discretion in the context 

of exclusionary immigration law. policy and practices. In Williams. the Federal Coun 

reemphasized the finding in Chiurelli2'. a case respecting exclusion on 'security' grounds. 

that there is no obligation on parliament to provide any kind of appea1 or discretionan 

relief to people who have 'violated an essential condition under which they were 

pemi tted to remain in Canada'. It thus reaffirmed once again what is perhaps the most 

enduring of al1 founding tenets of Canadian immigration policy: that entering Canada is a 

privilege and not a right. 

Williams goes on to argue that the deportation of a permanent resident. without 

appeal. on the basis of a Ministerial 'danger opinion' does not represent a breach of 

fundamental justice. In the opinion of the court, Williams' fundamental legai rïghts had 

not been ~invaded' by the removal of his right to appeal his deportation: "...the 

substitution of judicial review for a right of appeal. by vinue of the Minister forming his 

opinion. does not strike me as a serious effect on his rights." The Federal court refused to 

entertain the proposition that a Ministenal danger opinion is the equivalent of -an 

arbitrary order issued by a despotic officiai ordering the random imprisonment or exile of 

othenvise innocent citizens". 

In the words of Judge Strayer LA.: 

'' Judg Strayer J.A. in Reamns for Judgement Williums v Minisfer of Citizenship und 
Immigrarion ApnI 1 1 ,  1997 A-855-96(IMM-3320-95) 

'' M.E.1. v. Chiarelli [1992] 1 S.C.R. 



At worst it replaces an appeal on law and facts with judicial review. 
substitutes the Minister's humanitarian discretion for that of the Appeal 
Division, and substitutes the possibility of a judicial stay of  deportation for 
the certainty of a statutory stay. 

In Williams, the failure o f  s.7O(S) to require the Minister to provide reasons for 

finding that a person constitutes a danger to the public was also challenged. That courts 

and tribunals should provide reasons for their decisions is a generally accepted principle 

of fundamental justice. However in Williams, the failure of the danger opinion legistation 

to cornpel the provision of  reasons for the Minister's 'opinion' is defended on the grounds 

that while reasons are 'desirable'. they do not constitute a 'legal duty' particularly if the 

decision is discretionary and if there is no statutory requirement to provide reasons. 

Moreover. the decision notes that regardless. the issue of reasons is not really 'properly 

raised by this case' because the Minister is not making a 'determination' as to potential 

dangerousness but rather is merely 'forming an opinion'. 

Nonetheless, the decision goes on to argue that even if it is properly understood as 

a 'decision'. judicial review of  discretionary, 'subjective' decision-making is limited to 

-'grounds such as that the decision-maker acted in bad faith, or erred in law. or acted upon 

the basis of irrelevant considerations." Interestingly, this acknowledgement of the very 

limited grounds for the judicial review of discretionary immigration decision-making. in 

this instance in the form of  the 'danger opinion' does not figure at al1 in the judge's 

opinion regarding the effects o f  a danger opinion vis a vis the individual's fundamental 

rights. There is in fact no absolute 'statutory' right of non-citizens to appeal a deportation 

order based on a danger opinion to a superior court. Nor indeed does there exist a 

statutos right to appeal almost any decision under the Act. with a few exceptions''. There 

is rather. a 'very limited right to commence a judicial review' by applying for 'leave' of 

the Federal Court Trial Division; only about 15% of cases obtain leave."' However. the 

'j See Weinreb and Galati 1996: 16 



j u d o  nonetheless maintains that the removal of the right of permanent residents to appeal 

a deportation order to the Immigration Appeal Division of the Immigration and Refugee 

Board. an independent administrative tribunal. through the issuance of a danger opinion. 

simply 'substitutes' possibility of judicial review for the cenainty of appeal on facts and 

law . 

As noted above, the judge in WilIiums alsu addressed the question of whether the 

danger opinion provision is unconstitutionally 'vague'. Interestingly but not surprisingly 

Strayner argues that the provision provides suficient direction to the Minister that both 

she and the couns can determine whether she is exercising her discretionary authority for 

purposes intended by parliament. He cautions against using the constitutional doctrine of 

faimess "to prevent or impede State action in furtherance of valid social objectives" and 

adds that "... a measure of generality also sometimes allows for greater respect for 

fundamental rights. since circumstances that would not justifi the invalidation of a more 

precise enactment may be accomrnodated through the application of a more general one.-' 

Hence. the primary defence of the 'generality' of the provision (and thus the wide scope 

of discretion which it entails) rests upon the importance of not impeding the 'valid social 

objectives' pursued by Parliament through the legislation. The guiding 'objective' is the 

exclusion of undesirable criminal non-citizens; 'gening tough' on -criminal immigrants' 

is thus taken as an unproblematically vdid social objective. Only secondarily is the 

possible hurnani tarian consequence of this vagueness ment ioned and. as described above. 

the court had already cast some judicial doubt on the appropriateness of these 

' humanitarian' considerations in the forming of a danger opinion. 

V) Convention Refugees, 'Refoulement' and s.70(5): 'Deserving Victims' or 

'Undesirable'CriminaIs'. 

The question of the 'humanitarian' implications of the provision comes into stark 

relief when the implications of sJO(5) are considered with respect to refugees. In its 

consideration as to whether s.70(5) 'engages interests affecting liberty andlor security of 

the person'. the court açknowledged the unsettled nature of the question. It suggested that 



i t  is unclear whether the question of liberty and security of the person is only relevant in 

the context of the deportation of a refugee claimant who "by detinition" would be able to 

"assert a potential danger to himself in retuming home". As put succinctly by the judge in 

Williams. 

Without purporting to decide the question in respect to refugees. i have 
difficulty understanding how the rehisal of a discretion- exemption from 
a lawfil deportation order, as applied to a non-refùgee who has no legal 
right to be in the country. must be seen as involving a deprivation of 
liberty. Unless 'liberty' is taken to include the fieedom to be anywhere on 
wishes. regardless of the law. how c m  it be 'deprived' by the l a h l  
execution of a deportation order. 

Canada has an obligation under the 195 1 United Nations Convention Relating to 

the Status of Refùgee~'~ not to return to the country fiom which slhe had fled. any refupee 

whose life or fieedom would thereby be threatened for reasons of race. religion. 

nationality. political opinion or membership in a particular social group. It is nevertheless 

the case that Canadian immigration law and policy often now gives precedent to 

exclusionary objectives over these humanitarian international obligations." 

'' 1931 Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees. United Nations Treaty Series. 
vol. 1 89.p. 137 in Ofice of the United Nations High Cornrnissioner for Refugees. 
Hundboo k on Procedures and Criteria for Determining Re fugee Status Under rhe 1 95 1 

C'onwnrion und the 196 7 Protocol Relating to the S~arus of Re fugees. Geneva. January . 
1988. 

For detailed discussion of the development of Canadian refùgee policy see for example. 
the fol lowing major works: Howard Adelman (ed.) Refugee Poficy: CanuJu und the 
Unired SfufesToronto: York Lanes Press, 1991 ; Howard Adelman. Allan Borowski. 
Meyer Bumstein and Lois Foster (eds) Immigration and Refugee Policy: Conudu und 
Amrralia Compared (Volumes 1 and 2) Toronto: University of Toronto Press. 1994: 
Howard Adelman and Michael Lanphier (eds) Refuges or Asylum: A Choicc fur CunuJrr. 
Toronto: York Lanes Press, 1990; Gerald E. Dirks. Canudu S Refugee Polky: 
Ind~fference or Opportunism? Montreal and London: McGill-Queen's Uni versi ty Press. 
1 977: 1 80-2: Gerald E. Dirks Controversy and Complexily: Canudian Immigration PoIicy 
Dicring the 1980s, Montreal: 1995 (pp.60-96); Alan Nash (ed) Human Rights and 
RSrgees irnder Internarionui Law: Proceedings ofa Conference held in Montreal 
Novemher 29-December 2, 198 7 Halifax: The Institute for Research on Pub1 ic Pol icy. 



Inclusionary humanitarian discourses in the context of reîûgee determination 

produce and act upon the liberal figure of the 'deserving victim' : in this case. the genrtine 

victim of state sanctioned persecution. Exclusionary 'criminalitf and 'danger' discourses 

produce and act upon the undeserving and/or undesirable criminal. The right to asylum in 

Canada of an individual found to be a Convention Refûgee (a genuine and therefore 

'deserving' victim) under the Convention is completely nepated should there be a 

subsequent finding by a Ministerial delegate under s.70(5) that the individual is also a 

'danger to the public' (an hmdesirabie' cnminal): the non-citizen effectively cannot be 

both deserving and undesirable and remain in Canada. As outlined by Douglas Lehrer. 

s.70(5) of the Act does indeed apply to Convention Refugees. The International 

prohibition against refoulement prohi bits the rernoval of a Convention refbgee frorn 

Canada '-..CO a country where the person's life or freedom would be threatened for 

reasons of race. religion. nationality, membership in a particular social group or politicai 

opinion unless ...*O, as provided for in S.53 (1) (a) of the Act. the person is a member of an 

inadmissible class and Y h e  Minister is of the opinion that the person constitutes a 

danger to the public in Canada." As observed by Lehrer. ' ~ h e  impact of a decision under 

53 ( 1 ) (a) is that a person may be forcibly retumed to the country of nationality. that is the 

country of potential persecution - in refùgee law . A i s  is called 'refoulement'. "" 

Canada, by signing the Convention comrnitted itself to granting asylum to those 

found to be genuine convention refugees. It is worthy of note that Canada did not sign 

this Convenrion until 1969, a full 17 years after it was drawn up. This delay is particutarly 

troubling given that Canada had lobbied hard for the Convention's promulgation. The 

1 98 8 ; Ni nette Kelley and MichaeI Trebiicock The Making of the Mosaic: A History of 
Canudiun Immigration Po@, Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1 998 (pp.404-UO). 
For a provocative and unconventionai discursive analysis of Canadian refugee 
determination processes which applies the semiotic insights of Mikhail Bakhtin. see: 
Robert F. Barsky Cons~ucting a Productive OIher Amsterdam/Phi ladelphia: JO hn 
Benjamins Publishing Company: 1994 

" Douglas Lehrer "Public Dangerousness and Convention Refugees" Octo ber 7. 1 9962 
(rnimeo) 



reason Canada did not sign it until the "vast majority of countries beyond the developing 

world had long k e n  signat~ries"'~, was the fear that signing the Convention would 

undermine Canada's ability to deport refügees on security grounds." 

This concern seems to have k e n  completely unfounded. As observed by 

Whitaker. the Convention "provides escape clauses for signatory States that wish to 

override refugee claims for reasons of national security."jO Article 32 of the Refugee 

Conilention addresses the issue of 'expulsion'. it reads: '-1. The Contracting States shall 

not expel a refugee tawfutly in their temtory save on grounds of national securie or 

public order." The Convention refugee loses their nght to protection against expulsion. 

even to a place which presents a threat to their life or fieedom. if they are deemed to be a 

'danger to the public' or a 'security' threat. While the Convention does stipulate in Article 

32.2 that this exclusionay decision must be made in accordance with 'due process of 

law'. exceptions to this requirement are forgiven if there are 'compelling reasons of 

national security' which require otherwise. Article 33 of the U.N. Convention sets out the 

prohibition against refoulement: 

1 . No Contracting State shall expel or return ("refouler") a refugee 
in any manner whatsoever to the fiontiers of temtories where his [sic] life 
or freedom would be threatened on account of his [sic] race. religion. 
nationality or membership of a particular social group or opinion. 

2. The benefit of the present provision may not. however, be 
claimed by a refügee of whom there are reasonable grounds for regarding 
as a danger to rhe security of the country in rvhich he [sic] is. or who. 
huving been convicfed of a serious crime. constirutes a danger to rhe 
cornrnunity of rhai country. (emphasis added). 

Inclusionary humanitarian discourses have a far shorter history in Canada than do 

exclusionary discourses and in the contest between inclusionary humanitarian discourses 

'' Dirks. 1977: 1 80-2 

'' Reg Wh i taker. Double Standard: The Secret History of Canadiun Immigration. 
Toronto: Lester & Orpen Demy's, 1987: 53 



and exclusionary danger discourses. danger discourses have tended to be dominant. The 

very same individual may be constituted almost simultaneously in two different 

governmental contexts as borh a 'deserving' innocent victim and as an 'undesirable' 

dangerous criminal. but it is the undeserving dangerous cnminal who ultimately is acted 

upon through the enforcement of the exclusionary provisions of the Act: arrest. detention 

and deponation. 

As described in Chapter Three. inclusionary legal and humanitarian discourses 

relating to international hurnan rights and liberal legal notions of natural justice and due 

process gained currency in the 1960s when they were ofEciaily embedded in the 

legislation and apparatus of on-shore refugee determination and deportation and 

sponsorship appeals. Inclusionary hummitarian discourses constituted the figure of the 

deserving genuine refugee and entailed the creation and development of a new set of 

governmental apparatuses to identifi, verifi and act upon this deserving figure. This 

discursive deveIopment was indeed signifiant and continues to entai1 an extensive range 

of political. social. economic and legal efforts, energies and expenditures relating to 

international and national refiigee issues. However, as described in Chapter 4. over the 

last two decades there is evidence of a discursive shifi in the govemance of refugee 

determination: fiom a concem to provide protection for those who are desening of 

asylum owing to 'a well-founded fear of persecution' in their country of nationality to a 

concem to identiQ and exclude those who are undeserving of Canada's protection. 

It is nonetheless the case that inclusionary humanitarian discowses continue to 

have official political. legal and social currency. Anyone facing deportation. may apply 

for a 'humanitarian and compassionate review' (in 1999 the cost for making this 

application was $500.00) in which the Minister (through her delqates) has the case by 

case discretion to override al1 exclusionary decisions already made under the legislative 

provisions of Act and allow an individual already in Canada to stay on 'humanitarian and 



compassionate' grounds. The Minister may also allow the 'discretionary entry' (30 day 

permit) of individuais seeking entry to Canada who would be otherwise inadmissible." 

It is still widely accepted, even by Canada's harshest critics of its 'liberal' and 

-generous' immigration and refugee systems. that Canada has an international 

humanitarian obligation to provide asylum to 'genuine' Convention refbgees (although 

ciearly most would prefer that the Canadian government select them off shore). and 

Canada does still grant full citizenship to Convention refugees. unlike many European 

countries. Similady, liberal legal discourses retating to the cntical importance of 

individual rights. equality, due process and the basic principles of natural justice also 

continue to inflect administrative decision-making in this field as is evident in the 

continuing existence of complicated legal and administrative provisions for Ministerial 

permit applications. judicial reviews and administrative appeals and in d e s  goveming 

procedural matters. However. as described above, both inclusionary humanitarian and 

egalitarian liberal legal discourses stand d o m  and step back when contested by 

exclusionary criminality and danger discourses. 

vi) Conventional Critiques of s.70(5) 

a) The Humanitarian Liberal Welfarist Critique: The Corruption of Discretion as a 

'Quality of Mercy'. 

The passage of Bill C-44 sparked immediate outrage among community advocates 

and lawyers working on behaif of new immigrants and refugees. They had long been 

troubled by the increasing 'criminalization' of non-citizens. Scholarly critiques of the 

legislation have now also begun to emerge. Many community advocates have tended to 

3 1 

The issuance of discretionary Ministerial pennits to facilitate the entry of individuals who 
are otherwise inadmissible under the Act for reasons of cnminality is indeed analytically 
revealing. These temporary exclusionary permits are much more closely linked with the 
conventional understanding of discretion as a 'mitigating' quality of mercy. There have 
been recurring concerns expressed about the issuance of these permits. particuiarly when 
they facilitate the admission to Canada of individuals who were deemed inadmissible for 
reasons of criminality. These permits will be discussed fùrther in Chapter 7. 



regard the change as yet another instance o f  the hardening of governmental hearts 

regarding immigrants and refugees; in this they give expression to the 

weIfarist1humanitarian liberal view of discretion. As shrewdly observed by eminent 

Canadian social commentator. Ursuia Franklin, 

Discretion has shified from k i n g  a humanitarian. quality of mercy to 
being a license to think the worst. Discretion was initially intended to 
mitigate. to allow the context of an individual case to be of benefit to the 
recipient whereas now discretion protects the decision-maker's 'freedom 
to choose': it is today a quality of protecting officiais from critical 
questions and accountability. Whereas discretion used to be founded upoii 
an intent to 'help'. it now justifies doubly harsh decisions. Discretion used 
to imply 'if in doubt assume the best' and now it rneans 'if in doubt 
assume the worst case scenario and act accordingly'.This is not the intent 
of discretion.The new Immigration Act (currently in the works in Canada) 
ought to speciQ that discretionary power ought to be used to mitigate"" 

In this view. the inherent benevolence of discretion has been corrupted and 

discretionary processes have been highjacked fiom their original humanitarian objectives 

and has been recommandeered in the name of 'getting tough'. Discretion has been 

conventionat l y regarded as a essentially inclusionary. humanitarian and desirable q ual i ty 

of mercy. And. as exemplified in the brief discussion of the Williams case provided 

above. discretion d w s  operate to protect decision-makers from legal and political 

scrutiny. However. arnendments such as Bill C-43 exempli@ the harsh and exclusionary 

uses of discretion which, in the contemporary context, aim to 'crack down' and 'get 

tough' on 'criminal immigrants'. 

To argue that the original. 'real' intent of discretion is benevolent. compassionate 

and inclusive. turns an analytical blind eye on the Long-standing historical. exclusionary 

uses of discretion. As demonstrated in Chapter 3, the increasing discursive dominance of 

humanitarian and liberal legal discourses in the pst-war period did indeed provide the 

govemmental rationale for a series of significant ('liberal' and 'progressive') changes to 

immigration and rehgee law and policy in the 1960s and 70s. However. even in the 

'' Ursula Franklin in conversation January, 1999 



context of those decades. humanitarian and liberai legal discourses never displaced the 

longstanding preservation of discretionary power to facilitate the exclusion of 

' undesirables'. Thus. to regard discretion as originally and inherently inclusionary. 

humanitarian and compassionate cornpels one to ignore or explain away the reality 

thatdiscretion has always also been employed in the exclusionary work of Canadian 

immigration law and policy. 

In the liberal welfarist view. discretion tends to be most commonly associated 

with the 'humanitarian and compassionate review'. a provision that is. at least in its 

official rationale. inclusive and compassionate3'. As discussed in Chapter Three. while 

the 1960s has frequently been imagined as a watershed. a period of sociaI and legal 

upheaval. a period of .progressa and 'liberalization'. even a revolution of sorts, with 

respect to the exclusiona~y uses of discretionaxy power, this 'revolution' was only partial. 

While it challenged the nature of exclusionary procehrres and insti lied an attention to 

-tairness' and 'equality' in these procedures, it did not question the basic need for 

exclusiona~ discretionary authority to 'protect against threats'. nor did it displace the 

primacy of this objective over any other inclusionaty. humanitarian inclinations. Only 

when humanitarianism and compassion and liberal legality stand alone. uncontested by 

security or crirninality or danger discourses, is it likely to prevail; and this. in and of 

itself. is not a new development. 

b) The Liberat Legal Critique: The Threat of 'Unfettered' Ministerial Discretion 

The liberal legal critique of s.70(5) is characterized by a central and guiding 

preoccupation with the effects of this legislation on the legal 

and notions of faimess. Liberal legal scholars by in large are 

ideals of individual justice 

not troubled by the basic 

There is a persuasive case that the so-called 'humanitarian and compassionate review' is 
a misnomer. See for exarnple, Anna Pratt "New Immigrant and Refugee Battered 
Women: The Intersection of Immigration and Criminal Justice Policy* in W f e  Assaidt 
und the Criminal Justice System " Maiana Valverde et al (eds) University of Toronto. 
Centre of Criminology. Toronto: 199985-1 03 



existence of discretionary authonty to exclude -undesirables' on the bais  of crïminality 

and danger discourses; they are primarily concemed with the degree to which the 

processes of exclusion respect the principles of fiindamental justice and individual rights. 

As discussed in Chapter Two, in this view. exclusionary discretion is a problern only 

when it is inadequately constrained, checked andlor guided by legal or legalistic rules. 

Procedurally, the Bill C-44 regime provides neither coherent discretionary 
structure nor adequate checking. There is no notice. There is no hearing of 
any kind (in fact. the point of the exercise is exactly the opposite - to 
remove the chance of a hearing) ... At no stage is there a requirement to 
consult with another executive member ..A is. in its Iack of explicative 
detail and absence of any kind of extemai involvement in making the 
decision. much more an exercise in absolute discretion ... Ultirnately. the 
process is pure discretion with no objectifiing  factor^.'^ 

The liberal legal paradigm redefines social, political and economic issues into 

legal issues: unchecked discretion is a legal probIem in that it poses a threat to legality by 

introducing the risk of personal prejudice and political interference in decision-making 

and by producing 'arbitrariness' . This is offensive to and contravenes l i beral legal 

principies. most obviously those relating to individual rights. The solution required. 

therefore. is the legal regulation of discretion. As put by the Canadian Bar Association 

(C BA): "Political determinations are unpredictable. inconsistent and risky . Accessi bility 

to the Minister and the Minister's delegate, for al1 parties involved. may become a 

si gni ficant and unfair factor." 35 

A good and recent exampie of the nature of the liberal legal critique of sJO(5)  is 

argued by the Richard Haigh and Jim Smith in their recent article.j6 What distinguishes 

this critique from the welfhst liberal view described above is their a direct 

'" Richard Haigh and Jim Smith "Retum of the Chancellor's Foot? Discretion in 
Permanent Resident Deportation Appeais Under the Immigration Act" Osgoode HUI/ 
Lmt* Journal Vo1.36, No. 1, l998:283 

" Haigh and Smith. 1998 



acknowledgement that the changes made in the 1960s, in particular the creation of the 

Immigration Appeal Board in 1967 which replaced Ministerial discretionary powers as 

the final authority on deportations and sponsorships, were fiom their inception not only 

concerned to preserve the iegal nghts of individuals subject to either negative sponsorship 

application decisions or deportation orders, but was also and equahj? concerned to 'ensure 

public safety' and national securit)i7. 

Haigh and Smith cite an early decision of the Board which expresses an unusually 

candid view of Canadian immigration policy. In Chirwa r7. Minister of Manpower und 

Immigralion (1969). it was held that discretion "was not intended [by Parliament] to be 

applied so widely as to destroy the essentially exclusionury nature of the Immigration Act 

and its Regulations.'(emphasis added)38. The authon argue that corn its inception. the 

Board was always concemed to find ways to structure and guide their discretion in such a 

way as to take cognisance of the legal nghts of the individual without jeopardizing the 

state's interest in ensuring public safety. Ultimately, Haigh and Smith argue that the 

Board \vas better equipped to make these (necessary) exclusionary decisions in 

accordance with the principles of fundamental justice and faimess than the Minister."' 

This view was echoed by the CBA in their submission Bill C-44. The CBA was 

troubled by the fact that "[a]lmost every provision of the Bill seeks to diminish the 

esisting rights of individuals within the purview of the Immigrarion Act or regulations." 

The CBA was then . and continues to be, critical of the 'procedural' dimensions of the 

Ministerial 'danger opinion', noting that "[r]emoval decisions as rendered by an 

immigration officia1 rather than an independent tribunal. even on the basis of Ministerial 

"In faimess to the authon, they do incorporate some consideration of social and political 
factors into their predominantl y legal analyses of s.70(5). 

'Quoted in Haigh and Smith l998:27l 

"In this. their objections to the use of 'unchecked' Ministerial discretion to exclude rest 
on virtually the same (legal) grounds that were asserted by those who called for the 
drastic curtaiiment of Ministenal discretion to exclude under the 1952 Act. as was 
discussed in Chapter 3. 



guidelines. may suffer fiom lack or procedurai formality, suficiency of evidence. 

inconsistency. and absence of accountability."." However. as wi th the liberal legal 

critique discussed above. the concems are with fom. not substance. The common 

argument is that the IAD is better situated to make exclusionary danger decisions than the 

Minister (which means her delegates). The underlying exclusionary objective of the 

provision is not legalZy troubling - indeed it is legally justified. As put in the CBA 

submission: 

The existing structure of review mechanisms works well. Failings of the 
system to identiQ and remove appropriate residents may be best addressed 
through enhancement of the investigation and enforcement depanments of 
Citizenship and Immigration and through the continued appointment of 
qualified members to the Appeal Division." 

Haigh and Smith compare s.70(5) with two other legislative mechanisms that seek 

to govem potential 'danger'. Most relevant for this analysis is the 'security certificate'. 

the issuing of which can limit appeals. deny access to refùgee claim determination. justiw 

detent ion and facilitate and expedite deportation. The authors argue that the procedures 

for the finding that a person poses or is likely to pose a threat to the security of the nation 

are. by virtue of legal checks, less offensive than those associated with the issuing of a 

-danger opinion'. In 1984. the Canadian Security Intelligence Service (CSIS) Act was 

proclaimed afier considerable debate. This Act gave CSIS responsibility over national 

security issues. a responsibility previously held by the RCMP ". The CSIS Act also 

created the Security Intelligence Review Cornmittee ( SIRC). This committee '- ... was to 

It should be noted that while narnes, ranks and designations were changed and while '-the 
red serge and riding boots have gone, 95% of the men (and very few women) who woke 
up and started the day on July 1, 1984 as agents of the Canadian Security Intelligence 
Service were exactly the same people who had gone to bed the night before as members 
of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police Securïty Service."Whittaker. Dorrhle Standard 
1987:282-383 



oversee the operations of CSIS and to hear individual cornplaints against any of its 

activitiesit or its security assessments. Both the Immigration Act and the Citizenship Act 

were amended to provide hearings before SIRC in cases of security rejections in 

immigration and citizenrnship applications." " The Act provides that the Minister and 

the Solicitor General may make security reports to SIRC. SIRC holds a hearing in which 

the person in question is represented and may make a submission on their own behalf. 

They are not. however. provided with any comprehensive information about the nature of 

the evidence against them. due to "al1 the secrecy and govemmental discretion associated 

with the term -national security' &. While clearly the question of legal checks on 

MinistenaI discretion to exclude is a compelling one. the focus again is on 'procedural' 

rather than 'substantive' justice. 

c) A 'Radical' Critique: Ministerial Discretion, Exclusion and Racism 

In contrast to the liberal welfarist critique of the corruption of humanitarian 

discretion evidenced by s.70(5) and in contrast to the liberal legal view which is 

preoccupied with the protection of individual (legal) rights and 'procedural' justice. a 

more radical critique of sJO(5) focuses on its essential racist dimensions and 

applications. Discretion in this view is regarded as an -instrument o f .  or less 

deterministically as a -vehicle for', state sanctioned racism in immigration exclusions. 

The contemporary preoccupation with 'criminality' is read as a thinly veiled. socially 

legitimate guise for offcially delegitimized systemic and individual racism. In this view- 

S.70(5). and the sweeping, largely 'unchecked' Ministerial discretion which it entails. 

have opened up the possibility of the targeting of black Jamaican males for deponation: 



'-The unfettered discretion available to the Minister in issuing opinions opens the door for 

colour profiling and the targeting of certain group~. '~'  

In this more radical approach, the analytical danger of reductionism is ever 

present. despite concerted efforts to avoid its ternptation. The result is that it is ofien 

unclear whether the racist efecrs of the legislation are regarded as the result of a racist 

state agendu or as unintended negative consequences. 

The article by Falconer and Ellis is illustrative in this regard. Ministerial 

discretion sanctioned under s.70(5) is variously represented as either merely 'opening the 

door' to racism, as 'facilitating' racism, or finally as king  racist 'in purpose and effect'. 

For esample the authors argue that statistics show that "...the Immigration Department 

and its officers are operating under a system of crirninal profiling that seems to target 

black Jamaicans in a manner that defines them more comrnonly as dangers to the public 

than any other immigrant population in Ontario. leading to their deportation in record 

number~.'~' This rather ambipuous observation ('seems to target') is expressed in more 

definitive terms a Iittle later on: " These statistics bear out that a government initiative has 

been in place since 1995 ro rarget a specific raciaigroup with the speczflc aim of 

cleansing the comrnuniîy of those perceived as a 'danger ro the public. "(em phasis 

added)47. And finally. at the end of the paper, the authors refer in no uncertain terms to 

--...the agenda of the state in targeting memben of a particular racial cornm~nity. '~" 

The radical critique of s.7O(S) should be welcomed for its attention to historical 

context and to substantive justice. Moreover, given the close definitional link between the 

Ministerial 'danger opinion' and the criminal justice determinations of criminality on 

which the danger opinion is largely based, and considering the now widel y accepted 

Julian Faiconer and Carmen Ellis "Colour Profiling: The Ultimate Just-Desserts" Draft. 
1999:s 1 



findings that criminal justice enforcement, particularly the -discretionary' components of 

it. gives expression to and applies systemic and individual foms  of racism. the analytical 

focus on the racist dimensions of sJO(5) is important and compelling. This is ail the more 

true when one takes into account the longstanding and potent historical intluence of 

previously legitimate and explicit racist ideals. historically posed explicitly in ternis of 

social or national 'purity'. which contributed to and justified the development of 

exclusionary Canadian immigration law and policy. As described by Valverde in her 

study of moral refonn in English Canada in the pend 1885- 1925. 

... social purity had a clear racial and ethnic organization. The 'whiteness' 
favoured by the movement was not merefy spiritual but also designated ... a 
skin colour ...' -Racial purity" is a phrase that appears but seldom in the 
tests studied. but the concept underlies comrnon phrases such as 'national 
purity' or 'national health'.'9 

The more radical view of immigration exclusions and discretionary power tends to 

view discretionary immigration exclusions as necessanly and inevitably racist. 

Explanatory reductionism is implied in the more radical critique by the lack of attention it 

pays to other contributing and influential factors. As a result it conveys the impression 

that racism is the underlying structure that ultimarely govems and determines al1 

discretionary immigration exclusions. 

This view is compelling, but partial. Whiie racism has always played a central role 

in the development and application of exclusionary Canadian immigration law and 

poIicy. the influence of other factors over the years must surely complicate the analytical 

picture. The historical development of Canadian immigration law and policy reveals that 

a diverse range of historically specific factors, fkom race to ideology to morality to 

economics and labour market issues, to pragrnatic concerns relating to the exigencies of 

electoral politics. to shifts in global migration patterns and other international conditions. 

have contributed to the development and enforcernent of law and policy in this field. 

'' Mariana Valverde The Age of Lighr Soap and Waier: Moral Reform in Engli-sh 
Cirnudu. /88j- 1 925 Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 199 1 :32 



Therefore. while the current linkage between crirninality. discretion and race is 

particularl y profound in the enforcement of immigration exclusions. as is suggested by 

the large number of Carribean blacks who have been the suhject of sJO(5). and while 

certainly race has always been a central factor in the development of Canadian 

immigration law and policy, the approach taken here focuses on the processes and 

practices of contemporary exclusions; exclusions which are no doubt -raceda. but which 

theoretically. are not exclusively or inevitabiy so. That k ing  said. in the examination of 

non-legai enforcement initiatives in the governance of exclusionary immigration 

contained in the following chapter, the startling extent to which dominant contemporary 

constructions of criminality are indeed heavily *racedo will be abundantly clear. 

VI) Conctusion 

This chapter has argued that Bill C-44 provides a contemporary example of the 

guiding primacy of the logic of criminality in the governance of immigration exclusions 

in Canada in the 1990s. S.70(5) of the 1976 Act is read as evidencing a major shifi in the 

governing logics of immigration exclusions, from (ideological) 'security' to 'criminality'. 

Liberal legal scholars Haigh and Smith, troubled like many by this legislative 

development and cognizant of the extreme and sustained opposition which parallel tracts 

of 'unchecked' exclusionary discretion has elicited in the past. sought to address the 

question: "Why then do we have the appearance of such legislation now. in the face of 

historical antipathy...?"sO 

This is indeed a fair and interesting question. Haigh and Smith mark it down to 

the political and social impact of sensational media reports on the Leimonis and Baylis 

murders. It is sugpsted here that this apparent historical -antipathy' extended only to the 

forma1 legal dimensions of exclusionary procedures and not to the substance of 

exclusions. unless they were overtly and explicitly contrary to liberat legal ideals of 

equality. The extreme infnngement of fùndamental liberal legal pnnciples entailed by and 

'"aigh and Smith 1998:283 



through the recent enactment of Bill C-44 and s.70(5) has to do with a more general 

decline in the discursive dominance of goveming liberal rationales and the rise of neo- 

liberalisrn over late 1970s and 1980s. The discursive dominance of liberal legality and of 

liberal humanitarianism has always had a fragile. tenuous and inconsistent impact on 

exclusionary immigration decision-making. As argued in chapters 4 and 5.  this already 

shaky influence has fûrther declined with the rise of punitive neo-liberal rationales. 

mobilized in part through central discursive preoccupations with 'fraud' and -abusem and 

'desenring victims' and by the m e n t  emergence of the govening Iogic of 'criminality' 

and -public safety'. It is in this sense then that this thesis addresses the questions 'why 

this?' and ~ w h y  now?' 

The next chapter turns to the question 'how?'In the present and previous cbapter 

the argument has k e n  that in the 1990s. new immigrants and refugees have been 

incrementall y and steadily re-presented and acted upon as a frauds and criminals and as 

threats to public safety. to administrative systems and to national security. It is this 

rede fini tion that facilitated and legitimated the punitive legal response of Bill C a .  The 

following chapter takes the argument a step further. arguing that immigration policy and 

practice have become. to an unprecedented degree, a primary instrument of crime 

control. It examines the poliferation of non-legal enforcement oriented initiatives since 

1994 which act upon the 'problem of criminal imrnigrants/refÙgees'. 



Chapter Seven 

'Criminals Firstw: Governing immigration Through Crime in the 1990s 

1) Introduction 

Throughout the 1990s. both new immigrants and refùgees and exclusionary 

immigration law and policy have been increasingly govemed by and through crime. This 

proposition refers to much more than merely the legal expression and enforcement of 

danger and criminality discourses as discussed in the previous chapter. What follows. 

will demonstrate the range of public and political concerns about criminality/security 

issues in the context of immigration have underpinned a broad range of institutional. 

organizational, procedural, technological and knowledge-based initiatives. networks and 

practices that produce and reproduce the 'problem' of  the criminal immigrant acting 

upon this problem.' The extent to which the 'pmbiem' has k e n  acted upon legally. 

political ly and socially and the number of agencies, agents and resources that have been 

enlisted in the 'fight' against it illustrate the degree to which the 'problem' of criminality 

I t  is worth repeating that these extensive and sustained initiatives to get tough on crime 
and criminality (both in the context of criminal justice and immigration) bear no 
reasonable relationship to any statisticai evidence available pertaining to the actual size of 
the criminal threat posed. The Canadian Council for Refugees (CCR) points out that 
"There is no established comection between immigration and crime. Immigrants are 
actually less likety to commit major crimes than the Canadian-born. and are itnder 
represenred in the prison population." Citing the findings of Derrick Thomas. the CCR 
notes that '-[I]n 1991,20.5% percent of  the Canadian population older than 15 had been 
born outside the country, while only 1 1.9 percent of the total prison population were 
foreign born." (CCR, "Facing Facts: Myths and Misconceptions about Refugees and 
Immigrants in Canada" mimeo. 1994:4) As observed by Matthew Yaeger. author of a 
comprehensive review of the empirical literature on this question, despite the fact that 
research has consistently found that the foreign born commit fewer crimes than the native 
born in Canada -'It would be felicitous to be able to record that current evidence suggests 
we ought to be able to dispense with the immigrant criminal myth. However. as one 
reviewer put it. such popular demonologies seem to be able to survive any amount of 
exorcism." Matthew Yeager "Immigrants and Criminality: A Meta-Survey" Prepared for 
Strategic Policy, Planning and Research and Metropdis Project, Citizenship and 
Immigration Canada January 1996:2 



has become the central preoccupation of exclusionary immigration policy in the 1990s. 

Indeed. this chapter advances the argument that Immigration itself has become a central 

and largely taken for p n t e d  mechanism of national crime control. 

The previous chapter described the 1994 extensively covered murders of a white 

woman and a police oficer in Toronto that had triggered wide ranging and immediate 

enforcement-oriented initiatives. While the mwders and the heightened panic which 

ensued gave rise to increased research activity and scholarly interest in the subjects of 

'race'. 'crime- and the cnminal justice system. surpnsingly little attention was paid to the 

-crime control' developments of immigration taw, policy and practice. It  is to these 

developments that this discussion now turns. 

II) Administrative Policy Reforms 

i)'Criminals First' Retention and Deportatioa Policy (1994) 

On July 7. 1994. on the heels of the mwders and the public and political outcry 

that followed. the Minister of Immigration announced the adoption of the 'Crirninals 

First' removals policy: a major re-orientation of the priorities of Canada's detention and 

deportation policies. The results of this policy change was significant. In the 1993- 1994 

fiscal year. 15% of removals were for reasons of criminality. In 1995-1996. this figure 

had more than doubled. increasing to 35%.' Previously. the priority of the Departmeni 

had been to remove failed ('undeserving') refùgee claimants. As observed by Richard 

Flageole. Auditor Principal of the 1990 Audit of Canada Immigration. 

,..the balance between the removai of refùgee claimants and non-refugee 
claimants is quite different in 1996-97 than it was in 199 1-92. We had 
more removals of claimants; now we have removais of non-claimants. 
That reflects the priority of the department to switch resources from 
removing failed refugee claimants to removing criminals.' 

'Citizenship und Immigration Canada, Public Affairs, Response to Information Request. 
March 24. 1997 

' Citizenship and Immigration Standing Corni t tee Hearings. February 1 1. 1 998: 1 0 



This shift in priority is certainly consistent with the argument of this thesis that the 

1980s were charactenzed by a guiding governrnental preoccupation with fraud and 

system abuse (the ' bogus' refugee) and that the 1990s witnessed a shifi towards criminals 

and criminality as the guiding goveming rationale. ïhe following table provides the 

numbers of criminal and non-criminal removais corn Ontario and Canada from 1993 to 

1997.' 

Table 1: Removals from Canada and Ontario, 1993-1997 

l 1 ONTARiO 1 CANADA 

* Criminal Removals are those stemming fiom criminal convictions. they may be. but are 
not necessarily. recipients of a Ministerial danger opinion. The bracketed figures 
represent the numbers of cnminal removais as a percentage of the total rernovals. 

1997 

1996 

1995 

1994 

1993 

** Non-Criminal Removals include failed refugee claimants and others who have 
violated the Immigration Act through, for exarnple, overstaying their visa working 
illegally or those who have been refused admission. 

*** The numbers may not add up because some persons removed by have been counted 
in several categories. According to Immigration officiais. the statistic try to capture 
* p i  marily' the last documented reason for removal. 

The impact of the murders is M e r  evidenced by the response of the 

Criminal* 

940 (27%) 

997 (29%) 

1070 (38%) 

1057 (38%) 

d a  

'This table has k e n  created from official statistics obtained frorn the Public Affairs 
Department of CIC through a response to information request in March. 24. 1997 

Criminal 

1446 ( 1 8%) 

1506 (23%) 

1756 (37%) 

1738 (27%) 

1200(14%) 

Non- 

Criminal** 

3460* 

2491 

1756 

1738 

d a  

Total*** 

3460 

3488 

2826 

2795 

4826 

Non-Criminal 

7968 

495 1 

3042 

4700 

7096 

Total 

7968 

6457 

4798 

6438 

8296 



Metropolitan Police Association to the shooting of Constable Todd Baylis by Clinton 

Gayle. Afier the Baylis shooting. the Association sponsored a lawsuit against the 

governrnent of Canada on behalf of Todd Baylis and his farnily. In response to a 

govenunent report which claimed that the faiture to deport Gayle was a result of 

'systemic' failures. the Police Association stated their position succinctly: 

Notwithstanding that one of the principal objectives of the Immigration 
Act is to maintain and protect the safety and good order of Canadian 
society. and nohvithstanding that Gayle was known to be a commercial 
drug traffkker. heavily armed and prepared to use his firearm. immigration 
officiais did nothing to carry out the deportation order. As a direct result of 
government inaction. incornpetence, bureaucratie indifference and gross 
negligence. one of our own was murdered in cold blood.This tragedy will 
be repeated if we do not hold those responsible. accountable for their 
actions.' 

Afier the shootings and Bill C-44 there was an increased preoccupation with risk. 

danger and criminality. However, this shifi was neither smooth nor consistent. As was 

discussed in C hapter Two, the department, responding to pressures to limit financial 

expenditures. issued a new detention policy in the Fali of 1994 which directed 

immigration oficers to detain only as a last resort. This both fnistrated and angered 

Immigration officers who felt they were k i n g  given mixed and contradictory messages: 

first the Department reorganized its priorities around criminality and then directed that 

detention only be used as a last resort. 

Lucienne Robillard, the Minister of Immigration, explained in 1998 that although 

most removals are not for reasons of criminality, the department does "...place a special 

emphasis on finding and rernoving criminals", 

We will not tolerate the presence of people within Canada who threaten or 
prey upon the Canadian public ...in 1995 we implemented Bill C-44 to 
speed the removal of dangerous offenders. We also created a 24 hour. 
seven day a week, immigration warrant response centre to provide support 
to our partners in the law enforcement community. These initiatives have 

Paul Walters, "BaylisLeone Lawsuit Against Federal Immigration Now in Full Swing" . 
Metropolitan Police Association Bulletin, Fa11 1997. 



proved very successful. with more than 3,250 removals of criminals in the 
last two years, and they helped lay the groundwork for some of our recent 
su~cesses.~ 

i i )  CSIS Joins the Crackdown on Criminals (1996) 

a) The Expansion of the CSIS Mandate 

In January 1996. CSIS created a 'Transnational Criminal Activity Unit- as part of 

a bggovernment-wide effort to combat this threat. This unit will be discussed in more 

detait below in the section on special departmental units. In brief. however. it draws on 

the Services' operational and strategic analysis resourçes in order to collect intelligence 

related to transnational crime.' In its 1998 Public Report to Parliament. CSIS provides the 

justification and explanation for this unprecedented enhancement of its mandate such that 

it now. in its application. encompasses certain forms of crirninality and merits its own 

unit. b-Globalization". CSIS explains. has created a world -'virtually devoid of national 

borders." And this. according to CSIS. provides vast opportunities for "members of 

highly sophisticated and organized criminal syndicates to pursue a complex web of 

lucrative legal and illegal activities worldwide." Whereas terrorism and espionage have 

tradi tionally posed the primary 'threat' to Canada's national security. with the demise of 

tradi tional cold war enemies and fears, in today's' changed global context. organized 

'transnational' crime now poses a similarly senous threat. *'...Transnational crime 

threatens various aspects of Canadian national secwity. law and order. the integriry of 

government programs and institutions, and the ec~nomy."~ This expansion of CSIS' 

mandate was effected without any amendment to CSIS' legislated terms of reference. 

CSIS now monitors 'transnational' organized criminal activity under its existing mandate 

to "... investigate foreign-influenced activities detrimental to Canadian interests. as set out 

Citizenship and Immigration Standing Cornmittee Hearings. April29, l998:j 

7 Canadian Security Intelligence Service, "The Public Reports" November 19985 

'Ibid.. l (emphasis added) 



in Section 12 and Z(b) of the CSIS ~ct."' This new focus of operations is "...in order io 

provide strategic advice to the govemment on how to deal with this immense problem.""' 

In this way. certain forms of criminality have k e n  reconceptualized and acted 

upon us threats to national security. Conversely. and no less significantly the dominant 

conception of 'national security' has been radically modified so as to encompass certain 

forms of criminality, thereby justifying more extreme. enforcement-oriented. widely 

discretionary exclusionary rneasures. CSIS emphasizes the 'quasi-corporate' level of 

organized crime encompassing "...large scale insurance fraud, the depietion of natural 

resources. environmental crime, migrant smuggling, bank fraud. gasoline tax fraud and 

corruption." However. organized crirninals "..are still involved at the lower level with 

drug trafficking. prostitution. loan-sharking, illegal gambling and extortion. "" The range 

of criminality included in the new operational mandate of CSIS is thus considerably 

wide. " 

In contrast to the social and legal prohibition against the collection and 

publication of racehime statistics. there is no official reluctance to identir the 

nationatity andor  ethnicity of organized criminals. Indeed, organized criminals are 

officially and explicitly organized by nationality and ethnicity (with the curious exception 

of the category of  "major outlaw motorcycle gangs" ). According to CSIS. there are 

approximatel y 1 8 active transnational criminai organizations 'represented' in Canada. 

including: "Asian triads. Colombian cartels, Japanese yakzcza. Jamaican posses. Mafia 

groups from the USA. Calabria and Sicily, Russian/Eastern European muj<~~us. Nigerian 

12 

One cannot but speculate that this expansion and merging of the categories of criminality 
and security in the context of CSIS also serve to justiQ and reassert the importance of 
CSIS' continuing existence and activities in the post cold war penod. 



crime groups and major outlaw motorcycle gangs." " 

This ernergence of such a central and guiding preoccupation with organized crime 

as a threat to national secunv signals a shifi in the way in which different modes of 

governance constnict the state. The focus on ideologically based threats to national 

security which had been the central feature of govemance in Canada throughout the Cold 

War years. was consistent with a conceptualization of the state as a political institution. In 

contras. the contemporary focus on criminal threats to national security tend to construct 

the state as commerce; primarily concemed to promote the security of property in Canada 

and the advancement of (free-market) economic interests. ' 
This focus on cost. on the security of property and of free market econornics. 

however vague. is nonetheless consistent with neo-liberal priorities including notabl y i ts 

primary focus on the economy and its related regulatory preoccupation with and 

criminaiization of fraud and system abuse (the need to protect the 'integrity' of Canadian 

programs and institutions). According to CSIS, organized crime threatens Canadian 

society in multiple and fiuidarnental ways. It threatens "... law and order [thereby] directly 

affecting people's sense of security. trust. order and community - the very underpinnings 

of Canadian society"; it jeopardizes the integrity of govemment p ropms and 

institutions through corruption; it adds to enforcement costs it fürther burdens the 

criminal justice system; it contributes to long-term social costs including drug 

dependency and a rise in violent crime; and finally it "...also poses a serious threat to the . 
economic security of the nation" in that its basic activities couId "...undermine the 

"CSIS. "Public Reports7 998:2 

Indeed. the seriousness of the problem is often flagged by reference to the cost of 
transnational criminal activity. For exarnple. in its 1998 Public Report. CSlS addresses 
the cost issue in a rather curious way. It begins by citing U.N. estimates of the cost of 
transnational criminal activity in developed States: 2% of the annual gross national 
product (GNP). Based on this estimate, CSIS observes that the "potential transnational 
crime related losses for Canada in 1995 "would have been about 14.8 billion dollars. 
based on a GNP of 742 billion." (Emphasis added) There are no real figures whatsoever 
provided in this rationale. 



workings of the free-market econ~my."'~ 

This final threat to the 'free-market' economy is detailed as follows: 

Due to their illegal activities. transnational crime groups have access to 
huge sums of money,which needs [sic] to be 'washed'. This large scale 
money laundering has an impact on the operations of legitimate financial 
institutions that. in the long tem, can go beyond the business sector with 
negative ef'fiects on the investment climate. tax revenues and consumer 
confidence. Moreover, these large amounts of money. combined with a 
tvillingness to use violence. enables transnational crime organizations to 
bribe. extort or coerce employees of financial institutions and 
governments. l 6  

b) Immigration Security Screening 

One of the duties of CSIS under the CSIS Act of 1984 is to provide goverrunent 

departments and agencies with security assessments on both govemment employees and 

contractors and on prospective immigrants and citizens in Canada. A 'security 

assessment' is defined in the CSIS Act as meaning "...an appraisal of the Ioyalty to 

Canada and. so far as it relates thereto, the reliability of an individual."" It is the latter 

responsibility that is of interest here. Security screening of new immigrants and refugees 

invoIves the cooperation of severai govemment departments and agencies: CIC. Health 

Canada. Human Resources Developrnent. the RCMP and CSIS. The Solicitor General 

and the Minister of Immigration make a joint report to the Security Intelligence Review 

Cornmittee (SIRC) indicating that in their opinion the person in question represents a 

threat to national security. SIRC conducts a hearing and either confirms or rejects the 

conclusion of the initial report. SIRC's report is forwarded to the Governor in Council 

which may direct the Minister to issue a 'security cenificate' barring the person's 

- - -- 

"CSIS -'Public Reports" 1 998:3-4 

'61bid.. pp.3-4 

17 Canudian Securiîy Intelligence Service Act. 1984, c. 2 1. S. 1 



admission to Canada and/or mandating their deportation. '" 
The advice provided by CSIS relates directly to the inadmissibility criteria 

contained in S. l9( 1 ) of the Immigration Act. According to CSIS. the amendments made to 

the inadmissibility provisions in 1992 by Bill C-86. particularly the insertion of explicit 

prohibitions against terrorists and memben of criminal organizations. brought 

immigration's inadmissibility provisions into closer alignment with CSIS' definition of 

threats to the security of Canada, namely and primarily. terrorism and espionage. ''- 
In 1997-98 the Service reports that it processed 53.029 requests fiom CtC under 

the Immigration Screening Program. The average processing time was 24 days and 

approsirnately 51% of al1 cases were compteted within this time frame. The remaining 49 

percent averaged 73 days and less than 1% took longer than a y e ~ . ' ~  

iii) Drugs and the Deportation of Refugee Claimants 

As has been previously discussed. a person may be excluded from making a 

refugee daim under the Geneva Convention. Amendments to the Immigration Act in 

1989 granted the Minister (and her delegates) the power to intervene in refugee claims if 

exclusion issues are raised. Under the Convention, a person may be excluded if the- 

committed a S ~ ~ O U S  non-political crime outside the country of refbge or if they are guilty 

of acts contrary to the 'purposes and principles of the United Nations. " 

I 8 ~ h i s  is a vastly oversimplified description of the security review process. For the 
detailed provisions. see ss.39 - 40.2 of the tmmigration Act. 

19 Canadian Security Intelligence Service, "Operational Prograrns: Secunty Screening". 

CSIS Web Site. The complete threat definitions are found in s.2 (a.b.c.d) of the CSIS 
Act 

The international and national intersection of drug law and policy with exclusionary 
immigration law and policy is both interesting and important, but. yes. beyond the scope 
of this discussion. The issue is raised. albeit indirectly, in Chapter 5's discussion of the 
criminalization of the plant Khor in Canada in 1997. 



Traditionally, neither of these provisions was interpreted as extending to drug 

offences. However. since the U.N. introduction of several Conventions and initiatives 

relating to international drug trafficking, the Toronto CIC Appeals office '-...kgan to 

argue that dnig trafflckers should be denied protection as refugees." The CRDD has 

accepted the argument, and on appeal the Federal Court has affirmed. that drug 

trafficking is contrary to the purposes and pnnciples of the United Nations. As a result. as 

of 1997. "...dru$ traffi~ckers are now routinely exciuded from protection as refugees-" " 

I I  1) Creation of Special Departmental Units 

In addition to policy changes which elevated cnminality to its prima- place in the 

governance of immigration, the years 1994 to 1997 also witnessed the creation of severaI 

new departmental unitskections dedicated to the identification and removal of criminals. 

i )  Organized Crime Section of CIC (1994) 

In 1994. CIC created its own 10 member Organized Crime Section. Oficers in 

this section rely primarily upon the provision of the Act which allows immigration 

officials to refuse admission or remove any individual if there are 'reasonable grounds' to 

beiieve that they are a member of a criminal group that has engaged or is likely to 

continue to engage in a pattern of organized criminal activity (S. 19 ( l)(c.Z)). As put by 

Michel Gagné. Director of the Section, "We don't have to show that the person 

participated in crime. just that the person is a member of an organized criminal group." In 

quick recognition of the obvious implications of this provision Gagné added. "Some 

people believe the section offends the Charter, but we've never lost a case yet. ... w hen 

people knowingly associate with cnminal groups the burden of proof is on them to show 

it  would not be detrimental to Canada to ailow them in." 'j At a conference in February 

" This quote and the related information drawn from CIC Public Affairs CIC UpJufe. 
No.8. l997:2-3 

""Canada Shuts the door on Criminals" National Pest. November 2 1. 1998 



1997. Gagné reported that the mandate of the section is to: 1 ) understand organized crime 

as a global issue: 2) gather intelligence; 3) target overseas; 4) intercept at pons of entry: 

and 5 )  ensure that identified criminals are removed if found in Canada? According to 

Gagné. the criminal group or organization need not be tightly 'organized'. rather it mal 

be "loosel y structured~'". 

In 1 998. the section boasted that it had developed a databank that contains '-...the 

names and atiases of 7.000 suspected criminals, and those of their wives. children and 

parents." ' 6  Lists of suspected organized criminals are shared between CIC. the RCMP. 

CSIS and international law enforcement oficers. These are entered into the database 

whic h incl udes information on the person's physica! description. criminal activities and 

links to ct-iminal organizations." Immigration ofticers overseas and at pons of entry use 

this database for screening travellers to Canada. In its work. the Organized Crime Section 

of CIC cooperates most closely with the RCMP. their main 'partner'.'8 

In addition to exclusionary work within Canada and at ports of entry to Canada- 

the Organized Crime Unit is also active overseas. For example. in Hong Kong its officiais 

screen potential immigrant and travel visa applicants. In this capacity they establish 

profiles. carry out police checks. check with RCMP headquarters and field intelligence. 

Since the creation of this section in 1994, Canada has denied visas to 1 14 out of 182.963 

applicants from Hong Kong due to suspected triad membership. It has also denied visas to 

24 

Michel Gagné. Director Organized Crime Unit, CIC, "CIC Strategy to Combat 
Organized Crime" papa presented at the Metropdis Justice/lmmigration Domain 
Seminar. February 27-28. 1997, Ottawa, Canada 

"Michel Gagne. (oral) presentation on the Organized Crime Section at the "Justicel 
Immigration Domain Seminar" February 27-28. Ottawa: 1997 

'6"Canada S huts the Door on Criminals" National Post, November 2 1 . 1 998 

"Michel Gagné. T I C  Strategy to Combat Organized Cnme"1997 



807 out of 33.665 applicants fiom the former Soviet Uni~n. '~ 

"Profiles" play a central part in the work of idenciQing potential criminals. And. 

as with those used by CSIS. the profiles developed by the Organized Crime Section of 

CIC accord with different nationai or ethnic classifications. There are Japanese 

syndicates. Chinese triads, Russian mafia, Jamaican posses. Colombian cartels. and then 

the (unstated and unspecified) 'white' categories of motorcycle gangs and what the CIC 

refers to as 'traditional organized crime' (previously known as rhr Mafia) .'O In the 

context of the CIC Organized Crime Section. profiies of members of Japanese s-yndicates 

(Yukuza) and Hong Kong triads and of mem bers of organized crime groups from the 

former soviet union (vor v sakonye or thieves-in-law) have k e n  centrally important as the 

above figures reflect: "OnSce rs... target people who fit the profile of organized criminals: 

Japanese with missing fingers and tattoos could be yakuza: Russians who can't explain 

their sudden millionaire statu and sport tattoos of an eight point star could be 'thieves-in- 
lau'. "5 l 

ii)The CIC Modem War Crimes Unit (1996) 

in 1996. the govenunent established a centralized national unit within the CIC to 

monitor modem war crime cases. Regional CIC offices now have a designated 

coordinator to track cases and the Unit holds workshops and training sessions for CIC and 

the Department of Justice. As reviewed in Chapter 5. CiC immigration oficers have three 

main tools in their efforts to exclude those who have comrnitted war crimes. --offences 

against the laws of war applicable in international conflicts. for example carpet bombing" 

or t hose who have comrnitted crimes against hurnanity. "... murder. extermination. 

enslavement. deportation. persecution. or inhumane acts or commissions committed 

apainst the civilian population or an identifiable group of persons. for example genocide. 



ethnic cleansingo"." These three tools are: 1 ) the exclusion clause of the United Nations 

Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees (S. 1 Fa)) reiating to the exclusion of war 

criminals and those who have committed crimes against humanity; 2) S. 19 (1 ) (j) of the 

Immigration Act. adopted in 1987 which created a new inadmissible class: those who 

there are reasonable grounds to believe have cornmitted war crimes or crimes against 

hurnanity: and 3) S. 19 (1) (1) of the immigration Act. also a new provision under Bill C- 

86 ( 1  993) which deals with the exclusion of individuals who were senior members or 

officials of a governent or regime that has been designated by the Minister as having 
- - 

committed gross human rights violations. war crimes or crimes against humanity." 

What is interesting about the modem (post- World War II) war crimes' provisions 

is that they rely primarily upon humanitarian discourses yet they nonetheless mobilize 

characteristical 1 y punitive criminal i tylsecurity concems and entai1 coercive consequences. 

This suggests the continuing discursive power of humanitarian discourses. but perhaps 

even more çigni ficantly analytically. it demonstrates the way in which humanitarian 

discourses rnay be employed in both inclusionary and exclusionary regulatory efforts. 

iii) CSIS Transnational Criminal Activity Unit (1996) 

Following suit, and marking the significant shifi in their orientation as mentioned 

earlier. CSIS created the Transnational Criminal Activity Unit in 1996. According to 

CSIS. this service was created '-...as part of a government-wide effort to combat this 

threat.")' The nature of the threat posed by organized crirninals, as described by CSIS. is 

monumental ; "...they attack the very fabric of life in a democratic. law-based society like 

"~eorges Tsai. Assistant Deputy Minister, Corporate Services. CIC. Submission to 
Citizenship and Immigration Standing Comrnittee hearings. March 3. 1 998:z 

j31bid.. pp.2-3. It is this lasr provision that was used against members of the Somali 
Comrnunity in Toronto in the mid 1990s as discussed in Chapter 5. 

"CSIS "Public Reports" 1998% 



Canada." " The work of CSIS' Transnational Criminal Activity Unit is distinguished 

from that of law enforcement agencies in that where the police collect -tactical 

intelligence' ('-short term and operational in nature, geared towards action in the field 

leading to arrests and prosecutions"). CSIS' Unit provides the government with "reiiabie 

information and strategic intelligence on the extent and nature of transnational crime in 

e ana da."" Strategic intelligence is long-term in nature. and *'...provides a comprehensive 

view of a threat environment. assesses the extent of the threat and points out which areas 

are at risk."" 

It is reasonable to suggest that CSIS' new mandate issued out of a growing sense 

of the need for CSIS to reassert its importance in the post 1989 world order in which 

traditional cold war foes and fears are, for the most part. absent. Organized crime. now 

defined as a threat to national secwity. provides a new and expansive threat to be 

contained. 

a) The Triad 'Menace' and Project Sidewinder 

The following tale illustrates the degree to which factors. other than the existence 

of a clear and present danger, contribute to the emergence (construction) of di fferent 

crime problems. In the mid- 1990s in the midst of the flurry of enforcement oriented 

governrnentai initiatives related to crime and criminality. one of CSIS' first new projects 
C 

related to organized crime was initiated. Project Sidewinder was a joint CSIS-RCMP , 

inquir). into the activities of "what it felt were disturbing links between Chinese criminal 

gangs called triads operating in Canada and govemment ofiicials in Beijing? Indeed. in 

CIC, CSIS and Law enforcement reports on Organized Crime. these activities of triads 

are given prominent place; "Chinese triads are a main client ...[ they] are major. major 

j51bid..p.4 

j61 bid. 

"Ibid. 

'"'The Trouble with CSIS" Globe and Mail, Wednesday December 15. 1999 



criminals with large financial resources." The number. however. of  triad members in 

Canada is in fact "very small": CIC admits "[Wle issue 60.000 visas a year in Hong 

Kong. Only a very small proportion are involved in uiads." j9 However. it is the position 

of some officials in this area that the absence of triad members in Canada indicates how 

well enforcement officers are doing their jobs of excluding them. Gagné. Director of the 

CIC Organized Crime Unit, even went so far as to depict Immigration and its -partners' in 

the RCMP. in CSIS and in the police forces as the 'thin blue line' b e ~ e e n  an orderly and 

lawfiul Canadian society and the violence, corruption and economic devastation wh ich 

would ensue were enforcement oficers to be less vigilant. In Gagné words. "We are not 

being invaded by tnads. because the police have displayed a vigorous response. but 

individual memben are coming and we carmot let them r n ~ l t i p l y . ' ~ ~  

Interestingly. the first major report about the threat posed by triads in Canada kvas 

circulated just before the introduction of Bill C-86. which contained sweeping 

amendments to the Immigration Act. A second report was circulated amongst 

immigration bureaucrats and RCMP officers while the Bill was still being debated (the 

Bill came into force on Jan- 1, 1993). Arnong other changes. Bi11 C-86 included the 

new provision to exclude anybody 'reasonably' suspected of k i n g  organized cri min al^.^' 

According to a newspaper article with the sensational headl ine "Triad Menace". these 

reports described the Triad menace as an "iceberg" and lamented that CIC was receiving 

requests from '-... ruthless. vicious cnminals.'"" 

It is this 'threat' that provided the impetus and justification for Project 

Sidewinder. After producing a 1 2 page report on the results of their intelligence 

gathering. the Project Sidewinder team asked for additional resources to launch a forma1 

probe. However. as reported in the above mentioned article. the project was dropped 

j 9 ~ i c h e l  Gagné."CIC Strategy to Combat Organized Crime' 1 997 

"'Ibid.. 

J'Glohe and Mail. "Triad Menace" October 10, 1 993 

"'Ibid.. 



because senior CSIS officiais found that it had produced a "rumour lacod conspiracy 

theoxy" with little intelligence value." 

IV) CIC "Partnerships": From Cops to Communities 

The term 'partners' and variations thereof. corne up repeatedly in current 

immigration enforcement policy documents; the importance of enhancing and nunuring 

inter-agency cooperation. communication and exchange of information. Important 

'partners' of CIC include: CSIS, the RCMP. ethnic communities. airlines. Customs. 

municipal. provincial and regional police forces, Interpol. foreign law enforcement 

authorities and go~ernrnents .~ In light of the dominant policy objective of -interdiction'. 

the forging and strengthening connections with foreign authorities. national and 

international airlines and airpons has become a primary preoccupation of CIC and their 

en forcement - partners' . 

i) The RCMP Immigration and Passporî National Enforcement Program 

Historically and to the present the RCMP and CIC have worked very closely on 

the identification and exclusion (either through the inadmissibiliîy provisions of the Act 

or through deportation) of criminals. The RCMP has an 'Immigration and Passport 

National Enforcement Program' which is primarily responsible for the investigation of 

violations of the Immigration Act. In April 1998, the program had 198 regular members 

posted across Canada. A major and continuing concem of this prograrn is the 

"...p roliferation of hi& quality fiaudulent travel and identity documents". The program 

""The Trouble with CSIS" Globe and Mail, Wednesday December 1 5. 1 999 
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Also important in the enforcement effort are CIC's links with Social Services and Public 
Health departments. Social Services for the obvious reason of concerns about welfare 
fraud committed by new immigrants and rehigees, and Public Health because of 
increasingly dominant fears about health nsks posed by new immigrants and refugees 
carrying diseases, for example AIDs and tuberculosis. These links will not however be 
examined here. 



reports that between Apnl 1997 and April 1998 it seized 597 fraudulent travel or identity 

The RCMP submission to the 1997-98 CIC Standing Committee hearings outlined 

the 5 priorities of the pro-: 

1) "Combatting criminal organizations involved in srnuggling illegal 
migrants into Canada? In 1997 the program undertook 888 smuggling related 
cases. MacDonald reported that triads and crime groups from central Europe have 
been identified by the program as k i n g  actively involved in people smuggling. 
The submission noted that "...due to our efforts over the past three years, it is 
estimated that more than one thousand inadmissible migrants have k e n  prevented 
from amving in Canada by ship." In addition. the program has developed a 
database of close to 16.000 suspects and other related tactical information and 
shares this information with foreign and domestic law enforcement agencies. It 
also shares this information with Interpol "for the creation and circulation of 
information bulletins to al1 member countries." 

2 )  "Deterring Unscrupulous or illegal activity on the part of professional 
immigration facilitators." The RCMP investigates cases of 'malfeance or 
corruption' on the part of Govemment ernployees and of cornplaints about 
immigration lawyers and consultants. 

3) "Criminal identification screening investigations of Convention refugee 
claimants arriving in Canada." The criminal screening process provides CIC with 
information on inadmissible applicants for visitors' visas. on potential permanent 
residents or on potential business investors; "The cnminal screening process is 
designed to provide information to CIC that members or associates of organized 
crime groups. terrorists. persons with criminality or war criminals are attempting 
to enter Canada."Over 26,000 convention refugee criminal identification 
screening files were opened in 1997. The RCMP also receives. records and 
maintains the dassified fingerprints of  al1 refugee claimants in Canada untii the 
person becomes a citizen (or until the person reaches the age of eighty as provided 
under the Privacy Act) In A p d  1998 this program reported that their databank 

-15 Sergeant fan Macdonald. Immigration Federal and Foreign Policy Branch. RCMP. 
"Background on the RCMP Immigration and Passport National Enforcement Program" 
Submission to the Citizenship and Immigration Standing Committee hearings. April 
1998 

46 Ibid.. This b ie f  review of the five pnorities of the RCMP Immigration and Passpon 
National Enforcement Program is drawn fiom this RCMP submission to the hearings. 
All references and quotations contained in this section are drawn from this source. 



contained the classified records of 165,000 refugee claimants. 

4) "Criminal screening to identiQ organized crime groups and modem day 
war criminals." There are two areas in which the program is active wi th 
"problematic groups". once again, Asian and East European organized cnme. The 
program reports that the screening process has identified 91 9 cases "fitting the 
East European organized crime profile." The matching of the profile with the 
individual was successful half the time; "Of these cases, 50% were subsequent 1 y 
linked to crirninality or organized cnme groups."With respect to modem day war 
crimes and crimes against hurnanity , the RCMP maintains a database on these 
specific types of crime and shares information from it with CIC and other 
government departments. 

5) "Arrest of persons with serious criminal history who are the subject of 
an Immigration Act Warrant." The RCMP is responds to requests from CIC to 
assist in the actuaI arrest or removal of an individual. where "...in the view of both 
agencies. the individual poses a danger to the public due to a history of 
criminality, or who resides in a geopph ic  location known to be hostile to law 
en forcement personnel." 

in their work. members of the Unit cooperate very closely with municipal and 

provincial police forces: "Metro, Peel, regional police and any others in the area. the 

O.P. P. - there's real partnerships there?' 

a) 'Communiîy Policing' and Immigration Enforcement 

The exclusionary work of Immigration has not k e n  immune to the emergence of 

the idea of "community policing" which has taken hold in the context of law enforcement 

across the country. Sgt. Ian MacDonald expressed in an interview the importance of this 

relatively new mode of policing in no uncertain terms: "ln my opinion, community 

policing is the only way to do  immigration work ...any other way is not successful. You 

need to get the communities on side." Sgt. MacDonald explained that the RCMP in 

general, and the Immigration Branch in particular, was in a "transitional" period. "... from 

4 7 Interview with Sgt. Ian MacDonald, Senior Policy Analyst. Immigration. Federal and 
Foreign Poiicy Branch, RCMP, April23, 1998. The work of this task force is addressed 
in more detail in the section on the Metropditan Toronto High Risk Unit which 

follows. 



what they cal1 traditional response-based policing to community-based policing." 

in the Immigration context, "communiw policing". "creating partnerships with 

communities" --working with communities" etc., emerge in practice and indeed intent. as 

a way of facilitating a more 'open' relationship between immigration authorities and 

different ethnic communities in order, "...to facilitate open communication with the 

RCMP by ethnic communities about people who represent a threat or danger to 

everyone's well-king." Notwithstanding the possible challenge posed by different 

cultural perceptions of state authorities, for example those held by individuals from a 

totalitarian regime. Sgt MacDonald observed that "...we find that afier they've been here a 

few years and they see what's going on. they're actually quite eager to come fonvard." He 

added that this eagemess is due to the fact that, 'Lthey see a challenge or threat to their 

lifestyle and when people fiom their country come in and they see they are criminals or 

\var criminals or whatever. they see that as a threat to their own community. so they're 

reall y keen. they definitely come f ~ n v a r d . ' ~ ~  

In recognition of the central importance of  "getting the communities on side". the 

Immigration section of the RCMP reaches out to comrnunities. Where this is not possible 

due to Iack of resources, as is the case in Vancouver, they have *gcommunicated their 

message" through the community-based print and broadcast media of different ethnic 

communities. In order to effectively encourage community members to 'inform' on 

criminals and other 'undesirables', the RCMP has "focussed on a particular angle". This 

.angle' rests firmly and squarely on liberal notions of deservedness, increasingly 

dominant ideas about victims and victimhood as well as a certain amount of fear. 

Consider the following comments of Sgt. MacDonald on the self-described 'angle' 

adopted by the RCMP vis a vis their dealings with ethnic communities: 

So we're focussing on the angle that just because you're an immigrant or a 
refugee. you don't deserve to be ripped off, and we want to Ccnow if you 
are. you don't deserve to be a victim, you don't deserve to be harassed. 
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These discourses are mobilized with the specijic intent of drawing out the 

desen+ng. law-abiding members different cornmunities and enlisting them in the work of 

identiQing and ultimately expelling the undeserving criminal frorn their communities and 

indeed frorn the country. In this instance 'community policing' is revealed as a 

technology of goveming. A technology which quite literally broadcusts dominant 

discourses in the work of 'hailing out' (producing and reproducing) and enlisting self- 

identified law-abiding deserving new immigrants and refùgees in the work of identifying 

(producing and reproducing) the u n d e s e ~ n g ' ~ .  This constitutive Durkheimian strategy is 

quite consciously employed by govemmental o f f i c i a ~ s . ~ ~ ~ h e  other angle pursued by the 

RCMP in this process is "the safety issue". While Sgt. MacDonald was quick to 

acknowledge that having visited a number of 'rhese third world countnes". he 

understands why people wanr to leave. "...what we also have to focus on is the safety 

issue." By this. Sgt MacDonald is refemng to the safety of the people attempting to 

circumvent Canada's immigration laws. He recounted several grisly stories of people 

dying in the course of attempting to come to Canada illegally and stressed the degree of 

control --alien smugglers" have over people once they have k e n  transported here: "yu-re  

basically their servant.'' 

The RCMP, CIC. CSIS and law enforcement agencies al1 employ 'informants' in 

their operations. Telling about this policing strategy in the context o f  exclusionary 

immigration is that it values, encourages, relies and acts upon community derived 

information about the identity of  others. This stands in stark contrast to the unwillingness 

to accept as reliable community derived information about the identity of  others when the 

context is inclusionary. More specifically, as discussed in the 

accept an y al ternative community derived modes of veriQing 

last chapter. CIC refused to 

identity when faced with 

49 Readers will recall the nature and uses of  'community-derived' information used against 
the Somali community discussed in Chapter 5. 

50~urkheim regarded crime a serving a positive fùnction for 'Society- (substitute with 'the 
Community') in that it caused law-abiding members of society to stand together and 
against the criminal threat thereby enhancing solidarity. 



the problem of.  for exarnple. undocumented Somalis applying for landed immigrant 

status. Affidavits frorn family members, employers and/or close friends were explicitly 

rejected by the governent  as an alternative to identity documents as were sworn 

statements from community elders and clergy. Government and law enforcement 

authorities are quick to accept and act upon community information when it is negative in 

that it implies exclusionary enforcement action, but appear completely unwilling to 

accept and act upon cornmwiity information that is positive in that it impties an 

inclusionary response. 

In his concluding remarks on community policing by the RCMP in the context of 

immigration. Sgt. MacDonald remarked that al1 in d l  he felt the approach was working. 

In his words. "[Wle're going at it fiom that angle. I think its had a pretty positive effect, 

of course ...." he added. "...Rome wasn't built in a day." 

b) 'Target Profiles': "Male, Asian, 18-35, Well-Dressed, New Shoes, No Luggage" 

Sgt. MacDonald also discussed the generation and use of 'target profiles'. When 

not engaging in comrnunity policing. the RCMP continues its 'traditional response-based 

polici ng* : checking and monitoring flights. In their efforts to identifi criminals as they 

disembark. the RCMP, in cooperation with CIC and Customs, develop and use risk 

profiles. Profiles are generated through monitoring and observing trends. As explained by, 

Sgt MacDonald. 

For example, Air Canada flights from Singapore are starting to transport 
an increasing number of undocumented passengers,. . .obviously not iced by 
Customs and Immigration ... If this continues it becomes a trend. then 
authorities becorne interested in that flight. they can be there at the 
terminal to wait for the plane to disernbark and then they develop 
individual person profiles or 'target profiles'. So you may be looking for a 
male. Asian. 18-35 years old, well-dressed, new shoes. no luggage. You 
can hone it down that far. 

While 'target profiles' differ depending on the ethnie andlor national origin of the 

criminal in question. they do not change much over time; "You may have a profile from 



Asia. say S ingapore. you may have another from Sri Lanka or another from Somal ia or 

another from Russia or Israel. They are generaliy male, if they are female it is likely for 

prostitution .-• 
During the Citizenship and Immigration Standing Cornmittee Hearings. Brian 

Grant. Director Program Management. CIC, first stated that one of the techniques used to 

prevent people from entering Canada is disembarkation checks. These. he said were not 

done on al1 flights. but that CIC "...targets certain flights." Soon afier he contradicted his 

statement and indeed those made by a Sgt. MacDonald. He denied that CIC targeted 

flights from high risk countries and suggested instead that CIC does disembarkation 

checks "at rand~rn."~' 

i i)  The Greater Toronto High Risk Arrest Unit (1995) 

Until 1995 the RCMP was responsible for responding across Canada on an 'as 

needed' basis to requests from CIC to cary out high nsk arrests on its behalf. However. 

in 1 993 in the wake of the 1 994 murderss2, CIC and the RCMP announced the creation of 

the -Greater Toronto High Risk Arrest Unit', to be permanently located in the greater 

Toronto area. This is the only 'fùlly dedicated' a m s t  unit. Sgt. MacDonald explained that 

while they had considered other areas, Toronto was the only jurisdiction that "so clearly 

demonstrated a need for a fiill time unit of this nature." 

Sgt. MacDonald spoke about the influence o f  public and political pressure 

generated by the 1 994 murders and their news coverage on the decision to create the Unit. 

He observed that when Constable Todd Baylis was shot, the media and the public had a 

"huge influence" on the decision. He noted that "after Baylis. suddenly we had a task 

force uncl with existing iùnds." 

Interestingly. the officia1 justification for the provision of this service on a 

"Brian Grant. Acting Director General, Enforcement Branch. CIC, Citizenship and 
immigration Standing Cornmittee Hearings, February 5, 1998:3 1 

"See discussion of the context of Bill C-44 in Chapter 6 



permanent basis in Toronto. was framed in terms of the need to protect the safety of CIC 

enforcement officers responsible for arresting individuals with outstanding deportation 

orders against them and related to that the understanding that certain areas of the ci- 

were known to be traditionally hostile to law enforcement. As recounted by Sgt .  

MacDonald: 

Afier the Baylis shooting it was my understanding that Immigration had 
quite a few deportation orders. That they weren't able to action them 
a11 ... because there were so many of them and people obviously weren't 
willing to be found. Baylis' killer was ordered deported one year prior to 
his involvement with the metro police. There was a real hue and cry and 
there were a lot of questions asked in the press and other contexts. as to 
why he was still here ... Immigration reviewed their situation and one of the 
things they came up with was that these dangerous people pose a threai to 
their people who are trying to arrest hem, and also that certain areas of 
cities were traditionally not fiendiy to enforcement oficers. And again the 
risk factor skyrocketed. And 1 guess there was a certain reluctance on the 
part of immigation oficers to go in there. 

Sgt. MacDonald added that the fact that Immigration ofIlcers "don't cany an' firearms at 

all" supports their safety concems. 

In light of these concerns, the RCMP put together a temporary task force at the 

request of CIC '20 see if there was a need." After 6 months the temporary Task force 

found a "real demonstrated requirement" and became permanent unit.The Unit is staffed 

by 12 regular RCMP members and 5 CIC investigators. CIC does the initial assessrnent 

to determine whether the case is likely to entail a "high risk arrest." If they so find. they 

refer the case to the High Risk Arrest Unit which also reviews it before accepting it. 

When asked whether the Unit ever declines to assist on the basis of their review. Sgt. 

MacDonald responded that "...there is a really strong rapport between the arrest and 

immigration officers." 

The critena for assessing the risk level of an arrest are whether the crimes 

cornmitted by the person to be arrested involved violence and whether the person lives in 

an area hostile to law enforcement. Sgt. MacDonald reluctantly agreed ("1 don't know I'm 

just guessing") that the area surrounding Jane and Finch in Toronto. home to a large black 



population. is an example of 'an area traditionally hostile to law enforcement'. 

iii) iM unicipal Police Forces 

CIC cooperation with municipal and provincial law enforcement agencies has also 

become increasingl y important in Canada's contemporary enforcement climate. The links 

are technological (integrated databank systems) , organizational (CO-locating of 

personnel) and practical (informal practices and procedures). 

If somebody slated for deportation does not appear as required. a warrant is issued 

by CIC for that person's arrest for the reason that they did not appear for removal. The 

warrant is entered into the Canadian Police Information System (CPIC) which cm be 

accessed through the computer of every police oficer's vehicle across Canada. When the 

police stop somebody for whatever reason, if they t m  out to be wanted under an 

Immigration Warrant. CIC is contacted, now with the assistance of the centralized 

Immigration Warrant Response Centre, and the person is arrested. 

Constable Rob Purves, of the Morality Squad of the York Region Police. provided 

an esample of the way in which informal understandings and communications operate in 

the context of policing new immigrants and re f i~gees .~~  As he explained. CIC enforcement 

officers will routinely communicate with police departrnents regarding possible criminal 

concerns relating to non-citizens in Canada, even when the concerns are not legally 

founded. Constable Purves described one such communication in which CIC contacted 

York Region police and told them that they should keep a special eye on a group of 

Jamaicans who had just entered the country as visiton with al1 their documents in order. 

CIC suspected that this group of Jamaican musicians was planning to perform for money 

at a named club during their visit. York region police responded by putting the club under 

surveillance. After last call, the police raided the bar and wrote a few tickets for alcohol 

related charges: however no immigration violations were detected. Clearly. at a time 

when immigration and criminal justice enforcement are both engaged in increasingly 

with Constable Rob P w e s ,  Morality Squad. York Region Police Depanment. 
June 4. 1999 



similar crime control work. systemic discrimination and selective policing are ongoing 

concerns. 

With respect to organizational links, CIC works closely with al1 levels of police 

forces and the RCMP. In Toronto, the Joint Immigration RCMP Task force described 

above operates on a permanent basis and deals exclusively with criminal cases. In 

Vancouver. CIC has an officer who is seconded to the police department to assist on 

immigration cases. In Montreal. while there is no formal CIC representation. CIC does 

work closely with the police there as well." 

In 1995. CIC set up the Immigration Warrant Response Centre in partnership with 

the RCMP and the Canadian Police Information Centre (CPIC) "...in order to assist Our 

law enforcement pa~tners . "~~ It enables immigration and police oflicen across Canada to 

--confinri immigration warrants anytime, day or night." Arrangements may also be made 

to have an immigration oficer take custody of the person named on the warrant. This 

initiative is technology based: 

The Warrant Centre manages a computer interface that links CPIC and the 
Field Operations Support Service (FOSS- Immigration's computer 
system). This interfaçe ailows Immigration personnel to access the CPIC 
system and obtain valuable enforcement information. The IWRC uses 
technology such as the photo phones which directly transmits photographs 
to assist in the confirmation of identity of individuals who have warrants 
issued against them? 

iv) Ongoing Collaborative Enforcement Initiativess7 

54Brian Grant.Acting Director General, Enforcement Branch. CIC. Citizenship and 
Immigration Standing Committee Hearings, November 27, 1997:6 

S5Susan Leith. Citizenship and immigration Standing Cornmittee Hearings. March 1 1. 
199820 

'TIC Public Affairs C E  Updaie, No.8, April 1997:4 

"The following initiatives are included here, albeit very bnefly, in order to illustrate the 
extent and variety of the crime control activity underway. 



a) CIC-RCMP Task force on People Smuggling (1997) 

As a means of acting upon the problem of people smuggling. the Ontario East area 

of Citizenship and Immigration established a task force with the RCMP in 1997. Its 

mandate is "... to detect and apprehend persons involved in the smuggling of persons 

across the border as well as those persons that have been or are k i n g  smuggled."" Task 

Force officers focus on obtaining suficient evidence to lay charges under the Immigration 

Act. 

b) Casino Task forces 

Casino Intelligence Units have been set up by law enforcement agencies in 

Ontario in response to the 'safety and security' concerns posed by the opening of three 

casinos in Ontario. According to CIC, casinos attract a "multi-national criminal element." 

Immigration Intelligence officers are assigned to each unit and where they work alongside 

representatives of the Ontario Provincial Police and the Customs Border Service. Their 

mandate is to "...monitor and target organized criminal groups to prevent their profiting 

by the casino industry. both nationally and intemati~nally."~~ According to CIC. the three 

casinos conduct 600 investigations per year "...on various criminals and their associated 

organizations." These cases involve both residents and non-residents of Canada. A 

permanent resident may k subject to removal if a conviction results from the 

C) CSIS and CIC Airport ColIsboration Project 

In 1997. a pilot project was initiated at Pearson International Airport in which 

CSIS officers and CIC officers conduct joint interviews '-...of those persons posing a 

potrntial threat to the safety and security of the country." This initiative is attributed to 

-- 

5 8 P ~ b l i ~  Affairs, C K  Update, April 1997 

'91 bid..2 

601bid..2 



the two depanments' munial recognition of the importance of "...interdiction activities in 

refusing entry to those persons who pose a threat to the safety and secunty of Canada." '' 

d) Ski-Doo and Boat Patrols 

In 1997. some CIC port of entry staff who work and land border points in Ontario 

were part of a coilaborative Customs and Ontario Provincial Police (OPP) program in 

which they carried out border patrols on ski -doos and boats. Accordingly. they received 

50 hours of training in a formalized OPP boating cour~e.~'  

V) Airlines, Airports and Interdiction 

In light of the dominant p l icy  objective of 'interdiction'. the forging and 

strengthening of connections between CIC and foreign authorities. national and 

international airlines and airports has become a primaq preoccupation of CIC and its Iaw 

en forcement -partners'. According to Sgt.  MacDonald. the inability to effecti vel y moni tor 

ail planes at al1 times means that CIC and the RCMP must be "multi-dimensional." So. 

whi le the Immigration Branch has 'dedicated officers' at centres at the Toronto and 

Vancouver airpons. they must also pursue other ~trategies.~' 

One such strategy is interdiction. As has k e n  discussed. since the 1980s. there 

has been an increasing preoccupation with interdiction and deterrence as policy 

justifications and objectives in the field of immigration exclusions. The RCMP 

Immigration Branch is centrally and actively involved in interdiction initiatives overseas. 

Airline liability assists the RCMP and CIC in enforcing interdiction oriented policies. 
Airlines are a 'stakeholder' in this problem, because if they do bring in undocumented 
people they are subject to stiff fines. As pointed out by Sgt. MacDonald. they can also be 
held accountable for that person's expenses while in Canada as well as for the cost of 
retuming them: "... so the airlines do have a real stake in keeping these people out." (Sgt. 
Ian MacDonald. RCMP, Interview April23, 1998) 



As esplained by Sgî MacDonald. 

With 125 million global migrants. the world is becoming a smaller place. 
That's understood. but we find that more and more we have to work with 
foreign authorities to address these issues, instead of just waiting for the 
thing to happen in Canada when it's just too late? 

CIC agrees; " [Fjor us. a tremendous emphasis is placed on trying to screen out 

inadmissible perçons before they get here. because we know that once they get here. 

they've got full  access to our courts. and they can delay proceeding for a long period of 

tirne.'"' Lucienne Robillard, Minister of Citizenship and Immigration. stated in 1998 that 

interdiction efforts are of paramount importance: "The most important thing is to prevent 

these people from coming to Canada. That means trying to stop them before they 

corne ...part of our strategy is to work overseas in the different airports ... we also work with 

other countries.'* 

In the interdiction effort pursued by CIC. enhancing links with national and 

international airlines is key. In the mid-1990s, CIC introduced a new approach with 

airlines that resulted in greater cooperation in the policing of traveliers. Fraudutent and/or 

missing travel and identity documents are the primary focus of many of the initiatives 

taken. CIC works very closely with airlines at major transit points around the world 

training airline employees and other authorities on how to detect fraudulent documents. 

for example. in Frankfirt. London. Paris, Hong Kong, Tokyo and Singapore. '' In 

addition to training initiatives, CIC also posts officers at international airports to actually ' 

assist foreign authorities in the detection of fake documents. Sgt. MacDonald explained 

"Interview with S g t .  lan MacDonald. April23. 1998 

"Gerry Campbell. Assistant Deputy Minister, Operations. CIC. Submission to 
Citizenship and Immigration Standing Committee Hearings. October 2 1. 1 997: 1 9 

b 6 L u c i e ~ e  Robillard, Minister, CIC, Citizenship and Immigration Standing Committee 
Hearings. November 1 8, l997:29 

67Brian Grant. Acting Director General, Enforcement Branch. Citizenship and 
Immigration Standing Committee Hearings, November 7. 1997:7-8: March 3. 1 998: 1 9- 
30 



that sending Canadian officers abroad to do this work is necessary because '-.me can't 

expect them to look afier our interests, and they don't know what they are looking for?" 

CIC also 'insisted' that international airports check documents before getting on the plane 

- as opposed to relying on the disembarkation check in Canada. The CIC officers posted 

abroad have also ken  given the legal authority to hold the documents of people getting 

on the plane?9 

The largely unacknowiedged 'unintended' consequence of 'successful' 

interdiction efforts which aim to prevent people from getting on a plane in the first place. 

or from being admitted to Canada at an airport or a border port of entry. is that other 

avenues of entering Canada are likely to be explored. As was learned from the prohibition 

of alcohol in the 1 920s, successfùl interdiction rneasures are likely to redirect the 

undesired activity in more covert, risky and dangerous directions rather than eradicate the 

activity. This restrictive enforcement oriented immigration policy and practices that focus 

primarily upon interdiction and deterrence oriented measures actually produce und 

reproduce some of the very problems which it is designed to address and ameiiorate. 

including most obviousiy people smuggling, and other methods of system abuse. This 

l i  kelihood is considered in the fotlowing observation made by Brian Grant. Director of 

Program Management, CIC: 

... while [interdiction] is necessary in order to protect the systern from 
being ovenun. and I believe it would be ... nonetheless. we are offering 
resistance. If we could prevent everyone fiom stepping on an airplane. 1 
suspect you would have bats  arriving on the coast. People will try to get 
here no matter which way." 

Official measurements of how successfully interdiction measures are working 

"Interview with Sgt. Ian MacDonald,April23, 1998 

69Brian Grant. Acting Director General, Enforcement Branch. Citizenship and 
Immigration Standing Committee Hearings on Immigration. March 18. 1998 

"Brian Grant. Acting Director GeneraI, Enforcement Branch CIC. Citizenship and 
Immigration Standing Committee Hearings, Febniary 18, 1 99827 



include the number of overseas 'interceptions' and the total number of  people amking at 

Canadian airports. On both counts, tough interdiction measures do appear to be 

-working': in 199 1 the interception rate was 30% and in 1998 it was 54%. The number of 

people arriving at airports al= dropped by half .7' However. as noted by Grant. the 

number of people arriving at our land border has increased: " ...y ou just keep chasing afier 

the problem."" At the time of writing (January 2000) a recent series of arrivais of 

C hinese nationals on the West Coast of Canada. smuggled across the ocean in a shipping 

containers. several not surviving the joumey, seems likely to be a very sad example of the 

'unintended consequences' of  get tough exclusionary immigration policy. 

Further concerns about intensive interdiction measures question the consequences 

of preventing. and thereby endangering, genuine refugees from making a refùgee claim in 

Canada. And. despite international pronouncements on the need to 'share the burden' of 

massive international migration. tough interdiction and exclusion measures clearly 

indicate a desire on the part of the Canadian gove rnen t  to keep to an absolute minimum 

the numbers of al1 refugee claimants. 'genuine' or not. who are able to reach Canada and 

avail themselves of the on-shore refbgee detemination system." 

Notwithstanding these concerns. CIC is clear that one of their major priorities 

continues to be to increase cooperation with respect to overseas interdiction. CIC has 

control officers in different airports around the world is convinced that these links 

(-partnerships') with foreign airlines and authorities need to be strengthened in order that 

Canada '-doesn't become a safe ha~en."~' 

7 1 Brian Grant. Citizenship and Immigration Standing Comrnittee Hearings. November 27. 
1997:8 

7 ' ~ s  has been discussed in Chapter 4. the 'Safe Third Country' provision provides further 
strong evidence that Canada has prefers to 'shift' rather than 'share' the so-called burden 
of the world's migrating populations. 

74Minister Lucienne Robillard, Citizenship and Immigration Canada Citizenship and 
Immigration Standing Cornmittee Hearings, April 29,98 



Initiatives in this regard are also technological. CIC is trying out what is called an 

"Advance Passenger Information System". This involves drawing information from the 

tickets of passengers flying to Canada and sending that information ahead. CIC officials 

in Canada then run the information through the available 'criminality databanks'. to see 

-'... whether we get a hit either in terms of criminaiity or a security concem...so we can 

h o w  who's getting off the plane?" There have also k e n  concerred efforts to develop 

alternative measures that would harness and effectively employ the potential of 

technology. document scanning technologies for example: "...as the technology develops 

it gets easier to do this sort of thing."76 

Disembarkation checks by CIC officials are also k ing employed more frequently. 

CIC officers board international flights upon their arriva1 and pnor to the disembarkation 

of the passengers in order to check documents. At Pearson International Airport in 

Toronto. it was reported that between September 1996 to January 1997.660 

disembarkation checks were completed compared with 237 checks done over the same 

period the previous year." 

VI) Canada Customs and Crime Control 

January 26th, has k e n  designated "International Customs Day.' This tribute is 

designed to "recognize the contribution of the men and women of Canada Customs to the 

safety of Canada's ~ommunities."~~ There are about 4.000 customs offcers at border 

points and ports of entry across the country. nieir responsi bii ities range from -'collecting 

 c ri an Grant. Citizenship and Immigration Standing Cornmittee Hearings. Febniaq 18. 
l998:ZO 

77Publi~ Affairs. CIC Updore. Apd  19975 
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duties. to enforcing health regulations to investigating drug smuggling." 

i)  Expansion of Coercive Powers (1997) 

Customs otficers are represented as the "..fim line of defence against drugs. 

contraband. and illegai firearms."' In 1997. Minister of National Revenue. Jane Stewart. 

emphasized their crime control function: "Working with the RCMP and other dornestic 

and international law enforcement agencies, the men and women of Revenue Canada's 

custom's's operations have contnbuted greatly to keeping our communities and our 

streets ~afe ."~ '  Customs officers are also responsible for carrying out the .prima- 

inspection' of travellers for CIC as discussed in Chapter Two. 

In March. 1997. Minister Stewm announced the tabling of lepislation (Bill C- 18) 

which sought to expand the powers of customs officers under the Criminal Code and in 

May 1 997 the Bill was given Royal Assent. Bill C- 1 8 expresses the view that customs 

officers provide the "first response" to cnminals seeking entry to Canada. As such. it 

vested them with expanded powers "...to arrest and detain individuals suspected of having 

comrnitted offences under the Criminal Code." When fully irnplemented. 3.000-3.500 of 

the approximately 4.000 customs officers will be "...designated to provide this first 

response ~apability."~' 

This legislation's development and adoption was explicitly attributed to the 

contributions of a variety of agents and agencies including law enforcement. Canada 

Customs employees and most notably non-govemmental lobby groups including 

"Canadians Against Violence Everywhere Advocating Its Termination" (CAVEAT) and 

"~evenue Canada "Law Gives Customs Officers Expanded Powen Under the Criminal 
Code" Press Release, Ottawa: May 1 3, 1 998 



Mothers Against Dmnk Driving (MADD). " 
Revenue Canada explains that it has always had to balance its responsi bilities of 

'-facilitating trade. travel and tourism" with that of "maintaining a strong and credible 

enforcement role."" lt has implemented a "Smart Border" strategy. This strate= is 

-'based on effective risk management. which allows for the speedy clearance of low-risk 

people and goods while at the same time keeping out undesirable merchandise and 

pe~ple."~'  The expansion of the coercive powers of customs ofticers designated as -fint 

rrsponders' is part of the latter exclusionary objective." 

i i )  CANPASS and tbe 'Low Risk' Traveller (1995) 

In 1995. the Canadian government launched a "smart card" to speed custorns 

clearance for 'low risk' travellers as part of its CANPASS Program: the inclusionary 

dimension of the -Smart Border' Strategy. This initiative issued out of a 1 995 Accord 

with the United States (the "Canada-U.S. Accord on our Shared Border" February 

I995)?' Prime Minister Chretien expressed the rationale for the initiative as follows: '-we 

have a long history of cooperation with the United States. Revenue Canada is building on 

that tradition to improve the way we do business ... Better service at the border will boost 

tounsm and trade and that means more jobs in Canada."88 The economic rationale for 

incl usionary measures is of course historically long-standing and consistent. As has been 

argued. in the 1990s inclusionary policy objectives are opposed primarily by criminality 

"Revenue Canada '*Customs Officers to be Given Added Responsibilities" Press Release. 
Windsor: March 13. 1997. 

"Ibid.. 

"Revenue Canada. "RC4062/CANPASS - Airport", Memorandum on CANPASS. last 
updated July 16. 1998 



based exclusionary rationales. According to National Revenue Minister David Anderson. 

"Our goal is a hassle-fiee border for honest travellers and businesses. and a brick wall for 

those who try to smuggle illegal weapons, dmgs or break other laws at the border." '" 
To be eligible for a CANPASS 'smart card', one must qualifj~ as a 'low risk' 

traveller. A low risk traveller is: a citizen or permanent resident of Canada: a citizen or 

resident of the US. who meets the Canadian visitor requirements (is of "good health. no 

crirninal or narcotic record an the ability to financially suppon yourself while in Canada): 

a citizen or resident of the US entering Canada to work or study  ho meets al1 

immigration requirements, which may include possession of a valid written authorization 

frorn an immigration oficer. Conversely. you are deemed a 'high risk' traveller and are 

therefore ineligible for the CANPASS program if you: do not meet the above 

requirements: have a criminal record for which a pardon has not been granted: had a 

customs seizure within the past 5 years; have been subject to an enforcement action under 

customs or immigration legislation: or are inadmissible under the Immigration ~ c t . "  

VI 1) Technologic~l Developments 

The importance of technology in the crime control work of immigration is no 

doubt by now abundantly clear. As has been described. it is a central part of CIC's 

ongoing efforts to enhance -partnerships', forge new links and share information. It ais0 

hoIds out the promise for many that enforcement authonties will. through the 

development and implementation of new technologies, be able to better identiti.. track. 

detain and exclude those who are found to pose a threat to public safety and secunt~. 

Currently CIC maintains the 'FOSS' system which records immigration 

transactions. CIC has undertaken the development of integrated processing systems. to 

replace the various tracking systems which had been developed in different regions and 

which are for different stages in the process and which are not integrated. The National 



Case Management System would standardize client identification codes and would 

provide ail enforcement officers across the country with access to an 'integrated client 

file' which would enable CIC to track cases throughout the process without having to 

jump from one system to another. This system would also include a 'data warehouse' 

which would facilitate decision-making, reporting and statistical calculations and 

 report^.^ ' 
CIC is also working to enhance its links with other 'partners' and 'stakeholders'. 

It would like to see paper interactions replaced by electronic ones and is working to 

'- ... build suitable interfâces between the various sy~tems.'~' CIC would also like to see the 

United States and Canada in tepte  their tracking and information technologies so that 

ilkgal immigrants could be tracked in the U S .  and in Canada. To that end. Minister 

Robillard explained that, in 1997, CIC was setting up a working group with the U.S. to 

explore the pos~ibilities.~~. 

CIC is also developing a CIC Explorer. an Intranet. to assist officers in Canada 

and internationally to access to a wide range of information which they need to draw from 

in their work. CIC has begun using video-conferencing for detention reviews. and is 

exploring the use of electronic bracelets as an alternative to detention. As already 

mentioned. document scanning technologies are also king explored and developed. 

While not new technologies, the fingerprint and the photopph are critical devices in the 

identification and tracking work of CIC. As put by one official. "people may have s 

fabricated an 'identity', but they do have a fingerpnnt and a photopph. CIC has what's 

referred to as a 'positive identifier'. 

9 1 Roman Borowky. Director. information Management and Technologies Branch. 
Citizenship and Immigration Standing Cornmittee Hearings. February 26. 1998:4-5 

"Minister Lucienne Robillard, CIC, Citizenship and Immigration Standing Cornmittee 
Hearings. November 18. 1997: 1 7 

"Brian Grant CIC, Citizenship and Immigration Standing Comminee Hearings. Februan 
26, 1998:18 



As summed up by Foster: 

There has simultaneously been a preoçcupation with the advanced 
technology and science of 'admission and control" procedures. Infra-red 
surveillance devices, magnetic strip documentation. telephonic finger- 
printing. computer databanks. x-ray security at airports. electronic filing 
systems and automated mail in systems al1 serve, in a rather emphatic 
attempt, to regulate the flow of economic migrants and refugees from 
Africa, Asia the Caribbean and Latin A m e r i ~ a . ~ ~  

VIII) The Production of Knowledge on the 'Problem' of the Criminal Immigrant 

The discursive construction and reproduction of the problem of the criminal 

immigrantlrefugee also takes place in contexts devoted to the production and 

dissemination of knowledge about the 'problem.' This takes place in. for example. 

political and social forums, in cornmittees, in public hearings and in the media. 

The 1990s have witnessed a proliferation of research-oriented initiatives on 

different issues relating to Canada, immigration and immigrants. The relationship 

between immigrants, immigration and crime is one such issue that has received much 

attention. One illustrative example of an important, government-initiated and funded site 

of knowledge production on the 'problem' of criminal immigrantslrefugees is CIC's 

'Metropoiis Project'. 

i) The CIC Metropolis Project 

Meyer Burstein, the Executive Head of the Project in 1997. explains that it has 

become apparent to goveniments that they need to take leadership, "...to build new 

institutions. to engage a broder  spectrum of stakeholders and to creafe a shared srrutegic 

.ficzcs- " "" In order to effectively manage both "the flow of immigrants" and the 

Lome Foster Turnsfile ImmigraCion: Mul~iculruralism, Social Order and Social Juslice 
in Canudu. Toronto: Thompson Educational Publishing hc.. 1998: 1 6 

Meyer Burstein. Executive Head, Metropolis Project, CIC. Letter to Metropolis' 
'Justice-Immigration Domain Seminar' participants, January 27. 1 997 



"consequences of immigration for the host society", information is required --that we do 

not presently have." Governrnents therefore have realized that they "need ru imsi  more 

h~'ü\*i!y in knoi~?ledge-"(emphasis in  rig gin al)^' The objectives of the Metropol is Project 

are to: 

... improve public policy by situating knowledge at the core of decision- 
making. Our goals are to build a unique network of researchers and 
decision-makea: to create a policy thnist by continually involving 
govements and stakeholders in project design and problem definition: 
and to energize the network through conferences. policy forums and 
extensive informational exc hanges? 

Related to this endeavour, four 'Centres of Excellence' have k e n  set up bu CIC 

in Montreal. Vancouver, Toronto and Edmonton. These centres conduct research related 

to settlement and integration issues, with consideration extended to both the so-called 

'host' communities and to the immigrants themselves. Burstein explains that these 

research parameters are so wide that the 'stakeholders', consisting of both "knowledge 

producers" and "knowledge consurners", need to identiQ clear priorities to guide this 

research. This was the stated aim of the Justice/Immigration Domain Seminar. held by 

Metropolis in Febniary, 1997. 

In spite of its title, the issue of crime and immigration and criminaiih and 

immigrants provided the policy focus for this two day seminar. The issue of -justicea was 

not much addressed; in the mix of the issues addressed during the seminar. it was 

-enforcement' that was the dominant preoccupation. It provides a good example of a 

specific site in which knowledge about the 'problern of the crîminal immigrant' and 

related preoccupations were produced and reproduced. It was CO-sponsored by the RCMP. 

the Correctional Service of Canada, the Solicitor General of Canada Secretariat and the 

Department of Justice. 

Government conference organizers in fact took great pains to acknowledge the 



existence OC and rhetorïcally to refuse to reproduce dominant myths and misconceptions 

which inform the -public's perception of immigrant cnminality'. They also acknowledged 

the limits which 'polemic and partisan' debate on this issue place on policy discussions. 

development and decision-making. The difficulty, according to Burstein. was that few 

researchers have avoided the tendency to approach the issue from either the 'immigrants 

as victims of crime' or the 'immigrants as perpetrators' of crime. The promise of a new 

approach was quickly dashed when it became clear that the dichotomy was not to be 

unsettled by this conference. but rather would be more comprehensively reproduced: horh 

sides of it were to be addressed, not just one. As put by Burstein. "This seminar will 

address both aspects of the issue ... This comprehensive approach [isj reflected in the two- 

fold structure of the seminar.'* The conference was accordingly divided into two 

sessions: oimmigrants as participants in crime' and 'immigrants as victims of crime'. In 

the first session. seminar participants heard fiom senior representatives of KPMG 

Sscurity Inc. (a private security company), the Criminal Information Service of Canada 

(CISC. a national police organization), the Organized Crime Unit of CIC. a sociologist on 

the subject of gangs and a representative from the Dutch Ministry of Justice. In the 

second section. three academics made presentations on hate crimes. racism in criminal 

justice and legal pluralism. The seminar's working groups were similarly structured by 

the victidoffender opposition, Al1 workshops were open to al l participants except one 

which was 'open to law enforcement personnel only.' The result was that very few 

enforcement officiais worked with anybody other than other enforcement oficials. 

Although there was a stated concern to avoid a we:they approach and to sidestep the 

timits of conventional oppositions and misconceptions, the very organization and 

structure of the seminar did little to unsettle conventional understandings and 

assumptions. 

Another aspect of this seminar was the guiding and pewasive iendency to conflate 

and trear as one and the same immigration enforcement and cnminal justice en forcement. 



This was identified in the executive summary of the serninar as one of the 'critical issues' 

identified in the 'enforcement' working group: "There has k e n  a general failure to 

distinguish between immigration enforcement and criminal justice enforcement. While 

there may be overlapping areas of responsibility. the two systems need to be distinguished 

from each other."'" However. as has been argued in this thesis. there is a very good 

reason for the constant slippage between the two varieties of enforcement. Immigration 

law and policy has over the past decade been reconstituted as a primary crime control 

instrument- In the present analysis, there is little need to specifi what agency is doing the 

enforcing as they are today both regarded as k i n g  in the sarne business of controlling 

crime and criminals in the interest of public order and safety. 

IX) 'Good Guys' and 'Bad Guys': The Entrenchment of an Enforcement Mentaliîy 

Arnongst Frontline Immigration Offkers 

The incrernental and systematic reconceptualization of  immigration law and 

policy as a critical and central instrument of  crime control is a process which took hold 

with the 1976 Immigration Act and has continued to the present day. The sustained 

preoccupation with exclusionary enforcement which this reconceptualization has both 

relied upon and reproduced has contributed to the entrenchment of an 'enforcement 

rnentality' arnongst front-line immigration officers. This is neither a new nor an 

uncornmon concern. Indeed it is one that was raised fiequently by representatives of non- 

govemmental organizations during the course of the 1997-98 CIC Standing Cornmittee 

Hearings. They were clearly dismayed that the recomrnendations made in the 1996 Tasse 

Report regarding this problem had not been taken seriously. In 1996. the enforcement 

mentality of the Enforcement Branch of CIC was identified as a senous problem which 

results in numerous infringements of people's rights, inappropriate uses of coercion and 

intimidation. inhumane practices that are ilIegal, borderline legal. or rnerely under- 

handed. As noted in the Tasse report, "Removal oficers ofien act as if they believed that 

-- - 

IWCIC Metropolis Project b'Justice/Immigration Domain Serninar" Report 1997 



al1 individuals under a removai order were dangerous criminals, Iiars and dishonest. This 

leads to bad attitudes and the improper treatment of people." I o '  In response to the finding 

that there was an understanding amongst enforcement officers that they should do 

everything necessary to cany out a removai, and that there was Iittle consideration given 

to ethics. the Tasse Report recommended a complete overhaul of CIC En forcement's 

code of ethics.I0' 

Immigration 'enforcement' consists of five main components: investigation. 

detention. inquiry. appeals and removais. There are over 550 enforcement officers across 

Canada who deal with immigration 'violations and violators.' According to G e m  

Campbell. Assistant Deputy Minister. Operations, CIC. the En forcement Branch of CIC 

--... is probably one of the most dificult and complex spheres of al1 CICgs activities. High 

profile cases often involve deportations, security certificates. and legal challenges of 

refus al^."'^' 

Former frontline immigration officer, Lome Foster. observes that "[tlhere is no 

doubt that k i n g  on the frontline in the immigration business affects one's vieu- of the 

human panorama."'(" Foster's description of the enforcement mentality shared bu 

frontline officers nicely exemplifies this view: 

To seasoned immigration officers the rnatter is clear: you either do the job 
of enforcement and control or you get out. There is no alternative or in 
between. For the fiontliner, the big tribe always takes precedence over the 
little tribes: ... There are only "goodguys" and "badpcys. " You do your 
darnnedest to get the good guys in and get the bad guys out .... This good- 
guy-bad-guy equation on the fiontline ...gu ides immigration 

""Robert Tasse "Removals: Processes and People in Transition". a repon prepared for 
CIC. February 1996:28 

'"Geny Campbell, Assistant Deputy Minister, Operations. CIC. Citizenship and 
Immigration Standing Cornmittee Hearings, October 2 1. 1 997: 1 6 

I 04 Foster Turnsrile Immigrarion, 1 998:24 
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officer's conduct beyond explicit r ~ l e s . " ' ~ ~  

This en forcement mentality results in many questionable practices. Indeed. the 

Tasse Report itself was commissioned in October 1995 by the Minister of lmmipntion in 

response to one such practice that had b e n  made public a month pnor. A former police 

officer and manager of CIC in Winnipeg was a c c w d  of faisifjing deportation papers to 

espedite the removal process. While the CIC advised the RCMP that the story "did not 

merit a formal investigation", the RCMP went ahead with its own interna1 investigation 

to find out why the case had not been acted upon. They also initiated a criminal 

investigation.'" It was afier this incident that the Minister appointed Tasse to review 

removal policies. observing that: "[1]t1s not an easy job but ... forgery is unacceptable and 

should never be c~ndoned."'~'. Subsequently, two other immigration officers from 

Mississauga. one of whom was also a manager. were charged with îbrging a document 

also to expedite r e rno~a l . ' ~~  

No charges were laid against the Winnipeg Immigration manager and in March 

1996. the criminal charges against the two Mississauga immigration officers were 

dropped. While initially the Crown had wanted a conditional discharge and community 

service. one of the officers charged had been promoted while the case was being handled. 

Because her posting was in Tokyo and she could not therefore be monitored. the crown 

considerately agreed tu drop the criminal charges and instead she and her colleague were 

charged under the Immigration Act with 'making a false statement.' According CIC. the 

oficers were also 'disciplined' by the department; in fact they received a several day 

IU6CBC. T h e  National'. Transcript fiom September 6, 1995 

IU7Globe and  Mail. "RCMP Probe Forgery. Deportation Staff to be Questioned". October 
10. 1995 



Immigration lawyer David Matas describes the enforcement mentality as an 

organizational and systemic problem that issues in part from the dual purposes of the 

Immigration Act. inclusion and excIusion, admissions and enforcement: 

If you look at the Act lit] serves two purposes. It is to allow some people 
in and to keep other people out ... the department is bicephalous. But the 
individual people. they onl y perforrn one fhction. There's an admissions 
side and an enforcement side. The enforcement people develop a group 
ethic and they tend to support one another, they tend to agree with what 
ihey are doing. they attend to trade practices. ' 'O 

This process of sub-culture formation entails a shared perspective that informs the 

ethic and the practices. In the case of the 'enforcement side'. this content resembles those 

now fabled days of the wild West; there are ' g d  guys' and 'bad guys'. cops and 

criminals. borders and badges, cuffs and shackles, cells and exercise yards: 

... the custodial 'feeling' or 'desire' of the fiontline immigration officer is 
to wrestle the bad guy to the ground right at the nation's tumstiles. take 
him for a spin and send him home ... Despite al1 the fine print and 
oficialese. seasoned fiontline immigration officers are really only 
concemed with one thing - rooting out the bad guys: everything else is 
bureaucratie minutiae and 'small potatoes' and not really worth worrying 
about."' 

This view is not a secret; as observed by Matas: "The problem is that ...p olicy is 

administered by people who see themsdves as protecting Canada's borders. They see . 
everyone in front of them as trying to trick and cheat their way into Canada. They're very 

hard. and in some cases much too hard."'" 

'OVGlohe and Muil. "'Oficials Receive Absolute Discharge" March 27. 1996 

"'David Matas. Citizenship and Immigration Standing Committee Hearings. March 25. 
1998:15 

I I I  Lome Foster Turnstile Immigration, 1 998~30 
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Arguably. for al1 intents and purposes. the perspectives. objectives. powers and 

practices of immigration enfomement officers today bears a stnking resemblance to those 

shared by police oficers: a resemblance which most certainly underpins the tendency to 

conflate the two varieties of enforcement. There are, of course distinctions. Two are 

relevant here. First. immigration officers carry no firearms. However. as was reponed 

when the CIC/RCMP Task force was first announced in July 1994. "[AIS part of the 

beefed up effort to catch foreign criminals, especially violent ones. many enforcement 

officers will be equipped with pepper spray. collapsible batons and police-style training. " 

' "  These innovations when coupled with the already extensive powers of immigration 

oficers (arrest. search and seinire and detention) surely make the difference owed to the 

absence of guns less compelling. Second, the enforcement powers and practices of 

immigration officers as govemed by the Immigration Act are not subject to nearly same 

degree of legal. organizational and public scrutiny as are those of police officers. This 

realic.. as discussed in Chapter Two. has lead some critics to cal1 for an extemal civilian 

revie~v mechanisrn of enforcement operations and other measures to increase 

accountability. 

X) Conclusion 

The construcrion of a community founded upon the expulsion of rexrirol 
ourlm~s ... requires the establishment of borders and boundaries. Beyond the 

botrndary can be identified the outlaws, within the boundary exist the members 
of the community, aîtempting to 'Zead their lives fiee frorn fear and in rehtiw 
security '. .. The loca/ism of crime necessitates the nomadism of lm, 's response. 

Locaring crime. pinning it down, becomes a major preoccuparion ... Wherc. crime 
is located. the border con be strengthened. '" 

The degree to which cnminality is a rhetorically powerfiil 'problem' in the 

goLrernance of immigration is also evidenced by the existence and use of an important 

'"Globe and M d .  "Immigration Squad Made Permanent" September 9. 1995 

"'Young Imagining Crime 1 996: 12 



inclzrsionary discretionary Ministerial power: the discretionary temporary entry permit. 

The issuance of this (non-extendable) temporary permit under S. 19(3) of  the Act ovemiles 

any and ail exclusionary decisions previously made allows a legally inadmissible person 

to be enter Canada for a pend not exceeding 30 days. In this. it resembles a 'merci ful' 

application of discretion providing 'relief fiom the hard edge of the law. However. it is 

relief wi th a twist. Whereas inchsionary Ministerial discretionary power is most 

commonly associated with the granting of 'humanitarian and compassionate' relief. this 

measure does not have anything explicitly to do with humanitarianism. Under S. 19(3) of 

the Act. the discretion to issue a temporary entry permit is delegated to senior 

immigration oficers and adjudicators. They are to consider three factors: 1 ) t hat the 

applicant is a member of an inadmissible class under s.19(2) of  the Act: 2) that the 

purpose of the entry justifies admission; and 3) if entry is to be granted. appropriate terms 

and conditions are imposed for entry and for the duration of the stay in Canada. 

What is of particular analytical importance with respect to this provision is that it 

is used to gan t  entry to criminals. even so called 'serious' ones. Clearly. the 

~ovemment's prohibition against criminals is not a zero tolerance position. despite the 
C 

rhetoric. The 1997 Ministerial report to the House of Commons on the issuance of 

discretionary entry permits, reported that over 4,000 permits had been issued in that year. 

Of those. 1.497 were issued to people who were otherwise inadmissible for reasons of 

criminality. Of those 1,497, 395 of the crimes in question were described as  ser ri ou^'."^ 

In the 1997-98 Citizenship and immigration Standing Cornmittee Hearings. this practice 

\vas the cause of considerable contention. The Reform Party o f  Canada sought to have a 

motion passed requesting the names, crimes and countries o f  origin of these 1.197 

people. This elicited much opposition fiom those who were concemed about the racist 

uses of such information as well as about privacy issues. For the Reform pmy. the 

issuance of discretionary Ministerial pennits to criminals brings the integrity of the 

system into question and casts doubt upon the govement ' s  commitment to cracking 

' "Citizenship and Immigration Standing Cornmittee hearïngs. June 1 1. l998:6.9-4 1 



down on criminals. 

For this author, however. the issuance of these permits indicates the degree to 

which the problem of criminality. along with the myriad o f  interventionist techniques 

which it justifies. is discursively produced. The oficial and political representation of 

immigrant and refbgee crime and criminality is for the most part. unwavering in it 

condemnation. The Ministerial granting of reIief to criminals is seemingly inconsistent 

with that condemnation. It has been seen time and time again that humanitarian notions of 

mercy or relief are consistently 'trumped' by criminality/danger discourses. This practice 

indicates a crack in the constructed amour. A quiet, backdoor provision which concedes 

that 'crirninals' are not always undesirable, and that strict hard-lined prohi bit ions against 

criminal immigrants, while publicly important, are in practice are not as definitive as the 

rhetoric implies. 

On yet another analytical level, the issuance of these discretionary permits is 

consistent with the form of sovereign power employed against undesirable and 

undeserving non-citizens in the context of conternporary immigration penality. The 

sovereign's power to be mercihl necessarily accompanies the sovereign power to exact 

bodily punishment. Like the sovereign of the middle ages. the Minister of  Immigration 

(and her delegated officiais) are present, 

... not only as the power exacting the vengeance of the law. but as the 
power that could suspend both law and vengeance. [the sovereign] alone 
must remain master. he alone could wash away the offences cornmittee on 
his person; although it is tnie that he delegated to the courts the task of 
exercising his power to dispense justice, he had not transferred it: he 
retained it in its entirety and he could suspend the sentence or increase it at 
w~II!'~ 

The 1990s have witnessed an unprecedented preoccupation with crime and 

criminals in the field of immigration. In cooperation with a vast array of  'partners'. CIC 

has pursued a systematic and comprehensive agenda to get tough and crack dowm on 

' I6Michel Foucault. Discipline und Punish: The Birfh of the Prison. New York: Vintage 
Books. 197953. This understanding of immigration penality as contemporary sovereign 
power is elaborated and exemplified in the following chapter. 



criminal immigrants/refugees. The 'criminal immigranthefugee'. as constructed over the 

1990s. threatens the security of Canada. the efficiency of the free-market economy. the 

integrity of state systems. and the health and d e t y  of Canadians. to name more 

signi ficant threats posed. The magnitude of the problem and the seriousness of the threat 

is not evidenced by any consistent or reliable statistics about the actual size of the 

'foreign crime problem' in Canada. Often the subject is raised with the official 

disclaimer. 'we're not talking about big numbers but ...' The image of the 'iceberg' used 

in relation to the tnad threat is illustrative in this regard in that it is evocative of a 

massive. yet largely invisible danger. Indeed, one of the diffculties in approaching this 

issue is that the apparent absence of the problem is itself used as evidence that the 

enforcement people are doing their jobs welI and that they rnust continue to be supponed 

lest the thin blue line dissolves and disorder reigns. 

However. from the analytical perspective developed here. the magnitude and 

seriousness of the 'problem' as it has k e n  constituted over the 1990s is. in fact. 

evidenced by the extent to which it has been acted upon legally, politically and socially 

and the number and range of agencies, agents and resources that have been enlisted in the 

-fight' against it. From this perspective, there is little question that the -problem' of 

crim inality has become the central preoçcupation and justification of exclusionary 

immigration policy in the 1990s. It is in this sense that this chapter has proposed that 

immigration law and policy is today a central and largely taken for granted mechanism of- 

national crime control; that exclusionary immigration in the 1990s is 'governed through 

crime'. 

One further distinction between immigration enforcement and criminal justice 

enforcement needs to be addressed. Criminal justice enforcement is guided by the 

social1 y. politically and legally sanctioned objective of punishment. Criminals are caught 

and punished. Immigration enforcement on the other hand has nothing oficially to do 

with punishment. As discussed in Chapter Two, detention and deponation and related 

en forcement processes and practices are constnicted as straightforward administrative 

measures underpi~ed by notions of state sovereignty and territorial rights. Thus. while 



immigration enforcement may look like cnminal justice enforcement and while it may be 

experienced as punishment. it is neither. At least not in its representations. The following 

chapter thesis turns to a detailed examination of just what immigration enforcement looks 

like and just how it is experienced in the particular context of detention. 



Chapter Eight 

Detention and Deportation: 

Sovereign Power, Carceral Conditions and Penal Practices 

Arresr is the Political Art of lndividualizing Disorder' 

1) Sovereign Penality: The Death of Michaet Akhimen in Immigration Detention 

On Decernber 17 1995.39 year old Michael Akhirnen's lifeless. naked body was 

found in a bathtub filled with water; he had sIipped into a coma from which he did not 

awake. Akhimen was a Nigerian refugee seeking protection in Canada. He died in the 

'Celebrity Inn' Immigration Holding Centre.' Shortly before his death. Akhirnen had 

written the following words to Immigration officiais: "[l would rather] die in Nigeria for a 

reason than waste away in [detention in Canada] when 1 had done nothing wrong."' 

Michael Akhimen had becorne increasingly unwetl while in immigration 

detention. His pleas for medical attention were met with derision and disbelief by the 

facility ' s security guards. On several occasions he had been placed in solitary 

confinement afier verbal confrontations with the guards. Twice before his death. 

Akhimen had k e n  found unconscious by security guards in this segregated r ~ o r n . ~  

While in detention, Akhimen sufiered fiom nausea dizziness. f u q  vision and 

fatigue. He lost weight and was having dificulty eating solid foods. Akhimen made 12 

' ~l len Feldman Formations of Violence: the Narrative of rhe Body and Poliricul Terror 
in hrorrhern Ireland. Chicago: University of Chicago Press. 1991 : 109 

'Lawyer Chile Eboe Osuji from the Nigerian Canadian Association represented Akhimen 
at the Coroner's Inquest. He presented these details of Akhimen's case in his deputation 
on detention for members of the Inter-Arnerican Commission on Human Rights in 
Toronto: October 22, 1997 

3 N 0  W "Guards Ignore a Dying Man's Cry for Help" Vol. 15. No.43. June 27-July 3. 1996 



witten requests for medical treatment. and many verbal ones.' He even offered to pay for 

a check-up with his own money. He was either ignored or disbelieved. On the one 

occasion that he was seen by the doctor at the centre. the doctor had found nothing to be 

senously w o n g  with him. although no tests were carried out to confirm this concl~sion.~ 

Afier his death. it was detennined that Akhimen had k e n  suffering from a diabetic 

disease (diabetic keto acidosi~').~ 

In fmstration and desperation, Akhimen indicated that he would rather return to 

Nigeria than remain in detention in Canada and he withdrew his refugee application. His 

retum was further delayed. and his detention prolonged. because CIC had lost his birth 

certificate. seized from him upon his detention.' 

On December 17th. Akhimen asked security for some water. When they did not 

bring him any. Akhimen went without security escort to the kitchen to get it hirnself. 

Upon finding him outside of his room and without security escort. guards forcibly 

retumed hirn to solitary confinement and lefi him t l~e re .~  Shortly thereafier Michael 

Akhimen. alone and still in solitary confinement, slipped into a coma and died. 

Michael Akhimen had sought protection in Canada in accordance with national 

and international human rights law. His claim to be. a 'deserving victim' was doubted by 

immigration officiais. As a direct resuit he was subjected to coercive sovereign power and 

penality: power which. through detention and deportation, restrains. subjects and 

ultimately expels the very bodies of sovereign transgressors. This sovereign penality 

which operates in the context of exclusionaty immigration law and policy continues to be 

dist inguished from punishrnent; a distinction which serves to protect i ts coercive and 

'Osuji. deputation on detention for the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights. 
Toronto: October 22. 1997 

'NOW '-Guards Ignore a Dying Man's Cry for Help" June 27-July 3. 1996 

'~mnes ty  International Hurnan Rights Report 1997 

'NOW "Guards Ignore a Dying Man's Cry for Help" June 27-JuIy 3. 1996 

'Osuji. deputation on detention, October 22, 1997 



punitive operations from serious judicial, political and public scnitiny. 

Michael Akhimen's death was the subject of a coroner's inquest. It ruled that 

Michael Akhimen died of natural causes and did not address the harm of solitary 

confinement. It held that it was not its place to comment on immigration policy and 

pract ices. and i t therefore ignored the state sanctioned punitive and coercive 

circumstances and practices which had, at the vey least. exacerbated Akhimen's 

sufiering before he died and at worse had actually contributed to his death." 

If judged undesirable for reasons of criminality. non-citizens are held in provincial 

and federal correctional institutions. If criminality is specifically no! an issue. non- 

citizens are detained in immigration holding centres. In the United States. as in Canada. 

airport motels have been used as holding centres. Michael Akhimen died in the -Celebrity 

Budget Inn' in Mississauga. That sovereign power operates today in motels and not in the 

town square reflects the degree to which the coercive edge of sovereign power has k e n  

reconfigured in accordance with the discursive influence of liberal humanitarian and legal 

influences. Indeed. there is little doubt that had Akhimen's final days been a matter of 

public spectacle. the public would have opposed it, at least there certainly would have 

been no cheering. However. the extent to which the 'Kafka' hotels have been modified 

and operate in accordance with 'medium' security carceral conditions speaks to the limits 

of these mitigating discourses in altenng the Iùndamentally punitive and coercive nature 

of the sanction imposed. Indeed. the relatively hidden nature of sovereign penality in this 

area contri butes to and exacerbates the continuing punitive and coercive conditions of 

immigration detention. 

' o h r O ~ ' b ~ u a r d s  Ignore a Dying Man's Cry for Help" June 27-July 3. 1996 



11) The 'Celebrity Inn' Immigration Holding Centre 

" Travellers Under Cloud Stay ut ihe Inn of Unhappiness " 
Wefcome to the Celebrity Inn - un Immigraiion Holding Centre. in hirreuttcrciiic 
pur fonce. In reality, it is an immigrufion jail for the unlucky, rhe fra~rdrrfent orxi 

the suspect. ' ' 

In the United States. hotels which double as immigration holding centres are 

commonl y referred to as "Kafka motels"" The designation is evocat i ve. Perhaps the 

most enduring feature o f  Franz Kafka's writing is his powerful depiction of the absurdly 

coercive qualities of modern bureaucracy. The main character of  his novel. The Triul. is 

quite literally a 'prisoner of administration'. He is unable to leam anything about the 

charges against hirn and his very life and liberty is in the hands of faceless and 

anonymous accusers. Significantly, he is known only as 'K.'. his identity irrelevant in the 

maze of mysterious and coercive workings of a strange punitive administrative system. 

While the workings of this system are mysterious and incoherent, its coercive power is 

reai and its punitive impact profound. 

The 'Celebrity Inn' in Mississauga is Ontario's own Kafka motel. 'Celebrity'. the 

immigration detention centre is located in one wing of the fully functioning and busy 

airport motel. the Celebrity Budget Inn. Conveniently located less than a kilometre from 

Toronto's Pearson International Airport, Celebrity Inn promises to "treat al1 guests as 

celebrities". Kafka couldn't have said it better. 

There are two entrantes for those who stay at the Celebrity Inn, one for those who 

deserve to be welcomed and one for those who do not, one for those who can leave freely 

and one for those who cannot, one for those who are treated like criminals and one for 

those who are not. At the Celebrity Inn the included and the excluded bunk in different 

' 'Globe and Mail. December 28, 1995 

Michael Welch "Questioning the Utility and Faimess of Immigration and Naturalization 
Service Detention: Criticisms of  Poor Institutional Conditions and Protracted Periods of 
Confinement for Undocumented Immigrants" Journal of Contemporur). Crimincri ./l(.stice. 
Vol.13. No.1. February 1997:42 



wings of the same motel. This illustrates quite dramaticaily the contnsting destinies of 

those deemed through the operation of discretionary immigration powers to be deserving 

and/or desirable and those deemed otherwise. 

As already mentioned, individuals whose cases involve criminality are not sent to 

Celebrity but to provincial criminal justice 'correctional' facilities. This makes detention 

at Celebrity a particularly interesting and analyticaily reveaiing case. CIC's 'holding' 

centres are specifically designed to accommodate non-cnminals. Thus while one might 

expect that those held on immigration hold in more secure correctional institutions for 

reasons of criminality would Iikely be subjected to the coercive and punitive dimensions 

of criminal justice incarceration. 'temporary holding centres' which are specifically for 

detaining non-criminal immigration cases might reasonably be expected to operate under 

a different. non-carceral. regime. However notwithstanding the absence of 'criminals'. 

and notwithstanding officia1 deciarations to the contrary. immigration detention - even in 

a 'holding centre' for non-criminals located in a motel - is a distinctly carceral and penal 

experience. 

The distinctions between immigration detention and deportation and criminal 

justice incarceration hinge centrally on the concept of punishrnent: immigration 

'administers' offenders whereas cnminal justice punishes them.13 It is however telling 

that despite this longstanding legal distinction, many people. including the Minister o f  

Immigration'" and one of  the members of the Immigration Legislative Advisory Group. 

are a little unclear on this point. Indeed even 'experts' confuse the objectives of 

immigration detention and criminal justice incarceration; "...we use detention punitively 

but we don 't use it productively. .As counter-productive. and punitive is on[\. one 

" ~ h e  legal distinction between immigration detention and deportation and punishment is 
discussed in Chapter 2. 

'' As mentioned in Chapter 2, Minister of immigration, Lucienne Robillard. stated 
explicitly during the 1997-98 CIC Standing Cornmittee hearings that punishment was 
but one of the purposes o f  detention. 



pzrrpose. when if oilght ro be multi-purpose" l5 

Clearly. the emergence of immigration law and policy as a major mechanism of 

crime control. the related proli feration of crime control enforcement powers. pract ices 

and attitudes, the increasing currency of deterrence rationales in this field and the 

criminalization of new immigrants and refugees have al1 contnbuted to the blumng of 

this abstract legal distinction. This distinction disinteptes further when one considers 

the actual carceral conditions and pend practices of immigration detention and 

deportation. 

i) Carceral Conditions 

The presence of a medium security detention facility in the isolated rear winç of 

the Celebrity Budget Inn would likely corne as a surprise to most of Celebrity's paying 

customers. From the main entrance to the Inn, there are few visual clues that it doubles as 

a medium security detention centre. Around the side of the building. a keen observer 

might notice a surveillance camera mounted on the outside watl. just above a steel door 

entrance with a coded locking mechanism just beside it. This is the visitor's entrance to 

the detention facility. It is permanently locked. To enter, visitors ring a buver and their 

image is recorded and transmitted to a security oficer within who may then deactivate the 

lock and allow entry. 

The door opens into a large, dingy, yeliowish room which is empty of furniture 

except for the chairs which fine the walls. There is another surveillance carnera and a pay 

phone in this room. Apart fiom posted notices which detail certain institutional 

regulations regarding visitation, there is no other printed public information available 

here. One corner of this room has k e n  sectioned off and a security guard perrnanently 

posted behind fortified plexiglass acts as the facility's -visits0 oficer' . Just behind this 

security post is the 'detainee visiting area' in which detainees sit at cubicles and meet 

their visitors through plexiglass barriers and communicate through a telephone. There are 

"Susan Davis. Member of ILRAG, CIC Standing Cornmittee Hearings. February 25. 
1 W8:8 



twelve visiting 'stations'. 

In order to enter the 'imer' regions of the centre, the locks on two more steel 

doors need to be deactivated by security. A metal detector lines the frame of one of these 

doors. Immediately on the other side are blue tiled stairs which lead up to the second floor 

of the 'detention wing' of the Inn. It is indeed a very gloomy place: dim lighting. non- 

descript beigehown walls. long empty corridors. It is exceptionally clean: not new. nor 

necessarily in good repair. but clean. Celebrity, the detention centre. is serviced by the 

cleaning staff of Celebrity, the hotel. The detainees rooms and every floor of every room 

is c leaned dai ly. in the winters sometimes twice or three tirnes because of the snow and 

salt from outside. The disinfectant smell of amrnonia and cleaning fluids hovers 

throughout. The walls, inside and out, are fiequently painted. The air quality within the 

facility c m  only be described as terrible due to the permanently sealed windows and lack 

of ventilation and fresh air cir~ulation'~. 

Located at the top of the immaculate but gloomy stairway are the separate 

entrances to the male and female 'dining' and smoking rooms and the cafeteria style 

kitchen. A long. dimly lit motel hallway leads away fiom the dining rooms to the 

detainees rooms. The sex segregated dining rmms are also used during the day for 

schedded 'telephone time'. The men's area has 7 free phones for local calls and 2 pay 

phones. the women's has 4 free phones and 1 pay phone. There are security posts at each 

end of the hallway. and at each entrance of the dining areas. There are surveillance 

carneras in the hallway and in each of the 'common' areas. Both dining areas are brightly 

lit by natural light; windows sealed with 'lexon' (a high quality plexiglass) line their 

outside walls. The windows in the men's area look out ont0 Airport Road and the Airport 

I6The air quality at Celebrity has been fiequently raised as a matter of concem. In 1997. 
the Inter-Church Cornmittee on Refùgees issued a report afier k i n g  given a tour of 
Celebrity. The repori raised many items of concem relating to health and s a f e ~  
standards at the facility. including that of poor air guality. Legal support for criticisms 
of immigration detention is cornmonly sought in International Treaty Standards. for 

example the poor air quality at Celebrity contravenes the UN Standard Minimzrm Rules 
jbr the Trearmenr of Prisoners. (See h.47) 



C q o  bay. The men's dining area is considerably larger than the women's. In both. tong 

cafeteria style tables occupy most of the floor space. A bookshelf in the corner of each 

room (the 'library') holds dog-eared. second hand and multi-lingual books donated by 

non-governrnentat organizations. Posted notices in each room provide a few phone 

numbers of frequently needed agency contacts (iegal aid. a couple of metro shelters. 

embassy numbers). detail emergency procedures (tire) and other regulations (eg. 

"luggage. money may only be accessed between 1800 to 1900 hours. 6-7 pm unless 

otherwise specified"; nurse and doctors hours. visiting hours. phone messages. CIC 

'Rules for Detainees'). and provide a daily listing of court dates. 

The immigration ofZcials who run the facility. Enforcement Detention Officers 

(EDOs). and their support staff. work primarily out of three rooms. the entrance to which 

is located kitty corner fiom the dining areas. A security offker is posted outside of their 

door. which is usually closed. It is here that the administrative work of the facility is 

done. The resemblance of the role of Celebrity's EDOs to that of correctiona1 officers is 

strïking. EDOs wields an enormous amount of discretionary power over detention and 

detainees. including the power to overturn an enforcement decision to detain and replace 

it with their own decision to release within the first 48 hours of detention. In addition to 

admission and release powers. the EDOs at Celebrity are responsible for every aspect of 

the daily administration of the facility; fiom managing contracts with private suppliers 

(security". hotel". medicdI9) to hearing and investigating complaints to taking 

17 CIC contracts a private security company to guard the detainees. The curreni contract is 
held by Wackenhut Security Inc., an Amencan company which specializes in prison 

security. 

18 In 1997. CIC signed another three year contract with the proprietor of the Celebrity 
Budget Inn. Since January 2000, the contract is renewable every 6 months. Plans are in 
the works for the purchase by CIC of a new, centralized detention centre in Ontario 
which would be entirely administered by CIC. For this reason. in January 2000. CIC has 
moved to six month renewable contracts with the Celebrity Budget Inn. (Interview with 

SI0 at Celebrity, February 3,2000) 

19 CIC contracts the part-time services of a community based doctor and 2 nurses. (Ibid..) 



disciplina- action against difficult detainees. In these thee rooms. phone calls are made. 

inrenirws carried out. reports completed, statistics generated and photocopies made. In 

1997. a rather eerie representation of the increasingly equivalent roles and powen of 

immigration and law 'enforcement' was located in CIC's photocopy. fax and supply room 

- a toy gun and handcuffs sealed in clear hard plastic with the direction to '-break plastic 

in case of ernergen~y."'~ 

Across from the Immigration office is the 'children's playroom'. This room was 

created in response to pressure fiom the Toronto Refugee Affairs Council (TRAC) 

concerned about the frequent presence of young children in Celebrity and the absence of 

any special programs to address their particular needs. The children's playroom is empty 

of fumiture. miscellaneous toys litter the floor: a plastic slide. a rocking horse. a 'make- 

up' station. It is not the practice to detain young children. They are there with their 

detained parent(s) as 'guests'of immigration." 

The remaining roorns down the second floor hallway are the women's 

accommodations. The men's rooms are in a separate wing of the Inn. There used to be 

several 'family' rooms in îhe women's wing where families were permitted to remain 

together. but this practice was eliminated when "a few poorly behaved detainees spoiled it 

for everyone." Families may still eat together and spend time together in a designated 

'family room'. but husbands/fathers now al1 sleep in the men's wing and chitdren remain 

\ 

As observed during my field work at the 'Celebrity' detention centre between August 
1997 and June 1998. During this period, 1 volunteered as the on site case worker for the 
Toronto Refugee Affairs Council (TRAC). TRAC has an agreement with CIC which 
provides office space and telephone access for a case worker who provides information 
and referral services to detainees. The case worker is specifically prohibited from 
performing advocacy services, they are only there to 'facilitate access to the system'. I 
performed this function for TRAC, two days a week for 9 months. 1 am particularly 
grateful to Fred Franklin of TRAC for having facilitated and supported my work at 
Celebrity. and to the CIC oficials at Celebrity who for the most part responded to my 
queries and tolerated my curiosity while 1 was there, and who were open and forthcorning 
subsequent interviews. See footnote 25 for additional information regarding TRAC. 

"lntenyiew with SI0 at Celebrity. Feb.3, 2000 



with their mothers in the wornen's wing. Al1 rooms have two single beds. a dresser. a 

cable television and an off-suite bathroorn. While there are glas  mirrors on the walls. and 

there are some light bulbs in fixtures. bars house the non-functioning airconditioners and 

the doors have been removed fiom the room's closets. 
7-l 

Escape. not violence, is the primary secwity concern.-- Each room has an outside 

window. which is sealed with reinforced plexiglas. Beds have also k e n  modified: the 

ordinary. iron rail bed frames were replaced because "people were ripping them out using 

them as pry bars and weapons, so we go< rid of that? 

On the first floor of the detention wing. the rooms which Iine the hallway are used 

for a variet? of purposes: several are designated as 'meeting rooms' for detainees and 

their lawyers or other 'professional' contacts; in 1999 several were adapted to function as 

'video-conferencing' detention review rooms where detainees now present their case for 

release. via video. to Immigration adjudicators. Until recently. detainees were transported 

off site to attend these reviews. They now are done from Celebrity with the technologq. of 

video-conferencing. This manner of conducting the reviews has been criticised for further 

undemining a detainee's ability to make their case persuasively. Eusavio Garcia. part 

time case worker for TRAC at Celebrity and Refugee and Settlement Worker for the 

Quaker Cornmittee for Refugees, observed that because so much of the detention release 

decision depends on the perceived 'credibility' of the detainee. the disconnected and 

impersonal medium now employed presents a M e r  obstacle to detainees. Another 

consequence of this initiative is that because lawyers and other representatives of the 

detainees do not have to be physically with their client during the proceedings. many are 

choosing not to make the trek out to the airport location of Celebrity. This separation of 

client and counsel presents a further disadvantage of this practice." 

'%ee chapter two for a discussion of these detention reviews. interview with Eusavio 
Garcia. part-time TRAC case worker, February 3,2000 



In addition to the video-conferencing rooms. the facility's doctor and nurses 

administer health care services out of two rooms; there is a detainees' 'baggage' room: a 

room for the Toronto Refugee Affain Council  TRAC)^ caseworker: and finally there are 

several rooms which are used for the purposes of segregation and solitary confinement for 

health or security/disciplinary purposes. It was in one of these rooms that Michael 

Akhimen died. 

The beige and brown hallway on the first floor of the detention wing leads 

ultimately to the security headquarters of the facility. Three roorns. the  main securit'- (or 

*supervisor's) office. the 'admissions and discharge' office. and the -holding room'. form 

a triangle at the end of the hdl. The Supervisor of Security and the Head Guard are 

permanently posted at the main security desk . The supervisor's desk faces a wall of 

television monitors which are continuously transmitting the surveillance images 

generated by the facility's five intemal and seven extemal surveillance carneras." 

Across the hall fiom the security office. is the detainee 'holding room'. Of al1 the 

rooms in the Inn. this room most closely resembles and evokes the popular image of a 

poIice cell. It is small. no more than eight to ten feet square. It is a dirty shade of pale. 

institutional yellow. It is lit by floresçent lights. There are no windows. Wooden benches 

are bohed to the walls. There is a good size plexiglass window in the door to permit 

viewing of the room from the outside when the door is closed. Once closed. the door 

The Toronto Refugee Affairs Council is a non-governrnental group that has maintained a 
presence at 'Celebrity' since 1985. TRAC caseworken posted at the detention centre 
work interview detainees. assess their needs, provide information and make appropriate 
referrals to community and legal contacts. TRAC aiso holds 'detention review seminan' 
to provide information and guidance relating to the detention review process. CIC reports 
being pleased to have TRAC on site and leaves al1 programming and special service 
delivery to TRACS volunteen, for example English as a Second Language. Spintual 
Counselling, Art Therapy, Assistance in filling out official forms. Sadly, in February 
2000. these initiatives had fallen to the wayside due to TRAC'S severe resource 
limitations. The implications of this are serious, as put by the Celebrity SIO. "If TRAC 
doesn't do it, then it isn't done." (Interview Febniary 3. 2000) 

"interview with SI0 at Celebrity February 3,2000 



cannot be opened from the inside. 

The third room in the security triangle is the Admissions and Discharge office. 

The safety deposit boxes for the valuables and money of the detainees is located in this 

room. Just beyond these 'rooms is the third entrance of the IM. the detainees' entrance. 

This opens into the 'loading and unloading' area of the compound which forms a corner 

of the detainees' 'exercise yard'. The 'loading and unloading' area is just inside the 

constantly monitored double gate through which detainees are delivered to or transponed 

from the facility in customized. dark blue Immigration Enforcement vans. After being 

'unloaded'. detainees are delivered under escort through the detainees' entrance to the 

main security desk and the admissions and discharge security offïcer. 

The 'exercise yard' used to be the parking lot for the motel rooms in this wing. It 

measures about 25 feet wide by 100 feet long. It is empty Save for two picnic benches 

which are bolted to the pavement and a poorly situated basketball hoop. It is surveilled by 

several cameras mounted to the outside walls of the Inn. Cigarette butts quickly 

accumulate on the cracked asphalt. Other than the basketball hoop and the occasional 

soccer baI1. the only provisions for those detained to exercise are a stair-master and an 

f i  tness bi ke located in the children's playroom. 

The 'exercise yard' and the Ioading and unloading area are encircled by two wire 

fences. The outside fence is twelve feet high and is capped with barbed wire: of the 

*ordinary' as opposed to the 'razor' variety. The inside fence is eight feet high with "...an 

inward leaning overhang which is covered with mesh so that you can't get your fingers 

through it and climb up ii.'" This recently added innovation was a response to the proven 

ability of a certain number of detainees to climb up and over the previously existing 

single barbed wire fence with no mesh overhang; "...we'd have these athletic young guys 

who could get over anything." Reportedly many did. However. since the modification. 

nobody has gone over." 



CIC contracts a private security company to police Celebrity. The current 2 year 

contract is with the Wackenhut Security Company. an American company that specializes 

in prison security. During the day. there are 14 guards on site. including 3 drivers. the 

Security Supervisor. the Head Guard, the Visits Guard, and the Admissions and 

Discharge Guard. During the evening and midnight shifis. the number of guards on site is 

reduced to 9 or 10.'~ CIC provides Wackenhut guards with a 5 day specialized training 

session. Guards. who are paid about $9.50 an hour, must aiso pass a minimally 

demanding physicai fitness test. They receive basic defence training, training on the 

proper use of body restraints and training on the security POSS Orders. While guards are 

instructed to respect the principle of non-discrimination. they do not receive any f o m  of 

cultural sensitivity training from CIC. 

Section 2.06 of the 1996 Posf order.?', surnrnarises the responsibilities of the 

security contractor: 

- Supervise persons king detained. 
- Adrniilrelease detainees fiom the Holding Centre. 
- Provide information to new detainees conceming rules of the Centre. 
- Take control and be responsible for the personal effects of detainees. 
- Order meals and ven& delivery. 
- Conduct frequent and unscheduied room checks. 
- Admit visitors and ensure that visitors are not in possession of weapons. alcohol 

etc.. 
- Obtain medical treatment for detainees as required. 
- Evacuate the Centre in the event o f  an emergency. 
- Operate metal detecting devices. 
- Complete reports. 
- Transport al1 persons under order of detention as requesred by Citizenship and 

Immigration. 
- Prevent escapes. 
- Apply restraints. 

'' Interview with SI0 at Celebrity, February 3,2000 

'OC IC. Detent ion and Removals, Mississauga Immigraiion Holding Cenrre Post Orders. 
February 29. I 996. 



ii) Penal Practices: The Coercive Subjection and Control of Unruly Bodies 

The technologies and practices employed by CIC and the pivate security 

Company in the ruming (policing) of immigration detention are those conventionally 

associated with. and historically employed in, criminal justice punishrnent. That is to Say. 

the -how' (the means. the strategies. the practices. the 'technologies' of goveming) of 

both criminal justice impnsonrnent and immigration detention are. to a significant degree. 

the same. However the underlying rationaies for the employment of these coercive 

practices in the fields of criminal justice and immigration are vastly diffèrent-The 

-humanizingm influences which in the nineteenth century reformed. at least to a degree. 

the prison system in order to transform the character of prisoners left untouched and 

unchanged the application of the essential sovereign nature of immigration penality. 

Whi le l i beral legality has influenced the development of policy and practice in the 

coercive governance of immigration detainees and deportees and the manner and 'forrn' 

in which penal technologies and practices are employed. the object of the actual penal 

practices employed is to achieve bodily subjection. control and ultimately expulsion: no 

more. no less. 

In the Celebrity detention centre, these procedures and practices are govemed by 

the above cited Posr Orders. The 'Post Orders' detail CIC's operational procedures 

relating to the security aspects of immigration detention. CIC admits the term 'pst  order' 

is a misnomer as it implies a public posting of the 'orders' which govern the faciiity. In 

fact. they are more accurately described as the Department's instructions to the Security 

personnel that police CelebntyS3' In tnie Katka fashion . these 'Post-Orders' are not in 

fact publicly 'posted' and accessible to d l ,  but rather are chained to the security posts in 

the faciliv and are only accessible to Security. In February 1996. under some pressure 

from the public cnticism and scrutiny that was sparked by Michael Akhimen's death. the 

Department transformed previously looseleaf, largely ad hoc departmental memonndums 

and directives regarding security matters into a sirlox bound mimeo publication. The 

%terview with SI0 at Celebrity, Febniary 23,2000 



1996 Posr Orders responded to the recommendations made by the Coroner. by detailing 

and strengthening the sections relating to the provision of health care within the facility. 

a) Cuffs and Shackles3' 

Hundczrffs are revealed not merely as the technical instruments of securi W... Reqtriring a 
deportee ro rravel in handcuffs confirms rhat ir is the body rvhich is at stake herc.. rhr 

unrul'y body ident8ed as the illegal imrnigr~nt.'~ 

The use of body restraints on detainees is standard policy and practice during 

transport to and from the Celebrity detention facility. In particular. handcuffs and leg 

irons or shackles. constitute the 'standard' fiom which deviations mas arise." Exceptions 

may be made with the preauthorization of the Enforcement Detention Oficer (EDO) or 

the Security Supervisor.in general. reduction of the standard uses of body restraints may 

be made in the case of 'children. old people, very pregnant women. disabled persons or 

person's who should not be handcuffed for a specific reason." 

The standard must be applied in full in the case of male detainees being 

transferred to or from a more secure correctional facility Gai]). In such cases. handcuffs 

and leg irons may be fùtther supplemented by the use of a 'transportation bel<' if the 

guards judge that there is a risk of violence. A transportation belt works to secure 

handcufled wrists at the waist level thereby eliminating the danger of the person using 

their cuffed wrists as weapons. Exceptions to this standard must be approved by a Senior 

Immigration Officer. Female detainees king  transported fiom a correctional facility are 

also always cuffed but are spared the leg irons unless specifically directed by the EDO or 

the Security Supervisor." The use of these traditional penal instruments of bodily control 

" 'Posr Orders ' ('Restraints' S. 12 and 'Transportation' S. 1 1 ) 

"AI ison Young Imagining Crime London: Sage, 1 996:7 1 

"Interview with SI0 at Celebrity, February 3,2000 

" ~ h e  relevant sections of the Post Orders for these reguiations are: ss. 1 1 -08. 1 1-13 and 
1 1.20 



is guided in the context of immigration detention by the principle of 'safe restraint'" and 

is j usti fied by reference to the need to protect d e t y  and prevent escape. 

Still. handcuffs. leg irons and transportation belts cannot help but evoke images of 

criminal justice penality and the forcible subjection and confinement of suspected 

criminal offenders. The physicality and brute forcefùlness of these instruments of restraint 

are also powerfully reminiscent of medieval penality, particularl y when linked with the 

expulsion. Hmdcuffs and shackles are standard fare for deportees as well whose bodies 

are forcibly and physically subjected as part of the expulsion process. iiowever. their 

power is not merely negative and repressive. to the contrary it is a -productive force'. As 

Allison Young comments, the use of body restraints on detainees and deportees 3 s  part of 

a programme ... to produce docile subjects ... to train the individual body. the social body 

and the nation." j7 

This association of forced bodily restraint and expulsion with pre-modern and 

early modem sovereign modes of penality (stocks and banishrnent) is heightened by tales 

of abuses and extreme bodily interventions which occasionally corne to light. In 1990. 

there were reports of 'unco-operative' deportees who were forcibly dnigged and sedated 

during their removal." Enforcement oficers were also known to seal the mouths of 

particularly u m l y  and vociferous deportees with duct tape. 39 In 1999. 5 'manacled and 

shackled' Nigerians were deported from Canada aboard a US Federal Service tlight 

nicknamed 'Con ~ i r ' . ~  CIC paid $4,800.00 (American) for each of the one way tickets. . 
reportedly only a third of the cost of using commercial airlines." The U S .  leases planes 

'61nterview with Immigration oficer at Celebnty, Febniary 3. 2000. 

'7~l i son  Young Imagining Crime London: Sage, 1996:72 

""Canada Sends Deportees Home Aboard 'Con Air'" Globe and Mail. January 20. 1999 

jglbid.. 

""Ibid.. 

"Ibid.. 



lvhich are used in a fleet offkially known as the "Justice Pnsoner and AIien 

Transportation Systern". The flights c a q i n g  'aliens and cnminals' are heavily guarded 

by armed US. Marshals: 

Con Air is an Airline with a Difference. The standard operating procedure 
by the flight attendants - armed US Marshals clad in bullet proof vests - is 
to handcuff obstreperous passengers to their seats. Really disruptive ones 
have t heir handcuffed hands taped around tennis bal 1 s. '' 

On their flight. the Nigerians were also 'escorted' (subdued. transported and guarded) by 

CIC Escort oficers. While the use o f  'Con Air' to deport the Nigerians was carried out 

-in utmost secrecy'. CIC oficials later declared that it represented an "innovative 

rnethod" of deporting "disruptive people" in an "economic and efficient" way. As 

evidence of the disruptiveess of  the Nigerians in question. an immigration source stated 

t hat the Nigerians '- ... were kicking, scratching, fighting and spitting as they were being 

boarded." Al1 58 passengers on this flight were described as criminals. According to 

CIC. the Nigerians "... had committed crimes ranging fkom thefi and dnig offences to 

assault and carrying a concealed weapon." 

The symbolic importance of the use of restraints on deportees is perhaps more 

forcefully illustrated by the following example recounted during the 1997-98 Standing 

Committee hearings: 

The newspapers have reported actual cases where persons were drugged 
before k i n g  sent back without any medical supervision, or handcuffed for 
their return flight. o r  even put in leg irons ..At is hard to forget the case of a 
young Dominican who was deported a short while ago from Canada. 
Despite the fact that both of his feet had k e n  amputated. he was 
neverthe less har~dcuffedl'~ 

The symbolic and historical association of coercive bodily restraints with 

criminal. penal practices is deeply embedded and international ly understood. Criminals 

' 3 ~ e a n - ~ i c h e l  Montbriand, President, Association Quebecoise des Avocats et Avocates 
en Droit de L'Immigration, CIC Standing Committee Hearings. April23. 1 998:3 



are handcuffed. Really dangerous criminals might be shackled and cuffed and belted. The 

people being transported to and from Celebrity are neither, yet in this important bodily 

respect they are acted upon as ifthey were criminals. State sanctioned. direct and 

physical subjection and control of bodies by force through the use of body restraints is 

universal l y associated with criminal justice enforcement. Their use in the non-criminal. 

adrni nistrative context of immigration enforcement both evidences and reproduces the 

association between immigration and crime control, immigrants and crime and the 

coercive edge of traditionally sovereign power which characterises 'immigration 

~ e n a l i t y ' . ~  

This point was voiced succinctly by Louise Hardy. Member of Parliament for the 

Yukon. during the 1997-48 Citizenship and Immigration Standing Committee Hearings: 

The fact is .... that they do shackle them, and they shackle them all the 
time ... If there's no suspicion of them being criminals. I question why they 
should be there in a centre. its called a detention centre. but I've been 
through a lot ofjails. and its like a jail and it has the same security. It has 
more security than the jail in the Yukon. So these people are subjected to 
treatment as if they were criminals, whether they are or not? 

For those being physically subjected, the use of body restraints is experienced as 

While beyond the scope of the current analysis, it is nonetheless important to note that 
international legal instruments provide legal support for many of the criticisms levelled at 
immigration detention conditions and practices. For example. on the subject of restraints. 
lawyer David Matas points out that "people who are put in detention are typically put in 
handcuffs. chains and irons, even though it is against the [United Nationsg]'Standard 
Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners' ....' '(CIC Standing Committee Hearings. 
March 25. 1998: 13) CIC has recently acknowledged the importance of these legal 
standards and has incorporated them in their "National Standards and Monitoring Plan for 
the Regulation and Operation of ClCs Detention Centres" (Draft copy. February 5. 1998). 
This document details all the different aspects of immigration detention and identifies the 
relevant international legal standards for each. These include relevant provisions of the 
Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, UNHCR Guidelines on Derention of Asyium 
Seekers. the U. N. Body of Principles for the Protection of All People Under Any Form of 
Drtrnlion or Imprisonment and the above mentioned UN Standard Minimum Rules for 
the Trerrtmenr of Prisoners 

"CIC Standing Committee Hearings, April 22, 1998: 1 1 



a distinctly penal practice; coercive. punitive. humiliating und undeserved? The official 

policy justification for this use of restraints stresses. in part. safety and security issues. 

However. significantly, it also recognizes the symbolic importance of their use: 

The practice is that when people are king removed or transported for 
whatever reason outside of the centre, usually to a hearing and sometimes 
to removal. they will be handcuffed. d 's a recognition that the people are 
in derenrion. Its partly related to safety and security issues. We do have. 
from time to time. people who do attempt an escape. Sometimes that 
escape will involve some violence. If we're going to maintain control of 
the people, we do use handcuffs. We recognire ihar being derained w h i h  
inclrrdes the use ofhandcuffs in those circumstances. is a serious 
issue.(my ernpha~is)~' 

That immigration detainees are treated like criminals is clearly evidenced by the 

use of these conventionally penal. coercive instruments on the bodies of -non-crirn inals' 

in the context of an enforcement oriented immigration 'penality' that is anything but a 

'purel- administrative' proceeding. Indeed. the toy gun and handcuffs hanging in the 

Immigration office at Celebrity. surely an example of rather grim gallows humour. also 

indicates a rather dark and cynical understanding of the shared bodil y objectives of 

immigration and law enforcement. 

- Why do they treat us like criminals?' is perhaps the question I heard most frequently 
during my time at Celebrity as TRAC'S on-site caseworker. The use of handcuffs was a 
constant focus of anger, bewilderment, humiliation and frustration. Of particular.concem 
to the detainees was the use of handcuffs on mothers in front of their children. This 
concem. which was also voiced during the 1997-98 hearings. has k e n  responded to in 
the forthcoming CIC POS~ Orders , which bans this practice. (Interview with SI0 at 
Celebrity. February 3.2000) 

J 7 Neil Cochrane. Director Case Presentation, Enforcement Branch. CIC. Apd  22. 
1998: 12 



iii) Coercive Regimes 

a) Admission Procedudg 

The dark blue Immigration Enforcement van passes through the gate in the 

doubled. 12 foot high barbed wire fence. A surveillance camera tracks it as it enters the 

'loading and unloading' area of the compound. The detainees k i n g  t.ransported4' are 

'unloaded' and escorted by guards into the facility. Body restraints are removed and 

detainees are placed in the 'holding room' where they are 'frisked' ('pat' searched). their 

shoes are removed and checked, and a hand-held metal detector is passed over their 

bodies by a guard of the same sex. Any luggage is seized. searched (in the presence of 

the owner) tagged and stored in the pexmanently Iocked baggage room. Al1 valuables and 

an? money are recorded and locked in safety deposit boxes. If any identification 

documents are found in the possession of detainees, regulations detail which are to be 

seized and to whom they are to be fonvarded. Detainees may bring clothes and other 

'non-threatening' items to their rmrns. They may keep up to 30 dollars on their person for 

their persona1 use. Detainees have access to their seized luggage and valuables between 

1 800 and 1900. or by special authorization. 

New detainees are assigned a log number, a room number and the time of their 

admission is recorded. Security must ensure that each of the new detainees are provided 

with "..and allowed to read/view the rules of the Centre." Detainees are provided with 

two information handouts: 'Rules for Detainees' and .Information for Person's Detained'. 

These do no1 contain the same information as the Departmental 'Post Orders'. nor are 

they summaries of the Posr Orders. The 'rules' provided to detainees are largely 

prohibitive and govern their behaviour whiie in detention. Items covered in the rules 

include the seizure of certain belongings, resmctions on mobiIity and movement. visiting 

hours. doctors hours, television volume controls, the expectation that detainees keep their 

"~dmission procedures are set out in s.4 of the Posf Orders 

4 9  The procedures relating to the transportation of detainees are found in S. 1 1 of the Post 
Orders 



roorns "neat and clean", lights out at 1 1 :30pm. the presence of TRAC on site and the 

cornplaints process. It is important to emphasize that while Celebrity is not a jail. jail is 

never very far away for those in detention. Indeed, the spectre and ever-present threat of 

jail is a key and powemil technology of control at Celebrity: so powerful that it is 

esplicitly detailed in the final and pendtirnate rule: 

$1 4.These rules are designed for the safety, security and comfort of al1 
persons in the Centre. You are expected to respect them. Disntptive 
behaviour. including damage of property. will not be tolerated. Such 
behaviour may lead to your transfer to a more secure detention facility." 

The 'information' provided to detainees outlines briefly the detention and release process 

and their rights under the law. 

Before king escorted to their rooms. new detainees must be frisk- searched one 

more tirne. From this point on. detainees may not leave their room except under security 

escort and only for certain regularly scheduled and carefùlly coordinated and controlled 

movements and activities (meais, 'fiesh air', 'telephone time'. visiter's hours). or with 

permission for special requests (visit with the doctor or a lawyer for example).Visits with 

other detainees in their rooms are prohibited." 

b) Restrictions on Movement 

The movement of detainees within the facility is carefùlly coordinated and 

controlled by security." Detainees must have a security omcer escort when being moved 

from one location of the facility to another. They must have special permission to leave 

their roorns at unscheduled times and if permission is pnted.  they must be escorted by a 

guard at al1 times. If a guard is not available for escort at the time of the request. the 

detainee is Iocked in the holding room until a guard becomes available. A minimum of 

"CIC '-Rules for Detainees" Immigration Holding Centre (Mississauga) 

" Ibid.. 

5' POSI Orders. ss 8.00 



one officer must escort a maximum of 5 detainees (the security officer must waik behind 

the group). More than 5 detainees must ôe escorted by 3 security officers (one in front and 

one behind) and .'under no circumstances are there to be more than 1 O detainees moved at 

one time."For 'mass movements' of detainees, such as that required at meal time. 

telephone time and fiesh air time. 10 groups of detainees are moved at a time from 

security post to security post.The security procedures governing the movement of 

detainees and their supervision at meal times and fresh air time are particularly detailed 

and specific." 

C) Patrols, Checks and Searches 

Floor patrols. outside patrols, room checks and room searches are carried out bg 

security personnel on a regular basis? Floor Patrols must take place 'on an unscheduled 

basis'. at least once every half hou. Room checks are also performed regularly. The 

specific provisions which detail the marner in which they should be canied out at night 

reveal there two functions: to confirm the detainee is both physicaily present and alive: -' 

. ..shine a flash1 ight on the body of the detainee. to ensure that there is breathing 

movement."'' The section specifically w m s  against shining the light in the eyes of 

53 

Posr Clrders s.8.04-8.09 ('Banquet Hall') and s.8.10-8.19 ('Exercise Yard)Other aspects 
of detainees behaviour are aiso regulated; for example 8- 10 detainees must be seated at 
each table at meal times, no smoking is allowed during meal times. even in the smoking 
rooms. and detainees are not allowed to bring food back to their rooms. Detainees are not 
ailowed to "touch the TV" in the dining rooms. channel sefection and volume is "..under 
the control of the head guard." The TV will be "OFF" during meal times. The Security 
Supenrisor has the discretion to allow detainees to remain in the dining areas to "watch 
something special". 

'' These items are covered under S. 9 of the Posr Orders 

Many of the sections of the Posr Orders reflect the reactive process of rule-making at 
Celebit).: sections are added as problems requiring attention arise. The prohibition 
against shining a flashlight into the eyes of sleeping detainees is an enample of this as is 
the mle governing the closure of blinds in the rooms of detainees. The windows of the 
men's and women's rooms face each other. There had been reports of rude and offensive 



sleeping detainees. Outside patrols are conducted twice on the aftemoon shifi and four 

times on the midnight shifi and guards are instmcted to be on the look out for g~suspicious 

persons. vehicles. property damage. noise. etc.'? Thorough" room searches are to be 

carried out at least three times a week. while the detainees are in the dining rooms. The 

searches are done by two secunty guards who are to record and/or seize anything 

"unusual ."'6 

d) Use of Force 

CIC staff and securïty personnel at Celebrity are govemed by the relevant 

pro\isions of the Criminal Code of Canada regarding their use of force. They are 

empowered to use 'necessary force' to prevent an escape andlor to protect themselves 

against an assault. They are prohibited fiom using 'excessive' force. that is. force that is 

intended or is likely to cause 'death or grievous bodily h m ' .  '7 

e) Punitive Measures 

The policing and control of detainees is also effected through discipfinq 

measures taken against disruptive or othenvise unnily detainees. When presented with a 

relatively minor disciplinary problem, the preferred initial action by the EDO is 

'counselling' (-'talking to the guy and finding out what happened. what the problem is and 

tying to resolve ifd8). If that doesn't work the EDO may confine the person in question . 
to one of the ~isolation/overflow' rooms on the first floor for an unspecified length of 

behaviour by the male detainees in fuIl view of the female detainees. A nile mandating 
blind closure was subsequently adopted. 

"The reIevant sections of the Canadian Criminal Code are set out in S. 17 of the Post 
Orders: s.25 (Protection of Persons Acting Under Authority); s.26 (Excessive Force): 
s.34 (Self Defence Against Unprovoked Attack); s.3 7( 1 ) (Preventing Assault ) and 
S. 1 7.05 (Rescue or Permitting Escape). 

5'Inteniew with SI0 at Celebrity, February 3, ZOO0 



tirns. While CIC is quick to point out that these rooms are identical to the 

accommodations on the second floor and that their doors are not locked. the fact remains 

that those confined in these rooms are confined alone and may not leave them. 

The uttirnate. and arguably the most powerfbl sanction available to the EDO with 

respect to a -disciplinary problem' at Celebrity is to transfer the person to jail. The threat 

of a sanction - isolation or transfer to jail - is fiequently employed to control unruly 

subjects. Actual transfer to a prison is generally assured in the case of a more serious 

-disciplinan: problem- such as posed by a violent or abusive detainee or someone who has 

atternpted escape. In 1999. several people who were detained at Celebrity went on a 

hunger strike. They too were transferred to prison.59 

In a rather strange and symbolically evocative arrangement. the isolation/overflow 

rooms on the main floor are used for both punitive/disciplinary reasons (solitary 

confinement) and for reasons relating to the health of detainees (quarantine). It is equally 

grim that the sanction of transfer to prison may similarly be imposed for either 

puni tiveldisciplinary reasons or for 'health and safety' reasons (detainees thought to pose 

a 'suicide risk' are transferred to prison). 

iv) Daily Routines and Schedules' 

The daily lives of detainees at Celebrity are organized by and revolve around various 

'schedules': the daily time scheduie. the visiting schedule. the baggage access schedule. 

the telephone time schedule, the medical services schedule. 

a) Time Schedule 

0700-0800 Breakfast 

0800-0900 Detainees to be in their rooms 

0900- 1 100 Telephone time and fresh air (weather dependent) 

'91nterview with Eusavio Garcia. TRAC Caseworker at Celebrity. February 3. 2000 

60Posf Orders. s.8.20 



1100-1300  LW^ 

1 300- 1400 Detainees to be in their rooms 

1400- 1 500 Telephone Time 

1500- 1700 Detainees to be in their rooms 

1 700-1 800 Supper 

1800-2 100 Detainees to be in their room and fresh air 

2 100-2200 Telephone time 

2200 Detainees to their rooms 

2330 T.V.s off 

b)Visitor's Scheduk 

Visitation at the Celebrity detention centre is strictly regulated-Visits are permitted 

only between the hours of 9:3O- 1 1 : 15 am. l3:3O - 15: 15 pm and l9:OO - 20:15 pm. In 

addition to the temporal restrictions. an individuai detainee may not be visited by more 

than two visitors at a tirne. and may have no more than 3 visitors dunng any one of the 

three time slots. A maximum of 12 detainees may meet with visitors at any one time, a 

quite severe restriction as there are often more than 80 detainees being held at the Centre.. 

The identification requirements for visitors are very particular. Acceptable forrns of Photo 

ID must be provided or two pieces of acceptable corroborating identification. 

Different visiting conditions apply to two different categories of visitors. those 

classified by CIC as 'professional' visitors and as unprofessional visitors. No direct. 

physical contact is allowed between detainees and unprofessional visi tors. They must 

meet in the designated visiting area of Celebrity. They are separated by plexiglass and 

communicate through telephones. In addition to farnily and fnends. visitors of the 

 unp profession al' variety include: 

Immigration consultants. church groups, doctors. Amnesty International 
personnel and other similar groups are not to be treated as Professional 
Visitors without prior approval fiom the EDO. They are not to be allowed 



access into the Centre unless previous authorization has been 
obtained-These groups will use the detainee visiting area to conduct their 
business6' 

In contrast. 'professional' visitors may enter the imer regions of the facility The? 

include: 

a) L a v e r s  
b) Embassy and Consulate Oficials 
C )  Police 
d)Interpreters 
e) Approved Non-Government Otficials. i.e. TRAC and Legal Aid with photo 

identification. the UN Commission for Refugees 

Professional visitors are allowed into the Centre anytime to meet with detainees in the 

'boardrooms' on the first floor. 

In February. 2000, a new edition of the Celebrity's Posr Orders was soon to be 

released. The draft of this new edition contains quite a few changes. One of them will 

amend the -professional' and 'unprofessional' visitor categories. This is not surprising 

given that restrictions on access to the facility by Amnesty International 'and other 

similar groups' as well as by physicians has k e n  particularly contentious?' During the 

1997-98 Citizenship and immigration Standing Cornmittee Hearings on Deteniion. 

critics charged that a letter was posted at the visits guard's desk which 'banned' 

Amnesty and other NGO groups. CIC oficials denied the existence of such a letter: 

--[Flor the record. there is no such list. Despite our best efforts. we're unable to find 

what this possibly was refemng to.'" 

In fact. what critics were refemng to was not a 'letter', but rather the above 

quoted sections from the 1996 Posi M e r s ,  which were indeed posted at the Visits 

Guard's desk for at least as long as 1 was working there. It did not specifically 'ban' 

6'SI0 interview. February 3,2000 

MNeil Cochrane. Director. Case Presentation, Enforcement Branch. CIC. Citizenship and 
Immigration Standing Cornmittee hearings, April22. 1998:6 



named 'unprofessional' groups. but rather 'restricted their access' to the facility. 

Further. the EDO could use their discretion under special circurnstances to facilitate 

their admission into the facility. CIC's denial was thus technically accurate - there was 

no  ' letter' and there was no 'ban'. However. without fwther clarification. it was clearly 

misleading. In the new fonhcoming Post Orders, Amnesty International representatives 

and clergy have been upgraded to the category of 'professional' visitors. Doctors. 

Psychiatrists and other medical specialists who were deemed 'unprofessional' visitors in 

the 1996 Posr Orders will now be treated as somewhat of a hybrid category. They will 

be allowed into the faciiity, however only with a referral or recommendation from the 

facil ity's on-site doctor." The restrictions on the access afforded to consultants and 

paralegais will remain in force. 

As with most of the rules and regdations of Celebrity. the EDO has the 

discretion to make and approve exceptions. With respect to the restrictions on visits by 

unprotèssional. exceptions to their restncted access are most frequently granted for' 

humanitarian' reasons. For example, an EDO might allow a detainee scheduled for 

imminent removai to meet directly with loved ones in order to be able to Say goodbye 

more intimately. This is done 'fiom time to tirne'.& 

c) Baggage and Valuables Access Scbedule 

Detainees may have access to their personal belongings being held by the 

Detention Centre's authorities daily during the hours 18:OO -20:OO or as authorized by 

the supervisor. 

d)Telephone Time Scbedule 

Detainees can have access to a public telephone between: 9- 1 Oarn. 2-3pm- 

6-7pm. and 9-10pm or othenvise while in the dining rooms "...but not while food is 

65S10 interview. February 2 1,2000 

661bid.. 



being served'*'- The telephones are a vital part of the detainees' existence. Teiephones 

connect them with the 'outside'. Contact with and access to &ends and family 

members. l a ~ y e r s  and advocates. e t h i c  and religious community groups. embassies 

and shelters are critical for detainees who are seeking release. The phones are a precious 

and much vied for resource: people's lives are hanging in the balance. The demand for 

phones far exceeds their availability and their use is carefully govemed. Long distance 

calls must be made h m  the pay phones, local calls may be made on the free phones. .As 

a general nile. calls should not exceed 10 minutes. If a detainee requests to use a phone 

outside of the designated telephone times. a special request may be made and will 

generally be granted. 'operational requirements permitting'. Incoming telephone calls 

may not be directly received by detainees but are received by security who "should 

obtain the name and the phone number of the calier. and pass the message to the 

drtainee as soon as pra~tical.' '~~ 

e)Health Services 

A medical doctor and nursing s t a f f  are contracted by CIC to attend to the health 

needs of the detainees. A nurse can be seen every morning between 9:OOam and noon. 

and a doctor on Monday and Thursday during these same hours. Specialized health 

services. for example psychiatric counselling, may be provided if recommended by the 

doctor. Detainees are required to hand over al1 medications upon their detention and 

forthwith the onsite doctor has the responsibility of dispensing al1 medicines ('patent' or 

prescription') as needed. However, in the absence of medical staff. security personnel 

takes over this responsibility. 69 According to TRAC representative Eusavio Garcia. it is 

not uncornmon to have the threat of transfer to jail used in the context of the provision 

of medical care. For example, a sick Chinese man was told by one immigration officer. 

67Post Orders. S. 10.03 

68 Posr Orders. S. 10.0 1 
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that if he refused to take his medication he would be transferred to jail. 5 detainees who 

had begun a hunger strike in January, 2000 were actually transferred to jaiL7' 

Since 1996. afier the death of Michael Akhimen. any request to see the on-site 

medical staff will be accommodated?' On their scheduled days. medical staff first see 

those on their own Iists of cases. Once they have seen everybody they want to see. they 

will see as many 'new' patients as tirne permits. 

Not surprisingly. increased attention was paid to the health care conditions of 

detention at Celebrity afier the death of Akhimen. The Coroner made several 

recommendations which CIC subsequentl y implemented. i ncl uding fi rst aid training for 

the security guards and routine examinations of detainees held longer than a week. 

However concerns about the quality of care persist. White the physical health of 

detainees is unquestionably a primary concern of CIC officiais and while access to on- 

site medical services for physical illnesses has been improved, the mental health of 

detainees remains a serious concem. 

As a matter of policy. il1 or injured detainees are transferred to a medical facility. 

Exceptions are made "in minor cases"." Many of those in detention exhibit serious 

depressive symptoms and suicide is an ever present concern. The preferred way of 

dealing with -suicide risks' is to transfer them to jail. If a detainee is deemed to be a 

'low-risk suicide threat case' they are confined to one of the isolation rooms under 

'special watch': "the person's status ... will be checked evecy 1 O minutes on al1 ~hifts."~' 

"Interview with Eusavio Garcia, TRAC Caseworker at Celebrity. F e b m q  3. 2000 

Pre-existing regulations gave the nurse the power to refuse any request to see medical 
staff for -'allegeed" complaints.(Pos~ Orders Appendix 'H') They even required medical 
staff to "report abusive or hypochondriac detainees to the EDO. The EDO will. as 
required. provide appropriate counselling to such detainees" (Ibid..). This is no longer 
sanctioned by CIC. AH requests to see the on-site medical staff must be accommodated. 
(Interview with SI0 at Celebrity February 3,2000) 

72 ~ o s r  Orders S. 1 5 .O 1 



Generally speaking. CIC officiais at Celebrity would prefer not to have either sick 

or suicidal people in their facility. Transfers out of Celebrity. either to a hospital or to a 

community health care facility for the sick or to jail for the suicidal. are sought wherever 

p~ssible.~' The justification for the transfer of suicidal deiainees to jail is that jails are 

better set up to deal with such cases; they have special 'suicide watch rooms'. However. 

there is little question that jail is the last place that a seriously depressed or suicidal 

person should be. This reality is particularly pronounced in the case of refugee claimants 

who ma? have experienced torture and other human nghts violations while being 

detained by authorities in their country of ongin. 

There are no provisions on-site for assisting detainees wi th psychological 

problems. WhiIe the medical staff may refer those with psychological problems to a 

counsellor. the practice is quite rare. It is more cornmon is to transfer such cases to jail. A 

case recounted in a recent report on detention at Celebrity sheds some light on the 

attitudes which inflect the provision of health care at Celebrity. In 1997. a young woman 

refugee claimant. one of Celebrity's many 'long term' detainees (over 30 days). was 

increasingly depressed and was suffering fiom serious physical symptoms. In response to 

queries made by the on-site TRAC representative regarding her health, medication and 

the possible need for a psychiatric referral, the on-site nurse vehemently argued "why 

should 'we' pay for a psychiatrist when she should be deported anyway~~'.~' 

Z 

V) Numbers and Composition of Detained Population at Celebrity 

The Celebrity Inn in the Toronto suburb of Mississauga is one of the three 

principal immigration holding centres in Canada. The other two are located in Vancouver. 

British Columbia and in LavaI, Quebec. The facilities differ considerably in terms of the 

numbers of people detained and the conditions of detention. Vancouver utilizes a 

'"interview with SI0 at Celebrity, February 3, 2000 
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d o ~ w t o w  pre-triai facility and retains a small nurnber of motel rooms at the airport. 

Laval's facility. officially designated the 'immigration Prevention Centre'. is located in a 

re furbished former prison, Generally speaking, there are between 75 and 1 00 people 

detained at Celebrity which has the capacity to detain 100 people "~ornfortably"'~. In 

contrast. Vancouver and Montreal hold approximately 20 to 40 people." 

a) Who is in detention at Celebriây 

As previously mentioned. immigration 'holding centres' are for the detention of 

non-criminal non-citizens: people who have corne to the attention of the authorities. who 

have violated or are suspected of violating the Immigration Act and who are judged. 

initial1 y by Immigration officers and subsequently by adjudicators. to represent a ' flight 

risk'. As explained by one CIC policy official. the people in detention at Celebrity and the 

two other holding centres "...are not people who have cornmitted a crime. They're not a 

danger. but they don't have the right to remain in Canada ... So we want to make sure 

n-e're able to remove them."" In this sense, detention is for deportation. : "...the intention 

[of detention] with the non-criminal is that detention be as short as possible. In most 

cases it  really is to facilitate removal. so there is not a justification for a long detenti~n."'~ 

People detained in each of the three national holding centres include: those who 

have been deemed inadmissible to Canada and who have k e n  refused entry (for a variety 

of non-criminal reasons inciuding, for exarnple, those suspected of not being 'genuine 

visitors'); those who have been found working in Canada without authonzation: those 

who have overstayed temporary visas and those whose refugee claims have k e n  rejected. 

Approximately half of those detained at Celebrity are detained at the 'front-end' of the 

"lntenriew with SI0 at Celebrity. February 3.2000 
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immigration process (at the airport or other port of entry). and the other half at the 'back- 

end' (from within Canada, usually after a routine encounter with the police or other local 

authority).'' 

Ontario is the only region which regularly detains people with active refùgee 

daims even when there is no criminal history. " On February 3.2000. for example. I O  of 

the 84 detainees at Celebrity (12%) had active refugee claims. The detention of asylum 

seekers is a matter of considerable concem. Not surprisingly. in recognition of the 

generally accepted inappropriateness of detaining refbgees. CIC oficials are quick to 

emphasize the distinction between the (genuine and deserving) refugee and (the always 

and already suspect) refugee clairnunr. CIC, they stress. does not detain refugees. only 

refugee claimants and only very few." As put by Minister of Immigration. Lucienne 

Robillard. "We put them in detention only if we have a serious reason to do so. and once 

there. their conditions - again these are not prisons- are quite a~ceptable."~' 

In justiQing the detention of refùgee claimants. CIC observes that the practice is 

rare and exceptional: 

Of the 1 00 people k i n g  detained because its believed they would be 
unlikely to appear for their removal or for a hearing, approximately 15 of 
these people have an outstanding refugee c l a h  [out of approximately 
30.000 refùgee claimants in Canada in total]. So we can see that it is 
unusual for a refugee ciaimant to be detained, and most of those cases 
involving a refbgee claimant who is detained have circumstances that are 
  nu su al.^ 

''Inteniew with SI0 at Celebrity, February 3,2000 
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While the numbers of refugee claimants in detention at Celebrity at any one point 

in time is usually between 10 and 1 5 people, the nurnbers over time are slightl y more 

significant. For example, TRAC case files indicate that during the 7 month period 

between September 1996 and March 1997, of those who sought the assistance of TRAC 

at Celebrity. 3 1 were front-end refûgee claimants and 26 were rejected refugee claimants. 

8' Moreover. the fact that the nurnber of refugee claimants detained are generally small. 

does not diminish the particularly profound and debilitating effect of detention on 

refugees. Not only are their efforts to find. retain and communicate with legal counsel for 

their refugee claim as well as their ability to prepare their cases effectively severely 

restricted by their confinement. the impact of detention on their mental health and well- 

being c m  be debilitating; 

The detention of refugees who have experienced violent persecution. often 
including imprisonment and torture, creates a set of circumstances which 
pose great risk to the well-king of the detained individual. The 
consequences of being detained again can cause traumatic affectations 
generally described as pst-traumatic stress syndrome .... a vulnerability to 
retraumatization exists .... These psychological stresses severel y 1 imit the 
efforts of a person to establish a refugee claim. There is no recognition of 
their special circurnstances and no medical treatment to meet their special 
needsag6 

The vast majority of those detained at Celebrity are non-white. male. and between 

the ages of 20 and 40 years old. In early 2000, it was reported that China Somalia Iran. 

India and 'the Caribbean' were commonly represented among the detainees." 

While statistics on the composition of  the detainee population at Celebrity over 

time are not available. the following numkrs  provide a snapshot of the composition of 

the detainee population at Celebrity on one day, February 3.2000. On this day there were 

a total of 85 people in detention. 32 (37%) were from Asia (China (14). India (7). Korea 

"TRAC. "1s This Canada" 1998: 23 
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(4). Philippines (2). Vietnam (1), Malaysia (1) Sn Lanka (2). Pakistan ( 1 )). t 9 (22%) 

were from Central and South America (Suriname (1). Guyana (4). Costa Rica (2) .  

Venezuela (2). Mexico (4). Honduras (2), Argentins (1 ). El Salvador (2). Brazil ( 1 ). 1 1  

( 1 6%) were fiom Afnca (Nigeria (S), Zimbabwe (3), Ivory Coast ( 1 ) Senegal ( 1 ). Somal ia 

( 1 ). Uganda (2). Namibia ( 1 ). 9 (1 1 %) were fiom the West Indies (Dorninican (2) .  St. 

Lucia ( 2 ) .  Jarnaica (4). Grenada ( 1 )). 8 (9%) were frorn Eastern Europe (Ukraine ( 1 ). 

Russia (2). Poland (1). Albania ( l) ,  Hungary (2), Uzbekhistan (1). 1 person was from the 

Middle East (Iraq) . 1 person's national origin was unavailable. and 1 person came from 

western Europe ( Netherlands)." There were at least 5 pre-school age children in the 

detention centre as 'guests' of CIC, and at Ieast one unaccornpanied minor. The vast 

rnajority of those in detention were without resources. financial or o the rwi~e .~~  

While these numbers reflect the specific composition of the detainee population at 

Celebrity on one particular day, the general characteristics of the detainee population at 

Celebrity remain relatively stable over tirne. That is to say. the vast majority is always 

non-white. generally poor. mostly male. There are usually a handhl of children with their 

mothers. one or two unaccompanied minors, one or two families. and about a dozen 

refugee claimants. While the specific countries represented at any one time v q .  

reflecting the shifiing foci of CIC and police enforcement practices (the targeting of 

certain airlines. selective policing practices), the continental regions represented by the 

detainees remains relatively stable over time: Asia, Central and South America. Africa 

and Eastern Europe. 

There is also some consistency over time with respect to the backgrounds of those 

detained. For example there are fiequently eastem European sex trade workers at 

~e lebr i t~ ."  while many of the young women who corne from the West Indies bear the 

scars of domestic violence. Many of the refùgee claimants have fled the war-tom regions 

"CIC Detention and Removals Unit, Month End Statistics Repon. 03-02-2000 
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of Eastern Europe and Afica  the repressive Chinese regime and Central and South 

American countries. 

b) Length of  Detention at Celebrity 

CIC defines a ' long-terni' detention as one which exceeds 30 days in length." 

While most of the critical attention paid to long-terni detentions focuses on those being 

held in correctional institutions for reasons of cnminality. the concem is aiso present at 

Celebrity. While the Celebrity detention centre is designated for the shon term. temporap 

detention of non-criminal non-citizens, many of those detained here remain for periods 

far esceedinp 30 days.9' On February 3.2000, for example. 40% (34) of the current 

detainees were. by CIC's definition, long term detention cases. Of these 34 detentions. 1 1 

had been detained for a penod of 1-2 months; 6 had been detained for 2-3 months: 1 had 

been detained for 3-4 months: 8 had k e n  detained for 4-5 months: 2 had been detained 

for 5-6 months: 5 had been detained for 6-7 months: and 1 had been in detention for 9 

months. Of the 6 held in detention for more than 6 months. 3 were from China and 3 were 

from India. 

Long term detentions at Celebrity ofien are related to identity and/or travel 

9 1 

Interview with S I 0  at Celebrity, February 3,2000. This definition was also provided in 
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people should not be detained if there is no end to the detention in sight. either through 
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documents. For example. adjudication ofien continues the lengthy detention of people 

who are slated for removal but who do not have the requisite identityhavel documents 

from their countl of origin. These people ofien remain in detention while their 

applications are k ing  processed by their national govenunents. Certain countries. for 

esample India. are known for taking a very long time to produce the necessary 

documents. The longest term detainees at Celebrity are thus commonly citizens of India. 

A long term detention at Celebrity may also be related to an active refugee claim. 

I t  is not uncornmon for refugee clairnants to be detained for the entire period during 

kvhic h their claim is processed and heard. While the IRB gives priorit~ to detention cases. 

the u-ait can still be several months. As was the case for Michael Akhimen. this wait can 

be lethal. Like Akhimen. many refugee claimants are driven to withdraw their refugee 

claim even in the face of danger and loss of protection.'' 

The rationale for the continued detention of refugee claimants resembles a catch- 

22. TRAC has found that the more obvious it is to CIC officiais and to adjudicators that 

the person seeking reiease fiom detention desperateiy wants to stay in Canada, the more 

I i  kely it is that they will not be released because they are considered a flight risk. 

Refugees who honestly express their fear of retuming home in their detention review are 

thus unwittingly strengthening the case for their continued detention. For this reason. 

TRAC routinely counsels detainees as to the difference between the detention review and 

the refugee hearing and emphasizes the importance of saving the details of their fears of 

persecution were they to be retumed to their country of origin for their refugee hearing. 

A long term detention may also be the result of a person refusing to sign the 

necessary papers in order to apply for the travel document. tndeed. CIC cites the '-lack of 

detainee cooperation" in securing their travel documents. alongside the non-cooperation 

of the country of origin as k ing the primary reasons for long-term detentions. although 

they do admit that non-cooperation of detainees is a significantly smalier problem than 

"TRAC. "1s This Canada" 1998:M 



the non-cooperation of foreign govemments. Nonetheless. one of CIC's primas 

preoccupations is to gain the 'cooperation' of detainees in the effort to apply for the 

necessar). documents. Celebnty oficials fiequently use the promise of release from 

detention as an incentive to get detainees to 'sign'. 95 CIC has also begun to attempt to 

facilitate this 'cooperation' dunng the course of detention reviews. As reponed in the 

1997-98 CIC Standing Cornmittee hearings.: 

[CIC is] ... currently working on initiatives to encourage our clients to 
corn pl y with our requests for travel documents. For example. when we 
have clients who are detained. before they're released from detention our 
case presenting officers make arguments to the immigration adjudicator 
that the person should apply for a travel document before they are 
released from detention? 

It is also the case that the threat of  transfer to jail is sometimes employed as a 

means of coercing a detainee to 'sign'. In such cases. the refusai of a detainee to sign their 

application for a travel document is construed as evidence of non-cooperation with CIC 

oficials and this 'unniliness' becomes the subject of a punitive response. 

Many refugee claimants do not have the necessary identityhravel documents. For 

them. the consequences of this 'signing' has an additional edge. While the lack of 

requisite documents is commonly interpreted as an indication of a potential flight risk or 

possible danger and therefore justifies continued detention, the credibility of refugee 

claimants who agree to sign is irnrnediately cast in doubt; "They Say. you help us get a 

passport for you or we will keep you in detention. Then they help get a passport. and then 

the department turns around and says, you're not a refugee, because you applied for a 

passport.'" 

'"Paul Thibault. Executive Director. Adjudication Division. CIC. Standing Committee 
Hearings. March 3 1, I998:3 
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The central importance of  the signing of the travel document to immigration 

penality bears a strong resemblance to the importance of a confession to sovereign 

penality. Both legitimize and affirm the vightness' of the coercive pdicy and practices in 

question. Both facilitate and expedite these practices. Both render the subject of these 

practices complicit in their own subjectification. And. the withholding of both results in a 

more onerous challenge for the authorities who must work harder to achieve their desired 

objective. Moreover. the refusal to 'sign' is arguably the only bit of leverage available to 

detainees in their efforts to avoid deportation. for whatever reason. For ail of these 

reasons. the 'signing' (in the context of immigration detention and deportation). like the 

-confession' (in the context of criminal justice punishment). is a central and guiding 

preoccupation of authorities. 

C) Release from Celebrity 

Detention at Celebrity ends either with the release of the person into the 

community or the removal of the person fiom the country. As described in Chapter 2. an 

S I 0  may release someone fiom detention within the first 48 hours (the '48 hour review'). 

Once that 48 hours has passed. release may only be ordered by an independent 

adjudicator at the 'detention review'. Usually release conditions are imposed usually 

including cash amounts or a performance bond, or both. Bonds have k e n  set by 

adjudicators at levels ranging fiom 2,000 to 10,000 dollars. It is ofien the case that a 

person must remain in detention because they lack the resources to hlfill the release 

conditions. In this important respect. release fiom immigration detention differs from 

release from criminal incarceration. It is a fùndamental and guiding principle of criminal 

justice bail reform that people should not be jailed for k i n g  poor. In the context of 

immigration detention, people are routinely refused release because they do not have 

enough money. Indeed. as observed by Iawyer David Matas, the above mentioned 

princi ple of bail reform "...is totally absent fiom the Immigration Act. We have 

exorbitantly high bail amounts for immigration release and people do stay in immigration 



detention because they are poor. That should not be so.'" 

III) The Nature and Scope of Immigration Detention Outside of Celebrity 

For the most part. Canada has resisted calls for a blanket increase in the use of 

immigration detention. choosing instead to target certain groups for increased detention 

(criminais and failed refugee claimants). In 1994, CIC detained just over 9.000 people 

(including -criminals' and bnonsriminals').w Since then the Canadian trend has been 

dommward with respect to the total numbers of people detained. In 1996-97. CIC detained 

a total of 6.400 people for a total of 138,000 detention days? In 1997-98. CIC reported 

that they had detained just under 6.000 people in immigration detention. a decrease of 

3.000 in 3 years."' However. the length of individual detentions has steadily increased in 

Canada. For example in Ontario, the total nurnber of immigration 'jail days' in provincial 

correctional institutions rose fkom just under 35,000 in 1992-93 to approximately 82.000 

in 1 995-96"'. Over the sarne period. the total nurnber of -holding centre days' in Ontario 

also rose dramatically. fiom 37.000 in 1992-93 to 48,000 in 1995-96- Since 1996- 

however. these numbers have k e n  declining.'03 

The 1995-96 increase in the lengths of jail and holding centre detentions reflects 

the heightened preoccupation with enforcement triggered by the 1994 Leimonis and 

Baylis shootings in Toronto. Significantly, the enforcement response which ensued 

('cnminals first') resulted in longer lengths of detention in bath criminal and non- 

W e i l  Cochrane. Immigration and Citizenship Standing Committee Hearings. 
submission. April 32. 1 W8:4 
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criminal cases; in both correctional institutions and in holding centres. 

The majofity of immigration detention cases in Canada invofve criminality issues. 

For example. in Ontario between 1994 and 1997, for every I person in detention at 

Celebrity. there were 3 k i n g  held in other correctional institutions. " The majority of 

long-terni immigration detentions are 'danger to the public' cases; cases in which the 

adjudicator judges that the release of the individual from detention would pose a danger 

to the public.'*' As explained by CIC. "The dilemma the department is placed in is that if 

we release someone who is considered a high risk individual and they go out into public 

and kill a police officer or a citizen. we're accountable for that."'" 

CIC reported in June 1997 that there were a total of 184 long term detentions in 

Ontario. 35 (20%) of these were non-criminal -flight risks' k ing  held at Celebrity. The 

remaining 149 (80%) involved criminality and danger issues and were k i n g  held in 

correctional institutions across the province. Of these 184 long term detentions. 83 (45%) 

had been detained for at least 6 months, 36 (20%) had been detained for at least a year 

and 9 (5%) had been detained for more than 2 years.'07 The average length of detenrion 

for individual detainees before they were released or deported was 8 months (339.9 

daYs). 'O8 Of these 1 84 people, 86% (1 58) were non-white. 49% (90) were of African 

'"CIC Public Affairs. Response to Information Request. March 24, 1997 
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descent. 39% (50) were Jamaicans and 20% (32) were Vietnarnese. ">" 

On July 14. 1997 about 150 detainees at the Metro West Detention Centre. the 

facility where the majority of  Ontario's criminal immigration detainees are held. went on 

a hungrr strike to protest the circumstances o f  their detention. ' ' O  Of particular concern 

was. and continues to be. the situation facing long-term immigration detainees. Typically. 

about 60% of  the long-terni detainees are permanent residents who have k e n  declared by 

the Minister to be a danger to the public under s.70(5). and about 40% are failed refugee 

claimants who have been detained for reasons of  cnminality and who were judged by 

adjudicators to pose a danger to the public in their detention reviews" '. They have 

al ready served t heir criminal sentences. yet they remain in prison under . i mrnigration 

hold' while CIC attempts to effect their removal. Sometimes the time spent in prison in 

immigration hold exceeds the length o f  the criminal sentence served. a situation referred 

to as 'double punishrnent'. For example. a refugee fiom Surinam who was granted 

re fugee status in Canada in 1985. was convicted of several narcotics offences which 

netted him 4 months in jail. In July 1997, he had been on immigration hold for over 2 

years. ' " 
At the time of  the hunger strike, there were about 70 immigration detainees who 

had been detained at the Metro West Detention Centre in Toronto for more than 6 

Ibid.. These statistics were submitted to the CIC Standing Cornmittee on March 
26.1998 

1 1 0  Parkdale Legal Services Inc.. Memorandum re: "Metro West Deten tion Centre Hunger 
Strike by Immigration Detainees" July 22,1997 
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detentions in criminal cases are similar for non-criminal cases: lack of  detainee 
cooperation in securing the necessary travel documents or non-cooperation of the 

country o f  origin. 
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rnonths."' In addition to protesting against the 'double punishment' of long-term 

immigration detainees. the detainees were aiso protesting the '-overcrowding and 

unsanitary conditions of their imprisonrnent: three inmates to a cell designed to sleep only 

two. so that one person has to sleep on the f l~or . ""~  

In the United States, the iNS has k e n  busy building and opening new detention 

facilities. There. immigration detention is very big business. In 1986. The United States 

passed the Immigration Reform and Controf Act. One of the consequences of this 

restrictive piece of legislation was the expanded use of  detention for immigration 

;,iolations. This trend was intensified with the passing of the 1996. Iilegui Imrnigrution 

Refoml und Individuai Responsibifity Act. In 1995. the Intemal Naturalization Service 

(MS) detained 6.000 people. In 1999, this figure had nsen to 16.400- '" The average 

length of detention in the United States has also increa~ed."~ In the United States. 

thousands of Mexicans are usually detained for a day or two before k i n g  deported. Still. 

hundreds of people have been held in iNS detention for more than six months and dozens 

for more than a year.In 1994. the Americans spent approximately 200 million dollars 

(American) on immigration detention.'" Since the 1980s. it has opened more than 26 

detention centres, some of which have been described as large 'state-of-the -art' facilities. 

In Canada govemment bureaucrats have developed a plan to build a similarly 

'state-of-the-art' immigration detention facility which would be run bp CIC and which 

would be equipped to 'accommodate' al1 varieties of immigration detainees: from failed 

"~arkdale Legal Services Memorandum, July 22. 1997 
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refuger claimants. to visa overstays to 'senous' criminal offenden.'" If this plan for the 

creation of a mega-detention complex is ever implemented. it would arguably represent 

the institutional manifestation of the culmination of the discursive developments which 

this thesis has traced: CIC would then be in the business of m i n g  'prisons'. However. 

whether or not the governent  goes ahead with this plan remains to be seen. In the 

meantirne. CIC continues to detain non-citizens in provincial jails and detention centres 

and in - immigration holding centres. 

The cost of detention is an extremely significant factor in the developrnent of 

policy and practice in this area. While increasingly intensive enforcement practices imply 

more drtentions. fiscal imperatives increasingly dictate restraint. In 1994-95. the 

Canadian governrnent spent 2 1.1 million dollars on Immigration detention. In 1 995-96. 

23 -4 million was spent on detention. In 1997, the national budget for detention was 

capped at 19.8 million.' l 9  Approximately 13 million dollars is budgeted for immigration 

detention in Ontario. Of that figure. 4 million is designated for the 'Celebrity' detention 

centre which leaves 9 million dollars for the detention of cnminals in Ontario.'" 

According to CIC. "...the cost to detain a person for a full year at the Celebrity Inn is 

$33.000.00. This is equal to $90.41 per day per person ... Not included in this figure are the 

medical bills that range from 150,000 to 200,000 at the Celebrity Inn. or transportation 

costs (to immigration proceedings etc.).""' 

CIC observes that "[Dletention costs a lot of money ...[ that it] is used quite 

sparingly and with restraint ... by the domestic regions across the country.""' And the 

numbers of immigration detainees are indeed relatively srnall; the numbers of non- 

1'81nterview with SI0 at Celebrity February 3,2000. 
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criminal detentions even smaller. So smal1 in fact that the question of the reai purpose 

and objective of immigration detention is necessarily raised- 

This question becomes that much more pressing in light of the fiscal imperatives 

which ultirnately govern detention and release decisions at Celebrity. Regardless of la~v. 

the bottorn line is resources; "It is completely resource-driven. If there are no more beds. 

we pick up the phone and say don't arrest any more people. don3 bring any more people 

here."'" O n  one occasion. CIC temporarily gave up the use of 1 O beds at Celebrity. 

When the beds becarne available again CIC officiais were retuctant to get them back 

'-...because they would just get filled up again." "' 
In late February. 2000. there was no more room at the Inn. Celebrity was over 

capac i~  with 1 19 detainees. Arresting oficers were told "...to stop arresting people we 

can't remove. we can't keep them here."13 The resource-driven nature of detention 

decisions at Celebrity lead one SI0 at Celebrity to conclude that detention at Celebrity 

senfes no official policy purpose or objective whatsoever other than public relations; "..so 

Immigration cm say .we9re doing ~ornething.""~ 

While it rnay be true that immigration detention at Celebrity serves no oficial 

poIicy objective or purpose other than public relations, the importance of this exercise in 

public relations should not be underestimated. Immigration detention at Celebrity and 

elsewhere iç a critical instrument for the maintenance and reproduction of coercive 

sovereign power and exclusionary sovereign objectives. In this analysis. detention and 

deportation are understood as 'political rituals' as 'social phenornena' which '-cannot be 

accounted for by the juridical structure of society alone.""' From this penpective the 

"'Interview with SI0 at Celebrity, February 3,2000 

"'Ibid.. 

Iz51bid.. 

"%terview with SI0 at Celebrity, Febniary 3,2000 

"7Foucault Discipline and Punish p.24 



relatively small numbers of people involved does not diminish the effects: while 

'discipline' must act upon many people in order to be an effective goveminp power. 

sovereign power need only act upon a few, with the knowledge and assent of the many. 

IV) Conclusion 

Celebrity IM is not a correctional facility, it is an Immigration 'holding' centre. 

The detainees are not convicted criminals. they are in fact specifically designated as 

-non-dangerous' and non-criminal non-citizens. They are supervised and controlled not 

by prison guards. but by private security guards. Confinement at Celebrity is not carceral 

punishment. it is administrative detention. But this is indeed sovereign power in action. 

The forcible confinement of these individuais does not aim to -correct'. 'reform' or 

'transfom' souIs. Lt has no officia1 aim or purpose other than to confine. restrain and 

ultimately expel the actual bodies of non-citizens in accordance with the administrative 

esclusionary requirements of the Immigration Act. 

Notwithstanding the longstanding Iegal distinction between administrative 

detention and deportation. and imprisonment and punishment. those who are suspected of 

violating the Immigration Act for whatever reason, criminal or othenvise. are constructed 

and acted upon as criminals (a trend which, as demonstrated in this thesis. has intensified 

over the last decade). And violations of the immigration Act are acted upon through the 

application of a distinctly sovereign penality, traditionally reserved for those convicted of 

criminal offences. The penality to which immigration violators are subject is one in which 

the 'body' (not the mind, or soul, or habits) is still the primary object of the sanction 

imposed. and the sanction is occasioned and justified by virtue of the juridical 

transgression of longstanding and resilient temtorial sovereign law. In the contest of 

immigration. detention and deportation are the most extreme. coercive and bodily 

sanctions available to sovereign states; sanctions which remain l a ~ e l y  protected from 

serious judicial andor public oversight precisely by virtue of this rationale. Needless to 

sa). that these measures are legally defined as something other than punishment and that 

those being govemed are legally acknowïedged to be 'non-criminals' is largely irrelevant 



to those who experience it as punishment and who are constnicted and acted upon as if 

they were criminals. but who, ironically. are accorded fewer legal protections. fresh air. 

and support services than would be available to them if they had committed a crime. 

Detention and deportation thus work on two distinct levels: as sovereign sanctions 

which work ritualistically and symbolically to produce and reproduce both the suprerne 

and ultimately coercive power of the sovereign and of sovereignty and of the *rightness' 

of the specific. territorial sovereign policies and practices in question: and as sovereign 

sanctions which acr upon. in coercive and discriminatory ways. the bodies of those 

constructed in the wider social and political context as undeserving and undesirable 

threats. 

Sovereign penality used to be a very public affair. Indeed. the effectiveness of 

punitive classical sovereign power depended upon the public œspectacle' and 'ceremony' 

of bodil y criminal punishment; sovereign penality depends upon hegemony. However. 

physical pain and torture are no longer legitimate and hegemonic objectives of state 

sanctioned criminal punishment, and the spectacle of sovereign penaiity has accordingly 

largely disappeared fiom criminal justice administration in Canada. As observed by 

Foucault. only 'traces' of sovereign power persist in the context of criminal justice. and 

these traces provoke shame and refom. Indeed, immigration detention and deportation is 

arguably the last remaining site where sovereign penality is central and relatively 

unapologetic. largely unafFected by the humanitarian liberal influences on and reforms to 

the criminal justice system. In the context of contemporary exclusionq immigration. it 

is sovereign penality that surrounds recently imposed 'traces' of liberal legality and 

humanitarianism. 

In the late twentieth century, bodily sovereign power is no longer a public and 

shamelessly painhl affair. Neither detainees and deportees nor convicted criminals are 

pilloried and paraded; notions of individual and human rights have dulled the sharp edge 

of the sovereign's sword. However. while it is certainly true that in the contexi of 

Canadian Criminal Justice the body has been displaced as the object of punishment. in the 

context of exclusionary inunigration law, policy and practice. the body continues to be 



the constituent feature and object of the sanction. immigration penality entails. at its 

extreme. a fiindarnentally and inherently ' Wily'  sanction: deportation. removal, 

banishment. exile: the physical subjection and expulsion of the omending 'bodies' in the 

narne of the sovereign. There is no need to normalize or correct undeserving and/or 

undesirable non-citizens, through the operation of law. discretion. and sovereign power. 

the) may be ceremoniously and force-fully expelled. 



Epilogue: The Future of Immigration Detention in Canada 

"Before the Lm?" 

Before the l m !  stands a gatekeeper. To this gatekeeper cornes a 
mun fiom the countryside and requests admittance to the L m .  But the 
garekeeper says that he cannot admit him just now. The man reflects and 
rhen u s h  whether he will be able to enter later on. "Ir is possible. " s q s  
t hc gutekeeper. "but not now. " 

Since the gare to the l m  is open as usual and the gatekeeper steps 
aside. the man bends over to look through the gutewuy. into the interior. 
Ft'hen the gmekeeper notices this. he laughs and s q s ,  "&if entices yotr 
rhut strongly, then try to go on in despite my prohibitions. But mind you: I 
an1 powerfrd And / am on& the Iowest of the gatekeepers. And from I7ull 
ru hall gatekeepers stand, each more puwerful than the lasr. i rn-vseif 
ccrnnor endure the sighî of even the third one. 

The man from the country did not expect such drfjiccidties; a$er d l .  
rhe Law. he thinks is supposed to be accessible to evryone. But when he 
nuit1 rakes a closer look ut the gatekeeper in his fur coat. his large pointrd 
nose. ~ h e  long, thin, black Tartar beard, he decides he would rather wair 
rrnrii hr receives permission to enter. The gatekeeper hands him a stool 
and Iets him sir down at the side of the door. 

There he sits for days andyears. He makes many attempts to to be 
udmirred and tires the gatekeeper with his requests.. . . Eventtrall~r his 
qesight sfurts dimming. and he does not know whether his 
surrorrndings ure actuully darkening or his eyes are merely deceiving him. 
However. in the darkness he does recognize a glow breaking out 
inexringtrishably fiom the door of the Law. 

Before his death a// his experiences of the entire period garher in 
his mind as one question that he has never asked the gatekeeper. He 
beckons ro him since he can no longer raise his rigidimng body. The 
gutekeeper bends wuy down to him, for their difference in size hus 
changed greatiy to the man S advantuge. 

"Whar else do you want to know? " the gatekeeper a s k  " You are 
insatiable. " "Ali people strive for the Law. " says the man. " Hors* corne in 
rhese many years no one but me has a h d  to be let in?" "No one else 
couid be let in here, for this entrance was meant for yoic alone. Noto i 'm 
going to go and shut it. "' 

'Franz Kaka "Before the Law" in The Great Short Works of Franz Ku$b. A new 
translation by Joachim Neugroschel, New York: Scribner, 1995 



In February 2000. the Enforcement Detention Officer at Celebrity was adamant. 

With 120 detainees on its register, there was absolutely no more room at the IM. At these 

times. a phone cal1 is made and CIC enforcement officers are directed to stop arresting 

people and delivering them to Celebrity. Rather than representing a meaningful and 

substantive check on the initial decision to detain, the '48 hour review' of the detention of 

new detainees (which is carried out on site by CIC offScials at Celebrity within the first 48 

hours of the initial detention decision, and which fiords them the discretion to overtum 

the initial detention decision and to set release conditions) is used here as an important 

mechanism for the day to day control and management of the numbers of the detainee 

population at Celebrity. However, after this 48 hour period is over. the discretion of 

Celebrity offlcials to release is al1 but removed. Release decisions then becoms the 

prerogative of adjudicators whose mandate and concems are different from those relating 

t9 the administration and management of the detention facility. Enforcement detention 

offkers ma' then try to influence adjudication's decision. but they have no further direct 

control over release. So. when the beds are fiill, and there are no more 48 hour releases to 

be made. arrests and detentions are temporarily halted. The effective bottom-line at 

Celebrity with respect to detention and release decision-making is set by administrative 

and fiscal concerns; beds and budgets are the ultimate goveming rationale here. not 

public policy objectives. 

There are also the numbers to consider. At any one time. there are approximately 

200 people detained in Canada by CIC for non-criminal reasons; most are at Celebrity 

( 1 00- 1 20 people; Vancouver and Laval usually house 20 - 40 people). While Celebrity is 

one of three locations across Canada where people are detained for non-criminal reasons. 

it is Canada's only semi-permanent 'Kafka hotel'. In tenns of the size of its detainee 

population. it is the iargest of the three facilities. 

200 people. Even if one considers the m u e n t  recomposition of this population 

through releases. deportations and new detentions, the annual detention figures of non- 

crirni nals are still small: criminal detentions outnumber non-criminal ones by 



approxirnately 3 : 1. 

Of the 200 or so people in detention across Canada for non-criminal reasons at 

any one time. approxirnately 10 to 12 are likely to be refbgee claimants detained at 

Celebrity (Ontario is the only region that regularly detains refùgee claimants for non- 

criminal reasons). This represents a minute percentage of the approximately 30.000 

refugee claims that are made on a yearly basis fiom within Canada. 

So who are these people? It would be reasonable to assume that they are somehow 

exceptionally deserving of detention. After all. the decision was taken to detain them 

when the vast majority of similarly situated people are not. and indeed couldn't possibly 

be. detained. These 200 people. who are innocent of any criminal wrongdoing. are 

subjected under the authority o f  the Canadian Immigration Act to what is the most 

onerous form of punishment available under the crimina! justice system: with. as we have 

seen. si gni ficantly fewer rights. protections and services than those accorded to ci tizens 

convicted of crimes. However. there is nothing particularly exceptional about these 

' prisoners'. except of course that they have committed no crime. Like the majority of 

Canada's new immigrants and refugees they are non-white. and like the majority of 

people in prison for criminal offences. they are predominantly male and poor. 

In February 2000. approximately 80% of those in detention at Celebrity were 

'long-term' detainees (more than 30 days), a situation deemed most undesirable by the 

facility's critics and administrators alike. Long-term detainees are brought before 

immigration adjudicators every 30 days for a review of their continued detention. While 

they have the legal nght to representation at these reviews. in practice many attend them 

without any representation at all. Because of the reverse onus at the detention reviews. 

release is a difficult case to argue successfully, even ~ 4 t h  the assistance of legal counsel. 

It  is also commonly known that, with or without legal representation. the chances of 

release by adjudication drop dramatically after a detainee's first 30 day review as the 

rightness of the initial detention decision becomes entrenched over time. However. afier a 

certain penod. the chances of release for long-tenn detainees rise again. People who have 

been in detention for exceptionally long periods of time (usually for reasons relating to 



bureaucratie delay and the lack of cooperation of foreign govemments in issuing new 

identity documents required for deportation) are likely to be eventually released as it 

becomes clear that their case wiI1 not be resolved 'imrninently' and therefore that their 

continued detention cannot be legally supported. As observed by an immigration of£ïcial 

at Celebrity. many long-term detentions could and should be avoided by an early 

recognition that the resolution of the case at hand is Iikely to take some time due to well- 

known 'impediments' to rernovai. rather than waiting to make this decision until after a 

lengthy period of detention has been served. 

The detention and release of non-criminal non-citizens at Celebrity is driven 

ultimately by fiscal and administrative imperatives. rather than by public policy 

objectives. Those who administer detention at Celebrity readily admit. and with more 

than a hint of cdiicism. that there is no real policy objective k i n g  effectively served by 

the detention of these people at Celebrity and that the only real purpose of Celebrity 

detentions is public relations: "...so we can point at Celebrity and Say we are doing 

something."' 

In tight o f  the above, it wouid make sense to close the Celebrity Inn immigration 

detention centre and stop the detention of al1 non-criminal non-citizens and refugee 

claimants across Canada. As criminal justice initiatives have shown. there are many non- 

carceral techniques for keeping tabs on people: indeed. in the face of budget restraints 

CIC has already been urging the expanded use of alternatives to detention for non- * 

dangerous non-citizens. The evidence collected for this thesis would support a policy 

decision that CIC 'holding centres' be teplaced by the use of non-carceral alternatives. 

This sort of policy move would Iikely have more effect on the well-king of non- 

citizens who are not allowed to stay in Canada than potential legal moves to increase 

-rights0 and curtail administrative detention. As argued in this thesis. the liberal legal 

paradigm works to deflect critical attention away fiom unjust practices which. when they 

are addressed. are redefined and acted upon as legal problems requiring legal solutions. 

'Interview with Enforcement Detention Officer at Celebrity. F e b r u q  3.2000 



Consequently. much t h e .  energy and resources is spent on resisiing official policy and 

practices through the deployment of abstract legal arguments in formal Iegal and political 

contexts. Critical attention and resources are thus deflected away from material 

conditions and practices. 

Moreover. there is a huge gap between the abstract formai existence of legal rights 

and protections for non-citizens in Canada and the degree to which these rights may be 

accessed and operationalised to the concrete and rnaterial benefit of those who .bear' 

them. This is not to say that liberal legal principles are not powerful and important 

potential checks on abuses, nor that they cannot be deployed in the resistance of unjust 

practices. for certainly both are tme. However. the effective use of legal rights and 

protections in the pursuit of justice depends upon the ability of the 'rights bearer' to 

access and deploy thern. Access is determined largely by resources. Non-citizens in 

general lack resources and issues for non-citizens in detention are obviously magni fied. 

They generally lack the econornic. political and legal supports. resources and contacts 

which are necessary in order to effectively mobilize legal discourses in the resistance of 

forms of subjectification. Without effective and practical access to liberal rights and 

protections. their abstract existence is at best irrelevant to those in detention. and at 

worse. provides ideological legitimation for coercive and unjust practices while 

simultaneously deflecting critical attention away fiom them. 

This study is. however, somewhat at odds with curent CIC thinking and indeed 

with international trends. In Canada, there is now a proposal to build or buy a neu 'mega- 

detention centre' in Ontario in which CIC detainees would be confined. Those who are 

currently serving time in prison for cnminal offences would be transferred to immigration 

hold at the new detention centre upon the completion of their sentences. The new centre 

would accommodate both 'dangerous' and 'non-dangerous' non-cit izens in medium and 

maximum security faciIities under one roof It would be large. modem and equipped with 

state of the art surveillance technology. It wouId be specifically designed to meet al1 

national and international formal legal and human rights requirements regarding detention 

conditions. Immigration detention would be stream-lined. centralized and standardized. In 



short. CIC would enter tlle business of administering prisons. 

Canada is not aione in this preoccupation. Since the late 1980s. there has been a 

general increase in immigration detention and in the detention of asylum seekers in the 

United States and in most western European countries.' Western Europe has also seen 

the proliferation of increasingly restrictive immigration legislation. including. for 

example. the 1993 'Aliens Act' in Germany, the 1995 'Federal Law on Security Measures 

to be Taken in Relation to Foreigners' in Switzerland. the 1994 French ' Waiting Zone' 

detention legislation, the 1996 Asylum and Immigration Act in the United Kingdom and 

the 1995 Danish 'Aliens Act'. Much of the legislation has expanded the scope for 

immigration detention and has therefore k e n  accompanied by plans in a number of 

countries to open new detention centres or to extend existing ones especially for this 

purpose. For example. in the United Kingdom, a new, 'purpose-built' detention centre 

was opened in May 1996 at Gatwick Airpod, and the passage of a proposed 1999 

Immigration and Asylurn Bill would establish a system of 'cashless support' for asylum- 

seekers in -designatedq accommodation around the country.' As reported by Amneso 

International. since the opening of new detention facilities in the United Kingdom. the 

number of immigrant and refùgee detentions has steadily increased. Similar trends are 

evident in France. Germany. Belgiwn and S~i tzer land .~  

While the building of a mega-detention centre in Ontario might be an 

improvement for those currently languishing in the Don Jail or other correctional 

facilities under 'immigration hold', and while there is little question that the current 

conditions of immigration detention are less than adequate. we know from the literature 

'Inter-Church Committee for Refugees, "Detention in Europe and Legal Aspects of 
Challenges to Detention in the United Kingdom" Workshop on Detention. July 7. 1997 
(mimeo) 

'Max Travers. The British Immigralion Courts: A Study of Law and Politics. London: 
The Policy Press. 1999 



and experiences of criminal justice that the building of new. large and modem carceral 

facilities results in an increase in imprisonment, a concern. as mentioned above. already 

espressed in the context of immigration detention in the United Kingdom. Relatedly. this 

policy move would also serve to legitimize immigration detention and deflect critical 

attention away from it, in a way that is not possible under current conditions. 

Whatever the eventual outcome of CIC's current policy deiiberations. efforts 

should be made to ensure hurnane conditions and practices prevail in the future 

governance of the detention of non-citizens. Short of an end to the use of detention for 

non-criminal non-citizens. several features are critically important in this regard and 

should at the very least form a part of any new policies and practices relating to 

immigration detention in Canada. These include: 

a) The creation of an extemal independent civilian review process for al1 CIC 

en forcement activi ties: 

b) The creation of an independent complaints mechanism for people in detention: 

C) Regular inspections of immigration detention facilities by an independent human rights 

authority: 

d )  Meaningfut and substantive access to legal counsel. interpreters. information. services 

and supports; 

e) Fresh air and exercise; 

f) Direct contact between detainees and their visitors; 

g) The provision of independent, cuIturally-sensitive, medical services (inciuding 

comprehensive provisions for identiQing and responding to the physical and 

psychological needs of people in detention and an end to the practice of transferring 

'suicide risks' to jail); 

h)  The end to the indiscriminate use of body restraints on detainees who are k i n g  

transported or who are appearing before a court or tribunal. 

i )  The provision of intensive, cross-cultural, anti-discrimination and human rights training 

for al1 those engaged in the enforcement functions of CIC. including immigration oficers. 

private security officers and medical personnel. 
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Field Work 

Between August 1997 and June 1998 1 volunteered as the on-site case worker for 

the Toronto Refugee Affâirs Council (TRAC) at the 'Celebrity Inn' Immigration Holding 

Centre in Mississauga. TRAC has an agreement with CIC which provides office space 

and telephone access for a case worker who provides information and referral services to 

detainees. Such case workers are speci ficall y prohi bi ted from perfoming case-speci fic 

advocacy services: they are there to 'facilitate access to the system'. I performed this 

function for TRAC. two days a week for 9 months. 1 am particularly grateful to Fred 

Franklin of TRAC for having faciiitated and supported my work at Celebrity. and to the 

CIC officiais at Celebrify who for the most part responded to my q u e k  and tolerated my 

curiosity while 1 was there. and who were open and forthcoming in subsequent 

interviews. While 1 was not able, for ethical reasons, to use any of the case-specific 

information that detainees provided to me during the course of many interviews. 

observations were nonethdess pientifid. 

Print and Broadcast Media 

1 collected newspaper clippings on immigration and refugees. criminality and 

exc 1 usions and welfare issues fiom Septernber, 1993 and December l998.I draw largely. 

but not e.uclusively, from The Toronm Sun and The Globe und Muif. 1 also used the 

transcripts of several CBC RadioBroadcast of relevant news stories including: the use of 

profiles in the granting of overseas visa applications (September 9. 19%); the deportalion 

of a long-term permanent resident deemed to be a 'danger to the public' (1997) : the 

forging of official deportation papers by immigration oficials. 
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ABsrRAcI' 

This thesis examines the ways in which decisions made about youths in wnfiïct 

with the law are based upon, or affecteci by, notions of  their chronological age and 

apparent maîudy. An empncal euamiruition of youth court hearings, youth court data, 

and a survey of the Ontario public was -en m order to explore this question. The 

findings reveal that age and apparent xuaturity appear not to be relaîed to decisions made 

about youthfùi offenders. However, 'youthfiil' status was recogxüzed in the courts when 

it came to the levet of  supervision that was necessary to manage youths. 

This study provides a view to underscandmg the social construchn of 

adolescence and the derlying ambivalence toward youth who corne m conflict with the 

iaw. The following account of decision-making about yomg offénders by court 

practitioners and members of the public reveals the arbitrary nature and fluidity of 

categones of age, and also aüows us to explore how 'youth' plays out in the youth justice 

systen 
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Cba~tcr  One 

Introduction 

This thesis examines tbe ways in whkh decisions niade about youths in conflict 

with the law are b a s 4  upon, or &ected by, notions of their chronologicai age and 

apparent matzlfity. To this end the foiiowing chapters will provide an empirical 

examination of various sites - youth court hearings and a survey of  the Ontario public - 
m order to explore how constnicts of age and tnatunty affect decisions made about youth 

who break the law. M y  hypothesk was thiu decisiom made in court and by the public 

would be related to age. S m ,  1 expected to see diffèrences in the treatment of 

younger versus older youtbs. As wili becurne apparent, 1 found iiîtle evidence to 

substantiate such a cLiim_ As a result the present study se& aot only to derstand the 

factors that are related to decisions d e  about youth wfio break the Iaw, but also 

attempts to tmchfmd why age does mt appear to relate to decisions d e  m youth court 

proceedings, nor to jdgenients made by the public. 

Whik tbe purpose of this b i s  is qwie straightfonwud, the nodings that will be 

presented have implications beyond a simple examination of  the effxts of age on 

decision-niakmg in a aïmiml justice conte-. By exaniining if 'youthfulness7, or a 

young person's state of ma-, factor mto decisions made about their criminal 

responsiMity we are m a better position to evaluate the assunq3tiom underryins the 

regulation of young people m 0th domains. Understaodmg decisions made about 

'youthfulwss' m t h  study provides insighî into the social construction of adoksceace 

more g e d y ,  and also provides an understanding into the broder topic of the 



adjudication of dinerent populations as moraîiy autonomous. For iastance, the way m 

which criminai r e s p o a s i i  is detennined m irsamty procpediags or in ternis of the use 

of battered wornen symirome as a legal defease sheds Ligbt on how notions of mitigated 

çrimiaal responsibiiity are consûwted and decideci upon While this thesis wiü not 

specifically examine the conmctbns between youth in confiict with the law and these 

other groups, the fïndÏngs may be of interest to researchers who are concernecl with the 

ways in which mitigated crimioal responsiiility is defiad in other contexts. 

An interesting exaniple of how adolescents are reguiated dinèrentiy dependhg 

upon the context cornes fiom recent initiaîives dertaken by the Federal Minister of 

Justice, Anne McLebn, to raise the age of  sexuai consent to sixteen fiom the age of 

fourteen where it bas been for werly 120 years.' This proposal for change is apparent& a 

response to current concerns over the protection of  young people d e r  the age o f  sixteen 

from bemg victimized by ad& sexual predatoa At the same tirne, however, the 

proposed change wiii have iegal coll~6quences for young people under the age of sixteen 

who are consenthg partners engaghg m sexuai activity. The assumption underiying this 

decisions made about se& relations. As stated in the Justice Department's consultation 

Raishg the age [of s e x d  consent] would provide children and young people with an 
additional measwe of protection until they reach a higher level of rnaturity and 
understanding about the issues iwolved in aigaging in sexual activity. It would be more 
consistent with the treatmcnt of children in 0 t h  activities, such as leavùig schooi, 
drivhg aad evcn geîting married of Justice 1999:8). 

' Department of Justice, Canada "Child Victllns and the Criminal Jusiicc Systan: A Coasuitation Pape?' 
(Novem ber 1 999). 



The view that fourteen and nfteen year olds need proteztion due to their lack of matiinty 

is not necessady shared m other sectors. In the youth justice system for iastance, rather 

than protection, the focus is on the respoasi'bility of youth for crsimiai activity. As a 

result, young people over the age of fourteen are seen as to 

accouotable m the du i t  justice m e m  under the transfer provisions of the Yomg 

Wenders Acr. Treatmg fourteen year olds as duits m tbis context means king adult 

penalties (e-g. a sentence of lifk m prison), and in certain cases, serving the sentence in an 

adult facility. 

Ontario's policies conceming w e b  bene* provide another mteresting 

example of the contradictions inherent m goveming young people in a maxmer where the 

importance of age depends on the circurilstances at h a d  The General We&iwe Act also 

takes a protectionist stance m dealing with youthtiil applicantts, but in this case, the focus 

is on Limitmg their autonomy outside of the fàrnüy mit. First, bene& cannot be &en to 

anyone who is under the age of sixteen except m exceptionai c i r c m s .  If an 

individual under the age of sixteen a p p k  for assistance, the Chikiren's Aid Society or a 

foster parent or guardian must be d e d  upon to respond to the hanciai needs of the 

young applicant . 

In the case of sixteen and seventeen year old applicants, the legishtion prohi'b'i 

the provision of welfhre assistance unless it can be shown that there are special 

circumstancces for receiving benefïîs (such as m cases of abuse, parental withdrawai or a 

. . 
parental inability to support the youth). In such cases, the welfare admniistrator may 

require a fàmïiy assessrnent and vdcat ion h m  a third party in order to co&m that 

Youths under the age of sixteen rn nor eiigibie fm b a i e  in theh own right, unless they are sole 
support parents. 



speciat circumstances do m exist. Sixteen and seventeen year old appiicants must 

a b  have appropriate Living arrangements and have reguhr contact wiâh a 'responsible 

adult' or agency, and they must be registered and attendhg school or an appropriate 

training pro- fidl time. However, youths who are active& seeking fidl time work are 

not considered eligiile; they must be in school or a training program These limitations 

on assistance appiy even for youth who are themselves parents and for youths who appiy 

as  a couple (wbere both are aged sixteen or seventeen and where they can prove to the 

w e k e  caseworker thai they are genuineiy C O - W i n g  as spouses).3 

I f  a young perwn is successfùl m receiving w e b  assistance, they cannot collect 

their bene& personaiiy. Rather, "the delivery agent shaü o d y  pay assistance to a trustee, 

guardian or similar party on behalfof a person aged 16 or 17". Thus, these provisions are 

premised upon protecting sixteen and seventeen year OMS by compelling them to remah 

within the M y  unit. And even when successfiil they are dependent on a responsible 

adult to give them tkir  cheque. 

The social assistance system sbould strive to protect those youth who are in need while 
maintainhg tbe integrity of the fàmily unit. It shouId not camiiute to the brcakup of the 
famiiy unit. Ne- sbould the systcm be perccived as providing an ecom>mic iacentive 
to tbe youth to leave home or to his or her family to support the youth doing s a  This 
means tbat actions directed towards rewr~:iliatim sbouid be consideted throughout the 
assessrnent process (MUUstry of Community and Social Sewices 1998: 6). 

In contrast, the transfer provisions within the Young Wenders Act see sixteen and 

seventeen year olds who wnmiit serious offences as mdividuals who need to be held 

fiilEy accomtable for tbeir criminal ofknces. The YOA makes specifk reference to the 

fact that sixteen and seventeen year old oEenders, who commit a range o f  serious violent 

Ministry of Community and Social Savices "Ontario Waks: Making Welfre Wd" M v e  # 10 
Applicauts Unda Age 18. Junc 1998. 



offences, wili pre~u~~lptively be nansfemd to aduh court a d  fàce aduh peaahies 

( ~ l u d h g  Lüé miprisomnent), mies they can provide a case for remainmg m youth court 

and benefitting fiom their 'youthfùi status'. Moreover, the Ontario conservative 

govemment which was respo~l~~iie for the above noteci w e k  provisions, specifbtlly 

prohimg sixteen and seventeen years old recipients fiom collecting their weifàre 

cheques personally4 has been lobbying tbe Federal govenunent to bwer the trsaximum 

age of criminal respo~lsl'biiïty so that sixteen and seventeeu year olds are dealt witb as 

dui t  offendas in ail cases of law-breaking5. 

W Ï  these contradictions in m i d  regardmg the regdation of young people based 

upon age, the fobwing study examaies decision-making m the context of youth justice. 

Fundamen*, this thisy reveals tbat age and apparent mahaity appear not to be reiated 

to decisions made about youthnil offendefs. However, as wüi becorne apparent in the 

following chapters, 'youthfiil' stgtus was recognaed in the courts when it came to the 

level of  supervision thai was necessary to manage youths. III cases where the youth was 

released into the wmmunity, there were significant diEièrences m handmg down 

'curfews' and 'bouadary conditions' for younger youths versus their older wunterparts. 

Thus, depending upon the situation, the courts do seem to concern themselves with age, 

but ody in relation to the level of supervision that 'younger' youths neeâ to have 

available to them. 

Therefore, within the youth justice system there are dB'i logics of regulation 

when dealing with adolescents. Whik legal controls or prohibitions are piaced on orders 

of reIease for some young people for theh own protection, others in the same age group 

- - - 

Bill C-142 Social Assistance Rcform Aa  (1997). 
Ontario Crime Control Commission "Repat ai Youth Crimew (1998). 



are consûucted as responsible actors, where the enq>bask is on theP o&nding behaviour 

rather than their lack of minirity or state of dependency. It appears tbat when it cornes to 

young people who, among other situations m their hes  bave also committed an offence, 

the message is ckar - childhood ends when you vioiaîe the law! 

Thus, m seeking to understaad the social construction of adolescence m the 

criminal justice system, my anatysis takes the position tbat there are two irrecoacilable 

principles underiying the way m whrh young people m co&t with law are reguiated. 

There is a concem for protecting a d  guiding young ofEnders due to their age and state 

of dependency. At the s a m  tirne, the predombantiy adversarial system in which the 

youth justice system operates is based upon responsï'bility and accoumability for one's 

actions with a recognition of youths' state of dependencyY This d e r l y h q  tension may 

accomt for tbe fkt, as mted by o k ,  that the youth justice system is moving more and 

more in the direction of the duit aimimi court mode1 whkh cammt accommodate both 

protection and r e s p o n s i i  (Tripenier 1999, Feid 1997). Particuiariy serious cases, at 

times, serve as an mipetus for legislaîive change m the direction of  an duit, more 

punitive, accomtabilitydriven d e l  for young offénders (Trépankt 1999). 

The fobwing account of  decision-making about young offenders by court 

practitioners and members of the public reveais the arbitrary nature and fluidity of 

categories of age, but it also allows us to explore how 'youth' plays out m the youth 

justice system, 

Hunter Efutst, Direaa, National Centre fa Juvenile Justia (Annuai Repat 1995 p.3). 
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Present leaal context: 

As with most western mdusÉn;ilrzed 
. . countnes, the Caoadian kgal system 

MaintaÏns three discrete age groupings with disering levels of criminal respoastbllity. 

Generally, every person who wmmits a crinre in this country fàlis inîo one of three 

groups. There are those ofTimiers wbm society sees as b a v e  no criminai respomiility 

(in Canada, cbildren under the age of tweive). Then there are offenders who have 

mitigated criminal responsi'b'i because of their special status as 'youth' (those between 

the ages of twelve and eighteen in Canada), and niially there are offèders who are fidiy 

respom'ble for their crimts (adults). 

The middle group, reprtsebted by the youthjustice system, has been 

charactented as a 'modSed justice model' (Corratio 1992) where youth are respomible 

for their actions, brrt are m t  as fully respoasible as adutts due to their lack of niatririty and 

development and the Mderstandmg that adolescence is a period of  transition fiom 

childhood to addthuod. The goveming body of legïshtion for young o f f i ,  the 

Young Wenders Act, &es explkit refmnce to both 'chronological age' and 'niaturity 

and dependency' as  mdicators of unique treatmcnt apart h m  aduhs d e r  the law. First, 

chronological age is r e W  to withm the YOA to demarcate differing kvels of criminal 

responsïbility at the ages of twelve, fourteen, sixteen and eightee~~. For exampie, the age 

of twelve is the minimum age in which young people can be beld legally responsï'ble 

under the YOA. Only youth Who are fourteen d older can be legally transferred to aduit 

court. A youth over sixteen may be presumptively transferred to aduh court m serious 

cases, and at age eighteen, o&nders are dealt with as ad* m ordiiiary court. Thus, this 

series of legal transitions based upon chmlogical age would appear to see adolescence 



as a slow transition or continuum h m  childhood to aduhhood in terms of criminai 

responsiility. 

At the same time, Sections 3(a 1) and S (3.c) of the YOA, which are contanied within 

the "Declaration of Principle", provide guidance to decision-makers in appiying the hw 

to aU young people between the ages of twelve and eighteen who commit offences. As 

these two principles put forwatd, young people who commit offences are accountable, 

but not to the same degree as ad&. Furtbermore, young people who break the Iaw 

require supervision, discipline and control but also, as a resuit of tbeir state of 

dependency and rnatiirity, they have special needs d require guidance and assistance. 

This approach would appear to see adolescence as a homogenous p u p  where mitigated 

responshiiity a p p k  mitady to di youths d e r  the hw. 

The question that mises lkom these dinering conceptions of youthfûl responsibîility 

under the YOA relaîes to the way in which the concept of 'youthfbks' pmctkdy 

a f k t s  decision-making. 1s the period of We between the ages of twelve and eighteen 

conceived of as a slow devebpmental transition to ad- or is it a unitary transitio 
. - n 

fkom adolescence to adulthood where developmental ciifferences are taken into account? 

The language of the YOA does mt appear to m e r  how decision-&ers h u l d  

interpret these questions As stated above, chromlogicai age is only exp- referred to 

in the case of transfer to ordmary court m tbe present legishtion,' whik s.3 the 

Deciaration of Prbciple is rneant to apply to all youth. The language m Section 3 

changes fiom a concern with w e b  and protection to a discussion on responsi'bility and 

accountability throughout the statement. Thus, even h m  tbe Dechation of Principle 

' Although in the miginai YOA, thae was a povisicm reiating to the use of ssaae custody kr those 
fourteen and under s.24 (3) YOA. 



which is meant to guide practitioners m app- the Act, we can see that 'youthnilness' 

is not always the critical -or m deaiing with yomg offènders. The kiiguage of the 

Young Wenders Act embnres the cwxistence of  incongruent discourses of protection 

and responsibilization m order to construct youths as eitber fiilly respomile or as 

rnisguided children depending upon the circumstance. Part of this may be attniuted to 

the wider social c l d e  of youth justice. Public opinion and poky changes in the youth 

justice system over the pst ten years have focused on holding young offenders more 

accountable for their actions and moving the systern cioser and closer in the direction of 

the adult ctiminal justice system. At the same tirne, although to a more limited extent, we 

h d  the more wek-based discourse of 'misguided youth' with special wads continues 

to permeate discussions about the treatment of young offenders. 

The pilrpose of this thesis is to explore this m e r  by addressing two mab questions 

through empmcai ana&sis. First, whaî role does chronological age or apparent maturity 

play in court proceedmgs for youth and public responses to youth wahm the 'transition' 

period fkom childhood to ad*? And second, how does decision making about 

youth relate to the principles and the legislative provisions of the Young Wenders Act? 

The implications of the f b d i q s  wiil be discussed in the concluding chapter. 

Historical context and tbe ~ ~ O C ~ S S  of reform 

The idea of  treamvlt m law for young offenders is a relatively recent 

phenornenon The f k t  criminal law dealing with youth as a separate legd category was 

the Juvenile Delinquents Act in 1908. Prim to this, chikiren of any age were subject to 

the crimioal law (Grif&hs and Verdun-Jones 1994) although separate custodiai fàcilities 



for neglected and delinquent youth did exkt prior to the passjng of forma1 legishion 

(Trépanier 1999, Splaae 1965). Thae is also evidence th& even at a time wben youth 

were wt seen as a separate legal category, 'youthfulness' was considered to be a 

mitigatmg fkctor in court decision-nialring m other jiaisdictions (Smandych 1995, King 

1984). 

Despite the use of mformal discretion for younger ermmials . . , English c o m n  

kw's doli incapax rule brought forth a more formil recognition of youthful status and 

was appiied to the kt Crimmal Code m Canada m 1892 (Reid 1986, Daiby 1986). The 

doli incapu nik nnimtamad 
. . 

tbat persons unàer men old were deemed to be 

legally incapable of committing an offence. There was a prr~umption of doli incapux for 

those aged seven to fourteen years old, but the prosecutor could contest this. h y o m  

fourteen years and okkr was fi@ responsiile for th& actions. 

Changes m the nineteenth century brought on by the mdusûiai revolution tesulfed 

m a re-e xainmation of tbe place tbaî yomg people held m society (Tanner 1996). Pari of 

this was as a resuh of the large numks  of youth in the general population A census 

taken of Upper Canada m the &-nineteenth ceimay revealed tbat over one-baifof the 

population of the province was under sixteen years of age (Spkne 1965: 220). In 

addition, progressive refonners were Muential m providmg the impetus for welnue 

institutions, compulsory education, and a muhitude of 'experts' who d e h d  the category 

of adolescence as an objective arena for social shdy (Iacovetta 19%). These changes not 

only affectai the place of the chüd m society but also those who would care for childrrn. 

As Rothman (1980) pomts out, an Amcrican psychobgist by the name of G. Staoky 

- 

* The age of seven was thought to ahcide with Roman Law and the prratmed cmset of pu-. The 
actual concept of "lnfantia" maint "incapacity to speak out". (Fox 1984, Reid 1986). 



Hall, wbse mterests centred around chiid development and evoïutionary theory, had a 

large influence on how '11~)therhood' was to be depbyed. Hall put forward the ihesis 

that childhood was composeci of very distinct stages tbat required particuiar rrspomes by 

caregivers and, as a resuit, mothers needed to be traiwd to be appropriate@ responsive to 

the compiexity and stages of chiid development. In addition, a chaaging perception 

regarding the causes of delinquency in the hte nineteenth century brought forward ideas 

abut protecting society through protecting children, These ideas becarne centrai to the 

debates preceding the passing of the Juvenile Defiqwnrs Act (Trépankr 1991). Bad 

homes, unheaby chiM rearing and hereditary influences were ali thought to contriiute to 

the general probkms Eacing y o d  (iacovetta 19%). 

The Juvenile Delinquents Act was passed in 1908 with a debate that iasted for 

about one hour in Par- (Corrado and Markwart 1992). The new legishtion was 

premised on the idea of treaîing and protecting children and, thereby, preventing 

criminality. There was no distmction d e  between negiected and delinquent chikiren 

"since the former were but incipient versions of the laiter'' (Fox 1984: 152). The w e k  

approach of the D A  was premised on the %est interests' of the y o d  suggesting tbat the 

state protected youths m every respect making the need for individual due process rights 

incidental, State authority represented, as closeiy as possible, the rehtionship between 

parent and chiid ( R o m  1980, Simon 1995, Chunn 1992) and workers of the court 

were able to reproduce as cïosely as possiile what they considered to be 'good parent@' 

and a 'sound' upbringing. 

Despite the ben@ intentions of the Act, state mtervention without due 

consideration for the rightts of young people resulted in challenges to the c o O S t i n i t i 0 ~  



of this approach ni the United States. However, wben eariy attacks were d e  m this 

regard against juver.de delinquency m e s  in the U.S., the porerls patriue doctrine was 

sYfFcient a s  a +cation for intervention on wider weltare grounds (Fox 1984). As a 

result, the juvenile court operated for the greater part of the century in Canada and the 

United States without procedural protections for youth. There were no legishtive 

guidelines governing judicial sentencing, tbere were few lawyers representing young 

people at CO- the niles and proceedmgs were refaxed and informai, and judgements 

were shaped by hdividual diagmses o h  tbrough tbe taking of statements or 

'confessions' as integrai to the re habilitative pro- (Simon 1995, Corrado and 

Markwart 1992). Moreover, juvenile courts de- aad designateci other social agencies 

that previously did not have the power to intemene m yomg people's lives to have 

jurisdiction over a wider range of young people (Simon 1995). Thus, "dohg good" 

took precedence over any mterest m legai rights (Ch- 1992), and the ideology of 

treatment was so p o w d  that "..there were occasions wtien guih seemed to be presumed 

so that ''treatment" wodd m t  be delayed by fornialities" (Bah 1992: 22). 

There was, however, skepticism even within the fkt years of passing the juvenile 

delinquency legislation conta the view that legai protections did wt need to be 

extended to youths (Fox 1984). These concerns becam more empbatic m the eariy part 

of the 1960's when academics and political c o m n t a t o r s  voiced concerns that the 

juvenile court was operatiag as an ordmary crimirial court without the d e t y  of due 

process protections, nor the security of %est mterests' (Bah 1992). 

The philosophical taision between state hterventionjustified on the bcst mterests 

of youth and the poteatial exteasion of politicai rigtits to young people began to present a 



pro blem for youth justice legislators and reformers of  the system during the 1 960's- The 

political cliniate at the tnae was one in which civil rights concerns were at the forefront m 

both the United States m Canada, and a number of iduential U.S court cases9 provided 

fuel for the ch- sentiment about the place of kgal rights in youth justice. In 

Canada, juvenile justice reform began through a predomhntIy bureaucratie iaitiative. 'O 

The appomtment of an advisory cornmittee by the Deptmmt of  Justice in 1 % 1 

provided the fint step in fornially rethmking juvenile justice. Recommeadations, which 

came out in 1965, inchided provisbus for respect& the legal rights of young people 

before the courts as weli as providing mources to adequately fafiiitate rebab'rlitation 

But in order to create a proper 'space' for the extension of  legal rights for youth there 

would have to be a fimdamental sbift in philosophy away h m  a parens paînae 

approach. Despite this, while the Department of Justice Comnitîee endorsed respect for 

the legal rights of youtb, they di wanted to maintain ta recognition of  rights within the 

overall w e W m  mode1 of the JDA. 

... the Cornmittee seemed to be saying that a Welfate modei, circumscribed by a due 
regard for 1-1 rïghts, was stiU the proper course ifoniy the juvenile justice system couid 
be &en the resowces to implement some of the idealistic goals of rehabilitation. In 
effect, rehabüitaîim bad not k e n  @en a cbanœ (Cotrabo and Markwart 1992: 148). 

Consequently, the ideal of the welfàre based juvenile court niaintained a strong position 

even within a changing paradigm tbat began to recognk the need for extending iegal 

rights to youth 

Mer a number o f  ciraft bills, m 1970, Biii C-192, the Young menakm Act was 

introduced by the Li'beral governrnent. However the position taken in Bill C- 192, which 

' ~ e n t  vs. United States 383 US. 54 1 (1 %6)- In re Guaùt 387 U.S. 1 (1 967). 

'O See Corrado and Markwart 1992 fœ a detailal arplanation of the pro0css of judle  justia reform in 
Canada 



tried to rnix a w e b  approach mth a iegalisîk approach, fihi due to a strong 

opposition by weWtreatment interest groups wfio consideced the bill to be too 

legalistic and punanie. But as Corrado and Markwart (1992) point out, ody a decade 

later, in 1982, the philosophy o f  the welfiue approach was ahmst completeiy abandoned 

in favour of the a i n ~  control and justice d e l  principles of the Young Wenders Act, 

wbkh was implemented in 1984. The question r a i d  is why w e b  mterest groups 

were rendered silent m the following years of debate. 

Part of the rieason for the abandomrient of  a welfàre besed approach for d e a h  

with young offenders was the influence of tbe Charter of Rights und Freedoms enacted in 

1982. An extension of  tbe priaciples of due process, legal rights, and procedural fliirness 

had to be hrporated into new legishtion sime differential treatment based upon age 

violated young peopk's newiy de- CO nstitutional rights. As weli, skepticism about 

the m e  principles of the juvenik court being implemented as pro- bec- a concem 

in academic and politicai circles. Social science research had lasting effects on poiicy. 

For instance the ideas of hbeiiÏng theory and 'radical non-mtewention' bad Ear-reaching 

consequemes on juveaile justice poiicy m & h g  m the endorsement of programs to 

divert young offenders away h m  formil court processing." At the same tmie the highly 

quoted iine tbat 'nothing works'12 pvided the h l  for a sathhg mitique of the 

principles of r e h a b i i n  in the justice systern and providecl a reason to re-think the 

fiindamental objectives of pend policy. 

In 1973 awther cornmittee was established by the Solicitor General to fûrther 

investigate how to approach juvenile justice policy, aad in 1975, a report d e d  Young 

- 

" E. Schur 1973, E. LeMm 1972 
I2 Robert Martinson 1974, J. Shamsie 198 1 



Persuns in Conjlict wirh the Law (YPICL) which contained new draft iegislation was the 

resuit. This report put forth a kgal rights orientation while rehhhg some aspects of the 

w e k e  mode1 in an attempt to arrive at a poiitically acceptaMe compromise to 

accommodate a wide range of interest groups. In addition, tbe report recommended the 

raishg of the criminal age of respoasi'biiay from seven to fourteen years and se- a 

unifom maxjmum age at eighteen years a ~ o s s  the country, which would have excluded 

a large number of children fiom aduh crHninal control (Fox 1984). When this report was 

discussed, there were few objections to the philosophical orientation of the document, but 

rather matters rektiag to the division of powers between f e d d  and provincial 

governrnents and issues reiaîing to tbe wsts of iniplemcntation were of concem. 

SpecScally, p r o d s  were opposed to the costs associate- with raising the maximum 

age of criiiiiaal r e s p o n s i i  to eighteen l3  

A few years d e r  the 'YPICL' report, the Ll'berals released a document outiining the 

govemment's position on yomg o f f i  in conflict with the law. Wi<h respect to the 

controversial age bouadaties, the Li'berals proposeci a lower minimum age of criminal 

responsibi tban was proposed m YPICL. 

Under the proposed Young Onenders Act the minimum age of criminal 
responsibility would be twelve y-. In setting tbis age, casideration 
has k n  given to the state of developmenî of the child in physiological, 
mental and emotionai terms, particularly as these factors appiy to the 
formulation of a crimiiial iatait. The sdting of a precise age is m c e s a d y  
arbitrary as childm Vary greatiy ia thcir rate of deveiopment but it is assumed 
that deviant bebaviour by children under the age of twelve is betta and more 
efféctively dealt with under provincial legislation pertaining to child weifâre or 
youth protection (Solicitor Genaal Canada 1977: 5). 

l3 Under the Jwenile fkiinquents Acr the minimum agc was 7 ycirs and each province had the disaaion 
over the maximum age of aiminal rcrpcins~Mity. Sane provinœs had a maximum agc of 18 years (e.g., 
Quebec) h i l e  others raained a maximum age of 16 yem (e.g., Ontario). 



A d o m  maximum age a m s s  the country was a h  put forward. While the 1977 report 

recommended thai tbis be eighteen years, the report niamtamed tbat the provinces wouki 

still have the ab- to set the maximum age bwer (a. age sixteen or seventeen) if they 

codd not ali agree on eightee~l 

Mer the L I M  govemœnt was defeated in 1979, a newiy ekcted Coaservative 

govemment put f o m d  theu own proposais for new youth justice legislation in response 

to provincial concerns but kept the generai philosophical fkamework of the Liberal 

proposals intact. However, it also incorporateci the notion of the 'protection of society' as 

a key consideration. The minimum age jcirisdiction in this report was kept at tweive, 

while the maximum age was lowered h m  the eark Ll'beral report to sixteen. But once 

agasi, the Conservathe proposais were prcparrd to consider a uniform maximum age at 

seventeen or eighteen if there was an agmxnemt among provinces to t h  efféct (Soiicitor 

General Canada 19795). When the LI- government came back hto power in 198 1 

they introduced legishion which was neariy identicai to the 1977 proposals. Bill C-6 1, 

The Young wendèrs Act continueci to be criticmed for, among 0th- things, the 

mandatory msucimum age provisions (Corrado 1992). 

The proposed YOA was the su- of intensive study and debate in Parliament 

(Corrado and Markwart 1992). More îhan 40 interest groups fiom diverse perspectives 

made presentations to the parhœntary subcommittee, a d  afkr a lengthy process of 

consultation and debate, Bill Cd1 the Young Wenders Ac!. received all perty support m 

1982 and came into force on April2, 1984 (Baia 1992). The implementation of the new 

d o m  maximum age came m 1985 in order to accummodate those provinces with a 

former maximum age of sixteen (Corrado and Markwaart 1992). The form that the YOA 



took was iduenced by a clnnate of general disiiiusiomnent with tbe weifâre d e l  that 

moved the focus towards wbat tbe system couM achiapI accompiish. "If thejwenile 

justice system could not "do goos', it could at least "do justice" (Corrado and Markwart 

1992: 155). 

The cment Young Wenders Act still retains the mix of w e b  and justice models in 

attempting to deal with aii potentiai wntingencies in dealing with youth criminal 

behaviour. However, since its keptioq three separate sets of m s  to the YOA'4 

have moved the Act towards a greater crime wntrol orientation. Biil C- 1 O6 in 1986 

retained the applicable age of  transfer to be fourteen years OU, which was similar to the 

original Young Wenders Act and the former Juvenife Definquents Act Thus, even for 

serious o f f i ,  there was a preservation of a homogenized view of the category of 

' youth' . However, ody 9 years hier, Biii C-3 7's pre~ullfptive transfér changes specified 

ciifferences among youth in terms of trader. Most notabiy, sixteen and seventen year 

old youths who comrnîtted specifïc serious violent offénces wodd be presumptively 

transfmed to aduh court. Curredy, Bill C-3, the proposeci Youth Criminal Justice Act 

which is king put forth to replace the YOA, will among o t k  things, bwer the age of 

presumptive ad& sentences to fourteen years old for certain serious violent offences 

simiiar to the Biil C-37 offences (such as murder, manshughter, aggravated sexual 

assauit). At the same time bwever, Bill C-3 encourages the use of a firll range of 

cornmunity-based sentences and effective alternatives to the justice system for youth who 

commit non-violent offences. 

l4 Bill C- 106 (1986) fïrst sessicm of the thirty-tûird Parliameni, Bi11 C- 12 (1991) third session of the thirty- 
fourth Parliament, Bill C-37 (1 994) nrst sessicm of tbc thhty-fi= Parliament. 



As stated in the Department of Justice news release: 

The Youîh Crimmal Justice Act is ôased on an accounîability framework that 
promotes COLISCQU~CICCS for crime that are proportioaate to the stxiousaess of the 
offe~ce. More serÏous offadcrs coukl raceive aduh sentences or senteaces of custody. 
Less serious offenders will be deah with through measures outside the court process 
or be subject to corrstructive community-based sentences or alternatives. The Act 
emphasules tbat, in ail cases, youth should face consequences that promote 
respoasibility and accountabiiiiy to tbe victirn and the community and teach good 
values by belping tbe young pasoa understand the &kt of his or her actions. 

Thus, i appears tbat the new kgisktioo is moving m a dmction which more explicitly 

promotes proportiodity m ~este~: Îng based upon the offence. Very serious offenders 

may receive more aduit-like treatment, but m*isiaes outside of the formai court process 

are reserved for less serious young offenders. 

Develovmental Research 

While changes have occurred and are still occurring in y o d  justice iegislation 

towards a crime control orientation, the view of adolescents as having rnitigated 

r e s p o n m i  for th& crirnmal activities bas not been set aside. As stated earlier, the 

current legisktion is explkit m reférring to both 'chtonological age' and 'miturity and 

dependency' as idkators of unique treatmeet apart h m  ad* d e r  the iaw. 

Chronological age is referred to within the YOA to deniarcate di&ring levels of criminal 

responsibiiity at dinerenî aga. The age of twelve, fourteen, sixteen, and eighteen are al1 

points of transition m terms of criminai respom'bility, and these gradations in 

chronological age appear to r e f k t  a view of adolescence as a slow tmdion  h m  

childhood to aduhhood. ïhere is a fàir amount of research to draw upon which supports 

this conception of adolescence as a slow transitional period. 



For example, ment tesearch in developmental psychology bas pointed out that 

there are signiscant diffèrences between younger and obier adolescents in their 

understanding of the legal process. A review of this research ày Scott and Grisso (1997) 

has revealed that youths under the age of fourteen di&r (and are at a djsadvantage) 

compared to their older counterparts in terms of  tbeP abîüty to competently participate m 

their own legal defense, and m their undemtamhg of the legai process and its basic 

purposes. The authors a h  point out that youths between ten and tfiirteen years of age 

were signiscantiy less likeiy to think ''strategicaiiy" about pleading decisions and 

appeared to be les capable of le.bagbiq risky consequences during hypothetid problem 

sohring situations. Yomger chiidren were also ükeb to have cmside& a more 

constricted number and range of consequences (Scott and Gnsso 1997: 1 70-1 7 1). 

Canadian re~eafch on youths' umk$md@ of tbe iegal proces has f o d  simîlar 

Merences amoss age groups. For mstaace a study by Abramovitch, Higgins-Bis and 

Biss ( 1  993) found significant d i n i  among youih m different age p u p s  in tems of 

their a b o i  to understand basic legai nghts on questioning, the right to counsel and the 

ngbt to be provided a lawyer lkee of charge. Fewer of the 'younger youth' (ages 10.50 

yean to 12.92 years) comprehended these ri&& as compared to those in the older range 

of (16.58 to 19.92 years). Peterson-Badali and Koegi (1999) also found significant 

merences among age groups in terrns of general knowledge of tôe YOA. Younger 

youths were diffemt h m  okier youths m thai they werr less accurate m their knowledge 

of various aspects of the youthjustice system such as minimum and maximum ages, 

minimum ages for transtèèr to d u i t  court and the use of pre-trial detention. 



Bartusch, Ly~iam, M o m  and Siha's (1997) e m m h î h n  of developmental 

theory in explahhg difkent kmds of antisocial behaviour, found that the causes for 

identicai types of antisocial behaviour Mered at childhood (ages 5,7,9, 1 1)" as 

compared to a d o 1 e ~ ~ e ~ ' ~  (ages 13, 15). Their adysis showed thai childhood antisocial 

behaviour was related more strongiy tban adolescent antisocial behaviour to low verbal 

activity, hyperactivity, and a negative/iiulsive personaüty whereas; adolexent 

antisocial behaviour was associated with peer delinquency. As weD, chiidhood antisocial 

behaviour was more strongiy aSSOciafed wiib wnvictions for violence wtiik adolesceot 

antisocial behaviour was more strongiy related with convictions for non-violent offfénces 

(Bartusch, Lynam, MofEtt and Siiva 1997). 

T o q  (1999) points out that there are also differences m the nature of offending 

dependmg on the age of the youth. The prevalence of offending peaks m the mid-teens 

for property oneildmg, and m the kte teens for violent offences. Moyer (1996) aiso 

found evideoce to support diffèrences amng y o d  in the nature of offending. Ushg the 

revised uniform aime report data for selectedj.ririsdictions m Canada m 1992-93, Moyer 

found that police suspects who were tweive and tbirteen years oki were more Wreiy to be 

apprehended for minor property o&nces, such as thefi under and mischief or vaadaüsm, 

than were any other age group (Moyer 1 9%: 36). In rehtion to the victim-suspect 

relationsbip, the okier the suspect, the greater was the likelihood that the victÏm of an 

offence was a stranger. Of those suspects who were tweive and thirteen years old, 80% 

of victims were either fnends or hxdy. For sixteen and seventeen year olds 65% of 

victims were fiends or fkmily of the suspect (Moyer 1996: 44). There were a h  

diffierences in the use of 'weapons' based upon age. Moyer found that the use of physical 

IS Aithough youîh in this age grarp & not fall within the jurisdictiai of the YOA 



force decreases with age and the use of 'other' weapons incrrases wiîh age. As weli, 

major injuries increase by age of the suspect altbough these percentages were quite srnail 

in every age category (Moyer 1996: 45-48). 

It is also important to point out that the intersection of age and gender are 

signifiant factors m understandmg differences m youthflll offeoding. For example, the 

participation of male youths m crimmil actMty appears to bcrease with age, whereas for 

females there is a decrease in involvement m criminai activity a& about the age of sixteen 

(me Duii'y, Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics 1998). Firrthermore, in an examination 

of violent youth crime statistics m s s  Canada in 1998, it was found that f e d e  youths 

charged with violent crime tended to be younger than their niale comterparts. Among 

male youths, the violent crime rate mcreased graduaiiy with age, with the highest rate 

being among 17-year-olds. Amng fkmaks, the rate peaked at the ages of 14 and 15 

(Juristat 1 999). 

Thus, this body of research suggests that that t .  are iniporta~t dB- 

among youthtiil ofkndets in terms of age and criminal actiVity. These differences do not 

support a view of youth as a homogenou gmup, rather, they provide support for the 

contention that youth is a slow transition fiom childhood to aduhhood, and consequently, 

one would expect to see différences m the proceshg of 'younger' youths (closer to the 

minimum age of responsi'bility) and 'okler' youths who are closer to aduhhood. 

The foilowing cbapters wüi attempt to mvestigate how chromlogicai age and 

apparent ma- relate to decisians made about young people m conflict with the law. 

Chapters 2 and 3 will provide an empirical exaniiIiation of the ways m which the 

principles of the YOA and the apparent niatunty of a youth affect decisions made m bail 



and sentencing cases. Chapter 4 explores public responses to a yoimg offider 

conslnicted on varying dîmmsbns of 'miturity' and bw this affècts senteLlcing 

preferences and offender e s .  Cbapter 5 presents a summa~~ of key h d @ s  and wiil 

explore in more detaii the implications of these findmgs for the of youths m the 

youth justice system as weii as how these fiodmg may provide us more insight in 

understandmg the contradictions in how adolescence is constructeci depend9ig upon the 

context. 



Cbapter Two - Bail burings 

Introduction 

The purpose of this chapter is to present fkdings on the way in which youtbs 

charged with offences under the Young Wenders Act are coristructed at their bail 

hearings. Bad (or pre-triai detention) hearings are one of the 'sites' in whkh there is a 

process of descn'bing young people afcused of offences m a particuhr way by Crown and 

defense attorneys, m order to make a case for fbrîher detention or for release. As such, 

examiniag the mformaîion presented m bail hearings can provide us with some ïnsîght mto 

this pro- of descn'bing young persons accuseci of o f f i s ,  a d  what this meam for 

how a youth comes to be understood m court. Integrai to this analysis is the construct of 

age as a Eictor in decision-makmg in youth court bail hearirigs. Thus' both contextual 

Somation relathg to age, and the actual cfaonobgical age of youths m this sample o f  

cases, will be ewnmvd m order to determine the efféct of age on decision-iiiaking. 

There is a pauciîy of research on pre-trial detention hearings for youth and even 

l e s  information on how youth are d e s c r i i  during their bail heariqgs. W e  kmw very 

linle about the kmds of idonnation about youth that are seen as relevant to the hearing, 

nor the effect tbat these kinds of infonriation have on the outcorne of the karing. Some 

of what we kmw comes h m  media sources, but these descriptions often descn'be youth 

in detention as taking pride m their delinquent Ïmage. As one article put it "..houth m 

court] have developed a tough veneer. For th- behg detahed is a kind of warped rite 

of passage.. .(h)andcuffs are a badge of honour. "' 

' Black, Debra "A Court Just far Youths" Tke Totonro Stor April sa, 1 998. 
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This chapter WU examnie how youth are constructecl in th& bail hearings by 

explorhg the e f f i  of kgal variables, factors related to the support avaüable to a youth, 

and variables relating to how the youth 'appeared' m court. More specifically this chapter 

will present nodmgs on how the 'youthnilaess' of an accused, captured by information 

observeci m court, and the youth's cbronological age, related to the decision-making 

process in bail hearings. 

Legal Context 

The legal hnmuork for youth bail hearings consists of fou. principal bodies of 

legisiation. The main law, which goveras bail hearings, is the Caaadian Crimiml Code 

seztion 5 15, wbich provides the rules for judicial interitn r e b  for all offenders 4 u l t  

and youth. Thus, section 515 is wntten without specific refêrence or niles for young 

people who commit oliènces. 

Genefally d e r  a decis'mn is made by a police officer to detain a youth &er an 

arrest (goverried by section 495 of the CCC), the Law holds that crnninal justice agents 

have 24 hours, or as mon as is practkble, to place the accused m h n t  of a justice of the 

peace or judge for a baü hearing- At the baü hearing, there are tbree2 grourds for which 

bail can be denied. Tbe first is to ensure the atteodance of the accused person for trial, 

and the second is tbat detention is necessary for the protection of the public. The third, 

recentiy added tertiary groimd, justifies deteaion if it can be demo~l~trated tbat gramiag 

release would erode public confidence and bring the sidmtnistta . . 
tion ofjustice mto 

disrepute. Before the tertiary p u n d  was added to the Criminal Code, the grounds for 

detention were to be considered in order. However, research suggests that even wtien 



judges or justices were to consider these grounds in order, they did not h y s  do so, but 

ratber sometimes went d i r e d y  to the condition that justifkd detention (Gandy 1992). 

There are a number of different ways that an of fde r  can be released on bail. The 

accused can give an dertaking to the justice tbat Wsbe wiJl show up for trial and this 

undertaking can be p W  on the oflimier with or without conditions. The offender can 

also be released on hidher own recomii;rance with or without sureties or monetary deposit 

and with the possibüiiy of coaditions being placed on release. If released the kinds of 

conditions that can be placed on an accused are set out in section 5 15(4) of the Criminal 

Code: 

to report to a peace o h  or designateci person at certain times. 
reniain within a to 

to notifj. a peace O- of a change m address or employment. 
to abstaai fkom comnnniicatmg 

. . 
with any witmses and refhin fiom going to any place 

expessiy rramPA in the order. 
to deposit one's passport. 
and to comply with any other reasonable conditions that the justice considers desirable. 

For youths, some of the conditions placed on them fàil mto the tast category - 'other 

reasonable conditions that the justice consiàers desirable.' Whüe not niade expikit in the 

Iegislation, these conditions are sonietmies specific to age, and appear to relate to the 

availabiiity of i n f U m d  structure and supervision. For exampie, having a clirfew, obeying 

house rules, and attendmg school are aii conâitions tbat are routidy placed upon accused 

youth as part of their ordm for release. (A fiirther examhaîion of the implications of this 

will be discussed later m the cbapter). 

The second niain body of legislation thaî influences youth bail hearings is the 

Young Wenders Act. While the YOA does not have 3's own set of d e s  goveming 

A tertiary grmd fa dctaitiai was kgislated part way througb the wllaâiat of these data- 



judicial mterirn reiease, there are a fêw sections which are to be considered oniy m yourh 

pre-trial detenîbn hearings. First is section 7.1 of the YOA -the phcement of the youth 

into the a r e  of a responsibe person This section states that at the outcome of a pre- 

triai detention hearing it is deemed that the yomg person warrants an order of detention 

and there is a 'responsible person' willing and able to take care of and exercise control 

over the young person, and the youth is willing, the justice can order the youth to be 

placed m the care of this responsible person wbo takes a written dertaking to comply 

with this arrangement3 In practice, the 'respom'ble person' provision is almost never 

used (Federal-ProVinciaETerritorial task force report 1996; Gandy 1 W2).' This hding is 

consistent with my obserratior+ this provision was never raiseci m court in any of the 1 18 

cases observeci as part of this study. 

The 0 t h  aspect of the YOA tbat should be considered in youth bail hearings is 

Section 3 of the YOA - the Decladon of Principle. The Deciaration sets out the 

hmework for udmtmd& and deaiing with young people wbo corne m contact with 

the law, and attempts to provide guidance to criminai justice agents m dealing with youth 

who commit offences, There are four mab tbemes found m the Dechration of Principk 

prevention, legal rights of youth, mitigated responsïbii k special needs of youth, and the 

protection of the public. The resuits fiom tbis study showed that referme to the YOA 

principles in bail court was a rarity. In only 3 cases out of the 1 1 8 observeci, was any 

' If a responsible person does cane fanward to supeMst the y0ut.h aud willfiilly does not fulîill this 
respansiMity, the 'tcspo~~siie pasoa' can bt farnd guilty of an o h a  punishable on summary 
convicticm.(S 72 Y m g  medm Act). 

the newly proposad Bill C-3 the Y w h  Crimiml Justice Act has amended this sediai so that the 
responsible person provision spccific to youths might be uscd more ofta. Saaicm 3 1(2) statcs that "If a 
young pasoa would, in the absence of a respansi'ble person, be ôeîained m custody, the ycmtb justia coirrr 
or the justice shall inquirc as to the avaiiability d a  responsi'blc persai and whaha a not the young 
perscm is wiiling to bc p l d  in tbat pason's care." 



reference made by anyone (accused's counsei, Crown or justice) to the princîples of the 

YOA . 

Thirci, the Charter of Rights and Freehm is aiso relevant to youth bail hearings. 

Among other rightts, accused perçons m bail hearings have: 

O the right not to be a r b h r d y  detained or imprisoned, 
O the right to k presmed imiocent until proven guilty accordmg to law in a fkir and 

public hearing and by an independent and impartial tri'bunai, 
a the nght not to be denied reasonable bail without just cause, 

and the right to equal protection and equal bene& of the law without discrnnination 
and in particular without discnmniatio . . * .  

n based upon.. . age. 

Finally, tbe fOmth major piece of legishtion perbinmg to youth court bail hearings 

m ontario is the Chiid anà F d y  Services Act. Each province has its own child w e l k  

legisMion which governs the . . n ofjustice for young people. Section 93 of the 

Ontario Child and Fmi ly  Services Act sets out that Eactors to be considered m 

determinhg the level of temporary detention upon king arrested by a police officer. 

The conimon prrsrmiption behind all of these pieces of legishtion is tbat in dl 

possi'ble cases, the l e m  inhusive measure should be taken For example, at tbe &t stage 

of proceedings, there is a duty on the poücc O- wt to amst, ifa release by way of 

s m n s  or appearance notice is d c i e n t .  Simihtiy, at the bail hearing, a justice or 

judge has a duty to r e b  wahout conditions unies a case can be made for doing 

otherwise. The Ontario CMd and Fmily Services Act maintains that open custody 

should be presumptively use. for temporary detnnion, uniess it is necessaxy to ensure the 

youth attends court or there is a threat to public safety. FinaUy, the Decbration of 

Principle in the YOA states that young offeadas have the right to the kast pomi 

interference with k i r  M o m  that is consistent with the protection and s a f i  of the 

public. 



The Decision-Mikers: 

The cases that were observeci m tbk study were the product of a 'Meriog process' 

of decisions made by various criniiaal justice personnel- Of priniary importance is the îact 

tbat these are cases where an offeader was appfeheaded by police. But one must keep in 

mind that a large amount of cri- actMty goes unreported @oob et al 1995; GSWs 

& Verdun-Jones 1994). Secorxî, these are cases w k r e  the decision to arrest was made 

and a decision to detain was seen as king in the public mterest by both the arresting 

officer and the o h  in charge (Sec.498 CCC). Thus, whaî cornes into court is highiy 

dependent upon a series of discretio~acy decisiions d e  by the police. Aad as other 

research suggests, police decision-nraltjilP at arrest is s igdbnt ly  relaîed to both legal 

iàctoa (number of previous contacts with police, seriousness of the o f f i ,  prior record 

of the accused) and non-iegal factors (race, gender, socio-efonomic status, situational 

fàctors) (Wortiey & Kebugh 1998, Sealock & Simpson 1998, Wordes, Bynum & Corley 

1994, Doob & Chan 1982, Canriagon, Moyer & K o p e b  1988). 

The next phase of the 'iïhering' process is the decision made by the Crown 

attorney. Mer reviewing the case, the Crown may seek to contest bail release or rnay 

consent to the reiease of the youth, with or without conditions. This decision, as we SM 

s e ,  is pivotai to the outcorne of the case (Wortley & Kellaugh 1998; Hucklesby 1998). 

Finaliy, the justice of the peace or judge Mens to evidence presented at the bail 

hearing. Based on tbe testim>ny of sureties, parents, and at times the accused youth, a 

decision is made either to detain the youth, or release the accused with or without 

conditions. Thus, this last pbase of tb process -the bail beating--is hi@@ dependent 

upon earlier decisions made which brings the case to court. 



Researcb Methods 

From June to the end of August 1997, a research assistant and I observed bail bearings 

at 4 different youth courts m the Toronto areaS The inajonty of cases (6 1 .P?)were 

observed m Canada's largest youth court, which deals 04. wah youag offender cases, and 

aiso hears ail of the city's dnig cases involving youth. 

The data collection form6 used to collect information in court inchideci t h s e  

&ton thought to be associated with youth detention in previous research (see Carrington 

et al 1988 for a revkw). As we& o t k  more subtie pieces of information about the way 

the youth may bave been perceived in court were also recorded. For each case, therefore, 

we recorded dwographic m r O d n  (age, gender); iegal fàctors (current charge, prior 

record); social factors (living arrangenieats, school involvement) and personal 

characteristics (how the yoimg person was dressed, how the youth acted m court) m the 

bail heariogs. 1 was mterested in examinhg the impact of the nifocmation which was 

available in the coiatroom to Vanous crimmal justice personnel, in particular the judge or 

justice, who would be making the nnal decision In totai, 1 18 cases were observed which 

resulted in bail king either granted or de& 

The theory behind coiiecting data by courtroom observation to examine bail 

decision-niaking is tbat the inforniation presented in the courtroom is ahnost as compiete 

as the idonnation tbat the presidmg justice of the peace or judge bar in makirig the bail 

decision G e ,  the mforrnation th justioes or judge have before tbem is the youih's 

prior record mforniation, outstaodiag charges, and the c m t  charges before the court. 

In rnost cases, we had the court dockets which wntamed the mformaîion on current 

See Appendk B for hm-rater relkbility 
See Appendii A 



charges. And, m mmy cases, the Crown read out prbr record mforniation in court. 

Consequentiy through wurt obsmaîion, we were able, as nearly as pomile, to 'see what 

the decision makers saw'. 

Given the limited amount of M e n  information that ajudge or justice relies on to 

make bail decisions, tbe idonnation presentd and seen m wurt is quite important m how 

the youth is constNcted m the bail hearing and is thus likely to affect the decision-making 

process. Converseiy, what is nof mentioned is e q d y  important m how the youth is 

understood m court during the bail hearing. T was interested in exarninmg what this means 

for the ways in which youth are constructeci m court, and more specifically, how the 

category of 'age' M in tbe decisiin-making equation. 

W e  this mthod of data coUection allowed me to obtain a close proxy ofjudieial 

decîsioa-makiag, there wem some dBkuhies in interPretmg this infiormaiion Due to the 

consensuai nature of the court pI.oceedings, there was not as  much information brought 

out in court as was expected and this had implications for the a d y s k .  As wiU becorne 

apparent m the following chapter (as weli as Chapter 3 on senteaciog hearings), there 

were two di£ièrent ways m wbich 'missmg data' were treated. First, tbere were data that 

were actually mÛsing and thus were excluded fkom statistical anaiyk since they were not 

coded by the research assistant or me. Therefore the tatai number o f  cases in the foliowing 

tables may Vary due to the exclusion of missmg data The other kind of 'missing data' was 

information that was 'not rnentioned' m the court proceeding. 1 was interested m 

exploring how the lack of inforniation in a case might construct it dBhntly.  Thus, when 

idormation was 'not rnentioned' it was also bciu&d m the adysk.  However, in all 



cases, statistics are provided which inchde cases wbere inforrnaîion is 'wt mentioned' as 

weil as statistics excluding the 'mt mentioned' cases. 

This chapter WU be divided into 4 sections. The W will present hdïngs  on 

iFactors reiated to the Crown's decision to contest or consent to release. The second 

section will examine oniy those cases where the Crown wntested release in order to 

explore decision-making in the bail hearing above and beyond the Crown decision The 

third section wiil look at the overall detention decision by the court which is presurnabiy a 

combination of the first two decisions. The îjnai section wiU provide an adysis of bail 

conditions placed on cases that were released by the court, in order to understami how 

these conditions niay reiaîe to the youîh's age and niatunty. 

The Sampie of Observed Cases 

Almost one-third (29.7%) of the accuseci youths whose hearings were observed in 

this study were denied bail. Just over haif of these young people (50.8%) had as theu 

principal charge7 either a v i o k  offence or a charge of break and enter-two offênce 

categories which are iikely to be w d e r e d  to be the most serious by the public and the 

judiciary. Over haif(S8.596) of the sample was 16 years of age or over. The matjority of 

the youths in these bail hearings were male. Fernales comprised oniy 17.8% of the cases. 

7 The principal charge was annputed by cading the fïrst  fa^ charges in a case into 6 ca!cgaics of 
offences; vioimce, dnigs, beak and aiter, &a p q a t y ,  otha - m i d  Codp and YOA offènoes (in 
many observed cases though, thae wcrc fewer than four charges). Thm, the principal charge was 
calculated by using the adcr of caîegaies of office (amsistent with Canadian Centre fa  Justice 
Statistics-as above) whae the 'most serious' categay tntmped ail 0th- charge categories. 



Table 1: Cornparison of the Simpk of Yoatb Ba1 Cases obrcrved between June and 
August 1997 to Cases Hcard in Ontario Yootb Courts (1997-1998) 

by Principal Cbargc, Age & Ses 

Looking at how this ssnipk of cases compares to Omario youth court cases 

(Table l), reveals that the bail sample includes more offimas iâüing into the caîegories of 

violence and drug offences than Ontario cases, and a higher proportion of males, and 

youths 16 years of age or older. This is mt sqxkbg since these are youibs who were 

subject to an earlier decision by police to be de- based upon the criteria set out in 

section 495 of the Criminal Code. 

Almost aii of the youth in the observeci s w i e  rame into court m handcutl[S a d  in 

police custody since they had held in secure detention before thex bail hearing 

(89.8%)- Only m 1 1 cases out of the 1 1 8 (9.3%), were the y o d  placed into an open 

detention fâcility before their bail hearing. 

such as fail to canply with a &position, îàil to camp@ with an undertahg (this includes al1 cases 
exwpt for YOA offaices, dmg o6mœ and d e r  fidaal OEQCCS) 

nich as escape custody, unlawfùlly at large, fail to cumply with a prdxatïon œder 
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The factors tbaî are to be codered m determining the level of custody for 

temporary detention in Oatario are set out in section 93 of the Child and Fmnily Services 

ACL ' 4  It is stated tbat a youug person who is d e t d  in a place of temporary detention 

SM be detained in a place of open uniess a provincial director detemines tbaî iî 

is wcessary to detain the young peMn m a place of secure detention to ensrire the yomg 

person's aitendance m court, or to proted the pubüc interest or s a f i .  Givm thaî the 

nature of the alkged charges m over 20.h of the oises were minor property offences, and 

that there is a presumption that the kast &usive option - open custody -shoukl be used 

for ternporary deteniion, it is surprishg to see how niany youth were held in secure 

detention pendmg tbeir bail hearing. This however, may be relaîed more to the avaikbility 

of space rather tban deria set out m the Act. 

W e  almost aii (89.8%) of the youth in this sample spent çome time in secure 

detention before theu bail hearing, most of these youth (70.3%) were subsequently 

granted baiL The question raised, then, is why are so many accused offendm spendiag 

any time locked up before their bail hearing if they are ukimately to be released (also see 

Gandy L992)? The negaîive effects of entering the court in custody or king heid in pre- 

trial detention in relation to the outcorne of the case have been weU docu~ltested. Most 

studies have concluded that accusecl persans stand a greata chance of behg convicted and 

receivÎng a harsher sentence ifthey enter the court m custody (Friedhnd 1965, Koza & 

Doob 1975, Goldkamp 1983, McCarthy 1987, Fagan & Guggenheim 19963" In facf as 

Chapter 3 wül show, young p e ~ n s  who were held m pre-trial detention were more likely 

to receive a custodiai disposition than those who were not detained before triaL 

Child and Family (Eentices Act chap. C. 1 1, part IV - 1990-9 t 



Results - The Crown 

In understanding the Eactors reiated to bail decision-making m youth courts, the 

data clearly show that the main decision-der m youth bail court is the Crown Attorney 

(Table 2). I f  the Crown Attorney did mt contest release, the youth was certain to be 

granted baiL However, when the Crown contested the release of the youth, alrnost 3 out 

of 4 youths (729%) were detamed Although there bas been very iÏttie information 

writîen on the impact of  Crown decision-making m youth coint bail hearings, these 

f%dings are consistent with a -y on ad& bail hearings which found tbat the Crown 

consented to release the accused in 78.4% of cases, and that the Crown's particula. fonn 

of reIease was fohwed by the judge in 95.4% of the cases where a release order was 

sought by the Crown (Koza & Doob 1975). Some have argued thaî this kind of highiy 

in the courtroom for dealing with overburdened court dockets (Koza & Doob 1 975, Klein 

1998 in relation to d e r  hearbgs). 

Table 2 

TaLPl 35 82 117 

29.9% 70.1 K 100.0% 

NOTE: Fisher's exaa test p <.O0 1. 

Frazia & Bishop (1985) found that daaitim s!aîus had no c&d on the Stwrity ofjudicial dispositions 



These resuk reveal the powernil influence of the Crown Attorney and rake 

questions about the accountability of decision-making in the bail hearing, since a 

substantial amount of the decision-making control appears to be carried out mdependently 

of the mfonnation provided at the bail hearing (Hucklesby 1 997). In this sense, 

attempting to look for 'youth' m youth wurt bail hearïngs may be bile, since contexîual 

information about the youîb only occurs within the hearing itself. And as these data show, 

the Crown is making decisions about release independent of the actual bail hearing. 

Section I - Lmal Factors rehtin~ to the Cmwn Decisiin 

Given the hi& degree of influence the Crown has m the decision-making process 

of youth wurt baü hearings, the first section of this chapter wiil explare the factors 

associateci wah the Crown's decision to contest or consent to release on bail" 

In order to see if various -ors grouped together made a difference m the 

detention decision, indices were created based upon 3 categories, 'legal fàctors', 'child vs. 

duit', and 'support factors' (see AppendDr C for a breakdown of the variables inciuded). 

Each of the variables, ifmentioned or observai in the bgil hearing, either counted as a 

'point' toward the overd index category, or ifit was a factor which detracteci fiom the 

overd category - it comted as a negative. Thus, to create the index, the variables were 

added together d the negative points were subrracted. 

Legal Index: 

Havïng a case with a large number of fàctors of 'legal serioumes' was rehted to 

the Crown decision to wntest bail As Table 3 shows, as -ors of legal serious m a 

l2 Researcb suggests that the Crowa's decision is highiy uifîucllced by the police 'show cause' repart and 
recommaidations to the C m  (sce Wœtiey & Keliaigb 1998). Givm that this study focusad in ai cotot 
as a site of umsiruaing youth, this information was not accessible, 



youth's case increased, so too did the likeiïhood that the Cmwn would contest baïi 

release. 

.- - 

Tdpl 69 48 1 17 

59.0% 41.m 100.0% 

NOTE: Chi-square~30.344, Cjc-3, p c.001. 

It is interesthg to note that the Crown was almost 3 times more Wcely to contest bail when 

an accused youth had 3 ktors of kgal seriousness versus those y o d  thaï had O through 

2 &tors. Just over baif(5 1.6%) of the youth who had 4 or 5 mors of legal seriousness 

had their bail conteste& a d  the majarity (80%) of youth with 6 or more fàctors also had 

their bail contestai. 

L e a l  Factors: 

Princiuai Charge 

Various individual compoûents of the legal index were examined in rehtion to the 

Crown decision. S O I .  of these &tors were signiscant while otbers were not. For 

example, these data reveal that the prhcipai charge before the court was wt reiated to the 

Crown's decision to contest bail (Table 4). 
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NOTE: Chi-Square = 5.63 1, e3, na signincmt. 
(Violena, drugs, b&c) poolai vs. (prop, yoa, 'da cc'), n a  signi6ant. 

It must be pomted out however, that the principai charge is not an adequate prow for 

understandmg the 'serïousiess' of an offknce. There is a great deal of variation within 

each of these categories m t e m  of  the actual nahue of the offence. For example, w i t h  

the category of violence is the cbarge of ' d ' - w h i c h  can take the fonn of a shoving 

match +r at the other end -an assauh with a weapon. Thus the hck of a relationship here 

betwem the Crown decision and the charge category may simply be due to the actual 

nature of the offence - w t  the category it falls within. 

Prior Record 

Whiie it appears that information about the cumnt charges before the court did 

not duence the Crown decision, various kinds of legal infonaation about the youth's 

past, such as prior record, did çeem to be rehted to the Cmwn's decision to contest bail. 



Table 5 shows the Crown's decision to contest bail m relation to whether the accused 

youth had a prior record, 

Ttbk 5 

NOTE: Fier Exact test (2-tail) p=.W (no vs. yes) ; 
Chi-square = 3 1.786, eî, p <.O01 (ovuail -mcl oot menti~ned's)'~ 

If an accused youth did not have a prior record, the Crown contestecl release in less îhan 

half(45%) of the cases. However, for those accused youths w b  did have a record, 

more than two-thirds (6%) had their bail contested by the Crown Having a prior record 

then, seems to be one of the legal variables which hfhmces the Crown's decision to 

contest bail, and as already seen in Tabie 2, the Crown's decision has a high degree of 

influence on the overall outcorne of the case. 

'' In certain cases (see Tables 5 & 7) thae were instances whai infbrmatioa m the case was 'no& 
mentioned' in court These wcre gcaeralty rnatters wticre the Crown did contest bail for the youth. 
Fm prïor record, in 30 out of 3 1 cases (97%) whae infbnnation was 'na maitioaed', the Crown 
consented to release the youîh. This was also truc fa the youth having a history of bail abuse, 55/73 cases 
(75.3%), and previais -trial d-tioa, 57/81 cases (70.4%)). In al1 Wrtlihood, the cases Yvhete 
information was 'na mentiorid' are cases where the C r m  has cbcided na to 'show cause' fœ 
detention, and in the intaests of &cinicy, not al1 details arc read out loud about the case in court- 



Looking more cbseiy at tbe efkts of prior record reveais tbat youth who had a 

prior record, which included offènces that were reiated to the current charge before the 

court, were more likely to have their cases contested by the Crown (Table 6). 

Table 6 - Peireakge of cases contestcd by the Cronn as a fiinction of the 
rehtioaship between prior record and corrent clta~ges'~ 

Fisher's exact test (2-tailai) relatai vs- lllyeked r . 0  13 

A youth with umelated prior charges had a 50-50 chance of baving tbeir bail contested, 

but wIien it was mentionai thai the youth's prior o t k w s  were relaîed to the current 

degation before the court, a very high proportion (90.9%) of these cases were contested 

by the Crown. This may result h m  the Crown prrceiving the youth to be more lkely to 

engage in a pattern of offending behaviour specinc to the allegation(s) before the court, 

which may, m the Crown's view, heighten the possibüity tbat the accused yoidh wouki not 

remain crime fke before the triai date. 

Thus, prior charges that were related to the current ofkrce may have been seen as 

king related to the secondary ground - the protection of the public. However, whether 

l4 This title (and the titln of subqucnt tables in bis thesis) does na intend to imply causality. 



the prior offences were recent (within the last year), or inchided violence did wt relate to 

the Crown's decision (Table 6). 

Bail Abuse & Previous Pre-trial Mention 

In moa of  the cases observe& (731102 or 72%), information on the youth's 

history of bail abuse was not mentioned in the courtroom As can be seen m Table 7, the 

Crown contested releaise in abnost 90% of the cases (26/29) where the issue of bail abuse 

was ra id . ,  ùuiicatiug that the Crown ody presents this information in court when there is 

an intention to contest bail reiease. 

Table 7 - Perceotage of cases contestad by the Crown as a function of information 
on bail abuse or pre-trial detention 

maiti&s j ~ û û l *  

H S - P ~ ~ Y  novs.yes-n.s. 
bccn ii prr-tiirl 86.79'11 15) 1oo'9'm 29.6%(8 1 ) a v d l  inciudïng not 

detemtioi? menticmaïs 
1 I 1 1 pt001** 

NOTE: If the minimum expactai axmt is less than 5, this infamatim wifl be n a d  fiom here on- 'The 
lowest expeaed value is indicatcd in para~thcscs belm. 

1 e-ed value less than S(4.3 1) 
**2 expected values less than 5 (2.99) 

The same can be seen in relation to previous pre-triaI detention where the Crown 

contested over 90% of the cases (20/22) when this information was mentioned. 

Reverse Onus 

Ha- a reverse onus on a case nipiuis that the accused must "show cause" why 

he or she should not be detained peodmg trial, whereas mrmally the onus is on the Crown 

to show cause for detention, A reverse anus condition is created m four IcinAs of 



circumstances as set out in section 5 15(6) of the Crinriml Code and a p p k  to both youîh 

and ad*. These are: 

where the accused person is charged with comsiittmg an indictable offence while 
awaiting trial on amther indictable offènce, 
if the wused is charged with non-compliance with the conditions of h e r h  previous 
reiease while awaitbg trial on any other charge. 
i f  the accused is charged with an indictable offence and is not normaiiy a resident of 
Canada 
ifthe accused is charged with ce& offinces d e r  the ConzroZZed DNgs and 
Substances ~ct. ' '  

These data show that most of tbe youths (78/112 or almost 70%) in this samie 

had to 'show cause' why thty shoulâ no? be detamcd, aad as Table 8 shows, having a 

reverse onus was not sigdhmly rehted to the Crown's decision to contest bsil reiease 

(ushg the traditional ''.OS* standard of statistical significance). 

Table 8 

NOTE: Fia's  exaa test (2-tai1)p =.O56 

WMe onfy approaching the level of sigdicance, the trend that appears to emerge h m  

this table is that when there was a ciear reverse onus situation the Crown appeared to be 



e q d y  likely to contest or consent to bai& but m other circumstances, such as when the 

onus was on the Crown, or when t h  information was not &ned m court, the Crown 

seemed to be more likeiy to consent to the release of the youth m this sample of cases 

(73.5%). It appears then, thai to an extent, the reverse onus condition may serve to 'flag' 

the case to the Crown as one des- attention and, ofien, detention 

In cases where it was nientioned, the most cornmon reason for baving a reverse 

onus was that the youth was charged with comrnitting an indictable offence whiie awaiting 

trial on another mdictabk offenoe (Table 9).16 

NOTE: Chi-~quarc=2.%29, e 2 ,  not signifiant. 

Given the large effect thai prior record had on the Crown's decision to contest 

release (Table 2), it is important to explore the relatiomhip between the onus in a case and 

l5 for examplt, simple possession does not warrant a reverse mus, but trafficking amstituîes o mase 
mus situation. 
l6 Any violation of a condition of relawc is considaad to bt an indibable offmce. Revious research 
suggests that breaches of release amditions accamt foc the majority of reverse onus cases (Gandy 1992). 
in this study though, the spacific onaices leading up to the inclidable offince charge were nat specified in 
court, so a11 of this was capturai under the category of 'indictable ofbces'. 



the Crown's decision, conîroiling for prior record. Table 10 shows that when the accused 

youth did & have a prior record, the Crown contesteci release in a higber proportion of 

cases when it was a reverse onus condition. 

Table 10 - Perceotage of cases coitestcd by the Crowa as a finoetion of prior record 
by onas 

- 

*Fisher's exact test 

However, there was not a @ifbut relationship between the Crown decision to contest 

and the onus in the case wben the a~cused youth did have a prior record 

It appairs that eahcr having the case idaitified legaüy as a reverse onus case or 

identifjing the case as one where the accused has a record, appears to fiag the case as one 

worthy of  behg contesteci Having both characteristics does not appar to krease the 

lîkelîhood of its king contested over having just one- 

Co-accused in the mesent offénce 

hoking at the cases wtiere idormation about a CO-accused(s) was nrentioned, 

shows that m these cases the Crown was qually likeiy to contest, or consent to bail 

release. However, ifthe youth had a co-8CCUS6d and the CO-accused was present m court, 

this was related to the Crown decision to contest bail (Table 1 1). 



Table 11 -Perccntrgc of cwcs contestai by the C m n  as a fanction of information 
about a CO-accused(s) in the case 

*Fisher's exact test 

I f  a CO-accused was in wurt for the bail hearing, the Crown was iess Iikeiy to wntest 

release than if a co-accused was mt prrscnt. fhe Crown may sec the likelibood of the 

accused u>mmittin$ fratber off- as Lcss probabk ifa C O - a c c d  is either m detention, 

and thus incapacitated, or 'responsible' enough to be present m the body of the court. 

This relates, then, to both the primary and secondary grounds for detemion- that the 

a c c d  is responsiile enough to show up for the triai, anci that fiirther offences are 

uulikely to be committed ifthe a c c d  is released smfe the CO-accused is present. 

Identifying a CO-accused as an aduh however was not significantly reiated to the Crown 

decision 

Discussion of Lena1 Factors: 

We kmw that the Crown's inteqmîaîbn of a case is very important m the overd 

detention decision As suggested in this section, legal variables seem to influence the 

Crown's decision - specifically, having a prior record, and having a prior record which 

includes offences reiated to the current offence before the wurt. Having a CO-accused 

present for the hearing makes the Crown less iikeiy to contest the release of the accused 

youth, 



'Chiid-like' vs. 'Adiilt-likt' Index 

I created aaother index whrh Echxded variables such as tbe youth's age as weii as 

their perceived ageI7, if tbey reguiarly attended school or worked full-time, whether they 

iived with parent(s) or if* Lived on their own, among otber mors (see Appendix C). 

My hypothesis was that the Crown rnight be afhted by a youth who 'looked' or had 

circumstaaces that made them more 'child-like', and vice-versa The chia show4 that 

there was no such relationship - as there were no simrificant diffërences in the Crown 

decision between youth who e x h i i  'aduh-LJre quaüties' or 'chiM-like qualities' a d  the 

rest of the youth m the sampk. Again, this msy be due to the fàct that Crown decinon- 

making is ofcurring outside of thc actuai bail hearing. 

Table 12 

- - -  - - - -- - . .- 

NOTE: Chi-square = 4.622, &= 3, not sigoïficant 

Analyses on the individual mors that are contained in this index also showed 

no simiificant effects. 



Age 

There bas been very littie reçeatch on the effect of age as a fàctor m decision- 

making in youth courts, and what research has been done shows mixed resuhs (Wordes, 

Bynum & Corley 1994, Carrington, Moyer and Kopelman 1988, Bookin-Weiner 1984, 

Frazier & Bisbop 1985). As mentioued More, there was an expectation that the courts 

wodd be inciined towards trrating 'younger' youths less harshty tban e i r  older 

counterparts (Kowalski & Caputo 1999). If this were to be the case, it would be 

consistent with recent research m developmnial psycbobgy which has pointeci out that 

younger teens dfh su- h m  older teens and ad* m their cognitive capacity, 

attitudes and perceptions of risk (Scott & Grisso 1997). 

Looking at the question of  age m relation to Crown decision-niaking for bail 

hearings shows tbat there were no Mkrences m the decision of the Crown based upon 

which age group the accused y o d  was in (12-13, 14-15 or 16 & older) (Table 13). 

Table 13 

" As assessed by the rcsavchers in court 
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A nimibpr of other demographic variables, and factors relatmg to how the youth 

'appeared' in court were recorde& The resutts of this adysis show that none of tbese 

details about the youth were related to the Crown decision to contest bail (Table 14). 

Table 14 - Percentage of casu whcn tbe C m a  coatesîed bail relewc as a functioa 

n 

w-r rik f e m k  

43. %./r(96) 28.6w2 1) fis. 

* the category 'otha' iacludcs, caucasian, south asian, aboriginal, hispanic a otha. 
**Fisher's exact test 

Gender: 

There was a very sxnaii proportion of accused fcmak youths m this sampie. These 

data do not reveal significaat ditférences m the Crown decision to contest bail based upon 

the gender of the accused. And in addition these resuîrs show tbat the perceiveci ethaicity 
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of the accused youtb by the researchers was not related to the Crown decision to detain 

(Table 14). 

How the vouth 'ap- - in court' 

Factors relating to how the youth appead in courfi8 which were subjectiveiy 

assessed by the researchers, were not rehted to the Crown decision (Table 14). 

Obviously, one exphmation for this is that the majority of decisions d e  by the Crown 

are fomulated outside of the bail bearing. Ahernativeiy, they may siniply be irrelevant to 

the Crown m deciding wkther to contest release, or, the youth m these bail hearings did 

not stand out reniarkably fiom one another in te= of  how they iookeû, how mterested 

they were m court, or if* exbi'bited 'child-Be' or 'aduiî-like' quaüties. Generally, these 

youtbs were quiet m court, and the mapnty of the accused youths (72%) were observed 

by the researchers to be ' v q ?  or 'modrratelf iaereSted m the court proceedings. As 

well, most of the youth in court (85.6%) were perceived by the researchers to be 'dressed- 

dom'  m court araning they were wearing ciothes that teenagers geœraiiy wear -jeans, 

t-shirts, running shoes -as opposed to the remaMder (14.4%) tbat were dressed in a 'neat- 

middle-ck' way or were 'dressed-up' for court. 

The k t  that most of the youth observed m the bail hearings were not 'dressed up' 

for court may be accounted for by the fàct tbat mst of  these youth (89.8%) were detamed 

in secure detention &er being arre~ted. The only way for an accused person to change 

their clotbes for coirrt h m  what they were wearing when arrested would be ifa famihr 

'8 such as how was the youth dressai fa oorirt; was the y o d  intaestad in the procaadings; how old did 
the youth I d  to the researchas, etc. 



rnember or other supportive person was abk to bring a change of clothes to them at their 

piace of detention 

Adult or Child-like s b s :  

As aiso seen in Tabie 14, m oniy 5 cases did we find somethmg noteworthy about 

the youth as king 'aduit-like', anci in 3 o f  these 5 cases, the Crown contested reiease. 

Simïlariy, in only 8 cases did we notice that the a c c d  before tbe court exhibiteci 

characteristics that might be perceived to be 'child-me'. Hem, the Crown contested haif 

of these cases 

For the tnales in these cases, havbg facial hair was quite rare. In ody 2 1 cases 

(1 8%) did the youth bave any kïnd of facial hair. Of these cases, 8 (or 38%) were 

contested by the Crown. Again, the hypothesis was tbat more 'adult-like' characteristics 

(having fàcial hair) might be related to the decision to detain. Cleariy this was not the 

case. 

Discussion of Demo~rabhic - - and 'CbiM-Like' vs. 'Aduh-like' fktors: 

The youth's appeanuice Ïn  court bad littie to do with the defisions the Crown was 

making. Thus, tbe Crown's approach to a case was related more to mors surrounding 

the youth's legal history thm present appearances m the bail hearing. In addition, these 

data reveal that for the most part the accuscd youtbs m this sampk were a remarkabîy 

homogeneous group, ancl thus, even ifthe Crown was 'looking' at these youths in terms 

of decision-making, tbm was litile variation which would have made particular youtbs 

stand apart. 



Supwrt Index 

In tryhg to determine bw much of a risk an accused youth migh pose ifreleaed 

on bail, the Crown may be likeiy to assess the youth's network of support. Such fàctors 

as having a parent or guardiaa present at the court hearing, having knowiedge that the 

parent is involveci m the youth's He and is able to supervise, and havhg a defense lawyer 

who provides a case plan for the youth upon release, ail speak to the degree to which 

others in the youth's Me are able and williog to provide support. The data in this sample 

show that there was no sigmficam rehtionshq, between the amount of support they had 

and the Crown decision to contest release (Thbie 15). 

Tabk 15 

NOTE: Chi-square = 2.300, #= 2, nat significant. 



Familv & SchooI 

In the cases observeci m this study, at least one parent or parent figure was present 

for the bail hearing the ma- of the tirne (72%). However, ha* a parent present m 

court was not signifkantly rehted to the Cmwn decision to contest release (Table 16). 

Table 16 - Percentage of c a s a  where Crown contests bail as a function of parental 
preseoce in court, involvement in yoatbs' Me and supecnS.in 

4 
d m  c a r t  b a r  tLt 

pmmq~) ir iinlvcd ii 443~479) n-r/41 1) ILS. 

prtL'r Me? 

dot!scamrthartL.t 
p.mt(s) abk to 42.9"!!156) 70.W420) p.067. 
s i p e w ü e  yoRth? ILS. 

- 
* Fisher's exact test 

Living; Arrannements 

However, living at home was a significant factor in the Crown's decision to 

contest baiI, As Table 1 7 shows, over two-thirds (69.6%) of youtbs who did not live at 

home had their bail contestai by the Crown, while a siilller proportion (37.5%) of y o d  

who Lived at home had th& bail contested. This is consistent with previous research which 

has shown that youth who were detained were less likely to reside with two parents 

(Wordes, Bynum & Corley 1994, Schutt & Dannefer 1988). 



58.6% 41 -4% 100.0% 

NOTE: Fisher exact test (2-tail) p.009 (no vs-yes). 
Chi-square = 1 1.65 1, e 2 ,  p =.O03 (overall including na maitioncd's). 

Cl*, whether or m t  a .  a c c d  youth iives with a parent is highîy mhted to the 

Crown's decision on whether or aot to contest bail It direct@ relates to the primary 

ground for bail detention, which is to secure the youth's attendance for trial, Thus, an 

accused youth who lives with a parent would be seen to have support sufFcient to ensure 

attendance at trial, However, this nndmg raises issues relatinp to the treatment of accused 

youths who do nor have the ability to Live at home for various reasons-and the possibility 

that detention is behg used mre firequently for youth who do not live with their parents. 

The fiindamental problem for researchers on this issue is that the primary ground for 

detention-the likelibood of atteadiag trial 4kects the court's attention to the home 

situation of the young person (Moyer 19%). But, the use of detention for child w e k e  

reasons needs to be disentangled h m  the use of detention to ensure that the youth shows 

up for aial -+thenvise detention is unjustified (Nasnith 1990, Gandy 1992, Guggenheim 



School attendance 

School attendance was also rehted to the Cmwn's decision in the bail hearings 

obse~ed.'~ Table 18 shows that the Crown contestai of2 of the cases where the youth 

was not in school, wbereas ifa youth attended s c h l  reguiarly, just over two-thirds 

(69.4%) had th& case contested. 

Table 18 

NOTE: Fisher's exsa test (2 -tail) p =.012.(no vs.ycs}- 
Chi-square = 58.807, e 2 ,  pe.001 (overail- incl- not mentimai's), 

School attendance, however, was also rehted to another factor which appears to relate to 

the Crown decision - prior record (see Table 5). As Table 19 reveals? there was a 

substaatial rektioaship between not attending school regularly, and baving a prior record- 

A ver- hïgh proportion (87.5%) of thor youth who were not attending school, bad a 

prior record, whereas, the majority (Wh) of youths who were attending rhool reguiarly, 

did not have a prior record 

19 The variable for the youth king in school was p l e d  wticrc 'w' included tbat the youth was in schwl 
'mosî of the time', in 'sumua school' or 'yff, was in schd'. And 'no' included 'no, nat in schoul', in 
xhml 'once in a while', bat tegis~aed', 'kicked out' or 'suspaidad'. 



- 

Fisher's Exact test (2 - tail) p= -002. 

However, the rehtionship between the youth being in school and the Crown decision to 

contest release was not sïgdkam when controlling for prior record (Tabk 20). For both 

groups - those youth with and those without a prior record - the reiationship was mt 

si@cant, in large part because of the iack of vanation in school attendance for those 

without a record and in the Crown's decision for those with a record. 

Table 20 - Pementage of cases coitestecl by the Cmwn w a fitaction of prior record 
by yoatb attcndiag school 

v v  

77.Wd 18) 1 WA(2) ILS. 



Discussion of S u ~ w r t  Factors: 

Zn tryïng to derstand how -ors of support rehte to the Crown decision, these 

data seem to suggest tbat exh i 'b ' i  'ties to the comunity' m the fom of attendhg 

schooi, and 'ties to the M y '  by Living with one's parents are fàctors that are relevant for 

the Crown in determining the risk at youth poses ifrelessed. Both address the amount of 

supervision a youth has which may meaLl there is less opportunity to engage in fùrther 

offences pending trial. Interestingiy, on the issue of support, baving a parent present in 

court did not impact on the Crown decision-again possibty owing to the fàct that the 

Crown may be making the decision outside of the bail hearing. 

Which factors o v e d l  ~rdict  tbe Crcmn decision on bail r e b ?  

To wnciude this section, it is important to understand which (if any) of these 

factors rrray provide more predictive ability for the Crown decision than the others. Table 

21 provides an ordïnary least squares regressi~n~~ of the signifiant fàctors that rekted to 

the Crown's decision 

'O A logistic regrasion analysis rnight have bem seen as king the most appropriate tcst for the 
predictability of these variables since the &pendent variable (does the Crown amtest?) is binary. 
However, the sample size is too snall for logistic regressioa and thus, adinary least squares regrcssion 
anatysis was performed in order to analyze estimated e&as of the independait variables. This is also the 
case for al1 regression analyses in this chapter. 



Table 21 

Of ail the fàctors whkh were sigdknîly rehted to the Crown's decision, both having a 

prior record and the youth king m school have independent e f f i s  on the ikelihood of 

the Crown wntesting relaise. If there was a prior record, the Cmwn was more likely to 

contest bail release, and ifthe youth was said m t  to be in school the Crown was also 

more iïkeiy to contest bail However, whether a y o d  lived witb parent(s) or not did not 

have independent effects on the predictabüity of the Crown's decision 

Conclusions: The decisin-makian D- of the C m :  

Clearly, the Crown decision to contest W m youth court is highly influentid in the 

overail bail decision (Table 2). It appavs k m  these data then, tbat the Crown decision is 

based on legal *ors relating to the youth's history in the criminal justice system - 
s p e c ~ ~  - prior record However, also reiated to the Crown decision are variables 

which speak to the 'ties' to the connnunity - does the youth live with parent(s)/or 

guardiiui(s)? 1s tbe youth attending school regubrly? Ahhough, as the regression adysis 



m Table 21 reveals, ody the vafiable of 'school attendance' ad& signiscady to the 

predictabty of the Crown decision It could be argued that rather than being strictiy 

looked at as a tie to the community, school attendance is a variable which relates to the 

youthfulness of the offder - issues of sqewkbn are more miportant for the younger 

offender. This piece of idionnation about the youth's circumstances would also be known 

to the Crown prior to the The other in-court factors thai were tested, bwever, 

(e.g. youth's d e m u r  in court) are not rehted to the Crown decision One possible 

explanation is that Crown decision-making occurs outside of the baiI hearing, and since 

legal factors are of primary importance, the Crown may wt be able to even asses these 

in-court fàctors. 

Thus, m bail decision-making for youth, the fkst critical point seens to Lie with the 

Crown attorney. When the Crown consents to release or op& not to 'show cause', all 

accused youths are reieased, but m the cases where the Crown contests release, it is up to 

the justice or judge to determine whetber to grant bail or not. It is an examination of the 

factors that the justice or judge is responding to tbat we will tum to next. 

Section II - Factois afftctian the decision to nront bail wben the Crown contests 
release 

L e a l  Index: 

There were 48 cases out of 118 (40.6%) w k e  the Cmwn contestai the release of 

the youth. Because the sample size is so mail, mmy of the adyses should be considered 

to be suggestive only. An e f f !  would have to be quite large (e-g. serioumess of the 

charge) m order to be statistically signifiant (or even appropriate for the use of inferential 

statistics). This is due m part to the k t  thaî som of tbe events king obsexved for this 



study occurred quite dkquentiy- As such, this section examines these relation';hips, but 

as will becorne apparent, many of tbese rehtiodips are not statisiifally significant. 

An analysis of the mdex of legal fimors shows that there was not a sigaificant 

relationship beniveen kgal seriousness and the decision to grant ball for these contested 

cases (Table 22). 

Tabie 22 

However, while the rehtionship was not statisticaliy signifiant, it appears that the 

tendency is stdi in tbe ssune direction as seen in Section 1 with the Crown. With more 

factors of legal seriousness, there appeared to be a greater Iikeliboad that an accuseci 

youth would be denied bail. 



Lepal Factors 

Table 23 shows tbe relation&@ between categories of the principal charge and the 

decision to gram beil for the 48 contesteci cases. 'This table suggests that there was a 

relationship between the allegations before the court m the cases that the Crown was 

contesthg and the outcorne. It must again be noted however, that the principal charge is 

not an adequate proxy for the actual çeniousness ofthe charge. However, by grouph 

the category of these offnices m order to get some insight mto how charges may a f k t  

decision-making shows that bail was more likeïy to be denied m cases ttiat hluded 

violence, dnigs or break & enter even though at the time of the bail hearing these are 

allegations before the court. The large maprity (82.9?/0) of cases, whkh included 

po tentially more serious kinds of offences, were not granted bail. 

Table 23 

- - 

Chi-squu~6.874, &-3, n.s. (overail) 
Statistics for caîcgmes ofcharges poolad 'violence, dnigs, b&c' vs. 'property, yoa & 
'&a cc"; Fisher's acact test (2-lail) p=.024 



One might expect thaî the cases with more serious charges may also be cases where the 

youth has prior convictions. Whm controiüng for tbe e f f i  of prior recorà, TaMe 24 

shows that when a youth did mt have a prior record, they were still more likeiy to be 

detained if the o f f i  they comniitted was of a serious nature. The same relatiooship did 

not hold for those youth with a prior record, though it was in the same direction. 

Table 24 - Percentage of ases denicd bail as a fuietion of prior record by the 
category of principal eharge(s) More the eourL for criaes where the Ciorva coatested 

bail 

*Fisher's exact test 

Prio r Record 

W e  prior record was highiy hthmühi in predicting Crown decision-making, it 

was not relaîed siPnificantiy to the decision to gant beil in the cases where the Crown 

contested release. Howwer the direction in Tabie 25 suggests that a youth with a prior 

record may have a higher iïkelihood of king denied bail tban a youth with no prior record. 



Table 25 - Percentage of cases where bail w w  deiicd rs function of prior ncard 
in foimation for only tbose cases wberie the Cronn umtested rekise 

docs p i t h  bave a m la 
prior record? 

d a  61-1%(18) 79.3%(29) 11s. 

There were also no signifiant rehtionships between information abut the nature of the 

prior record and the overail bail dechion. However, in a h i k  pattern to the Crown's 

decision-making seen in Section 1, there seems to bave been a higher Iikelihood of having 

bail denied when the prior record bad offences that were related to the current charge or 

that were recent. However, having prior offences tbat iucluded violence was not in the 

same direction as with the Crown 

Historv of bail abuse & vreviousrire-triai detenion 

Whiie not statistically sisnificant, the trend that appears to emerge h m  Table 26 is 

that the courts wrere slightly more inciined to deny baü in cases where information on bail 

abuse or previous pre-triai detenthn was raised in court versus it not being raised -or 

where the court heard that the youth was mt in either of these conditions previousIy. This 

is consistent with recornmendations of the Cmwn - who ody raised these issues in the 

cases where release was contesteci. 



Table 26 - Percentage of cases denicd bail as a f'unction of information on bail abuse 
or pre-trial detention for oaly those cases wben the Crown contestcd dease 

Reverse Onus 

The relationstiip between the onus m the case and tée decision to grant bail for the 

. . 
cases where the Crown contested was mt s t a î s t d l y  sïgniûcant (Table 27). 

Co-accused in the mesent offence 

Having a CO-accused was also wt a significant h t o r  in the court's overall 

decision, nor was the rebtiooship between a CO-accused being present in the courtroom 

and the court's decision on bail in cases contested by the Crown. Even having an aduh 

CO-accused appeared not to impact decisions m contesteci cases (Table 28). 



Table 28 -Perceotage of aues deaieâ bail as a function of information about a co- 
accused(s) in the case îbt oaîy tbose cases wbere the Cmwn contested reksse 

'Child-iike' vs. 6Adolt-üJce' Index 

There was m rehtionship between the index of 'chüâ-Wre' or 'ad&-like' factors 

and the court's decision on bail for the cases where the Crown had aiready contested 

release perhaps because these &tors occurred too 

Table 29 - Rehtionsbip b e t w a n  youth Living 'adoh' or 6child-Uke' quaüties and 
the decision to grant bail for oniy those crwos wbere the Cnmn contested bail 

1 1 729% 1 27.1% 1 100.o./o 
Chi-sq~are~.669, p 3 ,  not signi fiant. 



Dernonra~bic Factors in the Bail Decision 

Aae 

The couris did m t  appear to be idlwxd by tbe age group that the youth was h 

when making a determination about bail release. Simiinr to the Crown, each age group 

appeared to be equally Iikely to be granteci or d e d  baiL 

Tabk 30 

-- 

NOTE: Chi-s~uarc=.653, &2, nat significant. 



Other Demoem~bic & A ~ m w m w e  ReQted Factom: 

Table 31 - Perreitage of cases where bail was deaied u a funetion of demogmpbk 
and appeamace-rehted mors for omly ases wbere the C m n  contested reieme 

66.7?%(3) 733./.(45) 
v - 

'chiWik9-? ma Y= 

79.5%(44) W44) p=.004* 

Lorisywtbdrrrredfbr Dot- - i P  
œmrt? U 

762%442) 50-0"%6) ru -  

*Fisher's exact test 

Wrth the exception of cleariy exhibithg child-like characteristics in court, al1 of 

these dernographic and 'appearance rehted' fkctors are staustically . - non signifiant- What 

seems to be the case is that if the Crown has contested release - as in aü of these cases - 
the majority are denied bail by the court as weU. 

In ~ ~ ~ I I I S  of the effécts of 'youîMhe& in court, as Table 3 1 suggests, m only 3 of 

the 48 contested cases did the youth exhi'b'i 'adult-idce' signs. Hence, no inferences can 

be made about possible effects. Interestingly though, there was a significant relation&@ 



between the youth e x h i i  'child-Be' si- and the court decision in the 48 contestexi 

cases. In all4 cares w k e  îhe y o d  exht'bited 'chiki-Wre' si-, bail was grantecl?' 

Sup~or t  Index 

There was wt a significant relationship between the number of fàctors associateci 

with support that a youth had and the court's decision to grant bail but the trend was in 

the direction of bail beiag more Mceiy granteci in cases with a higher nurnber of fàctors 

mdicating support. 

'' The 4 child-like signs wac (1) the youth lookai vay  yomg to the rescarcher (2) the ywih raisai his 
hand in court to speak (3) the youth was crying and tellmg his mothcr he wouldn't makt h a  corne back to 
court for him again (4) the youth was nying during the hciaring. 
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Parental sumort 

Whileaotnatisticanysignificant,itappearsthatthewurtswerrmoreliLe~to 

deny bail when a parent/guardian was not present m wurt (Table 33). This saxne pattern 

was true for the Crown decison to contest release (see Table 16). 

Tabk 33 - Perceotage of eu9 where bail was deaieü as a faaction of parental 
preseice in court & ripemision for onïy ases  wherr the Crown contesteci reiease 

docsCartLartLitCliiar(s)ir 
ùvdrcd im yu&% l&? 68.6%(35) 75.0./.(8) ns. 

doacoutktlutp.raqs).blc 
to s i p c d x  yœRh? 66.6Y424) 78.6% 14) ns. 

Living m e m e n t s  & School 

Living with a parent was sigdbndy related to the Crown decision to contest. As 

show m Section 1, the Cmwn was more likely to contest release if the youth was not 

living with their parent or guardjan. Whiie d g d h n t  in these 48 contesteci cases, the 

same kind of trend emerges as with the Crown decision As seen m Table 34, m 1 4 out of 

16 (87.5%) cases wkre  the youth did not live with their parent or guardian, the justice or 

judge denied bail 



Table 34 - Perceotage of aaes where bail was deaied as a function of living 
arrangements & sehooi for cucs wbere the Cmwa co~tested r e b s e  

I CU. I 
Similarb9 attending school was relateci to the decision to contest baiL The Crown 

contested all of the youth who were not atteading school. Of those cases where the youth 

was not in schaoi, most (81.3%) weredemed baiL Whikmsmshdly 
- .  significant,it 

appears that the courts m y  also be looking at school attendance in determining bail 

release decisions for the 48 cases contestai by the Crown. 

Discussion 

With the exception of the category of the 'seriouswss' of the charge and 'child- 

like' fàctors, aii of the rehtionships in tbis section were not simiifica~tiy rehted to the 

decision to grant bail for cases that were contested by tbe Crown. However, for the most 

part, the trends were in the seme direction as the Crown in Section 1. This suggests that 

after the Crown fitters out cases by co~l~enting to their release, the courts decide on the 

wntested cases by looking at m y  of tbe sarm &tors as the Crown did m determining 

bail. However, beyond theçe mors, the courts seem to be h h e n d  by the category of 

the charge -even when the youth does not have a prior record. 

As we& the courts may be s o w  infhienced by youth that exhibit 'chiki-like' 

characteristics in the courtmom, perhaps r e s p o e  to the youthfiilness of an accused 

youth at the time of th& hearing. However, ody in tbese very rare situations were the 

courts respoading to 'chikî-like' fàctors. 



Gwen that 'chîid-me' frictors and the principal charge are s g d h d y  
. . relatai to 

the bail decision in contested cases, it is usew to determine which of these fktors results 

in a higher ievel of predictability for the decision to grant bail after the Crown has 

NOTE: &padcnt variable 'was bail grrntcd' (1- 2-ycj) 
Mep. variables: 'pllic, (1- rrai~~ipto9crty, ,,nia, othcr cc 235Cn(i~~-vidcncc, cbup, Mc) 

'child-iike' si* ( l a 0  2=ytsctUldlilrt -&CS) 

Table 35 suggests tbat both tbe seriousiess of the principal charge before the court and 

the presence of 'cW-Wre' sïgns m the court hearing mdependentiy predict the likelihood 

of b e a  granted bail m cases which were contested by the Crown attorney. If  the charge 

was l e s  serious, the courts were more likeiy to gant bail, and m the vezy fèw cases in 

which the youth exhiMd signs thaî appeared to be 'child-like' the courts ailowed the 

youth to be released before triai. 

Section III - The overoll detention decision 

L a a l  Index: 

Tunimg now to the overail detention dacision wfiich is presumably a combination 

of the Crown's decision and the court's decision on contested cases, it appears that the 



presence of &tors of 'iegal seriousness' as defined m Appendk C were relaieci 

Table 36 

Torii 

As &tors of legal SefiOusness krrased, so too did the probability that the a c c d  would 

be denied bail. As Tabie 36 shows, a h m s t  al1 (96.6%) of the youth with between O and 2 

fàctors of legai seriousness were granted bail. As factors of legal seriousness inctease, 

there is a dr;miatc decline in the probability of k i n g  granted bail -where youth who had 6 

or more factors of iegal seriousaess were granted bail in ody about one-third (32%) of the 

cases. 



The overali detemian dezision was relateci to the principal charge (Tabk 37). 

Tabk 37 

NOTE: Chi-squarr10.427, e 3 ,  p=.015, 1 mmimum cxpactd value less than S(4.75). 
Pooling 'saiais' cases (violence, dnigs, b h )  W. ' I~ss  Saious' cases @ropcrty, y~a, 
0th- oc); Fier's test p=.ûû7 

Keepiog m mind that the priacipal charge serves as oniy a broad iadex m und- 

the 'seriousness of the charge', Table 37 shows that a higher proportion (46.3%) of those 

alleged to have committed o f f i  that bMed violence were detained. It appears tbat 

the courts are also detaining almost one-third (3 1.6%) of those youths accused to have 

committed the o&nce of break and enter, wbereas few of those charged with a dnig 

offence (25%) or othnr property o f f i  (14.3%) were denied baiL 



Prior Record 

Consistent with previous research (Gandy 1992; Carringon et al 1988; Bookin- 

Weiner 1984)=, this shidy also found a s î g d k n t  reiaîionship between prior record and 

the overali decision to d e t h  

Tabk 38 - Percentage of cases wbere bail was denied as a fpaction of the 
relationsliip betwcea prior -rd and ciirreit charges 

Da- .O I ycr 

54.8%(42) fi001 (overall 
including not 
mentiad's)** 

33.3Y4 12) ?7.3%(22) p=-0Sj8(reiated vs. 

*Fisher's exact test 
** 2 expected d u e s  fess than S(1.48) 
* **2 expeaed values less than 5(3 -62) 

Table 38 shows t b t  youth with a prior record were more Wrely to be denieà bail than 

those without. As weii, having a prior record which inchideci offences relaîed to the 

current charges before the court was also rehted to the overall bail decision. 

I f  the prior record was identified as k i n g  relateci to the current cbarge(s) before the court, 

in most oses (77.3%), bail was denied. However, if this information was not stated m 



wurt or ifit came out in court tbat tbe prior record was not related to the current 

charge(s), there was a m e r  likelihood tbat bail wouid be granted. 

Bail Abuse & PreMous Pre-trial Detention: 

As mentioned m Section 1, m most (72%) of the cases observe& idonnation about 

the youth's history of bail abuse was mt mentiod. However, the Crown contested most 

(90%) of the cases where information on bail abuse was rnentioned. As Table 39 shows, 

when the issue of bail abuse was raïsed, tbe youth was detained in 20 of tbe 29 cases 

(69%), irrespective ifthe information indicated that the youth did not have a history of  bail 

abuse. This nnding of  course is sole& a refiection of whether the Crown contested 

release. When the Crown did m t  contest rekase, idormation was typicaily 'not 

mentioned' . 

Table 39 - Percentage of cases where bail wrs denieà as a fiiaction of information on 
bail abuse or pre-trial detention 

I I 

* 1 expected value less than S(3.14) 

The same situation is tnie for mfornration about previous pre-triai detention. Out of the 

22 cases where the Crown mentioned information on the youth's record o f  previous pre- 

trial detentïon, the large majonty (73.3%) of these were denied bd. 

Frap'er & Bishop (1 985) did n d  find prior r c a ~ d  to be rclafcd to the dctcntian dccisioa 
73 



Reverse Onus 

As reporteci m Section 1, the rehtionship between the onus in the case and the 

. . 
Crown decision was approachmg ngmficance. For the Crown - it appeared that where 

there was clear reverse onus m a case, the Crown was equaNy Likeïy to contest or consent 

to bail release. But, ifthe case was a Crown onus or when informaiion about the onus 

was not rnentioned m court, the Crown seemed more Wceiy to consent to release the 

youth. For the overd decisior to grant bail, there was no relationship between the onus 

and the decision to grant bail (Table 40). 

Table 40 

waj  bail g m W ?  

no Y= TOM 

m m  ~mra# n sj 78 
maus? 34.6% 65.4% 100.0% 

C m  aius 8 26 34 
and 23.5% 76.5% 100.0% 

Taid 35 ?7 112 

Co-accused(s) 

When the issue of ha* a co-accused(s) was raised in the bail hearfng, it did not 

seem to influence the decision to grant bail. As Table 41 shows, a youth with or without a 

CO-accused was equally ükely to have theiu bail granted or denied. As weli, the pnxme or 

absence of a CO-accused in the coirrtroom for the bail hearing was not related to the 

court's decision, nor was the information tbat a CO-accused(s) was an aduh. 



Table 41 -Percentage of cases whem bail wrs denied as a function of information 
about a co-accud(s) in the case 

'CbiM-like' va 6Adult-like' Index 

The index m e d  to look at ' c W  and 'aduh' like $dors (see Appendix B), did 

not show a signifiant relatiouship with the fimi bail decision. 

Table 42 

T W  35 83 118 

29.7% 70.3% 100.0# 

NOTE: Chi-squarc4.309, Lje-3, not significant, 

As Section 1 showed there was also no reiationship between the Crown decision to contest 

bail and the presence of 'child' or 'aduh-like' factors. It was hypothesized tbat one of the 

reasons tbat these Mors did not influence the Crown is because much of Cmwn decisicm 

making occurs outside of the actual bail hearing. However, the justice of the peace or 



judge does see the yomg person before the court m the baü hearing, and as Section ï ï  

showed, there was a rehtionsbip between king 'child-like' in court and the detention 

decisio-where ali youth deemed to be 'child-like' were released m the cases contesteci 

by the Crown However, the hfhquency of the occurrence of tbese signs may accomt for 

their lack of an overall impact. 

Demopmphic Factors in the Bail Decision: 

4E 

As with the Crown's decision, there were no di&ems in the detention decision 

based upon which age group the accused youth was ia. This nndmg is consistent with 

previous research (Carrington, Moyer and Kopelman 1988; Bookin- W e k  1984; F d e r  

& Bishop 1985).* 

Table 43 

Taol 35 77 112 

31.3% 68.8% 100.0% 

NOTE: Chi-square =. 101 e2, nd signüïcant. 



Other demom~hic  and 'w~earance related' fàctors 

Table 44 - Perrentage of - where bail wrs deaied as a fuiction of demogmphic 

1 

38.5%(39) 24.4%(78) ILS. 

292 / i  1 1 3) ns. 

*Fisher's exact test 

None of these demographic and appearance rehted -ors actuaUy related to the outcome 

of the case. Some of this is likeiy because there was so little variation on some of these 

factors. 

Aii of the 8 youtbs who exhi'bited 'chiid-like' signs were granteci bail but this was 

not statisticaily signiscant. Most (86%) of the youths m this s~i~~lple were not àressed up 

. . for court. However, this did mt m g d b d y  impact the detention decision 

Zj Wordes, Bynum & Corlqr (19%) found a relationship between age and the detenion decision 
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There was a small proportion (2 1 % or 2211 W) of youths in the sample that had 

facial hak. However, this characteristic did not s i g d h d y  rehîe to the detention 

decision 

Discussion of Demopcfaohic and 'CbiM-Wce' vs. 'Aduit-Wce' factors 

Again, given that ciifkences among youth appearing at bail heariogs were so 

small, the influence of tbe 'appeataace' of the youth was not . . relevant m the 

overd detention decision Thus, there was very Iittk in the way of 'constnicting' the 

youth in the bad karing -most of the information presented was in rehtion to strictiy kgai 

factors. 

Supmrt Index 

The index which exammd factors associsted with support (Appendix B), was not 

simiificantly relaîed to the detention decision. 

Table 45 



Parental SuDDort 

The presence of a parent in court was not rebted to the overail bail decision 

Table 46 - Pemntage of eug where bail was denied as a funetion of parental 
presence in court & supeivïsion 

1 I 1 
'Fisher's exact test 

dœcoir tkuthat  
p i r r i t (s )  b iiwlvsd im 

prti's l*? 

r 
d0est. i irkurL.t 

p y c i t ( ~ ) ~ f o  
uprviwyutb? 

However, Table 47 shows that living at home was a factor taken into accomt m 

decicihg wkther or m t  to detain the accused youtb, a nndiag sirnilar to that presented m 

30.00~(80) 

28.6%(56) 

Section 1 with respect to the Crown's âecision 

Table 47 

545%(11) 

55.0.!.(2) 

na 1 12 f3  

7.7% 923% 100.0% 

TCSU 35 82 117 

29.9% 70.1 % 1W.OK 

NOTE: Fisher's exact test (2-tail) p=.002 (no vs. ycs), 
Chi-quare= 14.628, p 2 ,  p=.00 1 (overail including not mmtionds); 
1 qnxted  value less than 5 (3.89). 

ILS. 

p=.05SL (n-s-) 



A v e y  large proportion (75.3%) of youths who bed wîth their parent(s) were granted 

bail release, whiie just over one-third (39.1 %) of youtbs who dad not live with their 

parents were released on bail. 

School attendance 

Being m school was also relaîed to the detention decision For those accused 

youths who attended scbool reguhriy, just over haif(55.6%) were granted baiL However, 

not king m school mpant that detention was h s t  certain, with only 18.8% of youth 

king released. 

Table 48 

6 59 65 

92% 90.8% 100.0% 

TarJ 35 82 117 

29.9% 70.1% 100.0% 

NOTE: Fisha's exact test (2-tail) p . 0  17 (no vs. yes). 
Chi-squsrr37.000, e 2 ,  p>.OO t (ovaall including not maitioaed's); 
1 expaaad camt less than S(4.79). 

Simiiii+ to the Crown decision then, the overall detention decision was related to 

factors which were cormected to the ties in the commmity for the youth-living at home 

and attending schooL 



Conclusions Section III: 

The o v d  bail decision, then, is one which encapsulates both the Crown decision 

and the court's decision on contested cases. In order to see which of the variables 

simiificantly predicts this decision, Table 49 presents an ordinary ieast squares regression 

Table 49 

P r i a m  6.641 €42 -065 -.O69 -1 .O26 -307 

NOTE: dcpndcnt variable 'bail (1- tycs) 
indepcndcrit variabla: 
'principal (I='not-JCrious' -pmpaS, yua  other cc î='scrious' -violence dnigr, bgte) 
'prior r d '  (l=no a not m - 1  
'ôœs )anh [ive wiih pareut(s)' (1= n, ar mt rndaiad) 
'is youth in sdx101' (]=no 2=ycs a mt mentiaiad) 
'docsCrown~llt~~tT (I=no2=ys) 

Loo- at Table 49 shows that, mt s q m m g i y  . . , the Crown's decision is strongly and 

mdependently related to the decision to grant bail. I f  the Cmwn did mt contest, bail was 

likeiy to be granted. The serioumess of the pri&pai charge before the court also had 

independent eff îts  on the overall bail decision. I f  the charge was not as s&us (minor 

propersl offences, 'other Crimiml Co& ' & YOA offences), the courts were more likely to 



release the yo& The variable d e m i  if the youth lived with parpnt(s) was 

approachg signïhmx @=.Ml). 

Thus, to s m m a r k  the variables rehting to bail decision-niakmg in youth court, it 

appears that the Crown's decision (which was nidependently predicted by the youth 

having a prior record and regularly attending school) was most hfiuetlfial on the outcorne 

of the case. If the Crown cousented to release, aii youths were released on baiL In those 

cases where the Crown contested reiease (NI$), the variabies that predicted the court's 

decision were the seriousness of the charge a d  the presence of 'child-like' factors (in a 

srnail number of cases, ~ 4 ) .  The end remit of these decisions was the overall bail 

decision, whifh was indepeadedy precücted by the Crown's decision (based on prior 

record and sfbool) and the serioumess of îbe phcipal charge before the court. In 

addition, living at home appears to be positively associated with king granted baiL 

Thus, key court decision makers (Crown attorney, Justice of the Peace or Judge) 

are fàctoring m a number of d E i t  issues in determinmg bail eligi'bility, which relate to 

the youth's criniinal past and their present social circumstances. These are; kgal variables 

(principal charge and prior record) which relate to the secondary ground for bail detention 

(protection of society); and variables which rnay show ties to the community (being in 

school and living with parents) which prrsumabiy relate to the primary ground for 

detention (attending tria). Attending school and üving with parents may also be 

interpreted as 'yorrthfiil' cbaracteristics, which are associated with a conventional 

upbringing. In addition to these variables, rare cases of 'chikl-me' behaviour in court had 

nidependent effects on the court's decision for cases contested by the Crown 



While being 'youtbfbl' does not seem to benefit an mused, except in a d 

number of cases where the youth acts 'child-Ike' in court, it appears that age does come 

into play in the kinds of conditions that are phced upon youth who are releared on bad. 

Many of the conditions placed on these individuals appear to be connected to their age. 

In this sample, 81 (68.6%) youths were released on bail. Out of 8 1, all were givw 

conditions of release. In examining whether there was a comedon between the age of 

the youth and the kind of condition placed on tbe bail release order, these data show that 

'younger' youths (those aged 12- 15) were more likely to be given conditions such as a 

curfew order, or an order to reside with a particular person 

16+ 30 15 45 

66.7% 33.3% 100.0% 

T&d H 31 72 

56.9% 43.1 % 100.0% 

Note: Fisha's exact test (2-tail) p=.O49 

When controlling for tbe youth's prior record, for those youth without a prior record, 

there were signiscant d i f f h w s  between groups, where higher proportions of the 

younger group were given c h w  conditions (Table 5 1). 



Table 51 - Pementage of cases given c a r k v  as a bail condition as a faaction of prior 

i o p r i o r r a o r d r W  

*Fisher's exact test 

For the few youth who were granted beü a d  wtio did have a prior record, there were no 

signiscant d i f f e r e ~ ' ~ ~  between age groups in tbe W<elibood of behg given a curfew or mt. 

This may be partially explaid by the iow nurnbers of youth wbo feii into this category. 

The other condition of bail that seemed to be relaîed to the youth's age is the order 

to 'reside' with a particuhr person until the triai. 

Tabk 52 

NOTE: Fisbu's exact test (2-tail) p=-005 

As Table 52 reveals, the majonty (85.2%) of the younger age group who were rekased 

were @en reside or-, cornpared to just over half(5 1.1%) of the oider group. 



Controiiing for prior record, Table 53 shows that even for those youth without a 

prior record, the younger group was still more likely to receive a reside order as part of 

theù release conditions. However, for youth wiîh a prier record, there were no signifiant 

ciifferences between groups, but again, tbe number of youîh with a prior record that feil 

mto this category was quite small (n=2 1). 

Tabie 53 - Perceotage of ases given a m i d e  order as a bail condition as a function 
of prior record by age groap 

*Fisher's exact test 

The poteutid for supervision, by way of curfews or reside orders, seems to be 

more of a concem for 'younger' youths. Thefore, it seems thaî rather than age being a 

construct of leniency or hadmess by the wiais, the court's wncern themseives with age 

m relation to the level of supervision tbaî 'younger' y o u h  have available to h m  



What kinds of conditioas weiie neitrrüy ~hceà on tbe   or th in tbis srmnle? 

Table 54- The most fsqoeitiy p h d  coiditioas on the 81 youtb granteci bail 

Of these conditions, some were distMctly related to issues of the control and 

supervision of the youth, For example, 'oôeyïng the ruies of the buse' was givm in the 

majority (56.7%) of the cases, The courts are presumably attempthg to empower 

parent(s) or parent-f@re(s) to be able to control youths at home, thereby assuring that 

there is some form of supervision on them unta the trial date. S i m h i y ,  reside orders 

fi&U the court's concem that the youth is aaounted for by a parent or someone m 

authority un;il the next court appearaace. As weil, the condition of attending school 

everyday may s a t e  the court that the youth is under the supnisbn of school officiais' 

however, one of the issues that -y arise h m  this kmd of condîtion is tbe potential that 

the influence of peers or other circunrstances at school may have lead to the alleged 

charges in the tint place. 



Conclusioas: 

Bail hearings have been characterized as thc ". . .undeveioped third worki of 

criminal Law" (Nasmith 1990). Each detention decision exposes deep conflicts between a 

d e i i i t e  systern of justice, and the pressure to rrspond imrm&ateiy to ttmats to the 

socid order (Miiler & Guggenheim 1990). 

The detention ofyouths a c c d  of offences even îbrther exacerbates the 

seriousness of this stage in the criminal process. Statistics fiom 1993-94 show that on 

average, m the majority of the provinces of Cariada, at ieast one m five young persons beld 

m custody on any givm &y are in detention, not serving a court-imposed sentence 

(Moyer 1996). Cieariy, msmy young people are d i e  to convince the courts that they 

should be released on baiL This is not surprising siace the grounds for detention put 

yomg people at a severe disadVaLlfa8e compared with aduhs, snice they are dependent on 

othets to prove to the court that they will attend triai and w t  commit fiirther offences. As 

stated by Bookin-Weiner "..m)st juveniies must reiy on b i t  parents for food and sheiter. 

They have neither the hancial or legal ability to guarantee theu own appearance..juveniles 

dependence on thex f b ü k s  is a key element of th& social and legal lives" @Bookin- 

Weiner 1 984). 

However, the Young C@enrters Act guarantees t h  the speciai aeeds of youth will 

be upheld in the criminai process because of their age. Despite this recognitioo, this study 

has highiighted the fact that the special status afEorded to young people under the Young 

Wenders Act does not play into the decisions made m youth court bail hearings. Indeed, 

provisions of the Young o f f e d r s  Act whkh have been d e n  to protect young people m 

pre-trial detention hearings (such as the 'Responsible Person' provision S. 7.1) are not 



even raised m court. Instead, le@ variables account for much of the decision-making m 

youîh court bail hearings (such as prior record and the 'seriousl~ss' of the o f f i  as 

examnied through the principal charge). To a k r  extent other variables which assume 

'ties to the community' for yotmg peopbattending school and living at home--are the 

other relevant pieces of information about a youth's history that relate to detention 

decisions. While these varjabies do speak to the ties to the cammiinity an accused youth 

has, they are also mterhwmed into a social construction of the 'youth' which assumes 

parental supenvion at home and a stnicnaed and supervsed Life outside of the home and 

m school. Beyond these constructions ofthe youth m bail hearings, very Iittle discussion 

occurs in these hearings about the prsriples of the Y o ~ g  Wenders Act and how the 

special needs or speciai status of youth m y  refkct upon the case at band- 

Moreover, the bail hearing itseif is presumed to be the venue where infionmiion 

about the youth's case is to come out m h n t  of the justice of the peace or jtuige so that 

an impartial decision can be made about the detention or release of the young person 

However, consistent with previous research, this study suggests that this process is 

supplamed by the decision of the Cmwn attorney, wbo accounts for the Large part of 

decision-making m bail hearings. As stated eark, research suggests that the Crown 

recommeradatiion is heavily influenced by the police recommendation m the show cause 

report (Wortley & Kebugh 1998; Huckiesby 1998). This calls mto question the 

accountabïï of decision-rnaking which is m large part based upon the construction of the 

accused youth by other crmimal justice agents, most wtably the poiice, and the probability 

that decisions are king made executiveiy rather than judiciaiiy (Hucklesby 1998). 



Whaî is also important to note is that there is very little evidence of the kgisiative 

provisions of the Y m g  We&s Act as h f h d a l  in pre-triai detestion hearings. Given 

that youth are generaljl dependent upon a responsibie ad& to be released, it is surprising 

to fhd that the 'respo~l~~ile person' provision (s.7.1 of the YOA) was never raised m tbese 

hearings. There was also Mie evidence that the 'yout .Mhs'  of these accused persons 

was king discussed at bail hearings. Ln the cases where the Crown had contested reiease 

and the y o d  showed dihctly 'chWiike' fàctors, the judge or justice may have been 

affectai by the accused's youthfiih.iess. But ody m these rare examples did the 'youth' 

make a difference in court. 

How is the voath constnacted and bv whom? 

Ch@, the Crown constructs tbe case in a partiicuhr way when the case is behg 

contested. The Crown ody presents information about &ors of legai seriousness (e-g. 

history of  bail abuse) wtKn a case is king  made to contest release. There seems to be 

very litîle in court to counter the Crown's teconmendation. This study shows tbaî 

defense counsel rare@ presents a 'case plan' for the youth to the judge. In only 6 cases in 

tbk study was there a concrete case pian preserded. 

OveAl, there are two separate occasions in court when a youth can be released on 

baiL The Crown may decide mt to 'show cause' to the justice or judge, and subsequently 

all these youth are rekasd. As this study bas shown, the Crown opted not to show cause 

in almost W h  of the cases that came to court, In the reniainmg 40% of cases, the justice 

or judge may let the youth out on bail. Although, in only a minority of these remahhg 

cases Qust d e r  3W) did tbe justice or judge release the youth. Legal variables were the 



main factors that were associateci with tbese decisiors, but fàctors rehting to the 

accused's 'youthfulness' appearrd not to have any subaaotial impact on decisiom made in 

these bail hearings. 



Appendu A - bail coding sheet used in court observation 

(i)loeroioi k lime 
addrrsr 
CO- 

date 
Oam O p  
Zjustict Zjudgc 
bail bcving aid revinW 

(b)cut iiforutiom 
dockct/filc# 
namc 
=F paccpurl.s- 
do. b. (UmmSy)  
çocUm Of 

&l Oubas& Oaœ c l a r  3ah 

n~m9tad 
m-=c- 
d o b a t o r m d ~ ~ t h . t p c s m V O l Y f 8 t ~ o n t d b a ~  - 
-IY> 

OY- 
1 not m e n t i d  
if vcsr is -SI aaait? 

On0 





- 
-y=: 
h o w i n t a c a s d i s v o u t h m ~ ( a a m r i L m a t t i m n o a t )  
O\py mtacacd 
O m a d a s t * ~  
O d i s i n a Q a d n d i n g ~ ~  
Odcfiridlooiring 
OLughmg(w/ fneaQyabof 
(j)rrhoi: 
in sdml? 
-in0 
nycs aamcofscbool 

Dnatmaiba#d 
U.&-pkrad 

Omostoftbctmie 
onnactaaes 
Oaremawtrik 
O i s a ~ - k R o ~ t p a r a g . r c e p s d d  
OuniMetodnammt 
G kidcd  out of oEbool 
how \ml1 is V.O. doha in rhool? 
OoccdlcrniriulEs 
OvaygQod 
l good  in Spci i l  Ed. 
navcrrge 
t lpmng dl caiiles 
omillg 
ElmtmQtiamd 

I f  v a :  aint 
(ic. a- h m  f a c k r / p i a c i p v ~ i o r )  



rclc ise  on vouai's own mmmianœ? 



plan of su9crvision 
S no menti011 =nia 



1 total number of oburnfions mode togder 1 569 1 

1 (e.g. not clear vs. yes, na mentioncd vs. ys, perœived age wïthin 2 1 1 1 

total agreement krwea! raters 
sIight diffêrenccs beiwaai ratus 

508 
53 

Y-) 
total disagreement betweai raters 

89.3% 
1 

9.3% 

7 
1 

1 2Y0 



Appendix C - Breakdown of Iidiœs 

Index Name 

+ means thaî this factor counted t-ds the overall 
- denotes that this ktor  detrocted h m  the overail index 



Chanter Three - Sentencinp bearinps 

Introduction 

Section 3(c) of the YOA states that "young persons who commit offences require 

supemisios diripliw and control but because of theu state of dependency and level of 

development and maturQ, tbey aiso have Spezia1 needs and require guidaace and 

assistance." Based on this prkiple, one would expect that decisions niade in youth court 

cases would relate to factors such as the offender's age, mahirity aad developrnent. There 

is evidence t h ,  to some extent, this shodd be the case. As stated earlier in this thesis, 

research m developmetal psychology has pointeci out dinerences between 'younger' and 

'older7 adolescents m terms of their ab- to participate in c h i n a i  justice proceedings. 

Younger youth are at a disadvantage in their imderstaoding of the j w d e  justice process 

(Scott and Grisso 1997). This is consistent with Canadian research on youths' 

understanding of the iegal process w k h  bas found younger youth at a si- 

disadvantage m terms of their ability to derstand basic legal rights and in ternis of 

general knowledge of the YOA (Atnamovitch, Higgins-Biss and Biss 1993, Peterson- 

Badali and Koegl1999). 

Youîh justice legislation has also provideci legal demarcaiions relating to age. For 

instance, the former JuweniZe DeIinquents Act made distinctions based upon age m tenm 

of incapacitaîion Section 25 of the J û A  stated thai children d e r  the age of 12 were aot 

to be committed to an idustriai school unless attempts were d e  to reform the youth m 

his home, a foster home, or a chiid welnac agency. Section 13(4) made it possible to put 

a youth over the age of 14 in pre-trial detenion within the same fàciiity as an ad& at the 

discretion of key justice officiais. 



Even the current legishtion, the YOA. divides yotmg peopie up by age m certain 

circumstances. Based upon the mon recent changes to the Young Q@ie&s AC+, 16 and 

1 7 year old youths who commit serious offences (murder, nmnslaughter, aggravami 

sexual assauit), are to be presumptiveiy transferred to ad& court uoless they can make a 

case to remain withh the jurisdiction of youth court. Youths who are 14 and older, can 

also be transfmed to adult court but the onus is on the Crown attorney to bave them 

transferred to ad& court. Finaily? 12 and 13 year olds carmot, even for the most serious 

crimes, be transferred to ad& court. 

These legisfie difke!nces based upon age, coupled with the research on 

developmentai difféieaces ammg yotmg p p k ,  suggests t h  the are important 

differences among youthnil o&?nders in terms of age and responsibility- Young offenders 

are mt a homogeneous group. The challenge is to derstand how the differences among 

youth are accounted for in the youth justice process. As stated by Young (1 989) ". . [t] he 

special aeeds of young people are coastarmy alluded to, but the courts appear uncprtain as 

to wbat exactiy these special needs are and how it is that these special needs can be 

translatai into a distinct pend phüosophy" (Young 1989: 104). Therefore, the purpose of 

this chapter is to examine the role of age and 'youthfulness' as coIIStNCts m relation to the 

outcome of sentenciog cases. As in Cbapter 2 on bail bearmgs this chapter will present 

findings on many of the same variables as they relaie to the outcome of sentencing cases. 

Legal Contert 

Dispositions under the Young O#ieenders Act anempt to H e  a belance among the 

nature of the offence, the needs of the youth, and the interests of society (Beaulieu 1989). 



The Declaration of Prniciple (Section 3 of the YOA) sets out the guidelines for interpreting 

the Act and Section 20 (1) of the YOA piovides a number of différent sentencing options 

to judges when determining a sentence. These can range tiom an absoiuîe discharge to a 

custodial sentence. However, when actuaüy deEidmg upon youth court cases, the Young 

Wenders Act offers linle gudance for juâicial decision-making @oob and Beaulieu 1992; 

Trépanier 1989; Young 1989). Whaî the Acr does provide decision makers, however, is a 

fi .att lwrk for formuiating dispositions such as speciS.ing the conditions that can be 

placed on probation orders, or a out the +clinstances which warrant the use of 

custody. Section 24 of the Act, which provides g u i d e k  for the use of custody, is 

written with the intent of Limitiog the use of custody ifpossible. Thus, judges d e d @  

cases under the Young memakm Act are expected to use the conditions m Section 24, as 

weil as the set of principies as outlined in Section 3 of tbe YOA when decKling on a 

sentence. 

Research Metbods: 

S i m W  methods of data collection were used m determining sentencing outcornes 

as were outlinad m -ter 2 on bail hearïngs. From June to the end of August 1997, a 

research assistaut and 1 observed sentencing hearings in various Toronto y o d  courts -the 

majority of observations king at Caaada's largest youth court m a downtown location of 

Toronto, Ontario. Tbe data collection tom2 used to gather information m mrat kiuded 

demographic infoI113atiOn (age, gender); kgai fàctors (ciimnt offeace(s), prior record); 

social faaors (living arrangements, school iwoivermnî); personal characteristics (bow the 

y o d  was dressed, how the y o d  acted m court); and inforraation on representation in 



court and the participation of ofbders m k i r  hearings (was there ajomt submission? did 

the youth make a statement before sentencing?). Again, the focus of the research was the 

effect of age and apparent niaturity on decision-making but m this case with respect to 

sentencmg hearings. My expectation was that ifa young pemm was d e s c r i i  m more 

'youthfllI' terms at the sentencing hearing (and within tbe pre-disposition report ifused m 

a case), that he or she would be treated d i n e  (more lenientîy) than would youths 

who were constructeci m the hearing to be more 'aduit-like' or mature. In aii, 84 cases 

with a sentencing outcorne were recorded? in addition, there were 17 cases m which a 

pre-disposition report was used m the observed sentencing hearing. Of these I was able to 

access 13 of the predisposition reports. 

This chapter win be divided into four sections of andysis. The fjrst will present 

finninps on the factors reiatïng to sentencing decisioris based upon ali of the variables 

recordai in the sample of observed youth court sentencing hearïngs. Section II wiil 

provide an adysis of references to the principies of sentencing in the YOA and the 

guidelines for the use of custody under 5.24 of the YOA. Section III will examine the 

kinds of probation conditions placed on young oEmders with a focus on the rehtionship 

between age and the nature of probation conditions. Ami Section N wiii present an 

examination of predisposition reports with an aaalysir of how the mformation contained 

within them may relate to the youth's age. 



The Srimple of Observed Cases: 

Just over onequarter (27%) of the mie of observed cases received custody as 

the most signifkant disposition4 'This proportion of cases gohg to custody is consistent 

with Kowaiski and Caputo's (1999) study which f o d  that 25% of cases across Canada 

received a custodial sentence in 1 9950% and Mo yer (1 9%) who found that 2% of cases 

received custody m 1993-94.' In this sampie, the majority of comrnhk were open 

custody (17%) and the remainder were secure custody (1 1%) or a cumbiiion of both 

open and secure. Most (83%) of the custodial commitials in this sample of observeci cases 

were for 90 days or kss which is consistent with custodial iengths reported eisewhere. 

. . For example, youth court statistics data for 1997-98 shows that 82.7% of cases heard in 

Ontario youth courts were for 90 &ys or less (Caaadian Centre for Justice Statistics 

1 997). 

Probation as a disposition was used alone or m combination with other sentencing 

options in the majority (74%) of cases. In over one quacfer of these cases (27%) 

probation was the ody disposition bandeci dowm 

More tban haE(53.5%) of the cases m this sample had as their principal charge, a 

&or property o f f i ,  offence d e r  the Y m g  Wenders  AC^, or ' o t k  Criminal 

' 2 other cases had al1 the court infarmation as wü, but aie hod as its disposition 'tirne s c ~ e d '  and thus 
was not anmted as a sentence, me otha was misshg mly the ha1 sentence and was not counted- 

The mast signifimt dkpiticm was axkd as 'aistody' (m and apsi custody) wu '&ay ssnctïais 
(community service ordes, pobetion, fine, d a  intamediate smctions, coaditimal discharges and 
absolute disctiarges). 
5 The figures presaitcd in this analysis (as well as the Kowalski and Caputo research (1 999) and Mayer's 
research (1996)) di* hm the figures pcsaitaî in the youth carat survey published by the Canadian 
Centre for Justia Statistics. 'Ibe y o d  corirr survy defina a 'case' as ctiarges that have the same date of 
first appearance in y& oourt. Howeva, a set of charges presaital an the same date in youtô colPt does 
not always end up as the charges dealt with at disposïtia~ sha same of tfie charges may have ban 
withdrawn a stayed priar to dispositim. 'Ihc dcfmition of a 'case' m this carat obsavatim tcçuvch, 
Moyer (1996) and Kowalski and Capibo (1999) defines a casc as th- charges dealt with at the date of 
disposition. Thaefae the nurnber of cascs is smailer using tbis definition. 
6 such as escape custody, unlawfiilly at large, fiil to comply with a probatiai orda 



Code ' charge7. Just lmda one-thkd (30.2%) had as thek principiil charge an o f f i  that 

included violence. 

The rmjority of these cases (61%) dealt with youth who were 16 years of age or 

older, and most (86%) cases observed involvexi male offenders. 

Table 1 - Cornparison of sample of youth seatencing ases observed between June 
and August 1997 to cases b a r d  in Ontario youtb courts (1997-199%) by principal 
charge, most signiîïcant disposition, age and sex 

VPlcaet 1 302Yo 243% 
h g  ooaias 93Ye 43% 
-&ciira 1 7.W 10.6% 
adnpopsrY 38.4Yo I 34.7% 

adia C r à d  Codr 1 8,IYo 16.8% 
YOA 7.W 1 9.0% 

It appears fiom Table 1 that the samp1e of sentencing cases examineci m this study are 

relatively comparable to data h m  Ontario h m  around the same time period. However, 

the sentencing sample involved more offences where the principal charge was violence or 

drugs.' Custody was used in a smaüer pexatage of cases m the sentencing sample, 

which may be a rem& of the jurisdiction in which these data were cokted. Given that 

the city of Toronto is a large metroplitan ares, it is possiiie that there are more options 

- - 

' such as fail to comply with a dispositim, fail to m p l y  with an unâaîaking (this includes al1 cases 
except for YOA offenccs, dnig of fi no^ and otha f;sderal onaices). 

the court in which the majority of cases wae  obsmd clcals witù all of the dnig cases in the are& which 
may m part expiain why thac is a  higha perccntage of dnig cases in the sentencing sample. 



or alternatives to custody avaihble to judges thaB m other areas of the province. It is 

possible thaî, m haVmg othcr options, judges in Toronto order custody m kwer youth 

court cases than do judges elsewhere. 

Section 1 - ~ e s a k s : ~  

In order to see if various îktors grouped togetk  made a difference in the 

sentencing decision, mdices were created based upon 3 categories, 'legal fàctors', 'child 

vs. addt', and 'support iàctors' (see Appeadix C for a breakdown of the variables 

included m each index). Each of the variables, ifrnentioned or observed in the sentencing 

hearing' comted as a 'pis' toward the overali index. In the case of the 'child vs. ad&' 

mdex 'child-like' factors counted positiveiy towards the overall index, while any fiictors 

which const~cted b youth in more 'aduit-like' terms were suhracted h m  this index. 

Legal Index: 

F i i  Table 2 shows that there is a signincant relatioril;hin betweetl the index of 

legal f'actors and the resdhg sentence. 

For the analyses that fôliow, any GISCS witb 'mistmg mfarmaticm' wue deletai fian thc d y s i s .  

104 



Table 2 

The cases with O or 1 -ors reiated to legai seriousiess were less likely to be given a 

custodbi sentence tban were cases with 2 or more &tors of seriousness. In fàct., the 

courts were at ieast 3 t hs  more likely to band down a sentence of  custody in cases 

where the young offender had 2 or more factors of legal seriousness over having ody one 

or none at ail. 

Breakdowu of Legal Factoia: 

Pre-trial detention: 

An examination of each of the components of the kgal index shows that certain 

individual legal variables were also rehted to the IikeMmxi of receMag custody. For 

instance, being heM in pre-trial detention had serious consequences for yomg people 

accused of offences in ternis of their finai sentence. As Table 3 shows, the large majority 

(87.8%) of youths who were not detamed before triai did not end up receiving a custodial 

sentence, whereas just over half (5 1 -4%) of those that were detained received a sentence 



other than custody. This h i h g  is comistcm wah prwious research on aduhs and youths 

(Fagan and Guggenheim 1996; McCarthy 1987; Koza and Doob 1975; Friedbnd 1 %5 and 

see Chapter 2). 

Tabk 3 

TaOl 23 61 84 

27.4% 128% 100.0% 

Fisher's exact test pc. 00 1 
(NOTE: For al1 2x2 tables in this anal* Fisha's exact test (2-sidad) will bc the 
reported statistic). 

Table 4 below reveals that even w k n  controlliiig for the possible influence of the principal 

cbarge, the rehtionship between pre-trial detention and custody still rem- consistent in 

direction, but in most cases is wt @&mî due m part to low ambers of cases. 

Table 4: Perteotage of young offendcm receiving eastody as a fanetion of k i n g  held 
in pmtrial dctentioa by principal charge 



Another importanî fktor m sentetlcing a case to custody over an altemative 

sanction is iikely to be the rriousness of the charge before the court. The Young 

Wenders Act is d e n  in a way that impkitly higblights proportionaiity in sentencing - 

based upon the seriousness of the offence, the conte* of the offence, and the 

circumstances of the young person As stated in section 24(1) of the Young Wenders Acr, 

...the youth court shall not commit a young person to custody unless the court 
considers a corndial to custody to be necessary for the protection of society 
having regard to the seriousness of the offence and the circurnstitnces in which 
it was committed and baving regard to the needs d circumstances of the 
Young person. 

Research on the e&cts of the saiousness of the offence on the outcom of youth 

sentencing cases has shown mixed results. There is evidence that the seriousness of the 

o f f i  is related to tbe outcom of tbe case but is not geoerally the priniary faaor that 

accomts for sentencing decisions. The effects of m a  serious charge occur in 

combmation with other kgal variables @Mr record, niimber of charges at sentenciag) 

andor extra-kgal variabks (race, geder end age) (Kowalski and Caputo 1999; 

S t a f f m i e r ,  Uher  and and 1998; Lee 1995; Schissel 1994; Carrington and Moyer 

1 995; Doob and Meen 1993). 

In this sarnple of cases, the principal charge1' before the court was not correiated 

with the youth receiving a sentence of custody. As Table 5 indicates, roughiy equal 

proportions of young offders received custody for different categorks of o f f i . "  

'O ï he  principal charge was amputa! by ccuîing the 6rst f0rir charges in a case into 6 catcgories of 
offences; violence, dcugs, beak and enta, &a propcrty, d e r  Cr imi~Z  Corde and YOA o h c e s  (in 
many observed cases though, th- wae fèwer than  fa^ charges). Then, the principal charge was 
mtculated by usine the a& of offences (anmktcnt with r-snadiau Caitre far Justice Stptisiics) whae the 
'most serious' charge -pal al1 &a cbargcs and was the unit oamtd 



Tabk 5 

-. - 

Chi-squm=.719, d f 3 ,  n a  signifiant, 

It should be pomied out bwever thaî these offence caîegories may wt be adequaîe 

proxies for und- the 'seriousness' of a particuhr offence!. Each offênce category 

contains a broad range of offences tbat vary considerabiy m their 'serioumess'. For 

example, within the onénce of 'accadt' which is inchideci in the 'violence' category are 3 

levels of assauit. The 'serioumess' couid range then h m  a wnmion assauh which could 

be one person shoving another around - to an aggravaîed assauit. Thus, within each 

category of charge there could be a Large degree of variation among a d  offendhg 

behwiour, which niay e x p b  why there appears to be no effect of the princïpai charge on 

the use of custody in this sample of cases. 

Prior Record: 

There was, however, a sisnifiCant relation&@ between a youth having a prkr 

record and the likelihood of receiving a custodial disposition. The large majority (88.1%) 

" Break and enta was xparatbd out hm &a papaty offenas sina it is a i e  of the m a e  typical 
offaices committed by youth and is g m d y  çsen as d o u s  by the public and judiciary (see Moya 1996, 
Gandy 1992). 



of youths witbout pMr records rrceMd sentences other tban custody. However thor 

with prior records bad an abnost equal chance of behg piaced m custody or not. 

Table 6 

Fisher's exact test r . 0 0  1 ; 
The 4 cases whsc-intàmation cm @or recœd was 'not rncotiaaed' have bcm d e l d  fiam this 
anaiysis- 

This relatioaship may be w e d ,  since as was show11 m Chapter 2, youths with prior 

records were more likeîy to be detaiaed before trial. It is not surpriskg, therefore, to nnd 

that m this senîencing sampie there was a relationship between being heu pre-trial a d  

ha* a prior record (see Table 7). 

Tabk 7 

Fisber's exact test F.00  1 



As Table 7 shows, the Large majority (73%) of those wbo were detained also had prior 

records in k i r  cases, 

There also appavs to be a relatioaship bczween the outcorne of a case and being 

held m pre-triai detention for those cases where a youth did have a recordI2 As Ta& 8 

reveals, 1ookin.g oniy at youths who had pMr records shows a grrater iikelihood of 

custody ifthey had been detaiœd before triai (600h). 

Fiha's exact test p=.û43 

The relationship h e e n  prior record and custody was not s i g d b n t  for the most 

part when controiüng for the type of the offence, but again, this was iikely due to b w  

numbers. As shown in Table 9 the relationship was still m the same direction; those wiih a 

prior record were more ükely to be given a sentence of custody. 

l2 Note: for y& who did na have a tdcocd, the reiationship was not signifirrnt due to low c~paaed 
values but was in the same directiai, 



Tabk 9: Percentige of young offemdem mceiving custody as a hinetion of prior 
record by principal charge 

* there were no young offaidas whose principal charge was break & enta who did not have a prior 
record 

Despite the fàct that prior record appeartd to be relaîed to tbe outcorne of the 

case, havïng o&nces within the prior record which were identified in the sentenchg 

hearing to be related to the current charges did mt rehte to the iikelibood of king sent to 

custody. However, there appeared to be a si- rehtionshq, between a y o a  ha* 

a prior record which was recent or which inciuded violence and receiving a ~1ustodia.i 

disposition. 

Table 10: Percentage of yoang offendcm rcceiving custody as a function of 
infonnrtion on the artart of tbe prior record 

* The estimate of the statisùcal significamx is likdy to bc exagacrated because thcrr were 4 ex+ values lcss 
than 5 (2.24). ifthe minimum expeded annit is lcss than 5, this infinmation will k notcd h hcrc on. nie lowcst 
expeded value is indicatcd in pararthacs. 



There were few cases m wbkh Hifomiation on the reiatiooship of the prior record to the 

current charges was staîed. However, in the few cases wbere it came out tbat the prior 

record was recent or was one that included violence, there was a greater lïkelihood of the 

youth receiving a sentence of custody. 

Co-accused in case: 

One mi@ expect that sentencing coitris wouid deal with youth Wb0 commit 

crimes with others m a barsher mamier for the purposes of general deterrem. The 

Supreme Court of Canada bas suggesteû that a more pimitive sentence may send a 

message to anyone else hvolved m the commission of an O- (R v. M.('.J) 1993). In 

this sample of cases, haif(50./0) of the young ofEnders conmiaied their crimes with one 

or more CO-accd(s). Moyer's analysis of revised UCR data showed that 45% of ali 

occurrences involving youth reported by police invohred more than one suspect in 1992- 

93 (Moyer 1996: 53). Io this sample of court observed cases, despite this idormation 

king mentioned in court, having a co-accud in the commission of the offence was not 

sigdicantly related to tbe outcome of the case. In fàct, equal proportions of those who 

cornmitteci offences with others and thos who wmmitted offences aione received custody 

(see Table 1 1 ). An aarSysis of tbe e e t s  of having the CO-accused present within the 

wurtroom yielded simiiar rrsuhs -there was no sieiiificant rektionship between the 

court's knowledge of the CO-accused behg present m court, and the outcome of the case. 

There was however, one p k  of information about a co-accused that a p p d  to 

be related to judicial decision-nial0ag. Having a CO-accuseci id- as an duit m the 

case was signiscantîy related to the outcome of the case. While the number of times this 



information was expkitly ~ u e d  m court was low, it did seem to relate to the iikelihood of 

a youth receiving a custody committaL 

Table 11: Pemntage of young offenders recciviag custody as a function of 
information about a CO-accused in tbe case 

*Fisher's exact test (2-tailai) 
NOTE: Out of the 42 cases what it was mentiad chat the= was a a w i c w d ( s )  in the case, in only 18 cases was it 
explicitly mentioncd whaher the axxaxsd wzrs an adult or young offcndcrcndcr 

As Table 1 1 suggests, ifit was rnentioned m court that a co-accused in the case was not an 

ad* aii cass  received a disposition other than custody. Howwer, m fases where a CO- 

accused(s) was i d e  as an duit, ahnost two-thirds (62.5%) of cases ended up m a 

custodial disposition. While the number of cases in which au adult was mvolved is low, it 

wvertheless appears to be consequential in the case. Tbis may be a resuh of the perception 

that more serious kmds of o&nces are being cornmineci with ad& CO-accused(s) or that 

the potenhi for fiirther off- is more serious. Of the 8 cases which involved ad& in 

this q l e ,  4 mvolved violence, 2 invoived break and enters, and 2 invoived niinor 

. . 
property or -ive offences. 

Role of youth in offènce 

When offences were oommitted with 0th- young of f iers ,  mfomation about the 

role of the youth would sometimes be discussed at the sentencing hearing. One might 

presume that a greater level of mvoivement of  the youth durittg the commission of an 

1 I3 



offence wiIl have some bearing on the severity of the disposition handed down. However, 

the results indicate thaî tbis information, when mentioned, was not reiaîed strongly or 

consistentiy to the likelihood of judges' use of custody. 

Table 12 

Tagl 11 29 40 

27.5% 725% 100.0% 

*Not tcsted sina expected d u c s  too smaii. 

Aae and demoem~bic fhcton: 

Ch iM-li ke/Adult-like Index: 

The central focus of this research was an e xamination of the effects of more 

'youthfiil' or more 'ad&-like' constructions of the young o f f d e r  m court in rehtion to 

the outcorne of the case. Whüe part of the phüosophy of the Young Wenders Act is 

based upon recognizing diflkhg kvels of matunty and dependency for young o f fden ,  

there was no indication m this sample of cases that th- were différences m the use of 

custody based upon an index of age reiaîed variables. This index included variables such 

as the youth's chronological age, perceived agei3, if they reguhrly attended rhool or 

l 3  As assessed by the researchers in court 



Table 13 

3amae 6 n 33 
childtlrt 18.2% 81 -8% 100.0% 

T M  23 61 04 

27.4% 72.6% 100.0% 

Chi-square=3.5 15, &3, not significent- 

Table 13 shows that there were no s- Merences in the use of custody between 

groups who appeared to be more 'aduh-like' or rnature aad those wtio appeard to have 

more 'chiid-me' fâctors. 

The same holds tme regardmg the youth's chronobgicd age p u p .  Tabie 14 

shows that there were m statisticay. significant â i f kmm~ in the use of custody based 

upon the young person's age group. 



Chi-squar~2.649, dF2, not significmt. 

While chronological age does not appear to be reiated to the use of  custody in these cases, 

a plausi'ble exphnation for this may be thai age is accouated for m eariier decisions m the 

crgninal justice pnxws. For example Lee (1 995) found that probation of5cers' decisiom 

(in a U S  juridiction) to rekr ases into the formal court process or divert them 

mformaUy were related both to kgal vaTiables (prier record, prior informal dispositions 

etc.) and the juvenile's age controlling for o h  fiutors. Lee found that older youths (14-  

1 7) were more kely than youtlper accused persans to be referred into formai court 

processing. Similarly, Doob and Chan (1 982) found that police decisions were related to 

legal variables (such as previous poiice contacts), the jwenik's actions, and also tbe 

juvenile's age; older youths (14- 16) were more Likeiy to be charged by police. Althougb, 

as the authors suggest, age is correhted with other h o r s  such as the nwaber of previous 

contacts with police (oider ofEènders by virtue of b e ' i  older are likely to have more 

previous contacts) and thus age raay be subsunied within these otber variables. For the 



purposes of this study, it is possi'ble thai tbaî age may wme mto the equation in decisions 

made before a case is brougtit to court. 

When a case does corne to court -at the sentencing karing-ther research bas 

aiso found that age does not appear to relate to the outcorne of the case. Moyer (1996), 

in her examination of Youth Court Survey data fiom 1993-94 fond that use of custodial 

dispositions kmeases with age but that the différences are not as large as rnay be 

expected. However, as Moyer states, this anaiysis did mt control for other -ors such as 

prior record or the type of offence, which are tlmnse!ives associateci witb danographic 

characteristics of the offider @loyer 19%: 123- 124). Kowalski and Caputo's (1 999) 

more recent analysis of youth court m e y  data for 19959% found thaî dinerences 

betwen age groups on the use of custody ahnost e l y  disappeared when the number of 

prior convictions and the seriousness of tbe O- were controlied- 

Aee eroups and custodv across Canada: 

The mis presented thus far has presented data on age and the use of custody 

for the sample of observed cases in court (n=84). This sample prondes an extensive 

amount of qualitative idionnation on both chronological age and fàctors related to age as 

captured in the 'child vs. duit' index. But, m order to understand on a broder scale, 

how age might relate to the use of custodial dispositions, an adysis  was dertaken of a 

sample of 43 936 y o d  court cases fiom 1996-97 compileci by Statistics Canada This 

data set bas information on the youth's age, previous record history, offence and most 

serious disposition for the majority of the provinces m canada '* The foliowing series of 

l4 It shwld be notd  ma again that these data do na carespond to the figura presented in the youth 
cornt surveys puùlicatiais fiom the Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics. The youth cuurt survy d&es 



tables (Table 15 through Table 20) provide an mis of the rebtionsbip between the 

chronological age group of this sarnple of yomg offender cases beard in Canadian youth 

courts and the likelihood of receiving custody as a fbnction of the presence or absence of a 

prior record and controlling for 12 categories of offences. Tables 15, 16 and 17 present 

these data for the three provinces m Canada with the largest youth populations; Ontario, 

Quebec and British Cohnnbia Tabies 18, 19,20 provide the same infomiation for cases 

across Camuk 

Table 15 shows the percentage of cases receiving custody as a function of age 

group and prior record. 

- -- 

a 'case' as a set of charges which enter mto the court ai tbe same date. Thcsc data look at a 'case' as a 
set of charges brought bcfolt a ymith court ai the same date of disposition. Thus, thest da!a do n a  
include any charges that have beai withdrawn, stayeû etc. Tky also, because th y wat foaising on the 
effm of criminal record, exclude YOA o&nccs (which nrrY-çcar;ly involvecl d y  th- with recads). 
Data for Nova M a  are not includad in this data s a  Cases where the age was 'unknown' wcrc deleted 
&om this andysis. 



Tabk 15 - Tabk rhowing pcrceatagc of casts ireemng cartody in 1996-97 as 
a function of age gmap by prior record for sekcted offences (invohring violeaee) for 

selected major provinces (Ontario, Q i e k  and British Columbia) 



Tabk 16 - Tabk shorrùg perantage of cases reœiving eistody in 1996-97 as 
a funetion of age gmmp by prior record for ackctd offences (property offences) for 

sekted major provinces (Ontario, Quebec amd British Columbu) 



Table 17 - Tabk showing peirrntagc of cases rcceRring custody in 1996-97 as 
a function of age gmmp by prior record for seiected offences (other CC, dmgs) for 
selected major provinces (Ontario, Qaebec rad Bntisb Colambia) 

Tabk 18 - Tabk sbowing percentage of cases r e c e ~ n g  custody h 199697 as 
a function of age groap by prior record for sekcted offences (invohring violence) 
across Canada 

CANADA 



Table 19 - Tabk sbowing perceotage of cases rrcciving custody in 1)9697 as a 
fmction of age gmip by prior record for sekcted otieaca (property) ae- Canada 

I CANADA 



Tabk 20 - Tabk showiig pcrcentage of eua rweiviog eostody in 1996-97 as 
a fuietion of age groip by prior record for sekctd offences (othcr CCC, dmgs) 
acmss Canada 

It appears that only for the off- of 'robbery' is tbere a relatively consistent 

relationslip between age and the likelhood of receiving custody acroa different 

jurisdi~tions'~ regatdless of record. As seen m Table 15 and Table 18, as age increased so 

too did the iikelibood of a custodid sanction for the offence of robbery. This may be 

explained by the large range m the 'siiousrss' of offeaces captured d e r  the off- of 

'robbery'. A robbery could fe8sibiy kMe somone forcefully takiug away amther 

person's bat-al1 the way up to a robbery of a coavenience store. Thus, judges may be 

respondïng to dinérraces in the offender's age, m part, because of qualitative dinerences 

in the seriousness of the offence. 

- -  - 

'* except Quebec wbere fa robbay thae wae no significaat &-ces in the likelihd of gdiing 
custody between age groups if thcm was a mard 



For another relative@ serious onence-aissault with a weapon or causing bodüy 

hm, older youths m Ontario witbout a record were deah with more severely than were 

younger youth, 13 and d e r  (Table 15). Looking at this same ofknce for aii of Canada 

(except Nova Smtia) shows that there were also s i g d b n t  ditlierences between age 

groups m the iikelihood of receiving custody. Older youths were more mely to be given 

custodial sanctions whetber they had a prior record or not (Table 18). 

Finally there appear to be some cifletences a m u  jiaisdiaions m the relaîionship 

of age to custody chat are associated oniy with youtbs who have a prior record. In 

Ontario (Table 16) for example? youths with a prior record who were convicted of 

mischief or damage were mst Weiy to m i w  custody ifthey were m the middle age 

group (14-15 years old). The same is tnie across Caaeda (Table 19), U u g h  this may be 

a fùnction of Ootario comprishg a large portion of al1 cases. In British Columbia, the 

Likelihood of a custody seadence for the off- of break and enter (Table 16) was higher 

for older youths who had records. Across Canada, older y o d  (14 and up) were more 

likely to be given custody for a break and enter regarclies of the presence of absence of a 

prior record (Table 19). 

Thus is appears that only rarrly, and ody for certain offences (robbery king the 

rnost clear example) does the chronological age of a youth appear to be wnsistently 

related to the outcorne of the case. However, for the most part, there are few substantiai 

dinèreaces between age groups for most o&nces m these 3 provinces and across Canada 

in terms of the likelùiood of receiving a sentence of custody. This hdkg  is quite 

surprismg m iight of the developmental d S h n c e s  among youtbs who are governed by the 



YOA. B a d  on these data, ifa 13 year old and a 17 year old both c o d  a minor assadi 

and neither has a prior record, they appear to be equally iikeiy to be sentenced to custody- 

Breakdown of Demopm~bic Factors in ~ o u t b  court samvk: 

Ethnicity: 

Because race/ethnicity statistics are mt generaüy coilected in youth court, we have 

very littIe data on the reiationship ofthe offéader's ethnicity to the outcorne of sentench 

cases. In order to fil1 this gap in the researcb, both court observers assessed the most 

probable ethnicity of the young offerdef before the court. The categories were Caucasian, 

Black, South Asian, Aborignial Hispanic or other. Clearly this is not an appropriate 

measure of the achral ethnicity of the youth, but @en tbat the focus of this research was 

to examine how infoniiation (both verbal and mn-verbal) m court might affect decision- 

making, out perceptions of the etimicity of tbe youth may bave been consistent with the 

judges' perceptiond6 of the ethmcity of the y o d  (see Appndix B for inîer-rater 

reliability). For the purposes of statistical adysis, race was d e d  into 3 major categories 

of 'Black', 'Caucasian' or 'other'. Given that these were subjective assessments made by 

the researchers, these broad categorîes attempted to limit the capacity for error. 



Chi-square 4 . 8  14, Pî, pc.033 
Caucasian/otha (poolad) vs. Bladr; Fisha's exact test p=.020 

Table 21 suggests that young oîhders who were perceived to be black by the 

researchers were more Iikely to be given custodial dispositions. This is consistent with 

other research on the effects of race (SWensmeier, Uhner and Kramer 1 998; Schissel 

1994 with respect to Native youtbs). 

When controliing for prior record, the reiationship bnween perceived ethaicity and 

the &elihood of receiving custody remeins in the same direction but is mt signifiant. It 

appears that a hi* proportion of young offders with prior records wfio were 

perceived to be bkck were given custodial ~â~: t ioas .  For young ofEnders without a 

record, the pattern appears to be m the same direction, with a slightly higher proportion of 

black youth king given custody (Table 22). 

who were al l apparcntiy Caucrsian 



Tabk 22 - Pcmntagc of yoith receiving custody as a riinctioo of the 
perceived ethnieity coatrolling for prior mord 

L---l 10 16.w6) 1 1 l . l" / . /~)  1 RS. 1 
Visher's exaa test 

Also, when controlhg for the nature of the principel cbarge, tbe relationship between 

perceived ethnicity and the likelihood of custody were not significantly relatd However, 

for each off- type, the direction was the same. Table 23 shows that biack youths who 

were charged with violent offcarJ apparrd to be more likeiy to be sentenced to custody 

than other youth m this m i e  of cases. 

Table 23 - Pereentage of yoith rreeivùg costody as a fanetion of the pemiveà 
ethnicify controiling for principat charge 

keak & ci ter  
50.036 (2) 25.0'!!44) u s  

- 
pr~prty. YOA OTaEI 

CC 375$C(S) 2 1.641(37) 05. 

*Fisha's exact test 

This may be the case though because there are diaërences among these groups m te- of 

such legal &tors as being held in pre-trial detention. However, Table 24 reveals that 

when controlling for the e&as of pre-trial detenîion there are consistent but statistically 

insigdicant diffkrences between groups iu tenns of their iikelihood of rrceivjng custody 

over other dispositions (Table 24). 



Tabk 24 - Pcrrcitagc of yorth receiving custdy as a fanctioo of perceivecl 
ethiicity holding pm-tri.1 dcteatioii *tas constant 

Other demomvhic fàctors and relateci f'actors: 

Other variables which were examined in the court observation, some of which 

were demograpbic and others which reiateà to how the youth 'appeared' in the court 

receiving a custodiai disposition. 



Table 25 - Perceotage of cases receiviag custody as a functioi of appearana and 
demograpbic variables in coart 

I 

26.7"!WN) 292Yii24) ILS. 

There was a very d proportion (1 4%) of cases mvolving females m this sample. 

As Table 25 shows, there were m statistically sigriificant dï&mmes between males or 

fernales in relation to custody. This is consistent with Lee (1 999, but other research 

(Kowaiski and Caputo 1999,  S m ,  Lhœr and Kramer 1 998; Schissel1994) 

found gender effects on sentencihg decisions- For instance, fiom their analys's of 

sentencing outconus for ad* (1 8 and over) between 1989-199S m Penasylvania, 

SMensmeier et al (1998) found that fimaies were s e n t d  m a less harsh manner than 

males. Canadian youth court observationai research by Schissel(1993) a d y d  

seutencmg outcornes in Alberta m 1986. SchisseI found that for non-serious offences, 

females were deah with more harshiy tban maies, but for serious offences the opposite was 

me. According to youth cout statistjcs m C a d a  for 1997-98, niales were more Eely 



to be given sentences of custody. Thirty-six percent of cases mvoiving maks d e d  up in 

a custodiai sentence wmpared to twenty-seven percent for fendes (Canadian Centre for 

Justice Statistics 1999: 91). 

Beyond demographic variables such as gender, 1 also sought to measure bow the 

youth appeared in court by ~cording information on variables such as whether the young 

offender exhiied 'aduh-Be' signs, 'child-Wre' Sigas, b w  the youîh was dnssed for 

court, whetber the youth had &id hair, and wbethr or not the y o d  appeared mterested 

in the sentencing hearing. As seen in TaMe 25 none of tbese variables yielded sîaîistically 

signiscant fiedmgs when examid ai relation to the likelbood of receiving a sentence of 

custody. 

More importaut&, variables w k e  the youth did or had çometbing that 

distinguished them by age -me exhiibiting chiid-iike characteristics (such as Fiymg on the 

stand, or raishg one's hand to ask a question) or having aduh-iike attnibutes (such as 

being a parent, living m a cornman-law retatiomhip), occurred quite Mequentiy. Other 

variables such as how the youth was dressed and wfiethet or not they were intetesteci in 

the proceedmgs bad no apparent e&a on whether the youth received custody. As with 

the bail sampie (f'rom Chapter 2) these young offenders at tbeir sent- he-s 

'appear' to be a rather uniform group. Most (7 1 %) dressed casuaily at their sentencing 

hearuigs -as average teenagers dress, and most (800h) appeared to be either very or 

moderately interesteci in the proceednlgs. 



Sup~ort  Index 

1 creaîed one naal mdex m order to ex,ar.uk if the kvel of support the court heard 

about for a youth mi@ a&ct the outcorne of the sentencing bearing. M y  hypothesis was 

that the more support a youth appeared to have fiom h d y  or other supportive figures, 

the more likeiy the youth would be given a disposition other than custody. The variables 

that created this index incMed having a parent or parent-figure present at the sentench 

hearing, the court hearing ercpkitly that the parent(s) was able to supervise the youth, the 

defense iawyer prrsenting a case plan for the youtb, among others (sec Appndoc C). 

Table 26 

Again, the data m this sample indiCate tbat there were no s igdhu t  din- among 

groups in terms of the levels of support a youth had and the likelihood of receiviag 

custody over other dispositions. 



Parents: 

The presence of parents at sentencing bearings is said to be an important part of 

the process for the young o&nder. As stated in S.3(h) of the Young Wenders Acr, 

..parents bave tesporisibility for the care and supervision of their 
chiidren, and, for that rwison, young perscms sbtnild be removed 
fiom parental supervision eithcr partly or entirely oniy when 
measurcs that provide for continuing parental supervision are 
inappropriate. 

Schissei's court observation research (1994) fouad tbat the presence of  a patent in 

court (for Native youths) was critical m the outcome of a youth's case in that mt baving a 

parent in court reiaîed to a more severe sentence for Native youths. When parents were 

present for Native youths there was a higher likelihood that the youth would plead not 

In the sentencing cases observed, at least one parent or parent-figure was present 

m 58% of the cases. ï h e  presence of a parent in court, however, did not relate to the 

likelihood of  receiving custodyody As Tabie 27 shows, about a quarter of youth received a 

custodki disposition regardles of whether or not a parent was present. 

In addition, whiie waiting for their sentenci@ hearing to be calleû, b t h  young 

offenders and their supporters would genera& sit m the body of the courtroom. An 

assessrnent was made by researchers as to whether or not the youth was sitting b i d e  

their parent or parent-figure. These data suggest that in about W o f  the cases the youth 

sat beside theu parent or parentparentfigure and m the other haîfthey did not. 



Tabk 27 - Pcrcentage of youth rrcciving custody as a funrtioi of parental presena 
in court, supervision, u d  M n g  arnigemeits 

- 

doa c-rt b a r  t h t  vm(is) 
is iivolved O yoaÉL*s He? 26.7%(45) 20.09q5) ILS 

The courts may or amy not have been aware that the youth was sinmg beside tbeir parent 

or parent-figure. Regardless, as seen m Table 27, yoldhs who were prrsumabb sitting 

beside their -(s) -indieatiag tbat tbere was at least som degree of a rektionîbip 

between paremt and youth-wete no more likeiy =ive a nistodial disposition The same 

holds tme for the courts hesring that the parent(s) could supervise the youth, this 

infiormation did not  significently rehte to the outcorn of the seatencing bearhg. These 

findmgs are somewbat supis@ in light of research which has exadneci what court 

personnel perceive to be m q > o m  m consi- sentencing youth. Sanbom (1996) 

found that the most fi-equently caed factor that 'should' be considerd at sentencing was 

the ability of the family to supervise and assist with rehabilitation. The second most 

fiequentiy cited Wor was a deliaquent record. 

LiVine Arrannements: 

Chapter 2 on bail karings mted the signifiamt rehtionship between IivBig at home 

and being granted bail - youth who üved at home were more kely to be granted b d  In 



these sentencmg bearings however, there did not appear to be a statlstically . . 
signdkmt 

relationship between living at home and receiving a custodiai mence.  

Table 28: Perccatage ofyouth nceiving castody as a function of information about 
schooi, krirniag and employment status 

School: 

The reiationship between being in s c h l  and hail being grarilted was also explored 

m Chapter 2, where a y o d  who attendeci school regulatiy was more Likeiy to be granted 

bail. For senteflcmg hearings, the relationship between king in school and the likeiihood 

of getting a custodiai disposition was not a signincant one, though the ciiflierence was in 

the same direction (iack of school attendance was associated with receiving a custodial 

sent ence). 

LeamimDkabhes :  . . 

There is a large body of research which fwuses on Iearnmg disabilities . . as one of 

the issues in d of attention in the youth justice system (Bell 1999, Scott and Grisso 

1 997, Jack and Ogloff 1997, Petersilia 1997, Wmters 1997, Jarrelin et al 1994, Creakk 

1991). The mforxuaîion that a youth had a learning disabElity or 0 t h  disorder (such as 

Attention Deficit Disorder) was rare@ mentioned m the sample of court cases, and in the 

few cases where it was Faised, it did not relate to the outcome of the case. 

Employment: 

I idmot- I - i 
is tk piq ofiibcr i~ 

rkol? 2 1 -4Y56) 385Y426) 
EA 

ns(ycsvra0.) 



In only 28 cases was there expikit information m court about a youth's 

employment status. Again, there were no significant differet~'~s in the iikelibood of 

getting custody for those who were said to be employed or not. 

L e a l  representation 

The nnal area of investigation of these sentencïng hearings pertah to legal 

representation and the participation of youths and parents m court- As Table 29 shows, 

privately retained hwyers" were used quite ofien at selltencbg hearings. Of the privates 

retained la-' cases, almost balfwere for the categories of nriwr property, YOA 

offences, or 'othcr CCC ' olfénces. Owr one-thitd were for cases whose prmcipal charge 

kluded violence. H o m ,  there were no s i g n i k m t  reiat'inshîps between the kind of 

legal repesentation m the case and the Wrelihood of receivhg custody (Table 29). 

Tabk 29 

l i  which includes la- who wcte retained ai a legal aid oatificate 



Case plans: 

Under the YOA yomg people are afforded a number of due proccss rights 

including the nght to a lawyer. The right to a kwyer marked a significant shift in 

philosophy of the YOA over its predecessor the JDA. WMe due process rights were 

legislateci to protect youth wiihin the kgal system, a great d d  of  research has d e d  into 

question whether or not yormg people can fiiUy exercise their ri&&. Most studies 

wnclude that youog people camiot mcaamgnllly participate m the court process due to 

their lack of undetstandmg of legal concepts (Peterson-Badali and Koegi 19%; Milacr 

1995; AbramoMtch et al 1993; Peterson-Badaü and Abramovitch 1992). This body of 

research highlights the iniportance of àefeiise couasel's role in defendkg yomg offender 

cases. 

For example, studies whkh have examined the effectiv- of defense counsel in 

youth court have conchided that youth's needs in court may not be adequately king 

served. First of all, there appears to be some disparity m the type of 

defense lawyers take on in youth court. Milne, Linden and Kueneman (1 992) found that 

there was a large degree of variation m the roles that iawyers feit were appropriate in 

defending cases. The reçeatchers found that most lawyers did not 'fit' into consistent 

roles of either advocate or guardian, but were a mix of these two extrrms in defendmg 

18 youth cases. Second, research has pomted out that the type of legai representation a 

youth has may have consequences for the outcorne of the case. Carrington and Moyer's 

(1  992) study of legal representation under the Juwenile Delinquents Act found that in one 

l8  In refetenœ to the most appopriatc role tha! shdd be takm by dcfmsc la- the Ontario Law 
Society cleariy supports the advoeatc d e  as most appapnate (Ontario Law Society 198 1). 



jurisdiction, the success rates of  duty counsel were substantialiy lower tban cases where 

pmate founsel was retamed The auiboa founû tbat retained kwym were more efkctive 

than duty counsel in ha* all charges tefmmated pre-plea as  a resuh of negotktions with 

the prosecutor in the câse. FinaMy, the role of deferse counsel can be crucial in providiag 

comunify aitematives to tbe court in order to avert custodial sentences. Macallair 

(1  994) found that case 'advocates' m San Francisco (not necessarüy deféase lawyers ) 

who provided case plans for juvenile cases were linked to a greater degree of 

deiostitutionaluation of youth. By o f f i  ahnative ~ o ~ n  and case pians tbat 

were not avaikble othprwise, a more individuaiized approach to cases r d &  and 

consequentiaily, fèwer youth were mstihihrtionaliIed (hhdak 1994). Thus, information 

on alternative smctions to custody is quite miportam for the offender's case. Judges also 

rate the importance of receiving information on community alternatives as very high m 

deciding cases (Hanscom 1988). R m h  suggests however ?haî def- lawyea rareiy 

present de- ciisp~saioiial plans for tbeP young clients, nor adequate idionnation on 

co~~munity ahetnatives to decision rnakers (Hamcorn 1988). 

In this study, tke were ody  10 cases out of  44 (23%) whcre a case plan was 

produced by d e f ~  cou~lse1 for the youth (TaMe 30)19. In the remabhg cases there was a 

joint submission by C m  and deféme m whïch defaise counsel did mt present a case 

plan in the joint çubinissioa Because of  the bw numbers of cases, it is di&ult to assess 

the effect a case phn had on the Iikeiihooâ of rrceiving custody. Nevertheiess the 

l9 there was m e  case which had a case p h  whae the resulting sentence is 
missing. 



direction indicates that tbere may be an association between case plans and dispositions 

other than custody. 

1 1 1 26.5Yo 1 B . 5 y o  1 100.0% 1 
Chi-square =2.760, &2, not signincant. 'no vs. yes' not significant. 

j a t  s m ~  
u d i o a s c p l u  

NOTE: The numbcr of cases with a joint submissic~~ does not carespaid ~MWCCII Table 30 and 3 1. This 
is due to the fàct that in ~n î rs  wberc th- was ajoint suhissim fa seataicing, detinse anmsel also prit 
fon;vard a case plan fin the yaah. Thus, ofthe 47 joint suknissiai cases, most did not have a case plan 
fiom defens but a few of than had a case plan pesaitaï in the joint submissicm. 

More than balf(55%) of cases had a jointly submined tecornmendation to the 

judge for sentencing and the judge a g d  with the joint submission presented by Crown 

and defense m the major@ (890h)of cases. Tbis is consistent with Haascorn's (1988) 

shidy which f o d  that judges said they accepfed pint subniissions 'al1 of  the tirne' or 

'usually'(80.8% of cases). 

8 
19.5% 

Cases where there was joint suànisJion tended to be les iikely to result m custody 

(Table 3 1). This may simply be a fhctïon of the Crown agreeing to joint& m m m e n d  

ciispositions other than custody m certain non-serious cases. 

33 
80.5% 

41 
100.0% 



d i i  

Fisher's exact test (2-sidcd) pr.043 

Particbaiion of youth and mrentk) m sentenck hearhg: 

in just over Wh (34181) of tbe cases, the judge asked the youth if* wanted to 

make a statement before sentencing. When asked to do so , the young ofkder niade a 

statement more than W t h e  time (19134 cases). Making a statement or king asked to do 

so however, did not relate to the likelihood of rieceiving a sentence of custody. 

Furthermore, parents made statements before sent- in oniy 13 cases. This 

again however, had no relatioaship to the likelihood of receiving a sentence of custody. 

Table 32 - Perrcatage of aum receiving a cmstodial disposition as a fanction of 
making a statement before sentencing in comrl 

There was a relationship between the youth making a staternent before sentencing and the 

parent(s) doing so aiso. Of course this rnay be due to the dynamics of the courtroom, 



where certain judges encourageci parties to speak - and thus both yormg offender aad 

parent(s) made statements prior to sentencing (Table 33). 

Table 33 

Fisher's exaa test (2-sided) p.006 

Conciusions of Section 1 

From tfiese data then, it appears that legal variables @re-trial detention, prior 

record, CO-accuseà who is an ad&) and ethnicity are all relateci to the likelihood of youths 

m this simple receiving custody. In order to see if any of tbese variables sigdkady 

predicts the Mcelihood of custody, Table 34 presents a regression a d y s i ~ . ' ~  

a logistic tegressian d y s i s  might have baa ~cai  as bcmg a m a e  appropriate test fa the 
predictability of thex variables since the depaidait variable 'aistody' is binary. Hoimver, bacausc the 
sarnple size here is tao small fa logistic regressicm (unda 100 M), au ordinary least squares regression 
analysis was perfôrmed in orda to bcst estimate the & i  of the inckpaidait variables ai custody. 



Tabk 34 

B W. Emr &ta t Sig. 

in6e9endem (C-Sml) 2831 21 3 1 3 S 1  -000 

NOTE: dcpcadcnt variable: 'aistody' & as (1-- 2=other) 
dqm&at variables: 'held in pc-uial dcttntion' (1- dcrriincd 2=daained) 

'pria fcad '  ( 1 =rd not m e n t i d  2- pior rccurd) 
'adult abaoaiscd' ( I d -  mentiO(ICd/na applicable -es-adult  MC) 
'paccivcd ahnicity' (1--;caucesian/othcr Mlack) 

Based upon the regression analysis it appears that legai variables account for much of the 

predictability m the use of custody. Re-triai detention and prior record both 

mdependently predict the Urelihood of a sentence of custody, while the perceiveci ethnicity 

. . of the youth was approaching si8mficaace w.060). 

Section II 

PrinciDles and goals of seniencinq: 

Another way in which 'youthfulness' as a factor m sentencnlg rnight be brought 

into sentencing hearings is through ref- to the principles and goals of sentencing 

reiating to young oEders. A .  adysis of the cases m this sample shows that tbere were 

few cases (1  9/84 or 23%) m which referrrice was made to the principles of the Young 

Wenders Act or the generai goals of sentencing. As seen in Tabk 35, an assessment was 

made of each statement niade m wurt relating to goals and principles of sentencing. 1 



coded whether or wt the -le or goal appeared to be stressed by the crim8ial justice 

agent as a 'relevant' Wor m the case, 'not a relevant -or' m the case, or wtiether t h  

could not be determined - 'neutrai'. In Table 35 below, for each player m court, the fkst 

column shows how many times t k y  made reference to the prpiciple or goai, the next 

column shows how many of these refkremes were 'neutrai', foiiowed by a wlumn which 

shows how many of tbese were 'reievaut' refkmax, and the last coîuum shows ifthe 

reference niade appeared to Liinit the importance of the goal or phcipie ('wt relevant'). 

The total number of refkmces for each principle or goal is calculated in the second ?O last 

column to the fàr righf and the total number of cases w k e  goais or prïnciples w m  

mentioned is calculated in the hr right mhmm (see Appada D for more detaüed 

breakdown of a d  statements). 



Tabh 35 - Frepueny of mfcmm made to p ~ c i p l a  and goais of seotencing by key - 

piayers in the coartroom in the 19 ases wb& mfereice was made 

g m r d  YOA C- 

Whaî is most notable h m  the above tabk is that priaciples that are specific to 

young offenders (in S.3 of the YOA) were rarely raised m these sent- beariags. In 

only 7 cases out of the total of 84 aises was t k e  refereare made to the principles of the 

YOA; 4 of these ref- pertained to g e d  YOA prkipks and the rrais8iing 3 

143 



. . references were about tbe use of kast restrictive measUres, crime prevention and the need 

for young persons to be heki responsiiWe for their behaviour. Thus, the specinf princ9,ies 

that are to apply to young people appeared not to be raised at these sentencing hearjngs. 

However, issues regardhg the public interest or public protection were raiseci more ofkn- 

Out of the 84 cases, 10 cases had reference to public protection or public mterest. There 

were a total of 1 1 r e f m  to these aiegories and the majority of these were ûrought up 

by the judge, foiiowed by the crown2'. 

What is also quite important to note is that among the tefetetlce~ to goals of 

sentencing, the majority of referrnces that were made had to do with detemace. Almon 

40% (2256) of refkences were made regardhg either general or specific deterrence. Of 

these, the judge made the most reference to deterrence followed by the Crown In 

addition, deterrence (specific or general) was r a i d  in 12 of the 84 (14.3%) cases, &ch 

reveais the importance of deterrence as a fàctor in theçe sentencing hearings. 

Cases that received custod~: 

As with the principles and goals of senîencing, another way that the court may be 

remindeci that the o&nder before the court is a youthfûl O&& is through re-s to 

Section 24 of the YOA which sets out the guidelines for the use of custody in youth 

courts. As stated earlier in this chapter, just over one quarter (27%) of these cases ended 

up in custody. The fobwing iegislative g u i d e k  are relevant for decision &ers when 

decidmg whether to use custody (S.24 YOA): 

" in a mdy by b y c t  and Cqrle (1991) which pnwidcd hypothaical saitaicing case crarlrios to 
prosecutors, judges, dcfaise anmsel and pobatim offiœrs, prafsaitas' scntcncing pefercllccs wae 
foinid to be the most punitive of the 4 profusional groups. la light of this shidy, these hdings may in 
part be explained by the prosaada's con- with public potedim. 



a custody should not k uscd unlcss it is nccessary for the protection of tbe public having regard 
to the seriousaess of the offénce and the circumstaaces m which it was committed and having 
regard to the needs of îbe young pason 

a custdy should not be used as a substinrte for child welfare measures 

a a young person wbo wmmits an offence that dos not invulve serious pcrsooal injury shouM be 
held accountable to the victim and society by way of noa custodial dispositions whea 
appropriate 

custU<fy should O* be imposed when ail other alternatives to custody that are reasoriable have 
been considered 

a the youth court should consider a predisposition report unless it is denned to be unnecessary 

where the youth court d e s  a custodial disposition they must state the reasons why other 
dispositions would not bave beeo adequate 

It would be f;iiir to assume then, tbat when custody was king considerd m a case, thai 

some mention of the guidelines m Section 24 would corne out m court. An a d y s i s  of the 

25 cases" w k e  custody was a h s t  certaïnly king comidered suggests otherwise (see 

Appendix E for more detailed breakdowu). 

Of the total 25 cases where custody was king considered, m oniy six cases was there 

Tabk 36 - Rtferences to S. 24 of the Youig men& Ad in cases 
where custody was k i n g  considered 

some degree of reference to the guidelines in Section 24 of the YOA. S.24 was very 

explicitiy mentioned in oniy two cases, in one case, defense counsel stated ". . . S .24 of the 

nferemcetoS24im 
O b s e r v c d ~  

k r r h g ?  

is then nfemmœ fo 
!L24 in îbe PDR? 

23lW cases reccived astody and 2 otha cases had a predisposition nport but did not cnd up with a 
custodial sentence (n=25). 

* although in 25 cases custody was being coasidaed, 1 had access to oaly 13 PDRs. 

Yes 

2 

O 

No 

19 

13 

.rriuriLlt 

4 

- 

W: 

25 

13* 



YOA says jail should be used as a last resort ...w the court should use] the least 

restrictive measures." Ln tbe other case, d e f ~  counsel argued that "..q sentencing 

principles can be met by the aiaximum hours of commmity service." Of these 25 casesy 2 

were nor given a custodial sentence. It appaiff then fkom these cases that the guidelines 

of S.24 are rareiy king r a i d  m youth courts when custodial sanctions are king 

Section III - Probation: 

The anaiysk thus Ear has focused on the use of custody as the outconie nieasure m 

relation to age and the other variables recorded in the court. However, the absence of any 

relatiomhips between age and custody rmy mean tbat there are other ways in which 

judges are respoadiiig to age-related issues when decidÏng on sentences for yoidh. Thus, 1 

also aoalyaed the use of probation m relation to the youth's age. 

Section 23 of the Young Q@'endets Act states that the foilowing conditions shall be 

included in aU probation orders: 

O keep the peace and be of good behaviour 
r appear before the youth court as required 

Judges have tbe o~tion of plachg otha conditions on youth probetion orders: 

that the youth comply with the probation order and report to the probation officer 
notify of m y  change of address, cmplaymcnt, education or training 
remain within an area specified by the probatiori order 
make reasoriable efforts to obtain and mainiain suitable empioyment 
attend school or oîber appropriatt trainirig 
reside with a parent or oher such ad& coasidcred appropriate 
reside in a place s p e c W  by the pfobation ordcr 
compiy with any otha rcasoaablc d o n s  set out in the probatioa order 



W e  probation was useà extwMly as a disposition either alone or in 

combination with other dispositions, thece was m reiationship between having a probation 

order and the index of chilci-like or duit-like cbaracteri~tics?~ 

Table 37 

Not significaot 

Probation conditions: 

Perhaps then, the use of probation as a disposition is mt rehted to age, but rather 

the conditions placed within the probation order may relate in some way to age related 

ConCernS. 

Table 38 shows the Mirent kinds of probation conditions pkced on youth in this 

sample, by the fiequency of use of each condition. 

" Analyses were annpleted on all of the diffnait annbinatiais of dispositions usad : custody d y ,  
custody, probation and intumdatt saadion in me çentarcc, aistody and probiiticni mly, aistody and an 
intermediate sanction mly, proùaîim mly, probatiai and intamediate sanctioa mly, intamediate 
sanction only. Nme ofthese cornbiais  reiated to eithn the child-like index a the variable on 
chronological age group. 



Table 38 - Probation coiditions for yoang offenden in this sample 

An adysis of these probation conditions in rehtion to age shows that there are no 

significant relaîionships, with the exception of bourxiary restrictio11~~~. 

Chi-squaret8.934, pi, p=.011,2 arpected values less h a n  S(3.05). 
û-2 (pooled) vs. 3 or mœc, Fisher's amct test pd.05. 

'' Boundary restrictions are aders ofthe anut whaeby individu& are barred firom cntaing into a 
particular geographical area a king within a cutain distance of that area ia order to avat fiPrha 
potential offcoding, or to avat amtac€ wiîh vidim(s) andor @acaissd(s). 



Table 39 shows that boirnrlrlry conditions are more Weîy to be placed on youîh with more 

'child-like' characteristics. Wah up to 2 'chüd-Be' characteiistics, fw bo- 

conditions are placed on youth, but with 3 or more 'child-like' attri'butes, youth are at 

lest 4 tirnes more likely than those with up to 2 child-like mors to be given boundary 

conditions as part of their probation order. 

There was also a relatioaship between the age group of a young offender and the 

likelihood of  ha* a boundary condition placed upon th& probation order. As Table 40 

demonstraîes, older youths were iess Iikeiy to be given a boundary condition. 

Table 40 

Pooling 12- 15 year olds vs. 16+, Fisha's exact test p.029 

Thus, 'younger' youths may be seen by the court as aeeding nstrkîhns on tbe areas in 

which they can enter in order to avert the potentiai for fùrther crimiaality. 



Finaiiy, an am&& of the number of conditions phced upon youth was conducted 

to see if more probation conditions were p W  upon younger of3hdets m order to more 

intensively supervise their behaviour. The resuhs show tbat aeither tbe preseace of child- 

like or ad&-like factors, mi the chronobgicai age group to *ch the youth belonged 

were signifiant& reiated to the number of probation conditions placed on the order 

(Tables 41 a d  42). 

Tibk 41 

Not significant. 



T m  14 24 25 63 

222% 38.1 W 39.796 100.09b 

Not significant. 

Section IV- Prieaisposition n p o r b  

Pre-dispositbn reports are used in both youth and duit courts to prode  a judge 

with contextuai Diformation about the offender and the circmshmes of tbe offence. 

Under Section 24(1) of the YOA, a pre-disposition report must be ordered ifa custodial 

sentence is king considered unless, with the consent of the prosxutor and the young 

person or his couusel, it is determined tbat the report is umiecessary or not in the best 

interestsi of the youth to requPr one (Section 24(3) YOA). Gmerally, the pre4sposition 

report allows the judge to assess mitigating circumstances as an element of fhbess  in 

passhg sentence (Sarkesian 1989; NadiiE-Davis 1982)- Section 14 of the YOA sets out the 

categories of infionnation tbat a Pre-Disposition Report shaii uiclude: 

the results of an interview with tbe young pasoa, if possible their parents, and potentiaily 
members of the young person's extcnded £amity 
the results of an interview witb tbe victim in the case 
information on the age, rnaturity ancl charactcr of the young person and his willingness to make 
amends 
plans put forward by the youag pason to change bis COLduct 



0 the history of previous fhdings of deliaquency 
the history of the use of aitemative m u r e s  with the young person 
the availability of appropriate conimunity services 
the relatiorrship betweea tbe young pason and the young person's parents and the degree of 
control and influaice tk hndy has on tbe yomg person 
school attendance and perfbmance and emplayment recotd 
any o h  appropriate mfomti0~1~~ 

There has ken a great deal of research which has examined the use of pre- 

disposition reports m terms of their effects on sentencing outwmes, the general contents 

ami q d i t y  of the reports, and the social construction of the offender m the report. It has 

been shown that judges rety quite heaviiy on predisposition reports when tbey are 

Studies show thaî the pre-sentence investigation is crucial in assessing the 

juveniie's characteer for court personnel (Sanborn 1996), that judges are confident with the 

accuracy of reports (Haascorn l988), and that judges rate the pre-disposition report as a 

primary source of idonnation (HoIsHiger and Latessa 1999, Hanscom 1988). In 

Hanscom's study, judges felt that predisposition reports were not biased in tbaî tbey did 

not fonn the majority of either Crown or Defense counsel's cases (Hamcorn 1988). 

However, whether or not the predisposition report bene- or W e r s  a young offder's 

case is an area of contention. A study by Milne, Linden and Kueneman (1992) showed 

that defense lawyers were uncertain as to whether or mt the contents of the pre- 

disposition reports helped or hïdered their clients' case. The authors note that certain 

lawyers expressed concem with the hadmki"bility of information contairied within pre- 

disposition reports "...m the form of inflammatory statements and hearsay reflecting the 

- -- 

zs the reoaitly proposed Act to replaoc ttie YOA d e d  the Y& Criminai Jurtice Act has ad&d two d e r  
categories of infamation that shall bt inc1Uddd m a pro-saitaicc repart (1) the rdcommeudations rdt ing  
fkom any d i c e  (2) any infamatim on altanatives to custody (BU C-3 (1999) Sactian 39). In 



bias of the particular probation ofXcer" (Mk, Lmden aod Kueaeman 1992: 340). ûther 

defense hwyers thought pre-disposition reports to be usem 

. . -1 thin)r tbat îhe reports are usefiil to the àefence. The judge 
gets the idea that he's dealing witb a person who is not just a case, but a human 
being (Milne, Linden and Kuaieman 1992: 341). 

Despite the likelihood that the predisposition reports wiIl kilitate a more indMduali;red 

approach to sentencing, the potential still reniams for an d à i r  or biaSed construction of 

the offider within these reports. In ber study of the construction of gender m pre- 

disposition reports, Sarkesian notes; 

. . .probatkm officers do ai- in d&hg the livcs of male and fenrale off- 
ou Mixent dmiensiom. Tby use selective investi- and 
q o h n g  stmtegies which sbape images ami pemptions of male and 
fernale offendas. . . .Th principle of individualized justice facilitates 
this subtle and ovat fam of discrunirrsticm by suggestmg tbat the 
individual diffcrences prwide for mitigating circ~mdaaces aad tberefofe, 
maice for betta judgemcats. Probation officers and otber decision makers 
must be aware of these very subtle fornrs of mmimcting and reprducing 
fùrther inequaiities (Sarkesian 1989: 46,47). 

Thus, the contents of Re-Disposition Reports have important implications for the 

outcome of the case since, m the mai$ority of cases, judges concur with the 

recommmiations made by probation oEcersZ6 (Markwart 1992; Gelsthorpe and Raynor 

1995). Moreover, as Hanscorn notes, while judges assume tbat the Mforniation m Pre- 

Disposition Reports is g- accurate, the Miormation m the report is rare@ 

s m h n k d .  The cross-e xamination of probation officas on the contents of reports miy 

addition the new Bill States thst the amtents of the pdispmiticm report must be to relevant to the 
purposes and principies of saitaicing as set art in Sections (37) and (38). 
26 AS of 1995, Section 1qd) of the YOA explicitiy s~ptes thaî the provincial directa (probation offioa) can 
include a recrmimendation tiir scllteuce in the prd@m&ia~  report, although the judge is unda no 
obligatim to follow this recunmendatim. 



occurs, and the p ~ s n c e  of a pbetion ofncei at the scmencing hearing is also quite 

Re-disposition reports were used in about 2 1% of the cases m this sample. The 

renihs indicate tbat there were no reiatiombips between the principal charge and the use 

of a pre-disposition reports m the semtencing bearing (Table 43). This inay be expiained 

by the variation in each category of 'prirripai' charge as to the serioumess of the offience. 

Table 43 

. . There was however, a s@ibn t  rehtionship between the use of a pre- 

disposition report in a case and the youog o M e r  having a prhr record 



Tabk 44 

Fisher's exact test p=.007 

Youths with a prior m r d  were about 3 tims more likeiy to have a pre-disposition 

reports m their sentenciug bearing. This may, m part, be accounted for by the k t  that 

youths with prior records were more iikely to be given a custodial sent-, and that those 

with prior records are more likeiy to alrtady have a pre-disposition report previously 

m e n  on their case history for the use of the court. 

Of the 18 cases where a pre-disposition report was used m detennming the 

sentence, I was able to access 13 of these reports. An examination of these reports 

indicaies that the court 'agreed' or 'mostiy agreed' with the recommendation of the 

probation officer in over tialf(Wl3) of the cases. In 2 cases, the court partially foiiowed 

the recommendation (e-g. used custody but not the leagth suggested m the report). In 4 

cases the recomndation was not foiiowed at ail. 



An assesment was made as to the degree to whrh pre-disposition reports constnict the 

'youthfiilness' of an offhier m these reports and whether or not this relates to the 

outcome of the case (Table 45). 





It is difkult to aieLe any geoeralizations about the severity of  sanctions basd 

upon 'child-iïke' or 'aduh-me' coI1StNCfiOus of  youths in these reports because d cases, 

except two, received custody. The two cases tbat received sanctions other tban custody 

do not appear to Mer fiom the rest m terms of the way the youîh was 

What can be said about this sitall -le of reports is tbaî the qualitative 

descriptions of these youths vary am,ng reports. In a few of the pre-disposition reports, 

there is a more consistent characterization of the 'youMihess' of the offder m either 

positive or negative tenns (eg. attends school reguiariyy Mens to parents, obeys curféw - 
~~nstnicting 'youthfiilotss' m positive texms). However, in other reports, deçcriptions 

are not limited to coastnictmg 'youMhess' as a mitigathg factor which warrants a less 

harsh a p p r o e  but ' y o ~ '  is also coiistnrted as an aggravating -ory or a 

jwtifkation for increased social wntrol For exampie, m one report, the probation o h  

cites the arrestmg police ofka's description of th youth at arrest; 

... Constable 'X' followed him into the washroom and reported that the two of 
theai were in the cmiy cubicle, thcre was k o i n  on a piece of foii a d  'Y' held a 
cigarette aod a roiied up five dollar bill. Botb wcrt smoking bcroin. As 
Constabk 'X' entercd the washroom 'Y' flusbed werythhg down the toilet. 
'Y' tben started crying and calling for his moSber which Constable 'X' explainecl 
is 'Ys usual rok. He ptacnds to be hocent and can be a 60nvincing actor 
but 8cco~ding to OfEccr 'X' be is not Uinocent and will r e o f f d  in a way that is 
more beneficial to him.. - . 

In the same report a fèw parapphs latery the writer notes that.. . 

"Y' was f ieqmiy  tnrant which did lead to his bail being rcvoiced 'Y' does 
say tbat he nceds an educatim to be able to gct a job and docs like cornputers, 
math and design tacîmology. ...'Y' was abk to verbalize what he nec& to do 
to stay out of trouble, "gd a job, go to school and listen to the mies". .. . he 
enjoys going to Canada's Wuderland, lifting weights and playing soccer 
and basketbail with his cousins. 



In this report, as with others, there are constructions of the youth as being on the one hand 

rehtively respom'ble and being a typicai young person (e.g. knowhg wbat it takes to get a 

job in coquters, going to Canada's Wonderland and phying with cousins) and on the 

other han4 needing supervision (e-g. tniant, preteading to be innocent in the oflkr's 

description etc.). From this small sample of reports then, it is unclear what the overail 

construction of the youth is, or bw the varied information on youthfiilness does or does 

not impress upon tbe courts when determining sentencing decisions. 

The other interesthg point thaî cornes out of these reports does not relate to age, 

but rather to the fàmiiy situation. In this -le o f  reports there were a numôer of 

categories or thcnies dwoted to the mother's pregnancy, the parent's maritai situation, 

and a recurrïng theme of p a t e d  abandomiient. Resumabiy, the reason this kind of 

informaiion is inchuid is due to underiying 'tbeories' of  why the youth was mvolved m 

crimioal activity and the amount of supervision the fkudy can provide. For example, m 

just under haif of the reports (5/13), there was information reiated to eariy childhood 

development and even pre-natal infiormaiion. In one case, as noted in Table 45, the 

information presented on the youth pertaiœd to tbe nature of the youth's conception 

". . . Mrs. 'X' was pregnant with 'Y' when she was about 1 8 years O M. Her pregnancy was 

a result of  a rape that occurred during a drug party tbat she was attending." 

In 10 out of 13 cases, idiomaîion was presented regard& the marital situation of 

parents. Of these only 2 of the parental unions were characterïzed as stable rehtionships. 

F M y ,  in 9 of 13 cases, information on the father was presented m the report. In al1 of 

these cases there was a them of patermi abandommnt or absence m the youth's lie. In 

one case the fitther was said to have died under Ymysterious circumstances". In most, 



there was no contact fiom tbe m, and in many there were cbaractrizations of the 

M e r  king dombxxbg, abusive, or baving a problem with akohol 

Conclusions 

In the context of the Young Wenders Act which suggests thaî age and mahaity 

shouid be Factors which are taken into accoimt in sentencing de ci si on^^ this chapter sought 

out to examine it; and how, age and the 'youtMhess' of the offender r e W  to the 

outcorne of a simple of sentence cases. In addressing this question, this study reveals 

that there is no subsiaatial rrlationship betweetl age and the use of cusiody. 'The one 

exception to this is -m the fèw cases where there was an aduh CO-accuse4 the courts 

were more iikeiy to impose a custodial sanction. However, having a case with an adult 

CO-accused did not independenw predict the iikelihood of  custody. Instead, other legai 

variables -prior m r d  and pre-triai detention - were Ïrxiependentiy rebted to the 

likelihood of cases receivhg custody. To some extent as we4 the penieived ethnicity of 

the youth predicted the use of custody. 

This is consistent with the &îs of data across Cariada and m the provinas of 

Ontario, Quebec and Britsh Colimibia Wah the exception of robbery, which 

encompasses a wide range of o&aces that vary m th& 'eusness', there 

was w clear relationshqi between age groups ad the use of custody even when 

controllhg for the presence or absence of a previous record. 

Moreover, pinciples of the Yomg Wenders Act and goals of sentencing w m  

rarely raised m the observed court hearings, and whea tbey were raised, they were m 

reference to public protection and the public interest. In vey fèw cases was th= explicit 



mention of the principles rehting to yotmg people and their speçial circumstances. 

Similsrly, m the cases wk re  custody was being conadrrod, there were few cases m which 

there was mention of the guidelines m Section 24 of the Young Wenders Act which sets 

out when it is appropriate to use a custodiai sentence for a young persom 

Even the use of probation conditions did not appear to da t e  to the age g rog  of 

the youthful offder. Ne* the nrmiber of woditiom nor the kiads of conditions placed 

on youth related to their age, except for 'bouadary conditions.' Boundary cooditiom 

appeared more hquently on cases which deait with younger youth (1 2 and 13 years ou) 

and youths who had cbaracteristics tbat made them appear more 'chiid-iike'. Thus, it may 

be the case that the use of this condition is an attempt to protect the younger age group 

fiom going into certain areas and 'getting h o  more trouble'. 

Fmally, the adysk of p-disposition reports m this sampie show& that whiie 

these youths were descrï'bed in both 'youthfiil' a d  'ad&-like' terms? this small sample of 

reports did not reveal a pattern one way or another in terms of the likelihood of receiving 

custody (since al1 but 2 cases received custody), and m tmis  of the report consistently 

characterizing the offider in either 'youthfiil' terms of 'ad&-like' terms. Mead, what 

this -sis revealed is that conshuaions of youth h e d  upon age vary from report to 

report, but that in generai, desctipti011~ portray youthnilness as a niitigating fktor (attends 

school) or an aggravating -or (is tniant) in the same report. In the nnal anaiysis it 

appears that, as wiîh the chapter on baïi hcarings, decisions made m yoidh wurt 

sentencmg hearings are predaminantly govend by legal variables, 
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total number of observaticms made togetha 569 IW! 
total agreement kween ratas 508 89.3% 
slight differenas betwem raters 53 9.3% 
(e-g. not clear vs. ycs, not mentirnad vs, yes, paœived agc within 2 
Y-) 
total disagreement bcîwca mas 7 1 ~ Y o  
(perceived age more than 2 years etc.) 



Appeedù C - Brakdown of Indices 

Index Name 

- -  

support 

+ means that this fàctor &ted r&& the o v d l  

Variables iPctPded 

- denotes that this fiictor denucted fian the o v d l  index 
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C ha~ter Four - Public Pcrce~tioas 

Introduction 

The preceding chapters reveal that neither the 'yoiithfiilness' of offenders, nor their 

chronological age appear to be mdepeûdently rekted to the outcorn of bail or sentencing 

hearings. I n s t d  the two court observation studies showed thai legal -ors accomted 

for much of the decision-making occurring m youtb court. Moreover, provisions specific 

to the Young Wenders Act were rarely raised m the court heariags (e-g. the 'responsii 

person' provision m bail hearings, S.3 principles of the YOA). These findings lead one to 

question how the principks that have been written specitically for yomg pmons wbo 

corne m confiict with the law, corne into play m the youth justice process. 

The premise for having a sepamte set of prkÎples for deaihg with young people is 

rooted m the assrimptition that there are difhmms in the nature of offénding based upon 

age. Consequedy9 the Young Wenders Act and its pmhxessor tbe Juvenile Delinquents 

Act, put forth a different set of standards for youthfùl ofknders. Even the recently 

proposed replacement for the Young Wenders Act bas reatnrmd that there shouid be a 

separate justice system for youtbs.' However, growing pubiic attention to the problem of 

crime and particularly to serious youth crime has resuhed in a shiff m political focus. 

Rather than childhood being considered a fhctor which mitigata eriminal responsibility, 

the serioustles of the offence and the risk the offder poses to the commuuity appear to 

be taking precedence over 'childbood sîatus'. This kind of approach was illustrateil 

recently by a youth court jdge in Florida. In a case of first degree murder mvobhg a IS 

-- 

Bill C-3 (1999) Section 3(b) 1' Session, 36L Parliammt, 46474% Elizakth 11, 1997-98-99, The Hom 
of Commons Canada 



year old offder, the judge, in pas@ dom an aduh lifi sentence indicated to the youth 

Y do not perceive you to be a child.. .&)ou- monsbous act made you an 

Moreover, -ch has shown tbst members of the public do mt see merences m 

the seriousness of crimff based upon the age of the offender. For example, a shidy done 

quite =me time ago (Sellin & Wo&gang 1964) provided a series of kief offence 

descriptions to subjects in an experbent which sought to imdmtand how the public rated 

the seriousness of various Liads of offences. Respondents were comprised of miversity 

students, police ofkers, membm of the public selected for jury duty and juvenile court 

judges. In addition to the o&me descriptions which incldeci variations m the context of 

o f f i s  (such as the presence or Pbsencc of bodüy injury? w h e t h  property was stokn or 

infiormation on the age of the hypottLetical o&nder to rrspondents- In di cases the 

offender was d e .  In the first condition no other mformation was given about the 

offender, and in the other three conditions, rrspondents were told he was either 27 years 

o f  age, 17 years of age, or 13 years of age. The resuhs showed tbat age did mt a&ct 

judgments of the serioumess of the crim. As stated by the authors: 

The age of the o&nda Qes n a  pprtidarly color a pasai's jdgmcnt about 
the scriousaess of the o&nce. A pavasive social agreement about what is serious 
and what is not appears to anagc, aad this a v a i t  trauscaids simple qualitative 
ccmaxdana; it m d s  to the eshami numaical dcgret of suiousness of these 
ofl[ences (Seliin & Wo-g 1967: 268). 

Based u p n  findmgs such as these, some researchers have concMed tbat there need not 

be a separate justice system for youths since u..the lkelibood of mime varies continuousiy 

- -- 

" I 5-year-old sentend to lifé" î%e Toronto Stur August 2 1 *, 1999 
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with age, but the meauîng of c r imh i  acts does mt depend on the age of the offder .  

Distinctions based upon age are thus ~ ( H i r s ç h i  & Gottfkhn 1993). 

The purpose of this chapter is to examine if the public makes distinctions arnong 

offenders based upon epparenr age and mahaity. In iight of the court observation 

f h i i u g s ,  it is miportant to undersiand how the pubk rrsponds to the question of age 

given that court practitioners may fecl pnss<md to r e f k  pubk semimem in mikiog 

courtroom decisioas (Ouimet & Coyle 1 99 1 ).) 1 will examine this quenion by mvesîigating 

two relateci issues; first, since the 'youthnilnws' of an offender was not iodependently 

related to court decisions (as seen m the previous chaptm), 1 will examine how 

information on the youthnilness of a young off& may a&ct pubk prefmnces. 

Specificdy, ifa young ofiènder is constructed to be seen m more 'youthfui' or more 

'adult-me' teimq does this a&ct public respomes regarâing the characteristics of that 

offender, and the kind of sentence wbkh is seen to be most appmpriate in the case? 

Second, the court observaîïon studies also revealed that priacipies a d  goals of 

sentencing that were speczjic to young people m conflict with the kw were rareiy raised in 

youth courts. Instead, goals such as gencral and spedic determice and issues of public 

protection were more fkquently mentioned m sentencing hearjngs. Consequentiy, is there 

reason to believe that the pubk dineremiates goals of sentencing based upon whether the 

offender is a youth or ad&, or are the purposes of sentencing scen as the seme regardles 

of the age of the offetbder? 

- 

Ouimet & Coyle (1991) famd that o a ~ t  pniditimas' paoepions ofthe public's ficar of crime had an 
impan cm their own decisians m less saious km& of B. 



Research Metbods 

Dinmg the summer of 1997, a pubk attitudes survey was camed out m Ontario? 

This pro@ was a resuît of a woperative agreement between Operation springboardS and 

the Centre of Criminology at the University of Toronto. The acnial survey itseifwas 

carried out by Goldfatb and Associsltes m Toronto, Ontario. 

Using a random digit djaiing technique, lûû6 households a m s s  Ontario were 

successfùiiy contactai and one ad& within each household was mterviewed. Inteniews 

were carried out in Engiish ody- Approximately haif(n-SO0) of the respondents were 

asked questions which deait largeiy with duit crime and the criminal justice system. The 

remainder (n=506) were asked questions about youth crime and their views regarding the 

youth justice system. In many cases quivalent questions were asked of respondents m the 

two groups *ch allowed for cornparisons m -ion to youthfiil and ad& offeaders and 

the separate justice systems.6 

Section 1 - Examining the effecQ of infoimation about young offenders - m o n  
'you tbfu19 vs. more badok-like'. 

Within the youth justice system there is a recognition that age and maturity are 

iàctors which need to be evaiuated in determining the most appropriate outcorne for a case 

(Section 3(c) YOA). Wbiie court practïtioners may be ûying to inîerpret how this section 

of the legislaîion shouki affect court decisioris, presumably they may feel compelled to 

r e k t  public sentiment in deaiing with cases. Thus, there is an interdependency between 

Funding for the project to Opadcm Spriagbaard was pvïded by the Trillium Formdatim and Bell 
Canada The survey itself was b e d  art at a raiuœd  ES& by Gel* amdtaats. 

Operation Springboard is a non-profit canmunity œganization which provides caredicmal savices to 
both ad& and ycnmg o & n h  in T a a m  and 0th- areas in Saithan Ontario. 

Details can be found in ï h b  AN., J.B. Sprott, V. Marinos and K, Varma (1998). An Exploration of 
Onrario resicdents ' viens of crime and the crimimi jtrstice sysrem. Tœonto: Centre of Criminology. 



the c o u .  and the pubac (Kauljnen and Colavecchia 1999). For the purposes of this 

research then, it is importani to fird out how tbe public cesponds to differing constructions 

An experhmt was conducteci within this m e y  to assess how infiormation about 

the 'youthfiil' or 'ad&like' chatacteristics of a young ofknder xnay affect responses of 

the public to a case. This experhmt was oniy &en to those responding to the youth 

survey ( ~ 5 0 6 ) .  The question started out by d e s c n i  the fohwing scenario: 

imagine the following case- A 17 yaw old male young o f f i  is found guiity of stealing 
a car and driving it m d  for a couple of beurs bcforc bcing imotvad in a h r  accident 
where nobaiy was hurî. 

There were 5 different conditions in this experiment. Each of 5 ddikent randomiy 

assigneci groups were given slightly di8tinat pieas of information about tbe young 

person The ibst condition tiad no extra information. Each of the other descriptions were 

designeci to portray the youth on a contmuum fiom more 'youthnil' aU the way up to more 

'aduit-iike' descriptions. M y  hypothesis was tbat the pubk would rrspond more 

fàvourably, and therefore, kss punitiveiy to the most 'youthful' characterization of the 

offender. The 5 conditions were as fobws and the variations in description have been 

(1 ) no additionai information 

(2) He is about 5 fed 10 inches tall with dark wavy bair, and is saen as being moderately 
attractive. He was quiet in court and gave no clcar expiauation for îhe offence. Both of his 
parents were in court with him but they did not say anphing at the court hearing. Tbe probation 
officer reported to the court that he uttends schwl regulmfy; he ih doing average work in school, 
and generaliy tbat people who hiow him s e  him as quite an ordbary person- 



(3) He is about 5 feet 10 inchcs taU, with duL wavy bair, and is seen as behg moderattly 
attractive. He was quiet in court and gave no clear exphnation for the offence. He came to corn 
alone; his parents were not appmentk'y with him. Tbe probation officer reported to the court thar 
he anen& school regrilarl'y; he is doing average work in school, and generaüy tbat peuple wbo 
know him see hirn as quite an or- person. 

(4) He is about 5 fact 10 incbes tali, wiîb dark wavy kir, and is seen as king rnoderatcly 
attractive. He was quiet in court and gave no ckar explanation for the offaice. He came to corn 
alone; his parents were not appmentk'y with him. He is recefving welfore and is living ulone. The 
probation officer repoited that gcmrally people w b  kmw hïm sec him as quite an d i  person 

( 5 )  He is about 5 feet 10 inches taU, with dark wavy hair and o mowtache, and is saai as king 
moderateiy attractive. He was quiet in court and gave no clear explanation for the offebce. He i s  
no longer in school; he lives by himsel' and is wo~kingfkll-time. T b  probstiaa officer mai 
to the court that he worh reguimly; hhis employer hm no problems wifh him, and that generaüy 
people who kmw him see him as quite an 01chmy pasoa. 

When asked which type of sanction they thought would be most appropriate for 

the young offender in th& scenario. They were given the foliowing c h o h  

a period of time m custoày 
a a conimUIlity service order where he had to work for a certain number of hours without 

pay for the owner of the car or a wmmunifv agency 
0 a h 7  

Results: Sentencing preferenccs 

The hypothesis that respondent's ratings would vary besed upon descriptions of 

the offder dong the dimnsion of age tu& out mt to be the case. Instead, the most 

interesthg aspect of these resuhs did not relate to dï&mms m ratings based upon 

'youthfùl' or 'adult-like' characterizations. Raîber, respondents di&red in how they rated 

this young offder based upon receiving ony information about him at ail (Table 1). 

7 For the purposes of smktical anaiysis, the sclltencing optims of the community seevicc a& (CSO) and 
fine were cmbined and examinai in 0011- to a sentma of imprisamait. 
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Table 1 - Sinfencing prrfcmiccs for cme sanario as a function of varioas 
descriptions of the youth 

The preference for a sentence of imprisonment for this youth was chosen most fhquentty 

aopropriite: 

1 . . 
~ O f ~ 8 t  P- triib 

when no extra information about the youth was given to respondents. As Table 1 shows 

amte* b e d m g  

i o  trtrr UEormrtia 

pareatsimmmrt,rttemdsrLod 

no pmts m itfcidr 
rckd 

n o p r m î s i m a m r t , ~  
rnffin,livcriiru 

not inrc loo l ,br iru-rrorb  
I . u - t i ~ e , ~  

one-fifth (2 1.4%) of respondemts chose prison for the 'contextkd young offender. The 

only other apparent dBkrence in the sceriarios also ran counter to my hypothesis. 

Note: Chi-square= 1 1 2 19, df4, pe.024 
'No extra infonnatio21' vs. the d e r  categorics (poolcd): Fisher's exact test p=.O 16 

22 
(2 1 -4%) 

12 
(12.4%) 

17 
(14.8%) 

13 
(14.3%) 

5 
(5 2%) 

Surprisingiy, the youth wtio was purposefhily constructeci to be most 'ad&-like' 

(condition #5) was Ieast likeiy to have prison chosen as the rmst apprapriate sanction. 

8 1 
(78.6%) 

85 
(87.6%) 

98 
(85 2%) 

78 
(85.7%) 

9 1 
(94.8%) 

The preference for prison m the other 3 descriptions oniy variecl siightîy. 

1 03 
(100.0%) 

97 
( 100.00/o) 

115 
(iO0.W) 

9 1 
(1 00.00h) 

% 
(100.0%) , 

What this suggests is that the pubk is înfiuenced by more idormaiion given to 

them about an oîEmder rather than the quabtîve details of tbat inforrnation (with the 

possible exception of the most 'ad&-like' youth). It seam that descriptive 

information whïch characterizes the 'young oîkder' as a 'young person who offded' 

allows members of  the public to move beyond more punitive responses, towards 



sentencing preferences which may be more rriPaninnfiil to the actual circumstances of the 

offender. This general h d b g  is consistent with previous research on the effects of 

contextual idionnation on pubk attitudes. 

For example, Doob and Roberts (1983) conducteci a study m which 116 Ontario 

residents were asked to evahiate sentemes handed down in two separate kmds of cases -- 
a mlaughter case, and a criminal negiigence case. The authors purposefbily chose cases 

that appeared to bave been given müd sentences by the trial court judge and were upheld 

by the Courts of  AppeaL Responàents wnie given either a short description of the case, 

or a longer version in which a more complete account of the fkts of the case were given 

The results of this study sbowed tlmî when @en a longer version which provided 

informaîion about the surroundhg circumstances of a case, respondents were signiscantiy 

l e s  likeiy to rate the sentence m the case as king 'too h ien i '  than those who received a 

short description of the case* Coveii and Howe's (1 9%) study put forward similar resuits 

regardmg the power of nifotmatidn on punithenes regarding young offenders. The 

authors carried out a m e y  of 247 respondenîs ranging in age fkom 15 to 45 years old. 

The questionrisrite eu?ynniPn the respondents' kxmwiedge o f  the basic provisions of the 

Young Wenders Act as weii as provided case d o s  about serious crimes -murder or 

mxual assauit -peqmmted by a msle or fémale offehder. The questionnaires were 

structureà so that respondents were organid to randomly assignai to receive either basic 

information on the o f f i  and verdict, or basic information abng with a paragraph of 

background information on the ofEder. The gender and oflimx type were also randoxniy 

assigned. The autbors found that across all four conditions, the kvel of information was 

the most consistent and greatest predictor or attitudes. Respondents who were given 



extra background information about the y o q  oflhder showed signiscantly less punitive 

attitudes compareci with those whu were given only the basic bfbrniation on the offime 

and sentence (Coveil and Howe 1996). 

Another M y  conducted by Roberts and Doob (1990) found that subjects' ratgigs 

of court sentences were also a&ned by the type of mforniation they received about a 

sentencitg case- The authors f o d  tht when abjects wac giwn a ammiamed version 

of a sentencing hearing as opposed to a media description of tbe yune sentench case, a 

signiscantly d e r  proportion of nibjscts rated the sentence as king 'too lenient'. In 

addition, those abjects who were given the sumrnary of court traascripts heki less 

negative views of the ofEmce and tbe offider than did those who read the media version 

of the case (Roberts & Doob 1990). 

Stalaus (1993) also f o d  th& subjects' tesponses were affected by the Înforniation 

they received. Staians' h d y  reveaJed thaî providing a realistic stereotype of an o W e r  

as opposed to offenda stereotypes whrh are rrpresemed through the media, resuhed m 

lower demands for harsh pimisbments. In addition, this study showed that unrraüstic 

stereotypes about o&?nders muid be reduced by providing contextuaily distinct 

information about crime stories involving minor harm (Stalans 1993). 

Finaily, Lane's (1997) study on the effkcts of a correctional cours on levels of 

punitiveness for undergraduate dudents, reveals tbat more information about criminal 

justice appears to be associated with less punitive sentencmg prefbmces. Lane's shdy, 

which assesseci responses on a number of hypothetical case d s ,  fond that by the 

end of the course on corrections, the preference for prison was reduced m scenarios 



hvolving non violent onendns but th= was kss of a change in kvels of punithenes for 

scenarios invoiving violent offeaders (Lane 1997). 

In the context of the present stuây, an obvious question tbat arises fiom the finding 

that more information about a youth reduced respondents' preference for prison, is the 

possibility that the e f f i s  of more information may mt be as important for members of the 

public who hold more punitive attitudes. Extra infomarion about a youth's cire- 

may have littk niauence on respundents who believe tbat sentences in youth court are too 

lenient. The fobwing tabk (Table 2) shows the respnses to this by only 

those who responded tbat youth court sentences are too lenient. 

Table 2 - Scntencing pnlcirnccs lor cr# sœnario rs a fanctioa of various 
descriptions of the yoatb by mpoidents who perceved youth court scatences to be 

are 

Once a g a  the preference for prison decreasd when any idormation was given about the 

youth, even for those rapondents wbo beiieved tbat youth court sentences shouid be more 



severe. This is aot s<irpri3mg since most rrspondents in this ssuaple beiieved that youth 

court sentences are not severe enough a d  so the sample size in this taMe is oaly slightly 

d e r  than the previous one (Table 1). The most 'ad&-like' yielded the fewest 

responses for prison The prefereace for prison for this youth was subsbntiaiiy lower tban 

in the other three conditions with varyitig degres of descriptive information. 

Ratines of the charactcristïcs of tbis vomtb: 

In order to derstand Ïfthe ÿouthfihsn of an offider a&xted public 

responses in other ways, another set of questions asked respondents to rate this young 

offender on a number of diaefetlt ~ m n s  relatisg to bis chacter: 

Each danension was descrihi m a way where a ' 1 ' iadicated thaî the youth was low in 

the characteristic and a '10' ment that he was high m thaï partrular characteristic. 

Table 3 shows the mean rathgs of surveyed responQms based upon tbe 5 

randomly assigned conditions. 



Table 3 - How the yoiig person wrs mted as r funetion of the information tbat was 
g h a  about bim 

NOTE: Exprcssed as a meso sam out of 10 for each dimension 

There were signincant dEemws in rariags on aii of the dmwnsions except for whether 

the crime was irïtentional or not. The 'fàce-less' young offender was rated as more 

dangerou, less mature, iess empbyable, and more iikety to r e o f f d  than the youth 

d e m i  m the other 4 conditions." The 'face-less' youth was also rated iow on the 

dimension of honesty - but the offeader descn'bed in the second condition wfio bad 

parents m court and was atteLYling scbool was rated as slightiy l e s  bonest. 

Once again, wide there was some vanation m ratings within the other descriptive 

conditions, there appears to be QO clear trend in rathg the more 'youthfUy' constructeci 

offender as being diffèrent h m  the more 'adult-like' o&ader. Ratings of this young 

person on diffetetlt dimenshnî did not appear to be contingent upon the actual qualitetive 

It is quite intcresting ta note tha! responâcnts wae willing to assas the charaucristics )rrroii qxm the 
mail amount of infamaiai th y reccivai Obviwsly thq  vrat asked to ~ s w a  the questioa whctha 
they may have fklt amfortable doing so a nat. Nevatheleq it reveals that îhe public will assess cases 
with very little i n f d m  (Rabais & Da& lm) and this may provide some more insight into the way 
the public forms 'offmckr staeaypes' fiom bnefsa~ces of iafamatiai ai a case (Stalans 1993). 



Merences m descriptions. As before, the most consistent effféct was the effect of 

idîorrmtion vs. no idonnation 

The intemction of ratings of  the youtb rad seatencing pmeferences: 

To pursue this question a bit nather, an examimion was fompleted m order to 

undexstand ifthere were Merences m the ratmgs of this youth based upon both variations 

in the information given and by ~etlfemhg preferences, (Table 4). 

Table 4 - How the yoong person was ratcd as a fPincth of tbe information that was 
givcn about him by sentenciog prefenaccs 

I 

. Dingenniswg F=9.06 1, p=.ûûl F=38.162, #.O01 F=2.675, p . 0 3  1 
Honesty F=3.I54,p=.014 F=20.80 1, fi.00 1 n.s. 
h fpr i fy  F4.943, p.00 1 ILS. n-S. 
Empkyabiüty F=10386, p<.ûûl 1 F=9.99û.p=.002 n-S. 
Crimcw8!sutcitiaul n s  F= 16.887, p<.ûû1 D.S. 

NOTE: 2 way interauion c f f i  ocaPrcd t&r tht dimarsion of *- ady. Givcn that this ocairrad mly 
for the dimension of 'dsngcnnrsacss' it is di5ailt to rri.kt any gnwrrlimitiais aimut thc d g  of this cfféct. 



Aswiththeprevious~,theconditionsinwhichtbere~anattempttocotlstnict 

the youth on a continuum of more 'youthfù17 to more 'add-like7 (conditions 2 through S), 

showed no apparent différences m mean ratingss, nor any consistent patterns m ratings 

between those tbat preferred prison, and those thai chose a CS0 or fine for this youth. 

However, h k b g  again at the condition with 'no information7 versus the 

reniaining conditions, shows that there was an e&ct of information on how respondent's 

rated the youth in most cases. Looking at the conditions of 'daagerousness9, 'honesty', 

'employability' and 'likelihood of reoffending' shows tbat respondenîs who had no extra 

info~ll~ltion generally appeend to rate this young odféder m a more negative way. 

Respondents who chose prison as the most appropriate sanction for this offender 

and did not get extra infiormation a h  rated him as more dangerous, less employable and 

more likely to re-offend m the future, tban eitèer those respondents who chose prison m 

the other 4 conditions, or those who chose a C S 0  or fine and also did not get extra 

information- What is also quite interesting to note is thaî those who preferred a C S 0  or 

h e  for the 'no infocmafion' ofhder, also rated him in a more negative way tban those 

who chose a CS0 or lk m the otber conditions with descriptive idionnation. Thus' those 

who p r e f d  a CS0 or fine and did not get extra mfonriation also rated this youth as 

more dangerous, less empioyable and more likeiy to re-offend in the fùture wmpared to 

those who chose a CS0 or fine m the o k r  4 conditions. 

ïhus, at least on tbe ratmgs of dangerousness, empioyabiüty and ldceiüiood of re- 

offending, not ody is there an effect where those who chose prison were more likely to 

see the young offender in more negative terms, but a h  that those Wb0 prefkmed sanctions 

other than prison w m  also more likeiy to see the young offender in a negative way ifthey 



did not have extra idormation Exîra ïdbrmation had an effe* on both groups of 

respondents -those that preferred prison and even those îhaî preferred a sanction other 

than iqrisomnent. 

From a policy standpoint, providing more informaiion about young offenders who 

have broken the law niay be important for the public when they are asked to assess the 

adequacy of youth court sent- practices. Judges and the public get quite diEerent 

kinds of Siformation when asked to setuence cases: judges make their decisions fiom kinds 

of information as endeacai m the 4 latter conditions of this e- while the public 

are typically asked to make sentencing reconmreiulations h m  condition 1. Perhaps by 

being able to 'put a f k  on the offender', they xmy be m a better position to assess 

sentencing decisions by having a more cornpiete story. Even certain judges have remarked 

that when trying to understand whaî to do m a young offender's case, they think about 

their own children of a sirriilar age m attempting to decide on an appropriate senten~e.~. 

Section n - Does the pubiïc differientiate between yoatbs and rddts on the purposcs 
of sentencing? 

The second part of tbis a&sk also arises out of the redts  of the previous 

chapters. As shown in Chsptm 2 and 3, legal 6actoa accounted for moa of the decision- 

making occurring m bail a d  sentencbg bearings. Age and 'yorithfuloess' appeared not to 

have an independent e&ct on the outcome of cases. In addition, as Section 1 of thk 

chapter has shown, even the public does not seem to respond Werently to 

characterizattions of youth constructed on a continuum of 'niatiirity'. The reasons for the 



lack of an effect of are pudhg, but may be partiy expbined by the overd shift that seems 

to be taking place within youth justice wems in most Western mdustnalu,ed 
- .  

CouIltries. 

For instance, recent research has mted thai there is a persistent erosion occurrhg to the 

separate justice system for youth. The d h m d b g  of the ide& of a separate youth justice 

systern, it appears, are occurrïng within a c b e  of  immeme pubk support (Sprott 

1998). The public is said to be iess toierant of a mÏtigated approafh for young peopk who 

break the kw which has resuited m numerous 'get tough' policies for young o£bders in 

recent years. 

The results fiom tbis survey of residents m Ontario are consistent with a harsh 

approach to d m  wiîh young ofEders. As Table 5 shows, the maprity of respondents 

(63.8%) mdicated thai there should mt be a separate system ofjustice for youtbs. A 

similar proportion ( 65.W) of respondents tbought that ifan ad& or a youth committed a 

similar kind of offence, the youih should receive a sentence that is the same as or barsber 

than the sentence an ad& would receive. F i ,  the Large majority (85.7%) of 

respondents feh that youth court sentences were not severe euough. The oniy area m 

*ch the mjority of those surveyed a p p d  to make a distinction between aduhs and 

youths was regarding sepiirate prisons for youîhfûi offders. The majority (86.6%) of 

respondents thought that youth should be kept m separate kilities. 



Table 5 - Ptrceatages shoning respoidents' vicns of yomtb and aditt justice 

This indicates that on tbe surîàce, the majority of people in Ontario do not appear to 

support separate justice responses based upon the categoncal distinctions of ad& or 

youth - except in the case of prison kiiitk. AU of this leaves one wondering if the 

public distinguishes betweenjustice responses for different ages of o&aQn at ail. 

However, a fbther e xmhaîhn of these general beliefk reveais that harsh 

approaches for dealing with young off iers  are extensive, buî are more complicated than 

may seem at first glance (Sprott 1998). In actuaNy deciding what is important for different 

kïnds of offenders, it appears tbat the public daes distinguish, to çome extent, between 

youths and ad&. 

Respondents were asked questions about the purposes of sentencing. S i m e  halfof 

those surveyd were responding to the aduit survey and other baifwere asked to thmk 

about y o d ,  thk aiiowed me to make some c o e n s .  In responding to the 

importance of the di&rcnt purposes of sente~~ing; expressgig disapprovai, deterring 

offenders, incapacitaîian, re habilitation and providmg compensation, the resuits show that 



there were significant in rathgs of the overail importance of different 

sentencing purposes. Furthemore, a comparison of ratmgs between youths and ad* 

(Table 6)  shows that the public does rate certain purposes as having more importance for 

youths than for addts. 

Overaii respondents r a i d  ali of the pinposes of sentencing as  quite important, 

however deterrence was r d  to be the most important purpose of sentencing overall for 

b t h  youîhs and ad& (mzan scores of 8-18 and 8.12). The fàct that cietenence was rated 

as highest in importance to the public is quite intereshg and reafbns the intuitive appeai 

of deterrence based approaches to sentencing. Evidence of the importance of deterrence 

in sentenciry hearings was also seen m Chapter 3, in which refhences to detemence were 

the most fiequedy cited in the observed y o d  court hearings. 

Table 6 - Cornparison of pablic's ratiigs of the importance of dinlérent goals of 
sentencing as a fuictiom of wbether the offender is a youth or an aduit 

Ratcd on a scalc at ail impœtam 1 O=vcry important pirposc. 
Expresxd as a mean jam out of 10 for cacb goel of seiRebcuig 
NOTE: e n  cffkts 'survcy' (puth a adult) ; F<1, e l ,  934, p=-834 (na) 

main e f k &  'p~poses* (5 purposes) ; F=793& df-4,3736,p(OOl 
interriion effccts 'sumy' by 'prirpoxs'; F=12.75, -, 3736, -001 



As Tabk 6 shows, eqmshg disapproval for the crime P=-2.138) and 

r e h a b i i  the off& (r-2.387) were rated as having greater importance for youths 

than for aduhs. Separating offenders h m  tbc rest of society was rated as l e s  important 

for youths than it was for aduhs ( 6 . 3  18). The mean m ratings for det- 

and compensating the victim or the commmity did mt vary significantly m ratmgs for 

youths or addts. 

What this cieariy shows then. is that despite the broad bekfs mestioned eark 

which suggest that tbe ma&xity of the public wants a harsh approach to youths w k h  is 

simüai to the appmach giwm to aduhs (with the exception of separating ofhders), tbat in 

ht, there are variations in the pubtic's raîhgs of what sentences shouid be accomplishing 

for youtbfid vs. ad& offMers* 

Views of the p o ~  of scmteicinn by otber beliefs about tbe justice sYstem: 

It may be the case, however, that public m h g s  of the goals of sentencing vary 

depending upon views of other aspects of the justice system For instance, it is useful to 

examine the responses on piaposes of senteacing for those thst believe thae should be a 

separate system of justice compared to thor that wish to aboüsh a separate youth justice 

men Resrmnibly, by stating opposition to a spenrte youth jusrice system, respadents 

0 .  

are implying that justice rrspoiises shouid not be based on dtshnctioas of age. 

Tabk 7 shows iwpodents' ratings of the diffèrent goals of sentencing by views 

about a separate justice system 



Table 7 - Ratings of the importance of each of the goab of ~ a t e a c i n g  by support or 
opposition to a sepamte youtb je- systtm 8s 8 funetion of wbctber the offider is 

a yoetb or an rdrlt 

As wted in the previous set of tabies, there was an m t d o n  of the purposes of 

sentencing based upon whetbet the offender was said to be a youîh or an ad&. 

It appears to be the case that the two groups (those tbat fàvoured and those that 

opposed a separate justice system) differed h m  each other m terms of how they rated the 

various goals of sentencing. This however, is mt surprising, siace it is quite likely that 



these two separate groups sinply have dinerrnt Mews on the relative importance of 

différent purposes of sent-. But most intnestiagty for tbis atiatysis, Tabie 7 alsa 

reveals that the differences m ratings on the goals of sentencing did not depend on 

respondent's favouring or opposing a sepcmae justice systenil This findmg bas important 

political implications, sime, on the fixe of it, one may be inched to interpret the pubüc's 

expressecl opposition to a oepanue youthjwb system as evideme that they do aot 

dhkgukh between offenders based upon age. However tbis nndiBg suggests, that in facf 

even those that exprrss#l opposition to a scparate youth justice system stiu Merentiaîed 

between youths and ad* on the goab of senteochg in the same mamer as those tbat 

fàvoured a separate youth justice system. 

Views of ~umoses of seateacian bv belieh about severity in sentencinp: 

In order to see iftbe public's ratjngs on the pinposes of smîencing depended on 

other beliefk about the systet~ an a d p i s  was mmpleted on the pilrposes of sentench 

by those that feit youth court sestences should be 'barshedthe sanu= as' ad&, and those 

that thought youth court sentences shouki be 'iess harsh thsn aduhs.' Again, one wouid 

expect that those that expressed tbaî youth court sentences should be 'barshedthe same 

as' aduh sentences for sïmilar kinds of o&nces, wouid probably see the purposes of 

sentencing for ad& and youîhs as the same. 



Table 8 - Rating of the importance of a c h  of the goab of scntenehg by m p o n r a  
to nbether or mot youth a a r t  mitemecs shoiià k brsher/the r m e  as i d r k o r  kss 

harsh tham addt sentences 

As in the previous table (Table 7), TaMe 8 reveals that while the two groups in this 

analysis (les harsh vs. harsherlthe simr as) differed in how they rated the various 

purposes of sentencing, the variation m purposes of sentenciag for youths or aduhs did not 

depend upon their bekfk about the severïty of sentences. Thus, pcapos~  of 

for addts and youth were rated di&rently regardless of respondents' views of the severity 

of sentencing for youtbs and duits. 



What aU of tbis implies then, is that even for respondents who oppose the 

separation of systems ofjustice besed upon age or those that want sentences for youths to 

be the same as, or harsher tban ad& distinctions were nill made m wbat sentencing 

shouid accompiish for youths as opposed to duits. This may in part be explamed by the 

finding that public punitiveness (as meanaed by opposition to a sepamte youth justice 

system) may be related less to a desire to puaisb, and more to the perception that 

sanctions o k  than prison are being ïneffiveiy admbistered (Sproa 1998). Thus, it is 

not surprising that on a philosophical lwel people do dstmguish justice respoIlSeS based 

upon the age of the offender. But on a precrical level, opposhg dinerences in justice 

responses baseci upon age may be Wed to other more complex issues related to the 

. . achmstmtion of justice. 

Conclusions: 

In the final adysk, the 'yoidhfuloess' of a young offender appears not to 

innuence public ratings of the oBinder or their preférred sentences. Instead, any 

descriptive informaiion at aii was associated with less harsh responses m this shidy. Thus, 

as with the two court observation cbapters which showed thaî age and youthfiilness did 

not affect the o u t o o ~  of court cases, tbe construct of 'msnirity' also appears to have 

little bearing on public sentencing preferences and ratîngs of a young offendet. Where age 

appears to corne mto the equation, however, is with respect to the purposes of sentencing 

for aduh vs. youthful ofkders. Even for those respondents who opposed a separate 

youthjustice system or those who thought that sentences for youths should be the same as 

or harsher than ad&, there were signincant di i3kme in wbaî a sentence should 



accomplish based on the othder was an ad& or a y o d  For tbe most part, the 

public favoured rekbilitative purposes of seriieaciag as being more importanî for youths 

than for aduits. 



The ambivaleace found in the YOA probably reflects a level ofsocietal 
ambivalence in Canada about the appropMte tcspasc to yowg offadas. On 
the one hancl, there is a feeling that adokscents who violate the criminal law need 
help to aiabk tbem to grow into productive, law-abiding citizew. . ..On the 
other hand, tbere is a widespread public contera about the need to control 
youthfùl criminaiity and protes socicty (Bah 1992: 32). 

The passage above notes that there is a dual approach when c0nstnu:ting young 

people in conflict with the hw. There is a concern wiîh both protecting 'youthfiil 

offenders' and respom'bilizing 'young o&ndm'. The apparent ambivaience regardïng 

the place of youth on the 'continuum of responsibility' provided my initiai interest in 

undertaking this research. Each of the preceding chapters a d y x d  wheher decisions 

made about youth in cont5ct with the hw were based upon a view of adolescence as a 

homogenous stage or as a developmental transition toward adulthood. The lack of clarity 

reguIated m other arenas depending upon the context. 

For example, as mted m the iniroductory chapter, adokscents are prohiRed h m  

engaging in a range of 'adult-me' actMtYs m wider society. And there is a EUr amount 

of consensus among aduits rrgardiqg the age at which adoksceats shouid be able to 

participate in certain 'adult-me' bebaviours (Pagiia and Room 1 998, Dekovic, Noom and 

Meeu 1997). Young peopk imder fourteen cannot consent to sexuai relations. Those 

who are less than sixteen in Ontario c a ~ ~ t  receive w e k e  benefits. Whiie sixteen and 

%venteen year olds may meke a case for reoeiving welnae, tbeir ctieques are issued to a 

'responsïbie person' on their b e W  Anyone d e r  nineteen in Ontario cannot purchase 

or consume alcohoi, though coasumption is abwed at a younger age ifsewed at home 



by parents. Thus, it appears h m  tbese examples that in dehbg when yomg people are 

legally permitteci to engage in a variety of 'ad&-like' behaviouts, adolescence is viewed 

as a continuum where, generally speaking, a higher age is associatecl with fewer 

prohiitions. 

When it cornes to the youth justice system, there is also a beiief tbaî age and one's 

level of mturity are important &tors m responding to youthttl criminality. The youth 

justice system tries to respond to the agds of youth m contlia with the law, and also 

attempts to ascertain some level of accountability for crimmal activity. Section 3 of the 

YOA, the Dedaration of Rînciple, discusses yomg pple 's  state of dependency dong 

with the protection of the public and accountability. This applies to ali young offenders 

regardles of age, kndiqg crrdeoce to îhe mode1 of youth as a homogenous group. At the 

same tirne, the YOA malces distinctions based upon chronological age specifidly as it 

concenrî serious o f f i  and the applicabüay of transfer to aduh ceint. Therefore, 

young people d e r  the age of twelve who commit offences are not held cnminally 

responsible. Offenders under the age of fourteen are not eiigî'ble to be t r a a s f d  to adult 

court no rmtter how serious the O-. Young people who commit certain serious 

violent offences are presumptiveiy socn as ad& if* are sixteen or seventeen years 

old. And at eighteen, criminai accountabiiïty occurs in the adult crimmal justice system. 

Therefore, the view of adolescence in the youth justice context is ambiguous. 

There appear to be two ài6mmt madels constnicting adolescence at work in the youth 

justice context. Adolescence can be interpreted eittier as a distinct stage or as a period of 

developmenal transition ieading up to aduhhood. 



The a m b ' i  m nsponding to youth who c o d  ofhaces bas been apparent 

since the inception of scptinite legishtioa Youth who are fourteen and older have aiways 

been subject to transfer to aduh cuurt - d e r  both the JDA and the YOA. Ia the ongmal 

YOA there was a short-lived provision wiich stated tbat secure custody could not 

normally be used for those d e r  fourteen. In addition, Bill C-37 (1 995) created a fiirther 

demarcation with the preSumptive transtèr provisions at the ages of sixteen and 

seventeen So within the m w o r k  of separate youîh justice legislation m Canada since 

1908, there have atways been stipuhtions attacheci to individual cases, w k r e  

chronologid age becames importantrtast 

How do tbese mdels phy out in the youth justice system? 

An interesting example of the di&riqg niterpretaîions of mitigated respom'bility 

cornes fkom the Su- Court of Canada case R v. J (T.D. The young o fhck  m this 

case was a mature seventeen year old charged with first-degree murder in the sexuai 

assauit and murder o f  a three-year old girL He had a common-hw wife, a chi14 and also 

worked for his cousin as a roofer. At issue was wfKtber or m t  the police compiied with 

the Charter of Righfs rnd Freedoms as weil as s.56 of the YOA, which provides 

additional protections to young pemple at arrest m temis of questioning, and the taking of 

statements. In trying to understand b w  a youth's maîurîty and cornpetence fàctors into 

their ability to understand their rights, Justice Cory put forward the following: 

By its enactment of S. 56, Pariiament bas recognized tbe problenrs and difficukies 
that bcsd young -le wbar c d h t a j  by authority, It may secm unaaccssary 
and finistrating to the police a d  sociay tbat a woridiy-wise smug, 17-yeaf-old 
with apparent anîi-socid tenéencies should receive the benefit of this section. 
Yet it must bc temcmbcrad that tbe saction is to pratcct a)l young -le of 17 
years or less (R v. J(T..J)(lWO) 59 C.C .C.(3d) 1 (S .C .C.)p.8). 



L'Heureux-Dubé J. takes quite a stance m accounting for the effects o f  

who were oppcrsed to the inchision of sixteen and seventeen year olds mto the YOA, she 

goes on to relate the fobwing: 

. ..y- off& suspected of criminal off- s W d  be treated in a mariner 

befitting their agcs. . .Adolesceacc cannot bt viewad as a snapsbot in t h .  
Those youths bawem the ages of 12 and 18 camiot be aggregated and deah with 
uniformiy without regard for the discrepancies in their facuhies and cornpetence. 

Withia this 'chW-addt groupmg" that are those that are more "child" and those 
that are more "sdult". W e  sbould be especiaiiy sensitive to 12- and 13-year oids 
at the younger end of the specînm Tbcir y& bardcrs on tbat age considercd 
too young to be included withiu the scope of tbe Act entireiy. Conversefy, 17- 
year-oids are on tbe brbk of aduhbood, moriths away fiom attaininp their fùll 
meamrt of protection unda t k  Canadian Cinuter of Rigtits and Frœdoms, 
but no morr(R v. Jfla(199O) 59 C.C.C.(3d)l (S.C.C.)p. M,lS). 

Even at the level of the! Suprerne Court, there is m inîeqmting how an 

offender's age and state of ma- appiy to youth court cases. The findings fkom the 

present snidy provide some d e p e  of insight into the practical application of age related 

coastnicts in youth justice decision-making. 

Summary of Fiadings 

The two court observation shrdies and the adysis of the Statistics Canada daîa 

support the perspective that youth m conflict with the law are treated as a homogenous 

group. Though the maîmity of a youth might seem as ait should be miportant, age (both 

chronological and apparent) does not appear to be important in decision-making. The 

resdts fiom this study indicate that at two major decision rnaking points m the youth 

justice process (pre-triai detention and sentencing) yomg people, for the rnost part, are 

dealt with as a homogeneous category. This is interesting because at one point (their 12th 

birthday) they are one day beyond being iricapable of behg aimina& responsïôk, and 



the &y before k i r  18th birthday tbey are one day before king fiilly respom'ble for their 

crimes as ad&. C h &  on some of the more marginal issues like 'boundary conditions' 

and 'clirfew orders' is there any indication thaî age is a consideration in court decisions. 

The public, as weii, seenis mt to respod to the apparent (Jocial) mahirity of 

youths, but does ciifferenthte in how they want young people to be s e n t d .  Most 

notably, the public rated différent goals of seiitencing to be important depending upon 

whether the offender was an adult or a youth. This is mt a "leniency-harsbnessn finding. 

Mead, there appears to be an interest m distniguishing 
. *  . *  correctional responses for 

youtbful offenders compared with aduhs. 

Tbe Disrippearana of Yoritb? 

Wbat this may suggest is tbaî for crimmal justice purposes, the public and the 

youth justice system ijnd it is easier to think of youth who are between tweive and 

eighteen as a si@ homogenous group. Lncorporating the differrnces among youth 

demands a furthet dinrencinn of decision-making that is not currently behg considered by 

court practitioners. For example, this study bas found thaî court decisions are based 

&y on legal htctors, as is the case with duits.  But there is little in the way o f  

differentiating umong youth d e s  OIE gets down ta tbe level of individual controls. For 

example, only m cases of &us violent offences is t h m  eqlicit mention of an 

offender's chronological age (in reference to tram&). And as revealed in the present 

study, in les signiûcant areas, such as wïth boundary conditions and ciafews, 'younger' 

youth were treated difkentiy --they were xmre likeiy to be given these coaditions than 

were 'older' youth. 



It is also usefid to renmnbm how tbis homogenized view of youth is 

characterized. For instance, there was little evidence m this study to suggest that youth 

were king treaîed explicitly as 'youth' m court. There was no mention of the 

'responsiible person' provision spedk to youth m pre-triai detention hearings. And there 

was limited use of the special sentencing priaciples of the YOA with the exception of the 

' adult ' principle of deterrence. -fore the homogenbd view of youth appears to be 

more closely associateci with the priaciples of the adult justice modeL As a oonsequence, 

young people at one end of the spectmm (12 and 13 year o h )  are king grouped together 

and deait with prbady within a deterrence-bad mode1 aimed at controiling the 

offendïng khaviour of older youth. 

Remembering that there a n  dincreaces among youth: 

The diffèrences that exkt among youth should be carefùiiy considered. As noted 

in the introductory chapter, a large body of developmental research infbrms us of the 

sienif?cmt Merences among adolacenis m this age group. Younger youths are at a 

greater disadvantage wben it cornes to undetstanding and wmpetentiy participahg m the 

legal process (Scott and Grisso 1997, Abramovitch, Higgins-Bk and Biss 1993, 

Peterson-Badaii a d  Koegl 1999). Thus, it ïs surprising to see tbat court decisions do mt 

Vary based upon age group. Fiirthemiore, it is disconcerthg to note that the advmarial 

process for youth m courts is Wed. This study showed tbaî concrete case planning by 

defense counsel m sentencing cases was a rarity. In addition, the decision to d d  at baü 

hearings was predomhantly a fimction of the decision made by the Cmwn Attorney. Not 

ody does this crime control atmospbere put aii young offenders at a dkadVaLlfage, but 



given the greater lack of m&mtad@ anmng younger youîh, the protection of their due 

process rights are fMba compromised 

Developmentai research aIso sbows tbat cüîEmws exkt among adolescents m 

tenns of rational choice and reasoning sLiUs. Yomger adolescents engage m simpier 

decision-making processes. They are les capable of imqhïngg risky consequences, and 

only consider a limiteci range of consequences during bypothetical problem soiving 

situations (Scott and Grisso 1997). Given these d i f f m s ,  it is also q r i s i n g  to fhd 

that when references to priacipies of sentence were d e  in court m this study, the 

most predominant was the principle of deterrence. The presumption tbat youth rationally 

choose to commit offeaces is not nipported by the available evidence @oob, Mariaos 

and vanna 1995). 

"Re-estabüsbing" youth as a concept: 

To some extent the nndings reportai here are wt surprishg smCe the YOA 

resembles the ad& justice mode1 in many respects. However, tbe recenîly proposed 

replacement to the YOA, Bill C-3 (1999), the Youth Criminal J&ce Act may repreçent 

an attempt at 're-estabhshg' the category of youth as more differentiaîed h m  the ad& 

justice mode1 than is the case with the YOA. The YCrA puts fornard special procedures 

for youth in conflict with the law thai do not exkt for ad&. For exampk, at various 

stages m the justice process, the YCIA supports the use of exûajudicial masures. At the 

initial stage of the pn>cess, poke ofncm are encourageci to mfer youth to comrnunity- 

based programs, use cautions, or taLe no measmes at ail wbere appropriate- There are 

also expikit provisions at other stages in the process. For pretrial deteution hearings, a 



judge must ïnquire into the avaitability of a responsiMe person, whrh presumabiy wiii 

lead to the greater use of this provision In addition, detention can on& be used in cases 

where the offence would, upon conviction, warrant a committal to custody. in 

sentencing, there are specinc principies a d  fktors to be considerd m sentencing youths. 

There are also expiicit restrictions on the use of custody, reseNmg its use for violent 

offenders or those that have previousiy Wed to compiy with mn-custdial sentences. 

The Y U A  appears to be more explicit in creatmg leniency or special treatrmnt for 

youths as opposed to aduhs which stands in stark contrast to the s e M e  incapacitation 

rationaie king used m sentencing in the state of Virginia In Virginia, y o u W  ~ahis 

has becom an aggravaîing nrtor at sentenchg for drug offnres, huc l  and larFcny. 

The younger the ofkder, the more points there are against him and the more Wreiy he 

wili be placed m custody (Toriry 1999). 

While the newiy proposed YCIA appears to carve out a more distinct space for 

youth m conflict with the hw, there are still some sigdhnt challenges to 're- 

establishing youîh'. Fnst, the present study reveals that erasting legislative provisions are 

not necessariiy utilized in court decisions. This an- has revealed that there was iittle 

use made of the specific provisions of the YOA in court hearings. While this may be a 

fhction of the general s h d a r i h  between the YOA and the aduh justice model, h still 

suggests that changes m iegishtion rnay wt enter the realrn of youth court decision- 

making and that thne is very Mie of '=hg youth' taking place m court hearings. 

Consequentïaiiy, the likelihood that new legisiaîion will fmdamentally aiter decision- 

making practies is evidedy problematic. 



Second, there is dl the persistent issue of ambivaleace sunoMding the treatment 

of youth. For example, the category of 'yoidh' appears to be even more homogenized 

under the Y U A .  As recedy as 1994, BU C-37 specifjed differences among youth in 

terms of transfer, where sixteen and seventeen year old offenders would be presumptively 

transferrd for serious violent offences, but the g e d  age at which transfer was 

applicable was foiirteen Only six years later, the Y U A  proposes to bwer the age of 

presu~llptive transfer to inchde fourteen and fXeen year oM youths. Now, only twelve 

and thirteen year olds are expiicitiy distmguished . . 
h m  the rest of youth m the proposed 

legislation So while there appears to be a move to re-estabkh youth as a concept m the 

form of special procedures apert h m  duits, there does mt appar to be a movement to 

establish differences among youth 

Therefore, the Yovrh Criminul Justice Act may end up c .  out a space for 

youth which is either broad or deep. A deepening of the space may accommodate the 

wîde range of devebprmmtai â i f k e m s  that this six-year stage of development 

encompasses. The greater use of extra-judicial meanms and speciai procedures which 

are distinct fiom the duit  mode1 may dow for more mmhgfid responses, thus 

distinguishing among yomg people CO- before the law. The more distresshg view is 

that this space may be broadened, and the categories of 'youth' collapsed even fiathet as 

can be seen with the proposal to lower presumptive transfer to the age of fourteen. 

AddÏtionaily, ifthe lack of consideration for youth-centred priocipks continues to exkt 

under the new legislstion, ths laay resuh m casting the net even d e r .  For example, as 

this research bas shown, whn judges did take occount of yoldhful status, it appearrd to 

be in relation to the use of 'bormdary conditions' or 'cinfew' orders for younger youth 



Thus, whik trying to account for youtbfirl statu% the tools that judges use to do this may 

result m a widening of  tbe net of control and the potential for greater coercion of yomger 

youths. Thus, the courts may continue to decide cases mvolving very young adolescents 

m a maxmer which resembies the ad& criminal model, and in accoimting for 'youth' the 

resuit may be mcreased social controL 

Conclusion 

This sîudy provides a first step in understanding how decisions about youth m 

confiïct with the iaw are a&cted by notions of age and matririty. But, in view of the k t  

that the court observation data were coliected oniy m Toronto, additional research on 

decision-making m courts in other locations would be hi@@ usehi. It may be possi'ble 

that signiscant relatiomhips exist between age and court outcornes m smaller 

communïties, where court practitioners may bave a greater lmowledge of the background 

of particular youths. It would also be vahiable to understand the -ors that reke to 

court decisions made for aduh and how these compare to the h c h g s  reported for youth 

in this study. 

What we can take h m  this study is a greater undeistanding of the constnrction of  

youth in conflict wÏth the law. If we are c o w m d  wïth carving out a space for young 

offenders, this space mut  be able to accommodate the developmental Merences of this 

population. Furthemiore, the specinc provishm of the kgislation n d  to be reflected m 

courtroom decisions. The proposeci Y o d  Crimina2 Jm*ce Act may prode the means to 

improve our response to al1 youth who corn m coaflict with the law. Future meairh 

WU teil us ifwe are siiccessnil m dohg 00. 
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Abstract 

On the discrete logarithm problem in finite fields and on elliptic curves 

T heodoulos Garefalakis 

Doctor of Philosophy 

Graduate Department of Cornputer Science 

University of Toronto 

2000 

The discrete logari t hm problem has been the basis of numerous cryptographie schemes. 

T h e  security of those cryptosysterns is based on the presumed intractability of the discrete 

logarithm probIem in some group. The subject of this thesis is the discrete logarithm 

problem in the multiplicative group of finite fields and in the group of points of elliptic 

curves over fini te fields. 

The  rnost successful algorithm for computing discrete Iogarithms in finite fields is the 

index calculus method. A significant parameter of the method is the factor base, which 

has invariably been chosen to contain al1 irreducibk elements up to some size. Until now. 

t h is  choice had not been questioned. We attempt a rigorous study of the behavior of the 

algorithm in the  case that a different factor base is used. This leads us to generalize the 

notion of smoot hness, and prove densi ty t heorems for t hose generalized smoot h polyno- 

mials anaIogous to the existing once for smooth polynomials. Subsequently, we use them 

to analyze the index calculus method? t hat operates with a non-smooth factor base. The 

analysis shows that the more general version of the method has the same asymptotic 

running time. as the tradi tional version. 

For the discrete logarithm problem on elliptic curves, our goal is to obtain a polyno- 

mial tirne reduction to the discrete logarithm problem in finite fields. A complete such 

reduction has been given by Frey and Rück. Our reduction is a generalization of that of 

Menezcs? Okamoto, and Vanstone. FVe present a generalization of the Weil pairing, that 

is pararneterized by an isogeny S>. Then we specialize the isogeny to 1 - 6, where 4 is 



the Frobenius endomorphisrn, and use it to construct an  isomorphism between the group 

of points of interest and a suitable group of roots of unity. For an elliptic curve E l K .  

and a point P in E ( $ )  of prime order r ,  our construction works for r (q  - 1. Finally. we 

present an efficient algorithm for evaluating the pairing, which makes the isomorphism 

efficiently cornputable. Our contribution is a new, conceptually simpler construction. 

that is equivalent to the one by Frey and Rück. The Frobenius endomorphism has been 

used in the p s t  to speed up the arithmetic on elliptic curves, as well as to speed up 

Pollard's p method for computing discrete logarithms. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 The discrete logarithm problem 

Cr)-ptography, the art  of sec.ret d t i n g ,  has grown into a field of research by its own. 

Its methods and definitions are precise and exist within the framework of complexity 

theory, a welI established field in the intersection of computer science and mathematics. 

Thus the development of cryptographic primitives is a process based on mathematical 

problems. and the "security" of those primitives is directly related to the properties of 

t h e  underlying problems. 

An obvious requirement of a good cryptographic system is that messages should 

be  e a s -  to encrypt and decrypt for legitimate users, and at least decryption should 

he  hard for everyone else. Number theory has turned out to  be an excellent source 

of computational problems that have both easy and apparently hard aspects. and can 

he used as the  basis for several cryptosystems. Examples of such problems are integer 

factorization. the discrete logarithm problem in several groups, and lattice basis reduction 

problems. 

This t hesis is concerned wit h some computat ional aspects of the Discrete L o g a d h m  

Problem (DLP).  The Discrete Logarithm Problem has been the basis of several crypto- 

graphie schemes since 1976, when Diffie and Hellman in their seminal paper [l'il pro- 

posed the first public-key cryptographic protocol for key exchange. Their construction 

[vas based on the assumption that a certain problem, now known as the Difie-Hellman 

problem ( D H ) ,  is computationally intractable. Since then, the ideas of Diffie and Hell- 

nian have been extended in many directions, and several cryptographic schemes have 

been developed, that solve different problems and enjoy different algebraic properties. 

However different, alI those cryptosystems base their security on the difficulty of Diffie- 



Hellman problem for some group G. In the following definition, we write the group G 
multiplicatively. 

Definition 1.1.1 (Diffie-Hellman Problem) Given a finite abelian group G ,  an ele- 

ment g E G. ga and gb,  for some a, 6 E (1. ...: # ( g ) } ,  cornpute ifb. 

It is clear that the DH problem can be easily solved, if one can compute a? given g and 

ga. This is the DLP for the  group G. 

Defini t ion 1.1.2 (Discrete Logarithm Problem) Giuen a finite abelian group G .  an 

element g E G and y E ( g )  compute the smallest positice integer .t! svch that y = CJ'. The 

integer C is called the discrete logarithm o/y to the base g and is denoted by log, y .  

In cryptography. one is interested in the average case complexity of the above problems. 

By that we mean that the integers a and b in the DH problem and the element y in the 

D LP are chosen uniformly a t  random (in the corresponding domains). For the DLP, the 

worst case complexity is the same as the average case complexity: given any y E (g). one 

can choose s f {l,. . . , #(g)) uniformly a t  random. and compute ygs. Thus the worst 

case is reduced to  the average case. 

The  DH problem is trivially reduced to  the DLP in the same group. The  original DH 
assurnption asserts that the DH problem is intractable for the multiplicative group of 

the integers modulo a large prime. Until today. the original DH assumption remains an 

open problem. Surprisingly, the only method known to solve the DH problem is in fact 

to  solve the  DLP first. Little progress has been made on the DH problem. Most results 

are contained in [40. 411, where some connections to the DLP are proven. 

O n  the  other hand, significant progress has been made on the DLP. Before discussing 

t h e  progress on the DLP, the following observation is in order. The  DLP as defined 

is really a problem in cyclic groups ( that  are necessarily abelian). -411 cyclic groups of 

given order, sa- R .  are isomorphic to  the additive group Z/n& where the DLP is trivial. 

Howcver, as rve already mentioned, the DLP in (Z/pZ)' remains intractable. The reason 

is that n o  efficient algorithm is known to  compute the isomorphism to  the additive group. 

This indicates that the difficulty is not group theoretic - group theoretically there is 

one cyclic group. It  is rather the way that the elements of the group are represented that 

makes the problem easy or hard. In view of this remark, we rnove on to  discuss three 

situations: rvhen no information is given about the group (other than its order), when it 

is the multiplicative group of a finite field, and when it is the  (additive) group of points 

on an elliptic curve over a finite field. 



1.2 Generic algorithms 

We start  our cxposition with a review of the basic results regarding generic algon'thms. 

T hey are algorit hms for the DLP that  d o  not exploit any special properties of the group 

at hand. other than that  each group element is encoded by a unique binary string. One  

can imagine that  such an  algorithm has access t o  the  group only through a black box. that  

performs the  basic group operation: inversion, and  identity test. For a forma1 definition 

of generic algorithms, the reader is referred t o  t he  paper by Shoup [63]. 
The  first non-trivial generic algorithm for computing discrete logarithms and related 

problems' the Baby Step Giant Step method, was given by Shanks in [62] .  The  basic 

idea is as follows. We are given g E G and y E (g), and we want t o  compute the integer 

z E {O. .... n - 1) that  satisfies y = go where n = #(g). Let m = and write 

x = im + j: with O 4 j < m. Such integers i, j always exist by long division. Then we 

also have O < i < m, since otherwise we would have x > n. Now we have 

We first compute gim = for i = O,..., rn - 1 ( the  giant steps) and store them in a 

sorted array. Then we start  computing the values g-jy, j = 0, .... m - 1 (baby steps) one 

by one and compare them with the stored values. When a match is found we are done. 

The  algorithm takes t ime O((logn)'Jn), where t he  (logn)' factor comes from sorting 

and searching the array. 

The  next significant advance appeared in [Fil], where Pohlig and Hellman described 

a method that  solves the  DLP in (g) in t ime 0( (10gp)~JP) ,  where p is the largest prime 

divisor of t h e  order n of g. The idea is to compute the discrete logarithm x modulo the  

prime poivers that  divide n and then combine t he  results using the Chinese Remainder 

Theorem. The  main contribution of this algorithm is that  it made clear that  the difficulty 

of computing discrete logarithms in a group G comes entirely from the subgroups of G 
of prime order. Consequently, if the group order n has only small prime factors, then the  

problem is easy (even though n itself is large). For that  reason precisely, we will consider 

in Chapter 6 only subgroups of prime order. 

The algorithms of Shanks and Pohlig and Hellman improve significantly upon the  

trivial brute-force search, but they remain of exponential t ime complexity in the input 

size (which is O(1ogn)). One might expect tha t  further research would yield better  

algorit hms. However. this turned out not t o  be the  case. In [63], Shoup proved (among 

ot her things) that  O(&) is lower bound for the  t ime cornplexity of any  generic algorithm. 

Here p is again the largest prime divisor of t he  group order n. Shoup's lower bound 

matches the  known upper bounds, if we disregard the  log factors. 



Shoup's results suggest that the only way to obtain improved algorithms for the 

discrete logarithm problem is to consider specific groups and make essential use of the 

encoding of the group elements; that is, one has to take advantage of the properties of 

the specific group at hand. In the following two sections, we review the main results 

regarding two groups that are widely used for cryptographic purposes. 

1.3 The discrete logarithm problem in finite fields 

The first group to be proposed for cryptographic purposes was the group of nonzero 

integers modulo a prime p. This is precisely the muitiplicative group of the finite field Fp 
of p elements. Subsequently, the multiplicative group of extension fields was used; that 

is the multiplicative group of fields 4, with q = pk for p prime and k 2 1. From al1 those 

fields, the prime fields Fp and the finite fields of characteristic 2. IFp, have a prominent 

place, mainly due to reasons of implementation. Discrete logarithms in finite fields form 

the  basis of several cryptographic schemes, including the Digital Signature Standard. It 

is therefore important to understand the complexity of the problem, in order to gain 

confidence on the security of the cryptosystems. Unlike the generic algorithms, however, 

no lower bounds are known for this case. So it becomes important to study the problem 

and benchmark how hard it is at the present. 

By far the most successful method for computing discrete logarithms in finite fields 

is the index caIculus method. The approach first appeared in the 1 9 2 0 ' ~ ~  in the worh 

of Iiraitchik [34], and was rediscovered in the 1970's by Adleman [-1, Merkle [41], and 

Pollard [52]. For a general description of the method, let l& be a finite field: g E % a 

generator of the multiplicative group y y and S a set of elements of q. We cal1 S the 

factor base. Suppose y is the element whose discrcte logarithm we want to compute. The 

algorithm works in two stages: in the first stage we collect identities of the form 

Each such identity gives a linear congruence 

uES 

Once we have gat hered enough congruences and the linear system h a  full rank, we solve 

it to obtain the logarithms of the elements in S. In the second stage, we try to construct 

a relation of the form 



nrhich implies 

~ e , l o g , ( v ) - s r l o g , ( y )  ( m o d q - 1 ) ,  
YES 

and the  desired logarit h m  can be computed. 

Since the 1970's. several variants of the index calculus have appeared in the literature. 

The goal in every cvork was either t o  describe a version of the  method that  is rigorously 

analyzable. or to produce a method that works ive11 in practice a t  the cost of not being 

provable. In the next two sections, we review sorne of those variants. 

1.3.1 Rigorous subexponential algorit hms 

The only rigorous subexponent ial algorit hms known have t ime complexity of t h e  form 

wtiere q is the number of elements in the field? and c >_ 1 is a constant. I t  is convenient 

to  use the following notation for the running time of index calculus-type methods 

Lp2 (s; C )  = exp ( ( c  + o(1) )(log q)s(log log q )  '-') . 

For field Fq ' with q = pn for p fixed and n + cm the running time of the algorit hm 

depends on the probability that  a monic polynomial of degree n has only irreducible 

factors of degree 9 m for some suitable m. Odlyzko [4$] was the first to  estimate this 

probability for p = 2 .  The running time of the algorithm then follows and is L , ( 1 / 2 ;  fi). 
Lovorn [ 3 i ] .  and Lovorn Bender and Pomerance [3S] extended the arguments, and us- 

ing also results of Soundararajan proved that the  algorithm has expected running time 

L,(l/.î: fi) as long as p 5 no(') and q -t oo. Garefalakis and Panario [23] generalized 

the  results of Odlyzko [38] and Lovorn [3?]: and used them in [%5] to  prove that  the 

running time of a more general version of the index-calculus has time complexity of the 

exact same form. These results are presented in Chapters 3 and 1 of this thesis. 

For prime fields IFp and quadratic extensions Fp2 subexponential algorithms are also 

linonm. For the first case, Pomerance 1531 showed that  the basic method works in time 

L, ( l /Z ;  fi) for p -+ m. For the second case, Lovorn [37] modified the approach of 

ElGamal [lS] to  obtain a variant that she was able t o  analyze. The running t ime of her 

met hod is Lp2(1 /2;  3/2),  for p + m. 

1.3.2 Heuristic subexponential algorithms 

The algorithms discussed in the  previous section have been modified and extended in 

sevcral ways over the past few years. What is gained is a broader range of fields for 



which they apply. and significantly improved running times. What is lost is the rigorous 

analysis. 

The first algorithm that is conjectured to run in subexponential time for any finite 

field mas presented by Adleman and DeMarrais [Il. The conjectured running time is 

L, (1 /2 :  c ) .  for q + a. The constant c depends on the field, and is at  most 2. The 

lieuristic anaiysis depends on the Generalized Riemann Hypothesis (GRH) as well as 

other unproven hypotheses concerning smooth elements in rings of integers of number 

fields. 

Perhaps the most dramatic development has been the invention of variants of the 

index calculus that are conjectured to run in time Lq(1 /3 ;  c ) .  This development started 

wi th  the -1Vaterloo algorithm" presented by Blake et-al. in [ i l .  While their algorithm is 

not quite as fast. their idea of substituting the factorization of one polynomial of degree 

approximately n by two polynomials of smaHer degree inspired Coppersmit h to develop 

his method. The Toppersmith method" [13] works for fields of characteristic 2. and was 

the first to have (heuristic) running time of the form L , ( 1 / 3 ;  1 .33.  . .). 
The generalization of the ideas of Coppersmith led to the development of the Function 

Ficid Sieve (FFS) by Adleman [ 3 ] .  and Adleman and Huang [JI. The FFS is designed 

to work for extension fields of relatively small characteristic. For Fq, with q = pn and 

n 2 (10gp)~ heuristic arguments suggest a running tirne of the form L,(1/3; (61/9) '13) .  

For prime fields and small field extensions - i-e., when the extension degree is small 

compared to the characteristic of the field - the FFS performs poorly. The aigorithm 

of choice in this case is the Arumber Field Sieve (NFS). In this case. the moti~ation 

came from the development of a n  algorithm for integer factorization, the number field 

sieve factoring algorithm. Gordon [27] realized that the NFS factoring algorithm could 

be modified to compute discrete logarithms in $. Since then, several researchers have 

further developed the method, and made it to work in conjectured tirne L , ( 1 / 3 ;  (64/9) '13)  

for fields IFq with q = pn and n < (logp)'12 (see [55, 56, 571). We should mention, that 

although the NFS is a very recent method, a special case was described by Coppersmith, 

Odlyzko. and Schroeppel in [Id] a decade earlier. 

1.4 The discrete logarithm problem on elliptic curves 

The developments outlined in the previous sections motivated mathematicians to look for 

alternative groups, where no subexponential time algorithms for the discrete logarithm 

problem are known. The most exciting such proposa1 involved the group of points of 

elli ptic curves over fini te fields [33,45]. No general purpose subexponential time algorit hm 



- i.e.. an algorithm that  works for every elliptic curve E over any finite field 5 - for 

the discrete logarithm problem on elliptic curves (ECDLP) is currently known. In fact, 

many believe that  no such method exists, as the index calculus does no t  seem t o  apply 

[6.5]. For t hat reason. the  elliptic curve analogs t o  the  "traditional" cryptosystems based 

on the D L P  in finite fields, offer the same level of security with considerably smaller 

keys. This led to  the development of elliptic curve cryptosystems for commercial use 

for applications including mobile telecommunications, data encryption tools. security 

protocoIs for electronic commerce. digital signature generation by smar t  cards, and many 

others [ I l ] .  

We postpone the  forma1 definition of elliptic curves and the group law until Chapter 5.  

For this discussion, it is enough to think of a n  elliptic curve given by t h e  equation 

where the cubic on the right has three distinct mots over F,, as the set of points ( r .  y) E 

Fq x IF, that satisfy Equation (1-1), together with a special point O. The set 

equipped with a point addition law, forms a group with O serving as t h e  identity. It can 

by proved that  # E(l& ) = q + 1 - a, ,  with la,[ 5 a. Thus the size of t h e  group is close 

to  that of the  underlying finite field, but is not, in general. the same. Traditionally, the 

group of points of an elliptic curve is written additively. Then. the discrete logarithm 

problem is formulated as follows. Given an  elliptic curve E defined over 5, a point 

P E E ( 4 )  of order r and a point Q E (P), find the  least positive integer e such that 

Q = t . P .  

.AS it is the case with traditional discrete Iogarithm based cryptosystems, no proofs of 

security are known for their elliptic curve analogs; that  is no proofs of the  intractability 

of the unclerlying problem is known. However, the  ECDLP appears t o  be trickier than 

its finite field analog. The  reason is that its difficulty depends not only o n  the  finite field, 

but  also on  the defining equation. When the  order q + 1 - a ,  of the group is divisible 

onIy by small primes, then the problem is of course easy, as the Pohlig-Hellman met hod 

applies. In the next paragraphs we describe some of the successful attacks t o  the ECDLP. 
They al1 work in special cases, but they are interesting both theoretically and practically. 

From a theoretical point of view, they exploit deep mathematical properties of elliptic 

curves and reveal connections between the ECDLP and the DLP in finite fields. From a 

practical point of view, these attacks indicate what classes of curves a r e  t o  be  avoided in 

pract ical systems. 



Historically. the first subexponential algorit hm was discovered by Menezes. Okamoto. 

and Vanstone [42]. They used the  Weil pairing to  reduce the  discrete logarithm problem 

on E(F,) to the discrete logarithm problem in the multiplicative group of Fqi .  The 

degree 1 of the extension is in general very large (on the order of q), but Menezes et.al. 

showed that  for the class of supersingular curves I is at  most 6 .  Supersingular curves 

can be identified by the simple condition pla,. In the case that  q is a prime greater 

than or equal to 5, then this is equivalent to a, = O. This reduction combined rvith a 

subexponential algorithm for the  DLP in i F q i  yields the desired algorithm for E ( 5 ) .  
Later? Frey and Rück [%O] and Frey? Müller, and Rück [19] presented a different 

algorithm based on the Tate-Lichtenbaum pairing. The method reduces the ECDLP in 

E ( 4  ',) to  the DLP in Fq and works for curves with a,  2 rnodulo the order of the base 

point (say r = # ( P ) ) .  This condition is equivalent to  rlq - 1, and is clearly necessary. 

By the theorem of Frey et.al. it is also sufficient. We note t hat this method can be 

generalized to work in the case rlql - 1, in which case the reduction is from E(Fq) to Fql. 
although this was not proved in [19]. 

Finally. there is a third, perhaps more surprising result, which asserts that for anoma- 

lous curves- i.e.? curves with a ,  = l?  the discrete logarithm problem can be solved in 

polynomial tirne. The result was discovered independently by Smart [66]: Semaev [59], 

and Satoh and Araki [Ml. In this case an  efficiently computable homomorphism is con- 

structed between E ( % )  and the additive group of &. The ECDLP is thus reduced to  the 

D L P  in the additive group of q1 where it is trivial to  compute. 

-4s the work of this thesis is related to the reductions of Menezes et-al. [42] and of 

Frey et-al. [19], we will give further details on them in Chapter 6. For further details on 

-'anornaIous attack' as well as other subjects related to the mat hematics and implemen- 

tation of elliptic curve cryptosystems we refer to  the book by Blake, Seroussi, and Smart 

Pl. 

1.5 Overview of the thesis 

This thesis focuses on the discrete logarithm problem in finite fields, and on the group of 

points of elliptic curves over finite fields. Our goal in both cases? is to  present algorithms 

that work provabIy in subexponential tirne. 

The thesis is logically divided into two main parts. The  first part - Chapters 2, 3, 

and 4 - deals wit h the discrete logarithm problem in finite fields. Our goal is the analysis 

of an algorithm for the DLP in 4, rvhich is presented in Chapter 4. The second part 

- Chapters 5 and 6 - focuses on the discrete Iogarithm problem on elliptic curves over 



finite fields. The contribution in this part is a polynomial time reduction of the ECDLP 
on certain elliptic curves to the DLP in fini te fields, which is established in Chapter 6. 

CVe now summarize the contents and the results. 

In Chapter we give the mathematical background needed for the next two chapters. 

CVe review some basic facts about finite fields and t heir arithmetic. Al1 the results and the 

algorit hms stated t here are well known. A standard reference in the literature is the book 

by Lidl and Xiederreiter [36]. We also give a brief introduction to the complex-analytic 

techniques that are used in later chapters for the analysis of our algorithm. They involve 

power series and the asymptotic estimate of their coefficients using the Cauchy formula 

and the saddle-point method, a standard technique for estimating the resulting integrals. 

In Chapter :3. we prove some density theorems t hat are immediately applicable to the 

analysis of the algorithm of Chapter 4. We estimate the number of monic polynomials of 

degree n over a finite field $ that have only irreducible factors of degrees in a prescribed 

interval ( m 2 _  ml] .  Let !Vq(n, ml ,  rn2)  be this number. If ml is a fixed constant. then 

the problem is of little interest for us, and can be solved using singularity analysis (see 

[dg]). We deal with the case that ml tends to infinity as a function of n. For mz, we 

have two possibilities. If m2 is a fixed constant and Jn logn  < ml < n,  we obtain (in 

Theorem 3.3.1) a generalization of the theorems of Odlyzko [48] and Lovorn [37]. Fur- 

t hermore, our estimate is in terms of the well known Dickman function, which establishes 

the interesting fact that the same function that governs the behavior of smooth integers 

and smoot h polynomials also cont rols the behavior of a more general class of polynomials. 

In order to increase the  range of ml ,  we weaken the result, to obtain in Theorem 3.3.2 an 

analog to the t heorem of Confield, Erdos and Pomerance [IO]. Xext, we study the case 

that m2 also tends to infinity as a function of n. In Theorem 3.4.3, we obtain asymptotic 

formulas for iV,(n, mi .  m2) as f i l o g  n < ml < n, and again a weaker result for a much 

grcater range for m I .  The rveak results are precisely those needed for the analysis of the 

algorithm. and are of the form 

for logn <<ml < n,  and O 5 m2 5 cm, for any constant c < 1. 

In Chapter 4? ive present a generalized version of the index calculus rnethod. Our 
intention is to investigate how the algorithm performs under different factor bases. The 

factor base is one of the most significant parameters of the method, and yet it has been 

taken as a fact, that the only good choice is the smooth factor base - i.e., the one t hat 

contains al1 irreducibles of degree up to some bound. This assumption has neither been 

proven nor challenged until now. We use the density theorems of Chapter 3, to analyze 



a version of the index calculus t ha t  uses a non-smooth factor base, and  conclude that 

theoretically it performs exactly t he  same as the version with t he  smooth factor base. 

Tlius. the  smooth factor base seems t o  offer no advantage. In practice, the  choice of the  

factor base does make a difference. Some experiments that  are  reported at the end of the  

chapter indicate that the  aigorithm runs faster if the  smooth factor base is used. Still. 

a non-srnooth factor base might be  the  one of choice. if the  space is a limited resource: 

the  waj- to  reduce the space requirements is to  use a non-smooth factor base. 

Chapter  -5 presents an  introduction to  elliptic curves over finite fields. We define 

elliptic curves and s ta te  the  main concepts such as the function field, the  divisor group, 

the  divisor class group. and the  group law for an arbitrary base field 1;. Then, we 

focus on the  case K = P,, and discuss some special properties t ha t  arise in this case. 

Our  intention is to give a concrete presentation of the  notions tha t  are  relevant t o  the  

arithmetic of elliptic curves, which d l  be used throughout Chapter  6. 

Chapter  6 contains our main results on  the discrete logarithm problem on elliptic 

curves. We start by reviewing t h e  reduction of Menezes, Okamoto, and Vanstone [42] 

(LIOV). that  is based on the  Weil pairing, and works for the  class of supersingular curves. 

and discuss its limitations. Then, we briefly describe the  reduction of Frey, Müller, and 

Riick [19] (FR). This reduction draws on a deeper mathematical result, namely the Tate- 

Lichtenbaum pairing. Our  results a re  based on a generalization of the  Weil pairing as 

it appears in [61. p. 1071. I t  can. therefore? be viewed as a generalization of the MOV 
reduction. The generalization yields a pairing that is the  inverse of t h e  Tate-Lichtenbaum 

pairing. and therefore works for exactly the  sarne cases that  t he  FR reduction does. while 

being conceptually simpler. 

Let P E E ( 5 )  be a point of prime order r ,  and Q E (P). Typically, the point P is 

cliosen so that  r is close t o  the  order of E ( & )  itself. In Section 6.3, we construct the 

generalized Weil pairing, and prove sorne properties that  are  crucial later. In Section 6.4, 

we focus on curves with a, = 2.  and  we choose the pararneters associated t o  the previous 

construction to  obtain an isornorphism 

\vhere p, is the group of r-th roots of unity in 5. In Section 6.4.3, we give a polynomial 

t ime algorit hm for cornputing the  pairing. We conclude the  chapter  with a generalization 

of our approach that makes it work under the weaker condition rlq - 1. This condition 

is clearly necessary for any isornorphism from (P) to  a subgroup of q. Our  construction 

shows it is also sufficient. T h e  proof for the efficiency of our algorithm (for computing 

the pairing) is given in the  appendix. 



Finally. in Chapter 7: ive discuss some directions for further research. They include 

possible furt her at tacks on the elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem, as well as prob- 

lems related to the DLP in groups not considered in this thesis. such as the ideal class 

group of number fields. 





Chapter 2 

Preliminary topics 

In  this chapter. we present the algebraic and  analytic background that  is needed for the 

first part of the thesis. The  algebraic part focuses on the notions of groups. ring, and 

fields. and in particular finite fields, since this is the  algebraic setting where everything 

takes place. In the analytic part, we present a counting technique and discuss the  tools 

that  are used. They include convergent power series? the Cauchy coefficient formula, and 

the saddle-point met hod for estimating integrals. 

2.1 Algebraic preliminaries 

The basic algebraic structure relevant to  t he  discrete logarithm problem is that  of a 

group. .A subset of a group G that is also a group is called a subgroup of G.  Here are 

some examples of groups. 

Examples. The integers with the usual addition form a group. The identity is 0,  and 

the inverse of n E Z is -n E Z. 

An exampIc of a finite group is the set of non-zero integers moduio a prime p. The 

identi ty is 1. and the inverse of a E (ZlpZ) '  is Q P - ~  by Fermat's little theorem. O 

-4 group G is called cyclic if there is an  element g E G: such that al1 the  elements of 

G are of the form gn for some n E Z. In this case, g is called a generator  of G, and the 

group it generates is denoted by (g). 

We focus now on finite groups. The number of elements of the group, #G, is called 

t h e  order  of G. Then it follows that for every element a E G there exists a non-negative 

integer n such that an = 1. The Ieast such integer n is called the order  of a .  We note that 

the order of a is equal to  the order of the subgroup (a) that a generates. A fundamental 
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result about finite groups is Lagrange's t heorem. 

Theorem 2.1.1 1/ H is a subgroup of a f i i t e  group C. then # H  diuides #G. Further- 

more.  gn = #G. then for e u e r y  element a E G ,  an = 1. 

An operation that is often performed when working with finite groups is exponenti- 

ation of elements. Let a E G, and  k 2 1. bVe want t o  compute a'. Lagrange's theorem 

iniplies that  a' = a' mOdn so we may assume that  k 5 n. T h e  idea is to  use repeated 

q u a r i n g  to  compute a? a2,.  

powers t o  obtain the result. 

nirmber k written in base 2. 

. . azd for d = [log, L] and  t hen multiply the appropriate 

More concretely. let t = eo + el 2 + ez22 + - - - + edzd be the  

Then 

We compute the powers a2" i = O, ..., d, by repeated squaring, which takes O(d)  = 

O(log k) operations in G. Then we multiply the  powers that  correspond t o  the  bits of 

the  binary representation of L tha t  are  equal t o  1. This takes at most another O(1og I r )  
operations in G. Tlius in total, any power a' can be computed using O(log n )  operations 

in G', where n = #G'. 
The  next algebraic structure t ha t  we consider is the  ring. Examples of commutative 

rings are the  set of integers together with the usual addition and multiplication. and  the  

set of integers modulo an  integer m. Z/mZ. 
Let R be a commutative ring with muItiplicative identity, and denote by R' the set 

R - {O}. If it happens that  (R' ,  -) is also a group, then R is said to  be a field. Thus, 

a field is a commutative ring, where every non-zero element has a multiplicative inverse. 

Common examples of fields are Z, Q, R, and @. They are  al1 infinite fields. 

An example of a field with finitely many elements is i& = Z/pZ, with p a prime. In 

fact. for every prime p, Z / p Z  is a finite field. It  can b e  proved that  if p is a prime, and 

1 5 n E Z. then there exists a unique, up to isomorphism, finite field with pn elements. It 

is denoted by F+. CVe stress tha t  Fpn is not Z/pnZ for n > 1, as the  latter is not a field. 

Furthermore, these are al1 the  finite fields. The  number p is called the characteristic of 

Fp. . 

2.1.1 Finite fields 

We review noow some basic facts about  finite fields. For a thorough treatment of finite 

fields and their applications, we point t o  the book by Lidl and Niederreiter [36]. For the  



remainder of the section: q will denote a prime power. Let % be a finite field. Then y 
is by definition a multiplicative group. In fact it is a cyclic group of order q - 1. Thus. 

every element a E is of the form gn for some generator g and a non-negative integer 

n.  

Prime finite fields- i.e., fields of the form 5 with p prime, are isomorphic to Z / p Z 1  

so ive have a representation for doing arithmetic. We develop now a representation for 

extension fields: i.e., fields with pn elements: n 2 2, that will allow us to do arithmetic 

in those fields as well, 

ive consider the polynomial ring l$ [XI. There exist irreducible polynomials in 5 [.Y] 
of any given degree n. Furt hermore, it is a unique factorization domain - that is. every 

polynomial in 5 [ICI can be written as the product of irreducible polynomials in essentially 

one n-ay. If f E $[-Y] is an irreducible polynomial of degree n? then ( f )  is a maximal 

ideal of &[-Y], and therefore? iL$ [XI/( f )  is a field. It is not hard to see that it contains 

pn elements. It is therefore an isomorphic copy of Fpn. We will use the isomorphism 

for q = pn throughout this thesis. The elements of 6 are represented by polynomials of 

degree at most n - I : and the arithmetic is done modulo the irreducible f .  The following 

well-known estimate for the number of monic irreducible polynomials over 4 of given 

degree will be useful. 

Theorem 2.1.2 Let $ be a finite j e l d  with q e lements .  The nurnber 1, of rnonic irre- 

ducible polynomials ouer Il$ of degree n satzsf ies  

In addition to the above isomorphism, the index calculus method - which we study 

in Chapter 3 - uses a subroutine for factoring polynomials over Fp. The problem of 

polynomial factorization has been studied since Gauss. As far as deterministic algorithms 

arc concerned. the problem seems to be hard, since no polynomial time algorithms are 

known. We do, however, know randomized algorit hms that factor a polynomial of degree 

n over $ in using a nurnber of operations in $ which is polynomial in n and Iogp.  For 

results on factorization of polynomials over finite fields we refer to  [19], and to [26] for 

an extensive survey on the  subject. Finally, for a thorough treatment of finite fields and 

their applications? we point to the book by Lidl and Niederreiter [36]. 



2 2 Analyt ic and combinatorial techniques 

The results needed for the analysis of our generalization of t he  index calculus involve 

est imates of the number !V,(n, ml, mz)  of monic polynomials over 8 of degree n,  with al1 

t heir irreducible factors having degree in the interval (m2,  ml]. T h e  counting techniques 

tha t  we use are analytic. In this section. ive review some of the  basic notions related t o  

t hose techniques. 

2.2.1 Generating functions 

In order to estimate Ni(n, mi, ml)?  rve first encode them as coefficients of formal power 

series. Let R be a commutative ring with  1. A forma1 power series is an expression of 

the form 
CK) 

rvith al1 coefficient an E R. Let f ( T )  = C a n T n  and g(T)  = C bnTn be two poiver series 

over RI We define their sum to be 

and their product 

Those operations make the set of forma1 power series over R a ring. Furthermore, we 

have the  following theorem about the units (invertible elements) in t his ring. 

Theorem 2.2 .1  il /ormal power series f ( T )  has an inverse if and only if it hus non-zero 

constant ferm. 

For esample, we see that t he  power series 1 + T + T 2  + T3  + . . . has a n  inverse, namely, 

1 - T. Indeed, one can verify that  

\iie can also compose power series, as we do with polynomials. Let f (T)  = a0 + 
n,  T + azT2 + . - .S .  be a power series and g(T) = bi T + b2T2 + --. be power series with zero 

constant term. Then, the composite / O g(T)  = f ( g ( T ) )  = a. + a l g  + a2g2 + - --- is well 

defined. 
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Let (an),,x be a sequence 

TOPICS 

of complex numbers. Then. the power series 

is called the  generating function of the sequence (an) ,Ex .  

ive proceed now: to demonstrate how to obtain the generating function for the num- 

bers :Vq(n. m l .  n2). It is the forma1 power series 

To avoid confusion. we adopt the foiiowing notation: The monic polynomials in %[XI 
are denoted by boldface letters, like f,g, etc. The letter p will always stand for a monic 

irreducible polynomial over 5. Then we cornpute 

On the other hand. we have 

The first equality is an identity of forma1 power series, and the second holds due to the 

unique factorization of polynomials over finite fields. If we group now the terms according 

to the degree, we get 

From Equations (2.1) and (2 .1)  we get 

where fk is the number of monic irreducible polynomials over i& of degree k. 



2.2.2 Convergent power series 

For the rest of the chapter. we focus on power series over @. The properties of forma1 

poLrer series are usually not enough t o  give estimates for the coefficients. In the case that 

a forma1 power series converges: it defines a function on C. and ive can use methods of 

complex analysis to study it. We start  wi th  the following basic theorem. 

Theorem 2.2.2 Let C a,rn be a power series. If it does not conuerge absolutely for al1 

z E @. then there ezists a number r such that the series converges absolutely for lzl < r 

and does not converge for l z l  > r .  The number r is called the radius of convergence of 

the  power series. 

Thus. inside the circle of convergence: power series define analytic functions (differen- 

tiable). Power series can be differentiated term by term in any region and integrated 

along any path that  lies entirely inside the circle of convergence. 

CVe consider now a function in one cornplex variable, f ( z ) ,  that  is analytic inside and 

o n  a simple closed curve C. Let a be any point inside C. Then Cauchy's formula gives 

the values of the derivatives f (")(a) as the integral along the closed curve C (traveled 

counter-clockwise). 

In our case, the generating function 

n=O mz<k<_ml 

Thus. Cauchy's formula, applied with a = O, states that  

n! P(z) 
dz. 

,Tl - 
Ive note now that  the n-th coefficient of P ( z ) ,  denoted by [rn] P(z). can be recovered as 

1 1 
iV,(n, ml ,  m2) = (zn] P ( z )  = - P(") (O) = dz. 

n! 

I t  turns out,  that it is more convenient to consider the  function 

If Arq (n m ) denotes the number of monic polynomials over 

ducible factors having degree a t  most rn, then clearly 

5 of degree n wi t h al1 irre- 



Furt hermore. it is known (see [68]) that  for 'Z(1og n)2  5 rn 5 n, 

T hus, the power series P ( r  / q )  converges absolutely for 

The Cauchy coefficient formula gives 

Our contour of integration C' will be roughly Ir1 = el/"~'~gn, which as we showed, is 

wit hin t h e  circle of convergence of P ( r / q ) .  We note that the proofs of Theorems 3.4.3 and 

3 . 4 3  lise analytic properties of P ( z / q ) ,  and therefore the condition '(log n ) 2  5 m l  5 n' 

tha t  we used t o  show that the contour C' lies inside the circle of convergence of the power 

series d l  have to be satisfied. 

It  remains the problem of estimating the integral in Equation (2.3). For that we use 

the  saddle point method. For a general description of the method we refer to the book 

by DeBruijn [16]. We find it easiest to  explain the rnethod. as it applies to  our case. 

during the course of the proof: in Chapter 13. 





Chapter 3 

Density theorems 

3.1 Motivation and results 

This chapter is devoted to the study of certain factorization patterns of polynornials over 

finite fields. Let 5 [XI be the ring of polynomials in one variable with coefficients in 

F,. It is well-knoivn that $[-Y] is a unique factorization domain; that  is, every nonzero 

polynomial f E $[.Y] can be written in a unique way (up  to term rearrangement. and 

multiplication by elements in y)  as the product of irreducible polynomials over il$! say 

If ive restrict our attention to monic polynornials, then we do not need to worry about 

irreducibles that differ by a multiplicative constant. We are interested in estimating the 

number Arq(n. m l :  m 2 )  of monic polynomials of degree n ,  al1 of whose irreducible factors 

are of degree greater than r n 2  and at most ml .  This condition can be written as 

The problem is of interest from a purely mathematical point of view, as well as for its 

application to the analysis of the index calculus rnethod. More generally, if R is a set of 

structures that decompose in a unique way into "irreducible" structures, and we have a 

size function 1 . 1  : R R, then the same question can be formulated in R. The algebraic 

domains that have mainly been considered are the ring of integers Z (integers decompose 

into prime factors), the polynomial ring l& [XI (polynomials decompose into irreducible 

factors). and the set of integral ideals of the ring of integers in a number field (integral 

ideals decompose into prime ideals). A general treatment on the  subject appears in the 

book by Iinopfmacher [XI. 
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In the context of integers, first order asymptotic results for m2 = O. i.e., for the so- 

called smoot h integers, have been obtained by De Bruijn [lj], Hildebrand and Tenenbaum 

[31]. and others. Canfield, Erdos, and Pornerance [IO] obtained weaker results that 

hold for a rvider range of values for ml (than De Bruijn's estimates). Friedlander r21] 

considered the problern for varying m2. 

In the context of polynomials over 8, the problem has been studied only in the case 

m2 = O. i.e.. only for smooth polynomials. Both first order asymptotic results as well as 

weaker approximations have been obtained by Odlyzko (-281, Lovorn [3'7], Lovorn Bender 

and Pomerance (381. Soundararajan [68], and others. 

Finally. smooth ideals have attracted far less attention. The sharpest results are 

obtained bu Buchmann and Hollinger [9]. They are upper bounds in the case m2 = 0. 

Our study focuses on polynornials over K .  The estimates for ?\i,(n. ml, m2) that we 

obtain hold for q fixed as n + W. The notation in this chapter is as follows. We write 

f ( n )  < g ( n  ) for two functions f. g if lim,,, f jn)/g(n) = O. First we consider the case 

that r n z  is any fised constant (independent of n) ,  and prove a first order approximation for 

f i l o g  n << ml << n (Theorem 3.3.1). A weaker estimate that holds for log n < ml < n 

(Theorem :3.3.2) follows easily. Then ive allow rn2 t o  tend to infinity as a function of n, 

and rve obtain again first order approximations for f i l o g  n << ml < n (Theorem 3.4.3 

and Corollary 3.1.4), and weaker results for L?(Log n)2  5 ml < n (Theorem 3 -45 ) .  We 

note t hat the weak estimates are enough for the analysis of our version of the index 

calculus, that is presented in Chapter 4. The results of this chapter can be found in [%4] 

3.2 A technical lemma 

In this section ive prove a technical lemma that ive need for the proof of Theorern 3.3.1 

of Section 3.4. It will be crucial to estimate the part of the logarithm series between ml 

and rn* 

r m l , m 2 ( ~ )  = 

The following lemma, extension of that in 

terms of the exponential integral 

[50], provides an estimate for rm, ,,, (r)  in 

Lemma 3.2.1 Let n, m1,rnz E N, and let ul = n/rnl, uz = n / n 2 .  Assume that all the 

aboce quanlities tend to injînity. Let h = -e + ir, with > O and (ln + O. 



~ m , . m ~ ( e - ~ ' ~ )  = E ( h / u z )  - E ( h / u l )  + O -etlu' ( ) -  
For any ~ ~ ~ l u e  of r ,  

Proof. By definition of r,, ,,, ( z ) ,  we have 

+ 

- /;,Y, e-s 

l / m 2  ds - iLl e-' l / m l  
es/m2 - 1 esIrn i  - 1 ds. 

Consider now the  integral 

where u = n/m.  and let $ ( r )  = -&. which is analytic for 121 < 27. Theno the  above 

integral can be written as 

\.Ve recall that  R(h) = -c < O. The term E ( h / u )  is the  main term in the approximation 

of Equation (3.1). To finish the  proof of Equation (3 .1 )  we need to bound the  last two 

integrals. For the first integral in Equation (3 .3) :  we observe that  for s in the  range 

( h l u .  -h /u ) .  we have 



where in the  last s tep we used t h e  assumption Ir1 5 u2 of t h e  lemma. Since u n  + O, 

and ,722 --+ m. we get + O. Therefore. expanding eslm we obta in  

This  implies 

where the  last equality holds. since Iht = O(c  + T ) .  For t h e  second integral in Equa- 

tion (3.3). we note that  in t h e  range ( -h lu ,  m) the  function r,!~ is bounded ( a  proof of 

tha t  is provided below for t h e  second par t  of the  lemma). Therefore, 

Sest we need t o  bound E(-h/u) .  For tha t  ive establish the  following bound, as the real 

part a of the  argument is positive, 

,-s 00 .-s 

E(U + ir) = d s  = C d s  + -ds. (3.4) J f f  .s Q + ~ T  S 

T h e  second integral is O(e-" /O) .  T h e  first integral, after t h e  subst i tut ion s = a + iy, 
bccomes 

1 
f f  .-3 O e-iy 

- & ~ ; i e - ~  - 
U T  s o + i y d y .  

One  can check now that the  second integral is O(e-" log T ) .  

Returning t o  t h e  lemma now, we conclude that  the integral in t h e  range ( -h /u ,  crû) 

is O(r-'/" l o g ( r / u ) ) ,  which is absorbed by the  error t e rm induced by the  integral in 

t h e  range ( h / u ,  -h /u )  (recall t ha t  > O ) .  Equation (3.1) now follows by subtraction, 

corisidering u = u:, and u = u l ,  and  noting tha t  ul < u2. 

CVe concentrate in Equation (3.2). W e  observe tha t  +(r) is analyt ic  for 13(r)l < 27, 

and for t h e  range of integration this condition holds for s / m .  Furthermore,  we have 

1. for s = o ( m ) ,  + ( s / m )  = 1 + o( l ) ,  

2.  for s = cm, $ ( s / m )  = +(c )  = -&: 



:3. for s = w ( î n ) ,  l<(s/m) + 0, 

which proves that  + ( s /m)  = O(1). Equation (3.2) now follows immediately from 

The choice of the  parameters of the above lemma: although somewhat artificial? is 

made to fit esactly the  saddle point method that is extensively used in section 3.3. 

3.3 Fixed lower bound 

\Ve turn non- to  the  problem of counting the number of monic polynomials over a finite 

field that  are free of irreducible factors of small and large degree. W e  start by fixing 

the notation. Let q be a prime power, and il$ be the  finite field with q elemeots. We 

use boldface letters? e.g., f; d, to  denote polynomials over Q. In particular, p alivays 

denotes an irreducible polynomial, and 1 denotes the unit of K. We are interested in 

the number of monic polynomials of degree n over Q with al1 irreducible factors having 

degree greater than r n z  and less than or equal to m l ?  which we denote by Arq(n. ml. m2). 

In general both m l  and m2 can (and will) be functions of n. 

In this section we consider the case when the lower bound m2 for the degree of the  

irreducibk factors is a fised constant. The special case when r n z  = O corresponds to  the  

smoot h polynomials [1S]. The number of generalized smooth polynomials. i.e.; when mz is 

fised. under certain conditions on ml :  can be expressed in terms of the Dickrnan function 

which also governs the  behavior of smooth integers [l5. 311. The  Dickman function is 

defined as the unique solution of the following difference-differential equation: 

p ( u )  is continuous. 

The  result in this section is expressed in terms of the Mobius function p that is defined 

as follows: 



and it is extended multiplicatively to al1 polynomials, i.e., 

T h e  following theorem gives an asymptotic estimate for N,(n, mi: m2). The estimate 

can be established using analytic methods. An argument similar to the one used for the 

proof of Theorem 3.4.3 would work. However, the fact that mz is constant allows for an 

elementary argument that ive now give. 

Theorem 3.3.1 The number Nq(n ,ml -m2)  of monic polynomials of degree n over 4 
with ail irreducible factors with degree greater than r n z  and less than o r  egual to  ml y with 

r n 2  f i e d  and f i l o g  n << ni < n satisjîes 

where p is the Dickman funciion, p is the !Clobius functiono and P ( m 2 )  = ~ p , d ~ g ( p ) ~ m ,  p. 

u-hem the product k over irreducibles p. 

Proo f. Let i\',(n, rn) denote the number of m-smooth polynomials of degree n. We have 

It is well known (see [39]) that in the range *logn << m 5 n, !V,(n,m) = (1 + 
O( i ) )qnp(n/mf.  Using this and Equation (3.6) we get 

because p ( ( n  - deg(d)) /ml)  - p(n/ml) ,  since deg(d) is a constant. lm 

In the  spirit of Canfield, Erdos and Pomerance [IO], we can obtain a slightly weaker 

result that holds for a much larger range of values of ml.  Indeed, replacing the assumption 

f i l o g  n « m l  by Log n « mi, the following estimate is well-known 



Using this. Theorem 3.3.1, and observing that the sum &p(,2) -& is a constant 

(since m:! is constant), the following theorem is immediate. 

Theorem 3.3.2 The number  iVq(n,ml,rnz) of monic polynomials of degree n ouer 5 
uith al1 irreducible factors with degree between m2 and ml, with r n z  jixed and logn < 
ml  << n. satisfies 

.Ni(n. ml ,  ml) = qne -(l+o(l))u1 Iogu1 
7 

3.4 Lower bound tending to infinity 

I l Ï e  turn now to the case when both bounds ml and m2 tend to  infinity, with ml = o(n) .  

Tlie proof of the main theorem of t his section is based on analytic techniques. An  elemen- 

tary argument such as the one given in the previous section could be extended to work for 

ma tending to  infinity very slowly. Technically, the point where the elementary argument 

breaks down is in Equation (3.7). The degree of the polynomial d is not constant any 

more, and therefore one does not have the approximation p ( ( n  - deg(d)) /ml)  - p(n /ml) .  

Analytic arguments make possible an estimate that holds for a wider range for m2. 

The main idea of t h e  proof is t o  find the generating function Pm,,m,(~) of the numbers 

N J n .  ml,  mz) .  and then estimate the coefficients. We use the method outlined in Sec- 
,k tion 2 - 2 2  to express Pm, ,,, (2) in terms of the  sum r,, ,,, ( z )  = Crim2+, y .  Then ive 

use Lemma 3.2.1 to express it in terms of the exponential integral. The coefficients of 

the generating function are given by Cauchy integral, which is estimated via the saddle 

point method. The application of the saddle point met hod is the main and most involved 

part  of the proof. 

Let z be a forma1 variable. Let Ir, denote the number of monic irreduci ble polynomials 

over $ of degree C. We rrecall from Chapter 2 that the generating function is 

LI &ere r,, ,,, (2) = Crim2 + l  Ikzjkl j 2 1. Using now the estimate kIk = + o ( ~ * / ~ ) ,  we 

obtain for IzI < ql / lo  
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and 
O] (:) = O ( s ( - g j / l O + l ) m z )  = O (q-*m2/5)  

1 .m2 
7 j 2 2 .  

The Cauchy coefficient formula norv gives 

where the contour C is chosen to be z = e-a/n+ie , -ir 5 O 5 n, and a is a parameter 

to be chosen later. The idea for this substitution first appears in the thesis of Gourdon 

[?SI. The change of variable z = e-h/n implies h = ct - inû, and the limits of integration 

now are  ( a  + inr ,  CL - inir). Therefore, 

[ i l  wliere Ive used t hat r ,,,, , ( r / q )  = r ,,,, (2) + o(l) .  

CV-e focus on the above integral. Let us denote 

\\:e expect that the main contribution to the integral cornes from the neighborhood of 

t h c  real axis. If the saddle point method is to  work, then we hope to approximate the 

terni r,, ,,, ( e - h / n )  close to the real axis by E ( h / u 2 )  - E ( h / u l )  + O(2e-"lui), according 

to Lemrna 3.2.1: provided of course that the value of cr satisfies the conditions of the 

lemma. Let  

f(h) = E(hlu2) - E ( h / u l )  + h. 

The value of a is determined as the real solution of the equation f ' ( h )  = 0: that is, 

The following Iemma will be crucial for the application of the saddle point method. 



has a negative real solution, -c, such that c ru ul log(ul log u ,) .  More precisely, 

where t ~ 1  = n i m i ,  u2 = n/m2,  m;! 5 c m l  for an9 constant c < 1, and ul + m. 

Proof. Consider the function f l ( h )  a t  the points h l  = -ul log (u l  log u l ) ?  and h2 = 

- u l  log (ul(log u ~ ) ~ ) .  One can easily check that f l (h i )  > 0. and f1(h2)  < 0. and since 

f l ( h )  is continuous, it follows that it has a zero in (h2. h l ) .  O 

To estimate J(n, ml,  m2) we choose cr = -(. We break J ( n ,  ml, m2) a .  the sum of 

two integrals along the vertical line with 3 ( h )  = -El as shown in Figure 3.1 

Nearly al1 the  contribution to the integral will corne from the neighborhood of the point 

-f, with the contribution of the tail being negligible. To show that,  we first estimate 

for a suitable 6. One can easily check now that the conditions of Equation (3.1) in 

Lemma :3.2.1 are satisfied - in fact the conditions were chosen to fit the proof. Substi- 

tuting the estimate f ( h )  for r,,,,, (e-hln) + h, rve obtain 

We need to estimate 

\Ve need the  first three derivatives a t  h = -<. By the definition of f, we have 

For the  second derivative we can write 

hl 

1 ( (u l  logu;p'" 

U l  log(u1 log 211) 
- 1ogu1 + 1) 

- log u1 -1 
h, ru- 

ul log(u1 log u1) U l  ' 



Figure 3.1: Decomposition of the integral 
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ivhere ive used the facts that  -5 satisfies Equation (3.10)' that  ( - ul  log(u1 log ul ), and 

t h a t  u:! 2 CUI for some c < 1. Finally, t he  third derivative can be computed and shown 

Lsing Lernrna 3.1.1 and for 6 = ui i2  log u l .  wre have t3 /" ' ( -c) = O ( ~ ; ' ' ~ ( l o ~  ~ 1 ) ~ ) .  

Cnder t h e  change of variable h = -c + if, we have 

.Js(n. m l .  m2) = f (-c)  - tZ j r ' ( -01 -  + t 3 0  ( f "' ( -< )  ) ) (II 

The term containing t3  is o(1). Therefore, we obtain 

For the  tails now, we will use the following technical 

Lemma 3.4.2 F07- h = - < f i t ,  t E R, and g ( h )  = O ( E ( h / u z )  - E ( h / u l ) )  + h ,  ~e haue 

Prooj. W e  note that  E ( s )  = o(e-*/lrl), for s = a + ir (see [69], p. 373). Therefore, for 

I l l  > u2 

where we need to  assume ul log ul  = o(uz) ,  which is satisfied if r n z  = o(rnl /  log n ) .  



The second equation is more involved. We start by checking that  (see [l], 5 - 1 3 )  

For Itl 5 u l  and an appropriate constant K'. we have 

Csing Equations (3.17) and (3.18): we have for a constant Ii' 

The bound in Equation (3.16) can be shown in a similar way. We work in the  range 

ul < ItI < 212. We observe tha t  

Indeed. we refer t o  the  proof in [69] p. 374 that the  first integral in Equation (3.19) is 

greater than or equal t o  u l / ( ( ~ / u l  )2 + iiZ). Next we give a lotver bound for the  second 

integral 

eE~/"2(1 - c o s ( t y / ~ ~ ) ) ~ ~  

Y 
For the range ul < [ t (  < ~ 2 :  and since O 

t h e  Taylor expansion of cos(x) we have 

which implies that  

< y  < 1: we have Ity/u21 < 1 .  For x < 1, from 

-4pplying this t o  the  integral in Equation (3.20), we obtain 
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where we used the assumption ul  logul = o(u2) ,  which implies that  c/u2 + 0, and 

thercfore e€lu2 - 1 = O ( f / u z ) .  Also in this range It/u21 < 1 which proves Equation (3.19) 

and concludes the proof. d3l 

We break up the tails in three parts: Itl 3 uz, , u l  < 111 < u2 and 6 < Itl 5 u,. For the 

first range, the contribution is negligible due to  the above lemma, and the following easy 

facts: 

and 

Lié concentrate now in the range 6 < It 1 5 ul. By the above lemma, the  tail in this range 

is upper bounded by 

whicli is clearly acceptable. 

For t h e  intermediate range ul  < [ t l  < 212, the tails are bounded by 

which again is acceptable provided that the above expression is o(Ju;). This holds by the 

hypot hesis of Theorem 3.4.3 since m2 > log3 n and m2 > ~icm;e~~/("1('~g")~). Putting 

al1 pieces together, we have proven that  

C'nder the condition Jn logn  < m l ,  we have 

We have proven the following theorem. 
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Theorem 3.4.3 The number Nq(no mi,  m2)  of monic polynomials over  F, with al1 irre- 

ducible jactors with degree between mi and m2, with mi, r n z  + m satisfying f i l o g n  < 
m l  << n .  and rnax{log3 n. ~ n ~ ~ e - " ~ ( ~ l ( ' ~ ~ " ) ~ ) )  < m2 < mi/  log n ,  is osympto t i ca l l~  

~ ' h e r ~  u 1  = n /ml ,  u2 = n / m 2 .  

The proof of Theorem 3.4.3 gives more than the integral form stated. The following 

corollary gives the asymptotic estirnate obtained in the proof of Theorem 3.1.3. The 

estimate is stated in terms of the integral 

The reason for this is that Ei(x) is a real valued function, and the final result is more 

nat ural expressed in t hat way. 

Corollary 3.4.4 The nurnber Nq(n, ml?  m2)  o j  rnonic polynomials ooer l& with al1 i v e -  

ducible factors iüilh degree betmeen ml and m2, with m i ,  m2 -+ oo, f i l o g  n < mi < n. 
a n d  nias{log3 n. ~ n r n ~ e - " / ( ~ ~ ( ' ~ ~ ~ ) ~ ) )  < r n 2  < m l /  log n ,  is asyrnptoticallg 

Pro0 f. From the proof of Theorem 3.4.3 Ive have 

This combineci with Equation (3.13) implies that 

.As i t  ivas  pointed out in Equation (3.12), f"(-c) - l / u l .  Thus, it only remains to 

estirnate f (-f) 

ivhere the second equality holds since E ( x  + iO) = - Ei(-2) - iii (see [1], 5.1.1). O 

-Again: as for the generalized smooth polynomials, one can extend the range of the 

est imate considerablyt by weakening the result. 



Theorem 3.4.5 The nvrnber iV,(n, ml .  m2) of monic polynomials ouer l& with al1 irre- 

ducible factors between ml  and m2, with ml,  mz + oo, mie-"lml < m2 5 ml for a n y  

constant c < 1, and 2(logn)' 5 ml  << n salisfies 

Proof- The number !\i,(n. mi ,  m2) ivas estimated in terms of four integrals that corre- 

spond to  the ranges I t (  5 6: d < ( t l  5 u l ,  ul  < Itl < u2, and Itl > ~ 2 .  From the proof 

of Theorem 3.4.3? it is clear that the  main integral corresponding t o  the  range It 1 $ d is 
e - ( ~ + o ( i ) ) ~ i  log ut with the only assumption that  log n < m l  « n. Moreover, the tail inte- 

grals that correspond to  the ranges Itl 2 ul and 6 < 1 t [ 5 ui are ' ~ g " ~  under 

no fur ther  assumption. The rest of the conditions corne from the range ul < Itl < u2. In 
ttiat range the  tail is 

LVe know that  f (-0 = -(1 + o(l) )ul  logul,  and al1 the  other terms in the exponent 

are o ( l ) u l  log u l t  except maybe log u2. In order to  ensure this: we need to impose the 

condition rn;! >> mie-"lm'. The theorem now foilows. O 

In the next chapter, we use the results proved here to  analyze a generalized version 

of t h e  index calculus method for the discrete logarithrn problem in finite fields. 
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Chapter 4 

The discrete logarithm problem in 
finite fields 

4.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, ive study the problem of computing discrete logarithms in the rnultiplica- 

tive group of certain finite fields. In particular. we consider finite fields IF,.. . where the 

characteristic p is small ( a  fixed constant), and the extension degree n is large (formally 

it tends t o  infinity). We represent the elements of F n  as polynomials over the base field 

Fp modulo a monic irreducible of degree n. This representat ion is possible because of the 

isomorphism 

where f is a monic irreducible polynomial over $ [ X I  of degree n. 

For the D L P  in finite fields of small characteristic the index calculus method has been 

provably successful: its running t ime has been proven to be subeaponential. In that sense 

the algorithm can be considered well-understood. However, there is a very important 

parameter. namely the form of the  "factor base", that  was never questioned. The goal 

of this chapter is to study the behavior of the index calculus method under different 

factor bases. To achieve that ,  in Section 4.2, we give a description of the algorithm 

wit h the factor base being any set S of monic irreducible polynomials in $[XI. Then, 

in Section 4.3.1, we compute the size of S. The index calculus method is a randomized 

algorithm? so its running tirnedepends on the probability that  certain steps are successful. 

In Section 1.:3.2 we determine the probability of success. It is this part of the  analysis 

t hat uses the densi ty results of Chapter 3. The estimation of the t ime complexity of the 

algorithm then follows. The conclusion of the theoretical analysis is that  the  running 
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t ime of the  algorithm remains unaffected under a wide range of different factor bases. 

.An interesting (and important) property of the change we introduce is that  it does not 

3nterfere" wit h the algebraic manipulations of the  met hod. Several variants of t h e  basic 

method have been introduced, al1 of them using the  standard factor base, which a im  to  

speed up the algorithm by changing the algebraic manipulations. Two of the  earliest 

variants are the Waterloo methodo found by Blake, Fuji-Hara. Mullin, and Vanstone [il. 

and the variant of Coppersmith [13]. In Section 4.1, we consider those variants under a 

general factor base. and show that  t heir running t ime remains unaffected as well. Finally. 

in Section 4.5 we report on some experimental results. The  results of this chapter can 

be found in [25]. 

4.2 The algorithm 

Let q = p". for a prime p and an integer n > 1. We start  by describing the  index calculus 

method for computing discrete logarithms in 5. T h e  elements in il$ are represented as 

polynomials over Fp of degree smaller than n. The arithmetic is modulo a monic irre- 

ducible polynomial f E $ [x] of degree n. We are given p, n t hat determine the finite field? 

f that  determines the arithmetic, a generator g of t he  multiplicative group of IF, [x]/(f),  

and the polynomial h' E % [ X I  whose discrete logarithm we want to compute. Then rve 

choose a set S of monic irreducible polynomials over Fp. W e  cal1 S the factor base. The 

method consists of two stages. 

- -- -- 

Algor i t hm:  Index Calculus 
Input:  -4 prime p, an integer n,  a monic irreducible polynomial f of degree n,  a polyno- 

mial hœl  and the  generator g. 

Outpu t :  An integer e such that  ha = g'. 
Stage 1 

1. Choose an integer s in [ l , q  - 11 uniformly at random? and form the polynomial 

h = g s ( m o d  f ) ? d e g h  < n. 

2. Check if h factors completely into irreducibles over S. If not, discard it. If it does, 

Say 
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record the congruence 

s = ev(h) logs v (rnod q - 1). 

Repeat steps I and 2 until Wightly more" than #S congruences are obtained. 

3. Solve the system to determine log, v for al1 v E S. 

Stage 2 

1. Choose an integer s in [l, q - 11 uniforrnly at random; form the polynomial h 

h'gs (mod f ) ?  deg h < n. 

2. Check if h factors completeiy into irreducibles over S. If not, discard it. If it does, 

v E S  

compute the required discrete logarit hm as 

t! = logg h' = -s + ev(h) logg v (mod g - 1). 
v E S  

The method works for any factor base S. The choice of the factor base however. 

clearly affects the  time complexity of the algorithrn. For example, a "very large" factor 

base. t hat would speed up the second stage, would make the first stage (and thus the 

whole method) totaliy inefficient. Until now, it was generally assumed that the  optimal 

choice of a factor base was the set of al1 monic irreducible polynomials of degrees smaller 

than or equal to nz for a certain pararneter m, the smooth factor base, although this 

assumption has not been established as a theorem. 

\\je consider a more general version, when the factor base consists of al1 monic irre- 

duci bles of degree between rn;! and ml. Our analysis shows that the important parameter 

here is ml.  In the next section, we show that the asymptotic running time of the algo- 

rithm remains the same as that of the basic version even if m;! is of the same order as 

m l .  This means that the size of the factor base could be smaller, a n  interesting fact for 

practical purposes when space is a constraint. 

4.3 Analysis 

The analysis of the algorithm in Section 4.2 requires the study of the size of the factor 

base and the probability of successfully factoring polynomials into irreducibles over S. 
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4.3.1 Size of the factor base 

We start  by estimating the  size t of the factor base. 

Proposition 4.3.1 Let S be a factor base f o m e d  b y  irreducible polynomials ouer $ with 
dcgree belmeen rn? and m l ,  m2 < mi. Then, a s  ml + m, the size t of the factor base S 
is u p p e r  bounded 69 

e(l+o(l))mt  log^ (4.1) 

Proof. It  is well-known (see for instance [36], Theorem 3.25) that  the  number Ir of monic 

irreducible polynomials of degree k over Fp is given by 

I t  is easy to derive the following upper bound 

.An upper bound on the  size of the factor base can be computed as ml -t oo 

The quantity needed for the  analysis of the algorithm is the  size of the system of con- 

gruences created in the  first stage. [t is shoivn in [37] that  if I t  logpn linear congruences 

are computed, the probability that  the system has full rank is a t  least l/%. 

4.3.2 Probability of success 

We noow give an estirnate on the number of repetitions needed in both stages until the 

polynomial h completely factors over the factor base S. 
As it will be clear below, we need an estimate for the  probability that  a random 

monic polynomial of degree a t  most n - 1 factors over S, i-e., it factors into irreducibles 
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of degree greater than m2, and less than or equal to m l .  This probability is determined 

using Theorems 3.3.2 and 3.4.5. That  is the reason we need t o  assume that ml and r n ~  

satisfy the assumption of those theorerns. Namely, we require that  log n << ml << n and  

either r n z  is constant, or mle-n/ml < mz 5 ml for any constant c < 1. The condition 

on mi is not restrictive a t  all? since the optimal choice will turn out to  be c'\/-. 

i .e.. wit hin the range. For this choice of ml, r n 2  is allowed to  be eit her a constant or any 

function of n. provided of course that  m2 = O ( m l ) ,  since mledn'ml + 0. 

T h e  next proposition gives a n  upper bound on the  number of repetitions needed in 

bot h stages until the  polynomial h completely factors over the  factor base S. 

P ropos i t i on  4.3.2 Let S be a factor base formed by irreducible polynomials oucr k$ with 

degree between m2 and m l ,  with m2 and ml as in the hypothesis of either Theorern 3.3.2 

or Theorem 3.4.5.  Then. the expected number of repetitions of Steps (1) and (2) in both 

Stage 1 and  Stage 2 of the algorithm in Section 4.2 is upper  bovnded by 

( i f  o ( 1 ) ) L  log 
e " 1 .  

Proo f. We recall t hat the  polynomial h in the algorit hm of Section 4.2 is a random monic 

polynomial in Fp [x] of degree a t  most n - 1, and the experiment is a sequence of Bernoulli 

triais. The expected number of repetitions until we have the  first success is one over the  

probability of success. Thus, a lower bound on the probability of success would provide 

an upper bound on the expected number of repetitions. Then, we have 

n- 1 

P r ( h  factors over S )  = 1 P r ( h  factors over SI deg h = k) Pr(deg  h = k)  
k= 1 

> Pr(h factors over S l d e g h  = n - l ) P r ( d e g h  = n - 1). - 

I t  is easy to see that  the  probability of a random monic polynomial having degree n - 1 

is very close to 1. More precisely, we have 

# polynomials of degree n - 1 
P r ( d e g h  = n - 1) = - - pn-' 

# polynomials of degree 4 n - 1 zn;L Pi  1- 

1 t remains to combine t his with the  probability t hat a random monic polynomial of degree 

n - 1 factors over S given in Theorems 3.3.2 and 3.4.5. Choosing the  parameters ml and 

r n z  so that  they satisfy the conditions of these theorems, we can estimate the probability 

of interest as 
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where ui = n / m l .  In fact, one should let ul = (n - I ) / m l ,  but the o(1) in the  exponent 

"neutralizes" such small changes. Therefore, the  expected number of repeti tions is upper 

bounded by 

( l + o ( l ) ) L  log 
e m l  ml ? 

where the multiplicative term ( 1  - l/p)-l due to  the  probability that  h is of degree n - 1 

is absorbed by the o(1) in the exponent. a 

4.3.3 Time complexity 

W e  have al1 the  quantities needed to analyze the  algorithm. In this section we will 

cornpute a precise value for ml, in terms of n, and give an upper bound for the  running 

t ime of the index calculus rnethod in terms of the function 

The main result (Theorem 4.3.3) shows that  asymptotically our factor base is as good as 

the standard base used in the basic index calculus algorit hm. 

A s  it is the case when the standard factor base is used, the running time of the 

algorithm is dominated by the first stage. This is when a tradeoff takes place regarding 

the  size of the  factor base: large #S means small number of repetitions (until a usefd 

congruence is found). but many such congruences are needed for the system to  be solvabIe. 

T h e  complexity of the algorithm is proven in the  following theorem. 

Theorem 4.3.3 The  running time of the algorithm in Section 4.2 is, as  n -+ m, 

Proof. From Equations (4.1) and (4.2) and the  fact that 3tn log p congruences have to 

be generated. where t is the  size of the factor base, we conclude that  t he  time to  create 

the  system is 

Furthermore. if a method for sparse linear systems is used like the method proposed by 

Wiedemann [70] (see also [48] ) ,  then the  time for solving the system is 



Thus. the asymptotic running time of the first stage is given by 

\\'e note here that the computation of gs (mod f )  is done by repeated squaring, and takes 

time polynomial in n and log p. Moreover, the factorization of the polynomials can be 

done in probabilistic polynomial time (see [26] for a recent survey on the topic). Those 

computations introduce a multiplicative polynomial factor in the above estimate, which 

is absorbed in the o(1) of the exponent. 

Let us consider now ml = n0( log  n)P, for some positive constants a, 0, c to be deter- 

mined later. The first exponent in the above expression becornes 

while the second exponent is 

(2 + o(l))cna(log nlP log 

The expressions are minimized for a = ,O = $. After the substitutions, the expressions 

become 

and 

LVe vieiew the multiplicative constant clog p + & as a function of c, and observe that 

i t  achieves a minimum at c = (2  1 0 ~ ~ ) - ' / ~ .  This minimum is d'Llogp. Substituting 

e\-erything in Ecpation (4.3), we obtain an upper bound for the running time of the first 

stage 

Sow that the parameters have been fixed, we can easily compute an upper bound 

for t h e  second stage. This is the expected number of repetitions until the first success. 

Therefore, an upper bound is 

CIearIy. the running time of the algorithm is dominated by the first stage, and an upper 

bound for it is, as n + oo, 
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n log n \/ 2 h5P 

n log n J 2 logp 

Figure 4.1: The form of the factor base 

Remark. The algorithm as described in Section 4.2 works with any factor base S. The 

subsequent analysis shows that if the factor base S consists of al1 monic irreducible poly- 

nomials over iFp wit h degree greater t han r n z  and less than or equal to Jn log n/(Z log p ) :  

for a n y  O 5 r n z  5 cJn logn/(2logp) then the algorithm has running t ime t(n)JrrogP. 

The reason is t hat the size of the factor base and the probability of success depend only 

on ml - in fact they also depend on m2, but this dependence is very weak, and is 

hidden in the o ( l )  in the exponent. It is clear now, that  if we choose the  factor base to 

consist of t h e  set of al1 monic irreducibles having degree in a set T :  then the  running time 

\vil1 remain the same provided that T contains al1 integers from cJnlogn/(2logp) to 

dn log n / ( 2  logp), for any constant c < 1. In other words, T does not necessarily have 

to contain consecutive integers, provided that the above condition is met. The  situation 

is shown in Figure 4.1. 
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4.4 Some remarks 

4.4.1 The Waterloo variant 

CC'e now turn to a variant of the basic method in Section 4.2, that was proposed by Blake, 

Fuji-Hara. klullin. and Vanstone [5] :  known as the Waterloo variant. It is one of the first 

variants that appeared in the  literature: and attempts to improve the  running time of the 

method at  the cost of not being able to analyze the variant rigorously. In this section, 

ive show that the same heuristic arguments go through for the generalized factor base. 

In the  Waterloo variant, the following change is introduced: in step 2 of both stages. 

instead of trying to factor the  potynomial h one tries to find two polynornials wl and w2 

of degree at  most n / 2  each, such that 

wlh = w2 (mod f ) ,  

and then tries to factor them over the factor base S. Such polynornials wl and wz can he 

computed easily using the extended Euclidean algorit hm on input (h? f) .  If one succeeds 

and say 

t hen the congruence 

is recorded. The algorithm otherwise remains the sarne. More details about the met hod 

are given in the original paper [ f ] ,  and in the survey article by Odlyzko [4S]. 

The problem for a rigorous analysis is that not much is known about the joint dis- 

tribution of (wI  : w2). The heuristic assumption is that wl and w* behave as random 

i n d e p e n d m l  polynomials of degree at most n/2. The probability that  two random monic 

independent polynomials of degree a t  most n /3  factor into irreducibles of degree greater 

t han  m.2 and at  most ml is 

- 2 ( 1 + 0 ( 1 ) ) A  log * 
2"'l 

- ( l + o ( l ) ) Z  log 2 e = e ml 2ml. 

The size of the factor base remains the same as in the basic version, t herefore a n  upper 

bound on the running time for the first stage is 
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where ive consider the same algorithms and costs as in Theorem 4.3.3. Again we let 

mi = cd=, and Equation (4.5) becomes 

The above expression is minimized for c = (2 log p)-L12, and the running time of the first 

stage is bounded by 

~(n)-- 

For this choice of parameters, it is easy to see that the second stage has running time 

boiinded by 

Therefore, the running time of the Waterloo variant is bounded by 

~ ( n ) m .  

Remark. The practical improvement that this variant provides is hidden in the above 

analysis in t h e  o ( l )  term of the exponent. To see the actual improvement one should 

compare Equation (3.:3) with Equation (4.5), and in particular the time to create the 

sj-stem of congruences (the t m  systems are expected to have the same size, and therefore 

the tinle to solve it is expected to be of the same order). The WaterIoo variant is faster by 

a factor of 2"lrnl , as \vas the case when the standard base was used (see [4S], pp. 235-243). 

4.4.2 The Coppersmit h variant 

In this section, we briefly consider the variant proposed by Coppersmith in [13]. It is 

designed to work in finite fields of characteristic two, and it relies on unproven assump- 

tions. which however, seem to be reasonable (at least in practice). We note that this $vas 

the first method to be conjectured to have running time of the form 

(c+L>(~))TI''~ (log n)2r3 M(n)  = e 

u-here c is a n  effectively computable constant. 

The method assumes that the monic irreducible polynomial f of degree n used to 

define t h e  field is of the form f (2) = xn +fi (x), where deg Il < log, n. Little is known 

about the irreducibility of this type of polynomials; see [23] for general computational 

esperiments with sparse polynomials over and for applications of these polynomials. 

There exist some values of n with no irreducible polynomial of this forrn. On the ot her 

hand? if Ive let degfl $ log, n + cl ,  for c l  a small positive integer, there are irreducible 

polynomials of this form of degree n for al1 practical values of n (see [23]). 
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In t,he first stage of the  algorithm, two polynomials wl and w2 are constructed such 

t hat 
ak 

~2 WI (mod f ) ,  (4.6) 

ivhere k is a parameter chosen so that  y k  is on the order of R ~ / ~ ( I o ~ R ) - " ~ .  The  con- 

struction of wl and w2 is based on algebraic manipulations that  are independent of the 

factor base. .\'ext' the heuristic assumption is made that  wi and w2 behave like random 

inritpendent polynornials of degree a t  most on the order of n2I3(log n)'l3. The analysis 

follows by essentially the same arguments given in the previous sections. The analysis 

of t h e  second stage is carried out  in a similar manner. For a detailed description of the 

algorit hm. the reader is referred to the  original paper by Coppersmith [13], and to  the 

escellent survey by Odlyzko [48]. 

4.5 Experimental results 

In t his section we present some experimental results for the  quantit ies of interest for the 

analysis of the basic index calculus method. We fix the degree of the field extension to 

n = 500. and consider three different values for p: namely 1, 3, and 5. Having fixed the 

values for n and p' we compute the corresponding value for m l  as determined in Section 

4.3.3.  that  is 

n log n 
,Ttl = J-. 2 log P 

ive consider several possible values for mz, since this is a "free parameter". The  value 

r n z  = O corresponds to the standard method with the smooth factor base. For each value 

of mz we compute the number of polynomials of interest iV,(n, ml :  m,), the probability 

of success computed as p-"N,(n, ml,  m2)?  and the size #S of the factor base. 

About the finite fields of the experiments, we comment that  in Table 1 the size of 

the field is 2500 z 10L50, which is on the  borderline of what is currently cornputable. The 

finite fields in the Tables 2 and 3 are of size 35W zs 10W9 and 5500 zz 10%' respectively, 

ivhich is well beyond the size of the fields for which discrete logarithms are currently 

corn putahle. 

The  experirnents indicate that  for moderately large (but  quite reasonable for practical 

purposes) values for n and p, the probability of success drops faster than the  size of 

t h e  factor base. This suggests that the common belief that  the smooth factor base is 

"opt irnal" is, practically speaking, justified. 
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Prob 

Table 4.1: n = ,300, p = 2, ml = 47. 

Table 4.2: n = 500: p = 3, mi = 35. 

Prob 

Table 4.3: n = 500, p = 5, ml = 31. 



Chapter 5 

Basic notions on elliptic curves 

In this chapter, we give a brief introduction to  the  theory of elliptic curves over finite 

fields. .As the t heory of elliptic curves is both extensive and  deep, a self-contained and 

complete introduction to  the  topic is virtually impossible. Our intention is to  introduce 

the basic concepts in a way that  requires no more than elementary algebra. Most of the 

theorems and propositions will be given without proofs. T h e  reader is referred to  the 

book by Silverman [64] for a extensive treatise on the  subject and the technical report 

by Charlap and Robbins [12] for an  elementary presentation. 

5.1 Elliptic curves 

For the rest of the chapter, l< will denote a field. T h e  characteristic of a field A* is the 

smallest positive integer p, such that  p - 1 = 0: where by p 1 we mean 1 + 1 + - + 1, 

p times. It can be shown tha t  if such a p exists, then it is always a prime. If no such 

p esists. then we say that  t h e  characteristic is zero. -4 field is said to  be algebraically 

closed if every polynomial of degree n with coefficients in the  field has n roots in the  field; 

that  is, it splits into linear factors with coefficient in the  field. T h e  standard example of 

an  algebraically closed field is @, the field of complex numbers. It is well known, t hat. 

every field has a minimal algebraically closed superfield, called its algebraic closure. We 
denote the algebraic closure of h' by K. CVe note, that  the  algebraic closure of a field is 

an infinite set, even if the  base field is a finite field. For instance: if Ii? = 4, the  finite 

field with q elernentso then its algebraic closure c, can be thought as the union of Il$* for 

k = 1. 2: a... 
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LVe consider polynomials in K[X, Y ] .  i-e., expressions of the form 

The degree of a term aij.Y 'Yj  is defined to  be i + j. Then the degree of C is the maximum 

of t h e  degrees of its terms. .\ root or zero of C is a point P = (a, 6 )  E x R such that 

C ( P )  = o. 

Definition 5.1.1 A root P E x R O/ a polynornial C E [<[.Y, Y] i s  said to  be a 

I t  can be proven that  every elliptic curve is isomorphic t o  sorne elliptic curve defined by 

a LVeierstraçs equation (with no singular points). Thus every elliptic c u v e  has a mode1 

gi \-en by a Weierstrass equat ion. 

Definition 5.1.2 ..ln elliptic curue E ouer A-, defined by a Weierstrass equation 

wilh a i .  ...' as E I<! with no singular points, is  the set of al1 points in R x R that satisfy 

E .  together with a special point O ,  called the point at infinity. 

LVe write E/I< whenever an elliptic curve E is defined by a Weierstrass equation with 

coefficients in A*. We stress, that the point a t  infinity O, is not an element of R x K. 
For our purposes, it can be thought simply as a special point, whose properties will be 

discussed later in this chapter. We note that  depending on the characteristic of t h e  field 

1;: t he  defining equation may be further sirnplified. It  should also be mentioned here that 

t h e  degree t ha t  we used to define elliptic curves is not t o  be confused with the degree of 

a polynomial on E, which is defined in Section -5.2. 

So far. we considered ail the points with coordinates in T. l t  makes perfect sense to 

consider the set of points in K x i< that satisfy C ( X ,  Y) = O. This set, together with 

t h  point at infinity O is called the set of ~ 0 i n t . s  on E defined over A', and is denoted by 

E( Ii). 

5.2 Polynomial and rat ional funct ions 

The notion of polynornial and rational functions on curves is central in the theory of 

algebraic curves. Let E be an elliptic curve defined by a polynomial equation C'(,Y, Y) = 
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O. bTe would like t o  think of the elements in R[x? Y] as defining polynomial functions on 

E. Two elements in R[X, Y] should be considered the same, if they differ by a multiple 

of C'(-Y. Y ) .  We call the set of polynomial functions on E ,  the coordinate ring of E. 

Defini t ion 5.2.1 Let E / K  6e an elliptic curve. The coordinate ring of E / K  is defined 

[<[El = 
K[X' Y ]  
(c'(.Y: Y)) ' 

Remark. Even in the case that the curve is defined over K. it makes sense to  define the 

ring - - K [ X :  Y ]  
K [ E ]  = 

(C(S. Y)) ' 

The symbols -x" and "y" are reserved for the coordinate functions on E defined by 
x(a. b) = a and y (a ,  6 )  = 6 .  An alternative definition of the coordinate ring of E is 

sirnply as [([El = f<[x,  y ] ,  since the functions x and y clearly satisfy C, and therefore 

Ci(.. 9) = O. 

Defini t ion 5.2.2 A polynomial on E is an element of R [ x ,  y] .  

A consequence of t his definition is that every polynomial on E can be wri tten as f (x, y )  = 

v ( x )  + yW(x): for two polÿnomials v ,  w in one variable. We call this the  canonical form 

of f .  Then f can be viewed as a function on E, since x and y are. W e  note that  this 

representat ion of f is unique. 

The field of rational functions on E is defined as the field of quotients of the coordinate 

ring. 

Defini t ion 5.2.3 -4 rational function on E is an equiualence class of forma1 quotients 

of polgnomials f / g  (g not identically zero), where we identify f / g  with h / s  i f  f s = gh 

a s  polynomials on E .  The set of rational functions on E is a field denoted 6y K( E ) .  

The field r( E) is defined similarly. We are interested in the value of rational functions 

o n  E. 

Defini t ion 5.2.4 If r is a rational function on E and P is a finite point in E ,  we Say 

that r is jînite at P if there exists a representation r = f / g ,  where f and g are polynomials 

on E and g ( P )  # 0.  U r  is jnite at P ,  we define r ( P )  = f ( P ) / g ( P ) .  

PVe note that  if a rational function is finite a t  a finite point P then the value r ( P )  is well 

defined. i.e.. it does not depend on the choice of f and g. 

The value of a rational function at  the point at  infinity is more complicated to define. 

First we define the degree of a polynomial on E. 
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Definition 5.2.5 Let f (x, y )  = v ( x )  + yw(x) be a non-zero polynomial on E .  IVe define 

the degree o f f  by 

deg( f )  = max{2 - deg=(v), 3 + 2 - deg,(w)}, 

ulrere deg, is the usual degree of a univariate polynornial. 

One way to justify this definition is to assign degree 2 to x and degree 3 to y. T b e n  

2 . deg,(u) is the degree of u and 3 + 2 - deg,(w) is the degree of W. The maximum of 

the two is defined to be the degree of f .  We note that the degree map deg : [\-[El -t Z 
defined here has the following property that one would expect: 

for al1 non-zero f, g E Ii[E]. deg( f - g) = deg( f )  + deg(g). 

i4;e define now the value of a rational function at the point of infinity. 

Definition 5.2.6 Let r = fjg be a rational function on E.  u d e g (  f )  < deg(g), w e  set 

r ( 0 )  = O .  If deg( f )  > deg(g), we say that r is not finite at O. If deg( f )  = deg(g),  

flien u-riting f and g in canonical form, the leading t e m s  (the t e n s  of highest degree 

according to DeJinition 5 - 2 5 )  will be either a l d  and bxd respectively (ifdeg( f) is even) 

or nyxd  and byx%espectiuely (ifdeg( f) is odd), for some a ,  b E ÎT and sorne integer d. 

[i;é define r ( 0 )  = a/b. 

If  a rational function r is not finite at some point P (finite or O) we write r ( P )  = m. 

5.3 Zeros and poles 

The definition of zeros and poles of rational functions is straightforward. 

Definition 5.3.1 Let r be a rational function on E.  IVe Say that r izas a zero at P E E 
if r ( P )  = O and that r has a pole at P E E i f r ( P )  = oo. 

Xext we want to define the multiplicity of a zero or pole. This is more complicated, and 

tve need the following theorem. 

Theorem 5.3.2 For each point P E E there is a rational function u p ,  zero at P ,  with 

the property: if r is any ratéonal function not identically zero, then 

for sorne integer d and some rational function s that isjînite and non-zero at P.  Further- 

more, the rzumber d does not depend on the choice of the function u p .  Such a function 

u p  is called a unifonnizer or unifomizing uariable at P .  
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This theorem allows us to make the following definition. 

Definition 5.3.3 If r is a rational function and r = u$s, where u p  is a unifonni ier  at 

P .  we say  that the order of r at P is d and wn'te 

If r. has a zero or pole ut P ,  we define its multiplicity to be lordp(r)l. 

Example. Let f be a non-zero polynomial on E. We wish t o  find its order a t  O. The 

rational function u = x/y is a uniformizer at O. To see this, note that  deg(x) = 2 < 3 = 

deg(y ) and thesefore, u(O) = O. Furthermore. 

for any integer d. The  order of f is the integer d that  makes y d f / x d  finite and non-zero 

at O. From Definition 5.2.6 this means 

In other words, for every non-zero polynomial f on E ,  

cl 
Let r = f /g  be a rational function. If we apply Theorem 5 - 3 2  to the polynomials f and 

y at a point P E A?? we get 

for rational functions sl and sz finite and non-zero a t  P. Then we obtain 

and sI/s2 is finite and non-zero a t  P. Thus, the order of r a t  P is d l  - d2. CVe have 

established 

The next lemma gives a connection between the degree of a polynomial and its zeros 

and poles. The  proof can be found in [12, p.91. 
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Lemma 5.3.4 Let f be a polynomial on E .  The sum of the rnultiplicities of the zeros of 

f ~ q u a l s  the degree of f .  

This  Iernma. toget her with Equation(5.2), irnplies tha t  

Since for every rational function r = f/g, ordp(r)  = ordp( / )  - ordp(g)  have the  

follotring important theorem. 

Theorem 5.3.5 Let r be a non-zero rational function on E.  Then 

5.4 Divisors 

Let E be an  elliptic curve over Ici A divisor of E is a forma1 sum of t h e  form 

tvhere n p E Z. and only finitely many  of those are non-zero. We cal1 t h e  set of points P 
for which np  # O the support of the  divisor. Then the  set of divisors of E forrn a group 

uncler the  addition law: 

P f E  P E E  P E E  

This is called the  divisor group of E: and  is denoted by Div (E) .  T h e  degree of a divisor 

D E Div (E) ,  is defined by 

The divisors of degree O form a subgroup of Div(E), which is denoted by D~v'(E).  With 

every rational function r on E we can  associate the  following divisor 

d iv ( r )  = C ordp(r)(  P). 
PEE 

Thcorem 5.3.5 then implies t h a t  for every non-zero rational function r on E, d iv( r )  E 

D~v'(E).  Tliust the divisor of any  rational function has degree zero. T h e  converse is not 

t rue. 
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Definition 5.4.1 A divisor D E Div(E) is principal i f  it is the diuzsor of some function 

r .  tha t  is D = div(r). The group of pn'ncipal diuisors is denoted by Prin(E).  Two 

dicisors D1: D2 are linearly equivalent, denoted D l  - D2, if Dl - D2 is principal. The 

dirisor class group (or Picard group) of E I  denoted Pic( E )  is defined b y  

If we restrict our attention to divisors of degree O, then we have the following definition. 

Definition 5.4.2 

is t h e  quotient 

The degree zero part ofthe divisor class group of E ,  denoted by picO(E), 

The group pic0( E) is also called the Jacobian of the curve E. For elliptic curves, it turns 

o u t  that the group P~c'(E) is in one-to-one correspondence with the set ~ ( 7 ; ; ) .  This 

correspondence induces an addition lm on the set of points of E, which makes E ( K )  a 

grou p. 

5.5 The group law 

Let E be an elliptic curve. Consider two points P and Q in E ,  and the line that contains 

them. Since the Weierstrass equation has degree 3, there is always a third point of 

intersection R with the curve (P1 Q and R may not be distinct, for instance if the line is 

tangent to E ) .  The composition law $ is given by the following rule. 

Definition 5.5.1 (Composition Law) Let P, & E E ,  L the line connecting P and Q 
(tangent line to E i f  P = Q ) ,  and R the third point of intersection of L with E.  Let L' 
be t h e  line connecting R and O (the vertical line through R).  Then P @ Q is defined to 

l e  t h e  third point of intersection of L' with E .  

I t  is clear from the definition of the composition law, that the 'hm" of two points 

P and Q can be given by explicit algebraic formulas. In fact, P f? Q can be computed 

efficiently. Furthermore, one can show that the composition is associative, commutatiue, 

t h e  point at infinity O serves as the identity, and every point has an inverse. We will not 

give the  formulas here, since they will not be used in the rest of the thesis. They can be 

found in [61, pp. 58-59]. 

The above geometric composition law (which seems artificial) can be derived in an 

indirect way, namely by establishing the isomorphism between E and P~c'(E) (as sets). 

Those facts are recorded in the following theorem. 
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Theorem 5.5.2 Let E be an elliptic curwe. 

2. For every divisor D E ~iv'(E)  there ezists a unique point P E E such that 

D - ( P )  -(O). 

3. Let O : DivO(E) + E be the m a p  giuen by the above association. Then a is 

surject ive.  

This induces a bijection of sets (which we also denote by a )  

5. The inverse to a is the map 

K : E < P~c'(E) 

P * class of ( P )  - (O) 

6. The group lau: given in Definition 5.5.1 and the group law induced from PicO(E) by 

a are the same .  

As a consequence of Theorem 5.5.2, E becomes an abelian group. From here on. we will 

drop t h e  special symbol 8 and simply use + for the group operation on  E. We denote 

the  inverse of P  by -P. 
Ive introdiice the follotving notation: for rn E Z and P E E, we write 

[O]P = O? (5.3) 

[ m ] P  = P + P + - - - + P  ( n z t e r m s ) f o r m > O ,  (5.4) 

[ m ] P  = [-ml(-P) for m < O .  

T h e  following corollary of Theorem 5 - 5 2  gives a necessary and sufficient condition for a 

divisor t o  be principal. 

Corollary 5.5.3 Let E be an elliptic curue and D = C n p ( P )  E Div(E) .  Then D is 

principal  if and only if C n p  = O and x [ n p ] P  = O. (Note that the first sum is of 

integers, the second is addition on E .) 

More generally, for a (not necessarily principal) divisor D = C n p ( P )  we say that D 
sums  to Q if C[np] P = Q. 
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5.6 Lines 

In Thcorem 5 - 5 2  of the previous section we defineci the homomorphism 

o : DivO(E) -t E, 

t hat maps (P) - (O) to  P. Then, we have 

( ( P )  + (Q) - -(O)) = 0 ( ( P )  - ( O ) )  + 0 ((Q) - (O)) = P + Q = d ( P  + Q) - (W.  

Tlierefore: 

ivliich implies t hat 

( P )  + (Q) - 2 ( 0 )  = ( P  + Q) - ( O )  + div(r) for some r E F(E) .  

SinlilarIy we have 

( P )  - ( Q )  = ( P  - Q) - (O) + div(r)  for sorne r E K ( E ) .  

Thus. for any divisor D = C n p ( P )  E D~v'(E) we can write 

since C n p  = 0' and by the  previous argument, rve have 

0 = ( C [ ~ P ] P )  - (0) + div(r)  for some r E F(E) .  

The goal of this section is t o  show that the function r can be c o m ~ u t e d  efficiently. For 

tha t  Ive  need to introduce the  notion of a line. 

-4 line is a polynomial on  E of the form 

where a t  least one of a, f l  is non-zero. Then one can prove that any line has one of the 

following divisors. 

1. di@) = ( P )  + (Q)  + (R) - 3 ( 0 ) ,  P:Q, R distinct, 

2. div(e) = I ( P )  + (Q)  - 3(0), tangent line at P, 

3 .  div(e) = 3 ( P )  - 3 ( 0 ) ,  P is an inflection point, 
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4. div(E) = (P) + ( Q )  - - (O) ,  vertical line through P, Q  = - P ,  

5 .  dit.(() = 2 ( P )  - ?(O):  vertical tangent line a t  P, 

for distinct points P:Q E E. Conversely, each of the above divisors is t he  divisor of a 

li ne. 

Lines are important when we want to solve the following problem. Given a divisor 

D E ~ i v ' ( E ) ,  find a point R and a rational function r E R(E) such that  D = ( R )  - 
(0)  + d i \+ - ) .  Let Di = ( P )  - (0)  and Dz = (Q) - ( O ) .  Suppose that  D = Di + Dz = 

( P )  + (Q)  - 2 ( 0 ) .  and P = ( a ,  6 )  and  Q = (c ,  d). We need t o  consider two cases: 

If Q = -P. Then D = ( P ) + ( Q ) - 2 ( 0 )  and therefore, D = div(E), where E(x, Y) = x-a 
is t h e  vertical line through P (case 4). 

If Q # -P. Then the line that  intersects E at P and Q, has a third point of intersection 

P * Q with the curve. We consider the  lines € and h with divisors 

div(e) = ( P )  + ( Q )  + ( P  * Q )  - 3(0), 
div(h) = ( P  * Q )  + ( P  + Q )  - 2(O). 

Then we have 

wherc [ ( x .  y )  = y - ax - y is the  line that contains both P  and Q: and h(xt  y )  = 

x - x ( P  + Q )  is the vertical line through P  + Q  and P * Q. 

Clearly, if  we have a finite number of divisors Di = (P i )  - ( O ) ,  i = 1, ..., no we can repeat 

the  process to  end up with a rational function r E R(E) such tha t  

We consider noiv the case D = Di - Dz = ( P )  -(Q). 

If Q = -P. Then D = ( P )  - ( Q )  and  if h is the vertical line through P and  Q  (case 4 ) ,  

Ive have 

div(h) = ( P )  + ( Q )  - 2 ( 0 ) ,  

and t herefore, 
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and from Equation (5..5), we have 

for a function r that  is cornputable. Thus, 

If Q # -P. Then D = (P) - (Q) and k' is the line that  contains P. Q and P * Q. then 

Again from Equation (Z..j), we can compute a rational function r such that  

Therefore. 

D = ( P  - Q) - (O)div(r/ t) .  

We observe that if Dl = (P) - (0) and D2 = (Q) - (O) then 

and the function r is efficiently cornputable. 

LVe c m  use the above idea to compute a rational function r E K ( E )  such that  

D = div(r) ,  for ang divisor D E Prin( E). Indeed? if 

then we can write 
m 

= C ni ((Pi)  - (O) )  

sirice n;  = O by the principality of D. Then, using the  above algorithm, we find a 

function r E K( E) such that  

Since D is principal, we have 
rn 

Therefore. 
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5.7 Maps between elliptic curves 

\\'e define nom the notion of a rational rnap from an elliptic curve E to itself. ?Ve note 

t hat  everything in this section can be generalized to rational maps between two elliptic 

curves E and Er. Let f ( X ,  Y) be the defining polynomial for E. 

Definition 5.7.1 -4 rational rnap F from E to E is a pair ( r ,  s ) ,  where r ,  s are rationnl 

functions on E such that 

f (r t  S) = 0. 

If UY let F ( P )  = O if  and only v r  and s are not finite ut P ,  then F defines a map 

sirice r and s have poles at the same points, a.nd if they are finite at P then ( r ( P ) ,  s ( P ) )  

is a point on E .  

Definition 5.7.2 Let F be a rational rnap from E  to itself. The ramification index of F 
a t  P E E is dejned b y  

e ~ ( p )  = O ~ ~ P ( U F ( P )  O F ) ,  

To a rational rnap F corresponds in a natural way a rnap 

I t  is not hard to see that  F' is a field homomorphism. 

T h e o r e m  5.7.3 E v e q  non-constant rational rnap F : E + E is onto. 

Since F is onto, it follows that F' is one-to-one. Indeed, if F' (r )  = F œ ( s )  then for every 

P E E we have r ( F ( P ) )  = s ( F ( P ) ) .  From the surjectivity of F, it follows that F ( P )  

varies over al1 points of E. Thus, r (Q)  = s ( Q )  for al1 Q f E.  

Theorem 5.7.4 Let F : E + E be a non-constant rational map. Then F* : f < ( E )  + 
IC( E )  is a field homomorphzsm. 
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I t  is clear that FRA-( E) is a subfield of K ( E ) .  In fact, it can be proven that K( E)/ F' K( E) 
is a finite field extension. We define the degree of this extension to be the degree of F. 

t\'e define t h e  separable (resp. inseparable) degree of F, denoted deg,( F) (resp. degi( F)) 
to be the  separable (resp. inseparable) degree of the field extension. The usefulness of 

this definition will become clear in Section 5.8. 

A rational map F of E induces a rnap of Div(E), which is usually also denoted by 

P. given by 

T h e  rnap is extended Z-linearly to any divisor. The next theorem gives some properties 

of the map F * ,  and shows the connection between the degrees of rational maps and the 

degrees of divisors. We stress that F* denotes two different maps (one on K ( E )  and one 

one  on Div(E)). Which one is meant each time will be clear from the argument of F'. 

Theorem 5.7.5 Let F : E -+ E be a non-constant map. Then, 

P. For every, D E Div(E) deg(FSD) = deg(F) deg(D). 

3. For every, r E K( E) -  Fa(div(r))  = div( F'r). 

ive will be interested in a special class of rational maps from E to E, namely those 

t hat are also group homomorphisms. 

Definition 5.7.6 A rational rnap from E to E that is also a grovp homomorphism is 

called an endomorphism. These maps f o n  a ring, which is denoted by End(E).  The 
operations are defined by 

The endomorphism ring is, in general, not commutative, i.e.. the operator O does not 

commute. Some useful properties of End(E) are given in the next proposition 



Proposition 5.7.7 Let E be an elliptic curve. Then the endornorphism ring End(E) is 

a (not necessarily commutative) ring of characteristic O with no zero divisors. 

1. The -multiplication by rn" rnap [ml : E + E, defined by Equation (5.4) is an 

endomorphism. 

2 .  Let fi = $, q a prime power, and E an elliptic curve defined over $ . The Frobenius 

map d : E + E is given by C$ = (zq, yq). In other words, 

d (0)  = 0, (5 .6)  

d ( P )  = (aq, bq), for P = (a, b) E E - O. 

The Frobenius rnap is an endomorphisrn of E.  To see this, one needs to notice that 

for every a E &, aQ = a! and the addition on E is given by rational functions (wit h 

coefficients in K).  We stress that 4 is not the identity map. However, it is true 

that o ( P )  = P for every P E E ( & )  (while this is not true for points defined over 

extensions of Q ) .  In fact, the property o ( P )  = P characterizes the points on E 
defined over Fq. This is the reason that the Frobenius rnap p l a y  an important roIe 

in the theory of elliptic curves over finite fields. We will use the Frobenius rnap 

extensively in Chapter 6 .  

:3. The .-translation by T" rnap TT : E + E defined by r T ( P )  = P + T is a rational 

map, which is not an endomorphism, unless T = 0. 

5.8 Isogenies 

We introduce now a seemingly more general class of rational maps, called isogenies. 

Again, isogenies are more generally defined as maps between two elliptic curves E and 

E' with some specific property. We will be interested only in maps from E to i tself. 

Definition 5.8.1 An isogeny is a rational rnap F : E + E with the property F ( 0 )  = 0. 

Clearly every endomorphism is an isogeny, since an endomorphism is a homomorphism 

of groups, and therefore maps the identity to the identity. The converse turns out to be 

also true. 
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Theorem 5.8.2 Every isogeny F : E + E is also an endomorphism. 

Sonzero isogenies have several special properties. For instance, the  ramification index 

eF(  P) does not depend on  the  point P. 

Theorem 5.8.3 Let F : E + E be a non-constant isogeny. 

1. For euery P E E, # F - ' ( P )  = deg,(F). 

2. For every P E E ,  eF( P )  = degi(F) .  

3. The rnap 

is an isornorphism. Here TT is the translation by  T map and TG is  the automorphism 

it induces on K ( E ) .  

4. Assume that F is separable. Then F is  unramified, and # ker(F)  = deg (F ) ,  and 
- 
ilF( E )  is Gaiois over F=K( E ) .  

This t heorem gives a more intuitive understanding of the  notions of degree, separable 

degree and inseparable degree, for non-constant isogenies. 

ive apply now Theorem 5.8.3 t o  the q-power Frobenius endomorphism of E/Fq. We 

know tha t  ed does not depend on the point, so we can write 

where t h e  second equality is by the definition of the ramification index and u = x/y is a 

iiniformizer at O (as we saw in Section 5.3). Since u O 4 = uq, we have 

Furthermore. we can see that  +*%(E)  is the subfield given by quotients 

Similady, IF,(E)Q is the  subfield given by quotients 
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Lire also know that 

($[X,YI)~ = % [ X ~ , Y ~ I -  

Therefore- we have &&(E)  = $ ( E ) q .  This implies that the extension & ( E ) / @ ' $ ( E )  is 
purely inseparable, because for every element r E $(E) ,  r q  E d*l&(E) (for more details 

see [16, p.15]) .  These observations combined with Theorem 5.8.3 imply the following 

t heorem. 

Theorem 5.8.4 Let E l $  be an elliptic c,unie, and 4 the q-power Frobenius endomor- 

phisrn. Then 

1. d is purely inseparable. 

9. deg,(+) = 1, which implies ker(Q) = {O) .  

The "multiplication-by-m" map, on the other hand, is separable, provided that the char- 

acteristic of the field does not divide m. 

T h e o r e m  5.8.5 Let E/Ii be an elliptic curue. and let rn f Z, rn # O. Ifchar([<) = O 

o r  char(Ii) is prime to  m then the endomorphisrn [ml : E + E is separable. 

This. together ivith Theorem 5.8.3. imply that for El% with m prime to q ,  

# ker[n] = deg[m]. and el,] = 1. 

.A similar result holds for endornorphisms of the form [ml + [n] O 4, which ive denote by 

n2 + no. 
Theorem 5.8.6 Let E l &  be an elliptic cume, d the q-power Frobenius endomorphism, 

and m.n E Z. Then the map 

m + n d :  E +  E 

is separable i /  and only if gcd(rn, q )  = 1. In particufar, the endomorphism L - 6 is 

sepa  r a b f ~ .  

The endomorphisrn 1 - 4 is particuiarly important. For a point P E E ( $ )  

Thus the order of the group E(%)  is # ker(1- 4) ,  and since 1 - qi is separable, it is equal 

to deg(l - 4) .  Hasse in the 1930's gave an estimate of deg(1 - 4) proving the following 

famous theorem. 



Theorem 5.8.7 (Hasse) Let El& be an elliptic curue. Then 

# E ( & ) = q + + - a a , ,  with la , l62&. 

-4 proof of Theorem 5.8.7 can be found in [64, pp. 131-1321. The number a,  is sometimes 

called the trace of Frobenius. 

5.9 The dual isogeny 

To every non-constant isogeny F corresponds a unique isogeny. called the dual isogeny. 

dcnoted by F. This correspondence is given by the  following theorem. 

Theorem 5.9.1 Let F : E + E be a non-constant isogeny of degree m .  There exists a 

unique isogeny P : E + E satisfying 

Definition 5.9.2 Let F : E + E be an isogeny. The dual isogeny to F is the isogeny 
h 

gicen b y  Theorem 5.9.1. If F is constant ( i . e . .  F = [ O ] ) ,  then we set F = [ O ] .  

The nest theorem gives the  basic properties of the dual isogenyo that will be used exten- 

sively in Chapter 6 .  

Theorem 5.9.3 Let F : E + E be an isogeny. 

2. Let G : E + E be another isogeny. Then 

9. F o r a l l r n ~ Z ,  [G]=[(m and deg[m]=m2- 

From Theorem 5.9.3 and the separability of the  map [ml (Theorem 5-85), we get the 

folIowing t heorem. 

Theorem 5.9.4 Let E/h' be an  elliptic curve and rn E Z, m # 0. 



1. If char([<) is zero or prime to m,  then 

2. If char([<) = p: then either 

~ b ~ ]  = { O }  f o r a l l = , . :  or  
z - Wl = phZ for ail k = 1,~: .  . - .  

(.kFotation: E[m]  is another notation for ker[rn]. the set of points of E hauing order that 

dir ides  m.)  

Let char(1i) = p. The elliptic curves E / K  for which ~ [ p ~ ]  = {O} are called supersingular. 

-4 curve that is not supersingular is called ordinary. 

Let E l $  be an elliptic curve. We know that E ( 4 )  form a group, necessarily finite, 

since Fq is finite. Moreover, Hasse's Theorem .5.S.i gives an estimate of the order of 

the  group. As a matter of fact, more can be shown about the structure of E ( 5  ). The 

following result is easily deduced from Theorem 5.9.4. 

Theorem 5.9.5 Let E be an elliptic cume over 5. Then 

!or some positiue integers n l ,  n2, with n2 ln1 and n2 Iq - 1. 

I t  is immediate from the theorem that there exist points Tl and T2 that generate the 

group E($ ), ive.: for every point P  E E(i& ), P = [x]Ti + [y]Tz, with x E Z/nlZ: and 

y f Z / n z Z .  In the case that n2 = 1 the group is cyclic. 

5.10 Weil reciprocity 

III this section, LW describe the Weil reciprocity, and the generalized Weil reciprocity. 

The later will be useful in Chapter 6, for the computation of the Weil pairing. 

5Ve start by defining the value of a function at a divisor. 

Definition 5.10.1 Let E be an elliptic curue, and f E F(E)* a non-zero rational func- 

lion. Let D = C n p ( P )  be a diuisor such that D and div(,f) have disjoint support. Then 

we define the value o f f  at D as 
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T h e  Weil reciprocity law can be  stated as follows. 

Theorem 5.10.2 (Weil reciprocity) Let E be an elliptic cume, and f , g  E I;'(E)', 
such that div( f )  and div(g) have disjoint support. Then 

There  is a generalization of the  Weil reciprocity law. tha t  removes the  requirement 

t hat ditJ( f )  and div(g) have disjoint support. Our presentation is from [12]. We s tar t  by 

defining the  local symbol of f and g. 

Definition 5.10.3 Let E be an  elliptic curve and f , g  E K( E ) ' .  Assume that ml = 
ordp( f) and mg = ordp(g). Then we define 

We note, tha t  the  local symbol is well defined, since the  function fm9/gmf has order zero 

at P. Indeed, 

\Ve aIso note that  the local syrnbol is tha t  (f,  g ) p  = 1 unless f or  g has a zero o r  a 

pole at P. This is simply because if both f and g are finite a n d  non-zero at P t hen 

r n j  = mg = O. The generalized Weil reciprocity law is given by the next theorem. 

Theorem 5.10.4 (Generalized Weil reciprocity) Let E be an elliptic curue, and 

f . g  E K-(E)'. Then 





Chapter 6 

The elliptic curve discrete logarit hm 
problem 

6.1 Introduction 

The first public-key cryptographic protocol, that  was proposed by Diffie and Hellman 

[li'] in 1976 based its security on the  presumed intractability of the  discrete logarithm 

problem in the  multiplicative group of finite fields. T h e  intense research during the  

following years resulted in the Index Calculus method and  its several variants - for 

instance see Chapter  4 - tha t  run in subexponential tirne. T h e  most successfuI such 

variant is the Number Field Sieve [Xi, 56: 571, tha t  has conjectured running t ime 

exp ( ( c  + O( 1)) (log q )  1/3(log log q)2'3) - 

This development made  the  DLP in finite fields tractable for finite fields $ with q -- 

- 'looO. Consequently: t he  security of cryptosystems based on  the  DLP in finite fields is 

compromised, unless quite Iarge keys are used. 

T h e  above developments motivated researchers t o  look for groups ot  her than the  

multiplicative group of finite fields, in which the D L P  remained of exponential t ime 

complexity, and that  could be used as the basis of a cryptographic system. One  such 

proposai is to use the  group of points of an elliptic curve over a finite field. 

Elliptic curves have features that  are attractive for cryptographic purposes. To start  

with: the arithmetic in E ( 5 )  is efficient (see for instance [47, 671). Furthermore, Hasse's 

t heorem asserts that  the  order of the  group # E ( Q )  is q+ 1 -aq  with lapl < 2&, i-e., very 

close to  the size of i& itself. It is also important that  # E ( % ) ,  which is needed for some 

cryptosystems, can be computed efficiently using the  algorithms of Schoof [5$] ,  Lehmann 
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et-al. [%], and Menezes et.al. [43]. Groups which are candidates for cryptographic use. 

with smooth order can also be avoided this way. In addition, elliptic curves define a great 

\ariety of finite abelian groups, that are candidate for cryptographic use. 

Probably the most important aspect of a cryptosystem is the level of security t hat it 

offers. in our case, this depends on the dificulty of the discrete logarithm problem on 

elliptic curves (ECDLP), which is the subject of this chapter. 

6.2 Reductions to finite fields 

-4s mentimed before, the ECDLP remains, in general, of e'cponential time complesity: 

t hat is. no subexponential t ime algorithm is known that works for every elIiptic curve E 
over any finite field $. One reason for that is that the Index Calculus type methods do 

not seem to apply [65].  However, not al1 elliptic curves offer the same level of security. 

T here esist elliptic curves, for which subexponential algorit hms have been found. The 

method of attack has, invariably, been the construction of a polynomial time reduction 

of the ECDLP to DLP in either the additive or the multiplicative group of finite fields. 

Then. a subexponential algorithm for the latter problem can be employed. 

Let u s  fix sorne notation here. We consider an elliptic curve E defined over a finite 

field $ of characteristic p. We are given a point P E E ( & )  of prime order r # p, and 

a point Q E (P) whose discrete logarithm we want to compute. -411 the attacks that we 

discuss in this thesis use an  efficiently computable isomorphism 

where pr is the group of r-th roots of unity in Fq. The group p, is contained in the 

extension field $ L ,  rvhere k is the smallest positive integer such that rlqk - 1. Therefore, 

such an isomorphism can be effective only if the extension degree k is small. We will 

consider estensively the case rlq - 1, i-e., al1 the r-th roots of unity are contained in IF,. 
The goal of this chapter is t o  prove the following theorem. 

Theorem 6.2.1 Let El$  be an elliptic curue, P E E ( % )  a point of prime order r 

differcnt than the characteristic of l&, and assume that a ,  E 2 (mod r ) .  Let p, denote 

the  group of r- th roots of unity in Fq . Then there exists an  isomorphism 

thaf  is computable in polynomial time. 
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T h e  proof is broken down into two parts. First we construct the isomorphism using 

a generalized version of the  Weil pairing. Then Ive give an  algorithm t o  compute the 

generalized Weil pairing in the case of interest to  us. At the  end of t h e  chapter we will 

make some rernarks about the  more general case, rlqL - 1 for k > 1. 

Before moving t o  our contributiono we review the  two main results in the  literature. 

6.2.1 The MOV reduction 

Let E / %  be an  elliptic curve defined over l$: and let P E E ( & )  be a point of prime order 

r. different from the  characteristic of $. We ÿevish t o  solve the  discrete logarithm problern 

in ( P ) ;  that is. given a. point Q E (P) rve want t o  find an integer E such tha t  Q = [ l ]P .  

The idea of Menezes. Okamoto and Vanstone [42] is t o  construct an  isomorphism between 

(P) and the group of r-th roots of unity in 6, which we denote by p, T h e  construction 

of the  isomorphism uses the  Weil pairing w, which we describe now. 

Let E[r] be the  group of points of order dividing r. We consider a point S E E[r ]  

and a function with divisor 

div( fs) = r ( S )  - r ( 0 ) .  

Then we observe that  

is a principal divisor? where the point S' is chosen so that [r]S' = S. We let 

div(gs) = (Sr + R )  - ( R ) .  
RE E[r]  

Ttien we have 

div(fs o [rj) = rdiv(gs) ,  

and t herefore 

g: = fs 0 [Tl- 

Of course, the functions fs and gs are only defined up to  a multiplicative constant. The 

constant can be  chosen so that  the  above equation holds. T h e  Weil pairing js defined by 

it-here .Y E E(F~) is any point such that  gs(X)  # O. It can be proven (see [64]): that  the 

Weil pairing, as given above, is well defined, and has the  following properties. 



Iden t i ty .  For every S E E[r] ,  w(S, S )  = 1. 

Bilineari ty.  For every S, Tl: Tz E E [ r ] ,  w(S,Tl f T2)  = w(S, T'&o. Tz).  
For every Si- S2, T E E[r]. ur(Si + Sz, T) = w(S1, T)w(Sz, T ) .  

Non-degeneracy.  If w(S, T) = 1 for every T E E[r], then S = 0. 

Furthermore. there exists a point S E E [ r ]  such that w( P. S) is a primitive r-th root 

of unity. Then. the map 

is a group isomorphism. The two groups are cyclic of the same order, and V is a group 

homomorp hism. since 

The  algorithm then works as follows. 

A lgo r i t hm:  Reduction (Supersingular curves) 

I npu t :  -4 point P of order r ,  and a point Q f (P) 
Output: An integer e such that Q = [8]P 

1. Find a point S E E[r ]  such that  w(P,  S) is a primitive r-th root of unity. 

2. Compute a = w ( P :  S )  and /3 = w(Q7 S). 

:3. Compute the discrete logarithm & of P to the  base a. 

The reason t hat the algorit hm works is that ,  if Q = [el P then 

There are three issues relevant to  the  efficiency of the above algorit hm. The first is 

t hat t h e  points involved have to be defined over a small extension of $ (otherwise their 

representation is simply too large t o  handle). and also the elements a and P have t o  live 

in a small extension of 4. The second issue is the determination of the  point S. The 

third issue is the efficient computation of the  Weil pairing. 
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Menezes, Okamoto and Vanstone show, that  if E is a supersingular curve (see Theo- 

rem 5.9.4). then al1 t h e  requirernents can be met. In particular, for supersingular curves 

for an integer k 5 6. This rneans that al1 the  points involved are  defined over a small 

extension of 4 (extension of degree at  most 6). Furthermore, p, C Q for the same 

extension degree k. Atso, the  point S can be found probabilistically, by randomly choos- 

ing points in E [ r ] .  Finally, the  issue of the efficient computation of w is resolved by an 

algorit hm of Miller (see [42, Appendix]). 

A few remarks about  the MOV reduction are in order. .A reduction based o n  the  Weil 

pairing cannot be efficient unless the  point S E E [ r ]  is defined over a small extension of 

Fq. which in turn requires that  

E[r]  E E(Q ) for a srnall k. (6.2) 

For supersingular curves, this is the case. Harasaiva et.  al. give in [30] a n  extension of 

this approach (using the  Weil pairing as well), that  works for non-supersingular curves 

that  satisfy Equation (6.2) for some 6. However, this is as far as the  Weil pairing can be 

Gpushed". For curves such that  r Iq - 1 (which, in general, do  not satisfy Equation (6.2)). 

p, E 5: i.e.? the  elements of both groups (P) and p, are defined over K .  However, the  

MOV reduction requires for its computation the  point S, that is, in general, defined over 

a very large extension of 5, rendering this approach totally inefficient. 

6.2.2 The FR reduction 

.A reduction that works when rlq - 1 was given by Frey and Rück in [-O] (see also [19]). 

CVe will refer to  it a s  the  "FR reduction". The  FR reduction is based on  a difTerent 

pairing, the Tate-Lichtenbaum pairing. The main result of [?O], in our notation is the 

foIlowing. 

Theorem 6.2.2 (Frey-Rück) Let r be a prime n u d e r  prime to q, and let p, be the 

group of r-th mots of unity in K. Assume that E ( & )  contains a point of order r .  There 

erists a pairing 

4% : E ( % ) l r E ( & )  x E(Q)[r l  -t Pr: 

that is bilinear and non-degenerate. Moreover, it is computa6le in O(Iogq) steps ,  where 

one s t e p  is equivalent to one addition on E.  
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Hemo E($ )[r]  denotes the group of points defined over ii$ that  have order dividing r. 

Returning to our problem, we have a point P of order r, and we want t o  solve the ECDLP 
in (P). The case of interest for cryptographic purposes is when r is large. To make this 

precise? ive assume that r2 l# E(I&). Then. for elliptic curves with trace of Frobenius 

a ,  = 2' i.e.' #E(I&) = q - 1 we have r J q  - 1 which implies that  p, C %. Frey? Müller, 

and Rück show t hat in this case +r( P. P) is a primitive r-th root of unity. and the pairing 

is given by 

&(Q, P )  = ( ~ P ( D Q ) ) ( ~ - ' ) ' ~ ,  

cvhere fp is a function with divisor 

and DQ is a divisor that sums to  Q. 

The actual reduction then, is virtually the same as the MOV reduction, with the 

LVeil pairing substituted with t he  Tate-Lichtenbaum pairing, and the  first step eliminated 

(since the point S that makes 4, a primitive r-th root of unity is known to be P). 

1 Generalized Weil pairing 1 a, i 2 (rnod r )  1 a, = 2 1 

Weil pairing 

Tate pairing 

Table 6.1: Reductions of the ECDLP to DLP in finite fields 

LVe sumrnarize the cases that  the MOV and FR reductions apply in Table 6 - 2 2 .  W e  

also include in the table the case when our reduction applies. I t  is assumed that the 

characteristic of il$ is p. The cri teria when the elliptic c u v e  E is defined over a prime 

field 5 are particularly simple, and are explicitly stated. 

P I %  
a ,  z 2 (mod r)  

6.3 The generalized Weil pairing 

ap = O 

a, = 2 

In this section? we present a generalized form of the Weil pairing as it appears in (64. 

p. 1071. We construct a bilinear non-degenerate pairing for each endomorphism rC.- As for 

the rest of this chapter, p is prime, and q = $. 
Let E be an elliptic curve over $. Also let $J : E -+ E be a non-zero endomorphism 

of EI and denote its dual by F. From Theorem 5.9.1, the dual exists, is unique, and 
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h A 

is itself an endomorphism. Let T E ker(+); such a point certainly exists? since + is an  

endomorphisrn. We denote by rn the degree of +. Then? the  divisor D = m ( T )  - m ( 0 )  

has degree zero, and 

therefore it is principal. Let fT E F y ( ~ )  be a function such that  

LVe consider now the divisor of fT O @ 

the second equality being true by Theorem 5.7.5, and the third by the definition of I$' 

(Z-linearity ). CVe note that  

where +T' = T. Here we used the fact that  + is an  isogeny. and therefore, by Theo- 

rem 5.8.3 ive know that  e ~ ( P )  does not depend on P, and equals to  degi(+). The  last 

l ine  of the derivation shows that the divisor is principal, since it has degree zero, and it 

sums to 
h 

[degi +j T' = [deg +]TI = G o  $(TI) = $T = 0. 
GR=O 

So i t must be the divisor of some function gr E Fq( E). Thus, 

which implies that  

9T = f T o + -  

gr is defined up  to  a multiplicative constant of course. Let now S E ker(+), and X any 

point of E($) .  
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\,\Te define t h e  pairing 

The above definition does not depend on  the choice of X E E ( F ~ ) .  Indeed? if rs denotes 

t h e  translation by S m a p  

tben we cân write eG(S, T )  as 

a n d  t h e  function g~ O r S / g T  is constant. Indeed, we need t o  note t hat + = + O TS because 

S E ker($). Then,  

div(gT O rS) = rSdiv(gT) 

= 7: O $-((TI - (O ) )  

= ($0 TS)* ( (T )  - ( O ) )  

= dJ- ( (T )  - (O)) 
= div(gT). 

Xes t -  we prove two important  properties of the  pairing. 

Non-degeneracy. Suppose t h a t  e ~ ( S ,  T) = 1 for every S E ker($). Then from the  

definition of e~ we have 

g T ( X  + S) = gT(X) for al1 S E ker(+). 

This  means tha t  g~ is fixed by every translation rs with S E ker($). From The- 

orem 5.8.3, we know t h a t  ker($) is isomorphic to t h e  group of automorphisms of 
- 
Fq( E) tha t  fix c( E), a n d  t h e  correspondence is 

Thus ,  g~ is fixed by every element of AU~[F~(E) /$=FJ  E)] a n d  therefore bas t o  be  

in ~ ' F q ( ~ ) .  This irnplies t h a t  
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for some function h E $ ( E ) .  Then 

so f~ = h m '  because 11>, as an isogeny, is a surjective rnap E + E.  We conclude 

which means div( fT) = (T) - (O). By the criterion of principality. a principal 

divisor has t o  sum to O, so we get T = 0. 

Bilinearity. Mre establish now that  ee is linear in both arguments (i-e.. it is bilinear). 

Linearity in the  first argument is easy. 

Here, we made use of the  fact tha t  in the  definition of the pairing, e+(S. T )  = 

gT(X + S)/gT(X), for any X f E. Above, we chose the points X and  X + S2. We 

consider now e,,,(S, Tl + T2). Let  fi, fi, f3, 91, g2,93 be the  functions corresponding 

t o  t h e  points Tl, T2, and T3 = Tl + T2; tha t  is 

and 

e+(S. Ti) = g i ( x  + S )  , for i =  1,2,3. 
g i ( X >  

Let h E pq( E) be a function with divisor 

Then.  together with Equation (6 .5 ) ,  we get 

We compose with +, and use the  fact gr = fi O + to obtain 
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Next ive take m-th roots. This only affects the equation by a constant factor. TO 
demonstrate this, ive proceed by taking divisors, 

and t herefore, 

g3 = c's19dh 0 SI). 

We can compute now 

Compatibility. Let . : E E be as before, and consider another isogeny 6 : E -+ E. 
Let also S E ker($ O 6 ) :  and T E ker($). We ivant t o  relate e ~ , &  and e,. 

For t h e  definition of e+ ,  we take fT and g~ as above. We consider now the definition 

of e+,s. Let 

div(FT) = m f ( T )  = m'(O), 

and 

d i v ( G ~ )  = ($J 0 6)' ( ( T )  - ( O ) )  

= 6' O SI- ( ( T )  - (O)) 

= Smdiv(gT) 

= div(gT O 6). 

We compute now, 
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= e ~ ( S ( S ) ,  T ) .  

Theorem 6.3.1 Let p be a prime, and q = Let E /$ be an elliptic curue, $J : E + E 
h 

be an endomorphism of E of degree rn prime to p ,  and $J i ts  dual. Then there ezists a 

with the following properties 

Bifinear: e+(Si  + S*, T) = e+(Si. T)e4(S2,  T ) ,  e&?. Tl + T2) = ei(S, T1)q,(S? Tz ) .  

Non-degenerate: If e+(S, T )  = 1 for al2 T E ker(+), then T = 0. 

Compatible: For another endornorphisrn 6 : E + E y  and S E ker(Go6): T E ker($), 

we have 

Q o s ( S 7  T )  = e + ( W ) ,  T ) .  

Remark. The generalized Weil pairing, as defined above, is a family of pairings. one for 

each endomorphism #, with (deg(+), p) = 1. I t  is not hard to see that  in the special case 

+ = [ N I ,  the resulting pairing is the Weil pairing. This justifies the name "generalized 

Weil pairing" . 

6 -4 Construction of new isomorphisms 

In this section. we use the generalized Weil pairing to  construct an isomorphism between 

a subgroup of E ( Q )  and a suitable group of roots of unity. Most of the  ingredients are 

prcsent. In ~ar t icu la r ,  e+ maps pairs of points to roots of unity, which form a group. We 

need to specialize the isogeny $, so that ker(@) is related to the group E ( 4  ). The choice 

(9 = 1 - 6 is natural. given of Theorem 53.6 and Equation (5.7). 

Let i1'. = 1 - O, where $ is the q-th power Frobenius automorphisrn. Then we have 
h h 

ci! = 1 - d. so from Equation (5.7) we have ker(+) = E ( & ) .  .Mso 

where the divisibility cornes from the fact that  
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.Assurning that  p does not divide N ,  we have a bilinear, non-degenerate pairing 

L\'e stress that this pairing exists and is bilinear and non-degenerate for any elliptic 

curve E and any  finite field 6 .  

6.4.1 Curves with a,  = 2  

In this  section. ive consider elliptic curves with trace of Frobenius a,  = 2. Let d be the  

q-th poiver Frobenius rnap, a n d  P E ker(1- 4) = E ( $ ) .  We wish to  find t h e  point $(P).  
For that  we consider the folloufing 

From the  above observation, we have that  

Therefore, 

P - * ( P )  -T (P )  + [q]P = 0 7  

which implies 

a p P) = [q] p. 

We knoiv that q + I - a,  = # E ( % ) ,  therefore [q]P = [a, - l ] P .  Thus. 

Suppose now that the c u v e  has a ,  = 2.  Then, for every point P E E ( $ )  we have 

( 1  - o ) P  = 0. i.e., 
h 

E ( & )  ker(1 - 4) .  

Furt hermore, 

This implies that 

ker(l - 4) = E(li$). 

To summarize, for a curve E with trace of Frobenius a, = 2, ive have a pairing 

where N = # E(% ). Note t ha t  p ( the  characteristic) does not divide N = q- 1. Therefore 

frorn Theorem 6.3.1 it must be  bilinear and non-degenerate. 
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6.4.2 A structure theorern 

For the purposes of the section, we need to  fix some more notation. The group E ( 5 )  is 

isomorphic to Z/n,Z  @ Z / n 2 Z ,  with n21nl, and n21q- 1 .  This means that  # E ( Q )  = N = 
i i ln2 .  We denote by (Tl ,T2)  a pair of generators of E ( $ ) .  Let P be a point in E ( 4 )  of 

prime order r. For the remainder of t his chapter, we assume that  n 1 = Irk, r f l  and t hat 

n211. i.e.. r does not divide n2. This is typically the case in cryptography. as the point 

P is chosen to  have very large order, close to the order of E ( & )  itself. This rneans that  

in fact r is typically the  exact power dividing M. This is the  only interesting case for 

any practical application. Theoretically, only minor things change if a higher porver of r  
divides Y. W e  will indicate what happens in this case a t  the  end of this section. 

Since r[n2- (P) is contained in ( T l ) .  Our goal is to  find a point Pt such t hat e+( P, P t )  
is a primitive r- th root of unity. 

Lemma 6.4.1 There exist points T , S  E E ( % )  such that e+(To S)  is a prirnitiue ni-st 
root of uni ty .  

Proof. The image of e ~ ( T ,  S) as T and S range over E($ ) is a subgroup of p , ~ ,  Say equal 

to p d  Then it follows that for al1 (T, S) E E ( 4 )  x E ( $ ) ,  

i = e+(T. s ) ~  = e+( [dT,  S). 

The non-dege~ieracy of the e+ pairing implies that [dT = O for al1 T E E ( % ) .  In partic- 

ular. if T = Tl then it must be d = n l .  O 

Lernrna 6.4.2 The order of e+(Tl,  T l )  is divisible b y  rk. 

Proof. Let T = [ s l ]T l  + [z2]Tz and S = [yl]Tl + [y2]T2 be one pair of points such that  

et(T.  S )  is a primitive nl-st root of unity, which exists by Lernma 6.4.1. Suppose now to 

t h e  contrary. t hat rk does not divide ed.(Tl, T l ) .  Then 

So t e  now that  the order of e+(Tl, T l )  divides ni  = 1 ,  but by assumption rk does 

not divide it. Therefore, the order of e+(Tl: T l )  divides 1rL1. Obviously, the orders of 

e, , (Tl .  T2). el(& T l ) ,  and e+(T2, T2)  divide 1 .  Thus we have, 



Therefore. 
irk-1  e*(T, S)  = 1, 

which is a contradiction? since Irk-' < n l .  

Theorern 6.4.3 Let P' E E(Ii$), 6e a point of order r d .  Then,  e ~ ( P .  P') i s  a pnrnitioe 

r- th  root of uni ty  $ and  only if II-  < d + 1. 

Proof. It is clear that  e G ( e  P') is either a primitive r-th root of unity or  1. This is 

because 

ea(P,  PI)' = e + ( [ r ]  P, P') = e+(O,  PI) = 1 .  

We recall that  (P). and ( P t )  are subgroups of ( T l ) .  It follows that  P = [lr"-']Tl and 

P' = [Zrk-d]Tl. Then we have 

Thcn Lemma 6.4.2 implies, 

O 

The interesting case in cryptography is when the point P has very large order r (practi- 

cally on  the same order as q). For t hat reason, rve s tate the following corollary. 

Corollary 6.4.4 Let P E E ( 4 )  6e a point of order r ,  such that r2 A#E(Ii$). Then  

e,(P. P )  is a primitive r - t h  root of unity.  

It'e want to emphasize that  Theorem 6.4.3 is in sharp contrast with the  properties of the 

Ljéil pairing. For the Weil pairing, w(P,  P) = 1 for every P E E [ N ] .  In our case, when 

k = 1 - which is the typical case in cryptography - the value e+(P ,  P) is not trivial? 

and in fact is a primitive r-th root of unity. This eliminates a major obstacle of the Weil 

pairing approach: the point that  makes e+(P,  .) a primitive r-th root of unity is defined 

over 5 (in the case of the Weil pairing it exists in a very large extension, unless the curve 

is supersingular). Furthermore, in our case, this point is known in advance. 

Lve have the following theorem. 
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Theorem 6.4.5 Let P be a point in E ( $ )  ojprime order r ,  such that r2 does not divide 

N .  Then the .map 

v :  ( P )  + pr 

is a gro-up isorno~rphism. 

P\'e now consider the case when rk is the exact power of r tha t  divides iV. It f o l l o ~ s  

froni Theorem 6.4.3 that  eG(P7 P') is a primitive r-th root of unity, provided that  Pt has 

order at least r v a n d  therefore cannot be equal to  P, unless k = 1). So the task now 

is to find such a point. Here is a method to  do that. First we compute a random point 

P" = (x: y )  € E(Fq). Then we set 

PVe 

has 

the 

claim that P' is a point of order rk with high probability. Indeed, it is clear that  P' 
order rd for some d < k. The probability that P' has order exactly rk is equal to 

probability that rk  divides the order of P". We can construct al1 the points of order 

divisible by rk. Let ( T l .  Tz) be a pair of generators of E($ ), so that  

Then the points of order divisible by rk are 

Sow. the  number of integers from 1 to  lrk that are coprime t o  rk are  

Thus: the number of points in E ( $ )  of order divisible by rk is 

M'e can compute the  desired probability, now, as 

lrk-'(r - 1)n2 - 1 
- 1 - - .  

1rkn2 r 

This way we obtain the following theorem. 
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Theorem 6.4.6 Let P be a point in E ( 8 )  of prime order r :  such that rk is  the ezact 

power of r diaiding iV. Then we can ef ic ient ly  End a point P' E E ( $ )  of  order r k ,  and 

the rnap 

v : ( P )  + Pr 

gicen by 

is n group isornorphissm. 

6.4.3 Computing the pairing 

First remark 

Lemma 6.4.7 The diuisor div(gp) is defined ooer K. 

ProoJ Cire wish to  show that  ( d i ~ ( g p ) ) ~  = div(gp) for every o E Gal(K/&).  CVe recall 

t hat 

By definit ion. 

since Ru = R. Consider any point P' in the sum of div(gp). Then T,!J P' = P .  Also let 

Q f  = P'O. Then we have, 

which means that  the  point Q' appears in the  sum of (div(gp))". Also o is injective. In 
other rvords. o simply permutes the  points in the sum, and thus, (div(gp))" = div(gp). 

O 

LVe can use this lemma to show that  t h e  function gp has coefficients in 5. 

Theorem 6.4.8 The function gp defined in Equation (6.3) i s  defined over  $. 

Proof. It is in every case true that  
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This fact combined with Lernrna 6 - 4 7  implies that 

div(gF) =  di^(^^), 

that is. gp is defined over & ',. 

Second remark 

LVe recall, that the pairing is given by 

for any E E ( q ) .  suppose there is a function f E iQ (E),  such that 

for ail S E E ( $ ) .  Then clearly f can be used to cornpute e+. For such a function. if it 
exists: ive have 

for al1 -Y E E(%) .  This implies that 

This means. that gp/ f is fixed by TG. From Theorem 5.5.3 part 3, we know that for 

every Q E ker(+) = E(F, ), TG fixes exactly the field +'Fq( E). In other words, g p /  f is 

f i x d  by for every Q E E ( & )  if and only if 
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Therefore? for any function h E Fq( E), the  function 

sat isfies the  conditions, i-e., 

and therefore it is fixed by TG. Thus the  function f can be used in Equation (6.6) for the 

computation of e&. 

The algorithm 

UTe give now a n  algorithm for computing the  pairing e,,,: in the case $J = 1 - ci. It is 

hased on the  following theorem, whose proof is given in the  appendix. 

Theorem 6.4.9 Let E/% be an elliptic cunte, with trace of Frobenius a ,  = 9 . Let 

P E E ( 4 )  be a point of order r ,  and Q E E ( $ ) ,  we have 

where E E(F,) is any point such that  X # P ,  and Fp is a rational function with 

Theorem 6.3.9 can be used to  compute the  value e+(Q, P ) .  One first computes f p ( X  +Q) 

and fp(X) using repeated doubling. The point A' has to be chosen suitably, so  tha t  it does 

not appear in the support of the divisor of the  functions tha t  appear in the  computation. 

The choice of X can be done much in the  same way as for the computation of the  Weil 

pai ri ng. Tlien the  value ( ( )  ) ( q - ' ) / r  is carnputed using repeated squaring. 
f p ( X + Q )  

LVe have established an efficient reduction of t h e  ECDLP for curves with a, = 2 t o  the 

D L P  in T. T h e  subexponential algorithm for t h e  ECDLP in this case can be  described 

as follows. 

Algorithm: Reduction (Curves with a,  = 2) 
Input:  A point P of order r, such that  r2 does not divide # E ( % ) ,  and a point Q E (P) 

O u t p u t :  .An integer t' such that Q = [el P 

1. Compute cr = e+(P,  P )  and /3 = e+(Q, P ) .  

2. Compute the  discrete logarithm 4 of ,O t o  t he  base a. 
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The correctness of the algorit hm follows from the fact that the map 

( P )  + Pr 

Q e d Q , P ) ,  

is a group isomorphism. This is given in Theorem 6-45 .  The efficiency of the reduction 

foIlow from Theorem 6.4.9. Therefore? step 1 is a polynomial time computation. and 

stcp 2 is a computation of a discrete logarithm in !J$ which can be done in subexpooential 

t ime using the index calculus method (see Chapter 4). 

In the above aIgorithm. we cleariy assumed that e+(P,  P) is a primitive r-th root of 

unity- If this is not the case, and rk is the exact power of r dividing N, then we can use 

Theorem 6.4.6, and find a point P' such that e+(P, Pt) is a primitive root. The algorithm 

then has to be modified as follows. 

Algorithm: Reduction (Curves with a, = 2) 
Input :  -4 point P of order r ,  such that rk is the exact power of r that divides # E(i&)' 
and a point Q E (P) 
Outpu t :  An integer P such that Q = [ t ] P  

1. Compute a point Pt E E ( &  ) of order rk. 

2. Cornpute a = e ~ ( P ,  Pt) and /3 = q,(Q1 Pt). 

:3. Compute the discrete logarithm t' of 9 to the base a. 

4.  Output 6. 

6.5 Generalizat ions 

The results as stated so far, give a subexponential algorithm for the ECDLP on  elliptic 

curves with a, = 2. They can, however, be generalized in two ways. First, if we require 

that  the order r of the point P divides q - 1 (which is certainly true if a, = 2), we 

still have a subexponential algorithm. Then we can generalize the attack to work in the 

case t h a t  r divides qk - 1 for some small k. This covers every possible reduction to the 

multiplicative group of an extension field (of 4). 
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6.5.1 The case rlq - 1 
In t his section, we consider the  first generaiization, i.e., we assume that rlq - 1 which is 

equivalent to say that a, 2 (mod r ) .  We start from the pairing 

e+ : E ( $ )  x ker(1 - G )  -t p,v, (6.7) 

which is bilinear and non-degenerate, as shown in Theorem 6.3.1. Since a,  is not neces- 
h 

sarily equal to 2: we can not conclude that ker(1 - Q) = E ( $ )  as in Section 6.4.1. CVe 

have. however. t hat (P) C kex( l -  5). This is easily seen as follows. Frorn the derivat ion 

of Section 6.4.1, and for any point Q f ( P ) :  we have 

&Q) = [a, - l]Q 

Since a, 2 (mod r), and Q is a point of order r9 we have 

For simplicity, we wili only consider the case that no higher power of r divides N = 

#E(IF,) - which is the only interesting case in cryptography. Then we claim that 

eV,(- P) is again a primitive r-th root of unity. 

Lernrna 6.5.1 There erist a point S E ker(1 - $), such that e+(P ,  S) is a primitive r-th 

root of  unity.  

Proof. It is clear that  e+(P1 S) is an r-th root of unity. Furthermore, as the point S 
h 

ranges over ker(1 - +), the values e+(P? S) are in a subgroup of p ~ ,  Say pd- It follows 

that  for al1 S E keer(L - J)), we have 

The non-degeneracy of e+ then implies that [dP = O? i-e., r divides d. It follows that 

the order of e ~ (  P. S) is exactly r for some point S. Ul 

A s  r w  pointed out in Section 6.4, we have N = # ker(1 - <5) IN. We also showed that 
h h A A 

rl# ker( l - 4). We adopt the  following notation: .N = Ir, and N = I r_  with 1 Il. Also, 
h 

ker(1 - O) is the product of at most two cyclic groups, one of which contains (P). If 
h 

(SI. S î )  is a pair of generators for ker(1- d), it follocvs that  the  order of e+(P.  Si) divides 

r. If the order was 1: then it would violate the non-degeneracy of e+ (the argument is 

virtually the same as in Lemma 6.4.2 followed by Theorem 6.4.3 for k = 1). Then, since 

P E (Si), it will be P = [l']Si. Therefore, 

rvhich irnplies that d has to be r (since r21N). Therefore, we have the theorem. 



Theorem 6.5.2 Let El% be a n  elliptic curue, P E E ( $ )  a point of prime order r such 

t ha t  r2 /Ar ,  and assume that a, 2 (mod r ) .  Then e+(P, P )  is a primitive r-th root of 

unity. 

LVe also note that the proof given in the apendix goes through in this more general 

case word by word. Therefore? the algorithm of the previous section works in the case 

a 2 (mod r)  as it is. 
h 

Remark. This remark concerns the size of ker(1 - 4). It is clear that  it is equal to the 
h 

separable degree of 1 - 6. -41~0, we know that 

CI 

Since 1 - 4 is an  isogeny, its inseparable degree is a porver of the  characteristic p. That 

means, PIN.  In the case that  E is defined over a prime field IF',,: this would mean that 

prl!VI which is impossible (since iV < 2p). That is, for curves El$ ,  t h e  endomorphism 
h 

1 - 4 is always separable. More generally, if E is defined over 5, ivith q = and we 
h 

assume t hat deg,(l - 0) = pe (clearly, e 5 k ) ,  t hen we have 

therefore we have pe 1 I - a,. So we get the condition 

6.5.2 The case rlq" 1 

In this section, we comment about the  case rlqk - 1. We use the same construction as 

before, substituting t) = 1 - dk, where 4 is the q power Frobenius map as before. Then 

we get the following pairings. 

O If a,. = 2 rve have a pairing 

e+ : E ( Q )  x E ( % t )  t p~~~ 

where NI. = #E(Q).  

r More generally, if a,* 2 (mod r ) ,  we have the pairing 

A 

and as before, (P) C ker(1 - dk). 

The only complication here is t o  find a point P' such that e + ( P ,  P') is a primitive 

r-th root of unity. 
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Appendix 

The computation of the generalized Weil pairing involves Galois cohomology. In 

tliis thesis ive only need to use some basic facts that can be found in (64, Section XI]. 
Standard references on the subject are [61, 601. Let El% be an elliptic curve, and let 

r?. : E + E be an isogeny. We start from the following exact sequence (see [64. Section 

S. 11 or [6: Section V.21) 

Taking cial($/&) cohornology, ~ v e  obtain the following long sequence 

wliere G = ~ a l ( F ~ / % ) .  We can extract now the short exact sequence. sometimes called 

the  Icurnmer sequence for E / &  

where H l  (G? E'(Fq))[+] denotes the subgroup of H1(GI E($)) that is sent to  the zero 

cocycle class by +. The connecting homomorphisrn 6 is defined as follows. Let P E E($ ). 
and let Q E E ( $ )  such that G ( Q )  = P. Then a 1-cocycle representing 6( P) is given by 

that  is 

a ( p ) ( ~ )  = Q= - Q. 

If we assume now that ker(+) Ç E ( l $ ) ,  then the action of G on ker(d7) becomes trivial, 

and t herefore 

HL (G, ker(+)) = H a ( G ,  ker(+)). 

Furthermore, Hilbert's Theorem 90 provides the isomorphism 

Xow. if  we assume that % contains al1 the r-th roots of unity, then pr C 4, therefore G 
acts trivially o n  p,: so 

H1(G. pr) = H a ( G ,  pr), 
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and Ive have the isomorphism 

where b E T. 4 E q? and ,Br = 6.  In other words, for some 6 E $. 6 ~ ( b )  is a 

homomorphism from G to p,, and 

Then i t can be shown (see [64, Section X. 11 or [6? Section V.2]), t hat  there exists a pairing 

such tha t  

e,(S(S), T) = ~ K ( B ( S ,  T)). 

Lire note, that  6(S) is not a point in ker(G), and 6,(B(S, T)) is not an  r-th root of unity. 

T h e  above relation is t o  be interpreted as: 

The crucial thing is that  the  bilinear pairing B can be computed efficiently. In fact, if 

S #  T. then 

B(S.T) = f7-(S) (mod ($)'), 

\vliere fr is a function with divisor 

If T = S 7  and [2]T # O, then we can use bilinearity t o  obtain 

klore generally. for any point X # T we have 

We specialize now the isogeny $ t o  our  case; that is $ = 1 - 4, where 4 is the q-power 

Frobenius map. Furthermore, we deal with elliptic curves a i t h  trace of Frobenius a, = 
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Le.. # E ( 4 )  = N = q - 1. Our problem is the  following: given points P. Q E E ( & ) ,  with 

# ( P )  = r compute e+(Q, P). From Equation (6.11) we have 

where S(S)(o)  = Ru - R for some point R such tha t  $ ( R )  = S. 
Mé claim tha t  if Ive choose a to  be the  q-power Frobenius automorphisrn in G = 

~ a l ( F ~ / $ ) .  and S = -Q? then we have 

4 (R)  = RO for any  R E E .  (6.13) 

Thus,  Equation (6.12) has become 

where a is now fixed (and equal to the  Frobenius autornorphisrn). 

It rernains to compute bK(B(-Q, P))(cr) .  We recall from Equation (6.10) that 

where 

Br = B(-Q, P )  = B(Q, P)-' = fp(Q)- '  (mod ($)'). 

Li-e have. 

Therefore. dti( B(-Q, P ) ) ( o )  can be computed as 

for any point X E E(F,),  X # P .  Putting everything together, we have 
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Equation (6.1.5) can now be used to  compute the value eG(Q, P). One fkst cornputes 

/ p ( S  + Q) and fp(X) using repeated doubling. The point X has t o  be chosen suitably, 

so that  it does not appear in the support of the divisor of the functions that appear 

during the computation. This is done as described in (191. The choice of I; can be 

done much in the same way as for the computation of the Weil pairing. Then the value 
( lp ( ) (q-l)'r is cornputed using repeated squaring. 

P ( ~ + Q )  

We note that Equation (6.1.5) shows that the pairing e+ is the (multiplicative) inverse 

of the Tate-Lichtenbaum pairing that was used by Frey and Riick. Thus, our construction 

leads to essentially the same pairing, and therefore yields an equivalent reduction. 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions 

The focus of this work was the discrete logarithm problem in finite fields and in the 

group of points of elliptic curves over finite fields. We conclude with some interesting 

open problems related to  the subject of the thesis. 

In the study of the discrete logarithm problem (as well as of integer factorization), 

the notion of srnoo~hness is central. In the cases of integers and of polynomials over 

finite fields, the probIem has been extensively studied. Integral ideals in number fields, 

however, have attracted less attention. In this context, the "size" of an ideal is measured 

by its norm. Thus, we want to estimate the number $(x, y)  of ideals of norm at most x? 

t h a t  factor into prime ideals whose norm is at most y. The best results are lower bounds 

for +(x. y )  and are contained in [9]. First order asymptotic results should be provable. 

Smooth ideals are relevant to the analysis of the algorithms in [S, 291 for the DLP in 

ideal class groups. 

The discrete logarithm problem on elliptic curves still provides many challenges. Our 

reduction gives a subexponential algorithm in the case that the order of the cyclic sub- 

group (P). where we work, divides q - 1. A slight generalization would establish the 

same result in the case # ( P )  Iq" 1. This is alsn a necessary condition for any reduction 

to the DLP in the multiplicative group of a finite field. We believe that the idea of an 

efficient reduct ion can be  exploited more. We propose to substi tute  the multiplicative 

group of a finite field by some other grotip, where the DLP is known to admit subex- 

ponential time algorithms. A possible candidate is the ideal class group of an algebraic 

number field, which we denote by C. We mention that subexponential algorithms for the 

discrete logarithm problem in C are known [8, 291. Such a reduction would involve the 

construction of an efficiently cornputable isomorphism 



where P E E ( 4 ) .  and C is the ideal class group of some number field. -4 connec- 

tion bettveen E / &  and number fields cornes from the fact that for an ordinary curve 

(non-supersingular), the endomorphism ring of E ,  denoted by End(E). is an order in 

a quadratic imaginary field. Once a one-to-one homomorphism 9 : E + End( E )  has 
been established, then group cohomology can be employed to obtain an isomorphism 

between E ( & )  - the group of points defined over 4, which is the group of interest - 

and Endrq( E ) .  the ring of endomorphisms of E that are defined over F,. 
An important class of elliptic curves that is used in practical cryptosystems consists 

of the so-called subfield or Koblitz curves. Let 4 be a finite field! and E / %  an  elliptic 

curve defined over $. It makes perfect sense to consider the group E(Fqn) for some 

n > 1. In this case. we cal1 E a subfield curvet since it is defined over a subfield of IFqn. 

ri typical example are the Koblitz curves given by the equations 

y2 + xy = z3 + 1 and y2 + xy = z3 + x2 + 1, 

both defined over IF2, and then the groups E(F2n) are considered. For subfield curves, 

the q-power Frobenius map 6 is an endomorphism. Furthermore, starting with a point 

P E E(Fqn ): ail the points O( P), Q'( P): . . . , 4n( P) are distinct. Gallant, Lambert. and 

Vanstone [29] and Wiener and Zuccherato [il] were able to explore this fact! and to 

modify Pollard's p method to perform a random walk on sets of points rather than single 

points. This reduces the search space by a factor of n, and the total running time by a 

factor of fi. It is an interesting open question whether subexponential time algorithms 

esist for subfield curves. We note that the results of this thesis do not apply to al1 subfield 

curves. The ideas may, however, be useful, as the construction involves the Frobenius 

endomorphism which seerns to be relevant to the problem. 

A problem related to the index-calculus method, and in particular to Coppersmith's 

algorithm. is the following. Given a prime field $ and an integer n > 1, are there 

i rreduci ble polynornials of the form 

for some constant c > O? Experimental results in [23] suggest that such irreducibles 

always exist, and in fact the constant c is quite small. No proof of this is known. Let 

/(-Y) E Z[X] be a polynomial over the integers, and denote by T ( x )  the polynomial 

over Z/pZ = IFp that we obtain by reducing the coefficients modulo p. Clearly T ( x )  can 

not be irreducible over Fp unless f (A') is irreducible over Z. If this is the case, then the 

way ?(X) factors over $ is determined by the way the prime p splits in the algebraic 



extension Q(6): where O is a root o f f  (X). This c o ~ e c t i o n  may be useful in establishing 

t h e  existence of certain types of irreducibles such as those mentioned above. 
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Abstract 

Logicai Foundations of Shape- based Ob ject Recognition 

Slichael Griininger 

Doctor of Philosophy 

Graduate Department of Depanment of Cornputer Science 

University of Toronto 

2000 

It has become evident in computational vision that there is a need to  forrnalize the intuitions of existing 

rision systems. Any such formalization rnust allow the designer to  explicitly reason about the capabiiities 

and Iimitations of different representations and techniques. This thesis presents a logical axiomatiza- 

tion of shape-based object recognition in 2D scenes with occlusion and errors in edge detection, in a 

domain known as CardWorld. In particular, we introduce a farnily of eight theones which axiornatize 

the image and scene domain, polygonal shapes, depiction of shapes, reasoning about surface interiors, 

the depiction of surfaces as ptanar regions, the obscuring of surfaces in a scene, and the relationship 

betm-een occlusion and depiction. We then introduce shape and depiction assumptions which allow us 

to restrict our attention to  finite models of the CardWorld theories, and consequently specif'. proposi- 

tional theories which are Iogically equivaient to the CardWorld theories. In the final part of the thesis, 

we consider the cornputational compiexity of finding models of these propositional theories. W e  show 

that in general, these tasks are SP-hard, but by examining restricted classes of images, we can identi- 

tractable subclasses of the problems. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction to CardWorld 

It has become evident in computationai vision that there is a need to formalize the intuitions of ex- 

isting vision -stems. Any such fonnaiization would ailow the designer to e'cplicitly reason about the 

capabilities and limitations of different representations and techniques. 

This approach to the formdization of image understanding poses two challenges. First, we need 

to provide the foundations for a theory of vision that can define the capabilities of vision -stems 

and why certain techniques fail when extended to  other domains. For exarnple, many systems have 

invisible, buried assumptions about their domain, not explicitly documented in publications, which 

must be rendered explicit if we are to identi- principles on which \<sion systems are based. 

The second aspect of image understanding which must be addressed is the role played by knowledge. 

We need to specib what knowledge is used in the vision process, and how it is used. We therefore need 

a theory that describes how one's knofc-ledge of the world influences the interpretation an image. 

In addressing these two chailenges, this thesis provides some of the basic building blocks for construct- 

ing a formal framework for image understanding. We take a logicai approach to vision that provides a 

Framework for expressing the reasoned use of knowledge. The implicit assumptions that systems make 

about their dornain are rendered explicit in a logical axiomatization. We consider image interpretation 

to be equiden t  to mode1 construction. In particular, we reptesent images, scenes, and depiction con- 

straints as theories in first-order logic: interpretation of a specific image is then equivdent to finding 

models of the theories which also satisfy the sentences representing the image. 

1.1 Overview 

This thesis consists of three parts. The first part (Chapters 3-7) introduces the family of theories 

collectively referred to as the CardWorld Theories. These theories provide an axiornatization of images 

and depiction for 2D polygonal surfaces in scenes with occlusion and noise (errors in edge detection). The 

second part (Chapters 8 and 9) explore t*ous assumptions which restrict the models of the CardWorld 



Figure 1.1: An example of an image that depicts a Cardworld scene. 

Theories to be finite. This allows us to  construct logicdly equitalent propositional theories. In the third 

and final part of the thesis (Chapter IO-ll), we consider the computationai compIexity of finding models 

of these propositional theories. We show that in general, this task is SP-hard: but by esarnining the 

reasons for this intractability, we can formulate bnrious assumptions about depiction and scenes which 

allow us to identiiy tractable subclasses of the problem. Tkis also provides a semantic assumption-based 

approach to  tractable reawning - rather than identify syntactic classes of theories to  achieve tractability, 

we can reason about the assumptions which a particular theory entails. 

1.1.1 2D Object Recognition 

The focus of this work (which we will cd1 CardWorld) is the recognition of 2D planar objects in cluttered 

scenes with occIusion (such as Figure l . l(a)) and errors in edge detection (such as Figure l.l(b)). The 

goa: of this thesis Prill be a logical characterization of this t ask  with the axiomatization, we wili be able 

to protide an analysis of the role that w i o u s  assumptions pIay in finding interpretations of an image. 

For example, consider the image in Figure l.l(a). One possible interpretation is that al1 of the regions 

in the image depict different surfaces. Another possible interpretation is that R I  is a hole in the surface 

depicted by the region R3, and that & is background and does not depict any surface. The axiomatic 

theories we propose in this thesis must provide a characterization of ail possible interpretations of an 

image. 

We will also be making some restrictions on the domain. In particular, we ail1 only be considering 



Figure 1.2: CardWorld theories and their relationships 

2D surfaces which are opaque, and which are not self-occluding. We are not considering scene features 

such as colour, surface rnarkings, or texture, and we are assuming that the projection of the scene into 

the image preserves rnetric information, such as the position of points. 

1.1.2 The CardWorld Theories 

In the first pan  of this thesis, we present eight theories to axiornatize intuitions about scenes, images, 

depiction, and occlusion for 2D polygonal surfaces. The relationships arnong these theories cari be seen 

in Figure 1.2. We can consider each of Tscene, Tter.,, , TI,. TA, Tinterior, ~ e ~ , ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  Tobicurei, and Toc, to 

be separate sets of axiorns, or modules, which can be cornbined to form larger theories. The arrows 

in Figure 1.2 represents a dependency arnong the modules, in which one module requires the axioms 

in some other module. In particular, if Tl and Tl are m o  modules, and Tl 4 Tl9 then any theory 

containing the set of axioms in T2 must also contain the set of axioms in TL. The complete set of axiorns 

for a theoq  which includes some module is the union of the set of modules required by the module. In 

the theories we are considering, each module is a consenative extension of each of the theories which it 

requires. 

For exampie, in Chapter 4, we will consider the axioms in T,,,,, UTkemel uTf,; this is a consemative 

e-utension of the theory T,,,,, u Tkernel, which is considered in Chapter 3. 



TScene: this theo- axiomatizes the basic ontology of scenes within CardWorId. consisting of sur- 

faces. edges. and points. (Chapter 3) 

Tscene U Tkerne[ : th& theory extends Tscene with the basic ontology of images (consisting of regions. 

lines. and pixels). as well as the basic intuitions about the depiction relation between scene objects 

and image objects. (Chapter 3) 

Tf u Tscene: this theory e-=ends TScene by axiomatizing intuitions about figure and ground for 2D 

polygonal surfaces. and provides a basic theory of shape. (Chapter 4) 

TA U Tf U Tkerncl U Tscenc: this theory estends the pretious theories by axiomatizing the depiction 

of the figure/ground relations in Tf,. (Chapter 5) 

Tinterior U Tf, tl Tscene : this theory extends the intuitions about figure and ground to define the 

notions of the interior of a surface (including any holes that the surface may have). (Chapter 6) 

~ $ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ t ~ ~ i ~ ~  UTA uTfg u'Tkcrnc[  UT^^^^^: this theory extends the previous one by axiomatizing 

the depiction of the intenor of a surface and the relationship to propenies of regions in an image. 

(Chapter 6) 

Tobscures U Tinterior U Tf U Tscene : t his theory introduces the notion of obscuring surfaces within 

a scene. (Chapter 4)  

Tocc U ToBscures U T & ~ ~ ~ ~  U Tintcrior U TA U Tfg U Tkcrncl  U TdCene: this t h e 0 5  which is the union 

of al1 of the modules in Figure 1.2, axiornatizes the relationship berneen the notion of obscuring 

surfaces and nondepiction of obscured scene objects. (Chapter 7) 

The two most important modules within the CardWorld Theories are TA and Toc,-, which together 

formalize our intuitions about depiction and occlusion of 2D polygonal surfaces. We cari consider the 

romaining modules to be those which are the necessary scafToIding to be able to provide these axioma- 

tizations of depiction and occlusion. 

.A11 of the sets of axioms in Figure 1.2 except Tf, are first-order theories: for Tfg, m-e will see that 

R-e need to introduce a second-order axiom to Mly  axiomatize the notion of connected sets of edges in 

a surface. 

1.1.3 Finite Model Assumptions 

Chapters 8 and 9 euplore various assumptions which allow us to restrict our attention to finite models 

of the CardWorld Theories. The first set of assumptions deal %?th assumptions about errors in edge 

detection, the most important of which is the assumption that there are no undepicted scene objects 

which are not occluded: this eliminates those scene objects which are undepicted because of an error in 



edge detection which leaves a "gap" in a line in the image. CVe show that this assumption is anualiy 

equi~aient to the conjunction of ten other assumptions which can be made about the existence of regions, 

or n-hether a region depicts multiple or  unique surfaces. 

In Chapter 9 we make additionai assumptions about the shapes of the surfaces which we wiI1 be 

considering. Together with the assumptions about no errors in edge detection, we show ho%- n-e can 

restrict Our attention to the finite models of the CardWorld theories. We also introduce the logicdly 

equi~alent famil? of propositional theories whose models correspond to these finite models. 

Having s pecified a famiiy of propositionai t heories corresponding to the Card World Theories! sc-e begin 

our investigation of the computational complexity of fùiding models of these propositional theories. 

Chapter 10 provides the basic theorem showhg that the problem is in general SP-hard. However, n-e 

discover that the fundamental reason for the intractability arises from arnbiguity in the depiction of edges 

and surfaces. We then introduce a set of depiction assumptions reIated to accidental alignrnent, which 

determine which depicted edges belong to the same surface. If the theory entaiIs these assumptions, 

then the complexity of finding a mode1 becomes polynornial. 

Met hodology 

When presenting an axiomatization of sorne domain, we need some way of etaluating this axiornatization. 

In u-hat sense is it correct? In what sense is it sufficient? 

Figure 1.3 visuaiizes the methodoIogy used in this thesis to e d u a t e  the axiomatizations of the 

CardWorld theories. 

The first aspect of this approach is to identif'z the primas- intuitions in some domain. As we have 

already stated, in this thesis we are considering images and depiction for 2D polygonal surfaces in 

scenes with occlusion and noise (errors in edge detection). We thus have intuitions about concepts such 

as "surface", "region", "depictiont7 ? and "occlusion". These intuitions also restrict the scope of the 

axiomatic theories. In particular, we will only be considering 2D surfaces which are opaque, which are 

not self-occluding and which cannot inter-penetrate each other. We are not considering scene features 

such as colour, surface markings, or texture, and we are assuming that the projection of the scene into 

the image p r e s e m  metric information, such as the position of points. 

For each CardCVorld theory in this thesu, we will present an initial set of intuitions in the domain 

of interest. These will sente as informa1 requirements which get fonnally specified in the classes of 

.~tructurest and later aziomatized in the theories themselues. 

The second aspect of the rnethodology is the specification of some set of structures. These structures 

prot-ides a rigorous mathematical characterization of the semantics of concepts in the domain. The 
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Figure 1.3: Methodology for the edua t ion  of axiornatic theories. 



objective is to identi- each concept with an element of some mathematical structure. such as a set 

or a set nith additionai structure: the underlying t h e o l  of the mathematical structure then becomes 

mailable as a basis for reasoning about the concepts and their relationships. Examples of structures 

include graphs. linear orderings. partiai orderings. groups, fields. and t-ector spaces. 

In particular, given the nonlogical lexicon in some language, structures are isornorphic to  the exten- 

sions of the relations, functions, and constants denoted by the predicate symbols, function symbols, and 

constant synbols of the lexicon. 

For each Card CVorld theory in this thesis, u;e wiii define the cirrss of structures. This wili either 

be done by specifying some clws of algebraic or  combinaton'al ~tructures, or by eztending classes of 

structures defined elsewhere in the thesis. 

If we n-ish to model some domain, we want the necessaq- properties to be captured bu the structures. 

Ideally, we want properties of the structures to be reflected by the properties of the corresponding 

concepts in the domain. These characteristics can be used to  evaiuate the adequacy of the intended 

structures. If some property is not captured, then we must make a decision about this property. If it is 

not necessa- then we can ignore it. If it is deemed necessary, then we must extend the characterization 

of the intended stmctures so that it includes some forrnaiization of this property. For example, uithin 

CardWorld, we are only considering 2D surfaces which are opaque: which are not self-occluding, which 

cannot inter-penetrate each other. In addition, we are not considering scene features such as colour, 

surfaces rnarkings, or texture. Since t hese properties are not considered within the scope of the work 

within this thesis, they are not formalized within any structures. Of course, if we wished to represent 

these properties, then we would need to  extend the class of structures appropriatel- 

This relationship berneen the intuitions and the structures is, of course, informal, but we can consider 

the domain intuitions as providing a physicai interpretation of the structures. In this sense, we can adopt 

an experimental or empiricai approach to the evaluation of the class of intended structures in which we 

attempt to falsif'. these stmctures. If we can find some objects or behaviour within the domain which 

do not correspond to an intended structure, then we have provided a counterexample to the class of 

structures. In response, u*e can either redefine the scope of the class of structures (Le. we do not include 

the behaviour within the characterization of the structures) or we can modik the definition of the class 

of structures so that they capture the new behaviour. 

For esample, physicists use various classes of differential equations to model different phenomena. 

However, they do not use ordinary linear differential equations to mode1 heat diffusion, and they do not 

use second-order partial differential equations to model the kinematics of springs. If we wish to rnodel 

some phenomena using a class of differential equations, we can use the equations to predict behaviour 

of the physical ?stem; if the predictions are falsified by observations, then we have an incorrect set of 

equations. Sirnilarly, in our case, we can use some class of structures to predict behaviour or characterize 

States of affairs; if there is no physical scenario in the domain which corresponds to these behaviours or 



States of affairs. then we intuitively have an incorrect set of structures. 

The final aspect of the methodology is the set of axiomatic theones, which are sets of sentences in 

some language using some logic. In this thesis, we prirnarily restrict ourselt-es to first-order languages. 

but as ~i-e shalI see, there d l  be one case where we need to resort to  sentences in second-order logic in 

order to hl ly  axiornatize our intuitions. 

Once we have specfied the class of structures, we can formally e d u a t e  an axiornatic theory with 

respect to this specification. In particular, we want to prove m-O fundamentai propenies: 

Satisfiabiiity: every structure in the class is a mode1 of the axiomatic t h e o -  

Axiomatizabiiity: every model of the axiomatic theov  is isomorphic to some structure in the 

class. 

Strictly speaking, we only need to  show that a model exists in order to  demonstrate that a theory 

is satisfiable. However, in the axiomatization of domain theories, we need a complete characterization 

of the possible rnodels. For example, since we are considering the domain of computer vision, to show 

that a theory is satisfiable, we need oniy specifj- an image and scene n-hich together with the axioms 

are satisfied by some structure. The problem with this approach is that we run the risk of having 

dernonstrated satisfiability only for some restricted class of images, scenes, or surfaces. For example, a 

theory of scenes and images may be shown to be consistent by constructing a satisft-ing interpretation. 

but the interpretation may require that there is no occlusion in the scene: dthough such a mode1 may 

be adequate for such scenes, it wouid in no way be generai enough for our purposes. CVe want to propose 

a comprehensive theory of 2D image interpretation, so we need to explicitly characterize the classes of 

images, scenes, surfaces, and other assumptions which are guaranteed to be satisfied by the specified 

structures. For example, in the chapter which proposes the theory of shape, the structures characterize 

the edges in a surface to be isomorphic to  simple cycle graphs such that any simple cycle graph is 

isomorphic to  the set of edges in a surface. Thus, the theorq- is satisfied not by an arbitrary set of edges, 

but rather by an entire class of graphs. 

The purpose of the .i\xiomatizability Theorem is to dernonstrate that there do noc exist any unin- 

tended models of the theory, that is, any rnodels which are not specified in the class of structures. 

There are some classes of structures which are not definable within first-order logic, such as arithmetic 

and the class of connected graphs. in these cases there will be models of the first-order axiomatic theorq. 

which are not içomorphic to structures in the class. W e  then have m-O ctioices - accept these additional 

"unintendedl rnodels to be members of the class of structures, or  use second-order sentences to eliminate 

the "unintended" models From the ciass of structures. 

An example of the first choice is the theory of discrete linear orderings with initial and final elernents. 

In addition to finite models, there are various countable models of this thmry  However, since this theory 

axiomatizes the set of finite linear orderings, we couid simply present the axiorns and restrict our attention 



to proving properties of the finite modeis if w-e wïshed. 

We will see an example of the second choice in Chapter 4. The class of connected graphs is not 

first-order definable, even if we restrict ourselves to  finite graphs. Since Xe will need to axiomatize 

surfaces as sets of connected edges, we d l  need to  resort to a second-order axiom for connenedness. 

Fthen pmgenting each of the CardWorld theones, we will proue the comsponding satisfiability and 

axiomatizability theorems. 

Notation 

The work in this thesis relies heavily on concepts from mode1 theov and graph t h m .  Although any 

specialized concepts from these fields wii1 be introduced as needed, s-e first want to clarifc- some standard 

notation which will be used throughout: 

Structures are denoted by cailigraphic font: &f , N ,  .Utr ,M i ,  . ... 

Classes of structures are denoted by Mi. 

0 The domain of a structure M is denoted by M .  Elements of a structure are denoted by boldface 

font, e.g. er 1, S. Within a structure M, the denotation of a constant s p b o l  li in the language will 

be specified by Ir. 

The extension of relation R in a structure JW is denoted by 

Given a structure hf and a tariable assignment a ,  then a ( z )  wilI represent the object in .W denoted 

by the \&able z. 

The distinction between constants and variables will be evident from the context. X letter which 

is not quantified in a sentence will refer to a \&able only if it is part of an expression %<th an 

e'rplicitly indicated variable assignment a. Al1 other appearances of a letter di indicate a constant 

nithin the language. 

In specifjing a graph G = (Ji: A) ,  ,W is the set of nodes in G and -4 is the set of arcs in G. The 

arc containing nodes x and y is denoted by (z, y) E -4. 

In addition to notation, we will use the follow-ing conventions for diagrams: 

Surfaces (either isolated or together with other surfaces in a scene) will be shown as shaded figures. 

Diagrams which represent images wili not be shaded. 



Chapter 2 

Ob ject Recognition and Mode1 

Construction 

There are three major themes within computer vision research which have motik-ated the =ork of this 

thesis: 

Approaches to image understanding which consider object recognition to  be equident  to the 

construction of a model of a first-order t h e o -  The logic of depiction [Reiter and Mackworth 891 

has been infiuential in this approach. This Iogical approach vas in turn motikated by eariier work 

which considered object recognition to  be a constraint satisfaction problem. - Attempts at  formaiizing intuitions about perceptuai organization and grouping ([Lowe 831, [Grirn- 

son 901, [Jacobs 881, [Feldman 97aI). 

Complexity analyses of object recognition tasks and algorithms ([Tsotsos 881, [Kirousis and Pa- 

padimitriou 881, [SeIman 891). 

In this chapter, we will consider related work in each of these three areas. 

2.1 Object Recognition and Constraint Satisfaction 

In this thesis, m-e will consider image interpretation to be equitdent to  model construction. That is, 

we wilI represent images, scenes, and depiction cmstraints as theories in first-order Iogic: interpretation 

of a specific image will be equivalent to  finding models of the theories which also satis& the sentences 

representing the image. In this section, we consider related work in which interpretations of an image 

must satis- some set of constraints. In the next section? we will consider approaches which extend 

constraint satisfaction to logical theories for object recognition. 
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2.1.1 Constraints in Blocks Worlds 

-4 constraint-based approach to object recognition was first explored in the context of blocks worlds. in 

which the domain is simplifieci by explicit assumptions about the physical structure of the world. 

Huffman and Clowes introduced the distinction between the scene dornain and the image domain. 

The scene domain characterizes the physical structure of the (3D) world (e.g. occluding surfaces), while 

the image domain characterizes the depiction of the scene domain properties within a 2D image. Object 

recognition then becomes the problem of identifying the correspondence between scene features and 

image features. 

\Vit hin bIocks worlds, there are typically a restricted set of features: 

c e  Image 

edge line 

vertex junction 

surface region 

A rigorous axiomatization of blocks worId requires a description of how objects project to a line 

drawing, by studying how different kinds of points on the surface project, and building a cataiog of the 

resulting junctions in the line drawing. In particdar, Huffman and Clowes ([Huffman 7111 [Clowes 711) 

paid attention to  the physical rneaning of lines, and found useful constraints on types of lines a t  vertices. 

These constraints are used for interpretation of line drawing, so that recognition is equit-alent to finding 

a consistent labelling for the lines in the image. Waltz extended this work in [tWtz 721 by incorporating 

an expanded set of scene features, and proposed a filtering algorithm that examined adjacent junctions 

in the image and discarded inconsistent labellings. 

A cmcial point is that possible configurations of labelled lines a t  junctions form a \ - e l  smail subset of 

d l  the combinations of assignrnents of labels to lines around junctions. Once al1 possible configurations 

a t  junctions are enurnerated, the problem of interpreting line drawings can be reduced to a problem of 

assigning labels to lines consistently in the sense that the resultant configurations at junctions are al1 in 

the list of possible configurations. -4 combination of line Iabels for one junction type is referred t o  as a 

junction label. Each legal junction labeI implies which surfaces are connected a t  which edge in order to  

form that junction label. To assign labels to al1 lines in a picture means to chuose one candidate for a 

spatial structure that the picture may represent. Thus the problem of interpretation of line d r a e n g s  can 

be reduced to the problem of fhding combinations of the labels that correspond to the spatial structures 

of the objects. 

.4n additional problem which arises with this approach is physical realizabili. Since the realizability 

of a line drawing is determined for a @-en interpretation, the realizability is undefined if the line dram-ing 

has no interpretation. However, a consistent labelling is only a necessary condition for a line drawing to  

be physically realizable: that is, a realizable drawing implies talid junction labelling, but a t d i d  junction 



labelling does not imply realizable drawing. Thus. some incorrect (unreaiizable) line drawings c m  be 

labelled consistently. 

Previous work has therefore treated interpretation as a two stage process ([Sugihara 861): the first 

stage finds a consistent Iabelling, and the second stage filters out the labellings ~ h i c h  are not physically 

realizable. The idea is that a consistent labelling rnerely git-es a candidate for a spatial intcrpretation of 

the line drawing. Realizabili- is considered to be a property of interpretations, not drawings ([Kanade 

BO]). This reflects the loose use of the term "interpretation" and an insuficient notion of the constraints 

that are evident in the physicai worId. If we are working in the context of some underlying axiomatic 

theory of the scene and image, then an interpretation of a Line drawing must necessarily be realizable, 

because it must satisb the axiorns of the t h e o n  The problem of impossible figures that have consistent 

labeltings is due to an incomplete axiomatization of these domains. The u-ork which has been done in 

blocks w-orld ([Mackworth 731, [Kanade 801, [Draper 811) have al1 attempted to construct a more complete 

understanding of our intuitions of three dimensional structure. Some line drawings without consistent 

labellings may be realizable if the assumed constraints are relaved (such as the trihedral assumption). 

In order to remove nonsense labellings, we need to  find a set of rules which Iabelled drawings must obey. 

Having multiple interpretations is also an inevitable arnbiguity so long as the theory is based solely 

on the basic constraints of objects concerning theü reaiizability. In order t o  resolve the ambiguity, more 

knowledge and assurnptions have t o  be incorporateci. 

Another aspect of 3D interpretations of fine drawings is the problern of occlusion. In generai. not 

d l  the objects in an image are fully visible; often one object will occlude another. The abiiity to reason 

%+th occl~sion by predicting the hidden parts of these objects is an integral part of commonsense image 

understanding. However, not every junction in the image corresponds to  a vertex in the scene. For 

instance, if X occludes B, then a line of A will intersect a line of B in the image, but this is only because 

of their position. In the interpretation of line drawings, these junctions are called T-junctions, and 

are given a separate "semantics" in the junction dictionary. It is usually assumed that the top of the 

T-junction corresponds to a nearer surface occluding another object, and that there is no constraint on 

the label of the stem of the T-junnion. 

2.1.2 Geometric Constraints 

In more realistic domains, Grimson ([Grimson 901, [Grimson and Lozano-Perez 841: [Gnmson and Lozano- 

Perez Bi]) used the geometry of the shapes of objects to constrain the set of solutions for object recog- 

nition. In this approach, an interpretation of an image is a mapping from scene to  image features which 

satisfies al1 of the geometric constraints. 

Grimson identified vxious cIasses of geometric constraints. C'nary constraints include constraints on 

the length of a feature - if the length of an image object is l e s  than the length of the scene feature, then 

it is possible to assign the scene feature to  the image feature. 
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Grirnson also introduced severai classes of binaq- geometric constraints. The first class of b i n q  

constraints is the angle constraint - if the angle between two linear image features is equai to the angle 

between two linear scene features. then it is possible to assign the scene feature to the image feature. 1-o 

niIl see in Chapter 3 of this thesis how this dass of constraints is axiomatized. The other two classes of 

binary constraints include the distance constraint berneen image and scene features. and the component 

constraint, n-hich constrains the separation of two features using the range of cornponents of a vector 

between them. 

Interestinglc Grimson also makes claims concerning the completeness of these constraints. By com- 

plete, he means chat in the absence of occlusion and error: the relative shape of two linear features can 

be reconstructed from the constraint measurernents. 

The other aspect of Grirnson's approach is that these constraints ensure Iocai consistency. To achieve 

globd consistency. he introduces the interpretation tree, which is the set of possible assignments of scene 

features to image features. At each node of the tree, Grirnson's algoritlirn applies the unary and binary 

constraints and prunes off inconsistent portions of the tree. 

Approaches to Vision 

This section will review several approaches to formaiizing vision. Several aspects of this forrnalization 

were presented in the introduction, but what exactly does this entail? The essential requirement for any 

formalism to be useful is that  of correctness and completeness - it rnust find dl and only the correct 

solutions. in order to prove that these properties hold for a git-en formalization of a task. u-e need to first 

find a specification of the problem. W e  then need a formalisrn that is adequate for the task to eupress 

these ideas. 

In terms of Man's levels ([Marr 821): this thesis presents a computationai theory of vision. Logic 

provides a forma1 frarnework for characterizhg vision as a mapping from one Lind of representation to 

another (narnely from the image domain to the scene domain), and allows the abstract properties of this 

rnapping to be defined precisely. Logic also allows us to uniquely define this mapping bu representing 

the constraints which it must satis- if we are CO infer properties of the world from properties of images. 

The first goal is to therefore demonstrate the appropriateness and adequaq of a representation for a 

given task. 

What consti tutes an adequate representation of the image understanding process? Mackm-orth (in 

[Mach~orth  871) proposes several descriptive and procedural adequaq critena, which define the sound- 

ness and completeness of the representation relation, that is, how adequately a given representation 

describes situations in the world. The adequaq of the representation refers not only to the expres- 

siveness of the knowledge representation itself (descriptive adequacy), but &O to the systernts use of 

the knowledge (procedural adequacy). A representation must inciude al1 and only those interpretations 
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thaï map to the &-en image; many systems have failed to satisfy this correctness criterion in that they 

have escluded possible interpretations for an image (arnbiguous interpretations), or included impossible 

incerpretations (anomalous interpretations). It is only when the cornplete set of possible interpretations 

is completely specified that u-e can begin to then characterize which interpretations are plausible or 

preferred. 

2.2.1 What is an Interpretation of an Image? 

The semantics of a domain is the relationship between objects in the world and their images. i'é %-il1 

be able to mi te  programs which interpret pictures in some dornain only if this relationship is specified. 

Brooks ([Brooks 811) considered a system as "understandin< an image only if it could relate image 

features to a representation of the world that existeci independent- of image features. This relation is 

the depiction mapping, and its logical formulation is a necessaq step in constructing a theop  of image 

understanding. 

In this approach, we need to determine how the properties of elements in the picture (image domain 

cues) can be related to the properties of elements in the scene (scene domain cues). Scene domain cues 

determine the physical meaning of objects in the scene, such crs edge and surface configurations. Thus. 

edges are signified by labelled lines and surface orientation is represented by gradients in line drawïngs. 

Image domain mes refer to properties of features in the picture such as homogeneous regions. shapes 

of regions, intensity gradients, line segments, direction of lines, and parailelism of Iines. An adequate 

representation scheme must maintain the distinction berneen these m o  domains. Manu -stems have 

failed to do this and have consequently confused the knowledge appropriate to these domains. The 

relation which defines hou; objects in the scene domain appear in the image is represented by the 

depiction relation or mapping. This includes specifi-ing how- various 3-D objects project ont0 the 2-D 

image plane, or what kinds of scene objects are depicted by image objects, as in [Reiter and Mackworth 

891. 

The first task is to fomaiize the scene, image, and mapping axioms. Again. it is essential to maintain 

the distinction berneen the picture and the scene. -4 picture (2D) consists of line segments tvhich meet 

to form junctions, and which also form the regions into which the pinure plane is divided. The scene 

(3D) consists of edges which meet each other a t  wnices and which separate surfaces: each surface rnay 

be thought of as a finite portion of some infinite piane. 

It is tempting to say that the depiction relation defines the semantics of image understanding, since 

it defines which regions and lines in the image are meaningful in terms of our u-orid howledge about 

the scene. However, this view depends on what we consider an interpretation of an image. 

One of the major contributions of the logic of depiction ([Reiter and Mackworth 891) is the rigorous 

definition of an interpretation in the context of vision. -4s [Tsotsos 881 observes, little attention has b e n  

given to this problem. Current systems take an ad hoc approach, emplo'-ing different representations 
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for interpretations as dictated by the specific problem domain. Only if the concept of an interpretation 

is precisely defined c m  u-e determine if an implementation is descriptivelv and procedurally adequate, 

finding al1 and only the interpretations allowed by world knowledge and the particular image. 

The notion of interpretation is easier to specih. in the context of Iine drawings, but there are still 

many different ways in which the term is used. The interpretation of a line draffing can be regarded as 

the assignment of possible labels, which represent the ph~sical meaning of the image, to ail lines in the 

draning. Labels must be assigned so that al1 junctions may be included in the List of possible junction 

labels. The interpreted Iine drawing is a scene description because lines with labels represent features 

(edges of surfaces) of the scene. 

Reiter and Machorth  define an interpretation of a particular image to be a logical model of the 

generai knowledge (represented as scene and image domain axiorns) and a description of how scene objects 

are depicted in the image (represented by the depiction mapping and a description of the image). This 

characterization of interpretations is the one which wilI be used throughout this thesis. 

2.2.2 The Role of Inference 

Work on recovering the physical properties of objects frorn images has led to the conclusion that the 

mechanisms for structuring the inferences in early vision must incorporate assumptions that hold ab- 

stractly over real world structure. Human perception must be exploiting the qualitative constraints 

provided bu the structure of the scene in addition to quantitative modcls of the image information pro- 

cess. IVhat is required, then, are theories of scene structure that capture the qualitative structure of Our 

environment [Pentland 84]? and describe how this structure is evidenced by regularities in the image. 

hIany researchers ([Pentland 84, [Hoffman and Richards 851) have ais noted that since sensory 

data is underconstraining, the additional knowledge required to derive assertions about the world rneans 

that perception is a process of inference. To have an adequate representation, we therefore need some 

set of axioms and rules of inference which generate descriptions of the legitimate primitive objects in 

the R-orld and their possible attributes and their relationship, and a set of d e s  which say how these 

primitive objects combine into structured objects. To understand visual function - how one can infer 

knowledge about the world - it is necessary to have a model of the salient worid structure and of how 

that structure evidences itself in the image. .4n ontology is a means of formally describing this set of 

structures; it is the agent's model of how- the world is structured, how the agent "cames up' the u-orld 

([Pentland 841). It is concerned wïth how our conceptual primitives (objects and relations) reIate to 

each other and to the surrounding world. These conceptual primitives are not only objects. Regularities 

in the image aIso indicate structure in the environment, and recognition of these regularities allows the 

agent to infer consequences and anticipate events. 

By rigoroiisly specifying the ontology of a domain, we are able to understand images in terms of our 

world knowledge about the scene. This also allows us to detemine what are legitimate assumptions to 



Figure 2.1 : Example of a Mapsee sketch map. 

make about the scene and image domains and what constraints they imply. By specifying the ontologies 

for different domains it also dlows us to determine u-hich structures in the scene project into which 

structures in the image. Witkin and Tenenbaum ([Witkin and Tenenbaum 831) think of structural 

descriptions as prot-iding an "alphabet soup" of descriptive chunks that have some direct semantic 

interpretation. Image understanding assirnilates these chunks into more coherent interpretations. 

The central goal of research into visual function is to  first understand how the structure of the sur- 

rounding world is evidenced by reguiarities among the pixels of the image amas and then to understand 

how these regularities are mapped ont0 the predicates that constitute the primitive elements of cogni- 

tion. Howe~er, the sensory data underdetemines the scene structure, because the pixels of the image 

array. by themselwq can determine nothing. Some knowledge of image formation and of how the world 

is structured is required in order to obtain any assertion about the viewed scene. This knowledge can be 

formaily expressed in terms of the ontology axiomatization, which provides rnodels of the world's struc- 

ture. A description that decomposes the image into constituents that capture regularity or coherence 

therefore provides descriptive chunks that act as "semantic precursors" in the sense that they deserve 

or demand explanation. 

2.2.3 Logic of Depiction 

Reiter and Machxorth have provided a precise, logical specification of the taçk addressed by the image 

understanding system Sfapsee [Ha\-ens and Mackwonh 831. The domain of Mapsee is simplified hand 

dramn sketch maps of geographical regions (see Figure 2.1). There are two types of image objects: regions 

(R I  : R2 in Figure 2.1) and chains (A, B, C in Figure 2.1). There are four types of scene objects: land, 

water, river, and road. The task of Mapsee is to find interpretations of the image (i.e. correspondences 

betu-een image and scene objects) using knowledge about real-world constraints. 

The a-siomatization in [Reiter and Mackworth 89) consists of three sets of k t -o rde r  axiorns: image 

axioms, scene axioms, and depiction axioms. The image axiorns describe the map (i.e. the image) in 

terms of a set of image objects and the properties between them. Similady, the scene axioms describe 

propenies of the scene objects and constraints between them. The depiction axioms specify the mapping 



betu-een the image and scene domains, e.g. rivers in the scene are depicted by chains in the image. 

The Iogic of depiction provides a fiamen-ork for designing and implementing rision systems that are 

correct tvith respect to both task and algorithm levels. IVith this task levei specification of the vkion 

problem, we can analyze existing vision systems through a process of logical reconstruction. The basic 

premise of the work is that general knowledge of the image domain, the scene domain, and the depiction 

mapping can be expresseci in first-order logic. 

The logic of depiction proposed by Reiter and Machorth  has several limitations. in particular, 

Reiter and MachTorth make the Closure Assumption that al1 image domain predicates are known. This 

is a very strong assumption which is not valid in the case of ambiguity (since an image elemenc may 

be an? one of several elements). For a perfectly segmented line drawing, however. this assurnption is 

d i d .  For cornplex scenes, image segmentation is highly anibiguous. The correspondence or mapping, 

between regions of the image and physicai objects in the scene is generalIy many to one. Boundaries 

between objects m a -  not be distinguishabie due to occlusion and the resolution of the image (5IcKeown 

et al 85). The assumption that regions in the segmented image directly correspond to objects in the 

scene is thus very ideal. 

In addition, they make the unique narnes asswnption, in which al1 image primitives are paimise 

distinct, that is, if i and j are different constants denoting image primitives, then they denote different 

image elernents. Due to this assumption, the logic of depiction also nuis into trouble with occlusion. since 

in scenes nith occlusion, there may no longer De a one-to-one correspondence bemeen image objects 

and scene objects. 

Perceptual Organization and Causal Structure 

The fundamental characteristic of perceptual organization is the search for coherence and meaningful 

structure (Pragnanz) in the world. The basic premise is that the entities h i c h  result from the discovery 

of primitive spatio-temporal r e g u l a r i ~  correspond to causal et-ents and processes in the world. TO use 

this as a basis for doing primitive perceptual inference in a generai and unified way, we must do better 

than enumerating a host of special case properties and relationships: we have to start with a general 

and unified expression derived from primitive propenies of the worId. 

Lowe ([Lowe 851, [Lowe and Binford 871) views segmentation as the division of the image into sets of 

related features. Perceptual organization is therefore defined by relations between image features, and 

the task of image segmentation is to distinguish the meaningful reiationships between image elements 

from a background distribution of random aiignments. In this account, low level vision focuses on 

diseovering relations among elements replicating over space and time. 

Previous methods for image segmentation have usually been derived from an idealized mode1 of the 

world (such as the step edge mode1 often used in edge detection). Lowe looks for meaningful groupings 



in the image rather than for the image of some idealized feature in the world ([Lowe and Binford 871). In 

this Frarnework, edge detection is then the detection of meaningfd linear or cunilinear groups of points. 

mhere the talues of the points have aiready been detected by earlier stages of the vision process. 

Lon-e and Binford define meaningfulness as the measure of how Iikely some grouping is to ha\-e arisen 

from an underlying physical relationship rather than through some accident of viewpoint or location. 

Groupings therefore establish relationships between elements of the image which plausibly correspond 

to existing structure in the scene. The interpretation of the image consists of mapping these primitive 

groupings to the physical entities. In this way, the image is segtnented into meaningful pieces. 

The depiction relation becomes the mapping from regularities in the image data to relevant structure 

in the environment based on the agent's ontology, or mode1 of the w-orld. The basic intuition underlying 

perceptual organization is that these reguIar relationships are so unlikely to  arise by chance that the? 

rnust reflect some underlying causal relationship. 

XI1 of the structural entities can be described in terms of spatiotempord regularity or coherence: the 

relationships we notice are characterized by shapes, patterns, or configurations that repIicate or continue 

with little or no change over an intemai of time or space. Al1 common manifestations of primitive 

structure can be characterized as a shape, pattern, or configuration that replicates or continues with 

little or no change over an intemai of space or time. Good models are those in which relations persist 

as long as possible, either in time or according to the nature of the relationship. For example, if a set of 

points is collinear, then the desired models are those in which this collinearity persists as long as possible. 

Although many details need to be worked out with this approach, it seems to be able to express many 

of our commonsense intuitions about how the world is structured and how we perceive this structure. 

The non-accidentdness argument says that what looks parallel or rigid really is paraIlel or rigid 

because the spurious appearance of parallelism is extremely unlikely to  a i s e  among causaily unrelated 

curves. The meaning of structure follows directly from the non-accidentalness argument: when we 

strongly perceive a stmctural relationship (image), we are implicitIy asserting that there is a corre- 

sponding causal relationship (domain). 

Classes of rneaningful alignments in an image also carry implications for the 3D structure of the 

scene. For example, given suitable assumptions on depiction, if t x o  Iines terminate at  a certain point 

in the image, or three or more lines converge to a common point, then the edges that they depict will 

also terminate at  a common point in 3-space; and Cumes which are parallel in the image are parallel in 

3-space In other words, a meaningful grouping in the image leads to inferences for the 3D structure. 

We can view the imposition of this kind of structure as decomposing or explaining the image data in a 

particular way: when we perceive a smooth curve, we are replacing or augrnenting Our representation to  

the individual points on the c u v e  with an explicit representation of a connected entity with a particular 

shape. LVhen we notice parallelism or sjmmetry arnong a set of curves, we are replacing or augmenting 

our representation of the individual m e s  with a description of the common replicated shape and the 



manner of its replication. 

2.3.1 Semantics of Simplicity 

The idea of finding the simplest description is found in several vision -stems: for example, there are 

methods for image partitioning based on the simplest (most compact) description in some &-en descrip- 

tive formalism. Howe\-er, it is difficult to define exactly what 'simple' means, and the success of this 

general approach is strongly dependent on the efficacy of the descriptive forrnalism that is assumed to 

be given. An adequate theon  of vision must be able to spec i l  the roIe which knowledge plays in image 

interpretation. and how to use particular quantitative methods, such as minimization, in a reasoned way 

which reflects the structure (semantics) u-hich impose on our world. 

FiscMer and Bolles ([Fischler and Boues 861) argue that the underlying justification for Gestalt 

partitioning criteria is that such criteria provide the elements of a believable explanation of how the 

image was assembled from coherent parts. For example, partitioning c m  be tiewed as an explanation 

of cun-e construction. To be beiievable, explanations must be concise, complete, and stable. The major 

problem with this proposai is that ail of these characteristics are so high level that it is hard to find an 

operational definition, or a clear specification of what they mean. 

Fischler and Boues ([Fischler and Bolles 861) aIso propose an alternative heunstic for forming ex- 

planations of images. A given set of data can be described by providing both the model parameters 

and the relationship of each data point to the model. A given body of data can be described in rnany 

possible ways by such a system, and chuosing the simplest description corresponds to minimizing an 

objective function on the model components and the deviations of the data points fiom the instantiated 

model. When there are severai different theories for representing some particular element of data, one 

theory is better than another if it yieIds a more compact expIanation. Thus, what constitutes a gocd 

cheov will always be dependent on our expectations about the world. The problem with this is that 

an observation which is preferred over another must have a more compact description in the representa- 

tion scheme. Instead of preference being derived from the representation scheme (as described above), 

the representation scheme is dependent on the preference relation. It is obviously easier to change the 

preference relation arnong interpretations than to change the representation whenever a new observation 

needs explaining. 

This approach appeals to Occam's razor: ail else being equal, the most economicd explanation should 

be chosen. Since the discovery of regularity reduces redundancy, the most regular description is the most 

economical, and therefore the b a t .  But because the size of a description depends on the form in which 

i t  is represented, the argument is empty until the description terms are specified, and Occam's razor, by 

itself, offers no heIp specifymg them. 

Due to the coherence of matter, smoother or more regular shapes and structures are more IikeIy to be 

obsewed than less srnooth ones, and therefore given data that is consistent with a srnooth surface, there is 



a preference for the smmth surface. This argument has been made for the 3D interpretation of contours 

in [Barrow and Tenenbaum 811. Brady and kuiile ([Brady and Yuille 831) develop an extremum principle 

for determining 3D surface orientation from a 2D contour, which prefers qmmetric surfaces. The' base 

their measure on the following assumption: Contours that are the projections of cuf7'es in planes with 

large slant are most effective for deriving a 3D interpretation. Therefore, these interpretations are most 

are most preferred for shapes that are highly elongated in one direction. Given a contour, the extremum 

principle chooses an orientation in which the projected contour maximizes the compactness or symmetn: 

of the surface. Thus, an ellipse is interpreted as a slanted circle and a paral1elogram as a slanted square. 

Brady and YuilIe also prove that  this extremum principle necessarily interprets skewed sqmmetries as 

oriented real symmetries, which Kanade ([Kanade and Kender 831) proposed as a heuristic assumption. 

2.3.2 Grouping 

The rnoti~ation behind grouping in image interpretation is chat Iocal geometric relations in the image c m  

be used to identi- structure in the scene. This is usually justiiïed by some non-accidentainess principle 

- it is unlikely that m o  lines in the image satisfy some relation u-hen the edges corresponding to these 

lines do not satisfy the corresponding relation in the scene. Such geometric relations include coilinear 

and parallel lines, intersecting lines, and proximity. In particular, [Jacobs 881 considers the foUowing 

condition: 

Suppose one extracts convex sets of connected edges in an image of a cluttered scene. For 

each pair of such sets, can one derive an estimate of the likelihood that both sets arose from 

the sarne object? 

Huttenlocher and Wayner ([Huttenlocher and CVayner 921) extended this approach by a more sophisti- 

cated representation of convexity constraints. Both of these pieces of work have served as the basis for 

intuitions about shape representation in Chapter 4 of this thesis. 

Previous approaches (e.g. [Grimson 901, [Lowe 831, [Jacobs 881) have considered particular arrange- 

ments of lines that are "nonaccidental" insofar as they are unlikely to be depicted in the image unless 

they actually exist in the scene. In this probabilistic approach, nonaccidental features have a high 

likelihood ratio in favour of conjecturing that the image objects depict related scene objects. 

An alternatil-e approach ([Jepson and Richards 921, [Richards e t  al 961) defines "regular" config- 

urations, which are constructed from generic ones by removing degrees of freedom. Thus, preferred 

configurations have fewer degrees of freedom, and Iess preferred configurations have more degrees of 

freedom. 

The work of Feldman ([Feldman 97a,97b,9Tc]) is rnost simiIar to the approach taken in this thesis. In 

particular, [Feldrnan 97a] proposes a logical approach to grouping. In this approach, he defines lattice 

structure over the set of models for an image and scene. Within this lattice, a mode1 M i  is more 



preferred than a mode1 .#W2 if .ML satisfies some "regdari-" in the scene and M2 does not satis- this 

regdarity. Ln general, regularities are specified by the user, and would include standard intuitions such 

as coilinear and parailel lines. Thus. modeIs in which there are no accidentai alignments (i.e. image 

elernents can be grouped as depicting the same scene object) FiFill be preferred over models in which 

there are accidentai alignrnents (i.e. the image elements depin unrelateci scene objects). 

Feldman considers lattices of a rb i t raq  models. rather than the models of a specific axiornatic theo- .  

a l th~ugh  he does apply these notions to a simple "Dots tVorld" containing configurations of points in 

the plane. 

Previous work ([Jacobs 881) has also been aimed at designing local algorithms that find possible 

groupings. The groupings generated in this way are not guaranteed to  be globally consistent: it is eyen 

unclear what it means for a grouping t o  be consistent. One of the tasks of an axiornatic theory of object 

recognition is to cl&@ these intuitions about the consistency of grouping. 

Complexity Results for Object Recognition 

Many of the complexity results for object recognition have considered the complexity of specific algo- 

rithms. For example, [Grirnson 901 shows that the complexity of his interpretation tree algorithm for 

solving geometric constraints is exponentid. Howevet, in this thesis we will be more concemed with the 

complexity of the image interpretation task itself. 

Tsotsos ([Tsotsos 881) provided early work in establishing SP-completeness results for vision tasks. 

In particular, he showed that the task of bottom-up visual search is SP-complete. The general task of 

cisuai search seeks to find the subset of the image that matches some set of scene features. In bottom-up 

visual search, the set of scene objects which are depicted in the image are not homm a priori. 

Kirousis and Papadimitriou ([Kirousis and Papadimitriou $81) provide complexity results for the 

blocks world domain. Given the line drawing, the problem is to decide whether it is the projection of the 

kisible part of a set of opaque polyhedra. They show that this problem is SP-complete, even in the case 

of trihedral scenes (no four planes share a point) without shadoms and cracks. They also introduce the 

class of orthohedrai scenes, for which there is a linear algorithm to determine whether or not an image 

can be labelled. X scene is orthohedral if it bas the following property: -411 planes in it are normaI to 

one of the axes, so that each edge is parallel to one of the axes. The SP-completeness proof uses the 

reduction to Planar 3SAT [Lichtenstein 821, which is the sarne class of forrnulae which will be used in 

the complexity results in the final chapter of this thesis. 

Selman ([Selman 891) provides a complexity analysis for the Mapsee domain using Reiter and Mack- 

worth's logic of depiction. He shows that although each sketch map has a triciai interpretation (al1 

regions are interpreted as land and ail chahs depict roads), finding a nontrivial interpretation by com- 

pleting a partial interpretation is Y'P-hard. -4s nith [Kirousis and Papadimitnou 881, Selman also uses 



the reduction to Planar 3SAT. Of particular interest? Selman shows that the intractability is due to the 

fact that there are rare interpretations that are difiicuit to cornpute. Interpretations in this class have 

what he calls river-road conflicts, which are structures consisting of two chains x,  y which intersect in a 

T-junction. and such that z depicts a river and y depicts a road. For interpretations which do not have 

these conflicts, there exists a Linear algorithm to find a complete nontrivial interpretation. 

Another related piece of work is [Cooper 921: who proposes parsing algorithrns for interpreting images 

of cluttered scenes and partial occIusion. Cooper considers a grarnmar which generates possible images: 

ir. this approach, image interpretation parses the image using this grammar to find the corresponding 

scene. He also shows that if the scenes allow- cycIes of occluding objects, then the cornpIexity of finding 

a parse of the image is SP-hard. However, Cooper does not provide an axiornatic theo- for this task. 

and this rnakes i t  difficult CO see how his resuits can be generalized to different classes of images and 

scenes. 



Chapter 3 

Images, Scenes, and Depict ion 

The focus of this work (which we wiI1 cd1 CardWorld) is the recognition of 2D planar objects in cluttered 

scenes, based on the shapes of the objects in the scene. The goal wilI be a Iogical characterization of this 

task: with the ax<omatization, we vil1 be able to provide an analysis of the role that mrious assumptions 

play in finding interpretations of an image. 

The first step in this approach wiI1 be the axiornatization of the ontology for image and scene objects 

and the depiction relation betw-een these two kinds of objects. In this chapter, we present the two basic 

axiomatic theories which Fnll be needed to build the entire set of CardWorld theories. We provide a 

definition of the cIass of structures which fonnaiize Our intuitions about scenes, images, and depiction. 

and t hen prove characterization theorems about t hese structures aEd the axiomatic theories. 

3.1 Model Theory of Images and Scenes 

ité begin by recognizing t bat t here are two fundamental classes of ob jects in the ontology of any vision 

problem - image and scene. W e  wïill first consider in depth the language and structures that we will be 

using for images and scenes. In the next section, we will consider assumptions over these domains, and 

ax5oms for scene objects and the depiction relation berneen the scene and image. 

3.1.1 Languages for Images, Scenes, and Depiction 

The language which we will adopt for images is a first-order language with equdity. ' The nonlogical 

lesicon is: 

Cimagc = {&, L j7 Ql t ,  irnagedject(z), region(r), fine((), pizel(q), in(z, y)) 

There are three rnutuaily exclusive sets of constants which intuitively will denote image objects - 

regions, lines, and pixels. f& is a countably infinite set of constant syrnbols denoting regions in an 

'Throughout th i s  work, we are using the standard interpretation for the equality predicate =. 

23 
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image. L j  is a countably infinite set of constant q-rnbols denoting lines in an image, and Qk is a 

countably infinite set of constant symbols denoting pixels in an image. 

a The u n q  predicate symboi regiun denotes the relation which defines the set of regions in an 

image. 

a The unary predicate qrnbol line denotes the relation which defines the set of Iines in an image. 

a The unary predicate symbol pizel denotes the relation which defines the set of pixels in an image. 

The binary predicate -bot in which denotes the relation which d e h e s  a composition hierarchy 

over image objects. 

Thus for lines and regions the intended interpretation is that line i is contained in region r.  and 

for pisels and tines the intended interpretation is that pixel q is contained in line 1. 

Additional image relations wïll be defined in later theories within the thesis: the languages for these 

theories d l  al1 be expansions of Limage. 

Example: Given the image in Figure 3.1, there is a structure ,W in Cimage such that 

and 

It  should be noted that while this is the complete set of regions and lines in the image, it is not 

the complete set of pixels for the above image. In practice, this would depend on the resoIution of 

the edge-detection dgorithms that produce the image. The essential idea here is that for each line 

there exjsts a set of pixels which are its elernents. Mie will see later that et-ery line must contain 

a t  least two pixels as elernents. O 

-4s anot her example, in Figure 3.10(f), the regions are denoted by the constants rl , r-, r3, and the 

lines are denoted by the constants II ,  ..., fr4. 

The language which we will adopt for scenes is a first-order language with equaiity; the nonlogical 

lexicon is: 

Lacene = (Si, Ej: Pk, s c e n e d j e d ( z ) ,  sutface (s), edge(e) , paint(p), par t ( z ,  y)) 



Figure 3.1: Example of image elernents. 

There are three mutually exclusive sets of constants which intuitively ni11 denote scene objects - 

surfaces, edges, and points. Si is a countably infinite set of constant symbols denoting surfaces, 

E, is a countably infinite set of constant q-mbols denoting edges, and Pk is a countably infinite 

set of constant symbols denoting points. 

The unary predicate q-mbol surface denotes the relation which defines the set of surfaces. 

The un- predicate -bol edge denotes the relation which defines the set of edges. 

The unary predicate symbol point denotes the relation which defines the set of points. 

The binary predicate symbol part denotes the relation which defines a composition hierarchy over 

scene objects. 

Additional scene relations wil1 be defined in later theories within the thesis: the languages for these 

theories niIl ail be expansions of C,,,,, . 

Example: Given the surfaces in Figure 3.2, there is a structure JU in L,,,,, such that 

and 

It should be noted that while this is the complete set of surfaces and edges in the structure, it is 

not the complete set of points. In practice, this would depend on the granularity required by the 

tasks and chosen by the user. The essentiai idea here is that for each edge there exists a set of 

points which are its elernents. However, there are some guidelines provided by the axioms of the 

CardWorld theones; we will see later in this chapter that every edge must contain a t  least two 

points as elements, and in Chapter 7 we d l  find the axiom stating that points are scene objects 

that cannot be partiaily occluded. O 



Figure 3.2: Exarnple of scene elements. 

The language which we wil1 adopt for depiction is a first-order language with equaiity. The noniogical 

lesicon is: 

Ckernel = Limage U Ldcene u {A( i :  s)} 

The binary predicate -bol A denotes the relation which specifies the depinion relation berneen 

image objects and scene objects. Intuitively, A(i,  S )  means that image object i depicts scene object 

S. 

Example: Given the image in Figure 3.1 and the surfaces in Figure 3.2, there is a structure A4 in 

C&etnel  such that 

{(fl:s2)7 ( f l ? s l ) ,  (13re~): (137e7)) E A 

Sotice the line l3 depicts an edge from each surface: intuitiveiy, this arises from abutting surfaces 

in a scene. O 

3.1.2 Structures for the Kernel Theory 

The relation in owr image elements and the relation purt over scene elements provide additional structure 

for these sets of elements. For example, surfaces always contain edges and points, and edges in turn 

contain points (see Figure 3.2). Edges and points can never exist in isolation - they must dways be part 

of a surface. There are aiso some additional constraints - edges and points cannot be part of multiple 

surfaces. 

In the image domain, regions always contain lines and pixels, and Iines contain pixels. However, 

i t  is possible for lines to exist which are not contained in a tegion, and pixels can exist which are not 

contained in a line. (See Figure 3.1) 
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Figure 3.3: Graph representations of the incidence structures for scene elements in Figure 3.2. 

q3 

Figure 3.4: Graph representations of the incidence structures for image elements in Figure 3.1. 

To formally capture these intuitions, w-e will first need to  define a few classes of combinatorid 

structures which uill be the building blocks '. 

Definition 3.1 .4 tripartite incidence structure is a tuple G = (RI ,  0 2 ,  il3, I ) ,  whete RI R-2 > RJ are 
painuise disjoint sets with 

l Ç R 1  xII2uR1 x R 3 ~ R 2 x R 3  

We will say that elements in S I 1  have type 1, elements i n  R2 have type 2, and elements in RJ have 
type 3. 

Tao elements of G that are related by i are called incident. 

Definition 3.2 Let G = ( R i ,  R2,  R3, 1)  be a tripartite incidence structure. il pag of G is a set of 
element.5 of R I  u 0- U R3 that are mutually incident. .4 jiag F i s  mcrzimal i f  there is no  element z E R \ 3  
such that 3 U (2) as aLso a jlag. 

The incidence structure G has a rank r if al1 mazimal Pags has ezactly r elements. 

Csing these definitions, our intuitions tell us that scene elements should fom incidence structures of 

rank 3, since al1 scene objects should be part of some surface: i.e., there should not exist any isolated 

edges or points. On the other hand, not every image object must be an element of a region, since there 

2For background on incidence structures and finite geornetnes, see :Demùowski 681 and [Beutelspacher and Rasenbaum 
98:. 



can exist isolated lines and pixels, image elements should therefore fonn incidence structures u-ith no 

rank, since not ail maximai flags contain the sarne nurnber of elements. In Figure 3.1, the region ri 

contains the line II and the pixei qf. and so a maximai flag associated =<th rl contains three elements. 

Hon-ever, the maximal flag associated with the line l2 contains only two elements, and the maximal flag 

associated with q3 contains only one eIement. 

W e  can represent the incidence structures as graphs, in which the image or scene elements are nodes of 

the graph, and there is a path between two nodes iff the elements are incident. The graph representation 

of the incidence structure for the image in Figure 3.1 is gitm in Figure 3.4, and the graph representation 

of the incidence structure for the scene in Figure 3.2 is given in Figure 3.3. 

Definition 3.3 Suppose that ,W is a structure in Lkemer. 
=In image substructure Z(i) for an image object i Ls the foiiowing set: 

I( i )  = {x : x E M, (x, i) E in} 

Intuitively, the image substructure for an image object is the set of image objects which are contained 

in it. In terms of the incidence structures, the image substructure for an element is the set of image 

elements in the Aag of the element. In Figure 3.1, the image substructure for rl  is {ll , 12, h: ql: qz , q4): 
the image substructure for I f  is (qat qe), and the image substnicture for q~ is empty. 

Definition 3.4 Suppose that ~f-4 is a structure in Lk,,,l. 
A surface substructure C(s) for a surface s E is the followïng set: 

Intuitively, a surface substructure is the set of scene objects which are part of the surface. In terms 

of the incidence structures, the surface substructure for an element is the set of scene elements in the 

flag of the element. ln Figure 3.2, the surface substructure for sl  is (el, e l ,  es: e4? pl , Pz, p3, p4) and 

the surface substructure foi sz is {es, eg, e T ,  ps,  pg, pT} .  

We will now define the class of structures which will forrnalize the intended interpretations we have for 

the relations in Ckemcl. In particular, for each relation, we will specie some property of the structures 

such that any structure with this propere- is isomorphic to the extension of the relation. There d l  also 

be constraints governing which structures can possibly be cornmon substructures of the sarne structure in 

the class. The objective of this definition d l  be to show that m y  structure in this class will correspond 

to our intended intuitive interpretations, and d so  be a model of the axioms which we will present in our 

asiomatic theory. In addition, we will later show that any model of the axiomatic t h e o l  is isomorphic 

to some structure in this class. 

To define the class of structures, we specify conditions which each structure in the class must satisfc-, 

as well as conditions on the class as a whole. In the foiiowing definition of the class Mkeme', conditions 

1-3 characterize the extensions of the relations denoted by the unary image and scene predicates in 

CkCmc1. Condition 4 characterizes the extension of the relation denoted by the binary image predicate 
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in and condition 3 characterizes the extension of the relation denoted by the binary scene predicate part. 

Condition 6 characterizes the extension of the relation denoted by the depiction predicate A. Properties 

7.8, and 9 characterize how the karious substructures previously defined c m  be combined together to 

construct a structure in the class ,bfyme'. Findi'-, condition 10 constrains the class of structures as 

a m-hole! by guaranteeing that evec- structure is an extension of some set of minimai structures in the 

class. 

Definition 3.5 Let -U:erne' be the following ciass of structures in Ckeme1,  such that for any .U E 
.W ferne', we haue 

2 .  Elements of ;U are divided into two disjoint sets: 

such that 
1 = {i : (i) E imageabject ) 

C = {c : (c) E scenesbject) 

Elements of I will be refemd to as image objects and elements of C ml1 be referred to as  scene 
objects. 

2. Eiements of I are diuided into three painuise disjoint sets 

where 
Q = {q : (q) E pixel) 

L = {I : (1) E line) 

R = {r : (r) E region) 

3. Elements of C are diuided into three pczinuise disjoint sets 

where 
P = {p : (p) E point) 

E = {e : (e) E edge) 

S = {s : ( s )  E surface) 

4. Elements of I fonn tripartite incidence structures without nank. where in is the trunsitive incidence 
relation: 

Z = (1: in) 

with the following additional conditions: 

(a)  Within 2, elements of Q haue type 1, elements of L have type 2, and elements of R haue type 
3. Intuitiuely, regions contatn lanes and fines contain pixels. 

(6) Every element in R m w t  be incident with ut leust thme elements of 15, i.e., every region m w t  
contain at lemt three lines. 

( c )  Every efement in L must be incident with ut least two elements of Q ,  i.e., every line rnwt 
contain at least two pixels. 
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(d )  =In element i n  L can be incident with at  most two elements of R, i-e., a line can be in at most 
two regions. 

5. Elements of C form tripartite incidence structures of rank 3, whete part is the transitive incidence 
relation: 

c = (C, part) 

urith the following additional conditiow: 

(a)  W t h i n  C, elements of P have type 1, e lemenb of E hace type 2, and elements of S have type 
3. Intuitiuely, surfaces contain edges and edges contain points. 

l b )  Euery element in S must  be incident with at least three elernents of E l  i-e., euery surface must 
contain ut lemt  three edges. 

(c)  Every element in E must  be incident uith at least two elements of P ,  i-e., euery edge must 
contain at least two points. 

(d)  =In element in P can be incident with at  most two e lemenb of Et i e . ,  a point can be i n  at 
mos t  two edges. 

(e)  C is the union of the surface substructures for each surface s E M. 

6. The eztension of A is ïsomorphic t o  a directed bipartite gmph G = ( I ,C ,  D )  where i is the set of 
image objects, C is the set of scene objects and the set D of arcs in G must satisfg the following 
conditions: 

(a) If (i, C )  f D then 

or  

(i, C) E Q x P 

(i, c) E L x E 

( 6 )  I f e ~ E a n d l ~  L und 
(1, e )  E D 

then there ezist elements p E P and q E Q such that 

and 

In other words, i f  a n  edge is depicted by a lane, then there &sts a point that is  part of the 
edge and a pixel contained in the line such that the pue1 depicts the point. 

( c )  I f e €  E a n d l ~  L and 

( 1 7 4  € D 

and (e, s )  E part ,  and there ezist distinct regions rl: rz such that (1, ri) E in and (1, r?) f in, 
then either 
( r l , ~ )  E D or (riYs) E D. 
I n  other ulords, if a line i s  in two distinct regions, and the line depicb an edge, then the 
surface containing the edge is  depicted by one of tire two regions. 
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Cdep iS the substructure of C consisting of surface aubstructures such that for each surface 
substructure C(s i )  there ezists an element c E C ( S ~ )  and an element i E Z such that 

(i, c) E A 

Intuitiuely, this is the incidence structure consisting of al1 surfaces which are either depicted 
or which contain a depicted part. 

0 Cnonnep i s  the substructure of C consisting of surface substructures such that for ail surface 
substructure.s C ( s i )  there do not ezist elements c f C ( s i )  and i f Z such that 

Intuitiuely, this i s  the incidence structure consisting of al1 surfaces which are neither depicted 
nor contain any depicted parts. 

0 Id,, is the substructure of Z consisting of image substructures such that for each image sub- 
structure I ( i j )  there ezists an element i E I ( i j )  and an element c E C such that 

(i, c) E A 

Intuitiuely, this is the incidence structure consisting of al1 image objects which either depict a 
scene object, or which contain an element that depicts a scene abject: or which are contained 
in an element that depicts a scene object. 

Snondep iS the substructure of Z consisting of image substructures such that for each image 
substnrcture I ( i j )  there do not &t elements i E I ( i j )  and c E C such that 

(i, c) E A 

Intuitiuely, this is the incidence structure consisting of al1 image objects which do not depict 
scene objects and do not contain any elements which depict scene objects. 

9. Let Gi be the subgmph of the graph isomorphic to A consisting of elements in Znep U C d e p .  

IO.  Define a minzmally depicted structure to be one in which C = C d e p .  

Define a minimally depicting structure to be one in which Z = Idep. 

Giuen these definitions, every structure jbî  E j ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ '  is an extension of a structure which is both 
a minimally depicted structure and a minimally depicting structure. 

Theorem 3.1 Ezistence Theorem for ,Upme' 
The claw of structures .Mfernc1 ezists and is nonempty. 

Proof: Structures in are the union of the following classes of structures: 

1. tripartite incidence structures without rank (2) 

2. tripartite incidence structures with rank 3 (C) 

3. directed bipartite graphs (extension of A) 

4- Cdep> Cnondcp 

3- Zdcp,  z n o n d e p  



The existence of incidence structures follows from [Demboxski 681, and the existence of directed 
bipartite graphs is trivial. The existence of Cdep.  Cnon&pt Zdep: and %ondep follows easily from the 
existence of the directed bipartite graph. Cnondcp is the set of isolated scene objects in the directed 
bipartite graph for A. and Londep is the set of isolated image objects in the graph. Cdep and Idep 
are the remaining sets of elernents in the graph. 

Since each of the classes of substructures exist, their union exists. O 

1C'e now present the axioms of Tkernel UTscene, and show that the structures in are equ iden t  

t~ the models of Tketnel U Tscenc- 

3.2 The Axioms in the Kernel Theory 

We n-ill nom- present the axioms for scene objects and the depiction relation betmeen the image and the 

scene. We cd1 this set of axioms the kemel theory Tkemelt since it axiomatizes the basic ontology of 

CardLiorld, and it is the smallest set of axioms we need to  prot-e the characterization theorems later in 

the chapter. We m i I l  actuaily split these axioms into m o  sets. Tacene (Figures 3.7 and 3.8) axiomatizes 
image only the scene objects and the part relation over scene objens. T",,,i = Tccrncl u T&,,,,, will be the 

set of axiorns in Figure 3.5, Figure 3.6, and Figure 3.9. T~PZ axiomatizes image objects and the in 

relation over image objects, while TS,,, axiomatizes the basic constraints on depiction. 

3.2.1 Image Axioms 

Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6 present the axioms for image objects and image relations. There are three 

disjoint types of image objects, as defined by axioms 3.1 - 3.4 OC Timage in Figure 3.5 - pixels, lines, 

and regions. A composition hierarchy is defined over image objects -9th the relation in(z. y) with the 

intended interpretation that image object x is contained in image object y. Thus, regions contain lines, 

Iines contain pixels, and pixels do not contain any other image objects. This relation defined in axioms 

3.5 - 3.12 of Ti,,,, in Figure 3.5. 

There are aiso several coherence axioms which pIace additionai constraints on the in relation - et-en. 

region must contain lines, every line must contain pixels, and a line can be in at  most t w  regions. These 

constraints are specified in axioms 3.13 - 3.13 of Ti,,,, in Figure 3.6. 

3.2.2 Scene Axioms 

Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8 present the axioms d e h e d  over scene objects and scene relations. There are 

three disjoint t g e s  of scene objects, as defined by axioms 3.16 - 3.19 of TScene in Figure 3.7 - points, 

edges, and surfaces. A composition hierarchy is defined over scene objects with the relation part(z, y) 

with the intended interpretation that scene object x is part of scene objen y. Thus, points are part of 

edges, edges are part of surfaces, surfaces are not part of any scene object, and no scene object is part 

of a point. These relations are defined in axioms 3.20 - 3.27 of T,,,,, in Figure 3.4. 



A11 image objects are either regions, Iines, or piuels. 

( V z )  image&jed(z)  region(z)  V l i n e ( z )  V p i ze l ( z )  

The sets of regions, lines, and pixels are disjoint. 

V z  +ize l ( x )  A l i n e ( z ) )  

Vz - ( l ine(z)  A region(x) )  

The in  relation holds only over image objects. 

(Vz ,  y) i n ( z ,  y) 3 i r n a g e d j e d ( z )  A irnage-object(y) 

-4 region cannot be contained in another region. 

(Vx,  r )  i n ( z ,  r )  A r e g i m ( r )  3 -region(z) 

A region or line cannot be contained in a line. 

(Vz? 1 )  i n ( z , l )  A line(1) 3 -region(z) A - l ine(z)  

30 image object can be contained in a pixel. 

(Vx, q )  in(z, q)  A pizel (q)  > - r e g i m ( z )  A -1 i ne (x )  A +xel(x) 

A region cannot be contained in any other image object. 

(Vz, r )  in(r, z) A region(r)  3 - r e g i m ( z )  A - l ine(z)  A +zel(z)  

-4 line cannot be contained in another line or in a pixel. 

(Vz ,  l )  in([ ,  z )  A line(1) > 4 i n e ( z )  A -pixel (r)  

-4 pixel cannot be contained in another pixei. 

(Vz ,  q)  in(q,  z )  A pizel(q) 3 -pixel (z) 

The in relation is transitive. 

(Vl, r, v )  l ine(l)  A region(r) A in([, r )  A in(u? l )  > i n ( v ,  r )  

Figure 3.5: 1::s: Image Axiorns in Tkemer 
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- - - - - - - - -  -- 

Evert. region contains a t  least three distinct lines. 

(Vr) regiun(r) > 

(31i,12~13)line(ll)~line(l2)~line(l3)~in(ll,r)~in(12,r)~in(l3.r)A(1~ # 1 2 ) ~ ( i 1  # ~ ) A ( [ . I  # i3) (3.13) 

Every Iine contains a t  least two distinct pixeIs- 

(Ql) line(1) 3 (3q1,9.1) pizel(q~) A pizel(q-) A i n h ,  1) A in(q2, 1) A (91 # q.2) 

.A line is contained in a t  most m o  regions. 

(Vl: r , r2, r3) line(1) A region(rl ) II region(-) A region(r3) A in(1, T I )  A in((, r .~)  A in(1. r3) 

1 (r3 = r l )  V (Q = r l )  (3.15) 

Figure 3.6: T:": Image Axioms in Tkernel (cont.) 

There are also se\-eral coherence axioms for scene objects - every edge is part of some surface, and 

eveq  point is part of some edge. Moreovert edges and points are parts of unique surfaces. These relations 

are defined in axioms 3.28 - 3.33 of Tscene in Figure 3.8. 

Of particuiar interest is axiorn 3.16 of Tkcrne19 which can be considered to be a scene object closure 

assumption. This axiom States that the oniy scene objects are points, edges, and surfaces. It thus 

eIiminates the possibility that unknown scene objects exist. It is this axiom that restricts this thesis to 

shape-based object recognition; intuitively the shape of a surface is defined only by its component edges. 

This axiom eliminates the existence of such non-shape based scene objects such as surface markings, 

color changes, scratches, or textures. 

3.2.3 Depiction Axioms 

In addition to axioms defining the image and scene domains, we need axioms to define how scene objects 

are depicted by image objects. To do this we define the binary relation A(i, s) with the intended 

interpretation that image object i depicts scene object S. The depiction axioms for scene objects are 

found in Figure 3.9. Thus points are depicted by pixels, edges are depicted by lines, and surfaces are 

depicted by regions. The following sentences are easy consequences of the depiction axioms, using axiom 

3.16 of T',,,,: 

Proposition 3.1 

Tkcrnel (Vi, s )  pizel (i) A 4(i, s) I> @nt($) 

Tkcrnel (Yi, S) line ( i )  A A(i, 3) 3 edge(.s) 

Tkernel + (Vi, S )  ~eg ion ( i )  A 4(i, s) 3 sut f ace(s) 



-411 scene objects are either points, edges. or surfaces. 

(Vz) s c e n e d j e d ( z )  E point(z) V edge(z) V sur face(x) 

The sets of points, edges, and surfaces are disjoint. 

V z  -(point(z) A edge(z))  

V z  -(paint(z) A surf ace(z ) )  

tiz -(edge(z) A sur face(z ) )  

The part relation is restricted to scene objects. 

(Vz ,  y) pcrrt(z, y) 3 sceneAjec t ( z )  A s ceneh j ec t ( y )  

-4 surface cannot be part of another surface. 

(Vz, S )  pft(z,  s )  A surface(s) 3 -surf  ace(2) 

.A surface or an edge cannot be part of an edge. 

(Vx, e)  part(z, e )  A edge(e) > i s u r  f ace(z) A ~ e d g e ( z )  

Sothing can be part of a point. 

(Vz,  p)  part (z ,  p)  A point ( p )  > -surface ( z )  A ~ e d g e  (z) A  point ( z )  

-4 surface cannot be part of any other scene object. 

(VX! s )  p r t ( s ,  x) A sur f  ace(s) 3 -surface (z)  A -edge(z) A  point (z) 

An edge cannot be part of an edge or a point. 

(Vx, e )  part (e ,  z )  A edge(e) > yedge (x) A lpoint  (z) 

A point cannot be part of a point. 

(Vz, P) pcrrt(p, z )  A point(d 3 - M n t ( z )  

The part relation is transitive. 

(Ve, s, V )  edge(e) A sur f  ace(s) A part(e, s )  A part(v, e )  3 pa7t(vt s) 

Figure 3.7: Ta,,,,: Scene axioms in Tkcme[ 
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Every edge is pan of a surface. 

Vx edge (z) > 3s s u r f  ace(s) A part (2: s )  (3.28) 

Every point is part of an edge. 

Vz paint(z)  > 3e edge(e) A part (z, e )  

.A point is a part of a unique surface. 

(Vu: s ,  s') part(z., s )  A part ( v ,  s') A point ( v )  A s u r f  ace(s) I\ sur f  ace(sf ) > s = s' (3.30) 

An edge is part of  a unique surface- 

(Ve, s ,  s') pcrrt(e, s )  A part(e, s') A edge(e) A surf  ace(s) A sur f  ace(sl)  3 s = s' (3.3 1) 

Every surface contains at least three edges. 

( V S )  ~ u r f a ~ e ( s )  > (3el :e.l,es) edge(e1) A edge(e2) A edge(e3) A (el # e2) A ( e ~  # es)  A (ez # e3) 

Apart(eL, s )  A part(e2, s )  A part(e3, s) (3.32) 

Eveq- edge contains at least two points. 

(Ve) edge(e) 3 ( 3 1 ,  pl) point(p1) A point@-) A bi # ~ 2 )  A pafilpr : e) A p a r t h :  e )  (3.33) 

Figure 3.8: T,,,,,: Scene axiorns in Tkerner (cont.) 



A11 elements are either scene objects or image objects. 

Depiction is a relation berneen image objects and scene objects. 

(Vi, s )  l ( i ,  s )  3 inzagedjec t ( i )  A scene-object(s) 

Points are depicted by pixels. 

(Vi, s )  paint(s) A A( i :  3) > pizel ( i )  

Edges are depicted by lines. 

(Vi, s )  edge(s) r\ J ( i ,  s) > l ine(i)  

Surfaces are depicted by regions. 

(Vi: s) surf ace(s) A A(i,  s )  > r e g i a ( i )  

Lines do not depict points or surfaces. 

(Vi, S )  l ine(i) A A(i ,  s )  3 ~ p o i n t ( s )  A l s u r  f ace(s) (3.39) 

Pixels do not depict edges or surfaces. 

(Vi ,  s )  pizef ( i )  A A (i, s) > ~ e d g e  ( s )  A  surface ( s )  

Regions do not depict points or edges. 

(Vi, s) reg im(s )  A A ( i ,  s )  3 -.paint(s) A l edge( s )  

If an edge is depicted, then there exists a point contained in the edge which is depicted by a pixel in the 

Iine depicting the edge. 

If a line is in two regions, then the surface containing the edge depicted by the line is depicted by one of 

t hese two regions. 

Figure 3.9: T&,,,,: Depiction axioms in Tt,,,i 



Tkernel  and T,,,,, proride us with a basic set of axiorns defining the objects that e,uist in images 

and scenes. W e  now proceed to pros-e several resdts that hold for these axiorns. The most important 

theorem will be a characterization of the set of models of the theory. 

3.3 Characterization Theorems for Tkemel 

In the previous section we presented the axioms of Tketnel, but in what sense are these axiorns a correct 

and complete formalization of images, scenes, and depiction? In this section we prove the characterization 

theorem for the axioms in Tkerner; this theorern mil1 present an intuitive result for which the axioms in 

Tkern,l are necessary and sufficient conditions. The primary rnothation for this approach is that the 

axioms should be defined by their semantic properties, not by their syntactic form. Thus our theory 

should be strong enough to prove the appropriate characterization theorem, yet also be the minimal 

theory t hat can prove this result. 

3.3.1 Satisfiability of Tkemel 

In this section, u-e show that Tkemel u T,,,,, is satisfiable, that is, there exists a structure in I k e + n e l  

which is a mode1 of the theory, and funher, that the class of structures  IL^^+"^' is equ iden t  to the set 

of models for the theory. 

Theorem 3.2 Any structure in Mkeme' is a mode1 of Tkemel i~ Tscene. 

Proof: Let II be a structure in M ferne'. 

By condition (1) in the definition of A4ferneL, the elements of .A4 are divided into disjoint sets of 
image objects and scene objects. Thus, 

(Vz)  scene-objed(z) z - . imaged jec t ( z )  

Image Axioms Bg condition (S), image objects in A4 are divided into three sets of regions, 
lines, and pixeb. Thus, 

JW (Vx) imagea6 jec t (z )  region ( z )  V l ine(z)  V pizel(z)  

These sets are disjoint, so that we also have 

JW + V z  ~ ( p i z e l  ( x )  A regim(z) ) 

M Vz  l ( l i n e ( z )  A regim(z)) 

Bu condition (3), scene objects in M are divided into three sets of surfaces, edges, and points. 
Thus, 

M /= (Vz)  s c e n e h  ject (2)  point (z) V edge (z) V surf ace(z) 

These sets are disjoint, so that we also have 

M + V z  ~ ( p o i n t ( x )  A surf ace(x))  



;U /1 V2 -(edge(x) A surf ace(z) )  

By condition (4): image elernents in JM form incidence structures mithout rank. Since regions are 
the only dements which have rank 3 in these structures, m-e ha\-e 

Since lines are the only elements of rank 2 in these structures, we have 

- 1 1  + (Qz, 1 )  i n ( z ,  1 )  A line(1) > - l ine(z)  

.M (Qz,  q )  in(x ,  q )  A pizel(q) 3 -iline(z) 

Since pixels are the only elements of rank 1 in these structures, we have 

hl + (tfi, q)  i n ( z ,  q)  A pizel(q) > lp ize l  (x) 

Since in is transitive, we have 

JW (Vl, r: w) line(1) A r e g i m ( r )  A in([?  r )  A in(v,  1 )  3 in(u, r )  

Sext, we have 

JU (Vr) reg im(r )  3 (31) line(1) A in([? r )  

iff for any variable assignment a, then for each region a ( r )  E M there exists a line a(1) E ?LI such 
that ( ~ ( l ) ,  a ( r ) )  E in. This follows korn condition 4(b) in the definition of , ~ / l f ~ ' * ~ ' .  

iff for any variable assignment a, then for each line a(1) E hf there exists distinct pixels a ( q l ) ,  a(q2) E 
AI such that 

1, WL ( 4 7 2 1 7  in 

This follou-s fiom condition 4(c) in the definition of , U ~ r n e l .  

iff for any variable assignrnent a, then for each Iine a(1) E M ,  there are a t  most two regions 
a ( r , ) ,  o ( r r )  E -./ such that 

( a d ,  m)? (4W fz in 

This follows frorn condition 4(d) in the definition of .M~ 'ne ' .  
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Scene A x i o m s  By condition ( 5 ) ,  scene elements A4 form incidence structures with rank 3. Since 
surfaces are the only elements which have rank 3 in these structures, se have 

M + ( V z ,  s )  prt(2, r )  A surf ace(s) 3  TU^ f ace(z)  

M (Vz ,  e )  p a r t ( z ,  e )  A edge(e) >  surf ace(z)  

.A4 /= (Vz, p) part (z, p)  A point ( p )  > -surface ( x )  

Since edges are the on1y elements of rank 2 in these structures: we have 

,bî (k, e)  part(z, e )  A edge(e) > -edge(z) 

+ (k P) P&(G p) A @nt@) 3 ~ ~ - n t ( z )  

Since points are the oniy elements of rank 1 in these structures, we have 

M k (Qz, P )  p a r t ( z , p )  A W W P )  3 - p a i n W  

Sem. we have 

~prrrt(e1 , s )  A part(e2, s )  A part(eJ, s )  

i f f  for any ~ariable assignment a, then for each surface a ( s )  E M there exist three distinct edges 
o(ei),  a ( e 2 ) ,  a(e3)  E .A4 such that 

iff for any tariable assignment a ,  then for each edge a ( e )  f ?CI there exists distinct points 
a ( p i ) ,  a@,) E iCI such that 

b @ l  1, d e ) ) ,  ( 4 ~ 2 ) :  d e ) )  fG part 
This follows from condition 3(c) in the definition of M/irerne'. 

Depict ion Axioms By condition (6 ) ,  the extension of A is isornorphic to a directed bipartite 
graph, so we have 

JL/I (Vi, s) A(i, s )  3 i m a g e d j e c t ( i )  A scene-objed(s) 

Bu condition (6a), we ha%-e 

.M + (Vi: s )  l ine(i)  A A(i, s )  2 -point(s) A  surf ace(s) 

A4 k (Vi: s) pizel(i) A A(i, s )  > ledge(s)  A  surf ace(s) 

~ b î  (Yi ,  s )  r e g i a ( i )  A(i, s )  > -point(s) A - ~ d g e ( s )  

By condition (6b), we have 

t= (VZ, e )  w, e)  2 ( 3 ~ :  9 )  part(p, e) A in(% 1 )  A 4% P )  

By properties (T ) , (8 ) ,  and (9), for any scene object s and image object i ,  there are three cases: 
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Suppose 
{s) f point 

Then s is either disconnected in the depiction graph (case 2): or it is connected to an image eiement 
i which is a pixel (case 1). Similarly i is either disconnected in the depiction graph (case 3): or it 
is connected to an scene eIement w-hich is a point (case 1). 

8- condition (10) in the definition of Mteme', ,M is either a minirnally depicting and minimally 
depicted structure (so that al1 elements satisft- case 1) or it is an extension of such a structure (so 
that there are elements which satisft- case 2 or 3). 

Thus, if 
(i, s) E A 

then 
(i) E pixel 

so that 
,U /i (Vi, s )  point(s) A A ( i ,  s) > pixel(i) 

Similar arguments hold for the other classes of scene and image abjects: sa that w-e have: 

.M /= (Qi, s )  surf  ace(s) A 4( i ,  s) 3 region(i) 

Therefore, any structure .VU E .U2emci satisfies every axiom in Tk,,,i. 0 

3.3.2 Depicted Kernel Theorem 

The structure theorem for the axioms in Tkernel is b a s 4  on the notion of a parsimonious representation 

of the set of modeIs for a theory. This idea has been used in the mode1 theoretic discipline of stability 

theor? ([Baldwin 881, [Hodges 931) which attempts to find structure theorems for various theories - given 

the set of models for a thmry, is there sorne way of representing this set without enurnerating al1 models 

in the set? The central theorem of this section will represent the set of models of an image by those 

models that have minimal domains. 

We first need to characterize the relationship arnong structures in the class. 

Definition 3.6 A structure .,M is a substructure of a structure Ai0 (denoted by .,W 4 iV) if the domain 
of .U is a subset of the domain of N and: 

Each n-placed relation R' of A4 is the restriction to the domain of A- of the corresponding relation 
R of ,V. 

Each rn-placed function G' of A4 is the restriction to the domain of :V of the corresponding function 
G of -1;'. 

Each constant of M is the corresponding constant of N .  

Ar is un extension of M. A striicture is minimal if it has no proper substructure. 

Definition 3.7 Two structures, M,JV agree on a sentence 4 when .U + 4 i f f  JV + 9. 
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- -  - - - 

Figure 3.10: Examples of structures for the depicted kernei. 



Example: Consider the image 1 in Figure 3.10a. 

Consider the foiioming four structures in J L , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ' ,  which ai1 share the same domain of Iines and 

regions: 

{rl r2: 1 3 3  r4, 111 12, 13) 

The dornain of edges and surfaces in JW r includes the set {el, el, eg, si7 SJ? 54). 

In this structure, each region evcept rs depicts a unique surface, and al1 surfaces are depicted 

by some region. The region r2 does not depict a surface, but is merely background. 

For this structure, we have 

Cdep = {~l~el:s3:e2,s4:e3) 

Cnondep = 0 

L o n d e p  = (~2) 

The dornain of edges and surfaces in ibf2 hcludes the set {el ? e2, e3, SI, s2, s3, s4 ) - 

In this structure, the region r2 depicts a surface in which ail of its edges are intuitively 

occluded3. 

For this structure, we have 

- - 

3We rely for now o n  the intuition of occIusion; the foIlomng chapter will formalize this intuition. 
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. The domain of edges and surfaces in M3 inchdes the set (e l ,  e2, esl SI , 52. s3 Y s4 ) . 

!rl >SI): (r29~2): (f37~3)~ (r4ys4) E A 

In this structure, the region r2 depicts a surface and the line 11 depicts an edge in this surface: 

al1 other edges in the surface are not depicted: the edges in the surface s2 are displayed in 

Figure 3.10(b). 

For this structure, we have 

In this structure, we have a surface sg that is completely occluded by the surfaces in the 

scene. 

For this structure, we have 

Cnondcp = {SS) 

Given this set of structures, we have the following ordering over the  set: 

Sote that ,W3 is not related to  either M 2  or M d ,  and that M l  is a minimal model. Also note 

t h a t  .,W2 and M 4  agree on aU depiction literals. O 



Thus. Ive c m  order the set of structures in ,UpmcL with respect to the set of depicted surfaces within 

the domain of a structure. Our next task is to characterize the minimai structures in the ordering. 

Definitioa 3.8 A depicted kernel model is a model of Tkernel U Tscene which satisfies the Depicted 
Kern el -4 xiom (D K.4): 

(Vz) scene&ject(z) 3 

~ ( 3 ,  tc) p r t ( z ,  z )  A A(w,  z )  

~ ( 3 ,  w )  part(z,x) A A(tx, z)) 

In other u-ords, in depicted kernel models al1 scene objects are in some way "grounded" by depicted 

scene objects. They are either depicted. or the? are part of a depicted scene object, or they contain 

a depicted scene object. or another part of the sarne scene object is depicted. This is a very strong 

property: we wi1I later use closure assurnptions over the image dornain. and together -5th DKX, we can 

elirninate surfaces without narnes, since al1 scene objens can be given a name depending on the depicting 

image object. 

In the preceding exampies, m-e see that M4 is not in the set of depicted kernel models of the image: 

since the surface s5 is not depicted and has no depicted edges or points. M l  , A 4 2  and :U3 are in 

the set of depicted kernel rnodels since ail surfaces in their domains are depicted. In M2, there are 

undepicted edges in the surface; however, they satisfy DK.4 since they are part of the depicted surface 

sz. Similady. ,Us satisfies DKA, since there is an edge in the surface that is depicted (thus satisf'-ing 

the second disjunct in the definition) and the surface containing the edge is depicted (satiseng the third 

disjunct of the definition.) 

Example: Consider the image I in Figure 3.10(c). Sote that L(I)  = { I I ,  l z ,  r l ,  r . ~ )  

Consider two models M l ,  ,,W2 of Tk,r,er U Tscen, U I with domains 12.11 = {el,  e l ,  SI, s l ,  sa) and 

A[? = (el, el, s l , sz7s3)  such that within M I  we have 

and within .Mi we ha\*e 

The scene in M 1 is displayed in Figure 3.10(d), and the scene in M 2  is displayed in Figure 3.10(e). 

Both models are kernel models of the image; although there exist undepicted surfaces in each 

rnodel, they have depicted edges, thus satisfj<ng the fourth disjunct in the definition of DK.4. O 
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Ive c m  relatitize the above definition to  surfaces in the following way: 

Proposition 3.2 

Thus any mode1 of Tkerncl u Tscene u D K.4 must contain only depicted surfaces: there can be no surfaces 

hiding behind other surfaces (that is, completely occluded), and there are no surfaces whose edges are 

completely undepicted due to errors in edge detection. 

Before proceeding to the characterization theorem. we present the following property of the kemel 

ahioms which d l  play a key role in the theorems of this section. I t  shows that al1 scene objens are 

either surfaces or are parts of surfaces. 

Lemma 3.1 

Tac,,, ( V z )  s c e n e d j e d ( z )  s u r f  ace(z) V (Iy) p d ( x .  y) A surface(y)  

Proof: By axiorn 3.16 of T,,,,, we have 

T,,,,, ( V z )  s c e n e h j e c t  ( z )  r surf  ace(x)  v edge(x)  v point(z) 

By axioms 3.25 and 3.29 we have 

Tscene ( V z )  paint(z) > (3s )  s u r f  ace(s)  A prt(z, s )  

while axiom 3.28 gives 

Taone (VX) edge (z) 3 (39) surf  ace(s) A purt (z, s )  

By axiom 3.21 ive have 

Tdcene /= (Vz, -9) part(z, s )  A surface(s)  3 paint(z) V edge(x) 

so that we have 

Tscene (Vz) (edge(z)  V point ( z ) )  = ( 3 s )  surf ace(s) A prt(z ,  s) 

We will now see that the depicted kernel assurnption characterizes the set of rnodels for TkernelUTncene: 

Theorem 3.3 Depicted Kernel Theorem 
Let {,Ur ...) be a set of models of Tkemel which agree on the eztensions of al1 image relations. Any 
nodel  :W in this set is an eztension of a unique depicted kernel model M' conshcted by  adjoining a 
set {sl,. . .) of undepicted surfaces to JM'. 

Proof: Let if4 be a rnodel which is not a depicted kemel model. Then the following set is nonempty: 

AT(%', pl, r )  part(z, r )  A part (z', z )  A 4(pr, z') 

~ l ( 3 t ,  w )  part(z, z )  A A(w, z )  



Sote chat al1 scene objects in L are undepicted. and that by Lemma 3.1, ail of these undepicted 
scene objects are either surfaces or are pans  of surfaces. 
Let .W' be the substrunure of ,W such that M' = BI - E. 
Claim: :U' is a depiaed kernel mode1 of Tkemcl U Tjcene- 
Clearly, ,Wf &t DK.4: since al1 scene objects that violateci DK-4 are in C. 

.W and .U' agree on the extension of A since the only objects elirninated fiom the dornain are 
undepicted scene ob jects. 
Suppose .,W' is not a mode1 of Tkemcl U Tacene. Then M and ,M' rnust not agree on the extension 
of some scene relation in LW: however, this extension contains onty elements in hl' and by the 
following lemrna, ~ f 4  and .W agree on the extensions of relations with those objects. 

Lemma 3.2 For any variable assignment a: if 

Proof: Suppose JM, a part(a, b) and a ( a )  E C .  By  axiom 3.16 of T,,,,, there are three cases: 
1. M,  u edge(a). 
By axiom 3.16 of T,,,,, and axiom 3.25 , 

By the definition of C we have 

iLcI, ((Vw) -A(w,  b ) )  A ( ( V t ,  y) (pcrrt(z, b) 3 4 ( y ,  z ) )  

so that a(b)  E C. 
2. M, a i s u r f a c e ( a ) ,  by axiom 3.16 of Tscene and axiom 3.24. 
3. hl, a + point(a). 

By axiom 3.16 of T,,,,, and axiom 3.26, u-e have either M ,  cr + sur f  ace(b) or M. a 
edge(6). 
B y  the definition of C we have 

1. ,W,a + edge(6) 
By aviom 3.16 of Tscene and axiorn 3.22, JM, a point(a). By the definition of C we get 

so that a ( a )  E C. 
2. JW , a + -point(b) by SOCA and axiom 3.23. 
3. ,W, a s u r f  ace(b). 

I3y axiorn 3.16 of T,,,,, and axiom 3.21, we have either M, a + paint(a) or M ,  a 
edge(a). 
By the definition of C we have 



Thus if .Ut is not a mode1 then neither is ,Mt which contradicts Our original assurnption. 

We no%- proceed to the proof of the uniqueness of the charanerization. Let .ti be a mode1 of 

Tkemel U Tsccne and suppose that .U is an extension of w o  depicted kernel models :Mi, -.W.'. By 

the above argument? M, .,U, and M , M 2  must agree on the extensions of the depiction relation 

and ail scene and image relations. &fi and JM2 must therefore be isomorphic. O 

We can consider DK.4 to be an assurnption that eliminates the class of anomaious models in which 

there exist surfaces that are totaiiy undepicted. 

Corollary 3.1 Al1 minimal modeis of Tkemer U TScen, are depicted kernel models. 

W e  611 now explore the structure of non-minimal rnodels of Tkernel U Tacene through the foliowing 

t heorems. 

Theorem 3.4 Giuen two models M?JV of Tkerner u Tsccne which agree on the eztensions of all image 
relations, .,M < Af iff there eztPts a surface s such that s E iVts 4 hl and for al1 scene objects si such 
that (si, s)  E part'v, we have si E N ,  si é M. 

Proof: By definition, M < N iff there exists an object in the domain of Af that is not an object in the 

domain of M. By the hypothesis of the theorem, .U and ,V can differ only on the set of scene 

objects- By Lernrna 3.1, every scene object is either a surface or is part of a surface. Thus there 

exists a surface s such that s E N and s 4 I c f ;  we need to show that al1 scene objects that are a 

part of s also satisfy this property. By axioms 3.30 and 3.31, points and edges are part of unique 

surfaces; if s is not in the domain of M, then neither can any scene object that is part of S. O 

This theorem is an important auxiliary result to the Depicted Kernel Theorem: since it forrnalizes the 

intuition that models of TkemeL u Ta,,,, are "composed" of separate surfaces, and that surfaces are the 

"pieces" we use to construct models. 

Theorem 3.5 If JU,JV are depicted kernel models of Tkerner U Tdcenc which agree on the eztensions 
of al1 image relations and .M < JV then them ezist scene objects s,s' and image object i such that 
s' f AI;: s' $? hl, i E M ,  i f N ,  and either 

a i depicts both s and s' in JV, but it only depicts s in M ,  or 

0 i depicts s' in .V and i does not depict any surface in M .  

Proof: By the previous theorem, there must exist a surface s' such that s' E X,s '  # il./. Since M , J ~  
are depicted kernel models we have for any variable assignment a, 

By the hypothesis of the theorern, these depicting image objects must be in both !CI and N. There 

are wo cases - either they depict scene objects in hl (in which case they depict multiple scene 

objects in N )  or they do not depict scene objects in M .  O 



Thus. non-minimal kernel rnodels either have multiply depicting image objects o r  they have image objects 

that need not depin scene objects. For example, consider the rnodeis of the image in Figure 3.10(a): 

.W2 and .U3 are non-minimal kernel rnodels. In the first model. r z  depicts a surface. but in the minimal 

mode1 it does not depict any scene object. In :U3, l 1  depicts multiple edges in the surfaces SI and s2. 

Thus there are m o  aspects to the Depicted Kemel Theorem that are reffected in the later theo- 

rems. First, al1 rnodels are extensions of a unique kerneI model, and second. nonkernel models can be 

constructed piecewise frorn kemel models by adding undepicted surfaces. 

3.3.3 Depicting Kernel Theorem 

IVithin the axioms of Tkemer U TJCenet there is a certain symmetry between image objects and scene 

objects. Both form incidence structures. and in both cases, we can identi- substructures based on the 

depiction relation. \té have just seen how models of Tkcrllel u T$eene can be decomposed into depicted 

and undepicted scene objects. By this intuition of qmmetry,  we can expect an analogous theorem for 

depicting and nondepicting image objects. 

Definition 3.9 .4 depicting Lerne1 model is a model of TkcrneI UT,,,,, which . d i s f i e s  the Depicting 
Kemel .4ziom (IDKA): 

(Vz) image-06 jecf (z) 3 

In other words, in depicting kernel models al1 image objects are in some way related CO depicted scene 

objects. Ali image objects either depict a scene object, or they contain an image object n-hich depict a 

scene ob ject. 

Sote that  there may &st models in which regions in the image do not depict a surface, but rather 

are simply background (see Figure 3.10(a)). Such models will still be depicting kernel models, since the 

lines in the region do depict edges in other surfaces. 

The analogous theorern to  the Depicted Kernel Theorem is thus the following: 

Theorem 3.6 Depicting Kemel  Theorem 
Let {,M 1 ... ) be a set of modefs of Tkctnef U Tacene which agree on the eztensions of al1 scene relations. 
-4ny model .U an this set is an eztension of a unique depicting kernel model M t  constructed b y  adjoining 
a set  { i l , .  . .) of nondeptcting image objects to M t .  

Proof: Let ,U be a model which is not a depicting kernel model. Then the following set is nonempcy: 

Sote  that none of the image objects in C depict scene objects. 

Let JW be the substructure of JW such that  AI' = LW - C. 

Claini: M t  is a depicting kernel model of T k e t n e l  U Tacene. 

CIearlq-, .,Ut I D  KA, since al1 image objects that  tiolated IDK.4 are in C. 



.W and .V' agree on ail the extension of Liu since the only objects eliminated from the domain 
are nondepicting image objects. 

Suppose ,Ut is not a model of Tkemer U Tscene. Then i U  and Mt must not agree on the extension 
of some image relation in LW: however, this extension contains onIy elements in M' and bu the 
foIlowïng iernrna, ,W and JW' agree on the e-xtensions of relations with those objects. 

Lernma 3.3 For any variable assignment a:  if 

Proof: Suppose JL.it a in(u, 6 )  and a(a)  E C. By axiom 3.1 of Tim,,, there are three cases: 

1. .My u /= fine(a).  
By axiom 3.1 of Ti,,,, and axiom 3.10 , 

.M , O t= region (b)  

By the definition of T: we have 

.Ut a + ((Vw) 4 ( b ,  w ) )  A ((Vz,  y )  ( in (b ,  z )  > -rA(z, y ) )  

so chat a(b) E C. 
2 .  .U, u -rtegiun(a), by axiom 3.1 of Tirnage and axiom 3.9. 
3. .U, a /= pizel(a). 

By axiom 3.1 of Ti,,,, and axiom 3.1 1, we have ei t her a + region (b) or , u /= 
line(6). 
By the definition of E we have 

so that u(b) f C. 
Sow suppose h f y u  in(a, 6) and u(b) E C .  Again, by axïorn 3.1 of Ti,,,, there are three 
cases : 

1. .U: u t= line(b) 
By axiorn 3.1 of Timage and aviom 3.7, ;Ic17~ pizel(a). By the definition of T: we get 

M, a + ((Vw) i h ( a 9  w ) )  

so that a(a )  E C. 
2. .U, O + -pizel(b) by axiom 3.1 and 3.8. 
3. ,U .Z? a regim(6) .  

By axiom 3.1 of Timage and axïom 3.6, we have either .M. a + pizel(a) or JM, a + line(a). 
By the definition of C we baye 

so that u(a)  E C. 

Thus if ,Ur is not a model then neither is M ,  which contradicts our original assumption. 

We now proceed to the proof of the uniqueness of the characterization. Let M be a model of 
Tkemel U Tscenc and suppose that JU is an extension of two depicted kernel models it l i, M 2 .  By 
the above argument, ,U, M 1 and hi, .bf2 must agree on the extensions of the depiction relation 
and al1 scene and image relations. M L  and M 2  must therefore be isomorphic. 



Another perspective on the Depicting Kernei Theorem is to  consider the presemtion of models under 

noise for some scene. This theorem tells us chat if vie have a model of Tkerncl U Tscene for some image 

and some scene. this model is presert-ed for ail images which are estensions of the original image with 

added spunous noise, that is, image objects which do not depict any scene object. 

-4s mith the Depicted Kernel Theorem, we can characterize the structure of these non-minimal models 

of Tketnel U Tscene through the following theorems. 

Theorem 3.7 Given two models ,M,;v of Tkemer U TScene which agree on the eztensions of al1 scene 
relations, ,M < JV tff there ezists an image object i such that i E :V,i # LM and them ezist image objects 
ij such that (ij, i) E in, ij E X ,  and ij 4 LW. 
Proof: By definition, .U < ,V iff there exists an object in the domain of that is not an object in the 

domain of .W. By the hypothesis of the theorem. ,W and JV can differ onIy on the set of image 
objects. Thus there exists an image object i such that i E N and i 4 M: further. ,\i does not 
s a t i e  IDh'..ll so that i does not depict a scene object, and none of the image objects contained 
in i depict a scene object. Since al1 of the image objects in A1 depict a scene object, none of the 
nondepicting image objects in X can also be in M. 

3.3.4 Characterizing Models of Tkmi 
Theorem 3.8 .4ny rnodel of Tkemer L; T',,,, is a structure in I L / I ~ ~ ~ ' .  

Proof: C\;é nill show that al1 models of Tkeme1 UT,,,,, satisf'l the properties in the definition of .V:erne'- 
Property 1 of .UymeL follows easily from axiom 3.34 of TgCene- 
Property 2 of ~ b f ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  follows easily from axiom 3.1 of Tirnage- The disjointness of the sets follon-s 
from axioms 3.2 - 3.4 of Ti,,,,. 
Property 3 of .tl:erncL foüows easily from axiom 3.16 of Tscene. The disjointness of the sets follows 
from axioms 3.17 - 3.19 of Ts ,,,,. 
To show that Property 4 of / L Z ~ ' " ~ '  is satisfied by al1 models of Tkern,r U Tgcerccr we first need 
to show that any structure which satisfies axioms 3.5 - 3-14 of Timage is an incidence structure 
without rank. Let JW be a model of Tkernel. 1% have already shown that the image elements in 
.W are dkided into three disjoint sets. By axioms 3.6 - 3.11, elements are incident iff they are 
either regions and lines, regions and pixels, or lines and pixels. Therefore, the image elements in 
.f4 Çorm an incidence structure. By axiom 3.12 the incidence relation is transitive. 

By axioms 3-13, 3.14, and 3.12, every region is incident with a line and a pixel, and hence has type 
3. By axiom 3.14, every Iine is incident with a pixel, and hence has type 2. 

To show chat Property 5 of ,/i,crnc' is satisfied by ail models of Tkernei u T,,,,,? we need to show 
chat any structure which satisfies axioms 3.20 - 3.33 of T,,,,, is an incidence structure with rank 
3. Let ,,M be a model of Tkemel U Tscene. We have already shown that the scene elements in .M 
are divided into three disjoint sets. By axioms 3.21 - 3.25, elements are incident iff they are either 
surfaces and edges, surfaces and points, or edges and points. Therefore, the image elements in M 
form an incidence structure. By axiorn 3.27 the incidence relation is transitive. 

By axioms 3.28, 3.29, and 3.32, every surface is incident with an edge and a point, and hence has 
type 3. By axiom 3.33, every edge is incident with a point, and hence has type 2. By axiorn 3.29, 
eyery point is incident with an edge and a surface; thus the incidence structure itself has rank 3. 

Sow consider Property 6 of ~ b f : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .  Let M be a rnodel of Tkemei U T,,,,, and let G be a graph 
whose vertices are the elements in hl such that there is an arc berneen two elements iff for any 
tariable assignment a, we have 

M , a  A(i , s )  



By axiom 3.35, there cannot be an arc berneen two image elements or ben-een two scene elements, 
so that the graph G is bipartite. 
Bu axioms 3.36, 3.39, and 3.41, if some node represents a point in .U, then there cannot be arcs 
in G betwcen nodes representing Iines or regions. 

By axioms 3.37, 3.40 and 3.41, if sorne node represents an edge in .M, then there cannot be arcs 
in G between nodes representing pixels or regions. 
By axioms 3.38, 3.39, and 3.40, if mme node represents a surface in M .  then there cannot be arcs 
in G between nodes representing lines or pixels. 

Thus :W satisfies condition (6a). It is easy to see that since .M satisfies axiorn 3.42. it satidies 
condition (6b), and that since hi satisfks axiorn 3.43, it satisfies condition (6c). 

Propertv 7 follows frorn Theorem 3.5. If ,ti is a mode1 of Tkem,l ü TsceneI then it consists of a 
depicted kernel model ,L.ii and a set of undepicted surfaces .W2. I t  is easy to see that ,,W .il is 
equicdent to the substructure Cdep  and that :w2 is equivaient to Cnondep. 

Property 8 follows from Theorem 3.7. If -44 is a model of Tketnel U TJcenc, then i t  consists of a 
depicting kernel mode1 1 and a set of nondepicting image objects .WI- It is ezsy t o  see that ,W 1 

is equident  to the substructure Id,., and that ~ f4 -  is equikdent to Znondep. 
Property 9 follows from Theorem 3.5 and Theorem 3.7. 

Property 10 follows fiom the Depicted Kernel Theorem and the Depicting Kernel Theorem. 

Therefore any model of Tkemer ü Tscene is a structure in J W ~ ~ ~ ~ ' .  0 

It is important to see the role played in these theorems by aeom 3.16 of TsCen, . If t here were unknown 

scene objects, we could construct various anomalous models. We would lose Lemma 3.1. and hence the 

results such as Theorem 3.4 that define how models are constructed piecen-ise from surfaces, since there 

are no constraints on unknown scene objects wïth respect to the composition hierarch. This m-ould 

also falsifi.. the Depicted Kernei Theorem, since we could construct models simply by adding undepicted 

unknown scene objects. 

The notion of piecewise construction is also lost if we do not have the coherence axioms 3.28 and 3.29 

of TnCene, since we could then have undepicted edges without surfaces, or undepicted surfaces without 

parts that could be added to a model to make an extension. 

3.4 Assumptions about Images 

Xlthough the axiomatization of Tkemel treats image and scene objects and relations in a rather symmetric 

fashion, in practice we are given an image, and we are trying to construct a model of Tk,,,,t which al- 

satisfies this image. In this case, dl models will agree on the image relations as specified by the given 

image. In particular, for computational reasons, we often make assurnptions about the cornpleteness of 

the theorq- of the image. 

As in [Reiter and blackwonh 891, we will make two important assurnptions over the image domain to 

capture this intuition(see Figure 3.11). First, we assume that we have closure over the image dornain, so 

that the extensions of al1 image relations is known. Second, we make a unique names assumption over 

the image domain, so that  if i and i' are different constants denoting image objects, then they denote 

different image objects. 



1. Closed World Assumption for the Image Domain 

.AI1 image relations are known. 

(Qz) l i n e ( z )  z z = il V  ... V z  = i ,  

( V z )  r e g i m ( z )  z = il v .. . V  z = i k  

( V x , y ) i n ( z , y )  = ( z = i l ~ y = i ; ) V . . . ~ ( t = i l  A y = i ; )  

where the ij and iJ are  constants. 

2. Unique Names Assumption for the Image Domain 

Al1 image primitives are paimise distinct. If i and i' are different constants denoting image 

primitives, they denote different image primitives. 

Figure 3.11: Image Assumptions TIA 

Definition 3.10 An image is u theory in Cimage satisfying Timoge U TrA.  

Since al1 images must satisfj- the closure assumptions of TlA, an? image is equitëdent to a finite set 

of ground image literals. ' 
In Figure 3.10(f), the closure axiorns for regions, lines, and the in relation are: 

(Vz) l i n e ( z )  r z = I l  V . .  . v z  =l ia  

( t f z , y ) i n ( z , ~ )  r ( z = I 1 ~ g = r i ) ~ ( z = i - ~ ~ = r l )  

V ( Z  = i3 A  y = r2) V (z = l4 ~ y  = rm)  V  (z = l5 A y  =r - )  

v(z = l6 A y  = r 3 )  V  (2 = l; A g  = r3 )  V (2 = la A  y = r s )  

v(z = l9 A y = r2)  V  ( z  = ilo A  y = r2) V (z = l m  A g  = r3) 

V ( X  = I l i  A y  = r2)  v (2 = 112A y = r 2 )  V (z = 113 A  y = r i )  

v ( z  = 113 A y = r - )  v (Z = 11' A y = r ~ )  

T h e  unique names assumption for regions in this image is 

(ri # f d  A  (r1 # f 3 )  A ( r 2  # r3) 

"In the rernainder of this work, the symbol I wiii denote the set of ground image literals that defines an image. 



Chapter 4 

An Axiomatic Theory of Shape 

Sotice that al1 of the resuits of the pretious chapter are independent of the shape of the surfaces in the 

scene. In this section, we introduce the relations and axiorns that we miIl need to  axiomatize the notion of 

shape. Several proposds have been made concerning the appropriate representation for shape [Grimson 

901, yet none of them have given any independent justification for their particular approaches. In this 

chapter, the intuitive mothation for shape tepresentation is the question of figure vs. ground - which 

"side" of an edge is the surface, or figure, and which "side" of the edge is the ground? We wiii present 

a set of axiorns that forrnaiize these intuitions, and then use these axiorns to  prove a characterization 

theorern, narnelq-, that al1 surfaces have a unique assignrnent of figure and ground: given the geometric 

relations arnong the edges of the sutface, there is no ambiguity in this assignrnent. We wili also show 

these axiorns are a rninimdy sufficient set of conditions to prove this result. This will constitute a theoq- 

of shape. In particular, we will present a theory of 2D shapes with straight edges, possibly with holes. 

In the overall architecture of CardWorld, this chapter investigates the properties of the module Tfg. 

In addition to  axiomatizing the class of structures for figure and ground, we also niIl need to  introduce 

geornetric relations, whose axiomatization is beyond the scope of this thesis. Rather than providing 

explicit axiorns for these relations, we will speci- their intended interpretations using classes of structures 

From existing axiomatizations of geometry. This technique will actually be used in each of the remaining 

Card Wor Id t heories. 

Geometric Relations for Polygonal Surfaces 

In this section, we will introduce the set of relations for polygonal surfaces which are concerned with the 

geornetry of the surface. We d i  not be explicitly axiomatizing these relations within this thesis. since 

the? have been aùomatized elsewhere ([Hilbert i l ]?  [von Plato 951, [von Plato 971, [Tarski 591). Rather 

than protide axiomatic proofs for theorems which refer to  these geometric relations? we nill be using the 

class of structures that capture the intended interpretations of the relations in the pretious axiomatic 

theories for geometry. In particular, we will be relying upon Hilbert's axiomatization of geometry '. 
'See Appendix A for a summary of Hilbert's axiomatization of geometxy, which we wiii denote by Thi lber t -  



Wïthout these relations, it would be possible to  have sets of edges in a surface which intuitit-ely do 

not correspond to a surface. For example, we would not be able to show that the sum of the angles 

between the edges of a triangle is equd to  x, and hence we could have a set of three edges whose relative 

orientations do not satisfj- this property, and hence do not form triangles. On the other handt the axiorns 

which we present in this chapter for determining figure and ground only tequire chat the extensions of 

the geornetric relations be nonernp .  Thus, the axioms of TI, could still be used to determine figure 

and ground for sets of edges which violate Euclidean geornetry. 

The nonIogica1 lexicon Lpolygon which we will adopt for polygonal surfaces is: 

The ternary predicate B(a,el, e2) denotes the relation whose intended interpretation is that the 

relative alignment of m o  non-parallel edges el and ez has the d u e  OF a radians. 

O The binary predicate parallel (el, ez) denotes the relation whose intended interpretation is that the 

edges e L , er are parailel. 

O The ternary predicates sarneside(e1, ez, es), opposite(e~, er, es) and the binary predicate indef (el ,  e2) 

denote the relations which are defined over the edges in a surface to represent the orientation and 

relative positions of edges in the surface. 

O The binary predicate contiguaus(el,e2) denotes a relation whose intended interpretation is to 

capture the intuition of convexity - two edges are contiguous iff there are no edges between them. 

We will aiso refer to these predicates as the polygonal relations. 

To Formally speci- the intended interpretations for these predicates, we will define a mapping from 

the elements in a structure in M : ~ " ~ '  to  elements in the mode1 of Hilbert's axiornatization of geometry: 

Definition 4.1 Let .A4 E .44qerne'. Let Fi(,) be a function which assigns an element in .bi to an element 
in the model3C of Thnbee, with the following properties: 

1. If (p) f point, then h ( p )  is a point in R. 

2. If (e) E edge, thcn h(e)  is a segment in 7f that is  contained in a polygon. 

3. If (q) f pixel, then h(q) is a point in R. 

4. If (1) E line, then h(1) is a segment in R. 

In the remainder of the thesis, we d l  interpret the relations in C,ol,g,, (and any other required 

geometric relations) using this mapping and the relations in the mode1 of Hilbert's theory. 



Figure 4.1: Defining relative alignrnent of edges. 

4-1.1 Relative Alignment 

The ternary relation @(a, el: e2) is defined O\-er the edges in a surface to represent the relative alignrnent 

of the edges, as in [Grirnson 911. Intuitivel_v, B(a,el,e2) iff we can clockc-ise rotate the line containing 

the segment for edge el by an angle of a radians into the Iine containing the segment for edge e?! using 

their intersection point as the pivot. If the intersection point is not part of either segment, then the 

dignment talue is dehed  modulo 21; radians. If the intersection point is part of one of the segments, 

then the alignment value is defined modulo 7; radians. The special case when edges are parailel (i.e. the 

segments corresponding to  the edges do not intersen) is represented by the relation parallei. 

In Figure 4.l(a), we have 8(a,e2:eL), where the pivot is the point a t  which the dashed lines intersect. 

In Figure 4. l (b) we have indeterminate edges: in this case we have B(a, en, e 1) , where the pivot is the 

point at which the dashed Iine intersects the segment for the edge el. 

Example: Consider the surface ' represented in Figure 4.2(a). There exists a structure ,U in Cpolygon U 

LS,,,, with domain {el, el, es) for the edges in the surface. 

Exarnple: Consider the surface represented in Figure 4.2b. There exists a structure .U in Cpolygon U 

'1n th% diapter, structures in the examples are representing individual surfaces, not scenes with multiple surfaces. It 
should also be noted ttiat since the theory presented in th% chapter is a scene theo% none of the Figures in this chapter 
are images. 



Figure 4.2: Examples of surfaces 



Csccne ftith domain {el, e l ,  e3, e4, es) for the edges in the surface. 

Sote that for the edges el and es, we have 

so that the relative alignment sums to IF, since the intersection point of the segments corresponding 

to the edges is contained within the segment for el O 

To handle surfaces which contain edges such as el and es in this example, we introduce another b i n q  

relation over edges, in&t(el ,  e l ) .  intuitively, one edge er is indeterminate with respect to another edge 

e- iff the point at which their corresponding segments in the model of Hilbert's axiomatization intersect 

is a point within the segment corresponding to e 1. An example of a surface with indeterminate edges 

can be found in Figure 4.2(b), where we have (el, e3) E indet. 

The intended interpretation of indet can be formally specified using Hilbert's axiomatization of 

geometry. 

Definition 4.2 Suppose we are given a structure .U E L,,l,,o, u L,,,,,, and let 31 be the model of 
Hilbert's aziomatization of geornetry. 

(el, e2) E indet 

iff there ezist points VI,  v2 such that 

and a point p E H such that 
(h(v1): p, ti(v2)) E ordered 

IVe will see in the next chapter that indeterminate edges play a special role in the depiction of 

surfaces, 

Exampie: Consider the surface represented in Figure 4.2c, which intuitively is a triangle with a hole. 

There exists a structure JW in Lpolygon U Lscene with domain (el, ez, es,e4, es,  est e ~ ,  ee) for the 

edges in the surface. 



Figure 4.3: Motivation for positional relations 

More formally, we can define 9 and parallel with respect to Hilbert's axîornatization of geometry: 

Definition 4.3 Suppose we are giuen a structure .A4 E Cpolygan u Csccncr and let 'H be the model of 
Hilbert's aziomatization of geometry. 

We have the following: 

If (el, es) 4 indet, then O < a < 2x. If ( e l ,  ez) f indet, then O < a < x. 

(el : e2) E parallekW iff @(el ), h(e2)) E parallelR, i .  e.: edges are parallel in .bi i f f  the .segments 
ir? U corresponding to the edges are also parallel in R. 

Sote that 8 is only defined for edges whose segments in 'fC: intersect. Also, since the value of the 

alignment must be greater than O, "overlappinf edges are not allowed. 

4.1.2 Positional Relations 

The following esample shows that the alignment relation alone will be insufficient for characterizing 

figure and ground, since we have two distinct surfaces which are equident  with respect to the extension 

of 8, yet which intuitively have different shapes. 



Example: Consider the surfaces represented in Figure 4.3. In both cases there is a structure .W in 

Lpolygon U Cscene  SUC^ that {el  , es, e s )  C ?CI and 

In order to be able to distinguish between these m o  cases, we introduce the t e r n q  relations sameside 

and opposite. Implicit in the notion of relative aiignment is that the line corresponding to an edge 

"divides" the plane into tm-O sides, and we want to  determine whether nvo other edges are on the same 

side or opposite sides of the plane. If the two edges are on the sarne side of the plane. then one edge 

niIl be in the subset of the plane bounded by the other m o  edges. If the two edges are not on the sarne 

side. then one edge e l 1  not be in a subset of the plane bounded by the other two edges. 

We can formally specib the intended interpretations of the positional relations using rnodels of 

Hilbert's geornetry. We wiil first need to  introduce the notion of an edge being bounded by two other 

edges. There are four cases here, depending on whether the relative alignments of the edges. If the 

rneasures of the angles L(e3, e l )  and L ( e J ,  e2)  are both less than I;, we will Say that an edge el is 

bounded by tn;o other edges e? and es iff the interior of the angle L(es l  el) has a nonempt'; intersection 

n-ith the interior of the angle L ( e s ,  e2).  if the measure of the angle i (es e l )  is l e s  than x and the 

measure of the i (es ,  e 2 )  is greater than ;r, we wiii sa? that an edge el is bounded by two other edges e l  

and e3 iff the interior of the angle L(es,  e l )  has a nonempty intersection with the exzerior of the angle 

i ( e 3 .  ez). If the measures of the angles are equal to  s; or if the edges are parallel, then el is bounded by 

e2 and es iff i t  is between ez and e3. (A forma1 definition for this relation can be found in Xppendix A). 

Definition 4.4 Suppose we tare given a structure M f LN,,,, u Cs,,,,, and let îf be the mode1 of 
Hilbert's aziomatization of geometry. 

(el, e2, e3) f sameside 

i f f  either el is bounded by e n  and e3 or  e2 is bounded by el and es. 

(el, e2, es) E opposit e 

i f f  el i.s not bounded by el  and es, and e2 is not bounded by el and es.  

Example: Consider the surface represented in Figure 4.2a. There exists a structure .M in Cpolygon U 

L,,,,, with domain (el, e2? eJ) c M for the edges in the surface such that 



Example: Consider the surface represented in Figure 4.2b. There exists a structure :V in Cpolygon U 

Lscene with domain {el: el, es: e4, es) C hf 

Example: Contider the surface represented in Figure 4.2~. There exists a structure .W in Cpotugon U 

Cscene with domain {el , ez, es, e4, es, es, ef, es E M )  for the edges in the surface such that 

4.1.3 Contiguous Edges 

The intuition for contiguous edges is based on the intuition of "bemeenness- in Hilbert's geomety - 

two edges are contiguous if we can draw a segment between the tu-O edges tk-hich does not cross any 

other edges in the surface. For example, for the surface in Figure 4.2(b), the following pairs of edges are 

contiguous - 

(es, e4), (es, el), (es: e4), (es, e2) f contiguous 

but (es, es) $ contiguous, since any segment between es and e3 will intersect with e4. 

We c m  formally characterize the intended interpretation of contiguous as follows: 

Definition 4.5 Suppose we are giuen a structure hf E Cporugon, Let 31 be the model of Hilbert's georn- 
etry. 

(el, e2) E contiguous 

i f f  there ezrist points pl, p., E A4 such that 

(phel) f part, h e 2 )  E Part 

and there does not ezist an efement x such that 



Figure 4.4: Contiguous graphs for the surface in Figure 4.2(a) and (b). 

4.1.4 Structures for  al,,, 

Hat-ing specified the intended interpretations of the predicate s p b o l s  in LPd,,,,, we can now define a 

class of structures which pulls ail of this together. 

Definition 4.6 . M ~ ~ ~ ~ "  is the clpps of stmctures in Cpopolygon LI in tuhich the ezteniions of B 
and parallel are specified in Definition 4.3, the eztensions of sameside and opposite are specified in 
Definition 4.4.. the eztension of indet is specified in Definition 4.2.. and the eztension of ccmtiguovs is 
specified by  Definition 4.5. 

We c m  also characterize the extensions of the relations in CpolyOon more explicitly. This niIl be es- 

sentiai Iater in the chapter when we use these structures to  specify the intended models for figure/ground 

assignments. 

Given a surface, we d l  be interested in stnictures which are isomorphic to the extension of ccmtiguuus 

for different sets of edges. In particular, we niil be interested in sets of edges whose relative alignment 

is an angle whose d u e  is Iess than 7i. 

Definition 4.7 Given a structure ~ b f  in Cpolygon, the contiguow graph is a directed gmph G = ( X ?  -4) 
with the following pmperttes: 

1. 'Trie set LV of nodes of the p p h  is the set of edges in the surface. 

2. (elyen) is an an: in -4 iff 
(el, ez) E contiguous 

and either (el, el) E parallel, or (a, el,e2) E 8 and a < sr. 

The contiguous graph for the surface in Figure 4.2(a) can be found in Figure 4 4 a ) .  In this case, 

al1 edges are contiguous with each other. The contiguous graph for the surface in Figure 4.2(b) can be 

found in Figure 4.4(b). There is no arc between es and e~ because they are not contiguous: there is no 

directed arc berneen e4 and e~ because the relative alignment is greater than K. 

In reasoning about the extensions of opposite and sameside, the foiiowing sentences wilI be useful in 

later sections, where they will be used to  prove the completeness of various mode1 constructions. They 

are satisfied in al1 structures in MyYgm: 



(Vel , e- )  indet (e 1 ,  e . ~ )  > +n& t ( e l ,  e 1 ) 

Lsing these sentences, we can show that the extensions of sameside and opposite within a structure 

of . W ~ ' ~ ~ O "  is isomorphic to the following class of graphs: 

Definition 4.8 KI,, denotes the complete bipartite graph G = ( X ,  Y, E)  with 1 X 1= I t  1 Y I= n, and 
al1 pairs between X and Y being edges. 

Definition 4.9 -4 butterfly graph G = (VL u & u {z): -4) as a K I , ,  graph with mot node x and whose 
rernaining nodes are partitioned into two disjoint sets 1/1 and t5- 

Theorem 4.1 In any structure M E M " ~ ~ O " ,  the eztension of sameside and opposite for a rurface 
is isomorphic to the union of a set of butterjfy grapfaa for each edge in the sudace, auch that for each 
edge el in the surface 

1. el is the root node of a butterfty graph; 

4. (e2, eg, el) E opposite i f l  en E VI and es E V2. 

Proof: Ive will use the sentences above which are entailed by structures in J ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .  

Let .W E :u"~~'". Construct a graph G = ( N ?  .A1) such that (e2. e l )  E ..Li iff 

(el, es: el) E sameside 

It is easy to see that this graph di be a K I , ,  with root node el .  

We next need to show that the nodes of G can be partitioned into m-O disjoint sets. For any edge 
el let 

VI (e) = {el : (e, e', el) f sameside) 

V2(e) = {e' : (e, et, el) E opposite) 

Since sameside is s_mmetric and transitive in its first w o  arguments, we have for any edges e l ,  e ~ ,  
if (el, ea, e3) E sameside, then V I  (e2) = Vl(e3). Since the extensions of sameside and -site 
are disjoint, we have V L  (el) n V2(e2) = 0. 

Thus, the graph G is a butterfly graph. [7 

The butterfly graphs for the edges in the surface in Figure 4.2(aj can be found in Figure 4.5. The 

butterfly graphs for the edges in the surface in Figure 4.2(b) can be found in Figure 4.6. 

Sote that not every butterfly graph is isomorphic to  the extension of sameside and -site within 

a structure in ~ 4 " ~ ~ ~ " .  This is equ iden t  saying chat not every butterfly graph corresponds to  the 

extension of sameside and opposite in a physically realizable surface. However, the definition of MF' "On 

uses the mode1 of Hilbert's axiomatization of geometry to guarantee that the extensions of these relations 

do indeed s a t i s l  their intended interpretations, so that  we may assume that al1 positional graphs which 

are substructures of Our models will correspond to physically intuitive surfaces. 



Figure 4.5: Butterfly graphs isornorphic to the extension of sameside and opposite for the surface in 
Figure -1.2 (a). 

Figure 4.6: Butterfly graphs isomorphic to the extension of sameside and opps i t e  for the surface in 
Figure 4.2(b). 



Figure and Ground: Intuitions 

To t his point, n-e have specified a set of scene relations for the edges in a surface. As of yet , these avioms 

are independent of an? notion of figure and ground, which we have proposed is essential in any theory 

of shape. CVe non- present a set of axiorns that formalize the relationship betpc-een these geometric and 

scene relations and the intuitions ~k-e have about figure and ground. 

In this section, we will introduce the intuitions behind the figure-ground relations and give different 

esarnpIes of classes of surfaces together with their intuitik-e figure-ground assignments. In the next 

section, s e  will formalIy characterize the class of structures which are the intended interpretations of the 

figure-ground relations, and pro\-ide a correct and cornplete axiomatization for this chss of structures in 

the theoq- TI,. 

The language which we mil1 adopt for surfaces is a second-order language with equality, mith the following 

nonlogical leincon: 

The ternary predicate meet (e 1 ? ezl v )  denotes the relation defined over two edges and a point, and 

whose intended interpretation is that the txo edges meet at  a vertex point within the surface. 

The binary predicate conneded(er: e2) is d e h e d  over the set of edges in a surface. The intended 

interpretation is that two edges are connected iff there exists a linear sequence of edges from one 

to the other such that every *O consecutive edges in this sequence meet. 

The unary predicate outer(e) defines a set of edges. Intuitivele the edges in a surface can be 

partitioned into edges which form a hole in the surface and edges which form the boundary of the 

surface. The intended interpretation for this relation is that edges which form a hole are not outer, 

while edges which form the boundary of the surface are outer edges. 

The binary predicate insi&(el, ez) is defined owr  the edges in a surface. The intended interpre- 

tation is that insi&(el, Q) iff the surface is on the "el side" of el in a ciockwise direction. 

The binary predicate outside(e1, es) is defined over the edges in a surface. The intended inter- 

pretation is that outside(ei, e-) iff the surface is on the "e2 siden of el in a counterclockwise 

direction. 

Since the language is second-order, there is a h  a countable set of predicate tariables of al1 arities. 



Figure 4.7: Sets of edges which intuitivelu are not surfaces. 

4.2.2 Motivating Examples: What is a Surface? 

Wïthin Tscene, we introduced the scene objects - surfaces, edges, and points. The axioms of defined 

surfaces as sets of edges and points which satisfied the part relation. In this section. we extend the 

characterization of surfaces by considering three additional intuitions. 

Our intuitions about surfaces deal with how edges within the same surface are related to each other. 

Intuition 1 The set of edges in a surface are not an arbitrnry set of edges; mther, each edge in a surface 
is incident with ezactly ttuo other distinct edges in the surface. 

I'e mil1 s- that m o  edges meet at a vertex iff they have a unique point (Le. the vertex) which is a 

part of both edges. Thus, edges that rneet are part of the sarne surface. 

Consider the surface in Figure 4.2b. There exists a structure JU in Cf, with domain 

(el,e2,e3,e4,e~~vl,v2,v~,v~,vg) c M such that 

If we consider the sets of edges in Figure 4.7, none of these should be surfaces. In (a) and (b), there 

exist edges which do not meet other edges. In (b) and (c)? there are edges which rneet more than m o  

other edges. 

Intuition 2 Al1 edges in a surface are organized into sets of connected cycles. 

Consider the surface in Figure 4.2(b). There exists a structure JU in Cf, with domain {el, e l ,  es, e.4, es) C 

itl such that the surface in has one set of connected edges consisting of {el, e2, es7  e4, es). If we consider 



the surface in Figure 4,2(c) t here exïsts a structure ,U in LI, %%th domain {el, e2, e3 e4, es Y ee : e7, ee C 

31 such that the surface has m o  disjoint sets of connected edges: 

The relation c a n e d e d ( e I :  e2) specifies that m o  edges are members of the same cycle of edges within 

the surface. 

Intuition 3 Surfaces may contain holes, in which case there are multiple disjoint cycles of connected 
edg es. 

The relation outer distinguishes between those edges that form the boundaries of holes in the surface. 

and chose edges u-hich do not. Al1 outer edges are in the same connected cycle: there cannot be m o  

different connected qc les  of outer edges. Therefore each surface contains a unique set of outer edges. 

For esample? consider the surface in Figure 4.2b. There exists a structure :U in Cf, such that 

{el:en,e3,e4,e~) c LM and 

(el), (432): (e3): ( 4 7  (es) E outer 

since there are no holes in the surface. 

Consider the surface in Figure 4 . 2 ~ .  There exists a structure JW in Li, such that 

{el?en,e~:e4:e~,e~~ et,e8) c M and 

since the edges e4: es, ee, e ~ ,  ee f o m  the boundary of a hoIe in the surface. 

We can summarize the distinction between outer edges and non-outer edges wîth the Following defi- 

nitions: 

Definition 4.10 Giuen a structure JW in Lfs, an outer edge i s  an edge in the following set: 

(e : e E M ,  (e) E outer) 

Definition 4.11 Giuen a structure JU in Lfs, a hole edge is an edge in the following set: 

In the esample for the surface in Figure 4.2(c), the edges {el,e17 es) are the outer edges and the 

edges {e4, es: es, et, ee ) are the hole edges. 

4.2.3 Motivating Examples: Figure-Ground Assignments 

The problem of figure and ground is to decide which side of an edge is the surface and which side of the 

edge is not the surface. 



Figure 4.8: Figure ground assignrnents for the example surfaces. 



Intui t ion 4 Surfaces lie on a unique "side' of an edge. 

For example, if we consider the surfaces in Figure 4.2, the intuitive figure ground assignrnents are 

represented in Figure 4.8, where the anows indicate on which side of the edge lies the surface. 

Every edge has m-O sides, so we wiIl define the "figure" side of an edge using the binary relations 

inside and autside. Int~it ively~ these relations are related to  the relative alignment bem-een &es - 

inside(el? e - )  iff the surface is on the "e2 side" of el  in a clochcse direction (using the intersection point 

of their corresponding segments as the pivot) and outside(ei, ez) iff the surface is on the "e2 side' of el 

in a counterclockwise direction. Thus inside is sirnilar to the clochxise cont-exity of [Huttenlocher and 

Waj-ner 921 and outside is similar to  counterclock\iFise convexity. 

The problem nith which we are faced is to determine the extensions of inside and mt.si&: g i ~ e n  a 

surface with a complete assignment of alignrnent and positional relations. 

Definition 4.12 -4 figure ground assignment in a structure A4 in Cfg is the substructure consisting of 
the extensions of the relations înside and outsi& in M. 

Given an? two edges in the surface, we must be able to determine theu figure/ground assignment. 

To do this, m i I l  consider arbitrary edges which sati* the different polygon relations in a surface, and 

use these to illustrate the intended intuitive figure/ground assignment for these edges. We Ftlll consider 

the intuitive figure/ground assignrnents for each of the following cases: 

tm edges which meet 

0 two edges which are on the same side of another edge 

0 two edges which are on opposite sides of another edge 

indeterminate edges 

hole edges 

anomalous figure/ground assignrnents 

In the next section, we 4 1  fomalize each class of these intuitive figure/ground assignrnents as classes 

of structures for the extensions of the insi& and outside relations. 

Edges which meet: Consider two arbitrary edges which meet a t  sorne vertex (see Figure 4.9). Intu- 

itivelc in some structure M in Cf,, there are only two possible figure-ground assignrnents: 

(el, e2) E inside, (el, e2) 4 outs ide  

(el, el)  4 inside: (el, el) G outs ide  

(el, e2) 4 inside, (el ? e2) E outs ide  



Figure 1.9: Figure/ground assignments for edges which meet. 

(eZt el) E inside, (e2, el) $ outside 

In the first caset the edges form a convex corner in the surface, while in the second case, they form a 

concave corner in the surface. 

Edges which are sameside: In Figure 4.10 we have three arbitrarq- edges which satisfy 

(el, el,  e3) E sameside 

for some structure .CU in C f g .  intuitively, there are only two possible figure-ground assignments for es 

and the two edges elt eî: 

(est el) E inside, (es, el) 4 outside 

(e3, eî) E inside, (es, el) 4 out side 

(es, el) 4 inside, (es, el) E outside 

(es, el> 4 inside, (es, el) E outside 

Edges which are opposite: In Figure 4.1 L we have three arbitrary edges which satisQ 

(el, el,  es) E opposite 

for some stmcture in C l o .  Intuiti~-ely, there are only two possible figure-ground assignments for ea 

and the two edges el, e3: 

(es, el) E inside, (es, el) 6 outside 

(es, e2) 4 inside, (es, e2) E outside 



Figure 4.10: Figure/ground assignments for edges mhich are on the same side as another edge. 

Figure 4.11: Figure/ground assignments for edges which are on opposite sides of another edge. 

(es: el) 4 inside, (es, el) E outside 

(es, e2) E inside, (e3, el) outs ide 

Indeterminate Edges Although the intended interptetation of the relation inside is sirnilar to the 

clockwise convexity of [Huttenlocher and Wayner 921 and outside is similar to counterclockwise con- 

v e x i t ~  there are sets of edges which Huttenlocher and Wayner's definition do not cover, narnely the 

indeterminate, or indet, edges. For these edges, the surface is both inside an edge and outside the edge. 

In Figure 4.12, we illustrate the two cases of indet edges; the arrows indicate on which side of the edges 

is the surface. In al1 of the surfaces in this figure, we have (e2, el)  E indet. 



Figure 4.12: Fi-e /ground assignments arnong indeterminate e d w .  



inside outside 

Figure 4.13: inside and outside graphs for the surface in Figure 4.2a. 

Notice chat for non-indeterminate edges (Le. (ez, el) 4 indet), in any structure .q we ha\-e either 

or 

(el, el) 4 inside, (en, el) E outside 

while for indeterminate edges (Le. (e2, el) E indet), we have either 

(el, el) E inside, (e2, el) E outside 

as in Figure 1.12(a) and Figure 412(c), or 

(e2. el) E inside, (el: el) E outside 

as in Figure 4.12(b) and Figure 4.12(d). Thus, we wiIl want to include the condition that for inde- 

terminate edges, the extensions of inside and outside are isomorphic, whiIe for edges which are not 

indeterminate, the extension of inside is isomorphic to the inverse of the extension of outside. 

We can combine al1 of these intuitions to determine the figure-ground assignments for sorne entire 

surfaces. 

Example: Consider the surface in Figure 1.2a. There exists a structure itl in Cf, with domain 

{el, e2, e3 ) C LCI such that 

(e,, e3) E outside, (es, el) $ inside, (es, el) E outside, 

(el, el) E inside, (el, el) 4 outside, (es, el) E inside, 

(e3 , e2) 4 outside, (el, e3) E inside, (el ? es) 4 outside 



(a) (b) 
inside outside 

Figure 4.14: inside and outside graphs for the surface in Figure -4.2b. 

Figure -4.15: Subgraphs of the insi& and uutside graphs for the surface in Figure 4.2(c) for the hole 
edges of the surface. 

We can represent the extensions of inside and outside in a structure .W as directed graphs in which 

the edges of the surface are the nodes of the graph, and there is a directed arc (el,e2) in the graph iff 

(el, ez) E inside (the inside graph), or (el, ez) € outside (the outside graph). The inside and outside 

graphs for the preceding example are found in Figure 4.13. Sote that there are no indeterminate edges 

in this surface, so that the inside and uutside graphs for the surface are inverses of each other. 

Example: Consider the surface in Figure 4.2(b). There exists a structure :LZ in Cf, with domain 

{el, ez, es: e4, es) C hI such that  the extension of inside is isornorphic to the graph in Figure 

4.14(a): and the extension of outside is isomorphic to the graph in Figure -I.l.l(b). 

Sote that this model satisfies 

(e t ,  es), (e l ,  e4) E i d e t  

so that these edges are preserved in both the inside and outside graphs. O 

Holes and Surfaces Consider again the surface in Figure 4.2~. It is interesting to note that the 

surface in the model contains a connected set of edges which is isomorphic to the one in Figure 4.2b, yet 

which has the inverse figure/ground assignment Le., the inside and outside graphs for this set of edges 



is the inverse of the inside graph for the set of edges in Figure 42(b) (see Figure 4-15). The set of edges 

in this surface form a hoie, and this leads to the following intuition: 

Intui t ion 5 Hole edges have inverse f igure/pund assignments fmm sets of outer edges. 

ln fact, for any connected set of edges, there should euist a surface in which these are outer edges, 

and there should also exist a surface in which these are hole edges. (Yote that this is the case in Figure 

-I.S(a) and 4.2(b)). 

Eliminating Unintui t ive  Figure/Ground Assignments in addition to capturing the intuitive 

figure/ground assignrnents for surfaces, we also want to  rule out nonintuitive figure/ground assignments 

for surfaces. 

In particular. we ha\-e the following: 

Intui t ion 6 Surfaces have unique figure/ground assignrnents. 

Thus, not al1 combinations of inside graphs for the different closed contours cf edges in a surface 

ni11 correspond to an intuitive figure/ground assignment. If a surface has n difTerent closed contours of 

edges, then the surface could have 2" possible figure/ground assignrnents: yet intuitively, every surface 

has a unique figure/ground assignment. 

However: et-en if we can protide a theory of figure and ground which gives a surface a unique 

figure/ground assignment, we stiU need to justif'r whether it really is an intuiti\-ely correct assignment. 

For esample, in the figurelground assignment for the surface in Figure 4.16(a), the edges form the 

boundav of a hole, yet there is no boundary to  the surface. Such a figure/ground assignment cannot 

possibly correspond to  a surface. 

The figure/ground assignments in Figure 4-17 (b)?(c), and (d) are the three unintuitive assignments 

for a surface with one hole. The set of edges in Figure 4.17 (e) intuitiveIy cannot be a surface, and hence 

shouId not have any consistent figurelground assignment. The problern in this case is that there seem 

to be too many nested cycles of edges, so that we cannot determine which should be the outer edges and 

which edges belong to  a hole in the surface. 

iVhy are the examples in Figure 4.17 and Figure 4.16 unintuitive? 

Intuition 7 The edges of a surface fonn two sides of the surface, and the surface is between these edges, 
so that euey  edge has a comsponding outer edge which intuitively 19 the "other side" of the surface. 

We can think of the two sides of a surface in terrns of the figure/ground assignrnents. It rnust at  

least be the case that for these two edges we have (el, el )  E inside and (el? el) E outside. That is, 

the figure is on the clockwise side of one edge and the counterclockwise side of the other edge. 

Again, consider how the two unintuitive figure ground assignment for the surfaces in Figure 4.16 

violate this intuition. In Figure 4.16 (a), even though ail of the edges are outer edges, there are no edges 

which are on the "other" side of the surface from either el,e2, or es. In (b), e4 should intuitively be 



e3 

Figure 4.16: Xnomalous figure ground assignrnents 



Figure 4.17: -4dditiona.i unintuitive figure ground 



the "other side" of the surface for the edges el and eo, yet in the unintuitive assignment. the surface is 

on the wrong side of the edge e4. 

How can v e  make the intuition about the "other side- of the surface more precise? First of d l .  the 

tn-O edges must be contiguous, so that there are no other edges between them. For example. edge es 

could not be the "other side" of the surface for edge el because there are other edges berneen them. 

Secoridly. the two edges are intuitkely convex: that is, their Egure/ground assignment is based on their 

relative alignment, so that the "figure" side of the edge is the one in which the dignrnent is less than r. 

In Figure 4.16(a), the only edges which are both contiguous and convex with respect to  the edge 

ez are the edges el and e3, and hence they shouid be the edges which are on the "other side- of the 

surface. In Figure 4.16(b), the edge e4 is both contiguous and cont-eu with respect to the edge el and 

hence should be the other side: however: the figure/ground assignment disagrees with this. and hence is 

anornalous. 

4.3 Axiomatization of Figure and Ground 

In this section, we formalize the intuitions about figure/ground assignments which tt-e have just consid- 

ered. ité will first define various classes of structures related to the extension of each relation in Li,, 

before specifying the class of structures for the intended interpretations of Ti,. W e  then present the 

a-sïoms of Tf, and show that the structures that we have defined do indeed satisfq- the axioms of Ti,. 

Finally, R-e provide an axiornatizabiiity theorem for the models of Ti,. 

4.3.1 Structures for Figure and Ground 

Given the intuitions and examples of the previous section, we can now fomaIly characterize the structures 

in .M(~ which we ail1 later show to be the sec of models for Tscene u TI,. The challenge of this section 

is to formaIly characterize the intuitive figure/ground assignments using different classes of structures. 

Each of the classes of structures which we define will either be purely combinatorid (such as classes of 

graphs) or they ~ i l l  be structures which are satisfied by the intended interpretations of the relations in 

C,,l,,,, (e-g. contiguous graphs and butterfiy graphs). The objective is to specify these classes so that 

any structure isornorphic to one in the class wilI be isomorphic to  a mode1 of the axioms of Tf, and also 

m i I I  correspond to an intuitive figure/ground assignment or other properties of surfaces. X summaq- of 

the classes of structures defined in this section can be found in Table 4.1. 

The first class of structures we wiU consider wiil be those which capture the intended interpretation 

of the relations meet and c a n e d e d .  Since we will be characterizing the extensions of these relations 

using different classes of graphs, we will need a few introductory definitions: 

Definition 4.13  .4 C,, graph i s  a connected set of n nodes in  which each edge is adjacent to  ezactly two 
other nodes. 

Definition 4.14 A directed C, is  a directed subgraph of a C,, graph with a unique cycle of length n .  



- - 

Class of structures 

contour graphs 

1 contiguous fi yre/ground graphs 1 extension of inside for hole edges 1 

Relation 

extension of meet and connected 
- - 

connected figure/ground graphs 
-. -- 

extension of insi& for c o ~ e c t e d  edges 

-- -- -- -- - - - 

Table 4.1: Classes of structures for characterizing figure/ground assignrnents. 

surface figure/ground graphs 

inverse figure/ground graphs 

IVith these definitions in hand, we can characterize the extension of meet as a class of C, graphs: 

extension of inJide for a surface 

extension of outside for a surface 

Definition 4.15 Given a ~tnrcture in C f g J  a contour gmph G = (IV! -4) is a Cn gmph such that LV 
is a set  of edges in hf: n =( Ji' and (el,e2) f .4 ifl there ezista a point p E Al such that 

Example: The contour graph for the surface in Figure 4.2(b) is shown in Figure 4.18(a). The contour 

graph for the surface in Figure 4.2(c) is shown in Figure 4.18(b). Sotice that the contour graph in 

(b) has two disconnected subgraphs, which correspond to the two different sets of connected edges 

in the surface. O 

The second class of structures d l  be used to characterize the possible figure/ground assignments 

for connected sets of edges. This z-ill be done by defining subgraphs related to  the different poIygon 

reIations, and then combining these subgraphs to create a structure which is isomorphic to the extension 

of inside for a connected set of edges. We have already defined the class of contour graphs related to 

the exzensions of meet and canected .  We next define the dass of subgraphs related to the extensions 

of che positional relations. 

Definition 4.16 Given a butterfly gnrph G = (VL U V2 U {z) - .A), a directed positional graph 2.5 a directed 
subgraph of G such that 

Hating defined the various classes of subgraphs, we need to speci- how they can be assernbled: 

Definition 4.17 -4 graph G = (.V,A) is the sum of a set of graphs Gi iff each Gi is a subgmph of G 
and 

N - U K = B ~ A - U A ~ = ~  



(b) 

Figure 4.18: Contour graphs for surfaces in Figure 4.2. 



Pulling al1 of t his toget her, we get the class of connected figure/ground graphs, which 4 1  intuitivelu 

be isomorphic to the extension of inside for connected sets of edges: 

Definition 4.18 Giuen a structure JW in Cf,, a connected figure/gmund graph for a surface is a directed 
graph G = (A-, A)  with the following properties: 

2 .  The set :V of nodes of the gmph is  a set of edges in some contour graph for the surface: 

2. G is  isomorphic to the sum of a directed C,  which is a directed subgraph of a contour gmph in .Mt 
and the directed positional subgruphs for each edge in LV. 

Example: X connected figure/ground graph for the surface in Figure 4.2(a) is shom-i in Figure 4.19(a). 

The graph in (b) is a directed Cn subgraph of the contour graph for the surface. The remaining 

graphs are the directed positional graphs for each edge in the surface. It is easy to see that the 

graph in (a) is indeed the sum of the graphs in (b) and (c). 

There is another connected figure/ground graph for the surface in Figure 4.2(a), showm in Figure 

4.20(a). -4s before, the graph in (b) is a directed C, subgraph of the contour graph for the surface. 

The remaining graphs are the directed positional graphs for each edge in the surface. It is easy to 

see chat the graph in (a) is indeed the surn of the graphs in (b) and (c). 

Sote that since there are only two possible directed subgraphs of a C,, the connected figure/ground 

graphs in Figure 4.19(a) and Figure 4.20(a) are the only m o  possible ones for the surface in Figure 

4.2(a). O 

Example: A connected figure/ground graph for the surface in Figure 4.2(b) are shomn in Figure 4.21(a). 

The graph in (b) is a directed Cn subgraph of the contour graph for the surface. The rernaining 

graphs are the directed positional graphs for each edge in the surface. It is easy to see that the 

graph in (a) is indeed the sum of the graphs in (b) ,(c) ,(d) ,(e) ,(f) , and (g). 

The connected figure/ground graph for the surface in Figure 4.2(c) is isomorphic to the union of 

the graphs in Figure 4.19(a) and Figure 4.21(b), since the surface contains two disjoint cycles of 

edges. 

Finally, we need to speci l  the classes of structures which characterize the figure/ground assignments 

for an entire surface. The mothation for the following two classes is intuitkely to capture the extensions 

of both inside and outside for a surface. 

Sotice that because a connected figure/ground graph for a surface must contain a directed C n  a s  

a subgraph, and there are only two possible directed Cn subgraphs for a cycle of edges, there are at  

most two possible connected figure/ground graphs for a surface. One of our intuitions for figure/ground 

assignments, however, is that  every surface has a unique assignment. We must therefore speci- a class 

of structures which determines tiiis unique figure/ground assignment. 



(4 
Figure 4.19: Connected figure/ground graph for the surface in Figure 4.2(a). 

( 4  

Figure 4.20: -4lternative connected figure/ground graph for the surface in Figure 4.2(a). 



Figure 4.21: Connected figure/ground graph for the surface in Figure 4.2(b). 
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(g)  

Figure 4.22: -4ltemative connected figure/ground graph for the surface in Figure 4.2(b). 



Figure 4.23: Contiguous figure/ground graphs for the surface in Figure 4.2(c). 

Definition 4.19 Given a structure :M E L f g  and a connected figure/ground gmph G,  then G is a 
contiguous f igure /pund graph i f f  one of the following holds: 

If the edges in G are outer edges, then G contains a s u b p p h  isomorphic to a connected subgmph 
of the contiguous graph for the edges in G. 

If the edges in G are not outer edges, then G contains a subgraph isomorphic to the inuerse of a 
connected subgmph of the contiguous grnph for the edges in  G .  

Example: Consider the surface in Figure 4.2(c). The graphs in Figure 4.23(a) are the m-O contiguous 

figure/ground graphs corresponding to the tu-O sets of connected edges in the surface. The con- 

nected subgraphs of the contiguous graphs that correspond to  the subgraphs of the figure/ground 

graphs are in 423(b) O 

Example: Consider the surface in Figure 4.2(a). The two possible connected figure/ground graphs for 

this surface are found in Figures 4.19 and 4.20. The contiguous graph for this surface is found in 

Figure 4.-l(a). Yotice that  only the graph in Figure 4.19 contains a subgraph isomorphic to the 

contiguous graph for the surface. Therefore, it is the surface figure/ground graph, and the one in 

Figure 4.20 is not the surface figure/ground graph. 

Consider the surface in Figure 4.2(b). The two possible connected figure/ground graphs for this 

surface are found in Figures 4.21 and 4.22. The contiguous graph for this surface is found in Figure 



Figure 4.24: Inverse figure/ground graph for surface in Figure 4.2(b). 

4 4 b ) .  Sotice that onIy the graph in Figure 4.21 contains a subgraph isomorphic to the contiguous 

graph for the surface. Therefore, it is the surface figure/ground graph, and the one in Figure 4.22 

is not the surface figure/ground graph. 

Consider the surface in Figure 4.2(c). In panicuIar, consider the edges e ~ ,  e s ,  e s ,  e7: ee. The two 

possible connected figure/ground graphs for these edges are isornorphic to the graphs found in 

Figures 4.21(a) and 4.22(a). The contiguous graph for the hoie edges in this surface is found in 

Figure 4.4(b). Sotice that only the graph in Figure 422(a) contains a subgraph isomorphic to the 

contiguous graph for the surface. Therefore: it is a subgraph of the surface figure/ground graph, 

and the one in Figure 4.21(a) is not a subgraph of the surface figure/ground graph. 

Definition 4.20 Given a structure A4 in Cf,, a surface figure/grvund gmph for a surface is a directed 
graph G = (!Y: .4) with the following properties: 

1. The set ~t' of nodes of the graph 19 a set of edges in the surface; 

2. G is isomorphic to  the sum of the contiguous figure/ground graphs for each disjoint cycle of edges 
in the surface, and the directed positional subgmphs for each edge in .W. 

.\Il of the classes of figure/ground graphs to this point have intuitively been characterizing the 

extension of inside. We now turn to the class of graphs which characterize the extension of outside. 

Definition 4.21 Given a structure M E G!,, and a surface figure/ground gmph G = ( X ,  A) for a 
surface s, the inverse figure/gmund graph G' = (A', A') for s i s  the following graph: 

m If (el, e 4  E indet, then 
(el, e2) E -4' if f (e l ,  en) E A 

Example: Consider the surface in Figure 4.2(a). In this surface, there are no indeterminate edges, so 

the inverse figure/ground graph is isomorphic to the inverse of the surface figure/ground graph. O 



Example: Consider the surface in Figure 4.2(b). In this surface, we have 

(el : es) (e2 e4) E indet 

Consider the surface figure/ground graph from Figure 4.21. The in\-erse figure/ground graph for 

the surface is in Figure 4.24. Except for the arcs (el, es), (el, e4), these two graphs are isomorphic, 

n-hile these m o  arcs are inverted between the two graphs. O 

Hating defined al1 of the basic structures for the tarious relations, we can nom- put them together to 

give a characterization of al1 structures which we will show to be models of Tfg. 

Definition 4.22 Let .M(' be a set of  structure^ zuith the following pmperties: For a11 structures .U € 
.Mf'.. 

1. .M 1.5 an eztension of a structure in  Myene; 
2 .M is  an eztenrion of a structure in ,bf~dygOn ; 

3. The  eztension of the relation mee t  in .M for edges in the same surfoce is isomorphic t o  a contour 
graph; that is,  there ezists an arc (el, el) in a contour p p h  i f l  there ezists v E LCI such  that 

4. (el , ez) E connected iff the nodes for the edges are in the same contour graph in .,W. 

5. The set of edges which are part of the same surface in .A4 is partitioned into sets which are iso- 
rnorphic t o  contour graphs. 

6. For each surface s E !Ci, there ezists a unique contour graph such that an edge e E :CI is a n  element 
of the graph i f  

(e) E outer and (e, s) E part 

7. -411 edges which are part of the same surface in JW are members of two disjoint sets - the set of 
connected outer edges and the set of hole edges in the surface. 

8. The  extension of inside is isomorphic t o  a set of surface figure/ground graphs, such that  for each 
surface in ~I1.1 there ezists a unique surface jîgure/ground graph i n  the set. That is, there ezists a 
directed an: between two edges el, el in a surface figure/ground gmph i f  

(el , el) E inside 

9. The extension of outside is isomorphic to  a set of inuerse figure/ground graphs for each sur- 
face figure/gmund graph in JW, such that for each surface in M there ezists a unique inuerse 
figure/ground graph in  the set. That is, there exists a directed arc between two edges el ,  e l  in an 
inverse figure/gmund gmph i f l  

(el : el) E outside 

Conditions 1 and 2 specifj- the relationship between ~ f g  and the previously specified classes of 

structures. Conditions 3-7 characterize the extensions of the relations meet ,cmnected? and uuter  for 

structures in M { ~ .  Conditions 8 and 9 characterize the extensions of inside and outside for stnictures 

in 

It should be noted that none of the unintuitive figure/ground assignments in Figures 4.17 and 4.16 

correspond to structures in J M ~ .  The extension inside in each case is not isomorphic to the surface 

figure/ground graph for the set of edges. 



4.3.2 Characterization Theorems 

Given the definition of we can prove several theorerns about the structures in this class. 

Ive rnust first establish that the class of structures in J U ~ "  exists and is nonempty. (Without this 

result, the SatisfiabiIity Theorem presented later in this chapter muid be rather meaningIess.) 

Theorern 4.2 Ezirtence Theomm for ,M? 
The c i a s  of structures Mig czLrts and is nonemptg. 

Proof: We need to show that for each surface, each of the following graphs exist: 

1. Contour graphs 

This is trivial. since contour graphs are isomorphic to C, graphs, and the class of C, 
graphs is nonemp .  

2. Buttedy graphs 

The existence of this cIass of graphs follows from the existence of HiIben's mode1 of 
Euclidean geomet- 

3. Figure/ground graphs 

a A figure/ground graph is the union of a set of arbitrary contour and but tedy graphs. 
Since each of these classes of graphs is nonernpty, their union is aiso n o n e m p .  

4. Inverse figure/ground graphs 

a An inverse figure/ground graph is the union of a set of arbitrary contour and butterfly 
graphs. Since each of these classes of graphs is nonemptx their union is also n o n e m p .  

Since structures in Mp are the union of structures in the above classes, and these classes are 
nonernpty, we also have that ~ f 9  is nonernpty. 

The foiiowing theorem characterizes the extensions of insi& and outsi& berneen any pair of struc- 

tures in Mf9:  

Theorem 4.3 If M ,  M1 am structures in M(' tuhich have the sarne domain and tuhich agree on the 
extensions of al1 polygonal relations, then they have isomorphic inside and outbide graphs, i-e., they a p e  
on the eztensions of the relations inside and outside. 

Proof: Suppose there exist two structures JMI, M2 in &Ifg a-hich have the sarne domain and which 
agree on the extensions of al1 polygonai relations, yet they disagree on the extensions of the relations 
inside and outside. 

Then .U .ii and Jf'i2 have isomorphic contour graphs, butterfly graphs, and contiguous graphs. 
However, the figure/ground graphs are the union of these graphs, so that the figure/ground graphs 
in these two structures must also be isornorphic. Since the extension of inside is isomorphic to 
the set of figure/ground graphs, we have a contradiction. 

A sirnilar argument holds for inverse figure/ground graphs and the extension of outside. O 

Finally. the next two resuits characterise the decornposition of structures in M?. 

Theorem 4.4 The union of two structures in ,Uig is ako a stmcture in J U ~ .  



Proof: By the Depicted Kemel Theorem, aii models of T,,,,, are equitdent to the union of disjoint 
surfaces, so that the union of two models of Tscene is aIso a mode1 of T,,,,, . 

Each structure in ~ ( 9  is an extension of a mode1 of Tscene. Further, each surface has a unique 

figure/ground graph and inverse figure/ground graph, and these graphs are disjoint for distinct 

surfaces. O 

Corollary 4.1  .4 structure in .MV hs minimal ifl it contains a unique surface. 

Proof: This is easy to see from the Depicted Kernel Theorern, since ail rnodels of TScene consist of 

disjoint surfaces. O 

4.3.3 Presenting Tfg 

The probtem with which ~k-e are faced is to  determine the extensions of inside and outside, given a 

surface x i t h  a complete assignment of alignment and positional relations. In this section, we introduce 

the axioms of Tf, and show how they cari be used to  provide figure/ground assignments, ho%- they 

intuitively satisfj- the conditions of .LI?, and how they eliminate anomalous figure-ground assignments 

(m-hich are unintended structures) that are not in Mfg. 

The d o m s  of Tf, can be found in Figures 4.25 and 4.26. Axioms 4.1 - 4.3 speci- the meets relation, 

so that surfaces are isomorphic to contour graphs. Axiom 4.4 specifies the conneded relation, so that 

edges in the same contour graph are connected. Yotice that this is a second-order axiom. because 

connectedness for graphs is not first-order definable, even if we restrict ourseives to h i t e  graphs ([Fagin 

901)- 

Xxiorn -1.14 guarantees the existence of outer edges, since for even; edge in the surface there exists 

an outer edge which is contiguous with it. Axiom 4.5 constrains di m t e r  edges to be connected. so that 

there is at  most one set of outer edges in any surface. Axiorns 4.6 and 4.7 can be considered to  be dosure 

axioms for the polygon relations - dl edges in the same surface must have some relative alignment and 

al1 edges in the sarne surface must either be on the sameside, opposite side, or indeterminate with each 

edge in the surface. 

The heart of TI, is the set of axioms 4.8 - 4.13. Given the extensions of the poiygon relations, 

these axioms spetifj- the figure/ground assignment for any m o  connected edges in the sarne surface. 

Example: Consider the surface represented in Figure 4.2(a). There exists a structure in . J U ~  satis-ng 

Tlg such that (el, e l ,  es, VI, v2, v3) C hl and 

By axiom 4.10 we have 

(el, el) E inside, (el, eg) # outside,  (e2, el) 4 inside, (e2, el) f outside 



Axioms for meet 

Tn-O edges meet at a vertex iff they are distinct and the vertex is part of both edges. 

Every edge meets two distinct edges. 

(Ve) (3er ,  eut v ,  v ' )  meet(e, et, v )  A meet(eM, e,  v ' )  A et # et' 

Two edges meet at a unique vertex. 

(Ve, ett t., v ' )  rne&(e, et ,  v )  A meet(e, et,  d )  3 t. = u' 

Axioms for outer edges: 

Two edges are connected iff there exists a finite sequence of edges between them such that consecutive 

edges in the sequence rneet at  sorne vertex. (Sote that this is a second-order sentence.) 

(Vz,  y )  connected(z, y )  

( V P )  [[(Ve, , e2, v) meet(er, e2, v )  3 P(er ,  e i ) ]  

~ [ ( t f e ~ ,  e2, e3, v) P ( e l ,  e2)  A meet(e2, e s ,  v )  3 P(ei , e3)]]  

3 P b ,  Y )  

XII outer edges are connected to each other. 

(Ve, e t )  outerte) 3 (mter(e t  ) z conneded(e, e l ) )  

Axioms for polygon relations: 

Every m o  edges in the same surface have an alignment relation. 

Closure ot-er the positional relations. 

Figure 4.25: Tf, : The figure/ground axioms. 



Axioms for Bgure/grouad assignments: 

(Ve, , e2)  inside(el, e2)  > (3 s )  edge(er ) A edge(e2) A part(e1, s )  A part(e2, s )  

(Qe, el, v )  meet(e, el, v) > (inside(e, et) 1inside(et, e ) )  

(Ve, et, e" , s) sameside(el, el1, e )  > (insi&(e, e') inside(e, en))  

(Ve. et: e", s )  opposite(et, elt, e )  3 (inside(e, e t )  E -iinside(e, e")) 

(Ve, et)  indet(e, e t )  r (insi&(e, et) autsi&(e, e '))  

(Ve, s )  edge(e) A part(e, s j 3 

(3') part(ef, s) A contiguous(e, et)  A auter(el) A convex(e, el) 

(Ve, s )  l m t e r ( e )  A part(e, s )  3 

(3e1) part(el, s )  A cmtiguous(e, e t )  A cmnected(e, el) A l c m v e z ( e ,  e t )  (4.15) 

Figure 4.26: T f ,  : The figure/ground axiorns (cont .) 



or 

(e l ,  e l )  4 inside. (el, e2) E outside, (el, e l )  E inside. (el, el)  4 outs ide  

Since (e2, es ,  v2) E meet ,  by axiorn 4.10 we have 

Since (el. es, ez) E opposite,  by axiom 4.12 we must have 

(e2, e l )  E inside if f (ez, es) 4 inside 

so that  d l  models will either satisfy 

(el, el) E inside, (el , e2) 4 outside, (en, e l )  4 inside, (el ,  el) E outs ide  

The finai two axioms (4.14 and 4.10) determine the correct figure/ground assignment for outer and 

hole edges. For every outer edge in the surface, axiom 4.14 asserts the existence of an outer edge 

which is contiguous with it. Given this edge, the figure/ground assignrnent is determined by the relative 

aiignment of the outer contiguous edge. Similady, for every hole edge, axiom 4.15 assens the existence 

of a connected hole edge which is contiguous with it. Given this edge, the figure/ground assignment 

is determined by the relative aiignment of the non-outer contiguous edge. These two axioms serve to 

disarnbiguate the possible figure/ground assignments which are consistent with axioms 4.8 - 4.13. If the 

surface has n different sets of closed contours, then the surface wiil have at most 2" complete figure 

ground assignments, since each set of connected edges has two possible figure-ground assignments chat 

are consistent with axioms 4.8 - 4.13. However, Our intuitions require that every surface have a mique 

figure/ground assignment. This assignment is k e d  by the conditions in Axioms 4.14 and 4-15? which 

uniquely detemine the figure/ground assignment using the relative alignment the edges. To enhance 

the readability of these axioms, we introduce the foiiowing defined relation: 

Definition 4.23 

def (Ve, e-) cavez (e i ,  ez) = (insi&(ei, e2) (parallel(ei, es) V (3a) 8(a, el et) A a < l;)) 



We can illustrate .-Ixiorn 4.14 by considering how it can be used to eliminate anomdous figure ground 

assignments. 

Examplc: Consider the tu-o possible figure ground assignment for the surfaces in Figure 4.16. In (a): 

the edges form the boundaq- of a hole, yet there is no boundary to  the surface. In (b), although 

the edges es through e~ are the boundary of a hole. the assignrnent indicates that there is no hole. 

Xsiom 14 is simply the definition of a relation that we miI l  use to eliminate these anomalous figure 

ground assignments. 

How does this eliminate the anomaious figure ground assignments? Consider Figure 4.16a: this 

assignment violates the d o m  since there does not exist an edge e which is both contiguous with 

ez and which satisfies (e, e2) f inside iff (a, e, e2) E 8 and a < n. In Figure 4. 16bl there is no 

outer edge that is cont iguma with edge ed which also satisfies (ei e4) E inside iff (at e, es) E 8 

and a < ?;. Thus the two figure ground assignments illustrated in Figure 4.16 are not feasible. 

Ive ~ e i l l  now show that the axioms in Tfg are satisfied by the class of structures in and then 

characterize the models of Tfg . 

L e  can formalue the discussion of the preceding section by prot-ing the satisfiabiIity of the axioms of 

Tf,: that is, we ail1 show that any structure which satisfies the definition of also satisfies the 

a-iorns of of Tscene u T',. 

Theorem 4.5 Any structure M E .MY W a mode1 of Tacene u TI,. 

Proof: Since ail structures in M? are extensions of structures in .M.,,., by the Axiomatizability 
Theorem for Tk,,,,! they wiII satisf'; T,,,,, . 
Yext, consider a structure which satisfies conditions 3-5 in the definition of .M?, so that the 
extension of meet is isornorphic to a contour graph. 

is equivalent to saying that for any variable assignrnent u, 

which is equivalent to 
(el, el ,  v) E meet 

i ff 
(el) f edge, (el) E edge, (v) E point, 

(v, el) E part, (v, ea) E part 

for each tuple of distinct elements el,e2,v. This foilows from the construction of the contour 
graph for a surface, in which there is an arc in the graph ifT there is a cornmon point which is part 
of ttvo edges in the surface. Therefore Axiorn 4.1 is satisfied. 



JL/I + (Ve)(3et, et'? c' c t )  meet(e, e'. v )  A meet(eff7 e. c f )  A e' # e" 

iff for any element el E Ji there exist distinct elements ezt e3, v l ,  v:! E :CI such that 

Similarly 
A4 + (Ve, e', u , v f )  meet(e, e', v) A meet(e, e t ,  c t )  > = c f  

iff for any elements e l ,  e l  E 31 there exists a unique eIement v E LCI such that  

Both of these conditions foiiow because in any contour graph which is a substructure of -M and 
R-hich is isomorphic to  the extension of meet, every node is adjacent to exactly two other nodes. 
Therefore, ;Li satisfies Axioms 1.3 and 4.3. 

-'U satisfies axiom 4.4 (This follows from a general result on connected graphs from generai graph 
theory [Doets 961). 

Since there exists a unique set of outer edges in M and a11 outer edges are connected, 

Further, no hole edge is connected to any outer edge, so that we have 

Thus, .,W satisfies axiom 4.5. 

M satisfies axiorns 4.6 - 4.7, since by the definition of and condition (2) in the definition 
of M { ~ ,  every pair of edges in a surface has a relative alignment. and every triple of edges in a 
surface are elements in a b u t t e d y  graph which is a substructure of ;M. 

iff for any elements e l ,  e n  E hf there exists an element s E rCI such that  

This follows from the construction of the connected figure/ground graph in which aii nodes of the 
graph are edges which are part of the same surface. A similar argument shows that  

and hence .A4 satisfies axioms 4.8 and 4.9. 

.:W satisfies axioms 4.10 - 4.13: 

ifT for any eiements e l ,  el, v 
(el, el, v) E meet 

implies 

(el , e2) E inside iff (en, e l )  4 inside 

Since the connected figure/ground graph contains a subgraph which is a directed C, subgraph of 
a contour graph, we have 



and if (el ,e2) E inside, then (e2, el) 4 inside (because the subgraph is a directed C,  and cannot 
contain 2-cycles). Therefore .bi satisfies axiom 4.10. 

ifF for any elernents el,  e2 , es E Ad: if 

(el, e2, es) E sameside 

then (el,e2) E inside iff (e2,el) E inside 

This follows from the definition of inside, since the connected figure/ground graph contains a 
subgraph which is isomorphic t o  a directed subgraph of a sameside graph (which is a clam- graph), 
the arcs to  ail leaves of the clam- wilf have the same direction. Therefore, .M satisfies axiom 4.1 1. 

iff for any elements el,  e l ,  e3 E M, if 

then (el, e2) E inside iff (es, el) 4 inside 

This foiiows Ekorn the definition of inside, since the connected figure/ground graph contains a 
subgraph which is isomorphic to  the complernent of an opposite graph. 

iff for any elements el,  e:, E M ,  if 

(el, ez)  E indet, then (el, e2) E inside iff (el, el) E outside 

and if 

(el, e2) 4 indet, then (el, e2) 4 inside iff (el, e2) 4 outside 

This follows from the definition of inverse figure/ground graphs, because the the subgraph of 
the insi& graph containing indeterminate edges is isomorphic t o  the subgraph of the outside 
graph containing indeterminate edges, and the inverse of the subgraph of the uutside graph con- 
taining non-indeterminate edges is isomorphic to the subgraph of the inside graph containing 
non-indeterminate edges. Therefore M satifies axiom 4.13. 

iff for any outer edge el E ibf there exists an element e2 E such that  

(el, el) E contiguous, (el) E outer, (el, e2) E convex 

This follou-s from the definition of the surface figure/ground graph for a surface, since each con- 
nected figure/ground graph contains a subgraph isomorphic t o  the subgraph of the contiguous 
graph containing outer edges. Therefore &f satisfies axiom 4.14. X similar argument holds for 
axiom 4.15. 



4.3.5 Axiomatizability Theorem for Tfg 

The axiomatizability theorem for T f ,  demonçtrates that u-e do not have any unintended models of the 

a.+oms n-hich disagree d t h  the intuitions characterized in the definition of the class OF structures in 

Mi'. 
Tbeorern 4.6 .4ny mode[ of TScene uTfg which i s  an eztension of a structure in .UrYgon ù Uomorphic 
to a structure in , u i g .  

Ne n-il1 prove this theorern by showing how et-ery model of Tscene  UT^, satisfies each of the conditions 

in the definition of M i g .  

Contour Graphs in Models of Tf, 

We will begin by considering how TTfg axiomatizes the contour graphs for surfaces. 

We first need the following lemma: 

Lemrna 4.1 Only two edges meet at a vertez. 

which violates T,,,,,? since a point can be part of a t  most two edges. O 

Lemma 4.2 In any model of Tacene satisfying axioms 4.1 - 4.3 of Tf, contaaning a unique surface with 
n edges and unth no hole edges, the eztension of meet is isomorphic to a C, gmph. 

Proof: By induction on the set of edges in a model ,M of T,,,,, ü Tl,. 

Base case: n=3 

It is eaq- to see that the only structure which satisfies axioms 4.1 - 4.4 satisfies: 

which is isomorphic to a C3 graph. 

Induction step: Suppose that we have a set of n edges satiswng 

By axiom 4.2, the edge a ( e n )  must rneet some other edge in this set. Such an edge cannot be ~ ( e i )  
for i > I ?  othertcTise this edge would meet three distinct edges, contradicting the previous leinma. 
Therefore, the only possible edge that can meet a(e,) is a ( e l ) ,  so that 

and hence the set of n edges is isomorphic to a Cn graph. U 

3 ~ o t e  that this is the base case, since by T',,,, al1 surfaces must contain at least three edges. 



Lemma 4.3 In any model of T, ,,,, satisf*ng arioms 4.1 - 4.3 of TfgF the eztension of meet is isomor- 
phic to a se t  of C ,  graphs. 

Proof: Induction on the number of disjoint cycles. 

Base case (n = 1): This foiiows from the preceding lernma. 

Induction step: Suppose we have a rnodel of Tscene satis-ng axioms 4.1 - 4.3 of Tfg consisting of 
n cycles of edges which are part of the same surface. 

Som- adjoin to this model a distinct cycle of edges which are part of the same surface. Since n-e 
are adjoining a cycle of edges, axioms 4.1 - 4.3 are already satisfied for the new elements. 

Thus the union of this model with a new disjoint cycle of edges which are p a n  of the same surface 

is also a model of Tacene satisfjing axioms 4.1 - 4.3 of Tf,. O 

Xext we consider how Tf, axiomatizes connected sets of edges: 

Lemma 4.4 In any model .U of T.cene U Tfs, 

(el, em) E connected 

ifl e l  and e, are elements in the same C, graph. 

Proof: We wiIl first prove that if el and e, are elements in the same Cn graph. then 

(el ,  em) f connected 

In particular, we will show that if there exists a sequence of adjacent edges [el, ezt ...? e,] from 
edge e l  CO edge e,, then the edges are connected. 

Assume that we have this sequence of edges, so that 

Let P be any relation satisfyuig the antecedent of the definition of connected in axiom 4.4. Vie 
must show that for dl k < rn, we have (el, ek-*) f connected in a sequence of edges. Obviously. 
the result holds for k = 1: since (el, es,  vz) E meet. For the induction hypothesis, suppose that 
(el, E connected, If j + 1 # n, then it follows that P ( e l ,  e,,~) (by definition of cmneded) ,  
and since we have a sequence of edges, we have (eJ-l, ej-2, v ~ , ~ )  E meet. and hence P(e1, e ,--)- 
So for al1 k < n, we have (el, ek,l) E connected, by axiom 4.4. 

For the converse direction, we cari recursively define the set of al1 sequences of edges from el to 
any edge that it is connected to in M. Consider the following sets of sequences: 

A1 = {[e,ej] : (el,@) E connected, (e,ej,vj) E meet) 

and [en, ..., ez, ej] E -4,) 

We need to show that if (el, ej) E connected, there must be a sequence of adjacent edges from 
et to ej in some -4,. 

Let k be the least number such that is empty if k is O, then there is no e such that 

(el, e) E connected and (e, ej, vj) E meet;  by the first conjunct in the antecedent of the definition 

of connected in axiorn 4.4, the only possibility is (el, e ~ ,  vj) E meet ,  so that there is a sequence 

of edges from el to ej. Suppose then that k > O; then -Ak is not empty, and for al1 sequences 



[ek, ..., e p ,  ej] E AL we have (el, a) E comec ted .  Since -4k-1 is nonempty, there is no edge 

e such that (el, e) E connected and (el ek, vk) E meet? for any sequence [ek, --.. ez- ej] E -4t. 

Hence, by second conjunct in the antecedent of the definition of cmnected in axiorn 4.-ll for any 

sequence [ek, ...: ett ej] E =Lit, we can have (el ek) E connected only if (el , e k  , vk) € meet, so 

that a-e again have a sequence of edges from el to ej. O 

Inside, Outside,  and Figure/Ground Graphs 

We nom- move on to show how the extension of inside and outside in modeIs of TscCnc U T f g  is isornorphic 

to sets of surface figure/ground graphs. The lemmas parallel the introduction of the c-arious classes of 

structures - we first consider connected figure/ground grap hs, t hen contiguous figure/ground grap hs, 

and findly surface figure/ground graphs. 

Lzmma 4.5 In any mode1 of Tacene u Tfg, the eztension of inside for any connected set of edges is 
isomorphic to a connected figure/ground gmph. 

Proof: We first construct a graph G = ( X ,  il) such that N is the set of edges in the surface, and 
(o(el), a(e2)) E -4 8 

M ,  a /= inside(a(el), a(e2)) 

Suppose that we have a contour graph (connened set of n edges): 

By axiom 4.10 Tf, ,  we get 

and for al1 1 < i < n 
M, a + inside(ei-1, e i )  E -inside(ei, ei-1) 

From this, we either get a subgraph such that ( ~ ( e ~ ) , a ( e ~ - ~ ) )  E -4 and (a(en)?  a(el ) )  € A, or 
Te get a subgraph such that ( ~ ( e ~ , ~ ) ,  a(ei))  E .-I and ( a l ,  a,)) E -4. In either case, we have a 
subgraph which is isomorphic to a directed C, graph. 

Since two edges which meet another edge are on opposite sides of this other edge, by axiom 4.12 
Tfg we have 

M , a  inside(en-l,en) G +nsi&(en-rtel) 

For al1 other edges, by axiom 4.7 Tf, we have two cases: 

1. 

From this we get a subgraph such that either (e,, ei), (eh! e j )  E -4 or (ei, e t ) ,  (ej, ek) E A. In 
both cases, the subgraph is isomorphic to a directed positional graph with root node ek. 



Frorn this. s e  get a subgraph such tliat either (eh, e i )  E -4 and ( ek , e j )  -4 or (ek,ej) E -4 
and ( ek ,  e i )  4 A. In both cases, the subgraph is isornorphic to a directed positionai graph 
with root node ek. 

I t  is easy to see fiom the definition that G is isornorphic to  a connected figure/ground graph. G 

Lemma 4.6 In any mode1 of Tscene U Tfst the eztension of outside for any connected set of edges is 
isornorphic to a connected figure/gmund graph. 

Proof: Suppose that we ha\-e a connected set of n edges: 

We can construct a connected figure/ground graph isornorphic to the extension of inside using the 
construction in the prmf of the preceding lemrna. 

For any pair of edges a(e i ) ,  ~ ( e j ) ,  1 5 i, j 5 n for çome variable assignment a, ive have two cases: 

1. 

in which case we get 

in which case we get 
a outside(ei, e j )  

Since the extension of insi& is isomorphic to a connected figure/ground graph, then in any mode1 

satismng these conditions, the extension of outside is isomorphic to an inverse connected fig- 

ure/ground graph. CI 

By the construction of the connected figure/ground graphs in the proofs of the preceding theorems, 

the following corollary is an easy consequence: 

Corollary 4.2 If M ,  M' are two models of Tacene U Tf, that have the same domain and that agree on 
the eztensiom of al1 da t ions  in Cp,l,,,,, then the eztension of the relation inside for a set of connected 
edges in the turo models is either equal or disjoint and the eztewion of the relation outside in the two 
models is either equal or disjoint. 



Lemma 4.7 In any model of Tscene u Tfg, the eztension of inside for any surface is isomorphic tu a 
surface figure/gmund graph. 

Proof: Consider a set of connected figure/ground graphs GI , ...? Gn for a surface. By axiom 4.3. one 
of these graphs (say C l )  will contain the outer edges of the surface and the remaining graphs 
(G2, ... :G,) vdi  contain the hole (non-outer) edges in the surface. 

We n-il1 show that each of these graphs are contiguous figure/ground graphs. 

Consider first a graph G2 which contains hole edges. By axiom 4.1.5, for any edge a(e  l ) in G2, 
there exists a connected edge a(ei) which is contiguous with a(e2) and such that 

so that in G3 we have (a(el), a(e2)) E -4 iff 

Thus. a (e l )  and o(e2) are elements of a çubgraph of G2 which is isomorphic to the inverse of 
the subgraph of the contiguous graph containing a ( e l )  and o(e2), and hence G2 is a contiguous 
figure/ground graph. 

Sext consider the connected figure/ground graph G1 which contains the outer edges. By axiom 
4.14, for q edge a(el)  in G i ,  there exists a connected edge a(e2) which is contiguous with a(e2) 
and such that 

JM, a inside(el, el,) = (paralle1 (el, e2)  v (@(a. el , el,) A a < x ) )  

so that in G2 we have (a(el), a(ez)) E A iff 

a k cmtiguous(el, ea) A (parallel(el, ei) v (8(a, el ,  e2) A a < ir)) 

Thus, a(el ) and o(e2) are elements of a subgraph of G2 which is isornorphic to the subgraph of the 
contiguous graph containing u(el) and a(e2), and hence G r  is a contiguous figure/ground graph. 

Finally, we need to show that the sum of these graphs is a surface figure/ground graph. Let 
G(iV, -4) be a graph containing dl of the connected figure/ground graphs GLl ..., G,. 
Consider two outer edges a ( e l )  and a(en): such that  

By axiorn 4.14: we know the figure/ground assignrnent for these m-O edges. For al1 other edges 
a(ei), by axiorn 4.7 Tfg we have two cases: 

1. 

Axiom 4.11 Tfg giws 
~bf ,  a + inside(e2, ei) inside(e2, el)  

From this we get a subgraph such that either [a(e2), a(ei)), (a(e2), a (e l ) )  E A or 
(a(ei), a(e2)), (el, e) E -4. In both cases, the subgraph is isomorphic to a directed positional 
graph with root node a(e2 ) .  

2. 

Axiom 4.12 Ti, gives 
&f9 a + inside(e?, e i )  = +nsi&(e2, e l )  

From thist we get a subgraph such that either (a(ea),a(ei)) E -4 and (a(e2),a(el)) 4 -4 or 
(a(e2), a(el )) f A and (u(e2), a(ei)) $ A. In both cases, the subgraph is isomorphic to a 
directed positional graph with r m t  node a(e2). 



It is easy to see from the definition that G is isomorphic to  a surface figure/ground graph. 0 

Lemrna 4.8 In any model of T,,,,, U T f g ,  the eztension of outside for any surface is isomorphic to 
an inverse surface f igure /pund graph. 

Proof: We can construct a surface figure/ground graph isomorphic to the extension of inside using the 
construction in the proof of the preceding lemma. 

For any pair of edges a ( e i ) ,  ~ ( e j ) ,  1 5 i, j 5 n for some tariable assignment a, we ha\-e t=o c m s :  

in whidi case we get 

i ff 

2. 

in which case we get 
M ,  a t= outside(ei,  e j )  

Since the extension of inside is isomorphic to a surface figure/ground graph, then in any model sat- 

isfring these conditions, the extension of outsi& is isomorphic to  an inverse surface figure/ground 

graph. 0 

Lemma 4.9 In any model of Tacene u Tf,,  the eztension of inside is isomorphic to a set of disjoint 
surfcce figure/ground graphs and the eztension of outside is isomorphic to a set of dkjoint inverse 
figure/ground graphs. 

Proof: Bq- axiorn 4.13, we can see that et-ery surface will have a-nonempty extension of inside and 
outside, and hence, every surface will have a surface figure/ground graph and an inverse fig- 
ure/ground graph. 

By axioms 4.8 and 4.9? only edges which are part of the sarne surface can be elements of the same 
surface figure/ground graph, so the surface figure/ground graphs and inverse figure/ground graphs 
for distinct surfaces will be disjoint. 

By the Axiomatizability Theorem for Tk,,,,[, models of Tscene consist of sets of surfaces. Thus, in 

anu model of T,,,,, U Tt, , there will be a set of disjoint surface figure/ground graphs and a set of 

disjoint inverse figure/ground graphs. O 

Csing this result, it is easy to  see the following two corolIaries, which are structure theorems for 

models of TscCne u TI,: 

Coroiiary 4.3 The union of two models of T,,,,, U 7'1, as olso a model of T.qcene U Tjg. 

Corollary 4.4 Minimal models in TI,  are equiualent to unique surfaces. 



Outer Edges in Models of Tfg 

We next prove chat models of TScene u TI, satisfy the conditions in the definition of Mig dealing a i t h  

the outer edges of a surface. 

Lemma 4.10 172 any mode1 of Tscene U Tjg ,  every surfoce ha5 a unique set of outer edges. 

Proof: Bu Amom 4.14, for et-ery surface there exists an outer edge. By Axiom 4.& every edge which is 

connened to this edge is also an outer edge, so there cannot e'rist m o  disjoint sets of outer edges. 

O 

Lernma 4 .11  If .U/i,.U' are two models of Tacene U Tfg  that have the same domain and that agree on 
the extensions of al1 relations in LpolygonF and that agree on the eztension of meet, then they agree on 
the eztension of the relation auter. 

Proof: Suppose t hat ;W. :Ut are two models of T,,,,, u Tf ,  that have the same domain and that agree 
on the extensions of al1 relations in Cpolygon , but which do not agree on the extension of the relation 
outer. 

Then for an? tariable assignment a :  there exists edges a ( e L ) ,  a ( e 2 )  , such that 

Since the rnodels agree on the extensions of relations in LwrYgon, by axiom 4.14 of Tf,, both models 
sati* 

LW : a insi&(el, e l )  @araLiel (el e i )  v (@(a, el , e2)  A a < n) 

,Ut: a  insi&(el, eg) G @arallel ( e l ,  e 2 )  v (@(a, el,  ez)  A a < n) 

By Corollary 1.2, both ,bi and Mt agree on the extension of inside for al1 edges that are in the 
q-cles containing a ( e l )  and a(e2). 

Sow consider another edge a(e3)  which is connected to g(ez )  and which is an outer edge in .Mt. 
By axiom 4.14 of TI,, we have 

However, since a(e2) and o(es) are not outer edges in M, we have 

which contradicts the previous claim that both M and M t  agree on the extension of inside for al1 

edges that are in the cycles containing a ( e 1 )  and a ( e 2 ) .  a 

Uniqueness of Figure/Ground Assignments 

Finally, we show that the axioms of Tfg  are powerful enough to prove that in models of Tncene u Tfg ,  

each surface has a unique figure ground assignment. 

Theorem 4.7 If M t M 1  are two models of Tscene U TI, t h t  have the same domain and that agree on 
the extensions of al1 relations in Lpdyg,,,,, then they agree on the eztensions of the telations inside and 
outside. 



Proof: Since the axiorns in TI, deal odg- with edges in the sarne surface, we c m  restrict our proof to 
considering the edges in an a r b i t r q  surface. 

We ha\-e already shown that the extension of inside u-ithin a model of Tfg is isomorphic to a 
surface iïgure/ground graph. We therefore o d y  need to show that for any surface this graph is 
unique. 

The construction of the surface figure/ground graph is dependent on the extension of the outer 
relation within the model .W. By the Lemma 4. t 1: aü models agree on the estension of auter. 

Therefore, d l  models of T,,,,, u Tf, that have the sarne domain and that agree on the extensions 

of the relations Cpolygony must alm agree on the extensions of the relations inside and outside. [? 

lVe are noe; in a position to  pr0t.e the axiomatizability theorem for models of Tscene u T f g .  

Proof: By Lemma 4.3: ail models of Tgcene UTfg sat ise  conditions 3,d.z: and 7 in the definicion of .MY. 

By Lernrna 410_ al1 models of Tg,,,, U TI, satiçO, condition 6 in the definition of .MP. 
By Lemma -4.9, al1 models of Tacene u Tfg satisfy conditions 8 and 9 in the definition of .~.(!9. 

4.3.6 Independence of Axioms in Tfg 

Theorem 4.6 shows that the axioms of TI, are sufficient to prove that there is a unique figure ground 

assignment for a surface. W e  can aiso show that the? are necessary insofar as we can find counterexamples 

to the theorem if any axiom is falsified, that is, we can find a set of connected edges that  either have 

arnbiguous figure ground assignments, or no consistent figure ground assignment. This aiso demonstrates 

the independence of the axioms in Tfg l  since a stnrcture with these propenies is either not a model of 

Tf, , or it cannot be a member of .MY. 
Theorem 4.8 The azioms in Tf, is a minimd set necessary to ensure that every suvace has a unique 
figure/ground assignment. 

Proof: Consider the surface represented in Figure 4.27(a) where there exists a vertex such that three 
edges meet a t  that vertex. For any variable assignment a: we have 

~ i o u t s i d e ( e ~ ,  e l )  A outside(es, e l )  A irrside(e2, e l )  A vuts ide(e2,  e l )  A mtside(e2,  e.4 

so that T,,,,, u Tfg- 4.2 is inconsistent. 

Consider the surface represented in Figure 4.27(b). There exist models '' ;MI, .Ml of Tacene UTf,- 
4.10 with domain { e i , e ~ , e ~ , e ~ , e 5 , e s )  C bf such that 

1. 

( e s ,  e 4 )  E insideM',  (es,  es) E inside"', ( e l ,  e s )  E insideau' 
2. 

(es, er)  E ins ideM2,  {e6, es) E insideJu2, ( e l ,  es) E insideeu" 
- -  - 

'in this section, the relations inside and outside have superscripts to distinguish their extensions in different structures. 



Figure 4.27: Counterexamples for the axioms in Tfo.  



These anornaIous figure/ground assignments are illustrated in Figure 4.27(c). 

Consider the surface represented in Figure 427(d). There exist models .ML : ,M2, :L'13: . M d  of 
T,,,ne u Tfg- 4.1 1 and T,,,,, U TJ,- 4.12 with domain { e l ,  e l ,  esr e4) C M such that: 

1. 

Consider the surface represented in Figure 4.27(b). There exist modeIs .WI..U//2,;U3r-U~ of 
Tscene U Tfg- 4.13 with domain {el, e lY  es, e4) C M such that: 

1 .  

Lernma 3.3 illustrates the necessity of axiorn 4.14; without it: there could exist surfaces such that 

Tfg will have two modeIs with different extensions of insi& and outside, and there is no way 

to eliminate the arnbiguity. Similarly, without axiom 4.0, i t  would be consistent for surfaces to 

have multiple disconnected sets of outer edges, and axiom 4.14 would be unable to force a unique 

extension of insi& and mtside.  a 

Thus we have a theory of shape which is minimal, yet aIso powerful enough to prove that al1 surfaces 

have a unique shape as defined by the assignment of figure and ground relations to the edges of the 

surface. We nom- proceed to  show how this property is presen-ed by depiction. 



Chapter 5 

Depiction Axioms for Figure and 
Ground 

In this chapter, we will characterize the class of structures which capture the relationship bemeen 

figure/ground assignments and depicted surfaces. We wilI then present the axioms in the CardtVorld 

module TA, and show that the modeis of TA ü Tf, u Tkerner u T, ,,,, are equivalent to the class of 

structures which we introduced. In particular, we wiil be considering ho%- the figure/ground relations 

(inside and outside) are preserved by depiction. In the preceding chapter, we proved that ail surfaces 

have a unique figure ground assignment: the characterization theorem in this chapter will prove that 

depi ction preserves this unique assignment . 
The axioms of TA are defined by their semantic properties, not by their sq-ntactic form. This is an 

important feature, since several approaches ([Poole 871, [Reiter and MacLxorth 891) have represented 

depiction as a mapping from scene to image, or image to scene. This often gives the depiction axiorns the 

s~ntact ic  fonn of Hom sentences in which al1 negati\-e literals are scene literals and ail positive literals are 

image literals. The depiction axioms in this chapter do not al1 have this implicit directionality. Rather, 

the central requirernent for TA wi1I be to  capture the foIlowing intuition: 

Intuition 8 Depiction preserues the unique figure/gmund crssignment for  edges. 

it'ith this intuition, we can do two thiigs. Given a set of regions which we know to  depin some set 

of surfaces, we c m  detennine the figure/ground assignment for the depicted edges. Conversely, since 

depicted surfaces can be git-en a unique assignment of figure and ground, we can use this assignrnent to 

uniquely determine which regions depict which surfaces. 

In terms of images, this property is closely related to the notion of arnbiguity in an image. If we have 

already grouped the lines in an image by asserting that they depict edges in the same surface, then the 

only ambiguity over the depiction of sufaces is due to  uncertainty in the figure ground relation of the 

depicted edges; for exarnple, if we do not know whether insi&(ei, e n )  or outai&(ei, ez), then we cannot 

assign surface depiction literals. 



5.1 Extending the Language for Images 

The nonlogicai lesicon La which we wiii adopt for depicted surfaces will be 

0 The ternary predicate Oi (a ,  l L  , 1.') denotes the relation whose intended interpretation is that the 

relative alignment between the lines 21 and 12 is a .  intuitivels Oi(a, 1 I ,  1 2 )  iff we can cloch7Fise rotate 

the Line containing the segment for I L  by an angle of a radians into the line containing the segment 

for 1.': using the intersection point of their extensions as the pivot. If the intersection point is not 

pan of either segment, then the alignrnent value is defined modulo 2z radians. If the intersection 

point is part of one of the segments, then the alignrnent \due  is defined modulo 7; radians. 

0 The binary predicate pra l l e l i ( l l ,  12)  denotes the relation whose intended interpretation is that the 

lines I l :  i . ~  are parallel in the image. 

0 The ternary predicate between(ll:12? r )  denotes the relation defined over tw-O lines ( l l , l - )  and a 

region ( r ) .  The intended interpretation is that between(1,l': r )  iff region r  is between Lines I and 

I' as we rotate clockwise from 1 to  i' using the intersection point of their extensions as the pivot 

when determining the relative alignment of 1 and 2'. 

Sote that the only expansion of the language in this chapter is the introduction of these m o  new 

image predicates. 

Example:  In Figure S.l(a) we have 

The relations ei and parallel are analogous to  8 and pcrrallel, respective15 defined in the previous 

chapter: the only difference is that fIi and paraildi are image relations over lines, whereas 8 and parailel 

are scene relations over edges. 

-4s with the polygon relations in Lpolygon, we will formaIly speci- the intended interpretations of 

Oi and between using Hilbert's axiomatization of geometry. We will define a new class of structures , 
.blqngre which capture these intended interpetations. 

Definition 5.1 Let 7-i be the rnodei of Hilbert's geornetry, and suppose ,M E CA. Then M E 1 ~ 1 4 " ~ ' ~  ifl  

0 If the lines containing the segments h ( l l )  and ti(12) intersect, then ( 1 1 ,  12 ,  r )  E between i f f  (11, r) E 
in and there ezists a puel q such that (q,r) E in and h ( q )  is in the interior of the angle fonned 
by  the lines in 'H containing the segmenb t i ( l l )  and ti(12). 
If the lines containing the segments h ( l i )  and h(12) are parallel, then ( I l ,  l 2 , r )  E between i f f  
(II ,r) E in and there ezists a pixel q such that (q, r )  E in and then? ezists a segment containing a  
point x i  in t i ( l i ) ,  a point x2 in h(12) such that ( X I ,  h(q), x 2 )  E ordered .  
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(1,: 1,) E parallel~u iff (ti(ll), h(lz)) E parallelH, i.e., lines are parallel in rW i f l  the segments in 
31 corresponding to  the lines are akio pamllel i n  X. 

I t  is easy to see that the extensions of Oi and pcrralleli are isomorphic to the folIo-ing class of graphs: 

Definition 5.2 The Oi graph for an image 1 is a complete gmph with the following properties: 

1. Each node of the graph corresponds to a line in the image 1. 

2- The graph is wezghted, that is, there is a unique real number associated with each directed arc in 
the graph. 

3. If ( I I :  12) is a directed arc in the gmph with iüeight a ,  and the intersection point of h(l1) and fi(12) 
iq not contained in either of these lines: then the directed arc (12, Il) in the gmph ha5 the weight 
2;; - a. 

4. If (Il' 12) îs a directed arc in the gmph with weight a: and the intersection point of ti(li) and Fi(12) 
is contained in either of these lines, then the directed arc (11, Il) in the graph has the weight ~r -a. 

5. If (llt12) E paralleli, then the weight of the arcs (Ii,12) and ( Iz , l i )  are both equal to  O. 

We can aiso characterize the dass of graphs =hich are isornorphic to the extension of between. Rather 

than considering the structures for the cornplete extension of between, we d l  consider the following 

restricted class of structures, in which one of the lines in the extension of the relation is also contained 

in the region: 

Definition 5.3 Given a structure .A4 in La, the between gmph for a region r E hl is a directed gfaph 
G = (X, -4) with the following properties: 

1.  N is the set of lines in M ;  

2. G 1s the union of a set of K I , ,  subgruphs, such that the mot node Il of each subgraph is a line in 
the region r ,  and the= is  an arc (11, 11) E A i f i  

(11 , 12, r) E between 

Example: In Figure 5.1, s e  have an image (Figure 5.l(a)) and its associated between graphs for region 

rl (Figure 3.l(b)) and region r:! (Figure 5.l(c)). 0 

5.2 Mot ivat ing Examples for Depict ion 

In this section, we examine the intuitions underlying the depiction of edges by lines satisfyïng the 

alignrnent relation Oi and the relation between. In particular, we will show how the exxension of between 

is intimately related to  the extension of the figure/ground assignments (extension of inside and outside) 

for surfaces depicted by the regions which are berneen Iines depicting edges in those surfaces- 



15 

(4 
Figure 5.1: Images and their between graphs. 
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Figure 5.2: Depiction of alignment and indeterminate edges. 
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5.2.1 Depiction of Alignment 

The first property of depicted edges that we notice is that the relative alignrnent of depicted indeterminate 

edges need not be fiseci in dl images - depending on which part of the edge is depicted, the angle berneen 

the depicting lines is difTerent. 

Example: Let 1, , Ib , 1, be the images in Figure 5.2(a) ,(b) ,(c), respectit-eIy. Suppose that the sufiace 

n-hose edges are depined is the one in Figure 5.2(e). There exists a structure ,U € LA such chat 

{el* ea. si) c iCI, and .lU I ,  and 

(el, el) f indet 

-411 of the images in Figure 3.2 are consistent with this assignment of depiction literals. In (a) we 

have 

In (b) we have 

In (c) we have 

Example: Let I be the image in Figure 5.2(d). There exists a structure hl f LA such that {el, e2, si) C 

hl and .ti I :  and 

(el:sl), (e2,sd f part 

(el, el) E indet 

Sotice that we have 

In this case, we have two diflerent lines depicting the sanie edge, yet the alignment of each line is 

different. O 
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Figure 5.3: Collinear lines and the depiction of a single edge. 
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The second p r o p e q  of relative aiignment for depicted edges can be seen when we consider a partially 

occluded edge. In this case, there are two distinct lines that depict the same edge: further, the relative 

alignrnent of these m-O lines is always ;r Le., lines depicting the sarne edge are always collinear. For 

esarnple. in Figure 5.3(a), there exists a structure in which the iines L I  and l2 depict the same edge. 

SimiIarIy in Figure 5.3(b), there exists a structure in whicb the three lines LL,13, and l3 al1 depict the 

same edge. 

5.2.2 Depiction and the between Relation 

To motikate the relationship of between to the figure/ground assignment of a depicted surface, m-e wi11 

first consider some esarnple images. 

Exarnple: Consider the image in Figure 5.4(a), in which 

Suppose chat the surface s depicted in the images is the surface in Figure 5.3(a), so that there is 

a structure ,Ml in CA such that 

Then we should have 

i ff 

(r2:s)? ( r ~ 7 s )  A 

b3>5),  (r4,s) 4 A 

This figure/ground assignment for depicted surfaces is pictorially presented in Figure 5.6(a), where 

the arrows indicate the region which depicts the surface containing the edge depicted by the line. 

There is also a structure Mi in Ca such that 

(r474, ( r 3 4  E A 

( r 29~ ) t ( r l> s )  4 A 

This figure/ground assignment for depicted surfaces is pictorially presented in Figure 5.6(b). O 
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Figure 3.1: Exarnples for depiction axioms. 
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Figure 5.3: Surfaces which are depicted in the images of Figure 5.4. 
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I 

Figure 5.6: Figure/ground assignments for depicted surfaces. 
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Figure 3.7: Figure/p;round assignments for depicted surfaces (cont.). 
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Example: Consider the image in Figure 3.4(c), in which 

Suppose that the surface s depicted in the images is the surface in Figure 5.5(b). so that there is 

a structure ,.LI 1 in LA such that 

(el, e2) E inside, (el, el)  4 inside 

(el: e2) E indet 

(cl, el) E convex 

Then n-e should have 

i ff 

(r2,4: (r1,s) A 

(r3: s ) :  (r43) 4 A 

This figure/ground assignment for depicted surfaces is pictoriaiiy presented in Figure S.6(c) .  O 

Example: Consider the image in Figure 5.4(d), in which 

Suppose that the surface s depicted in the images is the surface in Figure 5.5(b), so that there is 

a structure in La such that 

(el, el) E inside, (el, el) 4 inside 

(el, e2) E indet 

(el ? e2) E convex 

Then we should ha\-e 

(r2,4T(r1:4 € A 

(r37s),(r4,4 f A 

This figure/ground assignment for depicted surfaces is pictoriaiiy presented in Figure 5.7(e). 0 
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Example: Consider the image in Figure S.-l(c), in which 

- 
Mi(:  LI?^?) 

-4, 

Suppose that the surface s depicted in the images is the surface in Figure S.S(c), so that there is 

a structure 1 in CA such that 

(el e2) inside, (e2, el) 4 inside 

(el, e2) f indet  

Then R-e should have 

i ff 

(rs,s).(r1,s) E A 

( r 2 d : ( r 3 > ~ )  4 A 
This figure/ground assignrnent for depicted surfaces is pictoriaily presented in Figure Z ï ( d ) .  a 

Example: Consider the image in Figure 5.-l(d), in which 

Suppose that the surface s depicted in the images is the surface in Figure S.S(c), so that there is 

a structure Ml in Ca such that 

(el, e2) E inde t  

(el, en) 6 convex 

Then we should have 

(r4:~): ( r l t ~ )  E A 

( r 2 , ~ ) :  (r3:9) $ A 

This figurelground assignment for depicted surfaces is pictorially presented in Figure 5.7(f). O 

We will next introduce various cIasses of structures to formaiize these intuitive figure/ground assign- 

rnents for depicted surfaces. 
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Structures for Depicted Surfaces 

\f:e w i H  nom- present tarious classes of structures which 611 be used to characterize the models of the 

depiction axioms for figure and ground. In particdar, u-e present m o  classes of structures related CO the 

cm-O new image relations in LA. We first will define the structures that capture the relationship between 

8 (scene relation) and Oi (image relation). W e  then define the structures that  capture the intuitions 

about the relationship arnong the figure/ground assignments of depicted surfaces and the image relation 

betuqeen. 

5 -3.1 Relative Alignment and Depicted Edges 

The first cIass of structures we consider wiii charanerize the relationship bem-een the scene relation 

8(a. e l .  e 2 )  and the image relation Bi(a, 1 1 ,  1 3 )  in the case where the lines l i  1- depict the edges e l t  en. 

Definition 5.4 Given a structure .q in CA, the depicted Bi subgraph ,for a surface s E IV is  the subgmph 
of the graph isomorphic to  the eztension of 8, containing al1 fines i n  :CI auch that for each fine 1 there 
ezists an edge e E ibf such that 

( 1 7 4  E A 

In other words, given a structure JW E Ca, the depicted ei subgraph for a surface contains only lines 

which depict edges in the surface in .#W. 

Definition 5.5 Given a structure A4 in La, the depicted alignment gmph i s  a graph satisfying the 
folfowing pwperties: 

1. The graph is  the union of depicted Bi subgraph.9 for each depicted suqface in !Cf . 

3. If (11, e) E A and (12, e) E A for two distinct fines 11, ln E Af then the weight of the directed arc 
(Il, 12) in the depicted Bi subgraph is  n. 

4. If (Il, el) E A and (Il, el) E A and (el, ep) 4 indet and (a, el, el) f 8 then a is the weight of 
the directed arc (11, 12) in the depicted di  subgmph. 

5. If (Il, el) E A and (la, e2) E A and (el, ep) E indet and (a, e l :  e l )  E 8 then either a or + is  
the weight of the directed an: (Il, 12) in the depicted 8i subgraph. 

For example, consider the scenes in Figure 5.4(c) and (d), supposing that the surface in Figure 3 4 c )  

is the one which is being occIuded. The depicted alignment graph for the surface in Figure 5 4 c )  is 

shonm in Figure 5.8(a). The depicted alignrnent graph for the surface in Figure 5.4(d) is shown in Figure 

5.8(b). 

In Figure 5.3(a), there exists a structure in which the Iines 1, and l2 depict the sarne edge. The 

depicted alignment graph for this structure is shown in Figure 5.9(a). In Figure 5.3(b), there exists a 

structure in which the lines 11,12, and l3 depict the same edge. The depicted dignment graph for this 

structure is shown in Figure 5.9(b). 
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(4 (b) 

Figure 5.8: Depicted alignrnent graphs for images in Figure 5.4. 

Figure 5.9: Depicted alignment graphs for image in Figure 5.3(a). 



(4 (b) 

Figure 5. IO: Depicting berneen graphs for image in Figure 5.1. 

5.3.2 Depicting Figure and Ground 

-4s m-e saw n-ith the rnotivating examples, the depiction of inside and ovtside is tied to the extension 

of betzceen for lines depicting edges in the sarne surface. Lnder certain conditions, the figure/ground 

assignment for edges in a surface is preserved by the between relation over the lines which depict the 

edges. Similarl_v, the figure/ground assignments for a set of edges in a surface can be used to  determine 

which region depicts that surface: based on the extension of between for the lines depicting the edges. 

The foliouing classes of structures formalize this intuition. 

In the first cIass of structures, we are extracting the subgraph of a between graph which contains 

only the lines m-hich depict edges in the same surface. 

Definition 5.6 Given a structure JU in La, the depicting between subgraph for a region r E LM is the 
subgraph of the between graph containing al1 lines in hi such that for each line 1 there &sts an edge 
e E dl such that (1,e) E A, and there ezists a surface s such that for each of these edges, we have 
( e , s )  E part. 

Example: Consider the image in Figure 5.l(a). There is a structure .,U in CA such that 

The depicting between graph for is shoan in Figure 5.1O(a), and the depicting between graph 

for r3 is shown in Figure 5.LO(b). 0 

In the second class of structures, we are extracting the subgraph of a figure/ground graph which 

contains only the edges which are depicted in the image. Note that multipie edges of the surface must 

be depicted for this subgraph to exist. 

Definition 5.7 Giuen a structure .44 in Ca? the depicted inside s u b p p h  for a surface s E hf is the 
subgraph of the inside gruph containing ail lanes in hf such that for each edge e there ezists a line 1 E hf 
such that (I? e) E A and (1, r) E in. 



These two cIasses of subgraphs can now be used to define the ciasses of structures which characterize 

the depiction of figure and ground relations within an image. The definition specifies the conditions 

under which depiction of a surface either preserves or complements the figure/ground assignment for the 

depicted edges in the surface. 

Definition 5.8 Giuen a structure M in LA, the depicted figure/ground graph for a depicted surface 
s E A1 is a gmph G with the following properties: ' 

2 .  The graph G i s  the union of the depicted inside subgraph G1 for the surface and the depicting 
between subgraph G2 for a region r E -41, such that each edge that is an element of the depicted 
inside subgmph is depicted by  a fane that is an element of the depicting between subgnaph. 

2. If (r, s )  E A and (el, e2) # indet, then 

3. If (r, s )  A and (el en) @ indet, then 

4. If (r, s) E A and (el, ez) E indet, and (a, 11, 12) E 8i such that a < n, then 

(elye2) E GL iff (11112) E G2 

5. If (rt s) A and (el, es) E indet, and (a, 11, 12) E gi such that a < T ,  then 

(elle2) E GI iff ( W 2 )  $€ G2 

6. If (r: S) E A and (el, e2) E indet, and (at I l ,  12) f ei such that a > x ,  then 

7. If (r. s) A and (el, el)  E indet, and (a? 11, 12) E Qi such that a > n, then 

In Figures 5.11 - 5.16, we illustrate each of the cases in the definition of depicted figure/ground 

graphs. In each graph, the edges form a substructure of the depicted insi& graph, and the lines form a 

substructure of the depicting between graph. An arc berneen tw edges el,  el indicates (el, e2) E inside 

in the surface s, while absence of an arc indicates (el, el) 4 inside in the surface S. SimilarI_v, an arc 

between m o  lines I l ,  l2 indicates (11, 12, r) f between, while absence of an arc indicates (I l ,  12, r) 4 
between. Together, each graph in Figures 5.11 - .5.16 is a substructure of the depicted figure/ground 

graph in some structure. Of course: the entire figure/ground graph would combine such graphs for each 

pair of depicted edges in a surface. 

In particular, the graphs in Figures 5.11 - 5.16 are the depicted figure/ground graphs in structures 

corresponding to the images in FigureS.4 and their intuitive figure/ground assignments in Figures 3.6 

and 5.6. The depicted figure/ground graphs for Figure 5.6(a) are found in Figure 3.11(a) and Figure 

'In al1 of the following conditions, we are m r n i n g  (li,er),(kt,ez) E A- 
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Figure 5.11: Subgraphs of depicted figurelground graphs conesponding to property (2) in the definition 
of depicted figure/ground graphs. The objects in (a) are from Figure 5.6(a), and the objects in (b) are 
from Figure 5.6(b). 

3.12(a). The depicted figurelground graphs for Figure 5.6(b) are found in Figure S.ll(b) and Figure 

5.12(b). The depicted figurelground graphs for Figure 5.6(c) are found in Figure 5.13(a) and Figure 

5.14(a). The depicted figurelground graphs for Figure 5.7(d) are found in Figure 5.13(b) and Figure 

5.14(b). The depicted figure/ground graphs for Figure 5.ï(e) are found in Figure 5. l5(a) and Figure 

.5.16(a). The depicted figurelground graphs for Figure 5.7(f) are found in Figure 5.13(b) and Figure 

5.16(b). 

1.é can notice that the depicted figure/ground graph cari only exist if the surface has rnultiple 

depicted edges. However, there are cases where a surface is so occluded that only one depicted edge of 

the surface e'iists. In this case, we need to define an additional class of structures: 

Definition 5.9 A solitary depicting graph is a subgmph of the depicting between gmph such thut al1 
regions depict the sume surface if the subgmph is  a directed acyclic graph that is transitive and which 
ha9 only one connected component. 

Definition 5.10 Let .M"e a set of structunzs with the following properties: For each structure ,+i E 
.w:, 

1.  .U is an eztension o f  a structure in J W ~ ~ ' ~ ~ ' ;  

2. is an extension of a structure in ~ f ' ;  

3. &f is an eztension of a structure in M:"~''; 

4-  hi contains a unique depicted figum/ground gmph for each depicted surface i n  JU that has multiple 
depicted edges, and a unique depicted alignment graph for each depicted surface in rM that has 
multiple depicted edges. 
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Figure 5.12: Subgraphs of depicted figure/ground graphs corresponding to propeny (3) in the definition 
of depicted figure/ground gtaphs. The objects in (a) are frorn Figure 5.6(a), and the objects in (b) are 
f-rom Figure 5.6(b). 

Figure 5.13: Subgraphs of depicted figure/ground graphs corresponding to property (4) in the definition 
of depicted figure/ground graphs. The objects in (a) are fiom Figure 5.6(c), and the objects in (b) are 
from Figure 5.T(d). 
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Figure S. 14: Subgraphs of depicted figure/ground graphs corresponding to property (3) in the definition 
of depicted figure/ground graphs. The objects in (a) are frorn Figure 5.6(c),  and the objects in (b) are 
from Figure 5.7(d). 
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Figure 5.15: Subgraphs of depicted figure/ground graphs corresponding to property (6) in the definition 
of depicted figure/ground graphs. The objects in (a) are kom Figure 5.7(e), and the objects in (b) are 
from Figure 5.7(f). 
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Figure 5.16: Subgraphs of depicted figure/ground graphs correspondhg to property (7) in the definition 
of depicted figure/ground graphs. The objects in (a) are fkom Figure 5.7(e), and the objects in (b) are 
from Figure 5.?(f). 

Figure 5.17: Solitary depicting graphs for the images in Figure 5.3. 
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5. .\.i contains a unique solitary depicting graph for each depicted surface in JW that h m  a unique 
depicted edge. 

By the first condition, et- structure contains an image substructure and a scene substructure, 

and a depiction relation among image and scene elements. Bu the second condition. eve- structure is 

cornposed of surfaces with figure-ground assignrnents. 

5.3.3 Characterization Theorems 

ive first establish that the class of structures in M"xists and is nonempty. 

Theorem 5.1 Exidence Theorem for A4" 
The class of structures M"ts and is nonempty. 

Proof: Since structures in .A49 are composed of depicted figure/ground graphs and soiitaq depicting 
graphs for the surfaces in the domain, i t  sufices to show that these classes of graphs exist. 

The depicted inside subgraph exists, since i t  is a subgraph of the inside graph for the surface, 
a-hich ens t s  by the Existence Theorern for d b f i 9 .  

The depicting between subgraph exists, since it is a subgraph of the between graph, which exists 
since it is the union of KI,, graphs and the extension of between is nonempty in models of Hilbert's 
geometry. 

The depicted figure/ground graphs are the union of these subgraphs, so the class of depicted 
figure/ground graphs is nonempty. Sote that the conditions in the definition of depicted fig- 
ure/ground graphs are simply constraining which subgraphs in each class are being combined. 

The s o l i t q  depicting graphs are isomorphic to arbitrav directed chordal graphs, and hence the? 

also esist. O 

The next two theorems show that the figure/ground assignments for surfaces is preserved in depicted 

sur faces. 

Theorem 5.2 Structures in M? which agree on the eztenaion of A for edges in the same surface, also 
agree on the extension of inside and outside for these edges. 

Proof: Suppose that there exist two stmctures M l ,  hl2 in M e  which agree on the extension of A for 

edges in the same surface, but which disagree on the extension of inside and outside for these 

edges. Then d M i  and M 2  must have isomorphic depicted figure/ground graphs for some surface 

but nonisomorphic figure/ground graphs for the surface. However, the depicted figure/ground 

graphs are the subgraphs of the inside and outside graphs containing the depicted edges in the 

surface, so the inside and outside graphs must be isomorphic. C3 

Theorem 5.3 Structures in M h h i c h  agree on the extension of A for edges in the same surface and 
which agree on the eztension of insidè and outside, aiso agree on the eztension of A for regions and 
surfaces. 

Proof: Suppose that there exist i x o  structures Mi, M2 in M? which agree on the extension of A 

for edges in the sarne surface, and which agree on the extension of inside and outside for these 
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edges, but which disagree on the set of depicted surfaces. Then JM 1 and ,W2 mua have isomorphic 

depicted figure/ground graphs for al1 surfaces and isornorphic figure/ground graphs for the surfaces, 

but disagree on the set of depicted surfaces. However, each surface has a unique figure/ground 

graph and each depicted surface has a unique depicted figure/ground graph, so that :1*i 1 and .U2 

must agree on the set of depicted surfaces. U 

The Axioms of TA 

Let TA be the set of axioms in Figure 5.18. 

First u-e have the depiction axioms for alignment relations. Axiom 3.1 of TA defines depiction for 

edges that are not indeterminate. The only difficuity here is g i~en by indeteminate edges. -1s we 

obsemed earlier, the angle between the depicting lines is dserent, depending on which part of the 

indeterminate edge is depicted. 

Thus u-e need a disjunctit-e depiction axiom for the relative alignment of indeterminate edges (axiom 

5.2 of TA). This is an important distinction that has not been captured in pretious work ([Grimson 901, 

[Jacobs 881). 

The depiction axioms ailow us to determine the extension of the figure ground predicate inside, given 

the extension of between. We can iUustrate axioms 5.3 and 5.6 using the images in Figure 3.4. 

Example: Consider the image 1 in Figure S.-t(a) where 

There exists a structure M E .,Ci? with (el,  e2,s l)  C M such that :tl 1 and 

(el, ez) $! indet 

By asiorn 5.5 of TA we can recover the figure ground assignment for e l ,  e2, since t hey are edges 

in a depicted surface: 

(el, el) f inside, (ez, el) 4 outside 

O 

Example: Consider the image I in Figure 5.4(b) where 
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-- - - -- - -- 

IF tn-O edges are not indeterminate. then the alignmenc of the edges is preserc-ed by depiction of the 
edgos. 

(@(a, e, et) Oi(&, l,lt)) (5. 1) 

If tn-O edges are indeterminate, then the alignrnent of the lines depicting the edges is either equal to  the 
alignment of the edges or the alignment of the edges incremented by 7;. 

(@(a, e, et) s (Bi(a, I,lt) V @i(x + a, 1,l'))) 

Parallel edges are depicted by parallel lines. 

(Qe. et, s, I ,  1') A(1,e) A l ( L ' .  et) A part(e, s) A part(et, s) 3 

(parallel (e, et) paralleli(1,I')) 

Two lines depicting the same edge are coiiinear. 

If two distinct edges ei:e2 are not indeterminate, then the surface is on the & e . ~  side7 of el iff the region 
depicting the surface is berneen the  lines depicting the edges. 
Equivaiently, if two distinct edges e l ,  e:, are not indeterminate, and some region depicts the surface 
containing these edges, then the surface is on the "e2 side" of el iff the region depicting the surface is 
betxeen the Iines depicting the edges. 

(Ve, e t ,  -9, L, II, r )  part(e, s )  A part(et, s )  A A(1, e) A A(lt, et) A in(!, r )  A ~ i n d e t ( e ,  et) A e # e' 3 

insi&(e, et) z (A(r,s) betwem(l,l', r ) )  (5.3) 

IF tn-o distinct edges e1,ez are indeterrninate, then the surface is on the convex "e2 side" of el iff the 
region depicting the surface is not ben-een the Lines depicting the edges. 

(conuez(e, et) - (A(r, s )  E between(1, I ' ,  r ) )  (5.6) 

If tm-O distinct edges el ,e:, are indeterrninate, then the surface is on the convex "e2 side" of el iff the 
region depicting the surface is not berneen the lines depicting the edges. 

(convez(e, et) (A(r ,  s) ibetween(1, I' ,  r)) (0.7) 

If tn-O lines depict the sanie edge in some surface, then the regions depicting the surface are on a unique 
side of the lines depicting the edge. 

(Vl ,  LI, r, r', e, s) in(1, r)  A in(lt , r') A A(1, e) A A (LI, e) A part(e, s )  3 

[(A(., S) A(rt ,  s)) - (between(1, l', r )  +etu?een(l', 1, r'))] (5.8) 

Figure 5.18: Ta: Depiction axioms for figure - ground relations. 



There exists a structure .tl E ,W? with {e l ,e t , s l )  c hl such that .M + I and 

By axiom 5.3 of TA we can recok-er the figure ground assignrnent for elt es, since they are edges 

in a depicted surface: 

(e2, e l )  E outside, (el, e l )  $ inside 

Example: For the image 1 in Figure 5 . 4 ~ )  we will use axiom (4) of TA. 

- 
I /= betmeen(li 12:  r3)  Fi -between(li, L,  r i )  ri between(lr,li~ r2) ri ibetmeerr(12, il , r4)  A @i(' Y 1 l y  12) 

There exists a structure hi E M w t h  {el, e2,s l)  c M such that M + I and 

By a i o m  5.6 of TA we c m  recover the figure ground assignrnent for e l ,  eî, since they are edges 

in a depicted surface: 

(el : es) E outside, (e2, el)  f inside 

O 

Example: Consider the image I in Figure 5 4 c )  where 

There exists a structure JW E M? with {el, el, SI)  C -bf çuch that A4 /= I and 



By a u o m  5.6 of TA we c m  recover the figure ground assignrnent for e l ? e l ,  since they are edges 

in a depicted surface: 

(el  : e2 )  E outside, (el : el) E inside 

ive must also make a speciaI case for edges that are depicted by muItipie Lnes, which are not COL-ered 

bu the al-ioms in Figure 5.18 that require the lines to depict distinct edges. Intuitively we want the 

correct regions to depict a surface: the other depiction axioms formalize this intuition by using the 

unique figure ground assignrnent guaranteed by the characterization theorem of the previous chapter. 

For multiply depicted edges, this intuition is formaiized by axiom 5.8 of TA. 

Example: Axiom 5.8 of TA can be illustrated by the image I in Figure 5.3(a). Suppose 

Abetween(l1, 13: r3) A -between(lr? I I ,  r l )  A between(1-, f 1: Q) A ~between(l3. 1 1 ,  r4) 

There exists a structure ~ b i  E M"th {el, sl ) C LW such that iU I and 

By a-dom 3.8, there are two models Ml , M2 of T,,,,, u Tkernei U Th U TA U J such that within 

-44 1 ive have 

( 1 1 , 4 7  ( 1 2 9 4  A 

and within M2 we have 



It is important to note the difference bemeen this depiction axiorn and axioms 3.1 through 5.7 of 

TL. Those axioms depended on the existence of mo distinct depicted edges: if we are given those 

edges. then the unique figure ground assignrnent of the surface entails the unique assignrnent of surface 

depiction literals to the regions of the image. WXth axiom 5.8, there is only one depicted edge, and we 

cannot directly appeai to the figure ground assignment. However, we can also think of this assignment 

as intuitivelu saying that the surface is on only one side of an edge: this notion of "sidey is represented bu 

the predicates inside and mtside .  Depiction axiom 5.8 is then simply a formalization of this intuition. 

There are several comrnents to make about the depiction axiorns TA in Figure 5.18. Firstly, ail 

depiction ax-ioms for inside reguire that we know which lines depict edges in the sarne surface. -4s 

n-e n-ill see in later chapters, the assertion that Iines depict edges in the same surface is equivalent to 

grouping. In addition, there is a close relationship between the depiction axioms for inside and the 

assignrnent of surface depiction literals to regions in the image, which dso plays a key role in grouping 

and algorithms that we wîll present based in grouping. FinaIly, because of the depiction of aiignment 

relations, we will have two cases for the depiction inside for indeterminate edges. 

5.5 Satisfiability of TA 

Theorem 5.4 Any structure in .,VA is a mode1 of T,,,,, u Tkernel U Th u TA. 

Lemma 5.1 Let JM be a structure in MA. The depicted alignment graph u;hich is a substructure of .SM 
satisjïes 5.1 - 5.4 of TA. 

Proof: By property (1) in the definition of depicted alignment graphs, if there are any depicted edges, 
then there exists a nonempty depicted alignment graph. 

Suppose for any \&able assignrnent a ,  .L1(, a Oi(a, l i , l i )  iff the weight of the arc ( ~ ( 1 ~ ) '  a(12)) 
in the 8; alignment graph in a is u(a), and suppose that M, a @(a, el, e 2 )  iff the weight of the 
arc (u(el) ,  a(ei)) in the 8 graph in A4 is a(a ) ,  such that u(a) # 0. 

By propeny (3) of the definition of depicted alignment graphs, if 

so that axiom 0.4 is satisfied. 

By property (4) of the definition of depicted alignment graphs, if 

so that axiom 5.1 is satisfied. 

By propeny (5) of the definition of depicted alignment graphs, if 
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then we also have either 
iLZ, u gi(a. 11 ,  12) 

so that axiom 3.2 is satisfied. 

By property (2) of the definition of depicted alignment subgraphs, if 

then the weight cf the arc (I l .  12) in the depicted dignment subgraph is O. By the definition of 9, 
graphs. we must have (Il, 1 4  E pardeIr and hence 

so that ax-iom 5.3 is satisfied. O 

Lemma 5 . 2  Let .W be a structure in .UA. The depicted figure/ground graphs which are substructures 
of .W satisfy aziom 5.5 of TA. 

Proof: Let .M be a structure in :bf3. 

-u l= 

is equivaient to the following: for an? variable assignment a, if 

t hen 
(a(e1) , a(e2)) E inside 

(a ( r ) ,  a ( s ) )  E A implies (a( l l ) ,  a(12), a(r ) )  E between, and 

( o ( l ~  ), a(l2), u ( r ) )  E between, implies (a(r) ,  u (s ) )  E A. 
By the definition of M p ,  there exists a unique depicted figure/ground graph for each depicted 
surface in .U, and this graph is the s u  of a unique depicted inside graph G containing a(e l ) ,  a(e2) 
(which are part of u(s ) )  and a unique depicting between graph G' containing a(ll ), a(lr)  (which 
are in a ( r ) ) .  

There are four cases: 

Case 1: (a (e l ) ,  u (en))  E inside, (a(r), a ( s ) )  E A 
Since ( a ( e ~ ) ,  a(e2)) E inside, the definition of depicted inside graphs implies (a(e i ) ,  a(e2)) f G- 

By Property (2) of the definition of a depicted figure/ground graph, we ha\-e (a ( l l ) ,  a(12)) E G'. 
By the definition of depicting between graphs, we get (u(1 1) ,  a(ln)  u ( r ) )  E between 

Case 2: (a(e 1 ) ,  u (er ) )  E inside, (a ( r ) ,  o (s ) )  4 A 
Since @(el), a(e2))  E inside, the definition of depicted inside graphs implies (u (e l ) ,  a(e2))  E G. 

By Property (3) of the definition of a depicted figure/ground graph, we have (a( l l ) ,  a(12)) E G'. 
By the definition of depicting between graphs, we get (a(ll  ) , a(12), a(r ) )  4 between 



Case 3: (a(el), a(e2)) $ inside, (a(r),  a(s)) E A 

Since (a(er) ,  a(ez)) 4 inside, the definition of depicted inside graphs implies (a(el), u(e2)) 4 G .  

By P r o p e q  (2) of the definition of a depicted figure/ground graph. we ha\-e (a(ll), ~(22))  G'. 
By the definition of depicting berneen graphs, we get ( ~ ( l ~ ) ~  a(12), a(r))  4 between 

Case 4: (a(e 1 ), a(e2)) @ inside, (a(r), a(s)) 4 A 

Since (o(el), a(e2)) 4 inside, the definition of depicted inside graphs impiies (a (e  1 ), a(e2)) # G. 

Bu Property (3) of the definition of a depicted figurejground graph. we have (a(ll), ~(12))  E Gr. 
By the definition of depicting bem-een graphs, we get ( ~ ( l ~ ) , ~ ( i ~ ) . ~ ( r ) )  E between 

Thus axiorn 5.3 of TA is satisfied. 

Lemma 5.3 Let ,bl be a structure in ,VIA- The depicted jigure/gmund graphs which are substructures 
of .U sotisfi a n o m  5.6 of TA. 

Proof: Lec .ti be a structure in .MA. 
.su 

(cmz.ez(el , e?) E (A(r, s) G -between(li, 12, r))  

is equivaient to the follotning: for any tariable assignment a ,  if 

(a(el),  a(e2)) E indet 

then 
(a(el),  a(ei)) E convex 

i ff 

( a ( r ) ,  a(-9)) E A implies (a(ll), ~ ( l , ) ~  a( r ) )  4 between, and 

( ~ ( 1 1 ) :  a(l->? a(r)) $ between, implies (a(r), 3(s)) E A. 

By the definition of .U" there exists a unique depicted figure/ground graph for each depicted 
surface in .M, and this graph is the sum of a unique depicted inside graph G containing a(el), a(e2) 
(which are part of a(s)) and a unique depicting between graph G' containing a(ll),a(12) (which 
are in a ( r ) ) .  

There are four c e s :  

Case 1: ( a ( e ~ ) ,  a(e2)) E convex, (a(r),  a(s)) f A 

By the definition of convez, we have (a(el), a(e2)) E inside. 

Since (a(el), u(e2)) E inside, the definition of depicted inside graphs implies (a(el)? ~ ( e ? ) )  E G. 

By Property (2) of the definition of a depicted figure/ground graph, we have (a(ll), ~ ( 1 ~ ) )  E G'. 
By the definition of depicting between graphs, we get (a(1 1), a(12), u(r)) E between 

Case 2: (u(el), u(e2)) E convex, (a(r), a(s)) 4 A 

By the definition of convex, we have (a(el), u(e2)) E inside. 

Since (o(el ) , a(e2)) € inside, the definition of depicted inside graphs implies (a(el), a(e2)) E G. 
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By Property (3) of the definition of a depicted figure/ground graph, we have (~(11).  ~ (12 ) )  E Gr. 
By the definition of depicting bem-een graphs, we get (a(lL),  a(/?),  a ( r ) )  $ between 

Case 3: ( ~ ( e ~ ) ~ a ( e ~ ) )  $ convex, (a(r) ,a(s))  E A 

By the definition of convez, we have (a(el)? a(e2)) E inside. 

Since (a(ei). u(e2)) 4 inside, the definition of depicted inside graphs implies (a(el) ,o(e?)) # G. 

By Property (2) of the definition of a depicted figure/ground graph, we have (a(l l) ,  a(l2)) G'. 
By the definition of depicting bemeen graphs, we get (a(li), a(12), a(r))  # between 

Case 4: (a(el ): a(e2)) $ convex, (a(r) ,  a(s))  # A 

By the definition of cmvez, we have (a(el) ,  a(e2)) E inside. 

Since (a(el) ,  u(e2)) 4 inside, the definition of depicted inside graphs implies (a (e i )?  a(e2)) # G. 

By Property (3) of the definition of a depicted figure/ground graph, we have (a(ll),a(l2)) E G'. 
By the definition of depicting bem-een grap hs, we get (a([ 1 ) . a(12), a(r) )  E between 

Thus ax-iom 5.6 of TA is satisfied. O 

Lemma 5.4 Let ,W be a structure in MA. The depicted figure/ground graphs which are substructures 
of ,W satish aziorn 5.6 of TA. 

Proof: Let JM be a structure in .!MA. 
JM l= 

(Veltez,s.1i,f2,r) pçrrt(eI,s) ~ p a z t ( e ~ , s )  A indet(e1,e-) A A(l1,ei) A A(Lz,e3) 

Aei(a,lI,li) Au  > ~ A i n ( l 1 , r )  Ael # e l  3 

(cavez(el ,e2) (A(r, s) r between(lI,12, r ) )  

is equivaient to the following: for any variable assignment a, if 

(a(eL) ,  a(e2)) E indet 

( d e r  ) ?  44), (de.)) ,  ds ) )  E part 

( ~ ( h  ~ ( e i ) ) ,  (dl . r ) ,a(ed)  f 

(a, ~ ( L L ) ,  a(/?)) E 81, a < I; 
t hen 

(o(ei ), a(e2)) E convex 

i ff 

(a(r) a(s))  E A implies ( a ( l ~ ) ,  a(l?), a(r ) )  E between, and 

(a(1, ), a(12), a(r))  4 between, implies (a(r), a(s)) E A. 
By the definition of JM" there exists a unique depicted figure/ground graph for each depicted 
surface in .bf, and this graph is the sum of a unique depicted inside graph G containing u ( e ~ ) ,  a(e2) 
(mhich are part of o(s))  and a unique depicting betwen graph G' containing a ( l ~ ) ,  412) (which 
are in u(r ) ) .  

There are four cases: 

Case 1 : (a(e 1 ), a(e2)) E convex, (a(r), a(s)) E A 

By the definition of cmuez, Fce have (u(el), a(ez)) E inside. 

Since (o(el)? a(e2)) E inside, the definition of depicted inside graphs implies (a(el) ,  a ( e a ) )  € G. 
By Property (2) of the definition of a depicted figurelground graph, we have  LI), a([-)) E CI". 
By the definition of depicting between graphs, we get (a(1 1), a(12), ~ ( r ) )  E between 



Case 2: ( a ( e l ) ,  a ( e 2 ) )  f convex. (a(r),  a ( s ) )  4 A 

By the definition of cmvez,  we have ( a ( e l ) ,  a (e2) )  E inside. 

Since ( a ( e L  ), a ( e 2 ) )  E inside, the definition of depicted inside graphs implies (a ( e  ), a ( e 2 ) )  E G .  

By Property (3) of the definition of a depicted figure/ground graph. we ha\-e (a( l1)  , ~ ( 1 2 ) )  E G'. 
By the definition of depicting between graphs. we get (a(1 l ) ,  a(12) ,  ~ ( r ) )  4 between 

Case 3: ( a ( e i ) ,  a(e2)) 4 convex, (a(r) ,  a ( s ) )  E A 

By the definition of cmzez ,  we have ( a ( e i ) ,  a ( e2 ) )  E inside. 

Since ( a ( e l ) .  a(ez))  4 inside, the definition of depicted inside graphs impIies ( a ( e i ) ,  a ( e s ) )  4 G .  
By Properq (2) of the definition of a depicted figure/ground graph, we have ( a ( l l ) , a ( 1 2 ) )  4 G'. 
By the definition of depicting berneen graphs, we get ( a ( l l  ) , a(12), a(r) )  4 between 

Case 4: ( a ( e  1 ) :  a ( e 2 ) )  gE convex. (a(r),  a(s) )  $ A 
By the definition of convez, we have ( a ( e l ) ,  a ( e 2 ) )  E inside. 

Since ( o ( e l  ). a ( e 2 ) )  4 inside. the definition of depicted inside graphs implies ( a ( e  ) , a(e2 ) )  # G. 
By Property ( 3 )  of the definition of a depicted figure/ground graph, we have ( ~ ( 1 1 ) .  ~ ( 1 ~ ) )  E G'. 
By the definition of depicting bemeen graphs, we get (a(1 ) , a(12), a ( r ) )  E between 

Thus axiorn 5.7 of TA is satisfied. O 

Lemma 5.5 Let .Li be a structure in ,,MA. The solitary depicting graphs which are substructures of .Li 
satisfy am-om 5.8 of TA. 

Proof: Let be a structure in .bfp. 

[ ( A ( r l ,  s )  = 3)) - (betzceen(lL , 1 2 ,  r l )  -between(I?! Il ,  Q))] 

is equivaient to sayïng that for any variable assignrnent a, 

This follows from the definition of solitary depicting graphs, since dl regions depict the sarne 
surface iff  the subgraph of the depicting bemeen graph is a directed acycIic graph, and 

iff the depicting berneen graph is acyclic. O 

5.6 Characterizing the Models of TA 

The depiction axioms must preserve the properties of the figure ground axioms presented in the pretious 

section. We thus present three theorems which demonstrate this relationship between surfaces and 

depicted surfaces. The first shows that the assignment of figure ground predicates for a depicted surface 

is preserved by depiction. The second shows that since depicted surfaces can be given a unique assignment 

of figure ground predicates, the depiction axioms can be used to uniquely assign surface depiction literals 

to regions. The third theorem shows that these properties also hold when only one edge in a surface is 
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depicted. Again, ail of these theorems can be considered to be relativized completenes theorerns, since 

the? state the conditions under which TScene U TkerneL U Tfg u TA completely specifies the extensions of 

inside and mts ide  for depicted surfaces. 

Theorem 5.5 Let .U, M t  be models of Ta,,,, U Tke,,,1 u Tf ,  U TA wïth the same domazn and ruhich 
agree on the extension of indet. Suppose for any variable assignment a ,  

.,M , a 1 ( 1 ,  e )  A A(It , e') A A(r, s )  A part(e, .Y) A part(et, s )  A e # et A i n i l ,  r )  

il7 
M t ,  a /= A(1. e )  A A(It , e') A A(r, s )  A part(e, s )  A pcrrt(et, s )  A e # e' A in([, r )  

Then .W. .Mt agme on the extensions of inside and outside. 

Proof: Let ,M, ,Mt be two models of TScene U TkemeL U T f ,  u TA such that for any variable assignment 
0 n-e have 

There are two cases depending on the extension of the indet relation: 

Case 1: .M, a +ndet(e, e t )  and Mt, a /= l i nde t ( e ,  e t )  There are two subcases depending on 
whether or not the region r is berneen the Lines 1 and 2': 

1. I f  .U,a + between(l,I1,r),  then by axiom 5.5 of TA and axiom 4.13 of TI,, we have 

and 
M t ,  w + inside(e,  et)  A ~ o u t s i d e ( e ,  e t )  

2. I f  .bf,o lbetween(1, 1': r ) ,  then bu axiom 3.5 of TA and axiom 4.13 of TI,, we have 

and 
.Ut, O -Yinsi&(e, e t )  A outside(e, e t )  

Case 2: .U, a indet(e, e t )  and M t ,  a in&t(e, e t )  By axiom (2)  of TA, there are two subcases 
depending on the relative alignment of the lines 1 and I': 

1. If M ,  o /= Oi(a, 1, I ' )  a < r, then there are two subcases depending on whether or not the 
region r is between the lines I and 1': 

(a )  If ,!A, a + between(1, I r ,  r ) ,  then by axiom 3.6 of TA and axiorn 4.13 of Tf ,. we have 

From which it  follows 
&f, a inside(e,  et) A outside(e, et)  

and 
M t ,  c + insi&(e, e t )  A outside(e, e t )  



( b )  I f  &f,a /= -betu;een(l,lt,r), then by axiorn 5.6 of TA and axiom 4.13 of Tf,, we ha%-e 

i ff 
M t ,  a l c m z * e z ( e ,  el )  

from which it foI1ows 

M, a Tinside ( e ,  e t )  A -autside(e, e t )  

and 
M t l  r~ + +nsi&(e, e') A -outsi&(e, e t )  

2. I f  ,W, a Bi(a,lyl ')  a > z, then there are m o  subcasest depending on whether or not the 
region r is between the lines l and i f :  
(a) If ,M,a + between(l,l', r ) ,  then by axiom 5.7 of TA and axiom 4.13 of Tj,, we ha\-e 

i ff 
.W', a -cmz.ez(e, e t )  

from which it follows 
,LI, a i= inside(e,  e') A autsi&(e, et) 

and 
,Ut, a + inside(e, e t )  A autside(e. et)  

( b )  I f  -,Ut a /= ~between(1 ,  l', r ) ,  then by axiom 5.7 of TA and axiom 4-13 of Tf,, we have 

i ff 
M ' ,  c cmz.ez(e,  e t )  

from which it follows 

hi, a +nsi&(e, e') A -autside(e, e t )  

and 
M t ,  u + +inside(e, e t )  A -autsi&(e, e') 

Thus in al1 cases, JU and M t  agree on the extensions of inside and outside. 0 

Theorem 5.6 Let M ,  JU' be rnodels of TScene u TkemeI U Tfg  U TA with the s a m e  domain and whtch 
agree on the extension of in&t. Suppose for a n y  variable asstgnrnent a, 

:U: a + A ( l  e )  A 4(11,  el) A -A ( r ,  s )  A -mrt (e ,  s )  A part(et ? s )  A e # et A i n ( l ,  r )  

Then Mt ,bit agme o n  the  eztensiona of inside and outside. 

Proof: Let .W, ,,Ut be two models of T,,,,, U TkCmer u Tt, U TA such that for any variable assignment 
a we have 

M ,  a + A(1, e )  A A(i': e') A 4 ( r ,  s )  part(e, s )  A p r t ( e l ,  s )  A e # et /\ in(1, r)  

There are two cases depending on the extension of the indet relation: 

Case 1: .PM, o -indet(e, e') and M t ,  a -.indet(e, e t )  There are two subcases depending on 
whether or not the region r is berneen the lines 1 and 1': 
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1. If .M: a + between(l, l', r) ,  then by axiom 3.5 of TA and axiorn 4.13 of Tl,! we have 

.U, a + +nsi&(e. e') A outsi&(e, e') 

and 
JU': a /= Tinsidete? el) A outside(e, e') 

2. I f  M / l , a  ~betu;een(l, Lr,r)? then by axiorn 3.3 of TA and axiom 1.13 of TI,, we have 

and 
;Uf ,  a inside(e, el) A -.outside(e. e f )  

Case 2: .U, a + indet(e: el) and hl', a k indet(e, e') By axiorn ( 2 )  of TA , there are mo subcases 
depending on the relative alignment of the lines i and 1': 

1. If .M. a + Oi (a. l? L')  A a < x .  then there are ~ W O  subcases depending on whether or not the 
region r is between the Iines i and L': 

(a) I f  M ,  a + betzueen(l, 1': r ) :  then by axiom 5.6 of TA and axiom 4.13 of TI,, we have 

i ff 
JW, a -xmvez(e ,  e') 

fiom which it follows 

and 
M f ,  a + +nside(e, et) A -outsi&(e, e') 

(b) If :U , a + lbetween(1, L', r ) :  then by axiom 3.6 of TA and ax--om 4.13 of T!, , we have 

from which i t  follows 
JW, a + inside(e, e') A autside(e, et)  

and 
JU'? a + insi&(e, e') autside(e, el )  

2. If .M, a /= g i ( a ,  L ,  L ' )  A a > n, then there are two subcases, depending on whether or not the 
region r is between the lines 1 and L': 

(a) I f  iW, a + between(1, 1': r ) ,  then by axiom 5.7 of TA and axiorn 4.13 of Tf ,, we have 

iU , a cunvez(e, e ')  

from which it follows 

M ,  a +nsi&(e, et)  A ioutside(e,  e') 

and 
MI, a k +nsi&(e, et)  A -outsi&(e, el) 



(b) If M,a ,l= 7between(l,lt, r), then by axiom 5.7 of Ti\ and axiom -4.13 of TI,: m-e have 

iff 
,Ut, O /= icrnzxz(e,  et) 

from which it follows 
,A4, a + inside(e, e') A mtsi&(e, e') 

and 
M t ,  u + inside (e, e') A outside(e, et) 

Thus in dl cases, hf and Mt agree on the extensions of inside and outside. 0 

Coroilary 5.1 Let :W be a mode1 of TA u Tf, u Tkerner U Tscenc- Then ,A4 contains a depicted fig- 
ure/ground graph for each depicted surface in JW that contains multiple depicted edges. 

Proof: We m-iU construn a depicted inside graph for each depicted surface, and a depicting bemeen 
graph for each region which depicts one of these surfaces. We will then show that the sum of these 
graphs is isomorphic to a depicted figure/ground g-raph. 

We will use the proofs for Theorerns 5.5 and 5.6, in tvhich we characterized the extension of inside. 
Construct a graph G = (IV, A) in which iV is the set of depicted edges in .,U, and (e l ,  e l )  f A i f f  
(el : e2) E inside. 

In cases 1.1 and 1.2 in the proof of Theorem 5.5, we ha\-e (r,s) E A, (el, e2) 4 indet, and 

In cases 2.l(a) and 2.l(b) in the proof of Theorern 5.5, we have (r? s) € A, ( e l t e l )  E indet, and 

In cases 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) in the proof of Theorem 5.5, tk-e have (r? s )  E A, (el , e2) E indet, and 

By Theorem 5.5, these are the only possibilities for the extension of inside git-en that the region 
r depicts the surface s, so conditions (2), (4), and (6) in the definition of depicted figure/ground 
graphs are satisfied. 

In cases 1. t and 1.2 in the proof of Theorem 5.6, we have (r, s )  E A, (el ,  e2) 4 indet, and 

In cases 2.l(a) and 2.l(b) in the proof of Theorem 5.6, m-e have (r, s)  f A, (e1,e2) E indet, and 

In cases 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) in the proof of Theorem 5.6, w-e have (r, s) E A,  (e l ,  e2) E indet, and 

By Theorem 5.6, these are the only possibilities for the extension of inside given that the re- 
gion r does not depict the surface s, so conditions (3), (5) and (7) in the definition of depicted 
figure/ground graphs are satisfied. 

Thus, the graph which we have constructed is indeed isornorphic to a depicted figure/ground graph. 
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Theorem 5.7 Let M .  M '  be modeis of Tscene U Tk,,,[ u Tf, u TA with the same domazn which agree 
on the extension of indet. Suppose for any uat+able a~signment a, 

JM, a + A(1, e )  A l ( l t ,  e') A p r t ( e ,  s) /\ part(el. s )  A e # et A in([ .  r )  

and suppose .,bî, ,Mt agree on the eztensions of inside and outside. Then ,W, .W' agree on the eztension 
of 1 for regions and surfaces. 

Proof: There are two major cases - in&t(e, e') and -indet(e, e t ) .  First suppose 

By axiorn 4.13 of TI,, we hat-e two cases: 

Mt. c inside(e, e t )  A w u t s i d e ( e ,  e ' )  

there are two cases: 

(a) If ,bf: a + between(1, l t ,  r ) ,  then axiom 5.5 of T .  gives 

.lMt, u + -.A(r, s )  

( b )  If .bf,cr + ibe tween( l , l l , r ) ,  then axiom 5.3 of TA git-es 

,bî 0 a +nside(e, e t )  A autside(e, e') 

a + -insi& ( e ,  e t )  A outside(e, e ' )  

there are two cases: 

(a) If J4,u + +~etween(l,I ' ,r),  then axiom 5.5 of TA gives 

,Mt, 6 lA( f  , S) 

( b )  I f  JM, a between(l, I I ,  r), then axiom 5.5 of TA git-es 

then by axiom (2) of TA there are two cases: 

1. If  ;tl, a &(a, l , I t )  A a < n, then by axiom 4.13 of Tf, there are two cases 



M , a inside (e ,  e t )  A outside (e ,  e t )  

M t ,  a insi&(e. et)  A outside(e, e t )  

then there are m-O cases: 
i .  If JU ,  a + between(1, ltt r )  then axiom 5.6 of TA gives 

.ut, a /= 9) 

ii. If M ,  a /= -between(l, l', r )  then axiorn 3.6 of Ta gives 

then there are m o  cases: 

i. If .W,a k between(l,lf, r )  then axiom 5.6 of TA gkes 

~ ' , a  /= A(r,  s )  

i i .  If M , a k -tbetween(l, I f ,  r )  then axiom 5.6 of TA gives 

(c) If .bf,a Bila, I ,  1') A a > 1;? then by axiom 4.13 of TI, there are two cases 

i .  If 
M, a /= inside(e, et)  A autsi&(e, e t )  

then there are two cases: 
A. I f  M ,  a + between(1, l t , r )  then axiom 5.7 of TA gives 

J M ' ,  a + A(r ,  9) 

B. If  M , a + -between(l, 1', r)  then axiom 5.7 of TA gives 

ii. If 
M ,  a ,k -iinside(e, e') A -outside(e, e t )  

M t ,  a + +nside(e, et)  A ~uu t s ide ( e ,  e t )  

then there are two cases: 



A. If .&f? a + between(l, I f ,  r) then axiom 5.7 of T .  gives 

,Mt, c 7 A ( r ,  s) 

B. If M , a  @ -between(l,I1,r) then axiom 5.7 of T'. gives 

In al1 cases, ,U and ,,U' agree on the extension of A for regions and surfaces. U 

This theorern states that if we know that two lines depin edges in the same surface, and we know 

the figure ground relations of these depicted edges, then we can uniquely assign surface depiction titerds 

to the regions. 

Theorem 5.8 Let ;U, ,U' be rnodels of T,,,,, U TkerneI U Tf, U TA with the same domain. Suppose for 
any variable assignment u, 

Abetween(1, 1', r) A -.between(l, I l ,  r") A ~ b e t w e e n ( l ' ~  l ,  r ' )  between(ll. 1, r'") 

.M1, o in ( 1  , r) A in([ r") A in (i', r ' ) A in (1': r'") 

~between(1 ,  1': r )  A -between(l,I1: r") A -between(ll, 1, r') A between(I1, I ,  r"') 

Suppose also that 
.M, a + A(1,e) A A([ ' ,  e') A part(e, s) 

Then .q, :f4' agree on the eztension of A for regions and surfaces. 

Proof: By the premises of this theorem, the models M and :W' agree on the extension of between for 
some tuple of lines and regions, and they also agree on the extension of A for these lines. 

The theorem folIows easiIy from axiom 5.8 of TA: 

We have ei t her 
;bf, u + A ( r ,  s) A -A(rl ' ,  s) A 4 ( r 1 ,  s )  A l A ( r l " ,  s) 

and 
t~ + A(r, 3 )  A -A(rl ' ,  s) A A(#, s) A 1A(r" ' ,  s) 

or we have 
M ,  a + l A ( r ,  S) A A(rl l ,  S) A -A(# ,  S) A A(#", s) 

Lemma 5.6 .4ny mode1 of T,,,,,  UT^,^,,^ uTj,uTA contains a solitary depicting graph for each depicted 
surface that has a unique depicted edge in the rnodel. 
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Proof: Let .,\.i be a model of Tscene u Tk ,,,, u Tf, u TA. By axiorn 5.8 of TA. we have 

Construct a graph G = (N, A) such that !V is the set of lines depicting edges in a (s )  , and (z, 9) E -4 
iff (3, y,r) f between? where r is a region depicting a(s) in M. It is easy to see that G is a 
subgraph of the depicting between graph. 

Suppose a(rl), u(r2) both depict the surface a(s). Then we have 

so that G is connected, and we also have 

so that G is acyclic. 

The transitit-ity of G is a consequence of the foIlowing sentence, which holds in al1 structures in 
,M y g i e  : 

Since G exists iff the regions depict the s m e  surface, G is a solitary depicting graph. O 

Lemma 5.7 Any model of TsCcne U Tkerner U Tfg U TA contains a unique depicted alignment graph for 
each depicted surface in the model. 

Proof: Consider a rnodel JW of Tsccne u Tkemer u Tf, u TA containing two lines 11, l2 which both depict 
edges some surface s E M .  There will thus be a depicted Oi subgraph for S .  There are tm-O cases - 
either they depict distinct edges in the surface, or they depict the same edge in the surface. 

Suppose chat the lines depict distinct edges, so that 

By axiom 4.6 of Tf,, there are three subcases - either (el, e2) E indet or (el, el) $ indet, or 
(et, e2) E pardel. 
In the first subcase, axiom 5.1 of TA gives 

Thus, the weight of the arc in the depicting Oi graph is equal to the relati~-e alignment of the edges, 
s a t i w n g  condition (4) in the definition of depicted alignment graphs. 

In the second subcase, axiom 5.2 of TA gives (a, el, el) f 0 iff ei t her (a, 11 , 12) E 8r or (a t n, II , 12) E 
Bi. Thus, the weight of the arc in the depicting Oi graph is equal either to the reIatit-e alignment of 
the edges, or to this relative alignment incremented by r;, satisfying condition (5) in the definition 
of depicted alignment graphs. 

In the third subcase, if (el, el) f parallel, then axiom 5.3 of TA gives (11~12) f paraiieli. By 
the definition of 8, graphs, the weight of the directeci arc (Il ,  12) must be 0: and since the depicted 
alignment graph is a subgraph of a Oi graph, it must have the sarne weight for this arc, condition 
(2) the definition of depicted alignment graphs is satisfied. 
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Sow consider the case shere  the Lines li: l2 depict the same edge in the surface, so that 

so that the weight of the arc in the depicting Bi graph is equai to I;, sa t i s l ng  condition (3) in the 
definition of depicted alignrnent graphs. 

\Ve are now ready to prove the Axiomatizability Theorem for TA.  

Theorem 5.9 Let :U be a structure in Ca with the folloun'ng properties: 

0 ;M contains a substructure isomorphic to a structure in J M ~ " ~ ~ ~ " ;  

0 M contains a substructum isornorphic to a structure in . M : " ~ ' ~ ;  

:M is u model of Tgcene U Tketnci U T f g  U TA; 

then ,,M is isomorphic to a structure in ,UA. 

Proof: We will show that any mode1 A4 of Tscene u Tke,n,r u Tfg u TA that haç the properties in the 
hypothesis of the theorem satisfies the conditions in the definition of .uA. 
Conditions 1,2, and 3 in the definition of M A  follow triviaily from the hypothesis of the theorem. 

.Lcl contains a unique depicted aiignrnent graph for each depicted surface in the model, by Lernrna - - 
3.1. 

Sext we need to show that JU contains a unique depicted figure/ground graph for each depicted 
surface in the model thac has multiple depicted edges. For every surface which has two depicted 
edges, Corollary 3.1 shows that for every depicted inside graph there exists a isomorphic depicting 
between graph, so that for every surface there exists a depicted figure/ground graph. 

Theorems 5.5 and 5.6 show that the depicted figure/ground graph is unique. Further, for every 
surface which has tm-O depicted edges, Theorem 5.7 shows that for every depicting betu-een graph 
there e'rists a unique isornorphic depicted inside graph, showing that any model of Tg,,,, uTkerner U 
TI, U TA satisfies condition (4) in the definition of M ~ .  

For every surface which has only one depicted edge, Lemma 5.6 shows that there exists a soiitary 

depicting graph for the surface. Theorem 5.8 shows that this graph is unique. Thus, M satisfies 

condition ( 5 ) .  [3 

Conclusions 

We have presented a set of axioms for the depiction of surfaces, and shown that these axioms preserve 

the unique figure ground assignment of a surface. In terms of images, this property is closely related 

to  the notion of ambiguiv in an image. If we have already grouped the Lines in an image by asserting 

that they depict edges in the same surface, then the only arnbiguity over the depiction of surfaces is 

due to uncertainty in the figure ground relation of the depicted edges; for example, in Figure 5 4 a )  and 

(b) if we do not know whether insi&(ei, e2) or autside(ei, e?) ,  then we cannot assign surface depiction 



Iiterab. We will Iater discover that this ambiguiv pIays a key role in the intractabilin- of finding a 

mode1 of the CardWorId theories. This property of the depiction axioms also l a ~ s  the foundation for the 

grouping assumptions that we present later in the thesis. 



Chapter 6 

Additional Theories for Scenes and 
lmages 

In this chapter, we present tn-O additional theories for scenes and depiction, as well as introducing a 

rnodel-theoretic specification of the class of images which we siil be considering for the remainder of 

the thesis. Both of the new theories play a supporting role in the developrnent of a theory of occlusion 

and a characterization of assumptions about errors in edge detection. Our first task will therefore be 

to specify the conditions that rnake occlusion possibIe. The primary intuition that will motitate the 

a..oms presented in this section is that a surface occludes another scene object because the occluding 

surface constitutes a figure. That is, one surface c m  occlude another surface only at positions interior 

to the surface. In this wax the characterization theorern for figure and ground can be extendeci to help 

define the conditions for occlusion. These intuitions d l  lead to the development of a theory about the 

interior of a surface, and the relation between the interior of a surface and any holes which the surface 

may have. 

The second task will be a characterization of the class of images. In particular, we will be restricting 

Our attention to images which are isornorphic to planar graphs. This d l 1  allow us to reason about the 

existence of models for a broad class of images. This restriction ~511 also aliow us to reason about the 

existence of regions within an image, mithout being trapped by considenng particular images. 

The third task will combine these two developments into a theory of depicted surfaces, which is the 

subject of the last section of this chapter. 

Interior of a Surface 

In this first section, we introduce Tinterior, the CardWorld module which axiomatizes intuitions about 

positions being interior to  a surface. The prirnary motivation for this theory is that we can consider 

the interior of a surface as the generalization of figure and ground from edges to arbitrary positions. 

Sirnilarlr. since surfaces may have holes, we can also generalize figure/ground assignments to positions 

which are interior to some hole in the surface. Both of these ideas lead to the following intuitions: 
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Intuition 9 The interior of the surface lies on a unique %ide2 of an edge in the surface. Positions on 
the "figure' side of an edge are interior to the surface, and positions which are on the "ground' side of 
euery edge are not interior to the surface. 

Intuition 10 Eüery surface has a unique set of positions which are interior to the surface, and possibly 
d i~jo in t  sets of positions which are intenor to any holes which the surface may have. 

Intuition II  The edges which are the boundary for a hole in a surface cannot be outer edges. Positions 
which are on the "gmund" side of a hole edge are interior to the hole of the surface. 

These three intuitions form the central elements which wiI1 be formalized in the class of structures 
jn ter ior  . and axiornatized in the CardWorld module Tinterior- 

6.1.1 Some Geometry of Euclidean Planes 

Before embarking on the structures and d o m s  of the theory of surface interiors, we d l  introduce a 

set of relations for surfaces which are concerned with embedding a scene (Le. a set of surfaces) into a 

Euclidean plane. As with earlier geometric relations, w-e uill not be expiicitly axiomatizing these relations 

within this thesis: we will be using the cIass of structures that capture the intended interpretations of 

the relations in Hilbert's axiomatization of geometry. 

The Ianguage CPran, which we will adopt for surfaces is: 

Cplane = {positim(p, t), sweep(el e2, t ) ,  nancrossing(s, t l  , t 2 ) )  

The bina? predicate position(p, t) denotes a functionai relation in which the point p of a surface 

has a position denoted by the point t in the Euciidean plane. ?Ve will informaiiy refer to this 

Euclidean point as a position. It should be noted that a position can be interior to  multiple 

surfaces, depending on the position of points in the surfaces. 

The intended interpretation of the ternary predicate su;eep(el,ez! t )  is related to  the definition 

of relative alignment. Recail that 8 was defined as the angle berneen two edges as the segments 

corresponding to the edges rotated clockw<se on the pivot position which is their intersection. In 

both cases, we can think of two edges as dividing the piane into tu-O subplanes - one swept out 

between the edges e and e' in the clocb-ise direction and the other swept out berneen e' and e 

in the ciockwise direction. Thus, &-en a position t ,  we have sweep(e,el, t) iff the position t is in 

the subplane that is swept out between the edges in the clockwise direction, using the intersection 

point of their extensions as the pivot. For example, in Figure 6.l(b), the positions t : t 2 ,  t3, t4 are 

al1 wi thin the sweep of the edge el to the edge es. The positions t 3 ,  t3 are within the su-eep of the 

edge e4 to the edge es, and the positions t l ,  t2, t4 are within the sweep of the edge ez t o  the edge 

el. 

0 The intended interpretation of the t e r n q  predicate nmcrossing(s, t l ,  t - )  is that any segment that 

is drawn between the position t i  and position t2 within the plane cannot intersect the position 
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of any point in an edge of the surface S. (This segment e?asts d t h i n  the model of Hilbert's 

axiomatization of geomet . )  It generdizes the intuition of contiguous from edges to positions. 

For esampie, in Figure 6.l(b), the positions t l  and t4 are noncrossing, but the positions t l  and t2 

are not, and neither are the positions t4 and t3.  

We can formally specie the intended interpretations of these relations using Hilbert's axiornatization 

Definition 6.1 Let R be the model of Hilbert's aziomatization and suppose ;M is a structure 
in LPI,,,. Lté will say that ,44 is in the class of structures .Mi 

O (p, t) E position iff t is a point i n  R. 

O If the lines containing the segments h(el) and ?i(e2) intersect, then (el , e l ,  t )  E sweep i f f  the 
position t is in the interior of the angle formed by the lines in R containing the segments h(l1) 
and h(13). 

If the fines containing the segments h(el)  and h(ez) are parallei, then (e t ,  e2: t )  E sweep iff there 
ezists a segment containing a point x i  in h(el), a point x2 in h(e2) such that (XI: h( t ) ,  x2) E 
ordered. 

(s, t l ,  ta)  E noncrossing tff the= does not ezist a point p such that (p, s) E pa r t  and 

Examples of these relations can be found using Figure 6.1. In Figure 6.l(b), there is a structure 

.W € .Wfane  such that 

(elye3,t l) :  (e1:e37 (elze3:t3), (e l?e3,  t4): 

(ee, es. tz)  E sweep 

XIso within chis structure, we have 

(s, t 1, t.~) E noncrossing 

Sote that none of the other positions illustrated in Figure 6.l(b) are noncrossing, since any segment 

connecting these other positions d l  intersect an edge of the surface. 

6.1.2 Defining the Interior of a Surface 

The nonlogical lexicon for is: 

U{interior(s, t ) ,  boundary(e, t ) ,  hde in te r iur ( s ,  t ) ,  hde,baundary(e, t )  ) 

The binary predicate interiur(s, t) denotes the relation defined over a surface and the set of PO- 

sitions in the plane. Intuitively, the position t is on the "figure" side of the edges of the surface 

S. 
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Figure 6.1: Surfaces used to illustrate the intended interpretations of predicates in LPl,,, and Linterior- 
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The binary predicate boundury(e, t) denotes the relation defined over pairs of edges in a surface 

and the set of positions in the plane. Intuitivel_v? an edge is a boundav edge for a position iff the 

position lies on the "figure' side of the edge and there exist points in the edge that is noncrossing 

with respect to the position. 

The binary predicate hdeinter iur(s ,  t)  denotes the relation defined over a surface and the set of 

positions in the plane. Intuitively, the position t is on the "ground" side of the hole edges of the 

surface S.  

The binary predicate hdebaundary(e,t)  denotes the reIation defined over pairs of edges in a 

surface and the set of positions in the plane. Intuitivels this relation is the duai of the boundcrry 

relation - an edge is a hole boundary edge for a position iff the position lies on the "ground" side 

of the edge in the hole. 

Consider the surface in Figure 6.l(b). The positions t L  and t4 are interior to the surface. while the 

position t2 is hdeinterior to the surface. Edges e l ,  e2: e4, e s  are the boundary edges for position ta, 

while edges e l ,  ez, es ,  es  are the boundary edges for position t l .  Al1 three hole edges (e4 , e s  , e6) are hole 

boundary edges for the position t2. The position t3 is neither inten'or nor hdeinter ior  to  the surface. 

We nos- need to specify the larious structures which are isomorphic to  the extensions of these new 

relations. Sotice that al1 of them are relations between positions and scene objects (either edges or 

surfaces). Thus, the structures we need e l 1  contain sets of positions: 

Definition 6.2 Given a structure iM in Cintcnor whidi is an ezteniion of e structure in .MI, a patdi  
is a maximal set C of positions such that for any two positions tl, t z  E C ,  we have 

(s, t 1, t2) E noncrossing 

We will denote the set of al1 patches in a structure by T. 

Consider the surfaces in Figure 6.1. For the L-shape in (a), there are two patches which wiil be of 

particular interest; these are shown in Figure 6.2(a) and (b). Intuitive15 ail positions in the shaded 

portion of the surface in Figure 6.2(a) have the same boundary edges - el, ez, CS, es. Al1 positions in 

the shaded portion of the surface in Figure 6.2(b) have the same boundary edges - e3, e4, es,  es. The 

set of positions which are intenor to  the surface is the union of the positions which are in either of these 

shaded portions. 

For the triangle shape with a hole, there are four patches which will be of particular interest; these 

are s h o m  in Figure 6.2(c),(d),(e) ,(f). The set of positions in the shaded portion in Figure 6.2(f) are al1 

interior to  the hole in the surface: the fiole b o u n d q  edges for these positions are e4, es, ee. 

There are two major kinds of structures which we will use to characterize the extensions of the 

relations in Linterior - edge-position graphs and hole-position graphs. Following Intuitions 9 and 11, 

these graphs must capture the relationship between patches and the figure/ground relations (inside and 
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Figure 6.2: Examples of the interior of a surface. 
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Figure 6.3: Contiguous-inside and contiguous-outside graphs for the surfaces in Figure 6.2. 

outside) for a surface. 1% therefore rnust first characterize substructures which capture the reletant 

properties of the figure/ground assignment for the surface. 

Definition 6.3 Given a stmcture M in MI, the contiguous-inside subgraph for a surface s is the 
subgraph of the inside graph for s  consisting of al1 edges which are contiguous with each other. 

Definition 6.4 The contiguous-autside s u b p p h  for a surface s is the subgraph of the outside graph for 
s consisting of al1 hole edges which a n  contiguow with each other. 

The contiguous-inside graph for the surface in Figure 6.l(a) is shown in Figure 6.3(a). The contiguous- 

inside graph for the surface in Figure 6.l(b) is shou-n in Figure 6.3(b). The contiguous-outside graph 

for the surface in Figure 6.l(b) is shown in Figure 6.3(c). 

Given these two classes of substructures for figure/ground assignments, we can define the edge- 

position graph as specifying a mapping bettk-een edges of a surface and patches (sets of positions). In 

t h e  foilowing definition of edge-position graphs, the first m o  conditions speci- the relationship beween 

the edges of the edge-position graph and the figure/ground assignments for these edges. The last two 

conditions characterize the sets of positions which c m  possibly be in a patch that is an element of an 

edge-position graph. The patches in an edge-position graph are not arbitrary sets of positions in the 

plane: these patches are defmed with respect to two contiguous edges, the subplane which is the sweep 

of these two edges, and the condition that every position in the patch be noncrossing %<th respect to  

the position of a point in one of the edges. 
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Definition 6.5 Giuen a s t ruc tun  M i n  f intenor which is an eztension of a structure in .Uig and which 
plane 

i 5  an eztension of a structure in ,Mi , an edge-position graph for a surface i s  a gmph G = (:V, -4) 
with the following properties: 

1. G is a directed bipartite gmph, with LV C f u T, ' and i f  (x, y) E .4 then z E E, y E 7. 

8. The set of edges in a clique of the contiguous-inside graph for the surface is equiualent to the set 
of edges connected to  the same patch in the edge-position graph. 

3. The set of edges connected to  the same patch in the edge-position gmgh f o m  a clique in  the 
contiguous-inside graph of the surface. 

4. If il i.5 a patch which is a node in G and (e, il) E A, then for every point p in e with poaition tl 
and euery position t E il, we have 

(s, t, t l )  f noncrossing 

5. For any two edges e1,e~ connected to the same patch il, and for any position t E Il, we have 

(el , e2, t) f sweep 

The edge-position graph for the surface in Figure 6.2(a) is s h o m  in Figure 6.4. In this graph, there 

are two patches (IIl,  il?). Consider the contiguousinside and contiguous-outside graphs lrom Figure 

6.3. The maximal cliques in the graph in Figure 6.3(a) are: 

The first set of edges is connected to the patch ilI in the edge-position graph: and the second set of 

edges is connected to the patch ilî. 

The edge-position graph for the surface in Figure 6.2(b) is shown in Figure 6.3(a). In this graph, 

t here are three patches (il i ,  Tl2,  i13). Consider the contiguous-inside and contiguous-outside graphs from 

Figure 6.3. The maximal cliques in the graph in Figure 6.3(b) are: 

The first set of edges is connected to the patch il3 in the edge-position graph, and the second set of 

edges is connected tu the patch i l l ,  and the third set of edges is connected to the patch n2. 
Xnalogously, the hole-position graph specifies a mapping berneen edges of a surface and patches 

(sets of positions). However, whereas the definition of edge-position graphs used the contiguous-inside 

graph to identifq. the "figure" side of two edges, the definition of hole-position graph uses the contiguous- 

outside graph to identifjr the "ground" side of two hoIe edges in the surface. In the following definition 

of hole-position graphs, the first two conditions specify the relationship between the edges of the hole- 

position graph and the figure/ground assignments for these dges .  The last two conditions characterize 

the sets of positions which can possibly be in a patch that is an elernent of a hole-position graph. .4gain7 

the patches in a hole-position graph are not arbitrary sets of positions in the plane; these patches are 

'Recall that E is the set of edges in a structure M. 
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Figure 6.4: Edge-position graph for the surface in Figure 6.2(a). 

Figure 6.5: Edge-position and hok-position graphs for the surface in Figure 6.2(b). 
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defined nith respect to mo contiguous edges, the subplane which is the sweep of these tm-O edges, and 

the condition that et-ery position in the patch be noncrossing with respect to the position of a point in 

one of the edges. 

Definition 6.6 Giuen a structure .M in Linte,,, which is an ezteruion of a shicture in  ;M? and which 
ir an eztension o j  a structure in 1\.1f**~~ a hole-po-yition graph for a surface Lr a g r p h  G = ( N ,  -4) with 
the following pmpertiw: 

1. G is a directed bipartite graph, with A- (£ - Eo,tct) U T ,  ') and if (2'3) E -4 then x E E - Eouter  
and y E T. 

2. the set o j  edges in  a clique of the contiguow-autside p p h  for the surface is equivalent to the set 
of edges connected to  the same patch i n  the hole-position graph. 

3. The set of edges connected to the sarne potch in  the hole-position p p h  forms a clique in the 
contiguous-outsi& graph of the surface. 

4. If n is a patch which is a node in G and (et II) E -4, then for every point p in e with position t l  
and every position t E ill we have 

(s,  t , t l )  E noncrossing 

5. For a n y  two edges el,es connected to the same patch ll: and for any position t E II, we have 

(et : el, t) E sweep 

The hole-position graph for the surface in Figure 6.2(b) is shown in Figure 6.S(b). In this graph, 

there is one patch (il4). There is a unique maximal clique in the contiguous-outside graph in Figure 

6.3(c):  

(e4i est e6) 

This set of edges is connected to the patch II4 in the hole-position graph. 

In addition to speciwng the interior of a single surface, we will also need to capture the relationship 

among multiple surfaces in a scene, in which surfaces overlap and occlude each other. In al1 of the previous 

CardIVorld theories we have considered, ail scene relations have been restricted to scene objects within 

the same surface. For example, the figure/ground relations inside and outsi& are restricted to edges 

u-hich are part of the same surface. Similarly, the classes of structures which we have defined so far in this 

chapter consider surfaces in isolation e.g. the edge-position graph of a particular surface. However? since 

scenes contain surfaces which c m  possibly overlap each other, there will be positions which are intenor 

to multiple surfaces. We therefore need to characterize the extensions of interior and hdeinterior with 

respect to the edge-position and hole-position graphs for multiple surfaces. 

For example, consider the overlapping surfaces in Figure 6.6(a) 3.  The position t is interior to both 

surfaces SL and 3 2 ,  while the position t2 is interior only to  surface SI. It should therefore be the case 

that there exists a boundary edge for t l  which is part of s2 and which contains a point whose position 

is also interior to 3 1. 

'Recall that & is the set of edges in a structure M, and that Eourer is  the set of outer edges in a structure .,M. 
3Sote  that these are representations of a scene, in which al1 edges of both surfaces are displayed; they are not images. 
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Figure 6.6: The problem of i n t e n w  and hdeinter iur  for multiple surfaces in a scene. 

Intuition 12 If two surfaces have ouerlapping interiors, then there ezists a point in a boundary edge of 
one surface which is also intenor to the other surface. 

Similady: consider the overlapping surfaces in Figure 6.6(b), in which we have two surfaces with 

holes. Position t2 is interior to surface sz but interior to  the hole of surface sr. Intuitively: there should 

be a point in a b o u n d q  edge for t2 which shares this property: 

Intuition 13 If the interior of one surface ouerlaps &th the hole of another surfBce, then there ezists 
a point in a boundary edge of the surface which is also intertor to a hole of the other surface. 

Finall_v, in Figure 6.6(b), position t l  is interior to the holes of both surfaces, h i l e  t- is interior to 

the surface s2. In this case, there should be point in a hole boundary edge for t l  which is d s o  interior 

to the hole of sl : 

Intuition 14 If two surfaces have overlapping hole interiors, then there exists a point in a hole boundary 
edge of one surface which is also interior to the hole of the other surface. 

We now baye enough structures to  define MFtC"Or, which w i U  be the class of intended models for the 

CardiVorId module Tinterior. Conditions (6) - (10) in the definition of . J W ~ " ~ " ' ~ ~  speci- the extensions of 

the reIations denoted by the predicates in Linteeor. Conditions (3) - (5) specif'. the relationship berneen 

surfaces in a strcicture and its assuciated edge-position and hole-position graphs. 

Intuitions 12-14 are formalized by conditions (10) - (12) in the definition of J L / l ~ t e " O r  . They are 

essentially constraints on how the edge-position and hole-position graphs for multiple surfaces in a scene 

can be cornbined within a structure. Yote that the sets of edges in the edge-position and hole-position 

graphs for distinct surfaces must be disjoint (since an edge is part of a unique surface); however, there 

ma? exjst patches which are elements of different edge-position and hole-position graphs. It is the 

relationship arnong these patches which needs to be captured and formalized. 
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Definition 6.7 Let ,Uinterior be a set of structures in Cint,,+,, with the following pmperties: For each 
interior structure .M E .Mi 

1. .U is an eztension of a structure in . U f 9 .  

2. .M is an eztension of a structure in .,UHane- 

3. Each surface ha3 a unique edge-position gruph. 

4. .4 surface has n disconnected setg of non-outer edges ifl the surface is associated &th n disjoint 
hole- position graphs. 

5. The set of patches in the edge-position gnrph of a surface are disjoint from the set of patches in al1 
hole-position graphs of the surface. 

6. 

(e, t) E boundary 

a f f  the position t is contained in a patch which i s  connected to the edge e in an edge-position gmph 
in ,W, 

i f f  the position t is contained in a patch which is connected to the edge e in a hole-position gmph 
in ,Lei. 

8. 

(s, t) E interior 

iff the position t is contained in a patch which is a node of the edge-position gmph of the surface 
S. 

9. 

(s ,  t) E holeinterior 

iff the position t is contained in a patch which is a node of a hole-position graph of the surface S. 

10. If an edge in  a surface sl is connected to  a patch iIl in the edge-position graph, and there ezists a 
patch ri2 which is an element of the edge-position graph of a distinct surface 552 such tfiat i I l  nl12 # 
0: then there ezists a point p which is part of a boundary edge of s2 and whose position is also 
contained i n  II1. 

I l .  If an edge in a surface sl is connected t o  a patch i l i  in the edge-position graph, and there ezists a 
patch il2 which is an element of a hole-position graph of a distinct surfûce s l  such that i l l  fiIl? # 0, 
then there ezists a point p which is part of a boundary edge of sl and luhose position is also contained 
in i l2,  

12. If an edge in a surface sr is connected to a patch iIi in a hole-position graph, and there ezists a 
patch il2 which is an element of a hole-position graph of a distinct surface sl such that i l l  nn2 # 0: 
then there ezist.9 a point p which is part of a hole boundary edge of si and whose position is also 
contained in II2. 

In the ne= section, we propose an axiomatization of this class of structures ushg Linterior.  

interior Theorem 6.1 Ezistence Theorem for M i  
The c h s  of structures Mjnterior ezists and is nonempty. 
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Proof: Since structures in .,Mfn'ef'or are the union of edge-position graphs and hole-position graphs, we 
ni11 first need to show that these classes of graphs exist. 

Recail t hat edge-position graphs are bipartite graphs such that the edges in the neighborhood of a 
patch are also edges in a clique of the contiguous-inside graph, which is a subgraph of the inside 
grap h for the surface. 

By the Existence Theorern for &fL, m-e know that inside graphs exist. Let x be the set of cliques 
in some inside graph GL. For an>- clique, we can construct a bipartite graph G3 = (-Y, Y. -4) such 
that .Y is the set of edges in the surface and the edges in the clique are connected to  the sanie 
element of .Y. Thus, the conditions are satisfied, and edge-position graphs exist. 

Similarlp hole-position graphs are bipartite graphs such that the edges in the neighborhood of a 
patch are also edges in a clique of the contiguous-outside graph, which is a subgraph of the mtside  
grap h for the surface. 

By the Existence Theorem for .M{~, a e  know chat ai t s ide  graphs exist. Lec x be the set of cliques 
in some outside graph GZ. For any clique, we can construct a bipartite graph G2 = (X. Y. -4) such 
that ,Y is the set of edges in the surface and the edges in the clique are connected to the same 
element of ,Y. Thus, the conditions are satified, and hole-position graphs exist. 

Finally, conditions (10)-(12) specify hom- the edge-position and hole-position graphs for distinct 

surfaces can be combined within a structure in MjnLetior, chat is, only substructures which satis- 

these conditions can be combined. Howec-er, since we have already shom that the substructures 

thernselves exist. their union must also exist. O 

6.1.3 Axiomatization of Ttntetio+ 

The axioms of TinteTior are presented in Figure 6.8. 

The definition of baündary relates the predicates in ha,, with the figure/ground relations. We need 

to represent the notion that the interior of a surface corresponds to the figure, or inside of the surface, 

and the exterior corresponds to  the ground. The intuition that two edges forming the boundary of the 

surface relative to some position t must be figure corresponds to the first two conjuncts in the definition. 

The third conjunct specifies the intuition about position - there cannot be any edges that partition the 

position t from either of the boundary edges. In this way, we can consider the definition of boundcrry to 

be a generaiization of the notion of figure and ground from edges to positions. 

Given the definition of buundary edges, the definition of interior is simply equicalent to  the existence 

of a boundary edge. Thus, the interior corresponds to the figure and the exzerior (those positions not 

interior) corresponds to  ground. 

The definition of hdebuundary also relates the predicates in LPr,,, with the figure/ground relations. 

In this case, we need to  represent the notion that the interior of a hole in the surface corresponds to the 

"ground", or outside of the surface. The intuition that m o  hole edges forming the boundary of the hole 

relatik-e to  some position t must be "gound" corresponds to  the first part of the definition- Xote that 

only non-outer (i.e. hole) edges can possibly be b o u n d q  edges for a hole. The last conjunct specifies 

the intuition about position - there cannot be any edges that partition the position t from either of the 

boundary edges. In this wax we can consider the definition of buundary to be a generalization of the 
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An edge is a boundary edge for a position iff the position lies on the "figure- side of the edge and there 

exists a point in the edge that is noncrossing FIFith respect to the position. 

(Ve. t )  baundary(e, t )  sz (Se?) cat iguous(e:  e2) A (insi&(e, e-) - sweep(e, ez, t ) )  

A((Vst p, t') part(p, e )  A positim(p, t') A part(e, s) > noncrossing(s, t' t ' ) )  (6-1)  

X position is interior to a surface iff there exist edges in the surface that are boundary edges for the 

position. 

(Vs, t )  inten'ar(s, t )  (3e )  part(e, s )  A boundaty(e, t )  (6.2) 

A hole edge is a hole boundary edge for a position iff the position lies on the "ground" side of the edge 

and there exists a point in the edge that is noncrossing with respect to the position. 

( 3 ~ )  cat iguous(e ,  e2)  -outer(e) A ~ o u t e r ( e ? )  A (mts ide(e ,  e 2 )  - sweep(e, e?, t ) )  

~ ( ( v s ,  p, t t )  part(p, e )  A position(p, t') A pcrrt(e. 3) > nacross ing(s .  t .  t ' ) )  (6-3) 

.A position is interior to a hole of a surface iff there exist edges in the surface that are hole boundary 

edges for the position. 

Figure 6.7: Conservative definitions for T. interior. 
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Boundary edges and hole boundary edges are disjoint sets. 

Hole boundary edges for the same position musc be connened. 

If two surfaces have overlapping interiors, then there exists a point in a boundary edge of one surface 

which is aiso interior to the other surface. 

If the interior of one surface 0%-erlaps with the hole of another surface, then there exists a point in a 

boundary edge of the surface which is also interior to a hole of the other surface. 

(Ys1, S I ,  t l  : t 2 )  i n t e r i w ( s i ,  t L )  A hde in t e r io r ( s2?  t l )  A -interim(si, t?) A hdeinter iur(s2 ,  t z )  3 

If tu-O surfaces have overlapping hole interiors, then there exists a point in a hole boundary edge of one 

surface which is also interior to the hole of the other surface. 

Figure 6.8: The axioms of T- ~nterior- 



notion of figure and ground from edges to positions. Xnalogously to the intenor relation, the definition 

of holeinterior is sirnply equiden t  to the existence of a hole boundary edge. 

W e  also want to ensure that positions interior to a surface are not interior to a hole of the surface. 

Axiorn 6.5 ensure this, since no edge can be both a boundaq- edge and a hole boundary edge. Sirnilad'-, 

we want to ensure that the positions interior to one hole of a surface are not interior to other holes of the 

surface. .k<orn 6.6 ensures this, since al1 hole b o u n d q  edges of a position must be connected, &-hile 

each hole of a surface intuitively corresponds to a difTerent disjoint set of hole edges. 

Xxioms 6.7 - 6.9 capture the constraints among the positions which are interior and/or hdeinterior 

to multiple surfaces. They are a straightfomard axiomatization of conditions (10)-(12) in the definition 
,u/linterior 

Example: Consider the surface in Figure 6-l(b). There exists a mode1 .U of Tintcri- such that 

{el ez. e3! e4, es, ea7 si: t l ,  t2, t3, t4) C il./ and which has the following properties: 

Since 

(el, el, tl) E sweep, (el, en) E contiguous. (e2, el) E inside 

and d l  positions in either edge are noncrossing with respect to tl: by the definition of boundary 

edges we have 

(e l ,  t l ) ,  (e241) E bound-Y 

and by the definition of interior we have 

(sl , tl ) E in ter ior  

Since 

(ed, es,  tz) E sweep, (ed es) f contiguous, 

and al1 positions in either edge are noncrossing with respect to t 2 ,  by the definition of hole b o u n d a ~  

edges we have 

(e4, t2), (es, t2) E hole-boundary 

and by the definition of interior we have 

(s i ,  t2) E ho le in t e r i o r  

Sote that we have 

(sl , t2) 9 in ter ior  

since the only edges which are both contiguous and inside are the outer edges e l ,  eg, es,  and for 

any of these edges, a segment connecting the position tn must cross another edge in the surface, 

violating the Iast conjunct in the definition of interior. 
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Similads we have 

(sl, t3) 4 interior 

since there are no edges which are both inside and which contain the position in their sweep. 3 

6.1.4 Satisfiability of T. znterior 

\.t-e no%- show that the relations in &,teTior have the extensions specified in the definition of .Uinte"Or. 

Essentially, we need to show that the definition of bmndaty edges is satisfied by edge-position graphs. 

and that the definition of hdebuundary edges is satisfied by hole-position graphs. 

Theorem 6.2 Any S ~ ~ U C ~ U R  in JU:"'~''~' &J a mode1 of Tinterior U Tfs U Tscene- 

Proof: We first consider the relation boundary. 
~~t -44 E ,u :*terior and suppose for any variable assignrnent. 

By definition of J U ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  the position a(t)  is contained in a patch which is connected to a ( e )  in 
an edge-position graph G in M ,  which exists by condition (3). 

For the converse direction, suppose that 

M ,  a + (3e2) contiguous(e, e 2 )  A (insi&(e, e l )  ZE sweep(e, ez,  t ) )  

A ( 3 ,  p, t ' )  part@, e )  A position(p, t') A part(e, s) A noncrossing(s, t ,  t') 

By definition of .Ufnterior, this defines an edge-position graph G = (LV, -4) for the surface a ( s )  
such chat 

Therefore, a( t )  is contained in a patch connected to a(e)  in Gy and hence 

A4 , a + baundary (e ,  t )  

Sow consider the definition of interior.  

Let E,f,finterior and suppose for any variable assignment, 

Bu definition of ,bfinteTior, the position a( t )  is contained in a patch which is a node in the edge- 
position graph for S. By the definition of edge-position graphs, this patch must be connected to 
some edge e E !CI such that (e l  a ( s ) )  E part .  The definition of boundary then entails (e,  a ( t ) )  E 
boundary, so that 

M ,  a + (3e) part(e, s )  A boundaty(e, t )  

For the converse direction, suppose 

This is equivalent to the existence of an edge e E hf such that 
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By the definition of boundary and the definition of iW.ifntetior , a ( t )  is contained in a patch which 
is connected to e in the edge-position for a($), so consequentIy 

Son- consider the definition of holehoundary. 

Let .,U E M/Iint er'Or and suppose for any variable assignrnent, 

%y definition of M/IinteriO'~ the position a ( t )  is contained in a patch which is connected to a ( e )  in 
a hole-position graph G in ;M:  which exists by condition (-4). 

For the converse direction, suppose that 
.w: a 

(3e2)  cmtiguous(e,  e z )  A iouter(e)  A -auter(e2) A (autside(e. e?) r sweep(e, e?,  t ) )  

A(&, p: t') pa.rt(p, e )  A positim(p, t ' )  A part(e. s) A noncrossing(8, t .  t') 

By definition of Minteri0' , this defines a hoie-position graph G = (LV, -4) for the surface a ( s )  such 
t hat 

( a ( e > ,  ~ ( t ) )  E =I 

Therefore, a ( t )  is contained in a patch connected to a ( e )  in G, and hence 

Sow consider the definition of holeint erior. 
Let .L.i E .uin'erior and suppose for any variable assignment, 

By definition of .tMfnteriO', the position a ( t )  is contained in a patch which is a node in a hole- 
position graph for S. By the definition of hole-position graphs, this patch must be connected to 
some non-outer edge e E A4 such that (e, a ( s ) )  E part. The definition of holehoundary then 
entails (el o ( t ) )  E h o l e h o u n d a r y ,  so that 

For the converse direction, suppose 

This is equ iden t  to the existence of a non-outer edge e E AI such that 

(e, a ( s ) )  E part, (e,  a ( t ) )  E holehoundary 

By the definition of hdeboundarg and the definition of iL.lfnterior, ~ ( t )  is contained in a patch 
which is connected to e in a hole-position for a ( s ) ,  so consequently 

Consider axiom 6.5: 

iff for any variable assignment a there does not exist an edge a ( e )  and a position a(t )  such that 

( a ( e )  , a ( t ) )  E boundary, ( a ( e )  , a ( t ) )  E holehoundary 
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This follows frorn condition (3) in the definition of J W ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  which requires that the set of bound- 
aq- edges for a position is disjoint fiorn the set of hole boundary edges. 

Consider axiom 6.6: 

iff for any kariable assignment a there do not exist edges a ( e l ) ,  a(e2) and a position a ( t )  such that 

( a ( e l ) ,  a(e2)) 4 connected 
This follows from condition (4) in the definition of .W~ter'Or,  which requires that the sets of hole 
boundary edges for a position are disjoint iff there are disconriected sets of non-outer edges. 

Finally, consider the axioms of Tint,,,,, which specify the relationships among multiple surfaces in 
a scene. 

Xxiom 6.7: 

is equivalent to the foiiowing: if for any surfaces a ( s l ) ,  a ( s 2 )  E M and any positions a ( t l ) ,  a ( t 2 )  E 
:LI? if 

:W, a + interiur(s1, t l )  A interiot(s2, t l  ) A +nte~ior (s - ,  t 2 )  A interior(s2, t l  ) 

then there exists an edge a ( e ) ,  a point u(p), and a position u( t3 )  such that 

The antecedent is satisfied by ;U iff the position a(t1) is both interior to a ( s l )  and interior to 
a( s2 )  and and the position a ( t 2 )  Is interiur to a(s2)  but not interiar to a ( s I ) .  By the definition 
of interiur, this is satisfied iff a ( s L )  and a(s2)  are connected to  patches that have a nonempty 
intersection in their respective edge-position graphs. 

The consequent is satisfied iff the position u(t3)  of the point a b )  is also interior to u ( s r ) ,  which 
is satisfied iff u( ta)  is contained in the same patch containing a(t2).  This holds by condition (10) 
in the definition of , so that  axiom 6.7 is satisfied by M .  
Axiorn 6.8: 

(3e, p, t 3 )  boundary ( e ,  t l  ) A part ( e ,  s2) A part (p, e )  A poJition(p, t3) A i n t e r i ~ ( s 2 ,  t3) 

is equident  to the foiiowing: if for any surfaces a ( s i ) ,  a ( s 2 )  E 1CI and any positions a( t l  ), a( t2 )  E 
111, if 

then there exists an edge o(e), a point a b )  , and a position a ( t 3 )  such that 

The antecedent is satisfied by JW iff the position u ( t L )  is both interior to  a(s1) and hdeinterim 
to a(*) and and the position a ( t 2 )  is hdeinterior to a ( s 2 )  but not interiur to a(sl  ). By the 
definitions of interior and hdeinterior,  this is satisfied iff a ( s l )  is connected to a patch in its 
edge-position graph, and this patch has a nonempty intersection 6 t h  a patch that is connected to 
u(s2)  its hole-position graph. 
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The consequent is satisfied iff the position a ( t 3 )  of the point a ( p )  is alço hdeinter ior  to a(s i  ), 
which is satisfied iff a ( t 3 )  is contained in the same patch containing a ( t 2 ) .  This holds by condition 
(1 1 )  in the definition of Mrijnterior , so that axiorn 6.7 is satisfied by M. 

is equ iden t  to the following: if for any surfaces a(s 1 ): a ( s 2 )  E .CI and any positions a ( t  1 ) a ( t 2 )  E 
A I .  if 

then there exists an edge a ( e ) ,  a point ab), and a position a ( t 3 )  such chat 

The antecedent is satisfied by &i iff the position a ( t l )  is both interior to a(s1)  and hdeinteriur 
to o(s-) and and the position a ( t z )  is h d e i n t e r i w  to a($?) and hde în ter ior  to a ( s l ) .  By the 
definitions of inten'm and hdeinteriur,  this is satisfied iff a ( s l )  is connected to a patch in its 
hole-position graph, and this patch has a nonempty intersection with a patch that is connected to 
o(a ) its hoie-position graph. 

The consequent is satisfied iff the position u ( t 3 )  of the point a ( p )  is aiso hde in ter ior  to a ( s l ) ,  

n-hich is satisfied iff a ( t s )  is contained in the same patch containing a ( t 2 ) .  This holds by condition 

(12) in the definition of M ~ t e " O r ,  so that axiom 6.7 is satisfied by ,W. O 

6.1.5 Characterization Theorems for Tintm.rn 

C-sing the characterization theorern for figure and ground fiom the previous chapter, we can show that 

the interior and exterior of a surface are well-defined. In the following theorem, we show that eve- 

surface has a unique assignment of interior to aii positions, thus generalizing the notion of figure and 

ground from edges to positions. Ln this sense, the assignment of interior for a surface follows from the 

unique figure ground assignment &-en to every surface. If there is no ambiguig- w-ith respect to the 

position of points in a surface then there will be no arnbiguity *th respect to the extension of interior. 

Theorem 6.3 If M, M t  a n  modeis of T,,,,, U Tfg U Tint,,,, that have the same domain, agree on the 
eztensions of the relations in Cplanc, and agree on the eztensions of the relations in &or,gon, then they 
agree on the eztensions of interior, boundary, holeinterior, and holehoundary. 

Proof: Since the models agree on the extensions of relations in Cplanc, they agree on the extension 
of cmtiguous. By the Characterization Theorem for Figure and Ground, M,.Mt agree on the 
ex-tensions of inside and outside. Thus, the contiguous edges in .M must have the sarne figure 
ground assignment in M t .  
Since M ,  M t  agree on the extensions of al1 relations in h a n , ,  for any variable assignment a we 
h a\-e 

JM, a + sweep(e, e t ,  t l )  A nmcrossing(s, t i ,  t - )  

i ff 
M',a sweep(e, e', t l )  A nmcrossing(s, t l ,  t z )  
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Thus, we must have 
.M, a barndaty(e, t )  

i ff 
,Mi, u bo~ndamj(e,  t )  

From the definition of interior, it is easy to see that this also implies 

-4 similar argument holds for hde in t e r iw  and hdeAuundary. O 

This result is a constraint on the entire set of structures in specifting the conditions 

under which structures have isornorphic extensions of relations denoted by the predicates in Cintetior: i t  

corresponds to Intuition 10. 

lté will need the folIowing lemrna to show that the edges connected to the sanie patch in an edge- 

position graph form a cIique in the contiguous-inside graph for the surface. 

Lemma 6.1 Let ,A4 be a mode1 of Tscene u Th u Tinteri,, and which is also an eztension of a structure 
in .Ufiane: then tue have 

J4 /i (Ver,  ez, t )  baunda t t~ ( e~ ,  t )  A contiguous(el, e2)  A (inside(e, e?) sweep(e, e2, t ) )  

/\((Ys7 p, t') pûrt(p, e z )  A positiun(p, t') A part(e2? s) 3 nmmossing(s. t ,  t ' ) )  

> boundary(e2, t )  

Thus, we can use the edges in the contiguous-inside subgraph to determine the set of boundary edges 

for a position. 

Proof: Suppose for some t-ariable assignrnent a? 

M ,  a boundaty(ei, t )  

By the definition of boundary, then there exists another edge a(e2)  such that 

,,Li, a + contiguous(eI, e2)  A (insi&(el,  ez) r ( (3a)  @(a, e l ,  e?) A a < r) 
By Tf9, we have 

;LI,  a + cmtiguuus(e2 , e l )  A ( i ins ide(e2,  el) ( (3a)  @(a, el , e2) A a < X) 

plane In any structure in M i  , we have 

M (Vei: ez, t )  sweep(e1, ez3 t )  3 -.sweep(e-, e l ,  t )  

so that we have 

M, a contiguaus(e2, e l )  A (+nsi&(eL? el) G ~sweep(e2, el , t ) )  

If we assume that 

M ,  c C ((Vs,p,  t') part@, e?) A position@, t') A p r t ( e 2 ,  s )  3 nonerossing(s, t' fi)) 

then we can see that 
JU, a baundary(e?, t )  



Similady, we d l  need the following lemma to show that the edges connected to the sarne patch in 

a n  hole-position graph form a clique in the contiguous-outside graph for the surface. 

Lemma 6.2 Let ,W be a mode1 of T,,,,, U Tf ,  U Tinteri,, and which is also an eztension of a structure 
in .w:'"~~; then we hace 

.W /i (Vel , e-, t )  hdebaundary(el  : t )  A c o n t i g ~ o u s ( e ~ ~  e i )  A (outside(e, e2)  = sweep(e, e i ,  t ) )  

A((VS,  p. t') part(p. e 2 )  A position(p, t f )  A part(e2 , s) > noncrossing(s, t ,  t ' ) )  

3> h d e b m n d a q ( e 2 ,  t )  

Thus. we can use the edges in the contiguous-outside subgraph to deterrnine the set of hole-boundw 

edges for a position. 

Proof: Suppose for sorne t-ariable assignment a, 

M ,  a t= h d e b m n d a r y  (el, t )  

By the definition of h d e b m n d a r y ,  then there exists another edge a ( e 2 )  such that 

.bf, a + contiguaus(e l ,  e2) A (outside(el,  e z )  z ( ( 3 ~ )  @(a, e t ,  e2) A a < x) 

By Tf , ,  the figure/ground assignment for hole edges is the inverse of the figure/ground assignment 
for outer edges, so we have 

In any structure in ,Urane. we have 

so that we have 

.U, a + cmtiguous(e2,  el) A (loutside(ei ,  e l )  lsweep(e.2, el , t ) )  

If we assume that 

then we can see that 
M ,  a + hdedoundary  (ez  , t )  

We are now ready to prove the main result of this section - the structures in ~W/l i" '~"~~ characterize 

t he  xodels of Tinteriop. Equivalently, this result shows that the class of structures in .A4interior is 

axiomatized by T- rnterior- 

Theorem 6.4 Let JW be a structure in Cinterior with the following pmperties: 

iM contains a substructure isornorphic to o structure in M ~ ' ~ ~ " ;  . ;M contains a substructun isomorphie to a structure in M / ' " ~ ;  
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Then :U is isomorphic to a structure in J W ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .  

Proof: Let ,L.I be a mode1 of T,,,,, u Tj ,  u Tintcrior that  satisfies the propenies in the hypothesis of 
the theorem. 

We ni11 first characterize the enension of boundary mlthin ,M. Suppose that  for any variable 
assignment a: 

,M, a boundaq(e, t )  

By the definition of boundarg (axiom 6.1), we have 

.U, a (2e2) contiguaus(e, e2)  A (inside(e, e2) r sweep(e, e ~ ,  t ) )  

A((VS, p, t') part(p, e)  A positim(p, t ') A part(e, s )  3 noncrossing(s, t ,  t ' ) )  

By the third conjunct, me can coiistruct bipartite graph G = (!V, -4) such that LV = I U 7; (where 
7; is the set of positions in M )  and ( a ( e ) , a ( t ) )  E A iff 

By Lemma 6.1, if 
(u(e3) ,  a ( e ) )  E contig~ous, (o(e2): ~ ( e ) )  E inside 

then we rnust have ( a ( e ) ,  a ( t ) )  E -4 iff (a (e2) ,  a ( t ) )  E A. Thus, edges in a clique of the contiguous- 
inside graph are connected to the same position in the graph G. and edges in G which are connected 
to the same position are also contained in a clique of the contiguous-inside graph. 

Given the graph G ,  u-e can now construct a graph G' = (N', = I I )  which is isomorphic to  an edge- 
position graph such that 

( ~ ( e ) ,  a ( t ) )  E rl e ( a ( e ) ,  II) E A' and a ( t )  E iI 

Thus, 
JU: a t= bandary(e ,  t )  

iff the position u(t) is contained in a patch which is connected to the edge a(e)  in an  edge-position 
graph in M, and M satisfies condition (6) in the definition of J U ? ~ ~ ' ' ~ ' .  

From the preceding argument, it is easy to  see that if 

M ,  a (Vs, t )  interior(s, t )  (3e) part(e, s )  A boundary(e, t )  

then ( a ( s ) , a ( t ) )  E interior iff the position u(t) is contained in a patch which is a node of the 
edge-position graph of a ( s ) ,  so that JM satisfies condition (8) in the definition of .,Ujnterior. 

We next characterize the extension of holehoundary mithin M. Suppose tha t  for any variabIe 
assignment a, 

M , a hdeAoundary(e, t )  

By the definition of hdehoundaty (axiom 6.3), we have 

~ ( ( v s ,  p, t ' )  pcrrt(p, e )  A position@, t') A part(e, s )  > noncrossing(st t ,  t ' ) )  

By the final conjunct in the axiom, we can construct bipartite graph G = ( N ,  -4) such that 
1)- = E u 7; (where 7; is the set of positions in M )  and (a (e ) ,  a( t ))  E A iff 

(a (e ) )  E outer 
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( a ( p ) .  o ( e ) )  E part ,  ( a ( e ) ,  a ( s ) )  E part ,  (ab) ,  a(t' )) E position, ( a ( s ) ?  a ( t ) .  a ( t 1 ) )  € noncrossing 

By Lemma 6.2, if 
( o ( e 2 ) ,  a ( e ) )  E contiguous, (a (ez ) ,  a ( e ) )  E outside 

then u-e must have ( a ( e ) ,  u ( t ) )  E -4 iff (a(e?) ,  a ( t ) )  E -4. Thus, edges in a clique of the contiguous- 
outside graph are connected to  the same position in the graph G. and edges in G whidi are  
connected to  the same position are also contained in a clique of the contiguous-outside graph. 

Given the graph G, we can now construct a graph G' = ( X ' ,  -4') which is isomorphic to  a hole- 
position graph such tha t  

( a ( e ) ,  a ( t ) )  E .4 e+ ( a ( e ) ,  ll) E A' and a ( t )  E il 

Thus. 
.lu, a  + hdeAmndary(e ,  t )  

iff the position ~ ( t )  is contained in a patch which is connened to  the edge a ( e j  in an hole-position 
graph in ~ b f  , and satisfies condition (7) in the definition of ;~i"'~l?'~'. 

From the preceding argument, i t  is easy to see tha t  if 

then ( o ( s ) ,  a ( t ) )  f holeinterior iff the position a ( t )  is contained in a patch which is a node of 
the hole-position graph of u ( s ) ,  so that  hi satisfies condition (9) in the definition of ,\/linterior. 

By Theorem 6.3, condition (3) in the definition of J ~ ~ ~ ~ " ~ ~ ~  is satisfied by M, since for each surface 
m-e are guaranteed a nonempty extension of interior. 

Then by the definition of inten'ar and hdeinter ior ,  we have 

which vioIates &om 6.5. Thus, condition (4) in the definition of IU~~'~"~' is satisfied by M ,  

I t  is easy to  see that condition ( 5 )  in the definition of ,bt~nteriOr is satisfied by .+l, by axiom 6.6. 

Finally, consider the axioms of Tinterio, which specify the relationships among muitiple surfaces in 
a scene. 

is equivalent t o  the foiiowing: if for any surfaces a ( s L ) ,  a ( s 2 )  E A4 and any positions a ( t  1 ), a ( t 2 )  € 
AI, if 

.A4, a interior(sr,  t L )  A inten'w(s2, t l  ) A +nten'm(s2t t2) A interior(s2, t l )  

then there exists an edge a ( e ) ,  a point a ( p ) ,  and a position a ( t 3 )  such that  

M , a  + buundary ( e ,  t  ) A p r t ( e ,  3 2 )  A part(p, e )  A posit im(p,  t3 )  A interim(s l ,  t 3 )  

The antecedent is satisfied by JW iff the position a ( t l )  is both interior t o  a ( s L )  and interior to 
u(s2)  and and the position a ( t 2 )  is interiot to  a ( s 2 )  but not interior t o  a(s1) .  By the definition 
of interior, this is satisfied iff a ( s l )  and a(s2)  are connected t o  patches in their respective edge- 
position graphs which have a nonempty intersection (which contains in the position a( t2) .  

The consequent is satisfied ifT the position u ( t g )  of the point o ( p )  is also interior to  a( s l ) ,  which 
is satisfied iff a ( t 3 )  is contained in the same patch containing a ( t 2 ) .  
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Thus, condition (10) in the definition of Mfntel?'O' is satisfied by .M. 

Sest . suppose 

This is equident  to the follo7k-ing: if for anq' surfaces a(sl), u(s2)  E LW and any positions 
a(t1). o( t2)  E 4.1, if 

then there exists a n  edge a ( e ) ,  a point u(p) ,  and a position a( t3 )  such that 

.W. a + bmndary (e, t l )  A pcrrt(e, s?) A part(p, e )  A positim(pt t s )  A hdeinter ior(s  1. t s )  

The antecedent is satisfied by M iff the position a ( t i )  is both interim to o ( s l )  and h d e i n t e r i w  
to a(.s2) and and the position u ( t 2 )  is h d e i n t e r i w  to 4 s . ) )  but not interior to a ( s l ) .  By the 
definitions of interior and h d e i n t e r i m ,  this is satisfied iff u ( s l )  is connected to a patch in its 
edge-posi tion graph, and this patch has a nonempty intersection with a patch that is connected to 
a ( s 2 )  its hole-position graph. 

The consequent is satisfied iff the position a ( t 3 )  of the point a b )  is aiso hdeinter ior  to a ( s i ) ,  
which is satisfied ifT a ( t 3 )  is contained in the same patch containing a ( t 2 ) .  Thus, condition ( 1 1 )  in 
the definition of iU~nte"or is satisfied by M .  

Finailu: suppose 

This is equivalent to the folIowing: if for any surfaces u ( s L ) , a ( s 2 )  E M and any positions 
u(t1):  u ( t c )  f M, if 

then there exists an edge a ( e ) ,  a point u ( p ) ,  and a position u ( t s )  such that 

The antecedent is satisfied by M iff the position u(t1) is both interior to w ( s r )  and hdeinteriar 
to a ( s 2 )  and and the position u ( t 2 )  is hdeinter ior  to a ( s 2 )  and hdeinter ior  to a(s1) .  By the 
definitions of interior and h d e i n t e r i m ,  this is satisfied iff a ( s l )  is connected to a patch in its 
hole-position graph, and this patch has a nonempty intersection with a patch that is connected to 
u(s.2) its hole-position graph. 

The consequent is satisfied iff the position a ( t 3 )  of the point a@)  is also h d e i n t e r i m  to a(s1):  
which is satisfied iff a ( t J )  is contained in the sarne patch containing a ( t 2 ) .  Thus, condition (12) in 
the definition of &finte"Or is satidied by M. 

Since al1 of the conditions in the definition of Minteri0' are satisfied by M ,  we have hi .i Mintcn0'. 

O 
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Images as Planar Graphs 

In order to prot-e the theorems characterizing the relationships between the karious occlusion and de- 

piction theories and assumptions, we will first need to  define the conditions necessaq for the existence 

of regions. In other words, m-e need a set of conditions that al1 images must satis-: in this section we 

introduce and discuss these conditions on images. 

f t  shouId be realized that these conditions are not used in constructing models of an image, since 

R-e assume closure over image predicates and objects. However, they are necessa- to prove properties 

that hold for images in general (or a t  least some class of images), given a set of occlusion and depiction 

assumptions. For example, we miil later need to prove that regions are guaranteed to exist if we assume 

that there are no errors in edge detection: we c a n o t  do this unless u-e have âxioms that define what 

regions are. An alternative w-ay to think about these image conditions is that they define the class of 

images which we will consider throughout this work. In particular, we ujll be restricting ourselves to 

planar images (Le. images that  are isomorphic to the class of planar graphs). 

In earlier chapters, we have axiomatized each class of structures using some CardWorId module. We 

will be taking a different approach with the treatment of images. Rather than proving the soundness 

and completeness of an axiornatization of a class of structures for images, we wiil only be providing a 

model-theoretic specification of this class. One of the primary reasons for this manoeutle is that  the 

cIass of planar graphs is not first-order definable, and the second-order sentence which does define this 

class is rather complicated. '' 

The nonlogical Iexicon &,,, for planar images wi11 be: 

w The binary predicate inclusian(r, t )  denoting the relation which is satisfied by ail positions which 

are in the interior of a region. 

.*The bina- predicate ezclusion(r, t )  denoting the relation which is satisfed by ail positions which 

are not in the intenor of a region. 

The binaq predicate burder(1,r) denoting the relation with the intended interpretation that  1 is 

a line in the boundary, or border, of the region r. This reflects the intuition that a region has a 

closed boundary consisting of intersecting lines. 

These predicates wilI be given an intended interpretation using the notions of planar graphs and 

subdivisions. The following definition is taken fiom [Berg e t  al. 971: 

Definition 6.8 .4 planar subdivision is a partitioning of a Euclidean plane which is induced by the 
embedding of a planar graph. 

.4 face is a maximal connected subset of the plane that doesn? contain a point on an am or  node of 
the planar gruph; i t s  boundary is fomed  by the lines of the planar gmph. 

'In Tfg we encountered the secondsrder definition for the conneded relation; since this sentence waç rather straight- 
forward, we diose to expIicitly inclode the axiom in Tfs. 



Figure 6.9: Planar graph for the image in Figure 6.10(b). 

If a node in the gmph i s  the endpoint of an arc in  the graph, then we Say that the node and the arc 
are incident. Similarly, a face and an arc on its boundaq are incident, and a face and a node if its 
boundary are incident. 

Sote that a face is a connected subset of the plane, just as patches are connected sets of positions in 

c he plane. This correspondence will play a key role in the next section. 

We can now define the intended class of images, which will be those that are isomorphic to planar 

grap hs : 

Definition 6.9 -4 planar image is one which sati9fies the following properties: 

Lines in an image are isomorphic to  the arcs in a planar graph G. 

For lines which intersect two more fines at distinct junctions in the image, them ezGt two distinct 
nodes in  G. 

0 For fines which do not intersect any line, there ezist two nodes in the graph connected by an arc: 
this arc is disconnected from any other nodes in G.  

For lines which intersect a unique line in the image, there ezists one node in G corresponding to 
the junction in the image, and another node in G which is connected only to the junction in the 
image. 

For example, consider the image in Figure 6.10(b). The planar graph corresponding to this image is 

shom-n in Figure 6.9. 

The class of structures will speci- the extensions of the relations in Cplan,, with respect to  

the properties of pIanar graphs and subdivisions. In particular, conditions (9) and (10) in the definition 

specift. the relationship berneen the incidence relation for planar subdivisions and the incidence relation 

in for image objects. 

Definition 6.10 Let M?'"~' be the closs of stnictums in Cplana, U Lkcrnel such that for any structure 
,M E M41anar, the follooing conditions holdr: 

2. -411 images in .+f are planor images. 
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3. For eueq  region r E hl there exids a unique face in a planar subdiuision. 

4. For euery face in a planar subdivisiony there ezists a region r E LW 

5. (1. r) E border i f l  the line 1 is incident tuith the face czssociated with region r. {Thus, lines in 
cycles of the planar graph of an image are the border lines for some region in the image.) 

6. (r, t) E inclusion iff the position t is contained in the face associated with the region r. 

7. (r, t )  E exclusion i f  the position t is not contained in the face associated with the region r. 

8. Pize1.s tuhich are in a border lane of a region are not included in the region. 

9. Border lines are contained in thetr regions, i. e. 

if (1, r )  E border, then (1, r) E in. 

IO. -411 pixels which are contained in a region are either contained in a border line or their positions 
are included in the region, Le., i f  (q,r) E in, then either there ezists a line 1 such that 

or there is a position t such that 

(q, t) f position. (r, t) E inclusion 

Example: Consider the image in Figure 6.10(a). There exists a structure JW in with the 

following properties: 

Each of the regions rl ,  rz, rs, r4 correspond to  a pIanar subdivision. 

The border lines of r2 are: 

The border lines of rs are: 

The border Iines of r4 are: 

147 1139 114 

Sote chat in each case, the border lines for a region form a cycle. .41so note that for each border 

line is in the region corresponding to the planar subdivision. 

Finally, note that 

(cl , t l )  y (r2, t2)t (r3, t3) E inclusion 

(r1, tz), (fl,t3), (r3, t l )  E exchl~ion 

L'sing this class of images, we can now characterize how the interior of a depicted surface corresponds 

to the planar subdivision which is included in the  region that depicts the surface. 
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Figure 6.10: Examples of regions in planar images. 
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Depicting the Interior of a Surface 

The structures in .LfYanar define regions solely in terms of image relations. However, regions are also 

depicted surfaces. so that properties of regions shou1d intuitivelu be related to depicted scene properties 

of surfaces. In particular, it wouid be nice if we could use a set of axioms andogous to the depicted 

figure/ ground axioms we used in TA. Howet-er, a major difference be tween the depiction of regions and 

the axïorns of TA results frorn the fact that lines can be included in a region, yet not be border Iines for 

chat region. For esample, in Figure 6.IO(b) we have 

This is particularlu problematic since aii edges form the boundary of a surface. yet not al1 lines need 

depict boundary edges of the depicted surface. 

In this section we consider an axiomatization of depicted surfaces which includes the relationship 

betw-een the scene relation interior for surfaces, and the image relation inclusion for regions. These 

axiorns constitute the CardWorld module TZ,,,,,, and they will play a cntical role in Chapter 8, when 

we proLide a complete characterization of assumptions related to errors in edge detection. 

Since we will be axiomatizing the depiction of the interior of a surface by planar images, the language 

which we mdl be considenng in this section wilI be the union of the languages for the scene and 

image theories we have considered so far: 

6.3.1 Intuitions for Regions as Depicted Surfaces 

Since we are considering how reIations in Tintcrior correspond to  relations in &(anor? we c m  begin by 

considering the positions of points and the positions of the corresponding pixels which depict these 

points: 

Intuition 15 Depzctton of a scene preserues the position of depicted points. 

Thus, we are considering images which are orthographic projections of the scene. Of course, we could 

generaiize CO other possible projections by modifying this condition. 

Intuition 16 Surfaces con be depicted even when al1 of their parts are not depicted. However, in such 
a case, there must be positions in the depicting region which ore interior to some depicted surface. 

The following example illustrates this intuition: 

Example: Let I be the image in Figure 6.11(c). There is structure M E &=,ion such that ~ 1 1  and 
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(sl, t l )  E interior, (r3 , t l )  E inclusion 

Intuitively, it should not be possible for r3 to  be background and not depict a surface. In the case 

of Figure 6.ll(c), TS can either depict si or sorne other surface that is occluding S I .  O 

Intuition 17 Inclusion in a depicting region is not equiuafent to being interior to the depicted .wrfoce. 
They will only be equivafent if euery line in the border of the region depicts a boundary edge and no point 
in the surface hm a position included in the mgion. 

The following esamples indicate that the depiction relation berneen interior and inclusion is not 

one of equidence: in particular, there are positions interior to some surface that are not included in the 

region that depicts the surface. 

Exaniple: Let I be the image in Figure 6.11(a) where 

There is a structure :f4 /i Crcgion which is a mode1 of Tkeme1 u Tf, u TA u T;,t,,,, u 1 such that 

(SI, tl) , (s2 t2) E interior 

(sl , t3): (s2, tl) 4 interior 

In this structure, there exist positions interior to  the region depicting the surface S I ,  yet which are 

not interior to slt and similarly for the surface sl. In particular, note that the point pl in sl has 

a position which is included in the region rl, rather than being in the border line of the region. 0 

Example: Let 1 be the image Figure 6.1 i(d) where 

In this exarnple, the position ti is interior to  the surface sl ,  yet it is not included in the region 

rl that depicts S I .  Sotice that in this case, there are border lines I l ,  f2  of ri which do not depict 

edges in sl .  Rather, these lines depict edges in a surface which intuitively is occluding sl. @ 



I 

Figure 6.11: Exarnples for intuitions about the depiction of the interior of surfaces. 
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Example: Let I be the image Figure 6.1 1(b) where 

There is a structure .U € &,mgion S U C ~  that .U /i 1 and 

yet there does not exist any edge depicted by I L  In this structure, we have 

Sote that in this rnodel, I I  is an error in edge detection, since it does not depict an edge in the 

scene. 0 

Intuition 18 Regions can also depict the holes of a surface, but such regions usually do not depict the 
surface. =I position interior to a hole can be included in the depicting region only if there is a border 
line of the region which does not depict a hole boundary edge, o r  there is a hole edge containing a point 
whose position i s  included in the depicting region. 

Even with isolated surfaces, regions do not always depict surfaces. For instance, if the surface has a 

hole in itt as in Figure 6.12(a), then the hole will also be "depicted" by a region, even though the hole 

is not part of the figure but rather p a n  of the background. Of course, such a region should not depict 

the surface itseif. However, there are examples where this is the case. 

Examplc: Let I be the image in Figure 6.12(b). There esists a structure ,U E C,e9io, such that :Lfl i= I 

and {pl: e l ,  SI) C M such that 

(sl t l )  E holeinterior, (rl, tl) € inclusion, 

and there does not exist any pixel q such that (qt pl) E A. 

In this structure, there exists a position which is interior to the hole of the surface, yet which is 

also included in the region depicting the surface. However, this is due to the fact that a point in 

a hole edge is not depicted, so that there is a "gap" in the b o u n d q  of the region which should 

correspond to the hole. 0 

We nex-t define the class of structures which wiii formalize these intuitions. 



Figure 6.12: Examples for intuitions about the depiction of the interior of holes in surfaces. 
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6.3.3 Structures for Regions and Depicted Surfaces 

In this section, we present the classes of structures for capturing the intuitions about the depinion of 

surfaces nith respect to their interiors and the interiors of any hole which the surfaces may have. 

1I.ë are pnmarily concemed with the relationship between the extension of the scene relations interiar 

and holeinterior and the image relation inclusion. In terms of structures: this is equit-alent to consid- 

ering the relationship berneen the edge-position and hole-position graphs of a depicted surface, and the 

planar subdivisions for regions depicting the surface. As we did in the definition of the structures 

we are considering are therefore substructures of existing scene or image structures. In particular, we 

consider the substnictwes of the planar subdivisions for regions depicting surfaces. and then combine 

these with the structures for surfaces from .bf~nter'Or . This leads to the following three definitions: 

Definition 6.11 -4 depicting planar subgraph for a surface s is the subgraph of the planar image p p h  
in .f4 such that there tk a 1-1 correspondence between the set of faces of the planar image graph and the 
set of regions uihich depict S. 

Definition 6.12 -4 depicted interior p p h  is the union of the edge-position graph for a depicted surface 
and the depicting planar subgnaph for the surface. 

Definition 6.13 -4 depicted hole gruph is the union of the hole-position graphs for the surface and the 
depicting planar subgmph for the surface. 

S o  new predicate symbols are being added to the language of the structures in . ~ j ~ ' ' ~ " .  Ail image 

relations are characterized in M~'"""'~ and al1 scene relations are characterized in .Llinte*or. As ai th 

the classes of structures we are considering are essentially a restriction of the structures in , U ~ r " e ' .  

In particular, we are placing restrictions on the depiction of surfaces by regions. 

Definition 6.14 Let ~\/i be a structure in CPr,,, . Two sets P> Q of elements in ;M are position- 
igomorphic if for eueq element p E P and q E Q ,  

implies 
(q? t) E position iff (p, t) E position. 

This is a formalization of the intuition that depiction of a scene preserves the position of depicted points. 

The intuitions for depicting the interior of a surface revolved around the relationship beta-een the 

extension of interior for a depicted surface, and the extension of inclusim for regions which depict the 

surfaces. These intuitions are formalized in the definition of the class of structures J M ~ ~ ' ~ " .  Intuition 

16 is formalized by conditions (4) and (5) in the definition of J M ~ " " ;  these conditions constrain the 

relationship between the patches in the edge-position graph of a surface (which determine the extension 

of interior) and the planar subdivisions in the depicting planar subgraph (which determine the extension 

of inclusion). In each of these conditions, we are constraining the extension of the depiction relation 

1 for surfaces and regions. Condition (6) formdizes Intuition 17; it completely specifies the conditions 

under tvhich the extensions of interiar and i n c l u s i a  will be isomorphic for a region depicting the 



surface. Similady, condition (7) formaiizes Intuition 18, by completely spec&ing the conditions under 

which the extensions of h d e i n t e r i u r  and inclusiun d l  be disjoint for a region depicting the surface. 

Definition 6.15 Let 4179'0n be the follotuing clars of structures: 

1. :M is  an extension of a structure in , ~ i ~ ~ ~ " ~ ~  and a structure in ,u(. 

2. .CM is  an extemion of a structure in j M P n n r .  

3- The set of points in .M i 9  position-isomorphic t o  the set of p ü e k  in  .M. (Intuitively, position is 
preserved by depiction.) 

4. Fttthin a depicted interior gfaph for a surface s, there ezists a position which is  u n  element of a 
patch i n  the edge-position graph of s and which is also an  element of a planar subdivision i n  the 
depicting planar subgraph. 

5. If a position is 50th an element of a patch in the edge-position graph of a surface and it an 
element of a plunar subdiuision in the planar image gmphz then there ezists a depicted interior 
graph in  .jW tuhich contains 60th the patch and the planar subdivision. 

6. For each surface s E M ,  the planar subdiuisions in the depicted intefior graph are isomorphic to 
the patches i n  the edge-position graph of the surface i f f  the surface substructure for s is isomorphic 
to the region substructure for the mgion in the depicted interior subgraph. 

7. For each surface s E M ,  the planar subdiuisiom in the depicted hole gmph are disjoint fiom the 
patches in the hole-position graphs of the sudace if the surface substructure for s which contains 
only hole edges is a aubgmph of the region substructure for the region in the depicted hole subgraph. 

\Ve can illustrate the structures in .A4~g'0n using the images in Figure 6.13. 

Exaxnple: Let i be the image in Figure 6.13(a). In this image, there is a triangular surface with a hole. 

Let FI be the face in the planar subdivision corresponding to the region r l ,  and let fi2 be the face 

in the planar subdivision corresponding to  the region rz.  

There exists a structure M E .JM;~''" such that M I and which has the following propenies: 

The surface substructure is shown in Figure 6.14(b), and the region substructure is shown in Figure 

6.l-I(a). The depicted intenor graph is shown in Figure 6.15: the arc berneen rl and FI indicates 

that the region rl corresponds to the face Fl in the pIanar subdivision. The arc between ni and 

FI indicates that the set of positions in the patch ill is a subset of the set of positions in the face 

FI - 
In this structure, the set of positions in the face FI is equai to the union of the positions in the 

patches of the edge-position graph, so that FI = i lL  U ï12 U i13. Since the region substructure for 
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Figure 6.13: Images used for examples of structures in M ~ g i o n .  
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Figure 6.14: Surface and region substructures in the structure corresponding to the image in Figure 
6.13(a). 

f 1 

Figure 6.15: Depicted interior graph in the structure corresponding to the image in Figure 6.13(a). 



Figure 6.16: Depicted hole graph in the structure corresponding to the image in Figure 6.13(a). 

Figure 6.17: Surface and region substructures in the structure corresponding to the image in Figure 
6.13(c). 

rl is isomorphic to  the surface substmcture for the surface SI, condition (6) in the definition of 

M:~'"" is satisfied by M. 

The depicted hole graph is shown in Figure 6.16 the arc berneen r- and F2 indicates chat the 

region r? corresponds to the face f i  in the planar subdivision. The arc between 114 and F -  indicates 

that the set of positions in the patch iT4 is a subset of the set of positions in the face fi. 

In this structure, the set of positions in the face Fi is equal to the set of positions in the patch of 

the hole-position graph, and hence it is disjoint from the set of positions in the face conesponding 

to the region rl.  Since the surface substructure for the surface sl consisting only of hole edges 

(e4>. es es) is isomorphic CO a subgraph the region substmcture for r i ,  condition (7) in the definition 

of Mlegion is satisfied by M .  

0 

Example: Let 1 be the image in Figure 6.13(c). Intuitively, in this image we have two overlapping 
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Figure 6.15: Depicted interior graph in the structure corresponding to  the image in Figure 6.13(c). 

surfaces, but the occluding edges are not depicted because of errors in edge detenion. 

Let FI be the face in the planar subdivision corresponding to  the region r l .  There esists a structure 

:1 E ~ w P ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  such that A4 + I and which has the following properties: 

The surface substructure is shom-n in Figure 6.17(a), and the region substructure is shown in Figure 

6.17(b). The depicted interior graph is shown in Figure 6.18; the arc berneen rl and FI indicates 

chat the region rl corresponds to the face Fl in the planar subdivision. The arc between ill and 

FI indicaces that the set of positions in the patch ni is a subset of the set of positions in the face 

Fl - 

In this structure, the surface substructure for either sl or s2 is not isornorphic to  the region 

substructure for r l .  Consequently, the planar subdivision FL is not isomorphic to  the edge-position 

graph of either SI or ss alone, since FI = I l1  LJ I l 2 .  

However, since I l l  c FI ,  there do exist positions which are elements of a patch in the edge- 

position graph of SI and which is also an element of the planar subdivision Fl in the depicting 

planar mbgraph. Thus, JM in this example satisfies condition (4) in the definition of h i  f "On. 0 
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Figure 6.19: Region substructure in the structure conesponding to the image in Figure 6.13(b). 

Figure 6.20: Depicted interior graph and depicted hole graph in the structure conesponding to the image 
in Figure 6.13(b). 
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Example: Let I be the image in Figure 6.13(b). in this image, there is a triangular surface s i th  a hole, 

but one of the hole edges is not depicted due to errors in edge detection. 

Let FI be the face in the planar subdivision corresponding to  the region rl 

There exists a stmctwe .M E ,bfFion such that .M /= I and ahich has the folloaing properties: 

The surface substructure is the same as the one in Figure 6.14(b), since we are dealing with the 

sarne surface. The region substructure is shown in Figure 6.19. The depicted interior graph and 

the depicted hole graph are shown in Figure 6.20. The arc bemeen rl and FL indicates that the 

region rl corresponds to the face FL in the planar subdivision. The arcs betwwn the patches ni 
and Fl indicate that the sets of positions in each patch ili is a subset of the set of positions in the 

face FI : toget her we have FL = iI U n- U il3 u ilI. 

Since the set of positions in FI is not equal to the patches in the edge-position graph, if condition 

(6) in the definition of ~r~~~~~ is to  be satisfied by ,,M, then the region substructure for rl is not 

isomorphic to the surface substructure for the surface sl, which is the case. 

Similady! the set of positions in the face FL is not equal to the set of positions in the patch of the 

hole-position graph, and hence it is not disjoint frorn the set of positions in the face corresponding 

to the region T L .  If condition (7) in the definition of M ~ ~ ' " "  is to be satisfied by M, the surface 

substnicture for the surface si consisting only of hole edges (e4, es, ee) cannot be isomorphic to  a 

subgraph the region substructure for i, which is the case. C 

Theorern 6.5 Ezistence Theorern for 
The class of sttzleture~ ,M;~~ '~"  d t s  and is nonempty. 

Proof: Since structures in M;'~ '~"  are the union of the following substructures, we aiIl first need to 
show that these classes of graphs exist: 

1. edge-posi tion graphs 

2. hole-position graphs 

3. position-isomorphic sets 

4. depicting plmar subgraphs 

5. depicted interior graphs 

6. depicted hole graphs 

By the Existence Theorem for , we know that edge-position and hole-position graphs 
existe 

Position-isornorphic sets exist, since they are subsets of the the points and pixels mithin the struc- 
ture. 
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Depicting planar subgraphs are arbitrary subgraphs of planar graphs, and hence the>- eelcist. 

Since, depicted interior graphs are the union of a r b i t r q  edge-position graphs and depicting planar 
subgraphs, they exist. Similarlx depicted hole graphs are the union of a r b i t r q  hoie-position 
graphs and depicting planar subgraphs. 

The remaining conditions in the definition of Minterio' are simply restricting which substructures 
are being combined. Thus, conditions (4) and (5) speci- that the edge-position and depicting 
planar subgraphs must have positions in common. The existence of such positions is guaranteed 
bu the position-isomorphic sets. 

Conditions (6) and (7) allow combination of arbitrary subgraphs: they merely specify the conditions 

under n-hich the subgraphs must be isomorphic. O 

6.3.3 Axiomatization of Depiction for interior 

\Ve ail1 denote bu T&,, the module n-hich axiornatizes the structures in , ~ . ( 1 ~ ' ~ "  (see Figure 6.21). 

There is a close correspondence between the axioms of ~ ~ , n , , , i o r  and the intuitions a-e earlier presented. 

Intuition 15 corresponds to axiom 6-10. Intuition 16 leadç to asioms 6.11 and axiom 6.12. -i\xiorn 6.1 1 

requires that for any depicted surface there must exist some position which is both interior to the surface 

and included in the depicting region. Axiom 6.12 can be considered to be a partial converse - if a position 

is both interior to a surface and included in a region, then there exists some surface depicted by the 

region such that the position is also interior to this surface. We cannot h a ~ e  a full converse to this axiom 

because of possible occlusion in the scene. For example, there may be a occluded surface underneath 

the surface depicted by the region. so that we cannot simply conclude that the region depicts a surface 

simply because there exists a position interior to  the occluded surface. 

Earlier intuitions indicated that the depiction relation between interior and inclusion is not one of 

equidence: in particular, there can possibly be positions interior to sorne surface that  are not included in 

the region that depicts the surface. The depiction axiom for interior (axiom 6.13 of T&,,,) captures 

the conditions under which the extensions of these tnr~ relations are equisalent. This axiom has a 

disjunctive consequent which specifies the conditions under which positions intenor to a surface are 

equident  to positions included in the depicting region. In the first conjunct in the consequent of axiom 

6.13. a position is included in a region and is interior to a surface depicted by that region if evee  border 

line of the region depicts a boundary edge of the surface. This can be ilhstrated by the images in Figure 

6.11(b) and (d). 

Example: Let I be the image Figure 6.11(d) where 

There is a mode1 M of T&,,,, U Tinterior U Tjs U TA U Tkenier U T.cene U I SU& that 
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there exist border iines of tl which do not depict boundary edges in SI. Since 

(s17 t l )  E interior 

axiom 6.13 gives 

(r,, t,) 4 inclusion 

In the second conjunct in the consequent of d o m  6.13, a position is interior to a surface and is 

included in a region depicting the surface if e v e -  depicted point in the surface is contained in a border 

Iine of the region. This can be illustrated by the image in Figure 6.11(a). 

Example: Let I be the image in Figure 6.11(a) where 

There is a mode1 .M of u Tinterior U Tfg u TA u Tkcrncl u Tacene U I S U C ~  that 

(11 , el) € 4 (el, s2) E part 

(SI tl)? (sa, t2) f interior 

(PI' s1) E Part, (pl, ts) E position 

Since the point pl is not depicted by a pixel in a border line for r ' ,  axiom 6.13 gives 

Also note that in this structure, there are border lines of rl which do not depict boundary edges 

of sl. O 

We can also think of axiom 6-13 in terrns of its contrapositive - if there is a border line which does 

not depict a boundary edge of the surface, then there will exist a position which is interior to the surface 

yet not included in the depicting region. .41so, if there is a depicted point in the surface which is not 

contained in a border line of the region, then there will exist a position which is included in the region 

but which is not interior to  the surface. 

SimiIarly, earlier intuitions indicated that the extension of hdeinteriur and inclusia  is not always 

disjoint: in particular, there can possibly be positions interior to  a hoIe in some surface that are included 

in the region that depicts the surface. The depiction axiom for hdeinterior (axiom 6.14 of Tfitetio+) 
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Depiction presen-es the position of depicted points. 

If a region depicts a surface, then there exists a position which is both interior to  the surface and included 

in the region. 

(Qr, s) A(r, 3) 3 (3) interiur(s, t )  A inclusion(r, t )  (6.11) 

IF a position is both interior to a surface and included in a region, then there exists a surface depicted 

bu the region such that the position is also interior to the depicted surface. 

(Qr, SI, t )  interiat(sl, t )  A inclusim(r, t )  3 (3s~) A(r, s2! A intefiur(s.2 , t )  (6.12) 

For any depicted surface, the extension of interiw is equivaient to the extension of inclusion iff every 

border Iine in the region depicts a boundary edge of the surface and every depicted point is contained 

in a border line of the region. 

(Vr, s, t )  A(r,  s )  > [(inclusim(r, t )  interior(s, t ) )  

For any depicted surface, the extension of holeinterior is disjoint from the extension of inclusion iff 

e v e s  depicted point in a hole boundary edge is contained in a border line of the region. 

(Vr, s, t )  A (r ,  s) > [(inclusim(r, t )  r -hdeinteriar(s, t ) )  r 

Figure 6.21: T&,,: Depiction axioms for the interior of a surface. 
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captures the conditions under which the extensions of these m-O relations are disjoint - the? are disjoint 

iff every depicted point in a hole boundary edge is containeci in a border line of the region depicting the 

surface. ive can again consider the contrapositive of this axiom - if there exists a depicted point in a 

hole boundary edge which is not contained in a border line of the depicting region, then there e-xists a 

position m-hich is interior to the hole and aIso included in the region. Intuitively, this rneans that there 

is a piece "missing" in the line depicting the hole boundary edge. These intuitions are illustrated by the 

images in Figure 6.12. 

Example:  Let I be the image in Figure 6.12(a), where 

There is a model ,PM of T & t e r i o r ~ T i n l e r i o r ~ f l A  UTkernc~Tscene~ I such that {es, es, et! ea: S) C 

:\f and 

( r1 , sd  E A 

(SI, t t )  E hole in te r io r  

(r l ,  t l )  4 inclusion 

In this model, the region rz  does not depict a surface, but rather is the hoie in the surface S. 

Since the hoIe boundary edges for the surface s are all depicted, and each point in these edges is 

depicted by a pixel in a border Iine of both and rs,  by axiom 6.14, the extensions of inclusion 

and ho le in te r io r  are disjoint. fi 

Example:  Let f be the image in Figure 6.12(b), where 

I bar&r(li, r~ ) A bar&r(lz, r~ ) A barder (ls  , r 1 ) A border (14 r L) 

(PI: e t )  E pa r t ,  ( p l ,  t 1) E position 

(ri, t l ) ,  ( r i ,  tÎ) E inclusion 

Since there exists a point in a hole b o u n d q  edges that is depicted by a pixel but which is not in 

a border line of r i ,  by axiom 6.14, the extensions of inclusion and ho le in te r io r  are not disjoint. 

CI 
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6.3.4 Characterization Theorems for T&, 

In this section' we show that the structures in sacise the axioms of T&,,,,, and that the 

models of T&e,io, correspond to the structures in . ~ l ~ ~ ~ ~ " .  

Satisfiability of T & ~ , ~ ~ ~  

Theorem 6.6 Euery structure in . M ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  is o model of Tkernel u If, U TA U Thte,, U 7$,,,,, U I for 
some planar image I .  

Proof: I t  is easy CO s e  that axiorn 6.10 of T&,,,, is satisfied by ,W 6.om property (3) in the definicion 
of . q e g i O * .  

Consider axiom 6.11 of tnterior* 

iff for any variable assignment a: and every tegion a(r) and surface a($) ,  we ha\-e 

This is equident  to saying that if 

(a(r>7a(s>> A 

then there exists a position t E 1.I such that 

(a(s),  t) E interior and (a(r) ,  t) E inclusion. 

By hypothesis, there exists a depicted interior graph for the surface a(s). By property (4 )  in the 
definition of .Uregion, there exists a position a-hich is an element of a patch in the edge-position 
graph of s? so that 

(a(s),  t )  E interior 

By property (4) this position t is aiso an element of a planar subdivision in the depicting planar 
subgraph, so that 

(a(r)? t) E inclusion 

by which the axiorn is satifiable. 

Consider axiom 6.12 of T & ~ ~ ~ :  

iff for any variable assignment a,  and for every region ~ ( r )  E M, el-e- surface a(s l )  f M ,  and 
every position a(t) E hi, if 

then there exists a surface sz E M such that 

(a(r) , s2) E A, (s2, a(t))  f interior 

The antecedent of this sentence holds iff the position a(t)  is both an element of a patch in the 
edge-position graph of a surface and it is an elernent of a planar subdivision in the planar image 
graph- 
The consequent of this sentence holds iff there exists a depicted interior graph in .bi which contains 
both the path and the planar subdivision. Thus the axiom follows from condition (5 )  in the 
definition of . M ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .  
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Consider asiom 6.13 of TiRrcnor: Suppose 

;W /= (Vr, s ,  t )  A(r ,  s) 3 [(inclusion(r, t )  z interior(s, t ) )  G 

This is equitalent to sayïng that for any tariable assignrnent a. the e-aension of inclusion is 
equikalent to the extension of inten'ur for a surface 5(s)  depicted by the region a(r) iff 

Since bu hgothesis, the extension of inclusion for a ( r )  is isomorphic to the extension of interior 
for a(sj. by condition (6) in the definition of M; '~ '~" ,  the surface substructure for a(s )  m u s  be 
isomorphic to the border substructure for a ( r ) .  By the isornorphism, et-ery line in the border 
substructure must depict an edge in the surface substructure, so that the first formula above is 
satisfîed. 

Similady. by the isomorphism, every point in the surface substructure is depicted by a pixel in the 
border substructure, so the second formula above is satidied. 

Thus, axiom 6.13 is satisfied by M. 

Finally, consider axiom 6.14 of T:~~,~,,. Suppose 

This is equident  to saying that for any xariable assignment a, the extension of inclusion is disjoint 
from the extension of hdeinter ior  for a surface a depicted by the region a ( r )  iff 

Since by hypothesis, the extension of inclusion for ~ ( r )  is disjoint from the extension of hdeinter ior  

for o(s ) ;  by condition (7) in the definition of MregLon, every depicted point in a hole boundary 

edge of the surface is a pixel in the boundary of the region in the depicted interior subgraph. It is 

easy to see that the consequent of the axiom is satisfied in :W. O 

Axiomatizability of Teterior 

Theorem 6.7 Let M be a structure in Linterior U LA U with the following properties: 

O .M contains a substnicture isomorphic to a structure in M ~ Y ~ O " ;  

.W contains a substnicture isornorphic to a structure in M;""; 

O .'M contains a substructure isomorphic to a structure in M l n e ;  

O M contains a subshrcture isomorghic to a structure in Mfanar; 

is a mode1 of Tkcrnei U Tt, U TA U Tinte,, U T ~ ~ , . , ~ ~ ,  U I for some planar image I .  
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Then .\.( is bomorphic to a structure in I M ~ " ~ ~ " .  

Proof: Let ,W be a model of TkerneI U TI, u TA U Tinterior U T&io, which satisfies the propenies in 
the hypot hesis of the theorem. 

It is easy to see that by axiom 6.10, the set of points in iU is position-isomorphic to the set of 
pixels in .M, so that condition (3) in the definition of . M ~ ~ ' ~ "  is satisfied by .M. 

Since .M is a mode1 of Tscene u Tt, U Ti,,,,,, it is an extension of a structure in .Uinterior . and 
hence there is an edge-position graph and a hole-position graph stithin .Li for each surface s E .CI. 
Similarly. by hupothesis. .U is an extension of a structure in .MI""' .  and hence there is a planar 
subdivision within .LI for each region r f M. 

By axiorn 6.11: for every region r which depins a surface st there exists a position st-hich is 
an element of a patch in the edge-position graph of s and which is also an element of a planar 
subdivision. Thus, condition (4) in the definition of . , M ~ ' ~ ' ~ "  is satisfied by .M. 

iff for any variable assignment a? and any elements a ( r ) ? a ( s l ) ,  a ( t )  E M .  if 

then t here exists a surface sg E such that 

(a(.), s z )  E A, (s2 , a ( t ) )  E interior 

The antecedent is true iff the position a ( t )  is an element of a patch in the edge-position graph for 
a(sl) and it is also an elernent of a planar subdivision in the planar image graph for a(r) .  The 
antecedent is then true iff the position a ( t )  is an element of a patch in the depicted interior graph 
for s2. Thus! condition (5) in the definition of J M ; ~ ~ ' " "  is satided by .,W. 

then 
.M ,t= ((Vi)  border(1, r )  3 (3) A([, e )  A boundary ( e ,  t )  A part(e, s ) )  

By the antecedent, for any tariable assignment a, the extension of interior for the surface a ( s )  is 
isomorphic to the extension of inclusion for the region ~ ( r ) ;  that is, the patches in the edge-position 
graph for u ( s )  is isomorphic to the planar subdivisions in the depicted interior graph. 

Suppose that the surface substructure for a ( s )  is not isomorphic to the border substructure for 
a(r).  Then one of the following conditions must hold: 

There exists line in the border substructure which does not depin an edge in the surface 
substructure. 

m There exists an edge (point) in the surface substructure which is not depicted by a line (pixel) 
in the border substructure. 

Howec-er, the first condition is false by the first conjunct in the antecedent of axiom 6.13? and the 
second condition is false by the second conjunct of axiom 6.13. Therefore? the surface substructure 
for a(s) must be isornorphic to the border substructure for a(r), and hence condition (6) in the 
definition of M~~~~~~ must be satisfied by M. 
By axiom 6.14, if 

A4 + (Vr, s, t )  4 (r,  s )  3 [(inclusion (r, t )  1 hdeinter iur(s ,  t ) )  



t hen 

By the antecedent, for any ~ariable assignment a, the extension of hdeinterior for the surface 

a(.s) is disjoint from the exzension of inclusion for the region a ( r ) :  that is, the set of patches in the 

hole-position graph for a ( s )  is disjoint from the planar subdivisions in the depicted interior graph. 

Br the antecedent of axiom 6.14, every depicted point in a hole boundary edge of the surface is a 

pixel in the boundary of the region, and hence condition (7) in the definition of .Lf;egiOn m u t  be 

satisfied by ;W. 0 



Chapter 7 

A Theory of Occlusion 

To this point. we have introduced six sets of axiorns, which have been used to prove severai character- 

ization theorems about shape and depiction. In this chapter we introduce the two final sets of a~ ioms  

in the CardWorld theories - Tobscurcs and Toc, - which together will constitute a theory of occIusion. 

Intuitib-ely, a scene object is occluded when it is not depicted due to a surface that is ontop of it. CVith 

the occlusion a~iorns, we want to make this intuition precise. The module Toa8,ures w i U  formaiize in- 

tuitions about surfaces being ontop of one another; i t  wil1 be a theory containing only scene relations. 

The module Toc, will forrnalize the relationship berneen these scene relations and nondepiction of scene 

objects within an image. 

7.1 Obscuring Surfaces 

In this section, =e axiomatize the notion of ho%- surfaces can possibly obscure each other within a scene. 

In doing so! we introduce the CardWorld module Tobscures and consider the theor'. Tobscures U Tinterior U 

Tf, u Tscene. It is important to realize that this theory considers scene relations alone. In the next 

section, vie ni11 combine the concepts of obscuring surfaces with depiction in order to  provide a complete 

characterization of occlusion. 

Our first task mil1 be to speci- the conditions that make occiusion possible - what is it about a 

surface that allows it to occlude other scene objects? .A scene object is occluded u-hen there is a surface 

ontop of the object; this leads to the requirement that a surface occludes another scene object because 

it constitutes a figure. In this way, the axioms for the interior of surfaces from the pret-ious chapter mil1 

play a crucial role. 

CIosely relaced to this is the intuition that when one surface occludes another, there is a b o u n d q ,  

or occluding edge, at the point of occlusion that defines the figure of the occluding surface. Part of 

the characterization theorem for Tobrcures will include conditions on the existence of occluding edges. 

Similar intuitions c m  be found in [Williams and Hanson 961. 



7.1.1 Intuitions for Obscuring Surfaces 

The nonlogical lexicon for Tdsares is 

The ternary predicate obscures(sl ,  S.,, t )  denotes the relation which represents one surface si which 

obscures, or is ontop of, surface 92 a t  the position t .  

The ternary predicate abuts (e i7ez ,  t )  is a relation 0%-er edges in different surfaces and a position. 

Intuitit-elp it represents two surfaces which are abutting each other a t  some position in a scene 

dong m o  of their edges. 

The b i n w  predicate m t o p ( s L , s l )  over surfaces denotes that surface sl is ontop of surface s l  

n-ithin the scene. 

The binary predicate pcrrtiaïacclu&s(s 1 ,  s2) over surfaces denotes chat surface si obscures only 

part of sr. 

a The binary predicate total,occludes(sL, s 2 )  denotes that surface S I  totaUy obsmres s?, that is, sl 

obscures S.' at  every position interior to 

The binary predicate occluding(e,s) denotes that the edge e is occluding the surface s at  some 

position. 

The following examples illustrate some of the possible scenes which correspond to Our intuitions 

about obscuring surfaces. It is important to note that d s c u r e s  is a scene relation that is independent 

of depiction. In al1 OF the examples given in this chapter, we will be refemng to properties of scenes. In 

any of the diagrams containing scenes, if a scene object is not displayed in the figure. then it should be 

interpreted as being occluded. W e  may sornetimes want to expiicitly refer to the occluded scene objects: 

in these cases, we will use diagrams that display the hidden or occluded edges, and they will be eqlicitly 

referred to in this way. I t  should be stressed that none of these diagrams are images: they are pictorial 

representations of scenes. 

Intuition 19 Surfaces can only be occluded at positions interior to  the occludzng surface. 

Intuition 20 The surfaces in a scene are ordered according to their "depth" ut diflerent positions in 
the scene. Further, in any scene, there is always a surface which is ontop of every other surface at some 
position. 

Intuition 21 Surfaces can be purtially occluded or totally occluded by other surfaces in the scene. 



Figure 7.1 : Scene used to illustrate intuitions for obscuring surfaces. 



Example: Consider the scene in Figure ï.l(a), in which dashed lines represent displayed hidden edges 

of the surfaces. There exists a structure :M E Cobscurcs such that 

{SI. s2. sa. s4. tl . t2. t3, t4 .  t~ ) C 1k.I and which has the following properties: 

Intuitivel'-, we have 

Hom-ever! we do have 

since the position tl is not interior to the surface s3. 

In this case, the surfaces s2 and ss are both partially occluded by the surface SI. In fact, me can 

order the surfaces according to their "depth" in the scene - sl is ontop of al1 other surfaces. and 

sa  is ontop of SJ. 

XIso note that we have 

(s3, s4, t3) E abuts 

so that neither SQ nor s4 are ontop of each other. 0 

Example: Consider the scene in Figure ï . l(b),  in which dashed iines represent displayed hidden edges 

of the surfaces. There exists a structure A4 E Cobscures such that {si,sz) C hl in which the 

surface sz is totaliy occluded by the surface si. 0 

Intuition 22 Cté cannot haue interpenetmting surfaces. 

The scenes in Figure T.2(c) and (d) intuitively occur with penetrating surfaces that are rnutudly 

occluding, that is, there is a structure M E Lobacurer such that 

In this R-O&, however, we will be concerned onIy with nonpenetrating surfaces. Thus, none of the 

following examples correspond to  intuitik-e structures. 

Example: Consider the scene in Figure 7.2(c). There exists a structure in Lob,,,,, such that 

In this structure, sl and s2 are mutually occluding; el and el are edges in sl that contain points 

that are occluded by s2, while es and ea are edges in s2 that contain points that are occluded by 

sl. In this example, the surfaces are interpenetrating, where two edges of sl poke through sl and 

two edges of sz poke through sl. 0 



For the next intuition, we need the notion of cont-ex components for surfaces. 

Definition 7.1 Let iLi be a structure in ~obrcures-  We udl say that two positions t l ,  t 2  are in the same 
concex component of a surfcrce s iff 

(S. t i ) ,  ( s ,  t î )  E interior 

and 
(s? tl  , t2) E noncrossing 

In o t  her words, the m-O positions t i, tz are  in the sanie convex component of s iff dram-ing a segment 

between tl and tz wiil not cross any edge of the surface. 

Intuition 23 Two surfaces can mutually occlude each other only if they have different convez compo- 
nents. The ordenng over two surfaces in a scene must be the same for all positions in the same conuez 
components of both surfaces. 

There are two n-ays t o  think about this intuition and anomalous ocdusion is the follokng. One 

aspect of the intuition s a y s  that positions in the same convex components of both surfaces must sa t i se  

the sarne assignment of obscures a t  chose positions. 

Example: Consider the scenes in Figure 7.2. There is a structure hf in &,b,,,,,, such that  {sl , s2) C JI 

and 

(si? h), (SI, t2), (52: tl),  (~2: t2) E interior 

(SI, s2 , t r  ) E obscures 

then we must also have 

(si, ~ 2 ,  tz) € obscures 

as in scene (a). 

1 f 

(s2,si, t l )  E obscures 

then we must also have 

(s2,sit tl)  E obscures 

as in scene (b). 

Sotice that the scenes in Figure 7.2(c) and (d) violate this intuition. 0 

The other way to think about this intuition is that we can allow structures which satisfy 

n-hen the occIuded points in the surfaces have disjoint sets of boundary edges or the positions are not 

noncrossing in one of the surfaces. In other words, mutually occluding surfaces are feasible if the 

positions that are obscured are in different convex components. 



Example: Consider the scene in Figure 7.6(f). There esists a stmcture .,W in ~ o b s c u r c s  S U C ~  that 

{s1,s2, tl.t.4) c AI and 

Thus we can have 

(as in scene (e)) or 

(s2: sl t l ) ,  (SI, SO. t4)  E obscures 

(as in scene (c)). O 

Intuition 24 WXenever a surface is parttally occluded, there is an occluding edge. There cannot be 
'patches- interior to the surface which are obscured without auch an edge. 

Example: Consider the scene in Figure f.2(d). There exists a structure in Cobscures SU& that 

{el: e2: ezt e41p1,p2,s1,s2) C and 

(SI, s l ,  t l )  f obscures 

In Figure 7.2d. the shaded patch represents the extrusion of sl through s2, containing the position 

tl where part of surface s l  that obscures a position interior to  surface sz. That is, part of s i  

penetrates s2, and the shaded patch is what "pokes through7 s2.  Intuiti~eiy~ however, el and e2 

should be occluding edges in sa, and at al1 positions interior to SZ. O 

Example: Consider the scene in Figure C.l(a). There exists a structure .SM E CabScUres S U C ~  that we 

have the foilowing occluding edges: 

In the scene Figure T.l(b) thlre are no occiuding edges. 0 

7-1-2 Structures for Obscured Scenes 

Before characterizing the class of intended structures for these relations, it is useful to define the following 

substructures. 

Definition 7.2  Giuen a stnrcture M in Lintefior, a local surface ordering is a substructure (S? t, <) 
un'th the following properties: 



Figure 7.2: Arnbiguity in the definition of obscrcres. 



S is a set of surfaces in M: 

For some surface s E LW, we haue s E S if f  

(s, t) E interior 

< is  a discrete partial ordering; 

0 There exi.5t.5 a unique minimal element in S with respect to <. 

Local surface orderings formalize Intuitions 19 and 20. The intuition that surfaces can only be 

obsrured at  positions interior to both surfaces is captured by the condition in the definition of Iocai 

surface orderings which restricts the set of surfaces to  those which are interior at  the position of the 

ordering. The ordering itself captures the intuition of the "depth" of a surface in the scene, and the 

minimal surface in the ordering corresponds to the surface u-hich is intuitiveiy ontop of al1 other surfaces 

a t  some position. 

Consider the scene in Figure 7.1 (a). The local surface ordering at  tl is 

The local surface ordering at  t2 is 

Si < S2,s2 < S3,sl < s3 

The local surface ordering at  t3 is 

The local surface ordering at  t4 is 

s2 < s3, s2 < S4 

Hom-ever: the surfaces sa and s4 are incomparable in the ordering, since the? are abutting each other at 

the position tq. 

Definition 7.3 Two local surface orderings (SI : tl, and (&, t2, <Sz)  are order isomorphic with 
respect to two surfaces si, s2 if 

si eSi sz if f SI s~ 

In the preceding example nith the scene in Figure 7.l(a), the Iocal surface orderings at  the positions 

t l  and t 2  are order-isomorphic, and the local surface orderings at the positions t 2  and t3 are order- 

isomorphic. 

Definition 7.4 Giuen a structurir ~ t i  in Linte,-,,, a global sudace ordering is a substructure which is 
the set of local surface orderings for each position in hl such that the local surface orderings for positions 
which are in  the same convez components of two surfaces m w t  be oràer isomorphic with respect to  these 
two surfaces. 

Global surface orderings correspond to Intuition 23 - positions which are in the sarne convex com- 

ponents of two surfaces in a scene must agree on the dscures ordering for the two surfaces. Thus, 



Figure 7.3: Overlap graph for the scene in Figure 7.1 (a). 

mutually obscuring surfaces ara only aiiowed if the positions a t  which the surfaces are obscured are 

in different conves components of the surfaces. This also captures Intuition 22? since interpenetrating 

surfaces rnutually occhde each other at positions which are in the sarne convex component. 

Definition 7.5 Gizien a structure ;\/l f Cabscuresj  an ocerlap graph G = (:Y, A) is a directed groph such 
that :Y is the set of surfaces in M ,  G contains 2-cycles only i f  one of the surfaces has multiple distinct 
conuex components, and (s*, sÎ) E -4 ifi there ezists a unique set of edges which are part of si and uhich 
contain points pi such that 

(pi, ti) E position and sl < s2 in  the local surface ordering at  each position ti . 

The 0%-erlap g a p h  for the scene in Figure ï.l(a) is shonm in Figure 7.3. Sote that for each arc in 

the graph, there exists an occluding edge. 

1% are noir; ready to define the class of structures J U ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  u-hich we will later show to be equh-alent 

to the models of Ta,,: 

Definition 7.6 Let . u ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  be a set of structures in &obacured un'fh the following pmperties: 
For all structures &î /I J M ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  

1.  .W i s  an extension of a structure in iWPtC"~' ; 

2. The eztensions of obscures and abuts are isomorphic to  a global surface orderirrg such that: 

ta) 

(sl, SZ, t )  E obscures 

iff sl < s2 in the local surface ordering a t  t; 

(6 )  

(si, s2, t) E abuts 

i f f  SI and s2 are incomparable in the local sudace onlering ut t . 

3. The eztension of partiaiocciudes is isomorphic t o  an overlap graph G = ( X ,  .4) such that 

if (si, s2) € partia11i~CI~~&~ then SI, sz E IV and (SI s2) E .A. 

4. Suppose a global surfice ordering (S,  <) and a n  overlap graph G = ( X ,  -4) are substructures of , M .  
Then (si, 52) E .4 i f  the local surface orderings for a proper subset of positions interior to sa are 
order isomorphic to  a proper subset of positions which are interior to S I .  

5. The eztension of totahccludes is isomorphic t o  a quasi-order such that (sl s2) E totalacludes 
iff sl 4 sz. 



6. Suppose a global surface ordering (S ,  <) and the total_occludes quusi-order are substructures of ,W. 
Then si 4 so ifl the local surface orderings for ail positions interior to sl are order isomorphic to 
the positions interior to SI. 

7. The extension o f o n t o p  is isomorphic to the p p h  which is the sum of the graphs for p a r t i a l o c c i u d e s  
and to ta l ,occ ludes .  

8. Let n(e) be a function which ussigns an edge to the surface containing the edge. 

(e ,  s )  E occ luding  

zff there ezists an ouerlap gmph G = ( X ,  -4) in .A4 such that 

Each of the conditions in the definition of ,t4fbsmre8 characterizes one of the folloning properties: 

the extension of a relation denoted bu a predicate qmbol  in L~, , , r , , :  in this case. we prot-ide a 

structure which is isornorphic to the extension of the relation: 

the relationship m o n g  the substructures which are isomorphic to the extension of one of the 

relations: 

Condition (2) characterizes the extensions of dscures and a h t s ,  and corresponds to Intuitions 19 

and 19. Condition (3) characterizes the extension of p a r t i a l ~ c l u d e s ,  while condition ( 4 )  constrains 

the relationship berneen the extension of obscures and the extension of partial1x:cludes. Condition (5) 

characterizes the extension of t d a l a c l u d e s ,  while condition (6) constrains the relationship between the 

enension of obscures and the extension of t o ta lax fudes .  Together, these four conditions correspond 

to Intuition 21. Condition (7) characterizes the extension of ontop with respect to partialficlu&s and 

totalf ic ludes.  Condition ( 8 )  characterizes the extension of occluding (i-e. occIuding edges). 

Sote that we are not considering surfaces which are self-occluding. In such a case, obscures would 

not be isomorphic to a local surface ordering, since we would have (s ,  s: t )  E obscures. 

Theorem 7.1 Ezistence Theorem for .bt~bscurcs 
The class of structures M~~~~~~~~ ezisb and is nonempty. 

P r o o f :  We first need to show that the following classes of structures exist: 

1. local surface orderings 

2. global surface ordenngs 

3. overlap graphs 

Since local surface ordenngs are a class of partial orderings, it is obvious that they exist. 

Global surface orderings are the union of order-isomorphic local surface ordenngs. Since every 
surface has at  least one convex cornponent, we are guaranteed the existence of a set of order- 
isomorphic local surface orderings, and hence we are also guaranteed the existence of global surface 
orderings. 

Overlap graphs are directed graphs; the oniy restriction is that the graphs can contain Zcycles only 
if the surfaces have multiple convex components. For surfaces with unique convex cornponents, 
overlap graphs are a r b i t r q  directed graphs, and hence the? exist. 



In addition to guaranteeing the existence of these substmctures, conditions (4) and (5) in the 
definition of .bf4bsarea place restrictions on the combination of the substructures. We therefore 
need to show that these combinations of the substructures exist. 

To satisft- condition (-4): we need to show that given any global surface ordering, we are guaranteed 
the e~istence of an overlap graph. Since the arcs in the graph exist only if the positions interior to 
one surface are order-isornorphic to  a set of positions interior to the other surface, the definition 
of global surface orderings guarantees that there nlll be 2-cycks in the graph only if there exist 
distinct sets of positions which are in different c0nve.Y components of the surfaces: positions in the 
same convex component must be order-isornorphic. 

To satis- condition (3), we need to show that given any global surface ordering, we are guaranteed 

the existence of a relation m-hich is a quasi-order over the surfaces. Since Iocal surface orderings 

are substructures of the global surface ordering, and al1 positions interior to one surface are order- 

isomorphic to the positions interior to  the other surface. the transitivity and irreflexivity of the 

relation follow frorn the definition of local surface ordering, which is a partid ordering. O 

7.1.3 Axiomatizing obscures 

N e  n o s  introduce the axioms in the CardWorld module Tobscures (Figure 7.4 and Figure 7.5) whose 

models will be structures in dbf~b8~res. A scene object is occluded when there is a surface ontop of the 

object: the relation ontop is used to  capture this relationship (axiom 7.11 of Tobjcure-). However, it is 

insufficient to define the notion of occlusion, since it is possible for surfaces to be mutually occluding. 

We therefore need to say that one surface occludes another at  a particular position. For this reason w-e 

define ontop in terms of another relation, obscures. This relation formalizes the notion of one surface 

occluding another surface a t  a position; a surface is antop if it obscures the surface at some position. 

Axiorn 7.1 of TobicureS is the sentence that specifies the relationship between occlusion and the interior 

of a surface. If a position t is interiur to two surfaces, then one surface must obscure the other surface a t  

that position, or the surfaces rnust be abutting at  that position. The interesting aspect of this axiom is 

the ambiguity concerning which surface is obscuring the given position. That is, given a position t alone, 

if it is interior to two surfaces, we cannot determine =hich surface is obscured and which is obscuring, 

or if they are abutting. 

hlost of the axioms of Tobscurrr (in particular, axioms 7.1 - 7.7 and axiom 7.10) are the constraints 

on local surface orderings, which place constraints on the extension of obscures at  some fked position. 

These axioms specifq- that the extension of obscures is isomorphic to a partiaI ordering, and that abutting 

surfaces are incomparable in this ordering. Axiom 7.10 states that the occluding surface be the minimal 

in the obscures ordering at  the position of the point being occluded. This prevents an infinite ascending 

stack of occluding surfaces in any model, which would cause problems for any theory of occlusion. For 

example, an undepicted point is obscured by a surface; the points in this surface rnust also either be 

depicted or obscured by some surface. If we dlowed infinite stacks of surfaces, w-e couId have undepicted 

occluded points but none of the occluding surfaces would be depicted: this vioIates the intuitions we 

have about the nature of occlusion. Axiom 7.10 can be considered to  be minima1 obscuring surface 



If a position is interior to two dierent  surfaces. then either one of the surfaces d s m r e s  the other a t  

t hat position. or the surfaces are ahtting each other at chat position. 

(Obscures(sl, 9 2 :  t )  V obsmres(s2, S I ,  t )  V (?elt e2)  patt(e1. s )  A p r t ( e 2 :  3 2 )  A a h t s ( e ~ ,  ez: t ) )  (7.1) 

Surfaces cannot obscure each other at the same position. 

At any position, the obscures relation is transiti$-e. 

Surfaces which are abutting each other at  a position cannot obscure each other at that position. 

If one surface obscures a surface which is abutting against another surface at  the same position. then 

the first surface obscures both abutting surfaces at  that position. 

(7.5) 

At any position, the relation abuts is symrnetric in its edge arguments. 

Xbutting edges must be parts of distinct surfaces. 

T h e  estension of obscures is the same for dl positions in the same convex components of the surfaces. 

~ n a n m o s s i n g ( s ~ ,  t L  , t 2 )  A noncrossing(s2, t l  : t 3 )  3 c?bs~ures(s~, s2 t?)  

T h e  obscures ordering is discrete. 

(vsI s2 , t )  obscures(sl, so, t )  3 ( 3 ~ )  06scures(s1, 9 3 ,  t )  A (~(3s~) 06scufes(s1, 34, t )  A 06scures(s~,  53, t ) )  

(7.9) 

At any position, there exists a minimal surface which is not obscured by any other surface. 

Figure 7.4: Tobscutes: Axioms for obscuring surfaces. 



A surface is ontop of another surface iff there exists a position at n-hich the surface obscures it. 

One surface panialIy occludes another surface 8 there exists a position at which the first surface obscures 

the second surface and another position interior to the second surface at u-hich it is not obscured. 

(Ys, s') p r t i a l ~ c l u d e s ( s ,  s') r (3 i ,  t - )  obscures(s, s', tr  ) A ~obscures(s ,  s': t2)  A intej7m(s1, t - )  (7.12) 

One surface totally occludes another surface iff the first surface obscures the second surface at al1 positions 

interior to the second surface. 

(Yst s') totaI1)~cludes (3, S I )  (3tl) obscures(s, s', t ) A  ((Vt2) interiof (s' , t z )  3 obscures(s. s', t ? ) )  (7.13) 

An edge is an occluding edge iff there exists a point in the edge, and the surface containing the edge 

obscures another surface at the position of that point. 

(Ve, s ,  t )  occluding(e, s )  

( I p ,  t :  s') part(e, s') A part(p, e )  A position(p, t )  A obscures(s', s, t )  (7.14) 

Figure 7.5: Tobacures: Consemative definitions. 



assumption since it asserts the existence of a topmost surface that is minimal in the obscures ordenng 

a t  any position. 

Axiorn 7.8 specifies the constraint on gIobal surface orderings. and is perhaps one of the most im- 

portant axioms within Td,,,,,. The problem is to  consistentIy combine the local surface orderings for 

al1 positions which are interior to a set of surfaces. If this is not done p rope r l~  we cari get some v e -  

strange and unintuitive results. 

In the earlier examples that motivated Intuitions 22 and 23, there were cases of anornaIous occlusion 

and interpenetrating surfaces. k i o m  7.8 of Tobscurcs eiiminates these cases. W e  can illustrate axiorn 

7.8 using the original examples of anomalous occlusion. In Figure T.2(e), the shaded portion is the set 

of positions that are interior to both surfaces. Suppose we have a model A4 of Tg,,,, u Ts, U Tinterior u 

Tobscutes  such that 

(sl: s2? tl) E obscures 

By axiom 7.8 of ~obs,,,,,l dl modeIs of TScen, U Ti, U Tinterior U Tobg,-ures agree on the extension of 

obscures at the position t2 since the two positions are in the same convex component in both surfaces. 

Thus if 

(si , ti , t2) E noncrossing 

then we must have 

In this wax the scenes in Figure 7.2(c) and (d) are eIiminated by axiom 7.8 of Tob8curesy since in 

these scenes? some of the positions in the shaded portion of Figure i.S(e) satisfy 

(sr, s2, tl) E obscures 

and some of the positions in the shaded portions of Figure 7.2(e) satis& 

(s2, SI, t2) E obscures 

The scenes in Figure C.2(a) and (b) are the only intuitive possibilities consistent with axiorn 7.8 of 

Example: Consider Figure 7.6. The diagram in (b) displays the scene with al1 hidden edges t-isible, 

and scenes (a), (c), and (e) are feasible scenes. L'sing Tobsares7 we can see why these scenes are 

feasi ble. 

Consider the scene in Figure 7.6a. Let JU be a model of TScene U Tt, U Tinterior U TobJcures such 

t hat 



Figure 7.6: Eliminating anomalous occlusion. 



In Figure f.6d7 the two darkly shaded portions are the set of positions that are interior to both 

surfaces. Xxiom 7.8 is equivalent to saying that either al1 positions in one shaded portion must 

satisfy 

(sl: sz, t) E obscures 

or ail positions in one shaded portion must satis- 

(s2: SI : t) E obscures 

Sote chat since positions in the tu.0 shaded portions are not namossing s i t h  respect to each 

other, its5om 7.5 does not constrain the assignment of obscures berneen positions in different 

shaded portions. 

Consider Figure ï.6(f). Suppose that 

(si, s2, t l)  E obscures 

We have 

( S I , S ~ :  tl)? (SI, sz7 ts) E obscures 

This is the case in Figure 7.6(a) and (e). 

Suppose chat 

(s2, S I ,  tl) E obscures 

Bu asiom 7.8 of Toc>acures7 we get 

This is the case in Figure 6.6(c). 

For the other set of positions that are interior to both surfaces, we reason in a similar way. Suppose 

t hat 

(sl,s2: tl) E obscures 

W e  have 



(sI , sp. tg), (sI SZ? t4) E obscures 

This is the case in Figure Ï.6(a) and (c). 

Suppose that 

(SI s2, tl) E obscures 

By a ~ i o m  7.8 of Tobscutcsy we get 

This is the case in Figure 7.6(e). D 

The remaining relations (ontop, partiall~ccludes, totalaccludes, and occluding) can be given con- 

sen-ative definitions: these are found in Figure 7.3. An example of these relations can be found in the 

scenes of Figure 7.1. 

Example: Consider the scene in Figure 7.l(a). There exists a structure ;W f Cabscure8 such that 

( ~ 1 . ~ 2 ,  ~ 3 :  sql elte2.eg, e4: e~:es ,e t ,ee}  C !CI and which has the follo~lng properties. 

Since there exist positions a t  which sl obscures sz, as weU as positions which are interior to s2 

but not interior to SI: the definition giws us 

Sirnilady we also get 

(si sj) , (s2? s4) E partial-occludes 

The definition of occiuding gives us 

Sotice that for every partially ocduded surface, there exists a t  l e s t  one occluding edge. We will 

later prove that this is always the case. O 

Example: Consider the scene in Figure i . l (b) .  There exists a structure A4 E Lobacures such that 

{SI, s2)  C :CI and which has the foliowing properties. 

since sl obscures s2 at al1 positions interior to ss. Xote that in this case of total occlusion, there 

are no occluding edges. O 



7.1.4 Satisfiability Theorem for Obscuring Surfaces 

LVe can now show that Tobscutes is consistent, and that the structures in .U~b3cureS are rnodels of Tobscures. 

Theorem 7.2 .4ny S ~ N C ~ U T E  in .U~bntures is a mode1 of Tscene U Th U Tinte,or U Tidcrior U Tobscures- 

Proof: Let ,Lcl be a structure in . ~ 9 ~ ' ~ ~ ~ ~ .  

(Obsmres(s1, 3.1, t )  v 06.9cures(s2, S L ,  t )  v (3ei,e2) part(el? s )  A part(e2, $2)  A abuts(el? e-, t ) )  

iff for any variable assignrnent a ,  for al1 elements a(s l ) ,a ( s2) ,u ( t )  E Mt n-e ha\-e 

(a(s i ) ,  a ( t ) )  f interior and (a(s-),  a ( t ) )  E interior 

iff one of the folloqlng holds: 

(a(sr ), a(s2),  a ( t ) )  E obscures 

(a(s2) ,  a ( s l ) ,  a ( t ) )  f obscures 

There exist edges el, el E ;CI such that 

(e l ,  ez, a ( t ) )  E abuts 

This follows because obscures is isornorphic to a partial ordenng with minimal elements, and 
abuts is isornorphic to incornparability among elements in the ordering. 

iff for any variable assignrnent a, for al1 eIernents a(s l  ), a(s2),  ~ ( t )  E M, we have 

M SI), ~ ( s : ! ) ,  a ( t ) )  E obscures iff (a(sr) ,  a ( s i ) ,  a ( t ) )  4 obscures. 

This follows because the extension of obscures at el-ery position is isornorphic to a partial ordering, 
which is irreflexit-e. 

iff for any variable assignrnent a ,  for al1 elements a ( s i ) ,  a(s?), a(ss) ,  u ( t )  E LW, if 

(O(sl ), 0(s2) ,  a ( t ) )  E obscures and (a(s2) ,  a ( ss ) ,  u ( t ) )  E obscures, 

t hen we have 

(cr(sl). ~ ( 5 ~ ) .  a ( t ) )  E obscures and 

This folIows because the extension of obscures a t  et-en; position is isornorphic to a partial ordering, 
n-hich is transitive. 

iff for any miable  assignrnent a, for al1 elements a(el ) ,u(e2) ,a( t )  E M, we have 

(a(er ), a(e2) ,  u( t ) )  E abuts iff (u(ei),  a ( e  1 ), a(t))  E abuts. This foUows because the edges in 
abuts are incomparabIe in the local surface ordering, so that the relation is symrnetric ~ 5 t h  
respect to edges. 



> obscures (s  1 , 3 2 ,  t2)  

iff for any t-ariable assignment a,  for ail elements ~ ( s ~ ) , ~ ( ~ z ) , a ( t ~ ) : ~ ( t ~ )  E M, if 

(a(s1). a(s.'), a ( t ~ ) )  E obscures and 

( ~ ( 9 1  ). b( t l ) ) ,  (u(s2),  a(t2)) E interior and if 

( ~ ( s L ) ,  a(t 1 ) :  a(t?)) ,  (a(s2),  u ( t l ) ,  0(t2)) E noncrossing 
t hen 

(u(.sl)' a(s2),  a(t2)) E obscures. 
This follows easily from condition (2) in the definition of .bf.ipbdare". 

iff for any kariable assignment cr, for ail elements a(s l ) ,  a ( t )  E AI there exists an element a(s2) E d l  
such that for al1 elements u(ss) E Af we have 

( ~ ( s - , ) ,  ~ ( t ) )  E interior and u(s3),  a(s2),  a ( t ) )  4 obscures. 
This is guaranteed because the partiai ordenng isomorphic to  obscures has a unique initiai surface 
a t  each position. 

iff for any \&able assignment a,  for any surfaces a(sl) ,  a(s2) and position a(t) ,  if 

(a(si ), a(sl) ,  a ( t ) )  E obscures 

then there exïsts a surface a(ss)  such that 

(a(st) ,  a(ss) ,  a ( t ) )  f obscures 

and there does not exist any intervening surface between a(s1) and a(s3). This holds because the 
partial ordering isomorp hic to obscures is discrete. 
Sow consider the definition of partial1x:cIudes: we need to show that the extension of partial-occludes 
is characterized bu the definition in Tobscures. 

For anp t-ariable assignment a, 

iff there exist positions a(t 1 ) ,  a(t2) E iCI such that 

(o ( s l ) ,  ~ ( S - Z ) ,  t l )  E obscures and (o(s2),  a ( t2) )  E interior, but 

( O ( S ~ ) ,  a(s2) ,  a ( t2) )  4 obscures 

This folIows from condition (3) in the definition of .U4bscures~ which states that the local surface 
orderings for a proper subset of positions interior t o  a(s2) are order isornorphic to a proper subset 
of positions which are interîor to a(s2). 

Son- consider the  definition of total1~:cludes: we need to  show that the excension of totalsciudes 
is characterized by the definition in Tobscures. 

For any variable assignment a, 

JM , a + total1~:cludes ( S  1 ,  S.I ) 

i f f  for al1 positions a(t l ) ,  a(t2) E Ad, if (a(sr ), a(s2),  i l )  E obscures and ( ~ ( s ? ) ,  a(t2)) f interior, 
t hen 

(a(s l ) ,a(sz) ,a( ta))  f obscures 

This follows from condition (5) in the definition of M4bsares, which states that aii local surface 

orderings for positions interior to  0 ( S 2 )  are order isornorphic to ~ ( 3 2 ) .  0 



7.1.5 Existence of Occluding Edges 

One of the primary intuitions used to rnoti\ate the axioms for ob.scures %-as that it is the interior or 

figure of a surface that is responsible for occIusion, and that b o u n d q  edges play an important role 

in defining how the surface occludes other scene objects. This role is encapsulated in axiom 7.14 of 

TobscureJ. n-hich is the definition of occluding edges. An edge e occludes a surface s' iff e is part of a 

surface s that obscures s' at some position t and which has a point p a t  that position. 

The notion of occluding edges is closely linked to the intuitions that s e  use to eliminate the unintuitive 

scenes earlier in the chapter. In the cases of anornalous occlusion in Figures C.2(c) and (d). occlusion 

is done within the figure of the surface: that is, there are occluded parts in the obscured surface u-hose 

positions are intuitivelu within the obscuring surface, yet there are no occluding edges. 

Example: Consider the scene in Figure T.2(d). There is a structure .M in such that 

for positions t l ,  t z ,  ?et there is no edge in either surface that is responsible for the occlusion at  

either of these positions. Thus. this structure cannot be in ,~tl~b*cure8. 0 

We therefore need to guarantee that occlusion is always done a t  the boundary of the surface. The 

follon-ing lemrna guarantees the existence of occluding edges whenever one surface obscures another 

surface a t  some position. 

Lemma 7 . 1  Occluding Edge Ezistence Lemma 

Tscene U Tfg U Tinterior U Tobrcures /= (VS, s'? t )  obscures(s. s', t )  A partial-occludes(s, 3') > 

(3e )  occluding(e, s') A part(e, s )  

ProoE Suppose 

By axiom 7.1 of Tobrmres and the definition of partialacludes, we must have 

Tacene U Tfg U Tinterior U Tobscurer (VS, s', t )  obscures(s, s', t)  A partial,occludes(.s, s', t )  > 

( 3 t 2 )  interior(s, t )  A interim(s1, t )  A intefior(s,  t - )  A -inter2ar(.st, t - )  

By axiom 6.7, we know that the position of one of the points in one of the boundary edges is 
interior to both surfaces: 



~in tmiar ( s~  t )  A interior(sl,  t )  

~ b a u n d a r y ( e ~  t )  A part ( e ,  s )  A part (p .  e )  A position(p, t - )  A interior(s, t z )  

> d s m r e s ( s ,  s', t - )  

By the definition of occIuding we get 

TJcene U Tfg U Tinterior U TobscureJ (VS,  s', et P. t. t?) obscures(s. s': t )  A p a r t i a l ~ c l  U & S ( S ?  s', t )  

~ i n t e r i o r ( s ,  t )  A interiar(st,  t )  

~buundan j (e ,  t )  A part(e, s )  A par@, e )  A positiun(p. t - )  A interior(s: t - )  

> occluding(e. s') 

Thus we are guaranteed the existence of an  occluding edge that is part of the obscuring surface. 

O 

This lemrna can be considered to be an alternative characterization of occlusion, since it requires 

that occlusion always take place at a boundary edge of a surface. Axiom 7.8 plays a crucial role: it is 

the axiom that forces the b o u n d q  edges for an occluding surface to be unobscured. In a çense. the 

occluding edge protides the assignrnent of obscures literals for ai1 positions for which i t  is the occluding 

edge. 

Exarnple:  Consider the scene in Figure 7.6(c). There exists a model JM of Tobseures U Tinterior U Tfg U 

Tacene with domain 

{ e 1 , e ~ , e 3 , e 4 , ~ 1 , ~ 2 }  such that 

( e s ,  sl), (es. s2) f occluding 

so that for al1 positions t ,  in the upper shaded area of Figure 7.6(d) we have 

( s2 ,  SI? ti) E obscures  

and for al1 positions t j  in the lower shaded area of Figure i .ô(d)  ne have 

( S I ,  s2, tj) E obscures  

In particular. using the positions in Figure 7.6(f), we get 

In Figure i .6(e) ,  there exists a model M of Tobacutcs U Tintcrior U Tf U Tsccne with domain 



{el , ezt e g ?  e4, s i ,  s2) such that 

(ei ,s~) ,(ez,sa) ,  (es,si), (e4,s2) E part 

(el, s2), (e4 sl) E occluding 

so that for al1 positions ti  in the upper shaded area of Figure 7.6(d) we have 

(sl: ~ 2 '  ti) € obscures 

and for ali positions t j  in the lower shaded area of Figure 7.6(d) we have 

(s2 , SI , tj) E obscures 

In particuiar, using the positions in Figure 7.6(f), we get 

In each of these exampies, we can completeiy determine the extension of obscures by speci-ng the 

occluding edges. 

Also note that the Occluding Edge Existence Lemma is independent of depiction, since it must be 

satisfied even if the occluding edges are themselves undepicted. Later in this chapter, we mil1 consider 

theories in which the occluding edges are depicted, and eqdore the implications of this property for 

occlusion. 

7.1.6 Axiomatizability Theorem for Tobscures 
Theorem 7.3 Let M be a structure in Cobscures un'th the foflowing properties: 

.M contains a substntcture isomorphic to a structure in ; M ~ " ~ ' ~ " :  

plane .L.i contains a substnrcture isomorphic to a structure in iWi ; 

-M 2s a model of T8,ene U Tfg U Tinterior U Tobrcures; 

then .U is isomorphic to a structure in :U~b'CUrCS.  

Proof: Let .U be a model of TScene U Tf ,  U Tinter io+ U Tobscures that satisfies the conditions in the 
hypothesis of the theorem. 

We niIl first construct a graph which satisfies axioms 7.1 - 7.10, and then show that this graph is 
isornorphic to a local surface ordering. 

Let G(t) = (NI A) be a graph such that 

X = (s : (s, t )  E interior) 

and 

(SI, ~ 2 )  E A (si, sg, t )  E obscures 



By axiom 7.1, JV is nonempty (it wiIl contain at least one surface. since every surface has a 
nonemp- set of positions interior to the surface). By axiom 7.2, there are no 1-cycles or 2-cycles 
in G(t). By axiorn 7.3, if (st,s2) E -4 and ( ~ 2 , s ~ )  E A, then w-e ha\-e (sl?s3) E .4. 

By a ~ i o m s  7.1 and 7.6, if SI, sz E 1V but 

(sl - sz t) 4 obscures 

then there must exist edges e l ,  e2 such that 

(el, eo, t ) ,  (el? el: t) E abuts 

Bq' axiom 7.4, we m u t  have (sl,s2) $ .4, so that sl and sa are incomparable. 

By aviorn 7.9. if (sl,s2) E -4, then there exists a surface s3 such that (sl, s3) E -4. but there is no 
inten-ening surface berneen them. 

By these four properties, G(t) is a discrete partiai ordering. 

By axiom 7.10, there exists s E ?i such that for d l  s' f iV Fe have (s, s') E -4, so that there exists 
a unique minimal elernent in LV with respect to the partial ordering. 

Thus G ( t )  is isomorphic to a local surface ordering. 

By axiom 7.8, the union of G(t) graphs for al1 positions wiil be isomorphic to a global surface 
ordering. Thus, condition (2) in the definition of ;UpbamreJ are satidied bu .M. 

We next characterize the extension of totalaxludes within .M. To s h o ~  that totalscludes is a 
quasi-order, which follows from the next lemma: 

L e m m a  7.2 

Proof: The first sentence follow-s from the definition of totalficludes (axiom 7-13) and the ir- 
reflexivity of o6scures (axiom 7.2). 

The second sentence foiiows from the definition of totalaccludes (axiom 7.13) and the tran- 

sitivity of obscures (axiom 7.3). CI 

Thus, condition (3) in the definition of Mfbscure' is satisfied by M .  

By Lemma 7.1, condition (8) in the definition of Mfbscures are satisfied by .M. 

The extension of partialacludes is characterized by Lemrna 7.1, so that condition (3) in the 
definition of .bt~bbCurC8 is satisfied by M. 
For condition (4): for any baiable assigrment O, by the definition of partial-occludes, if 

then there exist positions u(ti ), a(t2) E LW, such that 

so that the local surface orderings at a ( t l )  and a(t2) are order isornorphic. However? by the 
definition of p a r t i a l ~ c l u & s  there also exists a position a(t3) such that 



so that the set of positions at which a ( s i )  obscures a ( s 2 )  is a subset of the points which are interior 
to u(.s-). Thus condition (4) in the definition of . t i46scureS is satisfied bu .U. 

For condition (6 ) :  for any variable assignment a, if 

then for d l  positions u ( t l ) ,  a( t2)  E LW, if 

bu the definition of tdal-ocdudes, so that the local surface orderings at  a ( t l )  and c ( t 2 )  are order 
isomorphic. and condition (6) in the definition of .bfpbS""" is satisfied by :W. 

Finally, we characterize the extension of untop within .,W. This follows from the next lemma: 

Proof: One direction folIows easily from the definitions: 

For the converse direction, we will show: 

Tscene U Tfg  U Tinte r i o r  U Tobscures  k 

( V s l ,  s2)  ontop(s1, sz )  A -par t ia l sc ludes ( s l ,  s i )  > t o t a l ~ c l u & s ( s  1 ? 8.1) 

By definition of partialaccludes and ontop, we have: 

It is easy to see that the antecedent is equivaient to the definition of to ta lncludes .  O 

Thus condition (7) in the definition of iti~bacurea is satisfied. 

Since al! of the conditions in the definition of .btpbacureS are satisfied, we have .cf4 E . b f ~ ~ ' ~ " ~ .  a 

As a simple corollary of this result, we also hatee the following characterization of the set of structures 

in /Llpbacures as a whole - given the set of local surface orderings a t  each position in one structure in 

J T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  . it determines the comptete set of structures in .~Wpbscure8. 

CoroUary 7.1 Giuen a local surface ordering ( S ,  t, <), for each surface s E S there ezists a structure 
in , ~ p b s c u r e s  such that s i.9 the minimal surface in the ordering. 



Occlusion and Depiction 

N e  have so far characterized the scene relation u&scurest but we have yet to specifj- the relationship 

between obscures and depiction, which is the central intuition for occlusion. In this section. we wiIl 

introduce the final CardWorId module TCCC which mil1 axiornatize the intuitions for occlusion. The 

a-ioms in Toc, (Figure 7.10) contain both the scene predicate dwcures and the depiction predicate A: 

these are occlusion axioms insofar as occlusion is the explanation for nondepiction, and depiction entails 

nonocclusion. 

An important result of this section will be a theorem that specifies the conditions for completely 

determining occlusion - we can uniquely determine the extension of the relation d-scures if and only if 

there are cues for occlusion, namelx depicted points in occhding edges. 

7.2.1 Structures for Occlusion 

\.é will not be eqanding our language for Toc,; rather, we will introduce m-O defined relations to enhance 

the readability of the axioms and theorems in this section: 

Definition 7.7 A cue for occlusion at a position is a pizef q that depicts a point in an occfuding edge 
wfiich is in the same conuez component of the surfaces as the position t .  

We mil1 later show that the existence of such a cue for occIusion is neces sq  for disambiguating the 

ex-tension of dscures for depicted scene objects. 

Definition 7.8 R point is a lacuna iff it is neither depicted nor  obscured by  another surface. ' 

The class of intended structures for occlusion and depiction m-il1 be represented by .W.1PCC. The 

structures in this class will fomalize the follom-ing intuitions: 

Intuition 25 Occluded points cannot be depicted. Conuersely, a point is occluded if the surface of uhich 
it is a part, is obscured by another surface ut its position. 

Since points contain no other scene objects, points cannot be partially depicted. HoweVer, edges and 

surfaces do contain other scene objects, so me have: 

Intuition 26 Edges and surfaces can be partially occluded i.e. there may ezist scene objects which are 
part of the edge or surface which are obscured by another surface, yet the edge or the surface is still 
depicted. 

'The name derives frorn the Latin word meaning gap, blank space, or missing part. The intuition is that if a point is 
in the extension of lacuna, then there wii i  be a gap in any line which depicts the edge containing the point p. 



Figure 7.7: Image used to moti\ate axiom 7.18 of Toc,. 

The definition of dscures by itself allows arnbiguity in the extension of obscures: chat is: we are 

unabIe to determine whether one surface o h c u r e s  another at an arbitrary point. In fact, in the class of 

rnodels of Tobscures (Le. Mpbdcure8), there exists a stmcture for each possible ordering of surfaces a t  a 

position. However, if the occluding scene objects are depicted, we can constrain the possible orderings 

over the set of obscuring surfaces: 

Intuition 27 Cté con use cues for occlusion to detennine the minimal surfaces in the obscures and 
ontop orderings over surfaces. 

Finally, there is one other reiationship bemeen depiction and occlusion which we wili need to  axiom- 

atize: 

Intuition 28 If al1 points in an edge ore depicted, then the line depicting the edge will intersect other 
fines depicting edges in the same surface. If there is a depicted occluding edge for undepicted points in 
the edge, then the line depicting the edge will intersect other lines depicting occluding edges. 

To formaliy capture this intuition, we will first need CO define several preliminary classes of structures. 

Definition 7.9 Let M be a structure in C,,,. The intersect graph G = (LV, .4) in .U is the substmcture 
of the partial geometq (1, in) in ~q consisting of lines such that (Il ,  12) E -4 iff there ezists a picel q 
such that 

(q, I l ) ,  (q, 12) in 

The intersect graph for the image in Figure 7.7 cari be found in Figure 7.8. 

Definition 7.10 Let JU be a structure in Co,,. 
The occluding gmph G = ( N ,  -4) is a directed graph consisting of edges such that (e l  : e2) € -4 i f f  there 

exist-s a surface s svch that 
(el, s) E occluding, (e2, s) E part 



Figure 7.8: Intersect graph for the image in Figure 7.7. 



Figure 7.9: Occluding and abutting graphs corresponding to the image in Figure 7.7. 

and there ezist points pl, pz and a position t such that 

(~l.e1):(~27e2) € part 

(pi , t), (p2, t) E position 

Definition 7.11 Let ,W be a structure in C,,,. 
The abutting gmph G = (K ,  A) is a gmph consisting of edges such that (e17e2) E -4 ifl there is a 

position t such that 
(el, ez: t) E abuts 

Example: Consider the image I in Figure 7.7. There exists a structure .U cl LCobjcures  SUC^ that :W 1 

and 

The occluding graph in this structure is shown in Figure 7.9(a), and the abutting graph is show-n 

in Figure 7.9(b). 

We can also see hotr this is related to Intuition 28, in which there are no lacuna points. Lines l l  

and l5 intersect, and I I  depicts an occluding edge. Lines I I  and 116 intersect, and they depict edges 

that are part of the same surface. Lines l Io  and l9 intersect, and they depict abutting edges. C1 

Follou-ing these intuitions, the class of structures corresponding to models of TM- will need to char- 

acterize the relationship between obscures and the extension of A for each of the  classes of scene objects 

- points, edges, and surfaces. 

Definition 7.12  Let M y  be a set of structures in Co,, with the following properties: 
For al1 structures .M E J\/ lpbaeures,  



1. ,bf is an eztension of a structure in iWobscureS. 

2. ,bf is an eztension of a structure i n  ,Wrc9'On- 

3. For e u e q  point p € hl and surface s E AI, such that (p,s) E part, if ( p ,  t )  E position, then 
p E Cnondep i f s  is not a minimal surface in the obscures ordering at the position t. 

4. Gicen an  edge e E LW and surface s E M, such that ( e , s )  E part, if s is  non-minimal in  the 
obscures ordenng at the position o f  each point in e, then e f Cn,n&p- 

5. Gicen a surface s E M ,  i f  at euerg position interior to s, it is  a non-minimal surface i n  the 
obscures ordenng at each position, then s E Cnondep- 

6. If a point p f M is depicted, then the surface s contoining p is minimal in the obscures ordering 
at ecery position which is in the same conuez component of s as p. 

7- If an edge e E A1 is depicted by a fine 1,  then  the surface s containing e ïs minimal i n  the obscures 
ordering at the position of each puel  in I that depic& a point in e. 

S. If a surface s E LW is depicted by a region r: then s is minimal in the obscures ordering at each 
position which is both interior to  s and included in r. 

9. If there are no  lacunate points i n  an  edge e, then there ezists a fine 1 in the intersect graph which 
depicts el and the edge e is either an element of a contour graph for some surface or it is an  
element of the occluding graph in .Ur or  it is an  element of the abutting graph in  ;M. 

In the definition of this class of structures, condition (3) formalizes Intuition 25, while conditions (4) 

and (5) formalize Intuition 26. Ln each of these conditions, we are speci*ng the relationship between 

the extension of obscures and elements in Cnondep (the undepicted scene objects in a structure .U). 

Conditions (6) - (8) formalize Intuition 27, and capture the relationship bem-een the emension of obscures 

and elements in Cdcp (the depicted scene objects in a structure M). If a scene object is depicted. then 

there cannot be a surface obscuring al1 of the scene objects that it contains. Thus, if an edge is depicted. 

then the surface containing the edge can only be partiaiiy occIuded. If a region depicts a surface. then 

the surface cannot be obscured at  ail positions included in the region. 

Theorem 7.4 Ezistence Theorem for &ifCC 
The class of structures M4CC ezists and is nonempty. 

Proof: Structures in .U:CC are the union of the folIowing substructures: 

1. obscures ordering 

2. Cnondep (undepicted scene ob jects) 

3. Cnep (depicted scene objects) 

4. intersect graphs 

5. occluding graphs 

6. abutting graphs 

In earIier chapters, we h w e  shown that the first three classes of structures exist, so that their 
union exists as well. Conditions (3)-(8) in the definition of Mfcc place constraints on how these 
structures can be combined. It is easy to see that for any scene element of Cnondep7 we can construct 
an obscures ordering in which the surface containing the scene element is non-minimal, and that for 
any scene element of Cdep,  we can construct an obscures ordering in which the surface containing 
the scene element is minimal. 



If a point is depicted, then it cannot be obscured by a surface. This is equivalent to saying that if a 

point is obscured by a surface, then it cannot be depicted. 

If an edge is depicted, then there exists a point in the edge which is not obscured by a surface. This is 

equivalent to saying that if a11 points in an edge are obscured, then the edge cannot be depicted. 

.A region depicts a surface iff there exists a position interior to the surface and included in the region 

n-hich is not obscured bu any other surface. 

If al1 points in an edge are depicted, then the Iine depicting the edge u-ill intersect other Iines depicting 

edges in the sarne surface. If there is a depicted occluding edge for undepicted points in the edge, then 

the line depicting the edge wiil intersect other lines depicting occluding edges. 

('de, s? i )  edge(e) A part(e,  s) A A([, e) 3 [ ( ( 3 p )  paint(p) A part@, e) /\ lacunateb)) 

v(311,12, j l ,  j2, el ,e2) A(11,ei) A A(12,e2) A intersect(l.ll? i l )  A intersect(l.12, j - )  

A(part(el , s) V occluding(e 1, s)  V (3) abuts(e, el t)) 

~ ( p a r t ( e - ?  s) V occluding(e2, s) V ( 3 )  a h t s ( e ,  e?, t)))] (7.18) 

Figure 7-10: Occlusion axioms: Toc, 

The existence of intersect graphs follou-s from the existence of the partial geornetry 1. The existence 

of occIuding and abutting graphs follows from the Satisfiabili- Theorern for ,t4fbacure*. which 

characterizes the extension of occluding and abuts. Condition (9) in the definition of MfCC requires 

that the union of these three structures exist if there are no lacunate points in an edge. Since each 

class of structures exists, their union also exists. O 

7.2.2 Occlusion Axioms 

The axioms in the CardWorld module Toc, are found in Figure 7.10. -4xioms 7.15 - 7.17 correspond to 

conditions in the definition of Mfcc. In particular, axiom 7.15 captures Intuition 25 - a depicted point 

cannot be occluded. Axiorn 7.16 captures the intuitions about partiaüy occluded edges, while axiorn 7-17 

captures the intuitions about partiallÿ occluded surfaces. This latter axiom is particularly interesting, 



since a surface may be depicted even if ai1 of the scene objects that it contains are occiuded: ail that is 

required for a surface to be depicted is that there exist a position inciuded in the region a t  which the 

surface is not obscured. 

A'iiom 7.18 of Toc, is can be considered to be a depiction aviom for the image relation intersed. If 

al1 points in an edge are depicted, then the iine depicting the edge mil1 intersect other lines depicting 

edges in the same surface. If there is a depicted occluding edge for undepicted points in the edge, then 

the line depicting the edge will intersect other lines depicting occluding edges. 

7.2.3 Satisfiability of T,, 

In this section, n;e show that the axiorns of Toc, are consistent, and in particular, that the structures in 
OCC . satis- the â-ciorns of Toc,. 

Theorem 7.5 ;In9 structure in MyC is a modet of Tkemei UT', i~ TA U Tinterior U q:teriOr U Tobacures U 
Toc, u ï t  for some planar image 1. 

Proof: Let .M be a structure in M y C .  

iff for any variable assignment a ,  and for al1 elements a(p),  a ( s )  , o(q) ,  a ( t )  E LW, if 

( ~ ( p ) )  E point, ( a @ ) ,  a ( s ) )  E part, (a(q),  a b ) )  E A, (dp ) ,  d t ) )  E position 

then there does not e-est a surface sl such that 

(s2 , a ( s )  , o ( t ) )  E obscures 

so that a ( s )  is a minimal surface in the dscures ordenng at  the position a ( t ) ,  which follows fiom 
condition (3) in the definition of JL/IP", since by the prernise we have ab)  6 Cnondep- 

Thus, axiorn 7.15 of Toc, is satisfied in any structure in MfCC. 

.M /i (VI? e, s )  A(1, e )  A part(e,  s )  3 (3pl t )  part(p, e )  A position(p, t )  A ~ ( 3 s ' )  obscures(sr, s, t )  

iff for any variable assignment a, and for al1 elements a( l ) ,  a (e ) ,  a ( s )  E ?CI, if 

then there does not exist an element sa E M such that 

(s2, o ( s )  a ( t ) )  E obscures 

so chat a(s) is a minima1 surface in the dscures ordering a t  each position a( t ) ,  which foiiows from 
condition (4) in the definition of ~ / l f ' ~ ,  since by the premise we have a(e)  4 Cnondep. 

Thus, axiom 7.16 of Toc, is satisfied. 

,M (Vs, r )  surf ace(s) > A(r,  s )  E ((3) intetior(s, t )  A inclusion(r, t )  A - (3s f )  06scures(sf, s: t ) )  

iff for any variable assignment a: and for al1 elements a(s)? a(r) E M, we have 



iff there exists a position t f LW such that 

(a(.9), t) E interior, ( a ( r )  , t )  f inclusion 

then there does not exist a surface sn E -4.i such that 

( ~ 3  , a ( s ) ,  t )  E obscures 

so that a ( s )  is a minimai surface in the dscures ordering at each position a ( t ) ,  which foiiows from 
condition ( 5 )  in the definition of M P C C ,  since by the prernise we ha\-e a(e)  4 Cnondcp- 

Thus. a-iom 7.17 of Toc, is satisfied. 

~ ( 3 ,  , Z:!, j l ,  j2,  e l ,  e?) A(ll e l )  A ez) A intersect(l,l1, jl) A intersect(l.12, j z )  

A(part(e,, s)) V occluding(e1, s )  V ( 3 t )  abuts(e. e l l  t ) )  

iff for any \ a iab le  assignment a, and for et-erq- edge a(e )  depicted by a Iine a ( l ) ,  either there exists 
a lacuna point. or there exkt edges a ( e i ) ,  a(ez) ,  lines a( l l ) ,  a ( L )  and pixels a ( j l ) ,  a( j2)  such that 

and 
;W, a + (part(e2, s )  v occluding(e2, s )  V (3) aht s ( e .  e ~ ,  t ) )  

The first sentence is satisfied iff a(/) is an element of the intersect graph. 

The second sentence is satisfied iff 

( e l ,  s) E part or  ( e l ,  s) E occluding or (e, e l ,  t) E abuts 

which follon-s from property (9) in the definition of ;MpCc. 

The third sentence is satisfied iff 

(ez ,  s) E part or  (e2, s)  f occluding or (e, ez ,  t) E abuts 

which also follows from property (9) in the definition of .Wfcc. 

Thus. aviom 7-18 of Toc, is satisfied. Uü 

7.2.4 Cues for Occlusion 

In this section, we specif?. the conditions necessary to determine the complete e-utension of obscures 

for occluded scene objects when we are @\-en an image. It ni11 be a key result needed to prove the 

-4'iiomatizability Theorem for occlusion, since it corresponds to conditions (6) - (8) in the definition of 

-,\/lYcc, which in turn correspond to Intuition 27. 

The problem with which we are faced is the need to disambiguate obscures when we are given the 

positions of ail points in two surfaces. Using only Tobrcures9 scenes are ambiguous with respect to the 

extension OF obscures. Given two surfaces, all we c m  say is that one obscures the other: we cannot 

even detemine which surface is minimal in the obscures ordenng. In fact, the definition of J U ~ ~ " ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  



Figure 7.1 1: Cues for occlusion. 



shon-s that for any surface. there exists a structure in M~bscure' in which that surface is minimal in the 

obscures ordering at some position. 

There are other cases that are consistent with the occlusion axioms but which aIso are ambiguous 

n-ith respect to obscures. If there are lacunate enors in the edge detection as with the image in Figure 

7.1 l(a). in &-hich we have a silhouette of a set of surfaces, we may stiil be unable to decide obscures. 

The sarne scene with hidden edges displayed is in Figure 7.1 l (b) .  Sirnilarl~ in Figure 7.1 1 (c) and (e) we 

do not know the extension of obscures for the surfaces depicted by - and r3, since the place of occlusion 

is itself occluded. These scenes with hidden edges displayed are in Figures T.ll(d) and (f). However, 

in these cases it doesn't matter =hich surface is obscuring and which is obscured: there is no evidence 

to distinguish one assignment from another, and any assignment is consistent. We therefore want to 

distinguish the cases where the assignment of obscures is compIetely determined. 

Csing the notion of convex components, auiorn 7.8 of Tobscures can be thought of as requiring any two 

positions in the intersection of the con\-ex components of two surfaces have the same obscures ordenng. 

The parts of the scene where there is ambiguity O\-er obscures are those positions that are interior to 

multiple surfaces. The following two theorems, which are the characterization theorems for obscures. 

define the conditions under which we can remove this ambiguin.. 

We previousIy presented the definition of occluding edges and pro~ed  that occluding edges exist. We 

now consider models in which the occluding edge is depicted. The definition of cue(q, sl ,  272, t) is used to 

demonstrate that depicted occluding edges provide information about the obscures ordering for surfaces 

in the scene. The motikation behind this definition is to define what constitutes evidence for occiusion. 

-4 pixel q is a cue for the occiusion of s' by s at  t iff s obscures s' at  some position t and the occluding 

edge for this position contains a point that is depicted by q. This pixel provides evidence for occlusion 

since by a.-.-<orn 7.15 a depicted scene object cannot be occluded; if there is any arnbiguity with respect 

to obscures betw-een two surfaces, then the depicted surface is the unobscured one. Sotice that in the 

esamples considered abot-e, arnbiguity existed in images where there were no cues for occlusion. The 

following theorems rnake these intuitions precise. 

Theorem 7.6 For any planar image 1, if 

then there ezist modeis Mi, M 2  of Tacene U T k e r n e l  U Tfg U TA U Tintcrior U Tintetior U Tobseurea U T o c c  U 
such that for any variable ossignment a we have 

A4 12 a + obscures(s, s', t )  

In other words, if there are no mes for occlusion for two surfaces in the image, then any ordering is 

consistent. 



Proof: Suppose 

( 5 3 ,  s', t )  interiur(s, t )  A interiot(sf , t )  A (-(3q) cue(q, s ,  3' , t )  V cue(q, s', S. t )  ) 

The only axiom in Toc, that can be t-iolated is axiom 7.15, so that u-e have 

but in this case, R-e would hat-e a cue for the occlusion of s by s', n-hich contradicts the hypothesis 

that there are no mes for the occlusion of either surface. Cl 

Theorem 7.7 Let ,M, :\.if be models of T.,ene UTkerneI U T f , U T ~    tinte ri or uTinteriot ~ T ~ b ~ ~ r ~ ~  l-JToecu 1 
for .same planar image 1. Suppose for some variable assignment a,  

M ,  a + nunmossing(s, t ,  t - )  A noncrossing(sl, t ,  tp) 

:Ut, a noncrossing(s, t ,  t2 )  A noncrossing(sl, t ,  t2)  

Mt O f= dscures(s,  S I ,  t2 )  

M t ,  a obscures(s, s', t i )  

In other words, if there are cues for occlusion in the image, then al1 models must agree on the dscures 

ordering a t  positions which are in the same convex component as the position of the me. 

Proof: Suppose .M and ;Mt  are rnodels of T ~ e n e U T k c r n e l ~ ~ l g ~ T ~ ~ T i n t e r i o r ~ ~ ~ L e r i o r ~ T o b s c u r e s ~ T o c c ~ I  

u-ith the same domain, and a is a tariable assignment such that 

Since the line q~ in the cue for occlusion depicts a point in an occiuding edge, by axioms 7.1, 7.2, 
and 7.4 OF Tobrcutes if 

M, a /= interior(sl, t l )  A interim(s2, t i )  

t hen 
.U, t~ ,l= o 6 s c ~ r e s ( s ~ ,  S-, t l )  I -06scures(s2, S I ,  t r )  



and if 

then 

By the Occluding Edge Existence Lemrna, we have 

IF we put these together we get 
,+A, O Obscure~(s1, S.>, t) 

and by axiom 7.8, u-e have 
A4 , a obscures(s 1 , s?, t . ~ )  

Thus, if we have cues for occlusion for every obscured surface, we can uniquely determine the minimal 

surface in the obscures ordenng. If we do not have cues for ocdusion for some obscured surface, then 

there exists a mode1 for every local surface ordering (as we had with Tobacutes done). 

It is important to note that these theorems are independent of any assurnptions about errors in edge 

detection, as the following example iIlustrates. 



Figure 7.12: Relationship between cues for occlusion and errors in edge detection. 



Example: Let 1 be the image in Figure 7.12(a). The scene with hidden edges displayed is illustrated in 

Figure 7.12(b). There is a model ,M of Tscene UTk,,n,r UTfg U TA UTintetior uTgteriOr UTobscute8 U I 

in which there are errors in edge detection, yet we can completely decide obscures for the surfaces, 

since II depins an edge occluding the surface sa and f2 depicts an edge occiuding the surface SI. 

'3 

Exampie: Let I be the image in Figure i.L2(c). Consider a mode1 .U of T,,,,, u Tkernel U T f g  U TA LJ 

Tintcrior U TAetior U Tobscures U I that satisfies 

The scene n-ith hidden edges displayed is iiiustrated in figure 7,12(d). In this model. we cannot 

determine whether sl is ontop of ss or whether s3 is ontop of sl since no occluding edges are 

depicted. 

Further. there is a model that satisfies 

(in which case there are errors in edge detection). The image in Figure 7.12(e) is the same scene. 

bct in this case there are no enors in edge detection and the occluding edge is depicted. 0 

7.2.5 Axiomat izability Theorem for Occlusion 

In this section, we show that ,Myc characterizes the models of Toc,. 

Theorem 7.8 Let .U be a structure in Lacc with the follou~ng properties: 

.M contains a substrudurr isomorphic to a structure in r ~ " ~ ~ " ;  

.M contains a substructurr isomorphic to a structure in ..l;ng'C; 

.M contains a substructure isornorphic to a structure in MY"';  

;M contains a substnictuw isomorphic to o structure in Mfanar  (i-e. any image 1 are planar): 

.M tr o model of Tk,,,i U T fg  U TA U Tintenor U T&,,,, u TobaNres u Tocc U I for some planar 
image I .  

Then .,M is isomorphic to a structure in MPCC. 

Proof: Suppose that JU is a model of TcerneL U T f g  U TA U Tinterior U etcrior U Tobscurei U Tacc U I for 
some planar image I ,  and that it satisfies the properties in the hypothesis of the theorem. 

The first two conditions in the definition of MfCC follow from the hypothesis of the theorem. 

Consider axiom 7.13 of Toc,: 



This is equ iden t  to 

.W (Qp, sl ? 3.1, t )  paint(p) A part@. s )  A positicm(p, t )  A obscures(sit s l  t )  > t ( 3 q )  A(q. p)  

For any variable assignment a ,  and for any elements a(p ) ,a ( s l ) ,  a(s?),  a( t )  E AI if 

( a b ) )  E point, (O@) ,  a( t ) )  E position, ( a ( s z ) ,  a(sl  ), a ( t ) )  E obscures 

then there does not e'rist q f M such that (q:a@)) E A. 

Since ,U is a mode1 of TaosCutes, the antecedent is true iff a ( s l )  is noc a minimal element of the 
obscures ordering at  a(t). Since ,Li is a mode1 of Tkemel , the consequent is true iff a(p) # Cnondep- 
Thus. condition (3) in the definition of .btfcc is satisfied by M. 
Consider axiom 7.16 of Toc,: 

This is equiden t  to 

-U F (Qe. s i )  part(e, s i )  A ((Vp, t )  part(e. s i )  A pUrt(p, e )  A pos i t im(p ,  t )  3 (39-2) obscures(s2, sl , t ) )  

3 +il) A([: e) 

so that for any kariable assignment a ,  and for any elements a(e) ,  a(sr),u(p),  a ( t )  E 121, if 

implies the existence of a surface s2 such that 

( S Z ,  u(s1)?  u ( t ) )  E obscures 

then there does not exist a line 1 E iCI such that 

Since ,Li is a mode1 of TObscures: the antecedent is true iff a t  the position of each point in a(e)  
the surface a ( s l )  is not minimal in the obscures ordering at  that position. Since M is a mode1 of 
Tkemel, the consequent is true iff a(e)  $ Cnondep. Thus, condition (4) in the definition of .,WPCC is 
satisfied by .M. 

Consider a~ iorn  7.17 of Tocc: 

.W 11 (VS, r )  surf ace(s) 3 A(r,  s )  ((3) interiar(s, t )  A incfusion(r, t )  A - ( 3 s 1 )  obscures(st, s: t ) )  

This is equiden t  to 

and 

. M /i (Vs, r: t )  [surf C L C ~ ( S )  A A(r: S )  A interim(s, t )  A inclusian(r, t ) ]  > ~ ( 3 s ' )  obscures (s' , s : t ) )  

By the first sentence, for any variable assignment a, if for al1 regions a(r )  € hl and al1 positions 
a ( t )  E LM which are interior to  a ( s )  f M and included in a ( r ) ,  there exists an obscuring surface 
a t  that position, then 

( a ( r ) , d s ) )  4 A 
Since this holds for ail regions in LM, we have a(s)  E Cnondcp- 

Thus, condition (5) in the definition of MfCC is satisfied by M. 



Bu the second sentence? if there exists a position a ( t )  such that 

(a(s ) .  a ( t ) )  f interior, ( u ( t )  , a ( t ) )  E inclusion 

then there does not exist a surface s2 f JI such that 

(sz , a ( s ) ,  t )  € obscures 

so that a(s )  is the minimal surface in the obscures ordering at  a( t ) .  

Thus, condition ( 8 )  in the definition of . M y  is satisfied by .M. 

Bu Theorem 7.7, we have 

B y  as5om 7.15 of Toc,, we get for any lariable assignment a,  

so thac o ( s l )  is the minimal in the obscures ordering at the position a( t ) .  By axiom 7.8 of Tobscu,est 
i t  is minimal a t  ec-ery position in the same convex component of a(s )  as a ( t ) .  

Thus condition ( 6 )  in the definition of M/lf cc is satisfied by .U. 

Suppose 
,M, c (3) A([.  e )  

for sorne edge a(e).  By Tkerner, we have 

;M, a (V l )  A(1, e )  3 (3q, p, s )  in(q, 1 )  A A(q,  p) A patt(e, s)  

By Theorem 7 -7, we have 

.M. a ('dq,p,sl:s?? t )  cue(q, sl, s i ,  t )  A A ( q t p )  A part(p, e )  A position(p, t )  3 dsmres ( s l ,  s i ,  t )  

By axiom 7.15 of Toc,, we get 

so that o(sl) is the minimal in the obscures ordering at the position a( t ) .  By axiom 7.8 of Tobscurerr 
it is minima1 at  every position in the same convex component of a(s )  as a( t ) .  

Thus condition (7) in the definition of :MPCC is satisfied by .W. 

Suppose, for any variable assignment a,  

V(31L L2, jl , j2, el e2) A ( f l  , e l )  A A([?, e2) A intersect(17 11 y j l )  A interse&([, 12, j?)  

~ ( p c r r t ( e ~  : s ) )  v occluding(e1, s)  v (3) abuts(e, e l ,  t ) )  

~(pcrrt(e-,  s) V occluding(ell s )  V (3) abuts(e, e:!, t ) ) ) ]  

Then for every edge a(e) depicted by a line a( l ) ,  either there exists a lacuna point, or there exist 
edges a(e1) a (e l ) ,  lines a( l l ) ,  u(l2) and pixels ai ' ! ) ,  u ( j2)  such that 

and 
JU, a Ç= (part(el, s) V occludzng(el, s) v (3) abuts(e, el, t ) )  

and 
M ,  a + (pcrrt(e2, s )  V occluding(e2, s )  v (3t)  abuts(e, e?, t ) )  



The first sentence is satisfied iff a(1) is an element of the intersect graph. 

The second sentence is satisfied iff 

(el s) E part or (el : s) f occluding or (e, elt t) E abuts 

while the third sentence is satisfied ifT 
(el! s) E part or (e2, s) E occluding or (e, ez,  t) E abuts 

so that .\/I satisfies propeny (9) in the definition of Mfcc. 

Therefore, .M ssaisfies aii of the properties in the definition of . \ /I~CC, and hence .M /I -MyCC. 0 

In the next chapter we explore the relationship between occlusion and depiction in more depth. 



Chapter 8 

Reasoning about Occlusion with N o  
Errors in Edge Detection 

In the preceding chapters we have proven characterization theorems for the eight modules of the Card- 

IVorld theories '. In this chapter we employ a new methodology - we introduce tarious sentences as 

assumptions that are independent of the CardWorld axiorns. CVe wiii be interested in proting properties 

of these assumptions and the relationships between them. In particular, we wiIl make the assumption 

that occlusion and nondepiction are equ iden t ,  that is, we make the assumption that every undepicted 

scene object is occluded by some surface. This is actuaiiy an assumption about errors in edge detection, 

since with such errors there ma? exist undepicted scene objens n-hich are not occhded. We then show 

t h a t  this occlusion assumption is Iogicaüy equivalent to a set of independent depiction assumptions. 

The relationships between the occlusion assumption and the depiction assumptions provide a complete 

characterization of the assumption about errors in edge detection. 

This characterization also provides sufficient conditions for transforming the CardtVorld auioms into 

a logically equivalent set of propositional theories, laying the groundm-ork for the complexity results in 

the final chapter of the thesis. The transformation fkom an occlusion assumption to a set of depiction 

assumptions is crucial for the computational aspect of this work, since we will primarily be concerned 

xith reasoning problems that determine which regions depict surfaces, and which lines depict edges in 

t hose surfaces. 

In the final section of this chapter, we wiii show how the characterization theorems of the preceding 

chapters can be strengthened by the occlusion and depiction assumptions. 

Errors in Edge Detection: Overview 

Before presenting the axioms for occlusion we need to examine the difference bemeen occlusion and 

nondepiction. A scene objen can be nondepicted for two reasons - either there is a surface ontop of the 

'For the remainder of the thesis, we wiIl use Tcardworld t O  denote the theos, Tacene L T k c r n e i  L Tlo L TA C Tin ter ior  

~ z ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~  L Tobxurts Tocce 



object that is occluding it: or i t  is not depicted because of errors in edge detenion. Such errors occur 

&en pieces of an edge are not depicted due to poor segmentation ( s e  Figure 8.l(a),(b),(c),(e)). We 

riIl cal1 these kinds of errors lacunate ' errors, since there are gaps in the lines depicting the edges. 

Example: Let I be the image in Figure B.l(c). There is a mode1 .,W of Tc,rn,o,ld U f such that 

c AT and 

In this model, there are "gaps" and rnissing pieces in the lines depicting the edges of the surface. 

The scene uith d l  unoccluded scene objens depicted is ihs t ra ted in Figure 8.l(f). D 

Example: Let I be the image in Figure B.l(e). There is a mode1 .M of TCarnworld U I such that 

{ e l , e ~ ~ e g ~ e 4 ~ s l , s 2 ~ s 3 )  C LW and 

In this rnodel, there are "gaps" and missing pieces in the lines depicting the edges of the occIuding 

surfaces. O 

Thus, in generaI, Tca,d,,rraU I is consistent with images in which there exist undepicted scene objects 

that are not occluded. However, we wiH now restrict ourseIves to the special case of object recognition 

in which there are no lacunate errors in edge detection. 

8.1.1 Assumptions about Errors in Edge Detection 

To eliminate the models in which there exist undepicted scene objects which are unoccluded, we introduce 

the Following assumption: 

Definition 8.1 The No Lacunate Errors .4ssurnption (NLE.4) assumption is  the following sentence 

(Vp, s, t )  paint(p) A part(p, s) A position@, t )  > [(gq) 4(q,p) - (3s1)  06scures(s1, s, t ) ]  

i e . ,  a point iS depicted iff it is unobscured. Equiualently, a point i s  undepicted iff it is obscured. 
- 

' ~ h i s  term is deriwd from the wordu lacuna" meaning gap, blank space, or missing part. 



I 

Figure 8.1: Errors in edge detenion. 
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Alternatil-ely, we can use the lacuna relation fiom Tmc to rewrite this as 

(Vp) point(p) > -iacuna(p) 

In the remainder of the thesis, we *Il restrict oursel\-es to  models of TcnrdWorld which satisfy this 

assumption, that is, we will consider models of TcardCorld U iVLE.4 U 1. 

In ax--om 7.15 of T,,,, al1 occluded scene objects are undepicted: with SLE.4. al1 undepicted scene 

objects are occluded. AIso note that there are m o  ways to violate KLE.4 - either there is no surface 

ontop of the nondepicted scene object, or there is an occluding surface but it is not depicted. 

Example: Let I be the image in Figure 8. 

{el, e ~ ,  e3, s l t s z )  C -bl and 

(11 : e t )  

(e l t s l )?  (e l ts l ) ,  (e3:sl): (e4,sl)  E part 

The scene n-ith d l  undepicted scene objects displayed is illustrated in Figure 8. l ( f ) :  in this case 

there is only one surface. 

There is also a model ,If of TcardWorld U I that satisfis: 

The scene with al1 undepicted scene objects displayed is illustrated in Figure 8.l(g): in this case 

there are two surfaces, so that the undepicted scene objects in the surface are due to  occlusion but 

the occluding surface is undepicted due to lacunate errors. 0 

There is another kind of error nith edge detection that anses when Iines or pixels are present that 

do not depict any scene object: we will cal1 these spurious errors ( s e  Figure 8.l(d)). 

Example: Let I be the image in Figure 8.l(d). There is a model iW of TcatdUot[d  U I such that  

{ e l , e ~ , e 3 , e 4 , s l )  C hi and 

(ei,sl),(e27sl), ( e s ~ s l ) ,  (e4,sl)  E part 

In this model, the lines ln, 111, ls, lt, 18, 112, and llo do not depict any edges. O 

iVe therefore introduce an assurnption which eliminates such models, so that every pixel and Iine 

depicts some scene object: 
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Definition 8.2 The No Spurious Errors Assumption (NSE-4) is the set of sentences 

(Qd P-=W 2 ( 3 ~ )  PWP) A N 9 ,  P) 

(Vl) line(q) > (3e) edge(e) A A(l, e) 

i . e . ,  euen/ puel depicts a point, and euery fine depicts an edge. 

This assumption is not related to occlusion or nondepiction, but it will p l -  an important role in the 

characterization theorems. 

Sote that we cannot make such an assumption about regions, since not al1 regions need depict a 

surface, even u-ith no errors in edge detection: in such cases. the region is simply background frarned bu 

the edges of overlapping surfaces. 

We n-ill see thac the occlusion assumption 1VLE.4 introduced in the previous section is perhaps the 

most crucial assumption we wiil make in this work, as it ilIustrates and makes explicit the relationship 

between depiction and occlusion. In fact, we will show that this assumption is equivalent to a number 

of depiction assurnptions. For example, consider Figure 8.2a. Here u-e have a surface in m-hich part of 

an edge is not depicted because of lacunate errors: as a result the surface is not depicted by a region 

since a region does not exist. In Figure 8.2b, a region depicting the surface does exist, but the region 

depicts multiple surfaces. In Figure 8 2 ,  the region exists and it uniquely depicts the surface: however. 

part of the region does not depict a surface, but is really part of the background. -411 of these esamples 

ded  with regions and depiction: what exactly is the relationship berneen these depiction assumptions 

and the occlusion assurnption X L E.4? 

8.1.2 Preconditions for Propositional Theories 

One of the primary motivations for investigating XLE-4 is to provide sufficient conditions for defining 

sets of propositiond theories which are equivalent to Tcordworld U 1 for some pianar image 1. Models of 

Tcardir.ot[d U 1 are not restricted with respect to their domains: although u-e make ciosure assumptions 

concerning the domain of image objects, there are no such restrictions on the domain of scene objects. In 

Chapter 3, we showed how the Depicted Kemel Assurnption can charanerize the set of models, aiIowing 

us to  restrict our attention to  surfaces which have some depicted element. However, this places no 

bound on the number of scene objects that can be depicted by the same image object. For example. it 

is consistent for a single region to depict an unbounded set of surfaces. LVe will therefore need to  find 

assumptions which allow us to place a h i t e  bound on the size of the domain for models. In particular, 

one of the assumptions we will introduce forces regions to depict unique surfaces. Together with the 

Depicted Kernel .i\ssumption and closure over the image domain, this will allow us to place a finite 

bound on the domain of scene objects. 

The literals that we will be using for the propositional theory are defined as follows: 

Definition 8.3 

(Vl, r):\(l,r) r (3e, s) 4(1, e) A A(r, s) A part(e, s) A in(1, r) 



Figure 8.2: Examples of images with models that do not satis- NLE.4. 
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In other words, A(l,r) ifT line 1 depicts an edge in the surface depicted by the region r and 1 is in this 

region. As a minimal assumption, vie wi11 need to d e h e  the conditions that guarantee the existence of 

positive .\ (1, r) literals for aii lines 1 and regions r. 

8.2 Regions and Connected Contours 

Before introducing the depiction assumptions =hi& are equikalent to iVLE.4, we wiII  prove several 

results related to iVLE.1 and the existence of cues for occlusion. These results niIl play important roles 

in several theorems later in the chapter. 

ICè ha\-e seen that the axioms in Toc, already guarantee the existence of occluding edges when one 

surface is ontop of another: what they do not guarantee is that these occluding edges m d 1  be depicted. 

If there are lacunate errors in edge detection, these edges may not be depicted. 

Example: Let I be the image in Figure 8.2d. There is a model .U of Tcardworld U I such that 

{el:e2,pl ,sl :s2) C and 

(l l .el)? (12,ez) f A 

(el, s2) E occluding, (si, s l ,  t l )  E obscures 

However, the occluding edge el is not depicted a t  t l ,  the position of occlusion. d2i 

However, it is not only the occluding edge that must be depicted: the unoccluded points in a partially 

occluded edge must also be depicted. The image in Figure 8.2(e) violates iVLE.1: in this case. the 

occluding edges are depicted but there are points in the occluded edge, such as the point that has the 

position denoted by the constant t i ,  which are not depicted and not occluded. 

Som consider images where there are no lacunate errors in edge detection. 

Example: Let f be the image in Figure 8.3(a). There is a model .II of Tcarduiorld U 1 such that 

{el ,  e z ,  si, s2) c !Cf and 

while the image satisfies 



Figure 8.3: Hanging Iines. 
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In this case we have what is traditionally referred to in the computer vision Iiterature as a T-junction? 

since the lines depicting the occluding edge and the occluded edge form a "T-. Depicted occluding edges 

need not form this kind of T-junction. 

Example: Let I be the image in Figure 8.3(b). There is a mode1 itt of TCarn,,,ld U I such that 

{ e ~ , e ~ , s ~ , s ~ )  C M and 

h ~ l ) :  b 2 : ~ 2 ) >  ( h t e l ) ,  (12:e2) E A 

(el, s z )  : (ez SI) E occluding 

R-hile the image satisfies 

n-hich foms  a "V- junction. O 

iVhat is common to both of these examples is that the occluding and occluded edges are depicted by 

lines intersecting a t  the position of occlusion, 

In these examples, a point in the occluding edge was depicted by a pixel a t  the position t- In a 

sense, the point p' that  is part of the occluding edge can be regarded as the point of occlusion. It is 

the ex3stence of this depicted occluding point (or rather the existence of depicted occluding edges a t  the 

point of occlusion) that is related to the cues used for occlusion, such as T-junctions. For example, in 

Figure 8.2(e), there is no such point of occIusion since the nondepicted points in the surfaces are not 

occluded. Since this image violates XLE.4,  ~c-e may ask whether lL'LE.4 guarantees the existence of 

mes such as T and V junctions. 

To enhance readabi l i t~  we wi11 introduce a new relation with the follouing consenatit-e definition. 

We d l  say that a line is hanging iff a point in the edge depicted by the line is not depicted and there 

is no depicted occluding edge for the point: 

Definition 8.4 A l ine  is hanging cfl it does no t  intersect two distinct lines 

('dl) hanging(l) r -.(31t1 Il', j ,  j') intersect(1, l'? j )  A intersed(1, 1": j') A 1' # 1" 

Thus, if al1 points in an edge are depicted, then the line depicting the edge mil1 intersect other lines 

that depict edges in the same surface. If there is a depicted occluding edge for undepicted points in the 

edge, then the line depicting the edge will intersect other lines depicting occhding edges. Sote that in 

Figure 8.2d the Iines depicting the occluding and occluded edges are hanging lines and in Figure 8.2e 

the occluded edge is depicted by a hanging line. 

The intuition for hanging lines is closely related to axiom 7.18 of Toc,, which is equ iden t  to saying 

that hanging lines can only result korn undepicted points in edges, whether they are edges in the same 

surface, abutting edges, or occluding edges. It is reasonabie, therefore, to assume that hanging lines 

cannot esist if there are no enors in edge detection. 
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Definition 8.5 The Connected Contour Assumption (CC.4) is the sentence 

(Vl)(31r, l",  j? j') intersed(1: 1': j )  A intersect(1, l U t j ' )  A 1' # 1" 

Recalling the definition of hanging lines, CC.4 can also be expressed as 

(Vl) lhanging(1) 

The sentence CC.4 is an image sentence, and is not in itself related to depiction. In the following 

assumption we restrict CCA to  Lines tha t  depict edges: 

Definition 8.6 The FVeuk Connected Contour .-Lasumption (CVCCA) is the sentence 

(VI, e )  A(1, e )  2 (311, I f ' ,  j , j') intersect(1, I f ,  j )  A intersect(1,l". j ') A 1' # 1" 

Sirnilarit., Ct'CC.4 can be rewritten as 

(Vl, e )  A((, e )  3 lhanging(1) 

Throughout this work we d l  be assuming iVSE.4, so that there are no spurious errors in edge 

detection. In this case. the equivaience berneen CCA and F.VCC.4 follows easily from the definition of 

LVS E.4: 
Proposition 8.1 

The following lcmma defines the relationship betxeen occiusion, depiction and the existence of in- 

tersecting lines. 

Lernma 8.1 

TcardUorld !V LE.4 Zl W-CC-4 

Proof: Suppose that the theorern is faise: 

Tcardaorld NLE.4 > CVCC-4 

Then there exists a mode1 .A4 of Tcardu.orld U ?V L E.4 such that  

M (31, e )  A(1, e )  A hanging(1) 

Bu axiom 4.2 of Th we have 

,M /I ((31,  e, e', v ,  s) A(1,e) A hanging(l) A part(et s )  A part(ei, s) A meet(e, e', v )  

By ixxiom 7.18 of Toc, we have 

;W i= (31, e, e', pl t 1, s )  A([, e )  A hanging(1) part (e ,  s )  A pr-t(eII s )  

A(part(p, e )  V p r t ( p ,  c i ) )  A part(p, 3) A p o s i t i 4 ~ ,  tl  ) A ~ ( 3 9 )  W L  P) 

By N L E A  and axiom 7.15 of Toc, we haxve 



Figure 8.4: Phase 1 in the characterization of a s m p t i o n s  about uniquely depicting regions. Lines in 
the diagram represent entailment among the assumptions. 

SLE-A 

~ ( p a r t ( p ,  e)  V pcrrt(p, e t ) )  A part@, s )  A position@, t l )  A 3 3 7 )  A(q,  p)  A  obscures(st, s, t l )  

By axiom 7-10 of Tobacurcs, we testrict ourselves to the minimal obscuring surface. 

By the existence of occluding edges and auiom 7.8 of Toc,, 

A(part(p, e )  V purt(p, e t ) )  A part(p, s )  A  position(p, tl ) A  l ( 3 q )  A(ql  p)A 

o b s ~ ~ r e $ ( s ' ,  S ,  t i )  A part(et, s') A occluding(et, s )  

et.*ev position included 
in a region that depicts 
a surface is also 
interior to  that surface 

(n-DA) 

The definition of occluding gives 

Regions depict 
unique surfaces 

(CRDA) 

'M /1 (3pt, t?, l ,  e ,  et ,  p, t l  , s ,  s') A([, e )  A hanging(l) A part(e. s )  A part(el, s )  

Since this point is not occluded, by NLE.4 it must be depined, so chat s e  get 

Apart(et, s )  A (part(p, e )  V pcrrt(p, e t ) )  A part(p, s )  A positim(p, tr ) A -(3q) A(q, p ) ~  

ob.scures(.st s ,  t 1 )/Ipart(pt, e)/\part(et , s ')~posit iurz(p~, ti)Aoccluding(e', s )~obscures (s '~  s, ~ - ) A A ( ~ ' :  p') 

  hi ch leads to  a contradiction by axiom 7.18 of Tocc- a 

\;é can again notice chat axiorn 7.8 plays a cruciai roIe in the proof. This axiorn entails the existence 

of occluding edges: if such edges exist, then they will be depicted as intersecting lines. 

8.3 Assumptions about Depicting Regions 

In this section, u-e explore the relationship between SLEA and the assumption that regions depict unique 

surfaces. This assurnption of uniquely depicting regions is a crucial property - if there is no bound on 

the number of surfaces depicted by a region, there is no bound to the size of the domain of a model, and 

n-e must allow infinite models even with the Depicted Kernel Assumption. \Ve therefore introduce an 

assumption that imposes a bound on the number of depicted surfaces: it will later allow us to cornpute 

propositional models of an image and the axiorns. 



Regions depict 
unique surfaces 

(CRDA) 

every position include 
in a region chat depict 
a surface is also 
interior to that surfac 

Every line in a regionthat depicts an edge 
depicts either an occluding edge or 

an abutting edge or 

an edge in some surface 
depicted by the region 

(WDTR) 

If a position is interior 
to a hole of a surface and 
included in a region, 
then the region that does 
not depict the surface 

(HRE.4) 

Figure 8.5: Phase 2 in the characterization of assumptions about uniquely depicting regions. Lines in 
the diagram represent entailment among the assumptions. 



There are tu-O phases to this section, illustrateci by Figures 8.4 and Figure 8.5. In these figures, each 

bos corresponds to a different depiction assumption that we are introducing, together with the acronyn 

used to name the assumption in the theorerns. 

In the first phase. we introduce the assumption chat et-ery position included in a region that depicts 

a surface is also interior to  that surface. This assumption is weaker than SLEA. but it is strong enough 

to entail the assumption about uniquely depicting regions. In the second phase. we show that this ne-- 

assumption is actually equitdent to the conjunction of the following three assumptions: 

Regions depict unique surfaces. 

Every line in a region depicts either an occluding edge or an abutting edge. 

Every position interior to a hole in a surface is not included in a region that depicts the surface. 

8.3.1 Uniquely Depicting Regions 

In models of TcarnWorld u I which are inconsistent with iC'LE.4, such as images with silhouettes of sets 

of surfaces in Figures 8.2(b) and 8.2(e), regions can depict multiple surfaces. We will first introduce 

the assumption that forces regions to depict unique surfaces, and show that this assurnption is entailed 

by iVLE.4. This will lead us to the derivation of several other assumptions reIated to the depiction of 

interim and inclusion. 

Definition 8.7 The Unique Region Depiction Assumption (URDA) is the sentence 

(Vr, s, s') region(r) A A(r, 3) A A(r, si)  3 s = s' 

i. e. euerg region depicts a unique surface. 

One of the characterization theorems in this section udl determine the depiction and occIusion 

assumptions necessary and sufficient to entail u'RD.4. We ~511 prot-e that u'RD.4 is entailed by  X L  E.4 

in two steps - u-e will first show that rVLE.4 entails a stronger assumption, and then shou- that this 

assurnption entails L'RD.4. 

Let us take a closer look a t  images with models chat violate G R D A  to uncover what this stronger 

assumption could be. Consider Figure 8.2b, which has a mode1 that violates u'RD.4. 

Example: Let I be the image in Figure 8.2(b). For this image, which satisfies 

there is a mode1 of Tcardrcorld U i such that {el, el, SI, Sn) C h I  and 
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Sotet hon-ever. that 

(sil, t2 )  4 interior 

even though the position is included in the region depicting SI and 

(Sn , t *) $ interior 

even though the position is included in the region depicting sz. @ 

Consider Figure 8 . 2 ~ ~  which has a mode1 that satisfies C'RD.4, but which does not satisfy :\;LE-4: 

Example: Let I be the image in Figure 8.2(c). For this image, which satisfies 

there is a mode1 .M of Tcnrdicorld U I such that {SI) C -bf and 

(sl , t l )  E interior,  (SI : t2) 6 interior 

so that there is a position that is not interior to a surface e\-en though the position is included in 

the region depicting SI. O 

To eliminate these cases, we introduce the foIlowing assumption. 

Definition 8.8 The inclusion Depiction Assumption (IXD.4)  is the sentence 

(Vr, s: t )  4(r, s )  A inclusim(r, t )  > inten'or(sl f) 

i.e. every position included in a region that depicts a surface is aiso interior to that surface. 

In al1 OF the abat-e exarnples'of models that violate I N D A ,  we can see that the the boundary of 

a surface is included in the region depicting the surface. Intuitively? IXD.4 should prevent this from 

happening. We can express this intuition as the foilowing consequence of ïXD.4, which will be useful 

in later proofs: 

Lemma 8.2 For any planar image I ,  

L e . ,  if we assume IiVD.4, then the boundary of a surface cannot be included in the region depicting the 
surface. 

Proof: By IXD-4: a position which is interior t o  the surface must be included in the region that depicts 

the surface. Axiorn 6.12 of T&,,, then entails that al1 depicted points in the surface be contained 

in a border line of the region. By the definition of planar images, the positions of such points cannot 

be included in the region. 
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Sotice that the m-O examples whose models violate ilVD.4, also violate NLEA.  The foiloming 

theorem shows that indeed l X D . 4  is a consequence of the assurnption that there are no lacunate 

errors in edge detection. 

Theorem 8.1 For any planar image I ,  

Proof: We d l  use Lemma 8.2, and suppose that it is falsified. so that 

We mil1 prove the theorem by cases. In the first case. we uill assume that the surface depicted 
bu the region is not obscured by any other surface. In the second case, we mil1 asswne that the 
surface depicted by the region is obscured by another surface at sorne position. 

0 Case 1: 

Since the point p is not occluded, by X L E A  it mil1 be depicted. Since iVLE.4 entails CVCC.4, 
the pise1 depicting the point uill be contained in a non-hanging line: 

Apart(p, e )  A position(p, t )  

~ ( l ( 3 s ' )  obscures(s', s ,  t ) )  A (31, q) A(l  , e )  A -hanging(l) A in(q, 1 )  A A(q: p)  A positim(q, t )  

However, this says that there exist pixels whicli are included in the region and which are also 
contained in a line depicting an edge in the surface, which is inconsistent with the existence 
of border lines in a planar image. 

rn Case 2: 

By asiom 7.10 of Tob8cures, we can restrict ourselves to the minimal obscuring surface. 
By the Occluding Edge Existence Lernrna, there exists an occluding edge that is part of the 
obscuring surface sr: 

Apart(p, e )  A positim(p, t )  A (3s') obscures(sf , s ,  t )  

~ ( 3 e ' )  p r t ( e 1 ,  s') A occluding(e', s )  

Since N L E A  entails CVCCA, the pivel depicting the point in the occluding edge will be 
contained in a non-hanging line: 

3 . ~ n u  theorem whose proof requires that we reason about the intended interpretations of predicates in L,i,,,,, wiil be 
restricted to planar images. 



However, this says that there exist pixels which are included in the region and n-hich are also 
contained in a line depicting an occluding edge in the surface. which is inconsistent with the 
ex5stence of border Iines in a planar image. 

We can also show that URD.4 is a consequence of IiVD.4: in conjunction with the previous theorem, 

this enables us to prove that C'RD.4 is also entaiIed by the assurnption of no lacunate errors in edge 

detection. 

Theorem 8.2 For  any planar image 1, 

Tcardrr,or[d U 1 TXD.4 > ERD.4 

Proof: Suppose L'RD.-! is faisified, that  is. 

Tcardu.or[d U I U I:vD-4 (*, S ,  S I )  A(r, S )  A A (r: S I )  A s # S' 

Then bu axiom of 7-17 of Toc, (the occlusion axiom for surfaces) there exist positions included in 
the region at which neither surface occludes the other: 

TcardWorld U I U I X D A  b (Sr, S ,  s', t l ,  t2)  A(r. S )  A A ( f ,  s') A S # S' 

There are tq-O cases, depending on whether or not these positions are interior to both surfaces. 

Case 1: 

T c , r d w o , l d ~  I UIKD.4  (3r, s ,  s', tr , t 2 )  A(r, s)  AA(r, s')As # S 'A  (interiw(s, t - )  vinteriur(sl, t L ) )  

By the Occluding Edge Existence Lemrna, there exists an ocduding edge, since both surfaces are 
only partially occluded: 

~ ( 3 e ,  p, t3)  part(e, s)  A occiuding(e, s') A part(p, e)  A positiun(t~) A inchsion(rl t ~ )  

which falsifies Lemma 8.2. 

Case 2: 

Bu axiom 6.7 of Tobscures7 there exists a boundary edge for the surface s such that 

Tcardu?orld U 1 U I N D A  (3r, 3, S I ,  t r ,  t?) A(T, S )  A / j (r ,  3') A ti # S' 

A(3e, p, t3) boundaty(et s) A part(p, e )  A positim(tJ) A incZusion(r, t3)  

n-hich falsifies Lemma 8.2. O 
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Corollary 8.1 For any planar image I ,  

Tc,,nu.orld U I # XLE.4 3 u'RD.4 

It should be noted that a critical role is played by the Occluding Edge Existence Lemma in both of 

these proofs. In the proof of NLE.4 > I N D A ,  these edges must be depicted: with IND-4 3 L'RD.4, the 

position of points in the occluding edge cannoc be inchided in the region depicting the surface. In each 

case. :YL E.4 rnerely guarantees tha t  unoccluded points are depicted: the occiusion axioms guarantee 

that the boundary edges for positions interior to the surfaces are not occluded. 

8.3.2 The Depicted Trichotomy Assumption 

At the beginning of this section tt-e stated that  we tt-ould decompose the occIusion assumption iVLE.4 

into a set of independent depiction assumptions. At this point n-e have the depiction assumption I.VD.4 

  hi ch is entailed by iVLE.4. We wiI1 now proceed in a similar rnanner in decomposing ILVD.4 into a set 

of independent depiction assumptions, which is Phase 2 in this section (see Figure 8.3). -4s the image 

in Figure 8.2(c) illustrates, i t  is possible t o  sa t i sk  URDA and stiii violate IXD.4, since a region may 

depict a unique surface even though part of the region does not depict that surface. If we ttish to have 

a complete characterization of IXD.4,  we need to find other assumptions that are entailed by IXD.4 

and which are independent of &'RDA. To uncover these new assumptions, we ml11 take a closer look at 

images like Figure 8.2(c). 

One intuitive consequence of IXD.4 is that  the border of the region depicting a surface coincides 

with the boundaq- edges of the surface unless an edge of the surface is occluded by another surface. 

For esample, in Figure 8.2(c), there exist border Iines of the region rl that  depict neither edges in the 

surface SI: nor occluding edges for SI. 

Exampie: Consider the image I in Figure 8.6(a) which satisfies 

In this model, es denotes an occluding edge in the surface sa and the edges es and es denote 

abutting edges. O 

i ié encapsulate these intuitions in the following assumption: 



Figure 8.6: Examptes of DTR and HREX 



Definition 8.9 The Depicted Trichotomy .4ssurnption (DTR)  is the sentence 

(Qr. .Y, I .  e )  l ( r ,  s )  A i n ( / ,  r )  A A(/, e )  3 occluding(e, S. t )  V (3ef ,  t )  a h t s ( e ,  e'. t )  V part(e, s )  

Le .  erery line in a region that depicts an edge in the surface depicted by the region depicts either an 
occluding edge or an abutting edge. 

The foIlowing theorem shows that this new depiction assumption is entailed bu 11V 0.4: 

Theorem 8.3 For any  planar image f ,  

TcardworldU I ILVD-4 3 D T R  

Proof: Since the following sentence is entailed by any pianar image 1, 

Tc~rnworln u I u I:VD.4 /= (VI, q, r, s, t )  i n ( / ,  r )  A in(q, 1 )  A pasition(q, t )  A l ( r l  3)  3 irzteriw(s, t )  

that is. if we assume IND.4, then the position of any pixel contained in a region depicting some 
surface is interior to that surface. 

Since al1 edges must be part of some surface, 

Tcardtcorld U I U D.4 (Ql, q, r ,  s, e,  t )  in([, r )  A in(q, 1)  A positim(q, t )  A A(r ,  s )  3 interiot(s. t )  

A(-purt(e, s )  > (3s') part(e, s') A interior(sf , t )  ) 

so that 

Tcnrdu.or[d U i (VI. q, r ,  5 ,  e7  t )  in(1, r )  A in(q, 1) A p ~ ~ i t i m ( g ,  t )  A 1 (rl  9) > interz'm(S, t )  

~(3s') inten'ar(s', t )  V part(e, s )  

.Axioms 7.1, 7.14, and 7.8 of Toc, then give us 

TcarnLcorld U f (y(, q, r7 S ,  t )  in([, r )  A in(q,  1 )  A position(q, t )  A a(r, 3 )  3 interiar(s, t )  

~ d u d i n g  (e ,  s )  V part(e, s )  V (Ze') abuts(e, e', t )  

Depicted Trichotomy is a rather strong assumption, as we can see fiom the  folIowing examples. 

Example: Consider the image 1 in Figure 8.3(c). There is a modei JW of Tcardrr.orld U 1 S U C ~  that 

{e l : s l . s2 , s3 )  C M and 

( r l : ~ i ) , { r 1 , ~ 2 ) ,  ( f 2 , ~ 3 ) , ( h , e l )  E A 

(el, ss )  f part? (e l  , s î )  f occluding 

However. this mode1 violates DTR since 

(el ,  st ) $ occluding 

and there does not exist an edge e such that 

(e, el, t )  E abuts  

Figure 8.3(d) illustrates the scene ~ 4 t h  ail undepicted edges displayed. Ri 
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The reason that the image in this example violates D T R  is that it also violates CRD.4. Even though 

even line in the region depicts an occluding o r  abutting edge in some surface. DTR is violated because 

there are multiple surfaces depicted by the region and there exists a surface depicted b -  the region which 

is not occluded or abutting. It seems, therefore. tha t  DTR implicit assumes that regions depict unique 

surfaces. To handle this problern, we can weaken this assumption as follom-s: 

Definition 8.10 The i.Veuk Depicted Tnchotomy .4.ssumption (CVDT R)  is the sentence 

(3s') A(r, 8') A (occluding(e, s') V (3ef ,  t) a h t s ( e ,  e'. t) v part(e, 3') 

i.e. et;ery line in a region that depicts an edge in the surface depicted by the region depicts either an 
occluding edge, an abutting edge! or an edge in some surface depicted b y  the region. 

This assumption handles multiply depicting regions such as those in Fi,we 8 .3~.  since we only require 

that some surface depicted by the region be occluded or abutting. 

I t  is easy to see from the definitions that  W D T R  is tveaker than DTR: 

Proposition 8.2 

However, if we assume that  regions depict unique surfaces, then WDTR and DTR are equ iden t :  

Propositioa 8.3 

The major result of this section folIows easily from the definitions and Theorem 8.3: 

Corollary 8.2 For any planar image I ,  

TcardWotld U I I!V D.4 > CC; DT R 

Thus. we have found another assumption w h i ~ h  is both entailed by I-VD.4 and which is independent 

of L* RD.4. 

8.3.3 The Hole Region Existence Assumption 

Before presenting Our final assumption in the characterization of IiVD.4, notice that  even with isolated 

surfaces. regions do not always depict surfaces. For instance, if the surface has a hole in it, as in Figure 

8.6(b) then the hole wili also be "depicted" by a region, even though the hole is not part of the figure 

but rather part of the background. This fact can lead t o  images that sati* u'RD.4A W D T  R yet violate 

IiV D.4. 

Example: Consider Figure 8.6(c) in which the image I satisfies 
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There is a mode! JU of Tcardu.or[d U I such that { e l ,  S I )  C ?CI and 

(sl, t2)  E interior? ( S I :  t l )  4 interior, (si ti) E hole inter ior  

Soce that this mode1 satisfies both C: RD-4 and CV DT R. 

Csing the axioms about holes and their depiction from T i , t , ~ o ,  and T & , ~ ~ ,  we are now ready to  

state Our final assumption in the characterization of IiV D.4: 

Definit ion 8.11 The Hole Region Ezistence rlssumption (HRE.4) is the sentence 

i .e . ,  if a position is interior to the hole of a aurface and included in a region, then the region does not 
depict the surface. 

Sote that the preceding example ~ jo la t e s  this assumption, since the position t2 is interior to  the  hole 

in the surface sl , yet it is also included in the region r l ,  which depicts SI. 

The following theorem shows that  HRE.4 is entailed by IND.4: 

Theorem 8.4 

Tcardusorld IiVD.4 3 HRE-4 

Proof :  Suppose HRE.4 is falsified: 

Bu the definition of hdeinter iur  from Tinterior? a position cannot be both interior to a surface 
and also interior to  a hole of a surface, so we rnust have 

which is equitaient to  -IiVD.4. 411 

We can now give a complete characterization of the assumption ILVD-4: 

T h e o r e m  8.5 For any planar image I ,  

Tcardwarld U I C'RD-4 A CFDTR A HRE.4 > IXD.4  

Proof :  Ive niH show 

Tcardu.orld U I - I N  D.4 A II'RD.4 A H R E A  > 1WDT R 

Suppose, then, that  IXD.4 is falsified so that: 

Tcardworld U I A i I X D . 4  A II'RD.4 A H R E A  (37, s ,  t )  A(r, s) A inclusiun(r, t )  A t i n t e r i w ( s ,  t )  

Bu Lemrna 8.2, there must exist a point in the surface whose position is incIuded in the region, so 
that --e have 



-4xiom 6.4 of Tinterior entails the existence of a non-outer (hole) edge containing the point: 

H RE.4 and axiom 6.14 of Tg,,,,, entaib that the position is not interior to any hole of the surface 
s: 

Then L-RD.4 guarantees that the position cannot be interior to any other surface (since only one 
surface is depicted by the region): 

Csing axiom 7.1 of Toc, we get 

n-hich is equivalent to 1Ct'DTR. 0 

ive thus have a complete characterization of the depiction assumption IiVD-4 - we have found three 

independent depiction assumptions that together are logically equivalent to I N  D.4. 

8.3.4 Sumrnary and Implications 

In effect, the depiction assurnptions we have investigated in this section have established the equidence 

between interior as a scene relation and inclusion as an image relation when we assume IA*D.4. The 

scene properties enforced by the axioms of Toc, are preserved in the image by the depiction assumptions 

1:V D.4, L: RD.4, W D T R ,  and HRE.4. Regions depict unique surfaces: we c m  forget about the distinc- 

tion among positions included in the region, since they are al1 interior to the same surface. -411 lines in 

a region depict either edges in the surface or they are occluding edges, so that we can forget about the 

distinction between boundaries of surfaces and borders of regions. 



Every line depining 
an edge is contained 
in some region 

If an edge in a surface For every iine depicting 
is depicted by a line, and edge in some surface: 
then there es5sts a there exists a region 
region containing the depicting that surface 
line and depicting the (DKRE) 

h 

surface 

If a Iine depicting anedge in a surface is 

contained in a region that does not depict the 

surface, then there exists 

another region containing the line. 
(41BRE) 

Figure 8.7: Phase 1 in the characterization of assurnptions about region existence. Lines in the diagram 
represent entailment arnong the assumptions. 

8.4 Assumptions of Region Existence 

In images satisf'ing iVLE.4 we notice that regions always exist - iines are always in regions and points 

interior to a surface are included in some region. On the other hand, these properties do not hold in 

images 1%-here XLE.4 is violated. as we notice in Figure 8.1. In this section we introduce the assumptions 

that guarantee the existence of regions, and show that this assumption is entaiied by :VL E.4. As in the 

previous section. this niIl lead us to  the derilacion of several other depiction assurnptions. Assumptions 

about region existence are essentially speci-ng the necessary and sufficient conditions for the depiction 

of surfaces. just as iVLE.4 specifies the necessaq and sufficient conditions for the depiction of points. 

There are three phases to this part of the chapter, illustrated by Figures 8.7: 8.8, and 8.9. In these 

figures. each box corresponds to  a different depiction assumption that we are introducing, together with 

the acronytn used to name the assumption in the theorems. 

In the first phase (Figure 8.7), we introduce an assumption which states that every depicted edge in 

a surface is contained in a region that depicts the surface. W e  show that this assumption is equivaient 

to three independent depiction assumptions: 

0 Every line that depicts an edge is contained in a region. 



If an edge in a surface 
is depicted by a line, 
then there exists a 
region containing the 
line and depicting the 

f surface 
E v e ~  position interior to a (ID-4) 
surface is either included in a 
region. or it is the position of 
a pixel depicting a point in th 

Every depicted occIuding edge is 
(BREA) in a region chat depicts either 

I the occluding surface 
or the occluded surface 

Figure 8.8: Phase 2 in the characterization of assumptions about region existence. Lines in the diagram 
represent entailment arnong the assumptions. 

0 Every surface with a depicted edge is itself depicted by a region. 

0 If a line depicts an edge, but is contained in a region that does not depict the surface containing 

the edge. then the line is contained in two distinct regions. 

However, we discover that this assurnption done is inadequate to  characterize the relationship to 

iYL E-4. In particular, we must not oniy make assurnptions about Iines being contained in regions, we 

must also make the assumption that positions intenor to a surface is either included in a region, or i t  

is the position of a depicted point of the surface. In the second phase (Figure 8.8): show that this ne&- 

assumption is equitcrlent to the conjunction of the following w o  independent assumptions: 

Every depicted edge in a surface is contained in a region that depicts the surface. 

Eve- depicted occluding edge is in a region that depicts either the occluding surface or the occluded 

surface. 

FinaIli-, in the third phase (Figure 8.9), tve show that this stronger assurnption is itself entailed bu 

iVLE.4, and aIso that together with IND.4 (from the preceding section), they are equivaient to iVLE.4. 

8.4.1 Existence of Depicting Regions 

Earlier in this chapter, we introduced the literals that m-e will be using for the propositional theories: 
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Every position interior to a 
surface is either included in a 
region, or it is the position of 
a pixel depicting a point in the 
SUfface. 

(BRE A) 1 

Eveq position included in 
a region that depicts a surface 
is aiso interior to that surface 

Figure 8.9: Phase 3 in the characterization of assumptions about region exist 
represent entailment arnong the assumptions. 

ence. Lines in the diagram 

in other words, :l(l,r) iff line 1 depicts an edge in the surface depicted by the region r and 1 is in this 

region. As a minimal assurnption, we e l 1  need to defhe the conditions that guarantee the existence of 

positive :l(l, r) Iiterals for dl lines 1 and regions r. 

Definition 8.12 The Depiction -4ssumption for the image predicate i n  (ID.4) is the sentence 

(Vl, e, s) part(e, s) A A(1, e) 3 (3) A(r: s )  A in([, r )  

i. e. if a Iine depicts an edge in some surface, then the Iine is contained in a region depicting that surface. 

The nest theorem shows that models of Tcarduorid which satisfj- ID.4 do indeed guarantee that the 

theory contains positive A literals. 

Theorem 8.6 Let &f 6e u mode1 of TcardUorld U ID-4 U XSE.4; then for every line 1 € iCI there ezists 
a region r E such that ( 1 ,  r) E A. 

Proof:  By ~C'Sl5.4 and Tkernel? there exists an edge e E LW and a surface s E -41 such that 

(1, e) E A, (et s) E part 

By I D A ?  there exists a region r E iid such that 

(r, s) E A, (1:r) € in 

so that by the definition of 11 we have 
(1,r) f A 

It is important to see the role that lVSE.4 pIays in the existence of positive A literals. If a line does 

not depict an edge (thus violating iVSE.4): then there is no surface; ID.4 is satisfied in this case, but 

there can be no positive A literal, since there need not even be a region that the Iine is in. Further, 
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Figure 8.10: Motivating IDA 
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al1 lines may be in regions, but if a iine does not depin an edge. then there cari also be no positive il 

Iiterals. 

The following examples illustrate the relationship berneen ID.4 and the estension of -1: 

Example: Let 1 be the image in Figure 8.10(a}. There is a model .W of Tcardu,orrnU I U ID.4 such that 

{SI, sz )  C :Cf and such that 

( f l t ~ l ) t ( f 2 t ~ 2 )  E A 

In this case, ail depicted edges correspond to  Lines in the extension of the A relation. i3 

Example: Let I be the image in Figure 8.10(b). There is a model .W of Tcnrdrr.otld U 1 U ID.4 &th 

{SI, s z )  C dl such that 

(r1,51), ( r 1 , 4  E A 

Sote that this image violates CRD-4: the same scene depicted with no lacunate errors in edge 

detection is Figure 8.10a. 

Since 2M satisfies ID.& this example aiso shows that C'RD-4 is independent of IDA.  O 

Son- consider the image in Figure 8.10~; there are no regions in this image, and consequently there 

are no depicted surfaces. For this image, we cannot define any positive :l literals corresponding to each 

edge. 

Example: Let I be the image in Figure 8.1O(d) . There is a model M of T c a r d w o r l d ~  I with {el, e2 , si ) C 

M such that 

h s 1 )  f A 

In this case, we have an edge denoted by el  that is depicted, yet the surface containing the edge is 

not depicted. Thus, I D A  is not satified by JM. Figure 8.10e shows the sarne scene but depicted 

without any errors in edge detection. O 



8.4.2 Lines and Region Existence 

We non- need to characterize the conditions necessary to guarantee I D.4. First notice that ID -4 actually 

entails several different independent assumptions which we non- make esqdicit. 

ID.4 can be remitten as 

which entails 

\Ve n-ill git-e these new assurnptions names as follows: 

Definition 8.13 The Region Ezistence Assumption (RE.4) is the sentence 

(VI) line(1) 3 (+j in(1, r) 

i .e.,  every line in an image is contained in a region. 

This is an image assumption, since it applies to al1 lines and regions in an image. It is not in itself related 

CO depiction. If u-e assume NSE.4 we can restrict RE.4 to lines that depin edges, as in the following 

assumption. 

Definition 8.14 The CVeak Region Ezistence =Is.sumption (WRE.4) is the sentence 

(Vl , e) line(1) A A([! e) 3 ( 3 ~ )  in(1, r )  

i .e . ,  euery line depicting an edge is  contained in some region. 

Thus! in models satisfting WRE.4, there ma? exist lines which are not contained in regions, but 

such lines must be spurious noise (i.e., t hey cannot depict edges) . It is easy to see that CV RE.4 is weaker 

chan R E.4, but that if we assume that there are no spurious errors in edge detection, then these two 

assumptions are equit-dent. The foIlowing proposition is obvious from the definitions: 

Proposition 8.4 

TcardUotld RE-4 3 LV RE-4 

Tcardu.orld Ç= NSE.4 > RE.4 E CFI RE-.I 

The other sentence entailed by IDA will be referred to as 

Definition 8.15 The Depicted Kemel Region Existence (DKRE) ussumption is the sentence 

(Vl, el s )  part (e, s )  fi A(1, e) > (sr) 4 (r, s) 

i . e . ,  for euery line depicting an edge in some surface, there ezists a region depicting the surfclce. 

The fact that these two assumptions are weaker than ID.4 foIlows easily from their definitions: 
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Theorem 8.7 

Theorem 8.8 

There is also an interesting relationship betm-een DKRE and DK.4, that we can derive easily from 

the follon-ing definition. 

Definition 8.16 The Stmng Depicted Kernel ..lssumptton (SDK.4) is the sentence 

(Ys)  sur f  ace(s) > (3r) l ( r ,  s )  

Le., euery surface is depicted by  some region. 

Proposition 8.5 

Tcardwor ld  D K R E  A DK.4 > SDkc.-l 

Sote that D KRE alone does not entai1 SDK.4. since mithout D K A  there is no guarantee that any 

edges in the surface are depicted. Also note that the above assumptions are independent of each other, 

as m-e can see from the following exampies. 

Example: Let 1 be the image in Figure 8.lO(c). There is a model .W of TCarnlorrdu I with {el , si ) C :CI 

that satisfies D K A  A 7 DKRE such that 

(SI) E surface, (el ,  SI) f part. (11, el) f A 

yet there does not exist a region which depicts SI. CI1 

Exampie: Let I be the image in Figure 8.10(f). There is a rnodel of Tcardw0rld U I such that 

{el, ez, s l ,  sz)  c LM and that satisfies tVRE.4 A -DKRE such that 

(12te1)7(12,e2): ( r l , s l )  E A 

?et there does not exist a region that depicts s2. Note that the Iine 11 does not depict an edge. O 

Example: Let I be the image in Figure S.lO(g), where 

There is a model .bf of TcardwotIri U I S U C ~  that 

{el  , SI, sp) C M and that satifies DK R E  A -LV RE.4 such that 
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Figure 8.11: Examples of IDA 
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It iç important to obsen-e chat the converses of the above propositions do not hold. If we recall the 

form of ID.4, there were three conjuncts - the  first conjectured the existence of a region depicting the 

surface (DKRE), the second conjectured the esistence of a region containing the line (CVRE.4). and 

the third conjectured the equality of these tu-O regions. 

Example: Let I be the image in Figure 8.11(a). There is a model .W of TcatdWor ld  U 1 such that 

{el . SI. s2) C LLI and such that  

(el s l )  E occluding 

It is eaq- to see that JU fi CV-RE-4 A SDK.4 A -ID=I, since Il depins an edge in sl, yet it is not 

in a region depicting s2. This scene is illustrated in (b) &<th aU undepicted edges displayed. O 

Example:  Let I  be the image in Figure 8.11(c). There is a model JW of Tcarnrcorld U I such that 

{el, sl, s2) C M and such tha t  

(el, e ~ :  t s )  E abuts 

Sote that iL/I  F.VRE.4 A D K R E A  -IDA,  since Il depicts an edge in sz ,  yet it is not in a region 

depicting so. This scene is illustrated in (d) with al1 undepicted edges displayed. O 

Example: Another example is the image I in Figure 8.12(a) where there is a rnodel JM of TcordUorldu 

such that {el: el, e3, es, si, sz: sa, s4) C -M and that satisfies LVREAA D KREA7ID.4 .  but which 

has no abutting or occluding surfaces: 

In this rnodel, the region rl does not depict a surface at all. This scene is illustrated in Figure 

8.12(b) with al1 undepicted edges displayed. O 



Figure 8.12: More examples of IDA 



8.4.3 The Multiple Background Region Existence Assumption 

In al1 of the examples of the preceding section. the region containing the Line depicting the edge exists, and 

the region depicting the surface that contains the edge esistst but these regions are distinct. Thus simply 

asserting the existence of regions is insufficient. The important aspect of IDA is that in conjecturing 

the existence of regions, it also assigns edge and surface depiction Literals so that the edges depicted by 

the lines in the image are grouped with the correct surfaces. There is thus an additional assumption 

implicit in ID.4. 

The problem is that even though the line depicting the edge is in a region, that region does not depict 

the surface containing the edge: furthermore, the line is only in that region, so that ID--1 is falsified. The 

assumption R-e need must conjecture the existence of an additional distinct region in this case which mil1 

satisfy I D.4. 

Definition 8.17 The Multiple Backgrvund Region Existence assumption (MBRE) is the sentence 

(Vl, r, e, s) in ( [ ,  r )  A A(1 , e )  A part(e, s )  A 4 ( r ,  s )  3 ( g r t )  i n ( / :  r') A r # r' 

i.e.? i f  a fine that depicts an edge in some surface is contained in a region that does not depict thut 
surface, then there m.ust &t another region that contains the line. 

This assumption guarantees that if a iine depicts an edge, but is contained in a region that does not 

depict the surface containing the edge, then the line is contained in tx-O distinct regions. 

ité can easily show that this assumption is, in fact, entailed by IDA: 

Theorem 8.9 

Tcordlrqor~ ID.4 > -WB R E  

Proof: Suppose MBRE is faisified: 

TcardUorlRu 1 h f B R E  (31, r ,  e ,  s) in([ ,  T )  A A(1, e )  ~pcrr t ( e ,  s) A - . i ( r ,  s )  A ( ( ~ r ' )  in(1, r') 3 r = r') 

which entails 

which falsifies IDA. 911 

We can now show that we have a complete characterization of I D A :  

Theorem 8.10 

Tcardu.orld WRE.4 A MBRE A D K R E  > ID.4 

Proof: DKRE entails 

TcardworldU DKREU CVREA U MBRE + (V1,e) A(1,e) Apart (e ts )  2 ( g r )  A ( r , s )  

By CVRE.4 we have 
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If the regions in these two sentences are the same, then together they are equi~aient to ID.4. 

Sow suppose that  the regions in the previous two sentences are distinct: 

TcardWorId u D K R E  u W R E A  W LU B RE + (V17 e) A([, e) A part(et s) 3 

Tcardu*orld U D KRE U CV RE-4 U iV B RE (Vl? e)A(l, e) A part(e, 3) 

3 (3r1, rtl) in ( 1  , rt ) A in([: ri') A rt # r" 
By the depiction axioms in Tkerne17 one of the regions must depict the surface: 

Thus. one of the regions containing the Iine must depict the surface containing the edge: 

TcardWorrdU DKREU W-RE.4U MBRE I ( r r , s )  Ain(l,r1) v 1 ( r w . s )  Ain(l , rU) 

and ID.4 is satisfied. a 

8.5 Lacunate Errors and Region Existence 

-411 of the assumptions we ha\-e considered to this point conjecture the existence of regions. Are there 

other assumptions that conjecture region existence but which are independent of IDA? In this section 

we will show that  ID.4 is indeed entailed by NLE.4: in the process, we d l  need t o  introduce new 

depiction assumptions related to  region existence (this is Phase 2 in the characterization of region 

existence assumptions in Figure 8.8). 

8.5.1 Bounded Region Existence Assumption 

If we consider the depiction assumptions WRE.4 and -if BRE we notice that they guarantee the existence 

of regions depicting occluding and abutting surfaces. Howeh-er, as the foilowïng exarnple indicates, there 

may models consistent with ID.4 which still violate NLE.4 because there are positions interior t o  a 

surface that are not included in any region: 

Example: Let I be the image in Figure 8.13(a). There is a mode1 JM of Tcardu.or[d U I such that  

{el: es, si, s z )  C hl and such tha t  

but there does not exist a line that  depicts edge es. Thus A4 + ID.4 r\ -&LE-4, since there are 

edges in si that are undepicted and unoccluded. The image in Figure 8.13(d) depicts the same 

scene. but without lacunate errors. O 



Figure 8.13: Exampies of BRE.4 



The problem with the mode1 for the image in Figure 8.13(a) is that sz is not an occluding surface. 

but rather it is an occiuded surface: I D A  is therefore not applicable to conjecture the existence of the 

region depicting the unoccluded parts of the surface sl. To elirninate euamples such as this. we will 

therefore need a stronger assurnption. 

Several ideas motikate the required assumption. Since regions are depicted surfaces, it should define 

how- propenies of surfaces are depicted in images. In the previous section, the depiction assumption 

ILI: D.4 conjectured that the depiction relation for interiur and inclusion %-as one of equitaience, git-en 

that the region exists. -4 reasonable approach, then, souId be an assumption that guarantees that such 

a region exists, expresseci in terms of the predicates interior and indusian. 

Definition 8.18 The Bounded Region Ezistence .Issumption (BRE-4) is the sentence 

(Ys, t)  interiot(s, t)  3 (3r) inciusion(r. t) v (3q ,p ,  1) part(p, s) A A ( q , p )  A border(1,r) A positim(p, t) 

i-e.. euerg position interior to a surface is either included in a region or it is the position of u pizel 
depicting a point in the surface, and this position is in the botder of the region. 

Sotice that this would entai1 the existence of a region in Figure 8.13(a), since al1 positions intenor 

CO a surface rnust be included in some region. 

It is straightfomard to show that this new assumption is stronger than ID.4: 

Theorem 8.11 For any planar image 1, 

Proof: We mil1 prove this by showing that B R E A  entails WREA,SDK.4 ,  and ILIBRE, which m-e have 
shown to be equitalent to I D A .  
We first consider CVREA: 

Because I is planar, we get 

Tcardu.orld u 1 U 1 L V R E - 4  (31, e) fine(() A A([, e) A -(3r, t )  (in([, r )  A border([, r )  A inclusim(r, t)) 

so that BRE-4 is faisified- 

Sext , w-e consider LW B RE: 
Suppose hl B R E  is false: 

A(3t) baundary(e, t) A interior(s, t) 

By BRE.4 and axiorn 6.13, we have 

T c a t d u . o p l d ~ I U B R E , A  (31, r, e, s)in(!, r)~A(l,e)l \pcrrt(e,  s )A-d( r ,  s)A(l(3r')in(l,r1)Ar # r') 
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Since the edge is depicted, by axiom 7.16, there exists a position at  which the surface cannot be 
obscured by another surface: 

TcardWorldu IU BRE.4 (31, r, e,  s ) in( l ,  r )A l ( f , e )Apar t ( e ,  $)A-A(r ,  s ) A  ( - ( I r i )  in( l ,r t )Ar # r') 

A ( 3 t )  boundarg(e, t )  A interior(s, t )  A ( 3 ~ )  inclusion(-, t )  A bm&r(l, r2)  A -(3si) obscures(sl. s, t )  

By akiom 7-17, this new region must depict the surface: 

TcnrdwotldU IU B RE.4 (3, r,  e,  s) in(2, r )  A A( [ ,  e )  ~ p a r t ( e ,  3 )  A - d ( r ,  s)  A (1(3r t )  in([ ,  r i )  Ar # r') 

But this contradicts our assumption that M B R E  is faise, since the regions r and r2 are distinct 
(one region depicts the surface, and the other does not). 

It is trivial to see that BRE.4 enta& SD K.4. O 

In order to prove that BRE-4 is entailed by KLE.4, we need to show that 3-LE.4 guarantees the 

exestence of regions, even though it only refers to the depiction and occlusion of points- TO accornplish 

this. n-e d l  use the properties of the planar images presented in Chapter 6.2, which specified the 

conditions for region existence within an image, and which also defined the extension of inclusion for 

regions. 

We wdl first need the following definition. 

Definition 8.19 An edge is a top edge for a surfcrce iff 

( (3p:  t )  part(e, s )  A pari(p ,  e )  A position@, t )  A ~ ( 3 s ' )  obscures(s', s, t ) )  

v[t3sl , p ,  t )  occluding(e, s )  A part(e, 3.1) A part(p,  e )  A positia@, t )  A -(ils') obscures(s', sr! t ) )  

~ ( ( v s ' )  s # $2 A s # s' 2 (obscures(s, sr,  t )  o6scures(s- : su, t ) ) ]  

Thus a top edge e for a surface s is either an unobscured edge that is part of the surface, or it is an 

occluding edge that is unobscured and which obscures the same set of surfaces as S. This Iast condition 

is necessari; to a\-oid situations such as Figure 8.1-l(b). 

Example: Let I be the image in Figure 8-I4(b). There is a model .;W of TcardUorld U NLE.4 U 1 such 

that {el, S I ,  s2, s3) C M and that satisfies 

(el, s p )  E part, (el, SI) E occluding 

In this model I I  should not depict a top edge since it is also an occ1uding edge for an intervening 

surface, namely sz. Intuiti~ely, we want the depicted top edges to fonn a set of intersecting lines 

that are the border for a region depicting SI; if the Iine depicts an edge that occludes some other 

inten-ening surface, it wilI not satisfy this intuition. O 



Figure 8.14: Examples for top edges. 



The approach for proving the theorem can be seen by considering the image in Figure S.l.l(a). Lines 

1 : .  1 2 .  1 ; .  19. I L ?  depict edges in the surface, while the remaining lines depict occluding edges: al1 of these 

lines therefore depict top edges. Since :v L E.4 entails CVCC.4 ail of these Lines must intersect each other: 

@en this set of intersecting lines, we can entail the existence of a region using the properties of planar 

images. 

Theorcm 8.12 For any planar image 1, 

Proof: The proof for this theorem has four stages: 

1. Top edges exkt in any scene. 

2. Top edges are always depicted. 

3. The line which are depicted top edges intersect other Iines n-hich are aiso depicted top edges. 

4. Depicted top edges are the border lines of a region. 

-4s with other theorems, we mil1 pro\-e this theorem by cases depending on whether the position 
interior to the surface is obscured or not obscured by another surface. 

Case 1: Consider those positions that satisfy 

ive d l  first show that depicted top edges exist in any scene. We then show that by iVLE.4, top 
edges are always depicted and that the lines depicting top edges form a region. 

Lernma 8.3 

(ge, p, t z )  top(e, s) A position (p ,  t 2 )  A interim(s, t2) A nancrossing(s, t l  , t2) 

Proof: By the definition of interior, 

Either this boundary edge is unobscured, or there exists an occluding edge in the occluding 

surface m-hich obscures the boundary edge (by the Occluding Edge Existence Lemma). By 

ax5orn 7.10 of Tobscures, there must exist an occluding edge which is unobscured. Further, there 

must exist such an occluding edge which occludes only the surface s, since by the hypothesis 

of Case 1: s is unobscured at  the position t l .  Since the obscures ordering is discrete, if s is 

panially occluded, then at any position where s is obscured, there must exist a surface which 

obscures s with no intervening obscuring surface. Thus, the edge satisfies the definition of 

top. O 

Lemma 8.4 For any planar image I ,  

TcardWorld U 1 U NLEA (Qe, S) top(e, s) 3 (31) A(1, e) 



CHXPTER 8. REXSOSISG ABOCT OCCLCSIOS WITH ,\;O ERRORS IS EDGE DETECTION 

Proof: This foiiows £rom the definitions of :V L E.4 and top. O 

Lemma 8.5 For any planar image 1, 

Tcnrdu.orld u I u LV LE.4 /= (VI e,  s )  top(et s )  A l ( l ,  e )  3 

(Tt  i". el,  el', j ,  j ')  intersect(1, 1': j )  A intersect(1, l", j') A A( l t ,  e t )  A A ( l U 1  eu )  A top(e1, s )  A top(eU, s )  

i e . .  the lines which are depicted top edges inter.sect other lines which are abo  depicted top edges. 

Proof: Since Tcardtcorln U I k iC-LE.4 3 kt-CC.4 R-e have 

Tcardu.o+ld u I u !V L E-4 (Vl, e ,  s )  top(e, s )  A A ( [ ,  e )  3 

(31': 1". et,  e". j ,  j') intersect(1, 1'. j )  A intersect(1: l", j') A A(l'! e') A A(fl', e") 

We simply need to show that these intersecting lines depict top edges. 
By the deiïnition of top we have 

Thus if a Line depicting a top edge interseas a line that does not depict a top edge, then we 
h at-e 

In this case, the top edge cannot be an edge in the occluded surface: by the definition of top 
i t  must be an occluding edge. Thus, there must be a point in an edge of the occluded surface 
that is obscured by this occluding top edge: 

By X L E A  this edge must be depicted and by CVCCA it must intersect the line depicting the 

occluding edge. Since both e and e' are top edges, we have prot-en the Iemrna. 0 

Thus al1 lines depicting top edges for a surface intersect lines depicting other top edges for that 
surface. The next lemma shows that this set of intersecting lines forms a region. 

Lemma 8.6 For any planar image 1: 

TcnrdWorln U I U !V LE.4 + (Vl, e ,  s )  top(e, s )  A A(1, e )  3 (3r )  in(1, r )  A border(1, r )  

Proof: By induction on the set of top edges: 
Base case: n = 3. By the preceding lemma? we hwe 

AA(II ,  e l )  A 3 ( l 2 ,  e2)  Ai'L(13, e3)  A i n t e r s e c t ( l 1 , 1 ~ , j ~ )  A i n t e r s e ~ t ( f ~ , 1 ~ , j ~ )  Aintersect( ls7l1, j3)  

Within a planar image, any cycle of intersecting lines defines a region (recall the definition of 
planar images in Chapter 6). Since i is planar, we have 



TcardWorld U 1 U L ~ L  E.4 ( v e ~ ,  ei, es,  s! 11 , 12, 13, j~ , j - ,  3-3) top(el s )  A top(e2, s )  A tcp(e3, s )  

AA(11 , e l )  A 3 ( i 2 ,  e - )  A A(l3, e3) A intersed(l1. 12, j l )  A interseet([-! l3 . j2 )  A intersed(13, 11 ,  j3 )  

2 (3r)  i n ( l l , r )  A in( l2?r)  A 2n(13.r) 

Induction s e p :  
Suppose that have a set of n top edges: 

TcatdWorld u 1 u X LE.4 + (3e l ,  ..., en, s ,  I I ,  ..., ln,  jl , .... j 3 )  top(e 1 ,  s )  A ... A top(en, s )  

AA(il ! , z ~ ) A . . . A ~ ( ~ ~ :  en)~intersect( l l  , i2, j 1 )A  ..- Aintersed(in-l ! ln.jn-l )Aintersed(ln, 11 ,  ln) 

so that we have a - d e  of intersecting lines. 
IVithin a planar image, any cycle of intersecting Iines defines a region: since I is planar, we 
have 

By the definition of inclusion and the previous lemmas we get 

TcardWorln U U !v L E.4 (Vs, s', t )  interiur(st, t )  A ~ ( 3 s )  obscures(s, s', t )  

> (3) inclusion(r, t )  V (3q, 1)  bmder(1, r )  A in(q, 1 )  A position(q, t )  

.At this stage, w-e have shown that any unobscured position interior to  a surface is included in 
region. We non; need to  show that this property holds for obscured positions as tvell: this is the 
other case in the proof: 

Case 2: Consider those positions that satisfy 

Tcnrdu.orld U 1 U NLE-4 + (33, s', t )  inte+of(s, t )  A dscures(s',  9, t )  

In Case 1, n-e showed that  any unobscured position intenor t o  a surface is included in a region. In 
Case 2: we need to  show that  this property holds for obscured positions as well. 

The definition of obscures &.es 

TcardWorrn U 1 U XLE.4 (Vs, s', t )  interiar(s, t )  A &scures(s', s? t )  3 interior(st, t )  

Hom-ever, we have just shom that al1 surfaces are depicted by regions, so that the position of the 
point must be included in a region. 

Tcardu.orld U U !LrLEA (vs ,  s', t )  inten'ur(s, t )  A obscures(sl, s ,  t )  A interior($' , t )  

3 (3r )  (A(r, s )  v A(r ,  9')) v (3q, 1)  border(1, r )  A in(q, 1 )  A positim(q, t )  

Thus. the region including the position t either depicts the original surface or it depicts the oc- 

cluding surface. O 

CoroUary 8.3 For any pfanar image 1, 

Tcardicorld U I N L E A  3 1D.4 



8 -5.2 Occluding Surface Depiction Assumption 

Recall the original moti~ation for BRE-4: these were the images in Figure 8.13 that satified ID.4 A 

1 ;VLE.k  Sotice that they also t-iolate BREA. In each of these cases, there is a position interior CO a 

surface. but which is neither included in a region, nor obscured by another surface. Some point in the 

boundaq edges for this position is not depicted due to lacunate errors. In order to completely charac- 

terize B RE.4 we wifl therefore need one more region existence assumption. However, this assumption 

cannot sirnply conjecture the existence of regions, since in the examples of Figure 8.13 al1 surfaces were 

depicted and al1 lines u-ere in regions. N'bat we must do is assert the existence of regions for surfaces 

that are partially ocduded. so that al1 parts of the surface will be included in some region. 

Definition 8.20 The Occluded Surface Depiction =Issumption (OSD.4) is the sentence 

i.e.? every depicted occluding edge is in a region that depicts either the occluded surface or some other 
distinct occluding surface. 

Sote that this assumption must aiso col-er the possibility that the remainder of the surface is occluded 

so that the surface is depicted by only one region. in such a case, the line depicting the occluding edge 

niIl be in a region depicting an occluding surface. 

Consider the images in Figure 8.13(c) and (e) ,  which violate 0SD.4. 

Exarnple: Let I be the image in Figure 8.13(c) where 

There is a model -f4 of Tcatdtr*orld U I such that {el ,  s l  , s 2 )  C M and that satisfies 

(sl, t l )  E interior, (el , sl) E occluding 

This model satisfies CD.4, but violates BRE.4 and OSD.4, since there is a position which is interior 

to the surface, but which is not included in any region. In this case, the occluded surface is not 

depicted by a region containing the Iine that depicts the occIuding edge. LI 

Example: Let I be the image in Figure 8.13(e), where 

There is a mode1 &l of TcardWotld U C S U C ~  that {el, el ,  SI, s2, s3 ) C LW and that satisfies 

(SI, t 1) E interior, (en, sl) f occluding 

Again, this mode1 satisfies I D A ,  but violates BREA and OS DA. U 



The nest two examples have similar images, but they sais@ both OSD-4 and BRE.4. 

Example: Let I be the image in Figure 8.13(d)? where 

There is a model :M of Tcardu.or[d U 1 such that (el,slts2) C LU and that satisfies OSD.4: 

(el, sl) E occluding, (si, t l )  E interior 

In this case, there is a region that depicts the occIuded surface and which contains the line that 

depicts the occluding edge. It is interesting to compare this image nith the image in Figure 8.13(d), 

whose models violate OSD-4. Cl 

Example: Let I be the image in Figure 8.13(f ) ,  where 

Ain( l l , r2)  A in ( l1 . r3 )  A in(12,rJ) A in(12,r4) 

There is a model .tM o f  Tcardtcorld u 1 such that {el: e2. sl: s2, sa} C A[ and that satisfies 0SD.4: 

(el, sl), (el: SI) E occluding 

(sl . t 4 ) ?  (si. tf) E interior 

In this case, r3 depicts a surface ontop of SI (satisfqing the first disjunct in the definition of OSD-4)  

while r~ depicts sl (satiskng the second disjunct in the definition o f  OSD.4).  U 

LVe can see that  BRE.4 should intuitively entail O S D A :  since BRE.4 entails the existence of a 

region including positions intetior to the occluded surface: and points within an occluding edge also have 

positions interior to  the occluded surface, the depicted occluding edge should aIso be contained in such 

a region. 

Theorem 8.13 

Tcordu,otld BRE.4 3 OSD-4 

Proof: By the definitions of occluding and interior we have 

Tclzrdrr.arld k ( ver  9, p, t :  t )  occluding(e, s )  A A ( [ ?  e )  A pcrrt(p, e )  A positim(p, t )  3 interiar(s, t )  

so that by BRE.4 there exists a region including the position t: 

TcarnWorrd~ BRE.4 /= (Ve, s, pt 1 ,  t )  occluding(e, s )  /\A([, e ) ~ p u r t ( p ,  e )  ~position(p, 2) ~ in t e+or ( s ,  t) 
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By aXiom 6.12 of T & , ~ ~ ,  if the region r does not depict the surface s ,  then it must depict some 
other surface .9' such that the position t is also interior t o  s': 

Tcapdwor ln~B RE.4 (Qe, s ,  p, 1,  t)occluding(e, s )  AA(1, e ) ~ p a r t ( p ,  e )  hpositiim(p, t ) ~ i n t e r i o r ( s .  t )  

By axiom 7.1 of Toc,. the surface st obscures the surface s at the position t: 

Ainclusim(r,  t )  A +r, s )  A A ( r ,  s t )  A intetiar(sr , t )  

> o b s c ~ r e s ( d ,  3, t )  A A ( r ,  s') A antup(st . s )  

To prove the converse direction (i-e. that O S  D.4 and IDA together entai1 B RE.4). u-e will need the 

following lemma: 

Lemma 8.7 

(31, p, e ,  t2)  i n ( l ,  r )  A A(1, e )  A part@. e )  A position(p. t i )  A accluding(e, s )  

i.e., assuming ttaat there are no spuriow errors in edge detection, if a position interior to a surfclce is not 
included in a region depictzng the surface, then there ezists a line in the region that depicts an occluding 
edge. 

Tcardworld U XSE-4 (k, 8 ,  f )  A ( r ,  S )  A i n t e r i m ( s ,  t )  A ezclus im(r ,  t )  3 

(31) bw&r(l, r )  A ( 7 ( 3 e )  A(1, e )  A part(e, s ) )  

Bq' it'SE.4, al1 border lines of the region must depict edges in some surface, so we h a ~ e  

(3, e, S 2 )  bwder(1, r )  A A(1, e )  A -.part(e, s )  A part(e, s2) 

By the dehition of occIuding edges, UT have 

Sotice that we need the assurnption IVSEA to prove this lemma. Without it, spurious lines w-ithin 

the image could be border lines of a region without requiring the existence OF occluding edges to be 

depicted by the border lines. 

iVe can no%- complete phase 2 in characterizhg the region existence assurnptions, by showing that 

BRE.4 is equivaient to the conjunction of 1 0 - 4  and OSD.4: 
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Theorem 8.14 

Proof: ive =il1 show yBRE.4 A ID.4 > -0SD.4 .  

By the definition of BRE.4 ive have 

Lernma 8.7 then gi\-es 

The origind position is not included in any of the regions depicting the occluding surfaces since 
BRE.4 is falsified: 

Tcardtcorld U 7BRE.4 U I D A  (%: t) interior(s, t) A - ( g r )  inclusion(r, t)  

A((Vsl, r') mtop(st , s) A Lj(rf, SI) 3 +inchsim(r',  t)) 

By the preceding lemma, there must exist a depicted occluding edge for the original surface: by 
the preceding sentence the line depicting the occluding edge must be in a unique region (the region 
depicting the occtuding surface containing the occhding edge) othemise the position n-ould be 
incIuded in one of the regions containing the line: 

Tcardworld U 7 BRE-4 U I D A  (3s. t )  interior(s. t) A - ( g r )  indus im(r ,  t)  

~(( t rs ' :  t t )  ontop(sl, s) A A(rl ,  sl) > +ncfusion(r', t)) 

A ( I e ,  f: t2) occluding(e, s ,  t . ~ )  A 4 (1, e) A (gr1') A(rtl, s) A rt # rl' 

This falsifies OSD.4. Q 

8.5.3 Summary and Implications 

In this section. we have considered assumptions which conjecture the existence of regions in an image, 

given that Xe are assuning no lacunate errors in edge detenion. These assumptions about region 

existence are essentially specifj-ing the necessary and sufficient conditions for the depiction of surfaces, 

juçt as iVLE.4 specifies the necessary and sufficient conditions for the depiction of points. 

As with the assumptions conceming uniquely depicting regions, the region existence assumptions 

show how occlusion assumptions about points are equivalent to depiction assumptions about surfaces. 

Intuitively. if lacunate errors in edge detection are ailowed, then there could be points in edges which are 

not depicted, and the result wouId be that there is a gap in the lines depicting these edges. As we saw 

u-ith the proof of XLE.4 > BRE.4, if there were such gaps, then we would not have a set of intersecting 

lines, and hence there wouId exist no region containing the Iines. 



8.6 Characterizing N L E A  

To this point, we have uncovered two depiction assumptions, IiVD.4 and BRE.4. that are entailed by 

A-LE.4: in this section, vie show that these assumptions are in fact necessacy and sufficient conditions 

for :VL E.4. The problem we now face is that both BRE-4 and [A-D.4 are depiction assumptions. u-hile 

SLE.4 is an occiusion assurnption that constrains the extension of the obscures relation. If we are to 

fully characterize iVLE.4, we will need to prove that these assumptions also determine the extension of 

obscures. 

Lte can first observe that L'RD.4, the assurnption about uniquely depicting regions, ailom-s us to 

determine which surfaces are obscured at some position, if we know which surface is depicted by the 

region: 

Lemma 8.8 

i-e.: i f  a position is interior to a set of surfaces and is also included in a region that depicts a surface, 
then the depicted surface obscures al1 other surfaces at that position. 

Proof: By axiom 7-17 of Tacc (the occlusion axiom for surfaces), any undepicted surface rnust be ob- 
scured at  some position: 

(3s") oûscures(sf', s', t )  

Claim: The depicted surface is not obscured at this position: 

Tcordworld~URD.A (QI, -9, S I ,  t ) A  (r ,  S )  Ainclusion (r ,  t)Ainterior(s, t )  Ainterim(sr . t )  A T A ( ~ ,  s r )  3 

~ ( 3 s ' )  obscures (3' , s, t )  

Proof: Suppose 

A(%') Obscures(sœ: s ,  t )  

Then by axiorn 7.10 of Tobscures there exists a maximal surface s' such that 

Tcardrr.orld~U-RD-d (Vr, 3, sr, t )A ( r ,  s )~ inc fus ion(r ,  t)Ainten'm(s, t ) / I intenw(sr,  t)A-A(r? s ' )  3 

~ ( 3 s ' )  obscures(s', s ,  t )  A (vs") ~dscures ( s** ,  S., t )  

and by axiom 7-17 of Toc, uTe have 

(3, s') A(r,  S.) 

contradicting C'RD-4. O 



Combining these m o  sentences and axiom 7.1 of Toc, m-e get 

Tcnrdu.orldU L'RD.4 (Vr? st s', t )  l ( r ,  s )  A inclusion(r. t )  A inter iw(s ,  t )  Ainterior(s', t )  A -A(r ,  s i )  

> 06scures(s, S I ,  t )  

L-sing this Iemma to determine the extension of obscures given the set of depicted surfaces. we 

can finally prove that the depiction assurnptions BRE-4 and IXD-4 are equik-alent to the occlusion 

assumption JV LE.4. 

Theorem 8.15 For any planar image I ,  

Tcardvotld U I BRE.4 A I:VD.4 > iVLE.4 

Proof: Suppose for some planar image 1: that there exists an undepicted point: 

TclltdWorld U 1 U BRE.4 U IlVD.4 ( 3 p .  t )  point(p) A position(p, t )  A ~ ( 3 q )  l ( q ,  p) 

By the definition of interior, this point is part of some surface, and the point's position is interior 
to this surface: 

Tc-rnl,.,rld U I U BREA u IiV D.4 (Vp, t )  point(p) A l ( 3 q )  A(q, p) A position@, t )  

By BRE.4, there exists a region depicting some surface such that either the position of the point 
is included in the region or it is the position of a pixel in a border line of the region: 

> (3, s') -excl usion(t, t )  A A(r,  s i )  

By  IiVD.4, the position must also be interior to the surface depicted bu the region: 

Tc,rdu,orl&IUB RE-~UILVD.~  (Vp, 3, t ) p c - % n t ( p ) ~ + ( ~ q ) ~ ( q ,  p)Aposition(p, t)Apart (p. s )~ in t e r io r ( s :  t )  

> (3, s l )  l e z c l u s i a ( r ,  t )  A A ( r ,  s l )  A interiot(sl, t )  

Recall that the sentence in Lemma 8.2 can be mritten as 

so that we know the surface containing the point cannot be depicted by the region: 

Tc,,d,orldUIUBRE14~r?\;V D A  (Vp, s, t )point(p)~-(3q)A(q,  p )~pos i t im(p ,  t ) ~ p r t ( p ,  s )~ in te . r im(s ,  t )  

> (3, s') -ezclusiun(r, t )  A A(r, s') A interiar(sf, t )  A -.l(r, s) 

Lemma 8.8 then entails that the surface depicted bu the region must be obscuring the surface 
containing the point: 

3 (3, s') -iezclusim(r, t )  A A(r ,  s') A inter-ior(sl, t )  A --rA(r, S )  

 obscures (s' , s ,  t )  

which entails XLE-4. 



BREA ( 

IDA 

NLEA 

Figure 8.15: The complete characterization of the assumption IV L E.4 

In effect, this proof uses BRE.4 to  guarantee the existence of regions, iiVD.4 to restrict the propenies 

of regions, and the occlusion axioms to assign dscures  at the positions of undepicted scene objects- 

This theorem shows that the occiusion assurnption XLE.4 has been decomposed into a set of depiction 

assumptions: obscures is then assigned using the occlusion axioms in T,,,. 

In Figure 8.15 we illustrate the relationship bem-een NLE.4 and the other nondepiction assumptions 

that have b e n  used in this chapter. The children of a parent node in the graph are entailed by the 

parent, and the conjunction of children together entail the parent. 

Different combinations of these assurnptions can also be used for theories aith errors in edge deteaion! 

each of which is a consenmive extension of Tcardrcorld. We can assume that iV L E.4 is not satisfied. so 

that one of the assumptions in Figure 8.13 rnust also be violated. For example, we can consider theories 

n-hich allon- some lacunate errors in edge detection, such as images containing silhouettes, but which 

still require region existence. Models of such images violate the I X  D.4 and C'RD.4 assumptions, but 

satisfy B RE.4. 

8.7 Applications of NLEA 

Csing rVLE-4 allon-s us to strengthen manu of the results we have proven about the occlusion axioms, 

since al1 undepicted scene objects must be occluded. This section wlll present these resuIts. 

First, the occIusion assumption iVLE.4 also allows us to prove a stronger version of the depicted 

kernel theorem. Sotice that by the occlusion axioms, no part of a totally occiuded surface is depicted, 

nor is a totally occluded surface depicted. 

Theorem 8.16 Given a planar image i, any model M of U ih-LE.4 U 1 is an eztension of a 
unique kernel model ,Ut constructed by adjoining a set of totally occluded surfaces to .Ut. 



Proof: The Depicted Kemel Theorem states that  we can construct any model bu adjoining a set of 

undepicted surfaces to any kernel model. ~h-LE.4 requires that ail undepicted scene objens be 

occluded. Since the undepicted surfaces also have no depicted parts. they must be totally occIuded. 

:Y L E.4 also allows us to  strengthen the characterization theorem for occlusion and cues for occlusion 

that we presented in the previous section. Consider the earlier example in Figure 8.10(b): without 

:Y L E.4. there was ambiguity over the obscures ordering between s l  and SI. If we assume :V LE.4. 

hon-ever, there is the unique assignment obscures(si: s l ,  fi): since A(-, s-) and LV LE.4 forces fi to be 

uniquely depicting. If obscures(a : sl , ti ) w-ere consistent, then the occlusion axioms s-ould force r- to 

depict both surfaces sl and s?, violating üRD.4.  

lVith :;LEA. if there is evidence for occlusion (a depicted occluding edge), then n-e infer that s 

obscures s' at t: if there is no evidence of occlusion (there is no depicted occluding edge). then we infer 

that s does not obscure s' at  t and hence s' obscures s a t  t. W e  nos- make these intuitions precise in the 

following t heorem. 

Theorem 8.17 F o r  any planar image [, 

ProoE Suppose 

By axiom 7-10 of Tobseurcs there exists a minimal surface in the obscures ordering such that 

TcnrdWorld U XLE.4 (Qr? s, s', t) A(r, s) A inclusim(r, t) A obscures(s', s ,  t) 

> (3sf1) oûscures(.df s? t) A -(3sg) obscures (s' , s", t) 

Then axiorn 7.17 of Toc, entails 

Tcnrdworld U iVLE.4 b (Qr, s, s', t )  4 ( r 7  s)  A inclusim(r, t) A obscures(s', s, t) 

~ ( (33" )  obscures(sl', s' 2) A -(3s9) obscures(sg , s", t)  

3 A(r, al1) 

which contradicts U R D A  and hence contradicts NLE.4. 411 



Chapter 9 

Computat ional Framework for 
CardWorld 

In Part I of this thesis, we presented eight theories of shape, depiction, and occlusion for 2D surfaces. We 

non- n-ant to use this theory for the task of object recognition. In this chapter we provide a framework 

nith m-hich to compute finite models of these axiorns. This fiarnework mil1 protide the ba i s  for algorithms 

and cornplexity proofs in Part III of the thesis. 

Our first step &il1 be to introduce tarious assumptions that miIl alIow us to simplify the CardWorld 

axioms for particular reasoning problems. In the preceding chapter we analyzed the occlusion assumption 

S L E . 4 :  in this chapter we use it to simplify the occlusion axioms. We also introduce several assumptions 

pertaining to the shapes of surfaces in the scene: in particular, we mil1 restrict ourselves to c0nve.Y surfaces 

and rectangular surfaces. 

Given the simplified set of first-order axiomst we then transform them into sets of logically equitdent 

propositional theories. In the previous chapter we saw how various assumptions entailed by .VLE.4 were 

necessary for this transformation. The resulting set of propositionai clauses that use depinion and 

occhsion IiteraIs m i I l  be the t h e o ~  for which the algorithms in following chapters construct models. 

We finish the chapter with two algorithms that can be used to satisfy the occlusion clauses in our 

theory once the depiction clauses have been satisfied. The algorithms in the next chapter wili focus on 

the problem of satisfq-ing the depiction axioms. 

Closure Assumpt ions 

One way in which to simplify a theory is to introduce closure assumptions, which impose additionai 

constraints on either the domains of models or the extensions of relations in the models. For example, 

in Chapter 3 we introduced closure assumptions over the image domain and the extensions of image 

relations. 

A'iiom 3.16 in T,,,,, can be considered to be a closure assumption over scene objects. Consider for 

the moment that we did not have this axiom. AIthough points, edges, and surfaces are scene objects, i t  



(4 
Figure 9.1: Shape Closure 

would be consistent for there to exist other kinds of scene objects. By the depiction avioms, it wouid be 

consistent for any of these unknown scene objects to be depicted by pixels, junctions, lines, or regions. 

Furtiier, chere are no constraints on multiple depiction for these unknown scene objects, so that a line 

could depict an unbounded number of them. Thus, there would be an unbounded number of models for 

any image, and any image could be given the trivial interpretation in which every image object depicts 

ar. unknoun scene object. Thus axiom 3.16 p l ay  a very important role in the cornputation of modeIs. 

Another closure assumption typicaily arises in scenes +th occluded surfaces. Consider Figure 9.la 

and suppose that there is a mode] of Tcarduworld U 1 such that 

According to the scene axioms in TScene, it is consistent for there to exist surfaces that are not rectangles. 
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Thus it is consistent for the surface that is occluded to be any of the surfaces in Figure 9.lb. 

This also has algorithmic implications. Any image has a tril-iai interpretation in which the regions 

depict a r b i t r q  surfaces. There is one interpretation in which each region depins a unique surface and 

the surfaces in the scene are dl abutting; in other words, the scene is a "mosaic" of arbitrary surfaces 

[Buffart et al 8 11. For euample, in Figure 9.2(b), we show the possible surfaces that could be in the 

image (a). 

Also! the notion of grouping regions that depict the same surface depends on the shape of the surfaces 

in the scene. For example, if we are only considenng rectangles, then the regions rl and r2 in Figure 

9.l(c) cannot depict the sarne surface, but if also allom- 1-shapes, then such a grouping would be 

consistent. Similady, if we only consider 1-shapes, then the regions r~ and r in Figure 9.l(d) cannot 

depict the same surface. In Figure 9.2(a). if there are no restrictions on the shapes of sarfaces. then it 

is consistent for any tn-O nonadjacent regions can depict the same surface. For exarnple, the regions rl 

and r~ could depict the surface in Figure 9.2(c). Figure 9.2(d) displays the hidden edges in this case. 

Final15 occIusion also depends on the shapes of the surfaces in the scene. In Figure 9.2(a), if there 

are no constraints on shape, then it is consistent for any surface to occlude any other surface, sirnpIy by 

choosing the appropriate shape. There eksts a mode1 of Tcordurorld U I such that 

if sl is the surface in Figure 9.2(c), but if ail surfaces can only be rectangles, then such occlusion is 

impossible. 

9.1.1 Rectangular Shape Closure 

ive thus propose the notion of shape closure, which will restrict the shapes that appear in the scene. 

What esactly is a shape? Recail frorn the axiorns in Tfg that every surface consists of a set of edges 

n-ith fixed set of alignment and positional predicates and which has a unique figure ground assignrnent. 

A shape will therefore denote a class of surfaces that al1 obey the same assignments of scene relations. 

Thus shape closure is a set of expectations about the structure of the world, a way of defining what 

kinds of surfaces cari be present in the scene. In the remainder of the thesis we will restrict our attention 

to a specific class of surfaces: 

Definition 9.1 

(Vs) rectangle(s) 

(gel, e:!! es,ed, V I ,  u?, 2'3, Q) meet(el ,e2, cl)  A meet(e2, es: vi) A rneet(e3, e4,v3) A meet(e4, el,  v4) 

3 3Îr 3 3 
Agaraliel(ei, e3) A paraflel(e2, er)  A @(;2, el, e?) A O(- ,  e2, es) A 8(=2: e3,e4) A 8(-2, er, el)  

2 11 7r 

Aoutside(el, e2) A outside(e2, eJ) A autside(e3, e4) A autsi&(e4, e l )  A inside(e~, es) A inside(e2? e4) 
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Figure 9.2: Examples of interpretations without shape closure. 
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Thus a rectangle is a surface with exactly four distinct edges such that al1 edges are either paraIleI 

or perpendicular, and there are no holes within the surface. Examples of rectangles are in Figure 9.1 (e). 

The foIlowing assumption States that aii surfaces are rectangles. and that al1 scene elements are either 

rectangles or part of a rectangle: 

Definition 9.2 The Rectangular Shape Closure rlssumption (RSCA) is the sentence 

((Qs) SUT f ace(s) 5 rectangle(s)) 

Sotice that RSCA is restricted to a unique shape, namely rectangles. In generai, shape assumptions 

can be used to define arbitrary surfaces. and can be reIaxed to  include multiple shapes. -411 of these 

forms of shape closure are closely related to the libraries of objects used in model-based visionl in which 

the shape closure is assumed a priori. 

ive can also speci- closure assumptions which are entailed by shape closure. 

Definition 9.3 The rectangular olignment relation closure agsumption (RAC.4) is the sentence 

7; 3 
(Vs, e, e') pcrrt(e, s)  A part(er, s )  3 parallel(e, et) v 8( - ,  e? et) v @(-2:e, et) 

2 - 
1 I 

Le., al1 edges in a surface are either parallel o r  they fonn right angles. 

For chrit' a-e aiIl refer to B ( f ,  e,ef) or O ( % ,  e, el) as perp(e, et): so that RAC.4 can be expressed as 

(Vs, e, e') part(e, s) A part(et , s) > parallel (e, e') V perp(e, e') 

It is easy to see that this assumption is entailed by the renangular shape closure assumption and 

the definition of rectangle: 

Proposition 9.1 

T,,,au?otrd RSC-4 > RAC A 

ive can also define conditions on the extensions of the figure/ground relations for surfaces: 
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Definition 9.4 The rectangular figure ground closure assumption (RFGC) is the sentence 

(tls, e. el, a )  p r t ( e l  s) A patt(et, s) 3 insi&(et el) r @(a, el el) A a < ;;) 

i-e., ail edges in a surface am convez '. 

Again. it is also easy to  see that this assumption is entailed by the rectangular shape closure assump- 

tion: 

Proposition 9.2 

Thus closure on rectangular shapes entails closure of the various scene relations that define the shape: 

these subordinate assumptions n-il1 be more useful than the original RSC.4. It should be emphasized 

that R.4C.4 and RFGC are defined relative to the RSC-4: if RSC.4 entailed the existence of other 

different shapes. the R.4C.4 and RFGC would also change conespondingly. 

In addition to the scene relations of 8 and inside, the notion of shape also has a geometric aspect, 

n-hich specifies the position of points in the surface. Consider the rectangle axiorn: the lengths of the 

edges are not specified in the axiom and cari be considered as parameters. In this work we will restrict 

these lengths to be fixed constants: this Fkill make i t  easier to  compute the position of points in a 

surface,n-hich we will need for the occlusion axioms (recaii that interior and buundary use geometnc 

relations that require us to know the position of points). 

Definition 9.5 The parametrized shape closure assumption (PSCA) used in this thesis is the following 
sentence: 

~ p a r t ( e ~ ,  s) A part(ei, s) A part(e3, s) A part(e4 s) A pcrrde&a, e3) A paraUel(e2. e4) 

~ l e n g t h ( e ~ ,  Dr) A length(en, D-) A length(e3, D l )  A iength(e4, D3) 

iühere Dl and D2 are jùed constants. 

Sote that al1 the rectangles in Figure 9.1(e) ha%-e edges with different lengths. 

Given the positions of some subset of points in a surface, we can use PSC.4 to detennine the sets of 

possible positions for al1 other points in the surface using Hilbert's mode1 of geornetry, in which edges of 

a surface are represented as segments in a polygon. This geometric component of PSC.4 is equicalent 

to a set of dgebraic constraints on the positions of al1 points that are part of a surface. In general? 

these constraints depend on the meet and polygonal relations, which state how the edges of a surface 

are connected, as well as the Iengths of the edges in a surface. This thesis will not be concerned with 

these geornetric constraints; we will only require that they sais- one property - once the positions of 

the vertices have been fixed, the constraints yield the positions of al1 other points in the surface. 

' RecalI the  definition of convez from Chapter 4. 
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9.1.2 Assumptions for Convex Surfaces 

\\é can generalize many results about rectangles to the class of surfaces which intuitii-eIy are convex. In 

this section. n-e consider m o  assumptions about coni-ex surfaces using Tcarnror[d, and investigate how 

theories which are restricted to this class of surfaces can be used to strengthen results about depiction 

and occlusion. 

M e  first consider a characterization of convex surfaces nith respect to figure/ground assignments: 

Definition 9.6 The Conuez Figure/Ground .4ssumption (CFG.4) Ls the sentence 

(Ys, el,  cet a) part(e1 , s )  A pcrrt(e2: s )  > 
(inside(el, e 2 )  G @(a, el ,  e2) A a < 5i)  A (outside(e1, ez) - @(a, el, e?) A a > z) 

For any convex surface. C FG.4 protides a complete figure/ground assignment based on the alignrnent 

relations between the edges in the surface, so that the axioms in Tl, are satisfied. The surface in Figure 

4.2(a) is convex. but the surfaces in Figure 4.2(b),(c) are not cont-es: in each case there exists a mode1 

.U of Tcarnu.or~n u CFG.4 such that  

(eg, eq) E inside, (a, es, e4) E 8,  a > n 

It is easy to see that this assumption is dready satisfied if we are rnaking the rectangdar shape 

closure assumption: 
Proposition 9.3 

Proposition 9.4 

Tcarda.orld U RSC-.L CFG.4 Z RFGC 

We can also introduce an additional assumption which characterizes convex surfaces with respect 

Linterior: 

Definition 9.7 The Convez Surfaces Assumption (CS.4) i s  the sentence 

(Ve, s, t) baundaty(e, t) (part(e ,  s) /\ interiar(s, t)) 

In other wordsl al1 edges in a cont-ex surface are boundary edges for any position interior to the 

surface. This is sirnilar to the traditional definition of cont-ex surfaces ([de Berg et ai 971). 

Simplifying the CardWorld Axioms 

In this section, we will use RSC.4 (rectangdar shape closure assumptions), the convex surface assump- 

tions, and iVLE.4 to simpli- the axioms of CardWorld. The objective is to show that either axioms in 

Tcardicorid are entailed by the assumptions that we are rnaking, or  to  show that axiorns in Tcardrcorld can 

be strengthened by Our assumptions. 

Let Tc-, the axioms in Figure 9.3. The central result of this section is that Tm, is Iogicaily equivalent 

to Tcarnu.orrd in conjunction with the shape closure assumptions and the occlusion assumption ..VLEA: 
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RSC.4 (9.1) 

PSC.4 (9.2) 

R.4C.4 (9-3) 

(Ve. es,[' I ' ,  s ,  a )  A(1, e )  A A( l ' !er)  A part(e, s) A part(e', s )  > (gi(1, 1') - 6 ( a ,  et e t ) )  ( 9 - 4  

(Ve, et ,  1, l', s )  4 (1 , e )  A 1 (l', e t )  A part(e, s )  A purt(et? s )  3 (pcrtalldi(l, I l )  z I I  ( e ,  e t ) )  (9.5) 

(Ve. et ,  s: I,lt ,  r ,  a )  part(e, s )  A pcrrt(e', s) A A(/, e )  A A(!', e') A in([, r )  A 6 ( û ,  1,l') 3 

( ( A ( r ,  S )  G between(1, l', r ) )  _= a < r) (9.6) 

(Vl, L I ,  r , r t ,  e ,  s )  A in(1:r) A in([', r ' )  A A([: e) A A(/', e )  A p r t ( e ,  s) 3 

[(l(+. S) T A(#. s ) )  =, (between(i,  l'? r )  ~between( l ' ,  1 ,  r'))] (9.7) 

(Qii.12, e 1 , e 2 , s )  A ( 1 1 , e ~ )  A 1(12,e-) ~ p a r t ( e l , s ~ )  A part(e??sl) 3 (el = e- 6 i ( ~ , l l t 1 2 ) )  (9.8) 

(Vsl : S.,, t l  t2)  interiur(sl t l )  A inter20r(s2, t l  ) A i in ter ior(s2? t - )  A in ter ior(sr ,  t?) 3 

(3e,pl  t f )  boundary(e: t l )  A part(e, s2) A part(p, e )  A positim(p, t s )  A i n t e r i m ( s ~ ,  t s )  (9.9) 

(Vs,  s'! t )  i n t e r im(s ,  t )  A interior(s', t )  _= 

( O ~ S C U T E S ( S ,  J': t )  v O ~ S C U T ~ S ( S ' ,  3 ,  t )  v (3e, e t )  part(e, s )  A part(er, s') A ubuts(e, e'? t )  j (9.10) 

(Qe:, e2 ,  s l  . S C ,  S J ,  t )  Obscures(s~, $2,  t )  A abuts(e1, e-, t )  A pcrrt(e1, 32) A part(e2: s3) 3 obscures(s~  33 ,  t )  

Figure 9.3: T h e  simplified CardWorld axioms T, (exduding consemt ive  definitions). 
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Theorem 9.1 For any planar image 1, T,uI is logically equiualent to T ~ ~ ~ ~ , ~ ~ ~ ~ U I U : ~ L E - - L U R . ~ C ~ ~ U  
RFG.4 u CS.4. 

Proofi .AI1 a..orns in T ,  (except for axiom 9-14) are also a . o m s  in TcardWorld- bve therefore only need 
to show that axiom 9.14 is entailed by Tearduorln u 1 u ivLE.4, and we will have shown 

Lemma 9.1 For any planar image I ,  

TcardWorld U U XLE.4 (Vr, s )  ((3) interiur(st t )  A indus ia ( r ,  t ) )  E 

A(r,  S )  V (3s') A(r, S I )  A ontop(s'. s)  

Proof: Asiom 6.11 of TZ,,,,, gives 

TcarnWorrd U I U N L  E-4 ((Vr, s i ,  s s ) (A( t ,  s i )  V (A(r ,  S?) A m t ~ p ( s ~ .  sr))) 

> (3) interior(sl, t )  A inclusim(r, t )  

For the converse, axioms 7-17, 6.12, and U R D A  give us: 

TcatnWorld U I U LV LE-4 (Vr: s i ,  t )  interiar(sl, t )  A inclusion(r, t )  3 

( I j ( r ,  S I )  A ~ ( 3 s ' )  abscures(s', S I ,  t ) )  

~ ( 3 s ~ )  (interior(s2, t )  A obscures(s2, si : t )  A A(r, S.,) 

which entails 

Tcardworld U I U X L E A  (Vr, s i ,  t )  interiat(sl, t )  A indusim(rt t )  3 

( A ( r ,  sI) r\ -(3s1) obscures(s', s1 , t ) )  

~ ( 3 9 3 )  ontop(s2, s i )  A A(r ,  S.,) 

For the other direction of the main theorem, the following lemmas show how each of the sentences 

in each module in Tcardutorld axe entailed by Tm. Cl 

Tm l= T'.,,ne 

Proof: RSC.4 is a sentence in Tc,, and it is easy to see that 

since ail scene objens are either a unique rectangular surface or they are part of a unique rectan- 

gular surface. a 



Tm l= Tf, 
Proof: RSC.4 is a sentence in Tm. and it is easy to see that RSC.4 entails axioms 4.1 - -1.7 of Tfg frorn 

the definition of rectangle, which cornpletely specifies the extensions of meet. connected. outer. 
and the polygonal relations for the four edges in a rectangular surface. 

We therefore need to show how- T, entails the figure/ground axioms in Tf,. 

Lernma 9.4 

Tfg U CFG-4 J= (Vs, e, et) p r t ( e ,  s )  A purt(et, s) > Tin&t(e, et) 

Proof: Suppose ,tt is a mode1 of Tfg u CFGA such chat for any \&able assignment 

M, u + in&t(eo et) A @(a, e, et) A O(7i - a: et, e) 

and if a > ;i, then we have 

both of which contradict Tfg. 17 

Lemma 9.5 

Tf, u C FG.4 + (Vs, e) part(e, s) > outer(e) 

Proof: Suppose il4 is a mode1 of TI, u CFG.4 such that for any kariable assignment 

M, u + -auter(e) 

By TI,. there exists an edge el such that 

.M,a -outer(ei) A conneded(e, el) A (insi&(e, el)  ( 3 2 )  B(a,e, e l )  A a > n) 

which t-iolates CFG.4. O 

Csing these lernmas, we can see that the figure/ground axioms of Tf, are satisfied bp CFG.4. O 

Simpli6ing TA 
Lemma 9.6 

Proof: Since there are no indet edges in a convex surface, axiorns 5.3 and 5.6 of TA are triviaily satisfied. 
The remaining depinion axioms in TA simpli- to axioms 9.4-9.7 in Ta. (see Figure 9.3). 

Finally, ixiorn 5.4 of TA can be strengthened to the following: 

Proof: By the definition of CFGA, there cannot be edges in a con\-ex surface which ha\-e relative 

alignment of n. Since the collinear lines must depict edges in the sarne surface, the onIy 

possibility is that the coHinear iines must depict the same edge. 13 
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Simplifjkg Since the figure - ground relations are f i e d  bu CFG-4, we can simpIi-  the 

definition of buundary edges so that it refers onIy to geometric relations: 

Proposition 9.5 

~ ( ( v p ,  t') part (p ,  e) A positim(p, t') 3 nonnossing(s. t, t')) 

Further, since there are no outer edges in a convex surface, the oniy aviom in Tintefior u-hich is not 

tritially satisfied is axiom 6.7 of T,nte,ior, which appears in 'Tm. 

Sirnplifying Tobscurel c ~ i n g  CS.4, we can sirnpIi& the occlusion axiorns in Tobacures for con\-ex sur- 

faces. particularly axiom 7.8: which forbids interpenetrating surfaces. 

Lemma 9.8 

Proof: We proceed by showing how Tc, entails axioms within Tobscure-- 
W e  begin by observing that the axiom which States that the extension of obscures is the same for 
al1 positions in the same convex components of the surfaces is sirnplified if ive restrict ourselves to 
convex surfaces: 

Lemma 9.9 

Csing this property? we can simplify the axioms w-hich specif'. the relationship ben-een obscures 
and abuts. First, tve will introduce a new binary relation over surfaces based on the abuts relation: 

Definition 9.8 

(Vs, 3') abutting(s,st) (3e: et ,  t) part(et s) A part(et, s') A ahts (e ,  e', t) 

Thus, two surfaces are abutting iff they contain edges which sati* the abuts relation. 

We can show that axioms using the obscures and a h t s  relations (u-hich contain positions as 
arguments) are equivalent to axiorns using ontop and abutting (u-hich contain only surfaces as 
arguments) . 
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Proof: FVe can rewrite axiom 7.8 of Tobscurcs aS 

~ i n t e r i a r ( s ,  t - )  A interior(sl, t2) 3 d m x r e s ( s f  , s ,  t:!) 

rvhich by axiom 7.1 of Tobscures is quivalent to 

which by the definitions of ontop and abutting and is equ iden t  to the tn-O sentences 

and 
(VS, s f )  abutting(a,sf) > -mtup(sl, S)  

Wïth nonconvex surfaces, tve cari have scenes wit h mutually occluding suriaces (Le. surfaces that 
sa t isb mtop(s, 9') A ontop(s', s ) ) ,  so that this equivalence of T,. and Tobacures cân fail if we aliom- 
nonconvex surfaces. 

By the definition of abutiing, it is easy to see that axïom 7.7 of Tobscures 

is equ iden t  to the sentence 
(Vs) -.labutting(s, s) 

The uniquely depicting region assumption can guarantee that there always exists a minimal surface 
in the obscures ordering at  any position, so that axiorn 7.10 of TOb,,,,, is tnvïdIy satidied: 

Lemma 9.11 

Proof: By closure over image objects, the number of image objects is fixed for a &en image I .  
Since :VLE-4 entails IYRD-.L, a region can depict a t  most one surface: by scene object closure 
only surfaces are depicted by regions: by N L  E.4 and al1 unoccluded surfaces must be depicted 
by regions. Putting al1 of this together u-e see that if there are 1 R 1 regions in the image, 
there are at most 1 R 1 surfaces in the scene. By the shape closure assumption, d l  surfaces 
are rectangles, which have a fixed number of component scene objects. Further, al1 edges and 
vertices must be part of a surface, so that the nurnber of scene objects is bounded by a linear 
function of the nurnber of surfaces. 

Since there is a bounded finite number of surfaces in a model of Tkernel U DKRE U URD.4, 

there cannot be an unbounded dscures  ordering, and hence axiom 7.10 of TObiatcs is trivially 

satisfied. O 

Sote  that any set of assumptions that imposes a bound on the number of depicted surfaces in a 
model d l  also entai1 axiom 7.10 of Tobsn<res. A simiIar argument can be used to show that in any 
finite domain, the dscures  ordering must be disctete, so that axiom 7.9 is also trit-ially satisfied. 



Simplifjhg T$,,,,, The occIusion assumption NLE.4 dom-s us to simpli- the axiorns of T&,~,,. 

Lernma 9.12  For any planar image II 

Tm U l= ~ 2 t ~ r i o r  

Proof: Several axioms of T&io, are entailed by one of the depinion assumptions related to IV LE.4: 

Lemma 9.13 For any planar image I ,  

Proof: This follows £rom Lemrna 9.1. O 

T, /= (Qr, s, t )  A(r. s )  > [(inclusion(r. t) interior(3, t)) G 

Proof: This foiion-s from IiVD.4. O 

Since al1 edges in a convex surface rnust be auter edges, there can be no hoks in a convex surface: 
thus the axiom 6.14 of T~,,,,,, is trivially satisfied by XLE.4 and CFG-4 U CS.4. 

Thus. al1 of the axioms of T&,,,, are either explicitly axioms of Ta or they are entailed by Tc,. 

SimpliS.ing Toc, W e  first characterize the relationship betu-een Tm. and XLE.4: 

Lemma 9.15 For any planar image 1: 

Te, u I lL'LE.4 

Proof: Sotice that the occlusion assumption NLE.4 is not explicitly included in T,.: rather, we use 
the  depiction assumptions which are e q u i d e n t  to  iVLE.4. In Chapter 8: we showed that  X L E.4 
is equivaient to the conjunction of BRE.1 and ILV D.4. 

ive shon-ed that B RE.4 is equivaient to I D A  and OSDA, which are included as axioms in Tm. 

We d s o  shou-ed that  IX D A  is equivaient to  the conjunction of URD-4, bt'DTR, and HREA.  The 

first two assumptions are included as axioms within Tm. Since ai1 edges in a convex surface must 

be outer edges, there can be no holes in a convex surface thus the depiction assumption HRE.4 

are tt-ivially satisfied by XLE.4 and CFGA U CS-4. O 

The occlusion assumption NLE.4 (and the depiction assurnptions that it entails) will allow us to 

also sirnpli- the axioms of Toc,: 

Lemrna 9.16 For any planar image 1, 
Tm tJ l= Toc,  
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Proof: It is trivial to see that  for an? planar image 1, IV LE-4 entails the follotring axiom of T,,,: 

Tc, u I (Vp.  S. t ,  q )  part(p. s )  A poJitiun(p. t )  3 L(q, p) E -(3s1) obscures(s', S. t )  

and 

Tc, u I (QI, et s) A(i, e )  A patt(e, s )  > (3p ,  t )  part(p, e )  A positim(p, t )  A ~ ( 3 s ' )  obscures(s', s, t )  

We aiso have 

T,,ur (Vs, *)sur f ace(s) 3 A{r, s )  ((3t)interior(sy t ) ~ i n d u s i m ( r ,  t )~~(3s ' )o6scures(s '~  s, t ) )  

by L'RD-4. I-VD.4, and axiom 9.14 of Tm. 

a 

9.3 A Clausal Formulation 

In this section. n-e present a Frarnework for computing modeIs of T, u I for some planar image I by 

speci@ing sets of clauses that  are logically equ iden t  t o  Tc, U 1. We d l  use this theory in algorithms 

to construct models satisfi-ing the  depiction axioms and also t o  prove properties about constructs used 

in SP-cornpleteness theorems of the  ne-- chapter. 

We will first show that the occlusion assumption X L  E.4, together with the shape closure assumptions, 

dlows us to  place a finite bound on the domain of a mode1 of Tcatdworld- We then specify the propositional 

theory which is equivalent to Tc, under these finite mode1 assumptions. This propositional theory 

contains two t-vpes of sentences - depiction sentences and occlusion sentences. W e  therefore introduce 

the notion of poses for surfaces, which forrn the basis for specif'ing the occlusion sentences in the 

propositional theory. 

9.3.1 Finite Mode1 Assumptions 

L'sing the results of the prevïous two chapters, recdl that there is an upper bound on the number of 

surfaces depicted in an image, namely the number of regions in the image. Thus if we fix the nurnber of 

depicted surfaces, the depiction axioms become essentially propositionai. 

We begin by dernonstrating tha t  with the assumptions tha t  we have considered to this point, we can 

guarantee that al1 models of Our theory w?ll be finite. 

Theorem 9.2 A11 models in the depicted kemel of Ta. U I have finite bounded domains. 

Proof: By closure ot-er image objects, the number of image objects is fixed for a given image 1. Since 

XLE.4 entails URD.1, a region can depict a t  most one surface; by scene object closure only 

surfaces are depicted by regions: by XLE.4 and DKA al1 surfaces must be depicted by regions. 

Putting al1 of this together we see that  if there are 1 R 1 regions in the image, there are a t  most 

1 R 1 surfaces in the scene. By the shape closure assumption, ail surfaces are rectangles, which 
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have a fived nurnber of component scene objects '- Further, al1 edges and vertices must be part 

of a surface. so that the number of scene ob jens  is bounded bu a linear function of the number of 

surfaces. O 

We thus have a finite characterization of the set of models for an image. -\Il that is required to 

construct a model of Tm. U I is to  determine the  depiction literals satisfied by the model: the nurnber of 

elements in the domain is finite. This has important algonthmic imptications. It aIlows us CO construct 

kernel models in a top-down fashion, since we can speci- the dornain by instantiating the n surfaces 

in the kernel, d o n g  with the scene objects that  are parts of these surfaces. (Recall that the number of 

surfaces is bounded by the number of regions in the image.) We then satisft- the depiction axioms by 

matching the scene objects to image objects. 

More formall_v. for a given image: we can d e h e  the following set of scene objects: 

Definition 9.9 Giuen an image 1, Rec(1) is the set of scene elements consisting of rectangles and parts 
of rectangles, such that there is  a 1-1 mapping between the surfaces in the set and the regions in the 
image 1. 

The advantage of this top-down approach is that it allows us to use a Herbrand domain for the 

models and also to  make the unique names assurnption for scene objects. This follows since every scene 

object instantiated from the surface axioms is distinct, as well as the fact t h a t  every point and edge is 

in a unique surface. This requires that we extend the language so that we have constants denoting al1 

of the scene objects in Rec(I). 

Definition 9.10 Given an image 1, L(Rec(1)) is the ezpansion of ~ c a r d w o p r d  by adding a set of new 
constants such that each constant denotes a unique scene object in Rec(1). 

Essentidly, we are using the definition of rectangte to specify the domain: L(Rec(1)) extends the 

Ianguage of the original theory by introducing constants for each object in the  domain. 

For esample, consider the image I in Figure 9.Ia. The new constants in L(Rec(1)) denoting the 

scene objects are 

SI: 32, el: e?, e3, ed. es, e6: e ~ ,  e8, e * ~ ,  2'.2 2'3,724: 2'5, V 6 !  V Ï ,  2'8 

To construct a mode1 of Tcardrrvorld U 1 , we need only match the depicted scene objects with the image 

objects in I .  

For a11 images in the examples in the remainder of this thesis, we wi11 use the ianguage L(Rec(1)). 

9.3.2 A Useful Depiction Assumption 

Throughout the rernaining work, we will be using relations among lines (such as parallel and perp) to 

conjecture certain scene and depiction relations, particularly for relations between the depiction of lines 

and the depiction of regions. Thus we will be using the following: 

?This normdg holds for arbitrary surfaces, since in practice any surface has a finite number of component scene 
o'ojects. However, RSCA is the only axiom that allows us to say this, since no other axiom precludes surfaces with an 
infinite number of edges. Of course, closure assumptions for other classes of surfaces may be introduced if necessary 
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Figure 9.4: Example image for the Region Depiction Assumption ( R D A ) .  

Definition 9.1 1 The Region Depiction .-issumption (RD.4) is the sentence 

(Vr,  s) sur face(s)  r\ l ( r ,  s) 3 (31, e) i n ( [ .  r )  A A(1. e) A part(e, .9) 

This ôssumption States that  every region that depicts a surface contains a line that depins an edge in 

that surface, and is made in [Jacobs 881. 

In models of Tcarawo~ldU D K A  which violate RD.4, there exist surfaces which are depicted, yet which 

have no depicted edges. 

Example: Let I be the image in Figure 9.4. 

There e'rists a model M of Tcardsotld U 1 such that  

(el,sl), (el: ~2): (e37~3) E pmt 

This model does not satisft- RDA, since the surface s4 is depicted, yet none of its edges are depicted. 

There exists another model of TCardworld U 1 such that 

( e î , s ~ ) ~  (e2,~2), ( e s t s d l  ( e 4 , ~ 4 )  E ~ m t  

This model satisfies RDA, since each depicted surface has a depicted edge. 



Finallu. there is another rnodel B of TCardemld u I such that 

This mode1 also satisfies RD.4, since each depicted surface has a depicted edge. In this model, the 

region r~ does not depict any surface. a 

9.3.3 Poses for Occluded Surfaces 

Before specif>ing the propositionai t h e o l  which is equivalent to T,u 1, we need to revisit the relations hip 

between occlusion and depiction. In order to speciQ the class of sentences in the propositional theor'. 

which correspond CO occlusion sentences, it wi11 be useful to introduce the concept of the pose of a surface 

(cf. [Grimson 901): 

Definition 9.12 Let ,W be a model of Tcardworld u 1 U iVLE-4. -4 pose of a depicted .su$ace s is a 
conjunction of ground ontop literuls and ground surface depiction lztemis such that 

Thus, a pose for a surface s can be used to identift- the set of depicted surfaces u-hich occlude S. 

Example: Let I be the image in Figure 9.3al and let L = L(1) u (si, s-, 33, SJ. 93 } There is a model 

.Mc of TcardWotld U NLE-4 U I 

In this rnodel the surface denoted by 31 has the unique pose 

The surface denoted bv s- has the unique pose 

The surface denoted by s3 has the unique pose 

and the surface denoted by sr has the unique pose 

The surface denoted by s~ has an ernpty pose since al1 parts of this surface is depicted. 0 



Figure 9.5: Examples of poses 



Surfaces need not have the sarne pose in al1 models of an image. Sote that the pose of a surface 

exists for a given set of undepicted scene objects and interior depends on the positions of ail points in 

the surface. In any given model for an image. the positions of ail points are fiued. Hosever, if these 

positions are not fked by the theory, then we will have multiple models, and in each mode1 the surfaces 

niIl have different poses. 

Example: Consider the image 1 in Figure 9.5(b). Let C = L ( I )  U (SI, s2,33,~4, -95). There are 

models .Ml and Mi of TcardWorld U :\iL E.4 U I S U C ~  that 

and 

~ m t o p ( s 3  , sl ) A ontop(s+ S L )  A onto~(35:  9 1 )  

These poses are represented showing the bidden occluded edges in sl in Figure 9.3(c) and (ci). O 

The notion of pose telis us which surfaces occlude an undepicted scene object. For example, in Figure 

9.5(e) there is a model J ~ I  such that 

lC'LE.4 specifies not only that the points denoted by pl,  p, are occluded by surfaces, but by the definition 

of interior we aIso know that i t  is inconsistent to have 

Sote that by XLE.4, every undepicted point in a surface defines a pose of the surface, since there 

must exist a depicted surface which obscures the undepicted point. The pose of a surface thus depends 

on w-hich parts of the surface are occluded and which are depicted. Equivalentl_v, each distinct possible 

pose of a surface specifies a different set of occluded elements. In the next section, we w d l  specify the 

dauses corresponding to the depiction and occlusion axioms of Tc-. The following notion plays a key 

role in the definition of those clauses which specib the possible poses of a surface. 

Definition 9.13 Given an image 1, 3(r)  i s  the following set of depiction literals: - 
( r )  = { A ( )  : I + i n ( l i ,  r )  and there ezists a line E i such that I + (parallel(ll ,  13) V 

perp(f L , 1 2 )  V colfinear(1 1 ,  1 - ) ) ) .  
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This is is the set of all possible depiction literals for a region in an image: anu rnodel of Ta. u I will 

satisiy the conjunction of a subset of the literals in 3 ( r )  for each region r in the image. For example. in 

Figure 9.6. ( r 8 )  is the set 

{ : 1 ( k ~ , r 8 ) :  : 1 ( b Y 0 ) ,  :1(131, n )}  

S ( r )  plays a key roIe in the propositionai theory because each subset of 3 ( r )  potentially defines a 

different pose for the surface depicted by the region r. 

Example: Let I be the image in Figure 9.6. If we have a rnodel ,MI of Tc, U I such that if we have 

then we also ha\-e 

Sotice that if we have a structure .M3 

then there is no consistent pose for the surface ss? and this structure is not a model of Tc, u I .  

Thus, there is no model of this image in which al1 three of the lines 13t3? Zz9, and 131 depict edges in 

the same surface. O 

Definition 9.14 Giuen an  image 1 and a region r in the image, suppose < E E(r) .  .l pose for a surface 
s is consistent with < iff the undepicted points in s m w t  have positions included in some region that 
depicts an  occluding surface in  the pose, and where these positions are consistent with PSC.4 and the 
positions of the depicted points in the fines of <. 

It is important to note the role that shape closure p l a y  in the definition of the set of literais in E(r) .  

If two lines are not parallel or perp, then they cannot depict edges in a rectangdar surface, so the only 

lines that can possibly depict edges in a surface must be either parallel, perp, or cdlinear 3.  Xlso, if 

we are given a set of lines which can possibly depict edges in the surface, we can then cornpute the pose 

using the geometric constraints of PSCA. 

30f course, paraflel or perp Lines need not depict edges in the same surface, since there may be accidentai alignments 
in the image, but this wilI be the problem addressed in the next chapter. 
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9.3.4 The Cardworld Clauses 

[té are now ready to specift- the propositional theo- which will be used in the compIexity theorems of 

the next chapter. The ianguage we wiii use for the clausal theo- s i 1 1  use ontop literals (for the occlusion 

a..<oms) and A literals (for the depiction axiorns): 

{ A ( r ,  s ) ,  A(1, r ) :  ontop(s, s ' ) .  u h t t i n g ( s ,  sr )  ) 

Again, since the nurnber of surfaces in the depicted kernei of Tc. u I is bounded bu C'RD.4, and 

since n-e have closure over image elements, there s i I l  be a bounded number of depiction and occlusion 

li terals. 

Definition 9.15 Let il be the set of ground sentences constructed in the following way: 

1.  For al1 lines I auch that I + i n ( l , r j )  A i n ( l , r k )  

Clauses of this form wâll be refemd to m figure/ground clauses. 

2. For every turo lines li ,  l j  such that 1 + in(l, ,  r,) A in(l j ,r , )  A l ( cd l inear ( l i ,  i j )  V pral le l ( l i ,  1,) V 

W T P ( ~ ~ :  l j ) ) ?  
l A ( i i , t m )  V 7-'l\(ljt rm): l i I ( l i :  r n )  v l A ( l j ,  r,) E Il 

3. For all lines L i ,  L j  and regions r such that I + in(li,r)~in(lj,rj)~collinear(li,lj)~(betu~een(li,ljl r i )  
ibetmeen(l j ,  L i ,  t j ) ) ,  

7A(Li, r i )  V 7;I(Lj? r i )  

4. For al1 lines l i ,  1, and regiow R such that I + in( l i ,  r )  A @(a ,  L i ,  l j )  A a < ii A 7between(lit l j ?  r )?  

5. For every subset < = {:I(li ,  r ) ,  .... A(ln, r))  of E ( r ) ,  if there is no pose consistent with <, 

is the set  of poses consistent with <, then 

7. For every region r such that I + i n ( l l , r )  A ... A in(l, ,r),  

8. For al1 surface sj, skt 



9. For ail lines L and distinct regions ri,rj such thot I + in(L,r , )  A in ( l . r ; ) .  

I O .  For al1 surface s j ,  skt 

-UTZtop(Sj, s k )  V -.abutting(sk, S j )  E fl 

This propositional theory =il1 be useful in designing algorithms for constructing models of the Card- 

LVorld a-xioms. The following theorem shows t hat these two sets of axionis are indeed logically equit-aient. 

Theorem 9.3 Let be a sentence in L(i i ) .  For any planar image II iI U 1 + iff T,  U IU RD.4 +. 

Proof: This theorem is a consequence of the following set of lemmas, which demonstrates that  those 

axioms in T, u R D A  that  are equivaient CO sentences in L(i l ) .  are logicaiiy e q u i d e n t  to  clauses 

in n. 
Lemma 9.17 

Proof: Recall from the  previous chapter that BRE.4 is equivaient to ID.4 and OSD.4, and that  ID.4 
and rVSE.4 are equitdent t o  the sentence 

RecaIl axiom 3.15 of Ti,,,,, which states that  et-erg. line is in a t  most cm-O regions: 

V1?r,r' ,rf' in(l ,r)  Ain(1,r1) Ain(1?rt') 3 r" = r v r "  = r' 

Given image dosure, it is easy to see that this sentence is equivalent to clauses of the form (1) in the 

definition of ii. 

Lemma 9.18 
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Proof: By R.4C.4, we need only wof- about cdlinear, parallei, perp lines. 

We can combine the depiction axioms for these alignment relations in the following way 

Ta. u R D A  (VI, it,r. e ,  e') in(1,r) A A(i, e )  A A(1'. el) 

A(e = e' V pardlel(e,  e t )  V p r p ( e ,  e') ) 3 ( c d i n e a r ( l ,  1') V parallel(1, 1') V perp(l.1')) 

(Vl, I ' ,  r )  in(1, r )  A -.(cdlinear(l,l') v parczllel(l,I') v perp(l,ll)) 3 

7(3e :  e t )  A([, e )  A A ( l t ,  e t )  ( e  = e' V parailel(e, el) v perp(e, el))  

sz (Vl, 1': r )  i n ( / ,  r )  A in([ ' ,  r )  A ~ ( c d I i n e a r ( 1 ,  1') V parallel(iy 1') V perp(1, 1 ' ) )  3 

l ( 3 e .  e t ,  s) part(e, s )  A part(et , 3) A A(r? s )  A A([, e) A A( l t ,  e ' ) )  

since by li'RD.4, r must depict only the surface containing the edges e,er. Therefore, by the 
definition of if, we have 

+e, et ,  s) part(e, s )  A part(el, s) A A(r, s )  A A(1. e )  A A(['. e t ) )  

G 7 ( A ( l ,  r )  A A([', r ) )  

Given image closure, it is easy to see that this sentence is equ iden t  to clauses of the f o m  (2) in the 

definition of n. 
Lernma 9.19 

Tcu. (QI, l t ,r ,  r', e ,  s) A in(1, r )  A in( l t ,  r') A A ( l ,  e )  A A(l': e )  A part(et s) A e # e' 3 

[ ( A ( r ,  S )  = A(#, s ) )  G (between(1, 1': r )  -.betzceen(l', 1, rt))1 

= (Vl, l', r ,  r', e ,  s )  A in(1, r )  A in(l l ,  r') A (betzceen(1, I', r )  E between(l1, 1: r ' ) )  > 

(A(1, e )  A A([', e )  A p r t ( e ,  s) 3 (LS(r, s )  = - l ( r ' ,  s ) ) )  

Given image closure, it is easy to see that this sentence is equitdent to clauses of the form (3) in the 

definition of ïi. 
Lemma 9.20 
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Proof: 

C-sing the definition of A, we can rewrite this as: 

Tc, + ( Q l l , 1 3 r r . s ) i ~ ( 1 1 ~ r )  A lbetureen(ll~l2?r) A A ( r , s )  3 ~ ( A ( l l , r )  A -I(L2,r)) 

Given image closure, it is easy to see that this sentence is equivalent to clauses of the form (4) in the 

definition of li. 

Lemma 9.21 RD.4 is equiualent to clauses of the fonn (7) in the definition of il. 

Proof: This follows fkom image dosure and the definition of RD.4 which is equivaient to 

(Vr,s)  surface(s) A h ( r , s )  3 (31,e) A( l , e )  Apcrrt(e,s) A in(1,r) A ( 1  = I l  V ... V 1 = 1 , )  

where L I ,  ..., 1 ,  are constants denoting lines in the image I .  O 

The next lemma shows that D T R  is equ iden t  to clauses of the form (9) in the definition of ii. 

Lemma 9.22 

occluding(e, s )  v part (el s) V @et ,  t )  a h t s ( e 3  e'? t )  

By CS.4 and the definition of A, we have 

Given image closure, it is easy to see that this sentence is equitdent to clauses of the forrn (9) in the 

definition of Il. 

1% can now use the notion of the pose of a surface to define a set of clauses corresponding to the 

occlusion axioms: 
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Lemma 9.23 Giuen a planar image 1, the sentence 

is logically equiz:alent to the conjunction of clauses of the f o m  (5) in the definition of ïi. 

Proof: Let .Li be a mode1 of T, u RD.4 u 1 for some planar image I .  For an? variable assignment a 
m-e have 

,U, a j= ~ ( 3 )  interiot(st t )  A inclusion(rl t )  

iff the surface a(s)  does not have a consistent pose in JW for any subset of ,(a(r)).  

By condition (5) in the construction of il? we must therefore ha\-e 

for every subset of E(a(r) ) ,  which is equitdent to 

bu RD.4 and the definition of -4. U 

Lemrna 9.24 Giuen a planar image I j  the sentence 

(Vr, s )  (((3) interim(s, t )  A inclusion(r, t ) )  A i A ( r :  s ) )  

3 (3s') 4 ( r ,  s i )  A ontop(st, s )  

is logically equiualent to the conjunction of clauses of the form (6) in the definition of il. 

Proof: Let .W be a mode1 of Tm. u RD.4 u i for some planar image 1. For any variable assignment a 
we have 

M,a  (3) interior(s, t )  A inclusion(r, t )  A TA(+,  s )  

iff there is a consistent pose for a(s)  git-en some subset of Z(a(r) ) .  

By condition (6) in the construction of il, we must therefore have 

for some subset of S ( a ( r ) ) ,  which is equikalent to 

.bf, a (3s') A(r, sr )  A mtop(sl, s )  

Also note that there are o d y  a linear number of pose clauses in il: 

Lemma 9.25 Given an crssignment of surface depiction 1iterai.s to al1 regions in an image I :  thete are 
at most 4111 pose clauses for each surface, where 111 is the number of lines in I .  

Proof: Since thero are only four edges in a rectangle, there can be a t  most four sets of non-collinear 

lines that depict edges in a surface depicted by some set of regions. Thus there are at most 2"ets 

of depicted edges. There are 111/4 sets of parallel and perp lines in these regions, so  that we have 

Z' + [11/4 = 4111 pose clauses- O 

We mi l1  now illustrate the above transformation from first-order theory to a set of propositiond 

clauses. 



Figure 9.6: Image for the example of a ciausd CardWorld theor>-. 
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Example: Consider the image in Figure 9.6. For this image 1, Tm, u I u RD.4 is equident to the 

following set of clauses: 

Depiction clauses: 

Clauses arising €rom inconsistent poses: 



Pose ciauses for surfaces with consistent poses (to enhance readabilin-, we d l  use propositional 

letters pi to denote poses): 

N k o , ~ d  3 Pl v P2 
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Satis&ing the Pose Clauses 

L i é  have obsen-ed that there are two basic classes of clauses within a propositionai CardWorld theory 

il - the depiction literals h(1, r) and the occlusion literds m t o p ( s l  ,S.>). In this section. we find that if 

R-e have already found a satis-ng interpretation for the depiction clauses. then there is a polynomial 

algorithm for satis@ing the pose clauses (which contain the ontop literals). 

Any mode1 satis-ng the depiction clauses consists of an assignment of edge depiction literals to 

the lines in an image I such that for eve- line 1 su& that I in(1, ri) A in([, r2) there are two edge 

depiction literals - one of A(1, r l )  or -:l(l, r l ) ?  and one of A(1, r 2 )  or I:\(I: i). This assignment also 

provides an assignment of surface depiction literals to the regions of I in the follow-hg way: if A(I? rl) 

then 3 ( r l  , SI ): if for every line 1 such that I in([, r) we have ~ : \ ( l ,  r ) ,  we have ( Y s )  yA(r,  s) bu RD.4. 

Definition 9.16 -4 complete assignment of edge depiction literais to the lines i n  an image I is a set of 
edge depiction literals T= such that for al1 lines L and regions r , r f ,  if 

then we have 

or 

or 

Definition 9.17 -4 complete assignment of surface depiction litemls to the regions in an  image 1 i s  a 
set  of surface depiction litemls C such that for a11 regions r either there ezists a surface s such that 

These assignments of depiction literals will satisfy the depiction clauses: the remaining tvork to find 

a mode1 consists in satisfying the occlusion clauses. This section w i U  study the complexity of this latter 

problem, given that the depiction axioms hat-e aiready been satisfied and depiction literals have been 

completely assigned. The nem chapter wilI study the complexity of finding complete assignments of 

depiction literals. 

We will decompose the problem of satisfj-ing the occlusion clauses into two tasks. The first, which 

we ad1 call SELECT-POSE, finds a consistent pose for a surface if one exists. The second task, which 

we m i l 1  call POSE COSSISTESCY, reassigns the surface depiction literals if the @\-en assignment does 

not lead to a consistent pose for a surface. 

Definition 9.18 SELECT-POSE TASK 
Given a complete assignment of surface depiction literals to  the regions in I and the pose clauses for the 
regions depicttng surfaces, find a pose for each suiface consistent with respect to TU  I u RD.4 or identify 
the surfaces with no  consistent poses. 



Definition 9.19 POSE CONSISTENCY Z4SK : 
Giuen a complete assignment of surface depiction literaii to di regions in I and a complete crssignment of 
edge depiction litemls to al1 lines in 1: find a pose for every surface consistent uith respect to T U ~ U  RD.4. 

\Ve wil1 first consider the SELECT-POSE task. Since al1 depiction literals ha\-e been cornptetely 

assigned. the only clauses left in ïi are those containing ontop Iiterals. Further, there are only two kinds 

of cIauses in n containing untop Iiterals - the positive disjuncti\e pose clauses, and the  bina^ negative 

clauses which are equ iden t  to the sentence 

Thus, n-e can represent the rernaining clauses in Li as a graph: 

Definition 9.20 Given an image I ,  let P be the set of pose clauses in Il. =In occlusion graph is a g m p h  
= (1.: E )  such that t*r = {pi/pi is a pose in a pose clame in P) and E = {(pltpi)f-pi V -pl as a clause 
w -  

Example: Consider the examples in Figure 9.7. In (a), we have the pose clauses 

Pr r A(Q, 32) A ontop(s2, 31) 

pi r A(rl, s i )  A ontop(sl,s2) 

Sotice that we have pl 3 ypl, since the surfaces cannot be mutudly occIuding. The occlusion 

graph for these clauses is given beIow the image. Image (b) has the same set of pose clauses and 

occlusion graph. The circles around the pose literals pi indicate the set of possible poses for a 

particular surface. 

In Figure 9.7(c) we have the pose clauses 



Figure 9.7: Examples of occlusion graphs. 
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Figure 9.8: Additional examples of occlusion graphs. 
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~4 J ( ~ L , s L )  A m t d s 1 , ~ 3 )  

Again. because the surfaces cannot be mutually occiuding, we have the foIlou-ing: 

.Uso. et-ery surface has a unique pose, so chat if s l  kas the pose aj in sorne model, then this model 

cannot also satish- the pose p ~ .  The occlusion graph for these clauses is gil-en belon- the image. 

In Figure 9.T(d) we have the pose clauses 

where 

Because the surfaces cannot be mutually occluding, we ha\-e 

Since the three possible poses for the surface 3.1 are mutualIy inconsistent? we have 

The occlusion graph for these clauses is given below the image. 

In Figure 9.8(a) we have the pose clauses 



pz = A ( r l , s L )  ~ a n t o p ( s ~ , s ~ )  

~3 1(r3, s 3 )  A rntOp(s3, 32) 

p4 = A ( r l  3 1 )  A A ( r 3 :  3 3 )  A m t a p ( s l  Y s2)  A m t a p ( s 3 ,  s-) 

a = A ( r 2 , s . l )  A o n t o p ( s . ~ , s ~ )  II l ( r l , s ~ )  A m t o p ( s r , s 3 )  

Because the surfaces cannot be mutudly occIuding, we ha\-e 

Since the three possible poses for the surface sl are mutually inconsistent, we have 

The occiusion graph for these clauses is given beiow the image. 

In Figure 9.S(b)  we have the pose clauses 

Since the two possible poses for the surface sl are mutually inconsistent, we have 

and since the two possible poses for the surface 9 2  are rnutually inconsistent, we have 

The occlusion graph for these clauses is given below the irnage. C1 
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Example: \Ve can aiso consider the image in Figure 9.6: the pose clauses for this image were given in the 

previous section. We can consider tarious complete assignments of edge depiction literals to con- 

struct different occlusion graphs. In Figure 9.8(c), u-e consider the assignment { ~ \ ( i ~ ~ .  r 4 ) .  ~ i ( 1 ~ ~ .  rg) ). 

In (d). we consider the assignment (:\(f34, r d ) ,  :\(i3g , r9 ) }. In (e), we consider the assignment 

{-\(123. r4 ) .  A(139 rg)}. in (f). u-e consider the assignment {A(i31: r ~ ) .  :\(139, r 9 )  }- O 

The intuitions of these examples can be formalized by the following lemrna: 

Lemma 9.26 Let G = (V, E )  be an occfusion graph. Then C" C V is an independent set of size 1x1 i f  
ecery surface has a consistent pose, where [CI is the nurnber of surfaces. 

Proof: Sote that d l  occlusion clauses are either positiye pose clauses or negative binary clauses corre- 
sponding to rnutually inconsistent poses of m-O surfaces. By the construction of il, these are the 
only occlusion clauses. 

Every pose appears in a unique pose clause, since each pose is the set of occluding surfaces for 
a given surface, and the pose clause contains ai1 possible poses for a surface. Thus et-ery pose 
corresponds to a unique vertex in the occlusion graph. 

-411 poses in the negative clauses appear in pose clauses, by construction of il. Thus no new vertices 
in the occlusion graph are introduced by the negative clauses. 

Poses in the pose clause for a given surface are mutually exclusive, since each pose is the set of 
occluding surfaces for different sets of undepicted scene objects. Thus the set of poses for a given 
surface d l  form a clique in an occlusion graph. 

Edges between vertices in difTerent cliques represent mutual- inconsistent poses for the two sur- 
faces. .A maximum independent set of the occlusion graph will therefore contain one vertex from 
each clique in the graph. 

-4 mode1 satisfying the pose clauses selects a unique pose for each surface. The task of finding a 

consistent pose for ec-ery surface is therefore equicalent to selecting one vertex from each clique in 

the occlusion graph, which in turn is equitdent to finding the maximum independent set in the 

occlusion graph. O 

Lemma 9.27 Let G = (V. E )  be on occlusion graph. and let C" C V be an independent set of stze 
k < 1x1, u;here 1x1 as the nurnber of surfaces. Suppose s is a surface that h m  no pose in V'- If s' is an 
arbttraq surface. then s and s' have inconsistent poses if there is an edge ( p l , @ )  E E such that pl is 
a pose for s, p.> is a pose for s' and E VI. 

Proof: Let V' be a maximum independent set of G of size k < IUI. Suppose s is a surface that has 

no pose in I.": and suppose 3,s' have inconsistent poses. By construction of G, there is an edge 

( p i  : p2) in G iff p l ,  a, are mutudiy inconsistent poses for two surfaces s, s'. By construction of the 

rnasimum independent set? pi 4 V' iff there is a vertex pz E V' that is adjacent to  p i .  O 

In other words, if a surface s does not have a consistent pose in V'? it is because ail poses that are 

inconsistent with the poses in the pose clause of s are aiready in V'. 

We can now use these two lemmas to provide a graph theoretical algorithm to solve the SELECT- 

POSE task. 
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Theorem 9.4 There is an O(I RI) algorithm that solues the SELECT-POSE T.4SK for T U I i~ RD.4, 
uhere (RI i.9 the number of regions in the image I .  

Proof: The SELECT-POSE task is equivaient to finding the maximum independent set of the occlusion 
graph. By Lemma 9.26, e v e v  surface has a consistent pose iff the maximum independent set of 
the occlusion graph has size ICI. By Lemma 9-27, the algorithm retums the set of surfaces with 
inconsistent poses when the size of the maximum independent set has a size less than 1x1. 
The occlusion graph can be constructed in O(lr1) tirne. Further, there is an O(lr1) algorithm to 

find the masimum independent set of graphs which are isomorphic to occlusion graphs ([Hutton 

901). O 

JVe can examine the maximum independent sets for the occlusion graphs in Figure 9.7 and Figure 9.8. 

In Figure 9.7(a)and (b), the maximum independent sets are either {pl ) or {p') ,  so that the cardinali-  of 

the maximum independent set is less than the nurnber of surfaces. Thus! @\-en the assignment of surface 

depiction IiteraIs, there is no consistent set of poses for the two surfaces. We can see this intuitively by 

looking a t  the image - if the regions rl and r 2  depict different surfaces, then they rnust be mutually 

occluding, which is impossible. Thus, the algorithm SELECT-POSE returns the set (sl, s2) of surfaces 

with inconsistent poses. 

I n  Figure 9.7~2, there are two maximum independent sets for the occIusion graph: { p i , & )  or the 

set {p2, pd) , so that again, &-en the assignment of surface depiction literals, there is no consistent set 

of poses. The algorithm SELECT-POSE returns the sets (sI , s?), ( s  l ,  s3) of surfaces tvith inconsistent 

poses. 

In Figure 9.8d, there are m o  sets of consistent poses: 

Thus SELECT-POSE either returns a consistent pose for every surface. or it returns a set of surfaces 

mith inconsistent poses. Sow this set of inconsistent poses arises solely from the assignment of surface 

depiction literals to the regions in the image. For example, in Figure 9.7(a), we have A ( q ,  s l )  A ~ î ( s : ! ~  s.,) 

but the only possible poses for sl and si are ontop(sl,s2) and ontap(s.t, si). We rnust thus show that 

there is way of reassigning surface depiction literals in this case so that a11 surfaces can ha\-e a consistent 

pose. 

Theorem 9.5  Them is an 0(IR12) algorithm that solves the POSE-CONSISTEWY T4SK for T i~ Tu 
RD .-1, where 1 RI is the nurnber of regions in the image I .  

Proof: By the preceding theorem. SELECT-POSE returns a consistent pose for every surface or the 
set of surfaces with no consistent poses. if al1 surfaces have consistent poses, then we are done. 

If there are two surfaces that do not have consistent poses, there are two possibilities. The pose 
clauses for t hese two surfaces can be written as 



SELECT-POSE(C, P) 

Input : The pose clauses P for a set of surfaces C .  

Output : -4 pose for each surface in X consistent with respect to T u I U RD-4 or the set of surfaces 

nith inconsistent poses. 

2. Construct a graph G = (. E) where b* = {pilpi is a pose clause in P )  and E = { ( p l ,  pz)!-pl  v 7 . 2  

is a clause in Ii). 

3. Find the maximum independent set t" of G, such that al1 surfaces with unique poses have a vertex 

in C" unless two such unique poses are mutually inconsistent. 

(a) For et-ery surface s g V' 

i. 3' := surface in V' adjacent to S.  

ii. C := C U {(s, s') 

(b) retum C 

5. else return V' 

Figure 9.9: Algorithm for SELECT-POSE TASK 



POSE-COSSISTESCY(AR7 P )  

Input : -4 complete assignrnent AR of surface depiction literals to the regions in I ,  and the set of pose 

clauses P for al1 regions depicting surfaces. 

Output : -4 cornplete assignrnent of surface depiction literals to the regions in I consistent with respect 

to T U  1 u RD.4 and a pose for each surface in AR, or I,\;CO?;SISTEST. 

1. F := SELECT - P O S E ( A R : P )  

(a) For al1 inconsistent surface depiction literal assignrnents {,S(ri. s i ) ,  A(r j ,  s i ) )  in F I  if Y i  # S j .  

i. AR := AR - { A ( r i f S j ) )  U {A(r j ,S i ) )  

ii. P := pose clauses for regions in AR 

iii. POSE-COSSISTESCY(AR, P) 

(b) eIse R e t m  ISCOSSISTEXT. 

3. Return AR.  

Figure 9.10: Algorithm for the POSE-COSSISTESCY TASK 

Thus, if A(ri ,  s i )  A A(r,,  s j )  A si # sj is an inconsistent assignment of surface depiction literals 
because of inconsistent poses for si, s j ,  we make the new assignment ;S(ri, s j )  A A(rj , s i ) -  
If on the other hand, both A(ri ,  s i )  A A(r j . s j )  A si # sj and A(ri7Si) A A( t j t  s i )  A = S j  are 
inconsistent. there is no consistent assignment of surface depiction literals in which both ril rj 
depict surfaces. 

Reassigning surface depiction literals does not change the pose cIauses for any other surfaces: this 
is strictly a local modification. We wi1I therefore ne%-er retract a reassignment. 

The complexity of POSE-COSSISTESCY is 0(jr12) : the maximum independent set algorithm is 

O(lr1) for a given assignment of surface depiction literals, and there is a maximum of Ir1 reassign- 

ments of surface depiction literds. O 

Ive can see how the algorithm for POSE-CO3SISTESCY w-orks on the above examples. In Figure 

9.7(a), the reassignment A ( r l ,  si) A(r2, s 1 )  is consistent: in (b), this assignrnent is not consistent, and 

in fact, there is no mode1 for this image. In (c), there are two possible reassignments depending on which 

maximum independent set was given by SELECT-POSE - A ( r l ,  s l )  A A(r2, s l )  or A(r l ,  sl) A A(r3,sr ) .  

Either of these are consistent: the first entails the pose A(rl : si ) A mtop(si ,  s3)  for 3 3 ,  while the second 

entails the pose A(rl ,  s l )  A ontop(s 1 s?) for sr .  In Figure 9.8(d), alI surfaces have consistent poses, 

so that POSE-COSSISTESCY need not do any surface depiction literal reassignrnent. On the other 

hand, Figure 9.8a, no reassignment is possible, so that the given assignment of surface depiction Iiterais 



is inconsistent. In this case, one possibility is that the regions involved do not depict surfaces at d l ,  

but are merely background: because of RD.4, homiever, such a reassignment may lead to changes in the 

assignment of edge depiction literals. 

It should be noted that the aigorithms SELECT-POSE and POSE-COSSISTESCY are essentiaily 

the onIy algorithms presented in this thesis. In the nem chapter, we will consider the cornplex@ of 

finding models of the CardiVorld axioms together with tarious grouping assumptions. Howet-er. n-e 

will only present polynomiai aigorithms for tranable subclasses of these problems, and in these cases, 

the assignment of depiction Iiterals is achieved trivially by straighfomard application of the grouping 

assumptions. .As we observed at  the beginning of this section: once depiction literals have b e n  assigned, 

n-e only need SELECT-POSE and POSE-COXSISTESCY to construct a mode1 of the theory. 



Chapter 10 

Grouping Assumpt ions 

In computer visiont grouping has often been cited as a %-au of greatly reducing the search for an interpre- 

tation of an image. Howek-er, the anaiysis of the computational performance of grouping has either been 

empirical or the formal analysis of particular algorithms. There has been no formal characterization of 

either the task of object recognition or the utility of grouping in object recognition. Consequentl_v, there 

has been no characterization of the inherent complexity of the task. This chapter presents a formal- 

ization of the notion of grouping and explores the role it plays in the complexity of the task of object 

recognition. We miIl also show that the general problem of finding the mode1 of an image for various 

grouping assumptions is SP-hard. However. we also look at sentences that define classes of images for 

n-hich the task of finding a mode1 for the grouping assumptions is tractable. 

Grouping 

The motivation behind grouping in image interpretation is that local geometric relations in the image can 

be used to ident i -  structure in the scene. This is usuaily justified by some non-accidentalness pnnciple 

- it is unlikely that ttt-O iines in the image satis- some relation when the edges corresponding to these 

lines do not satisfj- the corresponding relation in the scene. Such geometric relations include collinear ' 
and parallel lines, intersecting lines, and proximity. 

Previous approaches (e.g. [Lowe 851, [Jacobs 881) have considered particular arrangements of lines 

that are unlikely to occur at randorn. In this paper. the geometric relations that are used in the process 

of grouping are dent-ed frorn the theory of surfaces and from the depiction axioms of scene relations 

that occur in these surfaces. An important elernent in any grouping strategy is that we conjecture scene 

relations based on image relations alone. that is, we go fiorn image to scene. This is in contrast to the 

depiction axioms, which intuitivelu define the mapping from scene to image. Later in this section we will 

see hotv the grouping assumptions are in some sense converses and completions of the depiction axioms. 

'For readability, ice wiI1 use the t e r -  collinear with the following definition: 



Previous work ([Jacobs 881) has aisu been aimed at designing local algorithms that find possible 

groupings. The groupings generated in this way are not guaranteed to be giobally consistent: it is el-en 

unclear what i t  means for a grouping to be consistent. Në d l  forrnaily define the notion of grouping in 

the foIlotclng way: 

Definition 10.1 

(Vr) brgrauping(r) regiun ( r )  A ~ ( 3 s )  3 (rf s )  

(Qr l ,  r z )  rgracping(rl, r2 )  r eg im(rL)  A region(r?) A ( r l  # r?) A ( 3 s )  ( L ( q  , s )  A A(r2, s ) )  

Definition 10.2 -4 background grouping is a gwund liteml of the fonn brgrouping(r) and a region 
grouping i 9  a ground literal of the form rgrouping(rl ? r2 )  - 

A background groupîng is satisfied by a model :bî of T, u I iff ,bf /I -3s A(r ,  s ) .  -4 region grouping 
i5 satisfied by a model ,ti of Tm u I i f  M 3s A ( q .  s )  A A(rZI  s ) .  

-4 grouping i3 consistent iff there is a model of T'U I that satisfies it. 

Thus a grouping either asserts m o  regions depict the same surface or a region does not depict 

a surface. In Figure 10.la. brgrouping(rl) is a background grouping, as are 6rgrouping(rl) and 

6-rgrmping(r2) in Figure IO. lb. In Figure 10. lc, rgrauping(rr, r2 )  is a region grouping: and in Fig- 

ure 10. Id, rgrouping(rl, r- ) and rgrouping(rl, r 3 )  are region groupings. 

Definition 10.3 rl grouping a blocks a grouping /3 iff 

T, U I -(a A ,3) 

Thus two groupings block each other iff there is no mode1 of T,  u I that satisfies both a and 3. 

In Figure lO.lb, 6rgtouping(rl) and brgrarping(r-) block each other since I I  must depict an edge 

in some surface, forcing either rl or - to depin a surface. 

Sote that the consistency of a grouping depends on the shape closure, chat is, with different sets 

of allowable surfaces, different sets of groupings will be consistent. For exarnple. consider Figure 10. Ie. 

If the shape closure is (Vs) surf ace(s) 3 redangie(s), then 9 ( r L ,  s l )  A A(r2 ,  s l )  is not a consistent 

grouping, but if the shape closure is (Qs)  surface(s )  3 rectangle(s) V l-shape(s): then it is a consistent 

grouping. 

Similarly, shape closure determines when two region groupings block each other. In Figure 10. ld, 

rgrouping(r l ,  r 2 )  and rgrouping(rl, r 3 )  block each other if only rectangles are allowed. but they are 

consistent if L-shapes are in the shape closure. 

iVhat is the relationship between groupings and models in the depicted kernel? 

Theorem 10.1 Let ,U be a non-minimal model in the depicted kernel of T,. U I .  Then there &ts a 
background grouping y such that JM -7. 

Proof: Suppose .U is a non-minimal model in the depicted kernel. Then there is a model .Ut C .W, 

and thus there is a surface s in the domain of JU that is not in the domain of .W. By the depicted 

kernel axiom, s is depicted by a region r or has an edge that is depicted. Since a region can only 

depict a unique surface, r cannot depict a surface in J W ,  so that A(r, s )  is a background grouping 

that is violated in M t .  R 
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Sote that the converse to this theorem is false, since minimal models can violate background group- 

ings . 

Throughout this thesis, we will be using reIacions arnong lines (such as collinear.parallel.perp) 

to conjecture certain scene relations. Howevert region groupings can be made eyen in the absence of 

accidental alignments, e.g. in Figure 10,l(f) and (g) we can group rt and r? et-en though there are no 

lines in rl that can depict edges in the surface depicted by r-. This would violate the Region Depiction 

Assumption ( R D A )  introduced in the preceding chapter, which States that every region that depicts a 

surface has a tine that depicts an edge in that  surface. Thus t s o  regions wiIl be grouped together iff 

there are lines in the regions that depict edges in the sarne surface: 

Tc, u RD.4 (Vr, rtt  s) region(r) A regim(r8) A surf ace(s) > 

and a region u-ill be background iff there are no such lines in the region: 

Tc, u RDA + (Vr) region(r) > (~(3s) A(r ,s )  ZE i (31,  e) in([. r) A A(/, e) A part(e. s)) 

The grouping assumptions which we present in this chapter will conjecture that two Iines depict edges 

in the same surface; by the preceding sentences, this FFill entail a region grouping. Thus the grouping 

assumptions assign edge depiction Iiterals to the lines in an image, and through RD.4 assign surface 

depiction literals to the regions of the image. 

10.2 Met hodology 

This chapter explores the tractability of finding models for extensions of T,  u 1 using different grouping 

assumptions which are specified as depiction sentences. Each grouping assumption specifies a different 

theory (the first case we consider wilI be the theory T,.u 1, which has an ernpty set of grouping 

assumptions) . 

For each theory, w-e will consider the following: 

1. Define the grouping assumption, and explore the relationship to  other grouping assumptions: 

2. Define classes of images related to the grouping assumption; 

3. Specify a clausal theory which is equivalent to the grouping assumption; 

4. Show that the complexity of finding a model of the theory For some class of images is SP-hard. 

Each proof d l  construct an image in the class and then show that the corresponding set of clauses 

is equ iden t  to the problem of PLASAR 3SAT. 

5. Show that the complexity of finding a model of the theory for a more restricted class of images is 

polynomial. 



Figure 10.1: Examples of grouping. 



10.3 Ambiguous Images 

Grouping assumptions construct a mode1 of an image by assigning depiction Iiterals to the Iines and 

regions in the image. In this section we consider those Iines for which this assignrnent is done without 

alignment-based grouping assumptions. This will lead us to  formalize the notion of arnbiguity in an 

image. 

10.3.1 The Role of Ambiguous Lines 

Intuitively. a aine is arnbiguous if we cannot assign it a depiction literal based on image properties 

alone. Thus. a line would be arnbiguous if I + in(ll  , r r )  A in( l l ,  r - ) ,  but Tc, U I :\(LI, r ~ )  and 

Tc, u I + :\(Il, r2). For convex surfaces, s e  can identify the image properties that  allow us to  assign 

depiction literals in these cases. 

Definition 10.4 

In other words, a line 1 bounds a region r iff it intersects a unique line and the region r is berneen the 

two lines iff their alignment is less than ?r. Sote  that bands  is an image relation* and al1 reIations in 

i:s definition are image relations. 

Consider the image in Figure 10.2(a). The lines 12, lJ, 1,: ls al1 bound the region r?. 

The utility of this definition is that Iines that bound regions can be git-en a complete assignrnent of 

edge depiction literals. Recall that il is the set of clauses qui ta lent  t o  T, u I defined in the pret?ous 

chapter. 

Lemma 10.1 If 
I in( l l ,  rL) A in(l1: r2)  A bounds(ll: r l )  

Proof: By the definition of bwnds there must exist a iine 1' such that  

Then bu construction of il, the clause equivalent to DTR (De~ic ted  Trichotomy Assurnption ') 
gives 

Iï ~ l ( r 1 , . 9 ~ )  A A(r",s-) 3 ontq(s1, S.>) A m t o p ( s ~ l )  

'Recall the definition of DTR from section 8-42 .  



which is inconsistent 6 t h  the occlusion clauses in Il. Therefore we must have 

and hence 
ïi A(lll r l )  A 4 ( l t  ,r2) 

Thus, for a b a n d  line, we can uniquely detennine which surface contains the edge depicted the line. 

Sote that this Iemma holds only for convex surfaces, since nonconvex surfaces can consistently satisfr. 

mtop(.s.  s') A ontop(st , s )  . In this case, we couId consistently assign the depiction literal A(ll  . r 2 )  , so that 

n-e would stiU have ambiguity in the image. 

We can therefore define a n  unarnbiguous line with the follouing recursive definition: 

Definition 10.5 An unambiguous line l in a region r is one that satisfies 

(VI? r )  unambiguous(l, r )  line(1) A r e g i m ( r )  A in([, r )  A b a n d s ( [ .  r ) ~  

~ ( 3 r ' )  in(1, r') A r # r1 A bmnds(1, r') 

v (31': r") in(l l:  r") A in([, r") A -i (purailel (1, 1') v perp(1, l ' ) )  unczmbiguous(l'. r" ) 

i.e. a line is unambiguous iff it bounds a unique region, or it is neither parallel nor perp to an unam- 
biguous line. 

The first part of the definition intuitively uses the buunds reIation to determine which region depicts 

the surface, while in the second conjunct, we know that the Iines must depict edges in different surfaces. 

since they are neither perp nor parallel. -4s an e ~ a m p l e ,  al1 lines in the image in Figure 10.2b are 

unambiguous. 

Sotice that we can decide unambiguaus in O(IL1) t h e ,  where IL1 is the number of Iines in the 

image. The first disjunct in the definition provides the base case, and the second disjunct propagates 

the assignments of depiction literais; lines without assignments are arnbiguous. 

We can similarly define the  notion of arnbiguous lines: for such Iines, there does not exist any region 

for t hey are unambiguous: 

Definition 10.6 

(Vl)  ambz'guous(l) = line(1) A ((Vr) region(r) 3 -unambiguous(l, r ) )  

We can now define classes of images based on the ambiguity in those images. Again, we decide 

mernbership of an image in one of these classes in time linear with respect to  the lines in the image. 

Definition 10.7 The No Ambiguous Lines wsumption (NAL)  is the sentence 

(Vl) line(1) > ~arnbiguaus(1) 

Sote that this is equivaient to (Vl) line(1) > ( g r )  r e g i m ( r )  A unambiguaus(l,r), that is, ail lines are 

unarnbiguous with respect to some region. The image in Figure 10.2b satisfies NAL.  

this chapter, we will restnct ourselves to planar images. 



Figure 10.2: Examples for ambiguous hes. 



Definition 10.8 The No Collinear Ambtguous Lines assumption ( N U L )  is the sentence 

(Ql) ambiguous ( l )  > ~ ( 3 1 ' )  cd1 inear(1 1') 

In Figure 10.2c, there are three arnbiguous lines - 1 1 , 12, i3: since none of these lines are cdlinear with 

any other lines, this image satisfies iVC.4L. 

Definition 10.9 The Isofated -4mbiguous Lines assumption (1-.IL) is the sentence 

(Vl, 1': r )  ambiguuus(2) A in(2, r )  A am&guous(l') A I # 1' > ~in(1':  r )  

In Figure 10.2c, there are two regions r l  , r? such that 

so that this image does not satisfy 1-U. In Figure 10.2dl there are only m-O ambiguous lines I l  t121  

and they are the only ambiguous lines in their regions: thus this image satisfies [AL .  Howet-er. since 

I collinear(ll, f2 ) ? this image does not satis- iVC.4L. 

Definition 10.10 The No Pairs of ..lrnbiguous Lines assumption (NP.4L) is the sentence 

(VI: 1': r )  anzbiguuus(1) A ambiguaus(lt) A in(1, r )  A in(l t ,  r )  3 1(3Lt') cdlinear(1,I") A -cdlinear(lt ,  1") 

The following relationships are easy consequences of the definitions. 

Proposition 10.1 For any image 1: 

Tm, u I + X.4L 3 !\;CAL 

The relationships arnong the image classes is shown in Figure 10.3. The arrows represent entailment 

between the tm-O sentences defining the image classes. 

The important aspect of the definition of unambiguous is that it allows us to assign depiction literals 

to lines and regions in the same way that baunds allows us to  uniquely assign depiction literals: 

Theorem 10.2 Depiction Liteml -4ssignment 
For any planar image I ,  

Proof: (By induction on unarnbiguous lines in I )  
Suppose 1 /= in(l1, r l )  A baunds(lI,  rl ). 

Base case: 1 + 33r)  i n ( l i , r )  A rl # r A bmnds( lr ,+) .  This is equivaient to f + (Vr)  rl # r 3 
- in(l l ,  r )  V -baun&(ll, r ) ,  ço that there are two cases: 

1. r + (Vr)  i n ( l i , r l )  A (T # r l )  3 +n(l l , r ) .  In this case, L i  is in a unique region. By I D A  we 
have 

Ta. U I u RDA + (3e, s )  A(l l  , e )  A part(e, s )  A A ( r i ,  s )  



Figure 10.3: Speciai classes of images for ambiguous lines. 

2. 1 + (Vr)  i n ( l r , t )  Ain( l l : t l )  ~r # rl 3 -bmnds(ll,r). In this case, Il is in two regions, but 
it only bounds one of them. Lemrna 10.1 gives us 

IDA then entails 

T, u I u RDA (3e, s) A(l1, e) A p r t ( e ,  s )  A A(rl, s) 

Induction step : Suppose 
I + in(12, r?) A unambiguuus(12, n) 

~ in (11  :rL) A r2)  A -@ara~~e~(k ,  11) V perp(11, 12)) 

and 
Ta. u I u R D A  + (3e ,  s) L(-,s) A A(12, e) A part(e.s) 

Le.. we have the depiction Iiteral assignrnent for an unambiguous line 12. 

R.4C.4 entails 

For example, in Figure 10.2a, we can make the assignrnent A(-, s?), but we cannot assign ri or rs 

surface depiction literals, since there are ambiguous lines in these regions. 

If I !VAL, then every Iine is assigned a depiction literai by the definition of unarnbiguous: aIso, 

lines that are unambigums assign surface depiction Iiterais to the region that they are in. 

However, if there are ambiguous lines (Le., I X A L ) ,  then not every region r has a line 1 such 

that 1 /= unamùiguuus(l,r): these regions are not assigned surface depiction literals by the definition 

of unambiguous. Thus we do not know whether such regions depict surfaces or not. Further, we do 

not know which surface contains the edge depicted by the ambiguous line. W e  will nom- show that this 

ambiguity Ieads to intractabilit- 



10.3.2 Intractability of Ambiguous Images 

For the following theorem, we mil1 consider the problem of generating a mode1 of Tc, U I u RD.4. W e  

ni11 show that the problem is YP-hard using a redunion From the SP-hard problem P L X S X R  3S.4T: 

chis problem was introduced in [Lichtenstein 821, and has been used in SP-hardness proofs for Blocks 

IVorld in [Kirousis and Papadimitriou 881 and Mapsee in [Selman 891. 

Definition 10.1 1 PLAN--IR 3S.4 T is a special case of satisfiability where the formulae have the following 
structure: 

O Each clause Ci h m  at most three làtemis. 

O Each van'able or  its negation appears in u t  most five clauses. 

O If the variables and clauses of the fonnulae are nodes of a graph Gr luith an edge connecting a 
variable and a clause wheneuer the variable or its negation appears in this clause, then G i s  a 
planar graph. 

ive d l  use this class of formulae in ail SP-hardness proofs in this chapter. 

Theorem 10.3 Let Z = { 1  : I + NCA L ) ;  then for I E I it is NP-hard to find a model of Tc, u IU RD.4 
or  detennine that a model does not &t. 

Proof: We will show that the problern is SP-hard using a reduction fiom the SP-hard problern PLA- 
S A R  3SAT. Given an instance F of PLASAR 3SAT, we d l  construct an image 1 such that 
I X=IL and such that F has a satis-ng interpretation iff Tc, U I u RD.4 is consistent. 

Part 1: CONSTRUCTION 
First. given a set of PLAYGR 3SAT clauses, we u-ill construct a set C of using A(I,r) Iiterals such 
that Z is satisfiable iff the original set of P L A S A R  3SAT clauses is satisfiable. 

In each PLASAR 3SAT clause repIace each negative letter by a neu- letter, i-e., replace the letter 
~p by p'. This set of clauses is reverse Horn (in fact they are positive clauses). ?;en add dauses 
that make p' act like -p. Therefore add the two clauses 

Ive will transform this propositional t h e o l  into an equivalent theory that uses A ( [ ,  r) literals. 

Replace each letter p in a clause by the literal i\(li, t j )  for distinct f i  and r j .  

For every letter p that appears in different clauses, if p has b e n  replaced by A(li, rj) in one clause 
and has been replace by h(lk,r,) in another clause, introduce the clauses 

Som- that we have a set of clauses F using A(1, r )  literals, we will construct an image I such that F 
is satisfiable iff Tm. u I u RDA is satisfiable. Sote that this image will be planar, since the original 
instance from 3SAT is planar. 

Replace each ternary clause 
A ( l l ,  r i )  v A([,,  r2) v A(13, r3) 

by the set of lines and regions in Figure 10.4(a), where 11, r l ,  12, r2, 13, r3 are parameters unique for 
each clause. 

Finally, we introduce the follo~ing construct: 



Figure 10.4: Image for representing ternary clauses in Theorem 10.3. 



Definition 10.12 An ambiguous occlusion loop i g  a set I of lines and regions { l L , r l ,  ...: l n ,  r , )  
such that for al1 1 < i 5 n we have 

1 .  

I + in( l , ,  r,) A i n ( l L ,  r ,)  A ambiguous(1,) A -cd l inear( l l ,  l n ) )  

A n  esample of an ambiguous occlusion loop is the image in Figure 10.3. 

For each literal :\(li, r j )  that appears in a binary and a t e m q  clause. rj  is a region in an ambiguous 
occlusion loop. If A ( i i y r j )  E A(lk7 rm)? then Li, rj are an e\Tn number of lines and regions away 
from l k ,  r ,  in the arnbiguous occlusion loop. If i l ( i i ,  r j )  7h(lk,  r , ) ,  then l i7  r j  are an odd number 
of lines and regions away frorn lk ,  r ,  in the ambiguous occlusion loop. 

Part II: PROOF OF EQWALENCE 

Lemma 10.2 Consider the constnrct IL an Figure 10.4. 

Proof: The following pose clauses are satisfied by T, u Il U RD.4 (these poses are illustrated in 
Figure 10.4(b)) : 

Thus w-e get 
Ta. u II U RDA + A(1, r )  3 h(11, r ~ )  V A(12, r2) V i\(i3, r 3 )  

Lemma 10.3 For a11 i < n a loop satisfles 

Proof: By clauses of type (2) in ii, we have for al1 i < n, 

By DTR, 



Figure 10.5: Arnbiguous occlusion loop. 



For the other direction, by RDA we have for al1 i < n, 

Bu DTR, n-e have 
mt~p(Si-1: Si) > l!l(li-~, ri-1) 

Thus occlusion loops act as "communication" constructs by passing the talue of tariables between 
the different image constructs that simulate clauses. If the literal h(li, ri) is assigned crue in one 
clause, then in any clause containing that Iiteral it must aiso be aiso be assigned crue: in any clause 
containing 7A(li,ti) the literal must be assigned false. The construction of the loop guarantees 
that these truth assignments are made consistentl. Lines and regions an even distance from each 
other in the loop are git-en the same truth assigriment while lines and regions an odd distance axay 
from each other in the loop are given opposite truth assignments. 

Lemma 10.4 Loops and the constnrct in Figure 10.4 satisfy KC.4L. 

It is easy to  see that the image can be built from the constructs in polynomial cime and that the 

propenies of the constructs ensure that T, u 1 u RD-4 is satisfiable iff the instance of PLASAR 

3SAT is satisfiable. O 

Fi,we 10.11 shows an example of the clause construct and associated ambiguous occIusion loops. In 

this image, rz,rll,r1z:rl-1 are in one Ioop, r3:rd,rg,rg are in the second bop, and r ~ , r ; . , r ~ ~ r g , r l o  are 

in the third loop. The arrows indicate the directions in which the loops continue. 

10.3.3 Tractable Classes of Images 

To find a tractable subclass, we need to  rernot-e the arnbiguity of which regions depict surfaces and 

which are background. We wi11 show that since X . 4 L  makes a complete assignment of edge and surface 

depiction iiterals, it is the class we are looking for. 

Lemma 10.5 If I + NAL, then 

Proof: This follows from U R D A  and Theorem 10.2. 0 



The following lemma tells us that if I :V.-IL? then s e -  line is assigned a unique positive and 

negative depiction literai, so that we also have a cornplete assignment of depiction literals for dl lines in 

the image. 

Lemma 10.6 For any planar image 1, if I + ?\;..IL then 

Proof: By induction on unambiguous lines in I 
Suppose I unam6iguous(ll, r l )  A in(l l ,  rl ) A bounds(l1, r i ) .  

Base case: 1 + ~(3) in(l l ,  r )  A rl # r A bounds(ll,r). Lemma 10.1 gives us 

Induction step : Suppose 

and 
T, u I u RDA /= (3e, s )  A(r2 ,s )  A A(12, e )  A part(e, s )  

R.4CA entails 
T, u I u RDA + (Vs, e )  A(r2, s)  A A(l1, e)  3 -part(e, s )  

Theorem 10.4 Let Z be the set of images satisfying X.-ll;. Then there i s  an 0(lr12) algorithm to find 
a model of Tc. U I u RD.4 for some image 1 E Z where 171 is the number of regions in 1. 

Proof: By the preceding lemmas, F A L  protides a complete assignment of edge depiction literals to al1 
tines in 1 and surface depiction literais to aii regions. 

Regions are assigned surface depiction literals using the POSE-COSSISTESCY aigorithm. O 

Cor011a.q 10.1 If I N.4L and T, U 1 U R D A  is consistent, then i t  has a unique model. 

It is important to  note that the definition of unambiguuus follows directly from the axioms of Our 

theory: the grouping done here is not an assurnption. However, IVAL is a very restricted class of images: 

if tve wish to tractably use the notion of grouping on a larger class of images, we will need to use 

additional grouping assumptions. 

10.4 Accidental Alignments 

RecaIl that the motivation behind grouping is the intuition that local geometric relations in the image 

can be used to identify structure in the scene. However, previous approaches have tended to justify 

grouping by some non-accidentalness principle based on probability. In this section, we define accidental 

alignments using the scene and depiction axiorns. The grouping assurnptions are then generated either 

from this definition or from the depinion axioms themselves. 



We first define assumptions which axiornatize the intuitions of grouping, in s-hich case there are no 

nccidentaI alignments. We define sets of clauses which are equivdent to these grouping assumptions, 

and show that the task of finding models of these clauses is XP-hard. We then define classes of images 

for which this task is tractable- 

10.4.1 Preliminary Definitions 

Our first task ~ i l l  be the formalization of grouping through the notion of accidental aiignment. When 

we presented the definition of the assumption RD.4, we stated that 

T, u RD.4 (Vr, r ' ,  s )  r e g i m ( r )  A region(r l )  3 

The point of interest here is that  the two lines depict edges in the same surface. Intuitit-elx an accidentaI 

alignment would therefore be two lines that obey an dignment relation that exists among edges in a 

surface. but which do not depict edges in the sarne surface. 

Exarnple: Consider the images in Figure 10.6 that intuitively have accidental alignments. In (b), dl 

models of the image satis- 

A A ( l l ,  e l )  A e?)  A purt(el sl) A part(ezl s 2 )  

In (a), the image has a model ,M satil-ing 

In this model, the two surfaces are abutting and l1 depicts multiple edges: one of these edges 

depicts an edge in a surface different from the surface containing the edge depicted by 1 2 .  O 

We therefore make the follouing definition: 

Definition 10.13 There is an accidental alignment in an image 1 iff 

v ( 3 ,  l', e ,  el, s) parallel(l, 1') A A(1, e )  A A(I', e') A part(e, s) A -part(et,  s )  

i.e.? there is an accidental alignment in an image i f  in all modela of the image there ezist collinea. 
parailel, o r  perp lines which do not depict edges in the same surface. 



Figure 10.6: Exampies for accidental alignments. 



Sote that the definition of accidentai aiignment depends on the shape closure assumption. If Xe consid- 

ered only equilateral triangles, then two lines a t  an angle of 60 degrees that did noc depict edges in the 

same surface K-ould be an accidental alignment. while parailel Iines depicting edges in different surfaces 

wouId not be an accidental alignrnent. Xny scene relations that are only satisfied by unknown shapes 

(recall these are eliminated by SCA) would also not fom accidentai alignments. We will extend the 

notion of accidentai alignrnent to arbitrary shapes Iater in the thesis. 

Sote that the definition of accidental alignment is a depiction property. not simply an image or scene 

property as in [Lose 851 and [Jacobs 881. Xnother important property is the role of semantic entailment 

in the definition - the sentence must be satisfied in all models of the image. 

Example: Consider the image in Figure IO. l ( e ) .  There is no accidentai alignment in this image because 

there is a model that satisfies the negation of the definition of actidental aiignment: 

Thus in this model. regions rl and r3 depict the same surface. Xote that there is a model of the 

image that satisfies the definition of accidental alignment. 

.Any grouping assumptions must eliminate this mode1 of the image, so that only .A4 1 is consistent. 

To eliminate models that satis- accidental alignments, the first grouping assumption we will consider 

is the negation of the definition of accidental alignment. 

Definition 10.14 The Non ..lccidental Alignments (1Vrl.4) assumption is the conjunction of the follow- 
ing sentences: 

(Vl, 1': e )  cdl inear( l , l l )  A A(1, e )  > A(l l ,  e )  

(VI, 1': e, et ,  s) pra l l e l ( l , l l )  A 4 ( l ,  e )  A A(f', e') A pcrrt(e, s) 3 part(et, s )  

There are other forms of nonaccidental alignment assurnptions that we can consider. The other 

grouping assumption that we will consider in this thesis is the predicate compIetion ([Clark 781) of 

the depiction axioms for alignment predicates. In this approach. scene reiations are conjectured as 

explanations of the image relations, as in abduction ([Poole 871). 

Definition 10.15 Abductiue NA4 (ilN.4.4) is the conjunction of the follouing sentences: 

(Vl , 1') cdZinear(1 , 1') 3 (3e)  A(1: e )  A A(ll, e )  

(Vl, 1') p ra l l e l ( l ,  1') 3 (3e,  e', s )  A(1, e )  A h ( l t t  e') A part(e,s) A pzrt(el,  s )  

(Qt , i l )  perp(1, 1' ) > (3e, e' , s )  A (1, e )  A 4 (1' , e') A p + t ( e ,  3) A part(el, s) 



It is easy CO see that we have the foiiowing 

Theorem 10.5 For any planar image I ,  

TcntnUorra U I :V.4-4 3 -4iV.4.4 

Sote. however. that the converse does not hold. 

Example: Contider Figure 10.6d: this image has a mode1 .,U that sa t ides  ASA-4 but falsifies SA.\: 

In this rnodeI, I r  and 1- are in accidental alignment because 1- depicts an edge that is not part of 

surface sl : howet-er. both lines do depict edges in the same surface. 

i'é can therefore inquire as to  what additional assumptions iV.4-4 makes that -4iV.4.4 is not corn- 

mitted CO. To do this we first consider the assignment of depiction literals. 

The grouping assumptions assign edge depiction literais to the lines in an image 1 such that for every 

line i çuch that I in(1, rL) A in(1, t 2 )  there are wo edge depiction literals : A([, rl) or + ( l ,  ri) and 

.\(Z. r?) or + l .  r2). This assignment also provides an assignment of surface depiction literals to the 

regions of I in the following way: if h ( l ,  rl)  then l ( r l ,  sl) if for every line 1 such that I + in(1. r )  we 

have ~ t l ( l .  r). we have 7A(r, 2 )  by RD.4. However, not ail lines and regions can be assigned depiction 

Iiterals using the grouping assumptions. 

Definition 10.16 Giuen an image II an orphan 1 i9 a line in I that satisfies 

i - e . ,  an orphan is a line which is neither pamllel nor perp to any other fine in the image. 

Sotice that the concept of orphan depends on the shape closure assumption and the shape dependent 

alignment relations satisfied by the surfaces in the closure, such as parallel and perp. Thus cdlinear 

lines rnay be orphans. 

The notion of orphan is important precisely because it ailows us to  assign depiction iiterals, and- 

ogously to the role played by ambiguous lines in the previous section. If the edges depicted by m o  

non-orphans 1,lt are in the same surface, then wz can assign surface depiction literals to the regions 

containing the lines using the depiction axioms in TA. W e  cannot do this with cdlinear Iines: even if we 

know that two lines depict the same edge, we may not know which region depicts the surface containing 

the edges. 

Exarnple: In Figure 10.6(e), we have 



However, we do not know which regions depict the surface containhg the edges: there is one model 

where r l ,  r~ depict the surface and another model where rz, r~ depin the surface. On the other 

hand. in Figure 10.6(f), we have 

Thus X.4.4 gh-es a compiete assignment of edge and surface depiction literals for this image. O 

Lsing the notion of orphan, u-e can also see the difference berneen these m o  grouping assumptions. 

:l'.-1.-1 forces non-orphans and collinear orphans to depict unique edges. since a Iine depicting multiple 

edges satisfies the definition of accidentai dignment. On the other hand. .43.4.4 allow-s some non-orphans 

to depict multiple edges, as we saw in Figure 10.6d. i4-ë therefore introduce the following assumption: 

Definition 10.17 The Uniquely Depicting Multiple Lines ( U D M L )  as.sumption is the sentence 

(VI, e, s' 1': e t t  e") A(/' e )  A A(1': e') A part(e. s) A prt (e t ,  s) A f # 1' A A(It et') 3 e = e" 

Thus if a surface has multiple lines depicting its edges, then those lines must be uniqueiy depicting. Sote 

that this assumption applies only to multiple lines depicting edges in a surface, incIuding non-orphans 

and collinear orphans. U D M  L forces these Iines to  depict unique edges. On the other hand, orphans 

for which there is no collinear line can depict multiple edges. 

Example: Consider the image in Figure 10.6(c), wtiich has a model satie-ing 

Sotice that this image has no accidentai alignments. [Ui 

It is easy CO see that  this new assumption U D M L  is weaker than N.4.4: 

Theorem 10.6 

Tc, U RDA LV-4-4 3 U'Dhf L 

Proof: Suppose U D M L  is falsified 

By R.4C.4 we must have 

which contradicts our hypothesis. a 



In fact. :V,4.4 is equit-alent to the conjunction of .-iiV.-i,-l and L'DML: 

Theorem 10.7 

Proof: One direction follows from the pret-ious tpc-O theorems. 

For the other direction, we =il1 show 

Tc, U RD.4 'F -4A-.4-4 A 7-Lt'-4-4 3 -C'Dit[ L 

Suppose X.4.4 is fdsified. so chat we have an accidentd aIignment: 

T, U RD.4 (31i Y 1 2 ,  e l ,  ez, s )  (parallel(ll ,  1 2 )  v perp(lt, 12)  V collinear(ll : 1 2 ) )  

AA(I1 : el  ) A A([-? e2)  A part(ei , s) A tpart(e2. s) 

However, since -43.4-4 is satisfiedt there rnust exist an edge such that 

tç-hich fakifies L'DM L. O 

We now have a complete characterization of the two grouping assumptions used in this chapter. This 

distinction between the m o  grouping assumptions will play a crucial role in the complexity pruofs later 

in this chapter. 

10 A.2 Classes of Images for Accidental Alignments 

ive can nou- proceed dong the sarne path we pursued in the previous section with ambiguous lines, and 

define difTerent classes of images. In the previous section. these classes m r e  defined with respect to the 

existence of arnbiguous iines in the image; in this section. the classes of images wil1 be based on the 

existence of orphans. 

Definition 10.18 =In ambiguous orphan 1 is a line that satisfies 

(VI) ambiglrrphan ( 1 )  mphan(l)  A arnbiguous ( 1 )  A 

2.e.: the line is arnbiguow, it is an orphan, and there are no other lines in the region containing 1 that 
are parailel or perp with each other. 

We can define classes of images using this definition. 

Definition 10.19 The N o  Ambiguow Orphans assumption (N.40) is the sentence 

(VI) line(1) > -ambignphan( l )  

i-e., the= do not exist any ornbiguous orphans in the image. 

The images in Figure 10.7(a) and Figure lO.i(d) s a t i e  NAO. Xote that we have f + arnbiguous(12) 

in Figure 10.7(a) and 1 ,l= am6iguous(li) A arnbiguaus(12) A amûiguous(13). 



Definition 10.20 The No Pairs of .-lmbiguous Orphans assumption (-WP-40) is the sentence 

(Vl, 1': 1" r )  ambigarphan(1) A ambigarphan(lt ) A in ( ) ,  r )  A in(1' , r )  3 -(cdlinear(l,  If') ~cd l iBear (1 ' .  1"))  

i.e., if there are any ambiguous orphans in the image, then the3 are not collinear with any other lines 
in the image. 

Definition 10.21 The No Collinear =Imbiguow Orphans assumption (NC.40) is the sentence 

(Vl: 2 ' )  am&igarphan(l) 3 -COU inear ( l , l ' )  

i.e.? if i is an umbiguow orphan, then it is not collinear with any other line in the image. 

In Figure L0.7(b)9 there are two arnbiguous orphans - i l ,  1% since none of these lines are cdl inear  

with any other lines, this image satisfies XC.40. 

Definition 10.22 The Isolated .4rnbiguow Orphans assumption (1-40) is the sentence 

(Ql, l l , r )  arnbigmphan(1) A in(1, r )  h a m b i g n p h a n ( i ' )  A 1 # 1' 3 +n(lt, r )  

i.e.: there is a t  most one ambiguous line in  each regâon. 

In Figure 10.7(b), there are two regions rl:  rz such that 

so that this image does not satisF; 1-40. In Figure 10.7(c), there are on1y t ~ o  arnbiguous orphans I I ,  12,  

and they are the only ambiguous orphans in their regions; thus this image satisfies 1.40. Hom-ever, since 

I 'F coilinear(ll, 1 2 ) ,  this image does not satisfy XC.40. 

The following relationships are easy consequences of the definitions: 

Proposition 10.2 For any image 1, 

The relationship berneen these classes is shoum in Figure 10.8. 

I t  is important to note that we will be constructing models of T, u I LJ RDA u iVA.4 and Tm. U 

1 u RD.4 u -4iV.4.4. Thus, i f  a mode1 has accidentai aiigrirnents, then it will be inconsistent with 

these grouping assurnptions. Since the images in Figure lO.l(d) and Figure 10.6(a),(b) have accidental 

alignments, they will be inconsistent. An alternative approach would be to construct models of images 

that have accidentai alignrnents, but in which we prefer those mode15 that minimize the accidentals. 

This approach d l 1  not be taken in this thesis. 

W e  d l  nom- address the problem of constructing modeis satisfying the grouping assumptions. 



Figure 10.7: Examples for image classes related to accidental alignments. 



Figure 10.8: Special cIasses of images for accidental alignments. 



CHXPTER IO. GROL'PISG ,~SSUMPTIOSS 

10.4.3 Computational Framework for N-4-4 

In t h e  pretious chapter. we converteci the first-order axiorns of CardCVorld into a logically equivalent 

set of propositionai clauses. In this section we will convert rV.4.4 into a logically equivdent set of 

propositional clauses giç-en an image I .  This set of clauses PFill be used in the complexity proofs and in 

algorithms to construn models satisfying NAA. 

Definition 10.23 IlLvAA is the following set of clauses: 

1. For a11 lines l i ,  l j  such that 

1 i n ( /* ,  rk )  A in([,, r,) A in(iil r,) A in ( l j ,  r p )  A between(li: l j ,  r,) A between(li, l j .  rk) 

and I != parallel(li, l j )  or 1 + v p ( l i ,  l j ) ,  introduce the litettlls 

2. If 

r in ( l l ,  r i)  A in(-, ri) A i n ( l l ,  r k )  A in(12, r,) A cdlinear(l l  : 22) A m h a n ( l 1 )  A mphan(l2) 

introduce the clauses 
-h(ll ,  r k )  v :i(l2, r j ) ,  

A-between(ll, 12, ri) A +etween(12, 1 1 ,  r,) 

Thearem 10.8 Let be a sentence in C(II). Given a planar image 1, ii U n : v V 4 ~  4 iff T, U 1 U 

RD+-1 u X.4.4 a. 

Proof: In the preç-ious chapter we proved that the clauses in ii are equiçdent to Tc, U RD.4 U 1 for 
some image 1. We sirnply need to show that X.4.4 is equiçalent to the clauses in ~:vA.. I  for some 
image I .  

1. With N.4.4 and CFG.4, depiction axiom 9.5 of Tm. is equ iden t  to 

This gives us the Iiterals 



2 .  With .41\i.4.4, depiction axiorn 9.6 of Tm is e q u i d e n t  to 

( W ,  1': r r  r') (between(1, l', r )  between(ll? 1 r') j > ; i ( l ,  r )  V A(l', r') 

I t  is easy to see how this leads to the clauses in sets 2 and 3 above. 

3. Suppose 

There is one class of clauses that do not appear in Ii U l l i v A ~ ?  narnely the non-binary Horn clauses 

generated by sets of lines that  have no consistent pose: 

The follotting theorem shows that  these clauses are inconsistent with 1V.4.4: in a sense, such fines are in 

accidental alignment since they cannot depict edges in the same surface. 

Proof: Suppose there is a mode1 JU of Tm, u I u RDA U X A A  such that  

But t hen l i ,  l j  are in accidental alignment and .M falsifies iV.4.4. O 

In other m-ords, every grouping consistent with Tc, U I U RD.4 U XA.4 is entailed by T,. u IU RD.4u 

1V.4-4. -4s a resuIt of this theorem, there are no minimal clauses of the form 

in il ü Exm4,. Suppose there were such a minimal clause; then we have 

Tm U I U RDAu N.4A l (A(Li ,  r,) A i i ( l k , r m ) )  



so that by the preceding theorem we have 

m-hich is inconsistent with the clause. Thus the image in Figure 9.6 has an accidental alignment, since 

We \ d l  nom- consider the complexity of finding m~dels  of Tm. U 1 U R D A  U X.4.4. 

Theorem 10.10 Let I = ( I  : 1 /= 1-40} ;  then for i E Z it i s  NP-hard to find a model of T, U I U 
RD.4 u :Yil.-l or detennine that a model does not ezist.  

Proof: 1% will show that the problem is XP-hard using a reduction frorn PLASAR 3SAT. Given an 
instance F of PLASAR 3SAT: we d l  construct an image I such that 1 1.40 and such that F 
has a satis-ng interpretation 8 T,  U 1 U R D A  u IVAA is consistent. Sote that this image =il1 
be planar, since the original instance frorn 3SAT is pIanar. 

Part 1: THE CONSTRUCTION 
We transform a PLASAR 3SAT set of clauses into an equ iden t  theory that uses A(1,r) literals 
mith the same construction we used in Theorem 10.3. 

Definition 10.24 -4 double loop is o set I of two sequences of regions and lines 

such that for a11 i 5 n we haue 



, 

Figure 10.9: Image for representing ternary clauses in Theorem 10.10. 



CHAPTER IO. GROUPIX .~SSC'MPTIOSS 

An exarnple of a double ioop is in Figure 10.10. 

Replace each temary clause 
- A ( l l z r L )  v A ( 1 2 ,  r 2 )  V A ( 1 3 ,  Q )  

by the set of lines and regions in Figure 10.9a, where 1 1 ,  rr , 1 2 ,  r?? 1 3 ,  r3 are parameters unique for 
each clause. 

For each literal :\(Li, r i )  that appears in binary and ternary clause, rj is a region in a double loop. 

If A(!,, ïj) A ( l k ,  rm), then l i ,  rj are in the same sequence of the double IOOP. If A ( l i :  r,) 
7 A ( l k ,  r ,  ): then L i ,  rj are in different sequences of the double IOOP. 
Part II: PROOF OF EQUIVALENCE 

Lemma 10.7 The construct Il in Figure 1 0 . 4 ~  satisfies: 

Proof: Suppose we have a mode1 of T ,  u Il u rV.4-4 u RD.4 such that 

Then there are only two consistent poses for sr: '' 

or 
q r 3 r  9 3 )  A m t q 4 9 3 ,  si) 

"~igure 10.9b illustrates the two p w s  for si. 



1 

Figure 10.10: Image for representing the double loop construct. 



By R D.4, one of the lines in these regions rnust depict an edge in those surfaces: by construc- 
tion of ll U IILvAA, since 12, l3 are the only orphans in their respective regions, the? must be 
the lines that depict the edges, so that we have 

Lemma 10.8 For al1 i 5 n, u double loop I 

Proof: 1. By construction of I INAA: if I cdlineat(l2i,l.ri-?), we have 

and 
Tm. U I U X.4.4 u RD.4 -i(12,-2, r2,,2) > h(lo.  r l )  

Combining these three sentences @-es us 

2. Similarly, by construction of IlNAA: if I ~ d l . i n e r z t ( l ~ ~ , I ~ ~ , ~ ) :  we have 

By RD.4 and condition (7) in the construction, if I ~ c o l l i ~ e a r ( l ~ ~ .  12i-2)  we have, 

Tm. U I U A-.4-4 u RD.4 A(C,, 3 A(1Gi-2: 

which combine to give 

3. By construction of I I N A A  we have 

T, U l u N.4.4 u RDA A(lo, r l )  z -A(lo, 7 2 )  

so chat combining the previous two results we get 

Tm. U I U NA.4 u RD.4 A(isi, r.i-1) z -?i(&, &-l) 



Thus double loops act as "communication" COnStNCtS by passing the value of variables bemeen 
the different image constructs that sirnulate clauses. If the literal ?\(Li, r i )  is assigned true in one 
clause, then in any clause containing that literal it must also be aiso be assigned true: in any 
clause containing lr\( l i t  r i )  the literal must be assigned false. The construction of the double loop 
Garantees that these truth assignments are made consistently. Depiction iiterais for al1 Iines l j  
in the same loop are gis-en the sarne truth assignment, while depiction literais for al1 lines l j  in 
different loops are given opposite truth assignments. 

Lemma 10.9 Double loops and the construct Il in Figure 10.4 satisfy IAO.  

It is easy to see that the image can be built from the constructs in polynomiai time and that the 

propenies of the constructs ensure that T, u 1 U i\;'.-l.-l u RD.4 is satisfiabIe iff the instance of 

3S.U is satisfiable. O 

Theorem 10.11 Let Z = { I  : 1 (= iVC.40); then for I E 1 it is NP-hard to find a model of Tm. u I U 
RD.4 U :\-.4.4 or determine that a model does not M t .  

Proof: We wilI show that the problem is SP-hard using a reduction from PLASAR 3S.2T. Given 
an instance F of P L A S A R  3S14T, we d l  construct an image I such that F has a satisfying 
interpretation iff T, u I U RD.4 U XA.4 is consistent. Sote that this image will be planar, since 
the original instance from 3SAT is planar. 

Part 1: CONSTRUCTION 
We construct transfocm a PLASAR 3SAT set of clauses into an equident  theory that uses :\(l. r )  
nith the same construction we used in Theorem 10.3. 

by the set of lines and regions in Figure lOA(a) ,  where I I ,  r l ,  12, r.1, 13: r3 are parameters unique for 
each clause. 

Definition 10.25 .4 loop is  a set  1 of lines and regions {Il  , r l ,  ..., l n ,  r,) such that for al1 1 < i 5 n 
we have 

1 - 

An exarnple of a loop is the image in Figure 10.5. 

For each literal i l ( l i , r j )  that  appears in a binary and a ternary clause, r j  is a region in a bop. If 
i i ( l i :  r j )  Ai(lk7 r,): then l i ,  rj are an even number of lines and regions away from l k ,  rm in the 
IOOP. If i l ( l i?  ri) + ( l k ,  r,),  then Li, rj are an odd number of lines and regions au-ay from l k ,  r ,  
in the Ioop. 

Part II: PROOF OF E Q W A L E N C E  

5Figure L O . L L  is an exarnple of the dase construct combined with a loop. The regions r i ,  rz, r j  are the regions in the 
clause. The  regions t r ,  r;, te ,  rs, t lo are in one loop, the regions r 2 , r l l , r l 2 , r l ~  are in the second loop, and rg,r(,rs,rc 
are in the third loop. 



Lemma 10.10 Consider the constnrct Il in Figure 10.4(a). 

Proof: Suppose 
T ,  u Il u RD.4 A(l ,  r )  A A(r, s) 

then there are only three consistent poses for sr , and the fo1Iowing pose clauses are satisfied 
by Tm u Il u RD.4 U A*AA: 

Bu RD.4 we have 

Thus we get 
Tm u Il u RDA + A(1,r) > A ( l l , r l )  v :\(lz,r-) V h(k,r3) 

O 

Lemma 10.11 For ail i < n a foop satisfies 

Proof: By clauses of type (2) in il, n-e have for al1 i < n, 

Bq' D T R ,  

so that we have 

For the other direction, by RDA we have for ail i < n, 

G ~ i g u r e  10.4(b) illustrates the three poses for S. 



Thus loops act as "communication7 constructs by passing the mlue of variables between the 
different image constructs that simulate clauses. If the iiteral A(l i , r i )  is assigneci true in one 
clause, then in any clause containing that literal it must also be aIso be assigneci true: in any clause 
containing + ( l i , r i )  the literal must be assigned false. The construction of the loop guarantees 
that these truth assigrunents are made consistentl- Lines and regions an eyen distance from each 
ocher in the loop are &-en the same truth assignment while lines and regions an odd distance away 
from each other in the loop are given opposite truth assignments. 

Lemma 10.12 Loops and the construct in Figure 10.4 satisfy N C . 4 0 .  

It is easy to see that the image can be built from the constructs in polynornial time and that the 

properties of the constructs ensure that Tc, u I u RD.4 U 1VA.4 is satisfiable iff  the instance of 

PLXSAR 3SAT is satidable. O 

Figure 10.11 shows an example of the clause construct and associated loops. In this image, rzt r l ~ ,  rl2, rr4 

are in one loop. r3, rd ,  rs , r6 are in the second bop, and ri ,  r7, re, rg , rio are in the third loop. The arrows 

indicate the directions in which the loops continue. 

10.4.4 Tractable Subclasses for Accidental Alignments 

To find a tractable subclass, we need to rernove the arnbiguity of which regions depict surfaces and which 

are background. Thus we must look at  images satisfj-ing !VAO. First we notice that if I N.40, X.4.4 

is able CO completely assign surface depiction literais to  al1 regions in 1. 

Lemma 10.13 If 1 NAO, then 

T V  u I ü RD.4 ü N.4.4 /= ( V r )  region(r) > [(3) A(r, s) E 

(3 l , l r )  in(1, r )  A (parallel(1,l') v perp(1, 1 ' ) )  A between(l,lf7 r ) ]  

Proof: Suppose 
T, u I u RD-4 u NA4 + A(r1, s,) 

By RDA there must be a line 11 and an edge el such that 

Since I + X.40,  there are no orphans, so there must be another line l3 such that I /= prallel(1l: 1 2 ) ~  

perp(ll , l p ) .  By NAA, these two lines must satisfy 

Tc, U I u RDA U N A A  A(21 , e l )  A A(12, e2)  A (pOrallel(el~ ez) v perp(el: e?)) 



Figure 10.11: Clause construct combined with a Ioop. 



CHAPTER I O .  GROCPINC ,-\SSU~~PTIOSS 

Suppose 

Then by by :V.4.1 we must have 

which contradins the assumption above: therefore R-e must have I + between(l1, L-, rr ). 

Suppose 

By 1V.4.4 we must have 

T,u~u RD.-lu:V.4--1 A ( l r ,  e i ) l \ A ( l 2 ,  e 2 ) A p r t ( e l ,  s i ) ~ p a r t ( e 2 ,  s L ) ~ ( p a r a l l e l ( e l ,  es)Vperp(el , e i ) )  

By the depiction axiom 9.5 of Tm, we get 

Funhermore, if I + X.40 then iV.4.4 entails ail region groupings. 

Lemma 10.14 If I + N A O ,  then 

(31,Zf) in(1, r )  A in ( l l ,  r') A (purallel(1,L') v perp(1,l')) A be tween( l , l t~  r )  

Proof: Suppose 
Ta. U I u RD.4 u iV.4-4 + J ( r r  , s i )  A A ( r 2 , s 2 )  

Since I + X.10, by RD.4 there must be Iines l1  , i2  such that 

and by iV.4.4 there exist edges e l ,  ez such that 

R.4C.4 entails 
Tc, U I U RDA u 1V.4.4 + (parallel(el ,  e2) v perp(e l ,  e - ) )  

By the depiction axiom 9.5 of Tc,, we must also have I between(l l , lz9 rl). 

Suppose 

By iV.4.4 there must exist edges e l ,  ez such that 

RAC.4 entails 
T, u I u R D A  u N.4A /= (pardlel(e1,  e?) v p e p ( e i  , e d )  



1Ve nom- see that this assignment of surface depiaion Iiterals Ieads to a tractable algorithm. 

Theorem 10.12 Let 1 be the set of images satisfyzng X A O .  Then there is an O(lr1) algorithm to find 
a model of Tm U I U X.-l,.l u RD-4 for some image i E 1: tuhere (rl is the number of regions in 1. 

Proof: Since I + iV.40: there do not exist Iines li, l j  such that I wphan(ii)  A orphan(lj). By 
constmction of n . ~ ~ . ~ :  al1 lines are assigned edge depiction literals. By the prek-ious two lemmas. 
al1 regions are assigned surface depiction literals. Consistent poses are found for each surface using 
SELECT-POSE: since ail region groupings are forced by X.4.4. 

The complexity of the algorithm is O(lr1) to assign the edge depiction literais and O(lr1) for 

SELECT-POSE. tJ 

Corollary 10.2 If I + :\.A0 and T, U I U RDA ii N.4.4 is consistent, then it has a unique model. 

10.4.5 A Computational Framework for .41vd-l.-l 

L t é  will non- consider the abducti%-e non-accidentai alignment assurnption, .4N.4A1 and construct a set of 

propositional clauses that is LogicalIy equivalent to it. This set of clauses will be used in the complexity 

proofs and in algorithms CO construct models satis-ng rlXA.4. 

Definition 10.26 i IAivAA is the following set of clauses: 

2 .  For euew lines li- l j  such that 

add the literals 

2. For ail lines il, 1.) such that 

I in( i l , r i )  A in(li, r k ) :  in(12, r j )  A in(i2? r,) A cdlinear(Il, 12) A urphan(11) A orphan(l2) 

add the clauses 

Theorem 10.13 Let @ be a sentence in L(n). Given a pianar image 1, n U ~ A N A A  U I /= * i f  
Tc, U 1 U RD.4 U ALVA-4 9. 

Proof:  This folIow-s from the construction of riNAcl and the equivalence 1V.4.4 = ANAA A UDhf L. The 

clauses in i iA,vAA are thus a subset of the clauses in IlNrlA7 simply exciuding those clauses arising 

fiom II'DML. O 



W e  firçt notice that even if there are no ambiguous orphans, .41V.4.4 nins into trouble. if I iVA0 ,  

then every line is assigned a depiction literai by .43*.4,4: also, non-orphans assign surface depiction 

Iiterais to the region that the? are in. However' not every region r has an orphan l such that I k 
(i. r) A (para l l e i  (1, l') A perp(1, 1') A between(1, l', r) : these regions are not assigned surface depiction 

literals bu .4:V.4.4. Thus we do not know whether such regions depict surfaces or not. For example, in 

Figure 10.2e. we cannot assign rl a W a c e  depiction literal, since rl is not between w o  grouped lines. 

If such regions do depict surfaces, then by RDA one of the lines in the region must depict an edge in the 

surface: thus one of these lines must depict multiple edges, tince by N.4L al1 Iines ha\-e been assigned 

depiction literals. We d l  now show that this ambiguity leads to intractabilitt-. 

Sote that if I N.40: dl depiction axioms have been satisfied since al1 lines have been assigneci 

edge depiction Iiterals. We thus need only consider the ocdusion axïoms when finding a model of 

Tc- U l LI RD.4. 

Theorem 10.14 Let Z = { I  : I X-40); then for I E Z it is XP-hard to find a mode1 of T .  U I U  
RD.4 U .4:\-.4.4 or determine that a model does not ezist. 

Proof: We will show that the problem is SP-hard using a reduction from the SP-hard problem PLX- 
SAR 3SAT. Given an instance F of PLASAR 3SAT, we a-1  construct an image I such that 
1 N.4L and such that F has a satisfjing interpretation iff T ,  u I u -437.4.4 U RD.4 is consistent. 
Sote that this image will be planar, since the original instance from 3SAT is planar. 

We transfonn a P LASA R 3SAT set of clauses into an equit-dent t heory t hat uses -1 (1, r )  with the 
same construction we used in Theorem 10.3. 

bu the set of Iines and regions in Figure 10.13: where I I ,  r l :  11, r- : b,  rj are parameters unique for 
each clause. 

Definition 10.27 An occlusion Ioop is a set of lines and regions 11: r i ,  ...tI,trn such that T, U 
I u .4iV.4.4 u RD.4 satisjîes the following clauses: 



An example of an occlusion Ioop is the image in Figure 10.12. 

For each literal :l(l i ,rj)  that appears in a binary and a t e m q  clause. rj is a region in an occlusion 
Ioop. If ;\(lit r j )  :\(Ik, r,), then f i ,  rj are an e~-en number of lines and regions away from l k ,  r, 
in the occlusion loop. If :\(fi, r j )  -A(lk: r,): then f i ,  rj are an odd number of Iines and regions 
an-a? from lk, r ,  in the occlusion loop. 

Finally. for everq- clause of the f o m  

where ri is in a loop with n regions, rj is in a loop with m regions and rk is in a loop with p 
regions. add the literals A(L? r) A ontop(s, s i )  to everq- pose satisfying .\(li-,, r i ) ,  add the literals 
:\(i. r) A ontop(s, si) to every pose satiswng :I(l,,,~ r j ) ,  and add the literaIs A(1, r )  A atop(s ,  sk) 
to every pose satisfj-ing A(lk,,, rit)- 

In Figure 10.13, we thus have the follosing clauses: 

A(l4: r l )  3 :\(le, r4)  A m t o p ( ~ r ,  s i )  A A(r ,  s )  A mtop(s.sr) 

:\(121 3) > A(lL4,  rg) A atop(s9: 32)  

A(4  , r2) 3 :1(112, r8) A a t o p ( s s ,  s?) A A(r ,  s)  A mtop(s,s2) 

A(L3, r3)  3 h(l18,  r.;) A antop(s.;: s3) 

A(l6: r3) 3 A(li6, r6 )  A ontop(s6, s3) A A(r,  s )  A m t q ( s V s 3 )  

The regions r l?  r4, rj are in one occlusion loop, Q, rs, rg are in the second ocdusion bop, and 
rg re , ri are in the third occlusion loop. 

Part II: PROOF OF E Q W A L E N C E  

Lemma 10.15 Consider the construct IL in Figure 10.13. If 

Proof: We will use the partial assignment t o  constrain the possible poses for surfaces in the scene. 
Given the partial assignment of antop literals, the foilowing pose clauses are then satisfied by 
T, u Il u -4NA.4 u RD.4: 

Making the assignment A(1, r )  we get the clause 



Figure 10.12: Occlusion loop. 



Figure 10.13: Clause construct used in the proof for the Theorem 10.14. 



Lemma 10.16 For  al1 i, t h e  occlusion loop 1 = (1  L .  r l  .... ln? rn ) sa t i s f i e s  

Proof: By conditions (2) and (3) of the construction, the pose clauses for tWo Iines l i  an d ln-,-l 
are 

?\(Li: r i )  > L I ( L ~ - ~  r i - i )  A a t v ( s i - 1 ,  s i )  V :!(ln-i-1: f i - ; )  A m t q ( s i - ~ :  s i )  

Both of the poses for h ( l n , i , l ,  ri-1 ) are inconsistent with the poses for A ( & ,  r i ) :  so chat we 
hat-e 

:\(fi, r i )  3 yA(Ln-i-L 3 ri-1 ) 

By DTR we have 
: I ( l i ,  r i )  > m t q ( S i - i  : s i )  

The occlusion clause in il entails the dause 

Similarlyr the lines 1 ,  : 1  in the loop hat-e the pose clauses 

A ( L n - l , r l )  3 : I ( l c n : r n )  A m t o ~ ( s n , s ~ )  V i\(lnfrn) A m t o p ( s n , s l )  

Both of the poses for A ( l n , l ,  rl ) are inconsistent with the poses for :\(ln, r,), so that we have 



The occlusion clause in il entails the clause 

:\(In: rn )  3 wntop(sn ,s l )  

Combining these two sets of clauses gives us 

: I ( l ï :  r i )  3 :\(Zn: T n )  

and hence 

The remainder of the equidences easily follow k-orn these. @ 

Thus occiusion loops act as "cornmunication- constructs by passing the d u e  of sariables berneen 
the different image constructs that simulate dauses. If the literal . l ( l i :r i )  is assigned true in one 
clause, then in any clause containing that literal it must also be d so  be assigned true: in any 
c h s e  containing yil(li: r i )  the literai must be assigned faise. The construction of the occhsion 
Ioop guarantees that these truth assignments are made consistently. Depiction Iiterais for the lines 
I j  in the occlusion lmp are giwn the same truth assignment, while depiction literais for the lines 
l j ,  1 are given opposite truth assignments. 

Lernma 10.17 Occlusion loops and the construct Il in Figure 10.13 satisfy X . 4 0 .  

IL is easy to see that  the image can be built frorn the constructs in polynornial tirne and that the 

properties of the constructs ensure that T, u I u .4rV.-I.-L ü RD.4 is satisfiable iff the instance of 

PLASAR 3SAT is satisfiable. O 

10.4.6 Tractable Subclasses for Abductive Accidentai ALignments 

To find a tractable subclass, we need to remove the arnbiguity of which regions depict surfaces and which 

are background. One way to do this is to require that all regions contain non-orphans that wi11 assign 

surface depiction literals to the regions. 

Definition 10.28 The No Unassigned Regions (NUR) assumption is the sentence 

(VT) regim(r) > (31,11) in(1, r )  A (paralle1 ( 1 , 1 1 )  v perp(l,ll)) A between(1, if, r )  

i -e . ,  every region is between a pair of fines which are either parnllel or perp to each other. 

For esample, the image in Figure 10.7e does not satisfy X U R ,  since none of the lines in region ri 

satis- LVO'R. Similarly, there are images that N U R  A 4V.40. However, we do have the following 

Proposition 10.3 If I + X U R  A ~ N . 4 0 ,  then Tm, U 1 U RDA U AiV.4.4 is inconsistent. 



Proof: Suppose iV.40 is faisified so that 

IVLTR entails the existence of lines 12, 13 ,  l tr15 such that 

we have the following clauses by construction of ii: 

contradicting the figure ground clause for I I .  

Csing this assumption on the class of images, i13.4.4 is able to completely assign surface depiction 

literals: this assignment leads to a tractable aigorithm. 

Lemma 10.18 If I /= NC;R A iV.40, then 

Tc, u 1 u RD.4 u .4iV.4.4 + (Vr) reg im(r)  3 (3s)  A(r ,  s) 

Proof: Since I iVUR A XA07 -4.V.4.4 entails 

TC,~I~RD,4~.4iv.4.4 + (Vr)reg ia(r )  3 ( 3 , 1 t ,  e .  et ,  s ) in( l .  r )~(paral le l ( l .  1')vperp(l, l ' ) )~be tween( l ,  1'. r ) ~  

A(1, e )  A A(lf,e')  A part(e, s )  A part(e',s) 

The depiction axiorn 9.6 of T c ,  then entails 

Tm u I u RD.4 u .4N.4,4 (Vr)  region(r) > (3s) A(r,s)  

Sotice the difference between this lernma and the anaiogous result for 1V.4.4. That lernma specified 

the necessary and sufficient conditions for a region to depict a surface: thus a region could be forced to  

be background by X.4.4. In the lemma for ANAA, al1 regions are forced to depict surfaces; ANA.4 is 

unable to force regions to be background. However, AiV.4.4 does entail aU region groupings. 

Lemma 10.19 If I /= LVUR A ~V.40, then 

T ,  u l u RD.4 U ANAA + (Vr, r ' )  (3s )  A(r, s) A A(rf , s) r 



Proof: Suppose 
Tm, U I U RDA U .-îXA-4 /= A ( r l ,  SI) A A(r2, s 2 )  

Since I + !VUR A N-40: by RDA there must exist lines I L ,  1- such that 

so that ..lX.-L.-l entaiIs the existence of edges such that 

By R-4C.4 and depiction axiom 9.5 in Tm., these two depicting iines must satisfq- 

By the depiction axîom 9.6 in Tm. we must also have 

Som suppose 

By :V.-I=1 there must exist a surface SI and edges el:el such that 

RDA and I D A  entail 

If 1 A7.40 A -1NL7i'R, then -4iVAA cannot cornpletely assign edge depiction literals: this arnbiguity 

led to the SP-hardness result earlier in this section. However, we now have the following: 

Lemma 10.20 If I k X U R  A 1V.40, then .&Vil-4 makes a complete edge depiction literal osszgnment 
ta  al1 lines in I .  

Proof: It is easy to see that if i NAO, then =1~V,-i.4 assigns a positive depiction literal to al1 Iines. 
We must show that each line that is in m-O regions is also assigned a negative depiction literal. 
Suppose 

Tm. u lu RDA U AXiIA i n ( l L , r l )  A i n ( l l , - )  A r \ ( l i , r ~ )  

Since 1 + LVC'R, then there must also be lines ln ,  l3 such that 

then by construction of il we have the clauses 



Theorem 10.15 If I ;\;CR A XAO, then there is  an O(lr1) algorithm to find a model of T, U I U 
.4i\-.4.4 U RD.4 where Ir1 is the number of regions in 1. 

Proof: Since I + ~V.40,  there do not exist lines 1,. l j  such that I m p h n ( l i )  /î q h a n ! l j ) .  By the 
previous three lemmas, aii regions are assigned surface depiction literals and al1 lines are cornpIetely 
assigned edge depiction Iiterals. Consistent poses are found for each surface using SELECT-POS E, 
since ai1 region and background groupings are forced. 

The cornplexity of the aigorithm is O(lr1) to assign the edge depiction literals and O(lr1) for 

SELECT-POSE. 0 

Corollary 10.3 If I + XC'R A rV-40 and Te, U I U RD.4 U .4X.4.4 is consistent, then it has a unique 
model. 

Proof: -4s demonstrated in the previous theorem. al1 Lines are assigned edge depiction literds and al1 

regions are assigned surface depiction Iiterais. This assignment is obviously unique. il 

Rather than define a subcIass of images to  achieve t rac tab i l i~ ,  another approach is to introduce a 

new depiction assumption. 

Definition 10.29 The Background Depictaon Assumption (BD.4) is the sentence 

i-e.: a region depicts a surface ig it is between two lines that are parallel or  perp to  each other. 

Using this assumption we get the following result: 

Theorem 10.16 If I + N.40, the= i s  an O(lr1) algorithm to find a model of Tm u IU R D - ~ U  =IrV..l=lU 
BD.4, where Ir1 is the number of regions in I. 

Proof: Since I + XAO, al1 lines are assigned edge depiction literais: BD.4 wiii then assign surface de- 
piction literals to aii regions. Fie thus have a complete assigrment of depiction literais. Consistent 
poses are found for each surface using SELECT-POSE, tince al1 region and background groupings 
are forced by .41V.-î,4. 

The cornplexity of the aigonthm is 0( [r1)  to assign the edge depiction Iiterais and O!lrj) for 

SELECT-POSE. O 

10.5 Region-restricted Accidental Alignments 

The next step is to  investigate assurnptions weaker than XAA (so that they allow accidentai aiignments) 

but which still allow the existence of polynomial algonthms. For example, there may be exceptions 

to 5.4.4, such as  p rox imi t~  that may bIock grouping in some cases. Informally, [Jacobs 881 uses such 

heuristics; in this section we formalize this idea by introducing the non-accidentai alignment assumptions 

of the previous sections, but restrict them to single regions. 



10.5.1 Definit ions for Region-based Restrictions 

Csing the grouping assumptions 1V.4.4 and -41V.4.4 from the previous section. m-e can restrict the notion 

of actidental alignment to  single regions as follows: 

Definition 10.30 Region-restricted N.4--1 (RNA-4) is the conjunction of the folloun'ng sentences 

Definition 10.31 Region-restncted -4N.4.4 (R.4N.4.4) i9 the conjunction of the following sentences 

(VI. 1'. r) parallel(l, 1') A in(1, r )  A in(ll,r) > (3e. e', 3) A(ll e) A A((': e') A part(e- 8 )  A pcrrt(d. 3) 

(V1.l'l~)petp(l,l')Ain(l,r)Ain(l',r) 3 (3e,e1,s)LS(l.e) AA(ll?e') Apcrrt(e,s)Apat.t(el,s) 

Proposition 10.4 For any image 1, 

This proposition easiiy follows from the definitions. Thus an image may have no region-restricted 

accidental alignments, but stilI have accidental alignments. 

Example: In Figure 10.14(a), there is an accidentai dignment, since I parallel(ll,12) but these 

lines cannot depict edges in the sarne surface. However, there are no region-restricted accidental 

alignments. Similarly, in Figure lO.l-k(b) , there are accidentai aiignments, since 

yet al1 three lines cannot depict edges in the same surface. There are no region- restricted accidental 

alignments since the image has a mode1 sa t i seng  

The image in Figure 10.14(c) has both accidentai and region-restricted accidentai alignments, since 

we have 

Tm, u I -(A(l, , r ~ )  A A(Z2,rL) A A(13,r1) 



Figure 10.14: Exarnple images for region-restricted accidentai alignrnents. 



Definition 10.32 Given an image I ,  a region-restn'cted orphan 1 is a fine in I that satisfies 

(VI) region,otphan(l) G line(1) A +lf, r) in(1, r )  A i n ( l f .  r )  A (parallel(1, 1') V perp(1, l t ) )  

i.e.' a fine i.5 a region-restn'cted orphan iff there does not exist any other line in the region wlrich i-s 
pamllef or perp with i f .  

Definition 10.33 .An ambigvous region-restncted orphan 1 i s  a line that satisfiw 

(Vl) aro(1) G regimll tphan(1) A ambiguous(1) 

i e . ,  a line is an ambiguow region-restricted orphan iff it i s  a region-mtricted orphan, it is ambiguous, 
and there does not ezist any other fanes an o region containing i f  which are parallel or perp t o  each 
other. 

The foIlon-ing is an easy consequence of the definitions: 

Proposition 10.5 For any image 1, 

T,. u I + (Vl)  atphan(1) > reg ionnphan(1 )  

We can therefore have Lines which are not orphans, but which are still region orphans. 

As wîth the relationship between XA.4 and -4~V.4.4, we can decornpose RX.4.4 into R-4iV.4.4 and a 

unique depiction assumption: 

Definition 10.34 The Uniquely Depicting Region-restricted Orphan (u'DRO) assumption is the sen- 
tence 

(Vl, e: s, rt et) r e g i o n s p h a n ( 1 )  A in(1, r )  A A([, e )  part(e, s )  A l ( l t  e') > e = e' 

i .e.,  region otphans depict unique edges. 

Theorem 10.17 For any image 1, 

Proof: It is easy to see that  
Tm. U I i= RNAA 3 R.-lN=lrl 

Suppose then that an image I violates II'DRO, so that there exists Lines 11,1?:  a region r i ,  and 
edges e 1 , e2 such that 

Hon-et-er, nTe then have 
T, u I -(3s) Cpart(e1,s) A pczrt(e?,s)) 

To proc-e the other direction of the equidence we will shon- 

Thus, suppose we have a region-restricted accidentai alignment which satidies R.4X.4-4: 

It is easy to see that this violates UDRO.  O 



Thus R.-iiV.%-l aiiow-s some region restricted non-orphans to  depict multiple edges. just as d i ~ . - L . - I  

allows some non-orphans tu depict multiple edges. As with CI'DML, the assumption EDRO applies 

only to mu1tipIe lines depicting edges in a surface, hcluding non-region restricted orphans and co1Iinea.r 

region-restricted orphans. UDRO forces these lines to depict unique edges. On the other hand, orphans 

for which there is ne collinear line can depict multiple edges, as in Figure 10.6(d), where I + aro(l1). 

10 -5.2 Classes of Images for Region-Restricted Alignments 

As ive did earlier with arnbiguous lines and orphans, we can use the notion of region-restricted orphan 

CO define image cIasses that wil  be used in the complexity proofs. 

Definition 10.35 The No Ambzguow Region-restricted Orphan (NARO) assumption is the sentence 

(Vl) linefl) > laro(1) 

Xote t h a t  :V.-iRO entails 

i.e.. for ever'; line in a region, there exists another line in the same region which is either parailel or 

perpendicular to it. 

The images in Figure lO.lS(a) and Figure lO.lJ(b) sati* NARO. 

Definition 10.36 The No Collinear rlmbiguow Region-restricted Orphan (NC.-lRO) assumption is  the 
sentence 

(Vf, 1') aro(1) A aro(lt) > -cdlinear(l, 1') 

Le., them are no collinear ambiguous region-restricted orphana in the image. 

In Figure 10.15~. there are three ambiguous region-restricted orphans - L2,1s,l,: since none of these 

lines are collinear with any other tines, this image satisfies NCARO. Also note that none of these hnes 

are orphans, since 

I pûrallel(ll, 12) A parallel(ls, 14) 

Definition 10.37 The Isolated ..imbiguous Region-restricted Orphan (IARO) assumption i s  the sentence 

(Vl, l', r )  aro(1) A aro(lt) A in([, r )  A 1 # 1' 3 1in( l1?r)  

Le., there is ut most one ambiguow region-restricted orphan in a region. 

In Figure 10.13c? there are two regions rl, r 2  such that 

so that t his image does not satisfS. I=IRO. In Figure 10. Gd, there are only two ambiguous lines I I ,  12, 

and they a r e  the only arnbiguous lines in their regions: thus this image satisfies I.4RO. However, since 

I collinear(ll, lz), this image does not satisfy NCARO. Again, note that none of the region-restricted 

orphans are orphans. 

The following relationships among these classes of images are easy consequences of the definitions: 



Figure 10.15: Classes of images related to region-restricted accidental alignments. 
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Figure 10.16: Special classes of images for region-restricted accidentai alignments. 

Proposition 10.6 For any image 1, 

T, u 1 /= NARO 3 I A R O  

T, u I + NARO 1 N A 0  

The relationships among the image classes is shown in Figure 10.16. The arrows represent entailment 

between the two sentences defining the image classes. 

One drawback of region-restricted grouping assurnptions is that regions groupings e l 1  no Ionger be 

entailed. There may be lines that are region-restricted orphans but that are not orphans: such lines will 

not be grouped by R N A A  or R.4N.4-4. Another approach to use with these grouping assumptions is to 

consider RNA-4 and R-4-V.4.4 as giving higher priori- to region-restncted alignments: we could then 

use açsumptions such as .V.-iA or ANA.4 to group the non-orphans in the image that are in different 

regions. This wouId allow us to construct modeIs for images that had certain accidentai alignments. On 

the other hand, there is no inherent preference in RA--4-4 or R.kV.4.4 aione for any models satisfying 

region groupings or nonaccidental aiignments of nonorphans. 

10.5.3 Computational F'ramework for R ~ ~ , 1 - 1  

As with the previous assurnptions, we will define a propositional theory ll u I IRNAA, which is logically 

equikaient to  RXA.4. 



Definition 10.38 iIRlv.4.4 is the following set of clau.9e.s: 

1. For ail lines l i , l j  S U C ~  t h d  

I /= i n ( i i , r k )  A i n ( i j , r k )  A in( [*:  rm) A i n ( l j z r n )  A b d u i e e n ( l , ~ l j ~ r k )  

and I parûZlel(li,lj) or I petp(li7 l j ) ,  or I + cdl inear( l i , l j ) ,  then add the literais 

Theorem 10.18 Let 9 be a sentence in C(ll). Giuen a pianar image I ,  II U nRiv.4~ U I @ if 
Tc, U I U RD-4 U fiV-L-1 4. 

Proof: In the pre\ious chapter we proved that  the clauses in ii are equikalent to Tc, u RD.4 u I for 
some image 1. We simply need to show- that N.4.4 is equ i~den t  to the clauses in l I ~ ~ v - 4 ~  for some 
image 1. 

1. If 
i + i n ( l l z  r k )  A in(12, r k )  A ( (para l l e l ( l~ ,  1.1) V p e r p ( l ~ :  1 2 ) )  

then RlVA.4 reduces the depiction axiom 9.5 in T, to 

then RlV.4.4 reduces the depiction axiom 9.6 in Tm, to  

2. Suppose 

By R.4N.4.4 we must have 

By ID.4 we must have 

so that in this case Ci D RO is equiçaient to  

(Vl, 1') in(1, r )  A in(1, r') 2 (.4(17 r )  3 4 ( l Y  r ' ) )  

Sotice tha t  no ambiguity arises fiom cdl inear  as it did with N.4-4; since accidentai alignments 

are restricted to  unique regions, thete is no  figure ground ambiguity with a coiiinear region-restricted 

orphan. However, region-restx-icted orphans do Iead t o  problems, even when they are not orphans. 



Theorem 10.19 Let Z = { I  : I /= LV,-10); then for I E I tt is NP-hani to f i d  a model of T, U I U 
RD.4 U RS.4-4 or determine that a model does not existe 

Proof: We will show that the problem is SP-hard using a reduction from PLASXR 3s-AT. Given an 
instance F of PL-AXAR 3S.4T7 F)P will construct an image I such that I + [ A 0  and such that F 
has a satis-ng interpretation iff T,.u I u RD.4 u RX.4.4 is consistent. Sote that this image will 
be planar, since the original instance from 3SAT is planar. 

The proof ni11 be sirnilar to the SP-hardness proof for Tm. U I u R D - ~ U  R1v-4.4 when 1 XC.40. 
escept we wilI use region-restricted orphans that are not orphans. 

Part 1: THE CONSTRUCTION 
1;Cé construct transform a PL-4SAR 3SAT set of clauses into an equident theory that uses A(1, r )  
with the sarne constmction we used in Theorern 10.3. 

Replace each ternary clause 
-A( i l , r l )  v A( i2yr2)  v :!(i3! r3) 

by the set of lines and regions in Figure 10.17, where I l ,  rl , L I ,  r z ,  f3  : r~ are parameters unique for 
each clause. 

Definition 10.39 .4 region-restricted loop is a set of regions { r l ,  ..., r,) such that for all i 5 n we 
have 

1. 

.An esarnpIe of a region-restricted loop is in Figure 10.18. 

For each liceral h(li, r i )  that appears in binary and ternary clause, rj is a region in a region- 
restricted loop. 

Part II: PROOF OF EQUIVALENCE 

Lemma 10.21 The constmct Il in Figure 10.4 satisfies: 

Proof: This foIlows fiom the proof for Theorem 10.11, which uses the sarne construct. 13 

Lemma 10.22 For al1 i 5 n a a region-restricted loop satisfies 



Figure 10.17: Clause construct used in the proof of Theorem 10.19. 



Figure 10.18: Region-restricted loop. - - 



Proof: By clauses of type (2) in ilt we have for al1 i < ni 

By DTR, 

For the other direction, by RDA we have for d l  i < n, 

l A ( l l  , rn) 3 :\(lnt rn)  

By DTR, we have 
CXlt~p(s~-~ ,  s i )  2 lA(l i - i?  ri-1) 

so that pie get 

-4s with previous proofs, region-restricted loops act as "communication" constructs by passing 
the d u e  of variables between the different image constmcts that simulate clauses. If the literal 
.'\(li,ri) is assigned true in one clause, then in an>- clause containing that Literai it must aIso be 
also be assigned true: in any clause containing l A ( l i ,  ri) the literd rnust be assigned false. The 
construction of the bop guarantees that these truth assignments are made consistently. Lines 
and regions an even distance fiom each other in the loop are given the same truth assignment 
whife lines and regions an odd distance away from each other in the Ioop are given opposite truth 
assignments. 

Lemma 10.23 Region-restricted loops and the construct I I  in Figure 10.17 satisfy ~V.40. 

It is easy to see that the image can be built from the constructs in pol-ynomial tirne and that the 

properties of the constructs ensure that T, U I U RDA U RN.4.4 is satisfiable iff the instance of 

P L X S X R  3SAT is satidable. O 

10.5.4 Tractable Subclasses for RNA.4 

As wit h the other grouping assumptions, we rnust therefore move to a more restricted class of images CO 

achieve a tractable algorithm. It is insufficient to require that there be no orphans in the image. Since 

our grouping assurnption has been restricted to regions, we must enforce the condition that there be no 

region-restricted orphans. The following Iemmas show that by doing so, RrV.4.4 is able to cornpletely 

assign depiction literals to the lines and regions in the image: this sets the stage for a polynornial 

algorit hm. 



Lemma 10.24 If I t= !V.4ROt then 

T, u I u RD.4 u RX-4-4 (Vr) r e g i a ( r )  > (3s) A ( r ,  s )  

Proof: Suppose Since I + N.-tRO, by R D A  there rnust exist lines I I ,  l2 such that 

so that RX.4.4 entaiis the existence of edges such that 

By R.4C.4 and depiction axiom 9.5 in Tm., these two depicting lines must satis- 

Suppose 
I + in ( l l ,  r 2 )  A in(l2, r-) A between(ll, 12,  r2) A -between(ll, I? :  T L )  

Then by C'DRO we must have 

which contradicts our hypothesis. We must therefore have I between(ll,12: r l ) .  

sow suppose 

By R:V=L.-l there must exist a surface si such that 

T, u I u  RDAu RN.4.4 /= A(11, el) A A(12,e2) Apcrrt(el,sl) A p a r t ( e z , s ~ )  

RD A and I D  .4 entail 
T, u i u R D A  U RN.4.4 A(r t ,  s i )  

Xotice that although al1 regions are assigned a surface depiction Iiteral, RrV.4.4 does not entai1 any 

region groupings, since it is restricted to  lines in the sarne region. 

Lemma 10.25 If I NARO, then al1 fines are giuen a complete edge depiction literal assignment by 
R:V.4.4. 

Proof: This follows from the construction of IlRANtlA. 0 

Theorem 10.20 If I + NARO,  then the= is an 0 ( l r J 2 )  algonthm to find a mode1 of T c ,  U 1 u R D A  u 
R-v.4.4. 

Proof: Since I N.4RO: there do not exist lines Ii,lj  such that I aro(l i)  A aro(lj) .  By con- 
struction of IIRAvAA, aii lines are assigned edge depiction literais. By the previous lemma, al1 
regions are assigned surface depiction literals. Consistent poses are found for each surface using 
POSE-COSSISTESCY. 

The complexity of the algonthm is O(lr[)  to  assign the edge depiction literals and 0(lr12) for 

POSE-COSSISTEXCY. O 

CoroIiary 10.4 If I + N.4RO and Ta, U 1 U RDAU RN.4.4 is consistent, then it has a unique model. 



10.5.5 Computational Framework for R--lA-A-4 

LVe mi11 non: use the propositional theory i i ~  IlRA.vA..r for computing models of T,,u IU R D - 4 ~  R-4:~.4-4. 

Definition 10.40 IIRAivAA is the following set of litemls: 
For d i  h e s  Ii,fj such that I k in(li,  r k )  A in(Lj, t k )  and 1 pczralkl(li, L j )  or perp(fi, L j ) :  or 
I + collinear(li, I j ) ?  add the literals 

Theorem 10.21 Let 9 be a sentence in L ( n ) .  Giuen an image I? ii U nRAN.~.4 U I * i f f  T, U I U 
RD.4 U R.4;\'.4.4 + a. 

Proof: This follows fkom the proof for il R.%-AA since RX.4-4 R.4~V.4.4 A L:D RO. O 

Theorem 10.22 Let Z = {1  : I + :V=IRO); then for 1 E Z it is NP-hard to find a model of T, U I U 
RD.4 U R.4:V-4.4 or determine that a model does not ezist. 

Proof: This follows from the NP-hardness proof for T, U I U RDA, since both the clause construct II 

and the occIusion loop 12 satis- NAROo and ii l l ~ ~ , v ~ ~  for these images. 0 

As nith .4X.4,4, the problem with R.4iVA.4 is that there is ambiguity in the assignrnent of depiction 

literals: we do not know which regions depict surfaces and which are background. and there is no complete 

assignment of edge depiction literais to the lines in the image. Previouslt.1 we introduced an additional 

constraint on the class of images: we now introduce a region-restricted version of that constraint. 

Definition 10.41 The Region-resticted No Unassigned Regions (RNUR) assumption às the following 
sentence 

i.e., every region contains a pair of lines which are either parailel, perp, or collinear. 

Lemma 10.26 If I k R X U R  A NARO, then 

Ta, u I u RD.4 u RANA-4 + (Vr )  reg im(r )  > (3s) A(r , s )  

Proof: Since 1 RNUR A NARO, then RA-W.4.4 entails 

T,uIu RD& R..lXA..IA (Vr)regzh(r)  3 (31 , l', e: et7 s)in(17 r ) ~ i n ( l ' :  r ) ~ ( p u r a f ~ e ~ ( ~ ,  l')vperp(l, 1')) 

~between(1,  l', r )  A 4(1, e )  A A([', e t )  A pcrrt(e, s) A p r t ( e 1 ,  s) 

The depiction axiorn 9.6 of T,, then entails 

Tm u I ü RDA U AN.4A + (Vr)(3s) A(r,  s )  

Sotice that dthough al1 regions are assigned a surface depiction literal, R?i.4-4 does not entai1 any 

region groupings, since i t  is restricted to lines in the same region. 

Theorem 10.23 If I + RNU R A N A  RO, then there is  an O(lrl9 algorithm to find a model of Tm. u 
I U RD.4 U R,-I:VAA for some image I E Z. 



Proof: Since I /= Rit'LTR, there do not exïst lines r i ,  l j  such that I + a to ( l i )  A aro(l j ) .  By construction 
of n ~ . ~ ~ . - \ ~ ,  d l  lines are assigned edge depiction literals. By the pret-ious lemma: ail regions 
are assigned surface depiction literals. Consistent poses are found for each surface using POSE- 
COSSISTESCY. 

The complexity of the aigorithm is O ( [ s l )  to assign the edge depiction literais and 0(~rI" for 

POSE-COSSISTESCY. O 

As we did nith .4rV.4,4, instead of defining a subcIass of images, we can introduce a new depiction 

assurnpcion CO achieve tractabiiity. 

Definition 10.42 The Region-restricted Background Depiction -4ssurnption (RBD.4) is the sentence 

(Vr )  regim(r) > ( ( 3 s )  A (r,  s )  

(21.I') in(!, r )  A in( l ' ,  T )  A (parallel(l,I1) v perp(l, l t)  A cd l i near ( l , l t ) )  A between(1, l', r)) 

i.e.? a region depicts a surface iff it contains two fines which are either parallel, perp, or collinear. 

Csing this assumption m-e get the following result: 

Theorem 10.24 If I + X..IRO, there is an 0(jr12) algorithm to find a mode1 of T, u I u RD.4 U 
R.-i:V.4.4 U RBD.4, where Ir1 is the number of regions in I .  

Proof: Since I XARO, al1 lines are assigned edge depiction literals: RBD-4 wiil then assign sur- 
face depinion literais to d l  regions. We thus have a complete assignment of depiction iiterais. 
Consistent poses are found for each surface using POSE-CONSISTESCY. 

The complexity of the algorithm is O(lr1) to assign the edge depiction literais and O(1r1') for 

POSE-COSSISTESCY. O 
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Figure 10.19: Complexity Results for Grouping Assurnptions 



10.6 Summary 

In this chapter. n-e have presented a forrnalization of the notion of grouping and explored the role it 

piays in the cornplexity of the task of object recognition. W e  have shotvn that the general problem 

of finding the model of an image for the \arious grouping assumptions is NP-hard. Hosever, we have 

identified sentences that d e h e  classes of images for which the task of fhding a model for the grouping 

assumptions is tractable. 

The complexity results of this chapter are summarized in Figure 10.19. The dashed lines indicate the 

"cornputational cliff for theories consisting of diflerent grouping and depiction assumptions. If an image 

is in a class belom- the dashed line for a particular theo--, then there exists a polynomiai aIgorithrn to 

find a mode1 of the theory: if the image is in a class above the dashed line, then in general it is SP-hard 

to find a mode1 of the theory. For example, if I L V - ~ R O ,  then the task of h d i n g  of a model of 

Tc, u I u RD.4 u R.4iV.-1.4 is SP-hard, but the task of finding a model of T, ü I u RD.4 U RiV.4-4 is 

pol>nomial. If I + ~ V . 4 0 ~  then the task of h d i n g  a mode1 of Ta. U I U RD.4 u 3.4.4 is tractable. but if 

I + 1-40 and I XAO,  then the task of finding a model of T, u I ü RD.4 u N A 4  is SP-hard. 

Intuitively, for a given grouping assurnpcion, there is a threshold of ambiguity which is related to 

the degree of occlusion in the scene. If too much of a surface is occIuded, then then there wili be 

insufficient cues for the grouping assumption to disambiguate the assignment of depiction iiterals to 

lines and regions. 

We cari aiso use this as a "meta-heuristic" for discovering new accidentai alignment assumptions - 

once w-e identifj- the propeny of the image or  scene which allows arnbiguicv, n*e can introduce a new 

assumption which provides a unique figure/ground assignment for the specific class of images or scenes. 



Chapter 11 

Summary and Future Work 

11.1 Summary 

The main objective of this thesis has been the axiomatization of sorne of the intuitions for image un- 

derstanding. In the first set of results, we have introduced eight theories coilectively referred to as the 

CardiVorId Theories: 

T,,,,,: axiomatizes the basic ontology of scenes within CardWorld, consisting of surfaces, edges, 

and points. (Chapter 3) 

Tscenc U Tkemel: extends Tscene with the basic ontology of images (consisting of regions, lines, and 

pixels), as well as the basic intuitions about the depiction relation berneen scene objects and image 

objects. (Chapter 3) 

Tfg U Tacene: extends Tscene by axiomatizing intuitions about figure and ground for 2D polygonal 

surfaces, and provides a basic theory of shape. (Chapter 4) 

TA U Tjg U Tkerner U Tacene: extends the previous theories by axiomatizing the depiction of the 

figure/ground relations in Tfg - (Chapter 5 )  

Tinterior U Tfs U TScenc : extends the intuitions about figure and ground to define the notions of the 

intenor of a surface (including any hoIes that the surface rnay have). (Chapter 6) 

T$t,,i,r U Tinte,,, U TA u Tfg U Tkemei ü Tsccne: extends the previious one by axiomatizing the 

depiction of the interior of a surface and the reiationship to properties of regions in an image. 

(Chapter 6) 

Tobscures U Tintenor U Tjg U Tacene: introduces the notion of obscuring surfaces within a scene. 

(Chapter 7) 

Tom U Tobicurea U Tetcrior U Tintcriop U TA U Tig U TLcrml u Tacene: this t h ~ v ,  which is the union 

of d l  of the CardWorId modules, axiomatizes the relationship berneen the notion of obscuring 

surfaces and nondepiction of obscured scene objects. (Chapter 4) 
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These theones provide an axiomatization of images and depiction for 2D polygonal surfaces in scenes 

with occfusion and noise (errors in edge detection). For each theory. we ha\-e provided a characterization 

of a class of structures, and s h o m  that the theo- is satified by these structures. and that al1 models 

of the theory are structures in the class. 

In addition. we have explored tarious assumptions about shape and errors in edge detection which 

can be used to restrin the models of the CardWorld Theories to be finite. In particular. we showed 

that the assumption of no errors in edge detection is equivaient to a set of ten independent assurnptions 

about depiction of surfaces. 

The second set of major results e-uplored the comple'oty of finding models of the CardtVorld theories. 

Chapter 10 provided the basic theorem showing that the problem is in general SP-hard. However, we 

discovered that the fundamental reason for the intractability arises from ambiguity in the depiction of 

edges and surfaces. We then introduced a set of depiction assumptions related to accidentd dignment. 

which determine which depicted edges belong to the same surface. If the theox-y entails these assurnptions, 

then the comple'nty of finding a mode1 becomes polynomial. 

These resuits also ailow an assumption-based approach to complexity results. Rather than speci-ng 

special tract able cases using syntactic cri teria (such as 2SAT or Hom clauses) ? we can introduce sentences 

in the language of CardWorld and consider the complexity of finding a mode1 of the extended theop. 

Future Work 

There are two major directions in which to extend the work of this thesis. First, we can define new 

asiomatic theories: 

Consider theories in which there are new classes of scene objects, such as colour, surface markings, 

shadows, and texture. This would require the relaxation of d o m  3.16 in T,,e,et although other 

axjorns would be uncfianged (since they explicitly refer to points, edges, or surfaces). 

Explore axiomatizations of three-dimensional scene objects. 

Identify and axiomatize new accidentd alignment assumptions, particuiarly in theories which allow 

errors in edge detection. This could possibly lead to  a better account of perceptual organization. 

Xxiomatizations that incorporate intuitions about granularity: The problem of scde has emerged 

as a fundamental source of dificulty in the qualitative description of images, because the events 

we perceive and find rneaningful enorrnously in size and extent. .An adequate representation 

must protide descriptions a t  a varie- of physical scales, both in the image and in the scene. 

Apply the methodologv used in this thesis to extend the Mapsee axiomatization. There are intu- 

itions within the Mapsee domain which have analogues to figure/ground assignments, e-g. deter- 

mining which side of a shoreline is the lake and which side is solid ground. 



The second direction is to emend the complexity results for the existing anornatic theories: 

A11 of the assumptions used in this thesis were either nonaccidental depiction assumptions or 

restrictions on the classes of images. Another possibility is to introduce scene assumptions: for 

e-uarnple. we can consider scenes in which al1 of the surfaces are layered, in that there is a partial 

ordering over the surfaces with respect to ontop. Al1 of the YP-hardness results in this thesis 

correspond to non-layered scenes. Motivation for considering Iayered scenes also arises from other 

concerns. Work in cornputer gtaphics has often used the Painter's AIgorithm ([Sewell et al 721, 

[Fiume 891) to construn images from a scene. A necessary condition for this algorithm and the 

Painter's Algorithm is that  the set of surfaces in the scene are ordered: in a non-la~ered scene. this 

is not the case, and the Painter's Algorithm wilI not work. -4s a point of trivia, the cover of the 

Journal of Cornputational Geometry depicts a non-layered scene. 

Similadi., we can impose additional depiction assumptions independent of nonaccidental alignrnent. 

For exarnple. we can consider the complexity of finding a model given that w-e rnake the assumption 

that a11 lines depict unique edges. 

We can relax the assumption that al1 surfaces in the scene are convex, and allow nonconvex 

surfaces. This has deep ramifications, since rnany of the tractabil i l  resuits depended on al1 edges 

being convex, since this allowed us to infer the figure/ground assignment from the aiignrnent of 

the depicting lines alone. This is no longer possible for nonconvex surfaces: for example, in an 

L-shaped surface, there are two pairs of perpendicular edges which have different figure/ground 

assignments. 

We can reIax the shape closure assurnption to allow a Library of multiple shapes. [Grirnson 901 

provides a complexity anaipis of hia interpretation tree algorithm for a libraq- of shapes, and it 

would be interesting to formally characterize the complexity of this task. In particular, this Ieads 

to heuristics which are based on the ratio of scene clutter to object size; the CardWorld theories 

can be used to speci- these heuristics as assumptions within the language of Tm.. 

O One of the major assumptions made in the complexity results was X L E A  - there are no errors 

in edge detection. Given the decornposition of this assumption into ten independent depiction 

assurnptions, there is a \ast array of theories which can be explored in which we weaken these 

assurnptions and allow errors in edge detection. For exarnple, we can consider the cornplexity of 

finding models of theories which contain silhouettes (and hence violated URD.4). 

0 W e  can represent accidental aiignments as defaults rather than first-order sentences. It is important 

to note that we wiil be constructing models of Tm U I U RDA ü N.4.4 and Tm. U I U RDA U 

.-W.1.4. Thus, if a model has accidental alignments, then it will be inconsistent with these grouping 



assumptions. An alternative approach would be to construct models of images that have accidentai 

alignrnents. but in which we prefer those rnodels that minimize the accidentais. 



Appendix A 

Hilbert's Axiomat izat ion of 
Geometry 

The axioms in this section are taken kom [Hilbert 711 and [Greenberg 931. In the original presentation of 

his theory, Hilbert only provided English staternents for the axioms: he did not provide a set of first-order 

sentences in standard notation, or even formally specif'l his language, as we have done in this thesis. 

The language of Hilbert's axiomatization of geometry is a second-order language, wïth the nonlogicai 

lexicon: 

Chilbcrt = {paint(p), h e ( l ) ,  m ( p ,  1): or&red(z, y: z ) ,  cmgruent(z, y, z, w ) :  

$egment(z, y)! angle(z, y, r )  pcrrallel(z, y)) 

The u n q  predicate paint(p) denotes the relation defining the class of points. 

0 The u n q  predicate line(1) denotes the relation defining the class of lines. 

4 The binary predicate m ( p ,  1) denotes the incidence relation between points and lines. 

0 The t e r n q  predicate ordered(z, y, z) denotes the retation whose intended interpretation is that 

the point y is between point z and point z. 

The four-place predicate congruent denotes the relation whose intended interpretation is that the 

segment is congruent (equal in magnitude) to the segment Z. 

The intended interpretation of the ternary predicate segment(z, z, y) is that t is a point on a line 

between points z and y. 

0 The intended interpretation of the temary predicate angle(z, y, z) is that the two segments 

and y, form an angle. 

0 The binary predicate prrrallel(z, y) denotes that two lines z ,  y are parallel, and do not intersect 

eôch other. 



A.1 The Axiorns 

A. 1.1 Incidence Axioms 

Axiom 1 For ecery point P and for euery point Q not equal to P there ezists a unique fine i incident 
~ 5 t h  P and Q .  

Axiom 2 For every line 1 there ezists at least two distinct points that are incident with f .  

Axiom 3 Them ezist three distinct points with the property that n o  fine is incident with all three of 
them. 

A.1.2 Order Axioms 

Axiom 4 If B is between -4 and C ,  then -4, B, and C are three distinct points alf lying o n  the same 
line. and B is between C and -4. 

- 
Axiom 5 Giuen any two distinct points B and D, there ezist points .4.C, and E lying on  the fine BD 
such that B is between A and DI C is between and D ,  and D is between B and E. 

Axiom 6 If -4: B, and C a= three distinct points lying o n  the same iine, then one and only one of the 
points iu between the other two. 

A. 1.3 Congruence Axioms 

Axiom 7 If .4 and B are distinct points and if -4' is any  point, then for eoch ray r emanating from -4' 
there is a unique point B' o n  r such thut B' # A' and -4B Y .4'B1. 

Axiom 8 If .AB CD? and AB EF, then C D  Z EF.  Moreover, e u e q  segment is congruent to  
itself. 

Axiom 9 If B ts between A and C ,  B' is between -4' and C', AB .4'B1, BC Y B'C', .4C -4'C'. 

- 
Axiom 10 Gicen an angle LBAC and giuen any m y  .4'B1 emanating fmm a point A', then there zs a - - 
unique ray -4'C' on a gtuen side of the line -4'Rt such that LB'A'C' 2 LBAC. 

Axiom 11 If L.4 Y LB and L-4 LC, then LB i LC.  Moreover, euery angle is congruent to  itself. 

Axiom 12 If two sides and the included angle of one triangle are congruent to two sides and the included 
angle of another triangle, then the two triangles are congruent. 

A. 1.4 Parallelism Axiom 

Axiom 13 For e v e q  line 1 and every point P not lying o n  1 t h e x  ie at most  one 1ir.e m thmugh P such 
that rn is  parallel to I .  

A. 1.5 Completeness Axiom 

Axiom 14 Suppose that the set ( 1 )  of al1 points o n  u line 1 is the disjoint union CL U C2 of two nonempty 
subseks such that no  point of either subaet is between points of the other. Then there ezists a unique 
point O on 1 such that one of the subsets is equai to a nzy of 1 with uertez O and the other subset is equal 
to the compfement. 



A.2 Addit ional Relations 
Definition A.l Suppose we are giuen a structure &î /1 .,f4plygon, and let 7t be the model of Hilbert's 
axionatization of geometry. 

An edge el E :Cf is bounded by  two other edges e2,eg iff one of the following conditions holds: 

and 
(xl , x2, x3) E ordered 

i?. If al : (el! el) E O1 (a?: el ,  e3)  E 8": and al < 7, a? > n, then there do not ezist points xl : x?, x3 E 
H such that 

(xi h(e1))  E on, (x?, h(e3)) E on, (x3 , h(eg))  f on 

and 
(xl x:, , x3) E ordered 

3. If (e2 el) E parallel, then there ezist points X I ,  x z  , x3 E H such that 

and 
(XI ,  x-, x3) E ordered 

and 
(XI , xz x3) E ordered 



Appendix A 

Index of Assumptions 

.AL1 assumptions labelled by acronyms are presented in alphabeticai order. The nurnber in parentheses 

is the page on which the assumption is axiornatized. 

XS.A.A : Abdunive Son-Accidental Alignrnent assumption (345) 

BD.4 : Background Depiction Assurnption (373) 

BREX : Bounded Region Existence Assumption (274) 

CCX : Connected Contour .4ssumption (248) 

CFG.4 : Convex Figure/Ground Assumption (294) 

CS=\ : Convex Surfaces Assumption (294) 

DEL4 : Depicted Kernel Assumption (4.5) 

DKRE : De~icted Kernel Region Existence Assumption (266) 

DTR : Depicted Trichotomy assumption (257) 

HREA : Hole Region Existence Assumption (259) 

IAL : Isolated .4mbiguous Lines assumption (335) 

IXO : Içoiated Ambiguous Orphans assumption (349) 

IXRO : Isolated Arnbiguous Region-restricted Orphans assumption (377) 

IDA : Depiction Assumption for the in relation (263) 

IDKA : Depicting Kernel Assurnption (49) 

INDA : inclusion Depiction Assurnption (252) 

MBRE : Multiple Background Region Existence assumption (271) 



S-A-A : Son-Accidental Alignment assumption (3-15) 

SXL : So .L\rnbiguous Lines assumption (333) 

S.40 : So Ambiguous Orphans assumption (3-18) 

S-AR0 : S o  Ambiguous Region-restncted Orphans assumption (377) 

SC.\L : S o  Coilinear Arnbiguous Lines assurnption (333) 

SCXO : S o  Collinear Ambiguous Orphans assumption (349) 

SC.4RO : So Collinear Ambiguous Region-restricted Orphans assurnption (377) 

SLEX : So Lacunate Errors Assumption (2.10) 

SP.4L : So Pairs of Ambiguous Lines assumption (335) 

SPA0 : 50 Pairs of Ambiguous Orphans assumption (349) 

SSEX : S o  Spurious Errors Assumption (243) 

SUR : S o  Cnassigned Regions assumption (370) 

OSD-4 : Occluded Surface Depiction Assumption (280) 

PSC.4 : Parametrized Shape Closure Assumption (293) 

R=\C -4 : Rect anguiar -4lignment Closure Assurnption (292) 

R.ASA.4 : Region-restricted Abductive 90 Accidental Alignment assumption (374) 

RD.\ : Region Depiction Assumption (303) 

REX : Region Existence Asswnption (266) 

RFGC : Rectangular Figure/Ground Closure assumption (293) 

RYX.4 : Region-restricted Yo .4ccidentai Alignment assumption (374) 

RSCR : Region-restricted S o  Cnassigned Regions assumption (386) 

RSCA : Rectangular Shape Closure Assumption (292) 

SDKX : Strong Depicted Kemel Assurnption (267) 

C'DML : Cniquely Depicting hl ul tiple Lines assurnption (347) 

CDRO : Uniquely Depicting Region-restricted Orphans assurnption (376) 



'RDA : Cnique Region Depiction Assumpcion (251) 

IVCCX : C t é a k  Connecteci Contour Assumption (243) 

LVDTR : Weak Depicted Trichotorny asswnption (258) 

iVRE.4 : Weaii Region Existence Assumption (268) 
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